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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XXXIX.
THE KNIGHTS TEMPLARS, OE RED CROSS KNIGHTS.

ON the borders of the debateable land where the jurisdictions

of the Qneen and of the Lord Mayor of London conflict and

conjoin, is a stately monument, rich in historic interest and

in memories of bygone men. Hidden away under the block

of buildings which form the south side of Fleet Street, one

does not notice, without seeking for them, the colleges of the

Inner and Middle Temple, which constitute the monument
alluded to. It is from the river, from Waterloo or Blackfriara

Bridge, or better still from the Surrey shore, that one sees

" Those bricky towers,

The which on Thames' broad, aged back do ride,

Where now the studious lawyers have their bowers,
There whilome wont the Templar knights to bide,

Till they decayed through pride.''

Within those "
bricky towers

" do now study and work the

apprentices, barristers, and Serjeants of the law who are mem-
bers of the two societies of the Temple ; there are collected some
of the brightest minds which the Universities of the kingdom
have trained, some of the wittiest heads that ever Nature looked

upon and smiled, some of the most intellectual, polished, and
learned men that are owned by the three kingdoms. They call

themselves Templars, they worship in common in the Temple
Church, and they preserve the devices and traditions of an order

of knights whose name they bear, and in whose seats they sit.

How is this ? Was it always BO ? Certainly not. The lines

of Edmund Spenser, quoted above, testify as much, and their

witness, as we shall see in the course of this sketch, is exactly
even with the truth. Let us inquire eomewhat into the history
of these colleges of law, and see how they came to be colleges

at all ; let us glean something out of the historic memories
which cling around them, and follow the path pointed out by
the finger of Time, till it leads us to the epoch when the lawyers
dwelt not in the Temple, but armed Christianity stalled her

horse and sharpened her sword there.

There was a cry in Christendom that the heathen had entered

into the inheritance of God, and had defiled His holy places.
Stories the most pitiable were told of what the infidels had
done to those who went up to Jerusalem to worship ; how that

once more the wicked had given the dead bodies of God's ser-

vants to be meat for the fowls of the air, and the flesh of His

saints to the beasts of the land. A thrill of horror went through
men as they listened to the accounts, most likely exaggerated,
which were repeated from mouth to mouth,

" and the sensation

vibrated to the heart of Europe." Swiftly there followed upon
this a determination to bo up and doing, a stern sentiment
founded on religion and soldierly anger [prompting men to exact

satisfaction at the risk of their lives for the blood of Christ's

children which had been shed. This was in the year 1090.

The Saracens (a people often confounded with Turks, from
whom they were altogether dissimilar), from Arabia, had con-

quered Palestine in the year of our Lord 637, driving out the

authority of the declining Greek emperors, and establishing the

religion and the state system of Mahomet. The Caliphs, or

chiefs of the Saracens, had so far respected the religion and
social habits of the conquered Christians that they had allowed
them to retain about one-fourth of the city of Jerusalem, besides

numerous places in the provinces. Among other things which

they were permitted to keep was the Church of the Holy Sepul-

chre, which the Empress Helena, mother of the first Christian

79 N.E.

Emperor, Constantino, had built over the spot where the Saviour

was supposed to have been buried. The Christiana experienced
at the hands of the Saracens the greatest moderation, though
the character and principles of the two religions were essentially

different, and in some particulars diametrically opposed. Pil-

grims flocked in hundreds and thousands from all parts of

Europe, to see the places which had been honoured by the real

presence of their Lord, to utter their prayers in the very places
where He had prayed, to abase themselves on the very scene of

His sufferings, and to adore Him in Jerusalem,
" the place

where God ought to be worshipped." Though their numbers
must have proved inconvenient, one would think, to the Mussul-

man authorities, and though their enthusiasm was not unlikely

to have produced breaches of the peace, we do not hear of their

having been interfered with. Occasionally, perhaps, there was
a disturbance, but that in all probability was due rather to the

imprudence of the Christians than to the tyranny of the Caliph ;

so the pilgrimages went on, and were accounted by the reli-

gious system of the day for righteousness in those who per-
formed them.

But a change came. In the year 1065, the year before the

conquest of England by the Normans, Palestine was wrested

from the Saracens by the Turcoman troops, whom they had

hired, in the decline of their own vigour, to defend them. The

power of the Arabian Caliphs was over ; that of the Turkish

Sultans or Emirs had taken its place. A very different sort

of power the Christians found it. Though professing the same
creed as the Saracens, the Turks had none of their moderation.

Brutality coupled with fanaticism these were the principles
on which the new rulers proceeded to govern. Forthwith

came a wail of misery from the Holy Land ; pilgrims were

ill-treated, insulted, and put to death. Women (it was cus-

tomary even for women to go) were outraged ; taxes the most
offensive were exacted from those pilgrims who had money, and
those who had none were driven back with the sword, whilst

great numbers perished through the instrumentality of the Turks.

A golden fee was required of every one before he could be ad-

mitted to the Holy Sepulchre. The Patriarch of Jerusalem was

dragged across his church by the hair of his head, and flung into

a dungeon, in order that he might be induced to procure the

large ransom demanded of him. These and other tales came to

Europe, brought by the wayworn and pitiable-looking objects
who returned from their pilgrimage with life, and the effect of

them was to arouse in the minds of all men the feelings of indig-

nation and pity which have been already referred to feelings

akin to those, though far more ecstatic, which were felt in

England when the story of the Indian mutiny came over, or, iu

a less degree, which were felt when the refusal of Abyssinian
Theodore to give up his captives was made known.
Men's minds were ripe for action. They only wanted, as

they ever want, some master-mind to take the lead. That

master-mind was found in Peter the Hermit, who marched

barefoot through Europe, preaching a holy war, and exhort-

ing Christians not to suffer infidels to crucify the Lord afresh

in the persons of His children, and to put Him to an open
shame. Pope Urban II. backed the hermit with all his influ-

ence, and Christendom roused as one man. " It is the will of

God ! it is the will of God !

"
the people shouted on the plains

of Auvergne, when Peter stirred up many thousands of them
with the burning words of his eloquence. A vast mob, num-

bering over 500,000, possessed with plenty of enthusiasm but

little military knowledge, marched forthwith under the guidance
of Peter the Hermit and Walter the Moneyless ; but they melted
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like snow under the hardships of the journey and by reason of

the divisions which sprang up among them. Before they reached

Constantinople, then the capital of the Christian Greek Empire
(Constantinople was not taken by the Turks under Mahomet II.

till 1453), they became a mere rabble, and went no farther.

Other hordes, under military leaders, and in numbers 700,000

strong, marched to the Crusades notwithstanding. Princes,

barons, knights, esquires, yeomen, priests, hastened to enrol

themselves under the banner of the Cross, and streamed east-

ward, possessed with the one idea of rescuing the Holy Land
from the clutches of infidels, happy if only they might tread
the land which had been trod by holiest feet. There were many
of these crusades, the most notable being that led by Kichard
the Lion-hearted in the year 1190.

It is not surprising that such desperate enthusiasm should
have succeeded in doing somewhat. Jerusalem was taken by
the Crusaders. The Mussulmans were driven to the mountains,
and a Latin kingdom, based upon the feudal principle (which
has been explained in previous sketches), was established in

their place.
The dangers surrounding this kingdom were great and peren-

nial. The Turks, commingled now with their Saracen brethren
in faith, were ever on the watch to inflict injury on the invaders,
and to play the part of the enemy who sowed the tares, if per-
chance at any time the Christians slept. For a while the con-

querors, reinforced by numerous additions from home, held
their own, and kept up their communications with the sea ; but

gradually, as zeal grew faint, these succours became less, and
there was considerable difficulty experienced by the Kings of

Jerusalem in protecting their subjects, let alone visitors. It

should be mentioned that the first and most renowned of the
Christian Kings of Jerusalem was Godfrey de Bouillon, who
mortgaged his Duchy of Bouillon in the Ardennes in 1095 to
the Bishop of Liege, to raise the funds necessary to enable him
to take part in the first Crusade. Following in the track of
Peter the Hermit, he reached Palestine after encountering and
surmounting difficulties of no ordinary nature ; and having been
joined by the forces that marched under Robert of Normandy,
-Bohemond of Tarentum, and other leaders, he was unanimously
elected to the supreme command of the Christian hosts in the

Holy Land. After a long siege Antioch yielded to the repeated
attacks of the Crusaders in 1098, and about a year after
Jerusalem was taken by assault, July 15, 1099. The guardian-
ship of the Holy City was vested in Godfrey de Bouillon, who
received the title of King of Jerusalem. He did not long enjoy
his sovereignty, for in a year and three days after the capture
of Jerusalem he died suddenly, having been, it is supposed,
poisoned by the Emir of Caasarea.

Pilgrims continued to journey to tlie Holy City, receiving
as their reward
the assurance
from the priests
of absolution
even from the
most deadly
sins. And cer-

tainly they
deserved some-

thing substan-

tial, for at this

time they had
not only to bear

the enormous

expense which a

pilgrimage, say
from Northampton to the East, cost in those days, but they
had to incur, in addition to this, to say nothing of the risks of

climate, etc., the certain hostility of deadly foes, well acquainted
with the country, and whose business in life it was to go about
seeking what Christians they might devour. The journey from
the coast to Jerusalem, no matter at what port the pilgrims
disembarked, was full of peril. Numbers of travellers were cut
off even in sight of the Holy City, and the King of the place
was not able to succour them. Afflicted beyond measure at
the sight of so much wrong, anxious to redress, as far as in
them lay, the injuries suffered by the pilgrims, nine knights
bound themselves by a solemn vow to devote themselves wholly
and unreservedly to the sacred duty of shielding the pilgrims

TOMB OP GODFREY DE BOUILLON AT JERUSALEM.

and of punishing their oppressors. A brotherhood of arms was
formed under the most solemn circumstances, and vows were
taken by the nine in the presence of the Patriarch, to the effect

that they would devote themselves to this work ; that they
would be chaste, poor, and obedient, and do all to the glory of

God. They called themselves Ttie poor Fellow-soldiers of Jesus
Christ.

They acted as the police of the Latin King in the matter of

Turks, infidels, and heretics ; and the idea on which the
brotherhood was founded, coupled with the reputation their

prowess soon acquired, made the service of the Poor Fellow-
soldiers very popular in Europe. A humorous writer has thus

analysed the motives which induced men to go to the Crusades,

showing that " for sake of the party
" most men were most

moved :

Religion 1

Hatred of Turks 2

The wish of my lady-love ... 3

Because it's the fashion 4
Love of bloodshed 5
For the sake of the party ... 15

It may have been so with those who joined the brotherhood.
Certain it is the number of the order soon exceeded the original

number, and some of the "best blood" and the first military
talents were to be found among its members.
Baldwin II., King of Jerusalem in the year 1118

(nineteen years after the conquest of the place),

granted the knights a dwelling-place in the en-

closure of the Temple on Mount Moriah, the

re-edified Temple of Solomon, and from that

time the knights were known as the Knighthood
of the Temple of Solomon.
Ten years afterwards, the knights having

formed themselves into a body of military

monks, bound by the same rules as monks, and

yet soldiers still, obtained recognition from the

Pope (Honorius), and were favoured with many
honours of an ecclesiastical kind. St. Bernard,
Abbot of Clairvaux (author, among other things,
of the hymn

" Jerusalem the Golden"), himself

drew up the rules of the order, which are ex-

ceedingly curious and sufficiently stringent.
Constant attendance on prayer, self-mortifica-

tion, complete self-surrender, fasting these

were the principles on which the rules were
framed. The twentieth rule prescribed white

dresses for the knights.
" To all the professed

knights, both in winter and summer, we give,
if they can be procured, white garments ; that

those who have cast behind them a dark life,

may know that they are to commend themselves

to their Creator bv a pure and white life. For
what is whiteness but perfect chastity, and swo

i i-j. -j. i J.T- l j it. FKEY DE BOUIL-
chastity is the security of the soul, and the

LON FROMTHE
health of the body. And unless every knight OBIeINAL PBE .

shall continue chaste, he shall not come to per- SERVED AT JE-

petual rest, nor see God, as the Apostle Paul RUSALEM.
witnesseth : Follow after peace with all men,
and chastity, without which no man shall see God." Esquires
and retainers were to be clothed in black cloth, or, failing that,

of brown or some mean colour ;

"
it is granted to none to wear

white habits, or to have white mantles, excepting the above-

named knights of Christ." Gold or silver was forbidden to be
worn on the harness and trappings of the knights simplicity
and unrichness were to be the order of the brotherhood. All

money and all gifts were to be in common. There was not to

be any communication with the outer world except through the

Master, and sporting of all kinds was strictly forbidden. For
the purposes of the brotherhood it was permitted the knights to

possess lands and husbandmen,
" and the customary services

ought to be specially rendered unto you." Rule 66 says,
" It

is, moreover, exceedingly dangerous to join sisters with you in

your holy profession, for the ancient enemy hath drawn (St.

Bernard spake as a monk) many away from the right path to

paradise through the society of women." In the last clause of

the rules this warning is repeated, with a prohibition :

"
Lastly, we hold it dangerous to all religion to gaze too much

on the countenance of women ; and therefore no brother shall

presume to kiss neither widow nor virgin, nor mother nor sister,

nor aunt, nor any other woman. Let the knighthood of Christ
*
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SHIELD OF A KNIGHT TEMPER.

Hhun feminine kisses, through which men have very often boon

drawn into danger, BO that each, with a pare conscience and
secure life, may be able to walk everlastingly in the sight of

These rules wore confirmed by the Pope, and Hugh do Payens
was chosen Master of the Knights. Do Payens travelled

through Europe, amassing gifts, and getting recruits for the

brotherhood. In England he was well received in the year
1128, and there ho founded a branch establishment of the

i, under the wardenship of a Prior, who was, on the ap-

pointment of sub-priors over other branches in England, called

the Grand Prior, and subsequently Master of the Temple, the

title of the supreme head in Palestine being at the same time

changed into that of Grand Master.

On the spot where " now the studious lawyers have their

bowers," the English Templars dwelt, their Master a peer of

1'nrliiiinent. At first, however, they lived in the Old Temple
without Uolborn Bars, close to the spot where Southampton
Buildings now stand ; and it was not till many years after the

establishment of the order in England that they bought the

ground on which they built the

New Temple, the site of the pre-
sent law colleges. Numerous
branch depots in the country sent

up men and money to the central

body in London, and the Master
and knights in London supplied
the wants of the order at Jeru-

salem. In other countries, espe-

cially in France, the Templars
took deep root, and enormous

possessions in land and money
were bestowed upon them. The
order became very popular, and
its numbers increased so that the

muster-roll of the knights in-

cluded the names of many thousands of warriors, picked men
from the flower of European chivalry. In the course of a few

years they rose into such prominence that kings were glad to

court their favour ; to the King of Jerusalem they were in the

stead of a standing army, and upon them devolved the never-

ceasing warfare which was necessary to defend the Latin settle-

ment from destruction.

About the year 1146, when the second Crusade was being
prepared, the Templars assumed, by permission of the Pope, a
red cross, which was worn on the left breast of their mantles,
and which obtained for them the name of lied Friars, or Red
Cross Knights. They also obtained, at the same period, large
additional benefices. Their work was not all rose-water, how-
ever ; far from it they had rough and constant employment
against enemies both to race and religion, men embittered by
years of mutual injury, by fanaticism, by every strong impulse.
At times they conquered, at others they fell even their Grand
Master on one occasion being taken and kept in prison till he
died. Saladin, the hero of many a romance, a most able warrior

and statesman, was the great foe of the Christians ; and as

under his auspices the Crescent grew, the light of the Cross

became pale in Palestine. At one time the whole of the

brethren in garrison at Jerusalem having been captured, and
offered the alternative of death or the Koran, elected the

former, and were beheaded accordingly. By way of reprisal for

these things, it often happened that the Knights forgot the

Christian quality of mercy, and involved in one common
destruction the whole of their captives ; indeed, in the end the

war between Cross and Crescent became a war to the knife.

The Templars were a terror to all but the best of the Turkish

soldiers, and rode through their lines in splendid charges, which
made the earth quake beneath them.
The Knights Templars had been instituted as a rival order to

that of the Knights of St. John of Jerusalem, which was <>r-

organised as a military body about 1099. This order was never
at any time of its existence so wealthy and powerful as that of

the Templars, and on this account always held a higher position
in popular favour. The Templars, on the other hand, were being
spoiled by prosperity, and their wealth was now beginning to

stir up the envy and desire of the needy. In every country in

Europe they had property either in laud or money nine thou-

sand manors in all, besides other riches ; and their privileges, I

obtained both from king* and from the pope, were calculated to

arouse the jealousy of the people. Riches, too, in the hand* of

the " Poor Fellow-soldiers of Jesus Christ," the men who had
taken TOWB of poverty, did not cause their possessors to prosper :

the military monk* grew less and less chary of going to fight in

the Holy Land ; and when, in 1187, Haladin re-conquered Jera-

talem, and put all the Templars there, together with the other
defenders of the place, to the sword, the rest of the fraternity
were still less inclined to make an effort to rescue the city, and tc>

re-found the Latin Kingdom in the East. They remained, there-

fore, at home, living upon their property, jealously preserving
the rights granted to them under widely different circumstance*,
and making themselves obnoxious by their pride and worltMi-

aess. The annual income of the order was estimated at

6,000,000.
A society so rich and so powerful could not but have enemies.

It began to be whispered that not only did they visibly neglect
the obligations of their vows, but secretly they conducted them-
selves in the most abominable manner ; that they worshipped the

devil, and dealt in magic, and that one part of the ceremonial on
admission to the order was the act of spitting on an image of

the Saviour. These and other grave charges were brought against
them, but their pride would not allow of their making any reply.
till colour having been given to them by the irregularities of

some of the brethren, Philip the Fair, of France, who had an eyo
to confiscations, resolved, in 1296, to proceed against them. As
they hod no friends, he thought he might safely kick them.
After a splendid defence of each one of their posts in Syria,
which they lost in succession, overwhelmed by great numbers,
after the death in battle of their last notable Grand Master, and
after their final expulsion from the Holy Land, their influence

diminished with the disgrace that had come upon them.

Philip gave ear to the scandal bruited concerning the Knights.
James de Molay, of a noble Burgundian family, was Grand
Master. He was an illustrious warrior, who had fought in all

the latest battles in Palestine, and had, in conjunction with the
Persian King, to whom he at one time allied himself, re-conquered
for a while the lost ground in Syria. He had held King Philip
at the baptismal font. He was approved an honest man as
well as a noble soldier in the sight of all men, and the voico
of calumny was not able to speak against him. Yet Philip,

having invited him from Cyprus, his stronghold, flung him into

prison, and kept him there five years and a half. Meantime in-

formation, much of it of an absurd and ridiculous character,
was gladly received from any quarter by the King. Popo
Clement V., who was wholly under French influence (the Papal
Court was then at Avignon), issued bulls ordering inquisition
to be made into the conduct of the monks. In France this

inquiry was made under torture, and more than a hundred
Knights died under the tormentors' hands. Some confessed,
under the smart of pain, to foul and unnatural crimes, which
they denied afterwards to the death ; and upon evidence of this

kind, and other evidence quite as unsatisfactory, several hun-
dreds of Templars were burned at slow fires more than a hun-
dred and ten in Paris on one occasion. France was the only
country in which this excessive barbarity was practised, but
as in all countries the wealth of the order was a great crime.
the fate of the order itself was decided simultaneously every-
where. Their possessions were confiscated throughout Europe,
and given, part to the rival order of the Knights of St. John of

Jerusalem, port to the princes who had seen them to their end :

and the Pope, in 1327, issued a decree abolishing the whole
order.

James do Molay, the Grand Master, having endured five

years and a half of rigorous confinement, and having probably
suffered torture therein, was led out in company with three of

his chief officers, on the 18th of March, 1313, to recite in the

(tearing of the people of Paris the charges he had confessed

while under torture. The Bishop of Alba read the confe'-

sions, and then called on the prisoners to affirm them. Two
of the unhappy Knights, worn out by torture and suffering,

assented, but the Grand Master, loaded with chains, called ont

with a loud voice that for him to affirm an untruth was a crime

of which he would not be guilty ; and he added,
"

I do confess

my guilt, which consists in having, to my shame and dishonour,

suffered myself, through the pain of torture and the fear of

death, to give utterance to falsehoods imputing scandalous sine

and iniquities to an illustrious order, which hath nobly served the
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cause of Christianity. I disdain to purchase such a wretched and

disgraceful existence by engrafting another lie upon the original
falsehood." Guy, the Grand Preceptor, having said something
to the same effect, Philip became enraged, and that same even-

ing, at dusk, the two unfortunate Knights, the last Grand

Master, and the last Grand Preceptor, were taken to a spot
outside Paris, and slowly roasted to death.

Fuller says,
" The chief cause of the ruin of the Templars

was their extraordinary wealth. As Naboth's vineyard was the

chiefest ground of his blasphemy, and as in England Sir John

Cornwall, Lord Fanhope, said merrily, not he, but his stately
house at Ampthill, in Bedfordshire, was guilty of high treason,
so certainly their wealth was the principal cause of their over-

throw."
In England, while much of the property of the Knights was

seized by the King (Edward III.), a large portion, including the

Temple in London, was given to the Knights of St. John of Jeru-

salem, who let it to the lawyers, and continued to do so down to

the time of the suppression of monasteries in 1539, when the

Knights of St. John, in common with all other conventual insti-

tutions in England, ceased to exist. The property of the Knights
was resumed by the Crown, and various noblemen enjoyed the

grant of the Temple in London, until the reign of James I.

That monarch granted it to the executive members of the two
law societies which had flourished there since the downfall of

the Templar Knights, and they still hold it by virtue of King
James's grant, on condition of paying a quit rent of ten pounds
a year.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE OF THE CRUSADES AND PRINCIPAL
EVENTS IN THE HISTORY OF THE ORDERS OF THE KNIGHTS
TEMPLARS AND KNIGHTS OF ST. JOHN OF JERUSALEM.

Crusades suggested by Peter
the Hermit, and sanctioned

by Pope Urban II. . . 1094

First Crusade under Godfrey
de Bouillon and others

(temp. William II.) . . 1096

Jerusalem taken . July 15, 1099

Latiu Principalities of Jeru-

salem, Antioch, and Edessa
founded 1099

Military Order of the Knights
of St. John of Jerusalem
founded 1099

Order of Knights Templars
founded by Baldwin II. of

Jerusalem 1118

Templars establish them-
selves in England . . . 1128

Edessa conquered by the

Saracens 1144

Fresh Crusade preached by
St. Bernard of Clairvaux 1146

Second Crusade under Con-
rad II. of Germany and
Louis VII. of France (temp.

Stephen), unsuccessful . 1147

.Jerusalem taken by the Sara-

cens under Saladin . . . 1187

Third Crusade commenced
by Frederick Barbarossa,

Emperor of Germany . . 1189

Carried on by Kichard I. of

England and Philip II. of

France 1190

Fourth Crusade under Henry
V. of Germany (temp.
Richard I.) 1195

jFifth Crusade under Baldwin
of Flanders, who stopped
at Constantinople instead

of going to the Holy Land
(temp. John) 1204

Jerusalem taken by the Turks 1217

Sixth Crusade under Frede-
rick II. of Germany (temp.

Henry III.) 1228

Jerusalem again taken by the
Turks 1239

The Temple Church built . 1240

Seventh Crusade under Louis
IX. of France (temp. Henry
III.), unsuccessful . . . 1240

Eighth and last Crusade com-
menced by Louis IX. of

France (temp. Henry III.) 1270

Carried on by Prince Edward,
afterwards Edward I. of

England 1271

Christian Troops finally with-
drawn from the Holy Land 1291

Knights of St. John retire to

Cyprus 1291
Rhodes occupied by Knights

of St. John 1310

Order of Templars suppressed
in France 1312

Grand Master, James de

Molay, burned in Paris . 1314

Templars suppressed in Eng-
land .... about 1340

Rhodes taken by Solyman II. 1522

Knights of St. John retire to

Sicily 1522

Malta given to the Knights
of St. John by Charles V.
of Germany 1530

Order of Knights of St. John
finally suppressed in Eng-
land

Malta taken by Bonaparte .

Malta taken by the British .

From this time the Knights
of St. John have ceased to
hold any territory.

1539

1798

1800

CHRISTIAN KINGS OF JERUSALEM.

Godfrey de Bouil- Amaury
Ion .... 1099

Baldwin I. (bro-

ther of God-

frey) ... 1100

Baldwin II. , 1118

Fulk of Anjou . 1131

Baldwin III. . 1144
'

__ . . . 1162

Baldwin IV. . 1173

Sibyl .... 1185

Baldwin V. . . 1185

Guy de Lusignan 1186

Henry de Cham-
pagne . . . 1192

Amaury de Lu-

signan . . . 1197

Jeanne de Brienne 1210

Frederick II. of

Germany . . 1229

This King was ex-

pelled by the

Turks 1239

HEADINGS IN FRENCH. XIII.

JACOPO.
SECTION V.

Au plus fort de la melee un Russe parvient(a) a quelques

pas de Napoleon ;

l
il 1'ajuste, le coup par(6) ; mais un soldat

s'est precipite
2 devant 1'Empereur. II tombe frappe de la

balle 3
qui devait atteindre le grand capitaine. Napoleon a

tout vn(c) ; il donne 1'ordre d'enlever le soldat 4 et de le porter
aux ambulances. Apres la bataille, il courut s'informer 5

lui-

meme de ce qu'il etait devenu. Le soldat n'etait6 que blesse.

Lorsque 1'Empereur parut(d), il sembla avoir oublie sa blessure;
7

il leva sur lui des yeux brillant d'un eclat extraordinaire. Na-

poleon 1'examine plus attentivement ;

8 un souvenir confus lui

rappelle les traits de cet homme. Tout a coup il remarque
dans la main du soldat les debris d'une boite d'ebene 9

que la

balle, en le frappant, a fracassee(e). Nul doute, c'est Jacopo !

c'est le fils du pecheur.
10 C'etait lui, en effet, lui qui n'avait

ose, jusqu'a ce jour,
11

penetrer jusqu'aupres de celui qui, enfant,
avait ete son bienfaiteur j lui qui, ayant pris du service(/) dans
1'armee franchise, avait au moins voulu 12 combattre pour ce

Napoleon qu'il aimait tant. Toujours il portait sur son coeur 13

la boite que Napoleon lui avait donnee ; c'est elle qui avait

amorti14 le coup du soldat russe ; c'est elle qui lui avait sauve
la vie. Napoleon, comme vous le pensez bien, n'en resta (<;) pas
la avec Jacopo. n le plaqa dans sa garde

15 et pourvut(/i) a son
avancement. Ses bienfaits s'etendirent sur toute la famille,

16

et le nom de l'Empereur fut beni.

Plus tard, nous retrouverons encore Jacopo. Quand la fortune

se lassa 17 enfin des favours qu'elle avait accumulees sur la tete

du conquerant, que, precipite du haut de son tr6ne, elle 1'eut

jete sur le rocher de Sainte-Helene,
18 une barque cotoya long-

temps les rivages de cette fie,
19 tandis qu'un vaisseau 20 station-

nait en pleine(i) mer a quelque distance. C'etait Jacopo qui
avait resolu de delivrer le prisonnier. Tous ses efforts echoue-

rent21 centre la surveillance des Anglais. Desespere, Jacopo
alia s'etablir a Sainte-Helene;

22
il parvint(j) a obtenir 1'au-

torisation de servir 1'illustre captif. II assista a son agonie, a

sa mort, et jusqu'en 1840, il n'a pas quitte son tombeau.

Lorsque enfin est arrivee 1'eclatante reparation faite aux manes
du grand homme, Jacopo a pu accompagner ses cendres ;

w il

faisait partie du cortege. Aujourd'hui, vous pouvez voir dans

la chapelle dea Invalides un vieillard 24
qui, chaque jour, vient

s'agenouiller au pied du tombeau qui contient les depouilles
mortelles de l'Empereur. C'est Jacopo.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISE.

1. Qu'arriva-t-il au plus fort de
la mSlee ?

2. Comment Napoleon fut-il

sau v,'- ?

3. Le soldat fut-il atteint ?

4. Qu'ordonna alors Napoleon ?

5. Oil alla-t-il apres la bataille ?

6. Le soldat e'tait-il mort?
7. Que flt-il en voyant l'Empe-
reur?

8. Que fit Napoleon ?

9. Que remarqua-t-il dans la main
du soldat ?

10. Quel tait cet homme ?

11. Pourquoi Napoleon ne l'avait-il

pas vu plus tot ?

12. Pourquoi avait-il pris du
service ?

(a) From parvenir.

(6) From partir.

(c) From voir.

(d) From paraitre.

(e) Fracass^e, shattered.

(/) Pris du service, enlisted.

13. Que portait-il toujours sur SOL

coeur ?

14. Comment la boite lui avait-

elle sauvd la vie ?

15. Que fit Napoleon pour BOD

ancien ami ?

16. Borna-t-il la ses bienfaits ?

17. Quand retrouverons-uous Ja-

copo ?

18. Ou la fortune avait-elle jetd

Napoleon ?

19. Que fit long-temps une bii-que ?

20. Ou voyait-on un vaisseau ?

21. Jacopo re'ussit-il dans sea

efforts ?

22. Ou alla-t-il s'etablir ?

23. Ou revint-il en 1840 ?

24. Que voit-on aujourd'hui dans

la chapelle des Invalides ?

NOTES.

(g) N'en resta pas la, did not confine

his gratitude to this,

(h) From pourwir.

(i) Pleine, open,

(j ) From parvenir.

L'ANON.
OH! quand je serai(a) grand(fc), que je m'aniuserai ?

!

Quel plaisir d'etre libre et d'agir a sa tete !

J'irai, je viendrai, je (c)courrai;
2

Je veux voir du pays et je voyagerai;
Tous mes jours seront jours de fete
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Au lien de roster 1A, tristement attucho

ri-duit a brontor dans cotto c*troito sphere.

i
ii.' mon piro et ma mere,*

.I'inii fftrcmont au man-In- ;

Mos panii-rs sur mon doa, agitant ma Bonnotto :

Chaciin in' L.liiiinTii.
"
Voyez-vou?"(d) dira-t-on,

"Comme il a 1'oroillo bion(e) faito! 4

Qaol jarrot fermo(/), ot quel air de raiaon !

C'est uno creature, on verite, parfaito ;

Lo voil.i in:iiiit< nant ano, et non plus anon ....
Quol bonhour d'etre grand ! Tout devieut(j/) jouissancc ;

On eat quelqu'un, on peut hausser le ton ;

Co qa'on dit a do 1'importanoe,
Et Ton n'est plus traite commo un petit garc,on.

:>7

Ainsi dans sa pauvro oervelle,

Eoisonnait un jouno grison,
8

Tout en broutant 1'herbe nouvello.9

Le jour qu'il delimit a la fin arriva.

II devint grand, mais il trouva

Qn'il n'avait pas bien fait son coinptc.
11

Lorsqu'il sentit les paniers sur son dos :

"Oh! oh," dit-il,
" voioi de lourds fardeaux: 11

Mon allure aveo eux ne sera paa tres-prompto."
12

A peine achevait-il ce mot,

Qu'un coup de fouet le force" a partir an grand trot.

II vit bien qu'il fallait 14 renoncer a 1'espoir
De n'agir qu'a son gr6 du matin jusqu'au soir,

De so complaire(fo) en son allure,

Et de dire Je veux a toute la nature.

Grands, petits, pensa-t-il out chaoun lour devoir. 15

J'en ai doutc dans 1G mon enfance,
Mais je vois trop, quo tout do bon (i)

Le courage et la patience
Sont-ntiles l7 a I'ane, encore plus qu'a 1'anon.

Moi, mos amis, je crois en somme(j)
Quo ce baudet avait raison,(fc)

Et quo ce qn'il pensait peut
18

s'appliquer a 1'homme.

JUSSIETT.

COLLOQUIAL EXERCISES.

1. L'anon ddsirait-il etre grand ?

2. Que pensait-il faire ?

3. Do quelle manic-re esperait-il
aller au imirclu'- ?

4. Que croyait-il qu'on dirait de

lui?

5. Comment rnisonnait-il du bon-
hcur d'etre grand ?

6. Quo peut-on faire alors ?

7. De quelle maniere est-on traitx*

alors?

8. Qui raifionnait aiusi en lui-

nu'nie ?

9. Que faisait-il en ce temps-la ?

10. Que trouva-t-il quand il fut

devenu grand ?

11. Que dit-il en sentant les paniers
sur son dos ?

12. Que dit-il nussi de son allure ?

13. Qu'arriva-t-il lorsqu'il achcvait

ce mot ?

14. Que vit-il alors ?

15. Quelles furent ses pens^es ?

16. Que dit-il de ses doutes d'au-

trefois ?

17. Que dit-il a !'<%ard du courage
et de la patience ?

18. Quelle morale 1'auteur tirc-t-il

de cette fable ?

NOTES.

(a) Qnand je serai, vilien I am.

(b) Grand, grown up.

(c) From courir.

(d) From *>/-.

(c) Bien faite, wcll-sliaped.

(/) Quel jarret ferine, tchot a firm

step.

(g) From devenir.

(h) Se complaire, (o admire Tttm-

el/.

(i) Tout de bon, tn good earnest.

(j) En somnie, finally,

(k) Avait raison, teas right.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.
EXERCISE 177 (Vol. III., page 29).

1. Have you been long at variance ? 2. I have been on bad terms
with him more than a month. 3. Is your friend still olive? 4. No,
Sir, he has been dead ten years. 5. Is your correspondent on his way
to Paris? 6. I believe that he must have arrived. 7. Is not that

young man late ? 8. Yes, Sir ; he never comes iu time. 9. Do those

engravings belong to you or to your bookseller? 10. They are mine ;

I have just bought them. 11. Are you not afraid of being in the way
here? 12. We are on too good terms with our host to fear that. 13.

Whose turn (or place) is it to fetch the books ? 14. It is my turn (or

place) to fetch them. 15. Does it behove you (Is it v lir duty) to

punish him when he deserves it ? 16. It is my place to punish him,
for I am as a father to him. 17. Do not those houses belong to our
landlord ? 18, They do not belong to him. 19. They belong to our

correspondent. 20. Whose letters are these? 21. They are not

mine, they are my cousin's. 22. That watch belongs to him. 23. Are

yon not on the eve of starting for London ? 24. W are on the ev of

embarking for Cadiz. 25. We have long been in open rupture.

EXKKCIHK 178 (Vol. III., page 29).
1. tes-vous en etat da la payer ? 2. Ja ne sola pM a mama da la

payer ; je n'ai pot refu mon argent. 3. Etee-vous biu aveo votre
librairo ? 4. Je ne suia paa bien aveo lui. 5. Je suit brouilll aveo lui.

6. Combien de temps y a-t-il qua voun etaa brouilU aveo lot ? 7. II y
a plim d'un mob. 8. N'etes-vous pa* a memo de aatiafairo la demande
de mon ami (or a la demande da mon ami) ? 9. Je sui* a mente da la

atisfaire (or d'y satiafaire). 10. Etes-voua an cbemin poor Naplaa?
11. Non, Monsieur; je suia en cbemin pour Home. 12. Votre
mi'decin u'eut-il paa a la veille de partir pour Montpellier? 13. II eat

a la veillo de partir pour Paris. 14. Est-ce que je suit de trop ioi ?

15. NOD, Monsieur; vous n'etes paa de trop. 16. X qni aat-oe a

parlor ? 17. C'est a moi a parler et a lire. 18. Est-ce 4 moi da lui

faire dea excuses ? 19. C'cat a votro frore de lui faire dea ezcuaea.

20. Est-ce a vous de punir cet enfant ? 21. C'est a moi de le pnnir.
22. Lui tenez-vous lieu de pere? 23. Je lui tiena lieu de pi-re. 24.

Cet habit est-il a vous? 25. Non, Monsieur; il n'eat paa 4 moi; il

eat a mon frere. 26. Etes-vona brouill<? avec lui? 27. II y a deux
mois que nous sommes brouilk'-s. 28. Cette grande maiaon n'eat-elle

pas a vous (ne tou appartient-elle pat) ? 29. Non, Monsieur ; elle n'est

pas a moi ; elle est a ma sceur. 30. Est-ce a votre frere de lui

reprocher sa bont<< ? 31. Ce n'est pas a lui de le faire. 32. A qui
est-ce a aller chercber les livres ? 33. C'est a moi a lea aller chercher.

34. Monsieur y est-il? 35. Non, Monsieur; Monsieur n'y eat paa;
mais Madame y est.

EXERCISE 179 (Vol. III., page 30).
1. Have you not o, repeater? 2. I have a gold watch, with a doable

case. 3. Does it go better than mine ? 4, It does not go well ; it

loses one hour a day. 5. Has it a second-hand? 6. It is a watch
with a second-hand and a gold dial. 7. Does not your clock strike ?

8. It no longer strikes, the bell is broken. 9. Why do not those

clocks agree ? 10. Because one gains and the other loses. 11. Have

you not broken the main-spring of your watch ? 12. I broke it in

winding it up. 13. Is your clock right? 14. Yes, Sir, it is right; I

have just had it regulated. 15. Is the striking part of this clock out

of order ? 16. The striking port is out of order and the bell is cracked.

17. The short hand of my flat watch is broken. 18. The pendulum of

your clock is not straight. 19. How much does your clock gain ? 20. It

gains five minutes a day. 21. The perfection of a clock is not speed but

regularity (lit. not to go fast, but to go regularly). 22. Does your watch

stop often ? 28. It stops every morning. 24. Your clock has stopped.

EXBRCISE 180 (Vol. in., page 30).
1. Votre rnontro avance-t-elle, ou retarde-t-ello ? 2. Elle ne retarde

pas, elle va tres bien. 3. Elle retarJe de vingt-cinq minutes par jour.

4. Votre pendule avance-t-elle beaucoup ? 5. Elle avanoe d'une heure

par semaine. 6. De combien retarde la montre d'or de M. votre file ?

7. Elle retarde de beaucoup; elle retarde d'une heure en vingt-quatru
heures. 8. Je 1'ai avancee d'une heure. 9. Je la retardcrai d'nne

demi-heure. 10. Votre pendule ne sonne-t-elle pas la demi-heura (Us

demies)? 11. Non, Monsieur; elle ne sonne que les heures. 12.

Avez-vous oublie de remonter votre montre a repetition ? 13, J'ai

oublie' de la remonter, et elle s'est arret^e. 14. Votre montre d'argent
cst-elle deranged ? 15. Elle est dlrang&, il faudra la faire nettoyer.
16. Quelle heure est-il a votre montre ? 17. II est trois heures a ma
montre; mais elle avance. 18. De combien avance-t-elle par semaine?
19. Elle avance de plus de cinq minutes par jour. 20. Votre montre
est-elle juste? 21. Non, Monsieur; elle n'est pas juste; elle est

de'rauge'e. 22. Votre horloge sonne-t-elle juste? 23. Elle ne sonne

pas juste ; la sonnerie en est deranged. 94 Avez-vous oasa* lea-

aiguilles de votre pendule ? 25. J'ai cassd la petite aiguille et le

cadran. 26. L'horloge a-t-elle sound trois heures ? 27. Elle a aonnl-

midi. 28. Elle s'est arreWe. 29. S'arrete-t-elle tous les matins? SO,

Elle ne s'arrete pas tous les matins ; elle s'arrete tous lea soirs. 31.

Votre montre ne s'accorde pas avec la mienne. 32. N'nvez-vous paa
cassc5 le grand ressort de la montre de votre frere ? 33. II 1'a caas^ en
la remontant. 34, La montre de mon frere est juste, il 1'a fait

nettoyer et regler. 35. La nfcmtro de ma scaur est dlrangee, elle a
besoiu d'etre nettoyee.

EXERCISE 181 (Vol. HI., page 68).

1. Had yon not dislocated your arm ? 2. I had not dislocated it :

I had broken it 3. If you went to America, would yon resign your
situation ? 4. I should be obliged to resign it. 5. Is it long since

your cousin resigned his ? 6. He resigned a month ago. 7. Haa the

enemy seized upon the city ? 8. He has seized upon it. 9. Will yonr
son behave better in future? 10. He has behaved very well durinc-

his stay in Prussia. 11. Did you expect such treatment from him ?

12. I did not expect it 13. What did you expect? 14. I expected
to be treated properly. 15. Why did you laugh at him ? 16. Because

I could not help it. 17. If you left your inkstand here, would the

peasant lay hold of it ? 18. He would certainly seize it 19. Does

your partner behave well towards you ? 20. He behaves well to every-

body. 21. Who has set your sister's wrist? 22. Dr. O. has set it

(for her). 23. Haa not your father dislocated his right arm this morn-

ing ? 24. He has not dislocated it ; he broke it this morning at five.
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LESSONS IN ARCHITECTURE. XIX.
DOMESTIC ARCHITECTURE IN ENGLAND. I.

THE history of domestic architecture in our own country illus-

trates in a very striking manner the rise of civilisation and the
extinction of barbarism. We have not to travel back more than
a few hundred years to find domestic
comfort a thing entirely unknown, and
the abodes of princes entirely destitute

^f conveniences which are now consi-

dered necessary in the house of every

peasant. Our Saxon forefathers lived

in the rudest possible style. The homes
even of kings and lords consisted simply
of one large apartment or "

hall," in

which all the details of domestic lifo

were carried on by themselves and their

immediate attendants. Privacy was a

thing entirely unknown. After the pur-
suits of the day the chase or the fight

they assembled around one common
board, taking place according to their

rank in the household ; and in the seli
?
-

same apartment all members cf the

household afterwards disposed them-
selves for sleep. It was only occasion-

ally that one end of the common hall

was separated from the rest by a screen,

affording a rude retiring chamber for

the lord and lady of the house, with a
few privileged attendants.

Almost the only out-offices attached

to the hall were the sheds or pens for

the cattle and the swine. The dogs,
more cherished, were allowed a place
in a corner of the hall itself ; and
another corner was frequently occupied

by the store of provisions. Sometimes, however, the latter

would be placed in receptacles or cellars dug out under the hall.

Its flooring was of earth, its walls of wood and clay, and its

roof of thatch. For
the admission of

light, openings
were left in the

sides, and closed

by wickerwork
when night came
on ; for warmth, a

log-fire was lighted
in the centre of the

apartment, and the

smoke escaped by
holes in the roof.

Such were the

rude habitations of

the higher classes

of our ancestors

before and even for

Borne time after the'

Norman conquest.
Domestic architec-

ture,^ will be seen,
had as yet no exist-

ence in the land.

The high civilisa-

tion of the Romans,
who had been in the

country nearly four

hundred years, had
failed to leave any
permanent impress on the barbarous tribes which either inha-

bited or ravaged these islands in the following centuries. The
Roman towns which had been founded in Britain, with their

commodious buildings and stately villas, were razed and de-

stroyed on the departure of the people who erected them. No
existing models were in the land to tempt the aspirations of

Saxon or Danish rulers to anything better than the practices
of the barbaric North; nor, indeed, could they have found oppor-

HADDON HALL (TUDOR STYLE, FIFTEENTH

CENTURY).

HATFIELD HOUSE (ELIZABETHAN STYLE, SIXTEENTH CENTT7RY).

tunity, amidst their constant warfare, for the culture of the
arts of peace.
The Norman Conquest introduced little essential improvement.

The residences of the great became imposing, from the neces-

sity that they should be constructed for purposes of defence
and security. Castles arose in all parts of the country ; but

they were built for warlike and not for

domestic uses. So far as domestic ar-

rangements are concerned, they could
boast of little accommodation superior
to that of the Saxon common hall. The
abode of the residents was within the

principal tower or keep, and this was

usually divided into floors, each consist-

ing of a single apartment. On the base-
ment were the cellars and the dungeons ;

above, the entrance-hall, where stores

wore often kept; over that, the common
hall, where the inmates cooked, feasted,

and, for the most part, slept together ;

while the uppermost story was the dor-

mitory of the lord and his guests. The
door to this uncomfortable residence
was on the second floor, and entered by
stairs, which were raised and lowered at

will, so that the edifice was inaccessible

except to the inmates ; the walls were

pierced with but few openings to admit

light, as these tended to weaken them
against an enemy ; and the roof was
surrounded by a high crenellated para-
pet, from which defenders of the castle

could fight against assailants below.

In keeps of larger dimensions, the
floors were sometimes divided by a par-

tition, and the additional apartments
thus gained wero used as council-cham-

ber, chapel, etc. ; but in no case was there anything approach-
ing the modern idea of private apartments. Examples of these

Norman keeps are found in that portion of the Tower of London
known as theWhite

Tower, and in the
castles of Roches-

ter, Colchester, etc.

The comparative
immunity of the

clergy from the
strifes and the dan-

gers which com-

pelled the nobles to

regard their homes
merely as warlike

posts and fortifica-

tions, led to the

development of a
more convenient

plan of residence
in monastic esta-

blishments. The
chief distinguish-

ing characteristic

of these places, as

far as domestic ar-

rangement is con-

cerned, was exhi-

bited in the addi-

tion of apartments
and out-offices for

the storage of pro-
visions, cooking,

etc. ; and it is to this source that we must look for the germ of

the numerous and commodious offices which became attached to

the mansions of the nobility at a much later date. In some few
castles of the twelfth century we find indications of the separa-
tion of the culinary apartments from the common hall by parti-

tions at one end ; but these examples were exceptions to the

general rule, and it was not until the thirteenth century that

this degree of convenience became generally provided.
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In convenience of domoatio arrangement, the ccutlet of the

lords progressed more slowly than the ma-.wr-tioute* dispersed

through tho country. The former were strongholds which at

onoe overawed and protected tho

.* ; the latter were the centres

of rural occupation. Both belonged
to the same proprietors, for the lord

of a castle would possess perhaps
several manor-houses in various

parts of his estates, as the residences

of his overseers, and the granaries
for his produce. Built at places loss

exposed than the towns to attack,

those houses could often be erected

with a greater regard to utility than
to defence ; and hence their arrange-
ments in process of time became BO

far superior to those of the castle

keeps, that the occupants of tho

latter would leave them, when they

could, to sojourn for a time at a
manor-house in the country. Thus

becoming accustomed to greater
domestic convenience, they desired,
on their return, to introduce similar

arrangements, as far as possible,
within the castle walla ; and in tho

thirteenth century, when a greater

degree of peace and order began to

prevail, we find that tho nobles often

erected buildings on the manor-
house plan within the castle enclo-

sure. Besides this, they occasion-

ally fortified the manor-houses after

the castle manner, to adapt them
to a more frequent and permanent
residence than they could otherwise have made in them. The
manor-houses, however, were still destitute of arrangements in

accordance with our modern ideas of comfort and propriety.
Their chief advan-

tage over the cas-

tles was in the pos-
session, by gradual
development, of

offices suited to

tho general range
of domestic affairs.

The addition of pri-
vate apartments
even for the chief

members of the

household was still

almost unknown,
as it was not yet
required by the

tastes and habits

of a comparatively
barbarous age.
From this sketc'i

of the abodes of

tiie higher classes

down to the close

of the thirteenth

century, an idea

may be formed as

to what was the

condition of tho

lower. In the towns
the citizens inha-

bited rude tene-

ments of a single

storey, built of

wood and clay. In
the country tho

people dwelt in sheds scarcely fit for the beasts of the field.

OSBORNE HOUSE (RURAL ITALIAN STYLE).

EXAMPLE OP THE PALLADIA* STYLE.

And
although six centuries have elapsed since the period of which
we have been writing, the latter remark is still true of the con-

dition of the rural population in many parts of the country.

Bat we mast confine ourselves in the present paper to the

dwellings of the nobility and gentry, reserving this hocsec of

the general population for consideration in another article.

Coming to the fourteenth century,
we find a great advance hi the gene-
ral arrangement* of the house* o!

the great. The erection of more
commodious residence within the
castle walls continued throughout
this period. The disposition to

combine convenience with strength
was rapidly on the increase, and the

growing submission of the barons to

the authority of the laws favoured

the arts of peace. But Architecture,
OB a science, found its chief scope
in ecclesiastical buildings, and there

was yet no foundation of settled

style in the homes of the nobility.
A great improvement in the accom-
modation was mode by the addition

to the presence-chambers of with-

drawing apartments for the heads
of the household, and it now, for

the first time, became the practice
to partition some of these apart-
ments as bed-chambers. But the

large hall was still put to its former

uses, serving for the general meal-

room of the residents, most of whom
still slept upon its floor at night.
The common hall was regarded ae

the most important part of the edi-

fice. Its dimensions were imposing,
its timber roof so highly ornamented
in many cases, as to excite admira-

tion at the present day. A splendid specimen of these ancient

edifices exists in the Great Hall at Westminster ; and another

good example, attached to the house of a merchant prince at
a later date than
that now before us.

is found in Crosby
Hall, in the City of

London.

Among the mi-
nor improvements
of the time must
be mentioned the
substitution of

glazed windows for

the open lattice

throughout the va-
rious chambers,
and the addition of

hearths or fire-

places to these as
well as the larger

apartments. There
was no attempt
yet at regularity
of ground-plan, but
the common hall

usually occupied
the centre of the
domestic buildings,
the private apart-
ments being placed
at one end, and the

kitchen and offices

at the other.

In the fifteenth

century we reach

a transitional pe-

riod, in whicii both

comfort and elegance began to be studied in domestic edi-

fices. The wealth of the country was rapidly on the in-

crease through its rising commerce, and the invention of gun-

powder rendered castles and fortified houses comparatively
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useless. The buildings of the fifteenth century, therefore, were
characterised by a refinement previously unknown. The old
manor-houses were transformed into mansions, and the castles,
when not allowed to fall into ruin, became stately abodes. The
exteriors were often handsomely embellished ; the castellations,
which had formerly a warlike use, now became a mere ornament ;

and the growing taste for privacy and comfort led to the

gradual formation of a convenient plan for a wide range of

apartments. We give an illustration of a portion of Haddon
Hall, in Derbyshire, as one of the finest examples of the Tudor
period, which embraces the latter part of the fifteenth and a

portion of the sixteenth centuries. The general style is sup-

posed to have been suggested by the Perpendicular Gothic,
which was now in vogue in church architecture, and to this it

will be found to bear many traces of resemblance.
At the beginning of the sixteenth century, ecclesiastical

architecture was dying out, and vigorous attention began to be
bestowed on the domestic architecture of the country. The
middle of the century brings us to the Elizabethan age, when
the nation had a long period of comparative repose, and was
rapidly accumulating wealth. The power of the nobles had
been greatly limited, and they no longer surrounded themselves

by troopa of retainers, who were sheltered and fed within
castle and manor-house walls. In the reigns immediately
preceding, these attendants had been gradually dispersed to

engage themselves in peaceful arts, to the great advantage of
the country. The residences of the nobility were now occupied
entirely by themselves and their domestics ; and, as a conse-

quence of this progressive change, we find a total revolution in
the domestic manners of the time, which produced a corre-

sponding effect in domestic architecture. The large common
hall, hitherto the most important feature in the abodes of the

great, had fallen into insignificance as regards its actual uses.

Additional chambers and private apartments were added, and
English architects, some of whom had studied in Italy, devoted
themselves to the convenient and harmonious arrangement of
the whole. In Hatfield House, Hertfordshire, we have one of
the finest examples of the style of the Elizabethan age, and its

facade, or front, approached by a fine avenue of trees, forms one
of our illustrations. Many other specimens of the substantial
and commodious architecture of the period exist in various

parts of the country, among which we may mention Longleat,
Wilts, remodelled early in the present century by Sir Jeffrey
Wyatt ; Burleigh House ; Charlton House, near Blackheath ;

and a part of Hampton Court.
The architecture of the Elizabethan age has been considered

an attempt to combine the Italian style with the Tudor Gothic.
The numerous perpendicular windows, the galleries and corridors,
the ornamental gables or level balustrades which took the place
of them, and the twisted chimney-shafts, are among its more
conspicuous features ; but its immense superiority over the

building of preceding ages was shown chiefly in its commodious
internal arrangements, which for the first time made the abode
of a gentleman replete with comfort and convenience.
The interior of the mansion having now been entirely re-

modelled, its exterior shortly underwent another change, in the

gradual adoption throughout England of the Italian style, by
which the Tudor and Elizabethan were finally superseded. The
Italian style was a revival of classic architecture, to which the
works of Palladio were mainly instrumental, and hence it is

frequently called the Palladian school. The term Cinque
Cento is also applied to it, from its revival in Italy after the

year 1500 cinque, fifth, being used as an abbreviation of
fifteenth century. It was introduced into this country by Inigo
Jones, and it soon became the fashion to adopt it. The peculiar
features of this style were the range of classic columns used as
a portico, and sometimes on each face of the edifice, which was
square in form, and often surmounted by a cupola. In interior

arrangements a change was made by allotting the ground floor,
in large establishments, chiefly to the domestic offices, the

dwelling-rooms and principal apartments being placed on the
floor above, and over these the bed-chambers. A central

saloon, the height of the entire building, took the place of the
hall of former times, and was surrounded by the other apart-
ments.

With various adaptations of this style to English taste, it

continued in vogue throughout the seventeenth and eighteenth

of proportion, and many of the square and ugly brick buildings
of the last century can boast little in common with the Italian

plan.
^

In the present century Palladianism has declined, and a

disposition has been shown to revert to old English forms in
their best examples, and even to escape entirely from the
thraldom of precedent, either in external or internal arrange-
ment.

Italian architecture, however, in one or other of its forma
and adaptations, still prevails to a considerable extent, although
the purely classic system of Palladio has lost favour. The
great club-houses in Pall-mall have all more or less of the style
known as the Palatial Italian; and Bridgewater House, Picca-

dilly, the residence of the Earl of Ellesmere, is considered
to be perhaps the most perfect example of this style in

England. The Rural Italian, very similar in its details, but
without the same uniformity of elevation is also greatly in

favour, and is especially adapted to picturesque situations. In
this style the marine residence of Her Majesty at Osborno
House was erected by the choice of the late Prince Consort, and
an idea of its effect will be gathered from our illustration of
a portion of that building.

MECHANICS. XV.
THE INCLINED PLANE THE WEDGE THE SCREW.

THE mechanical powers are usually said to be six in number :

the lever, the wheel and axle, the pulley, the inclined plane, the

wedge, and the screw. On examination, it will be found that

any machine whatever consists of various combinations or
modifications of these. If, however, we look more closely, we
shall find that these six may really be reduced to three namely,
the lever, the pulley, and the inclined plane.

These, then, are the three fundamental mechanical powers ;

the wheel and axle being, as we saw in our last lesson, a suc-
cession of levers coming into play one after another ; and the

wedge and the screw, as we shall soon find, merely modifications
of the inclined plane. To this, then, we must now turn our

attention, and see how the inclined plane may be used as a
mechanical power, and what is the advantage gained by its use.

A horizontal plane is one that has an even surface, like a

portion of the surface of a lake on a calm day, every part being
at the same level. If this plane be now tilted or lifted at one

end, so as to make an angle with the horizon, it is called an
inclined plane, and the angle which it makes with the level

surface is called its angle of inclination. Hence we speak of

a plane inclined at an angle of 30, or any other number of

degrees. There is also another way of speaking of the inclina-

tion, as, for instance, when we say a road has an ascent of one
foot in twelve, meaning that for every twelv-e feet of length
measured along its surface there is a vertical rise of one foot.

These modes of expressing the same fact may be used indis-

criminately.
Now we can easily see that some advantage is gained by the

use of the inclined plane. If a drayman wishes to raise a heavy
barrel into his dray, he does not attempt to lift it vertically, for

he knows he could not do it ; but he lays a ladder or plank

sloping from the ground up to the dray, and rolls the barrel up
this incline. So in the railway which has been formed over

Mont Cenis, the trains go along a series of zigzags, which are

really a succession of inclined planes, and thus the mountain
chain is crossed. A driver, too, in driving a heavy load up a

steep incline, will frequently cross from side to side of the road,
as he goes up a less steep incline, and thus spares the horses.

How comes it, then, that this advantage is gained, and what

proportion does the load bear to the power that raises it ? We
Let A c represent a plane

K D

will try and solve these questions,
inclined at the angle CAB; w
is a weight resting on the plane
and fastened to a cord which

passes over the pulley D, and
is kept stretched by a power,
p. The cord we will first sup-

pose to be parallel to the sur-

face of the plane, and the

power therefore acts in this

direction. Friction has, in practice, a great influence .in a

Fig. 77.

centuries. In the hands of many architects it lost its fairness i case like this ; as, however, we shall speak about that shortly,
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wo will neglect it now, and roppo** that the plane is perfectly

, nn.1 thut the weight is just kept in its position by the

We found in our third losson that, if we draw a

line, o B, downwards from o, the centre of gravity of w, and

make it of uoh a length as to represent the weight of w, and

then through K draw r parallel to o D, and just long enough

to meet the line o F, which is perpendicular to the surface of

the plane, that then c F represents in magnitude the power p.

We hare, in fact, a triangle of forces, the three aides of which

represent the throe forces which act on the weight and keep it

at rest But the angles of the triangle K F a are equal to those

of the triangle c B A. This is easily seen, for the angle a F G

is equal to c B A, each being a right angle, a K F is also equal

to A c B ; for, if we continue K F till it meets B c, we shall have

a parallelogram, and these will be opposite angles, and so

must be equal ; the third angles are equal too, since o F and

B o are perpendicular to A c and A B. The angles of one tri-

angle are equal, then, to those of the other, and therefore the

aides f the triangle K F a bear the same proportion to one

another that those of c B A do. Of this you can satisfy your-

self by actual measurement, and you will find the rule always

hold good. The proper mode of proving it you will learn from

Euclid.

The three sides of A B c represent, then, the three forces which

act on w ;
AC representing the weight, B c the power, and A B

the resistance of the plane, or the part of the weight which is

supported by it. Hence we see that if the incline be 1 foot in

20, a man in rolling a weight up will only have to support &
of it.

We can easily arrive at this result in another way. Suppose

a person wants to lift a weight of 200 pounds to a height of one

foot, he will have to exert a force of that amount if ho lift it

straight up, and will then move it through just one foot. But

if, instead of this, he moves it up this incline, when he has

passed over one foot in length of its surface, he will only have

raised it ^ of a foot, and will have to move it over the whole

twenty feet of the plane in order to raise it the one foot. That

is, he will have to move it twenty times the space he would if

he lifted it direct, and will therefore sustain only :

* of the

weight at any moment. Still, he must sustain this portion

twenty times as long. This supplies ns with another illustration

of the law of virtual velocities which wo explained in the last

lesson.

The general rule for the gain in the inclined plane when the

power acts in a direction parallel to it, may be stated as follows :

The power bears the same ratio to the weight it will sustain

that the perpendicular elevation of the plane does to the length

of its surface.

If the power, instead of acting along the plane, acts at an angle

to it, whether it be parallel with the base or in any other direc-

tion, as o K, we have merely to draw E H parallel to the line of

action of the force, instead of parallel to the plane, and, as before,

we shall obtain a triangle of forces, the three sides of which

represent the three forces, and thus we can calculate the power

required to support the weight.
If we have two inclined planes meeting back to back, like the

letter V inverted, and a weight resting on each, the weights

being connected by a cord which passes over a fixed pulley at

the summit, we can see from this principle that there will be

equilibrium when the weights bear the same proportion to each

other as the lengths of the inclines on which they rest : for

it is clear that, the steeper the plane, the less is tho portion of

the resistance borne by it. If, for example, one indino is 15

inches long, and tho ether 21 inches, a weight of 5 pounds
on the former will balance one of 7 pounds on the latter.

For, supposing tho vertical height of tho summit to be 6 inches,

the portion of the force of 5 pounds which acts downwards, and

tends to raise the other, is of 5 pounds, which equals 2

pounds ; while tho portion of the other which acts downwards is

fc of 7 pounds, which is also equal to 2 pounds.
This system of two inclines is often used in mining districts,

a train of loaded trucks running down from the pit's mouth to

the stoith, being mado to drag a train of empty ones up the

incline. Many familiar instances of the nse of the inclined

plane are met with every day, though they often escape notice,

unless we are specially looking for them. For example, our

knives, scissors, bradawls, chisels, needles, and nearly all

cutting and piercing tools, act on this principle.

Fig. 78.

THB WKDOB.

We pass on now to notice the wedge, which essentially oon-

usts of two inclined planes of small inclination placed with

their bases one against tho other.

Sometimes one side only of the wedge is sloping, and it is

then simply a movable inclined plane. In using this, it is so

placed that it can only be moved in the direction of the length,

ind the weight to be raised is likewise prevented from moving
in any direction except vertically. If

pressure be applied to the bead of the

wedge, the weight will be raised. The

gain is the same here as in the in-

clined plane.
The wedge, however, usually con-

sists of a triangular prism of steel,

or some very hard substance, and is

used as shown in Fig. 78. The point
is inserted into a crack or opening,
and the wedge is then driven, not by a

constant pressure, but by a series of

blows from a hammer, or some similar

instrument. It is usual to consider

the wedge as kept at rest by three forces first, a pressure

acting on the head of the wedge, and forcing it vertically down-

wards, as at P
; secondly, the mutual resistance of it, and the

obstacle which acts at right angles to the surface of the wedge,
as at B B ; and thirdly, the force which opposes the motion, and

acts at right angles to the direction in which the object would

move, as at c.

As, however, the resistance to be overcome varies very much
from moment to moment, both in direction and intensity, and as

the force is usually supplied by impact or blows, and not by

pressure, such calculations afford very little help towards deter-

mining the real gain.
The other mechanical powers are usually employed in sustain-

ing or raising a weight, or offering a continuous resistance ; a

continuous force is therefore used with them. In the wedge,
the resistance to which it is applied is usually one which, when
once overcome, is not again called into play. In splitting timber,

for instance, when the wedge is driven in, the particles of timber

are forced apart, their cohesion is overcome, and they do not

join again. So in dividing large stones, when once a crack has

been made through them, no continued application of force is

needed to keep them from re-uniting. When continuous force is

required, the wedge having been driven forward is kept from

slipping back by friction.

As, then, we cannot calculate the force generated by a blow,

we must be content with the general statement that the smaller

the angle of the wedge the greater is the power gained.

THE SCBKW.

This is the last of the mechanical powers, and, like the wedge,
acts on the principle of the inclined plane. If we stretch a cord

so as to represent the slope of an

inclined plane, and then, holding a

ruler, or some cylindrical body, ver-

tically, we roll up the cord upon it,

we shall have a screw, the spiral

line traced out by the cord being
called its thread. It is easy to see

that the thread has at every point
the samo inclination as the inclined

plane, and that a particle in tra-

velling up the screw will pass over

tho same distance as if it moved up
the plane.
A screw, then, is a cylinder with

a spiral ridge raised upon it ; this

ridge is sometimes made with a

square edge (Fig. 79 o), and then

has more strength ;
but usually it

is sharp, as seen in a common screw, and this way of making
it reduces friction.

To use the screw, it is necessary to have a hollow cylinder

with a groove cut on the inside of it (Fig. 79 6), so that tho

thread of the screw (Fig. 79 c) exactly fits into it, and the screw

will rise or fall according to which way it is turned. Thia

hollow cylinder is called tha nut or female screw.
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It is evident that, if we are to gain any power, the nut must
not be allowed to turn together with the screw ; and hence we
have different modes of using the screw, according as the screw

itself or the nut is fixed. When used to fasten the beams of a

house together, or to strain the wire of a fence, the screw is

prevented from rotating, and the nut turned by a wrench ; the

screw is thus drawn forward, and the required strain applied.
In a carpenter's vice, on the other hand, the nut is fixed, and
the pressure applied by turning the screw. The gain is in each

case just the same, the difference being merely one of conve-

nience in applying it.

Now we shall easily be able to see the amount of power
gained. If a particle be placed at the point of a screw and

prevented from turning with it, it will, after one revolution of

the screw, have been raised through a distance equal to that

between two threads of the screw, while any point in the cir-

cumference of the screw will have passed through a space equal
to that circumference. If, then, the power be applied at the

surface of the screw, it will bear the same proportion to the

resistance that the distance between two threads of the screw

does to its circumference.

In practice, however, the power is nearly always applied at

the extremity of a lever, as at d in Fig. 79 a, so that it becomes a
combination of the lever and inclined plane. In a thumb-screw
the flattened part acts as a lever, and when a screw is driven by
a screwdriver we usually grasp it at the broadest part, and
thus gain a leverage. More commonly, however, a long lever is

put through the head of the screw.

In all such cases we can easily ascertain the gain from the

fundamental principle of virtual velocities. Hence, we have the

following rule : Measure the circumference of the circle de-

scribed by the power, and divide this

by the distance between two threads
of the screw ; the result will be the

mechanical gain.

Thus, if the power describe a circle

whose circumference is 10 feet, and
the distance between two threads be

^ inch, we have a gain of 10 feet

divided by J inch, or 480. There is,

however, a difficulty here. We can-

not easily measure the actual space

through which the power passes, nor
can we calculate it with absolute

accuracy. It is, however, usually
near enough if wo take the circum-

ference as 3} times the diameter.

The fraction is more exactly 3'14159,
but you may always use 3f without

being far wrong. Thus, if the radius of a circle be 2 feet 6

inches, its diameter is 5 feet, and its circumference 3^ times 5

feet, or about 15 feet 8i inches. We see then, now, how to

work a question like the following : In the screw of a book-

binder's press there are 3 thretids to an inch, and a force of 10

pounds is applied to a lever 14 inches long. What force are

the books pressed with ? The gain is 14 X 2 X 3 divided

by |, which equals 264; and as the power is 10 pounds, the

pressure is 264 X 10, or 2,640 pounds. The real pressure is,

however, less than this, as a portion of the power (sometimes
set down at a third) is employed in overcoming friction.

Still, this is not altogether lost, for it prevents the screw

turning back when the pressure is removed. We have clearly
two ways of increasing our gain in the screw, we can either

lengthen our lever or make our threads closer
;
but we soon

reach a practical limit to either of these, as the lever becomes

inconveniently long, or else the threads so narrow that they
are stripped off by the pressure.
To obviate this difficulty, an arrangement known, after the

inventor, as Hunter's screw was planned. Fig. 80 represents
this. A hollow screw, A, of rather large diameter, is cut and made
to work through a strong fixed nut ; another screw, B, of smaller

diameter is fixed to the upper board of the press, a female screw

being cut in the interior of the first, into which this may work.

Supposing now that both screws have the same number of

threads in a foot, the board will not move at all when the upper
screw is turned, for the fixed screw will enter the hollow of it

exactly the same distance as it is depressed. But if the upper
one has, say 24 threads in a foot, and the other 25, the one will

Fig. 80.

Fig. 81.

have moved downwards JL of a foot while the other will have
risen i only, and the board will be depressed by the difference
between the two, which is ^ of a foot. It is obvious that we
may diminish as much as we like the difference between the two
threads, without at all decreasing their strength, and the more
nearly they are alike, the greater power we gain.

There is a modification of the screw, or rather a combination
of it with the wheel and axle,
which is frequently used. It

is known as the endless

screw, and is represented in

Fig. 81. A thread is cut

upon an axle, which is turned

by a winch, and the teeth of

the wheel catch in the thread

of the screw and are thus

pressed forward as the winch
is turned, each revolution ad-

vancing the wheel one tooth.

Hence the winch must be
turned as many times as there

are teeth in the wheel in

order to raise the weight a.

distance equal to the circum-

ference of the axle ; and since, in the ordinary wheel and axle,

the power is to the weight as the radius of the wheel is to that

of the axle, so here, the gain is expressed by the length of the

arm to which the power is applied, multiplied by the number
of teeth in the wheel, and divided by the radius of the axle.

In all these cases it has been supposed that the screw has

only one thread. Occasionally it has two, and then the gain is

only one-half.

We must now give a few more examples for practice, and also

the answers to those in our last lesson.

EXAMPLES.
1. An ascent is 120 yards long, and rises in this length 10 feet : what

power is required to sustain a weight of 7,236 pounds on it ?

2. A road rises 1 foot in 25 : what strain is required to sustain a

wagon, weighing 1 ton, on the incline ?

3. A wedge is 11 inches long and 2 inches thick : what resistance

will a pressure of 112 pounds on its head overcome ?

4. A screw has four threads in the inch : what force must be applied
to a lever 1 foot long to press with a force of 3,000 pounds ?

5. The lever of a screw is 2 feet 6 inches long, and is moved with a

force of 6 pounds. Required the pressure, there being three threads
to the inch.

6. In Hunter's screw, if one have 10 and the other 11 threads in a

foot, and the lever is 1 foot 9 inches long, what is the gain ?

7. An endless screw is driven by a 12-inch crank. The axle is 2.

inches in radius, and the wheel has 45 teeth. What weight will a

power of 8 ounces sustain ?

ANSWEES TO QUESTIONS IN LESSON XIV.

1. He must press with a force of 74 pounds.
2. Six feet from the heavier boy, as there the moments about the

fulcrum will be equal, for 6x72 = 8 x54.

3. 2,700 pounds. 18x60x54
4. He must have a force of 16-J-? pounds. The gain is -g =

270; and two tons divided by this give 161 pound.

5. A little over 69 pounds.
6. I must pull with a force of 98 pounds through a space of 4 feet.

7. 155 pounds. The middle rope sustains 20 pounds of the weight.

8. The front man will bear $ of the weight, or 93J pounds, the other

56i pounds.

LESSON'S IN GERMAN. XLV.
SECTION XCV. IDIOMATIC PHEASES (continued).

SBerfl) (worth), like its equivalent in our language, is used in

designating the value of things ; as : DiefcS $fcrfc tft treityunbett

iu~rcu ujcvtlj, this horse is worth three hundred florins. When,

however, the amount of one's wealth is referred to, some phrase

like the following is employed :S'r fat etn aSermogcn sen je^n

Saufcnb u(t>cn
; or, @r fat jefa Saufenb ulbcn im SScnnogen, he is

worth ten thousand florins.

1. 2luSfommen (a coming or getting out), with fatten, forms the

phrase, Gin SluSfemmcn fa6en,
" to have a competency or subsis-

tence ;

"
as : 3n biefcm Sante fat bet 2lr6eit cin guteS 3lufommen.

ttftfjrenb cr in ten mcifien Sanbern europa'8 nut em nctfaurftigeS fat, m
this country the labourer has a good subsistence, while in (the)

most countries of Europe he has only a scanty (one).
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(SeeR.

li. lluterltinmen = coming under, that is, a lodging, a shelter ;

also, an cinjilDymont; as: 4Btr fud;ten in itgenb einein ber t>ielen

(Ma|lIMw>r Ui-ui iittt vergebenf ein Unterfoiiimeii, wo sought ;

one "i tin- many inns of this town, a shelter. 5>er 8leipige

fiiitft uberall cm Hnterfommen, thu industrious finds everywhere em-

ployment.
VOCABULARY.

SDienfitlut, human,
founded inhuman
nature.

?lad;rtd;t, /. forbear-

ance, indulgence.

SRotb/biirftig, scanty,

necessitous.neody.

d;ein, m. shine,

light.

toren, to trouble,
disturb.

9tu'fcmmen.

1 above.)

(Jiit, one thing.

Ovljo'lung, /. refresh-

ment, recreation.

8crt'gfb,en, to go away.
i'nnen, to grant, fa-

vour, permit.
4Jentie'berfommcn, to

come down.

Jtrei,m.circle,sphero.

2)Jand;mal, often, fre-

quently, some-
times.

Srcft, m. consolation.

lu'tj, in defiance, in

spite of.

Unmi'g'tidjfeit, /. im-

possibility.

lln'terfommen, to find

employment, shel-

ter, etc. (See R.

2, above.)
SSerle'ben, to live.pass,

spend.

Serjei'B,ung, /. pardon,

forgiveness.

SSor'faUen, to hap-

pen.
SBarnen, to warn of,

admonish against.

RKSUMK OF EXAMPLES.

(Sin fluger Sclbbcvr gennt feinen A judicious general sometimes
olba'ten juroei'len eine <5rb.o' grants his soldiers (a) recrea-

lung. tion.

(Sinmal Kit ber Sdjiffer fine ru'< At one time the mariner has a

b,ige, bann tuietcr eine ftur'mifdje quiet (pleasant), then again
SWeife. a stormy voyage.

Crt b,at fein '^ermo'gen ba$u, urn He has no fortune by which

biefen IHufroanb lange 3eit be (thereto) to be able (for a)

ftrci'ten ju fonncn. long time to afford this ex-

penditure.

2Beib,eit ifl mefyr wertb,, alt 9l;id; Wisdom is more valuable

tfyum. (worth more) than riches.

3n ber ecfjmcij b,at tec Sauer ein In (the) Switzerland the peasant
bef'fere* !Hu'foinmen, ali in tern has a better subsistence than

gro'peren ilfyeilc 3ta'licn$ in the greater part of Italy.
Cei Siubrurf) ber 9lad;t fud)ie er in On the approach (invasion) of

einem flcinen Dcrtdjen eitt Un' the night, he sought shelter

terfommen. in a little hamlet (little place).
5)er Jtaufmann !)at bem Gafcitdn' The merchant has already paid

bereitS' bic gafyrt bejablt'. the captain (for) the passage.

SJJirf; b,at fycrjlicty wrlangt', baJ I have heartily desired to eat

D'fierlamm mit eucf; ju effcn this passover with you (Luke
(8uca xxii. 15). xxii. 15, marginal reading).

3)a wrlaf'fcne flinb cr(angt' nad; The forsaken child longs for

fitiner 3Muttcr. (after) its mother.

EXERCISE 184.

1. (Si gicbt im menfd;lid;en Scben junjeilcn tviibc ?(ugenblicfe. 2. SKan

tnufj juroeilen tern cifte einc Grrb,etung gonnen. 3. @r ifl fd;cn mand;.
mal fyter geroefen. 4. ctyon manc^mat ^abe tc^ biefc gefagt. 5. 5Wanc^
mal mijiKngt c auc^>. 6. S ifl iefct feine 3cit baju, (pajicren ju ge^en.

7. 6r $at ^eute nod) ^intangtidje 3ctt taju, biefe 2lrbeit u octtentcn. 8.

Or Ijat an einem antern lag me^t Beit, bid; ju befud;en. 9. DiefeS

^au8 i|l taufenb !T^a(cr vncrt^. 10. 3Mn 9tod ift je^n Healer wertb,.

11. 3enet 'JKann befifet funf ^unbert Skater. 12. (5r befi(jt jc^n taufenb

Suiter. 13. Dtcfc gamitie ^at t^r gutc 9lufcmmen. 14. 3ener arm--

Sagto^ncr I)at nut ein not^tiirftige 2luSfommen. 15. <Sr !amcn fo

tiele polttifdje g(urf;rtinge an, bap fie nid;t alfc iintcrfomincii fonnten. 16.

Sic Soltatcn fanben ade in ben cfceunen unb Stdflen ber Sauetn ein

Unterfcmmen. 17. eflern Ijabe id; bem ^aufm'anne feine 9led;nung be.

ja^tt. 18. C?r at bem @d;neibet ben JRocf nod; nid;t be}af;(t. 19. fft

wrgafj bem @d;ul;mad;er bie tiefet ju beja^ten. 20. JDet Jtranfe er.

langt ein fa SBaffer. 21. SWid; uerJangt ju loiffcn, h>a an bcr Sadie

ifl. 22. 2Hid; wrlangt eine ^eitere tunb{ im Jfret ber liebtn SUJeincn ju
wrteben. 23. 3d; cerlange ba Sud;, ba bort Hegt. 24. in bitte id;

bid; : fei torftd;ttg in ter Sffia^l bciner Sreunbc. 25. Der SKann bat um
cbulb unb

$ftad;fid;t. 26. Sa er tb.n um S3erjeibung bat, fo fonnte er

nidjt linger jiirncn. 27. 3d; bitte @ie um ein (a 2Betn.

EXERCISE 185.

1. My house is worth a thousand francs, but that of my
brother fifteen hundred. 2. That banker is worth a thousand
pounds more than that sum. 3. Contentment is of greater
value than all the riches of the world. 4. We could not any-
where find shelter on our arrival in America, as all the inns

full. 5. Every one who goes to Australia may find em-

ployment. 6. Thoae who have a scanty competency are some-
times the tools of the greateat crimed. 7. My brother bids ma
to be patient and forbearing. 8. He seek* my forgiveneui, and
therefore I cannot longer be angry with him. 9. Neoeatity re-

quires that wo should sometimes grant our body relaxation. 10.

As he forgot to pay for his coat, the tailor requested him to pay.

SECTION XCVI.-IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

33emiib.en = to trouble, id; um flrtroo*, or fur 3emanfc btmub^n,
" to give one's self trouble about, to take pains, strive about

any thing, or for anyone;" as: arf id; ie bcmub,en, mir tal

!i3ud; ;u rttdjen ? may I trouble you to reach me that book ? In
bemubrt Did; )U viel um eine fo gehnoe adje, yon trouble yourself too

much about so trifling a thing, din Sreunb foUte fid; fur einen

Srcunb bemut;cn, a friend should take pains for a friend. 6 giebt

gereifft gutmutb,ige Seute, bie ftd; mebr fur 9lnbere, a( fur fid; felift bt-

mu^en, there are certain good-natured people who take more

pains for others than for themselves.

1. 3eitoertreib (from 3eit, time, and wrttri&en, to drive or past
away) signifies

" a pastime ;

"
as : 2Ba i^m Sethwrtrfib ift, mad;t

mir Sangcraeile, what to him is pastime, causes me weariness. 6id;
bie 3cit uertreiben,

" to spend, or pass one's time ;

"
as : SBif wr.

treibt er fid; bie 3eit ? how does he pass his time ? Grt wnreibt fid;

biefelbe mit 3agen unb 8ifd;en, ho spends it (the same) in hunting
and fishing.

VOCABULARY.

SIb'ttefenfyeit, /. ab-
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parcel was sent to me yesterday. 4. Study is my most agree-

able pastime. 5. In the morning I study, and in the evening I

teach my scholars. 6. We need not trouble ourselves on ac-

count of our friend : he does not need our assistance. 7. During
the absence of our teacher we played instead of learning. 8.

How long have you been in London ? 9. I have been nearly
three years here. 10. Was my brother here during my absence?

11. No, hs was not here. 12. May I trouble you to write me
this letter ? 13. A diligent boy strives to acquire knowledge.

SECTION XCVII. IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

9letpen= to tear, to rend, also, to draw, etc.; hence, an fid;

retpen, "to draw towards, or to one, to usurp, seize upon;" as:

er @turm rip gan$e SSfiunte au ber @rbe, the storm rent whole
trees from the earth. @r l)at ba aSermogen fetneS JBruberS an ftd;

geriffen, he has usurped the fortune of his brother.

@td) urn (SthjaS reipen= to strive, contend for anything ; as :

3)ic Stfiuber riffen fid; urn bte SSeute, the robbers strove for the booty.
1. (Stnfprecb.en (literally,

" to speak in ") = to inculcate by words,
to influence by speaking. Sinent -Mutfe,, Sroft, etc., ctnfprecfyen, "to

speak courage, consolation, etc., to one," i.e., to encourage, to

console, etc. ; as : $)er tapfcre encral bcfud;te tdglid; bte djanjcn,

urn ben olbaten CDJutfy unb roft etnjufprecbcn, the valiant general
visited the redoubts daily, in order to encourage and console the

soldiers.

2. 93ct Semanben etnfpred;en
= to call on one, to give one a call ;

as : 3d; farad; auf etntge Slugenblicfe bet fcem errn Starrer cin, I called

for a few moments on the pastor.

bap" mem Sreunb mtt bent ampfboote anfontmen tt>urbc, fo tyotte id) tf)n con
bent anbungplafce ab. 22. 3d; fyabe biefen '-Brief tyeute SDforgen con bee

5{Sofl abgefyolt. 23. 3d; fprad; auf ntetner SReife in cerfcfytebencn 28trt6,8

fyaufern ein abcr id) fann feine berfelben befonberJ loben. 24. 3d;

fpred;e geh)ol;n(tcb. bei nteinen Sreunben ein, roenn id; in bte @tabt gelje.

EXERCISE 189.

1. I made better progress in the German language after I had
mastered the first rudiments. 2. The uncle seeks to usurp the
fortune of his cousins. 3. Is it long since your brother was
taken ill ? 4. No, it is not more than a few days since. 5.

Will you stop at home till I call on you ? 6. It is more plea-
sant to mo to take a walk in the country than to sit at home.
7. When I go to town, I generally call on some of my friends.

8. He prefers studying to all other employments. 9. I prefer
walking to riding, and riding to driving. 10. During the battle

the general rode along the ranks to encourage his soldiers. 11.

It is healthful to children when they can take a walk after

school. 12. The robbers strove for the booty which they had
taken from the citizens.

RESUME OF EXAMPLES.

SQBct ein SSorrecbt Ijot, fud;t aud; He who has one privilege seeks

nod) an'bere an fid; ju retpen.

SBoflen @ie uber acre rctfen ?

3d; fyabe ntd)t bage'gen, hxnn @te

c3 cor'jtcfycn.

2Sir jtefyen e8 cor, 311 -Saufe ju b(et

ten.

5)er Slet'ptge madjt beffere Sort'.

fcjjritte,
aU ber gaute.

S?up(anb, Deftreid;, unb *prcujjen

riffen fid; urn baS un'gtiicfltd;e

(to seize to himself) to usurp
others.

Will you go (travel) via Havre ?

I have nothing against it, if

you prefer it.

We prefer to stay at home.

The industrious (man) makes
better progress than the idle.

Russia, Austria, and Prussia
contended about (the) un-

happy Poland.

EXEKCISE 188.

1. Srofc ber SDJufje, toetctye ftd; ber Scorer gab, mottten bte JJtnbcr feme

rectyten gortfcbrttte tnad;en. 2. (r ntadjte bebeutcnte Sortfrbrttte in ber

beutfcfyen @prad;e, nad)bem er bte erflen 2litfang8grunfce uberitmnben Ijatte.

3. @r entbe^rt ber n6t6,tgften Sucker. 4. @ine arme Santtlic entbe^rt oft

ber not^tcenbtgflen SauSgerAt&.e. 5. ie etaffent)ett btefe 9Jngeftagren

beru^t auf bent Sewu^tfetn fetner Unfd;ulb. 6. !Der (Sapitfin erjftfyttc un

gcfiern, bap ftd; ber junge Staltcner etne Jtuget burd; ben Jlopf gefd;o(fen

^abe. 7. (5r fd;cp bent 33dren cine .Jfuget burcb ben Jlopf. 8. 3d; gt

ei or uber sOremen ober Hamburg, anfiatt fiber ai5re ju reifen. 9. 3d;

^te^e baS SKetten bent e6,en, unb ba ja^ren bem JRetten or. 10. tft

mtr in einer tcarmen tube bef;agttrf;er, at in eincr fatten. 11. i(l i

am befyagltcbften, h;enn er nad; bcm Sffen feme 6igarre raudjen !ann. 12.

^naben tft e8 am beb,agltd;ften unb aud; am gcfunbepen, toenn fte nad; bent

dffcn elite
fjalbe

@tunbe fpajtercn ge^en. 13. 3d; ^atte ben ganjen 2)J

gen uber ein unbefi,agUd;e eful;t. 14. 3)te Surften 5)eutfd)tanb Ijaben

con Sleuem bte -^errfcbaft an ftd; geriffen. 15. S)er Dtyetm hjupte nad; unb

nad; bag SSermogen fetner SReffen an fid; $u retpen. 16. @S tft fd;on lange

t;er, bap id; i^n gefe^en ^abc. 17. 3ft c lange, bap er franf ijl ? 18.

3a, e8 ftnb fd;on me^r att bret 2Bod;en. 19. SSletbc ju aufe, bt id; ju
bir fomme

;
tcb toerbe bid; 311 etnem pajiergange ab^oten. 20. 1)er

tuft ntcbt nur ben OretS, fonbern aud; gar oft ben 2ftann tit fcinen beften

Sa^ren, bn Sungttng unb baS .Rinb in fcer SSieje ab. 21. 5>a id; toufte,

VOCABULARY.
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65. The average weight of 69 persons w 11 stone; of 70

persona, 11 stone 1 Ib. What is the weight of the 70th .-

1'u pay a bill of .300 three months before date, a person
stock at 00. Discount being allowed at 4 per

oout. per annum, how much stock must he sell, and what does

he gain or lose by paying at onco ?

67. A shilling weighs 3 dwt. 15 grains, and is
J,

7
,
fine. What

is the value of (1) a pound Troy ; (2) a pound avoirdupois of

pure silver ?

68. A person had two-fifths of a coal mine ; he sold three-

fourths of hU share, and divided the remainder between his two

sons, giving four-fifths to the older and .200 to the latter.

Find the value of the mine.
1 iy selling tea at 5s. 4d. a pound, a grocer clears one-

eighth of his outlay ; he then raises the price to 6s. What does

ho clear per cent, at the latter price ?

70. If a pipe of 6 inches bore discharges a certain quantity of

water in 4 hours, in what time v/ill 3 pipes of 1, 2, 3 inches bore

respectively discharge the same quantity, the water flowing in

each case with the same velocity P [N.B. The bores of the

pipes are proportional to the squares of their diameters.]
71. A piece of work must be finished in 36 days, and 15 men

are set to do it, working 9 hours a day ; but after 24 days it is

found that only jj
of the work is done. If 3 additional men be

then put on, how many hours a day will they have to labour in

order to finish the work in time P

72. Seven men had water enough for 13 days, allowing 1|

pints per man doily. After 5 days some water escaped, and one
man died, and the water lasted the 13 days. How much was
lost?

73. A has twice as much money as B. They play together
for a certain stake. At the end of the first game B wins from
A one-third of A's money. What fraction of the sum B now
has must A win back in the second game, that they may have

exactly equal sums P

74. If 5 pumps, each having a length of stroke of 3 feet,

working 15 hours a day for 5 days, empty the water out of a
mine, what must be the length of stroke of each of the 5 pumps,
which, working 10 hours a day for 12 days, would empty the
same mine, the strokes of the former set of pumps being per-
formed four times as fast as those of the latter ?

75. From 1797 to 1821 cash payments were suspended.
Before that time the value of gold was 3 17s. lOJd. per oz. ;

but in 1815 it rose to 4 13s. 6d. per oz. How much per cent,

had the currency depreciated ?

76. Two clocks, one gaining 3 min. and the other losing 2
min. a day, are set right at noon. What is the time by the
first clock when the second indicates noon a week afterwards ?

77. A trader fits out 4 ships in succession to run a blockade :

he reckons the total outlay on each ship after the first to be 8

per cent, more than on the one that preceded it. The first and
third get into port, and ho gains 160 per cent, on their cost,
while the second and fourth are taken. What is his gain per
cent, on the whole P

78. The price of raw cotton being 5d. a pound, and of cleaned
cotton 6d. a pound, how much per cent, in weight must be lost
in cleaning, the cost of cleaning being neglected ?

79. The regulations respecting Great Exhibition tickets, from
the opening, on Thursday, May 1, to Saturday, October 18, were
as follows : Three guinea season tickets alone admit to the

opening. 1 was charged on May 2nd and 3rd, and on three

exceptional days (not in May, nor shilling days). From May 5th
to 17th the charge was 5s., and for the rest of the month 2s. 6d.,

except one day in each week, when the charge was 5s. After

May the charge for admission was Is. on four days of the week.
If of the remaining days 18 were 5s. days, and the rest 2s. 6d.

days, estimate the saving, by taking a season ticket, of a person
who proposed to be a daily visitor.

80. If 5 per cent, be lost by selling a horse for 38, at what
price must three others, which cost each the same as the first,
bo sold, in order to gain 10 per cent, on the whole?

81. What would be the value of 135-74, if the local value of
the digits increased eightfold from right to left ?

82. How many plots of ground of 33J square yards can be cut
from a, field containing 4 acres, 3 roods, 9 poles, 19$ square
yards, whose breadth is 135 yards? and what will be the
width of the remaining strip, after the plots are marked off ?

83. The discount on a certain Bum for one year is .27 10s.,

and the interest on theamo um for the iuune time is 28 3*. 94.
Find the rate per cent, and the sum.

84. A person's income it derived from the proceed* of 4550
at a certain rate per cent., and 5420 at 1 per cent more thau
the former. His whole income is 453. Determine the rate*.

85. One clock gains 4 minutes and another lose* 4 minute*
in 12 hours. Find the time indicated by each clock, when one

appears to have gained 16i minute* upon the other, supposing
them to start together at noon.

86. The gold coinage of one country contains 1 part silver to
1 1 parts of gold without alloy, that of another 1 part of alloy to
23 parts of gold. It is found that 46 of the first weigh aa much
as 88 i of the second. The intrinsic value of silver is ^th that
of gold. Find the par of exchange.

87. A man insures his life to the extent of 10 per cent, upon
his whole income ; after deducting this, he pays 8d. in the

pound income-tax on the remainder. His net income is 957.
Find his gross income.

88. A can do a piece of work in 6 days, which B can destroy
in 4. A has worked 10 days, during the hist 5 of which B baa
been destroying ; how many days must A now work alone in

order to complete his ta.^k ?

89. A and B lay out equal sums in trade. A gains 100,
and B loses so much that his money is now only | of A's. But
if each gave the other J of his present sum, B's loss would be
diminished by one-half. What had each at first P

90. On certain goods the import duty is 150 per cent, on
their prime cost. The duty is reduced one-half, but the cost of

production increases 10 per cent. Determine what would have
been the price of goods sold now at 46 4s., allowing 20 per
cent, profit in each case.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN ABITHMETIC. XLVI.
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albumen ; small dichotomons shrubs, nearly always parasitic ;

leaves opposite, entire ; flowers sometimes dioecious.

Members of this natural family chiefly inhabit the intertropical

regions. Their bark contains adhesive material, like birdlime,
intermediate in its general nature between wax and caoutchouc.
The mistletoe (Viscum album, Fig. 266) ia the only species

which represents the family in our land.

It is a dioecious plant, with thick fleshy

leaves, greenish flowers scarcely apparent,
and sessile. The mistletoe was much re-

verenced by the ancient Druids, who attri-

buted to it various mysterious properties.
Even at this daythe inhabitants of Javaen-
tertain a superstitious respect for ihcFicus

religiosa, upon which an individual of the

natural family LoranthacecB grows. They

imbricate ; flowers complete, or polygamous, or dioecious ;

embryo minute and homogeneous.
The most remarkable species of this class is the Rafflesia

Arnoldi (Fig. 267), a native of Sumatra, where it grows on the
trunk of a Cissus, and consists of a single fiower no less than
nine feet in circumference. Its nectary has a capacity of twelve

pints, and its weight is not less than fifteen

pounds. Before its expansion the floral

bud appears like a great cabbage ; the
bracts soon expand, and the perianth be-
comes developed. Its fleshy colour and
cadaverous odour attract flies and other

insects, which are necessary to the procesa
of its fecundation. This curious member
of the vegetable world has been described
at length in Vol. I., page 185.

265. EDGEWORTHIA CHRYSAK-
THA. 266. THE MISTLE-

TOE (VISCUM ALBUM).
267. RAFFLESIA AR-

NOLDI.

believe that the shades of

their ancestors wander
under the vaulted canopy
formed by these curious

trees, and are gladdened
by a view of the para-
sites.

SECT. CVIII. HYDNOEA-
CE.S:, EAFFLESIACE^!,
CYTINACE-E, APODAN-
THACE^E, AND BALA-
NOPHOBACE.E.

These five natural orders constitute a group cf plants which
have been collectively termed Rhizogens or Rhizanthese, from
some Greek words which mean "

flower-producing roots." They
are supposed by some botanists to constitute an intermediate

class between the Phanerogamia and the Cryptogamia. The

following are their leading characteristics : Plants composed
of cellular tissue, pervaded by a few vessels; parasites upon
the roots cr stems of other plants ; leaves reduced to mere

scales, never green3 deprived of stomata and vessels, generally

268. RAFFLES'S PITCHER-PLANT

(NEPENTWES RAFFLE-

SIANA). 1, THE LEAF ;

2, THE MALE FLOWER;
3, THE FRUIT.

SECT. CIX.-NEPENTHA-
, OK NEPENTHES.

Characteristics : Sub-lig-
neous plants of tropical .asia

and Madagascar ; flowers

in racemes, dioecious ; pe-
rianth herbaceous, four-

partite ; stamens sixteen,

coherent in a central co-

lumn ; ovary free, four-

celled ; capsule loculicidal.

The Nepenthes, type of this

family, possesses alternate

leaves, the petiole contracted atits base,butfurther on expanding
into a flat limb, but its mid-rib is prolonged, and bears a new fo-

liaceous expansion like a pitcher in form, supplied with a cover

attached by a kind of hinge, on which it opens and shuts. The

pitcher closed at night is open during the day, and secretes in

its interior a fluid, insipid in some species, slightly saccharine

in others. The largest and finest species was discovered about

thirty years ago at Singapore by Sir Stamford RafHes, and has

received the name of Nepenthes Rajjlesiana (Fig. 268).
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LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. I.

OBJECTS AND EARLY HISTORY OF THK 8CIKNCE EARLY
A8TKONOMEKH; THALE8, II 1 1TA l:< HUB, PTOLEMY.

OK all the sciences which arrest the attention and engage the

thought t m uikind, the science of astronomy is assuredly one

of tin- grandest, most ennobling, and most sublime. Others,

though they tend greatly to expand and eurich'.tiu; mind, chain

it down to the earth; but thin lifts it up, and curries it away
tar li.'vond the boundaries of the finite, till it is almost lost in

Miu illimitable void of space.

Astronomy seems to lift man out of himself, and to place him
on a standpoint far removed from the world ho inhabits, which

ices to a mere unit in the glorious whole; and aa he
beholds the uualtering regularity and unceasing motion of the

heavenly bodies by which ho is surrounded, and by slow degrees
comes to perceive that all their varying and apparently compli-
cated motions resolve themselves into the most beautiful

simplicity, and ore all governed by a few plain and simple laws,
he is led to see fresh proofs of the power and wisdom of Him
v/ho by His word called them into being, and launched them
forth in space.

By this science the student learns the hard lesson that the

evidence of the senses is not always to bo depended on ; that the

apparently immovable earth is in reality in a state of continual

motion, both on its own axis and around the sun ; and that the

real movements of the heavenly bodies are quite different from
those which are apparent. He learns, too, that this world, which
he has always been accustomed to regard as the largest and
most important body in existence, is classed among the orbs of

i . and even among the smallest of them ; that it is, indeed,
but a speck in creation, quite invisible from the nearest of those

fixed stars which stud the sky ; and thus he is led to feel his own
insignificance. And yet when ho finds that the motions of all

these bodies can be accurately determined, that their sizes and
even their weights can be measured, that some of the elements
Tvhich enter into their composition can be told, and that their

distances can be ascertained, though so great that light, with all

its sp3ed, takes thousands of years to cross the chasm that

separates them from us, he sees something of the immense power
vrath wliich the human mind has been endowed.
As he advances he finds that the sun and moon, which appear

like small bodies performing their journeys round the earth, are

in reality worlds, the former of them greatly exceeding in size

that on which he lives ; that the stars, which he has looked upon
as mere points in the sky, are in reality suns, with systems of their

own revolving around them the " centres of life and light to

myriads of unseen worlds ;" and that these suns, with their

attendant worlds, are all revolving in mighty orbits around one
common centre, and forming one grand cluster.

The telescope still further extends his view, for by its powerful
aid he discovers here and there faint nebulce, or patches of cloudy
light, scattered among the stars ; and these at length resolve

themselves into complete clusters, similar to that which is made
up of our sun and all the other stars around us. But here the

power of his instrument fails him, and the distances and magni-
tude of these systems are such as to baffle all computation or

thought. Man can only stand on the verge of the infinite, and
wonder and adore the glories of Him who filleth all space.
We must therefore come to the study of this science with a

tnind specially prepared for the reception of its truths, being
ready, on the one hand, to receive all truths which shall be
shown to be fully supported by careful observations and proof,
even though they appear to be sometimes almost contrary to the
evidence of the senses ; and, on the other hand, to dismiss all

those crude notions previously formed in the mind which, upon
consideration, are not found to be supported by facts, and which
tend, therefore, to hinder and mislead us in our inquiries. The
importance of this latter point will be clearly seen when wo
notice how, in the early ages of astronomy, all true progress was
effectually checked by the firm hold which certain preconceived
notions had acquired over the human mind ; and how, when at

last the fact of the earth's motion was discovered, and the com-

plicated and cumbrous systems previously believed in were thus
at one stroke swept away, persecution and opposition of every
kind were heaped upon the men whose intellect had thus solved
the difficulties of ages.

The science of astronomy dates from an antiquity far more

80 N.E.

remote than any other science, many important discoveries

having been made in it at a period anterior to all written history.
ic book of Job, which in usually admitted to be the rnont

at book in the world, we find reference to Arctunw, Orion,
ai..| tiiu i'luiados, showing that, even at this early period, name*
hod been given to some of the constellations and stars.

We can easily understand why this should be so. Every one
of us, when walking alone on a clear night, when the moon has

set, and the whole concave of heaven is studded with innumerable

stars, must have felt an anxious desire to know something of the

history and motions of those bodies. This desire was felt in the

early ages of the world, and in the East, where the science seems
to have had its origin, the settled weather, the clearness of th

air, and the cloudlessness of the sky, would all render these

observations more easy. In those early ages, too, men lived far

more in the open air than in the present day. Shepherds, for

instance, often watched with their flocks during the whole night,
and thus they would have frequent and favourable opportunities
for watching and noticing the movements of the stars. This

occupation, too, would serve well to beguile the otherwise tedious

hours of night, and we find accordingly that shepherds were the
first astronomers.

Another reason why the science attracted so much attention .

was its great practical importance. Men soon noticed the

regular changes of the seasons. They would see that at one
time winter cold seemed to reign over all, and apparent death
held all the vegetable world. Spring then followed, with its

fresh leaves and opening flowers, and summer and autumn with
their fruits and stores of grain ; and they naturally inquired the
reason of all these changes. They would notice likewise that

during the summer months the sun was absent from them for

only a short time, and at noon attained a greater height above
the horizon than he did in the winter months, when the night
was long and the hours of daylight but few ; and they would
thus come to connect the changing seasons with the motions of

the sun, which were accordingly noted with greater accuracy.
In a similar way the changes of the moon, from the first narrow
crescent of light to the full round orb, and then back again,
would early be remarked.

One other cause for the study of this science is found in man's
innate craving for the supernatural, or something beyond him-
self. The apparent immutability of the heavenly bodies, the

purity of their light, the regularity of their motions, and, above

all, the mystery which enveloped them, excited his admiration

and reverence ; and hence we find that they early became objects
of worship to the ignorant, and therefore superstitious, people of

that time. The study of their motions was therefore usually

pursued for some religious or astrological purpose, and the chief

astronomers were priests or professional diviners.

We can easily understand why this was the case. It was seen

that the succession of the seasons and the alternations of day and

night were caused by the motions of the most important of the

heavenly bodies, and hence it was supposed that all the rest

exerted their influences over other matters that were going on

in the world, and that by the careful study of their motions and

changes future events in the history of men and nations might

easily be predicted. We find, accordingly, that astrologers were

consulted before any great or important work was undertaken,
and their advice was usually very strictly adhered to.

The question as to what nations first cultivated this science

cannot be definitely settled. It seems probable, however, that

the earliest systematic observations of the stars were made by
the Chaldceans.

The path of the sun among the fixed stare was very early

discovered, and these stars were arranged into the twelve con-

stellations, known as the signs of the zodiac, long before the

historical era. Many of the other constellations were also named,
but some were afterwards altered by the Greeks and Romans ;

and even in modern days a few additions have been made, as, for

instance, the Shield of Sobieski and the Heart of Charles L
It must not be supposed that any resemblance can be traced

between the shape marked out by the stars and the figures they
are supposed to represent. The original idea seems to have

been merely to map out the sky into convenient portions for

examination, and at the same time to immortalise certain real

or mythical heroes ; but as the system became adopted uni-

versally, it has been retained to the present day, and server

ae a ready means of distinguishing and registering the stars.
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The zodiacal signs are sometimes supposed to have been

connected with the rural occupation of the ancients. The cluster

of stars among which the sun was passing in spring was called

the Earn, because at that time the flocks were sent out into the

fields. The Lion, too, has been considered symbolical of the

intensity and power of the rays of the summer sun. The
Balance tells of the period of equal day and night ; the Scorpion
of the unhealthiness of autumn ;

while the Waterbearer and the

Fishes betoken the rains and floods of winter.

The names given to these twelve constellations are as fol-

lows : Aries, Taurus, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo, Libra, Scorpio,

Sagittarius, Capricornus, Aquarius, Pisces. Their order may,

however, be more easily remembered by the following lines :

The Earn, the Bull, the heavenly Twins,
And next the Crab the Lion shines,

The Virgin, and the Scales ;

The Scorpion, Archer, and He-Goat,
The .Man that bears the Watering Pot,

And -Fish with glittering scales.

Among the most important of the phenomena of the heavens

are solar and lunar eclipses, and these of course attracted the

attention of early astronomers, and at length the true cause of

them was discovered. A careful record also appears to have

been kept of them, so that the Saros, or Chaldsean Period, was
discovered. This is a period of eighteen years and eleven days,

or 223 lunar months, at the expiration of which the moon enters

again upon its former track in the heavens, and thus the same

eclipses are, as it were, repeated.
The wonder and anxiety with which these remarkable events

were witnessed can easily be imagined, and when the first

astronomer ventured to predict an eclipse, and his prediction
was found true, he must have been looked upon as little short of

divine. The first instance we have on record in which this was

actually done is in the year 610 B.C., when Thales, the father of

astronomy among the Greeks, foretold an eclipse of the sun.

It seems probable, however, that a similar thing had been pre-

viously done by the Chaldaeans.

With Thales begins the true history of astronomy. The
Greeks were not, however, distinguished by any great proficiency
in the natural sciences. We find here and there shrewd guesses
and faint gleams of truth ;

but it is always mixed up with

fanciful speculations, instead of being supported by careful

observation and reasoning. They seem, for the most part, to

have started with certain principles (which had no existence

except in their imaginations), as, for instance, that the earth

must be in the centre of the universe, and that, since the circle

was the perfection of shape, all the motions of the heavenly
bodies must be in circles. They then observed the phenomena
of the sky, and the apparent motions of the sun and stars, and
formed cumbrous and complicated systems to try and reconcile

these appearances with their theories.

Hence we find all the involved mysteries of transparent wheels

revolving one within the other, and carrying with them the

planets and stars, of cycles and epicycles, and of crystal spheres
in ceaseless rotation, which the followers of Ptolemy were ever

planning and altering. The true law of discovery which is to

make accurate observations first, and afterwards start a theory
to explain the appearances seems to have been quite lost sight

of, and hence confusion prevailed.
We must, however, just glance at a few of the names which

stand prominently forward in the history of the science.

Anaxagoras and Pythagoras were two of the Greek philosophers
who succeeded Thales, and they appear to have had much more
accurate views than most in their day. The truth of the earth's

motion round the sun seems to have been realised by them,

though it does not appear to have been received by others, and
was opposed by those in power as being impious. The former

of the two was indeed sentenced to death on account of his

philosophical views ; but his sentence was afterwards, through
the influence of a friend, commuted into banishment for life.

The next we notice was the greatest of all the ancient astro-

nomers, Hipparchus, who lived in the second century before

the Christian era. He gave up all attempts to frame a system
for the universe, and occupied himself by carefully watching and

recording the motions of the sun and planets. The movements
of the sun in particular occupied his persevering attention, and
in this way he made a very near approximation to the true

length of the year ; and the accuracy of Ma observations is very

remarkable when we consider the imperfect nature of the instru-

ments he had to employ. He also observed the irregularities in
the rate of the sun's motion, and determined in what part of its

conrse its speed was greatest, and thus ascertained that, if the
motion of the sun was uniform, the earth was not situated in

the centre of its orbit.

Another thing for which the name of Hipparchus is memor-
able is a catalogue of fixed stars,
which he formed in order that future

astronomers might be able to detect

any alteration in their position or

number. He appears to have been
led to undertake this task by the ap-

pearance of a new star, and though
the work of carefully ascertaining and

noting the position of each star was,

especially with the imperfect instru-

ments possessed in his time, a work

requiring great labour and patience,
he persevered, and completed a list which contained 1081 stars.

In the progress of this work he made one very important dis-

covery. On comparing the place assigned by him to a star in

the constellation Virgo with that determined by some distin-

guished astronomers nearly two hundred years previously, he
found a difference of two degrees in its longitude.
He then made similar comparisons, where it was possible,

with respect to other stars, and found the same change in their

position. It was thus evident that all the stars must have
moved forward, or else that the point from which the measure-
ments were taken had moved backwards. This phenomenon ia

known as the Precession of the Equinoxes, and will be fully

explained in its place. The reason of it was discovered by the

great Newton.
Another idea for which we are indebted to Hipparchus was

that of representing the positions of the stars on an artificial

globe, and of marking the position of places on the terrestrial

globe by means of lines of latitude and longitude.

Nicias, one of the followers of Hipparchus, is said to have

gone even further than his master, and started an hypothesis
that the apparent changes in the sky were caused by a daily
revolution of the earth. The idea, however, was not supported

by any arguments, and was lost sight of for ages.
The only other one of the ancient astronomers we shall refer

to in this sketch is Ptolemy, who was a very learned scholar,
not only in astronomy, but in mathematics and geography.

Having carefully examined the observations of Hipparchus and

others, he at length promulgated a system known as the

Ptolemaic, which, though since proved to be quite erroneous,

accounted so well for all known phenomena that its errors could

not, with the instruments then in use, be discovered; and

accordingly, it was universally received until the age of

Copernicus, and even then it was long before it was entirely

given up.

According to this system, the earth was the centre, with the

planets revolving round it in the following order : The Moon,

Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, and, beyond all,

the fixed stars. To account for the apparent irregularities in

their motions, he introduced what he termed epicycles, which

will be understood by reference to Fig. 1. E represents the

earth, and ABC the orbit in which the planet should move ;

but, instead of this, he supposed that there was a point c

moving in this orbit, and that the planet p moved round this

point in a small circular orbit or epicycle. The combination of

these two motions explained the irregularities. This system
was afterwards rendered much more complicated by the altera-

tions introduced by his successors.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XIV.
SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

151. MOST of the investigations in algebra are carried on 'by

means of equations. In the solution of problems, for example,

we represent the uriknoivn quantity, or numbers sought, by a

certain letter ;
and then, in order to ascertain the value of this

unknown quantity or letter, we form an algebraic expression from

the conditions of the question, which is equal to some given

quantity or number.
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EXAMPLE. A drover bought on equal number of sheep and
cows for 840 crowns. Ho paid 2 crowns a-heod for tho sheep,

orowna a-head for the cows. How many did ho buy of

each?
Hero, let * = the number bought of each ;

2* = the coat of the sheep in crowns ;

And 12x = the cost of tho cows in crowns.

Hence, Zx + 12a> = 840 by tho conditions of tho question.

Therefore, 14 = 840 by addition j

And = 60, tho number bought of each.

tho last expression is obtained from the preceding one

by dividing each member by 14, tho co-efficient of 14*.

It will be perceived, in this example, that the unknown

quantity, or number taught, is represented by the letter *; and

from the conditions of the problem, we obtain the quantity

140, which is equal to the given quantity 840 crowns. This

whole algebraic expression, 14a> = 840 crowns, is called an

equation.
15'2. An EQUATION, tlierefore, is a proposition expressing in

algebraic characters the equality between one quantity or set of

quantities and another, or between different expressions for the

same quantity.
This equality is denoted by the sign = , which is read "

is

equal to." Thus x+ a = b + c, and 5 + 8 = 17 4, are

equations, in one of which the sum of x and a is equal to the

sum of b and c ; and in the other, tho sum of 5 and 8 is equal to

the difference of 17 and 4.

The quantities on the two sides of the sign = are called

members of the equation; the several terms on the left con-

stituting the first member, and those on the right the second

member.
When the unknown quantity is of the first power, the proposi-

tion is called a simple equation, or an equation of tho first degree.
153. The reduction of an equation consists in bringing the un-

known quantity by itself to one side of the sign of equality, and all

the known quantities to the oilier side, without destroying the

equality of the members.

To effect this, it is evident that one of the members must be
as much increased or diminished as the other. If a quantity be
added to one, and not to the other, the equality will be de-

stroyed. But the members will remain equal
(1.) If the same or equal quantities be added to each. Ax. 1.

(2.) If the same or equal quantities be subtracted from each.
Ax. 2.

(3.) If each be multiplied by the same or equel quantities.
Ax. 3.

(4.) If each be divided by the same or equal quantities. Ax. 4.

The principal reductions in simple equations are those which
are effected by transposition, multiplication, and division.

REDUCTION OF EQUATIONS BY TRANSPOSITION.

In the equation x 7 = 9, the number 7 being connected
with tho unknown quantity x by the sign , the one is sub-
tracted from the other. To reduce the equation, let the 7 be
added to both sides. It then becomes x 7+7=9 + 7.

The equality of tho members hero is preserved, because one
is increased as much as tho other. But on one side we have

7 and + 7. As these are equal, and have contrary signs, they
balance each other, and may bo cancelled. The equation will
then be a; = 9 + 7.

Here the value of x is found. It is shown to be equal to
9 + 7, that is, to 16. The equation is therefore reduced. The
unknown quantity is on one side by itself, and all the known
quantities on the other side.

In the same manner, if x b = a ;

Adding b to both sides, we have x 6 + 6 = a + 6 ;

And cancelling as before, we have x a + b. Ans.

154. When known quantities, therefore, arc connected with the
unknown quantity by the sign + or

, the equation is reduced
by TRANSPOSING the known quantities to the other side, and pre-
fixing the contrary sign.

This is called reducing an equation by addition or subtraction,
because it is, in effect, adding or subtracting certain quantities
to or from each of tho members.

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation a + 36 m = h d.

Here, transposing + 36, we have x m = h d 36;
And transposing m, = h d 36 + m. Ans.

155. Whoa several terms on the same aide of an equation an
alike, they must be united in one, by the role* for redaction in

addition.

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation a -f 5* ifc = 76.

Here, transposing 56 4A, w hare m = 76 56+4A;
And uniting 76 56 in one term, we hare * = 26 + 4A. Ant.

156. The unknown quantity most also be transposed, when-
ever it is on both aides of the equation. It is not "ft*^"'*1 on
which side it is finally placed, though it i* generally brought to

the left-hand aide.

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation
Here, by transposition, we have 2h h d= 3x 2x j

And by incorporation [Art. 155] h d = x. An*.

157. When the same term, with the same sign, is on opposite
sides of tho equation, instead of transposing, we may expunge it

from each. For this is only subtracting the same quantity from

equal quantities.

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation x+3h+d= b+3h+7d,
Here, by expunging 3h, wo have x + d = b + Id ;

And by transposition and incorporation x = b + 6d. Ant.

158. As all the terms of an equation may be transposed, or

supposed to be transposed, and it is immaterial which member
is written first, it is evident that the siyns of all the terms may
be changed, on both sides, without affecting tho equality.

Thus, if we have x 6= d a ;

Then by transposition, we have d+ a= * + 6.

Or, by changing the places of the members, z+ 6= d + a,

159. If all the terms on one side of an equation be transposed
each member will be equal to 0.

Thus, if x + 6 = d, then it is evident that x + 6 d = 0.

EXERCISE 25.

1. Reduce a-r2z-8 = b-4 + z + a.

2. Reduce y + ob Tim = a + 2y db + hm.

3. Reduce h+30 + 7* = 8-6?v + 6r d + b.

4. Reduce bh + 21 - 4* + d = 12 - 3* + d - 71*.

5. Reduce 5x + 10 + a = 25 + 4i + a.

6. Reduce 5c -I- 2* -I- 12 - 3 = x + 20 + 5c.

7. Reduce a + b-3i' = 20 + a-4x + b.

8. Reduce x + 3-2*-4 = 34 + 3je-4-&r.
9. Reduce 4x 2 + 18 = 5* + 8.

10. Reduce 21-2r = 3x-8 + 2.

11. Reduce 3 + 5* - 18 = 6* - 22.

12. Reduce 10* + 60 + 7* = 28* + 64 - 12*.

13. Reduce y-10-b = 6-b.
14. Reduce x - 10 + c - 14 - c = 0.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBBA.
EXERCISE 23.

5dr

2. ?.
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXVI.
DEVIATIONS IN THE SECOND CONJUGATION.

MANY verbs of the second conjugation are without supines ;

such are, horreo, I am stiff; paveo, Ifear; floreo, I flourish.

1. Perfect, -UI ; Supine, -TUM.

i. Arceo, arcere, arcui (no supine), to keep off, restrain. Artna

or arctus, the passive participle of arceo, is used as an adjective

in the sense of restrained, close, tight ; connected with artus, -us,

a joint. The compounds of arceo, in which the a passes into e,

are formed like moneo ; as, coerceo, coercere, coercui, coercitum,
to hold together, hold in, keep back.

ii. Doceo, docere, docui, doctum (with 2 ace.), to teach.

iii. Miscere, misceri, miscui, mixtum or mistum (with dat.),

io mix.

iv. Teneo, tenere, tenui (tentum in compounds), to hold.

v. Torreo, torrere, torrui, tostum, to dry, parch, toast.

The student may here advantageously stop a moment, in order

to compare his Latin with his English. Obviously in horreo

(horridus), we have our horrid; in floreo, our flower ; in coerceo,

our coerce and coercion; in moneo, our monition, monitor, and
admonition ; in doeeo, our doctor; in misceo, our mix ; in teneo,

our tenet ; and in torreo, our torrid and our toast : to such an
extent do the Latin and the English agree. These facts lie oa
the surface. An acquaintance with philology would disclose

other facts. Thus, our teach is the same word as the Latin

docere; and the two are found in the Greek didaskein; thus,

teach, doce, dasc, have a common origin and a common import.

2. Perfect in -ui ; Supine in -UM.

Only one verb. Censeo, censere, censui, censum, to give an

opinion, estimate, take the census, to judge.
Thus are the compounds formed : recenseo, I go over, investi-

gate, revise, has recensitum as well as recensum ; percensere, to

go through, recount, has no supine.

3. Perfect in -EVI ; Supine in -ETXJM.

i. Deleo, delere, delevi, deletum, to destroy.

ii. Flere, to weep.
iii. Nere, to spin.

iv. Complero (and other compounds of the obsolete plere).

to fill.

v. Aboleo (from the obsolete oleo, I grow), to abolish, form:

in the supine abolitum. This verb does not occur until after the

Augustan age.
vi. Cieo, ciere, civi, citum, to arouse, slightly differs from the

model. Cio, cire, civi, citum (never citum), follows the fourth

conjugation. The compounds of the above follow the forms of

the simple verbs, as, concieo, -iere (rare), -ivi, -itum; concio, -ire,

-itum ; excieo, -iere, -ivi, -itum ; excio, -ire, -ivi, -itum
; percieo,

-iere (rare), -ivi, -itum; percio, -ire, -ivi, -itum; accieo, -iere, -ivi,

-itum; and accio, accire, accivi, accitum. Cieo means to stir up;
concieo, to arouse ; excieo, to call forth; percieo, to arouse tho-

roughly ; accieo, to fetch; and accio, to call to, send for.

Aboleo is in signification somewhat curious. Its root, oleo

(olo), means to grow; hence, adoleo, to flourish in growth; and

adolescens, a young man, age during the period of growth. By
the force of the prefix ab, from, the verb aboleo denotes to be

checked in growth, then to grow down, and so to perish or to destroy.
I have said above that the word does not belong to the, Au-

gustan age. This is as much as to say that the word is not of

the purest Latin source. Three ages may be distinguished in

Roman literature, the pre-Augustan, the Augustan, the post-

Augustan : the first comprising the writers who lived before the

age of the first Roman emperor, namely, Augustus (B.C. 63
A.D. 14) ; the second, those who lived during that age ; and the

third, those who lived after that age. In the second class stanc

Caesar, Cicero, Virgil, Sallust, Livy, and Horace. Undoubtedly
these are very great names. But why should Lucretius be made
light of, because he lived before, or Tacitus, because he lived

after the days of Augustus ? And is Cornelius Nepos, on the

ground that he flourished in the middle of the period, preferable
to Suetonius, because he wrote when the period had run out ?

In truth, the distinction is to some extent arbitrary, as well as

indefinite, and it has been made to pass for more than it i:

worth. These remarks, however, are made to explain what is

meant by the Augustan age, rather than to question its propriety
or disparage its worth. Beyond a question, during that age
lived and wrote Roman authors whose style is the model. But

>ecause they are excellent, it by no means ensues that other

'ood writers are not of authority. However, this classification

s far better than that which it has superseded, and which
divided the Roman writers into those of the iron, those of the

>razen, those of the silver, and those of the golden age. Having
^aken a little refreshment in a topic of general interest, we must
now resume our verbal studies.

4. Perfect in -i
; Supine in -TUM.

The short vowel of the stem is lengthened in the perfect :

i. Caveo, cavere, cavi, cautum, to guard against (ab. aliquo).

ii. Faveo, favere, favi, fautum (rare), to befavourable, to favour
takes the dative).

iii. Foveo, fovere, fovi, fotum, to warm, cherish, nurse.

iv. Moveo, inovere, movi, motum, to move.

v. Voveo, vovere, vovi, votum, to vow.

Phe ensuing have no supine :

vi. Ferveo, fervere, fervi, to be hot, boil.

vii. faveo, pavere, pavi, to dread (expavescere is more common),
viii. Conniveo, connivere, to close the eyes, wink.

VOCABULARY.

Admiscere.fo mix with, Distinere, to keep apart, Quominus eofacilior,

mingle. occupy. the less the more

Agere gratias, to give Exclude, -si, -sum, 3, easy.

thanks. I shut out. Bemovere, to remove.

Allobroges, -um, the Gallina, -se, f., a lien. Eespiro, 1, I breatlie.

Allobroges, a people Gravitas,-atis,f.,weight, Sedo, 1, I still.

of Gaul. earnestness. Sustinere, to uphold,

Amplexor, 1, 1 embrace. Homo, adv.,t7us season. support (E. E. sus-

Ascensus, -us, m., a Iinplico, 1, I enfold, tain).

going up, ascent. implicate. Testis, -is, c. (common,
blades, -is, t., slaughter. Pons, -tis, m., a bridge. that is, either mas-

Dedlco, 1, I dedicate, Publice, publicly, at the online or feminine),

consecrate. public expense. a witness.

Deprehendo, -di, -sum, Pullus, -i., m., a young i Uva, -82, f., a grape.

3, I take hold of. animal. \ Vigiliee, -arum, a watch,

EXERCISE 133. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Ciceronem Minerva omnes artes edocuit. 2. Gravitas modesties

mista maxime admirahllis est. 3. Tot, tantisque negotiis distentus

sum, ut mihi non liceat libBre respirare. 4. Nescisne quot labores,

quot pericula, quot miserias milites in itinSre sustinuSrint ? 5. Si

virtus te a malis cupiditatibus arcuerit, vita tua beata erit. 6. Cicero

per legates cuncta doctus, prsetoribus imperavit, ut in ponte Allobroges

deprehenderent. 7. Ne animi se admisceant hominum vitiis. 8. Bonis

'acilis ascensus est in coelum. 9. Quo minus auimi se admiscuerint atque

implicaverint hominum vitiis atque erroribus, eo facilior illis ascensus

in ccelum erit. 10. Simplex animi natura est, nee habet in so quicquam
admixtum. 11. Vescimur uvis sole tostis. 12. Homo multas uvas

torruimus. 13. Cato Carthaginem delendam esse censuit. 14. Quinto

quoque anno tota Sicilia ceusa est. 15. Duee urbes potentissimae,

Carthago et Nurnantia, a Scipione suut deletae. 16. Grsecorum Eo-

manorumque gloriam nulla unquam oblivio delevit, nee unquam delebit.

17. Deus bonis omnibus mundum implevit, mali nihil adrniscuit.

EXERCISE 134. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Cicero was instructed in all arts by Minerva. 2. The citizens

have vowed six temples (to be built) at the public expense. 3. They
have consecrated a temple to Venus. 4. The mother cherishes her

infant. 5. The mother always will cherish her children. 6. The wives

cherished their husbands. 7. The slaughter of the troops raised great

weeping in the city. 8. I know not what labours thou hast sustained.

9. You know not what labours I have sustained. 10. Thy father has

kept thee away from vice. 11. Give thanks to thy father because he

kept thee away from evil. 12. Let not your mind mix itself with (dat.)

the cares of this life. 13. I have cherished great love in thy breast.

14. Great love towards thee has been cherished in my breast. 15. Who
moved (caused) this war ? 16. The generals of the enemy moved this

war. 17. Thy excited mind will never be stilled. 18. Blot out those

words. 19. He has blotted out tho history of his reign. 20. Evil

deeds are not easily blotted out. 21. Thy father gave it as his opinion
that wickedness should be blotted out.

CONSTRUCTION OF "DOCEO," I teach.

Doceo has in the active voice two accusatives, or a double

object, one of the person, the other of the thing. In the passive
voice the latter may be retained, and thus we have the anomaly
of an object in the passive voice. In English, to teach may have
the same construction, as

Active : I teach the young Latin.

Passive : The young are taught Latin by me.

Examples in Latin.
"
Pejor magister te ista docuit, non ego." Plautu-s.
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i'roru. :
" Woro master theo those things taught, not I.

Id. Troiu..
" A wane muter taught thoo those things, not I."

" Is reliqua fruitra docotur." Quintilian.

/'rait*. :

" He the rest in Tuin In taught."
in* :

" He is taught (attempted to It taught) the rest In rain.
"

Docoro may have an ablative with de ; for example
" Pnemittit ad Boios, qui de BUO adveutu dooeant." Cantar.

-" He Boudu before him to the Boii, who of hia coming
should touch."

tiu. .
" He sends before him to the Boii persons to inform

them of his approach."

The instrument or object on which a person roceivoa instruc-

tion is put in the ablative case.

Causa, -03, f.. a cauee.

Gneca lingua. -IB, f.,

th Greek language.

VOCABULARY.
Orummutictt, -so., f.,

grammar.
Judcx, -icia, a judge.

Latlna lingua, -83, the

Latin.

Monica, -BO, f., music.

EXERCISE 135. LATIN-ENGLISH.
I. Doce me quo modo ea effugere possim. 2. Non literas accept

qnis me docerent quid ageres. 3. Fratris causam te docui. 4. Causain
rei docendus cst judex. 5. De iujuriis Augusti docet judices pater
ejus. 6. Docebit avunculus do itinere tuo. 7. Studiosos discendi
docere est eeqnum et jucundum. 8. Invideo magistro tuo qui te tanta
mercede nihil sapore docuit. 9. Mnltos discipulos linguam Latin-im
doceo. 10. Onece loqui docendus sum. 11. Filiam meam docuit fldi-

bus. 12. Doceant eum equo, armisque. 13. Mene docebis Grsecam
linguam ? 14. Musicam doce hos meos filios. 15. Literas te libens
dooebo.

EXERCISE 136. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Teach me how I may do you good. 2. The/ will teach thy

daughter grammar. 3. I have taught my wife to speak Latin. 4. They
teach me (to play) on the lyre. 5. He has been taught Latin. 6. Teach
them to speak Greek. 7. I have been taught many things by my
father. 8. They are taught music by my sister. 9. I know not what
I shall teach you concerning the event of tl.e war. 10. The boys must
be taught Latin. 11. I have been taught to speak Greek (Greece loqui).
12. Many pupils have been taught Latin by me.

EXBRCISB 130. EHGLISH-LATIW.

1. Forium cardines crupnerunt. 2. Mater filium innooentem in-

crepuit. 3. Mihtos per totem noctom excubure. 4. Haute) bosttum
classem domabunt. 5. Ad Ciceronem me applicabo. 6. Veto to ad
Aristotalein to applicare. 7. NitAraur in vetltum. 8. Tote domux
hominnm gemitibus Kgrorum sonuit. 9. Urbs armis sonat. 10. Jupiter
iiutu caateros Deos doinat. 11. Passim pemitus ploratiwquo sonant

12. Leonem perdomui.

EXERCISE 131. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. I fear that I have revived your regret and grief by my letter. 3.

Yon are about to revive the past misfortunes of the republic by your
wicked deeds. 3. There is no doubt that yon will revive the past mis-

fortunes of the republic by your wicked deeds. 4. TanUlus, touch.jK
the top of the water, is represented by the poeto as tortured by thirst.

5. Do you not know bow much that talkative man has tortured me by

chattering ? 6. Caius Marius, when he was flogged, at the first forbad

that he should be bound, and no one before Marius is said to have been

flogged unbound. 7. Husbandmen carry the corn, when cut down,
into barns. 8. Unless you have restrained your desires, in vain wil>

you endeavour to live happily. 9. Who knows not how much Cicero

aided his country ? 10. Not only fortune but your industry also has

assisted you in your undertaking. 11. If fortune lends our suMieis

any aid, we do not doubt that we shall gain a splendid victory over the

enemies. 12. The army advanced by long marches to assist the block-

aded citizens. 13. Do not sup before you have washed your hands.

14. As you are about to wash your body, fetch pure water from the

running stream.

EXERCISE 132. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Pueri, expergiscimini, lavate, et qnnm lavissetis ad negotiant se

applicatc. 2. Use mulieres me garriendo enecuerunt. 3. Non dubito

quin liio mnlieres te garriendo enecuerint. 4. HOJ puellee garrulm me
garrulitate enecabunt. 5. Vetabo filium garrire. C. Lavistine manns ?

7. Age ! bene manns prius lava quam accumbes. 8. Nolunt pedea
lavare. 9. Patris verbum fllium adjuvat. 10. Naves veniunt nrbetii

obsidione cinctam adjutum. 11. Non est dnbium quin duels exercitus

nostri brevi urbem adjnvaturus sit. 12. Secuistine pollicem ? 13.

Cms secui. 14. Dolorem menm refricnisti. 15. Nolens refricui dolo-

rem tnum. 16. Fortuna fortem juvat. 17. Servus alligatur. 18. Pater

vetat filium alligari.

VOCABULARY.
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des with any noun plural. Before an adjective this article is

de for both genders and numbers.

(6.J The definite article is subject to two kinds of changes :

elision [ 143] and contraction.

(7.) Elision is the suppression of the letters e, a, which are

replaced by an apostrophe [
'

] before a vowel, or an h mute

[see Sect. 2 (2), 143 (1)] : thus,

1'esprit, the mind, instead of le esprit.

I'amitie, the friendship, la amitie.

1'homme, the man, le homme.
I'humanite, humanity, la humanite'.

(8.) Contraction is the union of the article le, les, with one of

the prepositions a, de. Thus, we say by contraction :

au livre, to the boo?,
aux fruits, to the fruits,

du livre, of the book,
des fruits, of the fruits,

instead of a le livre.

a les fruits,

de le livre.

de les fruits.

(9.) The contractions au, du are not used before masculine
words commencing with a vowel, or an h mute, nor before
feminine words :

a 1'homme,
a 1'ami,
de 1'hotnme,
do 1'ami,
a la feinmo,
de 1'orange,

to the man.
to the friend,

of the man.

of the friend,
to the woman,
of the orange.

(10.) The indefinite article must agree in gender with its

noun ; and when preceded by the preposition de, the e of the
latter is elided :

Sfasculine.

un homme, a man.
d'un homme, of or from a man.
a un homme, at or to a man.

Feminine.

une femme, a woman,
d'uue femmc, of or from a woman.
a une femme, at or to a woman.

(11.) The partitive article is used before nouns taken in a
partitive sense [ 78 (1)], and must be expressed and repeated
before every such noun, whether sortie or any is expressed or
Understood :

(?u pain, m. bread, some bread.
de 1 argent, m. money, some money.
de la viande, f. meat, some meat.
de 1'argenterie, f. silver-plate, some silver-plate.
des livres, m. books, some boofcs.

The partitive article before an adjective :

de bon pain,
de bonne viande,
de bons livres,

d'aimables soeurs,

d'e'tranges e'venements,

some good bread,
some good meat,

good boofcs.

amiable sisters,

strange events.

Resume of the above Observations.

le, before a masculine word,
la, before a feminine word, \
1', before a word of either gen- (

der, |
les, for the plural, in all cases,

du, before a masculine word, (

de la, before a feminine word, \
de 1', before a word of either gen- ?

der, |

des, for the plural, in all cases.

au, before a masculine word, (

a la, before a feminine word, (

a 1", before a word of either gen- \

der,

aux, for the plural, in all cases,

uu, before a masculine noun, )

line, before a feminine noun, f
d'un, before a masculine noun, )

d'une, before a feminine noun, j
a un, before a masculine noun, )

a une, before a feminine nouii, j

Le pere et la mere sont au deses-

_

poir. B. DE ST. PIERRE.
i'amitie' dans nos coeurs verse un
bonheur paisible.

DEMOUSTIER.

commencing with

a consonant,

commencing with
a vowel or h mute,

commencing with
a consonant,

commencing with
a vowel or h mute,

commencing with
a consonant,

commencing u-ith

a vowel or h mute,

)

a, an.

of or from
a, an.

at or to a,

an.

The father and mother are in de-

spair.

friendship pours a peaceful happi-
ness into our hearts.

tha.

of the.

from the.

at or to the.

L'honneur aux grands coeurs est

plus cher que la vie.

CORNEILLE.
tes filles et les garcons chanterent
en choeur. B. DE ST. PIERRE.

Sur les rives du Gange on voit

fleurir I'e'bene. DELILLE.
La violette se cache timidement

au milieu des filles de I'ombre.

DELECZE.
Le reinords se reVeille au cri de la

nature. DE BELLOY.
La moitie des humains vit aux

depens de I'autre.

DESTOUCHES.

Honour is dearer than life to noble

hearts.

The boys and girls sang in chorus.

On the banks of the Ganges we see th

ebony in bloom.
The violet conceals herself timidly i

the midst of t7ie daughters of tht

shade.

Remorse is aroused by the cry of
nature.

One half of mankind lives at the ex-

pense of the other.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEENCH.
EXERCISE 182 (Vol. HI., page 69).

1. Le Dr - L. ne s'est-il pas demis de sa place ? 2. II ne s'en est pas
de'mis. 3. II s'en de'mettrait, s'il allait en Allemagne. 4. Etes-vous
oblige de vous de'mettre de votre place ? 5. Je ne suis pas oblige

1

de
m'en de'mettre. 6. M. votre cousin s'est-il demis le bras ? 7. II ne
s'est pas de'mis le bras, mais I'e'paule. 8. Qui la lui a remise ? 9. Le
Dr - P. la lui a remise. 10. Mrae votre mere ne s'est-elle pas de'mis le

poignet ? 11. Elle ne s'est pas demis le poignet ; elle s'est cass^ le

bras. 12. L'ennemi s'est-il empare' de la ville ? 13. L'ennemi s'est

empare
1

de la ville. 14. Quelqu'un ne s'emparera-t-il pas de votre

chapeau (or ne s'emparera-t-on pas de votre chapeau), si vous le laissez

ici? 15. Quelqu'un s'en emparera (On s'en emparera). 16. Comment
votre fils s'est-il comport^ ce matin ? 17. II s'est tres bien comporte
(comport tres Men). 18. II se comporte toujours comme il faut. 19.
Ne vous inquie'tez-vous pas iuutilcment ? 20. Je ne m'inquiete pas du
tout. 21. Vous attendiez-vous a un tel traitement de la part de votre
fils? 22. Je ne m'attendais pas a un tel traitement de sa part. 2:->.

Cette demoiselle se coaiporte-t-elle bien Olivers sa mere ? 24. Elle se

comporte bien envers tout le monde. 25. Vous comporterez-voua
mieux a 1'avenir ? 26. Nous nous comporterons bien. 27. Vous etes-

vous casse le doigt ? 28. Je me suis cassd le pouce. 29. Pouviez-vous
vous empecher de dormir ? 30. Nous ne pouvions nous empecher de
sourire. 31. Mes soeurs ne pouvaient s'empeclier de rire. 32. Pour-
quoi vons inquie'tez-vous ? 33. Parce qne mon fils ne ae comporte pas
bien. 34. M. votre pere s'attendait-il a etre bien traite? 35. II

s'atteudait a etre traite comme il faut.

EXEKCISE 183 (Vol. III., page 69).

1. What shall I bring you from London ? 2. Bring us what you
can, no matter what. 3. Have you told him to bring velvet ? 4. I

Have told him to bring some, no matter of what quality. 5. Provided
some one comes, no matter who. 6. What matters it to me whether
Arnaud approves or condemns me ? 7. Does he grant you your
request ? 8. He refuses ; what does it matter ? 9. Is he satisfied

with the efforts which you have made ? 10. He is not satisfied with

them; what matters it ? 11. He would not receive us; I care little

about it (it
is of little consequence to me). 12. What matter the com-

plaints and murmurs of authors, if the public laugh at them ? 13.

What matters it that a vile blood be shed at random ? 14. That con-
cerns you ; does it not ? 15. That does not concern me. 16. That
concerns (touches) me alone. 17. You have told them that these
affairs did not concern them ; have you not ? 18. You are angry with
me ; are you not ? No matter. 19. With whom are you angry ? 20.

We are angry with nobody. 21. We have no grudge against you. '22.

You will be angry with me ; will you not ? 23. Have you a design

against the life of your friend ? 24. I have no design against his life.

EXERCISE 184 (Vol. III., page 69).

1. Par quel chemin M. votre frere viendra-t-il ? 2. Qu'importe par
quel chemin ? pourvu qu'il vienne domain. 3. Ecrira-t-il a M. votre

frere ? 4. II ne lui e'crira pas ; mais n'importe. 5. Ne voulez-vous

pas me preter un livre ? 6. Quel livre de'sirez-vous ? 7. N'importe
lequel. 8. Vous apporterai-je de la soie, de Paris ? 9. Apportez-moi
ce que vous pourrez, n'importe quoi. 10. Est-ce que cela regarde M.
votre frere (Cela regarde-t-il 3f. rotre frere) ? 11. Cela ne le regarde

pas, mais cela me regarde. 12. Eefuse-t-il de nous ecrire ? 13. II

refuse d'ecrire ; mais qu'importe ? 14. Apportez-moi un livre, n'im-

porte lequel. 15. M. votre frere viendra, n'est-ce pas ? 16. A-t-il

voulu recevoir M. votre frere ? 17. II a refuse de le recevoir, mais

n'importe. 18. II est content, n'est-ce pas ? 19. II n'est pas content,
mais n'importe. 20. Cela vous regarde-t-il ? 21. Cela me regarde.
22. Cela regarde mon frere. 23. Je vous ai dit que cela ne regarde

personne. 24. Get homme en veut-il a la vie de votre pere ? 25. II

n'en veut pas a sa vie ; mais il en veut a ses biens. 26. Nous en.

voulez-vous par rapport a celap 27. Je ne vous en veux pas par rap-

port a cela. 28. En voulez-vous a mes amis ? 29. Je ne leur en veux

pas. 30. Cela vous regarde, n'est-ce pas ? 31. Cela me regarde. 32.

Cela vous regarde-t-il (Est-ce que cela vous regarde) ? 33. II fait tres

chaud ce matin, n'est ce pas ?
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EXERCISK 185 (Vol. 111., page 111).

1. Have you collected many people at your houM P 2. Very few

people came. 3. At what hour will they serve tho dinner to-day t 4.

It will U aorved M toon M all our company in come. 5. Hus the

captain all hia crew on board ? 6. No, Sir, he haa aent aome men ou

bore. 7. Do your people ria* early P 8. Every day I muat awake
all my people (rmit). 9. The Kuaaiona loat three timea more men
thau ML- Swodea. 10. Where ia your mother? 11. She ia in the

drawing-rooui ; there ia cuiupuuy with her. 12. Everybody can travel

a.s I .1-
.

...j the world. 14. She waits to leave the world

until thu w.<rlil lias left her. 15. Are your people back from the

country P 16. We expect our people to-day. 17. la there here a

of men of lettera P 18. No, Sir j
there ia only a society of

lawyer*. 19. Do you know those worthy people P 20. I believe they
are military men. 21. Such are people in these times (nowaday*).

:. Like people, like patrons. 23. All iny people are sick. 24. We
must put up with everybody. 25. What can you hare to settle with

such people ?

EXERCISE 186 (Vol. III., page 115).

1. Y a-t-il beaucoup do monde chez votre frero ? 2. II n'y a pas

beaucoup de luonde. 3. Ce jeuue homme modit-il de tout le monde ?

4. II ue medit de personuo. 5. Avoz-vous amenrf beaucoup do monde
avec vous P 6. Nous u'avons amend quo peu de moude. 7. Y a-t-il

<lu monde avec Mme votre nidre ? 8. II n'y a paa de moudo avec elle.

9. Qui vous a dit cela? 10. Tout le monde lo dit. 11. Le monde
est-il venu ? 12. Le monde n'est pas encore venu. 13. Mrac votre

mere a-t-ollo congt'Jiii deux domestiques ? 14. Elle a cougedio"tout sou

monde. 15. Connaissez-vous ces gens ? 16. Je les connais tn'-s bien ;

ce sout do fort braves gens. 17. Quand il voyage, il loge toujours chez

de bonnes gens. 18. Y a-t-il de sottes gens ici ? 19. II y a de sottes

gens partout. 20. Eveillez-vous voa gens (votre monde) tons les

matins P 21. Oui, Monsieur ;-il faut que je les eveille tons les jours.

22. Qu'est-ce que M. votre frere peut avoir a deim-ler avec ces gens ?

23. Ce sout les ineilleures gens du moude. 24. Y avait-il beaucoup de

monde a IVgliso ce matin ? 25. II u'y avait pas beaucoup de monde.

26. Vos guns sout-ils malades ? 27. Oui, Monsieur, tous mes gens
aont malades. 28. II y a ici une socit'tt? de gens de lettres (savants). 29.

II y a a Paris plusieurs socie'te's de gens de robe. 30. Quels braves

gens ! 31. Quelles bonnes gens ! 32. Atteudez- vous vos gens aujour-
d'hui ? 33. Nous les atteudous ce soir. 34. Ainsi vn le monde.

35. Votre capituiue a-t-il tous ses gens ? 36. II a tout son moude
abord.

EXERCISE 187 (Vol. m., page 115).

1. Is it a new coat that your son wears ? 2. It is a new coat, the

cloth (of it) is very fine. 3. Are not the sleeves (of it) too short ? 4.

I believe that the sleeves are too short and the skirts too long. 5.

Has not the country its advantages ? 6. I like the country ; I know
its advantages. 7. Paris has its pleasures. 8. I like Paris ; I know
its pleasures. 9. Does that surgeon understand medicine ? 10. He
knows nothing at all about it. 11. Are you expert in medicine ? 12.

I do not understand it. 13. I do not know it. 14. I understand

nothing about it. 15. Have you succeeded in making yourself under-

stood ? 16. We have not (succeeded in
it). 17. My neighbour is a

worthy man, and I agree very well with him. 18. Imposing silence on
certain people is a greater miracle than making the dumb speak. 19.

Do you know from what country that man is ? 20. He conceals (is

siUnt about it) his country and birth (parentage). 21. Through the

power of reason she acquired the art of speaking and of being silent.

22. Will you hold your tongue, impertinent woman, you always come
and mix your impertinences in everything. 23. He who is silent

consents. (Silence gives consent).

EXERCISE 188 (Vol. HI., page 115).

1. Avez-vous un tres beau jardin ? 2. Nous en avons un tres grand,
mais la terre n'en est pas bonne. 3. L'habit de votre frere est-il neuf ?

4. II a nn habit neuf, mais les maucbes en sont trop courtcs. 5. Les

basques n'eu sont-elles pas trop longues ? 6. Non, Monsieur, les

basques en sont trop courtes. 7. N'avez-vous pas entendu ce pre'dica-

teur ? 8. II y avait taut de bruit que je n'ai pu 1'eutendre. 9. La
campagne n'a-t-elle pas ses plaisirs ? 10. La campague a ses ogrl-
niuuts. 11. M. votre frere n'aime-t-il pas la ville ? 12. II aime la

campagne, il en connait les agrdments. 13. Qu'est-ce que votre frere

enteud par la ? 14. II cut-cud ce qu'il dit. 15. M. votre pi-re s'en-

tend-il aux affaires (au commerce) ? 16. Mon pore ne n'entend pas aux
affaires. 17. Ce jeune homme entend-il bieu 1'anglais ? 18. II entend
tres bien le francais et I'am^lais. 19. Vous euteudez-vous avec votre

associtS ? 20. Mou associd est un hounete homme ; je m'entends tres

bien avec lui. 21. Ce jeune homme tait-il son ago ? 22. II tait son

age et sou pays. 23. M. votre pore s'entend-il a la medicine ? 24. II

ne s'y entend pas. 25. II no 1'entend pas. 26. Taisez-vous mon
enfant. 27. Dites a, cet enfant de se toiro. 28.

'

Qui se tait consent.

9. Ne voulez-vous pas vous taire P 30. Que lui avez-vous donm- a

entendre P 31. Nous lui avons donne
1

a entendre que IVtudo a ses

charmes. 32. L'avez-vous fait taire ? 33. Oui, Monsieur, nous
1'avous fait taire. 31. Dites-lui de se taire. 35. Je lui ai drja dit de
Be teire. 36. Taisous-nous.
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foot of the enunciation* of several of the problem*, we
have proposed a Hcalo of Home definite number of feet to the

inch. Beginners, no doubt, will have found thu convenient in

assisting them to determine the mze of the drawing thej may
be about to make. Wo hope by thU time they clearly nndantand
that upon the Male depend* not only the arrangement and pro-

portions of the ports of the drawing throughout its construction,

but also its requisite Hize upon the paper, to allow sufficient room
to ensure a clear representation of all minor details. Therefore it

matters little whether the scale ia half an inch or one inch to

the foot, so long as it is sufficiently large to admit of all that we
wish to introduce. Mest of the figures attached to our problems
are upon a very small scale, for the purpose of economising

space ; but we advise our pupils to make their drawings from

these figures on a larger scale. We hare drawn Fig. 61 in the

proportion of 3 feet to an inch ; a scale of a foot to 1 inch would

bo better for copying it This brings us to a difficulty which

is not unfrequently a stumbling-block to many young students

in geometrical drawing. We will make use of Problem XXXVII.
and its Fig. 61 to assist us in explaining it It will be seen that

in the statement of the problem there are but two measurements

named ; all the rest are referred to the scale of 3 feet to the inch,

from which the parts must be measured. The difficulty we
allude to is How are the proportions of the other parts to be

obtained upon an increased scale ? First, the scale of 3 feet to

the inch must be made, and also another and corresponding
scale of 1 foot to the inch ; the parts of the Fig. 61 may be

measured by tho scale of 3 feet to the inch, and the same figures

applied to the 1 inch scale for the drawing in hand. If these

simple directions for making a drawing upon increased propor-
tions arc exactly followed, it will save much time and space in

giving tho stated measurements of every part of our subjects ;

and as we have drawn them to a scale, the additional trouble

of making a scale to work from will be but trifling. We pro-

pose now to apply the rules and conditions ef Problems XXXV.
and XXXVI. The first relates to additional picture-planes; the

second to the use of the diagonal in perspective representation.
PROBLEM XXXVTI. (Fig. 61). Draw ike perspective view of

a pedestal, as shown in the plan and elevation A and B. The

height of the eye to be at two-thirds of the height of the pedestal,

Nearest angle, 1 foot within the picture, and 2 feet to the right of

the eye ; one side is inclined to the picture-plane, at an angle

of 35 ; other conditions at pleasure. Scale, 3 feet to an inch.

As there is no necessity to explain all the process of con-

struction from the commencement, we will merely refer to the

leading lines and their positions, with whatever additional in-

struction may be necessary for this particular class of subjects,

a 6 two feet to the right of the eye ; b c one foot within ; e O
the retiring diagonal line, O its VP and DO its distance-point.
Let the line of contact be drawn from e, the point of contact of

the diagonal line, because all the heights of the parts of the

pedestal must be measured upon it and drawn towards its VP;
that is, they are to be taken from the elevation, B, on the line e n,

where all the lines of the mouldings are produced for this pur-

pose, and then transferred to the line of contact, e n, of the per-

spective view. It will be noticed that the horizontal projections
of the mouldings beyond each other are brought down by per-

pendicular lines to the plan, A; 'these must be taken from the

plan, commencing at tho outer angle, d, along the diagonal lino,

and repeated upon the PP thus : Draw a lino from DO through
w to the FP in d, make d m equal to d m of the plan, and rule

from m back again to DO ; from where this line cuts the

diagonal, draw a perpendicular ; this will give the near angle of

the faces of tho pedestal. Let this be considered as a rule,

that all the various projections of mouldings, of whatever kind,

are brought down to the diagonal of the plan, and treated as we
have shown by the construction from m. The upper PP must be

drawn through n on the line of contact, and all the points of

measurement that have to be made upon it, together with all

tho lines to be drawn from these points, must be produced and

carried out precisely in the same way as when they are arranged

upon and taken from tho PP of the base.

Our next consideration, which is also an important one

will be the use of half-distance points. It not unfreqnentlj
occurs that the lengths of the lines representing the object

are so great that we are unable, from want of sufficient room on
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the paper, to mark them on the PP for the purpose of cutting

them off their respective vanishing-lines, guided by their true

distance-point. When such is the case, we have recourse to the

use of half-distancepoints. Our pupils are aware how a distance-

point is found for any given vanishing-point. If the space on

the HL between the VP and its DVP be bisected, tlie middle point
thus found will be the half-distance point. To explain and illus-

trate the construction and application of this very useful prin-

ciple in perspective, we have employed only a single line.

PROBLEM XXXVIII. (Fig. 62). On reference to the figure, it

will be seen that c d is the perspective view of a line at an angle
of 35 with the PP, the real length of which is a b, from which

lines are drawn in the usual way to the DVP, to determine c d on

the vanishing-line. Find the half-distance point by the bisection

explained above, mark it J DVP, and draw from it a line through
c to n ; take half the length of the given line to be represented,

and set it off from n to /, rule from / to i DVP. It will be seen

that the two lines from n and / pass through the same points
c and d to the DVP, which were originally found by the two
lines from a and b to the DVP. Suppose it were necessary to

represent a line double, or of a greater length than a b ; in this

instance we will take double the length to show the advantage of

parallel with the HL) to meet the corresponding retiring lines of

the opposite retiring wall ; thus will be determined the further

end upon which are fixed the folding doors A and B. How to

find their vanishing-points and cut off their widths, we trust it

will not be necessary to repeat, bnt merely remark that VP1 is

the VP for the door A, VPS for the door B, and VP4 for c. To
ascertain the vanishing-point for the retiring thickness of a

door, it will be found by drawing a line from E to the HL at a

right angle with the line of its VP ; for example, VP2 is the VP
for the retiring thickness of the door A. With regard to draw-

ing the true position of the door at the side, there may be a

difficulty not yet explained. Here is a case, which frequently

occurs, of a line or plane at an angle or inclination with some-

thing else than the picture-plane. In the case before us, a door

is stated to be at a given angle with its ivall, whilst at the same
time the wall is at a right angle with the PP. The difficulty is

how to find the VP for the door. The proposition states that it

is at an angle of 40 with its own wall. The difficulty will not

be great if we know the angle to the PP of the intermediate

plane to which the given object is inclined ; because, if the

wall D (see Fig. 64) upon which the door swings is at a right

angle with the wall F, and c, the door, is at an angle of 40 with

this principle of construction. Make /m equal to / n, and rule

from m to the i DVP, it will cut the vanishing line in e ; c e will

then be the perspective length of a line equal to twice a b. Our

pupils will see that it is impossible, from want of space, to

double the length of a b on the PP, and so carry a line from the

extreme to the DVP ; had there been sufficient room to mark
the full length, x would have been the line to the DVP to deter-

mine the length of c e. As we shall have occasion to avail

ourselves of the half-distance point in some of onr future ques-

tions, we advise our pupils to exercise themselves in' this

problem, employing various lengths of lines at various angles.
PROBLEM XXXIX. (Fig. 63). The interior of a room inparallel

perspective; the retiring portion in vieiv is 16 feet long, 19 feet

tvide, and 12 feet high. Distance of the eye from the picture-

plane 12 feet, and its height from the ground 4 feet . At the further
end are folding doors 10 feet high, and 4 feet wide ; also a single

door at the side, the height and width of which are the same. The
door A is at an angle of 32 with the connecting wall, the door B
at an angle of 67, and c at an angle of 40 with its wall, and
5 feet from the further corner of the room. In this case the PS

will be the VP for the retiring walls on both sides ; the width of

the room is marked off from a to b on the PP and ruled to the

PS ; the height is a d and b f; the depth to bo represented,

viz., 16 feet, is set off from a to c, and a line from c to DE will cut

off the length of the room in the point n on the line from a to

PS ; from this point n a perpendicular line is to be drawn to re-

present the corner of the room, to meet the lines from d and /
to the PS ; from this perpendicular draw lines across (that is,

D, therefore c will be at an angle of 50 with F; but F is

parallel with the PP, therefore the door c will be at an angle of

50 with the PP. Consequently, we shall find the VP of the

door (Fig. 63) by drawing a line from E at 50 with the PP,

producing VP*. To find its distance from the corner of the

room at n, mark the point e 5 feet from c, rule from e to DE,

and where this line cuts the line from a to PS will be found the

position of that side of the doorway upon which the door

swings : the heights of the doors are set off from o.

PROBLEM XL. (Fig. 65). A box 6 feet long, 3 feet wide, and
1 foot 6 inches high, inclined to the picture at an angle of37.
The lid is open and thrown back at an angle of 45 with the per-

pendicular. Thickness of wood, 2 inches. Depth of lid, 6 inches

Distance of the eye from the picture-plane, 6 feet, and its- heiglA.

from the ground 2 feet 6 inches. The nearest angle to touch the

picture-plane. Scale, inch to the foot.

If the lid is at an angle of 45 with the perpendicular, it will

be at the same angle with the horizon ; therefore, as VP2 is the

VP for the end of the box, the angle of inclination must be made
from DVP2

. To cut off the retiring length of the lid, the line of

contact must be drawn from c n to b, and then from DVP3 draw
a line through the corner of the box joining the lid to a ; make
a b equal to the width of the box, and rule from b back again to

the DVP3
. For the depth of the lid draw from DVP4 to n on the

line of contact ; make n c equal to the depth 6 inches, and draw

back again as before. As the other parts of the construction

are the same which have been repeatedly explained in previous

problems, we leave the remainder as an exercise for practice.
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LESSONS IN GREEK XXIII.
THE VEEB GENERAL EXPLANATIONS THE SUBSTANTIVE

VEEB
fi(j.i }

I AM.

IF we examine the proposition 6 <TTpaTi<ar-^s etrnv ayaBos, tlie

soldier is good, we shall see that it consists of three parts :

6 ffTpaTicaTrjs, the soldier, is what is termed the subject of the

proposition ; that is, it is that of which something is asserted or

declared. AyaBos, good, is the attribute, or that quality which

is asserted of the subject soldier. The word etrnv, is, which

connects the subject and attribute together (hence called the

copula), is the verb, so named because it is the principal word in

the proposition without a verb there could be no proposition :

its essential function is to affirm or declare something of the

subject; thus, here it affirms of 'Jie soldier that he is good. The
term predicate is applied by some grammarians to the attribute

alone, by others to the copula and attribute together, thus :

Subject. Copula. Predicate.

6 <TTpaTi(t>Ti)s fffnv ayaBos.

Subject. Predicate.

Verb. Attribute.

6 ffrpartwrtjs KTTIV ayaBos.

Very often the verb forms by itself the predicate of a pro-

position, and contains both the copula and the attribute ; that

is, the verb by itself makes the affirmation : thus \vca, I loose,

where loosing is predicated or affirmed of the subject I. Here
the subject is a pronoun, and as the personal pronoun is not

used in Greek, except for emphasis, since the person intended

is marked by the termination of the verb, the subject may be

involved in and expressed by the word itself, as \vu, I loose.

Accordingly, in Greek as in Latin, a verb may contain in itself

the subject, the copula, and the predicate ; in other words, it

may comprise both predicate and subject.

VOICES.

1. \vw, I loose, Active.

2. At/Oytuu, I am loosed, Passive.

3. \vofj.ai, I loose myself. Middle.

Here we have a verb in three forms ; the first form is called

the active voice, the second form is called the passive voice, the

third form is called the middle voice. In the active voice, the

subject acts ; in the passive voice, the subject is acted

upon ; in the middle voice, the action comes back upon the

subject, that is, the subject is both acting and acted upon. It

is called middle because it stands in sense midway between
active and passive, partaking of the signification of both.

These varieties, it will be noticed, are varieties in both form
and meaning. Thus Auw, the active, differs in form from \vofj.ai,

the middle. It differs also in signification ; for while \vta sig-

nifies' I loose, Xvoftat signifies I loose myself.
Verbs in the active voice are either transitive or intransitive :

they are called transitive when the action passes on to and acts

upon something which is called the object, as \vu TOV avQptairov,

I loose the man, where the object avBpanrov is acted upon by the

subject of \vw. In an intransitive verb the action does not pass
on to an object, as 6a\\u, I bloom. It is obvious that an in-

transitive verb can have no passive voice. Some intransitive

verbs, however, aca found with a middle voice, inasmuch as the

middle does not always denote an action done to oneself (like

rwirTo/j.ai, I strike myself), but also an action done for oneself,

as irapa(TKevaof*.ai Senrvov, I prepare a meal for myself; and it

is in this latter sense that some intransitive verbs may have a
middle voice e.g., verbs in -euco, as &ov\fvo, I am a counsellor;

8ov\tvo/j.at, I am a counsellor for myself, I deliberate.

In relation to numbers 2 and 3, as given above, it may be
noticed that the English I loose myself and I am loosed are

very nearly related in meaning. If I loose myself, clearly I am
loosed. The chief difference between the two is, that in the

former the action is restricted to one person, namely, the sub-

ject ; while, in the latter, it extends to a second person the

person, that is, by whom the subject is wrought upon. The
difference, in consequence, is rather in the person than the act.

Accordingly, the form remains the same, being in both cases

\vo/.iai. In other words, \vofj.ai may have a reflex (or middle)

import, as I loose myself, or a passive import, as I am loosed.

Strictly speaking, there is but one form in the present tense.

Grammarians differ as to the name which they give to that

form, some calling it middle, others a passive voice. Very few,
if any verbs, are known to possess all the tenses of the three

voices, as they might be formed analogically. What forms

really exist will appear as we proceed.

TENSES.

The tense is that modification of the verb which indicates the
time of the action, whether, past, present, or future.

The tenses are divided into two classes, principal and historic.

i. Principal Tenses.

1. Present, \voa, I loose.

2. Future, \vffo>, I shall loose.

3. Perfect, \t\uKa, I have loosed.

ii. Historic Tenses.

1. Imperfect, t\vov, I was loosing, I loosed.

2. Aorist, e\vcra, I loosed.

3. Pluperfect, eA.eA.uKeu>, I had loosed.

Each of the historic tenses is formed from its corresponding
principal, thus :

AeAi/a.

\e\vKtiv.

The exact manner of their formation will be explained by and

by. At present observe that an action may be considered as now
proceeding, hence the present tense ; as proceeding in past time,
hence the imperfect tense ; as proceeding in time to come,
hence the future tense ; as actually done in past time, hence
the aorist tense ; as having proceeded in past time, hence the

perfect tense ; and as having proceeded previously to some
other past act, hence the pluperfect tense. Accordingly the

present tense properly signifies, as in Ato>, I am loosening ; and
the passive, \vo/j.at, I am being loosened. Mark, also, that the

imperfect denotes both an act going on in the past, and a
continual and repeated act. The aorist, as the word signifies;

denotes an action as simply past, without any exact limitation

and so is called the indefinite (such is the meaning of the term)

tense, or the tense of historical narrative. The perfect denotes

a past act which, in itself or in its consequences, comes down to

or near the present time. The pluperfect denotes an act done

and past, when another past act was proceeding, or was com-

pleted. There are some double form of tenses, as :

Perfect active, 1st. rervcpa,
~

rervira,

T n es
> > <o>,

'

(_ Historical, e\vov,
'

e\v<ra,

2nd.

Pluperfect active, 1st.

2nd.

I have struck.

Aorist active,

Aorist middle,

Aorist passive,

Future passive,

1st.

2nd.

1st.

2nd.

1st.

2nd.

1st.

2nd.

eTVTTOf,

rvTrr)ffOfj.ai,

I had struck.

I struck.

I struck myself.

I was struck.

I shall be struck.

A third future, or perfect passive future, is also found, as :

Third future passive, rerv^/ofj-at, I shall have been struck.

Only few verbs have both the first and second forms . most

verbs form their tenses according to either the first or the

second forms. Pure verbs, or verbs having a vowel before the

final o, have only the first forms, and the student must not fall

into the error of supposing that all these forms of TVTTTW are in

actual use ; they are simply the forms the tenses would assume

according to the ordinary rules. The second perfect is some-

times erroneously called a perfect middle.

MOODS.

Mood is a grammatical term employed to point out the

manner of an action. If I describe an act as simply taking

place, I use

(1.) TJie Indicative, as Xvia, I loose,

so called because it merely indicates or declares the act ; this

is the mood of independence and reality.

If I describe an act as dependent on some other act, aa

dependent on a conjunction or a verb, I employ

(2.) The Subjunctive, as Avw, 1 may loosen,

This is the mood of dependence, or of conception? so called

because it implies dependence on another act expressed or
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understood ; that is, an act really performed or conceived of in

the miml.

(3.) The optative mood, \votm, baa two leading use* t-

expressea a simple wish, as \vo/x, may I loose (hence its name,

derived from opto, I wish). (I) In dependent sentences, it acts

as a subjunctive to an historic tense in the principal sentence.

In other wordH, when the act expressed in the principal sentence

is in an historic tense, the place of the subjunctive in the do-

pendent sentence is supplied by the optative, as :

Principal. Subjunelivt.

rovro woiu> Iva \vu, I do this that I may loose.

HMaric. Oplativt.

But, TOVTO tiroiovv Iva \uotm, I did th'is that I might loose.

If I express an act in the way of command, I use

(4.) The Imperative, as \uf, loose thou.

These four moods are called finite, that is, definite or limited,

because they all express the act under certain limitations or

modifications.

But if I express an act indefinitely, or in its abstract form,

disconnected, that is, with person or number, I then employ the

mood termed

(5.) The Infinitive, as kvtiv, to loose.

Another modification of the verb is found in

(6.) The Verbal Adjective, \vrfos, one who must be loosed,

which resembles the Latin participle passive in -dus, as amandus,

ke must be loved ; and accordingly, has a. passive force.

THE PARTICIPLE.

Participles are so called because they partake of the qualities

of the verb and the adjective ; as expressive of the quality of

the verb they denote action, as expressive of the quality of the

adjective, they denote modification : for example, fiovXevuv arqp,

a counselling man, that is, a counsellor.

PERSONS.

In Greek, as in English, there are three persons : 1st, the

speaker, I; 2nd, the person spoken to, tlwu; 3rd, the person

spoken of, he. The persons in Greek are in general indicated

by personal-endings, that is, changes in the termination of the

verb ; for example :

lt Peron. 2nd Person. 3rd Person.

Xu-oi, I loose ; Xv-eis, thou loosest; \v-fi, he looses.

In the English terminations, -cst, -es, we have an example of

these person-endings.
NUMBERS.

As in nouns so in verbs, the Greek has three numbers, the

singular, the plural, and the dual. The singular number de-

notes one single object ; the plural denotes more objects than

one ; and the dual denotes precisely two objects. The dual,

however, is seldom used, unless it is required to specify the

number two. For the first person of the dual there is in most
of the tenses no special form ; its place is supplied by the form

of the first person plural.

CONJUOATIONS.

The term conjugation denotes peculiarities of formation in

number, person, tens'*, mood, and voice. Thest peculiarities in

Greek have been brought under two heads, and so two con-

jugations have arisen : these are, the first conjugation, con-

sisting of verbs of which the first person singular ends in o>

(this class comprehends the great bulk of the Greek verbs) ; and
the second conjugation, comprising the verbs of which the first

person singular ends in
fj.t

-. for example :

First conjugation, Au-a>, 1 loose.

Second conjugation, KTTTI-/XI, I place.

Most grammarians subdivide these two classes, making five

conjugations of verbs in w, distinguished from each other by the
letter which precedes the o> (called the characteristic letter), and
four of verbs in fii, distinguished by the vowel which precedes
the ixi.

PREFIXES, SUFFIXES, AND STEMS.

In order to represent the two ideas namely, existence (or

affirmation) and attribute which enter into the signification of
the verb, three essential elements are employed: first, the
stem ; second, the suffix or inflections ; and, third, the prefix or

augment ;
for example :

/ have loosed.

The stem is variable. Thus we have the stem or root of the

verb ; the stem of the verb may in most verbs be found bj
cutting off CD, the personal-ending ; thus, Kvtt, \u-,

Besides the stem of the verb, there is tbe tense-stem, thai,

c\u<ra . the first aorist, by dropping the personal-ending a, give*

t \vff, the tense-stem of the first aorist active ; of this form,

t\vtr, the is the augment or prefix, the force of which is to

denote past time.

Of the form eAvtra, the era is the inflection or suffix of the first

aorist ; and of the ffa, the a is the ending of the first person

singular.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GEEEK. XXII.

RECAPITULATORY EXERCISES FROM THK CLASSICS.

1. Anacharsis used to say that it was better to have oae friend of

value than many friends of no value. 2. Hanno, the elder, brought over

from Libya a large force into Sicily, 50,000 infantry, 6,000 cavalry, and

60 elephants. 3. They relate that the Chinese live as long as 300 years,

and there is a story tbat tbe Chaldeans live beyond 100 years. 4.

Argantbonius, the king of the TortessiauB, is said to have lived more
than 150 years. 5. Plato died in the first year of tbe 108th Olympiad,
in the 81st year of his life. 6. A certain Demetrius used to say to Nero,
" You threaten me with death, but nature threatens yon." 7. A witling

being in difficulties, sold his books, and wrote home to his father,

saying, "Eejoice with me, father, for my books are now supporting
me." 8. Anacharsis, the Scythian, being asked by some one what U
at enmity to men, said,

" Themselves to themselves." 9. A witling who
was selling his house, used to carry about a stone as a specimen of it.

10. Being a judge, ever make the same decision touching tbe same cir-

cumstances, doing nothing for the purpose of favour. 11. Have a

care for your own soul. 12. Be willing to please all. 13. Above all

things reverence yourself. 14. It is the easiest thing of all to deceive

oneself. 15. My good friend, be not ignorant of yourself. 16. Iphi-

crates was the son of a currier, though very distinguished ; Le naed to

say to a man of noble birth,
" My family starts with myself, but your

family ends in yourself." 17. Thales, being asked what was most

common, answered,
"
Hope ; for they who have nothing else, have that.'

18. As the habit of each is, such is his life. 19. The Nile bears

itself from the Ethiopia mountains until it empties itself into the set,

after twelve hundred stadia. 20. Twice five are ten. 21. Thence he

marches two stations five parasangs to the river Soros, the breadth of

which is three plethra.

EXTRACTS FROM THE NEW TESTAMENT.

1. But Jesus said,
" Make the men sit down." And there was much

grass in the place. So the men sat down, in number about five

thousand. 2. Many of those who heard the word believed, and the

number of the men became about five thousand. 3. And I saw and

heard the voice of many angels round the throne, and the beasts and

the elders, and the number of them was ten thousand times ten

thousand and thousands of thousands, saying with a loud voice.

Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to receive power, and wealth, and

wisdom, and strength, and honour, and glory, and blessing. 4. Let

him that hath understanding count the number of the beast, for it is

the number of a man, and his number is six hundred threescore and
six. 5. But John endeavoured to prevent him, saying, I have need to

be baptized of thee, and dost thou come to me ? 6. Bear one another's

burdens, and thus fulfil the law of Christ. 7. For this is our boasting,

the witness of our conscience, that in simplicity and sincerity of heart,

not in fleshly wisdom, but rn the grace of God, we have dealt with

the world, but more abundantly withyou. 8. If there be any consolation

in Christ, if any comfort of love, if any fellowship of the Spirit, if any
bowels and mercies, fulfil ye my joy, that ye be likeminded, have the

same love, being of one accord, of one mind. Let nothing be done

through strife or vainglory, but in honesty of mind let each esteem

others better than himself. Let not every man look on his own, but

also on the things of others.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXVI.
SECTION CX. PAPAYACE2E, OE PAPAYADS.

Characteristics : Flowers dioecious ; calyx very small, fiye-

dontated ; petals hypogynons, five joined into a funnel-shaped
corolla in the staminiferous flowers, remaining free in those bear-

ing pistils merely ; stamens ten ; ovary uni-locular or five-celled ;
'

placenta) parietal ; berry pulpy ; seed albuminous ; trees of

tropical America with a milky juioe.
The papaw-tree, or Carica, papaya (Fig. 269), is a tree with

cylindrical trunk, simple, and bearing at its summit a terminal

tuft of palmi-lobed leaves. This tree has been known to grow
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twenty feet in the space of three years. Its staminiferons

flowers are in long multi-floral racemes. Its pistils are almost
sessile. Fruit about the size of a little melon, a delicious article

of food, either in its raw state or cooked. The milky juice of

the stem and leaves contains a fibri-

nous matter, which has the singular

property, that on pouring a few

drops of it into water, and steeping
in this water for the space of a few
minutes raw meat, the latter be-

comes . remarkably tender. The
same result is obtained by envelop-

ing the meat in leaves of the tree,

or even by suspending it from the

tree; but in any case the meat must
be eaten immediately after Booking,
otherwise it rapidly spoils.

SECTION CXI. BEGONIACE.E, OE
BEGONIADS.

Charachristics : This natural or-

cultivated in the hot-houses of Europe, of which the scarlet

begonia (Fig. 270) is the most magnificent.
SECTION CXn.-EUPHORBIACE.ffi, OE SPURGEWORTS.
Characteristics : Flowers diclinous and generally without calyx

or corolla, but sometimes with one
or both; ovary usually three-celled ;

uni- or bi-ovulate ; carpels joined
with a central styliferous axis ; fruit

capsular, with dry or fleshy epi-

carp separating in valves ; seeds

pendent ; embryo dicotyledonous,
straight, in the axis of a fleshy
albumen.

The greater number of this

family contain a milky, acrid, and

poisonous juice, which often holds

dissolved, in addition to other prin-

ciples, a peculiar elastic substance,
and occasionally colouring matter.
The seeds are oily, the root is some-

269. THE PAPAW-TREE (CARICA PA-

PAYA) 1, BLOSSOM; 2, FRUIT.

270. SCARLET BEGONIA (BE-
GONIA COCCINEA). 271. MAN-
CHINEEL (HIPPOMANE MAN-

CINELLA).

der contains four genera, the

chief of which is the genus Be-

gonia, from which the order

takes its name. The plants be-

longing to this order inhabit

tropical regions. They have
alternate stipulate leaves and
monoecious flowers

; perianth pe-
taloid, the tube adherent to the

ovary ; stamens numerous ; ovary
inferior, tri-locular,multi-ovular;

capsule triangular, loculicidal,

three-valvular; embryo exalbuminous. These plants contain
oxalic acid, the presence of which, in conjunction with stipules
and the nature of the perianth, causes them to approach the
Rwnex tribe, in which genus of the natural order Polygonacece
the sorrel and water-dock are included. Numerous species are

272. THE CASTOR-OIL PLANT (RICT-
NUS COHMUNIS). 273. THE
COMMON HOP

( HUMULUS
LUPUL0S).

times feculent. The Euplwrbicc,
the type of this natural order,

present an aspect of great va-

riety ; certain members possess
a fleshy stem angular and spiny,

very much resembling cactuses ;

others have normal leaves and
stems. Many of the African,

Arabian, and Indian species fur-

nish an exudation, which, when
thickened by the sun, becomes
the commercial euphorbium.
The manchineel (Hippomane

Mancinella, Fig. 271) is a fine tree of intertropical America,
celebrated for its peculiarly poisonous qualties. If accounts

are to be trusted, it is certain death for an individual to sleep

under a tree of this species ;
and even rain which touches the

skin after having fallen upon the leaves of this tree raises a

269
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blister. The manohinaol tree also bean tempting-looking fruit,

vhioh an agreeable odour is exhaled, bat even a small

portion, it eaten, is certain death.

: oil is expressed from the seeds of one of the Euplwr-

biaccai, the Ricinus communis, or castor-oil plant (Fig. 272).

The genus Man ilutt contains two important speoies, both

especial objects of cultivation in many parts of America on

account of thoir feculent root. The Manihot Aipi, or sweet

cassava, is eaten by the natives after being roosted in hot

cinders; animals eat it raw. The Mam)u>t utilisrima, or bitter

cassava, contains in its root a juice charged with prussio acid,

or a material which readily produces this acid by decomposition.

Nevertheless, the natives where the tree grows derive an
num. lance of nutritive matter from thia vegetable, much of

which is exported under the name of tapioca.

SECTION CXIII.-CANNABINACE.&, OE HEMPWOETS.
Characteristics : Flowora dioecious ; perianth of staminiferous

flowers calyciform, perianth of the pistilliforons flowers reduced

to a bract ; ovary uni-locnlar, one or two-styled ; ovule single,

pendent, curved ; fruit a small nut or achaenium ; seed exal-

buminous, bent back ; stem herbaceous ; leaves stipuled, oppo-

site, or occasionally the superior ones alternate.

The genera Cannabis and Humulus compose this small family.

Hemp (Cannabis sativa), a native of Persia, has leaves palmate
or dentate in segments. The individual on which the stamini-

ferous flowers grow has a more withered aspect and sooner dries

up than the other, to which the appellation female hemp is

commonly applied. The male individual is that from which the

substance hemp is obtained. The common hop (Humulus
Lupulus, Fig. 273), is a well-known plant, having a climbing

angular stem and cordate, lobed leaves. Its achtenium and its

brocted calyx are studded with glands containing a bitter aro-

matic substance, slightly narcotic in quality, and on which the

virtues of the hop depend. It is termed by chemists humuline.

The counties of England in which the hop is chiefly cultivated

are Kent, Surrey, and Sussex. It is also grown in smaller quan-
tities in Worcestershire and Nottinghamshire. Pillows stuffed

with the hop-blossom are sometimes used to procure sleep.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. X.
THE AETICLE NOUNS DECLINED WITH AND WITHOUT

THE AETICLE.
THERE are three articles in the Italian language, il and lo

for the masculine, and la, for the feminine gender, equivalent to

the English definite article the.

The article it can only be used before those masculine words
which begin with a consonant, excepting always s impure ; i.e.,

s followed by another consonant. The plural is i. For ex-

ample :

II giar-di-no, the garden. I II si~gn6-re, the gentleman.
I giar-di-ni, the gardens. I ri-gn6-ri, the gentlemen.

The article lo, without the apostrophe, can only bo used
before those masculine words which begin with the s impure.
The plural of lo is gli. For example :

Lo tpi-ri-to, the spirit.
Git spi-ri-ti, the spirits.

Lo stra-nit-re, the stranger.
Gli stra-nie-ri, the strangers.

The only exception to thia rule is the very frequent use of the

article lo after the preposition per, for, through, before words not

beginning with the s impure ; as, for example, per lo m6n-do,
for the world ; per lo giar-di-no, for or through the garden ; per
lo pas-sd-to, for the past.

Many grammarians of great authority have even emphatically
proscribed the use of per il in the place of per lo. As, however,
cultivated persons and the best writers have never ceased

occasionally to use the combination per il, its correctness and
allowableness will at once be admitted, for the usage of a

language is a safer guide than the caprice of grammarians.
The article lo is also used before all masculine words that

begin with a vowel ; but in such a case the apostrophe must be
used thus, I*. For example :

L' dn-ge-lo, the angel.

GK dn-9-li, the angels.

L' im-pit-go, the office or

employment.
GI' tm-pu'.ghi, the offices or

employments.
The reader will remark that I have placed no apostrophe

after oZt, the plural of lo, before dn-ge-li, while I have used the

apostrophe on gl' before im-pif-ghi. The reason of this is, that
tii.! plural ijli only require* the apostrophe before word* com*

' with the vowel i, and never before words commencing
with the vowels a, e, o, and u; which is clearly a nnnnssar/
usage to maintain the squeezed sound of the word yli (llyee) in

these oases. For, otherwise, <jV An-ge-H would be pronounced
according to the rules explained in the fifth pronouncing
table, glahn-jai-lee. Even Italians themselves are occasionally
liable to commit the fault of placing the apostrophe on the gl'

before a, e, o, and u ; but the difference caused in the pronun-
ciation manifestly shows the grossness of this blunder.

The article la can only be used before words of the feminine

gender which begin with consonants. The plural is U. For

example :

La td-w-la, the table. I La. ma-dre, tho mother.
Le td-vo-le, the table*. Le md-dri, the mother*.

The article la must have the apostrophe I' when it comet
before words of tho feminine gender commencing with a vowel.

For example:
L' o-ni-ma, the soul. L' tr-ba, the herb or grass.
Le d-ni-me, the souls.

|
L' ef-le, the herbs or grasses.

The reader will have observed that I have not placed an

apostrophe on the le before the plural a-ni-me, while the le baa
tho apostrophe before the plural 6r-be. The reason is, that it ie

a common usage only to place the apostrophe on the plural le

before words of the feminine gender commencing with the vowel
e. For example :

L' es-pe-rie'ii-ze, tho experiences ; V e-re-si-e, the heresies.

But before feminine words commencing with the other vowels,
the le is not commonly used with an apostrophe. For example ;

le d-ni-me, the souls ; le in-se'-gne, the banners, signs ;
le d-pe-re,

the works ; le-u-sdn-ze, the usages.
It is obvious that the six words above mentioned, constituting

the three articles in the singular and plural, it, lo, la, i, gli, and
le, must frequently meet monosyllables, and therefore occasion

dissonance. As harmony is a marked characteristic of the

language, some means must be found to correct this. This is

effected by contractions, in which letters are changed, omitted,
or added according to laws dictated by the conveniences of

pronunciation, by custom, and by harmony. The monosyllables
referred to are di, of; a, to ; da, from, by ; con, with ; per, for,

through ; sw, upon ; and the important contractions (to be
committed to memory) to which they are subject, when in

combination with the articles it, to, la, i, gli, and le, are the

following :

For di il write dfl.
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when it comes in connection with an article commencing with

I, it is optional to contract it ; it being equally correct to say
con lo' or col-lo sce~t-tro, with the sceptre ;

col or con V in-gdn-no,
with the deceit ; con la or col-la si-gno-ra, with the lady ; con le

or c6l-le brdc-cia, with the arms.

Once for all, being obliged for the greatest part to divide the

syllables as they are divided in Italian spelling, I must em-

phatically warn the reader not to read the combination cc (when
not followed by h) as though the first c was a k (the Englishman
would naturally do so), but to read the whole combination as

though it was itch, gliding with great rapidity from one syllable
to the other. I must refer, on this point, to my remarks and
tables on pronunciation.
Two important prepositions, tra and/ra, between, among, can

likewise be contracted with the article, but in a special way, and
with modifications which must be stated separately.

If tra and fra are to be contracted with an article com-

mencing with. I, the letter I must be doubled, II ; as, for example,
frdl-le mon-td-gne, between the mountains ; trdl-le du-e so-r&l-le,

between the two sisters ; frdl-lo scri-gno e la sd-dia, between the
chest and the chair.

Whenever tra ox fra is to be joined to the article i, the latter

is omitted, and an apostrophe placed in its stead. For example :

fra' cu-gt-ni, between the cousins ; tra' fra-Ul-li, between the
brothers.

The words ira and fra are never contracted with the article

gli. For example : fra gli a-mi-ci, between the friends ; tra gl'

in-fe-li-ci, between the unfortunate.

When tra or fra stands before il, the letter i of the article is

commonly not heard in pronunciation, and in writing the

apostrophe is used in its place. For example : fra 'I son-no,

during the sleep; tra 'I si e 'I no, between yes and no, hesi-

tating.
The so-called indefinite article uno, masculine, and una,

feminine, will be hereafter explained.
In Italian, as in English, the nouns have no terminational

alteration in either number ; that is to say, all cases are alike.

Strictly speaking, therefore, they cannot be said to have any
declensions. All changes in Italian nouns denote only a dif-

ference in gender or in number. For example : pds-se-ro, sparrow,
not only denotes the object sparrow, but also that it is a male ;

and pds-se-re (female), sparrows, not only denotes the feminine,
but the plurality of number. The article in Italian, as in

French, Spanish, and English, does not in itself denote the case,
but is a word that distinguishes one noun as a determined

object from another noun of the same class. It is on this

account a fixed principle of the language never to place the
article before a noun, when the latter is used in its general and
indeterminate signification. The articles il, lo, and la, are in

themselves as indeclinable as the noun itself. They only change
according to the gender and number of the noun ; and when the
Italians desire to denote cases, they must, on this account, like

the English, place before the articles certain words, which are
the substitutes of those inflections by which, in the Greek,

Latin, and German languages, the cases are expressed. The
English have only two such signs of cases the words of and
to. The Italians have three : di, for the second case, or geni-
tive ; a, for the third case, or dative ; and da, for the sixth case,
or ablative. These three words, di, a, and da, are used in the

singular as well as in the plural, before masculine nouns as well

as feminine. In the first case, or nominative, and in the fourth

case, or accusative, the Italian noun has, as well as the English,
no case sign before it, and both these cases are sufficiently dis-

tinguishable by the place which they take before or after the

verb, for which reason they require no special distinguishing
mark. For example :

A-les-sdn-dro vin-se Dd-rio, Alexander conquered Darius;
Gdr-lo per-cuo-te il cd-ne, Charles strikes the dog ; il prin-ci-pe
d-nia-la cdc-cia, the prince likes the chase; Pi6-tro Ug-ge le

gaz-zft-te, Peter reads the newspapers.
I must once for all, and emphatically, warn the reader,

because I am obliged, in the case of the double g (gg), to place
the first g in one syllable, and the second g in the next, not to

read (when the gg is not followed by h) the first g like g in the

English word get, to which mistake many readers will be

naturally liable ; but I must refer, with regard to the pronun-
ciation of the g (gg), to the lessons on pronunciation.

I shall now subjoin two tables illustrating the declensions of

Italian nouns : I. with and without an article ; II.
, with some

important words frequently preceding them. These tables are
so important that they must be committed to memory. But let

me first remark, that it will be sufficient for our present purpose
to lay down this fundamental rule with regard to the formation
of the plural of Italian nouns :

All Italian nouns, masculine and feminine, change their final
vowel into I in the plural ; as, il pd-dre, the father ; i pd-dri,
the fathers ; il po-$-ta, the poet ; i po-S-ti, the poets ; il ctr-vo,
the stag ;

i cir-vi, the stags ; la md-dre, the mother ; le md-dri,
the mothers ; la md-no, the hand ; le md-ni, the hands.

The most important exceptions from this rule are feminine
,'iov.ras terminating in A, which form their plural by changing 4
into & ; as, la so-rel-la, the sister ; le so-rSl-le, the sisters.

1. NOUNS DECLINED WITH AND WITHOUT AN ARTICLE.

Singular.
Nom.
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Ace. o-iuJ-Jo 1' a-n/Z-lo, the ring.
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measured by the number of pounds it will support. We I then, the following rule : Incline the plane till the body is on

accordingly pass on to consider the nature and effects of the
fourth kind, namely, friction. This has been frequently referred

to, and, as it often interferes with the accuracy of the results

we obtain, it is important to become familiar with its effects.

If we attempt to cause one body to slide or move over

another, we find a certain amount of resistance to our efforts.

This resistance or opposition to attempted motion is friction. All
surfaces have a degree of roughness or unevenness of texture,
and the inequalities of two such surfaces fit into one another,
the projections of the one catching those of the other. We find

this friction more or less in all cases of attempted motion. If

two surfaces were absolutely smooth, there would be none;

this, however, we cannot obtain, but the nearer we approach to

it, the less friction we have.

If a block of wood lies on the ground, I may be unable to

push it along. Move it now to a surface of clear ice, the
resistance will be less ; and if we place it on narrow smooth

runners, like those of a sledge, we still further reduce friction.

In all cases, however, it exists ; and as we see, it is only called

into play when motion is attempted ; and since it prevents the

body from moving (unless the force applied be powerful enough
to overcome it), its line of action must be contrary to that of

the attempted motion, as otherwise it could not neutralise the

force applied.
Now it will easily be seen that it is of great importance to be

able to ascertain the amount of friction between surfaces. On
a railway we want to know what force is required to overcome
the friction of a train along a level part of the line. We can

easily, by the principles of the inclined plane, find the additional

force required to draw it up an incline. Many practical ques-
tions of this sort are constantly met with, and there are two
common ways of solving them.

The most usual method is by the apparatus represented in

Fig. 82. A slab of the substance over which the other is to

slide, is laid

horizontally
on a table. A
block, A, of

the second
substance is

taken, a cord
is fastened to

it and passed
over a pulley at the edge of the table, so as to be parallel to its

surface ; at the other end of this cord a scale-pan is fastened.

Weights are now placed in this, or, better still, sand is poured
into it, until A just begins to move. The weight of the sand in

the pan divided by that of A, gives the fraction which expresses
the proportion that the friction bears to the weight to be moved.

Thus, if the substance weigh 2 pounds or 32 ounces, and a weight
of 5 ounces is required to move it, the fraction is ^. This is

called the Co-efficient of Friction.

The other way of ascertaining this quantity is sometimes
easier. A block, A (Fig. 83), of one substance is laid on a plane,
B c, made of the other, and the end c is then lifted till A is

just on the point of sliding down the plane. The full amount
of friction is now at work, and we may consider this as a case

of a body kept at rest on an inclined plane. The forces which
act on A are its own weight in the direction A w, the resistance
of the plane in the direction A R perpendicular to its surface, and

the force of friction

which acts up the

plane along A F. Now,
since there is equi-

librium, this last force

is equal and opposite
to the resultant of A B
and A w, that is, toAE.
The three forces, then.

may be represented

by the three sides of

the trianglewA E, but

Fig. 83. this triangle is similar

to the triangle BCD;
therefore we may take B c as representing the weight, and c D

the friction, and is the co-efficient of friction. We have,BC

Tig. 82.

the point of motion; the elevation of the end of the plane
divided by its length gives the required fraction.

This suggests the way of making a useful calculation, like tho

following : On how steep an incline will a cart stand safely if

the co-efficient of friction be gg ? We see that the incline must
be somewhat less than 1 foot in 30, as, if it be greater, the cart

will run down from its own weight. By these and similar means
thousands of experiments have been tried, a few of which are here

given as illustrations. You can easily try others yourself. Along
a railway friction is reckoned to be from 8 to 10 pounds per ton ;

on a good road about ^th of the load ; this amount, however,
varies very greatly with the character of the road. The co-

efficient of friction for steel on ice is only 5^, while that of oak
on oak or elm is over

|.

There are, however, certain general rules, discovered by expe-
riment, which are more important to remember.

1. Friction is proportional to the pressure. If we place
weights on A (Fig. 82) so as to double the pressure, we shall

find it requisite, also, to double the weights in the pan, and so

for any other alteration of the pressure of A.

2. The amount of friction does not vary with the extent of

the surfaces in contact. This at first seems strange, but, if we
consider it, we see the reason. Suppose a block of deal two
inches thick move over another surface of deal. If the block

weigh 10 pounds, the force required to overcome friction will bo
about 3i pounds. Now saw the block into two, of half tho thick-

ness, and lay them side by side. Each has half the weight of

the original block and the same surface, and so the friction of

each will be one-half of 3i pounds ; the two together will there-

fore move with the same friction as the one did, though the

extent of surface is doubled.

3. The amount of friction varies with the nature of the bodies

and the smoothness or otherwise of their surfaces.

Various ways of diminishing friction are adopted in practice.
Those parts of any machine which work together are made as

smooth as possible, and oil or grease applied to them. The

bearings, too, or boxes in which the axles of wheels turn, are

made of a different kind of metal from the axles themselves, and

many other expedients are resorted to. Still there is a loss of

power from this cause, which often amounts to | or even |.

There are two kinds of friction sliding and rolling. Sliding
friction is that of which we have spoken ; but if a body be made
round, and allowed to roll over and over instead of sliding, a
different kind of friction comes into action. The rudest appli-

cation of this is when a man, instead of pushing a stone along
the ground, puts rollers under it, and thus moves it with far

more ease, fresh rollers being put under in front when needed.

Wheels are a further advance upon this, as they not only save

tho trouble of constantly replacing the rollers, but, as they only
touch the ground at the sides of the body, and not along the

whole width as rollers do, they avoid much of the friction.

Sometimes when a large axle has to turn in bearings, friction-

wheels are introduced. These are small wheels, on the edge of

which the axle turns, and they transfer the friction to their own
small axles. Many such appliances to avoid friction are con-

stantly met with. Castors on chairs and tables, and narrow
irons on skates, are familiar examples.
We must not, however, imagine from all this that friction is

always a hindrance. Far from it. If we try and walk along a

very glassy surface of ice, we are soon painfully reminded of the

absence of the customary friction between our boots and the

surface on which we are walking, and hence in frosty weather

gravel or ashes are scattered on the paths. All the driving force

a railway engine has is from the friction of its wheels with the

rails. It was at first proposed that the driving-wheels should

be toothed, and notches cut into the rails into which these teeth

might catch ; but the friction was soon found to be sufficient.

On damp days, however, we frequently see the porters at a
station putting gravel on the rails, in order that there may be

more friction at starting. The brake, also, which is applied to

stop a train or machine, acts by pressing a block against the

wheel, and thus causing an amount of friction which is soon suffi-

cient to overcome the momentum acquired. So, when a nail is

driven into a piece of wood, it is held in its place merely by friction,

and the same cause enables the fibres of cotton or hemp to cling

together so as to be woven into a cord or rope. We see, then, that

friction is one of the most important forces we have to consider.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. LIIL

15-1. THE ADJECTIVE.

(1.) THK adjective serves to denote the quality or manner ol

being of the noun.
tivos are of two aorta: qualifying adjectives and

MV n, I
i- '-lives.

(3.) Wo call <inaiiftjing adjectives those which add to the idea

.

.l.jiM-t that of a quality proper to it; as, bon, good;
noble, noble ; courageux, courageous.

(4.) Determinative adjectives are those which odd to the idea

of the object, that of a particular limitation or determination ;

OH, quelque, sonw; tout, all; autre, o</ur; mon, my ; nul, no;

un, one; deux, two.

15-2. QUALIFYING ADJECTIVES.

(1.) Those adjectives may express qualities: 1. Simply; 2.

With comparison ; 3. Carried to a very high degree. Hence
the three degrees of qualification : the positive, the compara
t iv.-. and the superlative.

(2.) The positive is nothing but the adjective in its simplest

signification :

Hoi, je suis ii Paris, trisle, paure, I At Paris I am sad, poor, and se-

reclii.i. BOILEAU. eluded.

(3.) The comparative is the adjective expressing a compari-
son between several objects. There is, then, between the

objects compared, a relation of equality^ superiority, or in-

feriority.

(4.) The comparison of equality expresses a quality in the

same degree, in the objects compared ; it is formed *
by placing

aussi, as, or autant, as much, before the adjective, and the con-

junction que, as, after it :

L'AlIemngne est aussi peupl.'e que
la France. VOLTAIRE.

A leur tote est le chien, superbe
autant qu'utile. DELILLE.

Germany is as populous as France.

At their head stands the dog, as noble

as useful.

(5.) The relation or comparison, of superiority expresses a

quality in a higher degree in one object than in another ; this

comparison is formed by placing plus, more, before the adjec-
tive, and que, Uian, after it :

Les actions sont plus sinccres que
les paroles.

MI.I.K. DE SCUDERT.
Le pied du cerf est mieux fait que

celui du bamf. BUFFON.

.fictions are more sincere than words.

The foot of the stag is letter formed
than that of the ox.

(6.) The comparison of inferiority expresses a quality in a

lower degree in one object than in another; it is formed by
placing moins, less, before the adjective, and que, than, after

it:

Le naufrage et la mart sont moms
funestcs que les plaisirs qui at-

taquent la vertu. FKNKLON.

Shipwreck and death, are less fatal
than those pleasures which attack

virtue.

(7.) The adverbs aussi, autant, plus, and moins, must be

repeated before every adjective used in the comparative degree
in the same sentence :

II est plus grand et plus fort quo
son fn-iv, quoiqu'il soit plus
jeune.

He it taller and stronger than his

brother, although he is younger.

(8.) We have only three adjectives which are comparative of

themselves: meilleur, better ;f moindre, less; pire, worse.

* In French, adjectives cannot be compared, as in English, by means
of changes in the termination ; with the exception of meilleur, better ;

moindre, tens; and pire, worse, all comparisons must be formed by
means of adverbs.

t Mieuz, better ; pis, irorse ; moins, lss. The English words better,

n-orse, less are sometimes adverbs, and when they are so, should be
rendered by the several words placed at the commencement of this
note. A practical way of determining the nature of those words in

English is :

1. To change the word belter into the expression
" in a better manner."

If this change may be made without altering the sense, the word belter

is an adverb, and must be rendered by mieuz :

He reads better (in a bett*r manner) I H lit inieu* que ion frere.

than kis brnH-rr.

81 N.E.

Meilleur, instead of plus bon, which it never used in the

sense of better :

II n'ert meilleur ami ni parent qua I W have no btUtr fntmA, no bttUr

oi memo. LA FOXTAIXE.
|

relation than eurwlM*.

Pire, instead of plus mauvais, which may however be used :

Le remi-de art parfoui pir* que le I Th remedy it at Urn* wort* than

mal. LENOBLE. the evil.

Moindre, instead of plus petit, an expression also in use :

Ce n'est pas <Hro petit que d'etre

moindre qu'un grand. BOISTE.
Being lets than grtat it not bring

small.

(9.) The superlative, or third degree of qualification, ex-

presses the quality carried to a very high, or to the highest

degree ; hence there are two sorts of superlatives : the relative

and the absolute.

(10.) The superlative relative marks a very high or the

highest degree relatively, i.e., with comparison : it is formed by
placing le, la, les, the ; mon, ma, mes, my ; ton, ta, tes, thy ;

son, sa, SOB, his; notre, nos, our; votre, vos, your; leur,

leurs, their, before the comparative of superiority or in-

feriority :

Un bienfait rc9U est la plus sacrtfe

de toutes les dcttes.

MM K. NECKEB.
La probitd reconnue est le plus sur

A benefit received it tht most tacrel

of all debit.

Acknowledged probity is t/te most

secure of all oaths.de tous les serments.

(THE SAME.)

(11.) The words le plus, le moins, must be repeated before

every adjective :

Ce sont les livres IBS plus agrdables,
les plus universellement lus, et

les plus utiles.

BEKNAHDIN DE ST. PIEREE.

These books are the most atjrteMe,
the most uuitersaUy read, and (h

most useful.

(12.) The superlative absolute expresses also a very high

degree, but, absolutely, without comparison : it is formed by
placing before the adjective one of the words, tres, fort, infini-

ment, extremement, &c. :

II y a a la ville, comme aillcnrs, de

fort sottes gens. LA BRUYERE.
Je vous prie de croire que je ne

songe qu'a vous, et que vous
m'etes e.rlre'meinent chere.

MME. DE S^VIONK.

There are in cities, as clsirhr, wry
silly people.

I beg you to believe that you art my
only thought, and that you are ex-

tremely dear to me.

16. GENDER AND NUMBER OF ADJECTIVES.

(1.) The adjective has, of itself, neither gender nor number ;

it must assume the gender and number of the nonn which it

qualifies.

(2.) The termination of the adjective varies according to the

gender and number of the noun which it qualifies or deter-

mines :

Hosculine. Feminine.

Un homme prudmf. Une femme prudent*.

A prudent man. A prudent woman.
DCS homines prudent*. Des femmes prudent**.

Prudent men. Prudent women.

17. FORMATION OF THE FEMININK OF ADJECTIVES.

(1.) All adjectives ending with e mnte, remain unchanged in

thn feminine :

Masculine.

Un homme agreabl*.

An agreeable man.
Un mur solide.

A strong vail.

Feminine.

Une femme agrAibU.
An agrttablt woman.

Une nuuson aolide.

A sfnwg (w*U buiW) loute.

2. If yon can change irors* into
" in a wors* manner," it should be

translated by pis, or plus mal :

He reads worse (in a irorse manner) I II lit pis, or plus mal, qne son frvre.

than his brother.
|

3. When you may substitute "a smaller amount or quantity" for the

word less, it should be rendered by moins :

He read* less (a smaller amount) I II lit moins qne son frere.

than his brother.
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(2.) Adjectives not ending in e mute, form their feminine by
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The following wro exception*, forming their plural regularly ;

they are hardly ever need in the masculine plural :

Singular.

bancal, bandy-togged,

fatal, fatal,

fluul, final,

matiuul, early,

iui<<lial, medial,

p4nal, penal,

thAitral, OuatriooJ,

Plural.

finals.

jimtiuulH.

jxteals.
th.'-atruls.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FEBNCH.

EXERCISE 189 (Vol. in., page 164).

1. IB my cousin as obliging as yours ? 2. She is as obliging and

much more clianniug than mine. 3. Are your children obliging P 4.

My ohil.lruu, anticipating all my wants, leave me nothing to desire. 5.

Read very attentively the following pages. 6. Those young ladies,

following their mother's example, apply to reading. 7. Showy colours

do not please me. 8. My sisters seeing that it was going to rain

hastened to return. 9. What have you let fall ? 10. I have let my
pen fall ; the point is blunted. 11. Have you made them speak ? 12.

I made them speak, but with difficulty. 13. Have you had alterations

made in your bouse ? 14. I have had some made in it. 15. In what

part have you had them made ? 16. I have had some made in the

dining and drawing rooms. 17. Have you let that man pass ? 18. I

have not tried to prevent him. 19. Whom have you heard say that ?

20. I beard my father sny it. 21. I have heard him repeat it. 22.

He heard you say it. 23. He has seen you do that. 24. He has seen

you do it. 25. I saw him pass.

EXERCISE 190 (Vol. HI., page 164).

1. Les eanx doruiantes sont-elles bonnes pour les chevaux? 2.

Buffon dit qu'elles sont meilleures pour les chevaux que les eaux vives.

8. Voe scours sont-elles prtivoyantes ? 4. Elles ne sont pas tres pre"-

voyantes. 5. Mes scaurs, pre'voyaut qu'il allait pleuvoir, apportereut

leurs parapluies. 6. Qu'avez-vous laisse" toniber ? 7. J'ai laisse" torn-

ber mon couteau et nion livre. 8. Les couleurs voyantes plaisent-elles

a M. votre frere ? 9. Les couleurs trus voyantes ne lui plaisent pas.

10. Avez-vous lu les pages suivantes ? 11. Avez-vous vu la mourante?

12. Votre sceur, mourant dans la crainte de Dieu, e"tait tres heureuse.

13. Votre scaur, suivant votre exemple, s'applique a I'e'tude. 14. Les

avez-vous fait lire? 15. Je les ai fait lire et e"crire. 16. J'ai fait

e"crire mon frere. 17. J'ai fait relier un livre. 18. M. votre pere

a-t-il fait faire des changements a sa maisou ? 19. II y en a fait faire.

J". A <|iielle chambre en a-t-il fait faire? 21. II en a fait faire a la

rhambre demon frere. 22. A qui avez-vous entendu dire cela? 23.

Je 1'ai entendu dire a ma sceur. 24. Lui avez-vous entendu dire cela ?

25. Je ne le lui ai pas entendu dire. 26. Avez-vous vu passer mon

pere? 27. Je ne 1'ai pas vu passer. 28. Je 1'ai enteudu parler. 29.

Faites-le parler. 30. Laissez-le tomber. 31. Ne le laissez pas tomber.

32. Qu'est-ce que M. votre frere a laissi'- tomber ? 33. II n'a rien

liiisso tomber. 34. A qui avez-vous entendu dire cela ? 35. Je 1'ai

entendu dire a votre frC-re. 36. Je vous 1'ai entendu renter. 37.

Nous vous avons vu faire cela.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXVI.
LATIN STEMS (concluded).

SOME Latin stems supply us only in part with derivatives, giving,
for instance, the noun, and leaving the Saxon to furnish the

adjective ; or giving the adjective, and leaving the Saxon to
furnish the noun. Such a fact illustrates the composite cha-
racter of our present English tongue. If it be a token of perfec-
tion in a language that it is produced and evolved out of its own
elements like a tree, with its stem, branches, and leaves, the

English has little claim to perfection. But a perfection of this
kind is only theoretical. That is the best language which most
effectually answers the purpose of speech. Thus viewed, the

English possesses very high qualities. In virtue of the facts

just mentioned, examples of which I am about to append, the

English possesses a most desirable variety, which adds not only
to the colouring and polish of our style, but also to ita capability
and force.

IATTN NOUNS WITH THEIR DERIVED ADJECTIVES, AND COR-
RESPONDING SAXON NOUNS.

Latin Nouns. Deri Bed Adjectives. Saxon Noutw.
*** initial beginning,
pectus, pectoris pectoral brsost.
cadaver cadaverous carcass.
M* /elin cat.

/..itiii AT.min. Kajcnn Xouns.

oanis

auric

Jtnls
hoitis

ooulus

ager, agrt

grex, gregii

tutela

manus
caput, capttis

merces

tquuM, or sques
domus
insula

culina

lux, lucis

pulmo
mens, mentis

pecunta
luna

os (oris)

no*us
locus

vulgus
annulus (annus)
emulus

radix, radtcis

regula

mare, marts

pastor
humerus

latus, lateVis

visits

miles, milttis

ver

sol

furtum
femur, femtiria

dens, dentis

fcedua, fcederia

auricular
**

agrarian

/re-furious

ti.fel.iry

ft

fiM.
/lock.

place.

rabbit.

a ring,
a rival.

TOOt.

rule.

Sa.

shepherd.
shoulder.

side.

sight.

soldier.

spring.
sun.

theft.

thigh.

tooth.

treaty.

domestic
insular

culinary
lurid

pulmonary
mental

pecuniary
lunar

oral

nasal

local

vulgar
annular

emulous
radical

regular
maritime

pastoral
humeral
lateral

visual

military
vernal

solar

/urtive

femoral
total

federal

The similarity which exists between the Latin and the corre-

sponding English affords the student aid either to learn the

words which are of Latin extraction found in English, or to

become acquainted with the Latin vocabulary itself. Suppose,
for instance, that you meet with the word lateral, and know, or,

not knowing, ascertain, that it is a word of Latin origin which

signifies that which pertains to the side. Having this informa-

tion, you are enabled to remember that latus, the noun
whence lateral comes, denotes the side. Or if yon know that

latus means the side, then you readily infer that lateral means
that which pertains to the side. In this way, you may make the

Latin roots with which you have become acquainted teach you
the import of scores, nay, hundreds, of derivatives.

And observe, too, the specific service which the Latin element
renders. We have the noun side, but we have no corresponding
Saxon adjective. The want is supplied by the Latin.

In meaning, these nouns and adjectives do not always strictly

correspond. Thus ager, field, and agrarian do not strictly corre-

spond ; I mean, you cannot infer the exact meaning of agrarian,
for instance, from the meaning of ager. You are thus taught that

it is an intelligent, not a slavish, study in which yon are engaged.
Rules are not chains, but guiding-posts.
Some of the words in the last lists, and in previous lists,

which appear as Latin or Saxon, are not exclusively of Latin or

Saxin origin. To wade, given as a derivative of vado, is a Saxon

root, being common to both the Latin (Celtic) and the Saxon

tongues. Waddle, a diminutive of u-ade, is also Saxon. Rule
and reyida may be considered as the same word in different

forms ; also oculus and eye ; so insula and island ; leo and lion ;

mens and mind. Similar facts abound in our language, and
show that in order to know one language well yon must study

several, and that the proper way to study languages is to study
them in their mother tongues in the primitive groups or classes

where they are found, and whence they shoot and branch.

I subjoin a list in which the richness of our language is still

more exemplified :

Latin Nouns. Latin Adjectives. Saxon Adjective*. Saxon Nouns,

corpus, corpoVis corporeal bodily body,

puef, pueri puerile (v>;/ish boy.
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Latin Nouns. Latin Adjectives. Saxon Adjectives. Saxon Nouns,

frater fraternal brotherly brother,

onus, oneYis onerous burdensome burden,

dies diurnal daily day.

mors, mortis mortal deadly death,

terra terrestrial earthly earth,

pater paternal fatherly father,

culpa culpable faulty fault,

ignis igneous fiery fire.

caro, camis carnal fleshly flesh.

copillus capillary hairy hair.

odium odious hateful hate,

salus, salutis salutary healthy health,

eor, cordis cordial hearty heart.

ccelum celestial heavenly heaven,

auxilium auxiliary helpful help,

glocies glacial icy tee.

rex, regia regal fcingly king,

lex, legis legal
'

lawful law.

vita vital lively life,

amor amorous lovely love,

mater maternal motherly mother.

iwx, noctis ?iocturnal nightly night,

robur robust strong strength,

mars, martis martial warlike war.

agua ogueous watery water,

voluntas voluntary willing will,

/emina feminine womanly woman,

sylva sylvan woody wood,

mundus mundane worldly world,

annus annual yearly year.

The diverse meanings of capillary and hairy suffice to prevent

you from thinking that these pairs of adjectives one from the

Latin, one from the Saxon are in each case identical in mean-

ing. Frequently, however, that which is indicated by the one is

that which the other signifies. When the two are of the same

import, the one may be used for the other. To which of the

two you should give the preference depends on circumstances.

If you are addressing the people, you will do well to employ
words of Saxon origin. Nor fancy that by so doing you lower

your stylo. Simplicityin diction, like simplicity in dress, betokens

real respectability. Write, because you have something to say ;

and if you have nothing to say, do not write ; and if you write,

write so as to be understood by those for whom you write ; the

best style is that which is most readily understood.

COMPOSITION AND PARSING.

Make short sentences out of the list which I now give of

Words with their Proper Prepositions.

Words. F. B.

Deviate from, via, a way.
Devolve on, upon, volvo, I roll.

Devote to, votum, a vow.

Dictate to, dico, I say.

Die of (a disease), by (the sword or )

famine), for (another) j

Differ with (a person in opinion),
from (a person or thing
some quality)

Different from,

Difficulty in,

Diminution of,

Disabled from,

Disagree with,

Disagreeable to,

Disappointed of (a thing not ob- )

tallied), in (a thing obtained), j

Disapprove of,

Discourage from,

Discouragement to,

Disengaged from, gage, a
;

Disgusted at, with, gustus, taste.

Dislike to,

Dismissal from, missus, sent.

Disparagement to,

Dispense with, dispenser, to set free.

Dispose of, to, for, positus, placed.

Dispossess of, possideo, I possess.

Dispute with, puto, J thinfc.

Study and parse carefully the following admirable remarks.

Having done so, write, as well as you can, on the same subject ;

and if you have kept your earlier attempts, compare them
with the essay you produce on the love of knowledge. The

comparison will give you both instruction and encouragement.

)

n),
"j

in > fero, I bear.

fero, / bear,

facilis, easy,

minutus, small.

probus, good,

cceur, heart.

THE LOVK OF KNOWLEDGE.
But while I am descanting so minutely upon the conduct of tha

understanding, and the best modes of acquiring knowledge, some meu
may be disposed to ask,

" Why conduct my understanding with such
endless care ? and what is the use of so much knowledge ?" What
is the use of so much knowledge ? what is the use of so much
life ? what are we to do with the seventy years of existence
allotted to us ? and how are we to live them out to the last ? I

solemnly declare that, but for the love of knowledge, I should con-

sider the life of the meanest hedger and ditcher as preferable to that
of the greatest and richest man here present. For the fire of our minds
is like the fire which the Persians burn in the mountains it flames

night and day, and is immortal and not to be quenched ! Upon some-

thing it must act and feed upon the pure spirit of knowledge, or upon
the foul dregs of polluting passions. Therefore, when I say, in con-

ducting your understanding, Love knowledge with a great love, with a

vehement love, with a love coeval with life, what do I say but love

innocence love virtue love purity of conduct love that which, if you
are rich and great, will sanctify the blind fortune which has made you
so, and make men call it justice ; love that which, if you are poor,
will render your poverty respectable, and make the proudest feel it

unjust to laugh at the meanness of your fortunes ;
love that which will

comfort you, adorn you, and never quit you which will open to you
the kingdom of thought, and all the boundless regions of conception,
as an asylum against the cruelty, the injustice, and the pain that may
be your lot in the outer world ; that which will make your motives

habitually great and honourable, and light up in an instant a thousand
noble disdains at the very thought of meanness and fraud ! Therefore,
if any young man here have embarked his life in the pursuit of know-

ledge, let him go on without doubting or fearing the event ; let him
not be intimidated by the cheerless beginnings of knowledge, by the

darkness from which she springs, by the difficulties which hover around

her, by the wretched habitations in which she dwells, by the want and
sorrow which sometimes journey in her train; but let him ever follow

her as the angel that guards him, and as the genius of his life. She
will bring him out at last into the light of day, and exhibit him to the

world comprehensive in acquirements, fertile in resources, rich in

imagination, strong in reasoning, prudent and powerful above his

fellows, in all the relations and in all the offices of life. Sydney Smith.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXXV.
CONSTRUCTION OF MAP OF AFEICA, ETC.

THE projection for a map of Africa is constructed on a prin-

ciple entirely different to that of the conical form of projec-

tion used for Europe and Asia. It will be seen, on reference

to our map of the continent of Africa (Vol. III., p. 357), that

this division of the world is pretty nearly bisected, as far as

length is concerned, by the equator, the most northern point
of the mainland being rather more than 37 north of the equator,

while its most southern point is nearly 35 to the south of that

line. Considering the equator, then, as the centre parallel of

the parallels of latitude that traverse Africa, it is plain that

a straight line supposed to pierce the sphere at 20 or 25

north and south of the equator, would be parallel to the axia

of the sphere, and not inclined to

it, as ia the case of straight lines

piercing the sphere in two points,

both of which are on the same side

of the equator ; and it is equally

clear that a line entering tho

sphere and coming out of it again
in such a manner as to be paral-

lel to the axis of the sphere, would

lie in the surface of a cylinder
as in the annexed figure, and not

in a cone. It is true that the

projection of a map of Africa

might be developed on the surface

of a cylinder supposed to circum-

scribe the sphere after the manner of the kind of projection

called
" Mercator's Projection," in which all the meridians

and parallels are represented by straight lines at right

angles to each other, and which peculiar mode of con-

struction will be explained in a future lesson. This style

of projection, however, which is used in charts and nautical

maps, is not so well suited for representations of very large

areas of land, as the parts at the top and bottom or, in other

words, north and south of the map are distorted, and larger in

proportion than the central parts ;
and the mode of projection

most generally adopted for a map of Africa is, in consequence,

that which we are now going to describe.
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Tho main features of thin projection oonniut in tracing the

parallels in parallel straight lines, instead of representing
thorn by arcs of concentric circles as in the conical projec-

tion, and by using curved lines for the meridians, instead of

Htruitfht linos converging to a certain fixed point, oa in the

imiji'ctioiiH for maps of Kurope and Asia.

On examination of our map of Africa, to which reference has

been made above, it will be seen that the meridian of 15

K. has been selected as the central meridian of the map,
which crosses the equator at right angles, but which does

not appear in the map itself. For this central meridian line

our readers may select the meridian of 15 or 20, as may
appear most desirable. Wo shall, however, in the following

;

'tii m, take the meridian of 15 as the central meridian in

our map, and supposing that the majority of our students who
are following these lessons in Geography, and constructing maps
from our instructions, are working on a largo instead of a
email scale imagine meridians and parallels to be drawn inter-

mediate to those which appear in our map, so that these lines

would be but five degrees apart in our learner's projections,
instead of ten degrees as in the map ; that is to say, a parallel
would be drawn at every fifth degree north and south of the

equator, instead of every tenth degree, as in the map, and a
meridian at every fifth degree cast and west from the meridian
of 15 east from Greenwich, which we have assumed as the

meridian in our projection that crosses the equator at right

angles, instead of marking in a meridian five degrees east and
west of this central meridian, as in our map, and then drawing
meridians ten degrees apart east and west, proceeding in each
direction from the meridians that have been traced five degrees
each way from the central meridian.

Having drawn two straight lines at right angles to each other,
one to represent the equator and the other the meridian of 15

east from Greenwich, we must, in order to draw the parallels,

first assume a space equal to five degrees of latitude, and set off

eight of these spaces north and south of the equator along tho

central meridian. Through the points thus marked draw straight
lines parallel to the equator on cither side of it. Those on the

north of it will represent the parallels of 5, 10, 15, 20, 25,
30, 35, 40 north latitude ; while those on the south of it will

represent the parallels of 5, 10", 15, 20, 25, 30, 35, 40
south latitude. If the learner wish to do so, he may delineate

more of tho southern part of Europe, as in our map, and more
of the ocean to the south of Cape Colony, by setting off more

spaces to the north and south of the equator ; there is, however,
no necessity for doing this, as it has been done in our map
merely for the sake of filling up a given space, namely, that of

a page of the POPULAR EDUCATOR. The parallels of 40 north

and south will serve very well as the inner line of the border of

the map at top and bottom, and define the limits of the map to

the north and south. It will now be necessary to insert tho

dotted lines representing the Tropic of Cancer and tho Tropic
of Capricorn, which must be drawn parallel to the equator

through points at the distance of 23W 30' from it on either side

of it, north and south.

In order to draw the meridians, because at the equator the

degrees of longitude are equal in length to those of latitude, we
must again open our compasses to the extent of the line assumed
as equal to a space of five degrees of latitude, and set off eight
of these spaces east and west, or right and left, of the central

perpendicular line which represents tho meridian of 15 E.

from Greenwich. The points thus obtained will be those through
which tho meridians must pass at the equator ; those on the right
of the central meridian being points through which tho meri-

dians of 20, 25, 30, 35, 40, 45, 50, 55 east from Green-

wich will pass ; while those to the left hand ore those through
which the meridians of 10, 5 east from Greenwich, 0, or the

meridian of Greenwich itself, and 5, 10, 15, 20, 25 west

from Greenwich will pass. The points through which the meri-

dians of 55 east from Greenwich and 25 u-est from Greenwich

pass may be taken as points through which to draw straight
lines parallel to the central meridian, to form the limits of the

map to the east and west and the inner lino of the border of

the map on either side.

As tho distance between each meridian decreases gradually
from tho equator to the poles, means must now be taken to

determine the relative distance of every fifth meridian from the

central meridian along each parallel drawn in our projection.

To do this, a diagonal scale most be constructed (as in the cane of

projection for the mapa of Europe and Asia) on the line -***"H
at first an being equal to a apace of five degrees of latitude. The
method of constructing this diagonal scale has been explained
in Vol. II., page 356. We must now torn to the table of geo-

graphical milea in a degree of longitude under each parallel of

latitude (Vol. II., page 357), and from this we find that the

length of a degree of longitude on the fifth parallel north or

south of tho equator is 59'77 geographical miles. Opening the

compasses to thia extent, aa represented on our diagonal scale,

sot off distances along the fifth parallel of latitude north and
south of tho equator, on either aide of the central meridian, as

for as the border-line of tho map will permit, and proceed in the

same manner along each pair of parallels of latitude north and
south of the equator, ascertaining the distance equivalent to five

degrees of longitude under each parallel in question from the

table already mentioned, and opening the compasses to tho

proper extent in each case by aid of the diagonal scale. Tho

points thus found on each parallel will be those through which
the meridians must be traced. This may be effected by drawing
short straight lines from point to point in each successive paral-
lel to the north and south, or by means of a thin band of steel,

so bent that its edge may pass through every point marked for

the passage of each meridian across the parallels. The border

must now be completed, the degrees numbered, and the title of

the map and scales of geographical and English miles inserted,

after which the outline and different places may be fixed in

position as before.

The following table will afford sufficient names for the con-

struction of a map of Africa on a small scale. If a large scale

be adopted, as we have advised, the latitudes and longitudes

may be obtained from the index of places appended to any ordi-

nary atlas. Our readers will often find that the latitude and

longitude of a place according to one index will differ from the

latitude and longitude assigned to the same place in another

index. This arises in most cases from a difference in the results

obtained at different times by independent observers, or some
different point being selected by each for making the obser-

vation.

TABLE OF LATITUDES AND LONGITUDES OF PLACES in

AFRICA.
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Name of Place.
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The examinations thomaelvon, which arc the same for boya
and girl,iin' divided into two diviaiona, one for senior Ktudonta,
under the age of eighteen, the other for junior students, under
the age of sixteen.

EXAMINATION OF JUNIOR 8TUDKNTH.

The examination of junior students ia divided into three

parts :

Part I.

This ia preliminary, and embracea reading aloud, writing from

dictation, English grammar (including parsing and analysia of

sentences), and arithmetic In these every student mast satisfy
the examiners.

Port II.

This comprises nine sections, and every student must satisfy
the examiners in at least two of these ; but no one will be
examined in more than six.

1. Religious Knowledge. Part of the historical Scriptures of

the Old Testament, and two New Testament subjects ; and the
Church Catechism.

Thia section must be taken in by every student, unless the

parents or guardians object.
J. English. This embraces a paper on a chosen portion of

either English or Roman History, at the choice of the candi-
date ; a paper on physical, political, and commercial geography,
with especial reference to Great Britain and her dependencies ;

and, lastly, one on a specified Play of Shakespeare.
3. Latin. Papers on two chosen Latin books, involving geo-

graphical and historical allusions, grammar and parsing ; also

one passage from some Latin author, not announced beforehand,
and a passage of English, with Latin words supplied for trans-

lation into Latin.

4. Greek. Corresponding papers to those in Latin, omitting
the composition.

5. French.

6. German.
In these the papers will correspond to those in Latin.
7. Pure Mathematics. Euclid, Books I., II., III., IV., and

VI. ; Algebra as far as proportion ; Plane Trigonometry, includ-

ing the solution of triangles and the use of Logarithms ; and
the leading propositions of Mechanics.

8. Natural Philosophy. (a) Chemistry ; (b) Practical Chem-
istry ; (c) Elements of Statics and Hydrostatics ; (d) The ex-

perimental Laws of Heat. To pass in this section, candidates
must satisfy the examiners in (a) and in one of (b), (c), (d). No one
can be examined in more than one of the three {b), (c), (d).

9. (a) Elementary Zoology, embracing the classification of

animals and the uses of animal products, (b) Botany. The
classification of plants and their geographical distribution,

specimens being given for description. No student will be
examined in both (a) and (6).

Part III.

This is additional and voluntary. Students may offer them-
selves for examination in geometrical drawing and perspective ;

also in drawing from the fiat and from models
;
and in music.

EXAMINATION OF SENIOR STUDENTS.

Part I.

This is preliminary, and the subjects are the same as those in

the junior examination, a more extended knowledge of them
being required.

Part II.

A. Religious Knowledge. Subjects as above, with the addition
of the Book of Common Prayer, and Paley's

" Hor Paulinse;"

also, in the New Testament subject, credit will be given for a

knowledge of the original Greek.
B. English. (a) History of England ; (b) Geography Phy-

sical, Political, and Commercial ; (c) a Play of Shakespeare ;

(d) Political Economy; (e) Greek and Roman History; (/)

Logic. Two at least of the six divisions must be taken.
C. Litt in and Greek as above, including one piece of Latin

composition. Either language is sufficient for a pass.
D. French and German as above, with a piece of composition

in both languages. Either language ia sufficient for a pass.
E. Mathematics. Algebra, and Euclid I. to IV., VI., and XI.

to Prop. 21. Questions also in (a) Plane Trigonometry and
Simple Geometrical Conic Sections ; (6) Elementary Statics,

Hydrostatics, and Astronomy.

F. Natural Philotophy. (a) Fact* and general principle* of

<li.-mi.-iil Science ; (b) Practical Chemical AnalyaU; (e) Static*,

Dynamics, and Hydrostatics ; (d) Heat ; (e) Electricity and

Magnetism ; (/) Physical Geography. To paaa in thia section

every student muat aatiafy the examiners in two of the aix

subjects. Division (b) cannot be taken without (a). No one

will be examined in more than three subject*. A fair know-

ledge of inorganic chemistry will obtain a pasa in (a).

G. (o) Zoology, and elemonta of Animal Phyaiology ; (b)

Botany and the elements of Vegetable Physiology. No student

will be examined in more than one of the divisions.

H. (a) Drawing from the Flat ; (b) Drawing from Models
; (e)

Perspective ; (d) Imitative Colouring. Candidatea muat satisfy

examiners in (a) and in one of (b), (c), (d).

I. Music, embracing the history and principles of the art.

Of these nine sections, no one will be examined in more than

five. Every one must take section A, unless it be objected to

by parents or guardians ; and every student muat aatiafy the

examiners in three of the first seven, or in two of the first seven

and one of the last two.

Higher Local Examinations are also held twice a year.
These are open to all who are seventeen years of age,
or who have obtained a first, second, or third class in the

senior local examinations. Full particulars as to this exam-
ination can be had by applying to the Secretary of the

Local Examination Syndicate at Cambridge, who will also

furnish any further information that may be required.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XVIL
PTEROPODA CEPHALOPODA.

PTEROPODA.

PERHAPS there is no class of animals less likely to come under
the notice of the reader than those which belong to this class.

This is not because they are few in number, for they exist in

such countless numbers in the ocean that, though they are all of

small size, they discolour large tracts of its waters ; clouding it

just as the countless flakes of the snow-fall make the heavens
look turbid. Ships may sail for many hours through these

swarming myriads, and it is supposed that they form a large

part of the diet of the huge whales which, rushing through the

throng with open mouth, strain out the little creatures from the
waters by the aid of the whalebone fringes of their jaws, and so

manage to satisfy an appetite which must be as exacting as their

bulk is large. The reason that we see so little of these multi-

tudinous creatures is that they are strictly oceanic in their habits

that is, they live in mid-ocean, and seldom comenear any shores.

Moreover, they seem to be more or less nocturnal in their habits,

retiring into the depths of the sea during the heat of mid-day,
and coming to the surface in the evening. They have, however,
been seen, even during the day, sporting about in the neighbour-
hood of those great masses of ocean-weed called sargassum,
which float in the middle of the Atlantic, occupying the centre

of that vast revolving current, part of which is called the Gulf
Stream.

The distinguishing character of these animals, from which

they derive their name, is that they possess two wide expansions
of the mantle, which are very muscular, stretching away on
cither aide from the back of the neck. These flaps have been
called wings, and the animals themselves butterflies of the sea ;

those who have observed their motions say that it is so brisk

and constant that the simile is not an unnatural one.

There are two divisions of the Pteropoda, in one of which
there is no shell, of which Clio Borealis, a little creature about
half an inch long, may be taken as the type ; while the other
consists of animals which have shells, and of these Hyalea may
be taken as a good iexample. In Hyalea the shell ia a pretty
object, reminding one of a watch-pocket such as is hung to H

bed. It is all in one piece, but cut down the sides by such deep
slits that it may be said to consist of two portions, one of which
is flat, or nearly so, and the other is bulging. The animal rests

in this little inflexible pocket, and can retract itself completely
within the cavity ; but ordinarily, when not alarmed, it thrusts

its head and wings out of the top, and protrudes two folds of

its thin mantle through the side slits, and bends them round the

shell, both before and behind, so as to make their edges meet
The head is often not very distinct, and although some of these
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creatures have very elaborate organs for seizing and holding

prey, they are so minute as to require high powers of the

microscope to detect them at all. The organs of sense are but

ill-developed. Thus, though they certainly occupy a position
between the Gasteropoda and Cephalopoda, they seem in some

respects inferior to both. The mass of internal organs of the

animal occupies a much smaller space than the interior of the

shell. They are carnivorous, feeding on small animals. The
mouth leads, in hyalea, into a narrow throat, and this into a
round stomach. The short intestine opens into the cavity
between the mantle walls. They are opistho branchiate that

is, their gills are situated behind the heart. The heart is, as in

all molluscs, systemic, and receives blood from the gills, and

propels it to the body. The liver is large, and there is below it

an organ supposed to perform the functions of a kidney.
The nervous system consists of a central mass, composed of

two ganglia, united by a band which passes under the throat, and
this sends off nerves to the wings and mantle. In Clio Borealis

there are four large ganglia and two small ones in the same

position. This creature has a bi-lobed hood, which can cover all

the head, while the tentacles run through it, and so warn the

animal, by the sense of touch, of any external object ; and then,
if this object be prey of any kind, it throws back its hood and

exposes six organs, placed three on each side of the mouth,
which are studded over with an immense number of tubes, each
of which can protrude from its end twenty organs which can act

ai suckers, and so their minute victims are secured and passed to

the triangular mouth, which is furnished with small, singularly-

shaped jaws. In Clio Borealis there are two round dark spots at

the back of the hood to which nerves run, and these were once

supposed to be eyes; but as little stones have been found in

these organs, they are now supposed to be ears. The sexes are

united in each individual.

CEPHALOPODA.

This last and highest class of the Mollusca differs from the

rest in containing animals with far higher powers of locomotion
and perception than any of the others. The different species

are, it is true, often very uncouth and grotesque in appearance,
but probably the grotesqueness is due to the fact that they
seldom come under our notice. Every creature which we have
never observed before, and which differs in external form from
those with which we have been previously acquainted, always
creates the impression of outlandishness, however well it may be

adapted to its own conditions of life. If we were to account

utrange and grotesque those forms which differ most from the

type upon which most creatures are formed, both man and the
horse would be thought very strange creatures. When, however,
we find organs whoso uses we know well, and with whose out-

ward form the eye is familiarised, blended with other organs
which have never before come under our notice, no doubt the

impression of uncouthness is strongest. Thus, the fact that a
cuttle-fish has large eyes on each side of its head very much like

our own, and also a beak like that of a parrot, united with a

body like a leathern bag, from the mouth of which stretch long
arms studded with sucking cups, makes this creature not only
appear singular, but even disgusting to some.

In the higher examples of Articulata we find that as they
become more organised and complicated in structure, and better
suited to the accomplishment of the noble vital functions, so
do they tend to differ from all other creatures in the other
branches of the animal kingdom. We may, perhaps, assume
that the branch Vertebrata contains the highest of all animals ;

but in proportion as insects become perfected, so far do they
differ from vertebrates. Though the functions be the same, the
methods by which they are performed differ utterly. The
faculties of perception and locomotion are some of the highest
animal powers, and these are possessed in quite as large measure
by the dragon-fly as by man or the dog ; but the instruments by
which the former moves and sees are not only quite different
from those employed by the latter, but they are the more
different, as manifested throughout the class Insecta, as they
become more perfect. On the other hand, as the Mollusca
become more highly organised they become more like the

Vertebrata, and most of all like them in those organs which
minister to the higher functions, for which the sub-kingdom is

not noted. Thus, not only does the eye of the cuttle-fish much
rosemble that of a vertebrate, but, associated with the greater

powers of perception and locomotion, is the development of a

large concentrated brain, enclosed in some cases in a carti-

laginous box, from which prolongations are extended to shield

and support the sense-capsules (ears and eyes), and also to sup-

port the organs of motion. This cartilage seems to be the true

representative or homologue of the internal skeleton of the ver-

tebrates, and in this class it becomes developed from the merest
rudiment until it entirely supplants the shell, which we find, not

only in this class, but in the other classes of the Mollusca, play-

ing the part, not merely of a protection, but also a fulcrum, or

fixed hard part, from which muscles could move the soft parts
of the body. However much we might wish it otherwise, we
must, therefore, consider ourselves more nearly allied to the gross,

dull, and sluggish Mollusca, than to the active and graceful
articulates ; but though the gap in the series which cuts off the

vertebrates from the invertebrates is doubtless the most decided

and definite which is found in the whole animal kingdom, yet
the cephalopods furnish a link which connects us with the

Mollusca, while there is no such link between the articulates and
the branch to which we belong.
The Cephalopoda are so called because the integument of the

body is drawn out round the mouth into long, tapering, flexible

thongs, which are the instruments which have to serve, not only
as feelers and arms, but also as legs. In this latter capacity

they are used when the animal makes its way over solid ground,

and, from their position, the animal must of course walk upon its

head, and hence the name head-footed, or head walkers. This

mode of progression is, however, seldom resorted to, as the

creatures are oceanic rather than terrestrial, and made for

swimming rather than walking. They only approach the

shore to lay their eggs, but swim the sea in order to procure

prey. Not unfrequently, however, they have a retreat in the

dark cranny of some submarine rock, in the neighbourhood of

which the refuse of their prey is seen to accumulate.

The cephalopods are divided into two great divisions, called,

according to the number of their gills, Tetrabranchiata and

Dibranchiata ; or, according to the number of their arms,

Tentaculifera and Acetabulifera. To the former belongs the

pearly nautilus, whose shells are so commonly seen in naturalists'

shops, but which belong to at most only two species of animals.

All the rest of this once numerously represented sub-class are

fossil. The ammonites of the secondary period all give indica-

tions that they belong to this division, and their variety of form

and number the number of individuals which lived during that

period is truly amazing. It is curious that, while all the am-
monites have died out, the nautilus, which still exists, represents
a genus which lived in the primary ages, long before the former

came into existence. It is probable that no other genus, and

certainly none so high in the animal scale, has had so prolonged
an existence on our planet. Since the Nautilus pompilius and
the Nautilus umbilicatus are the only two existing species, we are

compelled to interpret the structure of all the soft organs

possessed by this class by an examination of these species only,

and even this examination is difficult to accomplish ; for though
the shells of these creatures are comparatively numerous, and

are found washed up at the sea margin, the animals are oceanic

and very wary, so that they can only be captured on rare

occasions. In fact, we are dependent upon the investigations of

two anatomists only, Mr. Owen and M. Valenciennes, for a

description of the nautilus.

The pearly nautilus has a shell rolled lip in a spire, whose

whorls are all in one plane that is, the outer circles are wound

evenly round the inner ones, as a piece of flat tape is wound

upon itself. This method of rendering the shell compact is very

general throughout the class (though not absolutely universal),

and serves to distinguish the shells of Cephalopoda from those of

the Gasteropoda, which are never wound evenly round the central

portion, but always to one side of the plane, in which the pro-

ceeding whorls lie just in the same manner as the string of

a peg-top is wound around it. This shell is divided into a

number of chambers, all of which communicate with each other

by a little tubular opening, situated in the centre of each par-

tition. Though these chambers and the communicating tubes

are lined with live membrane proceeding from the animal, all

the essential parts of that animal are contained in its bag-like,

short, cylindrical body, which is lodged in the last large chamber

of the shell, whose orifice is wide. As the nautilus grows it

secretes more shell from its mantle, thus extending the mouth
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of the last chamber, and then periodically builda up a wall

I. .-inn.! it by the secretion from the hind part of tho body. In

t :,. iKuitihiH the edges of the partition between the two chamber*
lire |il:iiu. hut in tho amuiouitoH these edges are BO folded M to

present very complicated and beautiful patterns when viewed

from which the water flows, after being received through some
lit* in the side*, into the chamber in which the gill* are lodged,

is split down it* whole length. This funnel is situated on the

opposite Hide of tho head to the hood, so as to occupy the outer

side of the shell mouth. Tho mouth has two jaws, which are of

VL

PTEROPODA : I., I'. SHELLS or HTALEA. II. ANIMAL IN ITS SHELL (DIACRIA). III. HTALEA COMPLANATA, DEAWK AS THOUGH IT WXRB

TKANSPARENT, TO SHOW THE VISCERA, ETC. CEPHALOPODA : IV. LOLIOO, A DECAPOD ACETABUL1FEBOUS GENUS. V. OCTOPUS VULGAKIS, THB
POULPE OPENED TO SHOW THE ARRANGEMENT OF THE ORGANS. VI. SUCKER FROM THE ARM OF A SEPIA. VI'. THE SAME IS SECTION, TO

SHOW THE PISTON AND THE MUSCLES WHICH RETRACT IT. VII. SlDE VlEW OF THE GANGLIONIC KING OB CENTRAL NKBVOUS ST3TBM
OF SEPIA. VIII. SIDE VIEW OF AN IMPERFECT AMMONITE, SHOWING THE NOTCHED SUTURE. IX. SIDE VIEW OF SAME. X. RESTORED

BELEMNITE AND ITS SHELL.
Refs. to Nos. in Figs. Ill 1, 1, fins or wings; 2, 2, mantle which lines and also overlaps the shell; 3, month; 4, stomach ; 5, intestine ;

6, liver ; 7, ventricle of heart ; 8, auricle of ditto ; 9, ascending vessel which gives branches to the fins ; 10, gills ; 11, ganglion, giving nerves

to fins and mantle. V. 1, 1, 1, 1, roots of the arms, which are cut short; 2, 2, mantle thrown back ; 3, funnel, or locomotive pipe ; 4, bucc&l

mass; 5, crop; 6, stomach; 7, blind sack opening into the stomach; 8, intestine; 9, arms; 10, 10', auriclet; 11, ventricle; 12, gill heart

(there are two of these, but the left is concealed); 13, 13, vena cavoe veins leading direct to the branchial hearts ; 14, spongy masses round
venae cavee, supposed to be kidneys ; 15, ovary; 16, 16', oviduct ; 17, ascending aorta, or main trunk. VII. 1, suprn-CBeophageal ganglion ;

2, sub-cesophageal ganglion (anterior) ; 3, ditto (posterior); 4, 5, upper and under mouth ganglia; 6, nerves in arrnsj 7, ditto to mautle;

8, ditto to eye ; 9, buccal mass ; 10, throat.

from the outside. Tho head of the nautilus is but little distinct
from the body, and from its upper side the mantle is developed
into two folds. One of these adheres to the shell, and the other
is puckered into a kind of hood, which falls as a kind of door to
close the opening of the shell when the animal retires within it.

This thickened part is also nsed to crawl upon. The funnel,

a shelly structure, and this is surrounded by a multitude of

feelers, all of which can be retracted into sheaths. These

animals have four gills instead of two, and they have no ink-

bag ; otherwise, their internal structure is not unlike the other

class.

The Dibranchiato cephalopoda are of higher organism than
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the nautilus. They have been called Acetabulifera, because of

certain curious appendages to their arms. Their arms are not

short, numerous, and retractile within sheaths, as those of the

nautilus are, but of definite number (eight or ten), long, and on
their inner sides that is, towards the mouth they are studded

with a single or double row of acetabula. The word acetabulum

is the ancient name given to a vinegar-cruet, and was first

applied anatomically to the hollow in the pelvis into which the

head of the thigh-bone of man is received. Since then it has

always been applied to any cup-like organ which has a deeper

depression in the centre of the cup. These cups are sometimes

stalked, and sometimes set directly to the arms. The cup is of

a cartilaginous consistence, while in the pit there is a leathery

piston, which can be retracted by proper muscles after the

round edge of the cup has been applied to any object. When
the piston is retracted it of course creates a vacuum in the cup,
and as there are many hundreds of these cups on the arms
of the animal, it can lay a very firm hold on its prey, and drag
it with great force towards its beak-like mouth. Besides the

cup-like discs, or suckers, the arms of some of the cephalopods
are furnished with horny hooks, which assist in retaining the

prey. Unlike the nautilus, the jaws of the cetopus are horny
and sharp, like the bill of a parrot, only the lower jaw protrudes

beyond the upper one.

The shell of these creatures is far less developed than in the

other division of this class. For the most part, it is not apparent
at all on the outside, but lies loose in the muscular skin of the

back, which it supports, and thus provides that the animal can
be thrust alone

1

by the working of the siphon or by the fins. In
the paper nautilus, however (Argonauta argo), there is a beautiful

external shell, which is not divided into chambers. This shell,

though it lodges the bag-like body, has no sort of likeness in

form to the shape of the body. Thus, when it was naturally

supposed that the shell was secreted, as in the case of the

other Mollusca, by the mantle, or investment of the body,
naturalists could not imagine how so beautiful a structure was
tnoulded on so uncouth a form. It has since been ascertained

that the shell is formed by two of the arms, which have a large
membranous expansion fitted to secrete such a shell. Before

the office of these arms was known, they gave rise in their turn

to false conjectures, for it was then thought that this creature

sat in its shell as in a boat, and, lifting the webbed arms above
the surface of the ocean, was driven along as a ship by its sails.

In the other octopods there is no representative of a shell, either

external or internal. In some of the decapods it is horny, and
in the shape of a pen. In others it is calcareous and thick, but
nevertheless it is very light, being quite porous, and made up of

very thin plates supported by little pillars. This is the case in

the pounce-bone of the sepia. In others, again, as in spirula,
the shell, though internal, is chambered, and is supposed, as in

the case of the chambered shell of the nautilus, to contain air,

which lightens the body and can be compressed when the animal
wishes to sink. A number of curious fossils, called belemnites,
on account of their resemblance to the head of a dart, have been
identified as the prolongations of these internal chambered

shells, and as these have been sometimes found associated with
the hooks and ink-bag found in the cuttle-fish, there can be little

doubt about the identification being genuine. The relation of

the shell to the extinct animal is shown in the engraving. The
funnel or siphon of the Dibranchiata is entire, and not split

along its under side. It leads into a gill-chamber, into which
also the ova and faeces are discharged. The buccal mass is

globular and large. The tongue bears teeth directed backward,
but is in part naked, and seems like an organ of taste. The
narrow throat leads into a globular stomach or crop. Into the
stomach a large blind sack enters, and the intestine is short, as
is usually the case with carnivorous animals, as these are. The
circulatory system is peculiar in being almost a closed circuit,

and in having, not only a heart distributing the blood to the

system, after being aerated at the gills, but also in having two
distinct hearts driving the blood to the gills. The blood is con-

veyed to these branchial hearts through two large venous canals,
whose walls have a spongy texture. These large veins are sup-
posed to excrete from the blood, by means of the spongy walls,
the ammoniacal liquid equivalent to the urine, and since the
vessels lie in the water introduced through the funnel and gill-

chambers, of course this could become a means of getting rid of

matters no longer useful from the nutritive stream. The ink-bag

is a peculiar organ situated in the recesses of the body, the duct
from which is conveyed up and opens behind the funnel. The
secretion is under the control of the animal, and when formed it

thickens and obscures the water by a copious discharge. It is

said that the Chinese made ink from this secretion, and it is

still used as a pigment.
The whole of the Cephalopoda, both recent and extinct, may

be classified thus :

TETRABRANCHIATA. Eyes stalked, jaws shelly, and body
attached to the shell by a muscle; gills, four.

Family 1. Ammonitidce: Shell of many chambers ; that con-

taining the body elongated, the aperture guarded by processes,
and closed by an operculum ; sutures angulated, and siphuncle*
external (or dorsal).

Family 2. Orthoceratidce : Shell with a small narrow

aperture ; siphuncle complicated.

Family 3. Nautilidce : Sutures simple ; siphuncle central.

DIBRANCHIATA. Eyes sessile; jaws horny; two gills; an

ink-bag.
Tribe I. OCTOPODA : Eight arms ; eyes fixed.

Family 1. Argonautidce : Dorsal arms webbed ; female
with a shell.

Family 2. Octopodidcn : Arms webbed between the roots.

Tribe II. DECAPODA : Eyes movable ; body finned.

Family 3. Teuthidce : Fins nearly at the end of body.
Family 4. Belemnitidce : Shell represented by a pen,

terminating in a chambered cone ; siphuncle on the ventral

side.

Family 5. Sepiadce : Calcareous gladius ; elongated ten-

tacles.

Family 6. Spirulida : Discordal, pearly, many-chambered

shell, with ventral siphuncle.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXVI.
METALS PROPER continued,

GOLD.

SYMBOL, Au COMBINING WEIGHT, 196 '5 SPECIFIC GRAVITT, 19'3.

THIS, the most valued of metals, is always found in a native

state, frequently alloyed with small quantities of silver, copper,
and some of the rarer metals. Generally its matrix is quartz

rock, but by aqueous action this rock becomes degraded into

sand, and the gold is carried down to the river-bed. From this

source it was chiefly obtained before the discovery of the

Californian and Australian gold-fields. It is separated from the

Band by
"
washing

"
that is, the sand, largely mixed with

water, is allowed to run from one " cradle
"
to another, the light

sand being thus washed away, and the heavy particles of gold

remaining. In California and Australia the metal is found in

lumps
"
nuggets

" which have every appearance of having
been fused ; or it is extricated from the quartz. The rock is

crushed; and the gold separated by
"
washing." The process of

amalgamation has also been resorted to. The crushed quartz is

mixed with mercury, which takes up the gold. The metals are

afterwards separated by distilling off the mercury.
Gold is one of the heaviest of the metals, being only inferior

to iridium and platinum. It is very malleable, being capable of

being beaten out so thin as to allow green light to pass

through it.

It is very soft. Bracelets of pure gold can be twisted round

the arm. It melts at 1100 Cent.

No simple acid, except selenic, will dissolve it ; but it is acted

on by any mixture which liberates chlorine. Such a mixture

is
"
aqua regia," which is composed of 1 of nitric and 4 of

hydrochloric acid. The result of this action is auric tri-chlorido

(AuCl3).

From this salt pure gold may be obtained by precipitating
the metal from its solution by ferrous sulphate, according to

this equation :

3FeSO 4 + AuCl3
= Fed, + Fe,3SO + Au.

The gold falls as a brown powder, which is purple by trans-

mitted light. Oxalic acid and the chloride of antimony have a

like effect to ferrous sulphate.

Gilding is effected by causing gold-leaf to adhere to the aur-

* By siphuncle is meant tbe tube connecting the chambers of the

shell.
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face of the article by moons of an adhesive varnish ; but in the

ease of metallic article* the gold is precipitated by various means
! surfaoei.

method introduced by Mr. Elkington is simple. Dissolve

1 part of aiii-ii- tri-chlorido, the common "chloride of gold," in a

littl.- \\at.-r. A Id to it 20 parts of the bicarbonate of potash

ulually. An equal portion of tho bicarbonate is disHolvod

of wat.T. Tho two solutions are mixed together
iiiul lii'ilnl for two hours. Tho articles to be gilded arc dipped

fur an instant in a mixture of equal parts of sulphuric and nitric

to free their surfaces from any trace of oxide. They are

removed rapidly into water and washed, and then immersed

in tho hot gilding solution. If the gold is required to appear

dead, a little salt is added to the acids which remove tho oxide.

* of silver or German silver may bo gilded in this bath by

joiniug them to a zinc or copper wiro and immersing both.

This process has its defect in tho fact that as soon as the

surface is coated with gold, which is very thin, tho deposition is

arrested. Hence electro-gilding has superseded it.

In order to render gold sufficiently hard to withstand tho wear

and tear of use, it is always alloyed. The standard gold is

composed of 1 port of copper to 11 of gold.

The oxides of gold are tho sub-oxide (Au,0) and auric oxide

(Au,0s), sometimes called auric acid. The former is precipitated

as a green powder when a dilute solution of potash is added to

a solution of tho chloride of gold. Tho latter falls as a brown

powder when magnesia ia added to a solution of the tcrchlorido

of gold. Sunlight will decompose this oxide into oxygen and

gold. When treated with ammonia, fulminating gold is formed.

Tho chlorides of gold correspond with the oxides, being auric

chloride (AuCl) and terchloride (AuCls).

Tho chloride is got by exposing tho terchloride to a tempera-
ture equal to tho fusing point of tin. Two atoms of chlorine

are thua liberated, and the terchlorido is reduced to a mono-
chloride. The preparation of the terchlorido has been indicated.

It is a deep-coloured, yellow crystalline powder. It is the most

important of tho auric salts, and is used in photography to im-

part to photographic prints their purple tone.

PLATINUM.

SYMBOL, Pt CoMunrnro WEIGHT, 197'4 SPECIFIC GRAVITY, 21-5.

Like gold, platinum is always found in a native state. It is

frequently alloyed with gold and silver, and generally with the
five rare metals palladium, rhodium, osmium, ruthenium, and
indium. The mines of Mexico and Brazil produce the metal, but
it is chiefly obtained from the gravel deposits at the foot of the
Ural Mountains.
On account of its great infusibility it is difficult to procure.
The chemical method devised by Wollaston consisted in dis-

solving the metal by means of aqua regia. Tho platinum, mixed
with some little indium, is precipitated from the clear liquid by
means of sal-ammoniac, when it falls as a yellow insoluble

powder, whose composition is 2NH4Cl,PtCl4. By heating this the
chlorine and ammonia are expelled, and the platinum left behind
in a porous mass, which is spongy platinum. To get the metal
in a solid form, this porous mass is reduced to powder and washed.
Tho powder, which is of a dull grey colour, is now submitted in

a mould to hydraulic pressure, and it assumes the appearance of

a metallic bar. This bar is heated in a wind furnace, and forged
by hammering it npon its ends. Platinum possesses tho same
property as iron ; it can be welded ; that is, when hammered
at a high temperature, the particles of the metal unite into a
solid mass.

Deville and Debray procured solid platinum by submitting the

grains of metal, previously purified by digesting in nitric acid,
to fusion in a lime crucible, in the flame of tho oxy-hydrogen
blow-pipe.

Properties. Its specific gravity is very high, being only inferior

to that of iridium. It does not tarnish under any circumstances
when exposed to the air, and cannot be attacked by any simple
acid. Hence it is much used in the laboratory for crucibles. Aqua
regia, however, convertsitintoaohloride. Very largeand expensive
crucibles some cost ^62,000 are used to carry tho condensation
of sulphuric acid through its hist stage. It possesses great
ductility, and expands less by heat than any other metal. It
has the peculiar power of condensing gases on its surface, and
when a jet of hydrogen is directed upon a piece of spongy
platinum it is ignited ; because the oxygen condensed in the

pore* of tho platinum, being than in a more active condition,
combine* with the hydrogen, and the beat developed i sufficient

to ignite the gas. This property b advantageously used in the

Davy lamp. Above the wick is a coil of fine platinum wire, and
when by any aocident the flame in extinguished, the vapoon of

the hydro-carbon* rising from the wick combine with the

oxygen on the surface of tho platinum, and thai the wire ia

rendered red-hot, and tho lamp re-lighted.

Platinum combines readily with other m<^ft]fr and phoephorui
at hi(?h temperatures.
When fused with potash or soda, in contact with the air, it will

oxidise. There are two oxides, platinous oxide (PtO) and platinic
oxide (PtO,). They are procured by the precipitation of corre-

sponding salts by a regulated quantity of alkali. Both oxide*

are soluble in an excess of the alkali.

There are sulphides of a like composition to the oxides.

The chlorides are the most important salts.

When the metal is dissolved in aqua regia a red solution is

obtained, which consists of a tetrachloride (PtCl4), platinic
chloride. When evaporated to dryness a salt is procured, which
has two molecules of hydrochloric acid in it (PtClaH,) at 230 C.

This acid is given off, and also two atoms of chlorine, leaving

platinous chloride (PtCl,). At a still higher heat the metal is

reduced.

Platinic chloride is of great service in analysis in determining
the quantity of potash or ammonia present in a solution.

It forms with both these, sparingly, soluble salts.

In the case of potash, when the salt is submitted to a red

heat, metallic platinum and potassium chloride are left; bat
with the ammonia salt nothing but the metal remains. The
action of ammonia on platinous chloride is remarkable. Many
salts are formed by an atom of platinum replacing some of the

hydrogen of the ammonia ; but these salts are of more interest

in a theoretical than a practical light.

With platinic chloride any of the potassium salts give a yellow

precipitate ; but with sodium salts a brown hydrated oxide falls.

With ammonia salts the yellow precipitate above alluded

to appears, which on heating may be distinguished from the

potassium precipitate. By this means these three alkalies may
be recognised. Platinum Is not reduced from its solutions as

gold ia by ferrous sulphate or oxalic acid.

The rarer metals associated with platinum do not require notice.

READINGS IN LATIN. I.

SELECTIONS FROM C.ESAB.

THE student will now be anxious to read more lengthy extracts

of the Latin authors, of which he has at present only come
across separate sentences. The large number of these authors,
and tho great length of their writings, will prevent his gaining,

except at tho expenditure of a great deal of time and trouble,

anything like a general acquaintance with their style and cha-

racter ; and, accordingly, it is with this object that we propose
to give a series of extracts from those writers who are gene-

rally included in the course of study of this language. We shall

take the different authors one by one, giving a slight sketch of

the subject of their writings, and their special peculiarities of

diction, and adding extracts from them for the student to trans*

late. To each of the extracts will be appended short notes,

explanatory of such difficulties as the student will not be likely

to be able to solve merely by the aid of his Latin Dictionary
and the Latin Lessons ; while in each case a translation of one
at least of the passages selected will be given along with the

succeeding set of extracts, sometimes from original sources,
sometimes from published translations of acknowledged merit.

It is to be observed that these readings may be made useful in

more ways than one for acquiring a knowledge of Latin. They
sluuld be first translated literally, and then rendered into idio-

matic English ; and this second translation should be retrans-

lated into Latin, and when it is done, compared with the original

We cannot impress too strongly npon the student the advan-

tages of this course of proceeding ; he will find that his mind
will gradually become stored with Latin phraseology, and his

own style of writing Latin composition will have the advan-

tage of being formed upon the best models. We should add

that this system is most readily applicable to the prose ex-

tracts, though it will be found of great service also in verse-

making.
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OS SAB.
Our first extracts are taken from the writings of Caesar, an

author whose works, from the simplicity of their style, are

usually put into the hands of beginners. The author was the

famous Roman general, Caius Julius Caesar, the founder of the

Roman Empire, though never actually emperor himself. His

chief warlike exploits were his subjugation of Gaul (now France

and Switzerland) and Britain, and his best-known work,
" The

Commentaries on the Gallic War," is a brief compilation of the

notes which he kept during the course of his campaigns. It

has been observed of them that they are " a series of sketches

taken on the spot, having all the graphic power of a master-

mind, and the vigorous touches of a master-hand." The narra-

tive is clear and simple, and scarcely any difficulty in the

language presents itself. The first extract is from an account of

a battle with the Helvetii, who lived in the modern Switzerland

and the south of France.

CJESAR.
" DE BELLO GALLICO," Lib. I. cap. xxv.

Caesar, primum suo,
1 doinde omnium ex conspectu remotis

equis, ut sequato omnium periculo
8 spem fugae tolleret, cohortatus

suos,
3
prcelium commisit.4

Milites, e loco superiore pilis
5 missis

facile hostium phalangem
6
perfregerunt. Ea, disjecta,

7
gladiis

destrictis
8 in eos impetum fecerunt. Gallis magno ad pugnam

erat impedimento,
9
quod, pluribus eorum scutis uno ictu pilorum

transfixis et colligatis, quum ferrum se inflexisset, neque evellere

neque, sinistra impedita, satis commode pugnare poterant, multi

ut, diu jactato
10

brachio, praeoptarent
11 scutum manu emittere,

et nudo corpore pugnare. Tandem vulneribus defessi, et pedem
referre,

12 et quod mons suberat circiter mille passuum,
13 eo se

recipere cceperunt. Capto monte et succedentibus nostris, Boii

et Tulingi, qui hominum millibus14 circiter xv agmen hostium

claudebant, et novissimis 15
praesidio erant, ex itinere nostros

latere aperto aggressi, circumvenere.

NOTES.
1. Suo agrees with conspectu. First out of his own sight, then out of the

sight of all. The possessive adjectives, suus, meus, tuus, are used always
in preference to the genitives, sui, mei, tui, of the personal pronouns.

2. Eemotis equis, cequato periculo, abl. absolute. There are other

examples in this extract.

3. Suos, his men : understand milites.

4. Proelium committere, to join battle, to engage.
5. Pilis, long javelins.

6. Phalangem, the thiclc array. The phalanx was an order of battle

array in use among the Greeks, in which the soldiers were massed

thick together ; and thus it is applied by Caesar to the thick mass in

which the Gauls fought.
7. Disjecta, cost different Kays (d jacio), dispersed.

8. Destrictis (from de stringo, to strip off, like leaves off a branch),
with drawn swords. Another abl. abs.

9. Gallis magno erat impedimento, it was a great hindrance to the

Gauls. A double dative after erat.

10. Ut diu jaetato, considering that their arms had long been tossed about.

Ill Prseoptarent, wished anxiously ; prffi, before anything else.

12. Pedem referre, to carry back the foot, to retreat. Compare pedem
inferre, to march upon.

13. Mille passuum, a thousand paces, about our mile. The word mile

owes its derivation to this.

14. Millibus, ablative of the instrument by which a thing is achieved.

15. Novissimis, the neu?est, so the last, the hindmost. Novissimis

prtssidio, a double dative. Compare Gallis impediniento, above.

The following describes the commencement of a war with

some Alpine tribes :

C^SAB. " DE BELLO GALLICO," Lib. III. cap. ii.

Quum dies hibernorum 1

complures transissent frumentumque
eo2 comportari jussisset, subito per exploratores

3 certior factus4

est, ex ea parte vici, quam Gallis concesserat, omnes noctu

discessisse, montesque, qui impenderent, a maxima multitudine

Sedunorum et Veragrorum
8 teneri. Id6

aliquot de causis

acciderat, ut subito Galli belli renovandi legionisque opprimendae
consilium caperent : primum, quod legionem, neque earn plenis-

simam,
7 detractis cohortibus duabus, et compluribus singillatim,

qui commeatus petendi
8 causa missi erant, absentibus, propter

paucitatem despiciebant : turn etiam, quod propter iniquitatem
r

loci, quum ipsi ex montibus in vallem decurrerent et tela

conjicerent, ne primum quidem posse impetum suum10 sustineri

existimabant. Accedebat,
11 quod suos ab se liberos abstractos

obsidum nomine dolebant : et Romanos non solum itinerum

causa, sed etiam perpetuae possessionis,
12 culmina Alpium

occupare conari et ea loca fmitimae13
provincial adjungere, sibi

jersuasum habebant.

NOTES.

1. Hibernorum (sc. castrorum), winter quarters; here used of the

time spent in them.
2. Eo, thither, to the hiberna castra.

3. Exploratores, scouts.

4. Certior factus, he was informed; in the active, certiorem facio, I

inform; lit., I make more sure.

5. Sedunorum, Veragrorum, names of tribes who lived in the neigh-
bourhood of Geneva and the valley of the Ehoue.

6. Id, it, refers to the next clause, ut subito Galli caperent ; it,

namely, the fact of the Gauls' sudden determination.

7. Plenissimam, and that not at its full strength. The reason for

its weakness is explained by the two following ablatives absolute.

8. Commeatus petendi. The participle in dus agreeing with the sub-

stantive is used by the Latin authors generally in preference to the

gerund governing a case.

9. Iniquitatem (in-tequus), unevenness of the ground.
10. Suum, theirs ; namely, the Gauls'. The reciprocals sui and suus

always refer to the subject of the principal verb in the sentence.

Here the subject of the principal verb, existimabant, is Galli understood.

11. Accedebat. The nominative to this verb is the sentence quod
dolebant. There was this additional reason (lit., this was added) supply

for their defection that they grieved.

12. Possessionis, genitive after causa.

13. Finitimse, neighbouring; i.e., to the Boman territory.

The next extract describes Caasar's landing in Britain, which

was not achieved without some difficulty. The Britons were

drawn up on the shore to repel their attack, and prevent the

possibility of their coming to land. The historian proceeds as

follows :

CAESAR. " DE BELLO GALLICO," Lib. IV. cap. xxv.

Quod ubi Csesar animum advertit,
1 naves longas,

2 quarum et

species erat barbaris inusitatior, et motus ad usum expeditior,
8

paullum removeri ab onerariis4 navibus et remis incitari et ad

latus apertum
5 hostium constitui, atque inde fundis,' sagittis,

tormentis,
7 hostes propelli ac submoveri jussit : quae res magno

usui nostris8 fuit. Nam et navium figura, et remorum motu, et

inusitato genere tormentorum permoti barbari const! terunt, ac

paullum modo pedem retulerunt. Atque nostris militibus cunc-

tantibus,
9 maxime propter altitudinem maris, qui decimas

legionis aquilam
10

ferebat, contestatus deos, ut ea res legioni

feliciter eveniret : Desilite, inquit,
11

commilitones, nisi vultis

aquilam hostibus prodere : ego certe meum reipublicae atque im-

peratori
12 officium praestitero.

13 Hoc quum magna voco dixisset,

ex navi se projecit atque in hostes aquilam ferre co3pit.
14 Turn

nostri, cohortati inter se, no tantum dedecus admitteretur,
15

universi ex navi desiluerunt : hos item alii ex proximis navibus

quum conspexissent, subsecuti hostibus adpropinquarunt.

NOTES.

1. Animum advertit, used for the compound animadvertit, is to be

looked upon for the purposes of construction as one word, turned hit

mind to, observed, and governs quod, which thing, viz., the advantage

which the Britons possessed in being drawn up on the shore.

2. Naves longee, ships of war. So called from the shape in which

they were built.

3. Expeditior, more handy, manageable.

4. Onerariis, ships of burden (onus).

5. Apertum, e-rposed, open to attack.

6. Fundis, slings.

7. Tormentis, engines for hurling (torqueo) missiles.

8. Magno usui nostris, a great aid to our men. Double dative after fuit.

9. Militibus cunctantibus, ablative absolute, when the soldiers were de-

laying.

10. Qui aquilam ferebat, he mho bore the eagl, the standard-bearer (the

eagle was the standard of the Boman legions). This supplies the

nominative to inquit.

11. Inquit is only used when the exact words of the speaker are

quoted, and never stands as the first word in a sentence. Aio, I affirm,

follows much the same rules.

12. Imperatori, t?ie general; originally applied, as here, to the general

of an army, who was invested with supreme military command (im-

perium). Afterwards it was used to denote the absolute sovereigns of

Borne, the Emperors.
13. Officium prsestitero, J will be sure to do my duty by. Officium

prsestare alicui, to do one's duty by any one. The future perfect, I

shall have, is used to give additional force, J shall certainly.

14. Aquilam ferre ccepit, went, standard in hand, against.

15. Cohortati, etc., having admonished one another not to allow of such

a disgrace.

PAUSING EXERCISE.

Parse jussit, constiterunt, retulerunt, vultis, desiluerunt^ sub-

secuti.



CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS.

CIVIL SERVICE TAPERS. I.

INTRODUCTION.

IT is tho intention, in the notion of paper* that will follow upon
the subject of the Civil Service, to explain as fully aa ia noccs-

r all practical purposes, not only what tho Civil Service

i*, hut how to got into it. The various branched of tho service

will Ko pointed out, their relative importance will be explained,
and tho most accurate information will bo given as to open

ti lions, tho moans of obtaining nominations whore re-

"inin-il, as to tho examinations to bo passed, as to tho salaries

},
r
ivi'ii, and as to tho nature of the duties which devolve upon

successful candidates after admission into tho service. The
aim and object of thin series of papers is to enable those who
have not other moans of knowing, to ascertain for themselves

what the conditions of service are, and to put them in tho way
of working up to the standard of educational requirements,
without being necessarily driven to employ expensive assistance ;

and to place in tho hands of tho thousands who draw the

moans of self-education from tho POPULAR EDUCATOR, the

further means of turning their education to account in an
honourable and useful way.
The Civil Service is the office-staff of the country. Over

every important department of State ia placed a minister of

the Crown, responsible to Parliament, and changing with the

Government ; but, for the purposes of actual administration,
there ore under each minister a number of sub-departments which
are charged with the execution of details, with carrying out tho

orders of tho minister, and with the performance of all business

naturally pertaining to his branch of government. Thus, the
War Office, with its snb-departmenta, is charged with the
transaction of all business pertaining to the army, the Admiralty
with all naval matters, tho Treasury with all affairs relating to

tho public income and expenditure. These offices are manned
by persons on what ia called the establishment, which includes

both the directors and the doers of departmental business, the

secretaries, heads of departments, and the clerks, assistants,
and writers. The aggregate of these "establishments" is the
Civil Service.

How does one get into it ? At one time the process was per-

fectly easy for those who possessed influence enough to get
nominations. Nomination carried with it the appointment ;

the idea if there was any definite idea on the subject being
that the minister would not nominate any one who was not

competent for the post. As a matter of fact, however, ministers
did appoint persons who were often notoriously unfit ; they
rarely appointed any one because of special fitness, but gave
nominations to their friends and those for whom their friends

asked, without inquiring into the qualifications of the candidates.

Appointments in the Civil Service were looked upon as a means
of repaying political adherents for service done, and as a means
also of providing for the needy sons of "

good families
"

on

friendly relations with the minister. Whether the public aorvice

was helped or not was a secondary consideration, and no steps
were taken to justify,byexamination or otherwise, the nomination
of the minister. For some years before the Civil Service Com-
mission was instituted, there was a practice in some of the
offices by which nominees underwent a pro formA examination,
after admission, by the chief clerk of the department to which

they were accredited. But this examination was of the very
slenderest kind, and consisted aiore in ascertaining by whose
interest the candidate had come in than in finding out what
ideas he had, or how much or how little his education had fitted

him for the service.

In tho year 1855 the principle was recognised that, in tho
interests of the public service, candidates for appointments
should be subjected to examination after receiving a nomination,
and not be appointed until the minister nominating should have
had a certificate from the examiners of the fitness of the can-
didates. As an expression of this principle, the Civil Service
Commission was issued to certain well-qualified persona, who
were empowered to erect educational standards of efficiency,
and to try all candidates by anch standards. The principle of

nomination waa retained, but nominees were teeted either with
reference to the standard only, or with reference to their relative

merits in a competitive examination. The Commissioners com-
municated with every branch of the public service, and ascer-

tained from heads of offices the subjects in which candidates

for tho respective department* were required to be proficient ;

nut 1 hnving ascertained what was wanted, arranged examination*

accordingly, and the practice is now (in oases where nomina-

tions are given) to send with them notice to attend before the

Civil Service Commissioners, who arrange, as a matter of

oouroe, for the examination to take place. Examinations for all

offices in London take place in London ; for Scotland, in Edin-

burgh ; for Ireland, in Dublin. The office* of the Commission
are in Cannon Bow, Westminster.

This mode of making presentations lasted until 1870, when
an Order in Council was published, throwing open to competi-
tion appointments in a large number of the department*.
After the 31st of August in that year, admission to clerkships
in any of the departments named in the Order could only be
obtained by those persons who had passed certain examination*,
and who possessed the requisite health, character, and other

qualifications stated. No personal influence was of the slightest

avail, and the competition waa open, limited only by the con-

ditions we have named, to every natural-born subject of the

Queen. By this important Order in Council, about two-thirds

of the public offices in this country were removed from the

aphere of patronage, and offered honourable and useful careen
to young men of energy and ability, whatever their previous

position in life. It was no longer necessary to seek assistance,

to depend upon private friendahip or political connection, to

sacrifice independence in tho expectation of substantial reward
for subserviency. Any youth who had received a fair elementary
education, and would devote a couple of years to systematic

study, might reasonably hope to receive an appointment which
would afford him a progressive income, and opportunity for

attaining a higher and more remunerative position in the

service, if his abilities were commensurate. In order still

further to ensure that the appointments were conferred upon fit

persons, successfully passing the competitive examination was
not made an absolute passport to permanent employment, but a
six months' probation in the office to which the candidate was

appointed was established, as a test not only of the ability, but

also of the regular habits and other personal qualifications of

the young official. That period creditably passed, it might be

considered that the appointment was secured, except of coarse,

in the case of misconduct, infirmity, or other reasonable cause

for dismissal.

This system of open competition applies to all the principal

departments, with the exception of the Foreign Office and the
Post Office. In the latter office, however, the clerkships in the

Secretary's department are thrown open to competition. In
what may be styled the closed, or, in official language, the
nomination departments, appointments can only be obtained

:>y personal influence with the ministerial heads of depart-
ments, and even when nominations are obtained a rigorous
examination must be passed before the nominee ia established

in the office. Vacancies are comparatively few, and when
one occurs there are many applicants for the position, each
racked up by private influence. In the course of these papers
we shall afford full particulars of the qualifications the

applicants must possess, and the examinations they will bo
called upon to pass ; but readers of the POPULAR EDUCATOR
must have a far greater interest in knowing what appoint-
ments can be obtained by ability and perseverance, and what
steps are to be taken to secure them. We shall, therefore,
at once describe the principal features of the Open Competition
scheme.
As a preliminary, we may state that the appointments to be

competed for are divided into two classes, called respectively
Class I. and the " Lower Division,"

" the former to be filled by
candidates of a high order of educational attainments, the lattc-r

by persons of less mature age and less extended acquirements."
These are the words of Her Majesty's Civil Service Com-
missioners ; and it will be seen that the arrangement ia highly
advantageous to the candidate. All situations in the Civil

Service do not demand the same range of educational acquire-

ments, and inferior appointments are thus opened to persons
who are well qualified to perform the required duties, although
they might not be able to attain the level necessary to be
reached by those who aspire to positions requiring high educa-

tional qualifications.
Public notice is given by advertisement in the principal

newspapers of the intention of the Civil Service Commissioners
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to hold examinations, on certain days, in London, Edinburgh,

and Dublin ; and at least ten days before the day fixed (or at

such period as may be named in the advertisement), persons

desirous of becoming candidates must apply to the Civil Service

Commissioners, by letter, in their own handwriting, addressed

to the office, Cannon Row, Westminster, for permission to

attend the preliminary examination. A reply will be received,

containing instructions as to the time and place of examination,

fees, etc., and a paper which must be filled up, for the purpose

of satisfying the Commissioners that the applicants possess the

following qualifications for candidature :

1. That they are natural-born subjects of Her Majesty.

2. That they are not less than eighteen or more than twenty-

four years of age on the first day of the competitive examina-

tion. (For
" Lower Division

"
examinations the limits of age are

seventeen and twenty. Members of the military and naval

services will be considered to have, on leaving their former

service, the same age as when they entered it.)

3. That they possess good health and character.

4. That they have not previously been selected candidates,

and declined to accept the situations offered them, or have been

actually employed in the Civil Service.

Having established his right to compete, the candidate pays

a fee (of 1, if competing for a first-class appointment, or 10 s.

for the lower division), and attends the preliminary examina-

tion. This is only for the purpose of preventing the time of the

gentlemen who conduct the competitive examinations being

wasted on candidates quite unqualified to compete. This is a

reasonable precaution, to which none can object, and as the

subjects are limited to handwriting, orthography, elementary
arithmetic, and English composition, no person who has any
chance of succeeding when the real competition comes, is likely

to be excluded. This preliminary examination having weeded

out the entirely incompetent, the candidate must prepare him-

self for the next test of his ability. First he must decide

whether he will try for appointments included in Class I. or

Class II. Let us suppose that he enters for the higher prize ;

if so, he is called upon to pay a fee of .5, and having done so,

he must prepare himself for examination. It is possible, but

certainly not very probable, that he may attain the full number
of marks appended to each subject ; but he may comfort him-

self with the assurance that a number considerably under that

amount will be considered creditable, and unless he is associated

with wonderfully clever and well-informed competitors he will

probably pass. The marks obtained by each candidate are

added up, and those candidates (the number in accordance with

the appointments then vacant) who obtain the highest number
of marks are the selected candidates.

The competitive examination will take place in the following

branches of knowledge :

Marks.

English Composition (including Precis-writing) . . . 500

History of England including that of the Laws and Con-

stitution 500

English Language and Literature 500

Language, Literature, and History of Greece . 750

,,
Romo . 750

Trance . 375

Germany . 375

Italy . 375

Mathematics (pure and mixed) , . 1,2,50

Natural Science ; that is (1) Chemistry, including Heat ; (2)

Electricity and Magnetism ; (3) Geology and Mineralogy ;

(4) Zoology ; (5) Botany 1,000
** The total (1,000) marks may be obtained by adequate

proficiency in any two or more of the five branches of

science included under this head.

Moral Sciences ; that is, Logic, Mental and Moral Philosophy 500

Jurisprudence ......... 500

Political Economy 375

None of these subjects is obligatory, and, indeed, proficiency in

all is scarcely to be expected. It will be better, therefore, that

the candidate should select those subjects with which he is best

acquainted, and not attempt too many. But he must at the

same time remember, that a certain number of marks must be

obtained before he can hope to succeed, and that those who can

acquit themselves creditably in the widest range of subjects

will probably achieve the highest total. The examination,
which extends over sixteen or seventeen days, is conducted by
printed questions, to which written answers must be given, and

by verbal questions which the examiners may think fit to put,
to ascertain whether the candidate possesses a competent know-
ledge of the subject in hand, or has been merely "advanced"
for the occasion. It must be understood that, unless a great
acquaintance with the subject is exhibited, no marks will be
allowed. The candidate must trust entirely to his memory, as he
will not be permitted to refer to any book or memorandum,
and any attempt to do so, or to "look over" another can-

didate, would lead to his being immediately removed from the
list of candidates.

The examination for appointments under Class II. is held

under precisely similar conditions, but the list of subjects is

adapted to persons less highly educated, and, as in the superior

grade, none of the subjects are obligatory. The fee for this

examination is 10s., in addition to the preliminary fee of 10s.

The following are the subjects :

1. Handwriting.
2. Orthography.
3. Arithmetic.

4. Copying MS. (to test accuracy).
5. English Composition.
6. Geography.
7. Indexing or Docketing.
8. Digesting Returns into Summaries.
9. English History.

10. Book-keeping.

As we have explained, the number of candidates selected

depends upon the number of appointments vacant. The
selected candidates will be entitled to choose, in the order of

their precedency, the particular departments and situations to

which they desire to be appointed, provided they are duly
qualified according to the special rules applicable to each

department, which are settled by the Civil Service Commis-
sioners and the chief authorities of the department, subject to

the approval of the Treasury. In case of a vacancy occurring
in a department for which no one on the list is in all respects

qualified, the Commissioners either hold a special open compe-
tition for the appointment, or offer it to the candidate highest
at the time on the list of selected candidates, subject to his

passing a qualifying examination within such, period as they

may determine,
A few hints as to the preparation for these examinations may

be advantageous. It is well, if the expense can be afforded, to

employ
" a coach," or a tutor whose special business it is to

educate candidates up to the mark of proficiency. A " coach
"

knows the stock questions, and knows also the trick and style
of each particular class of examination ; and where cramming
is necessary, it is almost indispensable to employ such help.

But it is far from being essential. Any one who has thoroughly
mastered his subjects, whether by private study or tuition, has

no need to fear the most artfully-contrived questions. It is

quite competent to a diligent private student, working with

such material as the POPITLAB EDUCATOR furnishes and points
out to him, to qualify himself for an examination of one of the

better sort of offices in the Civil Service. In addition to test-

ing his power by such specimens of examination papers as we
have been enabled to provide, let him get as many of the

papers as possible, and make a habit of going right through

them, getting, if possible, some able friend to look over his

answers for him, and to set him right when in error. Examples
of the papers are contained in the Annual Reports of the Civil

Service Commissioners, which can be obtained at the office for

the sale of Parliamentary Papers, Great Queen Street, Lincoln's

Inn Fields.

In dealing with the Government Offices for the purpose of

these articles, the intention is to group them according to their

standing,' as this method will, we think, be more useful and

instructive than the alternative mode of grouping according to

their alphabetical order. In each instance we state whether

appointments are obtained by open competition or nomination.

When the former is the case, the examinations of candidates

are conducted on the system we have just described. In the

case of nomination departments we append particulars of the

examinations required to be passed.

Group I. includes the Treasury, the Home, Colonial, and

Foreign Offices. In each case the full establishment of clerks

is given (first-class and lower division), together with a list of

the various salaries.
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OEOUP I. (FOUR OFFICES).

1. TREASURY, WHITEHALL.

Open Competition.

The business of the Treasury is to control the spending and

revenue departments of Government ; to decide upon all qnes-

tions of principle affecting the revenue of the country ; to

prepare the ways and means, subject to the revision of Parlia-

Mr carrying on the business of the country, and generally

t<> influence, to a very large extent, the whole machinery of the

administration.

The establishment and salaries are as follow :

Four principal clerks, -1,000 to 1,200; 7 first-class, 700

to .900 ; 2 second-class, 250 to .600 ;
1 accountant, .000

to 800 ;
1 assistant accountant, .100 to .550. Supplemental

Establishment 6 clerks, .250 to .500 ; 3 ditto, 225 to 350;
2 second-class, 100 to 200 ; 10 clerks (lower division), 80

to 200. Solicitor's Office 3 clerks, 100 to 300: and 1

(shorthand), 100 to 150.

2. HOME OFFICE, WHITEHALL.

Open Competition.

This office carries on the ministerial part of the Government
at home, is responsible for the preservation of the peace and

safety of the inhabitants of the country, and is the supreme
authority on all questions of internal policy. Age of admission

for established clerks, 18 to 24.

The establishment and salaries are as follow :

Three principal clerks, 900 to 1,000 ; 3 senior, 700 to

800 ; 7 junior, 200 to 600. Account Branch 1 clerk in

charge of accounts, 400 to 600 ; assistant ditto, 310 to 400 ;

1 supplementary clerk, second-class, 100 to 250 ; 3 clerks

(lower division), 95 to 250. /Statistical Branch -1 statis-

tical clerk, 350 to 500; 1 supplementary clerk, 100 to

250 ;
1 clerk (lower division), 90 to 250. Registry and

Copying Branch Superintendent, 350 to 500 ; superinten-
dent of copying branch, 250 to 350 ; 9 clerks (lower divi-

sion), 95 to 250.

Mineral Statistic BrancJi^-l clerk, 300 ; 1 ditto, 250.

Inspectors o/ Factories, Fisheries, Explosives, and Burials-^-

4 lower division clerks, 95 to 250 ; 1 ditto, 80 to 200.

Messengers and office-keepers, for this as for all other de-

partments, do not come under the system of open competition,
but are appointed by nomination. They are required to be

British subjects under 40 years of age, and previous to en-

trance upon their duties are examined in

i. Beading,
ii. Writing from dictation.

iii. Elementary Arithmetic (the first four rules).

3. COLONIAL OFFICE, WHITEHALL.

Open Competition.

The Colonial Office, governed by the Secretary of State for

the Colonies, carries out the colonial policy of the country,

instructs and supervises governors of British dependencies,

and watches generally over the interests of the colonies. Age
of admission for clerks, 18 to 24 ; for messengers and porters,

21 to 35.

The establishment and salaries are as follow :

Four principal clerks, 900 to 1,000; 7 first-class clerks,

700 to 800 ; 11 second-class clerks, 250 to 600 ;
and

several special and lower division clerks.

In our next paper we shall describe the more elaborate

examinations required for the Foreign Office, a very important
nomination department.

In succeeding papers we shall give similar information re-

specting other principal offices, subordinate situations in con-
nection with the Post Office and Telegraph Establishments, and

specimens of examination papers.
It may save our readers some trouble if we inform them that

any application to the Commissioners, except in the manner we
have indicated would be fruitless, as they decline to advise

candidates a* to the course of reading, particular tutor*, or

places of education, or to give information aa to mlariat,

duties, course of promotion, pensions, etc.

EXERCISES IN EUCLID. I.

THE question is frequently ankcd, What is the utility of the geo-
metrical element in mathematical studies ? Without in any
way attempting to discuss its merit*, we content ourselves with

giving the only satisfactory answer which can be given, that

such studies are pursued, not for their result*, but for the intel-

lectual habits which they generate. The power to apprehend
and the power to convince are both strengthened ; the habit of

clear and consecutive reasoning is developed by the successive

stages through which the mind is conducted in the course of a

geometrical investigation. It is our purpose, therefore, to aid
our readers by giving them a series of exercises upon the various

propositions of Euclid, consisting principally of "
riders

"
which

may be deduced from them. Each article will take a certain

number of propositions, and the riders given will be deduced
from them without assuming any subsequent ones. At the con-

clusion of each article the ground to be covered by its successor
will be stated, and the enunciations given of those riders which
will bo proved, that the student may, if he so please, exercise

himself beforehand, by attempting their solution. It may be
mentioned here that the term "

rider
"

is applied to a deduction
from any proposition of Euclid because the deduction is borne

up or supported by the mathematical reasoning worked out in

the proposition, as a horseman, or rider, is supported or carried

by the horse that he bestrides ; or, in other words, that the pro-

position carries the deduction on top of it, as it were, pretty
much as the horse carries its rider. This explanation of a term
which is familiar enough to any Cambridge man, may be neces-

sary for the information of many of our self-taught students who
now meet with the apparently singular but decidedly appropriate
expression for the first time.

We assume a knowledge of definitions, axioms, and postulate*.

Definitions are the explanations of terms to be used in the
course of investigation ; axioms are statements of things obvious
to common sense ; postulates are statements of things requisite,
without which the investigation cannot be carried on. All those

requisite for the first book are given at the commencement of

any ordinary edition of Euclid's Elements, a book which, we
presume, is in the possession of all who intend to follow us in

these exercises. Those who have not yet provided themselves
with a copy may obtain a useful edition issued by the

publishers of the POPULAR EDUCATOR.*
It will be seen that some of the propositions are headed

"
Problem," some " Theorem." Strictly speaking, a " theorem

"

is the proof of a geometrical fact ; a "
problem

"
is the solution

of some geometrical difficulty, or a method of executing some

geometrical device which mayaid us in the solution of "theorems."
The riders which we shall give will be some "

problems," some
" theorems." In either case the method of solution may be
thus indicated. We have certain given facts, and a certain end
to be deduced from them. Taking first the facts, endeavour to

argue from them towards the required end. Then, assuming
the required end to be accomplished, endeavour to argue back
from it to the original facts ; and if some common ground can
be found in which these processes meet in one, the problem is

solved or the theorem is proved. Thus, if we were endeavouring to

argue out for ourselves Prop. I., Book I., we have given a straight
line A B, and have to find a point c, such that c A, c B, and A B shall

be all equal. Assuming this accomplished, we see that A is the

centre of a circle passing through B and c ; and B is the centre of

a circle passing through A and c. Thence our method is obvious.

Let us apply this method to the following proposition :

PROPOSITION I. If in the fhure of Euclid I. 1 (Fig. 1), the

circles cut again in F, and the lino c F cut A B in o ;

Then A o = o B ; (/3)

Angle A c o = angle B c o ; (a)

And angles A a c, B a c are right angles. (7)

Join A F, B F ; then A c, A F are equal, being radii of the same

circle (Def. 15). And for the same reason B c. B F are equal.

* Cassell's Euclid : beintf the First Six Books, with the Eleventh

and Twelfth of EUCLID, edited by Prof. Wallace, M. A. Cloth limp, Is.

CasselVs Sixpenny Euclid (Books I. to IV.), paper 6d. ; cloth, 9d.
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But A c = B c ; and by Axiom 1 things which are equal to the
same thing are equal to one another. Therefore A c, A F, B c,
B F are all equal. Then, in the two triangles A c F, B c F, since
A c = c B, and c F is common, also base A F = base F B, there-

fore, by Euclid I. 4, the angle A c F = the angle B c F.

Hence the angle A c B is bi-

sected by the line c F. (a)

Again, in the two triangles A c G,
B c G, because side A c= side c B, and
side c G is common, also included

angle A c G has just been proved
equal to included angle B c G, there-

fore, by Euclid I. 8,

Base A G = base G B. (0)

Again, in the two triangles AGO, B G c, because side A G = side

G B, and side G c is common ; also base A c = base c B ; there-

fore, by Euclid 1. 4, included angle A G c = included angle B G c.

But these are adjacent angles which the straight line c G makes

by standing on the straight line AB. Therefore, by Def. 10,

each of them is a right angle. (7)

This gives us at once the results of Props. IX., X., XI., and
XII. of Book I.

PROPOSITION II. In the figure of Euclid I. 2 (Fig. 2), required

to draw from D a straight line D M N, cutting the circles in M and

N, such that M N, the part intercepted between them, may be

equa.l to A L or B c.

Suppose D M N to bo thus drawn, then r> N, r> L, being radii

of the same circle, will be equal ;

but MN, by the supposition, is

equal to A L ; and, by Axiom 3,

if equals be taken from equals
the remainders are equal. There-

fore, if M N, A L be taken from
D N, D L, the remainders D M,
D A will be equal. Hence, if

from D, as centre, we describe

a circle, with D A as radius, cut-

ting the small circle in M and

joining D M, produce it to meet
the large circle in N, D M N will

be the line required ; for, since

D A, D M are radii of the same

circle, DA = D M (Def. 15) ; and,
since D L, D N are radii of the

same circle, D L= D N. Therefore,

by Axiom 3, if D A, D M are taken from D L and D N, the re-

mainders A L, M N will be equal ; that is, the part of D N inter-

cepted between the circles will be equal to A L, and therefore

equal also to B c. Q. E. F.

Corollary. It is obvious that there will be certain limits

beyond which the problem will be impossible. This will be the

case when the circle described with centre D and radius D A
does not cut the smaller circle. When it touches the smaller

circle, there will be only one possible position for r> M N, that of

passing through the point of contact. When it cuts there will

be two positions, as indicated in the figure by the dotted line.

PROPOSITION III. On a given base AB (Fig. 3), to describe an
isosceles triangle

ABC, such that

each of the sides

A c, B c may be
four times the

base A B.

Produce A B
both ways indefi-

nitely to E and F,

and from B E, the

greater in the side

remote from A, cut

off B G equal to

three times B A (I. 3), and from A F on the side remote from
B cut off A H equal to three times A B (I. 3), then A a will be

equal to four times A B, and B H will be equal to four times B A.

From centre B, at distance B H, describe a circle (Post. 3), and
from centre A, at distance A G, describe another circle, and let

these two circles cut in c. Join A c, B c, then ABC shall be the

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

triangle required. For since A c, A G are radii of the same circle,
A c= A G ; but A G = 4 A B, therefore A c = 4 A B. Similarly= BH=4AB; therefore A c = B c, and the triangle ABO
is isosceles, and each of its sides equal to four times the base.

Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION TV. If ABC (Fig. 4) be an isosceles triangle,
vertex A, and two points H, K be taken in the sides A B, A c, such
that A H = A K, and if B K, c H meet in F, then A F bisects the

angle BAG.
For in the triangles c A H, B A K, since A c = A B, and

A H = A K, also the included angle c A B is common to the two
triangles, therefore the base B K is equal to the base c H (I. 8).

Again, in the triangles A c H, A B K, because A c is equal to A B and
C H to B K, and also the
base A H to the base A E,
therefore the included angle
A c H is equal to the included

angle A B K (I. 4). But the

whole angle A c B = whole
A B c (I. 5), and, by Axiom 3,

if equals be taken from

equals the remainders are

equal ; therefore if A c H,
A B K be taken from A c B,

ABC, the remainders F c B,
F B c will be equal, and consequently the side F c = side

FB (I. 6). Then, in the two triangles CAF, BAF, because
A c A B and A F is common, also base F c base F B, there-

fore also included angle F A c is equal to included angle FAB,
that is, A F bisects the angle BAG. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION V. If A, B (Fig. 5) be two points on opposite sides

of a line c D, required to find in c D a point E, such that the

angle A E c may equal the angle EEC.
By means of Prop. I. wo may draw A F perpendicular to c D.

Produce AF to G (Post. 2), and make F G FA (I. 3). Join

G B, and produce it to cut c D in E, then E is the point required.
Join A E. Then, since A F F G, and F E is common to the

two triangles A F E, G F E, also the

included right angle A F E is equal
to the included right angle G F E,

therefore the base A E is equal to

the base G E (I. 4). Again, because
A E = E G, and F E is common, also

base A F= base F G, therefore in- C

eluded angle A E F - included angle
G E F (I. 8), therefore c D bisects the

angle A EB. Q. E. F.

In the present paper we have
used Book I. 1 8. In our next

paper we shall use Book I. 1 16,

and give solutions of the following

propositions :

PROPOSITION VI. In the figure of Euc. I. 5, if G o at right

angles to A G cut A H produced in o, H being the intersection

of B G, F c, then o F shall be perpendicular to A F.

PROPOSITION VII. If A c, the side of an isosceles triangle

A B c, be bisected in D, and B D produced to E, so that D E=
r> B, then if A E be joined, the angle A E D shall be equal to the

angle DEC.
PROPOSITION VIII. If A B be two points on the same side

of a given line c D, find in c D a point E, such that the angle
AEG may be equal to the angle BED.
PROPOSITION IX. Giventwo straightlinesA B,A c, intersecting

in A, and another straight line D of limited length : required to

form a right-angled triangle of which the base shall coincide

with A c, one side shall coincide with A B, and the other side be

equal to D.

PROPOSITION X. In an isosceles triangle A B c, if A L be

drawn from vertex A perpendicular to the base B c, and if A L

be produced to M so that L M = L A, then shall B L be equal to

BA.
PROPOSITION XI. If in any triangle the sides A B, A c be

bisected in L,M, and L o, M o be drawn at right angles to A B, A c,

meeting in o, then o N, drawn perpendicular to B c, will bisect

BC.
PROPOSITION XII. In the figure of Eno. I. 9, if with centre

A and radius A F, a circle be described cutting A B, A C in I. M.

then shall E L be equal to B H.

Fig. 5.
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NCI.ISII LITERATURE I.

BODUOTXO
Tut. literature of Kn^lond is a collection of works of art, each

ulu.h may In- tmlied separately, for the sake oi

lividu. oe, without regard to its connection with the

. tlio circumstance* of its production. Such a study \\ill

. tin' tiisti' and judgment, and give pleasure in proportion
to tlio capacity of tho student; and it requires only diligence in

reading, and sufficient discernment to appreciate what is read.

Ml that a teacher can do to assist it, is to point out what aro

the works best worthy of study, and to call attention to some of

their more prominent beauties. This service wo hope to render
to such students in tho course of the following lessons, so far as
. >ur *paee permits US.

Jtut those who would gn the full benefit of the study of

English literature must regard it from a wider point of view.

The literature of a country is one of tho most instructive parts
of its history. Every thoughtful student of history seeks to

know not only what men have done, but what they have thought
and felt. He seeks to know not merely the great external

events of the period ho is studying the wars, tho revolutions,
the religious controversies, the social struggles but also the
motives which influenced men, tho extent of their know-

ledge, their standard of right and wrong, their likes and dis-

likes : in short, he wishes to know not men's acts only, but men ;

and for this he must look chiefly to the literature they have left

behind them. Every student of English literature, then, ought
to endeavour, in all that ho reads, to read not only beautiful

poetry or eloquent prose, but history as well.

It is not merely that he will find historical facts embedded in

what he reads, which ho might not meet with elsewhere, though
this is true. He will also find such facts related often by eye-
witnesses, and therefore with all that freshness and vividness of

description which stimulates the imagination and impresses the

memory. He will, moreover, be able to observe for himself, and
at first hand, what effect was produced upon men's minds at the
time by tho great events of history with which ho is familiar.

All these things are of importance. But the connection be-
tween national history and a national literature lies much deeper
still ; and it is of the utmost importance that every student of
literature should at the outset clearly realise it. Every one must
observe that literature in England has not been like a river

flowing on in a steady and unbroken course ; but has ebbed and
flowed like the tide, though without tho regularity of tho tide.

In the days of Edward III., at tho close of the fourteenth

century, there was produced a great mass of literature, of which
Chaucer's poems are tho most important examples. For a
century afterwards there is almost a total blank. Then began
gradually the revival, which culminated in the days of Elizabeth
and James I. in an amount of literary life such as has never
been seen in England before or since- -the age of Shakespeare
and the great dramatists, of Spenser and the countless con-

temporary poets. And tho same alternation of activity and
depression is to be seen throughout tho whole history of our
literature. But what it is important for the student to observe
is, that these changes are not isolated or meaningless events.

Literary activity is only one of the many forms in which an
increased mental energy exhibits itself, and a period fertile in

great books is sure to be a period fertile in great deeds and
great changes. Thus the age which produced the poetry of
Chaucer was the same in which the feudal organisation of

society was broken up, the same in which tho national spirit
and vigour of England displayed itself in tho French conquests
of Edward III., the victories of Cressy and Poitiers ; and the
same in which Wycliffe led the first great religious reforma-
tion in England, the first rebellion against the superstitions of
the dark ages and tho corruptions of the clergy. The century
of literary dearth that followed was a century of national de-

pression, in which the country was desolated by the Wars of
the Hoses. The Elizabethan era, so rich in literary genius,
was also the era of the revival of classical learning, of the

Reformation, of the Spanish wars and the defeat of the Armada,
of the voyages of Drake and the other great navigators, and
of the first colonisation of America.
But not only is tho amount of literary genius shown at different

times seen to be very different ; the character and spirit of tho
works produced varies not less, and this diversity is no less
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closely connected with the history of the times. Thai the i

exuberance of life and energy, seeking a vent for iUelf in eretj
direction, which in the days of Elizabeth and her soocenaor vent

English Bailors and adventurers about the world, discovering

strange land*, fighting half a> lawful warrion, half M pirate*
on the Spanish main, or colonising Virginia, is appar

all the Elizabethan dramatists, and above all in Shakespeare.
Their characteristics are activity of invention, freedom, and

variety. And the same patriotic pride and unity of "nfrVnnl

spirit which was shown when the Armada threatened our shores
is prominent in tho literature of tho period. It in the very key-
note of at least one of Shakespeare's plays,

"
Henry V." Bnt

Che next generation of Englishmen lived in a very different

world. England was no longer a.united nation. The king
Charles I. and his people have been alienated from one another,
the liberties of tho nation are at stake, the civil war ensue* ;

and the political contest is intensified and embittered by the

religious differences which are so closely connected with it. The
day is one in which every man is compelled to choose Ids ride in

a contest of surpassing importance ; and men do choose their

sides, and maintain them with rare earnestness and fidelity.
And how does this change of spirit in men show itself in litera-

ture ? The representative of tho literature of the age is MOton.

Milton in power of genius falls behind none of the Elizabethan

poets, except Shakespeare himself ; but in tone and spirit his

works stand in the strongest contrast to theirs. Seriousness
of spirit, earnestness of purpose, and an intense realisation of
tho presence of the unseen, are the characteristics of everything
ho has left us. Nor is the change less instructive in the next

generation. The Commonwealth was followed by the Restora-
tion. The cavalier party became in the ascendant. A natural
reaction against the austerity of puritanism, combined with tho
evil example of a licentious court, introduced a tone of morality
lower than anything that had ever been known in England be-

fore ; and this is immediately reproduced in the literature of the

day. Dryden and the series of comedians whom we shall have
to describe hereafter are its chief representatives ; and they
stand in the most marked contrast to the writers of the pre-
vious generation, in the entire absence of any seriousness or

earnestness of purpose, and in their low moral tone.

Nor is it only the changes and movements taking place
within our own country, which we may see thus faithfully re-

flected in the literature of each age. The study of literature

enlarges our view and enables us to watch the influence which
one nation has exercised upon another, either by means of its

living thinkers and writers, or by its older literature. Thus we
all read, as matter of history, that at the time of the first great
harvest of English literature, in the time of Edward HI.,
tho chief impulse to literary activity both in England and else-

where was derived from Italy ; for in Italy had but shortly
before been produced the great works of Dante, Boccaccio, and
Petrarch. But the extent of this influence can only be appre-
ciated by reading Chaucer's poems, and observing how he one
of the most original of poets is indebted for his stories, his

metres, and to a large extent his style, to his Italian models.
This our readers will see more fully when we come to treat of

Chaucer's poems in detail. In the same way we read, as matter
of history, of the great effect produced in England, as elsewhere,

during the Elizabethan era, by the revived knowledge of classical

literature, through study of the originals by the few, through the

medium of translations with the many. But there is no way in

which this influence can bo more fully realised than by observ-

ing how a man like Shakespeare, who had " small Latin and less

Greek," shows in his works that he was affected by it. Play
aft^r play, as " Julius Caesar

" and "
Antony and Cleopatra," is

taken from classical sources ; and in each he shows not only
that he can follow the narrative as he read it, probably in trans-

lation, but that he had largely entered into the spirit of the

time.

We have said enough to show that the student of English
literature has the opportunity of reading English history in the

fullest, best, and most reliable way, for he is enabled to get
a step nearer to the men with whose history he is dealing than
ho can do by any other method. Bnt the advantage of keeping
the connection between literature and history always in view is

not entirely on the side of history. We have said that the

various books which go to make up the total of English litera-

ture may be studied as isolated works of art, and may be so
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studied with both pleasure and profit. No man, for instance,

could read " Hamlet " without enjoyment, whether he knows

anything of Shakespeare and his times or not. But the pleasure
we receive and the benefit we derive from a great work is in

proportion as we understand the author's meaning ; and we
understand his meaning in proportion as we are able by an
effort of imagination to place ourselves in his position, to see

things as he saw them, and judge them as he judged them.

And we shall be able to do this to a very small extent indeed

if we are not fully acquainted with the circumstances under

which he wrote and the influences by which he was surrounded.

For all reasons, therefore, we would impress upon our readers

the importance, when reading any English author, of doing so

with as full a knowledge as >hey can obtain of his character, his

history, and his times.

But in order that English literature may be studied in the

manner and from the point of view which we advise, it is

necessary that the student, when he enters upon the study of

any work, should have the means of at once assigning to it

its proper place in the catalogue of literature. This he cannot

do without having the history of our literature, at least in its

broader features, mapped out in his mind, knowing the sequence
of the great writers, and their connection with one another,

and the characteristics of each literary period. Such a know-

ledge is the more easily attained, because our literature easily

and naturally divides itself into several well-marked periods,

corresponding very closely to the most important stages in our

political history. And the object of the following lessons will

be to enable students of English literature to acquire this know-

ledge, so necessary for a thoroughly useful system of reading,
as well as to direct their choice of books to read, and give
them such assistance as may be possible in understanding and

appreciating what they read.

In laying out the outline of a history of English literature,

the first thing to be determined is the point from which to date

its commencement. And as to this there is, wo think, little

room for hesitation. English literature, for the purposes of the

student, begins with the age of Chaucer, the latter half of the

fourteenth century, the reign of Edward III. Before that

time there had been many works written in England, and in

different languages, but it could not be said that there was any
literature addressing itself to the whole people of England; or

written in a language which was that of the whole people.
The population of England, as our readers are well aware, had

been recruited from many sources. The oldest inhabitants of the

island of whom history gives us any account were of Celtic blood,
akin to the Celts of Ireland and the Highlanders of Scotland, but

much more nearly akin to those now of Wales and Cornwall. They
fell under the yoke of the Roman empire, and for five hundred

years Roman institutions and Roman civilisation prevailed in the

country. The Romans abandoned their occupation of Britain

in the middle of the fifth century, but they did not leave the

Britons to the enjoyment of peace or security. Immediately
after, if not before, the departure of the Romaois a dangerous
friend, soon to become a formidable enemy, had appeared on the

coasts of Britain. The Saxons, a people from the banks of the

Elbe and the shores of the German Ocean, had commenced their

long series of invasions. The history of the struggle between the

Saxons and the Britons is lost in obscurity, but it ended in the

complete subjugation of Britain under the Saxon dominion ; and
some form of their language a language of the German stock,
and the parent of our modern English has ever since been the

language of the great bulk of the inhabitants of this island. The
Danes were the next invaders ; but though they established their

dominion for long, and although their tongue no doubt materially
modified the dialect of those parts of England with which they
had most to do, the language of the country remained sub-

stantially unchanged ; and it may be said that at the date of

the Norman conquest, with the exception of the Celtic-speaking

districts, which we need not here consider, the language of

England was one, and that was Anglo-Saxon.
But the Norman conquest brought a great change. The

Normans, or Northmen, who invaded and conquered England
under William of Normandy, were a Scandinavian race, nearly
akin to the Danes ; but during their long abode in the province
of Normandy they had abandoned their original tongue, and

adopted the French language, the language of those they had

vanquished ; and French was the language which they carried

with them into England. From this time onward there were
two spoken languages in England, the Norman-French of the
court and the feudal castles, and the Saxon of the mass of the

people. Each of these languages had its writers, books intended
for the nobles being written for the most part in French, those
intended for the people in Saxon. But there was also a third
kind of literature in this country. In the monasteries, which
were scattered over all parts of the country, chroniclers and
religious writers used Latin as their literary tongue.
We have spoken of the Saxon tongue as the parent of our

modern English, and we have just spoken of the Saxon litera-

ture which preceded the period at which the history of English
literature properly begins. And it may therefore be asked why
we arbitrarily select a particular point of time after which we
say the literature was English, while what went before was not ?

In answer to this, we say that we do not draw the line at the

point at which we have drawn it on the ground of any sudden
or marked change in the language, though the language did

undergo much modification at the very period in question;
but for the reason we have given above, that the Saxon or

English literature before Chaucer's day was not the literature

of the whole English nation, but of the English-speaking
portion of the nation : in his time it became that of the
nation. The changes by which the language of the first Saxon
invaders has in the course of centuries been transformed into
the English of our day have been very gradual ; and there is

no one point of time at which it can be said that Anglo-Saxon
became English. But in order to the better understanding of

what we shall have to say in future lessons, it is well that our
readers should be acquainted with the several stages into which
the progress of the language is divided by most modern scholars.

It must be remembered, however, that these divisions are not

always very clearly marked, and are not given in quite the same

way by all the authorities. The language is said to be Anglo-
Saxon down to the middle of the twelfth century. The name of

Semi-Saxon is given to it for the next hundred years, down to

the middle of the thirteenth century. From that time until the

latter end of the fourteenth century it is called Old English.
Then the name of Middle English is applied to the English in

use down to the reign of Elizabeth. And after that period the

language is said to be Modern English.
In our next lesson we shall give a brief account of the re-

mains which have come down to us of those various forms of

literature Saxon, French, and Latin previous to the date at

which we commence the history of English literature proper.
But by the days of Edward III. the English language had

completely supplanted, while it partly absorbed, the French of

the Norman nobles, and had become the language of the whole
nation. And that period, the age of Chaucer, is our first period
in the history of English literature.

The second period extends from the death of Chaucer over a

space of about a hundred years, down to the time of the first

revival of literary energy under the Tudor sovereigns.

The third period extends from the first revival of literature,

at the period we have mentioned, through the reigns of Elizabeth

and James I., and includes within it the most brilliant

portion of our literary history.
The fourth period is that which includes the reign of Charles I.,

the Civil War, and the Commonwealth.
The fifth period is that of the Restoration, beginning with that

event, and extending down to the Revolution of 1688.

The sixth period extends from the Revolution, through the reign

of Queen Anne and the earlier portion of those of the Georges,

and includes what has been habitually called the Augustan

age of English literature, or the age of the correct school.

The seventh period is that which is intermediate between

the last-mentioned and the great revival of romantic literature

at the end of the eighteenth century.

The eighth period is that of the revival of the romantic

school of literature, which began in the reign of George III.,

under the impulse of the same intellectual movement which

immediately preceded the great French Revolution, the period

to which belong Scott, Byron, and Shelley, and which may be

said scarcely yet to have come to an end.

In the following course of lessons we shall treat of these

periods in order, and of the principal writers belonging to each

of them, examining as fully as we can the most important works

of these writers.



LESSONS IN GBEEK.

LESSONS EN GREEK. XXIV
TIIK sriisTANTIVK VKKB <i/u, lam (continual).

!o the p'li.

ia lesson, tho verb may !. n-wir :

total comprising a number of ideas, or representing a number of

facts. This n nplified in Atiirw, I leave, and XiHpOtirjTTjf,

tlu-tj twu might li
'

: time

Ptrson. Xumtor. Ttnie. Hood. Vote).

Aowa', First. Singular. Present. Indicative. Active.

Xfi<f>0itjT7)', Third. Dual. Aorist, 1st. Optative. Passive.

From this instance it may be seen that tho Greek verb varies,

or is modified in person, in number, in tense, in mood, and in

Accordingly, it is the business of the learner to become

familiar with the verb in all these its modifications, BO as to at

fry form ho may moot with in reading, and bo

.it first night to assign its meaning. It will be necessary

to go through these modifications in detail.

Hi -fore we proceed to the general conjugation of the Greek

verbs, we must present a peculiar form, namely, that of the

substantive verb, or verb of existence, fivai, to be.

CONJUGATION OP THE VERB tiui, I am.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
PRESENT. IMPERFECT. FUTURE.

,S'i/i</. 1. 1 ipi, I am. TJX, I was. f<ro/j.ai, I shall be.

2. ti or fu, thou art. TJS, thou wast. f<ry, thou shall be.

3. tffrt, he is. TJ or i\v, he was. tffrrai or fffrat, he

shall be.

Dual.l. fcrofAfOov, we two
shall be.

2.rrov,youtwoare.nrrivOTriffrnv,]foUffffffdoi', you two

two were. shall be.

3.tffrov,theytwoare.rirnvorr)ffrr)v,theyfff(rOov, they two

two were. shall be.

1'ln. 1. tffjttv, we are. "nfiff, we were. (ffo/j.tOa,weshallbe.

2. rr, you, are. TJTS or rj<rr, you t<rr()e,you shall be.

were.

3. tiffi, they are. t\aa.v, they were. t<rovrcu,they shallbe

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
PRESENT.

Sing. 1. to, I may be.

2. ys, thou mayst be.

3. 77, he may be.

Dual. 2. TJTOJ/, you two may be.

3. rrrov, they two may be.

Pin. 1. ufj.ev, we may be.

2. ijTf, you may be.

3. OHM, they may be.

OPTATIVE HOOD.
PEESENT.

Sing. 1. finv, I might be.

2. tit?*, thou mightst be.

3. tTj, he might be.

Dual.l.

2. tirjTTji/, you (100 might be.

3. f ITJTTJC, they two might be.

Plu. 1. tnifj.fv, we might be.

2. i7)Tf, you, mi'i

3. tinffav, they might be.

FUTURE.

, I might have been. *

tcroio, thou mightst have been.

KTOITO, he might luive been,

to-oifjitdov, we two might have
been. [been.

tffoio-6i)v, you two might have

fffot<T0iiv,they two might have
been.

(ffoifitda, ie might have been.

fffoia-Qt, you might have been.

<rotvTo, they might have been.

IMPERATIVE MOOD.
PRESENT.

Sing. 2. urOi, be thou.

3. <rra>, let him be.

Dual. 2. tffrov, be ye two.

ii. fffrw, let them two be.

Plu. 2. fffrf, be ye.

3. (orrvffcur or fffruv, let them be.

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present, tivau, to be. Future, <ro-0ai, to be about to be.

It should be observed that the English triveu here is only approxi-
mate, as tho tense is in fact not used in this mood m independent
sentences, but as the oratio oblique of the future indicative. Thus
wit answers to ten, and mono to t<mu.

I'AKTI' II'I.l*.

Nom. (Jen.

Masc. uv, orrot, being.

Fern, ouira, OIHTTJI.

Neut. ot>, orroi.

-oo, about to It,

-tit.

-ov.

Let it be premised that the significations given in the para-

digms, or examples of conjugation, are sometimes only approxi-

mately correct ; for the exact meaning, the student most wait

until he is familiar with the details of syntax and other detail*

which will follow.

The verb whose forms are given above belongs, it will be

seen, to the class of the verbs in pt. There is another verb,

spelt in the same way, but distinguished from it by its accent,

which will bo given in its place under the verbs in fit namely,

dfjii, I will go ; tifil, I am.
The second person of the present, ti,w more used than .

In tho imperfect, the second person, TJJ, often becomes 770-00, by
the addition of a suffix, 0o, added for euphony. The third per-

son is f\v more frequently than ij.

Instances are found, particularly in the first person singular

and the third person plural, of another imperfect, which resem-

bles the imperfect of the middle voice.

Singular, TJ/ITJJ/, ijffo, TJTO. Plural, r;/xtda, 7)<rfl, TJTO.

A middle imperative form is also found in the second person

singular, namely, ro, be thou.

The entire present subjunctive namely, at, ys, y, etc. sup-

plies terminations to all the verbs in to. The second and third

person singular have the iota subscript, as seen above.

The optative forms, tir^v, fins, tin, lend their terminations,

ITJJ>, etc., to the optative of the verbs in /zi. For the form tirifuv,

eifj.(i> is used ; and for *ii\aa.v, titv is much more common.
The future, in all its moods, is a middle form ; its termina-

tion, copal, ia that of all the middle verbs in the future. The

original forms were

(ffffai, tfffrau.

In effeffat tho second a was elided, and the word became fvtcu.

The <x was contracted into TJ, the t was written under, and thus

6077 arose.

This observation extends to all the second persons in rj of

the middle and passive verbs. Ecrrai, a contracted form of

fffcrai, is more common than tertroi. In the optative, roo

stands for eeroi<ro.

The participle roft.fi>os (the Latin fwturus) is declined Kke

ayaOos, aya-dy, ayadov.
Tho substantive verb lacks the perfect, the pluperfect, and

tho aorist ; these tenses are supplied from yiyvonai, I become.

The stem of the verb ia , as found in (ff^tv, fffopcu, etc.

The present participle is declined thus :

SINGULAR. PLURAL.

Masc. Fern. Acict. Jitux. Fein. Neut.

Nom. uvt ovara, ov. orris, ovffsu, oirra.

Gen. oirros, ou<rr)s, OITOJ. ovrwv, ovfftav, ovrtav.

Dat. OI/TI, ouari, ovri. ovai, ovaais, ovffi.

Ace. ovra, ovffav, ov. oyros, oixra*, otna.

So decline the participles in -<av of all the verbs.

By the aid of prepositions various compounds of tifu are

formed, and these compounds are conjugated like their primi-
tive ; as irap-ftm (adauin), I am present ; aae-tifii (absum), / am
absent ; /^T-I/UI (intersum), I am among ; ow-tyxt (una sum), /

am with; trpoff-tim (insum, acoedo), I am near, I approach;

7rp.-i/ut (supersum, superior sum), I survive, I am superior; and
others. The preposition remains invariable; only the verb

undergoes the conjugational changes.
The verb jui is instructive in regard to the original personal

endings. These personal endings in CI/LU are hero marked off by
a hyphen, thus ft-pi.

Singular. Dtuil. Plurot

1. fi-pi *-M.rr.

2. ff-<Tl((i) (ff-TOV (0-1 f.

3. tff-n(v) tff-rov ti-<ri(v).

The terminations of the three persona of the singular are pro-

perly appended pronouns ; thus >n is found in /if, <rt (contracted
into ) is found in <rt, and TI in tho stem of the article TO.

Accordingly, in their original form, these were
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THE
ACTIVE.

Principal Tenses.

8ing.
2.

3.

Dual. 1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

3.

-All.

-ffi.

-Tl.

Historical T-

-v.

-*.

TERMINATIONS.
MIDDLE.

Principal T. Historical T.

-/wu. -A"?"-

-TOI. -ro.

-JUC00C.

PZu. /J.V.

re.

-TJJ'TOl.

By studying these terminations now, and by reverting to

them afterwards, the student will be materially assisted ; but

he must make himself thoroughly master of all the paradigms
before he attempts to set a step in advance.

VOCABULARY.

befit, suit, agree
]

sent active, to be-

with. The infini- i hold ; ttmv 6pa.v,

tive is in the text literally, it is to

used as a noun,
and may be ren-

dered in harmony.

po, -os, rj, a mar-
ket.

Airopos, -a, -or, im-

passable ; TO

orropa, straits, ex-

tremities. Ob-
serve that ttpctt,

with the preposi-
tion tin,signifies to

be in the power of.

Apiffrov, -ov, TO,
Breakfast ; fifj.tv

apiffTov <TTI, we
have breakfast.

Eivai,with a dative

of the person, has

the force of to

have; the pronoun
must be put in

the dative, the

person being pre-

served : thus tan

pot is I have ; trn

ffoi, thou hast, etc.

'Apfj.oTreti', to fit,

yousee, that

may see.

Upiauai, I purchase ;

irpiaffOai, infini-

tive present mid-

dle, to purchase;
OVK 7JV TTptGLffuCtl,

literally, was not

to purchase, that

is, could not be

purchased.

Suy/coAfeo, I call to-

gether, convoke ;

6 ffvyKa\<av, con-

vener.

Tots, -ftos, T), a rank
or file of soldiers.

$epo>, I bear.

QuTfia, -os, TJ, plant-

ing, care.

'fipa, -os, ij, an hour

(Latin,7iora),time.

agricultural ;

hence the name
Qeorgics, given to

Virgil's didactic

poem on agricul-
ture.

Ai/u>, I go down,
enter ; irpo OUVTOS

;\J<N/, before sun-

set.

EmAeiirai, I leave,

lack ; ftrt\tTre , se-

cond aorist active,

failed.

0eA.cc, I desire, I will.

Nt/coco, I conquer.

'Opaco, I see, behold ;

0paj/,infimtive pre-

EXERCISE 72. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. 'H TO|IS f\v eKaTov avopes. 2. Hi> TTJS clpas u.iKpov vpo SVVTOS

rj\iov. 3. Of VOV.QI fapicu fiffi Ttav au.apTta\tav. 4. TOUTOIS 6a.va.ros

tffTiv i) wa- 5. 'O ffiros tire\fiff, /cat irptaffOai OVK rjv. 6. Fo'Tiy

6pav TO opos. 7. 'H Ayr)ffi\aov aptrr] irapaSfj^/xa nv. 8. 'Hv.iv

apiffrov OVK tffTiv. 9. E-yeo fffou.ai 6 <rvyKa\a>v. 10. OUTOS effTiv &

VIKO>V, 11. Eyco fj-ia.
TOVTUV etfj.1. 12. Bafft\<us vov.iei vu.a.s O.VTOV

fivat. 13. EcrTii' ovv TTJS yewpyiKris Tex*''? 5 V r<av SfvSpcev <pvTeia.

14. EffTtv OUTOIS ayopa. 15. E^ TOJS oirop-'is rffifv. 16. 'O Kupos
tv rovrois i\v. 17. Eir( trot tcrTot rovra 18. Ou /uiKpoc ayadov
TCO apu.oTTfiv irpoffeffTiv. 19. Tr? /3ia irpaffiffiv t-)(Qpai KOI KivSvvoi.

20. TTJ eiriu.f\fia. iffpifivai TU>V <pt\cav 6e\o>. 21. Uapr/v A.yf(n\aos

5ci?po (btpuv. 22. Kvpy iropTjcroj' CK Tl\oirovvriffov I'Tjes.

EXERCISE 73. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. This is in my power. 2. The laws are in your power. 3.

It is in your power (that is, it depends on you) to purchase corn.

4. It was in the power of the enemies to be present. 5. It is

in the power of good boys to excel. 6. It will be in my power
to approach the city. 7. Punishments belong (Trpoo-eivoi) to sin-

ners. 8. Thy care of thy friends is an example to all. 9. The

ships have come to the king.

MECHANICS. XVII.
STATICAL FORCES.

WE must now look at two propositions which are often very

useful, and we shall then be able to trace the application of

what has been said to a few common cases.

When a body is kept at rejt by the action of any number of

forces uDon it, if we resolve these forces along any two directions

at right angles to one another, their resolved parts in each direc-

tion must neutralise each other. If they did not, some motion

must ensue. In a similar way we can often find whether any

number of forces will produce equilibrium, and if not, what their
resultant will be. This mode of solving the question is some-
times more convenient than the polygon of forces.

Suppose three forces, represented by A B, A c, and A D (Fig. 84),
act on A. Fix on any two lines E F and G H at right angles to
one another, and both passing through A. From B, C, and D
drop perpendiculars on E F and G H. This may be done with a

square. Now A B is the diagonal of the parallelogram K A N B,
and thus is the resultant of two forces which are represented by
A N and A K. We may therefore resolve it into those two, and,

rig. 84.

instead of A B acting on A, we shall have the two forces A N

acting along E F, and A K acting along H G.

In the same way resolve A c and A D into A L and A M, and
A o and A P respectively.
We have thus resolved all our forces into others acting in

the directions we fixed upon. Three of these, AN, AM, and
A o, act along E F ;

and if A N equals the sum of the other two,
these will cancel one another, and so of the forces along G H.

If there are any residues in either case we mark off distances

from A to represent them, and complete the parallelogram, the

diagonal of which will be the resultant.

The other proposition is as follows : If a body be kept at

rest by the action of three forces, their lines of action must,
unless the forces be parallel, pass through one point. For if not,

since two of them pass through the point in which they meet

(and they must meet, not being parallel), the body will turn till

this point comes into the line of action of the third. If in Fig.

85 two of the forces act through B, and the third through A in

the direction A c, the body will evidently turn till B, A, and c are

in one straight line. The cases when the forces are parallel

have all been considered except the one when equal and parallel

forces act in opposite directions, and we have what is termed a

couple. Let A c and B D represent two such forces. In any
other case, if forces act on a body, a single resultant can be

found, but here no one force that can be applied will produce

equilibrium. The motion, however, which these forces tend to

produce, is not one of progression

through space, but merely one of

rotation round a point midway
between A and B. This tendency
to rotation increases with the

distance A B, and is clearly

equal to the sum of the forces

multiplied by half that distance.
Fig. 85.

The only way to overcome these forces is to introduce another

couple having an equal tendency to turn the body in the con-

trary direction.
EXAMPLES.

1. A lever of the first kind, 8 feet long, weighs 10 pounds. What

weight will a power of 10 pounds raise, the fulcrum being 15 inches

from the end?

2. In the first system of pulleys there are four blocks, each weighing

2 pounds. If one-fifth of the power be lost by friction, what weight

will 15 pounds support ?

3. If friction be reckoned at 9 pounds per ton, what power will be

required to draw a train weighing 20 tons up an incline of I in 100 ?

4. What strain must a horse poll with, to draw a load of 27 cwt.

up an incline of 1 foot in 70, the co-efficient of friction being fa ?

*
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the co-fflcint of friction be &, and tho strain on a ropo

>nt wove* a carriage bo BO pounds, what U the weight of tlio

liors* baa to exert a strain of 110 pouu<ln to pull a wagou
i,' 1J tons. Wh.it is tin? co-efflclcut of friction?

ILLUSTRATIONS OP PBECKDIN.. |-|:IN< I I'LBB.

Live nowto trace the practical application of UK; pdbMJplN
l.ii.l down, and the best way of doing thin in to take

:MH,..II in i.i!:. 'PS and oarefolly examine thorn, and we
Khali HCO that the same rules will apply to other and more com-

A Wavy box ia resting on a four-logged table. What are the

forces that act on it, and what on the table ? On tho box there

are only two its own weight acting downwards, and tho upward
ru of tho table, exactly counterbalancing this weight. We

turn, then, to tho table, tho forces acting on which are not quite

!y determined. There are its own weight and the weight
of the box acting through their respective centres of gravity.
These are parallel forces, and, as we have seen, have a resultant

equal to their num. and acting at a point in tho line joining

them, so taken that their distances from it are in the inverse

proportion to their intensities. The other force which acts on

the table is the resistance of the floor on which it rests, which
resistance is transmitted upward through the four logs. If the

weight act at a point equally distant from these, each bears an

equal share; but if not, it is divided between them in tho inverse

proportion to their distances. To make this more clear, we will

suppose these distances to be 2, 6, 6, and 8 feet respectively. Find
the least common multiple of those numbers, that is, the least

number each will divide without any remainder. In this case

I . This wo divide successively by the distances, and obtain

tho quotients 12, 4, 4, and 3 ; and these numbers represent the

proportion in which tho weight is divided between the legs.

Now suppose the weight of tho table and box to be 207 pounds.
Since 12, 4, 4, and 3, added together make 23, tho log 2 feet off

supports 12 parts out of every 23, i.e.,
i of the weight, or 108

pounds. Those 6 feet off support 3,
or 36 pounds each ; and the

other sustains only 5̂ , or 27 pounds. A calculation of this sort ia

very frequently required to deter-

mine the relative strength the dif-

ferent parts of a building should
have.

We will take another cose. A
body, o (Fig. 86), rests on an in-

clined plane, the angle of which, A
c A B, is 30, and the co-efficient of

friction is \. What forces act on
o, what are their amount, and what
other force must be applied to keep
it in its place ? We will try and
solve these questions. As already
seen, three forces act on G its weight acting along a w, the resist-
ance of tho piano acting along o B, and the force of friction, which
is i of the weight and acts along F a. We found, when consider-

ing the inclined plane, that the power necessary to sustain a
must bear tho same proportion to its weight that B c does to A c.

This, then, is the first thing wo must find out, and we must
have a slight acquaintance with mathematics for this ; there is,

however, no difficulty in the matter. Produce c B to D, so as
to make B D the same length as B c, and join A D. Tho trianglesABC and A B D are exactly equal. For as B c is equal to B D,
and each is at right angles with A B, A B c would, if wo were to
turn it. over, exactly lie on A B D. AD is, then, equal to A c. Now
in any and every triangle the three interior angles are together
equal to 180, or two right angles, and in A B c we know that
the angle CA B is 30, and ABC, being a right angle, is 90;
therefore A c B must be 60, and A D B is equal to it, and there-
fore is also 60. The angle B A D ia likewise equal to B A c, and
as each is 30, the angle c A D is 60. We see thus that each of
tho angles of tho triangle c A D is 60, and therefore they are
equal to one another ; and, since the angles are equal, the sides
are also equal, for there is no reason why one should be greater
than another. The triangle is thus equilateral and equiangular.Wo havo nnw found out what \v wanted ; for, if B c be repre
sented in length by 1, c D will be 2 ; and A c is equal to c D
therefore it is also 2.. and the proportion BO bears to AC ia 1

Fig. 86.

to 2, or
J.

On an incline of 30, then, the power moat be half

the weight; but, iu :..n caws, friction sustains one-fourth, and
therefore a power must be applied, acting in tho direction o p,

and equal to one-fourth of the weight, in order to maintain

eijiiiliLrium.

Wo have now to solve the remainder of the question. We
know how much aw, or, and o P are ; but we want to know
what portion of the weight in borne by the plane, that is, what

proportion A B, which represent* the resistance of the plane,

beam to A c. To find thin, we need another very important

geometrical proposition, which you will find fully proved in

Lessons in Geometry, Problem XXX., Vol. I., page 337.

In every right-angled triangle tho square described on the

Bide opposite the right angle is equal to the sum of the squares
on tho sides containing it. If we represent the sides by numbers

expressing their lengths, the rule holds equally true. Suppose,
for example, we measure off from one of tho sides containing

the right angle a length of 4 inches, and from the other a length
of 3 inches, we shall find the line joining these two points ia

equal to 5 inches.

The square of 4 (which means 4 multiplied by itself) is 16,

and the square of 3 is 9. These added together moke 25, which
is the aquare of 5. The usual way of writing this is 4*4-3* = 5r.

In this way, if we know the length of any two aides of a right-

angled triangle, we can always calculate the third. Now in the

case we are examining, we know that the side A c is equal to 2

and the side B c to 1 ; but the square of A C is equal to the sum
of the squares A B and B c ; the square of A B must, therefore, be

equal to the difference between those of A c and B c. Now these

are 4 and 1 ; the square of A B is, then, equal to 3, and the length
of A B must be represented by the quantity which, multiplied by
itself, will make 3. This is called the square root of 3, and is

written \/3. By arithmetic we can easily find exactly what this

number is, but you can see that it is very nearly 1J. The pro-

portion, then, of A B to A c is If to 2, or 7 to 8, and the plane
sustains a pressure equal to about J of the weight. We have
thus discovered the magnitude of all the forces as required.

When, as in our last lesson, we have resolved all the force?

acting on a body along two lines at right angles, we can in thi-

way find the magnitude of tho resultant without the trouble

and possible inaccuracy of actual measurement. Suppose we
have a remainder of 12 pounds acting along one of the lines,

and one of 5 pounds along the other, the resultant will be equal
to V122 +~52

; that is, to the square root of 144 + 25, or 169,
which ia 13. In the same way we can solve many questions
frequently met with. Here is aa example. Two forces act on
a body; the resultant is 34 pounds, and one of the forces ia 16

pounds; what ia the other? We first find the square of 34,
which is 1,156 ; from this we take the square of 16, or 256,
and we have left 900. The square root of this ia 30, and this

accordingly is the intensity of the other force.

ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES IN MECHANICS.-XV.

1. A power of 201 pounds.
2. He must pull with a strain of ^ of a ton, or 89f pounds.
8. It would support a resistance of 616 pounds.
4. A force of nearly 10 pounds must be applied, the gain being

2x3} feet divided by J inch, which equals 301$.
5. The pressure will be 3,394$ pounds.
6. The difference between the threads ia Tf a of a foot. The gain is

therefore If x 2 x 3} x 110 or, 1,210.
JO y

7. 135 pounds. The gain is - or 270.
I

N.B. In the foregoing, friction was not taken into consideration.

CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. I.

Aa a suitable pendant to our " Lessons in French
" and " Bead-

ing in French," wo now bring under the notice of our readers a

valuable series of model business letters in English and French,

relating to the various transactions of commercial life.

Under each heading the student will first find a model letter

couched in language appropriate to the subject under considera-

tion in English. Immediately after is given, in every case, a
close but idiomatic translation of the English model letter into

French.
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It is unnecessary to do more than point out that any one who
has carefully studied the " Lessons in French," which have

already appeared in the POPULAR EDUCATOR, may soon become

an adept in French commercial correspondence by means of

these model letters of business. We would recommend the

learner first to copy the English form without looking at the

French translation below; then endeavour, by aid of his dic-

tionary and grammar, to translate the English form thus copied
out into French ; and, lastly, compare his work with the French

model that follows the English form, and correct his translation

by its aid. He should also practise himself in translating each

French model into English, afterwards correcting his translation

by the English forms.

1. CIRCULAR ON THE RETIREMENT OF A PARTNER IN A FIRM.

Amsterdam, August 16, 1882.

Messrs. Legrand & Co., London.

Gentlemen, We take the liberty of informing you that our

Mr. Jean Vein Steen will, in conformity with a long-expressed

desire, retire from this date from our firm.

Though we regret being deprived of his active co-operation
and long experience, the fact of his retirement will not interfere

with the conduct of our business.

We are, Gentlemen, your obedient servants,
J. & B. VAN STEEN.

Amsterdam, le 16 Aout, 1882.

Messieurs Legrand & Cie
,
a Londres.

Messieurs, Nous prenons la liberte de vous faire part que
notre sieur Jean Van Steen, desirant quitter.lea affaires, se retire

a dater de ce jour de notre maison.

Sa retraite, quoique nous laissant le vif regret d'etre prives

de sa co-operation active et de son experience, ne changera rien

dans la marche de nos affaires.

Nous avons 1'honneur, Messieurs, de vous saluer,

J. & B. VAN STEEN.

2. CIRCULAR ANNOUNCING- THE ESTABLISHMENT OF A
NEW HOUSE OF BUSINESS.

, ., j ~ ,, .,, London, August 15, 1882.
Messrs. Petit & Co., Marseilles.

Gentlemen, We have the honour to inform you that we have

this day established a house of business under the firm of

Masters & Johnstone.

We are in hopes that ample capital, our joint experience, and

acquaintance with business matters, will enable us to give satis-

faction to all who may honour us with their confidence.

Begging you to take note of our respective signatures, we
refer you to the undermentioned firms,

And have the honour to be, Gentlemen,
Your very obedient servants,

FRED. MASTERS.
ANDREW JOHNSTONE.

Fred. Masters will sign : MASTERS & JOHNSTONS.
Andrew Johnstone will sign : MASTERS & JOHNSTONE.

References permitted to

Messrs. H. Bake, London.

Changarnier, Lyons.
Lilienskin, St. Petersburg.

Mackay, Glasgow.
Londres, le 15 Aout, 1882.

Messieurs Petit & Cie
,
a Marseille.

Messieurs, Nous avons 1'honneur de vous prevenir que nous

venons d'etablir une maison de commerce sous la raison sociale

Masters et Johnstone.

Nous nous flattens que des capitaux suffisants, 1'experience et

la connaissance des affaires, nous mettront a meme de satisfaire

tons ceux qui voudront bien nous honorer de leur confiance.

En vous priant de prendre note de nos signatures respectives,

nous nous referons aux maisons ci-dessous, et avons 1'honneur

d'etre, avec une parfaite consideration, vostres-humbles serviteurs,

FRED. MASTERS.
ANDREW JOHNSTONE.

Fred. Masters signera : MASTERS & JOHNSTONS.
Andrew Johnstone signera : MASTERS & JOHNSTONE.

References :

Messieurs H. Bake, Londres.

Changarnier, Lyon.
Lilienskin, St. Petersbourg.

Mackay, Glasgow.

3. CIRCULAR NOTIFYING THAT,A BUSINESS HAS CHANGED
HANDS.

Messrs. Roger & Co., Brussels. Bremen, August 17, 1882.

Gentlemen, -The natural infirmities incident to old age have
constrained me to retire from business, which in future will be
conducted by my two sons in their name.
While making known to you this change, I beg you will con-

;inue your correspondence with them, and take note of their

respective signatures.
I have the honour to remain, Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servant,
FRANZ METER.

Mr. Louis Meyer will sign : MEYER BROS.
Karl Meyer will sign : MEYER BROS.

Bremen, le 17 Aout, 1882.

Messieurs Roger & Cle
, a Bruxelles.

Messieurs, Les infirmites inseparables de la vieillesse m'en-

;agent a renoncer aux affaires du commerce, que je remets des

e jour entre les mains de mes deux fils pour qu'ils les dirigent
n leur nom.
En vous annon9ant ce changement, je vous prie de vouloir

bien continuer avec eux votre correspondance, et prendre note

de leurs signatures.
Je suis, Messieurs, avec la plus parfaite estime,

Votre tres-obeissant serviteur,

FRANZ MEYER.
M. Louis Meyer signera: MEYER FRERES.

Karl Meyer signera : MEYER FRERES.

4. CIRCULAR ON THE CESSATION OF EXISTENCE OF A
FlRM AND WlNDINQ-UP OF AFFAIRS.

Bordeaux, August 18, 1882.

Messrs. Thomas & Co., London.

Gentlemen, It is with deep regret that I have to inform you
of the sad and premature death of my husband, Mons. Martin

Auber, only existing partner of the firm of Auber & Co., of

this town.

As both my sons are still too young to continue the firm

founded by their father, I have but to fulfil the sad duty of

thanking my late husband's correspondents for their confidence,

and to inform them that the firm Auber & Co. has ceased to

exist, and that I intend to superintend the liquidation myself.

Begging you to take note of my signature,
I have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

. Your obedient servant,
MARIE AUBER, Widow.

Mme. Auber will sign : AUBER & Co., in liquidation.

Bordeaux, le 18 Aout, 1882.

Messieurs Thomas & Cie
, a Londres.

Messieurs, C'est avec la plus vive douleur, que j'ai a vous

annoncer la perte douloureuse et prematuree de mon epoux, le

sieur Martin Auber, seul chef de la maison Auber et C ie
,
de

cette ville.

Comme mes deux fils sont encore trop jeunes pour diriger la

maison fondee par leur pere, il ne me reste que le triste devoir

de faire mes remerciements aux correspondants de feu mon mari

pour la confiance qu'ils lui ont accordee, et de les prevenir que

la maison Auber et Cie n'existe plus, et que je dirigerai la liqui-

dation moi-meme.
En vous priant de prendre note de ma signature, et avec

1'assurance de ma parfaite consideration,

J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Messieurs,
Votre humble servante,

MARIE AUBER, Veuve.

Mme. Auber signera : AUBER & C IE
,
en liquidation.

5. LETTER OF INQUIRY AS TO SOLVENCY OF A FIRM.

Messrs. Lafitte, Paris. Havre, August 19, 1882.

Gentlemen, We beg to confirm our letter of the 26th of July,

and request you to be good enough to let us know your opinion

of the solvency of Messrs. Henry Smith Bros., who have re-

ferred us to you for the said information.

We shall be obliged if you would also indicate to us the

amount of credit we may safely give them.

You may rely upon our discretion.

MERIVALE BROTHERS.



LESSONS IN MUSIC.

Le Havre, U 19 Ao&t,
Meuieura Lafitto, u Puriw.

-Noun you* coufirtnona notro Irttn- <lu 'Ji> Juillot

ilcrniiT, <; \.'in i>rinii.~i
ili- vmiloir \m-ii mm.-i iloniicr doH rtmHoitfiie-

ur In M>1\ ;iliilit

'

(!< ,M.M. Henry Smith fn'-n-s, ijtii uoiw

out iinli'|iii
; votf- .iiiiiK.' pouvaiit noun los fourmr.

VOUH iiuu.s oblinerioz aussi en nous inli.|u:int 1't-touduo du

credit qui- \CIL- jiitfrriez eonvenable de leur acoordcr.

VOUH pouvez oompter aur notro discretion.

HERIVALK FRERES.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA XV.
SIMPLE EQUATIONS (continual).

REDUCTION BY MULTIPLICATION.

ir,o. WHEN the unknown quantity is connected with a known

quantity by the sign of division, the reduction is effected by
multiplying both members of the equation by the latter, if it bo

the divisor ; and by the former, if it be the divisor.

In this case, it will bo particularly useful to remember a rule

formerly given, namely, that a fraction is multiplied by its do-

nominator, by removing the denominator ; or, in other words,

putting down the numerator as the product. Also, that after this

process has been performed, transposition is still to be employed
as in the preceding examples. x

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation --f- a = 5 -j- d.

Here, multiplying both sides by c, we have, for the product,
x + ac = be cd; and, by transposition, x = be -f ctl ac.

161. Though it is not always necessary, yet it is often conve-

nient, to remove the denominators from fractions consisting of

known quantities only. This is done in the same manner as in

the preceding rule. , ,

EXAMPLE. Eeduce the equation - = - -I

a be
Here, multiplying by a, we have x = h i

dbh
b c

again, multi-

plying by b, we have bx = ad + -
; lastly, multiplying by c,

acd + abh
we have bcx = oca + abh. Whence x = ,

-
oc

Ans.

162. An equation may be cleared of fractions by multiplying
both members by all the denominators.

163. In clearing an equation of fractions, it often happens
that a numerator becomes a multiple of its denominator (i.e.,

can be divided by it without a remainder), or that some of the
fractions can be reduced to lower terms. When this occurs, the

operation may be shortened by performing the division indicated,
and by reducing the fractions to their lowest terms.

164. In clearing an equation of fractions, it will be necessary
to observe, that the sign prefixed to any fraction, denotes
that the whole value is to be subtracted, which is done by
changing the signs of ail the terms in the numerator.

EXAMPLE. Reduce - - = c - SLUl
(a d)r

x

36 + 2/im -f- 6n'

EXERCISE 26.

x-4,
1. Reduce the equation g

+ 5 = 20.

x
1. Reduce the equation

fr^
+ d = h.

6
3. Reduce the equation ..._- +7=8.

4. Reduce the equation
- =

-, +
a d <? m
x 2 4 6

5. Reduce the equation ;,;

= - + - + -.

?. Ans.x =

-

. Reduce
*

- = 6.
3 4

4r 3 3*
- Seduce +

8

i6'

8. Reduce 2* -^
=

. + =
o H> a

3x

4

10

REDUCTION BT DIVISION.

165. When the unknown quantity containt any known qn
at a factor, the equation it reduced by dividing every term, on
both members by thit known quantity.

\ M I-I.K. Reduce the equation ox -f- b 8h = d.

Here, by transposition, we have ax d -f 3h b
; and

dividing by a, we hare x = -^ . Ant.
a

166. If the unknown quantity haa co-efficients in several

terms, the equation must be divided by the aum of all theae co-

efficient*.

EXAMPLE. Reduce the equation 3x bx = a d.

Here, 3x bx = (3 b) x ; and (3 6) X * = a d.

Whence, dividing by 3 6, we have x = H .

3 6
Am.

167. If any quantity, either known or unknown, is found aa a

factor in every term, both members of the equation may be
divided by it. On the other hand, if any quantity is a divisor

in every term, both members of the equation may be multiplied

by it. In this way, the factor or divisor will be removed, and
the reduction may be effected as before.

EXAMPLES. (1.) Reduce the equation aar-f- Sab = 6ad + a.

Here, dividing by a, we have x + 36 = 6d + 1 ; and, Dy
transposition, x = Gd + 1 36. Ans.

(2.) Reduce the equation J = .xxx
Here, multiplying by x, we have x+ 1 b = h d; and, by

transposition, x=h d-\-b 1. Ans.

168. A proportion is converted into an equation by making the

product of the extremes, one member of the equation; and the

product of the means, the othei' member.

EXAMPLE. Reduce to an equation ax-.b : : ch: d.

Here the product of the extremes is adx, and the product of

the means bch ; the equation is, therefore, adx = bch. When'^
bchx= . Ans.
ad

169. An equation may be converted into a proportion, by resolv-

ing one side of the equation into two factors, for the middle terms

of the proportion ; and the other side into two factors, for the

extremes.

EXAMPLE. Convert the equation adx = bch into a proportion.
Here the first member may be divided into the two factors ax

and d ; the second into ch and b. From these factors we may
form the proportion ax-.b -.: ch:d.

EXERCISE 27.

a d
1. Reduce the equation 2* = - -

, + 4b.
c ti

2. Reduce the equation ax + x = h 4.

x b_ * + d
3. Reduce the equation x r ~r

Reduce the equation * * (a + b)
- a - b = d x (a + b).

Reduce to an equation a + b : c : : 7i m : y.

Reduce to a proportion the equation ay + by = ch cm.

Reduce the equation 16* + 2 = 34.

Reduce the equation 4z 8 = 3x + 13.

Reduce the equation 10* 19 = 7* + 17.

Reduce the equation 8* - 3 + 9 = -
7.c + 9 + 27.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.

EXERCISE 25.

1. x = b + 4.

2. v
= 2ob 2Jim - a.

3 x = b-7h-d-22.
4. x = 8bh -H 9.

5. x = 15.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

= 11.

= 20.
= 31.

= 8
= 6.

11. *

12. *

13. v
14. * 24.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXI.
EXERCISES " HONEST FELLOW "AULD LANG SYNE."

IN our last Lesson in Music (Vol. in., p. 398) we gave the

learner a great deal of necessary information on the different

kinds of voices of men, women, and boys, proper enunciation,

and singing in parts. We now propose, in accordance with

our promise, to set before our pupils some exercises in port-

singing; but before any student commences to practise theae, it

will be as well for him or her, aa the case may be, to read orer
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once more the lesson to which we have referred, that our remarks
on the regulation of the voice, its pitch, quality, and strength, may
be fresh in the memory of our readers when they begin to sing
in concert the exercises that are now brought under their notice.

In the first of these exercises, some words by Martin Farquhar
Tapper are set to an old English tune which admirably suits

the rhythm of the poetry. In the second the learner will find

another of Burns's heart-stirring lyrics,
" Auld Lang Syne," or

" Old Long Ago,
!>

if there be any need to put the expression,
which must be familiar to all, in an English dress. It may,
however, be as well to say, for the benefit of those of our readers
to whom some of the Scotch words introduced into the poetiy
may be new, that braes means hill-sides ; gowans, daisies or any
wild flowers growing in hedge or meadow ; and lurn, a bro^k.

EXERCISE 36. HONEST FELLOW, SORE BESET. KEY D. M. 80.

(Tune, Old English. Words from the last Edition of " Ballads for the Times," by M. F. TUPFER, Esq.)

OLD NOTATION.

?1
, ,SI



LESSONS IN MUSIC.

EXZBCIBB 37. AULD LANG SYNE. KEY A. M. 112.

ol.D NOTATION.

s
t t

J

gdfclbzy ]
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXVII.
DEVIATIONS IN THE SECOND CONJUGATION (contimwd).

5. Perfect in -i ; Supine in -SUM.

i. Prandeo, prandere, prandi, pransum, I breakfast.

ii. Sedeo, sedere, sedi, sessum, I sit.

In the same way are formed the compounds of sedeo which
have prefixes of two syllables ; as, circumsedeo, circumsedere,

circumsedi, circumsessum, to sit round, enclose, besiege. The

compounds, having prefixes of one syllable, change the e into i ;

e.g., assideo, assidere, assedi, assessum, to sit with or by.

iii. Strideo, stridere, stridi (no supine), to make a shrill or

hissing sound.

iv. Video, videre, vidi, visum, I see; videor, J appear.
The following take a reduplication in the perfect :

v. Mordeo, mordere, momordi, morsum, I bite ; and hence, J

grieve, vex, or provoke.
vi. Pendeo, pendere, pependi (supine uncertain), J hang.
vii. Spondeo, spondere, spopondi, sponsum, I voiv, become

liable for.

viii. Tondeo, tondere, totondi, tonsum, I shear.

The compounds of these reduplicated verbs follow their

several primitives, but drop the reduplication ; as, admordeo,
admordi, admorsum, to bite at; preependeo, praependi, to hang
before ; respondeo, respondi, responsum, to reply; detondeo,

detondi, detonsum, to shear off.

6. Perfect in -si ; Supine in -TUM.

i. Augeo, augere, auxi, auctum, I increase (E. R. augment).
ii. Indulgeo, indulgere, indulsi (indultum, rare), I yield to,

indulge.
iii. Lugeo, lugere, luxi (no supine), I grieve.

iv. Torqueo, torquere, torsi, tortum, I twist, torture.



RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.

et Pavo.

1 6 4 1

1'ftTO comm gnu peuua uu expllcaos, "QuanU eft,"

11 10 it u " I 1

"(..riiionitas mea, et tun fefonoitttl" At gru cvfllani, "Et quanta
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. .[
"

;:. nut " leritas nmi et tii.i tarditua !
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It) 10 >

iiutiii-.i alia et fortusse umjora dodit.

Doformita*. -itw. f.,

ii.j!iniu.

Foruiositas, -ati>, f.,

beauty.

Grus, gruli, c., a crane.
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does and fawns in the centre, and, presenting a line of sharp If the animal now in the Zoological Gardens, London, may be
horns to the enemy, prepare to receive his charge on this row regarded as a fair specimen of his race, then we fear the gnus
of living bayonets. Readers must not confound the rare algazel must have terrible tempers. Perhaps that particular animal
(Antilope gazella) of Senegal with the beautiful species we have

just described. The algazel is little known, but is remarkable
for the extraordinary horns which, curving backwards over the

neck, form an arc of a large circle. The name usually given to

this antelope is very misleading, for " al
"
being only the definite

article, the compound epithet al-gazel signifies the gazelle, and
thus leads many to confound this species with the more famous
Dorcas antelope. The algazel appears to be related to a species
around which many a fable has grown. From what animal was
the notion of a unicorn derived ? The shape of this heraldic

creature, and its possession of a horn, naturally lead us to look

for its type among the antelopes. The abu-addas (father-addas)
or white antelope of Nubia (Antilope leucoryx) has been selected

as the animal which may have suggested the notion of the unicorn

to the ancient naturalists. But as the abu-addas has two long

horns, it seems impossible to imagine how it could have sug-

gested the idea of a one-horned quadruped. The abu-addas is,

we admit, so represented in profile on the monuments of ancient

Egypt that only one horn is visible ; but it is not probable
that the old writers on the unicorn were misled by any such

pictorial peculiarities. Some have thought that the Chiree ante-

lope, frequenting the forests of

the lower Himalayas, and which
sometimes has but one horn, must
have given the first notion of the

unicorn. Laughing sceptics may
inquire why this constant heral-

dic companion of the British lion

should be traced from any actual

animal. Surely, if the zoologists

of olden times could form the

notion and believe in the exist-

ence of a bird which had a worm
for its mother and lived for 500

years, it would give such men
small trouble to imagine a uni-

corn. We need not, therefore,

weary ourselves by searching

among the antelopes for the pro-

totype of that valiant beast which

formerly upheld the honour of

Scotland, and still nobly aids in

supporting the shield of the house
of Brunswick. We know that

some old museums used proudly
to exhibit the carefully-preserved
horns of unicorns, as positive

proofs of the existence of such
animals. But we also know that cruel and unromantic natu-
ralists have proved one to be the tusk of the narwhal, or unicorn

whale, and another to have been manufactured from an ele-

phant's tusk ! If no antelope can be found with one horn, it

may be some consolation to discover a species furnished with
four. This is the chickara of India (Antilope quadricornis),
which certainly possesses that number, though the second pair
are hardly an inch long.

These animals present us with remarkable differences, not

merely in their horns, but in their bodily structure and forms.
The nyl-ghau, or blue ox (Antilope picta) approaches a bullock
in bulk, while the pigmy antelope of Africa is not larger than a
rat. The bulk of the huge nyl-ghau, and its ferocity when
assailed, preserve it from the attacks of the ordinary hunters,

who, even when they have killed it, are seldom able to carry off

their prey. We were looking at the animal in the Regent's
Park Gardens on one occasion, when a gentleman from India

remarked,
"
I have often seen sixty or seventy of these in a

troop, but they were not worth shooting at." The magnificent
Mogul emperor Aurungzebe, who modestly styled himself " the

conqueror of the world," was also anxious to vanquish the nyl-

ghau, which he attacked seated on his trained elephant.
One of the most notable antelopes is the singular gnu, which

we might be pardoned for describing as a horned horse. Some
have found in its appearance resemblances to the horse, buffalo,
and stag. When a long file is seen galloping over the plains of

South Africa, they might easily be taken for a troop of zebras.

may be irritated by his imprisonment, but he is by no means a
type of antelope gentleness. He saluted us with a fierce bellow,
snorted indignantly, and looked as if nothing would gratify him
more than to drive his curved horns into our ribs. Not being
able thus to indulge his feelings, he consoled himself by angrily
tossing up the straw in his compartment. The keepers evi-

dently understand the gentleman's temper, as they have fixed
metal caps on his horns.

Amongst the antelopes of South Africa, the springbok, or

leaping buck (Antilope euchore), would be the most formidable
rival of the gazelle for the prize of beauty. The individual in
the Zoological Gardens will give an observer some idea of the

elegant proportions of the animal, but the graceful freedom of
its motions can be seen only on its native plains. Can the
reader picture to himself an army of twenty or thirty thousand
of these swift and beautiful creatures of the wilderness gallop-
ing over the far-stretching wastes ? Such are the grand pano-
ramas of animal life shown to the savage tribes of Africa.
The blessbok (Antilope albifrons), called also the painted goat,

may in the opinion of many be considered a more beautiful

antelope than the springbok. The mode in which the colours

are arranged on the body pro-
cured for the animal its name of

blessbok or blazebuck,* while
the peculiar white mark down
the face justifies the epithet al-

lifrons. Thus the animal has
the good fortune to be appro-

priately named both in Dutch
and Latin.

Other interesting species might
be noticed, such as the Prong-
buck (Antilope furcifer) of North

America, the beautiful sasiii of

India (Antilope cervicapra), the

dzerens of Mongolia (Antilope

gutturosa), and many more, but
our limited space forbids such

extended details.

Readers will, probably, not

have failed to notice that the

widely-spread family of the ante-

lopes are not always very clearly

distinguished from the goats
on the one hand and the deer

on the other, and even ap-

proach, in some particulars, to

the ox kind. The permanent
horns may servo to distinguish the antelopes from the deer,

but both possess the tear-pits, and one species of antelope,

the prongbuck, shows a tendency to the branched horn. It

will thus be seen that the antelopes touch, at various points,

every family of the great ruminating order. Another note-

worthy fact is the almost complete absence of these animals

from America and Europe ; one species only, the prongbuck,

being found in the former continent, and not more than two
in the latter. Yet the prairies of the New World seem more

adapted to the habits of such animals than the wild table-lands-

of Central Asia.

The countless hosts of antelopes which inhabit many a desert

region may suggest to us some notion of the living multitudes

found in places which we regard as tenantless because man is

absent there.

Does not the almost innumerable variety of form and struc-

ture in these animals show what amazing modifications may
arise from one simple type of animal organisation ?

We trust this very brief survey of a race of creatures

living in remote lands, far from the range of our observa-

tions, may lead some of our readers to take a wider view over

the vast field of animal life, and induce others to receive

with deeper interest the zoological reports brought from distant

regions.

THE DORCAS ANTELOPE.

* A strongly-defined white line along the face of a horse is some-

times called a Haze.
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LE ;.<)<}. X.

-ilLS.

A. FOSSIL, as tho <l. rr. ,ni..:i .,:' ih.- \vunl indicates (fossns, dug
</>), means anything which is exhumed from tho earth. Tho

I to Di-^iiaic reaiaiiiH, the nub-

of which liiis imdorgoiiu uiineriilimitiou or petrifaction.
i!uil material of tho body bo still unchanged,

the term - ' -*il is nomotimcs used, though it is quito un-

ntcannry ;
tor if any organic body had only boon buried a few

years, without impropriety it might be colled a fossil.

Th.-re :ir.i three kimls of fossils :

1. \Yhen tin- :uiii'i:ii or vegetable remain is embedded in clay,
or some P in ! p"-it,, and pro.sorvod in its natural state.

-. \Vhcn tlit! original substance of the body has been removed,
unl p:iriicl.-< of mineral matter have replaced the organic par-

ticles, thus forming an exact model of the embedded body.
A hen all tho hollow parts of tho nhell have become filled

with fino particles of iniul, thua forming a cast of the inside.

At a subsequent timo tho shell bocamo removed, and this cast

remained to per-

petuate the me-
-^^~//?sx*.___ ^ fig. 18.

mory of tho
Iniricd animal.

Fig. I6a is a

good example of

this action. The
"fossil screw" is

common in the

limestone of the

middle oolite

the coral -rag
and is nothing
but a cast of tho

internal struc-

ture of the pha-
'l<i (Fig.

166). Fig. 17

shows the cast of

the pleurotoma~
s-ia (Fig. 176) in

situ. The lime

of which the shell

was composed
was, in each in-

ihmce, either

lissolved by the

water under
certain circum-

stances, or other-

wise destroyed.
The space it occupied is evident in Fig. 17a. In this class are

placed the prints of tho footsteps of birds and beasts, which are
found on rocky slabs. In one sense they are the remains of

animal life.

The Process of Fossilisaiion. The simplest form of fossilisa-

tion is when water charged with some mineral in solution satu-

rates a substance, and in its pores deposits the mineral matter.
It is in this manner that petrifying springs

" turn into stone
"

porous bodies immersed in their waters.
This mode of fossilisation may be practically illustrated by

steeping thin vertical slices of deal in a solution of green vitriol

sulphate of iron for several days. The wood is then removed
ind dried, and upon exposing it to a red heat the vegetable
matter is consumed, and nothing but oxide of iron remains,
which has so exactly taken the form of the deal that even tho
easts of the dotted vessels which characterise this species of wood
are visible under the microscope.

In this case, as in all cases of recent petrifaction, the original
fibre of the wood is left intact, and the pores only are filled up
with the mineral matter held in solution in the water. But
after a lapse of time a further process sets in, and the original
matter of the body begins to decay. Particle after particle
makes its escape, either as gas, or, becoming loosened, drops out
of its place, and its position is at once filled by an atom of
mineral matter. Thus, in time, all the body is replaced by the

deposit in which it is buried, and a fossil produced which faith-

fully preserves the structure of the plant or shell.

Pig. 22.

Soft animal tiwoM can never be foHsilued, bat daring their

process of putrefaction the gases they emit cause various

chemicu . s to be thrown down from the water in -arhich

they are immersed.
'1'liD ntu'lcnt will frequently find a nodule of clay which, when

broken, is found to contain the fossil of an ammonite, or some
other shell-fiMh, bright with a metallic crust of iron pyrites. The

presence of this is easily accounted for by tho fact that albumen,
a constituent of all animal tissues, contains sulphur, and when

undergoing decomposition this sulphur escapes a* sulphuretted

hydrogen gas. If the water be impregnated with iron, a sulphide
cf that metal would be found at the place where the gas was pro-

duced, and thus the fossil would be built up partially of iron sul-

phide. Those replacements of matter frequently take place more
than once, and with such wonderful accuracy that a piece of wood,
whose ligneous matter had been replaced atom for atom by car-

bonate of limo, and this again by silica or flint processes which

may have taken ages for their completion still retains its

structure ; and, under the microscope, reveals sufficient of the

arrangement of tho woody fibre to determine its nature.

Tho observant

reader will at

once perceive
that the best fos-

sils will be found
in rocks of tho

finest grain, such
as limestones,
whereas sand-

stones embed
fossils which re-

tain no delinea-

tion of delicate

structure. It fre-

quently happens,

especially with
fossils of car-

bonate of lime,
that a process
of crystallisation
has caused a re-

arrangement of

the particles, ut-

terly obliterating
all indication of

organic struc-

ture.

This subject of

fossilisation is

not sufficiently

understood to

warrant our dwelling further upon it. We have indicated the

general outlines of the process, but the more intricate questions

require a greater knowledge of chemistry than we can presume
our readers possess. We only would observe that it must
not be supposed that in all cases the lapse of many years was

required for the completion of the mineralisation, for it fre-

quently happens that the very soft tissues of plants, which would

rapidly decay, are beautifully fossilised, especially in siliceous

matter, indicating the occasional rapidity of the process.
In enumerating the characteristic fossils of the various

systems of rocks, we shall so frequently have cause to refer to

the generic names, that we give a full classification of the animal

kingdom omitting the families as arranged by Professors

Ower and Huxley. We shall not have occasion to mention many
of the orders here given, but we judge it important to give a
table of reference, so that the relative position of those fossil*

we do not mention may be comprehended. The orders in italics

are only known in a fossil state.

KINGDOM, AM M A I.I A.

SUB-KINGDOM, VEETEBBATA.
Class I. MAMMALIA.

Sub-class. Placentalia.

Arclu-]>Cf]>hal<i : Erampltt.
Order 1. Bimana . . . Man.

Gyrencepliala .- f
Catarhini : Old World Monkeva

2. Quadrumana . . ( Platyrhini : New ,,

I^Strepsirhini: Lemurs.
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Examples.

f Digitigrada : Lion, wolf, etc.

Order 3. Carnivora . . .
-{ Plantigrada : Bear, badger.

( Pinnigrada : Seal, morse. [pig.

4. Artiodactyla (even-toed, ( Non-rumiiiantia : Hippopotamus,
2 or 4) . . . \ Kuminantia: Cow, stag, etc.

5. Perissodactyla (odd- j Solipedia : Horse.

. \ Pachydermata: Bhinoceros, tapir.

. Elephants.

. Toxodon.

. Dngoug, manatee.

Whale, porpoise.

toed, 1 or 3)

6. Proboscidea.
7. Tcwodontia .

8. Sirenia

9. Cetacea

Lissencephala :

10. Cheiroptera

11. Insectivora

12. Edentata .

13. Kodentia

{Frugivora

: Pteropus.
Insectivora : Bat.

. Hedgehog, mole.

. Sloth, armadillo.

, . Bat, hare, beaver.

. Sab-class. Implacentalia.
lyencephala :

Order 1. Marsupialia
2. Monotremata

Glass II.

Order 1. Kaptores
2. Scansores .

3. Passeres

4. Columbse
5. GallinsB

6. Cnrsores .

7. Grallatores .

8. Palmipedes .

. Kangaroo, opossum.

. Echidna.

AVES (Birds).
. Eagle, owl.

. Woodpecker, parrot.

Thrush, crow, sparrow.
Pigeon.

. Fowl, peacock.

. Ostrich, apterix.

. Heron, snipe. ,,

. Duck, gull.

Class III. REPTILIA.
Order 1. Chelonia . . . Turtle.

2. Crocodilia . . . Crocodile.
3. Lacertilia . . . Lizard.

4. Dinosauria . . . Megalosaurus.
5. Enaliosauria . . Ichthyosaurus.
6. Pterodactj/lia . . Pterodactyl.
7. Ophidia . . . Snakes.

Class IV. AMPHIBIA.

Order 1. Labyrinthodonia .

2. Batrachia .

3. Saurobatrachia .

4. Ophimoorpha
Class V.

Order 1. Dipnoi
2. Elasinobranchii .

3. Ganoidei
4. Teleostei

5. Marsipobranchii
6. Pharyngobrancbii

. Labyrinthodon.
. Frog, toad.

. Proteus, siren.

. Cecilia (blindworm).

-PISCES (Fish).

. Lepidosiren.

. Cartilaginous fish, sharks, etc.

Sturgeon.
. Ordinary osseous fish.

. Lampreys.
Amphioxus.

SUB-KINGDOM, ANNULOSA.
DIVISION I . A BTICULATA

Class I. INSECTA.

Order 1. Hymenoptera
2. Coleoptera . .

3. Neuroptera .

4. Strepsiptera .

5. Lepidoptera
6. Diptera
7. Orthoptera .

8. Hemiptera .

9. Aptera

Class II.-

Order 1. Chilopoda .

2. Chilagnatha

Class III.

. Saw-fly.

. Beetles.

. Dragon-fly.

. Stylops.

. Butterfly.

. House-fly.

. Cricket, earwig.

. Bug.
. Flea.

-MTBIAPODA.

. Centipede.
. Millepede.

ARACHIDNA.
Order 1. Pulmonata . . . Scorpion.

2. Amphipneusta . . Spiders.
3. Trachearia . . . Acarus.

4. Pycnogonida (?) . . Pycnogonum.

Class IV. CRUSTACEA.
Order 1. Podophthalmia

2. Edriophthalmia
3. Branchipoda
4. Copepoda .

5. Ostracoda .

6. Cirripedia .

7. Xiphosura .

8. IVilobita

9. Ewrypierida .

Crab, etc.

Isopods.

Phyllopoda.
Cyclops.

Cypris.
Barnacles.

King-crab.
Trilobites.

Eurypterus.

DIVISION II. ANNULOIDA.
Class V. ANNULATA.

Order 1. Pojychseta .

2. Olig^chaeta .

3. DiscSphora .

4. Tardigrada .

5. Sagittida .

Lob-worm.
Earth-worm.
Leech.

Arctiscon.

Sagitta.

Class VI. SCOLECIDA.

Order 1. Trematoda . . . Fluke.
2. Taeniada . . . Tape-worm.
;3. Acanthocephala . . Echinorhynchus.
4. Nematoidea , . Thread-worm.
5. Gordiacea . . . Hair-worm.
6. Turbellaria . . . Planaria.

7. Botifera . . . Botifer.

ClaSS VII. ECHINODERMATA.
Order 1. Holothuridse . . Sea-cucumbers.

2. Echinidea . . . Sea-urchins.

3. Ophiuridse . . . Sand-stars.

4. Asteridea . . . Star-fish.

5. Crinoidea . . . Stone-lily.
6. Blastovdea . . . Peutremites.

7. Cystidea . . . Cystidians.

SUB-KINGDOM, MOLLUSC A.

Class I. CEPHALOPHORA.
Order 1. Dibranchiata

2. Tetrabranchiata

3. Pulmonata .

4. Pteropoda .

5. .-Gasteropoda dioecia

Belemnite.

Nautilus, ammonite.

Snail, slug.

Clio.

Whelk, limpet.
0. Gasteropoda monoBcia . Tornatella.

Class II. CONCHIFERA.

Order 1. Lamellibranchiata or

Acephala . . All ordinary bivalve shells.

Class III. MOLLUSCOIDEA.

Order 1. Brachiopoda . . Terebratula, orbicula, lingula.
2. Bryozoa

3. Tunicata

Festenella, retepora, and other

zoophytes.
Ascidia, etc.

SUB-KINGDOM, C (EL E N T E E AT A.

Class I. ACTINOZOA.

Order 1. Alcyonaria . . . Alcyonium.
2. Eugosa .... Four-starred corals.

3. Zoantharia . . . Six-starred corals.

Class II. HYDROZOA.

Order 1. Lucernaroida . . Sertularia.

2. Hydroida . . . Medusa.

SUB-KINGDOM, PBOTOZOA.
Class I. STOMATODA.

Order 1. Noctilucida (?) . . Noctiluca.

2. Infusoria . . . Vorticella.

Class II. ASTOMATA.

Order 1. Spongiadae . . . Sponges.

2. Foraminifera . . . Nummulites, orbitolites.

3. Thalassicolidse . . Thalassicolla.

-1. Gregarinidae . . . Gregarina.

The above tabulation is intended for reference. We have

left the meanings of the terms unexplained, intending to
Center

into the explanation of those under which the various fossils WP

shall deem it necessary to mention will be arranged.

Like all systems of classification, it is only provisional, and as

further examination is conducted, it is altered and adapted

accordingly.
There is another division of the class

"
Pisces," which was

arranged by Agassiz.
In almost all the fish of the Palaeozoic period, the limits of

which will be defined in the next lesson, the skeleton passed

on to the tip of the tail, causing the lobes to be unequal, ^hence
such fish are said to be heterocercal (different-tailed) Fig. 18.

Very few of these fish now exist ; the shark and sturgeon are

examples.
The great majority of recent fish are homocercal (having tails

with like lobes) Fig. 19. This caudal development will bo
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recognised an that appearing in all existing fish, sate thoso
ii liav another meaim of being recognised

\>y the Hcales. Tli -car.. red with scales of bone,
I, Hliinin;,' enamel, ll.'iieo they are called

udour). Thin platen liko toaaelated pavement
tin- whole full. The bony-piko of North America ia a

living example of tlii claw. Allor these the Placoid (irAo{, a

upponr. These havo their skin covered with plates of

enamel, but not of so thick a character as tho ganoid. These

plates . ,nd vary in ni/.o from OOHBiderabla dfanen-

a point, liko tho shagreen or thu skin of tho shark. All

eartilugiiiiiiis lish that is, those which havo no bony skeleton

except tho fturgeon, urn of this clann.

remaining two divisions contain recent and present fish.

i from KTSIS, KTWOS, a comb) have scales gimped at

ono edge, liko those of the perch. The remaining division ia the

Oydoid, whose scales are round and horny, liko those of the

salmon. In the last two instances the scales overlap each other

liko tho slates- of A roof. Fig. 20 represents these varieties of

scales. Tho general name of Icthyolite (fish-fossil) is applied
to all fish remain*. Fig. 21 indicates the manner in which the

ganoid fish are plated. In this instance five broad enamelled

scales coat tho back. Fig. 22 is a placoid, in which the plates
are much thicker, and arranged like tiles in a pavement. This

fish, it will be noticed, is a heterocerc.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XT.
DECLENSION OF NOUNS WITH ABTICLE, ETC.,

PRECEDING.

are, besides the article, many other words (numerals,
pronouns, and adjectives) pointing out with more or less pre-
cision the definite character of a noun, and generally connected
.vith it. Some of these are of such primary importance for the

very beginnings of reading and conversation, that I consider

it useful to present at once their various changes. The de-

clension of these words likewise requires that only the three

case-signs di, a, and da, should be placed before them. I shall

also lay down here, as a general rule in Italian, that any
numeral, pronoun, or adjective which points out the definite

character of a noun with a sufficient or with a still greater

precision than the article itself, renders the latter superfluous,
and Huch words are, on the other hand, always accompanied
by the article when they do not precisely determine the noun
before which they are placed.

II. NOUNS DECLINED WITH SOME IMPORTANT WORD
PRECEDING 'THEM.

Singular.

U-no scu-do, a shield.

1)' it- no scu-do, of a shield.

Ad, u-tio M-ii-do, to a shield.

U-no scii-do, a shield.

Da li-no scu-do, from a shield.

In it-no scii-do, in a shield.

Con u-no scA-do, with a shield.

Per li-no scu-do, for a shield.

Plural.

Al-cu-ni scil-di, some shields.

D' al-cu-ni scii-di, of some shields.

Ad al-cii-nt scu-di, to some shields.

Al-cA-ni scii-df, some shields.

Da (il-cii-)u cu-<li,from some shields.

Jfn al-cu-ni scu-di, in some shields.

C'ia!.cii-niscu-di,withsomo shields

Per ai-cu-iii scitdf, for some shields.

I'u fio-re, a flower.

If un fio-re, of a flower.

Ad un j(6-re, to a flower.

Un fid-re, a flower.

Da \mfio-re, from a flower.

In un Jiv-re, in a flower.

Con un fi6-re, with a flower.

Per un fio-re, for a flower.

Al-cu-ni /M-ri, some flowers.

D1

al-cu-ni fi6-ri, of some flowers.

Ad al-ni-ni .mi-rt, to some flowers.

/ii ji'i-ri, some flowers.

Daal-rii-nt/d-ri.from some flowers.

In .in some flowers.

i!-cu-ni^uJ-ri, withsome flowers.

.tfi6-ri, for somo flowers.

The word u-no for the masculine, and u-na for the feminine,
is considered by many grammarians to be the indefinite article

corresponding to a or an in English. It, however, seems to mo
2 illogical to call a word so which serves so many purposes, and

has so many meanings. It is a word expressing indefinite unity :

for example, un li-bi-o. a book, and it-no. cd-sa, a house, express
the general idea of any book and any house. It is, moreover, a
word expressing definite unity, that is, a numeral : for example,

l<'>n-iw, one man and five women ;
u-na lib-bra

Ire 6n-ce, one pound and throe ounces. It is also frequently a

pronoun, having the definite articles lo and la before it signifying
the one (masculine and feminine} : for example, V u-no J

si, I' dl-fro di no, the one says yes, the other no; V u-na d b61rla,

V dl-trri the one (woman) is pretty, the other ia ugly.
These examples, I think, will be sufficient to show that it would

.itialead to call it

When u-no cornea before a consonant which ia not the im-

pure, wo only say and write v.
!/ro, a book ;

un ca-vdl-lo, a horse; un vtc-ehia, an ol'i . hen it cornea

before tho impure u-no must bo always employed : for example,
u-no gpi-ri-to, a spirit; u-no tre-g<j-ne, a sorcerer. When it

comes before a noun of the masculine gender commencing with a

vowel, the final o of u-no in not pronounced, and in writing an

apostrophe is not necessarily used instead : for example, un dr-eo,
a bow, arch ; un ce-cfs-so, an excess ; un in-yi'-yno, a gerii

<5r-so, a bear ; un u6-mo, a man. The feminine, u-na, generally
loses the a, and an apostrophe must be substituted before nouns

commencing with a vowel ; for example, un' d-ni-ma, a soul ;

er-ba, an herb ; un' 6-ra, an hour ; un im-prtf-sa, an undertaking ;

un' un-yhiti, a nail, hoof. In all other cases u-na ia written and

pronounced in full. It in obvious that when u-no and t.-nn

signify definite or indefinite unity, they can have no plural.
The words al-cu-ni, some, pi. (for the masculine), and

some, pi. (for the feminine), may be, however, considered aa

substitutions for the pitin 1 of u-no and u-na in such a case.

Al-cu-ni and al-cu-ne are, strictly speaking, the plurals of the

pronouns ai-cu-no (masc.), and al-cu-na (fern.), somebody.

Singular.
Un a-mf-co, a friend.

If un a-mt-co, of a friend.

Ad n a-mt-co, to a friend.

Un o-mt'-co, a friend.

Da i'n a-?ni-co, from a friend.

In un a-mi-co, in a friend.

Con n a-mi-co, with a friend.

Per un a-mi-co, for a friend.

U-na gal-li-na, a hen.

D' u-na gal-U-na, of a hen.

Ad u-na gal-li-na, to a hen.

U-na gal-li-na, a hen.

Da u-na gal-li-na, from a hen.

In u-na gal-li-na, in a hen.

Co?i u-na. gal-lt'-nu, with a hen.

Per u-na gal-li-na, for a hen.

PluroJ.

.4Z-cu-ni a-mi-ci, some friends.

D' al-cu-ni a-mt'-ci, of some friends.

-cu-iii a-mt'-ci, to some friends.

Al-ct\-ni a-mi-ei, some friends.

Da al-cu-ni a-mi-ci, from some
friends.

,
In al-cu-ni a-mi-ci, in some friends.

Con al-cu-ni a-mt'-ci, with some
friends.

al-cu-ni a-mt'-ci, for some
friends.

Si/ijular,

j

Un' d-ca, a goose.
; D' un' 6-ca, of a goose.
1 Ad un' 6-ca, to a goose.

I'n' tj-ca, a goose.
Da un' 6-ca, from a goose.

|
In un' d-ca, in a goooe.
C'oit un' 6-ca, with a goose.

! Per ui' 6-ca, for a goose.

Plural.

Al-cti-ne 6-chc,* some geese.
D' al-ai-nc 6-che, of some geese.
Ad al-cu-ne u-che, to some geese.
jil-cii-ne d-du-, some geese.
Da al-cu-ne 6-che, from some geese.

In al-n't-iM 6-che, in some geese.
Con al-cu-ne 6-che, with some geese.

Per al-cii-m; o-c?t, for some geese.

Plural.

Titt-ti i p6-po-li, all nations.

Di titt-ti t pd-po-li, of all nations.

.4 tut-ti i po-po-li, to all nations.

Tiit-ti i pd-po-li, all nations.

Da t itt-f i i po-po-li, from all nations.

In tut-fi i p6-po-l\, in all nations.

Con tut-ti i pd-po-li, with all

nations.

Per tiit-ti i ptf-po-li, for all nations.

Al-t\i-nc gal-li-ne, some hens.

D' al-cu-jve gal-U-ne, of some liens.

Ad al-cii-na gal-li-ne, to some hens.

vtl-cti-ne gal-lt'-ne, some hons.

Da ai-cii-ne <jal-li-ne, from some
hens.

In al-cu-n jal-li-)ie, in some hens.

Con al-cii->i gal-li-n, with some
hens.

Per al-cu-ne gal-li-n, for some
hens.

Singular.

Tut-to il pd-po-lo, all the nation.

Di tut-to il p6-po-lo, of all the nation.

A tut-to il pu-po-lo, to all the nation.

Tiit-to il p6-po-lo, all the nation.

Da ttit-to il p6-po-lo, from all the

nation.

In tut-to & jK-])o-k>, in all the

nation.

Con tut-to il i>o-i>o-lo, with all the

naiion.

Per tut-to il p<J-po-lo, for all the

nation.

The words tut-to (masc.), tut-ta (fern.), all, entire, whole, and

am-be-due, both, havo this peculiarity, that tho article i#

placed after them whenever they come before a noun; as,

tut-to il )im-do, all the world; am-be-due \ fra-Ul-U, both

the brothers. Am-bc-di'te is used for the masculine aa well

as for the feminine, and it is obvious, from its signification,

* The auxiliary letter, n, lias been interposed between c and , to

preserve in the plural 6-ch (6-kai) the sound of c in the singular rf-r

(6-kalO. Without the h, the plural of 6-ca would be -i5c, pronounced
6-tchoi. This will be more fully explained hereafter.
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that it can have no singular. The singular tut-to and tut-ta

signifies the whole of, ALL THE; the plural tut-ti and tut-te

merely signifies ALL. For example, tut-to il cU-ro, the whole

clergy ; in, pre-sen-za di tut-ti i cor-ti-gid-ni, in the presence of

all the courtiers ;
iut-ta la cit-ta, the whole town ; tut-te le not-ti,

all nights ; tut-ti gli uo-mi-ni, all men ; di tut-ta la ter-ra, of

the whole earth ; di tut-te le don-ne, of all the ladiea.

Singular.

Qwest' uc-cel-lo, this bird.

Di quest' uc-cel-lo, of this bird.

A quest' uc-cel-lo, to this bird.

Quest' uc-cel-lo, this bird.

Da quest' uc-cel-lo, from this bird.

In quest' uc-cel-lo, in this bird.

Con quest' uc-cel-lo, with, this bird.

Per quest' iic-cel-lo, for this bird.

(Juel giar-di-no, that garden.
Di quel giar-di-no, of that garden.
A quel giar-di-no, to that garden.

<2wel gtor-di-no, that gardeii.

Da quel giar-di-no, fron that garden.
In quel giar-di-no, in that garden.
Con quel giar-di-no,with that garden.
Per quel giar-di-no, for that garden.

Plural.

Quei* giar-di-ni, those gardens.
Di quei giar-di-ni, of those gardens.

Que"-sti uc-cel-li, these birds.

Di que-sti uc-cel-li, of these birds.

A quei giar-di-ni, to those gardens. I A que"-sti uc-cel-li, to these birds.

Quei giar-di-ni, those gardens.
Da quei giar-dt-ni, from those

Que'-sti uc-cel-li, these birds.

Da gue'-sti uc-cel-li, from these birds.

In que"-sti uc-cel-li, in these birds.

Con qwe'-sti uc-cel-li, withthese birds.

Per que-sti uc-cel-li, for these birds.

gardens.
Ii quei giar-di-ni, in those gardens.

Con quei giar-di-ni, with those

gardens.
Per quei giar-di-ni, for those

gardens.

A full explanation of the two important pronouns quel-lo

(masc.), quel-la (fern.), that, and qu6-sto (masc.), que-sta (fern.),

this, will be given hereafter. It will be sufficient for the present
to remark, that whenever these two pronouns come before nouns,

qud-sto points out an object near to him who speaks (or writes),

or an object just mentioned, while quel-lo points out an object
at a smaller or greater distance from him who speaks (or

writes), as well as from him who is spoken to : for example, dd

te-mi quel U-bro, give me that (yonder) book
; pren-de'-tc-vi quc-

sto U-bro, take this book. Before words commencing with the s

impure, qudl-lo is used. Before words commencing with vowels,

the final o's and a's of quel-lo, quel-la, and que-sto, que-sta, are

generally not pronounced, and in writing an apostrophe is placed
instead: for example, quel-lo sbir-ro, that bailiff; que"l-lo scel-lc-

yd-to, that wretch ; quell' uo-mo, that man ; quell' ap-pa-ren-za,
that appearance; quest' al-16-ro, this laurel; quest' ul-ti-ma

im-prd-sa, this last enterprise. Before all other words of the

masculine gender, quel must be used : for example, quel U-bro,

"that book ; quel bel poe-vna, that fine poem ; quel pro-de guer-

i-ie-ro, that brave warrior.

Stato, state, condition. Specchio, looking-glass.

(After the four par- Stivale, boot,

tides con, in, non, and j Studio, study,

per, and, generally | Spirito, spirit,

speaking, after every I Scultore, sculptor,

word ending with a
| Strumento, instrument,

consonant, the vowel
|

tool.

i is, for the sake of

harmony, prefixed to

any word commenc-

ing with the s impure,
unless it be a proper
noun : thus, Ste-fa-

no, Sci-pid-ne ; for it

Spaccalegna, wood-
cleaver.

Spadajo, sword-cutler.

tcoglio, rock.

Scanno, bench.

OccTiio, eye.

Uccello, bird.

Incisore, engraver.

Ingrato, ungrateful.

^.Ibero, tree.

Onoro, honour.

.4nttO, year.
Orecchio (pi. orscchj),

ear.

Amore, love.

Abito, dress, coat.

Iniquo, wicked.

Inganno, deceit.

Operajo, day-labourer.

Adulatore, flatterer.

Edifizio, building,
edifice.

In/elice, unhappy.
is not allowable to Amico, friend.

say con Iste/ano, con Osso, bone.

Iscipione, etc.) Errore, error, fault.

EXERCISE 1.

1. II pan-no. 2. Del col-tel-lo. 3. Al ton-do. 4. Dal sa-le.

5. I ci-bi. 6. Dei cor-ti-li. 7. Ai cu6-chi. 8. Dai s<5-gni. 9.

In tea-tro. 10. Nel ru-scel-lo. 11. Nei pol-md-ni. 12. Con
da-na-ro. 13. Col faz-zo-let-to. 14. Coi cap-pel-li. 15. Per

pia-ce-re. 16. Pel man-tel-lo. 17. Pei gid-va-ni. 18. Sul pdn-
te. 19. Sui qua-dri. 20. Su que-sta ter-ra. 21. Lo staf-ne-re.

22. Del-lo spo-so. 23. Al-lo stra-nie-re. 24. Dal-lo stra-maz-zo.

25. Gli spie-di. 26. De-gli sme-ral-di. 27. A-gli scrit-td-ri. 28.

Da-gli stam-pa-td-ri. 29. In i-sta-to. 30. Nel-lo Bpec-chio.

31. Ne-gli sti-va-li. 32. Con i-stu-dio. 33. Cdl-lo spi-ri-to.

34. Cd-gli scul-td-ri. 35. Per i-stru-men-ti. 36. Per lo spac-ca-

le-gna. 37. Per lo spa-da-jo. 38. Sul-lo sco-glio. 39. Su-gli

scan-ni. 40. L' 6c-chio. 41. Dell' uc-cel-lo. 42. All' a-mi-co.

43. Dall' 6s-so. 44. Gli er-rd-ri. 45. Degl' in-ci-sd-ri. 46. Agl'

in-gra-ti. 47. Da-gli al-be-ri. 48. In o-nd-re. 49. Nell' an-no.

50. Ne-gli o-rec-chj. 51. Con a-md-re. 52. Coll' a-bi-to. 53.

Cdgl' i-ni-qui. 54. Per in-gan-no. 55. Per 1' o-pe-ra-jo. 56.

Per gli a-du la-td-ri. 57. Sull'e-di-ff-zio. 58. Sugl' in-fe-li-ci.

The following forms one of the anticipatory exercises men-
tioned and commented on in my introductory remarks on the

Grammar proper. In order to attain the object proposed, of

familiarising the reader with conversational language by a more

i practical and quicker method than the theoretical explanations

j

of grammar would allow, it will be necessary to read these

exercises aloud, to translate them into English, and to retranslate

them into Italian, that the words and phrases for this purpose

constantly recurring may be firmly impressed on the memory.
The ingenious will, moreover, not fail themselves to trace out

important rules of grammar by a careful study of these exercises.

VOCABULARY.

Singular.

0-gnif sol-dd-to, each soldier.

D" d-gni sol-dd-to, of each soldier.

Ad d-gni sol-dd-to, to each soldier.

0-gni sol-dd-to, each soldier.

Da d-gni sol-dd-to, from each soldier.

In d-gni sol-dd-fo, in each soldier.

>Con d-gnisol-dd-to, with each soldier.

Per 6-gni sol-dd-to, for each soldier.

Plural.

Cin-que sol-dd-ti, five soldiers.

Di rin-qiie sol-dd-ti, of fire soldiers.

A cin-que sol-dd-ti, to five soldiers.

Cin-que sol-dd-ti, five soldiers.

Da cin-que sol-dd-ti, from five

soldiers.

In cin-qne sol-dd-ti, in five soldiers.

Con cin-que sol-dd-ti, with five

soldiers.

Per cin-que sol-dd-ti, for five soldiers.

Panno, cloth.

Coltello, knife.

Tondo, plate.

Sale, salt.

Oibo, article of food,
aliment.

Cortile, court-yard.

Cuoeo.cook. (The plural
of this noun requires
the auxiliary letter h

\

"between c and i, in

order to preserve the
sound of c like fe. )

VOCABULARY.

Sogno, dream.

Teatro, theatre.

Kusccllo, brook.

Polmone, lung.

Danavo, money.
fazzolett), pocket-
handkerchief.

Cappello, hat.

Piocere, pleasure.

Mantello, cloak.

Giouane, young man,
youth.

Ponte, bridge.

Quadro, picture.

Terra, earth.

Staffiere, footman.

Sposo, bridegroom.
Straniere, stranger.

Stramazzo, a quilted
mattress.

Spiedc, spiedo, spit,
broach.

Smeraldo, emerald.

Scrittore, author,
writer.

Stampatore, printer.

* The masculine plural qu-i (also pronounced quei) or qxe', is a con-
traction of que'l-li. Before vowels, or the s impure, que'-gli is used in
the place of the plurals <fUel-li, quei, or qua' : for example, que'-gli 6c-clii,
those eyes ; que-gli spi-ri-ti, those spirits. The feminine plurals qu^l-le
and que'-ste cannot be marked with the apostrophe, but must always be
pronounced and written in full.

t 0"0ni has no plural number, and can only be uaed before nouns.

II pd-dre, the father, i 'M.i-o, il-mi-o(m.), |

La md-dre, the mother,
j Mi-a, oa-rc.^/ (.},

' "

nfra-tel-lo, the brother.

La so-rel-la, the sister.

Bud-no (m.),buo-na (f.),

j

Mi-a,
U-no (m.), ti-na (f.) a,

an.

Tii-o (m.), tu-a (f.),

also, likewise,

too.

H li-bro, the book.

La pen-no, the pen.

Grdn-de, great, large.

Pic-co-lo, little, small,

slender.
good ; E, ed (before thy.
a vowel), and; e, is. Ha, has.

EXERCISE 2 (COLLOQUIAL).
1. II pa-dre e la ma-dre. 2. II fra-tel-lo e la so-rel-la. 3. II

pa-dre e buo-no, la ma-dre e buo-na. 4. II buon pa-dre, la

bu6-na ma-dre. 5. II fra-tel-lo e bu6-no, la so-rel-la e buo-na.

6. II bu6n fra-tel-lo, la buo-na so-rel-la. 7. Mi-o pa-dre ;
il mi-o

bu&n pa-dre. 8. Mi-a ma-dre; la mi-a buo-na ma-dre. 9.

Mi-o pa-dre e buo-no, mi-a ma-dre e bu6-na. 10. Mi-o fra-

tel-lo e mi-a so-rel-la. 11. II mi-o budn fra-tel-lo e la mi-a

bud-na so-rel-la. 12. Mi-o fra-tel-lo e buo-no, mi-a so-rel-la

e bu6-na. 13. Tin pa-dre, u-na ma-dre, un fra-tel-lo, u-na so-rel-

la. 14. Tin buon pa-dre, u-na bu6-na ma-dre, un bu6n fra-tel-lo,

u-na buo-na so-rel-la. 15. Mi-o pa-dre e un bu6n pa-dre, mia
ma-dre e u-na buo-na ma-dre. 16. Mi-o fra-tel-lo e un bu6n fra-

tel-lo, mi-a so-rel-la & u-na buo-na so-rel-la. 17. Tu-o pa-dre
e buo-no, mi-o pa-dre e an-che buo-no. 18. Tu-a ma-dree buo-na,
mi-a ma-dre e an-che bu6-na. 19. Tii-o pa-dre ha u-na buo-na so-

rel-la, tu-a ma-dre ha un bu6n fra-tel-lo. 20. Mi-o fra-tel-lo e

tu-o pa-dre. 21. Mi-o pa-dre e an-che tu-o pa-dre, e mi-a ma-dre e

an-che tu-a ma-dre. 22. II li-bro e bu6-no, la pen-na e buo-na,

23. II mi-o li-bro e pic-co-lo, la mi-a pen-na e gran-de. 24. Tiio

pa-dre ha un bu6n li-bro, tu-a so-rel-la ha u-na buo-na pen-na.
25. Mi-o fra-tel-lo e gran-de, mi-a so-rel-la e pic-co-la. 26. L.

tu-o pic-co-lo fra-tel-lo e la tu-a pic-co-la so-rel-la. 27. Tu-a so-

rel-la ha la mi-a pen-na, e tii-o fra-tel-lo ha il mi-o li-bro. 28.

II tu-o pic-co-lo li-bro e un bu6n li-bro.
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LESSONS IN BOTANY, \\.\vi I.

HUN CXIV.-LOGANIACKA:.

Corolla monopetaloiiH, hypogynons, four to

ten partito ; HtumciiM in number equal to that of the lobes of

-Hi; ovary two to four-oelled, each containing one or

more ovulea ; leaves opposite, stipulate ; fruit oapsular, or

drupaceous, or fleshy ; seed dicotyledonous, albuminous.
knot contains the most remarkable species

of thin natural on lor. The greater number possess in their

md seeds two alkaline principled termed respectively
.-7r/i-/min and brucine. The action of thoso on the animal

organism is extremely violent. The Strychnos Tieutt is a climh-

intf plant i >f tin- Javanese forests, with the juice of which the
natives poison their arrows. It is the celebrated upas, and is

ot'ti-n confounded with another Java-
nese vegetable poison, obtained from
the Antinris toxicaria, a tree belong-
ing to the natural family Artocarpece.
The Ourari, or Waiirali, is also a

poison furnished by another m

usually trees or shrubs, seldom herbs, and for the most part
contain a milky juice.

This natural order is rather frequent in tropical climate*,
but the number of species is very inconsiderable in our lati-

tudes. The milky, acrid, and bitter juice which flows from

many of the specie* imparts to the family an emetic and pnrgft-
tive tendency, which in some species is deleterious. The bark
of many of the dogbanes contains a bitter astringent principle ;

in othjr species a tinctorial matter predominates. The fleshy
fruit of others is eatable. The seed of many genera is poisonous,
whilst that of others is oily and inoffensive.

In Fig. 274 the student will find representations of three of

the most beautiful members of the natural order Apocyiuuxas or

Dogbanes. Of these, the first takes its name from Tabenue-

montanus, a celebrated botanist, and is one of a numerous family
found chiefly in the East and West
Indies and South America; like the

second and third, it is a hothousi

plant, requiring a temperature vary-

ing from 55 in winter to 80 in sum-
mer. The caoutchouc-tree, and the

275

274. (1) TABERN.EMONTANA LONGIFLORA. (2)
ROUPELLIA GRATA. (3) DIPLADENIA
ATROPURPURKA.

275. CERBKRA AHOUA1, A POISON-PLANT OI
*-* BRAZIL.

276. TANGHINIA VENEKIFLDA, A POISON-
PLANT OF MADAGASCAR.

of the same natural family, the Sh'ychnos toxifera, a native of

Guiana. The Indians who dwell on the banks of the Orinoco,
the Ipura, and the Bio Negro, employ this substance as a poison
for their arrows.

The Nux-vomica tree, or koochla-tree of India (Strychnos A
T
uz-

vomica), is perhaps the most valuable of the tribe, furnishing an
alkaloid (strychnine) very poisonous, but of great use in medicine.

SECTION CXV. APOCYNACEJE, OE DOGBANES.
Characteristics : Corolla hypogynous, monopetalous, regular,

four or five partite ; contorted in aestivation ; stamens inserted

upon the corolla, in number equal to the lobes of the former ;

pollen granular ; ovary free, bi-carpelled ; fruit capsular, or

follicular, or fleshy ; seed dicotyledonous, straight, ordinarily
albuminous ; leaves opposite or verticillato ; juice milky.
The name of this order, Apocynacece, is derived from the genus

Apocynwn, which word is derived from the Greek axo (ap'-o),

from, and KVUV (feu'-on), a dog, and moans the dog-killer, certain

species being dangerous to animals. The Apoajnacece are

83 N.K.

hya-hya or cow-tree of Demcrara, are wortay of mention among
the useful plants of this order, whose only representative in the

indigenous flora of Great Britain is the periwinkle (Tinea).

Many species of the genus Cerbera, as well Asiatic as American,
possess narcotic acrid seeds, sometimes poisonous, but useful as a

remedy for the bites of serpents. The Cerbera Ahouat (Fig. 275)
secretes an exceedingly poisonous juice, which is employed in

Brazil for the purpose of stupefying fish.

The poisonous tanghin (Tanghinia veneniflua, Fig. 276) is a
native of Madagascar, about thirty feet in height, yielding a

drupaceous fruit which contains an oily seed, and employed by the

natives judicially in the trial by poison. The accuser makes his

complaint to the judge, who refers it to an official denominate*!

the -4mj>ana)(i;/!tn, and whose office is the double one of priest
and executioner. If sufficient presumptive evidence of crime be

forthcoming, the tanghin is administered, and the guilt or

innocence of the accused is judged of by the result. If he re-

cover from the effects of the poison, he is proclaimed innocent j

if ho die, he is considered guilty, and his goods are forfeited.
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LKSSONS IN FRENCH.

' niliiiir.iMii 'I. .n,

l.'limtiiu-t. H.HIH d ill do

I'UIIKUMI.' r.i.

' juuuu ploiite en VUBO Uia-

tin.-t.

beneath

7'h't( 11
'

daubtUtt /iir

r*a>on.

There (hat v<"V7 ]'<"' haped as

van, receive* tht deie in its rl. JOH
cup.

Do theee honour* admired l"i il,

vulyar awake (he dead /rom their

Y.I .'

Dan* na coupo t'K'gnnUj ucoucille

la ro*4e. (THK SAME.)
CM honneura que le vulgaire ad-

ut-ilfl lea niorta an soiu

dm monuments ? (SOUIEL.)

Wli.-ii it is necessary to make, in French, a difference
ximilur to t)i:il i'xinting between tho English words this anc

that, the adverbs ci and '<i must be placed after the nouns :

Ce Hrro-ci, thin book (here).
Cos livrv'H-ci, these books.

Ce livre-li, (hat book (there).
Cos livruH-la, those books.

22. POSSESSIVE ADJECTIVES.

(1.) The possessive adjectives, which are always joined to a

noun, express possession ; they ore :

Singular. Plural.

Masculine. Feminine, Both genders.

nion, ma, mes, my.
ton, ta, tea, thy.

son, sa, sea, ht, her, its.

notre, notre, noa, our.

votre, votre, voa, 'jour,

lenr, lour, lean, their.

(2.) In French these adjectives take the gender and number
of the object possessed, and not, as in English, those of the

possessor :

JIasc. sinij.

Mon frure, my brother,

Ton livre, thy book, Ta plume, thy pen,
Son papier, his or her Sa table, his or her

paper,
Notre cheval, our horse,

Votre lit, your bed,

Leur foin, their hay,

Fern. sing. PI. both genders.

Ma. sceur, my sinter, Mas cousins, my
cousins.

Tesmaisons, (hy houses.

Ses habits, his or her

clothes.

Nos prairies, our mea-
dows.

Votre chaise, your Vos crayons, your pan-
chair, cilu.

Leur paille, their Lours femes, their

farms.

table,

Notre yache, our coio,

straw,

Sobrie'W dans toute chose,
Jfon ami, c'est I'art de jouir.

D0 TKKMBI.AY.
Afa main de quelque fleur es-

quisae la peintnre. CASTEL.
ifes sens sont places d'effroi.

J. B. KOUSSEAU.
De son propro artifice on eat

sonvent victime.

COLIN D'HARLEVTLLK.
X >a vocation chuque 3tre doit

ivj>ou(]re. KB. DE NEUFCHATEAU.
II faut de ses amis endurer

quelque chose. MOLIHKE.
Xotre vie est une maison,
Y mettre le feu c'est folie.

NIVERNAIS.
Vos niailles se romprout sous

la charge pesante. CASTEL.
Leurs flours suivront mcs pus,

en n :cr(;iint ma vue.

(THE SAME.)

(3.) The adjectives mon, my ; ton, thy ; son, his or her, are
used instead of ma, ta, sa, before feminine words commencing
with a vowel, or an h mute, in order to prevent the meeting
if two vowels ; thus we say :

lion <?ptte, my sword.
Tn Spouse, thy toi/e.

Sou aruioo, his army.

C'eu est fait, mon heure est. venue. I All is over, my hour is com*.
BOILKAU.

(4.) The possessive adjectives must be repeated before every
noun :

Mon frere, ma sceur, et mcs I My brother, sister, and cowin are
cousius BOnt a Paris. at Paris.

Sobriety in all things i, my friend,
the true enjoyment.

ify hand sketches the picture of
some flower.

ify senses are frozen with fear.

One is often the victim of his own
artifi.cc.

Every being should fulfil his voca-
tion.

We must bear something from our

/rinds.
Our life is a house ; to set it on

fire is folly.

Tour meshes will break under the

heavy burden.

Their ./lowers will follow my steps,
and please my sight.

23. NUMERAL ADJBCTIVM.

(1.) There are two kindu of numeral adjective* : the eardiual
uti'l the ordinal.

(2.) The cardinal numberx indicate simply the nun.

quantity, without any rofercii<:e to onlor ; as, un, one ; deux.
two, etc.

(3.) The ordinal numbers mark tho order or rank which
persons and things occupy ; aH, premier, fint, tecond, second,
etc.

(4.) Cardinal dumber*,

un, feminine une,

deux,

trois,

quatre,

cinq,

six,

sept,

haft,

neuf,

dix,

ouze,

douze,
treize,

quatorze,

quiuze,

seize,

dix-sept,

dix-huit,

dix-neuf,

vingt,

vingt et un,

vingt-deux, etc.

trente,

treute et uu,

trente-deux, etc.

qiiarante,

quarnnte et un,

quarante-deux, etc.

cinquante,

cinquaute et un,

ciuqiwute-deux, etc.

soixaute,
soixante et un,

soixaute-deux, etc.

soixante-dix,
soixaute et onze,

soixante-douze,
soixaute- treize,
soixaute-quatorze,

soixunte-quinze,
Boixnnte-seize,

soixaute-dix-sept,
soixante-dix-huit,

soixaute-dix-neuf,

quatre-viugts,

quatre-vingt-un,

qiiatre-vingt-deux, etc.

|uutre-viugt-dix,

iuatre-vingt-onze,

[uatre-viugt-douze, etc.

cent,

cent un,
leux cents,
leux cent un, etc.

roia cents,
roia cent un, etc.

mille,

leux mille,

leux mille cinquante,
uu miluon,

(5.) Ordinal KumJbtn.

r, feminine preu,.
iiiiii-iin

, Jt.

.:; Bccond, /. ecoude, 2nd.

troiaieme,

quatrieme, 4th.

cini|uieme,

aixieme,

eptiime, 7th.

me, 8tb.

neuvieme, 9tb.

dixieme, 10th.

onziume, llt'u.

douzieme, l^th

truizicme, 13th.

quatorzieme, 14th.

quiiizu-mc, 15th.

aeizieme, lotli.

dix-aeptu-uic, 17th.

dix-huiti> un-, 18th.

dix-ueuvivme, 19th.

Tingtiume, 20th.

vingt et uuitme, 21st.

vingt-denxicme, etc. 22nd.

trentieme, 30th.

trente et unicrne, Slat.

trente-deuxieme, etc. 32nd.

quarantit-me, 40th.

quurautc et uuieme, 41st.

quarante-deuxiemc, etc. 42nd.

cinquantierae, 50th.

cinquante et unieme, 51st.

cinquante-deuxieme, etc. 52nd.

soixuntiome, 60th.

soixaute et uuieme, Cist,

soixante-deuxieme, etc. 62nd.

aoixaute-dixietne, 70th.

loixaute et onzieme, 71st.

soixaute-douzieme, 72nd.

soixante-treizieme, 73rd.

soixante-quatorzieme, 7itb.

soixaute-quiozieme, 75\i.

aoixante-seizieme, 76th.

soixante-dix-aeptieme, 77th.

aoixante-dix-huitiome, 78th.

aoixante-dix-neuvicme, 79th.

quatre-viugtieme, 80th.

quatre-viugt-unieme, Slat

quatre-vingt-deuxicme, etc. 82nd,

quatre-vingt-dixicme, 90th.

quatre-vingt-onzieme, 91st.

quatre-vingt-douziorue, etc. 92nd.

40

41

42

50

51

52

60

61

62

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79
80

81

82

90

91

92

100

101

200

201

300

301

1000

2000

205G

1,000,000 { millionieme,

z5ro 0.

centime, 100th.

cout uuieme, lOlat.

deux centicme, J-th.
deux cent uuieme, etc. 201at.

trois ceuti. in.
, 300th.

trois cent unicice, etc. 301st.

millieme, 1000th.

deux milliomc, -:;..
deux mille cinquautieme, 2050th.

1,000,000th.

24. VARIATIONS OP THE CARDINAL NUMBERS.

(1.) The following cardinal numbers vary :

(2.) Un. one, takes tho gender of the noun to which it is

prefixed :

un livre, one book; une fcuillc. one leaf.

When used snbstantively, un may take the mark of the
lural :

Vase. Lea uns et lea autres,
Pern. Lea unes et les autres,

These and those.

(Tht- ones and the others^.
*
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(3.) Vingt and cent, when preceded and multiplied by a

number, and not followed by another, take the mark of the

plural :

six cents, six hundred.

Man lives eighty years, the dog

quatre-ningfs, eighty ;

L'homme vit quatre-tungtsatis, le

chien n'en vit que dix. BUFFON.
On m'apporta chez moi, douze

only ten.

They brought me, at my house,

cents francs. J. J. ROUSSEAU, ticelue hundred francs.

(4.) Vingt and cent, however, when preceded and multiplied

by a number, and followed by another, and used to indicate a

date of the Christian era, do not take the mark of the plural :

quatre-t'tngt-cinq hommes,
cinq cent deux hommes,

Charlemagne fut proclam^ em-

pereur d'Occident, le jour de Noi;
l,

en huit cent. VOLTAIRE.

eighty-five men.

five hundred and two men.

Charlemagne was proclaimed ew-

peror of the West, Christmas-day, in

the year eight hundred.

(5.) Mille (thousand). For the date of the year of the

Christian era the form mil alone is used :

I/an mil huit cent cinquante, The year one thousand eight hun-

dred and fifty.

(6.) With regard to the years which have preceded the Chris-

tian era, and those which will folloiv its first thousand, the form
mille is employed :

Tlie first irruption of the Gauls

tool: place under the reign of Tar-

qnin, about the year of the world

3416.

La premiere irruption des

G-aulois eut liou sous le regne de

Tarquin, environ 1'an du monde
trois mille quatre cent seize.

VERTOT.

(7.) Million, billion, etc., take the mark of the plural.

25. MISCELLANEOUS OBSERVATIONS ON THE CARDINAL
NUMBERS.

(1.) In French, in computing from twenty to thirty, thirty
to forty, etc., the larger number must always precede the
smaller. We may not say, as is often done in English, one and
twenty, but always vingt et un, vingt-deux, etc.

(2.) The conjunction et is only used in the following num-
bers : vingt et un (21), trente et un (31), quarante et un (41),

cinquante et un (51), soixante et un (61), and soixante et
onze (71).

With the exception of the six numbers mentioned above, the
various components of compound numbers are connected by
hyphens from dix-sept (17) to quatre-vingt-dix-neuf (99).

(3.) The word one, which frequently precedes in English the
words hundred and tlwusand, must not be rendered in French.
We say :

mille hommes, one thousand men.
cent francs, one hundred francs.

(4.) When the words cent and mille are used substantively
before the name of objects generally reckoned or sold by the
hundred or thousand, in number or in weight, the word un
may be placed before them ; the name of the object being pre-
ceded by the preposition de :

Un cent, un mille de briques,
One hundred, one thousand (of) bricks.

Un cent (un quintal) de sucre,
Owe hundred (weight) of sugar.

(5.) The words septante, seventy; octante, eighty; and
nonante, ninety, are now nearly obsolete, being used only in
the southern provinces of France. They are, as may be seen
in the preceding table, replaced by the expressions : soixante-
dix, siity-ten; quatre-vingts, four twenties (fourscore) ; quatre-
vingt-dix, four-score-ten, &c.

(6.) Before the words onze, eleven, and onzieme, eleventh,
neither the article nor any other word is elided. We say
le onze, le onzieme, la onzieme. In pronunciation, the s of
the plural article les is silent when this article precedes onze
or onzieme [see 143 (2)].

26. OBSERVATIONS ON THE ORDINAL NUMBERS.

(1.) It will be seen that the ordinal numbers, with the ex-

ception of premier and second, are formed from the cardinal
by adding ieme to the latter.

When the cardinal ends in e, that e is suppressed : quatre,

quatrieme ; when the cardinal ends in g, u is inserted between
it and the ending of the ordinal : cinq, cinquieme ; when the

cardinal ends in /, that / is changed into v : neuf, neuvieme :

and, finally, when the cardinal ends with a consonant, ieme is

added to it without any other change : dix, dixieme.

(2.) All ordinal adjectives, except unieme, may take the

mark of the plural.

(3.) Premier and second alone vary for the feminine, which
is formed regularly by adding e : premiere, seconde.

(4.) Unieme (first) is only used in composition with vingt,

trente, quarante, cinquante, soixante, quatre-vingt, cent, and
mille.

(5.) Deuxieme is used in composition with the same numbers
as unieme, and also by itself. Second is only used by itself.

(6.) Hyphens are used in the same cases with ordinal as with

cardinal adjectives [see 25 (2)].

(7.) The following words, sometimes used substantively and
sometimes adjectively, may be classed among ordinal adjec-
tives :

Trentenaire,

Quarantenaire,
Quinquagenaire, fifty years old,

Sexagenaire, sexagenarian,

Septuagdnaire, septuagenaria?!,

Octoge'naire, octogenarian,

Nonagenaire, nonagenarian,

Centenaire, centenarian,

of thirty years' duration.

of forty

of fifty

of sixty

of seventy

of eighty

of ninety

of one hundred

Quadragenaire, a person forty years old, is a noun.

Trentenaire and quarantenaire are law terms :

Possession trentenaire, quaraute- I Thirty, forty years' possession.

naire.

Quarantenaire is also used in reference to quarantine.

The following, quadragenaire, quinquagenaire, sexagenaire,

septuagenaire, octogenaire, nonagenaire, and centenaire, are

applied to persons :

Un octogenaire plantait, eta.

LA FONTAINE.
A man eighty years old was planting

trees.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN FRENCH.

EXERCISE 191 (Vol. III., page 165).

1. The meeting broke up late. 2. Being able to swim is useful. 3.

Eating is necessary to all animals. 4. Look at your children amusing
themselves in the garden. 5. We heard them coming. 6. Having
learnt that my father was here, I started at once. 7. He was writing,

while attentively listening to me. 8. I heard them coming up the

stairs, singing. 9. From my window I saw her reading, watering her

flowers, and embroidering. 10. Almost all the inhabitants of that

town were suffering from ague. 11. We caught them stealing our

cabbages. 12. His inclination for gambling will prove the ruin of him.

13. He is sleeping, do not awake him. 14. She is studying, wait.

15. Writing to him is easy. 16. Correcting his children is a father's

right and duty.

EXERCISE 192 (Vol. III., page 165).

1. La chasse eat un passe-temps salutaire et agreable. 2. Enseiguer
est difficile. 3. Le boire est necessaire a 1'homme. 4. J'attribue son

succt-s a ce qu'il counait le ministre. 5. Nous les avons entendus rire.

6. Je lis souvent tout en me promenant. 7. Lui ayant dound sou

argent, je veux un re?!!. 8. Nous la rencoutrons quelquefois, se pro-
menaut toute seule. 9. L'avez-vous vue aller a la station ? 10. On
le prit grimpant sur un arbre et volant des fruits. 11. Le battant de

la cloche est tombd. 12. II est faible, il lui faut des stimulants. 13.

Votre frere joue dans le jardin, pendant que ma cousine est a ecrire

ses exercices. 14. Les assie'geants re9urent des renforts. 15. C'est le

devoir d'un honnete homme de dire la ve'rite'. 16. II est cruel de

battre ce pauvre chien.

EXERCISE 193 (Vol. III., page 220).

1. Does not that young lady find herself much fatigued ? 2. She is

fatigued and discouraged. 3. Has your sister gone to church accord-

ing to her custom ? 4. My mother and sister have gone there (thither).

5. Did your sister return earlier than usual ? 6. She returned later

than usual. 7. Has that poor sick woman fallen ? 8. She has fallen

in the mud. 9. Did my mother succeed in deciphering my letter?

10. She (in it) has not succeeded. 11. What flowers have you
*
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gather. I flower* which I have found are more U-autiful

mite which you Imvo Bout me. 13. UM not your oouiiin been

i t. Sh has been perfectly well. 15. What hook have you uaed,

.(.Minn)? lii. 1 uwr.l yoiirn. 17. \V'n need ourn (our oicn). 1*.

ultahaa your ton reproached himself P (lit. What fault*

t.) himself?) 19. The fuulu with whi.-li In;

lied himself are uot serious (lit.
The faults which ho reproached

: >ve you seen them laugh (lauy/i'n-M : .'I. I

*aw them smile (nni(tng). 22. Have you seen thoni steal I

1 aw them eteal (dealing) apples. 24. Have you w ,i n. !

thorn of tli.-ir f. in Hi,? 26. I have (warned tktm of tltem). 20. I have

. n<l them of tktm).

EXERCISE 194 (Vol. III., page 220).

1 Y livres sont-ils bion relic's? 2. Us sont bien relic's, et bien

iniprini. K. ;;. Vi.tn- i-.-tito fllle ne s'est-elle point trouvdo d(k-<n

I. KIl.i s'est trouvto fatiguoe, mate non pas de'couragc'c. 5. Vos scaurs

sont riles tombe'es d'accord ? 6. Elles ne sont pas tombees d'accord.

7. Mes frorcs sont tonibes d'ncoord. 8. Qui est veuu TOUS trouver ?

9. Vos amis sont venus nous trouver. 10. Votre sceur n'eat-cllo pns
all.V -i 1'. -lisc ? 11. Ma Boaur eat allt'-e a IVglise, commo de coutume.

12. Votro soeur est-elle revenue plus tot qu'a 1'ordiniiire ? 13. Ma
scour est revenue plus tord qua de coutume. 14. Los chumps quo votis

avez labonres sont-ils grands ? 15. Les champs que j'ai achete's sont

trot) grands. 16. Oil sont les messieurs que TOUS avez TUS passer P

ibint's que j'ai eutendues chanter sont dans leur chambre.

re imuvre sceur est-ello tombee ? 19. Cette pauvre malnde est-

<>)!<> t miWo duns la boue ? 20. Votre soeur est-ello parvenue a lire ce

livre ? 21. Ello est parvenue a le lire. 22. Avez-vous averti vos

JKCurs de leur danger ? 23. Je les en ai averties. 24. Je nc les en ai

\tea averties. -jr.. De quelle plume M"'e vOtre more s'est-elle servie ?

L'i. l-Ule s'est servie de la mienne. 27. Ces demoiselles nc so sont-elles

paa Berries de won livre ? 28. Elles nc s'en sont pas servics. 29. M""'

votre mere s'est-elle bien porte'e ? 30. Elle s'est portee a merveillo.

31. S'est-elle souveuue de sa promesse ? 32. Elle s'en est souvenue.

33. Avez-vous vu lire ces gar?ons ? 34. Je les ai vus sourire. 35.

Les avez-vous vus jouer ? 36. Jo les ai entendus jouer.

EXERCISE 195 (Vol. III., page 221).

1. What inn has been recommended to you ? 2. The Golden Lion
inn has been recommended to me. 3. What news have you brought ?

4. I have brought agreeable news. 5. Are your neighbours dressed ?

'. Tln-y are not yet dressed. 7. Did they sleep well last night? 8.

They did not sleep well. 9. When did they arrive ? 10. They arrived

at half-past four. 11. Have they slept more than five hours ? 12.

The six hours which they slept have done them much good. 13. Have

your sisters amused themselves ? 14. In playing they have hurt their

arm. 15. Did they relate our conversation to one another ? 16. They
related it to each other. 17. Have your friends disappeared. 18.

They have not disappeared ; they have returned home. 19. Have the

soldiers returned, whom you saw going away ? 20. They are dead ; I

saw them (being) buried (saw their funeral). 21. Have you not made
them study ? 22. I have made them read. 23. Hare you brought
silk goods ? 24. I have not brought any. 25. The silk goods which
I have brought from that place are very beautiful.

EXERCISE 196 (Vol. III., page 221).

1. N'avez-vous pas recommand6 mes nieces? 2. Je les ai recom-

muudees. 3. M'avez-vous apporte' de bonnes oranges ? 4. Je vous en

ai apporte. 5. En avez-vous douud a mes deux filles ? 6. Je leur eu

ai douut'-. 7. Je leur en aurais douud, si j'en avals eu beaucoup. 8.

N'avez-vous pas ne'glige' vos etudes ? 9. Je ne les ai pas negligees ; je

ue les ndglige jamais. 10. Les annees que cette dglisc a dur^, parlent
en favour de 1'architecte. 11. Les dix milles qu'il a couru, Tout

fatigue. 12. Vos soeurs se sont-elles uui ? 13. Elles se sont flatties.

14. Mes amis se sont-ils pre'seut&j? 15. II est venu trois de vos

soeurs (Trout de vos eceurs sont venues). 16. Que so sont-elles imagind ?

17. Elles out concu I'ide'e de lire le Tassc. 18. Les avez-vous vus

voler mes pomuies ? 19. Je les ai vus voler vos poches. 20. Les

avez-vous entendues chanter? 21. Jo les ai entendues chanter. 22.

Les chansons que j'ai entendu chanter ne sont pas nouvelles. 23. J'ai

trumv daus votre chambre les livres que je vous avais dt!fendu de

prendrc. 24. Les pcches que je vous ai ddfendu de manger ue sout

pas mures. 25. Avez-vous vu ces solduts ? 26. Je les ai vus passer la

surname derniere. 27. Je les ai vu porter a I'hopital ce matin. 28.

Avez-vous apport^ des oranges de France ? 29. J'en ai apporte. 30.

Les oranges que j'en ai apporte'es sont bonnes. 31. Avez-vous apporto
des soieries ? 32. J'eu ai apporte'. 33. Je n'en ai pas apporto.

EXERCISE 197 (Vol. ILL, page 221).

1. The battle-field was covered with dead. 2. The sham general
was soon arrested. 3. The minister's arrival astonished us. 4. It

is a well-known fact. 5. The trenches were well guarded. 0. They
buried the dead woman at once. 7. The convict appeared. 8. The
little girls I patronise are very interesting. 9. You will find their

receipts in your drawer.

EXBCIS 198 (Vol. III., j,:i/- I

1. On ouvrit la tranche maltrre 1 feu d I'raMmL 2. Vooa tron-

rerez de belle* penaeea dans cot ouvrae. 3. Bon coop* eat caaa4. 4.

Ces faiU uous dtonni-rent. 5. Le prttondn doetour fnt tottitut BJU a

la porte. 6. Lea morta et lei blea<a gitalent encore aur \ champ
de botaille. 7. Connaiaaea-vona ce parrenu ? 8. Avez-voua u la

mark-o? 9. Lea exihiea n'avaient paa de fortune.

LESSONS IN A IM IIITECTURE. XX,
DOMESTIC AK'.'IIIIU lUIiE IN ENULAM; .11.

LEAVINO oaatlca and maiiMonn, we have now to ntady domestia
urchi('cturo as it relates to the wanta of the body of the people,

especially what an; now known as the "great middle classes
"

mntry. Tho absence of anything like convenient plan
and Buttled stylo even in the houses of the nobility, during two
or throe centuries after the Norman Conquest, has been shown
in our previous paper ; and while domestic comfort in the
modern sense was a thing unknown to princes, their subjects
wero of course in the rudest possible stage of civilised life.

Tho mean, low houses of the people were little more than hnte,
and even in the capital the dwellings of the citizens in the
twelfth century were mere sheds of wood, of one, or at the most
two storeys. So frequently were these buildings swept away by
fire, that at the close of that century it was thought necessary
to enact that in future the lower storey of all habitations in the

City of London should be built of stone, and that the usual

thatched roofs should give place to tile or shite.

We must come down to the fourteenth century, when trade
and industry had arisen to improve the condition of all classes

by increasing the general wealth of the country, before we
can find the citizens of the towns occupying houses worthy of

an intelligent community. In this and the following century
many substantial buildings were erected, the remains of which
are occasionally to be seen in the present day. The great
merchants of the day frequently vied with the nobility in the

stateliness of their town abodes ; but it is not these, but the

dwellings of the less wealthy citizens, that we have now under
our consideration.

One characteristic form of house arose in England in the

Middle Ages, and set a style which continued to be in vogue,
with few modifications, for three or four hundred years. It

was a narrow building with a pointed roof, and the gable over-

hanging the street ; each storey, moreover, projecting over

that immediately below. This is the kind of old-fashioned,

middle-class house occasionally found in nearly all parts of

the country at the present day, and which will be familiar

to many of our readers. The material with which it was built

was usually stone or brick, with a large quantity of timber, the

latter ornamentally disposed in front of the house in a very

striking manner. These half-timbered houses were in vogue
alike for the shops of the citizens in the towns, the farmhouses
in the country, and the residences of small landed proprietors.
As an example, we give an illustration of a farmhouse of the

fourteenth century, near Leicester. The style was more suitable

to the country than to the town, for in the latter the pro-

jection of the overhanging storeys had an injurious effect, by
excluding a great portion of the light and air which should have
been admitted to the streets. On the other hand, it may bo

remarked that each storey sheltered that below from tho

weather ; and to this fact, as well as to the solidity of the materials

used, the enduring character of the building* must be ascribed.

As far as regards internal accommodation, these houses could

not boast of many conveniences. Tho lower floors were dark,

the ceilings low throughout, and the apartments often dis-

figured by huge beams supporting tho upper floors. They worv

very deficient in ventilation, not only by reason of their peculiar

construction, but also from the fixity of the windows, which
rendered the admission of a free current of air difficult even
when it was most desired. To this cause must be attributed a

great deal of the sickness which afflicted England during the

long period when these houses wero common. In the smaller

houses built in this fashion, and packed closely together in

towns, the faults essential to the style were particularly injnrioua
to the health of tho inhabitants.

Such as it was, this style held its ground until the rise of the

era of plain square buildings built of brick, and, in the better

class of dwellings, occasionally ornamented with flat columns or
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pilasters of stone. This style was a sort of degraded Italian,

ugly enough, but at least possessing the advantage of throwing
all parts of the building equally open to the influences of the

air and sky. A greater contrast cannot well be found than

that between the fanci-

ful timber fronts of the

gabled houses of former

years, and those flat,

imadorned habitations

which arose to super-
sede them in the reigns
of Queen Anne and the

Georges, continuing
common down to the

present day.
A marked change,

however, has, in the

Victorian era, taken

place in the domestic

architecture of the

country. The unifor-

mity in which the gene-
rationsimmediately pre-
ceding seem to have

delighted has been su-

perseded by a ten-

dency in the opposite

direction, every man
building in his own
fashion, sometimes with
a due regard to style,

but at others setting all

styles at utter defiance.

Hence, in the case of

town architecture, there may occasionally be seen in our chief

cities a row of buildings, well and expensively constructed, but
no two of which are alike in any essential feature.

In the case of suburban and country residences, the taste for

variety and inde-

pendence is still

more frequently dis-

played. A class of

building known as

the villa has be-

come common in

recent years, sup-

plying a want which
is in itself singu-

larly characteristic

of our time. Our
forefathers who
were engaged in

trade or in the pro-
fessions for the most

part inhabited, with

their families, the

housesinwhich their

business was pur-
sued. The rapid

growth of commerce
has in many cases

rendered it neces-

sary that the space
formerly occupied

by private lodgings
should be given up
to business pur-

poses; and the simul-

taneous increase of

wealth has enabled
well-to-do citizens

and professional
men to consult their own health and tastes by residence at a dis-

tance from the scene of their daily toil. Hence, in many parts of
the country there have sprung up clusters of residences inhabited

by a class who occupy a position midway between that of the
townsman and the country squire of former times. The resi-

dences themselves are a medium between the town house and

FARHHOUSE OF THE FOURTEENTH CENTURY, NEAR LEICESTER.

VILLA RESIDENCE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY CLASSICAL OR ROMAN STYLE.

the old country mansion ; and to this class of house the old

Eoman name for a country house villa is applied by common
usage.

These villa residences are for the most part detached, or

standing each in its

own grounds of greater
or less extent ; and
thus they afford wide

scope for the practice
either of architectural

science or caprice.
We consequently see

infinite diversity in

their construction, and
to classify them all

under any recognised

designations would be
a matter of impossibi-

lity. But, so far as they
are worth attention at

all from an architectu-

ral point of view, they

may mostly be grouped
into two classes
those in which the de-

sign has more or less-

of the classical ele-

ment, and those in

which the Gothic pre-
vails in a correspond-

ing degree.
To afford the stu-

dent a clue to guide
him in his observations,,

we set before him an example of each of these grand divisions

of style, as adapted to the domestic architecture of the middle

classes. The classical element is displayed in the purely Eoman-

style of the small villa in our second illustration. The Gothic

is illustrated in the-

H=^ example of a small

country house con-

structed after what
we have previously
described as the-

"Elizabethan" man-
ner. As a supple-

mentary illustra-

tion, we give an en-

graving of a highly

popular kind of cot-

tage or villa archi-

tecture, which, al-

though not strictly
in accordance with

any recognised
style, has so much
about it that is

attractive and me-
ritorious as to con-

stitute a type of

its own, to which
the name of "

cot-

tage" is commonly
applied. So far as

this can be iden-

tified with either

of the other styles r

it must be con-

sidered an adapta-
tion of the classical,

as shown in the

modern Italian ;
but

the gabled roof is a feature which connects it to a certain de-

gree with the old English houses of the past, and still more

nearly with the Swiss cottages of the present day.
In this manner the styles of architecture are frequently run

one into the other in modern villa and other residences, some-

times, as in this case, to produce an attractive and harmonious
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VILLA RESIDENCE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY GOTHIC STYLE.

whole, but more often with tho contrary effect. Oneamonally we

may BOO example* in whi'-h .ithcr f stylo on the part
: daring iii'lilV.Ti-uco to it, haa a grotesque

become* the

mi iiiiinfunned be-

of tlm time, how-

ever, intendingmore
uiul iiK'i-i- to the

adoption of the most

approved methods
of former days, BO

far aa they are oon-

aistent with modern
: )it at tho

; t day a "
bat-

tle of styles
"
may

be said to be going
ou, tho contest for

predominance being
between the clas-

sical and the old

English or medie-
val manner.

\Vi- cannot dwell

upon the internal

arrangements of our
domestic buildings
further than to re-

mark that the im-

provement during
the present century
in the interior haa

been, if possible,

greater than that

witnessed in the exterior. In light, ventilation, sanitary
arrangements, and all matters of convenience and comfort,
the residences of the middle classes have immensely improved
during the Victo-

rian age ; and it

is gratifying to

remark that the

improvement is

surely, although
perhaps slowly,

extending to the

abodes of the

labouring classes

also, both in town
and country. The
erection of modnl

cottages, in which
the latePrinceCon-

sort took a lead-

ing part, has done

something to give
builders generally,
and the land-
owners who em-

ploy them, an idea

of how necessary
comfort and con-

venience may be
attained without
unusual expense.
Similar efforts
have been made to

improve the condi-

tion of the labour-

ing classes in other

countries, particu-

larly by the late

Emperor Napo-

towns, in which a prominent place has boen ffir<m to aD
matters relating to cottage architecture. All -ff..n- in thi*

direction must tend to the advantage not onlj of the oou

which they may ori-

ginauj, bat, sooner
or later, of oar own
also. The lament-
able condition of
the labourers' cot-

tages in many parU
of the land is still

a disgrace to a pro-

fessedly civilised

age.
It ia gratifying

to note the effort -

which are beinc.

made to improve
the dwellings of the

labouring classes

in our large towns.

Many each move-
ments have now
been set on foot by
means both of pri-
vate beneficence and
commercial enter-

prise. Aa an exam-

ple of the former, we
may mention the

buildings erected

from the munificent

gift of Mr. Peabodj
to the poor of Lon-
don ; and of the lat-

ter, the work of the
IndustrialDwellings

Association in the metropolis, by which it has been shown that

such efforts may be made commercially remunerative, while at the

same time they confer a great benefit upon the classes for whom
they are designed.
At present these

movements are in

their infancy, and
there is yet very
much to be done
before any mate-
rial improvement
will have been ef-

fected by their

means upon tho
condition of the

poor. Mean and

squalid habita-

tions now occupy
large areas of

ground, which
would afford good
and healthy ac-

commodation to

many times the

number of people,
if the system of

erecting high
houses, each re-

plete with conve-

nience for several

families ,weremore

:lly adopted.
This is the plan
on which many
cities have been

built in Scotland

and on the Conti-

nent, and there is

SPECIMEN OF " COTTAGE " ARCHITECTURE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.

leon, from whose design model cottages were erected and ex- no reason, beyond the force of custom and prejudice, why it

hibited during the Paris Exhibition of 1867. "
Exhibitions of should not be employed in many parts of England, where the

Domestic Economy
" have also been held at Utrecht and other evilp of over-crowdinj? are increasing year by year.
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XL.
THE SICILIAN VESPEES.

" DEATH to the French ! Down with the French !

" Such was

the cry at Palermo on the evening of Easter Tuesday, the

31st of March, 1282. It was a terrible cry, one that sounded

the knell, not only of many hundred lives of Frenchmen, but

the life also of French dominion in Sicily. It was a cry long

remembered a cry which became known as that of the Sicilian

Vespers, a cry that made brave Frenchmen blench, and gave
their enemies an opportunity of sneering without the possibility

of being answered. Once Henry IV. of France said, when

angry, in conversation with the Spanish ambassador,
" If I

am provoked, I will breakfast at Milan and dine at Naples,"

at that time under the Spanish crown. " And perhaps," said

the Spanish ambassador, "your Majesty may reach Sicily in

time for vespers."
But how came the French to have any interest in Sicily ?

What were the circumstances under which the historic facts

known as the Sicilian Vespers took place ?

The island of Sicily was early conquered by the Saracens,

when they spread from their native confines of Arabia into

Europe. In their hands it remained till the year 1058, when

Roger Guiscard, a Norman chief, undertook to win it back to

the Christians, and, overthrowing the Saracenic ruler, established

himself in his place. Roger's brother Robert, also a Norman

adventurer, had established himself in the kingdom of Naples,

and on his death Roger united the two dominions under one

crown. In Norman hands the crown of the Two Sicilies re-

mained till the time of the Emperor Frederic Barbarossa. His

son Henry married Constance, the only child and heiress of

William II., who was the direct descendant of Roger Guiscard.

Henry, upon liis father's death, became Emperor of Germany,
and of course, in right of his wife, King of Naples and Sicily.

His reign was not a long one, and when Frederick II., his

successor, came to the throne, a minor, there was a chance,

which was not lost by enemies of the imperial house, to loosen

the hold which the emperor had upon his Italian dominions.

For many years the factions of the Guelphs and Ghibellines

that is to say, the partisans of the Papal power (the Guelphs),
and those of the emperor (the Ghibellines) had divided all

eastern Europe. The interest of the Pope was the interest of

a large body of men who, in addition to the influence which
their priestly office gave them over an ignorant and superstitious

people, possessed an immense power by virtue of the monopoly
which they exercised over the sources of secular learning.
This influence they exerted in behalf of themselves and their

master, and succeeded in forming a compact and well-organised

party among the laity in opposition to the imperial power.
Among their adherents were the inhabitants of the principal
Italian cities, ever apprehensive of danger from their German
suzerain ; the kings of France, ever jealous of the power and
predominance of the emperors ; and an un-German following
in Germany, known as the Saxon party. The Ghibelline or

Imperial faction included those who strove to make the emperor
supreme as in the older time he had been, and not only claimed
for the emperor an entire independence of the Papal see, but
asserted his right to appoint and control the Pope himself.

Of course, between these two factions the warfare was
incessant. At times one prevailed, at times the other ; but no
opportunity was lost by either of injuring the enemy, whether
in season or out of season. The so-called vice-gerent of Christ
was no whit better, if so good, as his imperial foe, and means
were taken to ensure the success of the Papal cause which it is

hard to suppose the vice-gerent' s Master would have approved.
When Frederick II.* died in 1250, after a reign of 38 years,
spent in ceaseless attacks upon the Papal power, he left two
sons, Conrad, his heir, and Manfred, who was illegitimate.

Although Conrad had been elected King of the Romans, a
title which usually assured the wearer of the imperial title,
he was prevented by the arts of Pope Innocent IV. from
succeeding to the purple. Strong efforts were also made to
oust him from his kingdom of Naples, but there he established
himself, and after a reign of two years died, leaving a young
son, Conradin, whom, as his successor, he commended to the

* This monarch was Frederick I. of Sicilv from 1197 to 1250, and
Frederick II. of Germany from 1212 to 1250.

care of the boy's uncle Manfred, and of the Pope. As soon aa

Conrad was dead the Pope began an attempt to deprive the

child for whom he was trustee of his birthright. He incited

the Neapolitan nobles to throw off the kingly yoke, and to form

an oligarchical republic under the protection of the Church ;

and in furtherance of his plan, he marched a body of troops into

the Neapolitan territory. By his influence the Sicilians were
induced to abjure their allegiance to Conradin and the Ghibelline

house of Suabia, and to form themselves into a sort of republic
in connection with Rome. But from the first it was apparent
that the constituent parts of the state were too uncongenial to

be welded into a veritable republic. The mixed racea among
the inhabitants, the aristocratic and popular interests, and the

presence of a small minority yet favourable to royalty, were

so many causes of disunion. After a few months of trouble

and confusion, Manfred, who had raised men and money iu

Germany, appeared in arms in the southern provinces, and
restored the royal authority on the mainland and in Sicily. For
a short time he professed to act as regent for Conradin, his

nephew, but at last he gave out that Conradin was dead, and
caused himself to be crowned king at Palermo. He was at once

recognised as head of the Ghibelline faction, and displayed an

uncompromising and active hostility to the Papal court.

Under these circumstances, Innocent IV. looked about for

some one whom he could pit against Manfred. Richard,
Earl of Cornwall, brother to Henry III. of England, wan
first applied to ; but on due consideration declined the honour
of a kingdom which, though the Pope professed to give him,
it was yet clear the earl would have to win and also to keep by
his own good sword and his own broad pieces. Then it wan
offered to one of Henry III.'s own sons, but was declined after

much money had been spent in backing up the title. In

Charles, Duke of Anjou, brother of St. Louis, Alexander IV.,

who had succeeded Innocent, found a willing recipient of the

kingdom of Naples, even on condition of winning it at the

sword's point. To assist him, the Pope published a crusade

against Manfred, and promised endless felicity to all who should

die fighting in behalf of the French duke. At Benevento where,

in spite of terrible bravery, the Neapolitan army was routed,

and Manfred, scorning to be taken, plunged into the thickest of

the fight and there met death Charles of Anjou at one stroke

overcame all resistance, and found himself master of the kingdoms
of Naples and Sicily. Conradin, who was not dead, though only
a youth in his seventeenth year, pat himself at the head of the

remaining friends of his house, and marched to pluck the fruit

which the Duke of Anjou had won. At Tagliacozzo he met
the French troops, a bloody battle ensued, the Germans were

routed, and Conradin fled to Astura, where he was given up to

the vengeance of his enemy. That enemy, incapable alike of

generosity and mercy, caused him to be publicly put to death,

the vice-gerent of Christ consenting. Upon the scaffold, which

was erected in the market-place of his own capital city, Con-

radin announced, before laying his youthful head on the

block, that his rights survived in Peter III. of Aragon, who had
married the daughter of Manfred. He slew many more at his

death than he had done in his life, for by his sacrifice there was
kindled in the breasts of his proper subjects such a hatred for

the rulers who had assumed the mastery as was not extinguished
till long after the Sicilian Vespers.
The brutality of the French nsurpor knew no bounds. All

who had taken part against him in the late wars were put to

death, their property was confiscated, their houses were razed

to the ground. Subjection the most utter and complete,

nothing short of it would satisfy the tyrant, who,
"
lacking

nothing but the wrath of God," made his kingdom on the

mainland a howling waste. But for Sicily his fierce fury was

reserved. The Sicilians had risen very generally in favour of

Conradine. Charles, therefore, sent over Guillaume 1'Estendard,

the cruellest man in his army, to be governor, and to root out

the prevalent disaffection. This ruffian fully justified his

master's choice. With fire, sword, and gibbet, he "
quieted

"

the island ; there was not a house where there was not one dead,

and those who remained alive envied their brothers who had

died. Those who had exclaimed against the severity of the

Suabian government looked back sorrowfully to the days when
Manfred ruled them. " We thought we had got a king from

the Father of fathers, and we have gotten antichrist," said the

clergy, who, curbed by Manfred, were utterly despoiled by
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Charles. The privileges Charles had worn to the Pope ho

would restore were ut only kopt back, but the privileges tliat

d were also taken away. Tho rev.-n..

y tin- champion ui the church, and tint wolf whom
.^hted to liouour with a sheep's cloth,:

ii 111 tho hoilir-i : .1 '* hunii-i. The liaroiw

friendly t<> thn Angevin* were deprived of their property on the'

that they had acquir. .1 it through iM mil' red, who li.ul

OO power to confer it; and those barons who could not prove
themselves free from all taint of treason were deprived as

traitors. The French s< enriched with Italian spoils,

* now and alien nobility was created ; feudalism in its harshest

form was thrust upon the people ; secret prison-houses sprang up
in hateful abundance; the voice of justice was stifled, and the

whole nation was ground down to misery under the iron heel of

a foreign despot. The taxes wore crushing, and most offen -i\
!_,

levied ; the eurrency was debased by the government, and then

called in at tho loss of the people ; heiresses were compelled to

marry needy Frenchmen ; estates were made wildernesses that

some French lord might hunt over them, while the owner was
forbidden on pain of death to kill a head of game. In their

domestic relations the poor peoplo were fearfully insulted.

Lawlessness, conscious of security, ran riot through the land,
and respected neither rank nor condition in gratifying its lust.

This was the rock on which the French dominion split, the rock

on which royalty in old Rome was dashed to pieces, tho rock

on which the power of " the wicked ten
" was ground to powder.

There is a point beyond which human endurance will not go,
and that point had been reached by Sicilian sufferers and
French oppressors. Domestic outrage was the spark which
fired the train of Sicilian anger.

Already the train was laid. The conduct of tho French had
been such that no one with a claim to manhood could endure

it, and at the risk of their lives men plotted against the

savage rule of the Duke of Anjou, trying by every means in

their power to provoke his enemies into action against him.
And his enemies were many. The Pope, who had enlisted him
in his service simply and solely to do despite to the Ghibelline

faction, supported him in his high-handed villanies till these

became directed against himself, and till the ambitious duke

sought by means of his Roman influence to over-ride even
in Rome the authority of the Pontiff King. Nicolas III.

was now (A.D. 1277) Pope, and seeing the drift of his pre-
decessor's most obedient, humble servant, took part with the

Frenchman's enemies to overthrow him. The Greek emperor,
Michael Palueologus, was among Charles's direst foes, for the

duke, fancying that he saw in the weakness of the Greek

empire an opportunity of seizing the Greek crown, made no
secret of his intention to win it if ho could, and openly prepared
the means of following up his pretensions by force. A third

strong foe was Peter III., King of Aragon, in whom the right
of Manfred and of Conradin survived. This prince, willing

enough to win an additional crown, provided he had not to fight
for it single-handed, but too prudent to risk what he had for

sake of what he might not have, had hitherto turned a deaf ear

to the suggestions of the Sicilian exiles who suggested action

in support of his wife's claims. But now that the Pope and
the Greek Emperor were disposed to be actively hostile, the

Emperor of Germany passive, and the Neapolitans and Sicilians

murderously revengeful while the King of France, St. Louis,
was so much weakened by tho ruinous failure of his crusading
expedition into Africa as to be no longer feared Peter began to

think of stirring himself, and arrived at the conclusion that
Charles of Anjou was a consummate scoundrel and a robber.
An alliance was made between Peter, the Greek Emperor, and
the Pope, the last of whom confirmed, with authority at least as

great as that which had given the Two Sicilies to Charles, the

right of the Spaniard to the throne. The Sicilians were duly
apprised of what was going forward, and means were taken by
them to second the efforts of the allied sovereigns whenever the

signal of revolt should be raised. But the plot which was
thickening suddenly burst, not through any discovery on the

part of the French, not through any treachery on the part of

the Sicilians ; but simply because it could be concealed no
longer, because an act committed by a licentious French
soldier wan tho last straw which broke the patient back of
Sicilian forbearance.
On Eaater Tuesday, the 31st of March, 1282, the Mile of the

Paleraitans had pone to hear vespers at the Church of Han

Spirito ou Morrealo, a short distance from the town. The
weather was fine, and after service the people walked in a

pleasure-garden that vx.. . the church. Among the
crowd were many officers of tho viceroy, Herbert of Orleans,
and a large sprinkling of French noldiery. An order of the

vireroy had forbidden Sicilian* to carry arm*, to that the

pi ople were weaponless, while the French wore their usual

anna. According to custom, the French swaggered, and jostled
tho unoffending inlander.-,, uttering now and then insulting

speeches to the men, and Leh^viug insultingly by word and
towards the won. <>ked by their behaviour, some

of the Sicilian young men remonstrated, and that so boldly that
nch exclaimed,

"
They must have concealed arm-, or

th<y would not speak so." A search wan made for arms upon
rsons of tho remonstrants, and one soldier, named

Drouet, more brutal than his companions, walked up to where
a beautiful girl was walking with htr parents and her betrothed,
and accusing her of carrying concealed weapons, forthwith

began to search her by thrusting hi hand into her bosom,

attempting as he did so to kiss her. The maiden fainted ; and
before she could bo brought to again a young man, whose name
unfortunately is not known, had knocked the Frenchman down
and killed him with his own sword, shouting as he slew him,
" Death to the French ! Down with the French !" A horrible

scene ensued ; the French defended themselves with (lonfago
and ability, and many a Sicilian fell ; but of the foreigners a con-

temporary historian tersely says, "they numbered two hundred,
and two hundred died."

Like a thunder-chip the voice echoed through the country,
and roused the hearts of all. Every man's hand was against,
the aliens. Implements of husbandry, of household use, served
the place and did the work of more warlike weap<>

Excited and bloody, with the dead men's swords in their

hands, the Sicilians rushed into Palermo. The terrible shout
of " Death to tho French !

"
resounded in the streets, and er

night closed in upon Easter Tuesday 2,000 gashed corpses of

Frenchmen who that day had insolently ruled, were flung out
to be a prey to the beasts of the field. Palermo was- seized by
the insurgents, every foreigner was driven forth. Giovanni di

San Remigio, the governor, escaped only by a miracle, and he

escaped but to fall the next day in a sortie from the castle of

Vicari upon men whose offer to send him and his followers by
safe conduct to Provence he had scornfully rejected.
The ferocity of the outbreak left the Sicilians without hope

of reconciliation. They had gone thus far, they must go yet
farther. In a sort of parliament, hastily convened at Palermo,
the regal form of government was renounced, and a common-
wealth, under the protection of the Church, was declared to be

the new constitution. The example set by Palermo and a few

neighbouring places was quickly followed by the most impor-
tant towns in the island, even Messina being obliged, in spite
of the viceroy's presence, to follow suit. Flying columns
scoured the country, killing every Frenchmen that was found ;

indeed, such was the fury, that Saba Malaspina says it seemed
as if every man had a father, son, or brother to avenge, or was

possessed with the belief that in slaying a Frenchmen he did

God service. An oath was taken to die rather than serve

the French, and in a week after Drouet insulted the Sicilian

maiden the French dominion was an historical event in Sicily.

The allied sovereigns were fortunately able, although their

!

action had been precipitated, to second with material help the

I efforts of the insurgents. A Spanish fleet, fitted out with the

;
Greek emperor's money, swept the sea of the squadron which

Cl arles of Anjou had reckoned on to carry his re-conquering

I
army into the rebellious province ; and Papal money supplied

i
the Sicilians with the arms and munitions which only they
wanted to enable them to keep what they had won. Repeated
and strenuous efforts were made by the Duke of Anjon to

recover his lost ground, and for a long while he besieged

I

Messina in person with a powerful army and fleet; but hi:-

hour had struck with the vesper chime on Easter Tuesday.

,
His fleet was destroyed, his army was terribly mauled, and he

himself narrowly escaped capture at the hands of those he had

come to subdue. Peter III. of Aragon reigned in his stead,

and the island of Sicily knew him no more.

The point of tho Spanish ambassador's reply to Henry 1\ .

of France is no longer difficult to be seen.
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LESSONS IN ARITHMETIC. XLVIII.

THE METKIC SYSTEM.

THE advantage of adopting the Metric System of weights
and measures in this country has become a question of con-

siderable public interest. By an Act of Parliament passed in

1864, the use of the Metric System was rendered legal. In the

session of 1868 a bill for rendering its use compulsory was read

a second time in the House of Commons by a majority of 219 to

C7, and was only withdrawn out of deference to a request on the

part of the Government not to press it forward until the com-

pletion of the labours of a Eoyal Commission then sitting on the

currency question. Petitions in its favour have been, presented
to Parliament by the Associated Chambers of Commerce, and at

several meetings of the International Statistical Congress, and
of the British Association for the Advancement of Science,
resolutions have been passed recommending its general adop-
tion. Finally, it may be stated that the Metric System has
been already accepted, either wholly or in part, by 360 millions

of people, and that in every country there exists a strong and

growing feeling that an international system, founded on
rational principles, such as the metric, would be of inestimable

advantage to science, commerce, and education.

Under these circumstances, it is proposed to give in the pages
of the POPULAR EDUCATOR a familiar account of the Metric

System. As the catechetical method of instruction presents

many advantages in expounding the principles of a scientific

system, the form of question and answer has been adopted as

follows:

Q. What is the Metric System ? A. The Metric System is a
rational system of measures and weights designed for the use of

all civilised nations.

Q. Why do you call it a rational system ? A. For the fol-

lowing reasons : Firstly, Because in all its multiples and sub-

divisions it follows the decimal arrangement. Secondly, Because
all its parts, whether of length, surface, volume, or weight,

being directly derived from the unit of length, are mutually
dependent. Thirdly, Because the names given to the measures
and weights are well fitted for adoption into all civilised lan-

guages.

Q. Why is the system called Metric ? A. Because it is

founded on the meter as the unit of length.

Q. What is the meter? A. The meter is a line equal in

length to the ten-millionth part of the earth's meridian, mea-
sured from the pole to the equator.

Q. Can you give an account of the names by which the various

measures and weights of the Metric System are described ?

A. Yes, very simply. There are four prefixes derived from the

Greek language, and three from the Latin, which, placed before
the unit of each denomination, constitute the entire language
of the Metric System. They are as follow :

From the Greek Myria, signifying ten thousand times.

Kilo, one thousand times.

Hecto,
Beka,

From the Latin Deci,

Centi,

Milli,

one hundred times,

ten times,

one tenth part,
one hundredth part.
one thousandth part.

Q. Can you give an example of the application of these prin-

ciples ? A. Yes, by repeating the

TABLE OF LINEAR MEASURE.

Myriameter = 10,000 meters.

Kilometer = 1,000
Hectometer = 100

Dekameter = 10

METER = 1 meter.
Decimeter = -fs of a meter.
Centimeter = Tij
Millimeter = To

1
?,

Q. Has the length of the meter ever been exactly determined

in English measures ? A. Yes, by Captain Kater, in the year

1818, acting under the authority of a Eoyal Commission, and
the permission of the French Government.

Q. What was the length thus found ? A. The length thus

found was 39-37079 inches.

Q. Without reference to an exact standard, how would you
instruct a common carpenter to make a meter? A. I would
tell him to cut a slip of wood of the length 3 feet 3 inches,

3 eighths, then divide the whole into ten equal parts, and each

of these into ten equal parts. I would then have a meter,

sufficiently correct for all practical purposes, divided into

decimeters and centimeters.

Q. Can you give a simple relation in whole numbers between
the principal linear measures of the English and Metric Systems ?

A. The following relations are very simple, and sufficiently
exact for practical purposes, the latter especially : 10 meters =
11 yards ; and 64 meters = 70 yards = 210 feet.

Q. Proceeding from linear measure, can you give an account
of metric land measure? A. Yes, the unit of land measure is

the ar, and the table of land measure is formed in the same
manner as before, by the addition of the metric prefixes.

Q. What is the ar ? The ar is a square standing on a deka-

meter, and is therefore equal to one hundred square meters or

centiars.

Q. Repeat the table of land measure. A. The table repeated
in full is as follows :

TABLE OF LAND MEASURE.

Myriar = 10,000 ars. , AE = 1 ar.

Kilar = 1,000 Deciar = }$ of an ar.

Hectar = 100 Centiar = T JS

Dekar = 10 Milliar = TOSS

Q. Why do you say repeated in full ? A. Because in those
countries which have adopted the Metric System, three denomina-
tions only are ever used in practice, land being always mea-
sured in hectars, ars, and centiars.

Q. What is the exact value of an ar and of a hectar ? A. An
ar is equal to 119*60333 square yards; a hectar is equal to

2'47114 acres.

Q. Can you state the value of a hectar approximately in Eng-
lish measures ? A. Yes, a hectar is very nearly equal to 10
roods or 2 acres.

Q. Is this value of the hectar too great or too small ? A. It

is too great. A more exact relation is the following : 40
hectars = 99 acres.

Q. This seems to furnish an easy rule for turning hectars intc

acres. A. Yes; consider each hectar as 10 roods, and from the
result deduct 1 per cent.

Q. Passing from land measure, can you give an account of
cubic measure ? Yes ; the unit of volume or cubic measure is

^ohe liter, and the table is formed in the usual way.
Q. What is the liter ? The liter is a volume equal to the con-

tents of a cube each of whoso sides is a decimeter.

Q. Eepeat the table of cubic measure. A. :

TABLE OF CUBIC MEASURE.

Myrialiter = 10,000 liters.
!

LITER = 1 liter.

Kiloliter 1,000 Deciliter = & ol a liter.

Hectoliter = 100 Centiliter = TJj
Dekaliter = 10 Milliliter = rr.

1
,^

Q. Have you any observations to make on these measures ?

Yes ; the first two namely, the myrialiter and kiloliter are

rarely if ever used in practice. The hectoliter is practically
the unit of corn measure.

Q. What is the exact value of the liter to cubic inches ? A.

The liter is equal to 61-02705 cubic inches.

Q. How do you prove this P The length of a decimeter is

3'937079 inches ; by calculating the cube of this number by
continued multiplication, we arrive at the number 61 '02705.

Q. Can you give any simple relation connecting the cubic

measure of the Metric System with English liquid measure ?

A. The following is very nearly true, and is sufficiently correct

for all practical purposes : 1 hectoliter = 22 gallons.

Q. Can you give any other ? A. Yes ; the following is very

simple, but not so exact as the last : 1 gallon = 4J liters.

Q. Passing from cubic measure, can you inform me as to the

unit of weight of the Metric System ? A. The gram, the unit of

weight of the Metric System, is the weight of a cubic centi-

meter of pure water taken at its greatest density.

Q. What do you mean by water at its greatest density ? A.

The density of water, or weight which fills a given bulk, varies

with its temperature or degree of heat. The greatest density

corresponds to the temperature of 40 degrees.

Q. The unit of weight being thus determined, how do you
state the table of metric weight ? A. As follows :
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TABLE OF WEIGHT.
ram = 10,000 grams.

Kilogram = 1,000

Hectogram 100

10

GUAM 1
,

Decigram A of a gram.
Centigram T ib

Milligram ,^
Q. Have you any observations to make on thia table ? A.

Yea; the myriagram is ran-ly if .-vcr used, and although the

gram is the metric unit of weight, the kilogram ia practically
the unit for all kinds of business and commerce.

Q. You have formerly stated that there is a simple mutual
dependency between the different parts of the Metric System.
Can you give an illustration of this? A. Yes; the table of

weight shows the natural dependence of weight on volume, and
>re on linear dimension. For instance, since a cubic

:ioter of water weighs one gram, one thousand cubic centi-

meters, or one liter of water, weighs one kilogram ; and a cubic
meter of water, which is equal to one thousand liters, weighs
one thousand kilograms, a commercial weight which is com-
monly called the metric ton.

Q. Has the weight of the kilogram been exactly determined
in terms of English weights ? A. Yes, by Professor Miller, of

Cambridge, acting under the authority of a royal commission,
and with the permission of the French Government, in the year
1844. It is as follows : 1 kilogram = 15432-34874 grains
(7000 grains = 1 Ib. av.).

Q. Can you state in round numbers the relation between
Metric and English weights ? A. Yes ; for all practical purposes
ire may assume 10 kilograms = 22 Ibs.

Q. Is the use of the pound weight consistent with the adop-
tion of the Metric System ? A. Yes ; in all those countries that
have adopted the Metric System, the half-kilogram is invariably
spoken of as a pound, and might be called by us the new pound.

Q. Does the half-kilogram differ much from a pound avoir-

dupois ? A. No, it exceeds the pound avoirdupois by about a
tenth part.

Q. What are the principal weights for business and commerce
in England ? A. The pound avoirdupois, the hundredweight of
112 Ibs., and the ton of 20 cwt.

Q. What are the corresponding weights in the Metric System ?

A. The half- kilogram, or new pound, which exceeds the
pound avoirdupois by about 1 4 oz. ; the centner of 50 kilograms,
or 100 new pounds, which is less than our hundredweight by
about 13 Ibs. ; the ton, of 1000 kilograms, which is less thau
our ton of 20 cwt. by about 35 Ibs.

IQ.
Having explained the principles of the Metric System, can

you state the advantages to commerce that would result from
its general adoption ? A. A uniformity of measures and weight*,
among civilised nations would enable merchants and dealers to
see at a glance what now requires complicated and perplexing
calculations, and whatever renders business easy tends always to
its increase.

Q. Of what advantage would the Metric System be to en-

gineers, architects, and artisans ? A. A uniform system would
enable men of these professions to make use of plans and speci-
fications of works coujcructed or projected in foreign countries

directly, without the labour of previously reducing them to their
own peculiar scales as at present.

Q. Would the adoption of the Metric System benefit these
professions in any other way than that which you have just
stated ? Yes

; in consequence of its complete accordance with
the principles of decimal arithmetic, and also the mutual depen-
dence of all its parts, engineering and architectural calculations
would be rendered much more simple.

Q. What advantages to education do you conceive would flow
from the adoption of the Metric System ? A. The abolition of
the "Table Book," which is a grievous load on the memory of

children, and a great tax on the patience of teachers ; a great
simplification of the rules of arithmetic by the abolition of

reduction, practice, and all the perplexing sums in compound
addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division. Good books
on arithmetic, as in the case of geometry and algebra, might be
translated from foreign languages, which is now impossible.

Q. How would the study of physics, natural science, and the
arts bo benefited? A. The difficulties which are at present
felt by students in consulting foreign authors, in consequence of
the use of various measures and weights, would be wholly re-
moved.

Q. Have you any observations to make on the language of

the Metric Syatem P A. Ita language ia extremely simple, M it
oonaiata of only eleven wordi, viz., the seven prefixes*, myria, kilo,
hf-t'i, di-kn, il'i-i, centi, and milli, together with the nama of
the four nniti, meter, or. tittrr,

Q. Why are thone words taken from the Greek and Latin
languages ? A. Aa all civilised nations have an equal interact
in theae language*, so all cause for national jealouny in adopting
them ia removed.

Q. Have you any obterration to make aa to the mode of

spelling them ? A. Each nation ought to apell them after the
analogy of its own language : than the Frenchman would apell
the measure of road diatanoe kilometre; the Englishman or
German, kilometer; the Italian, Spaniard, or Portngoeae, kilo-

metro.

KEY TO LESSONS IN ABITHJCETia-XLVII.
EXERCISE 64. MISCELLANEOUS EXAMPLES (continued).

53. A 20, B 40.
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of the original, and the reader who is able to study the New
Testament in Greek will find that he is able thereby to solve

many difficulties, and throw a clear light upon passages which

previously had been quite beyond bis comprehension.

XENOPHON.

Xenophon was a writer who flourished B.C. 400 359. He
was a pupil of the great philosopher Socrates, who once saved

his life in battle. lie was also a celebrated general ; and the

Anabasis, or expedition up the country (ava, up), IB the account

of a campaign in which he took a very prominent part. Xeno-

phon lived at a time when the Greek language was at its best,

when dialects were dying out, and Greece was beginning to have

a uniform speech (KOJI/TJ SioAe/cros), in which the Attic was the

principal element. The " Anabasis
" has always had a great

charm for all classes of readers, on account of its minuteness of

detail, picturesque simplicity of style, and the, air of reality

and truth which pervades it. Its plainness and simplicity make

it the most desirable work for beginners to take up. It is an

account of an expedition undertaken by Cyrus the Younger to

overthrow his brother, Artaxerxes, King of Persia, and of the re-

treat of the Greek troops after the death of Cyrus under the

command of Xenophon himself. Cyrus collected a large army,

composed principally of Greeks, and marched across Asia Minor

towards Persia. The Greek soldiers, who at first did not know

the object of the expedition, when they suspected that they

were marching against Artaxerxes, were inclined to be mutinous,

and resolved to ask Cyrus what were his real intentions. It is

at this point that we take our first extract.

XENOPHON. "ANABASIS," Book I., Chap. 3.

*E8o|e ravra,
1 Kal avSpas e\6fj.evoi~ avv K\edpxf

3
-ite^Ttovaiv, of

fjpc&rwj' KDpov TO. So^avra rfj ffrpana. 'O 5' aireKpiva.ro Sri

UKovoi4
'frPpoKOnav, fyBpbv avSpa, tirl r$ Ev<ppdrri iroTa.fj.cp etvat,

avexovra SdSeKa <rrad/j.ovs' jrpbs rovrov ovv etyri I3ov\eff8ai ^\6e7v

caj>
5
n*v 77 <?/?, TV SiKi]r -<prj XPrf&lv ^td^"ul avrf,

" V 8t?

<pevyy, rj
'A.KOv<ravres

ov irporepov etpfpov, avrl SapetKov
13

rpia rifiiSapetica rov fjyvbs r$

ffTparuarrr
1* '6n Se eirl /3a<nA,e'a ayei, ouSe evravQa. riKOVfftv ovSels

tv ye rip (paveptf.
15

NOTES.

1. "EiSofe ravra, thfise tilings seemed good, they determined on this course,

viz., to ask Cyrus the object of the expedition. The neuter plural

rdvra is followed by the singular verb e<5o?e, according to the rule

that a neuter plural in Greek takes a verb in the singular.

2. 'E.\onevoi, 2 aor. mid., from aipeu.

3. KXeapx'j', the name of a general of the Greek forces.

4. 'AKOI/OI, opt. mood, because independent sentence following a prin-

cipal sentence, of which the verb uwexpiWi-o is in an -historic tense.

5. Kay, contracted for ai t-ai/.

6. AI'KIJK eiritfeTvui, to lay a penalty upon, to punish. So 3innv iovvat, to

pay a penalty, to be punished. Compare the Latin paenas sumere, painas

dare.

7. "Hi/ Se. Here the construction changes from the oratio obliqua to

the oratio recta, giving Cyrus' own words : "and if" (said he) "he fly"

8. Aiperoi, chosen by their comrades as spokesmen.
9. ToZr, the article used for the demonstrative pronoun voinois, to

them. Note that the article originally was a demonstrative pronoun,
and appears as such in Homer, etc. This old use of it is retained

in expressions like the present one, and in o jutu 6 Sf, etc.

10. Mti/, on th one hand, followed by &f, on the other.

11. nparratTovai. ripot, when compounded with a verb, has the sense

of addition. They ask additional pay.
12. 'H/jioXiov . . . ov, half as much, again as (nt^tav, half; oXor, whole); ov

genitive, because it is attracted into the case in which the demonstra-

tive would be, if expressed. If put out at length, the sentence would

run, rijuioXiov eneivou o Trporepov fQepov.

13. AapecKou, a dareik, a Persian coin named after King Darius, as we
speak of a napoleon, a sovereign, etc.

14. ToD ,fj.nv? Tf o-Tpcmcirj;. The article here has a distributive sense.

To each, soldier per month. Mrjvoy is genitive of time.

15. "EK 76 vip rjHivepui, at least openly.

When in the plains near the Euphrates, they came upon some

singular .animals :

XENOPHON. "ANABASIS," Book I., Chap. 3.

5

Ev rovrif 8e rej> r6ir<? ^v /ttey f] yri ireSiov airav 6/j.a\bv,
1

Sxrirtp 6d\a.rra, atyivQiov Se ir\ripts' el 8e TI Kal &\\o

v, airavra $ffu

8' ovSfv lvj\v. Q-npia Se iravrota, ir\ftffroi /uev fooi aypiot, Tro\\ol

8f ffrpovdol
3 ol fjifya.\oi- tvrtffav 8e Kal uTiSts Kal Sop/cciSes-

4 ravTa

Se Ta Oijpia ol lirirtls evioTe fSlcaKOv. Kal ol peis ovol, eirfi TIS

Sic&Kot, irpo8pafj.6i>Tfs fffravav &v5 TroXu "yap rtav 'liriraiv erpf^of
05.TTOV Kal 7roA.iv, eTrel Tr\r)<ndoiev ol 'liriroi, raurbv ^iroiovv, Kal

OVK ?iv
6
Xafitiv, fl fn^i SiaffrdvTfs ol lirireis drjpfev StaSexo/Ji.fvoi' rots

'lirirois. To 8e Kpta rS>v a\LfTKO/ji(vwv ?>v irapairA^cria rols f\a<peiois,

a.Tra\ii>repa Se. ^rpovOliv Se oiiSfls e\af3ev ol Se Stca^avres r>i>

lirirf<i>v
s
TUXV tiravovro 1 TTO\V yap aireffira

9
tpfvyovffa, ro?s /ttv irotrl

Sp6fj.it>,
rals Se irTepwfjj/, afpov<ra,

w
&ffKfp io'rtcp ^pw^tevi}. Tas

8e uriSas, &v ns raxy aviffrrj, Herri \afj.&dv(W Ttfrovrai yap
v> &ffirfp TTfpSiKts, Kal rax*1 airayopevovfff ra Se Kpta. ainua1

NOTES.

1. 'O/uaXoi' (der. from o^ioC, together), even, level.

2. 'ApiijuaTa, spices : hence our aroma, aromatic.

3. 2Tpou0ot, ostriches.

4. AopK<i3r, gazelles (SepKia, to look), from the brilliancy of their eyes;
iies, Bustards, so called from their large ears (ovt, unot, an ear).

5. npo<5pa/ioi/T eirtaaav a v, having run forward, would stop short. "A

gives a frequentative sense to the verb.

6. OVK nv, it was not ; sc. possible.

7. Aia3fxojue"><- A<a in composition has a sense of division and alter-

nation. It means that they stood at different intervals, and thus

caught them.
8. Ol ie . .. TWV iiriretav, those of the cavalry who pursued them. Called

the partitive genitive.

9. "Ajreaffa. The nom. to this is o-rpovfMr.

10. Ai'pouo-a, raising them ; so. tncpvias.

PAUSING EXERCISE.

The student should parse TrpoSpa/uoWty, evraffav, Oripytv,

aireffira, aviffrrj.

The army of Cyrus met with Artaxerxes at Cunaxa, near

Babylon, and a battle was fought in which Cyrus was slain by
his brother, after which the chief Greek generals were treache-

rously killed by the Persians. Xenophon was left head of the

helpless host, and he led them back through innumerable diffi-

culties to Greece. When they came to the sea-shore, they broke

out into transports of joy:

XENOPHON. "ANABASIS," Book IV., Chap. 7.

'ETreiS^j Se |8o}) ir\ei<av re eyiyvtro Kal eyyvrtpov, Kal ol afl

tiriovrts edeov Spopia
1

tirl rols ael fiowvras, Kal Tto\\<f

&d\arral 6d\arral" Kal iraptyyutavruv.

edeov 'dicavres Kal ol 6iricr()o<f>v\aKes, Kal ra inro^vyia yXavvero

Kal ol 'iirtroi. 'Eirl Se atplKovro irdvres eirl rb aKpov, evrav&a S?j

irepie(3a\\ov aAA^Aous Kal ffrparyyovs Kal \oxayovs
&
Sa/cpiWrej.

Kol e'loTriVrjj, OTOU S^i Ttapeyyvriffavros,
6

ol ffrpanSirai (ptpovert

\i8ovs Kal iroiovffi KoKuvbv fj.eyav. 'EvravBa uverlQeffav
^Sep/j.dr<ai>

irA.ijflos wfio^otvcav
7 Kal &aKTiipla<i Kal ra alxfJ-aXwra

9
yeppa, Kal 6

Tiyejjiiav avros re KaTtTeju.ee ra yeppa Kal rots a\\ois SteKe\fvero.9

NOTES.

1. "f.6eov Spony, were running with (at full) speed. Dative of manner.

2. "O<ru> 3>j, by exactly as much, as they grew more ; exactly as their num-

bers increased the shouting increased.

3. Miuf6v TI, something greater (than usual), something important.

4. napt/3ofj9et, he ran to give aid, or to the noise, riapa means motion

to. BoijtfeiV is to assist, being literally to run ; 6e<a, to a shout, 06n.

5. Aoxa-yoOt, captains ('>) of a cohort (Xox"f).

6. "OTOW 5J; wapfjfvijaavrof, some one or other having prompted them

(genitive absolute).

7. '(ljLio/3ofi/wi> > of raw oa-hides (<aftot, raw ; Povt, ox).

8. AxjuXo>Ta, tafeen captive; lit., tafcen by the spear (OIXMI, a spear;

aXaiTot, tafcen).

9. AifKeXei/ero." At'a in composition has a distributive force. Sent

orders round to the rest.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLVI.
SECTION XCVIII IDIOMATIC PHRASES (continued).

@incn Sag urn ten dntern, literally, one day about the other,

i.e., every other day ; as : @r gct;t einen Sag urn ten anbern in tie

tatt, he goes every other day into town, men Sag um ben antern

Ijafcc (d) Unterrtdjt in let beutfctyen pradje, every other day I have

instruction in the German language.
1. 2Serg(ctc$en to compare to or with ; as: Stertn tft tr S^ie-



i -i this there in no one to bo oompAttd
mrnenen, fommi icir i<1<iiM.1'cii, .'/IT iMicl'tii UUenfdpen

mi* iiutt Y.T ikiiKit we, weak ami fragile creature.- ,

s with tinil, tilt) all-pcrfi'd. Jin:

.|leut, unt Uiiii iVU ut> << viT.Ui-i.tu-u '. unto what i* tin- kin^'lum of

roaomblo it '( (Luko xiii. 1-v)

it a.efallia.ft tiefe iirut'tbUtter mit tern UNaitufcripte, please
-i with the manuscript. id; wr-

lleidjen signifies "to accord, to come to an agreement," as:

J'citf ii.utricii h.ilvii net; fd;on serglidjen, both partion have already

inpoinulfil. ?u- i^Uubiger baben fid; mit tun Bdjulbner oergltd;en,

the creditors have compounded with the debtor.

VOCABULARY.
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Fig. 87.

W

and towards the base of the wall ;
and we easily see that the

more nearly vertical the ladder is, the greater is the former as

compared with the latter, and therefore the less the amount of

friction which is required to keep it in ita

place.
Here is another case, involving the same

principle. A bracket, A B (Fig. 88), projects

from a wall, to which it is fastened by a

screw. A strut, A c, supports the outer end,

and a weight, w, rests on it. In what direc-

tion is the strain on the screw ? The three

forces here are, gravity acting along w G,

the thrust of the beam, A c, and the strain

on the screw. The two former act throngli
the point o, and the direction of the third is

found by drawing a line from this point to

the screw. We may take a line, o c, of such a

length as to represent the weight, and re-

solve it into o b and o a, one acting along the strut, the other

perpendicular to the wall. These will represent two forces,

which are together equivalent to o c, and of these o 6 will be

overcome by the pressure of the strut, and the other force, o a,

tends to draw the screw from the wall A portion, however,
of the pressure of the strut will be borne by the screw, and

these two forces combining produce
the resultant, which acts on the

screw towards the point o.

It is frequently very important to

be able thus to tell in what direction

a strain will act, as the strength of

our materials must be proportionate
to it. In this way the direction of

tie-beams and king and queen posts
of a roof are determined. We know,
too, where to apply struts and braces

to the framework of a building, so as

to gain the greatest benefit from them.

Now there are one or two cases

of the composition and resolution of

forces that are frequently given as

illustrations, and if we clearly under-

stand them we shall be able to master
most others. The first is that of a kite.

Let K (Fig. 89) represent a kite. The forces which act on it are,

the force of the wind, acting, we will suppose, in the direction of

the arrow, the tension of the string, acting along it in the direc-

tion K s, and the weight of the kite ; and by the action of these

three forces it is kept at rest. We will consider them singly ;

the first, we will take the force of the wind. Take K w, of such
a length as to represent this force. The kite is always so made
as to present a large surface to the wind in proportion to its

weight, and the string is fastened to the loop in such a way that

it does not hang vertical, but inclined at an angle ; the tail,

however, prevents its being so acted on by the wind as to come
A

in the same straight line with the cord. Let us, then, resolve
the force of the wind into two, one acting edgewise on the kite,
the other perpendicular to its surface. We draw the parallelo-

gram K o w A, and thug have the two forces, K o and K A,
instead of K w. K o has no effect, as it acts on the edge, and
we need, therefore, only consider the part K A.

Now we will introduce a second force, that of the string.
Produce s K backward, draw A B perpendicular to B K, and com-
plete the parallelogram D K B A. We can again resolve K A

Fig. 90.

into K D and K B. The latter will be expended in stretching the

string, and have no tendency to move the kite, and thus we have
K D left as the effective resultant of these two forces. We now
consider the third, which is the weight of the kite. Draw K G
of such a length as to represent this, and complete the parallelo-

gram D C G K. We have then K c the resultant of K D and K G,
and therefore of all the forces which act on the kite, and this

is the direction in which the kite will move, but as it does so,

the angle at which it is inclined varies till K D and K G become

opposite and equal, and then the kite will remain at rest as long
as the force of the wind remains unaltered.

The other case we will consider is that of a ship, which will

sail within a few points of the wind. Let c o (Fig. 90) represent
the direction and intensity of the wind, and s V the direction in

which it is desired that the vessel should advance. The sail is

placed in the dirqction A B, which is midway between that of

the wind and that of the vessel. We must, as before, resolve

c o into two forces, E o and p o. The part a o, which acts

along the direction of the sail, has no effect in moving the

vessel ; r o, which acts perpendicularly to the sail, is the effec-

tive portion. We must now again
resolve this force along two
directions, one being that in

which the boat moves, the other

at right angles to it. We make
G o equal to F o, and about
it describe the parallelogram
H o i o, and thus have two

forces, represented by o H and
o i, in the place of the original
force c o. Now, of these, o I

has no tendency to cause the
vessel to advance

;
it acts sideways on the vessel, usually

inclining it, and causing a slight motion, but it is resisted by
the pressure of the water against the side ; the other portion,
o H, represents the portion of the force of the wind which is

effective, and produces motion.

In the same way you can calculate what portion of the force

of the wind is effective in turning a windmill. The vanes are

always set at an inclination with the plane in which they turn,
and you must resolve the force along two directions, one per-

pendicular to the surface, the other along it. The former

you again resolve, and thus find what part of it produces rota-

tion, and what part presses against the face of the mill.

EXAMPLES.
1. Forces of 9 and 12 act at right angles ; what is their resultant ?

2. The resultant of two forces which act at right angles is 10 pounds.
One of the forces is 6 ; find the other.

3. Two men, one on each side of a stream, tow a barge. The angle
the two ropes make is 60, and each pulls with a force of 100 pounds.
What is the total force exerted on the barge ?

4. The tension of a wire in a piano is 100 pounds, its length is 5 feet.

What force is required to draw its middle point 2 inches out of its

position ?

5. A weight of 90 pounds rests on a plane inclined at an angle of

30. The co-efficient of friction is %. What force is required to keep
it at rest ?

ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES IN LESSON XVII.

1. The forces actiug at the longer end are the power of 10 pounds
acting at a distance from the fulcrum of 6| feet, and the weight of the

lever, which is also 10 pounds, and acts through its middle point, or

2f feet from the fulcrum. The moments on this end are thus 10 x 6j,
or 67J, and 10 x 2f or 27J. These make 95 pounds. As w acts at a

95
distance of 1J feet, it must be or 76 pounds.

2. Since is lost by friction, we may regard the weight as 12 pounds
only. Now ^ of the weight of the first pulley is supported by the

power, ^ of the next, and ^ and ^ of the other two ; and since each

weighs 2 pounds, these amounts are 1 pound, ^ pound, ^ pound, and

-J- pound, together Ij. Take this from 12, and we have an effective

power of
lOjjt remaining ; and as the gain is 16, the weight raised is

16 x
io|, or 162 pounds.

3. Friction requires a strain of 9 x 20, or 180 pounds, to overcome

it, and TJ^ of the weight has to be borne. The strain, therefore, is

180 + 448, or 628 pounds.
4. Friction is here fa of 27 cwt., which equals ^ cwt. The amount

of the weight sustained by the horse is 7
1
5 of 27 cwt., or f cwt. The

total strain is thus If cwt., or 14t pounds.
5. The weight of the carriage is 25 x 80, or 2,000 pounds.
6. The co-efficient of friction is ^y^j, or nearly -fa.
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LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. IL
BARLY ASTRONOMICAL INSTRUMENTS HISTORY OF THE

BOIKNt K (.mfi/iidO COPERNICUS AND HIS 8YHTEM
OFLBB.

iii.: i>f tli.' various systems devised by the ancients to

nut for tin' grand mechanism of the heavens, we mast bear

nun. I, and make allowance for, the very imperfect nature and
iri.-tiim of tlui instruments they possessed; and when thin

.ln.', instead of wondering at the errors they mode, we shall

often bo surprised at the accuracy of their observations ; some
of these which still exist being sufficiently accurate to be at

times of service to astronomers in the present day.
The simplest and probably the most annient astronomical

instrument consisted of a vertical pillar set upon an even sur-

face, so that, by observing the shadow, the direction of the sun

and its altitude at any period might be measured ; by noticing,

also, the direction in which the shortest shadow was cast by the

pillar, they could ascertain the north and south points of the

heavens. It is believed by many that the obelisks and stone

illors which were common among Eastern nations were con-

structed for some such purpose, and that they were frequently
surmounted by a ball, in order that the position of the shadow

might be more easily marked. Some of these obelisks were

afterwards removed to Borne for the same purpose. These
instruments were called gnomons.
The telescope, which has made such astounding revelations to

men of modern times, and which boa so greatly extended their

knowledge of the universe, was quite unknown in early ages.
Instruments for measuring time were also very imperfect,

although, as will be seen further on, the importance of noticing
the exact moment of the occurrence of any of the celestial

phenomena is very great. Various forms of the sun-dial were
in use, but these could only be of service when the sun was

shining, and even then could not give very accurate indications.

Other instruments were therefore planned, and the one most

commonly employed was the clepsydra, or water-clock, in which
the hour was shown by the amount of water that had passed
through an aperture. Sand was afterwards used in the place of

water, as its flow was found to be more regular and even.

Bather strangely, we have come back very recently to a
method of measuring minute intervals of time similar to this old

plan. A vessel is provided with a small aperture from which a
fine stream of mercury is issuing, and when it is required to note

any brief interval as, for instance, that occupied in the passage
of a planet between two lines situated in the field of view of a

telescope the mercury is diverted into a separate vessel at the
moment of the disc of the planet coming into contact with the
first line, and allowed to flow on until it has passed the second,
when the stream is allowed to flow as at first. The amount of

mercury in the vessel is then accurately weighed, and by com-

paring it with the amount which is known to flow out in a given
interval say, for instance, five seconds the exact duration of

the passage can be noted.

A few other rude instruments were also occasionally employed,
but their construction was very imperfect, and we are not there-

fore surprised at the slow progress of the science. Among the

Romans, too, science never found a congenial home ; glory in

war being the object of their ambition, rather than the peaceful
yet glorious triumphs achieved by intellect. After the age of

Ptolemy little progress appears to have been made, and even
known truths were to a great extent forgotten. His system was
indeed universally received for many centuries, more especially
as it was supported by the authority of Aristotle ; and fresh
additions to it, in the shape of eccentrics and epicycles, were
made ; but few, if any, new discoveries appear to have been
effected, and no noteworthy name appears on the pages of

history.
After the fall of the Boman empire the science found a homo

among the Arabians, who, in the eighth century, seem to have
devoted much attention to its study, and to have made con-
siderable advances in it. By them the length of the solar year
was calculated to within a very little of its true amount ; the

obliquity of the ecliptic was also measured ; and at a place in
the desert, near Palmyra, the length of a degree was ascertained
with very creditable accuracy. The Ptolemaic system was, how-
ever, firmly received, though many of the more thoughtful and
careful observers seem to have been far from satisfied with it,
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and expressed their wonder at its manifest disproportion*. 8tik

uch is the hold that preconceived notion* obtain over the
human mind, especially when those views are supported by
priestly authority and made matters of religion, that for

centuries no one seems to have referred to the old theory of

Anaxagoras, or proposed any new one to clear np the difficulty.
At length, however, about the year 1472, there was born one,

Nicholas Copernicus, who, leaving all the speculations of former

observers, inquired for himself into the motions of the celestial

bodies. He first examined all the ancient observations he could

find, and then commenced for himself a system of close and
careful study of the heavens. He compared the actual places

occupied by the sun and planets with those which, according to
former theories, they ought to occupy, and thus obtained a
better knowledge of their irregularities and variations than any
astronomer before his time. He continued thin course for many
years, and at length arrived at the conclusion that Mercury and
Venus revolved around the sun, instead of round the earth. He
gradually extended his reasoning further, and at last started

his celebrated theory, which regarded the sun as the centre of

the system, with the earth and the other planets all revolving
in regular order around it. By this grand idea all the compli-
cated and bewildering schemes which had puzzled so many
observers were at one stroke swept away. Instead of the

cumbrous machinery of crystal spheres revolving one within the

other, the utmost simplicity is seen to prevail ; order and regu-

larity take the place of almost inextricable confusion ; and as

the observer transfers his station of observation from the earth

to the sun, the planets, which had previously appeared to

wander on in ever-varying directions among the stars now
retracing their steps, and then, after an interval of rest, starting
afresh are seen to be steadily moving on in elliptic orbits

around the central luminary of the system. The movements of

the inferior planets Mercury and Venus, the reason why they
were never seen very far removed from the sun, the retrograde
motions of the planets, and their irregular movements, were
all clearly explained by this grand yet simple theory.
We can with difficulty form an idea of the prejudice with

which this scheme would be received; the earth was by it

degraded from its central place, and reduced to the rank of one
of the planets ; and that which men had always been wont to

regard as fixed and immovable, was now declared to be in rapid

flight around the sun, and, at the same time, to be ever whirling
round on its own axis. He himself foresaw the effects of this

prejudice, and hence he seems to have been long before he fully

accepted the theory, and then to have waited still longer before

he ventured to make it public. His work on the subject, entitled
" On the Bevolution of the Heavenly Bodies," was finished in

the year 1530, but he delayed publishing it for several years,

although a few friends, to whom he had communicated and

explained his views, at once adopted them and urged him to do
so. At last, however, he gave his consent to its being printed,
but his dedication almost takes the form of an apology for

venturing to suggest such views, and his ideas were put forward

rather in the shape of an hypothesis than of a definite system.
We must not, however, suppose that Copernicus formed a

complete system to account for all the motions of the planets ;

his life was too short for this task. His work was rather to

indicate the true theory of the universe, leaving it for others to

trace out more accurately the exact curves in which the planets

moved, and to ascertain their various distances, sizes, and rates

of motion. This work was token up by Kepler, who has some-

times been called the "
Legislator of the Heavens," as it was he

who first laid down the laws and rules which govern the move-
ments of the heavenly bodies. We shall notice more about this

celebrated astronomer shortly, but must first look at the labours

of another distinguished man who preceded him Tycho Brahe.

He was of Danish extraction, and was born very shortly after

the death of Copernicus. It is said that his attention was first

directed to the science of astronomy by an eclipse which

happened at the time predicted, in the year 1560, and incited

him to learn something of the wonderful science which enabled

such predictions to be made. When at the University of Leipsi(>

much of his night was often devoted to observation of the stars,

and thus he soon attained considerable proficiency ; but there

is one thing which tends rather to lower him in our estimation,

and that is his partial rejection of the Coperaican system, and
the proposal of a new one, in which the earth occupied the
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central place, with the moon and sun revolving round it, while

all the planets revolved round the sun.

The Copernican system, however, was, we must remember, at

this time a mere theory unsupported by proof, and the main

reason of Brahe's rejection of it was that, if the earth revolved

in a large orbit, he thought the fixed stars ought to appear in a

different position when seen from one extremity of the orbit to

that which they occupied when seen from the other extremity ;

and not being able to observe this change, he concluded that the

earth must be at rest. The principle of this argument was

right, and in reality there is a minute difference in the appearance
of the stars ; it is, however, too minute to be observed, except

by the most delicate instruments. The reason why it is not

more clearly seen is that, great as is the diameter of the earth's

orbit, the distance of even the nearest fixed star is so immensely
greater that the change produced is scarcely visible. We may
notice this same effect as we are carried rapidly along in a train ;

the objects situated near to the line of railway seem to move

past us very rapidly, those further off have a less apparent

speed, while lofty objects in the distance scarcely seem to move
at all. Every minute changes the apparent position of those

which are near, while it is only after the lapse of some little time

that we perceive the motion of those at a distance ; and, sup-

posing the line of rails were perfectly straight, we might travel

on for hours, and not be able to detect the slightest alteration in

the apparent position of the sun. We see thus that the con-

clusion which Brahe arrived at was wrong, though his premises
were right ; and we shall find further on the great importance
which is attached to this change of position, or "parallax," as

it is called, all the distances of the heavenly bodies being deter-

mined by means of it.

His fame, however, as an astronomer rests upon the care and

accuracy of his observations. A new star which appeared in the

year 1572, and continued visible for about a year and a half,

was specially observed by him, and he recorded a large number
of very careful observations on the planets and stars, some of

which are of great use for reference at the present time. To him,
too, we are indebted for a catalogue of many of the fixed stars,

which, though it contained a much smaller number than that of

Hipparchus, was greatly superior to it in accuracy.
A table showing the allowance to be made in the apparent

position of the heavenly bodies, on account of the effect

produced by the refraction of the air, was also calculated by
him. The nature of this refraction will be fully explained further
on. We may mention, however, that it causes all bodies near
the horizon to appear at a greater altitude than they really have
attained ; and hence, in important observations, allowance must
be made for its action.

About the year 1575 Tycho Brahe attracted the attention of

Frederick II. of Denmark, who gave him a small island on the

Baltic, and an annual allowance. Here he built himself a large
house and observatory, which he called Uraniborg, the " Castle
of the Heavens," and in this he lived for years, occupied with
his favourite science, and assisted by the best instruments which
could be procured. After the king's death, some of those who
were envious of his honours succeeded in depriving him of his

allowance and his observatory. He did not, however, despair,
for soon after he was received at Prague by the emperor,
and an observatory erected for him and his pupils. Here he
remained until his death, which happened a few years later.

Among his pupils was Kepler, to whom we have already
referred. He acquired from Brahe the habit of accurate observa-

tion, and was far more successful than his master in the theories
which he formed. Naturally he was possessed of a quick and
lively imagination. He commenced with careful observation, and
then formed his theories in accordance with the facts ; and pro-
ceeding in this way, he soon made several important discoveries.
The task to which he now devoted his time and energies was

to discover the nature of the paths described by the planets.
Starting with the hypothesis of the sun being in the centre of
the system, he began to watch attentively their places, and, to

simplify matters, he confined himself at first to the motions of
the planet Mars.
He calculated the place it ought to occupy according to the

theory of its revolving in a circular orbit, and soon found that
the place it really occupied in the sky differed considerably from
that assigned to it. This theory was thus at once shown to be
incorrect, and he had therefore to form a fresh one by the com-

bination of several circular movements ; and again he diligently
calculated its position, till, just as he seemed to be on the verge
of success, the planet once more wandered away from the path
which he had assigned to it ; and once more he had to commence
his observations from the beginning. In this way he continued
to try one hypothesis after another, submitting each to the test
of most careful observation, till at length no fewer than nineteen
different theories had been proposed, and the movements of the

planets compared with those which were calculated by these
theories ; aiid yet the true solution of the problem was still un-

i
found. His perseverance, however, never failed, and he toiled

j

on, though eight long years had been occupied in the task. One
important negative result he had, however, arrived at, and this
was that, whatever was the nature of the curve the planets
described, it was not a circle, nor a combination of circles. This
was one great step towards the solution of the task. From the

very earliest ages it had been assumed that, as the circle

seemed the perfection of form, all the heavenly bodies must more
i in circles ; but Kepler now cast off this trammel, and then

\
applied himself afresh to his task.

In looking at the greatness of his work we must remember
,

that the difficulty is much increased by the fact that our station

I

of observation is itself in rapid motion. Could we view the

planets from the sun, we should easily see their courses ; but
as we cannot do this, allowance has to be made in every calcu-

|

lation for the movement of our standpoint, and this motion was
not then clearly understood.

Having discarded the theory of motion in circles, Kepler now
proceeded to try other forms, testing them as before, and the
first that occurred to him was the ellipse. The same series of

calculations was accordingly gone through again, and this time
the motion of the planet was found to agree with that assigned
to it by the theory. The great problem of the heavens was now
solved, and the joy with which Kepler enunciated the first of
the laws which bear his name can scarcely be imagined. This
law may be stated as follows : The planets revolve around
the sun in elliptical orbits, the sun being situated in one of the

foci.

As this is one of the fundamental laws of astronomy, we must
explain it rather more fully. In every circle there is a point
called the centre, such that all straight lines drawn from it to
the circumference are equal. No such point is to be found in an
ellipse ; but in the longest diameter two points can be found so
situated that, if straight lines be drawn from one to any point in

the circumference, and thence to the other, the sum of these
lines will always be equal. These points are called the foci.

Explanations of the practical methods by which the curve of

an ellipse may be traced from any two points as foci, have

already been given in Problem LVIII. of "Lessons in Geometry
"

" How to trace the curve of an ellipse by mechanical contri-

vances
"

(see Vol. II., page 252) ; it is therefore unnecessary to

repeat them here in detail. It will be needful, however, to call

the reader's attention to what is termed the "
eccentricity

"
of

an ellipse, as it is a term that is constantly used in speaking of

the orbits of the heavenly bodies. In Fig. 84 (Vol. II., page
252), G is the centre, and the fraction of which the numerator is

G A and the denominator is G c or, in other words, the propor-
tion between G A and G c, which is the half of the major axis

is called the eccentricity. In the figure, however, this is repre-
sented very much greater than it is in orbits of any of the pla-

nets, and their paths therefore differ less from a circle.

The consideration of the remaining two laws of Kepler must
be deferred till our next lesson.

READINGS IN LATIN. II.

VIRGIL.

VIRGIL was a Roman poet who was born in the year 70 B.C. and
died 19 B.C. He flourished in the period which is known as the
"
golden age" of Latin poetry, of which he was one of the most

brilliant ornaments. The works by which he is best known are

(1) the Bucolics, a book of pastoral poetry, consisting of ten

eclogues, as they are called ; (2) the Georgics, four books of

what is known as "
didactic

"
poetry, containing instructions in

the art of agriculture and similar occupations ; and (3) the

JEneid, an epic poem in twelve books, each of considerable

length, the subject of which is the wanderings of the Trojan
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hero, ^Enoas, after tho taking of Troy by the Greeks, bis landing

y, his wan with the native tribes, and filial settlement.
< *e are written in the 1 < rhythm ; and

L.II to them Virgil oomposed several other short pieces
in dill'orent metres which havu come down to us, bat are not so

. ly read. Tho chief characteristics of Virgil's style are his

iiiK'.'iuiity, and skill. He cannot lay claim to any groat
. it\. for both his subjects and his method of treatment

are alike taken from Greek models, though his writings contain

passages of great beauty and true poetical sentiment ; but, liko

..,'linh Pope, he remodelled and put into shape the metre
he employed, which up to his time had been rugged and un-

d. The Bucolics, or Eclogues for by the latter name
they are more generally known may be described as scenes
of pastoral life taken from the poetical point of view, and

\<ry beautiful, they are totally unnatural, and the
characters in them have been cleverly compared to the ladies

and gentlemen in the garb of shepherds and shepherdesses that
we see sometimes in English family pictures. While they speak
in many cases the sentiment of Italians of Virgil's day, all the

scenery and surroundings axe most distinctly Greek, and the

poems are, in fact, very close copies of the pictures of life found
in some of the Greek writers, tho very names employed being
Greek. Our first extract is taken from the seventh Eclogue,
which represents an improvisatorial trial of musical skill between
two shepherds.

VIRQIL. EC. VII. 119.
Forte sub arguta consederat ilice Daphnis,
Compnlerantque greges Corydon et Thyrsis in unum,
Thyrsis oves, Corydon distentas lacto capellas,
Ambo florentos aetatibus, Arcades ambo,
Et cantare pares, et respondere parati. 5
Hue mihi, dum teneras defendo a frigore myrtos,
Vir gregis ipse caper deerraverat ; atque ego Daphnim
Aspicio. Hie nbi me contra videt,

"
Ocius," inquit," Hue ades, o Meliboee ; caper tibi salvus et haedi ;

Et si quid cessare potes, requiesce sub umbra. 10
Hue ipsi potum venient per prata juvenci ;

Hie virides sacra praetexit arundine ripas

Mincius, eque sacrsi resonant examina quercu."
Quid facerem ? Neqne ego Alcippen nee Phyllida habebam,
Depulsos a lacte domi quas clauderet agnos ; 15

i certamen erat, Corydon cum Thyrside, magnum.
Posthabui tamcn illorum mea seria ludo.

Altemis igitur contendere versibus ambo
Coepere, alternos Musae meminisse volebant.

NOTES.
(The numbers refer to the lines.)

1. Arguta, shrill. The epithet boa reference to the sound of the
wind in the branches, and may be translated whispering.

2. In unum, together, or into one place ; supply locum.
3. Oves governed by compulerat understood, from compulerant hi

the previous line.

4. Arcades. Arcadia was looked upon as the land of pastoral
poetry, and so Arcades is used as synonymous with poetse.

5. Pares goes with parati, both equally prepared to, or it may be con-
strued with cantare, equals in singing, an irregular construction, as il

it were "
pares in cantando." Vir gregis, the monarch of the herd.

6. Mihi. This is called the dativus ethicun, or dative of reference.
Here it is used in much the same sense as the possessive meus, and
may be construed with caper. Defendo is used in Latin in two senses

(1) to defend, as herel; (2) to word of. Defendit sestatem is used by
Horace to mean word* off the htat.

7. Atque is generally used to express some sudden change : ond lo /

on a fudden I tee Daphnis.
9. Tibi, used as mihi in line 6.

11. Ipsi, of their own accord ; a frequent use of this pronoun.
14. Quid facerem ? What could I dot
16. Et, etc. And on the other hand there was a contest Corydon against

Thyrns a great one. The sentence Corydon cum Thyrside is put in

apposition with certamen, which it explains.
19. Alternos. Their Muses unshed to remember alternate strains, and

therefore to recall them to the minds of the shepherds.
Our next extract is from the 2nd Georgic, which treats of

the culture of trees.

VIBOIL. GEORQ. II. 109117.
Nee vero terras ferre omnes omnia possunt.
Fluminibus saliccs, crassisque pahidibus alni

Nascuntur, sterilea saxosis montibns onii ;

110

Littora myrtotis Igtissima t denique apertos
Bacchus amat colics, Aquilonom et frigora taxi

Adspioe et extremis domitum cultoribtu orbcui,

EoMque domos Arabum, piotosque Gelonos. 115

iJiviiiiu arboribun patriio ; sola India mgrum
Fort ebonum ; soils est thurea virga Babcris.

NOTES.
110. Pluminibui, poludibus, ablatives of place, bj itrcamt, < vumhet.
112. LetiMima. Lotus, glad, is here used, u it oftou U, in tho

sense of abounding. There is a similar allusion to tbe locality of the

myrtle in Oeorg. IV. 124, where Virgil speaks of "aauub* littors

mrrtos.'
1

113. Bacchus. The god of the vine, used here for the i ., itself; so
we find Ceres used for corn, Vulcanus for jlrt, Mars for war, and
Minerva for intellect.

115. Qeloni, a tribe inhabiting the neighbourhood of the Dneipcr;
their country is tho modern Ukraine.

116. Divisee, etc., countries are divided among trceti.c. t each troo

has its own country.
117. Solis. To the Soooans alon* the /ranJciiu*nse tree bclongt. The

Sabeeaus inhabited purt of Arabia.

The third extract is from the yEneid, and is the celebrated de-

scription of Fama (Humour).

VIRGIL. JEs. IV. 173188.

Extemplo Libyae maenas it Fama per nrbes,

Fama, malum, qua non aliud velocius ullum;
Mobilitate viget, viresque acquirit eundo ; 175
Parva raetu primo, mox sese attollit in auras,

Ingreditnrque solo, et caput inter nubila condit.

Illam Terra parens, irii irritata deorum
Extremam ut perhibent CCEO Enceladoque sororem

Progenuit, pedibua celerem et pernicibns alis ; 180
Monstrnm horrendum, ingens, cui quot sunt corpore plumso
Tot vigiles oculi subter, mirabile dictu,

Tot linguae, totidem ora sonant, tot subrigit auras,
Nocte volat cceli medio terraeque, per umbram
Stridens, neo dulci declinat lamina somno ; 185
Luce sedet custos, aut suinmi culmine tecti,

Turribus aut altia, et magnas territat nrbea,
Tarn ficti pravique tenax quam nuncia veri.

NOTES.
173. Libyse. The ancient name for the northern part of Africa.

179. Cams and Enceladus were two of the giants of the Greek

mythology.
180. Pedibus, an ablative of reference, siri/l offoot and untiring of wing.

" The ablative denotes that part of the subject with regard to which

something is predicated of tbe subject : ager pedibus, \ccait in ike feet."

(Madvig,
" Latin Grammar," 253.)

181. Cui quot suut, etc., who has, for every feather on her body, a

watchful eye beneath, for every eye, etc.

184. Coeli medio terrseque, midtcay between heaven and earth ; so we find

"locum medium utriusque," a place midway between both (Ctesar,

Bel. Gal. I. 34).

186. Luce, in the daylight, by day ; opposed to nocte, both ablatives

of time.

We subjoin a translation of Extract 3, from Caesar, in our last

Readings in Latin :

CJESAB. " ON THE WAR IN GAUL," Book IV., cap. riv.

And when Caesar observed this he gave orders to move the

war-galleys some little distance from the transports, and to row
them up and station them opposite to the exposed side of the

enemy, as their appearance was somewhat strange to the bar-

barians and their movements more handy for his purpose, and
with slings, arrows, and engines to attack the enemy and drive

them from the position. And this manoeuvre was a great help
to our men, as tho barbarians, amazed at the shape of the

galleys and the motion of the oars, and the strange nature of

the engines, halted, and gradually retreated. And as our

soldiers hung back, chiefly on account of the depth of the sea,

the standard-bearer of the tenth legion, having prayed to the

gods that what he was about to do might have a prosperous

issue, called out,
"
Leap, comrades, unless you would betray the

standard to the enemy : I at least will surely do my duty by the

state and our general !

" And having spoken thus in a loud

voice, he leaped from the vessel aud went, standard in hand,

against the enemy. Then our men, having admonished one

another not to allow of such a disgrace, leaped down in a body
from the vessel, and when the men on the ships next them saw

them, they also followed them and approached the enemy.
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MECHANICS. XIX.
ELEMENTS OF MACHINERY PBIME MOVEBS ANIMAI,

FOECE, WATEE, WIND, STEAM.

As it is our object to make these lessons as practical as pos-

sible, it will be well to look at a few of the simpler modes of

altering and transmitting power. Sometimes this is advanced

to the rank of a separate science, and called kinematics, or the

science of motion, but it should be referred to here as a part of

practical mechanics.

We seldom have our power available for use in the exact way
we desire. Sometimes we have an alternate motion, like that of

the piston-rod of an engine, and we want to derive from it a rota-

tory or progressive motion ; or we want to transmit it along a

direction making some angle with its course, or to make many
other alterations in its mode of action.

In large factories there is frequently a long shaft running

long the building, and driven by an engine. From this it is

required to drive all the machines in the place. This is accom-

plished by fixing wheels on the shaft, and letting endless straps

pass over these and then over the driving pulleys of the machines.

The motion may often be greatly altered in this way. The strap
itself merely transmits the power, and whether there is a gain or

loss in speed or power depends on the comparative size of the

sheaves. Frequently there are several of these wheels of

different sizes fixed on the axle and on the machine, and thus

the speed may be altered at pleasure. If the strap passes over
a large one on the shaft and a small one on
the machine, there will be an increase of

speed, and if we reverse the condition there

will be a loss. A common illustration of

a similar arrangement is seen in a watch.
The spring when fully wound up exerts a

__[? much greater power than it does when the

watch has run nearly down. Now this

would make it go irregularly, and therefore

the fusee is introduced. When the force

of the spring is greatest the chain acts

on the smallest part of the fusee, and there-

fore has only a short leverage, but as it

unwinds and loses its force the chain acts at a greater lever-

age, and a uniform rate of motion is thus maintained.
Sometimes toothed wheels are used instead of straps, espe-

cially when the distance through which the power has to be

transmitted is small. The advantage is that they do not slip,

as straps are liable to do ; the friction with them is, however,

greater. If we want to transmit motion from a shaft to another

placed at an angle with it (Fig. 91), we employ what are known
as bevelled wheels. The action of these will be clear from the

figure, without any explanation.
Often it is required to change a rotating motion into a pro-

gressive one, and we can accomplish this by means of a rack and

pinion. A number of notches are

cut in a bar of metal (Fig. 92a),
of such a size and at such dis-

tances that the teeth of the

wheel exactly fit into them, and
.as the wheel is turned the rack

is moved onwards. This is very

frequently employed when a
slow and regular motion is re-

quired, as in the adjustment of

the tube of a microscope. In-

stead of a rack a chain is some-
times used (Fig. 92 b), the links being made of a peculiar shape,
so that the teeth of the wheel may catch in them.

The crank (Fig. 93) is, perhaps, one of the most common of these

elements of machinery. The piston-rod of an engine is usually

jointed, and the end of the jointed part fixed to an arm pro-

jecting from the axle to be turned, and called a crank. Some-
times it is fixed to a pin in one of the spokes of the wheel, but
the action is just the same. The force, however, with which it

drives the wheel is continually varying. When the piston is

at the bottom of the cylinder the crank and piston-rod are in

one straight line, and therefore all the power presses on the

bearing of the axle, and is lost. As the wheel turns the power
acts with a leverage which increases till the wheel has made

nearly one-fourth of a revolution j it is then at its maximum,

Fig. 91.

Fig. 92.

and diminishes till the piston-rod reaches its highest point,
when it is all again lost. Now it is clear that unless we have
some means of regulating the speed,
the machine will work very unevenly,
and at times stop altogether. To
obviate this, a large and heavy wheel,
called the fly-wheel, is fixed on the Fig. 93.

axle of the crank. This, when once

started, acquires an amount of momentum or moving force

which carries it over the dead points when the power is lost.

On account of the weight of the wheel, its motion is but slightly
accelerated when the piston acts at its greatest leverage, but
the additional force is stored up in it, and thus ensures a steady
motion. The heavy wheel of a foot-lathe serves precisely the

same purpose. The power is here applied during rather less

than one-half of the revolution, but the momentum then acquired
carries it through the remaining part.

PRIME MOVERS.

Having seen a few of the principal ways of transmitting and

modifying motion, we will now notice the most important of

the prime movers or causes of motion, and then pass on to

Dynamics.
As already stated, no machine can create force, there must be

some original source whence it proceeds ; and on examination we
shall find that nearly all sources of power may be divided into

these four classes: muscular action, whether of men or animals;
the force of water ; the power of the wind ; and the expansive

power of gases or vapours. There are a few other prime movers,
as electricity, heat, and chemical action; these, however s

are not
used at all in practice, but merely for the sake of experi-

ment, their cost being at present too great to allow of their

employment.
Muscular action, the first of our four kinds, is the one earliest

employed and most frequently used, when no very great exertion
is required. The reason of this is, that it can always be em-

ployed without previous arrangement, and can readily be

applied in almost any way that may be needed ; it is, how-
ever, one of the most uncertain of the prime movers, as it is

both limited in its power and irregular in its action. The two
divisions of it are, the force of men and that of animals. But
before noticing these we must decide what unit of work we
are to adopt. In our second lesson we saw that the unit of
force is that which is required to cause a round ball, equal in

weight to a cubic inch of water, to move through one foot in

one second, and that this unit is equal to 7'85 grains. This is,

however, far too small for practical purposes, and the unit of
work which has been fixed on and universally adopted in this

country in calculations like those we are about to make, is the
force required to raise a weight of 1 pound through a space of 1

foot. We call this the unit of work, and not of force, as time
is not taken into account. The same amount of work is done in

raising 100 pounds to a height of 50 feet, whether a minute or
an hour be occupied ; the force required would, however, be much
greater in the former than in the latter case. This unit of work
is called afoot-pound. In the example just taken, 50 X 100, that

is, 5,000 units or foot-pounds, are required to raise the weight.
The same force would also raise 5,000 pounds 1 foot, or 5 pounds
1,000 feet, the product of the numbers which represent the pounds
raised and the feet passed over being the same in each case.

Thus we can find the work done in any machine, and we have
another way of putting the principle of virtual velocities, the

work done by the power being always equal to that done by the

weight. By reducing to this unit the work done by the same
force applied in different modes, we can discover which is the

most advantageous, and what is their comparative efficacy.

We will now inquire into the different ways of applying human
power. In spade labour there is a very great loss. When
merely used for turning up the ground, the spade is a lever of

the first kind, and the power acts at the longer arm ; but when
the earth is lifted or thrown to any height, the spade becomes a
lever of the first or third kind, according to which hand we con-

sider the fulcrum and which the power; but either way, the

weight acts at the longer arm, and thus causes a great waste
of power. In turning a winch, though a larger portion of the

force employed is utilised, there is still great loss and irregularity.

When the handle is being pulled upwards and towards the person
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who is turning it, hi* force produce* the greatest effect; the

next greatest effect i* produced when it boa passed the highest

ind is being pressed downwards, but evidently the pressure

is now limited to his own weight. When the handle is being

poshed or pulled horizontally, still less is accomplished. If we

raise any weight by a winch, we shall easily feel those differences

in the strain.

In some modes of applying force nearly all the muscles of the

body are set to work, and the strain is distributed, while in

only a few act, and hence fatigue soon follows. When a

boat if propelled by oars, the force exerted is applied very

advantageously ; nearly all the body helps, and the strain is in

the most favourable direction. When the foot is firmly planted

against the foot-board, the strong muscles of the back and

thi^h.s exert their force ; the hands, too, pull in a direction

at right angles with the oars. Hence we find that the

amount of work a man can accomplish this way is half as great

again as he can by turning a winch.

The mode of employing human power by which the greatest

advantage is gained is by ascending a ladder, and then allowing

the weight of the body to act, and, by descending, raise a weight

nearly equal to itself. An interval of rest is gained in this way
while descending, and experience shows that more work can be

accomplished if frequent short intervals of rest are thus taken

between short periods of work. The body being specially

framed for walking, nearly all the force expended is effective.

When a largo amount of heavy matter, such as building

material, or earth for an embankment, has to be raised to a

height, human power is sometimes thus applied : A bucket in

which a man can sit, or the material to be raised can be placed,

is fixed at each end of a rope, which passes over a pulley fixed a

little above the level to which the material has to be raised. The

length of the rope is so adjusted, that when one bucket is on the

ground, the other shall be at the required height. The lower

bucket is then loaded, and one or more men ascend a ladder or

incline and enter the upper one ; their weight causes it to

descend, and thus the material is raised. Nearly all the labour

is thus expended in raising themselves to the top of the ladder,

and while they are descending, and the material is being removed

from the upper bucket, they have an interval of rest. In the

treadmill the power is applied in a very similar way. This

consists essentially of a large and very broad wheel, with steps

fixed all round it ; the men hold on to a fixed bar, and attempt
to ascend the steps. The wheel, however, turns with their weight

aa fast as they ascend, and thus they do not raise themselves at

all ;
but still the principle is the same, and nearly as much effect

is gained from the power in this way as in the former, the slight

difference arising mainly from the fact that the intervals of rest

are less frequent.
In some quarries the mineral is raised in a similar way, by

men climbing on cross-pieces fixed through the rim of a very

largo wheel, round the axle of which the rope winds. This is

an example of the employment of the wheel and axle ; the

power, however, does not act at the circumference of the large

wheel, for the men are not on a level with the axle, but at a

radius which varies with the weight to be raised.

To calculate the gain, we must imagine a vertical line to pass

through the centre of gravity of the men ; this line will meet the

spoke which is horizontal in some point, and the distance of this

point from the centre is the radius at which the power really
j
have"a"movin'g force of 1,000 x 10 x 6, which is 60,000 foot-

acts. Hence, when the weight to bo raised is greater, the men
poundg. But even in the best modes of employing this, there is

a very great loss.

Working a pile engine by hand . . 1,000,000

Throwing earth with a spade

We now pass to the power of animal*, which i* much more

frequently applied than that of man it being found better to

employ man where skill and thought, and not mere mechanical

labour, are required ; hence skilled labour is alway* more highly

paid than unskilled. The animal most commonly employed in

this country is the horse, and Watt estimated the amount of

work it was capable of performing at 33,000 foot-pound* per
minute. This amount was accordingly adopted a* a unit of

measurement, and i* called a hone-power. Thus, when we speak
of a steam-engine of 12 hone-power, we mean one capable of

raising 12 times 33,000, which is 396,000 pound*, 1 foot high in

1 minute, or 1,000 pound* 396 feet, for each require* the same

amount of power. Though this unit of measurement i* still

retained, it is more than a horse can accomplish continuously,

and in practice its power is not found to be more than 22,000

units, or ] of the nominal amount. The power of a mule is about

| that of a horse, while that of an ass is only }.

The most common way of employing animal power is in

drawing or carrying a load, and it i* clear that if this load be

increased, the speed with which it is carried must be diminished.

HI i c it is an important question to decide at what rate of

motion the greatest effect can be obtained, and the best way of

determining this is by experiment. There are two extreme

cases: the animal may sustain so heavy a load that it can

scarcely move ; or, on the other hand, it may travel very rapidly,

but without being able to carry any load at all. The greatest

effect is at some intermediate speed, and the weight that can be

carried varies inversely as the speed. The useful effect is the

product of the numbers which represent the speed and the load.

Thus, if a horse can carry 12 hundred-weight 6 miles an hour,

or 15 hundred-weight 5 miles an hour, the greatest advantage

is obtained by letting him take the heavier load, the useful

effect then being 15 x 5, or 75, while in the other case it is

12 x 6, or 72 only.

Now, it is found by practical experience that the largest

amount of work is done by giving such a load that the animal

can travel about three miles an hour ; if the speed be increased

much beyond this, the weight must be diminished in a more

than equal proportion.
The second prime mover is the force of water. Of this, how-

ever, we shall treat more fully when we pass on to Hydrostatics,

and need, therefore, say little now. We may have the force of a

running stream, or that of the ebb and flow of the tide. The

latter of these is a source of power very little used, but which

might often be well employed. Water has always a tendency to

obey the law of gravity and sink to the lowest point ; in doing

this it presses against or moves any obstacle that opposes its

motion, and this pressure may in many different ways be em-

ployed to drive machinery. The simplest mode of applying it

is seen in the common water-mill, where the stream presses

against the floats of the wheel, and thus turns it.

We can calculate the force of a stream or waterfall by

measuring the distance through which the water falls, and

multiplying the weight of the water by this, we thus obtain the

number of units of work it is capable of effecting. If, for

instance, 1,000 gallons of water pass every minute, and the fall

is 6 feet, then, since a gallon of water weighs 10 pound*, we

are higher up on the wheel, and thus their weight acts at a I

greater leverage. Animal power is sometimes applied in a

similar way, the animal being made to walk round the inside

of a large cylinder, and thus to turn it.

The following table, which is the result of many experiments
and calculations by different scientific men, shows approxi-

mately the effect produced by human power when employed
in different ways, and gives us a good idea of their comparative

efficacy. The average duration of the labour may be reckoned

at eight hours per day.

UNITS OP WORK DONE BY A MAN IN A DAT.

Raising his own body .... 2,000,000

Rowing a boat 1,900,000

Working at a treadmill . . . 1,870,000

Pushing or drawing a carriage . . 1 ,500,000

Turning a winch , . . . . 1,250,000

The remaining prime movers, the force of the wind, and the

expansive force of gases and vapours, must be considered in

another lesson.

ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES IN LESSON XVIII.

1. The resultant is 15 pounds.
2. The second force ia 8 pounds.
3. Let B be the point at which the ropes A B and

B c act on the barge. Take B o and B B each to

represent 100. Complete the parallelogram and

join D B. Since D B B is 60, and D B and B x are

equal, the triangle ia equilateral, and therefore

D B is equal to 100, and o B to 50. Now B r is the

resultant of B o and B x, and B o ia eTidently

J B r. But B o3 + o x2 = B E*. that is = 10,000|

Ior B = 100, and a x3 = 2,500 ;
B o3 must, then,
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be 7,500, and B a is the square root of this, or 86 'ti. The whole
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Etui n

Fabl,,

tin

Mb
face

atauuum.
fabula.

Krmt
GUI
Ueai

Gingetubre
Qolfe
GoCit

f.inlc.m

Dm
fl*

flute

faith
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fruit

Kay
jay

phorto* (Greek),
flbra.

SOUS.

fide*,

frons.

fructus.

gaudium.

zinziber.

gulf kolpoa (Greek).

gout gustu*.

Many French terms are employed in English either in their

native form or slightly altered, and of these some even in

Franco are of modern origin. Wo have dragoon from the name
the soldiers with whom Louis XIV. carried on the war, which

. the name of his dratjonades, against his French Protes-

tant subjects in order to compel them to become Catholics.

From the noun dragoon we have the verb to dragoon into. A
. slang language, a black-leg, is literally a wretch who

deserves to be broken on the wheel metaphorically one who has

the same manners as the courtiers of the profligate Duke of

Orleans, Itcgent of France, who is said to have given the name
to his abandoned associates. Guillotine, a term which we derive

from France, is the name of an instrument for decapitating

political offenders ; it received its name from the inventor, and
was first used amidst the early horrors of the first revolution in

that country. Translations from the French have led to the in-

coming amongst us of many French terms and phrases, greatly
to the corruption of our mother English. Formerly, transla-

tions were said to be " done into English." The phrase is not

inappropriate, for many translations from the French are miser-

ably done, a large portion of every page consisting of French
words and idioms in an English dress resembling a Frenchman

aiming to speak English by putting on an English costume.

Commonplace novels, too, have brought into vogue many Galli-

cisms. Most blameworthy is this defacement and corruption of

our language, when they are perpetrated by historians, of whom
better things might be expected. This practice has been well

taken off by the Spectator, in No. 185 of that work, which is

strongly recommended to the perusal of those who possess it or

can readily borrow it.

Having read the remarks in the Spectator, and read also

what has been written in this lesson, let the student proceed to

write an essay on

THE TRENCH ELEMENT IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.
Words with their proper Prepositions.

TFord*. P. B.

Disqualify for, qualis, of what kind.

Dissatisfied with, satis, enough.
Dissent from, sentio, I feel.

Distinct from, tinctus, dyed, coloured.

Distinguish from, between, tinguo, I dy, colour.

Distrustful of, trauen, to trust.

Divested of, vestis, a garment.
Divide between(two), among ) ,. .

(many). }
dmdo, I dvuufc.

Dote on,
Doubt of, dubito, I doubt.

Dwell in, at, on,

Eager in, begierig, desirous of.

Embark in, on board of, for, embarquer, to go into a barque.
Embellished with, bellus, beautiful.

Emerge from, mergo, I dtp.

Employ in, on, about, employer, to put to use.

Emulous of, emulus, a rival.

Enamoured of, amor, love.

COMPOSITION.

Report the following extracts in the same manner aa before :

ON THE CHOICE OF AUTHORS.
If we are to read, it is a very important rule in the conduct of the

understanding, that we should accustom the mind to keep the best

company, by introducing it only to the best books. But there is a
aort of vanity some men. have, of talking of, and reading obscure, half-

forgotten authors, because it passes as a matter of course that he who
quotes authors which are so little read, must be completely and tho-

roughly acquainted with thoae author* which an in eery
For iiuUnoe, it i* very common to quote 8bak*pax ; but

it make* a sort of *tare to quote Maaainger. I bare very little credit

for being well acquainted with Virgil ; but if I quote Silioa lUlioaa, I
may stand tome chance of being reckoned a gnat acbolar. In abort,
whoever wihe to strike out of the great road, aod to make a abort

cut to fame, let him neglect Homer, and Virgil, and Horace, and

Ariosto, and Milton, and, inatead of these, read and talk of Fracaato-

rins, Sannazaritu, Loronzini, Factorial, and the thirty-atx primary
ounettoer* of Bettinelli ; let him neglect everything which the

auffrage of agea haa made venerable and grand, and dig oat of their

grave* a aet of decayed scribbler*, whom the silent verdict of the

public ha* fairly condemned to everlaating oblivion. If he complaina
of the injustice with which they have been treated, and call for a new
trial with loud and importunate clamour, though I am afraid be will

not make much progress in the estimation of men of aenae, be will be
sure to inako some noise in the crowd, and to be dubbed a man of very
curious and extraordinary erudition. Sydney Smith.

THE BIBLE.

The Bible is the only book which God ha* ever sent, the only one ha
will ever send, into this world. All other book* are frail and transient

as time, since they are only the register* of time ; but the Bible ia

durable as eternity, for its page* contain the record* of eternity. All

other books are weak and imperfect, like their author, man ; but the

Bible is a transcript of infinite power and perfection. Every other

volume is limited in its usefulness and influence, but the Bible came
forth conquering and to conquer, rejoicing a* a giant to run hi*

course, and like the sun,
" there is nothing hid from the beat thereof."

The Bible only, of all the myriads of book* the world baa aeen, M
equally important and interesting to mankind. Its tiding*, whether
of peace or of war, are the same to the poor, the ignorant and the

weak, as to the rich, the wise, and the powerful. The Bible indeed ia

the only universal classic, the classic of all mankind, of every age and

country, of time and eternity. Grimki.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XIV.
IN Problem XXXIX., page 24, it was stated that the door at the

side was at an angle of 40 with the wall upon which it hung,
and that the wall was perpendicular with the PP. The rule for

finding the VP in this particular case was explained. We wish

now to say more upon this part of the subject. It very fre-

quently happens that the angle of the given line or object ia

stated as being at an angle with another plane, or with another

object either parallel or at a right angle with the PP. For

example, the wall of a building may retire at an angle of 30

with the PP, and some other projection may extend from it at

a given angle with this wall, which it can do either from a hori-

zontal or a perpendicular connection. We must then know how-

to determine its angle with the PP. It is true it is not always

necessary to know the angle of the PP for the sake of executing

the drawing, as the given angle can be in some cases con-

structed upon the vanishing line of the plane with which the

projection is connected instead of the PP ; but we cannot pass
over this way of stating the question, as many have imagined
a difficulty without any substantial reason for doing so. It may
be necessary to know the angle the projection makes with our

position for reasons altogether independent of the drawing ; it

may be to answer the inquiry of an employer ; or the draughts-

man, knowing how the parts of a building are placed with each

other, may wish to satisfy himself as to the appearance the whole

will have when viewed from some particular point. But what
is of more immediate importance to us now is, that it opens
out a new way to explain the difficulties that arise sometimes

from a confusion in the mind respecting the treatment of vanish-

ing lines, vanishing planes, and vanishing points, all these being
so closely combined in the principles and practice of construction.

Thnb, by considering them under every possible connection, we
become more familiar with them, and they are more readily

comprehended in their details, however numerous they may be,

and also when united together as a whole.

1st. Suppose a retiring wall A forms an angle of 30 with the

PP, and there ia a projection from this wail at a right angle

with A, the projection will then be at an angle of 60 with the

PP, or with our position.
2nd. Suppose a retiring wall at an angle of 30 forma an angle

of 120 with a projecting wall, the projecting wall will also be

at an angle of 30 with our position in the opposite direction.

3rd. Suppose the retiring wall at an angle of 30 with the PP
forma an angle of 30 with the projecting wall, the latter will be

at an angle of 60"? with the PP (see Fig. 66). We do not saj
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at an angle of 120, because we always prefer to make use of

the angle formed by the nearest approach of the projection to

the line of our position, or the picture plane.
4th. Again, suppose an inclined shutter, or a roof which is

united horizontally with a wall, 'is said to be at an angle of 40
with the wall, the shutter or roof would be at an angle of 50

with the ground.
All this will be very evident if we consider that "

if any num-
ber of straight lines meet in a point in another straight line on one

side of it, the sum of the angles which they make with this straight

line, and with each other, is equal to two right angles." (See
Lessons in Geo-

metry, V., Vol. I.,

page 156.) There-

fore (Fig. 67), if A
is 30 with the

pp, and B 90 with

A, then B will be
60 with the PP,
the whole making
two right angles.
With regard to

the last supposi-

tion, we shall see

that the lines of

the wall, the roof

or shutter, and
the ground, form
a right-angled tri-

angle, the three

interior angles of

which are together
equal to two right

angles. Therefore,
as the angle of the
wall with the
ground is 90, and
the shutter or roof

40 e> with the wall,
the shutter will be
at an angle of 50
with the horizon

(Fig. 68). Conse-

quently, this angle
of 50 must be
constructed for the

vanishing line, and
the subject treated
as an inclined
plane. (See Pro-
blems XXXI.,
XXXII., and
XXXIII.) From
all this we deduct
a rule for finding

vanishing points
for lines or planes
which are stated

to be at given

angles with other

lines or planes not

parallel with the

picture plane :

When the sum of
the two angles of the given objects is greater than a right angle,
it is subtracted from the sum of two right angles, and the remain-
der is the extent of the angle sought. This will explain the re-

sults of the first, second, and fourth suppositions above.
When two angles of the given objects are together less than a '.

right angle, the sum will be the angle sought. This answers to
the third supposition. We now propose a problem to illustrate

our remarks about the wall and the shutter.

PROBLEM XLI. (Fig. 69). A wall at an angle of 40 with
our position is pierced by a window of 4 feet 3 inches high and

'.

4 feet broad ; a shutter projects from the top of the window at an
cmgle of 40 with the wall ; the window is 5 feet from the !

ground, and its nearest corner is 4 feet vMhin the picture ; other
j

conditions at pleasure. Scale of feet &

Before proceeding to work this problem, we wish to give the

student some directions about the scale. In this case we
have given the representative fraction of the scale, and not
the number of feet to the inch. It is a common practice
with architects and engineers to name the proportion of the

scale upon which the drawing is made, in the manner we
have done here, leaving the scale to be constructed if neces-

sary. The meaning of the fraction ^ is that unity is divided

into the number of equal parts expressed by the denomi-
nator. Thus a scale of feet signifies that one standard

foot is divided into 48 equal parts, each part representing a
foot on paper, the
result is inch

to the foot. It

also means that

the original ob-

ject, whether a
building or piece
of machinery, is

48 times larger
than the drawing
which represents
it. If the scale

had been written,

yards ^, it would
be the same as 3

inch to represent
a yard. The way
to arrive at this ia

as follows :

inches.

iof I
= linchto

the foot,
inches.

Ji
g of

3
f
= 2 inch to

the yard.

The above method
of stating the
scale ought to be
understood by
every one engaged
upon plan-draw-

ing.
To return to the

problem. The
principal consi-

deration relates to

the shutter. The
inclination may be

upwards, at an an-

gle of 40 with the

wall, or it may be
downwards at the

same angle. We
will representboth
cases. First,when
inclined down-
wards. Draw the

HL, which is 4 feet

from the ground-
line ;

from PS draw
a perpendicular to

E ; this will be the

radius for drawing
the semicircle meeting the HL to determine DE1 and DE2

.

Find the vanishing point for the wall VP 1
.,
and its distance

point DVP1
; also find the VP2

by drawing a line from E to VPS

at a right angle with the one from E to VP1
,
because if the

shutter had projected from the wall in a horizontal position, it

would have vanished at VP2
; that is, if it had been perpen-

dicular or at right angles with the wall. In short, the vanishing

point for the horizontal position of a line must always be found

whether the line retires to it horizontally or not, because the VP
for an inclined retiring line is always over or under the VP

(according to the angle of inclination) to which it would have
retired if in a horizontal position. (See Prob. XXXI., Fig. 53.)

Consequently, the vanishing point for an inclined retiring line

is found by drawing a line from, in this case, the DVP2
, accord-
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Fig. 71

the

tag to the angle of inclination, to whore it out* a perpendicular
:.iwn through thovp*; thus we find it* vani-mng ]>"int,

wh'-ther its inclination be downward* <>r upward-; t;

draw u lino from DVP*, at an angle of 50 with the HL, cutting

i-pemliculiir from vi- at vij
,
tlio vani-hiiix' point. \?i<

.undo tliu nearest corner of the window 2 feet to the

: the eye, represented by the distance i to I: a lino from
t> must ho ruled to PS,

upi'ii which we wish to out /"~
feet to find a, the

nit within; a lino

from c, which is 4 feet from
/', must be drawn to i>i:',

and where it outs the lino

in K is the point re-

quired. Draw the perpen-
dicular a h m. Draw from

through a to p ; make
iu.il to the width of

window. Draw back

again from r, cutting
DVP I in s; draw the per-

.i.'iiliir si; the base
of the window is drawn
from /, on the line of

contact, 5 feet from the

ground, to the vp 1

height of the window,
4 feet 3 inches, is

marked from / to e ;

a lino from e to vp 1

,

cutting the perpendi-
culars from a and s in

m and t, will give the

top of the window.
The opening of the

window is m t h n.

Now we must draw
the shutter ; the cor-

ner nearest us is v,

consequently it in-

clines upivard towards
ike icall, but down-
wards from it ; there-

fore, the vp for the

shutter must bo above
the HL, which we
have explained. To
measure or set off the

length of the shutter,
we have raised a line

of contact for that

purpose from o, found

by drawing from vp2

through s to meet the

ground-line. From t

directed fromvp3 draw
a line through w; this
will be the further
Bide of the shutter ; its

Jength must be deter-
mined thus : From
t directed from DVP*
draw a line to the
line of contact, meet-

ing it in y ; make y a
equal to the length of the shutter, the same as the length of the
window ; draw from x back again to DVI>, cutting t w in w ;
draw w v, directed by vp 1

, and v m directed by VPJ
.

We will now draw the shutter at the same angle with the
wall, but inclined upwards from it (Fig. 70). The important
iifference in working the problem under these conditions arises
from the upward inclination of the shutter from the wall, but
inclined downward* to meet the watt. This last view of the
position of the shutter is the proper one for our purpose, because
after a little consideration we shall perceive that it is a retiring
plane, but downwards ; therefore its VP is below the eye or HL.
fin the former case the shutter was a retiring plane, but up-

wards, establishing its VP above the eye or HL.) Consequently,
we most draw the vanishing line for the vH downward* from
DVP8

. The sides of the shutter, t w and m v, mu*t be drawn
in the direction of VP*, and cut off from DVP*, first by drawing
a line through t to y ; make y x equal to the length of the
shutter ; draw from z to DVP*, producing w. All the early

part of the problem, relating to the wall and window*,
and the remaining line*

w v and t m, will be but
a repetition of the butter
under the first position.
Wo can prove the truth of

this method of drawing the

perspective inclination of a
plane by another method.
Draw the right angle
cad (Fig. 68) ; make a b

equal to the length of the

shutter, and at an angle
of 40 with o c or 50a

with ad; draw b c pa-
rallel to a d ; a c will be

equal to the height of b

above a. This mast now
bo applied to Fig. 70.

Draw a line from VP*

through t to e on the line

of contact ; make e/
equal to the height of
b above a, viz., c a
(Fig. 68). Draw from

/ back to vp2
; it will

be found to cat the
corner of the shatter
in to, proving by both

methods that t v> is

the perspective length
of the further side of

the shutter.

A plan of a build-

ing may be made,
having all its propor-
tions, angles, and
other measurements

arranged and noted,

yet nothing may be
said as to its position
with the picture-
plane, and from this

plan several perspec-
tive elevations maybe
raised. When such is

the case, all that is

necessary will be to>

draw a PP across the

paper in such a posi-
tion with the plan,
that by drawing visual

rays.the picture-plane
we have chosen may
receive the view we-

wish to take of it

Suppose A (Fig. 71) is

the plan of a build-

ing, and we wished to

have two views of it

one taken with an end and front in sight, the other with a
view of the front and the opposite side we should then place-
the PP at such an angle with the side or front as might be
considered to be the best for our purpose. PP' would receive

the visual rays from the front and the end B ; PP2 would re-

ceive those from the front and the end c. In short, any line-

may be drawn which represents the PP at any angle with the>

plan, or opposite any side we may wish to project. This will

give a very useful illustration of the way to treat a subject
when its proportions are given, as is frequently the case, with-

out any reference to the view to be taken of it ; in other words,
the angle it forms with the picture-plane.
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XXY.
CONJUGATION. PRELIMINARY NOTIONS.

LET us take the word tKvffa^v to illustrate what was said in

the last lesson. The word signifies I loosed myself, I untied or

unbound myself. Now suppose that I unbound myself was

written as though it formed one word, as thus : lunboundmy-
self . If we mark off the several elements of this compound by

hyphens, and assign names to the several parts

Personal Prefix. Adverbial Prefix. Verbal Stem. Personal Suffix.

I un- bound myself,

we may have some idea how the Greek form above presented
has been produced. Here it is divided, and the parts named :

Augment. Root. Aorist Stem. Middle Personal Ending.

f- \v- ffa- Wt>-

It is thus seen that the root of the form is Av. This is called

the root, because it remains permanent under all the modifica-

tions. Thus it is found in \vffia, in \vffo/j.fvos, t\vQriv, etc. By
prefixing certain letters to An, and by adding certain letters to

An, we get all the varieties of form and signification. Thus, if

we want to say I loose, we add a>, as Av-w ; if we want to say

they loosed, we prefix e and add <rav, thus, e-Au-o-ai/. The pre-

fixes and suffixes by whose aid the root is thus modified may be

termed formative syllables. A knowledge of these formative

syllables, combined with a knowledge of the several roots, is

necessary for a correct knowledge of the grammar of the verbs.

It is necessary to make a distinction between the r^fc of a verb

and the stem. The root of a verb is the verb reduced to its

ultimate or most simple form. It agrees with the stem in being

generally the stem of the present tense, active voice. But it

differs from the stem, inasmuch as it is one primitive form,
and there are several stems the stem of the present, the stem
of the imperfect, the stem of the perfect, etc. The stem of a

tense' is that form which remains when the personal endings
and the mood characteristics are taken away. The following
are the stems of the root and of several tenses of TVTTTQI, 1

strike.

STEMS. PERSONAL ENDINGS.

Third Person. Second Person.

Eoot, TVTT-

Present Stem, TVTTT- -ei, lie strikes ; -ets, thou, etc.

Imperfect Stem, ervirr- -e, he was striking ; -s,
First Aorist Stem, ertnj/- -e, he struck; -as, ,,

Perfect Stem, rerv<p- -e- he has struck ; -as,

Pluperfect Stem, cTtrvQ- ,
he had struck; -eis,

That is to say, if to the present stem ft be added, we get
which means he strikes ; if to the pluperfect stem ets be added,
we get frervQeis, which means thou hadst struck. So, if from

Teru^as we take away as, we get the perfect stem rervcf>. If

we want to make the perfect stem into the pluperfect stem, we
prefix the augment e, and make erervty. If, again, we wish to

resolve -rervip into the root, we have to cut off the augment re,

and change the aspirate <J>
into the corresponding soft IT, and so

obtain TVTT. This, the root, can be raised into the present stem

by affixing r thus, TVTTT. And TUTTT may be changed into the

imperfect stem by prefixing the augment of that tense, namely, e.

THE AUGMENT.
First of all, we must consider the augment or temporal prefix.

We call the augment temporal, because its function is to denote

past time ; and we call it a prefix, because it is put at the be-

ginning of the root or stem. The augment is of two kinds :

first, syllabic ; second, temporal. It is syllabic when it adds a

syllable to the verb ; it is temporal when it lengthens the initial

vowel of the verb. The syllabic augment is of two kinds, it is

simple or reduplicative. For instance, it is simple when it

merely prefixes a vowel, as in t\(nrov, I was leaving ; it is re-

duplicative when it doubles the initial consonant, as AeAu/co :

here e is called the simple syllabic augment, and A the redupli-
cative. The syllabic augment is employed when the verb begins
with a consonant. If the verb begins with a vowel, the tempo-
ral augment is used, the vowels a and e being changed into 17 or

ei, and i and C (iota short and upsilon short) being changed
into I and : o is changed into u. In the same way, in verbs

beginning with the diphthongs at, ei, ot are changed into p, <f,

the first vowel being changed into its corresponding long one,
and the i written underneath ; av becomes TJU. If a verb begins
with p, the p is generally doubled, as pnrrw, I throw,

The simple syllabic augment is found in only the indicative

mood ; the reduplicative extends through all the moods. The

simple syllabic augment is used with the imperfect tense and
with the aorist. The reduplicative augment is used with the

perfect tense, the pluperfect tense, and the third future, some-

times called the paulo-post-future. If, however, the verb begins
with a vowel, the perfect and the pluperfect have, instead of

the reduplicative, merely the temporal augment. The pluper-
fect has a double augment, inasmuch as it prefixes the simple

augment e to the reduplicative re, etc. ; for instance, tTe-rvtyeiv.

Fuller details will be given hereafter.

CHARACTERISTIC LETTERS.

We have used previously the terms pure verbs. This is one

class into which verbs are divided. Verbs are divided gene-

rally into classes, according to the characteristic letters of the

present tense, or the stem of the present tense. The letter

which stands immediately before the ta of the present tense is

called the characteristic letter : thus, in Atw, the v is the charac-

teristic of the verb ; in TI/ITTCO, the r is the characteristic of

the verb ; and in <rrt\\oi, the A is the characteristic of the

verb. If the characteristic is a vowel, the verb is called pure,

e.g., Aiw ; if the characteristic is a consonant, the verb is

called mute, e.g., TUTTTOJ ;
if the characteristic is a liquid, the verb

is called liquid, e.g., oreAAw, I send. Thus there are three kinds

of verbs.
Pure. Mtite. Liquid.

rifj.au, I honour. rpipca, I rub. <f>aivu, I show.

FLEXIONAL TERMINATIONS.

Another kind of characteristic letters or syllables are the

inflexions, which mark the time (tense), the manner (mood),
and the persons of the verb. Look at \vffofj.ai, I will loose

myself. Analyse it, and the parts will be found to stand thus :

Boot. Tense Sign. Mood Sign. Person Sign.

\V- ff- O- fJLO.t.

Here Au is the root, ff is the characteristic of the future, o of

the indicative mood, and pai of the first person singular. Let

us vary these forms a little.

Boot. Tense Sign. Mood Sign. Person Sign.

Au- ff- 01- fj.tOa.

Here the sign of the indicative mood, o, has become 01, to indi-

cate the optative, and juai of the first person singular is changed
into nt6a of the first person plural. Again, take eXvaavro.

Augment. Root. Tense Sign. Mood Sign. Person Sign.

f. Au- ff- a- vro.

fie- /3ouAev- ff- o- fMU.

t- jBouAev- ff- a- pi\v'

Augment. Root. Voice Sign. Person Sign.

e- &ov\ev- 6- i]v.

The tense sign, in union with the person sign, is termed the

tense-ending. Thus in \uffo> the ff is the tense sign, being the

sign of the future, and ffta is the ending of the future tense,

active voice, commonly called the first future active. The stem

of the verb, in connection with the tense sign and with the

augment, is called the tense-stem. Thus, in t&ovXfvaa the

tense-stem is ef$ov\fvff that is, the stem of the first aorist

active.

GENERAL TABLE OF THE TENSE-ENDINGS.

Active. Middle. Passive.

Present, -u, -o/j.ai.*

Imperfect, -ov, -o^v.*
Perfect, -a, -/J.O.L.*

Pluperfect, -eiv, -n.i}v.*

Aorist First, -ffa., -cra^v, -Qt]v.

Future First, -ffa, -cro/xai,

Aorist Second, o*', -owv, -i\v.

Future Second,

This arrangement places under the middle voice some tenses,

those marked with an asterisk, which are commonly ascribed

to the passive voice. If the student bears in mind what was

said in the last lesson of the intimate relation of the two, he

will see a ground for this diversity of view.

PERSONAL ENDINGS AND TOWEL SIGNS.

The personal endings are the terminations by which the varia-

tions of person are indicated. They are closely connected with



the mood-nig-M, which aro the vowel* that indicate the several

moods i for example :

Sin. Ind. Pres. M., &ov\tv-o-nat. Sul.j., &ov\tu--pat.
,'i I . r -. Si-i/. Ind. Put., ooAi/-<r-*-Tat. Opt., $<iv\fv-ff-ot-ro.

1 IVrn. 1'Iur. Ind. Pres., /3oi/Xt/-a-^ffla. Subj., #wAu--u0a.
2 Pars. Plur. Ind. Pros., /3oi/Ai/--o-0. Sul-j., /3ouAv-Tj-r0.

1 Pen. Sing. Ind. Aor. 1, t&ov\*v-a-a.-ii.i\v. Subj., j8ovAi/-<r--nai.

SPerfl. Sing. Ind. Aor.l, /3oi/Ai/-o--a-To. Opt., /3oi/Au-<r-at-To.

In these instances &ov\tv is the root, and 0oi/Arv<r ia the stem

of the first aorist, while oi/Ai/<r IB the stem of the future.

The personal endings aro fiat, rat, ^<0a, TO, etc. ; and the mood-

signs are the vowels o <a, t TJ, a at. It may be noticed that

the short vowels represent the indicative, and that these short

rowels are changed into their corresponding long ones for the

subjunctive ;
also that < enters aa an essential into the optative

forms, as in /3ov\u(rorro and fiovhtvaairo. These two tenses

are, you see, very near in form, differing in this only, that the

latter has an a where the former has an o.

The personal endings join on immediately to the mood-signs,
and unite so closely with them that they are blended together,
and may appear as ono : for example, 0ov\fv<r-r)s, instead of

/JouAeua-Tj-ij, and /3ouAu-Tj instead of j8ouAeu--cu.

The distinction between the principal tenses and the historic

tenses is important. The principal tenses of all moods but the

optative that is, the present, the perfect, and the future form
the second and the third person of the dual in ov, as f3ou\tv-f-

rov, pov\fv-(-Tov, &ov\(v-(-ffQov, Pou\fv-f-ff6ov ; while the his-

toric tenses of all the moods and all the tenses of the optative
mood form them in i\v, as tfiovtev-e-rriv, tfiov\fv-(-Tr)v, c&ov\tv-

t-<r9ijv, t&ov\fv-t-(r6r]v, though, according to some grammarians,
the second person of the dual in all these tenses ends in ov.

Further, the principal tenses form the third person plural,
active voice, with the termination <rt (which is altered for the

sake of euphony from TJ, ixrt), which before a vowel becomes

<rf, and the third person plural middle with vrai ; but the
historic or secondary tenses have in the active v, and in the

middle mo ; as

$ov\tv-o-ma.i, e-ftovK

Lastly, the principal tenses in the singular of the present middle
rnn thus, pat, ffai, rai ; but the historic tenses thus, HTJV, <ro,

f3ov\iu-f-ffa.t =
t-&ov\tv-f-TO.

The person-endings of the subjunctive of the principal tenses

correspond to those of the indicative of the principal tenses,
and those of the optative to those of the indicative of the his-

toric tenses, as

2 & 3 Dual Ind. Pres. Act. ftov\fvf-rov. Subj. &ov\fvi)-roi>.

Mid. {3ov\fvf-ff6oit. &ov\tvT}-ff6ov.

3 Plural, Act. Pov\tvov-ffi(v). /3oL/Ai/o>-(n(v).

Mid. Pov\fvo-yrai. $ou\(vta-vrcu.
1 Sing., fiov\tvu-/jiai. /3ov\fvw-fj.at.

2 )3ovAv-Tj. /Soi/Atu-jj.

3 /3ouAu-Tat. /3oi>Atu77-Tai.

2 & 3 Dual Imp. Ind., Act. f-fiov\(ve-Tr)t>. Opt. 0ov\fvoi-TT]t>.

Mid. f-&ov\fvf-ffQi]v. &ov\tvot-ff6riv.
3 Plural Imp. Ind., Act. f-&ov\tvo-v. ouAcvot-ei/.

Mid. (-/3oV\fVO-VTO. &OV\tVOt-VTO.
1 Sing. Imp. Ind., Mid. -/3ouAi/o-^Tji/. f)uv\tvoi-fj.riv.

2 (f-fiov\(v(-ffo), (Pov\fvot-<ro),

t-&OV\fV-OV. /3dV\fVOl-0.

e-/3ouA(u-ro.

As already intimated, the mood-vowel of the subjunctive of
* the historic tenses differs from that of the indicative in its
' being lengthened ; thus, o is lengthened into o>, < and a into TJ,

and into p ; aa

Indicative, /3ovAu-o-|uc', &ov\ev~tis, &ov\v-f-cr6f,

Subjunctive, /3ovAcv-a>-/ufi>, &ov\tv-ys, Pov\fv-i)-<r8f.

The mood-vowel or mood-sign of the optative is t, in connec-
tion with the preceding mood-vowel of the first person singular
indicative : the pluperfect forms an exception, since its optative
Assumes tho mood-vowel of the present ; for example :

:]). Act. Illil., OJ Opt., Ot. f-^Ot/AfU-O-f,

Plural Aorist 1, a; a<. -0ot/Ai/<r-a-/i'. /3oi/Ai/(r-<u-

ISin. Plup. Act.Opt., o<;
'

utv.

01 ;

GENERAL TABLE OF SIOOD-VOWEL8 IH THE ACTIVE AJTD
MIDDLE VOICES.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Indicative. 123 123 123
Pres. Fut., Act. -a> -ct -<i < -o -o

Pros. Fut., Mid.; Imp. Ac:
2. , * . . - i -t *C *O *( "O * "0

,
Act. and Mid. )

Aor. 1
, Act. ; Perf., Act. and )

jjr-ji
y -a -a -* -a -a -a -a -a

Aor. 1, Mid. -a -a -a -a -a -a -a -a

Pluperf. -t -ti -ft -ti -ti -ft - ().
Imperative.

Pres. and Perf. Aor. 2, Act. -e * - -

Aor. 1, Act. -o -a a -a a -a

Aor. 1, Mid. -a -a -a -a -a -a

Subjunctive -u -TJ -TJ
-

-TJ -TJ
-

-TJ -tt

Optative.
Pres. Fnt. Perf.

,
2 Aor., Act ")

and Mid. j-ot-oi-ot
- -o* -ot -ot -o. -oi

Aor. 1, Act. and Mid. -at -at -ax -eu -at -at -at -at -at

Infinitive.
Pres. Fut. Act., 2 Aor. -t. 1 Aor., Act. and Mid. -o.

Pres. Fut. Perf. Act., Perf. Mid. -e.

Participle.
Pros. Fut. Perf., Act. Mid^,") r., ,-.. OA .,

2 Aor., Act. j
~0>' ' or->^^ "*

1 Aor., Act. and Mid. -a.

GENERAL VIEW OP THE PERSON-ENDINGS OF A VERB IN tt.

ACTIVE FOKM. MIDDLE FORM.
Indie. &Suhj., Indic.&Opt., Jndic.&Sub}.. Indie,t Opt.,

Principal Tenset. Hittorie Tentet. Principal Tentet. Historic Tttuu.

Sing. 1. -v, -/MU, -wiv-
2. -s, -y, -o-at, -<ro, -o.

3. -Tat, -TO.

Dual 1. -u-fdov, -fjitdov.

2. -TOV, -rov, -<r6ov, -ffOor.

3. -rov, 'TT)v t -aQov, '(rfhjv.

Plur. 1. -/J-ev, -Hfv> -/J-tda, -fjifBa,

2. -T, -T, -ffOf, -ff9f.

3. (-m ) -ffi, -i/, ffav. -mat (-OTCU), -mo (-OTO).

Imperative. Imperative.

Sing. 2. 3. -TO). Sing. 2. (-o-o)-o; 3. -a6u>.

Dual 2. -rov ; 3. -rwv. Dual 2. -aQov
; 3. -aQoiv.

Plur. 2. -re, 3. -rtaaav. Plur. 2. -trSc, 3. -ffQwaav,-aQwi

Infinitive. Infinitive.

Pres., Future and Aorist 2, -v ; -0-60*.

Perf. Act. and Aor. 1 and 2 Pass., vat.

Aorist 1 Active, -a*.

Participle. Porfkipl*.

Stem, vr ; except the Perfect, whose fitvoy, MT> ptvov.
Stem ends in OT ; jiepo?, /UCITJ, /xevov, Perf

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GBEEK.
EXERCISE 72. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The file consisted of (wo) a hundred men. 2. The time wac

(literally, ft teas of time) a little before sunset. 3. The laws are the

punishments of transgressors. 4. The punishment for theae things

(or, for these men) is death. 5. Corn failed, and could not be pur-
chased. 6. Ton may see the mountain. 7. The valour of Agnnilatu
was a pattern. 8. We have no breakfast. 9. I will be the convener.

10. This man is the victor. 11. I am one of theae. 12. The king
thinks that you are his (subjects). 13. The planting of trees,

therefore, is part of (belongs to) the art of agriculture. 14. They have
a market. 15. We were in extremities. 16. Cyrus was in this con-

dition. 17. This shall be in your power. 18. There ia no little good
in harmony. 19. To violence belong enmities and dangers. 30. I wish

to be superior to my friends in (or by) care. 21. Agesilaus was present

bringing gifts. 22. Ships had come (literally, vtr preunt) to Cyrus
from the Peloponnesus.

EXERCISE 73. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. TOVTO tw' tpot [(wi CMOI] TTI. 3. Oi rofiot twt 001 tiatv. 3. Ewi sot

etrti atrov irpiu<rtftii. 4. tin TO<C iroAii<or tj> iropcirai. 5. Eiri wautrtv a^a&Mt
etrri wcpKitai. 6. tir' c^oi fir-tat ry wo\it wpoerttt-ai. 7. Ai (tifuai TOM

aMapTwXoir wfoatKTu. 8. 'H ttri/icAtia <trt run fn\m* warm trri

9. At nf
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LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXXVI.
NORTH AMEEICA.

NORTH and South America form but one vast irregularly-shaped

continent, being connected with each other by the Isthmus of

Panama or Darien ; it occupies a part of four zones, extending
from the north frigid zone, across the north temperate and
the torrid zones, and stretching into the south temperate zone.

Boundaries. North America is bounded on the north by the

Arctic Ocean ; on the south by the Gulf of Mexico and the
Pacific Ocean ; on the east by the Atlantic Ocean ; and on the
west by the Pacific Ocean. The mainland of this continent

extends from about the parallel of 72 N. lat. to nearly 7 N.

lat., and from about 53 W. long, to 168 W. long. The most

northerly point of the mainland of North America is considered
to be Murchison Promontory, in Boothia Felix, in 72 N. lat.

and about 95 W. long. ; the most southerly is Mariato Point,
in the Bay of Panama, in 7 15' N. lat. and about 81 W. long. ;

the most easterly point is Cape Charles, Labrador, in 52 18' N.
lat. and 55 30' W. long ; and the most westerly point is Cape
Prince of Wales, in the part formerly called Russian America,
but which now belongs to the United States, and is called

Alaska, in lat. 65* 16' N. and long. 168 W. The latter point,
situated in Behring Strait, is said to approach the easternmost

point of Asia within a distance of 36 miles, a short enough sail

for men migrating eastward from Asia, or even Europe, sup-
posing them to have traversed Siberia, to accomplish even in an

open boat, and, having done so, to people the New World.

Length, Breadth, Area, etc. The greatest length of North
America, in a straight line from north-west to south-east, from

Cape Lisburn, in Alaska, to the extremity of the Isthmus of

Panama, is about 5,600 miles ; while its greatest breadth, from
east to west, from Cape Canso, in Nova Scotia, to the mouth of

the Oregon Eiver, is about 3,125 miles. The superficial area
of this continent, including that of the West Indies and other
islands belonging to it, may be reckoned about 8,350,000 square
miles, and the population about 50,000,000 ; thus giving on an
average about six inhabitants to every square mile.

The great inland seas and gulfs of North America are the

following : Hudson Bay, which communicates with the Atlantic
Ocean by Hudson Strait, and runs far into the British territory,

being connected with the Arctic Seas by Fox Channel, Fury
and Hecla Straits, Prince Regent Inlet, Barrow Strait, and
Wellington Channel ; it is also connected with Baffin Bay by
Lancaster Sound ; it terminates in James Bay, to the south.
Baffin Bay is connected with the Atlantic Ocean by Davis Strait,
and affords immediate access to Lancaster Sound, Smith Sound,
and other sounds and inlets on the north. The Gulf of St.

' Lawrence is the broad estuary of the river of the same name,
having the large island of Newfoundland, with other smaller

ones, at its mouth. The area of Hudson Bay is reckoned at

350,000 square miles ; its length from north to south being
about 1,000 miles, and its breadth about 500 miles. Baffin Bay
is about 1,500 miles long, and about 300 miles broad ; its sur-

face, including Davis Strait, is not less than that of Hudson
Bay, being at least 400,000 square miles. The Bay of Fundy
runs from the Atlantic between Nova Scotia and New Bruns-
wick. It is remarkable for its high tides, which have been
known to rise 90 feet. The Gulf of Mexico, which is about
1,100 miles long, and about 500 miles broad, washes the
southern shores of the United States, and the western
shores of Mexico ; it is connected with the Caribbean Sea,
which washes the shores of the West India Islands, and of
the northern part of South America; the last-named sea is

about 1,800 miles, and on an average about 1,000 miles broad.
The Bay of Campeachy, or Campeche, is the southern part of
the Gulf of Mexico. The warm Gulf Stream rushes from the
Gulf of Mexico through the Strait of Florida, between Cuba
and the peninsula of Florida, and crosses the Atlantic in an
easterly direction, preserving its higher temperature in the
middle of the ocean, and being sensible in this respect when it

reaches the Azores : the stream continues its course to the
shores of England and Ireland, and is one of the chief causes of

the temperate climate and mild winters of the United Kingdom.
In the Caribbean Sea, to the south-east, are the Gulf or Bay
of Honduras, the Mosquito Gulf, and the Gulfs of Darien and
Maracaibo, of which the last-named enters the north coast
of South America. On the western side of North America are

the Gulfs of Panama, Tehuantepeo, and California, large inlets

of the Pacific, and a variety of small bays and sounds stretching
to Behring Strait, and even beyond that strait into the Arctic
Ocean. The most important straits have been already men-
tioned in the preceding remarks. Besides these there are :

Frobisher Strait, leading from Davis Strait to Fox Channel ;

Sir Thomas Roe's Welcome, between Southampton Island and
the mainland ; the Strait of Belle Isle, between Newfoundland
and Labrador ; the Gut of Canso, between Cape Breton Island
and Nova Scotia ; and others of less importance.
The peninsulas and capes in North America are the following :

Peninsulas Melville Peninsula and Boothia Felix, in the
Arctic Regions ; East Main and Labrador, in the British terri-

tory ; Nova Scotia, east of New Brunswick
; Florida, in the

United States ; Yucatan, forming part of Mexico, in Central
America ; Lower California ; and Alaska. Capes : In the
northern regions, projecting into the Arctic Ocean, Icy Cape,
and Point Barrow, in Alaska; Cape Bathurst, Murchison Promon-

tory, Cape Parry, and Cape Felix, in the British territory ; also

Cape Rennel, Cape Clarence, Cape Hay, Cape Adair, Cape Roper,
Cape Walsingham, and Cape Enderby ; Cape Chudleigh and

Cape Charles, in Labrador ; Cape Sable, in Nova Scotia ; Cape
Cod, Cape Hatteras, Cape Look-out, etc., all on the east coast

of the United States ; Sable Point, in Florida ; Cape Catoche, in

Yucatan ; Cape Gracios a Dios, on the Mosquito coast ; Cape
Blanco, Central America; Cape Corrientes, Mexico; Cape St.

Lucas, Lower California ; Cape Mendocino and Cape Blanco, on
the west coast of the United States ; with Capes Romanzoff,
Prince of Wales, and Lisburn, in higher latitudes. To these

may be added Cape Farewell, in Greenland, and Cape Race, in

Newfoundland.
Isthmuses. The principal isthmus in North America is that

called the Mexican Isthmus, which separates the waters of the

Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. At three different points do
these waters approach each other. The Isthmus of Panama
or Darien, already mentioned, is the narrowest portion of this

region ; and at the narrowest point of this isthmus the breadth

of the land is only about 28 miles across, from ocean to ocean.

The next isthmus in point of narrowness is that of Tehuantepec,
which is reckoned 125 miles across the land from ocean to

ocean ; and the last, which is the broadest, is that of Guatemala,
or Chiquimula, which is reckoned about 170 miles across the

land between the Gulf of Honduras and the Pacific. The isth-

mus which connects California and Lower California is upwards
of 100 miles broad. The Isthmus of Florida is about 150 miles

broad ; that of Alaska, in the southern part of the territory of

Alaska, stretching out to the south-west, towards the Aleutian

Islands, may be about 50 miles, and that of Nova Scotia about
the same.

The mountains and plateaux of North America are on a grand
scale. The most extensive chain of mountains is that called the

Rocky Mountains, next the Pacific, which extend in parallel

ranges from north to south, or from the shores of the Arctic

Ocean to Lake Nicaragua, in Central America, a distance of

nearly 5,000 miles ; and which vary in height from 3,000 feet

to nearly 18,000 feet above the level of the sea. The principal

plateaus are the great basin of Utah, the highlands of Oregon, and
the mountain range of California. The next chain is that of the

Appalachian or Alleghany Mountains, on the eastern side of the

continent, next the Atlantic, and within the United States ;

these mountains extend from about the parallel of 34* N. lat.

to the shores of the Gulf of St. Lawrence, a distance of about

2,000 miles, their breadth on an average being about 120 miles.

Their average altitude is about 2,500 feet; and the highest
summits are rather more than 6,400 feet. The Ozark Moun-
tains occupy a space about 300 miles long and 100 miles broad,

and vary in height from 1,000 to 2,000 feet. The table-land in

Labrador has an average height of 2,000 feet; but the Arctic

highlands have a considerably less elevation. In the Mexican

isthmus, the plateau of Chihuahua varies from 4,000 to 6,000

feet in height ; and farther to the south the plateau of Anahuac
varies from 6,000 to 9,000 feet in elevation. In this table-land

there are several mountains, chiefly volcanic, which rise to an
enormous height above the level of the sea, such as Jorullo,

Popocatepetl, and Orizaba. The altitude of Popocatepetl ia

17,720 feet above the sea-level; it is reckoned the highest peak
in North America. The plateau of Central America extends

from the Isthmus of Tehuantepec to that of Panama, diminish-
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inK' in hfiK'ht from about 5,500 feet to about 200 or 300 feet

ut its .xti.m.t). Between the mouth of the river Chagres on

the Atl nnl the city of Panama on the Pacific aide,

i -1 miles ; and the highest ground on the

proposed lino of railway between these point* ia leu than 300

feet

SUMMARY or BOUNDARIES.

NORTH. Arctic Ocean.

WSST. Pacific Ocean.
SOUTH. Pacific Ocean.
EAST. Isthmus of Panama, At-

lantic Ocean.

SUMMARY or SEAS, GULPS, ETC.

Boffin Bay, between Greenland and
I'nnce William Land.

Gulf of Boothia, . of Boothia

Felix.

Hudson Bay, between East Main
and Rupert's Land.

James Boy, S. of Hudson Bay.
Gulf of St. Lawrence, between New

Brunswick and Labrador.

Bay of Fuuily, between Nova Scotia

and New Brunswick.
Delaware Boy, U.S. east coast.

Chesapeake Bay, U.S. east coast.

Gulf of Mexico, between United
States and Mexico.

Caribbean Sea, between Mexico
and West India Islands.

Bay of Honduras, W. of Caribbean
Sea.

Bay of Guatemala, S.W. of Carib-

bean Sea.

Bay of Campeche, S. of Gulf of

Mexico.

Bay of Panama, S. of Isthmus of

Panama.
Gulf of Tehuantepec, S. of Mexico.

Gulf of California, between Penin-
sula of California and the
mainland.

Queen Charlotte Sound, E. coast

of British America.

SUMMAKY OF STRAITS.

Davis Strait, S. of Baffin Bay.
Hudson Strait, between Atlantic

and Hudson Bay.
Belleisle Strait, between Labrador

and Newfoundland.
Frobisher Strait, N. of Hudson

Strait.

Cumberland Strait, N. of Frobisher
Strait.

Fox Channel, Arctic Regions.
Yucatan Channel, betweenYucatan

and Cuba.

Juan de Fuca Strait, bctweenUnited
States aud Vancouver Island.

Behriug Strait, between N. America
and Asia.

Gut of Conso, between Capo Breton
Island and Nova Scotia.

SUMMARY or PEXIMULAS.

Melville Peninsula, Arctic Regions.
Boothia Felix, Arctic Regions.
East Main and Labrador.

Neva Scotia, Dominion of Canada.

Florida, Unitet1 States.

Yucatan, Central America.

Lower California.

SUMMARY or CAFES.

Icy Cape, N. of Alaska.

Point Barrow, N. of Alaska.

Cape Bathurst, N. of British North
America.

Murchison Promontory, N. of

British North America.

Cape Farewell, 8. of Greenland.

Cape Chudleigh, N.E. Labrador.

Cape Charles, 8.E. Labrador.

Cape Race, S.E. Newfoundland.

Cape Sable, S.W. Nova Scotia.

Cape Cod \ E. of United

Cape Hutteras ) States.

Cape Sable, S. of Florida.

Catoche Point, N.E. Yucatan.

Cape Gracios a Dios, E. of Hon-
duras.

Cape Corrientes, W. of Mexico.

Cape St. Lucas, S. of Lower Cali-

fornia.

Cape Mendocino \ W. of United

Cape Blanco j States.

Cape Romanzoff, W. of Alaska.

Cape Prince of Wales, W. of Alaska.

Capo Lisburn, W. of Alaska.

SUMMARY OF ISTHMUSES.

Chignecto, Nova Scotia.

Tehuantepec, Mexico.

Panama, Central America.

SUMMARY OF MOUNTAINS.

Rocky Mountains, comprising
Western Ranges, from North
Coast to Central America.
The principal peaks ore-

Mount St. Elias, A1;tftlfft.

Mount St. Helens, W. United
States.

Mount Hood, W. United States.

Mount Brown, British Columbia.
Mount Hooker, British Colum-

bia.

Fremont's Peak, W. United
States.

Orizaba, Mexico.

Popocatepetl, Mexico.

Alleghauies or Appalachian Moun-
tains, comprising the Eastern

Ranges.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XII.
THE PREPOSITION DI ITS USE, ETC.

THE proper use of the words di, a, da, in, con, per, su, s6-pra, fra,
and fra, is of such primary importance in Italian, that I shall

devote this lesson to an elementary explanation of some of

their peculiarities.

Di.

The nse of this word very frequently coincides with the nse of

the case-sign, or preposition of, in English grammar :

1. When the questions of whom? of which? of what ? whose?
what kind or sort of? require the genitive also in English : for

example, L' a-md-re del pd-dre, the love of the father ;
i pat-si

del prtn-ci-pe, the countries of the prince ; la cle-mSn-za di IH-o,
the clemency of God ; la gran-d&-za ail-la cit-td, the greatness
of the town ; il U-lro di Qid-co-mo, the book of James.

2. When geographical or other proper name* hidieatrag pos-

session, domain, authorship, etc., or merely for the purpose of

defining them, are joined to other nouns : for example, la ett4d

di Ve-ni-tia, the city of Venice ; il ri-gno di Bpd-yna, the king-
dom of Spain ; il mi-te di Lu-glio, the month of July ; il nfaiu

-ct'-sco, the name of Francis; i <-to-la di Cor-flt, the

island of Corfu ; la re-gi-na d* In-yhil-t3r-ra, the Queen of Eng-
land ; il Re" di Prut-no, the king of Prussia ; I' im~pe-ra-t6-re d'

Au-ttria, the emperor of Austria ; I' at-tA-dio di Mdn-to-va, the

siege of Mantua; lo itre"t-to di Gi-WJ-^r-ra, the strait* of

Gibraltar ; I' vm-p6-ro di Rutt-iia, the empire of Russia ; le fro-

g6-die di Al-Jif-ri, the tragedies of Alfieri ; le com-mS-die di Qolr

dd-ni, the comedies of Goldoni.

3. When words expressing quantity, weight, or any kind of

measure, are joined to other nouns : for example, u-na quan-ti-tb
di pd-co-re, a quantity of sheep ; u-na lib-bra di cdr-ne, a pound
of meat ; un cen-ti-nd-jo di fie-no, a hundredweight of hay ,

u-na doz-zi-na di cuc-ckid-ji, di gudn-ti, d' uv-va, a dozen of

spoons, gloves, eggs ;
un brdc-cio di pdn-no, a yard of cloth ;

u-na bot-U-glia di vi-no, a bottle of wine ; 6-na ca-rdf-fa d' d-cqua,
a decanter of water ; un' tin-da di caf-fd (kahf-fe), an ounce of

coffee ; vi-no di di4-ci dn-ni, wine of ten years.
For the sake of elegance, the preposition di is, however,

sometimes omitted after the words cd-sa, house ; pa-ldz-zo,

palace ; pidz-zi, place, square ; vil-la, villa ; gal-le-ri-a, gallery ;

fa-mi-glia, family ; por-ta, gate, entry, and some others, when

they are followed by the name of the owner or of the person
after whom they are called : for example, in cd-sa Al~ti6-ri, at

the Altieri-honse ; vi-ci-no al pa-ldz-zo Bor-ghe'-se, near the Bor-

ghese-palace ; sul-la pidz-za Bar-be-rC-ni, on the Barberini-

square ; per la vil-la Pan-fi-li, for the villa Panfili ; n4l-la gal-

le-vi-a Do-ria, in the Doria-gallery ; dl-la fa-mi-glia Co-lon-na,

of the Colonra family; la por-ta San Gio-vdn-ni, St. John's-

gate or entry ; a cd-sa 'I zi-o (instead of a cd-sa del zi-o), at the

house of the uncle ; 6-ra a cd-sa que"-sto, 6-ra a cd-sa queU' dl-tro

(instead of di qiu'-sto, di quell' dl-tro), now at the house of this

one, then at the house of the other.

English compound nouns, or combinations of nouns, for the

greatest part must be decomposed by the genitive case with the

case-sign di, especially when one of the nouns merely defines and

qualifies the other, which is the principal word conveying the

principal idea : for example, garden door, por-ta di giar-d{-no (door
of the garden) ; stone-quarry, co-ua di pil-tra (quarry of stone) ;

autumn fruits, frut-ti d
'

au-tun-no (fruits of autumn) ; a music

amateur, un di-let-tdn-te di mu-xi-ca (an amateur of music) ;

Leipzig fair, fi-ra di Li-psia (fair of Leipzig) ; ox-tongue, lin-

gua di bdve (tongue of an ox) ; horse's head, t6~sta di ca-vdl-lo

(head of a horse) ; felt-hat, cdp-pd-lo di fe~l-tro (hat of felt) ;

sugar-box, cos-sa di zuc-che-ro (box of sugar).
Whenever it is necessary with greater precision to define the

nonn in the genitive case so as to distinguish it from other

objects of the same class, the article, according to its peculiar
function of particularising that which is general, must be joined
to the case-sign di.

The disregard of this rule will not nnfrequentiy cause am*

biguity : for example, it po-drd-ne d^l-la cd-sa d6-ve a-bi-tid-mo,

the master of the house where we live (il pa-dro-ne di cd-sa, ia

the master of the house in general) ; un boc-cd-le del vi-no che

be^v-vi V dl-tra se"-ra, a measure (= about two pints) of the wine
which I drank the other evening (wn boc-cd-le di vi-no, is a
measure of wine in general) ; il mer-cd-to dei ca-vdl-li, the hone-
market (il mer-cd-to di ca-vdLli, is merely a place where hones
are sold) ; U mer-cd-to ddl-la sel-vag-y(-na, the game-market ;

U ma-gaz-ei-no, de'l-la pd-glia, the straw-magazine (ma-gat-si-no
di pd-glia, is merely a magazine full of straw) ; il ma-goM-ti-no
d4l-le U-gna, the wood-magazine.

English adjectives, indicating the material or stuff from which

anything is manufactured, or denoting qualities attributed or

derived from proper names of countries, nations, or towns, for

the greatest part will be translated into Italian by means of

nouns in the genitive case : for example, a gold watch, un o-ro-

lo-gio d' o-ro (a watch of gold) ; a marble statue, u-na std-tua di

mdr-mo (a statue of marble) ; a wooden table, un-a td-vo-la di

U-gno (a table of wood) ; an iron gate, li-na p6r-ta di ftr-ro (%

gate of iron) ; a silver spoon, un cuc-chid-jo d' ar-g&n-to (a spoon
of silver) ; a meritorious soldier, un sol-dd-to di m6-rMo (a

soldier of merit) ; a spirited or talented youth, un g\6-va-ne di

spi-rito, di ta-Un-to (a youth of spirit, of talent) ; Italian silk,
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se"-ta d' I-td-lia (silk of Italy) ; Viennese citizens, cit-ia-di-ni di

ViSn-na (citizens of Vienna). It is, however, quite allowable to

say : std-tua mar-mo-rea, sol-dd-to me-ri-te-vo-le, yio-va-ne spi-ri-

t6-so, cit-ta-dC-ni Vien-nd-si.

Adverbs of place or time before nouns, or even adjectives, of

this class, frequently, also, are translated by the genitive case :

for example, the back door or room, la por-ta la stdn-za di die-

tro (the door or room of behind) ; the hind-feet, i pie-di di di$-

tro (the feet of behind) ; the following day, il gior-no di do-md-

ni (the day of to-morrow) ; the present age, il mon-do d' og-gi-

dl (the world of now-a-days) ; after the present fashion or style,

al mo-do d' og-gi-di (after the fashion of now-a-days) ; the whole
last night, la not-td-ta di jt-ri (the whole night of yesterday) ;

yesterday, il gior-no dijS-ri (the day of yesterday).
Whenever the infinitive mood of any verb explains and defines

another word, the preposition di must be placed before it (just
as the preposition of with the present participle of English

grammar in such cases) : for example, Ha u-na gran vo-glia di

viag-gid-re, he has a great desire to travel or of travelling ; e

t$m-po di an-dd-re, it is time to go or of going ; ra-gio-ne di la-

men-tdr-si, right to complain or of complaining ; I' o-n6-re di ve-

ddr-vi, the honour to see you or of seeing you ; li-cdn-za di par-
tir-si, permission to go away or of going away.*
Di is also placed after the words qudn-to, how much, or great,

or long ; as, al-qudn-to, something, a little, some ; tan-to, so

much, or great, or long ; al-tret-tdn-to, just as much, equal ;

p6-co, little, few ; mdl-to, much, a great deal ; nidn-te, nothing ;

piu, more ; m4-no, less ; trop-po, too much, etc. : for example,

qudn-to di n6-ja sa-rtib-be per me, how great a nuisance would it

be for me ; do-po al-qudn-to di tem-po, after some time ; tdn-to

di vi-no ed al-tret-tdn-to d' d-cqua, so much wine and just as

much water; po-co di u-ti-le ne ri-ca-ve-re"-te, you will derive

from this little advantage ; mol-to di md-le ne po-trel)-be se-gui-re,
a great deal of evil might be the consequence of it.

In these two phrases, la Di-o mer-ce ! thank God ! and la Di-o

grd-zia, the grace of God, the word di is understood, and in full

they run thus : la di Di-o mer-ce, and la di Di-o grd-zia. When,
however, Di-o is placed after the words mer-c4 and grd-zia, the

case-sign di cannot be omitted : for example, la mer-cd di Di-o,
vmd la grd-zia di IX-o.f
The word di is sometimes a mere expletive : for example, e-gli

d{-ce di si, ed i-o di-co di no, he says yes, and I say no ; qud-sto
did-vo-lo di que~-sta fe"m-mi-na, that devil of a woman ; quel po-
ve-ri-no di mi-o fra-Ul-lo, that poor brother of mine.
As a last remark on the use of the case-sign di for the present,

I shall state that this word, among all the prepositions of the
Italian language, is of by far the most extensive use. The
reason of this is that di, properly and philosophically speaking,
merely expresses the mental separation of ideas or notions, while
da indicates a real separation of objects, which distinction con-

stitutes the principal and fundamental difference between these
two important words di and da. The mere mental separation
of ideas or notions may, however, serve any connection and
relation between words, ever so loose and general, and no reader,

bearing this truth in mind, henceforth need be surprised at

meeting, in Italian books and conversations, with frequent sub-

stitutions of the case-sign di for many other prepositions : for

example, for a : I'-schia u-na i-so-la as-sd-i vi-cl-na di Nd-po-li,
Ischia is an island very near to Naples ; for da, as, u-sci-re del-la

pri-gio-ne, to go out of or from prison; e-gli di pri-gi6-ne il

trds-se, he took him from prison ; for con, as, di gran-dis-si-ma

for-za si com-bat-te'-a da cia-scu-na pdr-te, they fought with the

greatest energy on each side ; for in, as, i-Q V uc-ci-si di led-le bat-

td-glia, I killed him in fair fight ; for per, as, 6-gli pia-gne"-a e di

gran pie-td non po-te-a mot-to fd-re, he wept, and on account of

his great emotion he could not utter a word.
It is evident that the variable nature of di will admit of many

translations into English : for example, by with, as, so-no con-

tSn-to di te, I am satisfied with thee; by at, as, mi ri-do di lui, I

laugh at him
; by of, as, mo-rlr di fd-me, to die of hunger ; by as,

as, ser-vir di r$-go-la, to serve as a rule ; by for, as, pre-gd-re u-no

* Which special class of verbs, nouns, and adjectives requires the

preposition di before the infinitive mood governed by them, will be ex-

plained hereafter. For the present, the above-stated merely general
rule will be, I think, sufficient.

t Some other important omissions of the case-sign di will be ex-

plained hereafter.

di u-na c6-sa, to request one for something ; by than, as, piu di

du-e mi-la scudi, more than two thousand crowns.
In some instances the peculiarity in the use of di may, with-

out difficulty or twisting, be explained by ellipsis, particularly
when it denotes descent or children : for example, Gtian-nuvl d/i

Se-ve-rt-no, Cec-co di Mes-se"-re An-giu-liS-ri, in Boccaccio, where

fi-gliu6-lo, child or son, is understood.

In the following and other exercises the pupil himself must
examine whether he is to use before any noun or adjective the
article or not, the prepositions di, a, and da only being occa-

sionally employed to denote the genitive, dative, and ablative.

It is, moreover, to be noted, that the words are placed in the
order in which they are to be translated into Italian. I have

thought it useful, iu some cases, to denote the pronunciation of

the z or zz. I have done so by placing after such words in

parenthesis is, thus (ts), when the pronunciation of the z or zz

is to be the sharp, hissing one ; and ds, thus (ds), when the pro-
nunciation of the z or zz is to be the soft one.

Abyss, a-lis-so, m.

Action, a-zio-ne, f.

Air, d-ria, f.

And, e.

And not, e non.

Are, so-no.

Aunt, zt-o. (ts), f.

Beauty, bel-ldz-za (ts), f.

Behaviour, aon-ddt-

fa, f.

Belong, ap-par-ten-

go-no.

Belongs, ap-par-tiH-ne.

Body, coY-po, m.

Brother, fra-tSl-lo, m.

Child, /an-m't!-lo, m.

Colour, co-16-re, m.

Commerce, commer-

cio, m.

Countenance, fi-so-no-

ml-a, f.

Courage, co-rdg-gio, m.

Cousin, cu-gi-na, f.

Darkness, o-scu-ri-td, f.

Dawn, spun-tar, m.

Day, gidr-no, m.

Disorder, dis-or'-

di-ne, m.

Dress, d-bi-to, m.

Error, er-r6-re, m.

Exercise, md-to, m.
Father, pd-dre, m.

Fault, er-r6-re, m.

VOCABULARY.

Fertility, fer-ti-li-td, f.

Field, cdm-po, m.

Garden, giar-di-no, m.
Glory, gl<5-ria, f.

Happiness, fe-li -ci-td, f .

Here are, ec-co.

Highest degree,

cdl-mo, m.

Interest, in-ter-Ss-se, m.

Is, e.

Is not here, non e

qui.

Is useful, gi6-va.

Language, lin-gua, f.

Leads, con-du-ce.

Legislator, le-gt-sla-

t6-re, m.
Life, m-ta, f.

Man, itd-mo, m. ; pi.

gli u6-mi-ni.

Master, pa-drd-ne, m.
Mind, d-ni-ma, f. ; spi-

ri-to, m.

Mirror, spec-chio, m.

Money, da-nd-ro, m.
Must always obey, d<2-

ro-no sem-pre ob-be-

di'-re.

Night, ndt-te, f.

Ornament, or-na-

mc'n-to, m.

Palace, pa-ldz-zo (ts),m.

Parents, ge-ni-t6-ri, pi.

Perfection, per-fe-

zio-ne, f.

Physician, m^-di-co, m.
Pleasure, pia-ce-re, m.
Practice, es-er-ci-zw, m.
Prince, prin-ci-pe, m.
Rainbow, ar-co-ba-

le'-no, m.

Eeturn, ri-tdr-no, m.
Eising, Ze-nar, m.

Room, cd-me-ra, f.

Says, di-be.

Sense, scn-so, m.
Shortens, ac-cdr-cio.

Sister, so-rel-la, f.

Soldier, sol-dd-to, m.
Soul, d-ni-ma, f.

Spring, pri-ma-ue-ra, f.

Sun, s6-le, m.
Tells, Al-ce.

Temperance, tem-pe-

rdn-za, f .

Three motives, tre mo-

ti-vi, pi.

Tranquillity, quie-te, f.

Treasure, le-sd-ro, m.
True, vi-ro.

Uncle, zi-o (ts), m.
Usage, il-so, m.
"Warmth, ca-ld-re, m.
Will, uo-lon-td, f.

Wise man,s<i-ino,in.[m.

Young man, gi6-va-n,

EXERCISE 3.

1. The rising of the sun. 2. The dawn of the day. 3. The
return of spring. 4. The warmth of the air. 5. The beauty of

the flower. 6. The darkness of the night. 7. The abyss of

error. 8. The fertility of the fields. 9. The colours of the rain-

bow. 10. The senses of man. 11. The faults of young men. 12,

Money is the soul of commerce. 13. Usage is the legislator of

languages. 14. The master of the garden is not here. 15. The

palace belongs to the prince. 16. Here are the rooms of the

uncle. 17. The dresses belong to the cousin, and not to the

aunt. 18. The brother tells the sister the will of the father.

19. The children must always obey the parents. 20. The

physicians say, the disorder shortens life. 21. Exercise ie

useful to the body and to the mind. 22. The countenance is

the mirror of the soul. 23. Tranquillity of mind is the highest

degree of happiness. 24. Temperance ia the treasure of the

wise man. 25. The true ornament of the soldier is courage.
26. Practice leads to perfection. 27. Interest, pleasure, and

glory are the three motives of the actions and of the beha-

viour of men.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XI.

EXERCISE 1.

1. The cloth. 2. Of the knife. 3. To the plate. 4. From the

salt. 5. The aliments. 6. From the courtyards. 7. To the cooks.

8. From the dreams. 9. In theatre. 10. In the brook. 11. In tha

lungs. 12. With money. 13. With the pocket-handkerchief. 14.

With the hats. 15. For pleasure. 16. For the cloak. 17. For the
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young men. 18. On th.i bridge. 19. On the picture*. 10. Upon this

fhe footman. 22. Of the Bridegroom. 23. To tho

tranger on the mattress. M. Th- uplU. 28. Of i!"-

ememlds. 27. To the writer*. 28. From the printer*. 28. In utm.

;M. in tl,.. ii !: . , thebooU. 32. With tuuy. 33. With tli

lie sculptors. 35. By tool*. 36. For the wood-

... BworU-cutler. 38. Upon the rock. 39. On the

;. Of the bird. 42. To the friend. 43.

bone. 44. The errors. 45. Of the engravers. 46. To the

ungrateful. -17. From tho trees. 48. In honour. 40. In the year.

50. In the ears. 51. With love. 52. With the drew. 53. With tho

wicked. !'* the workman. 56. For the flat-

teren. 57. Ou the building. 58. Upon the unhappy.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE APE FAMILY t-OBANQ-OUTANO CHIMPANZEE-

GORILLA,
NATURALISTS place man at tho head of vertebrated animals,

but immediately after come the apes, taking rank as the highest

of all brute creatures. Uneducated men do not, however, re-

gard these singular
" four-handed" beings with much liking or

respect. Curiosity is, indeed, always excited when an ape is

Been, and the surest way to draw London to the Zoological

Gardens would be an advertisement that an orang, a chimpanzee,
or still better, a gorilla, had come into the possession of the

society. But the curiosity of most spectators would be modified

by a feeling of shrinking, or even of disgust. Scientific anatomists

might examine with unmixed delight these men-like animals,

but the greater number would feel as if a hideous caricature of

the " human form divine" wore set before them. As the Roman
poet Ennius felt, 2,000 years ago, so do men regard an ape now,
as "

turpissima bestia" most hideous creature).* The same
sentiment is shown in many old writers, who represent the

demons in the forms of apes. What will ladies, who protest
"
they will never be married," say to the old notion, that aH

such dames wonld be attended by troops of apes in purgatory.f

But, notwithstanding this wide-spread feeling of dislike, man
is irresistibly drawn to study creatures so strangely resembling
himself in form, and so able to imitate many of his actions.

The marvellous stories of travellers, and the fancies of certain

theorists, have further stimulated this curiosity. We have been

told of apes walking erect like men, and playing on flute-like

instruments ; that some were regarded as degenerated human
tribes, and possessed the gift of language. William Bosnian,
the Dutch traveller in Africa, Bagely conjectured that apes re-

frained from speaking, when near men, lest they should be caupht
and set to work! Some of our readers are probably famiiui?

with the question,
" Are not men simply improved and educated

apes ?
" There must be something worthy of consideration in tir.

order of animals respecting which such an inquiry could be put.

We may here ask, what is an ape ? Were we to reply, "It is

a four-handed, vertebrated mammal," the answer would be

correct, but not sufficiently full, as the same definition would

apply to most of the monkeys. We must therefore add that

the true apes are without tails, and have no cheek pouches, ir.

which to stow away food as it is gathered. The absence o:

tails and of cheek pouches distinguishes the apes from the mon-

keys and baboons. These cheek pouches, are, it is true, generally
absent in the slow monkeys (Semno pithecus) ; but the long tnil.-

of the various species in this family must always clearly separate
them from the orang or the chimpanzee.
We must now give a short description of each of the ape <

named at the head of this paper, and conclude with some special
notes on the whole family.
THE ORANG-OtrTAjra. The orang-outang, or red ape of Asia,

was named Simia satyrus by Linnaeus, but is now usually
known as Pithecus satyrus. Orany appears to be a Malay woru,

meaning
"
men," or "

people," and utan signifies "aforest;" so

that orang-utan (or outang) denotes " the people of the woods.'
'

Simia, a word derived from the Greek, and signifying Hat-nosed,
is appropriate to the whole order. The epithet satyru* would

naturally be selected by these whose minds were filled with the

fabulous stories of the satyrs, beings intermediate between mau
and brutes. Tho name pithecus (irftfrjKor), being the Greek word

" Simia quam similis, turpissima bestia, nobis."
t For allusions to this idea, see Shakespeare's "Much Ado Abo..:

Nothing," act ii., iccae i., and the
"
Taming of thu Shrew/' act ;.

scene i.

for ape, teemed, when added to the term tatyrut, a fit

for the orang-outang.
The orang was, probably, tho only ape known to Bach ancient

naturalists an Aristotle, Pliny, and Galen. The latter is thought
to hare dissected some of these animals as the beet available
means of gaining a knowledge of the human skeleton.
The region* inhabited by these apes are Borneo, Java, Sumatra,

an 1 tint inlands of the Malay Archipelago, the latter being
'ill "1, by a livinp writer, the home of " the orang-utan and of

i of paradise." Solomon may have procured his ape* from
1 Kings x. 2), and the common English name of the

- U derived, by some, from a Sanscrit word.
In tho gloomy depths of tropical forests the orangn find

a home exactly suited to their organisation and wants. Being
strict vegetarians, they obtain abundance of food at all seasons
from the luxuriant fruits nourished by the fertilising warmth
of an endless summer. Their four hands, long arms, %pd

-rms adapt them for living and travelling among the
e foliage, so that they are as trnly formed for the forests

as birds for the air.

Opportunities for observing these creatures are rare, and it
Jldom that orang, chimpanzee, and gorilla are to be seen in

this country. The stuffed skins, well set up, and the skeletons
may, indeed, be studied at South Kensington ; but something
more than dried bones and preserved integuments are necessary
to give a vivid idea of the activities and energies of life.

Whether the orang is the most clever of the apes, or the most
capable of education, cannot be ascertained with our present
limited knowledge. Wo will shortly present in one view the
various points of resemblance or difference between the several
species, only remarking at present that the capacity for
imitating human actions seems to be rather stronger in the
chimpanzee than in the orang. Some of these apes are said
to exceed man in height. One killed in Sumatra was found
to measure seven feet, and possessed strength in proportion.
Let the reader picture to himself an ape seven feet high,
covered with long and light-brownish hair, broad-chested, long-
armed, but short-legged, running along the ground with a
waddling gait, but climbing trees like a cat, and springing from
branch to branch with the activity of a squirrel and a speed
truly marvellous. This orang was discovered by a body of
armed sailors, and instinctively showed his dread of man by
attempting to hide himself amidst the foliage of the highest
tree. The strength of this ape may be estimated from the fact,
that after receiving five musket-balls in his body, he sprang so

vigorously from tree to tree, that the men were forced to fell

every tree in the clump before they could bring their victim to
the ground. Even then the dying ape taxed to the utmost the
strength of his assailants, and snapped a stout spear in two as
if it had been a lath. His peculiar expression when dying, and
the mode in which he placed his hands on the wounds, as if to
stop the flow of blood, made some of the Bailors feel as if they
were killing a being of their own race.
THE CHIMPANZEE (Simia troglodytes) has been described

under various names, among which are Black Orang, Pygmy,
Smitten, Pongo, and Troglodytes, the last being the most ab-
surd. The reader will admit this, when he bears in mind that
troglodytes* is a Greek word, signifying a dweller in caves. As
the chimpanzees live in trees, the application of such a term to
them may seem like a freak of fancy. These apes have been
honoured by receiving a name which anciently designated a
supposed nation living along the shores of the Eed Sea, and of
whom the old writers tell many a wondrous tale. They were
small people, rodo on small horses, fed on great serpents, had
not the gift of speech, but were able to laugh, and were pos-
sessed of the fountain of the sun, which gave them an abundant
supply of hot water every evening !

The chimpanzee is thought by some to stand nearer to man
than the other apes, and even Linnteus was for a time at a loss
whether to rank the creature as the lowest among men or the
highest among the quadrumana. Some eminent men now deny
the first place even among the apes to the chimpanzee, urging
the claims of the gorilla, or those of the kooloo-kamba. Such
' doubts "

may well make men hesitate before they give the hut
correction to their zoological creeds. The chimpanzee appears
to have the power of walking more upright than the orangs ; tho

, from TP^XH, a cow, and **, I Hid* or UM ia.
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arms are shorter, more approaching the proportions of the

human ; the thumb is more developed, and the throat is not so

much disfigured by the singular sac, which swells when the orang
utters its loud and fierce cry.

The chimpanzee is a native of Western Africa, and was long

supposed to be the only ape of

this continent, the magot or

Barbary ape (Simia Innuus),
as it is often called, being
more allied to the baboons.

Two other species, at least

the gorilla and kooloo-kamba

have, however, recently been
discovered in Equatorial Africa,
which seems likely to gain the

honour of being deemed the

special land of the apes. Some

years ago, three chimpanzees

might have been seen at the

same time in the Regent's
Park Gardens, and their an-

tics were invariably watched

fcy a large number of spec-
tators.

THE GORILLA. This re-

markable ape of Equatorial
Africa has not long been made
known to Europeans. It is

true that the Carthaginian na-

vigator, Hanno, was supposed
to have taken the skins of three

to Carthage ; but these animals are now thought to have been

chimpanzees, though called gorillas by the Greeks, who trans-

lated the account of Hanno's wonderful voyage. To M. Paul du
Chaillu belongs the honour of describing the gorilla in its forest

home, and the "Memoir" of Professor Owen gives a full account

of the animal's structure.

Many vain attempts have been
made to keep living specimens
of these apes in England ;

Jiowever, a good notion of their

forms and enormous strength
may be gained from the ad-

mirably set-up individual
Tdlled at the Gaboon river, and
now at South Kensington.
The first opportunity for ex-

amining' any part of a gorilla
was given in the year 1847,
\vhen a cranium was brought
to England, and shortly after-

wards two other skulls were
added. But in 1858 the body
of a gorilla, preserved in a
cask of spirits, arrived at the
British Museum, and was
treated with all the anatomical
honours due to such a visitor.

The skin, bones, brain, nerves,
and muscles were carefully
examined by Professor Owen,
and photographs of the animal,
in various positions, were
taken. All these representa-
tions may be studied in the
" Memoir on the Gorilla."
This ape bears a bad name
abroad, and is thoroughly
dreaded by the negroes, and
especially by the women, who firmly believe that these animals
delight to carry them off to their forest haunts. The hideous
roar uttered by the gorilla when he advances to the attack, the
ferocious courage of the creature, and the death-stroke which
tears open the body of the assailant, have made this quadruman
the terror of the forests. Superstition aids this feeling, as the
natives think the spirits of certain deceased men enter into some
gorillas, and endow them with human cunning and energies.

HEAD OP YOUNG CHIMPANZEE.

HAND OP CHIMPANZEE.

plicable to the apes in general. All the species of this family
have opposalle thumbs on the four hands, and can therefore use
both thumbs and fingers in grasping. Man has this structure

in the hands only, the great toe being wholly useless for such a

purpose. The case is reversed in many of the American

monkeys, which have the op-

posable thumb on the hind-

limbs only, and are therefore

sometimes called pedimana
(hand-like feet). A glance at

the hand of the chimpanzee
or the gorilla will show the

vast superiority of the human
thumb and hand over that

possessed by any ape.
While the feet or hinder

limbs of these quadrumana are

fitted for grasping, their struc-

ture renders it impossible to

plant the sole of the foot

firmly on the ground. The
outer edge only rests on the

earth, and hence the rolling
motion of these animals when
moving on the ground. The
mode in which the foot is

joined to the ankle inevitably
forces the sole to take an

oblique and inward direction,

admirably qualifying the ape
to climb, but not to walk.

The comparative length of the arms in man and the various

species of apes deserves attention. The human hand reaches to

the middle of the thigh ; that of the gorilla to the knee. The
chimpanzee's fingers extend a little lower; those of the orang
touch the ankle, and in some of the gibbons extend to the

ground. The following com-

parison between the capacity
of the human and ape skulls

yields some instructive re-

sults. The average capacity
of an English skull is 96 cubic

inches ; of a Hottentot's, 75 ;

the gorilla's, 34 ; the chim-

panzee's, 27 ; and that of the

orang, 26 inches.

How many changes does the

reader suppose would be ne-

cessary to make the body of a

gorilla like that of a man ?

Twenty-four alterations of

structure at least would be re-

quired to effect this transmu-
tation in the physical organi-
sation only. Thus it will be

seen that numerous differences

separate even the bodies of

the apes from those of men.
We shall not here attempt to

explore the width and depth
of the gulf which separates the

intelligence of these creatures

from ours. Some have ven-

tured to inquire why those

animals do not speak, as thoir

organs of speech resemble

man's ? These inquirers for-

got that organs of speech must
act according to the power of

the mind which employs them ; hence while man uses a glottis

and vocal chords to form a language, the apes can but employ
the same organs to produce a bark or a yell.

Many other topics are suggested respecting a family of ani-

mals so mysteriously resembling, and yet so widely differing

from man ; but we must refrain from entering upon these ques-
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tions. The preceding observations may incite some readers to

e search more minutely into the numerous and important diffe-

We will now conclude this paper with a few remarks ap- rences between the lowest man and the highest quadrumana.



MECHANICS.

MECHANICS. XX.
PRIME MOVERS: WIND AND STEAM-DYNAMICS.

TUB next of tho prime movora ia tho foroo of the wind. Heat
expand* all substances; hence, when any place is greatly heated

by the sun*a rayn, tho air over it expands and risoa, and cold
air from around ruHhoa in to fill ita place. Thin air in motion
in railed wind, and iiroduooa tho effects with which all aro
familiar. It acquires momentum aa it travels, and when any

..l.MnicN it, presses against tho obstacle with a force pro-
portional t<> ita speed. This pressure produces tho greatest
effect when it ads in thti direction in which motion is required,

instance, when :i ship i* propelled by a stern wind. The
sails an .-preod as nearly as possible across the ship, and tho
full force of tho wind drives it onward.

If the vanes of a windmill are arranged like tho float of a
paddle-wheel, so that tlio wind acts sideways on tho wheel, no
Heel will bo produced unless one-half of it is protected from

tho wind ; for its action on those floats which are uppermost
tends to turn the wheel one way with exactly the same force that
its action on tho lower ones does the other way. Even if the
lower half bo thus shielded the wind acts on those at tho side

very obliquely, and these keep it off from tho vertical ones.
Hence little effect can bo gained in this way, and tho vanes are
always arranged so as to make a small angle with the plane in
which they revolve, and it is found that most effect is produced
when different parts of the vane have a different inclination,
those nearest tho centre being inclined at a greater angle than
those more remote.
Tho fourth, and in some respects the most important of the

prime movers, is the expansive force of gases and vapours.
Tho great advantage of this class is, that an almost unlimited
amount of power may always bo obtained, and that the cost is

much less. Wind and water power often fail, but a steam-

engine, which is tho most common example of this class of prime
movers, can work as well at one time as another.
We cannot stop now to explain the details of tho construction

of an engine, but tho principle on which it acts is simply this :

When water is heated to 212, a portion of it is converted into
an invisible vapour called steam ; this occupies a space nearly
1 ,800 times as large as the water, and we have thus an expansive
force which is utilised and converted into any kind of motion
we may require. The usual plan of employing it is to procure a
large cylinder, with a piston capable of moving up and down in it;
tho pressure of tho steam is first caused to act below this piston,
which it drives to tho top of the cylinder ; by an arrangement
of tho valves the steam is then caused to act above instead of

below, and thus an alternating motion is produced from the pres-
sure, and this is, by means of a crank, changed into one of rotation.

If wo have a piston with a surface of one square inch, the
evaporation of a cubic inch of water will raise it 1,800 inches,
or 150 feet. Now the pressure of the air on the piston is 15
pounds, and as this is overcome, tho work done is 15 pounds
raised 150 feet. This is 2,250 foot-pounds ; or, to put it in a
way more easy to remember, tho evaporation of a cubic inch of
water will produce force enough to raise a ton te a height of 1 foot.
Now this force is not created ; something must be consumed

in order to produce it, and this something is the fuel employed.A very important question, therefore, is to ascertain how much
work ought to be accomplished by a given quantity of fuel. Of
course this varies much with the construction of the furnace and
boiler, but it is reckoned that a pound of good coal will, when
employed in tho best way, evaporate about 240 cubic inches of

water, and therefore produce a force of about 540,000 foot-pounds.
The explosive force of gunpowder and similar explosive com-

pounds come under this class of prime movers, though they are
sometimes set down to chemical agency. When they aro ignited
they set free a large amount of different gases, which occupy a
space many hundred times greater than that of tho substances
themselves, and this sudden liberation give* rise to the violent
effects we are accustomed to see produced by their employment.

EXAMPLES.
1. How many units of work are required to raise CO gallons of water

to a height of 70 feet?
2. What power moat an engine have to raise 20 tons of cool per

hour from a mine 400 feet deep ?

3. From what depth will an engine of 6 horse-power raise 8 tons
per hour >.

85 N.E.

4. How much ooal will to consumed ia raising 5,000 cubic fort of

water from a depth of 90 feet, a cubic foot of water weighing 2|
pounds?

5. How long will it take a man to raise 50 tons of material to >

height of 60 feet bjr a windlass ; sad how long by Mf^pg a ladder
and letting his own weight raise it ?

DYNAMICS THE THBKB LAWS OF MOTIOK.

We have now to paaa on to the second and more difficult part
of Mechanics. Hitherto we hare had to deal with forces which
acted on a body and produced equilibrium. If any of these fo

bo now altered or modified in any way, BO that one or

remain unbalanced, aome motion will take place, and the nature
of this motion will, of coarse, depend upon the force*. It u the

object of dynamics to inquire what these motions will be, Mid
what are tho laws that govern them ; and though at first they

may appear comparatively unimportant, we shall find aa we
advance that an acquaintance with them ia of groat practical
use for many purposes.
The investigation of the action of the earth's attraction, of the

motion of bodies projected with any given velocity, and of many
other common things, depends on the principles of dynamics, and
the laws wo discover by examining these are found to apply on
an infinitely more grand and glorious scale in nature, for by
their action all the stars and planets are kept in their orbits

and made to perform their varied revolutions. By these laws
astronomers can not only explain and account for their varying
distances and motions, but can foretell with the utmost accuracy
eclipses and other phenomena of the heavenly bodies.

There is one important difference between statics and

dynamics, and that is, that the latter is one of the inductive

sciences, though perhaps the simplest of them. Some sciences,

like arithmetic and geometry, are called deductive, their

principles being deducible from abstract truths without re-

ference to experiment, thongh that is sometimes resorted to

as a corroborative evidence or a simpler mode of proving their

truth. To this class statics belongs, for all its fundamental

truths can bo mathematically proved. Not so with dynamics,

many of the truths of which can only be ascertained by experi-

ment, and in order to ensure accuracy in these experiments they
must be repeated again and again, for slight errors are likely

to creep in, and it is only by taking the average of many
different experiments that we can arrive at accurate results.

Many, however, of its principles can be ascertained by deduc-

tion, and it thus approaches much more nearly to the deductive

sciences than the other branches of natural philosophy,
As previously stated, we have in dynamics to introduce a

fresh idea, that of time. In statics force was considered only
as producing pressure, and therefore this element did not enter

into our calculations ; but it is clear that, in treating of motion,

the time occupied is an important thing to consider.

It is needful at starting that we should have some mode of

measuring tho degree and intensity of motion, that is, the

velocity of any body, and, as we saw, two quantities are needed

to determine this the space passed over, and tho time occupied
in passing over it. Wo may know that a force applied to a

body causes it to move over a certain space, but to form a

correct idea of the force, we must also know how long it takes

to travel this distance. When we speak of a speed of 12 miles

an hour, we mean that if the motion continued uniform through
that space of time the body would have travelled 12 miles. It

does not, however, imply that the body actually passes over

12 miles, but merely that it moves with that degree of speed.

Great inconvenience often results from thus requiring two

numbers to represent a velocity, and hence it is usual to ex-

press it by the number of feet passed over in one second. If

a body moves a mile in 8 minutes, it passes over a furlong, or

660 feet, in one minute, and therefore over 1 1 feet in one second,

and it is said to have a velocity of 11. When, therefore, we

represent a velocity by a number, it is always to be understood

as tho number of feet passed over by the body in one second.

The motion of any body may be either uniform or variable.

It is uniform when equal spaces are always passed over in equal

times, and its velocity is then measured by the number of feet

actually passed over in a second. When this number is not

constant, the motion is variable, and the velocity at any point

of time is measured by the space it would pass over in one

second if it continued during the whole second to move at tho

same rate as at the given moment. A variable motion may bo
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either accelerated or retarded, and if the gain or loss of velocity
in equal times be equal, it is said to be a uniformly accelerated

or retarded motion.

A railway train when first started affords an illustration of

accelerated motion. The power of the engine is more than

sufficient to overcome friction and the resistance of the air,

and therefore the speed increases ; but the resistance increases

in a greater ratio, till, after a time, it exactly equals the power
of the engine, and then equilibrium ensues, and the train con-

tinues in a state of uniform motion.

The actual measurement of the space passed over in a given
time is often a difficult thing, especially as there are always

counteracting forces which impede the motion in a greater or

less degree. There are, however, various ways in which this

may be accomplished, some of which we shall see as we proceed.
Now there are two modes in which we may regard force ;

one is, by considering merely the velocity imparted without any
reference to the quantity of matter moved ; force considered

thus is called accelerating force. The other mode is by taking
into account the quantity of matter moved as well as the

velocity, and this is called moving force. These are not two
diiferent kinds of force, but merely two ways of regarding the

same force. It is clear that a different amount of force is

required to impart the same speed to two bodies of diiferent

weights. The impulse that would impart a very great velocity
to a pistol-bullet may scarcely be able to move a large cannon-

ball. The quantity of matter or mass of a body is thus an

important element in measuring the force required to produce
motion in it. Now we cannot determine exactly what the

mass of a body is, as we do not know the ultimate particles

of which it consists ;
but we can always measure it by the

weight of the body, for gravity may be considered to act

equally on all particles, and therefore two substances on which

it acts equally that is, which have the same weight may be

considered to contain the same quantity of matter. Hence,
when we want to find the quantity of motion or momentum of

any body that is, the force which would be required to gene-
rate in it a motion equal to its own, or which it would exert

against any obstacle which obstructed it we have to multiply
its velocity by its weight.

This is usually given as a definition : The momentum of any
body is its mass multiplied by its velocity. If, for example, a

body weighing lOOlbs. be moving with a velocity of 15 feet

per second, its momentum is 1,500.

After thus much by way of definition, we pass on to the

laws of motion; but we shall have to return to momentum.
The most important principles of motion were drawn up by
Newton in the shape of three general laws. These have since

been altered in their form, but assert nearly the same facts.

The first teaches that every body will continue in its state of

rest or uniform motion in a straight line unless acted upon by
some external force or forces. This law merely asserts the

inertia of matter, that is, its inability of itself to alter or

modify in any way any motion which has been imparted to it.

We can easily understand that a body at rest will remain so

unless some force be applied to it, as we see constant illustra-

tions of the fact. It is, indeed, one of the earliest truths which
we acquire from observation, but the other part of the law
seems more at variance with experience. In fact, almost every
motion we observe seems at first sight to point out the inaccuracy
of the law; but it is only at first sight, and a little examination
will show its truth. Let a stone be rolled along the ground
with great speed, it comes to rest in a very short time ; so, too,

a boat when rapidly rowed along soon stops if the man ceases

to ply the oars. The true reason, however^ why in these and
similar instances the motion ceases, is, that other forces

neutralise that which has been acquired. In the first case,
these forces are friction along the ground and the resistance

of the air; in the second, the resistance of the water, for the boat
as it advances must displace some of the water, and all the
momentum it had acquired is thus soon dispelled. If all such

counteracting causes could be removed, the body would move on
for ever. This cannot, of course, be proved directly by experi-

ment, but we can easily assure ourselves of its truth, for, in

proportion as we remove these obstructions, the motion con-

tinues for a longer period. If, instead of rolling the stone along
the ground, we send it on smooth pavement, the motion will

continue to a much greater distance ; and if we try the experi-

ment on a good surface of ice, it will move farther still, the

simple reason being that the force of friction which before
overcame its motion has been greatly removed.
From experiments like these we can ascertain the truth of the

law, and it is important to bear it in mind, since the neglect of

it has often led to great mistakes.

Force, then, is not required to maintain motion, but only to

produce or alter it, either by increasing or diminishing its speed,
or by changing its direction.

We now turn to the second law of motion, which may be
stated thus : When any number of forces act on a particle,
each produces its full effect in producing or altering motion,
exactly as it would if it acted singly on the body when at rest.

Of this we have many simple proofs. Let a stone be dropped
from the mast-head of a ship, it will fall exactly at the foot of

the mast, just as if the vessel were perfectly at rest.

If gravity alone acted upon it, it would reach the deck some
distance in the rear of the mast, for in the interval which it has

occupied in falling, the vessel has been moving onwards, and the

point from which the stone fell is, when the stone reaches the

deck, vertically over a place some distance behind the mast ; but
another force was also acting on the stone, and that was the
onward motion which, like the vessel, it had acquired. This
motion was exactly equal to that of the vessel, as both were

moving at the same rate
;
and each of these forces produces its

full effect. The stone falls in exactly the same time as it would
take if the vessel were at rest; it moves through the same
horizontal space that it would if it were not falling ; and at the
end of the time occupied in falling is in the same place as if

each force had acted singly during that length of time, the only
difference being that then it would have passed over two sides of

a parallelogram, whereas now it has travelled down the diagonal.
Another good illustration of this is afforded by a boat cross-

ing a river when the stream is running down rapidly. Suppose
the stream to be flowing in the direc- B c,

tion of the arrow. A boatman at A "=j
wants to cross to a point B some dis- \

tance lower down
;
he does not, how- ^E

ever, steer directly for it, since, if he ^f
did, the force of the stream would carry OE^;

j

him to some point much lower down,
but he makes for a point almost oppo-
site him. If the current be so rapid that it would carry him
down from C to B in the time it takes him to row from A to C, he
must steer directly across to c. There will be then two forces

acting on the boat his own force impelling it from A to C, and
the force of the stream from c to B, and under the joint action
of these two forces it will move from A to B in the same time
that it would take him to row to c. If, now, he wants to cross

again to D he must steer for some point higher up than A, for

as B A is longer than A c, the tide will have more time to act

upon the boat and carry it down. More commonly, however, he
rows from B towards C along the shore, where the current has
less force, and then crosses as at first. But it is clear that in

iither case each force produces its full effect.

In our lessons on statics we learnt the parallelogram of forces,
and found that if two forces acting on a body be represented
by two adjacent sides of a parallelogram, the resultant will be

represented by the diagonal. We may now extend this principle
to velocities, thus : If any two velocities impressed on a particlo
be represented by two sides of a parallelogram, the diagonal
will represent the resulting motion in direction and velocity.
We now pass on to the third law of motion, which was stated

by Newton as follows : Reaction is always equal and contrary
to action, or the mutual actions of two bodies upon each other
are always equal and in opposite directions. When a carriage

drawn by horses, they are pulled back with the same force as

the carriage is drawn forward ; so, if a boat in a stream be

pushed off from another, the quantity of motion produced in

iach is the same. If both be of the same weight they will move
with the same velocity ; but if one be heavier, its motion will be
so much less than that of the other. We see, thus, that motion
is never lost, it always produces motion in other things ; but as

this is shared among all bodies in proportion to their mass, it

soon becomes so small as to be unnoticed.
Now if we consider the pressure on a body to be the action,

bhe quantity of motion produced is the reaction, and this law
asserts that these are equal. But the quantity of motion is

Fig. 05.
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measured by tho product of tho mass and the velocity, that ia

by tho momentum generated.
momentum produced is therefore proportional to the pres

ire. Hence the law is frequently stated thus : When pros
sure produces motion in a body, tho momentum generated is

proportional to tho pressure. Momentum, then, is the measure
of moving force, as velocity is of accelerating force. From this

we find a way of comparing those two. Tho latter is measurec

I'.v ill.- velocity, irrespective of tho mass, and as the pressure
which is tho moving force, imparts the velocity to the body, ii

i- .

411:1! i i the mass multiplied by this velocity. That is

.-. = mass x accelerating force. Hence the moving
i by the mass gives the accelerating force.

I'Y.iin this we can calculate the dynamical unit of force, thai

tint foivo iv. inirod to cause the unit of mass to move one fooi

ml, which force we stated in our second lesson to be
7'85 grains.

'I'd. unit of mass is one cubic inch of distilled water, and this

nearly 253 grains. Now the accelerating force of gravity
produces this weight is 32*2, that being, as we shali

shortly see, the velocity a falling body acquirer in one second.

But the velocity we want is only 1 or ~, of this. Hence the

unit of moving force is 253 gr. x .- or 7'85 gr.

The apparatus usually employed to prove the third law of

consists of what is known, after its inventor, as

Atwood's machine. It consists

essentially of a fine cord, which

passes over a wheel or pulley, and
to each end of which equal weights
are fastened.

In Fig. 96, A represents the wheel
over which the cord passes, a small

groove being turned on the edge to

receiveit. Inorderto reduce friction,

which would materially interfere

with the accuracy of the results ob-

tained, this wheel does not turn in

bearings, but its axle rests upon the
rims of four others called friction

wheels. These turn with the axle,
and so far diminish friction that its

effect is scarcely noticed. One of

the pillars which support these

wheels is accurately graduated to

inches and fractions of an inch.

A hollow ring, D, and a stage or

table, E, are also fixed to clamps
sliding on this pillar, so that by
means of small thumb-screws they
can be adjusted at any height and
distance from each other that may
be desired.

A pendulum of such a length as
to tick seconds, with a small dial to register the number, is

fixed on another support at H. A catch is also fixed above D,
to hold w till it is allowed to fall. There are several minor
details of construction which have to be attended to, but they
need not bo explained here.

Since w and w' are equal they will balance each other, and
no motion will ensue ; but if we now take a small bar of metal,
F, and lay it across the top of w, it will cause it to overbalance

w', and to descend with an accelerating velocity until it reaches
the ring D, when, the bar being too long to pass through, will

rest upon it, and w will continue to travel onwards with the
momentum it has acquired. Now tho weight moved is clearly
the sum of the weights of w, w', and F, aud the moving force
is the weight of F ; and by a series of experiments it is found
that the velocity with which w descends is always in the propor-
tion of the weight of F, divided by the total weight moved. For
instance, make w and w' each to weigh 7$ oz., and F a quarter of
an ounce : tho velocity will be represented by fa, the mass moved
being 16 oz., or 64 times the moving force. Now diminish each
of the weights to 7J oz.. and make F half an ounce. The mass
moved will remain the same as before, but the moving force
will be as large again as it was, and we shall find the velocity
will he represented by fa, that is, it will be twice as great as it

was. In other words, if the mass remain the same, a double
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as to the result wo are likely to obtain from our stock, which is

of considerable importance. In any case wo shall not send

more, but wait your orders.

In the hope of our hearing from you,
We remain, Gentlemen,

Tour obedient servants,
TEN DOREN & J. HAAS.

Amsterdam, le 2 Mai, 1882.

Messieurs J. T. Tan Praat & Cie
, a Londres.

Les derniers courriers d'Amerique ont obscurci 1'horizon com-
mercial et jete 1'epouvante sur notre place. Nous tremblons

pour les consequences que peut amener une situation sem-
blable. Les maisons les plus solides vacillent sur leur base, et

1'on s'attend d'un moment a 1'autre a une suspension generale.
Nous ne savons dans quel etat se trouve votre marche et dans
tous les cas co ne serait pas a nous a vous donner des conseils,

mais nous pensons que le contre-coup de toutes ces mauvaises
affaires doit s'y faire sentir comme dans tous les grands centres

industriels.

Veuillez done etre assez bons pour nous donner quelques ren-

seignements sur ce que TOUS faites, quelles sont vos craintes et

vos esperances, car nous sommes peu tranquilles sur les resultata

que nous devons retirer de nos marchandises, qui sont d'une cer-

taine importance. En tout cas, nous suspendrons nos envois et

attendrons vos commandes.
Dans 1'attente de vous lire,

Nous vous presentons,

Messieurs,
Nos salutations cordiales.

TEN DOREN & J. HAAS.

8. LETTER OF INQUIRY AS TO SOLVENCY OF A FIRM.

Lyons, August 21st, 1882.

Messrs. A. J. Peters, London.

Gentlemen, Upon the recommendation of Messrs. Lambert

Bros., of this city, we take the liberty to ask you to be good
enough to inform us as to the respectability and solvency of

Messrs. A. Wolff & Co., London, Commission Agents and Ex-

porters, who have a house in Paris, Porte St. Martin.
As all their orders are to be sent to the London house, you

would oblige us greatly by giving us some information as to the
commercial position and repute of the said firm.

Thanking you beforehand for your trouble,
We are, Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servants,
Fa. BICHON BROTHERS.

Lyon, le 21 Aout, 1882.

Messieurs A. J. Peters, a Londres.
Sur la recommandation de Messieurs Lambert Freres, de

notre ville, nous prenons la liberte de nous adresser a votre

obligeance pour avoir des renseignemonts sur la maison A. Wolff
& Cie, de Londres, faisant la Commission et 1'Exportation, et

ayant un comptoir a Paris, Porte Saint-Martin.

Comme tous leurs achats doivent etre expedies a leur maison
de Londres, vous nous obligeriez, Messieurs, en nous adressant

quelques renseignements sur leur position commerciale et leur
solvabilite.

Nous vous remercions d'avance pour votre obligeance, 'et vous
prions d'agreer,

Messieurs,
Nos salutations empressees,

FR. EICHON FR^EES.

9. EEPLY TO LETTER OF INQUIRY AS TO SOLVENCY OF A
FIRM.

London, August 28th, 1882.

Messrs. F. Eichon Bros., Lyons.
Gentlemen, In reply to your favour of the 21st, requesting

some information, we confess that the wish to avoid injuring the
credit of a countryman on the one hand, and to cause you loss

by incomplete information on the other, greatly embarrasses us.

The facts are thus : Messrs. Wolff & Co. have, as silk im-

porters, enjoyed a sound reputation, but their firm has in con-

sequence of unforeseen circumstances (the sudden death of one
of the partners, the prolonged struggle in America, and the
failure of two or three houses at Leghorn and Amsterdam), not
been able to compete with others more fortunate, and has en-

gaged, it is said, in ruinous speculations. Still, the firm's credit
is sufficiently good, and if the orders are not too large, their

very magnitude causing them to be suspected, you may safely
execute them.
We regret not to be able to give you a more circumstantial

account of the firm in question, and relying upon your discre-

tion as to the statement contained in this letter,
We have the honour to be, Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servants,
A. J. PETERS.

Londres, le 28 Aout, 1882
Messieurs F. Eichon Freres, a Lyon.

Messieurs, En reponse a votro lettre du 21 courant, con-

tenant nne demande de renseignements, nous vous avouons que,
ne desirant ni nuire an credit d'un compatriote, ni vous occa-
sionner de perte par des renseignements incomplets, nous nous
trouvons dans un embarras extreme.

Voici les faits : Messieurs Wolff & Cie, faisant 1' exportation
de soieries, ont joui d'une bonne reputation, mais par suite de
circonstances imprevues (la mort subite d'un des associes, la

duree de la guerre en Amerique et la faillite de deux ou troia

maisons a Livourne et a Amsterdam), la maison n'a pu soutenir

la concurrence et s'est livree, dit-on, a des speculations ruineuses.

Toutefois nous devons avouer qu'elle jouit encore d'un assez

bon credit, et si les achats ne sont pas d'une grande importance
de maniere & les rendre suspects, vous pouvez lea executer en
toute assurance.

Nous regrottons de ne pouvoir vous donner dea details plus
circonstancies sur la maison en question, et comptaat BUT votre

discretion sur ce que nous venons de dire,

Nous avons bien 1'honneur

de voua saluer,

A. J. PETERS.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXVII.
TESTING, ETC.

IN this, the final lesson in Inorganic Chemistry, we propose to

give, in an assembled form, those tests which have been described

under the various bodies whose characteristics have been dwelt

upon.
The Bloiupipe. The behaviour of various metallic oxides in

the blowpipe flame has frequently been given. That the student

may be enabled to prove experimentally the truth of our asser-

tions, it is necessary briefly to describe the management of the

blowpipe. It has been already stated, and a moment's inspection
will decide the point, that the blowpipe flame consists of two
distinct cones the inner and outer flames. The inner flame is

in great need of oxygen, since the air supplied by the blast only
affords sufficient to satisfy the demands of the hydrogen in the

gas, or hydrocarbon vapour ; hence, if an oxide of a metal be

placed in this cone, it becomes heated to a high temperature,
and is induced to part with its oxygen to the needy carbon in

the flame ; thus the metal becomes reduced. This property of

the inner flame has procured for it the name of the reducing

flame.
In the outer flame the complete combustion of the carbon is

determined, for much oxygen mingles with it from the surround-

ing air with which it is in contact. If a piece of metal be sub-

mitted to the action of this flame, it is heated to a high tempe-
rature, and is thus in a condition to be readily oxidised, which
is always effected, save in the case, of course, of the nobk
metals. This flame is therefore called the oxidising flame.
To illustrate the peculiarity of these two flames, place a

particle of lead on a piece of well-burnt charcoal ; direct upon
the metal the blowpipe flame, so that the point of the flame may
play upon the metal. The lead will melt, then oxidise, and be-

come a transparent liquid bead. Now move the charcoal further

into the flame, so that the bead may be enclosed in the inner

cone. Here it will soon be deprived of its oxygen, and return to

the metallic state. This may be perhaps even more strikingly
illustrated by submitting a piece of flint glass to the action of

the whole flame ; that part of the glass which is heated by the

outer cone will remain clear, but that in the reducing flame will

become opaque, being covered with a dark metallic lustre, the

fact being that the lead oxide in the glass is reduced.

The means by which bodies are held in the blowpipe flame are
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generally those (1) On a piece of charcoal, in which a little cap
has been hollowed in order that the oxide may not bo blown

away ; ('2) in a small clay or platinum cup ; (3) when the

action with borax or microcosmio salt is required, a piece
of platinum wire is thrust into a rod of glass, when its end
is fused, the other end of the wire being booked, as in Fig.
53. Platinum and glass have almost the same coefficient

of expansion, so that the glass does not crack when it

cools. The wire is heated, then placed in the borax, etc.,

n
which adheres to the hot wire ; this is now introduced

into the flame, and immediately swells up, but soon be-

comes a clear bead surrounding the hook of the wire.

When in this state it is touched with the body which
is to be tested, and again introduced into the flame.

The following table, which is condensed from Conington's
"Handbook of Chemical Analysis," gives concisely blow-

pipe teats, h signifies hot ; c, cold ; supers., that the
bead ia supersaturated with oxide; not sat., that it is

not completely saturated with oxide.

WITH MICEOCOSMIC SALT (Na,NH4,H,P04).

COLOUR OF
BBAD.
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The following group is distinguished from the preceding by
yielding precipitates with HC1 and H2S in an acid solution :

SALTS OF
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(tynfl'hn tcr '1'icrte $attt fld; In

fcem 'J'ettry.je von Jlot>tnlja'gtn

wrbint'tirb gcnudt', ofyne 3u'jic

buna, iitivoccii* fcmcit tin'iVitigcn

niit tcm.tuitfer ju fcfejiefien,

befftnnn'gtatfetet jinirtc tcr

Vlntrag, ten 'jy.illenflein ib.m

tKit, nut 'i'craniMlli.jfi-it an'ge-

nommtn. (Slider.)

Dod; wrfrredye er ibnen auf ta

<te, tap ticfe Saft fit nid;t

fiber cicr 9)lp'nate mcfjr brucfen

fode; nid;tteftoroe'niger blie

ben ttcfc Jruwn ftatt tiefer vicr

JHo'nate, nod; ad;tjeb,n im Vante.

, eb,e, tnblid;.

Chrifltian IV. had bound him-

Bolf, in tho treaty of Copen-
hagen, not to conclude a par-
tial poaco with tho emperor
without the advice of Swe-
den ; nevertheless, the offVr

which Wallonstein made him
won accepted with the great-
eat readiness.

But he promised them, in tho

most saored manner, that this

burden should not oppress
them more than four months ;

nevertheless, these troops re-

mained in the land eighteen
months instead of four.

It is true he has often offended

me, jot I cannot be angry
with him.

I shall come to you before I go
home.

After I had waited for a long

time, he came at last.

The remainder were either

taken prisoners with their

arms in their hands in the

insurrection of the Gueux, or

arrested and sentenced for

high treason in consequence
of their former participation
in tho petition of the nobility.

tfallft t tcgntn fcUtc, fomme id; In case it should rain, I shall

nidjt. not come.

(Sr bat mio$ jrcar oft frclci'tia.t, tod)

fann id; i6.m nid;t bofc fctn.

(Sb,e id; nad; aufe gefcc, tt?trte id;

)u 3bncn fommen.

Slattern irf; lange gewar'tet battc,

fain ct cut lid;.

Cntnjtber obet.

2Mt Ue'brigen rcarcn tntrot'btr Bet

bem gtu'fifdttn '.JIuf'ftantc mit ten

2Baffcn in ttr anb gefan'gtn,

ot ft wcgen ifyreS t'^tmaligtit

ant&ciU an tcr SBittfdjrift tc3

Sltel?, al $od;'erritl)er ein'

gejogen unb serur'ttyeilt tootten.

(Skillet.)

Srft; tann, fetntt; tnblid;,

GftfJ fatmn trci JReitcr, bann
(ferncr) folgte eiu ftn'gentet

C^or, unb julc(jt' (cntlirt))

auf wrgol'tctcm Sffiagcn tic 33raut

unb tie
'

(fr ift mcin 93atcr, folglid; b>be

id; tin Mcrfjt auf fcinc Sicbc unb

(tin QSermo'gtn.
2Bit gingtn co'rigc 9^ad;t trfl nad;

icattn mir mcrgenS urn fcd;

tottbtr auf.

SSctatf ftn it nicfet 3^t SBcrftttd;'tn

jumuf'Un; je e^tc, b t |l o btfftt.

3d; tnoar'tttt 3^rtn @ol;n nid;t,

btfio grope" n>ar abtr mtin SStr-

gnu'gtn, a(8 cr tani.

3$ 6,abc t^n gebt'tcn, ju mir ju

fommcn, tr ^at t jcbod;' nid;t

get^an'.

3e naefcbtm, nftmltd;.

6tt wcrten bdoBnf totrttn, it

nat^^tm' @it flcijtg fmt.
3Wt fttnt QJtrroanb'ttn btfud;'ttn

i^n, nil ml id;: fcin SSatcr, jreei

vcbrocftcrn, 'ocr Dnfcl unb tint

attt

First came three horsemen, then

(farther) followed a singing

choir, and at last (finally) tho

bride and the guests in (a)

gilded carriage.

He is my father, consequently
I have a right to his love

and his fortune.

We did not go to bed last night
till after twelve o'clock ;

nevertheless we were up
again at six o'clock in the

morning.

Do not forget to fulfil your
promise ; the sooner, the

better.

I did not expect your son, but

my pleasure was so much
the greater as he came.

I requested him to come to me :

he, however, has not done so.

You shall be rewarded, accord-

ing as you are industrious.

All his relatives visited him ;

namely, his father, two sis-

ters, his uncle, and an aged
aunt.

9?id;t nur fcntttn aud;.

ffr $at ibm nid;t nut fcin GMb

Mtfpro'c^tn, fonbtrn aud;

legcfat
Ob.

3d; babe ifym gera'tb,cn, t< nidjt |u
tfwn

;
ob tr abet metnen Diatt)

btfol'gtn win, ifl ju bqtcti'ftln.

SBit ter Cater, f o bet @o6,n.

4tte metn Cater fut mid; gefotgt',

fo n>ie id; fur tid; forge, fo wJre

id; teat 9ln'cerc gttcot'btn, aU
tin SBittb,.

@onft.

Gin SDuntct mufitt gtfctytijtn, fonft

fanb fie nid;t cinmal' ten 2Deg ju

Cud;. (Stiller.)

He has not only promised him
hi* mono/, bat aluo given it

I have advUed him not to do
it; whether he will follow my
advice, however, is doubtful

(to be doubted).

Aa the father, BO the son.

Had my father assisted me M I

do yon, I should have become

something better than an

innkeeper.

A miracle must have happened,
else she had not so much aa

found the way to you.

or al aud;.

9lbtr foicofil' tie Cage, ale tie But the situation, as well aa

Sefe'ftigung tcr Statt fcfwucii

jctcm 2ln'griffe !ro& ju bitten.

(ScbJUer.)

Urn fo.

25u fiart e3 nictyt gettyan', unb fcaS ifl

mir um fo lieter.

Uebctbit.

(ft lieji in after (Silt bie Sc'fhtna>

ttxrfe fctner SRefttenj' auS'beffern,

vevfa^' ftc mit 2lHem, icaS fie

faIng macl)tc, eine langt 39tla'<

gerung au-3'jiiiialtcn, unb nalmi

nod; liberties' gwei taufcnb

panier in feine 2)iaucrn auf.

(@d;iKet.)

ffiielmt^r.

2J?an mag nicfjt mit 3ebem leben,

unb fo fann man aud; ni#t fur

3eten leben
;

er ta redjt ein

fteb,t, nsirb feine greunte b,i>d;lid;

$u fcfjil^tn nsiffen, unb feine Scinte

nirfjt ^afftn, nod; cerfol 'gen; iet

mcbr' erlangt' ter SWenfclj leid;t

tinen gro'feren SSortfitU, hjenn et

tie QJor'jiige ftintr 3Bittrfad;ft
:' ttjerten fann.

the fortification of the town,
seemed to bid defiance tc

every attack.

SBebtt nod;.

SO tbet tcrlci'tcn ivill id; Cud; ju

cinem falfd;cn @d;rittt, nod;
von etitcm falfi1;cn

SBtil.

3d; hiifl nid;t mit bitftm 3Rtnfd;tn

ju tfcun 6aben, We 'I tt ein o'fe>

ividjt \it.

SDtnn, ivcnn nid;t.

3d; njfirtt mit 9Sergnu'gen u 2)it

fommen, tvenn id; b offen fonn!c,

Did; }U ^aufe an'jutrefftn.

3d) fann t6 niitt tbun, toenn 2u-

mir nid;t ^elfen.

SBie.

3D it tie 9lrbeit, fo ter 8o6n.

2Ba6 baft tu tcte meine Sonnt,

>v it mtintn ^immtl, wit mrine

gluren, ie mtin gtfd;4f'rigrt,

rafllpfrt Stbtn ? (^t.ttt.)

Thou hast not done it, and
that is BO much the more

agreeable to me.

He caused tho fortifications of

his capital to be repaired in

the greatest haste, furnished

it with all that enabled it to

stand a long siege, and be-

sides took two thousand

Spaniards within its walls.

One cannot live with every one,
neither can one live for every
one; he who rightly perceives
this will highly appreciate
his friends, and neither hate

not* persecute his enemies :

much rather do men obtain

with facility a greater ad-

vantage, when aware of the

superior qualities of their

adversaries.

Neither will I persuade you to

a false step, nor keep back
from a false one.

I will have nothing to do with
this man, because he is a
villain.

I would come to you with plea*

sure, if I could hope to find

you at home.
I cannot do it, if you do not

help me.

As the work, so the reward.

What hast thou like my sun,
like my eky, like my mea-

dows, like my busy, restlen

life?
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COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XVIIL
VEETEBEATA.

THE previous lessons have prepared the student for the con-

sideration of tho Vertebrata, the last and greatest division of

the animal kingdom.
In this division, as in others, the Divine Architect has followed

out, in all the beauty which his every work evinces, that suc-

cessive gradation from a comparatively simple to a more com-

plex organisation. Tho Vertebrata are an extensive series of

animals, which, though occupying earth, air, and water, and

possessing wide differences in their general form, habits, and

degree of intelligence, have yet certain characters in common by
which the naturalist is enabled to classify them. The step

between this and the previous division is not so sudden and

complete as to create a distinct line of demarcation. It is by
a gradual transition. On the very boundary line of the two

divisions there is a little being which forms the connecting link

between them, by partaking of the characters of both : this is

the lancelet (Amphioxus lanceolatus), so named from its lanceo-

late form. It is found in the European seas, especially the

Mediterranean. Its respiratory or breathing apparatus is that

of an ascidian mollusc ; but it has a rudimentary spine and a

spinal marrow, which are decidedly vertebrate. It is this spine

or backbone which constitutes the principal feature in the bases

of classification. Every animal in possession of a spine, how-

soever rudimentary or imperfect, must belong to this great

division of Vertebrata. In proportion as the spine is found

developed, so will be the other bones which complete the skeleton.

Independently of these two characters, the Vertebrata are dis-

tinguished by a more highly organised breathing and circu-

latory apparatus. They possess a heart, and have red blood ;

they have a brain and spinal marrow ;
and a corresponding

increase in the development of the emanating nerves. They are

provided with sensory organs, such as those of hearing, sight,

emell, taste, and touch. The anatomy of these several struc-

tures will be briefly reviewed under the respective sub-divisions

of the Vertebrata.

This grand division is subdivided into five great classes :

Fishes, Amphibia, Reptiles, Birds, and Mammals.

FISHES.

In accordance with the plan previously followed, we must

begin our description with that class which presents the lowest

organisation namely, fishes. They are the most extensively
distributed throughout the giobe, and the most numerous and

prolific of the whole division. Wherever water abounds, in the

familiar pond, or in the rippling stream of a narrow brook, in

lake or river, sea or ocean, there are floating tenants possess-

ing an almost infinite variety of shape and size, from the little

minnow to the huge shark. Man, the other extreme of the

vertebrate kingdom, unable to explore the waters at will, as he
beholds the pond or lake whose gentle surface is scarcely ruffled,

or the rugged waves of the mighty deep tossed to and fro in

mountain masses, can form no conception of the vast numbers
of living beings situated beneath, listlessly enduring the one,
or revelling delighted in the other. The great Pacific, with the
lesser ocean the Atlantic, had been traversed by a living chain

ages before adventurous and enterprising man first thought of

connecting shore to shore by means of a submarine electric

cable ; and the very power which a series of successive dis-

coveries made him acquainted with lay buried in some of its

depths.
The student may form a bare idea of their numbers, when in-

formed that in the herring fishery off Lowestoft, in 1854, nine-

teen millions were caught in that single season.

It will naturally be surmised that the circumstance of fishes

being destined to live in so dense a medium as water, their

structure will indicate an especial adaptation to this kind of

life. Their bodies present the shape which offers the least

resistance to the opposing fluid, being smooth, more or less

flattened, or rounded and tapering from the middle towards
either extremity. They have no neck, the head joining the

trunk immediately.
\ The body, by means of an air-sac contained in the interior, is

rendered nearly of the same specific weight as the fluid in which
it is immersed. Forming an ornamental protective covering to

the surface of the body are numerous scales attached to folds

of the skin, and overlapping each other by their free margins,

like tiles on the roof of a house. These scales present a variety
of shapes in different fishes ; and also of consistence, from a

mere membrane to a strong bony plate. Some fishes have no
scales.

Fishes move themselves by means of fins, which serve tho

place of limbs in higher animals. The two anterior and pos-
terior correspond respectively to the fore and hind legs. The
anterior pair are called the pectoral fins. They are invariably
situated on the breast, immediately behind the gills. Those
situated on the belly are called ventral fins. The single fins are

the dorsal (Fig. III., 1, 2), the anal (4), and the tail or caudal fins

(7). These fins are supported by filaments of more or lesa

power and flexibility. The fins differ in their number and size,

and also in the nature of the rays or filaments wh^ch support
them. The pectoral or ventral, or both, may be absent; or

there may be no fins at all.

We must now briefly review the principal internal structures

in the anatomy of the fish.

All fishes possess a more or less perfect skeleton, the chief

element of which is the spine, or vertebral column. This

occupies the axis of the body, and extends its whole length. It

is composed, not of one single piece, but of a number of seg-

ments, connected together by means of a fibrous material.

Each segment is made up of a number of parts.

The central piece (Fig. V., 1) is named the body. It is shaped
like an hour-glass, with the two extremities hollowed out into

conical cavities, which sometimes communicate. Several pro-

cesses project from the body. Above and below there are two

small processes (5, 6), which soon unite together, enclosing

arch-shaped spaces ; afterwards continuing onwards as single

processes. These are named respectively the upper and
lower spinous processes. The upper arch lodges a portion of

the spinal marrow; the lower, the large artery of the trunk.

Besides these there are two other processes (4, 4), the lateral

or transverse, which project from each side of the body. The
use of these spines is to give attachment to muscles, and afford

them leverage in producing the requisite movements in locomo-

tion. In the lowest fishes the vertebral column is represented

merely by a continuous mass of a soft consistence, made up of

the simplest form of cartilage, running through the whole

length of the animal, and known as the dorsal cord. In the

lancelet, previously mentioned, the spine consists of a series,

from sixty to seventy in number, of very rudimentary segments.

The spinal marrow extends the whole length of the column, but

there is no trace of a skull or brain. Connected either with

these spine segments, or their lateral processes, are a number of

smaller processes called ribs. These, when complete, surround

the body, enclosing and protecting the soft parts. They unite

in front with a chain of bones resembling the breast-bone of

higher animals. Sometimes the ribs are wanting.

There are other little bones which spring from the ribs and

vertebrae often very numerous, as in the herring.

The limits of this paper will not allow a description of the

bones of the skull. They are numerous, and present a complex

arrangement.
Teeth. True osseous teeth are found in all the classes of the

Vertebrata except birds. The teeth of fishes are generally

osseous and plentiful. They present in different fishes a variety

of interesting forms. In the perch, they are so slender and

minute as to resemble the pile of velvet. In the Chsetodontidae,*

a family of bony fishes, the teeth resemble bristles, from

whence they derive their name. These fishes are numerous on

the rocky shores of warm climates, and are often beautifully

and variously coloured. One species of this family, the Chelmon

rostratus, an inhabitant of the shores of Asia, possesses the faculty

of shooting insects with drops of water projected from the

mouth, and seizing them as they fall.f The well-known pike

(Esox) has its mouth crowded with innumerable teeth, both

sharp and formidable.

The teeth are attached to the bones surrounding the mouth

by means of ligamentous tissue, but not in sockets, like those of

the higher Vertebrata. They are frequently movable. There

are two rows, generally, in the upper jaw, arranged in a parallel

manner. The teeth of the shark are arranged in several rows,

the anterior only being perpendicular ; the remainder are recum-

bent. (Fig. V.)

*
Kairn, a mane ; oiovt, a tooth. t Dr. Baird.
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AVhon Stono first examined tho tooth of the shark, he WM
od to find a great number of tooth placed on tho inside

of each jaw, lying close to tho bone. From their position and

arrangement he thought thoy were useless. Hcrixsant after-

wards showed their use by proving that as tho anterior to'Ui of

: >w are broken off, drop out, or wear away, the posterior
ones oomo forward to supply their place. This act of renewal

seems to be persistent during life. In most fishes the tenth arc

constantly changing, tho older ones being succeeded by others

.Irvi'lopod in tho neighbourhood. Some fishes for example,
tho sturgeon are entirely toothless.

kept apart by moans of an intervening clastic substance ; Ilrer,

large ; spleen, invariably present ; and kidneys likewise.

The breathing apparatui consists of a number of loose fringes
or gills suspended in cavities, and attached to bony or cartilagi-
nous arches ; three or four, or more, being fixed on each side of

tho nock. Mattencci estimated the surface of the gills of t!io

common ray to measure 2,250 square inches. The cavity in

which the gills are suspended communicates both with the mouth
an<l tho outer surface of tho body. The water is taken into the

mouth, forced through tho inner aperture of the gill cavity,

whore it comes into contact with the gill fringes, bathing them

L DIAGRAM OF THE GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF THE VISCERA OF A FISH. II. DIAGRAM OP ARRANGEMENT OF THK VISCKKA OF A HERRING.
III. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE Fins OF A FISH (AFTER KNOX). IV. DIAGRAM SHOWING THE PERPENDICULAR POSITION OF THE UPPER
TEETH, AND THE RECCMBENT POSITION OF THE LOWER TEETH IN THE JAWS or THE SHARK. V. VERTEBBJE OF A FISH (AFTER BTXEB
JONES). VI. DIAGRAM SHOWING DIVIDED GILL OF A FISH. VII. CAPILLABT NET-WORK OF A PAIR OF LEAFLETS OF THK GILLS or AM
EEL (AFTER CARPENTER).

Bef. to Nos. in Figs. I., II. 1, orary; 2, air-bladder; 3, oesophagus or gullet; 4, stomach ; 4,', pyloric caeca; 5, 5, intestine; 6, liver; 7, ovi-

ducts; 8, anus; 9, spleen; 10, heart; 11, kidney and urinary passage. III. 1, 2, the first and second dorsal fins; 3, ventral fin; 4, anal
fiu ; 5, pectoral fin ; 6, feelers ; 7, caudal fin. V. 1, body or central piece ; 2. spinous process ; 3, inferior spinous process ; 4, lateral or
transverse processes ; 5, nerve-processes and arch ; 6, hssmal processes and arch. VII. 1, 1, branches of the branchial artery convey-
ing venous blood

; 2, 2, branches of the branchial vein returning aerated blood.

Tho alimentary canal consists of a simple tube, which passes
nearly straight through tho body. The gullet is short and
muscular, and the stomach largo, separated from tho intestine

by a small valve or curtain. Sometimes the stomach, as in tho

herring (Fig. II., 4'), presents a series of tubular prolongations,
which terminate in blind extremities.
The inner membrane of the shark's intestine is arranged in

deep spiral folds, which wind from end to end. The compart-
ments between the spiral layers communicate through a small
aperture in the centre of each valvular projection. Tho object
of this spiral arrangement is to increase the surface over which
the nutrient material of tho food has to pass. The valves are

freely, thus aerating the blood which circulates through tho

minute blood-vessels of the leaflets (Figs. VI., VII.). The water

is then expelled through tho outer aperture, which is guarded by
a valvular curtain.

Most fishes possess an air-bladder, which frequently com-
municates with the gullet or stomach. It is furnished with a
muscular apparatus to regulate its capacity, so as to increase or

diminish the specific gravity of tho animal. Some anatomists

consider it to be homologous to the lungs. Its principal use,

however, is, as Willonghby long ago (1686) pointed out, to bring
their bodies to an equilibrium with the element in which they

swim, to enable them to impel or move themselves in any direo-
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tion. Fishes occupying
1 the deep stratum of water have no air-

bladder such as the well-known fishes the skate, sole, turbot,

and eel.

The circulatory apparatus consists of a heart with a double

cavity and blood-vessels. The upper cavity, the auricle, is

thin-walled, and receives the blood from the veins. The lower

cavity, the ventricle, is thick and fleshy. By contracting upon
the blood it drives it to the gills to be aerated, and thence into

the large vessel and system.
Nervous System. The brain of fishes is small, and made up of

a single and three pairs of little masses of nervous matter.

The single one is named the cerebellum. The anterior masses

give origin to the nerves of the sense of smell. The organ of

smell is the same as that of air-breathing animals, except that

it is in contact with water.

The middle pair of masses represents the cerebrum of higher
animals. The posterior afford origin to the nerves of sight.

The shape of the eye varies considerably in different fishes, but

in all the transverse diameter is largest. The size is not in

proportion with the body of the fish for example, the salmon's

eye is smaller than the haddock's. The eye is flattened in front,

so that in some fishes it is almost half a sphere. The pupil is

large, so as to take in as much light as possible, but generally
motionless.*

The hearing apparatus is enclosed within the head, having no
external ear or auditory canal, for collecting and conveying the

vibrations by which sound is produced and transmitted.

The torpedo and electric eel (Gymnotus electricus) possess an
electrical apparatus, which they can discharge at will, communi-

cating a shock to any animal with which they come in contact.

Humboldt tells us that he has seen two horses killed in five

minutes when exposed to the attacks of the electric eel. The
latter is a native of the warmer parts of South America, Deme-

rara, Surinam, etc. The sensation produced by the shock from
the electric fish is exactly that caused by accumulated electricity

as developed by the ordinary machine.

The roe or ovary may be single or double. When distended,
it occupies a large portion of the abdominal cavity. The milt,

or soft roe of male fishes, has a similar position, and equals in

bulk the ovary of the females. They are to the unaided eye so

like the female, that it is only in the spawning season they can
be distinguished. The ovary is nothing more than a mem-
branous bag, with its inner lining folded into broad festoons,
wherein the eggs are formed and retained until sufficiently ripe
for expulsion. In the eel and lamprey the eggs escape by the

rupture of the membrane into the cavity of the abdomen, and
from which they pass outwards through a small opening close

to the anus.

In the osseous fishes, the eggs first escape into the sac,

and pass out by means of a small duct which opens just
behind the anus, as in the herring. In the cartilaginous fishes,

as in the shark and ray, there is a much higher type of

generative function. The eggs are extremely numerous, amount-

ing to many thousands. Leuwenhoeck counted no less than

9,384,000 in a middling-sized codfish. Even in the common
herring 60,000 eggs have been found in a single female. The
parent fob usually selects shallow water for the deposition of

her eggs ; this done, her maternal duties and anxieties for her

offspring terminate.

CLASSIFICATION. The best classification of fishes is that

adopted by Professor Huxley, viz., into six orders :

1. Dipnoi. An order of fishes which breathe both by lungs
and gills. This order contains only the "mudfish," Lepidosiren
and Ehinocryptis.

2. Elasmobranchii. Sharks, rays, and Chimserae belong to
this order.

3. Ganoidei. An order of fishes mostly extinct. It includes
the sturgeons and bony pikes.

4. Teleostei. Fishes with completely ossified skeletons.
5. Marsipobranchii, which includes the lampreys and hags.
6. Pharyngobranchii. The order of fishes represented by the

amphioxus, in which the perforated pharynx performs the func-
tion of gills.

Before closing the paper, it is well to remark that though
fishes may be the lowest type of the vertebrate series of animals,

* The eel has a transparent horny convex covering at some distance
before tbe eye, to defend it from external accident.

yet they have the ascendancy over their superior kindred in

point of antiquity. Geologists tell us that they were the first

of the vertebrals that appeared on the earth, and at an epoch

g antecedent to the deposits in which the remains of the

ligher animals are found ; and that they possessed equally

as high an organisation as the highest fishes of the present

day.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXVIII.
DEVIATIONS IN THE THIED CONJUGATION.

1. Perfect in -si ; Supine in -SUM.

a. The stem ends in d or t : for example, claud, mit.

i. Claudo, claudere, clausi, clausum, I shut. The compounds
have cludo, clusi, clusum ; as, include, I shut up.

ii. Divide, dividere, divisi, divisum, I divide.

iii. Laedo, laedere, laasi, laesum, I injure. The compounds have
lido ; as, illido, illidere, illisi, illisum, I strike against.

iv. Ludo, ludere, lusi, lusum, I play.
v. Plaudo, plaudere, plausi, plausum, I clap my hands. So

applaudo, I signify approbation by clapping. The other com-

pounds have -odi, -osi, -osum; as, explodo, I drive out by clapping
hands.

vi. Eado, radere, rasi, rasum, I graze, shave (E. E. razor).

vii. Eodo, rodere, rosi, rosum, I gnaw, slander.

viii. Trudo, trudere, trusi, trusum, I thrust.

ix. Vado, vadere (no perfect, no supine), I go. Both perfect

and supine are in the compounds; as, evado, evadere, evasi,

evasum, I go out, get away.
x. Cedo, cedere, cessi, cessum, I yield.

xi. Mitto, mittere, misi, missum, I send.

xii. Quatio, quatere (no perfect), quassum, J shake. The com-

pounds have cutio, cussi ; as, decutio, decutere, decussi, decus-

sum, I shake down.

b. The stem ends in
, c, or ct.

xiii. Mergo, mergere, mersi, mersum, I dip.

xiv. Spargo, spargere, sparsi, sparsum, I scatter, sow. Com-

pounds, spergo, spergere, spersi, spersum : for example, con-

spergo, I sprinkle.
xv. Tergo, tergere, tersi, tersum, I wipe. Another form of

tergeo, tergere.
xvi. Figo, figere, fixi (figsi), fixum, I fix, fasten.

xvii. Flecto, flectere, flexi, flexuin, I bend.

xviii. Necto, nectere, nexui, nexum, I tie, knit.

xix. Pecto, pectere, pexi, pexum, J comb.

xx. Plecto, plectere, plexi (rare), plexum, J weave. Here

may be placed, also, these two :

xxi. Premo, premere, pressi, pressum, J press. Compounds,

primo ; as, comprimo, comprimere, compressi, compressum, I

press together.

xxii. Fluo (stem, flu; noun, fluvius, a river), fluere, fluxi

(fluxus as an adjective), I flow.

VOCABULARY.

Cachinnatio, -onis, t.,
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EXERCISE 142. ENGLISH-LA i

1. My house wan shut yeaterday. 2. I will shut thy IIOUM. 8. Tho

temple is bciutf shut. 4. The temple will liar* been hut. 5. The boy
'

has been shut out of the school. 6. They concede that there it a God.
must confess that there is a Ootl. 8. Ood haa impressed an

idea of himself on all minds. 9. I will divide a hundred bushels of

wheut t ir man (100 bualiel* to each man). 10. Are
virtue* muted together P 11. He who distrait* in Qod must

(ear that he majr some time be miserable.

Apul Muntini'am, <:f

"leo/Jfantinea.

Callgo, -luU, f., dark-

ness.

i, in., ash '!<!.

ro, to enclose.

, to flow to-

gether.

. to /asten (in

re).

tore, to beml

down, 'uruononegide.

Demure-re, to *ttd-, to

1st do ic >i. [do u: (i.

DetrudCre, to push

VOCABULARY.

Difflu&re, to flow o-

broaJ.

Discut.^ro, to scatter,

fnatrate.

Dispergure, to scatter

abroad.

Dispicio, -spcxi, -speo-

tuui, to open tht

eyes.

Dissipo, 1, I spread.

abroad.

Emergere, to coma up
(out of the u-ater),

emerge.

Exagitare, to torture.

Ezanimare, to kill,

pass., to IOM one's lift,

die.

Exsibilare, to hisi off.

Kxtruiloro, to push out.

Fugare, to put tojiiijht.

Hasta, -SB, f., a spear.

Mobllis, -o, movable.

Nebula, -83, f., a cloud.

Quondam, formerly.

Salrus, safe, saoed.

Stimulus, -i, m., agoad.

Transfigere, to fierce,

tas.

Ut primum, as soon as.

EXERCISE 143. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Te iu tantuui luctum et laborom dotrusum ease gravitor doleo.

2. Cur mdibus is',uui extrusisti ? 3. Spero amicum fflgrotum e morbo
evosuruui esso. 4. Ki animus e corpore evasSrit, turn deuium vivot et

vigebit. 5. Sole orto, callgo disoussa eat. 6. Omnia pericula, qua)
urbi iuipeudebaut, duels fortitude et cousilium diacussit. 7. Marius
senile corpus paludibus demersuua occultavit. 8. Animua coaleatis ex
altissiuio doiuicilio depressus, et in terraui quasi demersua eat. 9.

Leges perlougum touipus bostium vi dimersce, tandem euierseruut. 10.

Deus immortulis sparait uuiuios in corpora humana. 11. Omnia qute
nuuc artibna conclusa aunt, quondam diapersa et tlissipata fuerunt.
12. Epominondas apud Hantiueain gravi vuluere cecidit. 13. Epami-
uondas quum superaaset Lacedeemouios apud Mautiuoam, atque ipae
gr.ivi vulufire exanimari videret, ut primum diapexit, iutorrogavit
salvua ne esaet clypuus.

r
EXERCISE 144. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Where will Marius hide himself ? 2. Marius has hidden himself
In the marsh. 3. Will the soldiera liide their bodies in the marsh ? 4.

The minds of men have been let down from heaven to the earth. 5.

The men who were sunk have come up. 6. The soldier loses his

life by that heavy wound. 7. I saw two men die in battle, being
pierced with spears. 8. The dying soldier opened his eyes, and
asked if the enemy were scattered. 9. All other things but God
are perishing ; God remains, and ever will remain, fixed in the deep
(alt us) roots of his own life. 10. The young man has turned aaide from
the way of virtue. 11. The clouds are scattered, the sun has shone
forth. 12. Gd has scattered the seeds of virtue in all minds.

Fabula. Pavo.IS 3 45 78
Pavo graviter conquerebatur apud Junouem, dominam suain,
8 10 9 18

11^ 1 J 34
quod vocis suavitas sibi negata esset

;
dum luscinia, avis tarn6887 13453 7

parutn decora, cantu excellat. Cui Juno,
" et merito," inquit ;

" non
6 & 10 12 13 11 g

enim omuia boiia in unum couferri oportuit."

Apud, be/ore.

Confero, 3, 1 bestow.

Conqueror, 3, I com-

plain.

Et merito, and deser-

vedly, properly so too.
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9. I know not why I have been laughed at by you. 10. Thus have I

persuaded myself, thus do I feel that our minds are not mortal. 11.

Who believes that the citizens will object to peace? 12. Who is

always confident that that which is frail and perishing will remain

steadfast and firm ? 13. The glory of the Romans has remained till

our time. 14. Lycurgus commanded that all citizens should eat in

common.
EXERCISE 140. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Soleo de amicorum meorum fortuna gaudere. 2. Qavisi sunt.

3. Gaudebunt. 4. Sorores mesa gavisoB sunt. 5. Fortuna fortibus

hominibus arridet. 61 Putasne fortunam fortibus arrisuram esse?

7. Nego fortunam fortibus semper arridere. 8. Deridet philosophum.
9. Cur philosophus a puero deridetur ? 10. Non est dubium quin philo-

sophi a stultissimis derisi sint. 11. Oratores student excitos civium

animos permulcere. 12. Persuasum est mini oratores excitos hominum
animos permulcere debent. 13. Napoleone regnante, tota Europa
bello arsit.

Fable. The Kid cmd the Wolf.

A kid, standing on the roof of a house, abused a wolf who was

passing by. To whom the wolf said, "Not you, but the roof has

abused me." Place and opportunity often render timid men bold.

Fable. The Crane and the Peacock.

A peacock, spreading out his feathers in the presence of a crane,

said,
" How great is my beauty and your ugliness !" But the crane,

flying forth, said,
" And how great is my swiftness and your slow-

ness !

" This fable warns us not, on account of any good which Nature
has allotted to us, to despise others, on whom Nature has bestowed

other advantages, and perhaps greater ones.

THE UNIVERSITIES. VI.
DUBLIN UNIVERSITY. I.

THE University of Dublin differs in two important respects from

the sister universities of Oxford and Cambridge. 1st. It con-

sists of but one college,
" The College of the Holy and Undivided

Trinity." 2ndly. Residence is not necessary in order to obtain

a degree.
The one college, however, in Dublin University is much larger

and wealthier in endowments than any college in the other

universities, having generally about 1,300 students on its books;
and the non-requirement of residence enables persons of limited

means, and who may be engaged in some occupation, to obtain

a degree, who might not be able to do so at all if residence were
a sine qua non. In our remarks on this university, we propose
first to explain, as simply as possible, the ordinary course re-

quired to obtain the B.A. and higher degrees, and then to

enumerate the various rewards that can be obtained in Trinity

College, and the encouragements in the way of prizes which are

peculiarly acceptable to students of moderate means, as either

affording them an opportunity to pass through college at a
reduced rate, or giving them the means to meet the requisite

expenses.
The first thing which one seeking for a degree wants to know

is, how he is to become a member of the college, and therefore we
commence with an explanation of the mode of "

entrance," or
"
matriculation," as it is technically called. Every candidate

for entrance into Trinity College, Dublin, must pass the
" Entrance Examination," which is usually held in the months
of January, April, June, October, and November. The precise
dates are given each year in the University Calendar, or can be
obtained by application to " The Senior Lecturer, Trinity College,
Dublin." Before "

entering," each candidate has to select some
one of the college tutors (who are always fellows) to be his

tutor ; not that he is in any ordinary sense to receive tuition

from him, but the college tutor is the medium of communication
between the student and the board during his college course,
and is ready at all times to obtain information for and advise
his pupils. There is no payment to the tutor further than what
is included in the ordinary college fees, to which we shall pre-

sently refer.

Having resolved to enter, and selected and been accepted by
a particular tutor, the candidate presents himself for entrance,
and is examined in the following course : Latin and English
Composition, Arithmetic, English History, Modern Geography,
Algebra (the first four rules and fractions), Euclid (Books i.,ii.,

and iii.), and any two Greek or Latin authors from the following
list :
~

Greek.

1. Homer,
"
Iliad." Books i., ii., vi.

2, New Testament, Gospels of St. Luke and St. Johu, and the Acts.

Euripides, "Hecuba, "or "Troades."
Sophocles,

"
Antigone."

Plato,
"
Apologia Socratis."

Lucian, Walker's "Selections."

Xenophon,
"
Anabasis." Books i., ii., iii.

,
vii.

Latin.

Virgil,
"

^Eneid." Books i., ii., vi.,

Horace, "Odes.''

Horace, "Satires" and "Epistles."
Sallust.

Livy. Books i., ii., iii., xxii. (any two of these).
Caesar, "De Bello Gallico." Books i., ii. iii.

Cicero, "De Amicitia" and " De Senectute."

TT - tt 3 J.1

Having
"
passed

"
the entrance examination, the student

becomes a Junior Freshman
; and before we proceed to explain

the rest of his course, we will mention the fees which have to
be paid at entrance by ordinary students.
Each successful candidate must pay .15 within twelve days

after his examination ; and his half-year's fees, due on the 22nd
of March and 22nd of September in each year, until he obtains
his B.A. degree, are .8 8s. These charges include all pay-
ments of every kind for non-resident students. Those who
reside in college have to pay additional fees for rooms, commons
(i.e., their dining in the "Common" Hall), and their personal
expenses.

During his first year in college, a man is designated a Junior
Freshman ; during the Second, a Senior Freshman

; during the

third, a Junior Sophister ; during the Fourth, a Senior Sophister ;

at the end of which he may pass his degree examination and
become a B.A.
A "

year
"

in university language does not mean a calendar

year, but the period from October 10th to the following 30th
of June ; the remaining portion of the year being the long
vacation. The college year consists of three "Terms."
Michaelmas Term begins on the 10th of October and ends on
the 20th of December ; Hilary Term begins on the 10th of

January and ends on the Feast of the Annunciation of the

Virgin Mary ; Trinity Term begins on the 15th of April and
ends on the 7th of July.
Each of these terms can be "

kept
"
by those who reside in

or near college attending the Term Lectures, or by those who
cannot attend lectures passing the Term Examination, which is

held in the Examination Hall, and generally lasts two or three

days. Having entered and been enrolled as a Junior Freshman,
a student, to rise to the class of Senior Freshman, must keep
one term at least by examination.

JUNIOR FRESHMAN CLASS.

The subjects for the ordinary examinations for the several

terms in the Junior Freshman year are as follow :

Hilary Term.

Mathematics. Euclid, Books i., ii., iii., vi., and Definitions of Book
T. ; Arithmetic ; Algebra, Elementary Eules.

Classics. Olyuthiac Orations of Demosthenes, Books i., ii. ; Cicero,
" Pro Milone."

English Composition.* Macaulay's Biographies of Goldsmith, John-

son, and Pitt.

Trinity Term.

Mathematics. Euclid, as before ; Arithmetic, as before ; Algebra, to

the end of Quadratic Equations ; Trigonometry, to the end of solution

of Plane Triangles.

Classics. The "Medea" of Euripides; Books iii. and iv. of the
" Odes " of Horace.

English Composition. Clarendon Press Selections from Addisou's

"The Spectator Club."
Jfic7iaelmas Term.

Mathematics. Euclid, Arithmetic, Algebra, and Trigonometry, as

before.

Classics. Book viii. of Herodotus to chap. 99, and Book xxi. of Livy.

Englisli Composition. Goldsmith's "Vicar of Wakefield."

Having kept one of the above terms by passing the examina-

tion, the student will become a Senior Freshman. The student

can always ascertain from the calendar, or from his tutor, the

dates fixed for the Term Examination.

To rise to the class of Junior Sophister, the student must

pass the " General Examination of Senior Freshmen," held at

* The books named under this head at all the examinations ore

intended to supply subjects for English composition.
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the commoncemont of Michaelmas Term. Before, however, he

will 1< allowed to go np for this examination, ho mast have kept
.nun as a Freshman : one of these (aa already pointed

out) inait bo by passing a Term Examination in his Junior

year ; one most be in the Senior Freshman year,

by passing the Term Examination or attending the Term
M ;

iiml the third may bo in either year, kept either by
l.vturi'H or examination. The lectures delivered daring one

term urn on tho subjects which form the examination of the

following term. Wo subjoin here a list of tho subjects of

\:iiniiiation for each term in tho Senior Freshman year, in-

cluding the Michaelmas Examination, which must be pasnod by
all students to rise from tho Senior Freshman to the Sophiator
Class :

SENIOR FRESHMAN CLASS.

Hilary Term.

Mathematics. Same as in the Juuior Freshman year.

Logic. Abbott's
" Elements of Logic.'

1

Classics. Plato's
"
Apologia Socratis," and " The Orations of Cicero

gainst Catiline."

.English Composition. Johnson's "Lives of Dryden and Pope."'
i

Trinity Term.

Mathematics. Sumo as before.

Logic. Same as before.

Mathematical Physics. Galbraith and Haughton's
"

Statics."

Classics. Sophocles,
"
(Edipus Tyrannus ;'' Terence, "Adelphi."

English Composition. Scott's "Ivanhoe."

Michaelmas Examination.

Mathematics Same as before.

Lngic. Same as before.

Mathematical Physics. Statics, as before ; Galbraith and Ilaughton's

"Dynamics.
1 "

Classics. Homer, "Iliad," Books xxii., xiiv. ; Virgil, ".Eneid,''
Books iv., vi.

English Composition. J. S. Mill's Inaugural Address at St. Andrew's

University.

In addition to the examinations already explained, all students

(except Roman Catholics and Dissenters) must pass four Cate-

chetical Examinations, or.o of which must bo in tho Junior

Freshman year, and two in the Senior Freshman year. The
Catechetical Examinations are held each term immediately after

the Ordinary Term Examinations, in tho following subjects:

JUNIOR FRESHMEN.

Hilary Term. The Gospel according to St. Luke.

Trinity Term. The Acts of the Apostles.
Michaelmas Term. Seeker's "Lectures on the Creed.

'"

SENIOR FRESHMEN.

Hilary Trm. Genesis, and the first twelve chapters of Exodus.

Trinity Term. The two Books of Samuel ; 1 Kings, ch. i. xii.

Michaelmas Trm. Paley's Evidences, part i., proposition i.

Before being allowed to present himself for his B.A. examina-

tion, which is held in the Michaelmas Term of the Senior

Sophister year, the student must have kept one term by exami-

nation in his Junior Sophister year, and ono term (either by
examination or lectures) in his Senior Sophister year, and one

in either Senior or Junior Sophister year (either by examination
or lectures).
Tho subjects for examination during the Junior Sophister

year are :

Michaelmas Lectures and Hilary .Examination.

Clasfics. Thucydides, Book ii. ; Tacitus,
"
Anuals," Book xi.

Mathematical Physics and Astronomy. Mechanics as in Seuior Fresh-
man year; Galbraith's "Hydrostatics and Optics."

Logic. Abbott's " Elements of Logic.'
1

French. Moliere's " Misanthrope.
1 '

Grman. Goethe's " Hermann."
English Composition. Macanlay's Essays on Addison and Give.

N.B. At the examinations in tho Junior and Senior Sophia-
ter years, two languages only out of the four need be taken.

Hilary Lectures and Trinity Elimination.

' -.-. Homer,
"
Odyssey," Books vi. andxi. ; Juvenal,

"
Satires,"

iii., viii., x., xiii.

Mathematical Physic* and Astronomy.-Mechanics, Hydrostatics,
and Optics, M before ; Brinkley's Astronomy (New Edition), chap*.
i. to xiii., both included.

Lofic. Abbott's " Elements of Logic"
l'rnch. Racine's

" Dritanniciu."

German. Lsssing's "Minna."
English Composition. Shakespeare's "Macbeth" and "As Too

Like It."

Trinity Lreturt* and Michaelmas Examination.

Classics. .*cbylus,
" Prometheus Vinctus ;" Horace,

"
Satires."

Mathematical Physics and Attronnmy. As before.

Logic Locke's "Essay," Introduction; Book ii. to chapter uri.
inclusive (omitting sections 10 20 of chapter i., sections 10 to end ot

chapter xiii., chapter xr., and sections 11 71 of chapter xxi.) ; Book
iii. (omitting chapters vi. to ix.).

French. Guizot's "Civilisation en Europe."
German. Goethe's " Gedichte." (Ed. Selas.>

English Composition. Mill "On Liberty.''

Those Junior Sophistera who desire to do BO may present
themselves for examination in a course of Experimental Science,
or in a course of Natural Science, instead of in the classical

course given above :

EXPERIMENTAL SCIENCE.

Hilary Examination.

Heat. 1. Dilatation of Solids, Liquids, and Gases. 2. Specific and
Latent Heat. 3. Radiation and Conduction of Heat.

Trinity Examination.

Electricity. Fractional and Voltaic Electricity. Heat. As before.

Michaelmas Examination.

Heat. As before. Electricity. As before. Magntism.

Atkinson's Translation of Ganot'a Treatise on Physics ia

recommended to the student.

NATURAL SCIENCE.
Hilary Examination.

Zoology. Macalister, Invertebrates, London Science Class Book
Series : Protozoans and Polyps.

Botany. Prantl, Elementary Text Book of Botany (2nd Edition,

by S. H. Vines), Parts I. and II.

Trinity Elimination.

Zoology. Macalister, Invertebrates, London Science Class Book
Series : Worms and Molluscs.

Botany. Prantl, Elementary Text Book of Botany (2nd Edition,

by S. H. Vines), Parts I., II., III.

Michaelmas Examination.

Zoology. Macalister. Invertebrates, London Science Class Book
Series : Articulates ; with tho Demonstrations of the Professor.

Botany. Prantl, Elementary Text Book of Botany (2nd Edition,

by S. H. Vines), Parts I., II., III., IV.; with the Demonstrations of

the Professor.

In the Senior Sophister year there are seven distinct course?,
headed Astronomy, Ethics and Logics, Mathematical Physics,

Experimental Science, Natural Science, Classics, or Languages,
and English Composition, as given below.

Students in general must answer in the course headed Astro-

nomy, Ethics and Logics, and English Composition, and in

any two of the four remaining courses which they may prefer.

Students, however, who have credit for full attendance on
the Professional Lectures in the Schools of Divinity, Law,

Physics, or Engineering, in any term, will, at the subsequent

examination, be required to answer in one only of the four

remaining courses, in addition to Astronomy, Ethics and

Logics, and English Composition.
At the Degree Examination, no student can claim this privi-

lege unless he has credit for full professional attendance for

the actual year in which he presents himself for his Degree.
Students taking up Languages may select any two of tho

four Languages, Greek, Latin, French, and German. A student

selecting French or German will be required to write a transla-

tion from English into French or German.

Michaelmas Lectures and Hilary Examination.

1. Astronomy. As in Junior Sophister year.

2. Ethics and Logics. Stewart's Outlines of Moral Philosophy, Part

ii. ; Locke, as in Junior Sophister year, with Book iv., chapters i. to

xi., both included (omitting chapter vii.).
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3. Mathematical Physics. Mechanics, Hydrostatics, and Optics, as

in Junior Sophister year.

4. Experimental Science. The Experimental Physics of the Junior

Sophister year; Reynolds' Experimental Chemistry, Parts i. and ii.

5. Natural Science. Geology Huxley, Physiography. Zoology

Macalister, Vertebrates, London Science Class Book Series : Fishes.

Botany Thome", Text Book of Botany : Algse and Fungi.

6. Classics or Languages. Greek Aristotle, Nicomachean Ethics,

Book ii. Latin Cicero de Officiis, Book i. French V. Hugo, Les

Crdpuscules. German Schiller, W. Tell.

7. English Composition. Milton, Comus, and Paradise Lost, Books

i. and ii.

Hilary Lectures and Trinity Examination.

1. Astronomy. As hefore.

2. Ethics and Logics. Stewart, as hefore; Locke, as before ; But-

ler's Analogy, Introduction, and Parti, (omitting chap, i.); Butler's

Dissertation on Virtue.

3. Mathematical Physics. As before.

4. Experimental Science. The Experimental Physics of the Junior

Sophister year, as before ; Reynolds' Experimental Chemistry, Parts

i., ii., and iii.

5. Natural Science. Geology Haughton's Manual of Geology : the

chapters relating to Fossils. Zoology Macalister, Vertebrates,

London Science Class Book Series : Reptiles and Birds. Botauy

Thome", Text Book of Botany : Mosses and Ferns.

6. Classics or Languages. Greek Plato, de Republica, Book i. Latin

Virgil, Georgics, i. , iv. French Montaigne, Essais, ii., chap. xii.

German Heine, Buch der Lieder.

7. English Composition. Carlyle's Essays on Johnson, Burns, and

Scott.

Trinity Lectures and Michaelmas (Degree) Examination.

1. Astronomy. As before.

2. Ethics. Stewart and Butler, as before; Butler's Sermons, Preface

and Sermons, i., ii., iii., viii., ix.

3. Mathematical Physics. As before.

4. Experimental Science. As before.

5. Natural Science. Geology Huxley and Haughton, as before.

Zoology Macalister, Vertebrates, London Science Class Book Series :

Mammals. Botany Thome", Text Book of Botany : Flowering

Plants.

6. Classics or Languages. Greek Demosthenes, de Corona (omitting

Documents cited). Latin Tacitus, Annals, Book xiv. French

Boileau, Satires. German, Schiller, Abfall der Niederlande.

7. English Composition. Shakespeare, Julius Csesar and The

Tempest.

The students in the different classes will be examined in the

above course both by pa.pers and viva voce ; and, in the trans-

lation of selected passages from the classical authors, separate

weight will be allowed for the style of the English Composition.

CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS. II.

GROUP I. (continued).

4. FOREIGN OFFICE, ST. JAMES'S PARK. (Nomination.)

THIS office carries on all the administrative business of the

state in its relations with foreign countries ; pursues the policy

of the Foreign Secretary for the time being to its practical end

as the oversight of ambassadors, consuls, and all diplomatic

agents of Great Britain. Age of admission for clerks, 1-8 to 24

(as regards those who have not a home in London or in the

immediate vicinity, they must not be less than 20 years of age);

for attaches, 20 to 26 ; consuls, 25 to 50 ; foreign service

messengers, 25 to 35. Establishment as follows I-
Chief Clerk, 1,000 to 1,250 ; 5 Senior Clerks, 900 to

.1,000 ; 7 Assistant Clerks, .700 to .800
;
20 First Class

Junior Clerks, ,200 to .600 ;
4 Second Class ditto, ,100 to

=200; Librarian and Keeper of the Papers, .700 to ,1,000;
Sub-Librarian, .550 to .650; 2 First Class Clerks in Librarian's

Department, ,400 to .500 ;
2 Second Class ditto, .250 to

,360 ; 4 Third Class ditto, .100 to .240 ; Superintendent of

the Treaty Department, .700 to .1,000 ; Assistant in the

Treaty Department, .550 to .650 ; Clerk in ditto, .250 to

,360 ; 5 Clerks in Chief Clerk's department : 2 at .400 to

.600 ;
1 at .400 to .500 ; 2 at .250 to .360 ; Translator,

250 ; Oriental Interpreter, .400 ; 10 Clerks, Lower Division,

80 to 200; Clerk in the Passport Office, .250; Private

Secretary to the Secretary of State, =300 ; Precis Writer,
300 ; Printer, ,150 ; Eeader in the Printing Establishment,

40s. per week; Office-keeper (Eesident), 250; ditto, 150;
6 ditto, .100 and .125.

Patronage in the Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs.

I. CLERKS.
Obligator;; Subjects.

1. Orthography and Handwriting.
2. Arithmetic (including Vulgar and Decimal Fractions).

3. English Composition.
4. Precis Writing.
5. French.

6. Latin.

7. General Intelligence.

8. German.
9. Geography.

Optional Subjects.*

10. History of Europe [Text-books, Michelet's " Precis de 1'His-

toire Moderne," and Dyer's "Modern Europe," last edit.

1789 to 1871.]

11. Constitutional History of England Hallam (chap. xiii. to

end) ; May.
12. Ancient Greek.

13. Spanish.
If. Italian.

II. CLEKKS IN CHIEF CLERK'S DEPARTMENT.

1. Exercises designed to test Handwriting, Accuracy of Punctua-

tion, and Orthography.
2. Arithmetic (including Vulgar and Decimal Fractions and the

principles of Exchange).

3. Geography (a general knowledge).

4. Book-keeping by Double Entry (Elementary).
5. French (Translation).

III. ATTACHES.

1. Orthography.
2. Handwriting.
3. Precis Writing.
4. Latin (Grammar and Translation into English).
5. Arithm'etic (the first four rules, and Decimals Colenso).

6. Euclid (Book I.).

7. Geography.
8. French (Grammar, Translation, Conversation, and Dictation).

9. German (Grammar, Translation, Conversation, and Dictation).

10. Constitutional History of England [Text-books, Blackstone's

"Commentaries"' (Kerr's Edition of 1862), and Hallam's

''Constitutional History of England"].
11. A general knowledge of the Political History of Europe and

of the United States of North America, from the Treaty of

Paris, in 1815, to the Treaty of Villafranca, in 1860, com-

prising an acquaintance with the most important inter-

national transactions during that period.

12. Political Economy [Text-books, Adam Smith's " Wealth of

Nations,'' and Mill.]

13. General Intelligence, as evinced by the manner in which they

acquit themselves vmder examination, and specifically by the

quickness they may show in seizing the points in papers read

by them or read over to them once or twice.

IV. THIKD SECRETARY.

Third secretaries who desire a certificate of having satis-

factorily passed an examination in public law will be required

to show a competent general knowledge of the ordinary rights

and obligations of sovereign states in time of peace, and of

belligerents and neutrals in war.

They will also be expected to be able to give an account of

(1) The nature and authority of international law; (2) The

sources from which it is derived, the leading authorities (British

and Foreign) on the subject, and the manner of referring to

and applying those authorities ; (3) The political constitution

of the several States, and Unions of States, in Europe and

America, so far as the constitution of each may affect its inter-

national relations ; (4) The status, duties, and privileges of

public ministers, and diplomatic agents : (5) The general prin-

ciples of the law of nationality and of domicil.f

*
Only two Optional Subjects may be taken up a Language and a

History.

f The boofcs recommended are Wheaton's
" Elements of International

Law ;" Heffter, "Das Europdische Vdlkerrecht der Gegenwart," either in

the Original German or in the, French translation of Jules Bergson, and

for (5) WestlaTce's "Treatise on Private International Law," Chapters I.,

II., III., with the Naturalisation Acts, 33 Viet. c. 14, and 35 and 36

Fict. c. 39.



CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS. Ill

T. TBAMSLATOM TO Missions.

Exercise* in Trauslutiouu from and into that language or tho*e

languages upon which the candidate is destined to be employed.

VI. VlCE-COVBVL.

i Arithmetic (including Vulgar and Decimal Fractions).
. : iigliKh Composition and Dictation.

3. French (written and spoken).
l. Tlio language of tho port at which the candidate may be ap-

pointed to reside.

5. British Mercantile and Commercial Law. [Text-book, Smith's

"Compendium of Mercantile Law," Book II., chaps, i. to iv.,

Book III., chaps, i. to iv., and vii.]

GEOUP II.

V,. now proceed to give the particulars of offices occupying
a second, but still a high rank in the service. These are the

Admiralty, Audit Office, India Office, Duchy of Lancaster Office,
Local Government Board, Privy Council Office, Board of Trade,
War Office, Woods and Forests, and Office of Works.

1. THE ADMIRALTY, WHITEHALL AND SOMERSET HOUSE.

(Open Competition.)

This department is charged with tho preparation and main-
tenance in an efficient state of the navy of tho kingdom.
Head-quarters at Whitehall, branches at Somerset House. The
dockyards and other naval establishments, at home and abroad,
are under its management.

Establishment as follows :

Secretary's Department. On the Higher Division of the
Establishment : Principal Clerk, .900 to 1,000 per annum
(with allowance of 200 as Assistant Secretary) ; 3 Principal
Clerks, 900 to 1,000 ; 6 Assistant Principal Clerks, 700 to
800 ; 10 Clerks, 200 to 600 ; 5 Clerks, 150 to 400.

Lower Division : 26 Clerks, 95 to 250 (with duty pay to

some).

Department of the Controller of the Navy. Controller of the

Navy, .1,700 (and allowance for house rent, 200); Director of
Naval Ordnance, 1 ,000 ; Assistant to ditto, 600. Constructive
and Engineering Staff. Director of Naval Construction, 1,500
to 1,800 per annum; Director of Dockyards, 1,500; 2 Chief
Constructors, 600 to 850 ; 3 Constructors, 400 to 550 ; 7
Assistant Constructors, First Class, 300 to 450 ; 6 Second
Class ditto, 160 to 240 ; 2 Third Class ditto, 100 to 150 ;

Curator of Drawings, 150 to200; 8 Draughtsmen, 6s. per diem;
Engineer-in-Chief, 1,000 to 1,200; Engineer Assistant to
Director of Dockyards, 500 to 650; Chief Inspector of

Machinery, 500 to 650; 2 Engineer Inspectors, 400 to 500;
Chief Engineer, 300 to 400 ; Engineer, 268 ; 2 Assistant

Engineers, First Class, 300 to 450 ; 2 Second Class ditto, 160
to 240 ; 5 Draughtsmen, 6s. per diem. Gun Mounting Staff.

Engineer Inspector, 400 to 500 ; Assistant Engineer, Second
Class, 160 to 240 ; 2 Examiners of Dockyard Work, 350 to
450

; 2 Modellers, 3 6s. per week ; Director of Stores, 800
to 1,000 ; 2 Examiners of Store Accounts, 250 to 350.
Clerical Staff. On the Higher Division of the Establishment :

2 Principal Clerks, from 700 to 900 per annum ; 7 Senior
Clerks, from 400 to 650 ; 7 Clerks, from 100 to 500 ;

6 Clerks, 150 to 400; allowances to 2 Senior Clerks for

iting aa Principal Clerks in their absence, 50 each, and to
one as Head of Gunnery Branch, 50 ; to a Clerk acting as
Private Secretary to the Controller, 50. Lower Division : 26
Clerks, from 95 to 250 per annum (and duty pay) ; 5 Dock-
yard Writers, at 4s. to 8s. per diem and Subsistence Allow-
ance.

Victualling Department. Director of Victualling, 800 to
1,000 per annum. Clerical Staff. On the Higher Division of

the Establishment : 3 Senior Clerks, 400 to 650 per annum ;

4 Clerks, 100 to 500. Lower Division : 13 Clerks, 95 to
250 (and duty pay).
Purchase and Contract Department. Director of Navy Con-

tracts, 1,20C per annum ; Assistant Director of Navy Con-
tracts, 700 to 900. Clerical Staff. On the Higher Division
of the Establishment: 3 Senior Clerks, 400 to 650 per
annum; 1 Clerk, 100 to 500; 4 Clerks, 150 to 400.

Lower Division : 11 Clerks, 95 to 250 per annum ; Viewer
of Coal* in South Wales, 450 to 550 ; Custodian of Store

Patterns, 260.

Medical Department. Director-General of the Medical De-

partment of the Nary, 1,300 ; Deputy Inspector-General of

Hospitals, 766 (and allowances) ; Fleet Surgeon, 548 (and

allowances). Clerical Staff. On the Higher Division of toe

Establishment : 3 Henior Clerks, from 400 to 650 per annum ;

1 Clerk from 100 to 500 ; 2 Clerks from 100 to 400 (and

allowances). Lower Division : 9 Clerks, from 95 to 250 per
annum.

Department of the Accountant General. Accountant General
of the Navy, 1,500 per annum ; Deputy Accountant General,

1,200; Assistant Accountant General, 1,000. Clerical Staff.

On the Higher Division of the Establishment : 6 Superintendent

Clerks, from 700 to 900 per annum ; 16 Clerks, from 400
to 600 and 650 ; 10 Clerks, from 100 to 500 ; 4 Clerks,

150 to 400. Lower Division : 1 17 Clerks, from 95 to 250

per annum (duty pay to some of the above) ; 11 Boy Clerks,
from 14s. to 19s. per week ; 11 Writers from 80 to 170 per
annum. Inspector of Yard Accounts, 700 to 800 ; Assistant

ditto, 400 to 650 ; Professional ditto, 350 to 450 ; District

Audit Staff, under reorganisation ; Principal Dockyard Writers,

200 to 250 ; Dockyard Writers, from 4s. to 8s. per diem, and
Subsistence Allowance.

Department of the Director of Trantportt. Director of Trans-

ports, 1,000 per annum ; Assistant Director of Transports,
700 to 900; Naval Assistant to Director of Transport*,
700 to 800. Clerical Staff. On tho Higher Division of

the Establishment: 3 Senior Clerks, from 400 to 650

per annum
;

5 Clerks from 100 to 500. On the Lower
Division of the Establishment : 9 Clerks from 95 to 250

per annum.

Department of tlie Director of Works. Director of Engineer-

ing and Architectural Works, 1,300 per annum; Assistant

Director of Works, 800 ; Surveyor, 700 to 800 ; Surveyor
of Coast Guard Buildings, 500 to 600 ; Inspector of Coast

Guard Buildings, 300 to 400 ; 3 Accountant Clerks, 125 to

400 ; 3 Lower Division ditto, 95 to 250 ; 3 Draughtsmen,
150 to 400 ; 2 Lower Division ditto, 95 to 250 ; Modeller,

6s. 8d. per diem. Clerical Staff. On the Higher Division of

the Establishment: 1 Senior Clerk, from 400 to 600 per
annum ; 2 Clerks from 150 to 400 ;

3 Clerks from 95 to

250 per annum.

2. EXCHEQUER AND AUDIT OFFICE, OLD PALACE YARD.

(Open Competition.)

This is under the direct control of tho Treasury, and its

business is to discharge the function of auditor to the public
accounts. It is governed by a Comptroller and Auditor-

General, an assistant, and a chief clerk.

Tho establishment is as follows :

Directing Branch. S Inspectors, or Principal Clerks, includ-

ing the Chief Clerk, 775 to 900 ; 7 First Class Clerk^

to 750 ; 19 Second Class Clerks, 1st section, 420 to Jt600 ;

28 ditto, ditto, 2nd section, 200 to 400. Examining Branch.

28 Examiners, 1st section, 215 to 400 ; 27 ditto, 2nd section,

100 to 200 ; 67 Lower Division Clerks, 80 to 200 ; Private

Secretary, 150.

3. INDIA OFFICE, ST. JAMES'S PARK. (Open Competition.)

Discharges all the administrative detail of the government of

India in England. Presided over by a Secretary of State for

India, who has the patronage of the department. Governed by
two under-secretaries of State, an assistant nnder-secretary,

and a council of fifteen members. There are also subordinate

heads of departments, controlling branches charged with special

duties. Clerks are divided into senior and junior sections,

and there are also temporary clerks and copying-clerks. Book-

keepers must pass the Lower Division examination, and hare a

satisfactory knowledge of book-keeping.

Secretary's Office I Chief Clerk, 800; 1 Clerk, Fixed

Station, 700 ; 1 ditto, 600 ; 1 Despatch Clerk, 400 ; Clerks,

100, rising 16 to 450 ; 1 Private Secretary to Secretary of

State, 300; 2 ditto Under ditto, 150.

Indian Correspondence Department. I Secretary for the
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Financial Department ; 1 ditto Eevenne ditto ; 1 ditto Judicial

ditto ; 1 ditto Public, Educational, and Ecclesiastical Depart-
ment ;

1 ditto Political and Secret ditto ; 1 ditto Railway and
Electric Telegraph Department ; 1 ditto Public "Works ditto

;

all at 1,200 ; 7 Assistants to the above, 700 ; 1 Precis Writer

(if also Private Secretary), 700 ; 1 Chief Clerk, ,800 ; 1 Clerk,

Fixed Station, .700 ; 1 ditto, .650 ; 1 ditto, ^600 ; 1 ditto,

550 ; Clerks, ,100, rising .16 to ,450.

Military Department. 1 Secretary, ,1,200; 1 Assistant

ditto, 1,000 ; 1 Clerk, Fixed Station, .800 ; 1 ditto, .700 ; 1

ditto, 600 ; I ditto, .500 ; 1 ditto, .450 ; 1 ditto, .500 ;

Clerks, .100, rising .16 to .450.
Marine and Transport Department. 1 Secretary, .1,200 ; 1

Chief Clerk, .800 ; 1 Clerk, Fixed Station, .600 ; Clerks, 100,

rising 16 to .450.

Inspector-General of Stores Department. 1 Inspector-General,

1,200 ; 1 Deputy ditto, ^650 ; 1 Assistant ditto, .500 ; 1

Accountant, .800 ;
1 Sub-Inspector, .350 ; 1 ditto, 350 ;

Clerks, .100, rising 16 to .400 ; Examiners, .150 to .300 ;

Assistant ditto, .120 to 150.

Accountant- General's Department. 1 Accountant-General,
.1,200 ; 1 Clerk, Fixed Station, 900 ; 1 ditto, 750 ; 1 ditto,

700 ; 1 ditto, 650 ; 1 ditto, 600 ; 1 ditto, .500 ; 1 ditto,
.450 ; Clerks, 100, rising .16 to ,450.

Cashier's Department. 1 Cashier, .1,000 ; 1 Clerk, Fixed

Station, .800 ; 1 ditto, .700 ; 1 ditto, .600 ; Clerks, .100,
rising .16 to .450; 1 Auditor, .1,200; 1 Official Agent,
1,000; 1 Reporter of the Records, 1,000. (Clerks to the

above receive the same salaries as those in the other depart-

ments.) 1 Librarian, 500 ; 1 Keeper of the Museum, 500 ;

1 Under ditto, 300 ; 1 Reporter of Indian products, 500 ; 1

Examining Physician, 500; 1 Standing Council, 500 ; 1

Clerk of the Works, 400; 1 Geographer, 200; 1 Chaplain,
100.

Writers
1

Department. 1 Superintendent, 500 ; 61 Writers,
for the first five years, 80 ; from 5 to 10, 90

; from 10 to 15,
100 ; from 15 to 20, 120 ; from 20 to 25, 150 ; from 25,
200. (Allowance of Is. a sheet of 480 words for extra

work.)

4. DUCHY OF LANCASTER OFFICE, LANCASTER PLACE,
WATERLOO BRIDGE. (Nomination.)

Discharges the few official duties of the Duchy Court of

Lancaster, Her Majesty being Duchess of Lancaster. The
Chancellor of the Duchy is a Cabinet Minister. There are
several professional and special appointments in connection with
the office, but the clerical staff is quite small, and the clerks on
it are not promoted to the higher posts. They are appointed
by the Chancellor of the Duchy ; must be between 18 and 25

years of age at time of appointment.

OBLIGATORY SUBJECTS.

1. Handwriting and Orthography.
2. Arithmetic, including Vulgar and Decimal Fractious.

3. English Composition.
4. Prdcis Writing.
5. Geography of the British Isles.

OPTIONAL SUBJECTS.

6. Law of Eeal Property, especially the Law of Landlord and
Tenant (an elementary knowledge).

7. Latin.

8. English History.
9. French.

10. Mathematics (Euclid, Books I. IV. and VI.; Algebra, including
the Binomial Theorem; Plane Trigonometry, including the
Solution of Triangles.

5. LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD, WHITEHALL. (Open
Competition.)

Formerly the Poor Law Commission. Discharges all duties
connected with the administration of the poor law in this

country, to which is now added the management of local

government business generally. Presided over by a Cabinet

Minister, who is called the President. Governed by secretaries
and assistant secretaries, and a chief clerk. Establishment
as follows : One Chief Clerk, 750 to 850 ; 7 Principal Clerks,
650 to 800 ; 12 First Class, 400 to 600 ; 30 Second Class,

200 to 350 ; 1 Clerk, 200 to 350 ;
3 ditto, 90 to 200 ;

61 Clerks (Lower Division), 95 to 250; 7 Inspectors'

Clerks, 80 to 120; Clerks, various salaries, ranging from

100 to 400.

6. BOARD OF TRADE, WHITEHALL. (Open Competition.)

Consists of a President and a Committee, with parliamentary
and permanent secretaries, assistant secretaries, and also

certain professional officers. The Civil Service element in

the office is represented by first, second, and third class, and

supplementary clerks. Establishment as follows : 6 Principals,

650 to 800; 17 Upper Division Clerks, 200 to 400; 2

Supernumerary Clerks, 600 ; 6 Assistant Clerks, First Class,

300 to 400 ; 21 ditto, Second Class, 160 to 280 ; 59 Lower
Division Clerks, 95 to 250.

7. WOODS AND FORESTS, WHITEHALL PLACE. (Open
Competition. )

Office consists of two commissioners, two principal clerks,

two senior clerks, and assistant and junior clerks. A con-

siderable staff of professional persons is also attached to the

department ; but these are not strictly to be included in the

Civil Service. Establishment as follows : 2 Principal Clerks,

600 to 900 ; 2 Senior Clerks, 500 to 600. Clerks to Sur-

veyors of Forests 3 Supplementary, 200 to 250 ; 4 ditto,

100 to 200 ; 2 ditto (Lower Division), 80 to 200.

8. OFFICE OF WORKS, WHITEHALL PLACE.

Competition.)

(Open

Consists of a First Commissioner (who is the real governing

element), Her Majesty's principal Secretaries of State, and the

President and Vice-President of the Board of Trade. There are

a secretary, and a number of professional officers connected with

the royal parks and gardens, and with the maintenance of

public buildings. The office staff comprises principal clerks,

first class, second class, and third class clerks. Duty, to carry
out all administrative detail in connection with the parks, gar-

dens, and buildings belonging to the public. 3 Principal Clerks,

600 to 800 ; 8 First Class Clerks, 315 to 400 ; Clerk in

Charge of Accounts, 400 to 600
;
10 Second Class Clerks,

100 to 300 ;
32 Clerks of the Lower Division, 80 to 200 ;

4 Assistant Examiners, 150 to 400; 7 Junior Examiners,
150 to 300.

9. WAR OFFICE, PALL MALL. (Open Competition.)

Formerly there were two distinct establishments that of

the Secretary of State for War, and that of the Commander-in-
Chief of the Army. The former was of minor importance, the

military department transacting all the chief business connected

with the administration of military affairs. Recently the entire

civil business has been placed under the control of the Secre-

tary of State, and the establishment is now at the office in Pall

Mall.

Civil Clerks. 21 Principals, 700 to 900
;
45 Seniors, 450

to 650 ; 48 Clerks, 150 to 400 and 500 ; 17 Clerks (Upper
Division), 150 to 400 ; 56 Supplementary Clerks, 180 to

300 ; 209 Clerks (Lower Division), 95 to 250.

Surveyors, Draughtsmen, Clerks, S;c. Chief Surveyor, 800 to

1,000 ; Chief Draughtsman, 400 to 650
;
2 Assistant ditto,

250 to 400
; 2 Surveyors, First Class, 400 to 500 ; Assis-

tant Surveyor, 180 to 280
;
6 Clerks (Upper Division), 100

to 400 ; 5 Clerks (Lower Division), 1,800 together; 9 Lower
Division Clerks in Works Division, 95 to 250

; 10 Civil As-

sistants and Draughtsmen, Intelligence Department, 1,725

together ; Draughtsman, 200.

10. PRIVY COUNCIL OFFICE, DOWNING STREET. (Open
Competition. )

Discharges office duties connected with the several functions

of the Privy Council, whether as a court of justice or a govern
ing council. Is controlled by the Lord President, assisted by
coadjutors in the ministry, and by subordinate heads of depart-
ments. Chief Clerk, 1,000 to 1,200 ; 2 Senior Clerks, 500

to 800; 2 Junior ditto, 100 to 300; 3 Clerks (Lower
Division), 80 to 200

;
1 Supplementary Clerk, 300 to 400.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XL
THE VEGKTAltl.K .CINODOM CLA88IFICATK >N >!' ROCKS.

FOSSIL botany H in a very unsatisfactory state, therefore wo
Hhall not describe the vegetable kingdom HO fully OH we have

that of the animals.

lining the structure of all vegetable organisms, we shall at
. . i>l'- them into CELLULAR and VASCULAR that is to say,

in one class wo shall not be able to discern uny regular forma-

tion ; but the substance of the plant appears to be made up of

fibres interlaced, without any definite order. This peculiar

growth may bo seen in Fungi (mushrooms, etc.) or in Algae

(sea-weeds), and is considered the lowest development of vege-
table lit".'.

The Vascular plants exhibit a more complex structure. They
contain vessels, through which sap the blood of the vegetable

|

world circulates, by means of which the plant grows, Cowers, i

and fructifies.

The manner in which

I'lunta are propagated
affords another means
of classification.

Many of the cellular

plants have no seed-

organs, but they seem
to be produced from

sprouts, which shoot off

from the mother plant ;

from this peculiarity

they are called Thalo-

gens.
The vascular plants

bear a division both as

to their seeds and the

manner of their growthi
1. The Cryptogams

do not show any seed-

organs, nor yet perfect
flowers. Ferns belong
to this family ; the

spore or seed of which

appears attached to the
under-snrface of the
fronds. Mosses, equi-

setums, mare's-tails,

etc., are all cryptogams;
and many fossil plants,
we shall find, belong to

this group.
2. Phanerogamic mo-

nocotyledons, or
"
flower-

ing plants with one
seed-lobe

"
grasses,

lilies, palms, canes are

this family.
3. Phanerogamic gymnosperms. Flowering plants, but having

naked seeds. The very widely-distributed tribe of the Conifera,
or firs, belongs to this family.

4. Phanerogamic dicotyledons. Flowering plants having two
.-lobes. This is by far the largest class, and comprehends

all true forest trees and shrubs.

The division as to their manner of growth is interesting. The

cryptogams increase at the point only, which is pushed further

id further, elongating the leaf. This is readily observed in

e mosses and the ferns, which latter unroll the leaf or frond

ly formed from the root. From this
"
point-growth

"
they

termed Acrogens.
The next class, the Phanerogamic monocotyledons, grow in a

peculiar way, which is well illustrated in the cane and
bamboo. They shoot out from the knots or joints ; not a thin

twig, which gradually increases in size, but a thick, succulent

piece, which hardens, but does not increase. Thus they are said

to "
grow from within," and are termed Endogens. The struc-

ture exhibited by a section of sugar-cane illustrates the appear-
ance of the " wood ;

"
it is full of minute holes, with no marks

of grain.
The Phanerogamic gymnosperms are a connecting link be-

tween the endogens and the exogena. The wood of the pine

86 N.F

or fir-tree, if examined under the microscope, u readily distin-

guiithod from the true wood of the exogen* bj the pretence of

minute dotted vessels.

Tho Pkanero<jamic dicotyledon* are exoyent that U, the up
rises up the interior of the tree, and, reaching the extremity of

the branches, it descends bj the bark, and pnta on every year
another layer of wood. The tree thus "grows from the outside,"

so that, when a section of a tree is made, the number of rings
counted from the outside to the centre indicate* the age of the

tree.

The above classes are subdivided into orders, which contain

about 300 genera and 100,000 species.

Remembering that the fossiliferous rocks are of aqueous

origin, it will readily be expected that the great majority of

fossil remains must be of aquatic animals and plants, chiefly,

however, marine.

Any land animal or plant which is found in a fossil state mas*
have been embedded by
accident. For instance,
a flooded river carries

down to the sea the
bodies of animals sur-

prised by the rising

waters, and also plants,
which are torn up by
the impetuosity of the
swollen current; but,
in comparison to the
number of aquatic ani-

mals and plants which
exist in the water, and
when they die become
embedded in the sedi-

ment, the number of

land organisms must
be very small. Still

fewer remains of birds

Day we expect to find ;

and those which would
be most likely to be pre-
served in the accumu-

lating strata would be
birds which inhabited

the sea-shores, or the

banks of rivers or

marshes.
Whenwe bear in mind

the almost insignificant

scratchings of geolo-

gists in the rocky sur-

face of the earth what
a very small portion of

the crust has been exa-

mined we cannot but
wonder at the very

numerous list of fossils which have been collected, and be led to
think what vast records of animal and vegetable life the rocks

could unfold had we power to examine the strata fully. To give
the reader some idea of the number of fossils, and the relation

the past bears to the present orders of life, we transcribe a list

of British fossils, compiled by Professor Jukes. Since the table

was constructed, some of the numbers have altered ; bat it is

sufficiently accurate for our purpose.

LIVING AND FOSSIL SPECIES IK THE BRITISH ISLANDS.

FOREST OF THK CARBONIFEROUS PERIOD, SHOWING GIOANTIC TRBE
FERNS, ETC.
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We are more likely to have registered all the species of exist-

ing molluscs which inhabit our seas, than to have discovered

individuals of every species which lie entombed in the rocks of

our island ; and yet, as far as our research has gone, the living

species are not a tithe of the number of fossil Testacea already
known by us.

This means to say that our rocks chronicle the history of the

rise and fall of ten complete populations of the seas which girt

our island. We have no reason to think that the land animals

change less slowly than the species which inhabit the sea, and

yet we only discover that fossil species of Mammalia are more
numerous by one-half than those which now exist ; because, as

we have said, when we do discover such a fossil, we have

happened to hit upon the place where a land animal was

accidentally deposited amid the accumulating sediment.

TJie Distribution of Fossils. From the foregoing remarks the

reader will readily perceive that the distribution of fossils is not

indiscriminate, but is regulated by certain considerations. The
fossils contained in one stratum of rock represent that order of

life which was existing at the time the rock was being deposited ;

and if, at some distant place, the same kind of rock was
discovered in which we found one fossil similar to any of those

which the former rock contained, we should continue our search,

confidently expecting to find other members of the same group.
For instance, the Mediterranean Sea may be looked upon as

one area of life. Occasionally we find a species peculiar to one

locality, but the great majority of shells is common to all the

coasts. The rivers which discharge themselves into that sea

are depositing strata. Suppose that the bed were elevated, and
the rocks found by the Bhone, the Po, and the Nile were

examined, the mineral matter of the rocks would vary, but the

fossils would be well nigh all the same.

From this instance, which is in progress under our observa-

tion, we deduce another fact, that although the mineral matter
which composes rocks may be essentially different, yet, provided
that the deposition of those rocks be during the same period and
within the same area of life, their fossil contents will bear a
close resemblance ; and it is possible that every species in the
one will be found in the other.

Yet it must not be concluded that rocks deposited at the same
time of necessity contain the same fossils. A deposition of

strata may be going on off the shores of Siberia, and another in

the Bay of Bengal ; but no one will expect that these two areas

of deposition are included in the same area of life. In the one
an Arctic fauna, or a generation of Arctic life, is being enfossilled,
and in the other the fauna is truly tropical ;

and yet, for all that,
the conditions of climate are so widely different, that certain

cosmopolite species will be detected in each, and, to use Von
Buch's phrase, a peculiar

"
facies," or general resemblance a

family likeness will pervade the character of the two groups ;

.so that, although two classes of rocks may have been deposited
at very distant places and under very different conditions, but
at the same period, the geologist is seldom at fault to show that
such is the case from common characteristics possessed by their

fossils, although the majority of those fossils belong to different

species.
The distribution of life, and the laws which regulate it, is a

most interesting subject ; but, from our imperfect knowledge
of Palaeontology, it can only be studied with regard to living
species. From such study, however, we have learned sufficient to
teach us that it is very dangerous to assert what may have been
the climate and the nature of the country when a certain species,
now in a fossil condition, were in existence. Experience, how-
ever, seems to point out that all changes in species which
occupied a certain area were very gradual ; and if the fossil con-
tents of two adjacent strata are widely different from each other,
it argues that long ages interposed between their respective
deposition, and that a series of intermediate deposits are wanting,
which, had they been present, would have established a gradation
in the forms of life.

CLASSIFICATION OF KOCKS.

Three prominent characteristics aid us in classifying rocks

according to their chronological order : (1) Their order of

superposition ; (2) their mineral characters ; and (3) their fossil
contents. If two strata are discovered, one lying on the other,
we may at once infer that the one which is beneath was
deposited before the other. Cases, however, are known where,

by a tremendous upheaval of the surface, a series of strata has
been actually turned over ; but this is very local, and not at all

difficult to discover. Yet the order of superposition is not always
satisfactory, for it very frequently happens that between the-

deposition of the two strata vast periods of time intervened ;

and, to complete the series, it would be necessary to insert

perhaps several strata between the two adjacent rocks strata
which are found to have been deposited in this very period in
other areas. For instance, suppose England were submerged,
and a layer of rock deposited over the whole surface of our
island, in Wales this newly-deposited rock would rest on the old
Silurians rocks hoary with the vastness of their age while
this same rock is found on the opposite coast to be resting on the

tertiary formations that is, those last upheaved from the ocean
bed. Obviously it would be a great error to conclude that,
because this new rock was found superimposed upon the Silurian,
therefore it was deposited immediately after that foundation.

Hence, although the order of superposition may and does
determine the relative times of deposition of the whole series of

rocks, yet we cannot infer that any one rock was immediately
deposited after another because it happens to lie upon it.

The mineral character of a rock, although it may be put in

as evidence as to its age, yet is by no means conclusive. For
we find the same kind of rock appearing again and again in the
different formations. This a glance at the following tabulations
will at once decide ; and, moreover, it is not unusual to find a
limestone growing gradually more arenaceous until it became a
sandstone, which merely means to say that the area of the

deposition of the limestone was on the same level and con-

tiguous to the area of the deposition of the sandstone ; but we
cannot assert that the two rocks could not be deposited at the
same time because of their different mineral characters.

The organic remains in a rock are the surest of all tests of age.
The same fossils may be found in several succeeding strata, but

every strata has some fossils peculiar to itself by which it is at

once known, and referred to its proper position. A knowledge
of Palaeontology is therefore absolutely necessary to the miner.

Many a coal shaft has been sunk in a class of rocks which never

yield coal, and that, too, when every bucket brought up silent

witnesses, which, had they found an interpreter, would have pre-
vented much useless expenditure.
As we describe the various formations, we shall note and

delineate those fossils which are characteristic of them.
The earliest classification seems to have been made by Steno

in 1669, who divided all rocks into primary and secondary.
Some ten years later, Leibnitz improved upon this nomenclature

by substituting the words stratified and unstratified.
Then came Werner and Hutton. The former conceived that

the deposition of all existing rocks was due to the action of

water ; whereas the Vulcanists, the followers of Hutton, differed

from the Neptunists in ascribing the production of the Primary
and Transition rocks to igneous action. Each of these leaders

classified the rocks according to their theories.

At the beginning of this century, William Smith,
" the father

of English geology," commenced his labours, and from him a
race of investigating geologists has sprung, by whom the rocks

have been classified in the following order. The formations are

in a descending order :

1. Post-Tertiary. The latest ac-

cumulations.

2. Tertiary.
3. Cretaceous or Chalk.

4. Oolitic.

5. Triassic.

6. Permian.orNewRedSandstone.
7. Carboniferous or Coal System.
8. Devonian, or Old Bed Sand-

stone.

9. Silurian.

10. Metamorphic.

Below these lie the Primary Eocks, but it must not be sup-

posed that the rocks of igneous origin are not found in the

stratified rocks, for it will be shown that granite was in a

state of fluidity when the Oolite was being, deposited ; but we
shall explain this in our next lesson.

A division of the rocks has been made according to their

fossils, or the types of life they exhibit, as compared with our

present orders of life :

1. Cainozoic period (Post-tertiary.

(Recent life)

/ Permian.
3. Paleozoic Pe-l Carboniferous.

riod (Ancient < Devonian.

life) . . .

( Silurian .

4. Azoic period )
Metam0rpnic,

(No life) . ,JL
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This classification WM objected to on the ground that we had

no ritfht to say that thero were no fossilH in the Motamorphic

rocks because as yet wo had found none; und, therefore, i

. (lu'low life) was substituted : ami,

was impossible to draw tho line of demarcation between the

Mesozoic period and tho Palaeozoic on the one hand, or the

.-io on the other, tho Mesozoio and tho Cainozoio woro

inchnli'.l in the term Neo*o\c, or new life. Hence the division

now stands
/ Permian.

(An- ) Carboniferous.

. . i Devonian.
'

Sih.

B*U>IC
I Metamorphic.

Our illustration shows an ideal forest of the Carboniferous

period, when the coal deposits were formed.
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Chaque age a ses plaisirs, chaqu Every age has its pleasures, every
etat a ses charmes. DELILLE. situation it* charms.

(7.) Maint, f. mainte, familiar expression ; may be used in

the singular or in the plural, and repeated before its noun :

Je 1'ai dit mainfe fois.

Maints et maints travaux.

I said it many a time.

Very many worts.

(8.) Meme, placed before the noun, has the sense of same, in

English. Placed after the noun it means, generally, himself,

herself, itself, or themselves. It is sometimes used as an adverb,
when it may be rendered by the word even. As an adjec-

tive, meme is common gender, but may take the mark of the

plural :

c'est la vertu meme. )

it is virtue itself. )

The peoj le and the great have

neither the same virtues nor the

same vices.

He gave him even his clothes.

c'est la mame v

it is the same v

rertu )

irtue
)

Le peuple et les grands n'ont ni

lea mmes vertns, ni les m<jmes

vices. VAUVENARGUES.
II lui donna meme ses habits.

(9.) Nul is a stronger negative than aucun. It agrees in

gender and number with the noun which it qualifies. Like

aucun, it requires ne before the verb :

Jful hotnme u'est henreux ; nutte

chose ne pout le rendre tel.

BOISTE.

A'tille paix pour 1'impie ; il la

cherche, elle le fuit. EACINE.

No man is happy; nothing can

render Kim so.

No peace for the impious ; he seeks

it, it avoids him.

(10.) Nul is sometimes used absolutely in the sense of no
one :

Nul n'est content de sa fortune,
ni inocoutent de son esprit.

MME. DESHOULIEKES.

No one is pleased with his fortune,
nor displeased with his own wit.

Note. Nul modifies its meaning according as it precedes or follows

its noun. See 84 (14).

(11.) Plusieurs is common gender, and always in the

plural:

There must necessarily be several

reasons for ennui, when all agree in

yawning.

II faut bien qu'il y ait plusieurs
raisons d'ennui, quand tout le

monde est d'accord pour bailler.

FLOEIAN.

Flusieurs may be used as a pronoun with or without re-

ference to a noun :

II n'a qu'un frere, mais moi j'en ai He has but a brother, but I have

plusieurs. several.

Plusieu: s 1'ont cru. Many believed it.

(12.) Pareil, f. pareille, is chiefly used in exclamatory sen-

tences :

Comment a-t-il pu commettre une Hout could he commit such a fault f

faute pareille f

(13.) Quantes is only used in the feminine plural with the
word fois :

Toutes et quantes fois, or toutes Eveyj time, whenever.

fois et qua iiti'-.

(14.) Quel, f. quelle, takes the gender and number of the
noun to which it relates. It is sometimes immediately followed

by its noun, from which it may be separated by one or several
words :

Quel tableau ravissant presen-
teut les campagnes ! DELILLE.

Qi<lle invisible force a soumis
1'univers ! L. EACINE.

Quels sons bnrmonieux, quels efforts

ravissants,
De la reconnaissance egalont les

accents !

TFhat a delightful picture the

country offers !

What invisible hand has conquered
the universe /

What harmonious sounds, what

ravishing strains, equal the voice of

gratit'ide!

(15.) Quelconque is always placed after the noun, and varies

only for the plural :

Toutes les jouissances sont pre
1

-

c<5d^es d'uu travail quelconque.
MME. CAMPAN.

Deux points quelconqites i! fcant

douuos . . . THE ACADEMY.

.411 enjoyments ore preceded by
some sort of exertion.

Two point* whatsoever being

given ... .

(16.) Quelque in the sense of some (a certain number), or

whatever, agrees in number with the noun :

II y a du merite sans elevation,
mais il n'y a point d'elevation sans

quelque me'rite.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD.

Quelques vaius lauriers que pro-
mette la guerre,

On peut etre heros sans ravager
la terre. BOILEAU.

But when whatever precedes a noun subject of the verb to be,

it is expressed in French by two words, viz., quel, which agrees
in gender and number with the noun, and the conjunction que ;

in this case the verb is used in the subjunctive, and placed be-

fore its subject :

There is merit without elevation,

but there is no elevation without

some merit.

Whatever vain laurels war mail

promise, one may be a hero without

ravaging the earth.

Quels que soient ses projets.

Quelle que soit votre intention.

Whatever his projects may be.

Whatever your intention may be.

(17.) Quelque used adverbially, in the sense of abo-ntf or some
or Jwwever, is invariable :

Quel age avez-vous ? Vous avez

bou visage ! Eh ! quelque soixante

ans. EACINE, les Plaideurs.

Alexandre perdit quelqtie trois

cents homines, quaud il vainquit
Porus. D'ABLANCOUKT.

Quelque mediants que soient les

hommes, ils n'oseraient paraitre
euuemis de la vertu.

LA ROCHEFOUCAULD.

How old are you f You look well.

Oh ! some sixty years.

.Alexander lost some three hundred
men when he vanquished Porus.

Hotrevcr uncfced men. may be, they

do not dare to appear enemies of

virtue.

(18.) Tel, f. telle, agrees with the noun which it qualifies :

tel livre, such boofc.

tels livres, such books.

telle lettre, such letter,

telles lettrea, such letters.

In reference to persons it is sometimes used as a pronoun :

Tel qui rit aujourd'hui ... He who laughs to-day . . .

(19.) Tout, meaning every, is always in the singular, but

varies for the feminine :

Tout citoyendoit servir son pays;
le soldat de son sang, le pretro de

son zele. LA MOTTE.
En toute chose, il faut conside'rer

la fin. LA FONTAINE.

Every citizen should serve his

country ; the soldier with his blood,

the priest uiith his zeal

In everything we must consider

the end.

(20.) Tout, in the sense of all, agrees in gender and number
with the noun to which it relates :

toute la toile, all the cloth.

He IPOS above all those vain objects

uiliich form all the desires and all

the hopes of men.

tout 1'argent, alt the money.

II etait au-dessus de tous ces

vains objets qui ferment fous les

desirs et toutes les esperances des

hommes. MASSILLON.

See 94 (5).

As an adjective, tout loses its final t in the masculine plural,

which is tous; but preserves it when it is used substan-

tively :

Pkisieurs touts distincts. Several distinct wholes.

32. THE PRONOUN.

(1.) The pronoun, in French, as in other languages, is a

word used to represent the noun, in order to prevent its too

frequent repetition.

(2.) The pronoun serves also to designate the parts which

each person or thing takes in speech. This part is called

person.

(3.) There are three persons : the first, or that which speaks ;

the second, or that spoken to ; the third, or that spoken of.

(4.) There are five sorts of pronouns :

The personal ;

The possessive ;

The indefinite.

The demonstrative ;

The relative;

33. THE PERSONAL PRONOUN.

(1.) The personal pronouns are so called because they desig-

nate the three persons more especially than the other pronouns.
These pronouns are :
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\omiiuitir* form.

Singular.

>, /;

til, t/iOU;

( il. ht, it, iii.

( elle, *hf, it, f.

Plural,

noun, v* ;

TOUI. v<)U i V* ;

iln, m. they i

ilar.

me, me ;

te,

f. they.

(2.) Direct Object, Accusative.

When placed before the verb.

Relative Form.

Singular. Plural,

me, myMl/; nout, ourelM ;

thyself; vou>, i/ourlri;
(him*. If;

< helie'/; M, thenueUw;

(iteelf;

t--.

*.

toi,

/If, him, if, m. ;

j la, her, it, f. ;

)
s, himself, lierttlf.

Plural,

noun, us;

TOUB, IjOU ;

lea, them ;

so, tJiemseltes, one another,

each other.

When placed after the verb.

Singular. Plural,

moi, me; nous, its;

toi, (/.,,; TOUB, you;
)e, him, it, m. ;

la, her, it, f. ;

(3.) Indirect Object, Dative.

When placed before the verb.

let, them,
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For since A L, A F, A M are radii of the same circle, they are

9,11 equal (Def. 15) ; therefore AL = AM. But by construction

of Euc. 1. 9, AD=AE ; therefore, byAxiom 3, the remainders D L,

E M are equal. Also, by Euc. I. 5, the angles on the other side the

base of an isosceles triangle are equal ; therefore the angle L D E
= angle DEM. Therefore, since L D= E M, and D E is common
to the two triangles L D E, DEM, therefore base L E= base D M.

Q- a D.

Corollary. It is obvious by symmetry that LE, DM will

intersect on A r, since A F bisects the angle B A c.

Our next article will extend as far as Euc. I. 24 ; and we
shall, deduce proofs of the following propositions :

PROPOSITION XIII. In a triangle A B c, if B o, c o bisecting
the angles ABC, EGA, and

meeting in O, be equal, then

shal} ;A B be equal to A C.

PROPOSITION XIV. In a

triangle ABC, if BO, c o bisect-

ing the angles A B c, B c A, and

meeting in O, be equal, then

shall o A bisect the angle ABC.
PROPOSITION XV. In the

figure of Euc. I. 1, if the cir-

cles cut again in F, and c A pro-
duced meet the circle again in

H, then C H is greater than c F.

PROPOSITION XVI. In the figure of Euc. I. 5, prove that

B G must be greater than B c.

PROPOSITION XVII. In the figure of Euc. I. 16, if E c

be equal to E F, the angle ABC will be equal to the angle
BCT.
PROPOSITION XVIII. In the figure of Euc. I. 22, if the

circles cut again in L, then shall D K be equal to D L.

PROPOSITION XIX. At a given point in a given straight

line, to make an angle equal to a given rectilineal angle.
*
#* Another solution of Euc. I. 23.

PROPOSITION XX. In the figure of Euc. I. 15, if E F, E G
be drawn at right angles respectively to A B and c D, the angle
F EG 13 equal to the angle B E D or A E c.

Fig. 12.

WESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. II.

LITERATURE IN ENGLAND BEFORE THE AGE OF
CHAUCER.

As we have chosen the age of Chaucer as that at which to <

commence the history of English Literature, it would be i

inappropriate to attempt any minute or elaborate account of

those remains which have come down to us of earlier forma
of literature. But in order that the student may understand
how great the change was which took place in the latter part
of the fourteenth century, and how much English literature

owes to the great writers of that period, it is necessary that he
should know something of those who preceded them.

THE PERIOD BEFORE THE NORMAN CONQUEST.
From our knowledge of the character, habits, and pursuits of

the Saxon invaders of England, it would not be difficult to guess
what would prove to be the character of the compositions
brought by them from their German home, or produced among
them during the earlier days of their contest with the Britons.
These " hosts of heathen swarming over northern seas," and
overrunning helpless Britain, were wild, fierce, and uncivilised ;

their life was wholly made up of war and adventure ; their gods
were gods of battles, and their national heroes were warriors ;

their conquest of Britain itself displayed energy and courage in

abundance, and the most relentless cruelty in no less degree ; and
their literature (if we may be allowed to stretch a point, and
apply the word to compositions which were not generally written,
but handed down from mouth to mouth) consisted of songs of

war and adventure, the achievements of heroes related in verse.

By far the most important specimen of the poetry of this period
is the "

Lay of Beowulf." The date of the poem is doubtful.
It may have been brought (as some think) by the Saxons from

Germany to their new home in England ; or it may have been

composed in England. The scene of the poem, too, is doubtful,
whether it be Sweden, or Denmark, or England, or mere dream-
land. But it is clear that it was composed by and for Saxona

during, if not before, the early years of their settlement in

England ; and it is therefore a good representative of the class

of which we are speaking. It relates with much energy and
freshness how Hrothgar, King of Heorut, and his thanes were

persecuted by a monster, Grendel, who dwelt in the fens, and
used to come by night and carry off the thanes as they slept in

the hall after the feast ; how Beowulf, a thane of Hygelac, King
of the Goths, heard of their distress, and came by sea to their

aid ; how he slew the monster Grendel, and afterwards its

mother, who sought to avenge her son ; how he subsequently
became a great king, but was ultimately killed in fight with a
formidable dragon. The poem is long, and is full of pictures of

the life and manners of the period. It is written in the allitera-

tive metre characteristic of the older Saxon poetry a metre in

which the poetic form consists mainly in the recurrence at

certain intervals of syllables beginning with the same letter ;

a metre of which we shall speak more fully and give some

examples hereafter.

To what extent poetry of this character was cultivated among
the earlier Saxon settlers it is impossible to tell, for the remains

that have come down to us are extremely scanty. But from
the importance attached at all times to the songs of the Gleemen,
who were both poets and musicians, composing songs as well as

singing them, we may well suppose that there must at one timo

have been very many of such poems in existence.

But the character of the Saxon people, and therefore of their

literature, soon underwent a great change. From invaders they
became rulers ; from a series of armies obeying their military

chiefs, a nation with political institutions. And, more important

still, from heathen they became Christian. The consequence
of these changes is at once seen in the literature of the people.

It becomes essentially Christian and religious. The monasteries

were the repositories of learning and the centres of intellectual

life ; the literature consisted of religious treatises, and of

histories with a strong theological tinge. And the language of

the church, Latin, became for a time the language used in the

most important literary productions in England. For the same

reason, too, it was but natural that the Celtic race, which had
become Christian during tho period of the Roman occupation,

and among whom Christian learning had never wholly died out,

should for a long period take the lead in literature, especially

since the communication with Ireland, at that time holding a

prominent place in the race of learning, exercised a strong
influence over Great Britain. Gildas, the supposed author of

a history of the Saxon conquest of Britain which is probably
not the work of Gildas, but is certainly of great antiquity

was a Briton of Strath Clyde that is, of the British kingdom
remaining in the valley of Clyde, of which Dumbarton was the

capital. Nennius, the supposed author of the History of the

Britons, was also of British race. In Ireland were born St.

Columba, the apostle of Scotland ; St. Columbanus, one of the

greatest theologians of the age ;
and St. Gall, his pupil, who

carried Christianity into Switzerland.

The first great name among the Christian Saxons is that of

Bode, surnamed the Venerable. He was born about 672. In

early childhood he entered the monastery of Wearmouth, after-

wards removing to that of Jarrow, and in due time received the

orders of deacon and priest. In the monastery hia whole life

was spent in a close devotion to science and literature in all

their then known branches. His works, which are in Latin,

are very numerous, including treatises on various branches of

natural science, on grammar, Latin orthography and prosody,
numerous theological treatises, and commentaries on various

portions of the Holy Scriptures. But to posterity his most

valuable works are his histories, and among these by far the

most important is his Ecclesiastical History of England. This

is a work of great diligence and research, and remains to this

day the most important authority upon Anglo-Saxon history.

Bede died in the year 735, but his influence by no means died

with him. Not only did his books remain behind as storehouses

of knowledge, but his own example and personal influence had

attracted around him a school of learned men who did much to

extend the effect of his labours. At the end of the same century
flourished Alcuin, also a native of the north of England, one of

the most distinguished of that group of learned men who adorned

the court of Charlemagne.
In the meantime, several prominent writers in the vernacular

Saxon had appeared, their works being either intended to

popularise the truths of Christianity for the benefit of the
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noted, or olfro mere translations of works pm
if in. The first Saxon author of eminence during thu

io,l was Cii-dmon, who lived in the Hovonth wntiiry.
to have boon originally a herdsman in tho employ -

: tin- iiiib.-y >f Whitby. But having roddenly dertupad
j;ift. uf jioi-try, till thru unsuspected by himself or oth'

iiUnlniti'.l, iit'ti-r tho manner of the timea, to angelic

Ion, ho adopted a monastic life, and paused tho rest of his

i the monastery of Whitby. He was the author of a para-

phrase of largo portions of tho Holy Scriptures, in the old Saxon
litoriitive metre. This work was evidently greatly valued,

nd of great influence for centuries after the author's death,

living been long lost, a manuscript copy of it was discovered

ibishop Usher, and it was published abroad in 1655.

[any scholars have thought that Milton derived some sugges-
fur hi- f-reat epic,

" Paradise Lost," from tho ancient poet.

Tho most eminent of the Saxon writers before the Conquest,
iiiu* as well as in station, was King Alfred. Ho reigned

)m 871 to 901 ;
and among the many groat services which he

(I to his country, few were more important than the

icouragomcnt which he gave to literature and education.

By gathering learned men about him, and by appointing them
to tho abbeys and sees in which they were likely to exercise

most influence over the people, as well as by his own example and

persuasion, ho sought to stimulate the pursuit of knowledge.
But what more immediately concerns us here is his labours as

nn author. Ho published translations from the Latin into

Saxon of several works of a religious character ; but his most

important translations were those of Bede's " Ecclesiastical

History," the " Universal History
"

of Orosius a work written

by a Spanish scholar early in the fifth century, and which had

long been a popular text-book among those who understood

Latin and the " Consolations of Philosophy
"

of Boethius, the

work of a noble Roman, who, after long faithfully serving the

Gothic King Theodoric, was at last disgraced, and, after a long

imprisonment, unjustly put to death by his ungrateful master in

526. He wrote his famous work during his imprisonment.

Many smaller writers in the Anglo-Saxon tongue might be

named ; but those we have mentioned are sufficient to indi-

cate the character of the vernacular literature. The only other

work which it is necessary to refer to is one of a very different

kind. Tho " Saxon Chronicle
"

is a work of more historical

than literary interest. It is a mere record from year to year of

the chief facts of English history, from the invasion of Julius

Caesar, B.C. 55, down to the death of Stephen, in A.D. 1154. The

opinion of the best scholars is that so much as relates the

history down to the time of Alfred was composed in the reign
of that king, and that the chronicle was afterwards continued

from time to time, until it finally came to a close at the period
we iave mentioned.

THE PERIOD AFTER THE NORMAN CONQUEST.

The Norman Conquest was the death-blow to all literature

among the conquered people. Saxon bishops and abbots gave

place to Norman. The richest lands passed to the Normans.

Every great oflice of trust and profit was reserved for the

Normans. The Saxons were crushed and ground beneath the

unflinching tyranny of a people alien in language as in race.

The " Saxon Chronicle," it is true, was still carried on in the

abbey of Peterborough; but the people were far too com-

pletely prostrate to have heart or energy left for any higher

literary effort.

Latin literature, however, received a great impulse from the

Conquest, for by it England was brought into closer contact

with the continent of Europe. In those days the common
wealth of learning knew no distinction of race or country. In

our days every nation has its own favourite course of study, in

which students are taught by their own countrymen, and in

thoir own tongue. But in tho days of which we are speaking,
there was one curriculum of learning, and one language for the

learned. An English student would have been equally at home
at Oxford, at Paris, or at Bologna. In each place he would find

the same men teaching the same philosophy, and in the same

tongue. Accordingly, long before tho Conquest tho Saxon
Alcuin had taught at the court of Charlemagne ; and Scotus

Erijrena, the Irish philosopher, in France. So now the

archbishopric of Canterbury was occupied immediately after

the Conquest by two Italians in succession, Lanfranc and

Anselm, both of them great theologians and scholar*. John
J )IIIM ScotuH, of Celtic race, and a native either of Scotland or

t infill the scholastic philosophy both at Oxford ad in

i'.iris
; while tho groat English schoolmen Alexander Hale* and

William of Occam taught in France and Germany. Of the

English philosophers who lired and taught in England, the

most eminent was Friar Roger Bacon, known to fame aa
tho reputed inventor of gunpowder, who pursued the study of

natural science with unwearied diligence and remarkable soeaeM
in the thirteenth century, and acquired thereby the question-
able reputation of a great magician.

Poetry in Latin also was cultivated among the learned with
considerable success ; but most of the productions of this clam
are of comparatively little interest to us in the present day.
There is one class of Latin poems, however, which deserves to

be specially noted, not only because it is curious in itself, bat
still more because it reveals to us much of the thoughts of men
at the period ; and, moreover, it shows the beginning of a spirit
which received its full development in the days of Wycliffe.
Walter Map, or Mapea, was a churchman eminent for l^rning
and ability in the reign of Henry II., and held the office of

Archdeacon of Oxford. To him was popularly attributed a great
mass of poetry written in rhymed Latin verse, the subject of

which was generally the corruptions of tho clergy, and which
attained immense popularity. Map may very likely have
written some of the poems attributed to him, but there is no
doubt that most of them are of a later date, and are not the

work of one writer, but of a series of writers. The central figure
in most of these poems is a certain imaginary bishop

"
Goliaa,"

the representative of idleness, corruption, and sensuality among
the clergy. There is the " Vision of Golias," tho " Confession of

Golias," and a vast number of other poems connected with his

name. Most of these compositions aro satires of the broadest

kind, directed against the clergy, especially the monks, and,
above all, the Cistercians

;
but among them are to be found a

good many very serious exhortations and moral discourses 09 to

the obligations of the clerical life, and upon kindred subjects.
This Gobias literature, its remarkable extent, and great popu-

larity, are instructive, as showing how closely the popular dis-

gust at tho growing corruptions of the clergy, and particularly
of the monastic orders, was connected with the early develop-
ment of our literature, a subject upon which we shall have more
to say hereafter.

But the class of Latin writings most especially characteristic

of this period are the innumerable chronicles which were

produced during it. These chronicles were written by monks
in the great monasteries scattered over the kingdom. They are

the histories of different periods ; some of them purporting to

contain the history of the world from the creation, others only
tho history of England, or even a small portion of it. And
they are of very various degrees of merit, some of them being
the merest transcripts of earlier writers, while others give
us very life-like pictures of contemporary events. Among
the most famous of these chroniclers famous, some for

thoir truth and others for their falsehood are William of

Malmesbury, Geoffrey of Monmouth, Giraldus Cambrensis,

Roger of Hoveden, Matthew Paris, William Rishanger, and

Ralph Higdon.
But tho Norman conquerors of England were, as a class, no

more competent to understand a literature in Latin than the

conquered Saxons. They had, therefore, as was natural, a
literature of their own in French. In France two dialects, or

rather two languages, prevailed. In the South was spoken the

Provencal tongue, and in this tongue the Troubadours composed
and sang thoir poems. In the North was spoken a different

dialect, the ancestor of tho modern French, and its poets were
the Trouveres. Of the works of these latter, the Normans, no
doubt, brought many with them from Franco, and many more
camo over later, or were composed in England. The poetry
of tho Trouveros is the poetry of chivalry, the poetry of the

Crusaders. It consisted chiefly of romances in verse upon
subjects of chivalry, tho adventures of King Arthur and his

Round Table, and those of Charlemagne and his peers, occupying
by far t'.io largest space. But the subjects of those romances
were very various, though their character ia very uniform.

TliL-ro was, besides, a class of stories in verse or prose, founded,
not upon the adventures of heroes, but upon the simpler incident*

of real life, which were known as fabliaux.
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We have said that the Norman Conquest was for the time
the destruction of the native literature. The " Saxon Chronicle,"
no doubt, was continued for nearly a century longer, down to

the end of the reign of Stephen ; and there are still extant

songs in the native tongue dating from a very early period.
But these exceptions are so slight, that it may safely be said

that after the Conquest the Saxon tongue soon ceased to be
used for literary purposes, its place being taken partly by Latin,
and partly by Norman-French.
The period between the death of Stephen and the age of

Chaucer, a period of about two hundred years, is commonly
divided, as has been already pointed out, into two pretty equal
periods, during which the names Semi-Saxon and Old English
are applied to the language. But we must again remind the
student that these divisions are adopted, not to mark any
sudden breaks in the development of the language, but because

chronological divisions are convenient as aids to the memory
in retaining a large number of facts Epread over a long time.

During the first of these two periods, the Semi-Saxon, we find

a tendency to revival in the English language, though the
remains that have come down to us are but small in extent-

Layamon was a priest of Earnley, on the Severn, probably in

the days of Henry II. He wrote a chronicle of Britain,
under the title of " Brut." The name represented the general,

though of course groundless, belief among our ancestors that

this island was colonised by one Brutus, of Trojan descent, and
after him was called Britain. This chronicle, as the author
himself tells us, was founded upon several earlier books in

Latin, including Bede's history, and upon the French narrative
of Wace. The work of Layamon displays considerable poetical

power and originality ; and it curiously illustrates the character
ef the times in which it was written, and the transition that was

commencing, by its form ; for, alternating with the old Saxon

system of alliterative verses, it shows us the rhyming versifica-

tion borrowed from the Norman-French. In the main, however,
its structure is Saxon,

To the same century, though probably a later portion of it,

belongs the "
Ormulum," so called by its author Orm, or Ormin,

after his own name. Ormin was an Augustinian friar, and his

book is a metrical version of the Gospel narrative, harmo-
nised, as he explains himself, from the four Evangelists ; and
with homilies or discourses added upon the various passages,
in the order in which they occur in the Church services. The
" Ormulum "

is very long, and has but little poetical merit ;

but the versification is smooth, and its form is worth noting.
The metre is almost identical with the modern ballad metre,
but without rhyme, and also without alliteration.

Other remains of Semi-Saxon literature have come down to us,
but none of so great general interest as the two of which we have
Bpoken. The largest and most important work of this period
which has been published next to those mentioned is the " An-
crem Eicole," or " Eule for Anchoresses" (that is, nuns). This
curious book is a treatise on the duties and dangers of nuns, with
full instructions for their guidance upon all points, illustrated by
warnings and examples from the Bible and other sources. It is ad
dressed, apparently by a learned divine, to three ladies,

"
sisters,

of one father and one mother, having in the bloom of youth for-

saken all the pleasures of the world and become anchoresses."
The remaining period, falling between the middle of the

thirteenth century and the age of Chaucer, is that during which
the name of Old English is given to the language ; and in it, as
in the preceding period, the literature in the native tongue is

but scanty.
The two most ambitious works in English belonging to this

period are metrical chronicles, those of Robert of Gloucester,
and Robert Manning, or Robert of Brunne. Neither of these
is of much historical merit ; neither is much more than a trans-
lation from earlier Latin and French authors. They illustrate,

however, the increasing demand for the means of historical

teaching in the vernacular. The same thing is strongly shown
by the increasing number of versions, sometimes in verse, some-
times in prose, of portions of the Holy Scriptures, and other
works designed for the purposes of religious instruction.

But the revival of national spirit is manifested more plainly
still by the lighter literature of the period. At an earlier date
the literature of mere pleasure, as distinguished from that

designed for instruction, was all, or nearly all, in French. But
at this period, writers were bu?y turning the most popular of the

French romances into English ; and, as might be expected, they
were not only translated but imitated, and to such an extent
that a considerable quantity of the vernacular poetry of that age
has been handed down to us ; while, of course, that which we
possess must be but a very small part of that which once
existed. Such was, in brief outline, the history of literature in

England before the great era of which Chaucer is the most dis-

tinguished representative. The literature of his age will form
the subject of the next succeeding lessons.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXII.

MODULATION-TRANSITION-" MELCOMBE "-MENTAL
EFFECTS OF TEANSITION.

THE subject of "transition" or "modulation," on which we
have now to speak, will be deeply interesting to those who have
studied the " mental effects

"
of notes as developed in the pre-

ceding lessons. We shall first describe this musical change,
and then show our pupils how to test our description by their
own ears. If we had them under oral instruction, we should
first make their ears conscious of the change, and then persuade
them to analyse it, trace its origin, and describe it. As we
cannot compel our pupils to pass through this discipline, we
trust that they will be their own masters in this respect, and
remember that music is not to be learnt by the eye, but by the
ear. If you do nothing but read a verbal description of a mu-
sical fact, you can only be said then to have learnt the descrip-
tion ; the musical fact itself you can know nothing of until you
have heard it.

Sometimes, in the course of a tune, the notes are so ordered
as to direct the ear to a new GOVERNING or KEY-NOTE, divert-

ing the mind for a time from considering the original key-note
as the principal key-note or the principal note of rest and close.

The music is then said to have passed into a new key, and
the several notes exchange the mental effects which they pos-
sessed as members of the old key for those which are proper to
their position in the new key. This is called TRANSITION, and
is usually effected by an alteration in one or more of the notes.

" Modulation "
is another name commonly given to this

magical change of musical intention and effect, which, at the
call of some single new note characteristically heard as it entera
the music, causes all the other sounds to acknowledge a new
ruler and sovereign, and suddenly assuming the new offices he
requires, to minister in their places around him. Modulation
means, more properly, simply singing in

" mode "
or key, which

of course includes the singing which passes into various
"modes "

or keys, but is also applicable to correct performance
in one mode.
The note most frequently chosen to become a new governing

(or key) note is son, .the fifth of the common scale. The ear is

usually made to feel that SOH (the fifth) is treated as the key-
note, by the introduction of a new note instead of the FAH of

the original key. This new note occupies the same position in

respect of SOH which TE holds to DOH; and so, having become
ths new DOH. it would be properly called TE. When, however,
it is desirable to indicate the new note alone, and to distinguish
it from the DOH of the original key, it is named FE.

In the diagram on the next page, we have endeavoured to illus-

trate the consequences of this change in the new effects produced
on the mind. The central column represents the principal key
of the tune in which you are singing, with those adjectives by
which we have, in previous lessons, designated the mental
effects of the notes of the scale placed on either side of each

note. These descriptive words, however, must be taken with all

the limitations arising from rate of movement, harmonic ac-

companiment, etc., to which we before referred. With this

understanding, the right-hand column will show how the notes-

change their mental effect at the call of the new note, now
called FE, and direct the ears to what before was SOH. as a new
key-note a new DOH. The "steady, calm" note begins to

produce the effect which we describe as "
weeping and sorrow-

ful." The "
hopeful rousing

"
note changes to the "

grand and
clear

"
effect, and so on. Let the pupil sing the following tune

" Melcombe "
to the figures

"
one, two, three, four, five, six, seven,

eight one, two," etc., or get it sung to him. In singing this
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EXSECISE 38. MELCOMBE. KEY F. M. 50.
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exercise as directed, or in listening to it when sung by line, immediately after the FE has been heard. Is not MB
another, let the pupil notice the effect of the second "

eight
"

j

softened and more sad ? Is it not the "
steady, calm "

as compared with the first. Do you not foel that it has be-
|

note, partaking of the "
weeping, sorrowful

"
character ? After

come, in mental effect, no longer sou but DOH ? Notice again the next paragraph we shall be able to pursue the tune a step
the effect on your mind of the first two notes in the third farther.

THE MENTAL EFFECTS OF TKANSITION PROXIMATELY DESCRIBED.
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DOH firm

TE piercing

LAH sorrowful

SOH clear
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scale," in which each tone of the common scale is divided into a
chromatic degree and a " diatonic semitone." In one form of

this "scale" (that with "sharps" in the old notation) the

chromatic note leaves the larger interval above it, and in the

other below ; but the real musical fact is, that these chro-

matic notes are only occasional variations from the common
arrangement of notes. Why then puzzle us with a whole scale

of them ?
" No piece of music," says Dr. Bryce, "is ever com-

posed in the chromatic scale." Then how could Dr. Bryce, as

a philosopher, elevate these exceptions to the dignity of a rule ?

Why should they be called a scale at all ?

In transition, the music usually passes into the new key
through some note which, as far as relates to its pitch, is com-
mon to both keys. Thus you will see, from the diagram a-bove,
that we can pass into the key of SOH (the dominant) through
the note ME, which is convertible into LAH of the new key, or

through SOH (convertible into DOH), as well as through other

notes which have a corresponding pitch in both keys. But
if we were to pass directly from FAH, which cannot form part
of the new key, to FE (which "distinguishes

"
it), the note FE

would then seem to spring as a chromatic note from FAH,
and would not necessarily suggest the formation of a new key.
For the same reason, we could not well produce the effect of

transition by passing into the key of FAH (the
" subdominant ")

from TE to TA. Nevertheless, in modern music, many cases

occur of a more " sudden" or "
irregular" transition, in which

the music passes directly from FAH to FE or from TE to TA. Se.e

two cases in tunes well known one in the " May Fly," and
the other in "

Lightly Tread." Both are sol-faed in the " Tonic
Sol-fa Reporter," No. 4.

" Natural modulation," says Sir John
Cross,

" that is, modulation into related keys, may be performed
either gradually or suddenly. The gradual method is that in

which we take some doubtful chord (or chord which may be
considered to belong either to the key we are in or to that
into which we are going), and from this chord proceed to a

modulating chord, or chord which clearly marks the change of

key, by exhibiting a new sharp or flat." Dr. Marx calls this

preparatory chord the "
mediating chord." See also Dr. Crotch

and Mr. Hickson.
This " convertible

"
note, from which transition is taken,

should be indicated, in solfaing, by pronouncing the syllabic
name it bears in the old key together with that which it takes
in the new. Thus MF. converted into LAH of the new key
would be pronounced M'LAH, DOH converted into SOH would
be pronounced D'SOH, and so with the rest. The mention of

the first syllabic name gives help to the ear (by association) in,

striking the note, and the sliding into the new syllable prepares
the ear for the interval by which we leave the note, and makes
us feel our place in the new key. In writing, this

" convertible
"

note may have the initial of its first syllabic name placed before
and above that of its second and new name. Thus tnll 1 , or
dlS or Br. When music is solfaed in this, the more perfect way
of denoting transition, FE of course becomes the new TE, and
TA is the new FAH. As the old notation, however, does not
mark the "doubtful" or "convertible" note, and leaves us un-

prepared for the change until we come actually upon a dis-

tinguishing note of the new key, we are often obliged to

translate that distinguishing note by the syllables TE or TA, and
continue solfaing as though we were still in the old key. This,

however, is very unsatisfactory, except where the transition is

only momentary, and there is an immediate return to the old key.
Transition may be indicated, without the occurrence of the

"
distinguishing

"
notes to which we have referred, by the

narked use of those notes of the scale which are not the " bold
and strong" notes, as though the]) were meant to be bold and
strong. In the second part of the following phrase, for instance,
the ear naturally supposes SOH, TE, and RAT to have become
"bold and strong" notes in other words, to be changed into the

di- : d s :

m : d 'm : s

s :

d :-'

DOH, ME, and SOH of a new key. The " modulator
"

will show

you that that new key is the key of son, the dominant.

And in the ensuing phrase you are compelled to feel that

the peculiar use of LAH and FAH has made them "bold and

strong
"

notes, cv, in other words, placed you in the key of FAH,
the " subdoininau. j."

'
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XXVI.
VERBS IN c THE' PURE VERB Xvca, I loose (ACTIVE VOICE).
THE Greek Atw and the English loose are obviously connected
in form as well as meaning. From the same root is our to lose,

which is the same word as loose, differently spelt and pronounced.
To lose is the effect of loosing.

Below is given in full, as an example of a verb pure, the con-

jugation of the verb Atw, I loose or unbind. But as the pure
verbs do not possess the second tenses that is, the second

perfect active, the second pluperfect active, the second future

passive, and the second aorist active, middle, and passive exam-

ples of these second forms are taken from two mute verbs,

namely, rptjSw, I rub, and AetTr-co (root, Xnr), I leave; and from
one liquid verb, namely, <paiv-ca (root, (pav), I shoiv. By this

means a complete example is presented.

CONJUGATION OF A PURE VERB IN -to.

Active Voice. Paradigm.
INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present. Stem An-. Imperfect. Stem e-Au-.

Sing. 1. \v-ca,*I loose, or am loosing. f-Xv-ov,* I was loosing.
2. Xv-eis, thou art loosing. t-Xv-es, thou wast loosing.'

3. Xv-ei, he is loosing. e-Au-e, he was loosing.

Dual. 2. \v-fTov,*you two areloosing.f-\v-fTt]v, you tivoiuereloosing
3. Xv-trov,* tJiey two are loos- e-Xv-frrjv, they two were loos-

ing, ing.

Plur. 1. Au-ojuei/, we are loosing.

2. Xv-erf,* you are loosing.

3. Xv-ovcri, they are loosing.

Future. Stem Xv-ff-. First Aorist. ^Stem t-Xv-ff-.

Sing. 1. \v-ff-ca,* I shall loose, etc. f-\v-ff-a, I loosed, etc.

2. \v-ff-tis. e-Xv-tr-as.

3. Xv-<r-ei, f-Xv-ff-f.

Dual. 2. \v-ff-, etc.
~\ e-Xv-ff-arrjv.

?
*""''

(Like the
*''-"'

Plur. I Xv-v-
pr e-Xv-v-a^.

2. Xv-ff- -Au-<r-aT.

3. \v-ff- J e-Av-cr-ew.

Perfect 1st. Stem Ae-Ao-K-. Pluperfect 1st. Stem t-Ae-Au-K-.

Sing. 1. Ae-Au-K-a, Ihave loosed, etc. -\f-\v-K-eiv,Ihadloosed,etc.
2. \f-\VK-aS. -\-\U-K-flS.

3. Ae-Aw-/c-e.* e-A-Av-/c-e(.

Dual. 2. Ae-At-K-aTOj/.* e-Af-Ai/-/c-eiT?jv.

3. Ae-Au-K-OTOJ'.* f-\e-\V-K-lTTf)V.

Plur. 1. \e-\v-K-afj.ev. f-\t-\v-K- ftfj.fv.

2. Ae-Au-K-are. e-\f-\v-K-fiTf.

3. \{-\v-K-a<ri. -\f-\v-K-fiffai> or ecroi/.

-\v-ofj.ev, we were loosing.

e-Au-eT, you were loosing.

t-\v-oi>,* they were loosing.

Perfect Second.

Sing. 1. ire-(j>t]i>-a,^Ihave appeared.

Pluperfect Second.

-Qriv-ftv,J Iliad appeared.

Aorist Second. Stem e-AtTr-.

Sing. 1. e-Acrr-oi/. ^ (Like the Indicative

2. e-\iir-fs, etc. j Imperfect.)

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present. Stem Au-.

Sing. 1. \v-co* I may loose,

2. \v-ys,
3. AU-T? .

Dual. 2. Xv-TfTov.

3. \v-rirov.

Plur. 1. At'-ctijuei'.

2. Aw-rjTe.

3. Xv-ttTl.
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Perfect Pint. Stem A-AIMC.

l . \I-\V-K-W, I may have
J. A-Au-c-n. (looted, etc.

3. A-AU
Dual. 2. Ae-Au

3. A-Ai

Perfect Second.

i'-w.t / may have ap-

\jpeared.

Flur. 1. A-Au-K-

2. Af-Au-K-

3. A-AV-K-

(Like the Aorist Second. Stem AIW-.

Present Sub- Siny. 1. AIT-CD, I may have

junctive.) -2. AiT-pi, etc. [left.

(Like <Jw Pres. Subjunctive.)

OPTATIVE MOOD.

Future. Stom Au-<r-.

\V-<T-OIUI, I would loose, etc.

Au-ff-, etc.

\V-ff-
|

Av-ff- I

Au-tr- I (Like Vie

Au-er-

Aw-tr-

Au-<r-

AI/-CT-. Pluperfect 1st. Stom \t-\v-K-.

1. Au-cr-ai^i, / 7ni</W have \t-\u-n-otut, I might have

nt. Stem Au-.

1. AU-OIJUI, / might loose, etc.

-OIS.

'3. AK-OI.

-' At'-OlTTJ?.

\u-oirriv.

1'lur. 1. AK-oiMf?.

2. AI/-OIT*.

2. At-!r-ais or-eiaj. {loosedt
etc. Ae-Au-K-ois, etc.

3. Au-tr-ai* or -

Dual. 2. Au-tr-aiTij?.

3. Au-cr-aiTTji'.

Plur. 1. Au-cr-ai/iec.

2. Au-cr-atTf.

3. \v-ff-aifv or -tia?.

Pluperfect 2nd.

Sing. 1. irf-(priv-oifjii.

(Like the 1st Pluperfect.)

[Joosed.

A-AU-K-

\f-\V-K-

A-Au-/c-

A-At/-/c-

(Like the

Optative Present.)

.Aorisi 2ud. Stem AHT-.

1. AMT-OJ/U ) (Lite the Op-
2. Atir-ots

\
tative Present.)

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Present. Stem Au-. First Aorist. Stem \v-o~-.

\v-ff-ov,* loose thou, etc.

Au-tr-arw.

\v-ff-arov.

\v-cr-artav.

Sing. 2. Au-f, loose thou, etc.

3. AU-TO>.

Dual. 2. \v-frov*

3. \V-fTUV.

Plur. 2. \v-trt*
3. \v-trtaffav or -ovruv.

Perfect First. Stem Ae-Au-K-.

Stng. 2. A-Au-*-f.*

3. A-Au-K-eTl>.

Dual. 2. A-Au-K-tToi'.

3. Af-Au-K-TW'.

Piur. 2. Ae-Au-K-fTe.

3. A-Au-/f-*T&xro' or ovr<av.

\v-ff-are.

\v-ff-a.rtaaai> or -ai'Twi/

Perfect Second,

irt-tyrjv-f.*

(Like ike 1st Perfect.)

Aorist Second. Stem -A(ir-.

Sing. 2. Air-e.

(Like the Present Imperative.)

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Ail-civ, to loose.

\v-ff-tiv, to be about to loose.

\v-(r-ai, to have loosed.

\e-\v-K-fvai, to have loosed.

irf-<f>r]-vf-vai, to have appeared.
AiTr-eiy, to have left.

PARTICIPLES.

AV-OIP, loosing.

\v-tr-oiv, about loosing.

Au-er-ay, having loosed.

\f-Kv-K-us, having loosed.

irt-q>T)vu>s, having appeared.
\nr-iav, having left.

The connection of the parts will become obvious if we put
the stems together.

STEMS.

Present, Imperfect, Future, First Aorist,
Au. Aw. Au<r. eAuff.

Present.

Future.

First Aorist.

Perfect First.

Perfect Second.

Aorist Second.

Present.

Future.

First Aorist.

Perfect First.

Perfect Second.

Aorist Second.

First Perfect,

AcAux.

First Pluperfect,

(\t\vic.

Second Perfect, Second Aorist,

eAnr.

Second Pluperfect,

flfflpTJV.

The first thing which the student should do is to make him-
self familiar with the stems. Having got the stems, he will

easily acquire the rest.

After he has learnt to recognise the connection and derivation
of the several parts, and so formed some idea of the perfect
simplicity of the whole, let him commit tho entire paradigm to

memory; and let him not pan* on until he ha* aocomplinhod
the task, and ho will find that the effort will aave a world
of trouble.

It is ouitomary in Greek grammar to give three part* of the

verb as the principal parts, or those parta from which the othen
may bo formed ; viz., the Present, tho Future, and the Perfect.

The connection of the other parta with those three ii shown in

tho table of stems given above. This may be seen in t

lowing examples rut, I honour /SouAcuco, / advise ; and Aouw,
I wash :

Present. Future. Perfect.

Ttu, rtffu, rt-rnta.

/3ouAft/<0, /3ot/A<u<r, 0f-0ovAtuo,
Aoi/ui, Advert*, A-Aouceu

Here we have the same parts in their stems :

Present Stem. Future Stem. Perfect Stem.

TJ-, riff; Tt-TlK-.

fiou\fv-, fiou\tvff-, /3<-0ouAu*-.

Aou-, Aou/r-, Ac-Aoi/x*.

From these the other parts are readily formed. Take -TUT- aa
an example :

riff:

rur-ta, rur-otut, riff-fiv, riff-<av, TI<T-O, riff-cuui, rtff-at, rur-at, etc.

What these parts are the student must learn from the paradigm.
He may be assisted in becoming acquainted with the verb in

various ways. Let him, with that view, study thia table of

THE PERSONAL TERMINATIONS OF THE ACTIVE VOICS.

PRINCIPAL TENSES.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Ind. Pres. and Fut. , -TIS, -i. -erov, -trov. -outv, -trt, -oi/cx

The Subj . entire. -co, -ps, -TJ. -nrov, -rjrof. -ai/xtc . -Tjr, -ori.

Ind. Perfect. -a, -c-.s, -c. -arov, -arov. -aue v, -art, -affi.

HISTORIC TENSES.

Singular. Dual. Plural.

Ind. Imperf. -ov, -ts, -. -trov, -fri\v. 'OUfv, -tr, -or.

Aorist First, -a, -aj, -6. -artjv, -a.ri\v. -a.fj.fv, -art, -or.

Pluperfect. -eir, -s, -ti. -firnv, -SCTTJV. -ttufv, -firt, -furav

or -tcrav.

Optative > -
tut, -it, -i. -ITTJI/, -irijv.

IKPKRATTVX.

Singular. Dual.

tutv, -trf, -tti>.

Plural.

Present and Perfect, -e, -T. -erov, -truy. -trf, -trtaffay.

Aorist. -ov, -area. -arov, -arwv. -art, -a.rtaffav.

Observe certain characteristics, and see how they axe pre-
served in their several forms. Thus a is the characteristic of

the future. Accordingly, a is found in the future indicative, in

the future subjunctive, in the future infinitive, and in the future

participle. From the future the first aorist is immediately
derived, and so the a appears in its forms. In the first aorist

forms, however, the a is connected, not with o, but with a,

forming aa.. This, then, may be considered as the characteristic

of the first aorist ; and this characteristic runs through all the

forms of that tense. Thus, when the characteristic of a tense

is known, it is easy to ascertain what part of the tense any
particular form is, and how it stands connected with other parts
of the same stem, as well as with other stems, and with the

common root.

Several of the forms of the verb recur, and they are dis-

tinguished in the paradigm by an asterisk. Let the student

collect these and compare them together, until he is familiar

witL them, assigning each to their several positions in the verb.

Thus, Au<ro> is either the first person singular indicative future

active, or it is the first person singular of the aorist first sub-

junctive. Avcrai occurs three times, as (1) the second person

singular imperative aorist first middle, (2) the third person sin-

gular optative aorist first ac'ave. and (3) as the infinitive of the

first aorist active.

As an exercise, let the student write out in full, in the active

voice, the three verbs, TICO, /3ouAtw, and Aovw, given above.

Having written them carefully several times over from the

copy, let him write them out from memory, beginning with one

tense, then taking two tenses, then three tenses at a time, until

he can accomplish the whole.

Let him also perform, in writing, the ensuing exercises, giving
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from memory the Greek forms required, and assigning, also

from memory, the English significations.

EXERCISE 74. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. AIWP. 2. tivfftiv. 3. Atiej. 4. AeAu/ca. 5. EAeAuKeij/. 6.

At>iTo>. 7. \vffovrt]v, 8. At/o"ois. 9. Auero). 10. AvfTf. 11.

EXuov. 12. Avfffi. 13. Avofitv. 14. EAueTTji/. 15. Auot/ui. 16.

EAvo-o. 17. AeAwce. 18. EAu<re. 19. Avffat/j.i. 20. Auo-ov. 21.

\vcrarcaif. 22. Autras. 23. AeAuK&i. 24. AeAu*cas. 25. EAcAu-

icejraj'. 26. EAt/trap. 27. AeAu/catn. 28. Au>rarr. 29. Aucrjjs.

30. Tle^Tji/as. 31. EAjirej. 32. AITTTJJ. 33. AITTOJS. 34. AnreTa).

35. AtTTwc. 36. ne^Tjj/evaj. 37. EirfQrjveis. 38. Ilc^i/ai. 39.

Aucreie. 40. At/Q-fKW.

EXERCISE 75. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. I have appeared. 2. Ye two left. 3. He might leave. 4.

Ye might leave. 5. They loose. 6. They may loose. 7. They
might loose. 8. Ye might have loosed. 9. Loose thon. 10. Let
them loose. 11. I have loosed. 12. Ye will loose. 13. They
may have loosed. 14. He might have loosed. 15. To loose.

16. To be about to loose. 17. Being about to loose. 18. Having
loosed. 19. He may loose. 20. They two had loosed. 21. Ye
two might loose. 22. Ye two may loose. 23. They have ap-

peared. 24. Ye two have appeared. 25. He has appeared.

The student must also accustom himself to parse that is, to

assign or declare the several parts of the verbs (and of all

words), as well as the grammatical relations they bear to other
words. At present, however, we have to do with such exercises

as will best aid him to thoroughly master the conjugation of

the verb. In regard, then, to the active voice now set forth,
as well as to other parts to be hereafter given, he should write

down very carefully (and correct what he writes by the para-

digm) the several parts of the Greek-English exercise, distin-

guishing (1) the root, (2) the augment, (3) the tense-stem, (4)
the tense, (5) the mood-vowel, (0) the tense-stem with the

mood-vowel, (7) the person-ending, (8) the tense-stem, together
with the mood-vowel and tha person-ending. Take as an in-

stance puwiv<raTo, he took counsel. The word may be divided

thus, f-f3ov\fv-<r-a-To. Of these elements, &ou\fv is the root ;

is the augment ; e combined with fiov\(v forms f&ovXtv-, which
is the tense-stem of the imperfect indicative active ; the <r, the
tense-characteristic of the first aorist, and thus the stem of this

part will be tfiovXevcr- ; the a is the mood-vowel of the indica-

tive first aorist, giving us t/3ov\evffa- ; finally, the TO is the

person-ending of the third person singular of an historic tense
of the middle voice, namely, t&ov\tvffa.-ro, being the third person
singular number first aorist middle voice, from @ov\evo/jj.i ; the
active form of which is fSovXevu, and the chief parts are fiovXtvca,

PovXtvcrw, e)3oiiAet>-Ka ; for, in all instances, the root must be

given as found in the Lexicons, and the principal parts, as well

as.(l) the person, (2) the number, (3) the mood, (4) the tense, (5)
the voice, of every verb and every form of every verb that is

met with.

The participles in the paradigm are present, Xvuv ; future,
Xvffitv ; second aorist, Anruc first aorist, Xvffas ; first perfect,
XeXvKuis ; second perfect, ire^Tji/aj.t. Of these, Xvtav, Xvffcav, and
Xnrtav are declined like <av, which occurs in Lesson XXIV. ; and

ire<pT]V(as is declined like AeAu/ccos. The forms of \vcras and
XtXvKias will serve as a pattern for the rest.

DECLENSION OF THE PARTICIPLE XvffdS, Xvffdffa, XvffW,
about loosing.

Singular.

Xv-awri.

Nom.
Gen.

Dat.

Acc.
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alta semper oupiobat. Huno post dominationem Lu-ii

nvaaerat reipablioe capiondao ; neque id qnibus

modiB assequor.-tiir, <lum sibi rognum pararet," quidquara ponsi

habebat. 14
Agitabatur magis magisque in dies animus ferox,

inopia n-i fumiliuris,
1 * et oonsoiontia acolerum ; quae utraqao

has 19 auxerat quas supra momoravi. luoitabant prootorea

oorrupti civitatis mores, quos peaaima ao divoraa inter se 17

mala luxuria atquo avaritia, vexabant.

NOTES.

I. Nobili gonero, a distinguished family. Several members of the

jtnt Stryia, to which Catilina belonged, had made themselves famous in

former years, and the family claimed descent from the Trojan hero,

Sergestus, who was said to hare come into Italy with JEneas. See

Virg., JEn., v. 121 :

"
Sergestusque, domus tenet a quo Sergia nomen."

-ingenio, a descriptive ablative.
" The ablative of a substan-

tive, combined witn an adjective, is subjoined to a substantive [Cati-

lina] by way of description, either immediately or with the verb we [as

here], to denote the quality or character of a person or thing."

(Madvi;-, L<it. Or.)

3. Pravo, crooked, distorted, as distinguished from malo, which means

bsd in its essence.

4. Bella iutcstina, ctedas, 3tc. The way theso different substantives

are thrown together without any connecting particles, is a charac-

teristic of Sallust's style.

5. Ibiquc. and in them. Sc. iis rebus, the wars and broils just

mentioned.

6. Corpus (supply fuit ei), he had a constitution, etc.

7. Cujus roi libet ; eo. cujuslibet rei. Sallust is fond of thus

separating the words. So Catil. Hi.,
"
cujus rei cunque," for "cujus-

cunque roi."

8. Simulator, dissimulator. Simulo is to pretend that a tiling is

what it is not ; dissimulo, to pretend a thing is not what it is, so to

conceal. The difference between the two is given in this line

"
Quod non es siinulas, dissimulasque quod es."

9. Satis parum are both used as (lit.) substantives. Satis (fuit ei)

eloquentia, h had a sufficiency of eloquence, he teas fairly eloquent.

10. Vastus, empty, desert, waste, and so monstrous, shocking.

II. Lucii Suite. Sulla, as supreme dictator, gained almost absolute

power in Rome after the overthrow of his rival, Caius Marius, B.C. 82.

12. Maxima, more than any other man has felt.

13. Dum pararet, so long as he teas preparing.

14. Quidquam pensi habebat, did not care at all. Peusus, from

pendo, to weigh, signifies prized, esteemed, valued. Pensi is the geni-

tive of price; so in the "
Jugurtha,'' chap, xli.,

"
Neque pensi neque

sancti habere," to hold neither as esteemed nor holy.

15. Inopia rei fainilioris, want of property.

16. Artibus, so. the evil courses he had taken to. The "bella,

cedes," eto., in which "juventutem suam exercuit."

17. Diversa inter se, contrary one- to the other.

The plot was fortunately discovered, mainly by the vigilance

of the orator Cicero, who was one of the consuls at the time.

Catilina fled the city, anil put himself at the head of an army
he had raised. An army under Petreius was sent against him,
and the final blow was dealt to the plot by the death of Cati-

lina in the battle described in the following extract :

SALLUST. "
CATILINA," Ix.

Sed ubi, omnibus rebus exploratis, Petreius tuba signum dat,

cohortes paullatim incedero jubet : idem facit hostium exercitus. 1

Poatquam eo ventum est undo2 a ferentariis* prcelium committi

posset maximo clamore* cum infestis* signis conourrunt ; pila

omittunt ;

9
gladiis res agitur. Veterani, pristinae virtutis me-

mores, comminus acriter instare -.' illi' baud timidi resistunt :

maxima vi certatur. Interea Catilina cum expeditis* in prima
acie versari, laborantibus succnrrere, integros pro sauciis accer-

sere, omnia providere, multum ipse pugnare, scope hostem ferire ;

stronui militis et boni imperatoris officia simul exsequebatur.
Petreius ubi videt Catilinam, contra ac 10 ratus oral, magna vi

tendere11 cohortem prsetoriam
12 in medios hostes inducit ; eosquo

perturbatos atquo alios alibi13 resistentes interficit, deinde utrim-

que ex lateribus adgreditnr. Manlius et Fassulanus in primis
1 *

pugnantes cadunt. Postquam fusas copias aeque cam paucis
relictnm videt Catilina, memor generis atquo pristine dignitatis,

in confertissimos14 hostes incurrit, ibiqne pngnans confoditur.

NOTES.
1. Hostium exercitus, the army of the conspirators with Catilina at

their head.

2. Ventum est unde (supply in locum) , tchen they had corn* to a place

from whence.

3. Ferentarii (der. fero), light troops who /ought vifh missile weapon*.
4. Clamore, the ablative of manner. " The ablative of a substan-

tive, in connection with an adjective, denotes the accompanying

circumstances under which a thing is done. Boinelliim the preposi-
tion cum is added." (Madvitf, Lat. ' .

5. Infestis. ho.ttle. So opposing of CMBJT (BtU. Gofl., riL 51),
'

legiones iufostis signis constiterunt."

6. Coucurrunt pila omittunt. The short, disjointed sentences are

characteristic of the writer's style, and add force and vivldnes* to UM
description.

7. Instare, the historical infinitive. Also a favourite construction
with Sallust, as noted above. A few Hnns below we find a number of

them. " The present infinitive is often used in the description of

actions and emotions that follow in rapid succession.
"

(Madrif.)
8. Illi, the other party: sc. UM enemy. Of two thing*, ttle always

refers to the more remote.

9. Expeditis, literally unimpeded, daenjaytd ; and so Itght-etrmed feroop*.

10. Contra ac, di/erently to what he had thought fee Mould. Ac, or

atque, is found in the same way after secus, alius, etc.

11. Magna vi tendere, exerting himtelf riyorouily.

12. Cohortem prmtoriam. The picked body-guard attached to the

general was so called.

13. Alios alibi, some in one direction, some in another.

14. In primis : either are among the jir*t to fall, or faUfyhting among
the foremost.

15. Confertissimos, the nart where the enemy's ranlcs that is, the

army of the republic were ihickett.

The "
Jugurtha," from which our next extract is taken, ia an

account of a war waged against a Numidian prince of that name,
who had endeavoured by treachery to seize the possessions of

his kinsmen, to whom the Roman people had been appointed

protectors. The extract describes an episode in the war, part
of an engagement between the troops commanded by Jugurtha
and Bomilcar, and the Roman army under Metelltu :

SALLUST. "JUQUKTHA," lii.

Eo modo inter se duo imperatorea, summi viri certabant :

ipsi pares, ceterum opibus
1

dispariboa. Nam Metello virtus

militum erat, locus adversus ; Jugurthee alia omnia, prater
milites opportuna.

2 Denique Romani, ubi intelligunt neque aibi

perfugium esse, neque ab hoste copiam pugnandi fieri, etjam die*

vesper erat ; adverse colle,
4 sicuti praeceptum fuerat, evadunt.

Amisso loco, Numidse fusi fugatiqne, pauci interiere ; pleroaqne

velocitas et regio hostibus ignara tutata aunt. Interea Bomilcar,

quern elephantis et parti copiarnm pedestrium praefectum ab

Jugurtha supra diximus, nbi eum Rutilios pnetergressus est,

paullatim suos in oequum locum deducit ; ac dnm legataa ad

flumcn, quo prasmissus erat, festinans pergit quietus, nti re*

postulabat, aciem exornat ; nequere mittit, quod nbiqne* hoatis

ageret, explorare. Postquam Rutilium consedisse jam, et animo

vacuum,6
accepit, simulque ex Jugnrthaj prcelio' clamorem augeri ;

veritus ne legatus, cogniiA re, laborantibus suis auxilio' foret,

aciem, quam, diffidena virtuti militum, arete* atatuerat, quo
hostium itineri obficeret, latins porrigit.

NOTES.

1. Opibus, either a descriptive ablative, or an ablative absolute,

2. Opportuna (ob portus), opposite the harbour, and so, convenient.

3. Die is the old form of the genitive diei, the etening of On day.

4. Adverse colle, ablative of place.

5. Quod ubique. Supply hostis ageret with both of these. W\at

the enemy woe doing, and where he was doing it.

6. Animo vacuum, freed from anxiety. Vacuum governing an

ablative, as if equivalent to the participle of a verb signifying deficiency,

which, according to the regular rule, would take an ablative.

7. ProBlio, the part of the field where Jugurtha was.

8. Suis auxilio, double dative.

9. Arete, in close array.

Translation of VIRGIL, "^NKID," Book ir., Lines 173188.

(See page 83.)

Off at once speeds Rumour through the great cities of Libya.

Rumour, a cursed thing, tkan which no other flies ao fast :

her nimbleness gives her strength, and she gathers power as

ahe goes. Small at first and timid, soon she rises into the air.

and stalks along the ground, and hides her head amid the

clouds. She it was whom Earth her mother, stung by the

anger of the gods, brought forth, her last offspring, as a sister to

Cceus and Enoeladus, swift of foot, and untiring of wing. A
monster hideous and huge, who has for every feather on her

body a watchful eye beneath moat strange to tell for every

eye a tongue, for every tongue a buay mouth and ears attent.

By night she flies hissing in the darkness midway beneath earth

and sky ; by day ahe aita sentinel on the top of some tall pile

or lofty tower, and makes great cities afraid ; as apt to cling to

what is false and distorted as to proclaim the truth.
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velocity in falling, except so far as they are impeded by other

causes.

A balloon, if we could make it strong enough not to burst,
would in a vacuum fall in exactly the same time as a ball of

lead.

If we take a number of balls made of different substances

and arrange them side by side in a box, the bottom of which
turns on a hinge, and allow it to fly open, the balls will travel

in a straight line and all reach the ground together. A little

consideration shows that it is very natural that it should be so.

If we have a number of equal balls, made, for instance, of lead,

each will fall in the same time. Now let two or more be rolled

into one, and the large one will fall in the same time that the

small ones composing it did, though it is heavier, for there is

obviously no reason why the mere change of shape should alter

the speed.
We want to know now what is the actual velocity with which

a body falls ; and this is often a useful thing to know, for by it

we can ascertain the height of a tower or the depth of a well.

We have only to drop a stone from the top, and notice how long
it takes to reach the bottom, and from this we can calculate the

height.
A falling body is acted on by the attractiqn of the earth.

Now after any given time say, for instance, one second it has

acquired a certain velocity with which it would continue to
move if the attraction ceased. It does not cease, however, and
hence the body must fall with a constantly increasing velocity.

This we can calculate by means of Atwood's machine. We
can, by diminishing the weight of the bar, decrease the velocity
in any proportion we like, and thus are able to measure the

space passed over.

If the bar weighs as much as the weights do, then the moving
force is one-half of the mass moved, and the velocity with which
it descends is one-half of the velocity it would have were it free

to fall from its own weight alone. But to make the speed more

easily measurable, let us further diminish the weight of the bar
as compared with the weights. If we make w and w' to weigh

7J oz. each, and the bar, F, | oz., we shall have as convenient a

proportion as we well can. The total mass moved will in this

case be 1 pound, and the moving force | oz., or i of the mass ;

the velocity with which w falls will therefore, be Jj of that of

a falling body.
Now raise w with the bar on it to the catch, and allowing it

to start at one tick of the pendulum, note how far it falls before

the next. The easiest way of doing this is to fix the ring a
little way under w, and, by shifting it up and down, ascertain

the place at which the second tick of the pendulum occurs at

exactly the same time as the sound of the bar striking on the ring.
This distance will be found to be 3 inches. Of course, you must
measure from the height of the under side of the bar, for that is

the part which strikes the ring. This, then, is the space passed
over in the first second, and if we multiply this by 64, we find

that 16 feet is the space a body, left free, will by its own weight
fall through in the first second. More exact experiments show
that the amount is 16^ feet, but we may take 16 as near enough
for most practical purposes. We have thus found the distance
w passes in one second ; but we want to know what momentum
it has acquired, that is, what space it would, from the velocity
it has received, pass over in the next second, supposing gravity
were to cease to act altogether. As it falls with an accelerating

velocity, it must be moving more quickly at the end 'of the
second than at the beginning, and thus its velocity at the end
must be greater than 3 inches. To ascertain this we leave the

ring as before, 3 inches under the bar. Now when w passes
through the ring, the bar rests on it, being too long to pass,
and therefore w falls from its own momentum alone. If, then.

we fix the shelf, E, at such a distance under D that the weight
strikes upon it at the third tick, the distance between D and a
will be that which w passes over from its momentum, and this

space we shall find to be 6 inches, or just double that passed
over in the first second.

Now if the ring had been removed, and the bar left on during
this second, it would, by the second law of motion, have caused
w to fall through an additional 3 inches. It ought then to fall

through 6 inches from its own momentum, and 3 inches from
the force of gravity, making in all 9 inches ; and if we place the

stage 12 inches below the catch, we shall find that such is the
case. Thus it passes 3 inches in the first second, and 3 times

3 inches, or 9 inches, in the second. By again arranging the

shelf and ring, we shall find that the momentum acquired after

two seconds is double that acquired after one, for it will carry
W through 12 inches in the third second.

Similarly in this second it will move 12 inches from momen-
tum, and 3 inches from gravity, making in all 15 inches, or 5

times 3, and its momentum at the end will be 18 inches.

Now if we arrange these results in a tabular form, we shall

find some simple laws which regulate them. Instead, however,
of putting down 3, 6, 9, etc., we will use 1, 2, 3. The pro-

portion is just the same, and if we had made the bar i instead

of
g'j

of the mass, these are the distances in feet which would
have been moved over.

Seconds.
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Fig. 1.
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ELECTRICITY. I.

HOW OKNri:.\Ti:n DIFFERENT THEORIES CONDUCTORS AND
>::., 1'lllI-UALL AND OOLD-LEAF ELECTRO-

irtmont of Natural Philosophy or Physics to which we
now to turn our attention is ono of groat practical itnpor-

,00. It is ono, too, in whieh noarly all tho apparatus re.

> by tho ntti'lent liimself, if ho possess a little mo-

skill and perseverance ; and a large number of experi-
ments may bo tried at but little cost. Wo can

promise our readers, as they accompany us,

in tni' tim.s how to perform such experi-
ments as will enable them and their friends

:id ir.any a pleasant evening, and at tho
: :m" ^ivothom a thorough insight into

tho principles of tho science. In fact, there

are few things which cause

a winter evening to pass
more pleasantly than a good
electrical machine.

There are few of tho

sciences that have such va-

ri d and extensive applica-
tions in tho arts and manu-
factures as this has. By it

our thoughts arc flashed

with lig'itning speed to dis-

tant pla : :s
; our messages

are instantaneously trans-

mitted, even, if needs be, in our handwriting ; our clocks are
ulated with the utmost accuracy ; our lighthouses, streets,
d buildings are illuminated ; our plate is silvered or gilt ;

fuzes are exploded ; our bells are rung ; and a thousand
her things, of great importance to us in daily life, are done,
e may truly say, then, it is an important scieuce.

Like most other important things, this science Lad a very
iple commencement. Several centuries before tho Christian

era, it was found by some Greek philosophers that if a piece of

amber was rubbed on a piece of cloth or silk it acquired tho

property of attracting light substances, such as fragments of

paper or feathers. No further advance was made in the sub-

ject, nor was much notice taken of it, except that it was attri-

buted to a peculiar property supposed to exist in tbe amber.
This property was called electricity, from electron, the Greek
word for amber.

Many other substances beside amber are now found to possess
this same property cf attracting light bodies when rubbed.
In fact, all bodies may be said to possess it to a greater or less

extent. Tho simplest mode of trying the experiment is to take
a piece of sealing-wax, and rubbing it violently on cloth or

flannel, hold it near some small scraps of paper. It may be
seen rather better by taking a piece of glass tube half or throo-

.uarters of an inch in diameter, and rubbing it with a piece of

,k, and then holding it to the paper.
We may mention here that for many electrical experiments

iieces of glass tubing are very useful. A pound or two of

'erent sizes should therefore be obtained. In largo towns
scientific instrument-makers usually supply it at a moderate

price, or it may be obtained at any glass-works. If wo want to

.t it to any length, wo need merely make a slight groove with

triangular file at the required place, and it will easily break

pretty evenly. The ends may be rounded by holding them in

e flame of gas, or better still, of a spirit lamp.
The effect produced by rubbing tho glass tube may bo con-

"erably increased by smearing on tho silk rubber a little

.ectrical amalgam. This is a compound of mercury, tin, and
zinc, which has tho property of greatly increasing tho quantity
of electricity produced. There are different recipes for tho

preparation of this compound, and cither of the following will

act well: Tin 1 part, zinc 2, mercury 6; or, tin 1, zinc 1,

mercury 2. If a quarter or half an ounce be taken of tho

, and proportional quantities of tho other ingredients, it will bo
ifficient for general purposes. The tin and zino should bo

melted together in an iron ladle, and should then be poured
with the mercury into a wooden box well rubbed with chalk,
d tho whole shaken till it cools. Care is required lest the

|

ury should spirt about when mixed with the hot metal.
j
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Whon cold, the amalgam may bo pounded, and from time
t > titn a little should bo mixed up with lard and smeared on
tho silk.

If now we rub a piece of glass tube violently with this, we
shall notice the following effect* : Light bodies will as before
bo attracted towards it, and as soon as they hare touched it

will fly away ; if wo hold the finger clone to the tube, and draw
it along, a faint crackling noise will bo heard, and, in the dark,

sparks or bluish light will bo seen ; on bringing the tube close

to the face, a sensation noarly resembling that of cobwebs will be

felt, and at tho HUUIO time a faint smell as of burning sulphur will

bo porcoivod. These, then, are tho main effects produced by the

electricity, and some of them may be seen in other ways. If we
take two rounded fragments of quartz, such as may often be
picked up on a beach, and rub them together in the dark, we
shall observe a similar light and odour. So, too, on a frosty

night, if we take up a black cat which has become warm by
lying in front of a fire, and stroke it, we shall see and hear small

sparks freely given off from its coat, and at times, if one hand
be held near tho neck and the other gently passed along the

back, small shocks will bo felt. Somo people observe a jmil^r
effect if their hair bo dry and they brush it vigorously.
Now tho question naturally suggests itself, what is the cause

which produces these effects that is, what is electricity ? To
this we can give no answer. We may say it is an imponderable
fluid, or we may call it a subtle but powerful physical agent ;

but these are merely terms invented to hide and conceal our

ignorance. All that we really know is, what are the effects it

produces, and the means of procuring it.

Electricity may bo obtained in several different ways ; the
most important are friction, chemical action, heat, pressure,

magnetism, and some vital operations. The two former are the
most common modes of producing it ; there is, however, a dif-

ference in tho effects according to tho mode by which it is ob-

tained, and hence that produced by friction is known as statical

or fnctional electricity, while that produced by chemical action

is called dynamical or voltaic electricity. Wo shall deal first

with the former of these, or frictional electricity.

We have seen that electricity is generated when we rub a
piece of glass tube or sealing-wax : wo want, however, an easy
plan of indicating its presence, and tho simplest is by tho electric

pendulum represented in Fig. 1. A piece cf glass tube, ten or
twelve inches long, is fixed vertically in a s-nall stand ; to the

top of this is fitted a wooden cap with a bent wire ending
in a hook or loop inserted in it. A
small ball, A, cut out of tho pith of

the elder, is fixed to a silk thread, and

suspended by this from tho hook. In-

stead of tho glass support, a piece of

wire may bo used, bent over as in the

figure; but it does not answer quite
as well. Tho reason why elder pith
is chosen is on account of its extreme

lightness. It is readily obtainable,
and with a sharp knife may cosily
bo cut into tho shape of a ball. If

now an excited glass tube bo held near

it, the ball will immediately be at-

tracted and riso towards the tube.

As soon, however, as it has touched

it, tho electricity is shared between

them, and tho ball is now repelled as

strongly as it was before attracted.

If two balls thus mounted bo each
allowed to touch tho tube, it will be
found that they, too, repel one ano-

ther.

Now vary tho experiment, by bring-

ing an excited rod of sealing-wax near
tho balls when thus charged ; and we
shall find that they will at once bo attracted towards it, though
they are repelled by the glass tube.

In the same way we shall find that two balls, mounted on

separate stands, and both excited by contact with the sealing-wax,

repel each other ; but if one bo excited by the glass tube and the

other by the wax, instead of repelling, they will attract one
another. This seems to show that there are two different kinds

of electricity, one produced by the friction of glass and the other

Tig. 2.
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by the friction of sealing-wax, and that bodies charged with the

same kind repel each other, while those charged with opposite
kinds are mutually attracted. These two kinds are distinguished
as vitreous and resinous, the former being produced by the

friction of glass, the latter by that of resinous bodies. The terms

positive and negative are sometimes used instead of the above.

Two different theories have been proposed to account for these

effects, and as they help us to understand the explanations

usually given of electrical phenomena, we must just refer to

them here. The first, started by Franklin, supposes that

electricity is a subtle fluid, of which all bodies possess naturally
a certain amount. If this normal state be disturbed, and the

body possess a larger amount, it is positively electrified ; if it

possess less, it is negatively electrified. The fluid is further

supposed to be powerfully self-repelling, but to attract particles

of matter not charged with it.

The other theory is, that there are two different kinds of

electricity. When these are associated together, they fully
neutralise one another, and in this state pervade all bodies. If

by friction, or in any other way, this fluid be decomposed, one
kind or the other will be in excess, and the body will then be

charged with vitreous or resinous electricity as the case may be.

We need not attempt to decide which of these theories is correct.

Most of the phenomena we shall observe may, however, be

explained by either ; we shall therefore use the terms positive or

vitreous, and negative or resinous indiscriminately, and shall

sometimes represent positive electricity by the sign plus (+ ),

and negative by the sign minus ( ).

The pith ball we have already used furnishes us an easy way
of telling which electricity a body is charged with. We have

Tnerely to communicate a portion of the charge to it, and then to

bring an excited glass rod near it. If it be repelled, we at once

learn that it, like the glass, is charged with positive electricity;

while if it is attracted, we know as surely that the body must be

negatively electrified.

By trying a series of experiments in this way, we shall find

that when a glass tube is rubbed with a piece of silk, the silk

becomes charged with electricity as well as the glass, but that

the electricity is of the contrary kind, the silk being negative,
while the glass is positive. This rule holds good whenever two
bodies are rubbed together ; both will be electrified, but the cue
will be + , and the other .

When the ball is allowed to touch the excited glass or wax,
and has become charged, it will continue to be repelled for some
little time. The effect, however, gradually becomes weaker, and
then ceases.

When it is thus charged, touch it with different bodies, and
notice the effects. Let it touch the finger, for instance, and
the repulsion will then cease, and it will bo attracted again by the

glass as at first. If we use a piece of wire, exactly the same
effect will be seen ; if, however, we substitute a rod of glass or

of sulphur for the wire, a different effect will be observed, the

ball continuing to be repelled as before. It is clear, then, that

there is a difference between the wire and the glass in the effect

they produce on the charged ball, the former appearing to

remove all the charge, while the latter allows it to remain

intact; and such is in reality the case. There are many bodies,
the metals among them, along which electricity can easily pass
and escape these are termed conductors; on the other hand,
there are nany substances like glass and sulphur, which
obstruct its passage and keep it confined, and these are called

insulators or non-conductors. It must be remembered that the

terms conductors and non-conductors are only relative, for they
graduate so slowly into one another, that no well-defined line can
be drawn to separate them. By experimenting with rods made
of a number of different substances, we shall be able to form
an idea of their relative conducting powers. The following table

pives us some of the results of a series of such experiments.
The best conductors are placed first, while those near the end

may be classed as good insulators :

All the metals.

Charcoal.

Strong acids.

Most minerals.

Solutions of salts.

Water.
Moist animal anil vege-

table substances.

Oils.

Alcohol.

Paper.

Dry wood.
Ice.

Dry air.

Glass.

Fur.
Silk.

Gutta percha.
Resinous bodies.

Sulphur.
Amber.
Shellac.

The fact of water, and therefore moist air, being a good con-

ductor, explains a difficulty that will often be experienced in

working an electrical machine. Sometimes the attempt is made
to show its power in a room full of people, or where the air is fully
charged with moisture, and failure is then almost certain, as the
moisture of the breath or the air carries off most of the elec-

tricity. Hence in working a machine every part of it should
be thoroughly warmed, to avoid the condensation of moisture on
the glass. The best effects, too, will be obtained on a frosty
evening, as then the amount of watery vapour in the air is very
small.

Having seen that different bodies have different powers of

conducting electricity, we understand why it is that electricity
does not appear to be produced by the friction of all bodies.
If we rub a piece of metal, and hold it near the ball, no effect

is produced, the reason being that the electricity is conducted
away by the metal as soon as it is generated. If, however, we
fix the metal to a rod of glass or some other non-conductor, and
then rub it with a piece of silk, we shall find that it attracts
the ball in the same way as the rod of glass did. We see, too,
now the reason why we used a -piece of silk to suspend the

pith ball.

It is on account of glass being a good insulator that it is so

frequently used in the construction of electrical apparatus. To
prevent the condensation of moisture on it, it is sometimes
coated with sealing-wax, varnish, or shellac. The former of these
is very commonly used, both for increasing the insulation and
giving a finished appearance to the work. The student may
easily make it for himself. Some fragments of red sealing-wax
may be put into spirits of wine (methylated spirit is much
cheaper, and answers equally well), and dissolved by gentle heat.
A quicker plan of making it is to put the spirit into a wide-
mouthed bottle, and having lighted the stick of wax, let it melt
and drop in. The spirit soon becomes heated and burns,

keeping the wax alight and rapidly dissolving it. This varnish

may be easily laid on with a brush, and is a great improvement
to the look of the apparatus.
The pith-ball electroscope, already referred to, supplies a sim-

ple mode of testing the presence of electricity. If two balls be

suspended side by side from the same support, they will, when
charged with electricity, repel one another and stand apart ; and
thus we have a very easy way of showing the intensity with
which any body is charged. Neither of these electroscopes is,

however, nearly delicate enough for many purposes, and a different

kind of instrument has accordingly been constructed to indicate
the presence, and to some extent the intensity, of a charge.

This instrument, which is represented in Fig. 2, is known as
the gold-leaf electroscope. A glass vessel, shaped like a bottle

without a bottom, is taken and fixed to a stand, and a cap or

cork, with a piece of glass tube passed tightly through it, 13

fitted to its mouth. A circular disc of brass about three or
four inches in diameter is now screwed on a piece of wire, the
lower end of which is slightly flattened out on an anvil. This
wire is then passed through the tube, the space round it being
filled with shellac, and two small strips of gold leaf are gummed
to the flattened end of the wire so as to hf.ng side by side.

Inside the cylinder, two strips of tinfoil connected with the stand
are pasted, so that, if a strong charge be imparted to the brass

plate, the leaves may diverge till they touch these strips, and
thus lose their surplus electricity.

If now the brass plate have any degree of electricity imparted
to it, it will at once pass along the wire to the pieces of gold
leaf, and these being thus similarly electrified, will repel each

other, and stand apart, as shown in the figure. The glass tube
and shellac render the insulation nearly perfect, and thus, if the
instrument be dry, the presence of even a very trifling amount
of electricity will be at once rendered manifest. It is not even

necessary for the electrified body to touch the plate, for holding
it near will cause the leaves to diverge. With this instrument,

too, we can tell whether the electricity is positive or negative.
We first touch the plate with an excited tube. The leaves at

once diverge, and as there is no means of escape for the elec-

tricity, they continue to diverge long after the tube is removed.
Now bring the body whose charge we wish to examine near, and
if the leaves diverge to a greater extent than before, we see at

once that it, like the glass, is positively electrified. If, on the

contrary, the leaves have a tendency to diverge less, we know
that the body is negatively charged.
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iistrumont of this kind may bo very easily constructed.

If a brass pluto cannot bo procured, ono of tin or zino may be

<-aro must, how<-. u to make tho edge* M
i as possible. A lamp ohiumoy, too, will answer instead

mouthed bottle or flask may be

n-i.-.l. but in that case a Btnoll opening should bo filed or ground
at tin- l>ol tnm through which a narrow piece of tinfoil may pass
to j<>i:i tho strip* pasted on the sides. Common Dutch metal

' will answer for tho loaves instead of gold leaf.

A gn\it n:inil> r of experiments can be tried with this inatrn-

10wing in how many ways electricity is constantly being

produced.
If wo take a small piece of fur, and gently strike it across tho

brass disc, tho leaves will at once diverge ; tho corner of a silk

handkerchief will produce a similar effect. Whenever two bodies

are rubbed together, both become electrified, one positively and

the other negatively ; they must, however, be separated before

the electricity will manifest itself. Whether a body when
rubbed becomes charged with positive or negative electricity,

depends on tho substance with which it is rubbed. Cat's skin,

however, becomes positively electrified by friction with almost

all bodies. If it be rubbed on polished glass, the glass is

negatively charged, though it becomes positively charged by
friction with woollen cloth or silk. If, however, ground glass

i instead of polished, it is negative, and the silk or cloth

positive.
r causes besides friction evolve electricity. If certain

minerals are warmed, their electricity seems to be decomposed,
and one portion of them becomes + and another . This
was seen first with tourmaline, a piece of which, if placed
in hot ashes, repels tho particles of dust round it. To observe

it, we should fix a piece to a rod of glass, or suspend it by silk,

and, having warmed it, allow different parts of it to come in

contact with the plate of the electroscope. Many other

substances act in a similar way, and are said to be pyro-
electric.

Pressure, too, causes electrical excitement. The substances

to bo placed together should bo fixed to insulating handles, and
removed as rapidly as possible after the pressure, in order to

prevent the fluids again combining. Cork and caoutchouc
become thus electrified if pressed together. Two differently-
coloured silk ribbons do so likewise, and a disc of wood may be

charged by merely pressing it on an orange. Many other effects

this kind will be found out by the student.

any crystalline and laminated substances, if divided or

iken, exhibit similar effects. This may be seen with a piece
of mica or a lump of sugar. All these experiments, tend to

show that electrical phenomena are more common than is

usually supposed.

READINGS IN GREEK. II.

EURIPIDES.
AMONG the amusements in which the ancient Greeks were wont
to indulge, dramatic entertainments held a prominent place
from a very early period in the history of the country. Greece

was, in truth, the birthplace of the drama, and some of the
most famous Greek poets were those who excelled in this branch
of literature. Foremost among the dramatic poets of Greece
stand the names of JEschylns, Sophocles, and Euripides, the
three great tragic poets, and Aristophanes, the unrivalled writer
of comedies. Of these Euripides must come first on our list,

though ho was last of the three tragic poets in the order of

time, and can hardly claim precedence on the score of merit;
but he wrote at a time when tho language had attained a more
settled and perfect form, and his writings, being consequently
not so difficult to interpret as those of J3schylus and Sophocles,
are put first into the student's hands. Greek plays were made
up of two elements, the speeches and dialogues on the one hand,
and on the other the chorus. In the first of these the action of
the play was carried on, while the choral odes which were inter-

spersed throughout the piece were sung by a band of choristers

(xop(vrai), who did not as a rule interfere with the business
of the stage, though occasionally they were employed as inter-

locutors. The speeches and dialogue were almost always
written in the Iambic metre, while the measure of the ohoric
odes is very variable, though most frequently it is some variety
of Anaptustio metre.

Oar first extract U taken from Euripides' play of "
Hecuba,"

which describe* the miseries that befell Hecuba, the wife of

Priam, in her captivity among the Greek* after the taking of

Troy. Hecuba U lying on the ground, bewailing her miaeriea,

and nrroundod by tho chorus in the character of Trojan cap-
tives. Talthybius, the Grecian herald, enter* to bring her a

message from Agamemnon :

EURIPIDES. " HECUBA," 482505.

TAA. IloiJ rfy &vatTffav 9ri for' tilaw

485
XO. ACrr; WAaj <rov,

ToA0i//3if , KCITCU,

TAA. *fl Ztv, rl \t<a ; trorfpd a' avOpunroui

EK.

490

496

O'K)

7, SoKovvrat Katfi6v<ai> tlvai yivot,
5t TTtt^TO TO.' V Pporoif

ovx' f}8' avacrffa rtav iroKv\pv(i<av

oi>x' ^8 npidVou roG /xV 6X/3/ov Sduap .

teal vvv iro"A.ij /uti/ iracr' 4''ffT77c' 8opi,

at/rrj 5 Suv\rj, ypavs, avail, if\ \Qovl

Ktlrat, K&vti (pvpouffa ovffTijvov ndpa.

4ft/, tptv, y4p<av fifv tifjL
1

0/j.us Si not Ocoitiv

efij, vplf ajVxPf irfptirtfffli' ri/xy rwl'

eWo'Tao"' SuerTTjve, /cal fitrdpaiov

ir\(vpdv (Ttatpt, Kal TO TraAAti/Ktii/ icdpa.

'Ea- TIJ oi/roy (Tw/xa rovfjibv OUK as

KcTo'dai ; ri Ktve'is fJ.' 'darts tl, \inrovfifyijv .

TAA. Ta\6uj3<os fj/cw, Aa^at'Swt/ inrrtptrrfs,

'Ayafj-ffJivovof irtntyavros, S> yvvai, n^ra.

EK.
T
il <f>/A.TaT' apa cSfi' ^irto-^o^aj TC<^XJI>

SOKOVV 'A^ajois, ^Afles; us (^(X* &v \tyoir
crvevS<anft>, lyKovSjfjitv' riyov poi ytpov.

NOTES.

TAA. is the abbreviation of ToXW/Jior. XO. is tor Xopot. EK. foi

'Ed/Sn.
482. A>; is used with interrogative^ to increase the force of the qucc-

tion, and often denotes that a definite answer is expected.
483. "Ac adds indefiniteness to the question, When in the world.

487. "H Sofav, etc., or that it is merely that false things which but pretend

to be a race of deities have gained this reputation groundlssly. "AAAw, other-

wise than it should be, and thus /ruitlessly, and hence it comes to meam

merely.

488. Vcvfiri, creatures which are but fictions, and as being thus applied to

persons has ioxovvrat agreeing with it where one would more naturally

expect Sonovrra. Thjs is called a constructio KUTU avttaiv according to

the sense of the passage. Thus we find retva, a neuter, as meaning per-

sons, agreeing with masc. or fern, adjectives and participles.

491. Mf7* 6\/3'oM, highly prosperous. Me-ya, neut. adjective, is naed *

an adverb.

492.
'

A^ta-TFiKec, has been laid waste. 'AnVrttui, to mate to rise up, to make

people leave their homes, and in the intransitive tenses it has generally a

hostile sense to be unpeopled. The 2 aor., perf., and plup. act. of la-ttvu

and its compounds are intransitive.

496. Eiri, may it happen to me to die, may death be my lot,

nepurcaeiV, before I fall in with, encounter.

497. Merapa-iov goes with toip<, raise on high; lit, raise it so as to b on

high. This is called the proleptic or anticipatory use of the adjective,

the property expressed by it not existing in the subject till after the

action of the verb is completed. So tu<t>t\^ov o<Viit<roi> o-roMa, where the

adjective is equivalent to the expression uurre c'xpnuo* <ia<, so as to be

civil.

502. lU'M^arrot M*'fa. Supply <rt. Having sent me to fetch you. Mrra

in composition often has this sense. Compare turaMw, I run after;

fi<Ta<rTC<x<*> / go after, pursue.

503. Ka/ie, me also; as well as her daughter Polyxena, who had already

been sacrificed.

501. AUKOVV. Norn, absolute. It having seemed good to the Greeks.

'at fi\' a* \ffoit, what a welcome message you would be bringing.

505. 'HIOV M', lead the way for me.

The " Baccho3
"

(Bacchanals), which describes the terrible

vengeance taken by the frenzied worshippers of Dionysus, or

Bacchus, upon Penthens, king of Thebes, who had dared to in-

terfere with their orgies, supplies oar next extract. A mes-

senger who has come from beholding the horrid sight is giving
an account of it to the terror-stricken Thebans. The extract

is only part of a very long speech, and is chiefly remarkable

for the exceeding beauty and vigour of the description :
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EURIPIDES "
BACCHJE," 10361062.

'EireJ pdirvas TTjcrSe Orj^aias x^ovos
AnroWes ef/3rm-:> 'Afftairoii ^oaj,

Aeiras KiQaipwvfiof (Vej8dAAo/tej',

Tlevdevs re /ca-yti, Seo-TroVjj yap fiit6fJLT]V,

^epos 0' os rnjuv iro/rTrby ffv 6eajpias
- 1040

irpwTov fj,v oi>v TroiTfipbv 'lo/j.ev vairos,

TO, T' K iroSuv tnyTjAa /cai y\wffffris v.iro

O"wCoVTS. COS OO(tJU.l/ OVY 0pClJU6J/0f"

i$v 5' &yKOS a.fj.<piKpri/j.vov,
vSaffi Sidfipoxov

irevKaiffi o~v<rKidov, fvQa, Ma^aSes 1045

KaOrivr' txovffai x e'PaJ ^ TepTrroij irdYois.

# # # # *

Tlevdevs 8' 6 rATJ/xcor, #r)Aui' o^x ^pwi' 6x^ov 1051

ou/c eiKvovfj.ai MajraScuv uo~aois /J.66ov

iSoi/j.' &^ iipdias MaivaSoov alffxpovpyiai/i" 1055

TOVVTGuQtV ^877 TOIV f VOV Tt 0&U/iC &pO)'

AajScov 7&/J eAaT^y ovf,d.viov aicpov KAaSov,

KVK\OUTO 8' o&o~Te T^|OI', i) KU/JTOS rpoxbs,

Topvip ypa(p6/j.fvos irfpifyopav e\Kei Sp6fj.ov 1060

fKajAiTTfv tls yTjv, epyfj.ar' ovxl f^Tjro Spcav.

NOTES.

1036. GEpriTrt'ar either means abodes, or is the name of a place, in which

case the addition of rfn/de erj/J. x^- must be understood as intended to dis-

tinguish it from Therapnae in Thessaly and Laconia.

1037. 'Ao-ourof, a river of Bosotia. Kitfaipcui/ was a mountain in the

neighbourhood.
1040. Sever. This was Dionysus in disguise.

1042. The construction is aw^ovret <rtyri\u -rd T' ft iro&tav, etc., keeping

silent the noise of our footsteps and voices.

1044. 'A/j.<piKpn/jivov, with cliffs all around it. Atti/3poxoi/, watered (iia

ppexa, to wet througli)-

1015. Si/ffKi'afoi/, making a shade, by the pines which grew there.

Maii/a3<=r, the Bacchanals. From /lat^o/nai, I raue.

1053. OUK efiK., I cannot reacJi with my eyes the rout of the ifterui'ls.

1058. KarTryev, ftfev. The repetition of the >rtev denotes the successive

efforts made to pull the tree down. Dragged it down, down, down. This

figure of speech is called anaphora.

1059. KuxXoDro. The augment is left out, as is generally the case

in the speeches of u-neAoi (messengers), probably to denote rapidity of

manner in telling the tale.

"il<rre rofoi', SC. KvK\oinai.

Tpoxot. The bending of the pine is likened to the curve of the wheel

which is marked out by the ropi/or on the timber out of which it is to

be cut. Topnif is the instrument used for drawing a circle or the arc oi

one, like a compass.
1069. Ilcpi^opai/, etc., draws the circumference of its course.

1061. "lit, equivalent to O'VTUK, thus.

Our last extract is a fragment of a chorus from the "Medea,"
in praise of Athens :

"MEDEA," 820841.

Ctl TO TTCL\CLluV O\(jtOt O-jl

fJ.aKdpcai>,

airopdijTov T'iepas

K\fivordrav <ro<f>'iav,

ad 5io XafjLirpoTdrov

BalvovTfs a/3p<w<? aiOepos,

tv6a iroff ayvas
tweet TliepiSas

Movffas \eyov<ri

|ac0ai/ 'Apfj.oviav <t>VTevo~ai.

oC ::y.\\ivdov r' onrb Krj<^j(roD ^
Toi' Kvirptv K\7)ovo~iv a<pvo~-

fraufvav, x^Pas Karairvfvffai

/j.erpias avtfjuav

riSvwvdovs aijpas'

ael 5' eVi/SaAAoju.eVai'

yo.iTo.imv 6iit68rj p63e-
<DV irXoKOf avQewv

T$ <ro<t>ia Trapftipovs

ai^TTtiv fptoTas,

rrovrcius operas vvepyovs.

825

83'

84(

NOTES.

820. 'Epex^e^ai. The Athenians are so called as being descended from

Erectheus, one of the mythical heroes of Attica.

821. QtSiv. Erectheus was said by the legends to be the son of the

god Hephaestus.
822. 'AaroptffJToi/. It was the boast of the Athenians that in the course

of the numerous invasions of Greece their land had always remained
ntact. It is a singular fact that within three or four months after the

production of this play, Attica was ravaged for the first time by the

Lacedaemonians under Archidamus.

825. AajuirpoTttTow refers to the pura air and clear atmosphere of Attica.

825. 'A/Sp5v. Compare with this the account given by Periiles of the

Athenian character (Thuc. ii. 40) :
" For we combine elegance of taste

with simplicity of life," etc.

830. 'Apuoviav is the subject of <t>vrev<rai. According to the more gene-
rally received mythology, Mnemosyne was mother of the Muses.

832. 'A^ixro-a/iti/ai/. 1 aor. mid. part, from an^vaaa.
836. 'Kn-i/3uA\oMt'i'ai/, middle, ever wreathing her hair with the fragrant

garland of the roses' bloom.

839. riaptdpoi/f , that sit by, and so, 7ielp and assist.

TRANSLATION OF EXTEACT II. IN LAST BEADING.

XENOPHON. "ANABASIS," Book I., Chap. 3.

And in this region the country was a plain throughout, as even as

the sea, and full of wormwood. If any other kinds of shrubs or

reeds grew there, they had all an aromatic smell; but no trees ap-

peared. Of wild creatures, the most numerous were wild asses, and
not a few ostriches, besides bustards and gazelles, which our horsemen
sometimes chased. The asses, when they were pursued, having gained

ground of the horses, stood still, for they exceeded them in speed; and
when these came up with them, they did the same thing again ; so

that our horsemen could take them by no other method but by di-

viding themselves into relays, and succeeding one another in the chase;
and when they were caught their flesh was found to be very like that

of deer, but tenderer. But no one caught an ostrich, and those of the

cavalry who pursued them soon desisted, for the creatures led them

away a good distance, flying before them at full speed, and using their

wings like sails to aid the speed of their feet. But if one is quick it is

possible to catch the bustard, for they fly only a short distance like

partridges, and soon become exhausted, and their flesh is very pala-

table.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LVL
34. EEMAEKS ON THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS.

(1.) THE French, as well as the English, use the second

person plural for the second person singular, in addressing one

person.

(2.) The second person singular, however, is used, as in

English, in addressing the Supreme Being :

Grand Dieu ! tes jugements sont

reinplis d'e'quite'.

DBS BARREA.UX.

Great God, thy judgments are

full of equity.

(3.) It is also used in poetry, or to give more energy to the

expression :

O mon souverain roi !

Me voici done treniblunte et seule

devant toi. KACINE, jBsther.

my sovereign feing /

Here I am, trembling and alone

before thee.

(4.) It is used by parents to children, and also among inti-

mate friends.

(5.) The pronoun il* is used impersonally, in the same
manner as the English pronoun it :

il pleut, it rains ; il gele, it freezes.

(6.) Observe that the personal pronouns of the third person
are not used for the indirect object, in reference to inanimate

objects. The relative pronouns en, of or from it [ 40 (17)], y,

to it [ 40 (18)], are used instead of the personal pronouns.

Thus, in speaking of a house, we do not say, Je lui ajouterai une

aite. We must say :

J'y ajouterai une aile. I u-ill rdd a icing to it (thereto).

* The impersonal pronoun 11 is derived from Latin illwiJ; whilst the

personal pronoun of the third person masculine, il, is derived frota

Hit.
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In speaking of an author, we may any :

> ne*-vou d lui T l('/iiit da you think of him t

Hut in Hpcakinj,' of his book, we should say :

Qu'm pentez- voui ? Wtutt do you think of it (thtrtof) t

(7.) Tin- word meme, plural memes, may be used after the

ense of sef, selves :

l*i

i

le roi (ui-nilnw,
r.-uni tlU-inlmt,

prinoet etu-mnu,
princesses tllts-mimet,

the king himself.
the queen hitttlf.

the princts themttlvtu.

themselves.

(8.) The pronouns moi, toi, lui, eux, are often used after the

verb or before the pronoun subject, for the sake of emphasis :

die, moi,

dit. lui,

it lo dt'siro autant quo vous,

I tay to, or I do say to.

he lays to, or ha dots say so.

as for him, he wishes it as much as

you do.

(9.) The same pronouns, moi, toi, lui, eux, are used instead

of the nominative pronouns je, tu, il, ils, for the English pro-
nouns J, thou, he, they, when those pronouns have a verb
understood after them, as in answer to a question or after a

comparative :

Qui est arrivtS ce matin ? Jfoi.

Vous ecrivez mioux quo lui.

Vous liaez uussi bieu que mot.

W7io arrived this morning T I.

You. write better than he.

You read as well as I.

(10.) The same pronouns are used in exclamatory sentences

before a verb in the infinitive ; before relative pronouns ; before

adjectives, past or present participles, and after the verb to be,

used impersonally :

Moi, lui coder !

Eux, oiler a Loudres I

Moi qui suis malade . . .

Lui que je couuais.

Eux dont la conduite . . .

Lui, courageux et ddvoue, partit a

1'iustant.

Lui parti, la bande se dispersa.

Eux, voyant qu'il e'tait mort, s'en-

fuirent.

C'est moi ; c'est tut.

Ce sont eux.

I, yield to him I

They, go to London !

I viho am tick . . ,

lie whom I know.

They, whose conduct . . .

He, courageous and devoted, imme-

diately set out.

He gone, the band dispersed.

They, seeing that he was dead, ran

away.
It is I; it is he.

It is they.

(11.) These same pronouns are also used instead of the

nominatives je, tu, etc., when the verb has several subjects,
whether all pronouns, or nouns and pronouns, in which cose

the verb may be immediately preceded by one of the pronouns
nous and vous, representing in one word all the preceding

subjects ; nous being used when there is a pronoun of the first

person among the subjects ; and TOUS when there is a pronoun
of the second and none of the first :

Votre pere et moi, nous avons

lougteoips euuuiuis I'uu de
utre. FBNELON.
Ton frere et toi, DOIIS m'avez

up.'-. MONTESQUIEU.

Four father and I were a long time

Thy brother and thou have de-

ceived me.

(12.) The recapitulating pronoun and the verb sometimes
first in the sentence :

Jfous avous, rous et moi, besoin I You, and J have need of tolerance.

i tolerance. VOLTAIRE.

(13.) Finally the same pronouns, moi, toi, lui, eux, are used

instead of je, tu, il, ils, when the several subjects of various

verbs have performed different actions connected together, or

tending to the same end :

Tandis qu'ils de'fendaient le pays,
lui le gouveruoit sagement.

Whilst they were defending the

country, he governed it wisely.

(14.) The reflective pronoun se, himself, etc., ie used for both

nders, and for both numbers ; for persona and for things ;

always accompanies a verb :

Lee yeux de 1'amitie < trompent
ement. VOLTAIRE.

The eyes of friendship are nldom
dtctived (deceive themJ).

(15.) The Barao pronoun ha* som<-tiiws a reciprocal and

Honietitne* a reflective meaning, according to tho context :

ill M flatteut,

il* Uuttout,

thej flatter themtelftt.

they flatter out atwtliti

In this case the indefinite pronoun 1'un 1'antre U place-l

after tho verb, or the word entre prefixed to it for the uke of

clearness .

Ik I'aiment 1'un I'autre, or ill I They low out anotktr.

'cntr'aimont.

(16.) Sol, himself, itself, etc., is of both genders and numbers,
and is applied to persons and things. It is used in reference to

a noun or a pronoun relating to a particular individual or ob-

ject, and in general and indeterminate sentences -.

On a souvout besoin d'un plua

petit que oi. LA FOBTAIHE.
Cet hommo ne parlo que de toi.

Le rice eat odieux de oi.

We havt often need of one inferior

to ourselves.

This man only speaJet of himself.

Viet it odiou* in itself.

For additional rules on personal pronouns, see Syntax, 95,
and following.

35. POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS.

(1.) The possessive pronouns, which are formed from the

personal pronouns, represent, in the radical part, the possessor,

while in termination they always agree with the thing possessed.
Some relate to one person, some to several.

(2.) POS8ES8IVES RELATING TO ONE PERSON.

The object possessed being in the

Plural.

Jtfasc. Fern.

les miens, les wiennee, mine ;

lea tiens, les tiennso, thine;
les siens, les sicnnes, hi*, her*, Hi.

Singular.
Jtfasc. Fern.

1. le mien, la mienne,
2. le tien, la tienne,

3. le sien, la eienne,

(3.) Two OB KOBE PERSONS.

The object possessed being in the

Plural.

Masc. and Fern.

les notres,
les votres,

Singular.
3fa.se. Fern.

1. le notre, la notre,

2. le votre, la votre,

3. le leur, la leur, les leurs,

your*;
t?i*in.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLVIII.
SECTION C. EXERCISES IK SPEAKING AND WRITING

GERMAN.

THE manner in which the words in the following lists are to

bo used for the purpose of exercising the student in speaking
and writing Gorman is as follows. The student selects some

particular word, say, ber Sctyneiter, and endeavours to produce in

German a sentence constructed according to tho principles em-
braced in any given lesson. Thus (Section X., Vol. I., page 67)

3f?r Swunb, ber .tyieiber, tyat ba fcf>E>ne, neue XuQ tt, etc. ; or, fcitfrr

ctyncicer i(l alt, etc. ; or, fctr c$ncit mac^t gutt Socft, etc. ; or, ift

tcr <5<$ncifcrr noc^i ^icr? etc. As the student advances, ho may in-

corporate two, three, four, or any given number of these words
in an exercise. As a model for an exercise containing several

different terms, something like the following (Section XV., VoL
I., page 118) may be given: 1. ute Gnfcl fmb tic grcutt trt

rotjtximrt unb bet ropmuttcr. 2. Ttn guten 9Scrf:(tn fclgtn gute

I^atcn. 3. SKeine fc^onen SBlumcn b(uf>en. 4. Titefe rotbcn JRcftn rit

c^cit. 5. Gr ^at jtrei grope djiinff, trei Jtiflen unb fcc^ JIubel. 6.

3n bent aale biefct (^(offej fmb vide &ronen(eu$ter, Dampen, unb Stn-

jcn. 7. X)iefe (tctnen, runben 4?ute fmt fc^on. 8. @utc. trcue unb tvatyrt

Srcunbe fmb ein grcpct efc^enf tine* guten unb gutigen ottc*.

EXEBCISE AFTER SECTION XXV. (Vol. I., page 238).

1. !Die Jlinber ge^en in ben arten, urn Wofen, 9le(fen unb Silien ;u

tree^en. 2. Die (5u(en unb glebermdufe fonntn ba Vt^t rer Stnnt nic^t

leiten. 3. 9lufnierffame filler fonnen leicbt bie tcutfAe Scrape lernen.

4. Jfenntn @e jene 3immer!eute unb SWauret? 5. 3a, fit

meinein ^ater Jtan, SBeijen unb erfte cefauft. 6. 'Kan fa|jt, baf
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Mait unb 8tei8 in 9lorb>2lmerifa gut gebeityen. 7. 3eet SBunbatjt toeifi

ju (e&en unb fi$ ba8 Seben angenctym ju matyen. 8. Grin gefetytcftet 2ltjt

fennt bie l)eUe be8 menfd) lichen JJorper.

Besides the stock of words the student has already acquired
from the vocabularies given in the preceding lessons, and others

which he may acquire from the following lists, a dictionary may
also be made available. The following connected view of the

different declensions of the adjectives and nouns will be found

convenient for ready reference.

TERMINATIONS OP ADJECTIVES.

OLD DECLENSION (' 28, 29).

Singular.

Kasc. Fern,. JVeut.

Nom. -er -e -e8

Gen. -en, -e8 -er -en, -e8

Dat. -em -er -em

Ace. -en -e -e8

NEW DECLENSION ( 30, 31).

Singular.

Plural,
all genders.

-e.

-et.

-en

-e.

Masc.

Norn, -e

Gen. -en

Dat. -en

Ace. -en

Fern.

-en

-en

-e

-en

-en

-e

Plural,
all genders.

-en.

tn.

-en.

-en.

MIXED DECLENSION ( 32, 33).

Singular.

Masc. Fern.

Nom. -er

Gen. -en

Dat. -en

A.CC. -en

-e

-ett

-en

-e

Neut.

-C8

-en

-en

Plural,
all genders.

-tn.

-en.

-en.

-en.

TERMINATIONS OF NOUNS.

OLD DECLENSION.

Singular.

Nom. -

Gen. -e8f -8

Dat -e,
-

A.OC.

Plural.

(1.) Rulos 2, 4. (2.) Rules 1, 3.

-e

-e

-en -n,

-e

SECT. XV.
(3.) Rule 4. (4.) Rules 7,

-et -en, -n.

-et -en, -n.

-etn -en, -n.

-et -en, -n.

NEW DECLENSION.

Singular.

Nom.
Gen.
Dat.
Ace.

-en, -n

en, -n

-en, -n

Plural.

(5.) Rules 5, 8.

-en, -n.

-en, -n.

-en, -n.

-en, -n.

VOCABULARY OF WORDS.

1. PROFESSIONS AND TRADES

2tpotfe,e'fer, TO. -8,* pi. -, apothe-

cary.

SSrttbter', TO. -8, pi. -e, barber.

Sau'meifler, tn. -8, pi. -, archi-

tect.

S3Hb'6,auet, TO. -8, pi. -, sculptor.

SBifffc. of, TO. -8, pi. SKfdjofe, bishop.

SK'tttyet, TO. -8, pi. -, cooper.

S3tauer, TO. -8, pi. -, brewer.

Sucb/binber, en. -8, pi. -, book-

binder.

Bucb. 'btucfer, TO. -8, pi. -, printer.

(Sapeflan', TO. -8, pi. -e, chaplain.

anbn>ette unb etoetbe.

(56,irurg', TO. -en, -8, pi.- en, surgeon.

3)acb'betfer, m. -8, pi. -, slater.

gdrber, TO. -8, pi. -, dyer.

gife$'&,dnbler, TO. -8, pi. -, fish-

monger.

gteiftyer, TO. -8, pi. -, butcher.

gutyrmann, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -teutc,

carrier, wagoner.
eifl'Iub,e,TO. -n, pl.-n, clergyman.
erbet, TO. -8, pi. -, currier.

lafcr, TO. -8, -, pi. -, glazier.

olbftymieb, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e, gold-
smith.

* The letter or letters set off by a hyphen (thus, -8, or -e8) is that

need in forming: the genitive. Where the genitive singular is like the

nominative, and where the plural is like the singular, no note is made
of it. Where, however, the plural differs from the singular either in

termination or otherwise, the difference is duly marked.

anb'fcb,ub,macb,er, TO. -8, pi. -,

glover,

tt, TO. -en, pi. -en, herdsman.

uficf)mteb, tn. -e8, -8, pi. -e, farrier.

3uwelicr',TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e, jeweller.

.Sofyter, TO. -8, pi. -, collier.

flufer, TO. -8, pi. -. (See SScttc^er.)

RunfHer, TO. -8, pi. -, artist.

Jtup'ferfdbmieb, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e,

brazier.

ip'fetfhcbet, TO. -8, pi. -, en-

graver.

:,
TO. -8, pi. -, mower.

9Jlarft'fcb.teter, TO. -8, pi. -, quack.
QJJciurcr, TO. -8, pi. -, mason.

3ttef'ferfdb.mieb, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e,

cutler.

2Jlefcger, TO. -8, pi. -. (See gleifcfrer.)

aRufifant', TO. -en, pi. -en, musi-

cian, fiddler.

Sflac^t'mdcfjtet, TO. -8, pi. -, watch-

man.

9U'6,erin, /. -, pi. -nen, seam-

stress.

Statut'forfcber, TO. -8, pi. -, natura-

list.

Dbft'6.dnblerin, /. -, pi. -nen, fruit-

woman.

$ap(l, TO. -e8, pi. $dpfte, pope.

Spervu'cfenmacber, TO. -8, pi. -, hair-

dresser.

iPfarrer, TO. -8, pi. -, vicar, parson.

SJSfet'be&.Snbler, TO. -8, pi. -, horse-

dealer.

SpljUofopfi,', TO. -en, pi. -en, philo-

sopher.

$re'biget, m. -8, pi. -, preacher
$ricfter, TO. -8, pi. -, priest.

9lebner, TO. -8, pi. -, orator.

Saltier, TO. -8, pi. -, saddler.

3cf)au'fpte(er, TO. -8, pi. -, actor.

Sdjloffer, TO. -8, pi. -, locksmith.

O^mieb, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e, smith.

Scfyneibcr, TO. -8, pi. -, tailor,

diorn'fietnfeger, TO. -8, pi. -, chim-

ney-sweeper.

cfyttft'fteflct,
TO. -8, pi. -, author.

@d()Ulj'fhrter, TO. -8, pL -, cobbler.

@4ul'(eljrer, TO. -8, pi. -, school-

teacher.

<Seter, m. -8, pi. -, rope-maker.
@peccret'f)dnb{er, TO. -8, pi. -, gro-

cer.

titf'crin, /. -, pi. -nen, embroi-

deress.

ag'lofyner, TO. -8, pi. -, day-la-
bourer.

Xapcjie'rer, TO. -8, pi. -, upholsterer.
tobter, TO. -8, pi. -, fripperer.

Sucfy'tjiinbter, TO. -8, pi. -, draper,

ll^t'mac^cr, m. -8, pi. -, watch-

maker.

SBa'fcfjettn, /. -, -nen, washer-

woman.
2Be6er, m. -8, pi. -, weaver.

2Bec$8ter, TO. -8, pi. -, money-
changer.

SBunbatjt, TO. -e8, pi. -firjte. (See

(Sfytrurg.)

3aljnarjt, TO. -e8, pi. -flrjte, dentist.

Sucf'erbftcfer, TO. -8, pi. -, confec-

tioner.

2. MAN. >er ORenfc$.

2Uter, n. -8, old age.

2lmme, /. -, pi. -n, wet-nurse.

S3raut, /. -, pi. SBrdute, bride.

Srftu'ttgam, TO. -8, pi. -e, bride-

groom.
'fyefrau, /. -, pi. -en, wife.

Gf'fiemann, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -mdnner,

husband.

nfet, TO. -8, pi. -, grandson.
Sn'felin, /. -, pi. -nen, grand-

daughter.
gami'lie, /. -, pi. -n, family.

efcurt', /. -, birth.

ernafyC, TO. -e8, -8, pi. -e, ) con-

ema^'tin, /. -, pi. -nen, )
sort.

rof 'mutter,/. -, pi. -mutter, grand-
mother.

roji'ioater, m. -8, pi. -t>uter, grand-
father.

Sugenb, /. -, youth.

Sungfrau, /. -, pi. -en, virgin.

3 tingling, TO. -8, pi. -e, young
man.

Jttnb^eit, /. -, childhood, infancy.

Sftacty'fommen, pi., descendants.

$at^e, TO. -n, pi. -n, godfather.

$at$e, /. -, pi. -n, godmother.
5JJflc'gcatcr,m. -8, pi. -cdtet, foster-

father.

@c$ime'gcrmutter, /. -, pi. -mutter,

mother-in-law.

(Scfynrie'gerfolm, TO. -e8, -8, pi.

-fdfyne, son-in-law.

djwie'gewater, TO. -8, pi. -tidter,

father-in-law.

Stiefmutter, /. -, pi. -mutter, step-
mother.

(Stieffofjn, m. -e8, -8. pi. -fotyne,

stepson.

ttef'nater, TO. -8, pi. -citcr, step-
father.

Ur'enfet, m . -8, pi. -, great-grand-
son.

Ur'grofjatet, TO. -8, pi. -sfitct, great-

grandfather.

SSerfo'bung, /. -, pi. -en, betroth-

ment.

SSor'fatyren, pi. ancestors.

2Batfe, /. -, pi. -n, orphan.
3Bittoe, /. -, pi. -n, widow.

SCBitthjer, TO. -8, pi. -, widower.

3tt>ifltng, m. -8, pi. -e, twin.

3. ARTICLES OF DRESS. flteibungSftucfe.

9lcrmet, TO. -8, pi. -, sleeve.

2lrmbanb, n. -e8, -8, pi. -6dnbet,

bracelet.

2Wa8, TO.
-flirt, pi. -jfe, satin.

93arc})cnt, TO. -8, pi. -e, dimity.

SBatift', TO. -e8, pi. -e, cambric.

aSaum'tooKe, /. -, cotton.

S3ein'ffeibet, pi. pantaloons.

S3efn', TO. -e8, pi. -fdfce, trimming.
23eutel, TO. -8, pi. -, purse, bag.

JBritte, /. -, pi. -n, spectacles.

SSrufi'nabet, /. -, pi. -n, brooch.

Biirfte, /. -, pi. -n, brush.

2)egen, TO. -8, pi. -, sword.

!Diamant', TO. -en, pi. -en, diamond.

(St'fenfcein, n. -e8, -8, ivory.

Sddjer, TO. -8, pi. -, fan.

glor, TO. -e8, -8, pi. glove, crape,

gract, TO. -eS, -3, pi. grdcfe, dress

coat.

granfc, f. -, pi. -n, fringe.

Suttc-, ::. -^ lining.
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QM$inet'bt, <i. -, jewellery.

(Vrjnaf. tn. -tt, -9, pi. -t. ")

<Srana'tt,/.,pl. -n, )I

Qlurul m. *. pi. -, sash.

$ar'natd, /. -, pi. -n. Imir-pin.

^allbant. ti. -t, -, p' -baiim.

ooo.

$allu<t. n. -tt, -t, pi. -tud)er,

neckcloth.

$aube, f. -. pi. -n, cap.

$emt, n. -tt, }, pi. -en, shirt.

Aji'ien, pi. breeches.

Jjo'fcntf>Ujcr, m. , pi. -, braces,

Juinu'icfrfit. pi. cutters.

itamni. /i. -ci. -t, pi. Jtdmme,

comb.
fl.im, /. -, pi. -n. cap.

Jfltit. . -tt, -t, pi. -nr, dross,

gown.
ftmri'f. -e<, head-dress.

Jfraacn, m. -t, pi. -, collar.

Seinroant. /. -, linen.

fiod*e, /. -, pi. -en, curl.

SRuffelin', m. -tt, -9, pi. -c, mus-
lin.

'JNufct, /". -, pi. -n. (See Saw.)
9la'tclftffcn. n. -t, pi. -, pin-

cushion.

9tab'nate(, /. -, pi. -n, needle.

O'berrf, m. -rt, -t, pi. -torfe,

frock-coat.

Obrrirj. m. -rt, -, pi. -e, ear-

ring.

f. n. -tt, -t, pi. -f, fur.

pi.

JJJerU, /. -, pi. -n, puorl.

ijjoma're, /. -, pi. -n, pomatum.
!Hie^'fIafc$c>eii, '.

in bottle.

i/v. -e, , pi. -t, ring.

vcammet. m. -6, pi. -t. velvet.

<3<bactytel, /. -, pi. -n, box.

@d)eere, /. -, pi. -n,

shears.

djlafrixf, m. -tt, -t, pi. -rode,

dressing-gown.
djleter, in. , pi. -, veil.

<d<!op, n. -f.<, pi. S<t)li't7cr, clasp.

@rt;urje, /. -, pi. -n, apron.
2citc, /. -, pi. -n, pillc.

ixft, /. -, pi. -n, sock.

@on'nenfo)irm, m. -tt, -t,

parasol.

Spifcr, /. -, pi. -n, laco.

Sporn, m. -e, -t, pi. poren, spur.
tecf 'natel, /. -, pi. -n, pin.

tte'fclfnecbt, m. -tt, -t, pi. <
boot-jack.

trumpf, m. -tt, ~t, pi. trumpfe,

stocking.

Soft or Saffet, TO. .tt, -t,

taffeta.

afc$e, /. -, pi. -n, pocket.
lln'terbofen, pi. drawers.

SBcfte, /. -, pi. -n, vest.

2Bu$fe, /. -, pi. -n, blacking.
3a6.n'burfie, / -, pi. -n, tooth-

brush.

3ab.n'flod)tr, m. -, pi. -, tooth-

pick.

pi. -c,

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.

EXEKCISE 137 (Vol. II., page 406).

1. Die SDJuttcr toarnte ten o6.n.= Der @obn nwrbe on ber QHutter

genjntnt 2. JRomulu* grunbete {Rom. = JRom ttiurbe on 9lomulu ge

gruntet. 3. Die aflier oetbrannten tt. = Qt ttmrbe oon ben afltcrn

wrbrannt. 4. 4jerr . componirte btefeS fiteb, unb -err 91. fang tt. =
Dtefe* Sieb rmtrbe son -crrn . contpontrt, unb ton J&errn 91. gcfungcn.

5. 2Btr lieben unb fucben gefcb icfte Seutc. = efcb. trfte Seute loerbett geltebt

unb gefuctyt ;
aber unrotffente Seute roerten gerooljnltcfe, ceracbttt. 6.

SKan wrnaebldfftgt oft feine ipfftc^ten, inbem man an feine QSergnugungen
tenft 7. Die ^eiltgflen Spfltc^ten ftnb oft oernac^tafTigt toorben, inbem

Ttr bem >J5ergnugen ju febr ergeben n>aren. 8. Dem teger war ber ^&ut

mtt 33(umen gefctymucft n)orben. 9. Die Sapferften brt J&eere8 hjerben

BetoBnt n?erben, fe nac^ibem i^re 3^aten anerfannt toerten. 10. Deine

@a)nrei}fr ftirb on t^rem Setter geltebt unb getobt, roeil fte ffeigtg unb auf.

tnerffam ift ;
aber bu n>trfl wn bem betntgen getabelt nserben, n>ei( bu ntd;t

gern atbetteft. 11. j?ar( ifl beflraft worben, n>etl er feine 2lufgabe ntc^t

xollenbet batte. 12. 2Bir rturben on unfetm Se^rer getobt, h>et( n>ir fletpig

n>aren. 13. Unfer Srcunb ifl beftraft tmnrben, h>eit er nad)lafTtg gcmefen
tear. 14. Du ^aft ba SSergnugen ge^abt, etnige Sage bet betnen Sreunben
auf bem fianbe jujubrtngen ;

bu btfl on tb.nen getobt unb bclo^nt morbcn,
toett tcin Secret btr etn ort6.ettbafte 3eugni gegeben ^at. 15. @ein
iBruber murbe beffer empfangen tvortcn fein.

EXERCISE 138 (Vol. III., page 42).

1. It is said that the actor will give a representation. = It is said
that a representation will be given by the actor. 2. The neighbour
believes that the boy deceives his parents. = The neighbour believes
that the parents are deceived by the boy. 3. The children said that
the huntsman was shooting the stag = The children said that the stag
was shot by the huntsman. 4. They fear that the dog may bite the
people. = They fear that the people may be bitten by the dog. 5.

They presume the friend has deceived his friend. = They presume the
friend has been deceived by his friend. 6. The father thought that the
children had played the piece. The father thought that the piece had
been played by the children. 7. He told me that the girls had plucked
the flowers iu his garden. r= He told me that the flowers in his garden
had been plucked by the girls. 8. The old soldier exclaimed that ho
would never forget his commander-in-chief. = The old soldier ex-
claimed that his commander-iu-chief would never bo forgotten by him.
0. The mother said she would dig in the garden this afternoon. = The
mother said thnt it would be dug by her in the garden this afternoon.

10. I should lik to know whether 700 would have honoured him,
I should like to know whether ho would hure been honoured by 700.
11. I thought he certainly would havo won the game. = I thought tit*

game would certainly have been won by him. 12. Tb* oracle pradiotol
that ho would conquer. 13. Ho told DM ho waa loved and esteemad

by everybody. 14. Ho affirms that the riddlo hat been solved by him.
15. History mentions that Troy was demolished by the HtHtptfl

princes. 16. He told him that ho would bo willing to do everything
on his account. 17. The friend complained that he was visited so
little by me. 18. They say Hungary was subdued by bribery, not by
force of arms. 19. My neighbour told me that this man's exterior

presented nothing remarkable, but his mind was adorned by a great
many excellent qualities. 20. The aged Onto concluded every spnofih
with the words,

"
Besides, I am of opinion that Carthage should be

demolished." 21. It is supposed that the fort has been occupied by
thu enemy, but that the garrison will have been pardoned. 22. The
youth said that much would yet be accomplished by him. 23. The
afflicted father believes that his son may have been shot by the infu-

riated enemy. 21. The friend affirmed that the calamity bad been

brought on by the fault of her neighbour. 25. The poor man com-

plained that he had been forcibly carried away.

EXERCISE 139 (Vol. III., page 42).

1. Gf6 rcurte gefagt, rap 3 tcrmann biefe Jftnber tieben tourbt. = 9t
hnirbe gefagt, biefe flinber rourben son 3elermamt geltebt erten. 2. 3>r
8ef;rer glaubt, bte 2ctju(ct fonnten tb,re Hufgabe gelernt baben. =>et
8e6.rer glaubt, tie 9lufgabe fimnte ton ben Sc^ultrn gelernt rocrten fein.

3. 3)er Artner fagte, er umrbe morgen in tetn arten grabtn. =
!Der drtner fagte, tt nwrbe morgen son tb,m in tern arten gegraben
tterben. 4. 2Bir nninfctyen, bap ib,r eure Sreunbe licbet unb ad;trt.

= 9Btt

wimfdjen, bap eure Sreunbe -con ew^ geltebt unb gead)tet toerben. 5. SBtr

gtaubten nicfjt, bap" nnr je ton unfern Seb,rern njurben gelobt rccrten fein, unt

bap unr fie in '.'Ulcrn nurben ;ufrieben gefleQt baben. 6. &i ift unmog(id),

bap @ie bte SRadjrtc^t or un f&nnen et^alten ^aben, auSgenommen, fte

roare 3^nen burc^) ben Slelegrap^en mttget6.eilt worben. 7. SBte ift tt mog
lid), bap biefc* llnterneb,men von 3^nen batte rottenbet tterben fonnen V 8.

2Btr jweifetn fe^r, ka mir (t fur unfere SWu^e belo^nt werben, unb baf bit

SSerfpredjiungen [t erfutlt merben fonnen. 9. SBte n>ar e mogtta), baf jenrt

SSolf fd;ted;t regtert rourbe, ba tt etnen fo weifen unb guten Surflen batte?

10. er arme c(ae Hagte, baf er geroaftfam fortgef^teppt worben fet,

unb tm llebermape fctucS Sinterje riff et au: .O wdre i^ me oeberen!"

EXERCISE 140 (Vol. IH., page 43).

1. Do you not know what disease your niece died of ? 2. As far as
I have heard, she died of consumption. 3. Many have died of cholera
this year. 4. Do they not know who stole the silver spoons ? 5. No;
but they suspect one of the men-servants of the house. 6. At first

they suspected an old waiting-woman. 7. He suspects me of having
intentionally offended him. 8. I really do not know upon whom to
cast my suspicion, and upon what to support it. 9. After I shall have
dressed and breakfasted I will visit him. 10. After he had dined he
read the paper. 11. After he had bathed he took a walk. 12. He
even came after ten o'clock in the evening to visit me. 13. After mid-

night we shall continue our journey. 14. There are people who after

this life expect no other. 15. I rejoice more for his sake than for

mine. 16. I undertook the journey on your account. 17. The father

is sad on your account. 18. You need not be ashamed on our account.
19. My brother had no longer any command over himself. 20. Hava
you seen Mr. N. or his lady? 21. I have not only seen, but also

spoken to him. 22. A loyal soldier prefers dying to becoming a
traitor.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXYIIL
SECTION CXVL ON ENDOGENOUS PLANTS.

HAVING devoted thus much consideration to Exogenous plants,
it is time for us to pay some attention to Endogenous ones. The
distinctions between these two great divisions have already been
so fully mentioned in our remarks on the " Structure of the Stem
of Vegetables

"
(Vol I., p. 81), that it will be unnecessary to say

much more here.

In the study of any subject it is always desirable for the
mind to grasp a certain general outline, previous to entering
upon minor characteristics. Having, then, determined the
conditions of distinction between exogens and endogeas, let us
now devote onr sole attention to the latter, and see if we can
recognise any brood groupings between endogena themselves.

Tulips, daffodils, and lilies are all endogens, aa their leaves
will abundantly testify, without the necessity of onr taking any
further trouble; so are grasses and sedges. Here, then, we
may recognise a natural division at once. The former have
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flowers composed cf sepals and petals, just like the plants we
luve already discussed ;

but as for grasses and sedges, they
would be pronounced by an inexperienced person flowerless ;

indeed, they aie flowerless in the ordinary acceptation of the

term that is to say, they have neither calyx nor corolla but

their reprodictive organs are protected by peculiar modifications

of those changeable bodies,
" bracts." This character of in-

florescence is said to be "glumaceous," and the floral appendage
of a grass is said, in the language of botany to be a glume

(Latin, gluma, a husk).
In the few remarks which we have to make on endogenous

plants, we shall not follow the systematic plan of giving them

precisa botanical characteristics, but shall generalise with a view
of enabling the reader to regard the members of this division

under a broad aspect. In addition, then, to the great cha-

racteristics of the endogenous division already enumerated, it

remains now to be mentioned that the leaves of endogenous

plants are not attached to the parent stem, like those of exogens,

by a joint or axil ; and that the calyx, corolla, and reproductive

organs have a tendency to the num-
ber three, or of some multiple of

ihat number ; whereas the corre-

sponding parts of exogens assume
for the most part the number five, or

its multiples. Not that the rule is

invariable, but it is very general.

Byexaminining lilies (Fig. 277), tulips,

etc., and comparing them with exo-

gens, the reader will satisfy himself

of the correctness of this remark.
The common garden asparagus is

regarded by botanists as a lily, as in

like manner are the gigantic dragon-
trees, as was noticed in our remarks
on the

"
Scientific Classification of

Vegetables" (Vol. I., p. 55).
For the most part endogenous

plants have no branches, but send ono
trunk or stem aloft. On the opposite

page is a figure of the Banana (tribe

Musacece), a good example of the stem
of an endogen. To this, however,
there are a few exceptions. Asparagus
is branched, as everybody knows.
The dragon-tree is also branched, and
so is the doom-palm of Upper Egypt.

GBAMINACE.E, OE GRASSES.

Let us now proceed to an exami-

nation of the grasses vegetables
which constitute a most valuable and

very well-characterised natural order,

designated by the botanical term
Graminacece (Latin, gramen, grass).
The grasses, though generally un-

pretending in aspect, are, without

doubt, more useful than any vegetable productions whatever.
The smaller species clothe our fields with verdure, and afford

nourishment to cattle. The large species furnish us with bread
and sugar ; for at this period of" our botanical investigations
the reader need not be informed that wheat, barley, rice,

maize, oats, rye, and the sugar-cane are all grasses. The
slightest inspection of a leaf of one of this tribe suffices to in-

dicate that grasses are endogenous plants. An examination
of the seed affords similar information. These matters

scarcely require notice, their perception is so evident. The
flower of a grass, however, is a very curious arrangement of

parts, unlike anything which has yet come under our notice,

petals and sepals being altogether absent, and the external parts
of the flower being exclusively composed of green or brown
scales, called glumes ; hence grasses, are said to possess a gluma-
ceous flower. These scales, to which the term glume is applied,
are no other than bracts, which we have already seen to be
capable of such extraordinary metamorphoses, becoming in the
oak an acorn-cup, in the pine-apple the part we eat.

Grasses are not excluded from any quarter of the globe ; but
the number of individuals, though not of species, is greatest in

the northern temperate regions. As we approach the equator

277. LIMES. 1, LILTOM TESTACEUM ; 2, LltltTM SPECIOStTM

5 METHONICA LEOPOLDI ; 4, CUMMINGIA TBIMACULATA.

the number of individuals decreases proportionately with an in-

crease in the number of species. The stem, too, becomes woody,
the leaves enlarge, and the organs of reproduction are frequently
checked in their development, owing to this luxuriance of

vegetation. The cultivated cereals have become so transported
from one land to another, that it is now quite impossible to
determine with certainty the native regions of many species.
Oafcs and rye are mostly cultivated towards the north

; barley
and wheat in more temperate regions ; maize in America, and
rice in Asia. The seed, or, more correctly speaking, the fruit, of

these afford sustenance to the greater portion of the human
species. The analogy of the chemical composition of grasses
indicates not less than their external characteristics their mutual

affinity, pointing out the whole family as essentially nutritive

vegetables. Their herbaceous, or, in larger species, their woody
stem, is enveloped in a shiny coat of silica, or flinty matter. In-

ternally, the stem contains phosphate of lime, albumen, sugar,
and mucilage. The grain, as we will at present denominate the
so-called seed, contains starch and gluten in abundance, mixed

with a certain quantity of sugar, the
amount of which increasestowards the

period of germination, also a little

fixed oil and various saline matters.

Innocuity and the presence of nu-
tritive principles are the grand cha-
racteristics of grasses physiologically
considered. Tet to this description
certain species offer an exception ;

darnel-grass (Loliwni temulentum) is

strongly poisonous, owing to the pre-
sence of the chemical principle loline.

Festuca quadridentata, a species
which grows abundantly in Peru, is

mortal to cattle which browse upon
it Another species, a Calamagrostis,
is juiceless, and when swallowed by
animals injures their throats, rather

on account of the flinty matter with
which it is profusely coated than
because of any poisonous principle.

Finally, the rhizome of certain species
of the genus Bromus is purgative.

Amongst the chemical principles con-

tained in many species of grasses,
various odorous matters should not be

forgotten. Every person is acquainted
with the agreeable odour diffused by
hay. This odour depends on the pre-
sence of coumarin in a species of grass
called AntJioxanthum odoratum. The

sugar-cane, moreover, is delicately
odorous ; its tender shoots filling an

apartment with an agreeable fra-

grance ; but the odorous principle is

most highly developed in the lemon-

grass of the West Indies, the leaves

of which smell so exactly like those of the verbena, or lemon-

plant, that it is difficult by the test of odour to distinguish

between the two. In either case the odorous principle depends
on the presence of a volatile oil ; indeed, much of the essential

oil commonly sold as that of verbena is really derived'from the

West Indian lemon-grass.
The sugar-cane is supposed to be a native of tis south-eastern

portion of Asia. It was totally unknown to the ancient Greeks

and Romans, as in like manner was sugar. From South-Eastern

Asia the cane was introduced into Arabia; from Arabia it

travelled into Egypt, Asia Minor, Sicily, Italy, and Spain. From
the latter country it was transported to St. Domingo and the

mainland of America. Sugar had preceded the cane in Europe

by a considarable period ;
but there is reason to suppose that

the substance, although absolutely identical in composition with

that of the cane, was derived, not from it, but from the juice of

palm-trees. In Ceylon the art of manufacturing sugar from

the juice of palm-trees has been known to the natives from time-

immemorial. The manufacture of sugar, however, from the

cane was in that island a European introduction. Nevertheless,

the Cingalese possessed the cane, and used it by way of drssert.

This use cf the sugar-cane still prevails in many countries,
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Large districts of larJ u Andalusia are devoted at this very

time to the growth of the augur-cane ; not BO much with tho

object of obtaining sugar from thu juioe, us ol turninhiug an

agreeable dessert.

The corn- hearing grancH are appropriately denominated

cereal-a, or plants of Ceres, tho corn-goddotm of the

Greeks and Romans. Amongst these wheat takes the ftrat

r^iik. It is more
nutritive thnr.

either of thj

others, and
IB adapted to

climes and
- of greater

divorsitii-s of

character. Bice

may be correctly
ibed as a

tropical water-

grass ; the con-

ditions neces-

sary to its de-

velopment being
a hot atmo-
sphere and a

swampy soil.

These conditions

only exist in a
few spots, and

fortunately, too,

for they are most
unfavourable to

the health of

man.
The sugar-

cone frequently

grows to an ele-

vation of twenty
feet, and is as

thick as a man's
arm ; but these

dimensions sink

into insignifi-

cance when com-

pared with th3

bamboo, which
is a veritable

tree-gross, giv-

ing off lateral

branches, and
often rising to

the elevation of

thirty or forty
feet.

SECT. CXVIL
CYPERACE.E,
OB SEDGE
TEIBE.

This is a no-
tnral order very
nearly allied to
the grasses, from
which they dif-

fer, however, in

rielding no im-

portant product,
and in having
triangular, whereas grasses have cylindrical stems.

SECTION CXVIII.-ABACE.E, THE ARUM TRIBE.

These vegetables possess a very peculiar floral organisation,
their flowers being monoecious, or having the male and female

organs in separate flowers. The reader's attention should be di-

rected to the spadix as thepole-like floral elevation is called, pro-
jecting out of a peculiar sheath-like envelope (a bract), termed a
ipathe. This peculiarity points out an alliance between these i

humble denizens of swamps and hedge-rows and tho magnificent

palm-tree*, princes of the tropical forest, as they have been ap-
termed. They, too, are supplied with thu peculiar

SECTION CriX-PALMACE*. OR THE PALM TBIBE.
These ore not only the largest of all endogenous plant*,

but certain species are magnificent forest trees, which add a
charm to the tropical forest alu>gethtr peculiar, and famish

* number of use-
ful products to
man oil, wine,

dates, cocoa-

nntn, hempi
astringent mat-

ter, sugar, and
spirit; all these

substances, and
many others, are

furnished bj
palms.

Palms are es-

sentially tropi-
cal vegetables.
and all, except
two, are txee*
of consider-
able, often < f

very great size.

There exist, how-
ever, two dwarf

species, natives
of temperate
climes. One, the

Chanuerops hu-

mttit, grows in

Greece, Italy.

Spain, and the
south of France :

while the other,

Chamaerops Pal-

metto, is a na-
tive of North
America.
Most tropical

localities pos-
sess each its

peculiar species
of palm - trees,
which ore fond
of their habi-
tats ; seldom
thriving when
for removed,
even though
their removal be
to a climate and
soil apparently
similar to those
of their native

region. Thera
are two excep-
tions, however,
to this role, and

they refer to two-

very important
members of the

TSU8A PARADISIACA, THE BANANA: AN EXAMPLE OF AN ENDOGENOUS TREE. tribe, namely,
the date palm
and the cocoa-

nut palm. The latter now flourishes in almost every tropical
land , the former is even grown with considerable success so

far north as Southern Italy and Spain. At Elche, in Valencia,
there is a forest composed exclusively of date palms, originally

planted there by the Saracens. The fruit arrives at moderate

ripeness, but is inferior to the date of Barbary. The greater
number of palm-trees like the vicinity of water, and the cocoa-

nut palm will not grow when removed beyond a certain distance

from the sea , whence it happens that there are no cocoa-nut

palms in Central Africa,
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XLL
SWISS INDEPENDENCE.

ONE night in the spring of the year 1307, thirty-three men met
in a field, known to this day as the Griitli meadow, on a spot over

looking the Swiss lake of the four cantons, and solemnly swort

to assert the common cause of the liberties of the three cantons,

Schweitz, Uri, and Unterwald, and yet "to do no wrong to the

Counts of Hapsburg !" These men were but the representatives

of thousands more who, accustomed ever since human memory
reported anything of the history of the country to share the

freedom of the air they breathed, were moved to the very bottom

of their hearts by the appearance of an oppression which

threatened to go the length of enslaving them. What came of

their vow thus made will be declared in this sketch, but let us

first see what the circumstances were under which they felt con-

strained to bind themselves by the oath at all, and what claim

the Counts of Hapsburg had to be so considerately treated in

this purely non-aggressive sort of rebellion.

When, about the middle of the eleventh century, Europe in

all its parts was beginning to settle down out of the confusion

resulting from the overthrow of the western Roman Empire into

a general etate of feudalism, there was one country among the

rest where the feudal conditions could not be enforced with the

customary severity. That country was Switzerland. There was
not found among the warrior chiefs who carved duchies, counties,

and kingdoms for themselves out of the debris of the empire,
one bold enough to try his hand at subjugating Switzerland for

his own possession. The mountainous character of the ground,
the utter absence of communication from place to place, except

by paths dangerous to any but expert climbers, the unattractive-

ness, nnrichness of the land, and the stubborn, independent
character of its inhabitants, suggested to princes on the look-

out to go further afield, and no one pretended to claim rights of

sovereignty there. The Emperor of Germany claimed a sort of

supremacy over it, but he did not practically urge it, and the

people, of whom the majority never heard of his pretension,
went on without consulting him or troubling their heads about

him. But though there was not any actual King of Switzerland,
the country was included within the kingdom of Aries or Bur-

gundy, and the Dukes of Burgundy down to Charles the Bold
claimed lordship over it, a claim that was allowed to about the

same extent as that of the emperor's was to be feudal lord para-
mount. In the country, however, there had established them-

selves many soldier chiefs, who built castles on their estates,

and kept up some feudal rules, governing within their own
domain almost as sovereign princes, but acknowledging for

themselves allegiance to no one. Some of the ecclesiastical

dignitaries came within this category. They had enormous
estates belonging to their convents, and they governed as lords

over such parts of God's inheritance as came under their power,

though there existed at the same time in the breasts of the

people a spirit of original independence which tempered the

severity of the feudal regime. In the towns also the spirit of

freedom burned with considerable brilliancy, at least until the

aristocratic element imparted by the country nobles invaded

them, and even then there were found many hundreds of men
who never bowed the knee save to God only.

Chief among the lay nobles of the country were the Counts of

Zahringen, Toggenburg, Kyburg, and Hapsburg ; while their

ecclesiastical rivals in power and influence were the Bishop of

Coire, the Abbot of St. Gall, and the Abbess of Seckingen.
Besides these, there were many lesser nobles who depended on the

greater or professed a sort of informal allegiance direct to the

imperial crown ; but all of these, the greater and the less, had

been wise in time, and had at their own solicitation become
" citizens

"
of some one or other of the towns, which in return

often conferred upon them the honour and title of their " advo-

cate" or protector. The religious houses adopted the like

method to obtain the protecting services of some great noble.

The existence of the "noble" class on the basis mentioned

above was not found to be inconsistent with the existence of a

purely democratic class in the towns. On the contrary, the

modified character of the aristocracy, the community of interests

between it and the democracy, proved to be a source of strength

to both parties, and a strong love of country, which was common
to both classes, prevented that strength ever being used in the

wrong direction. By degrees the wealthier townsmen assumed

the rank, though not the title, of nobles, and extended yet
farther the element of democratic aristocracy. Switzerland was

not, however, a united country in the sense of being one

dominion ; it was not governed by any one set of laws, nor

bound together by any formal ties or treaties ; each town, each

village, each noble, was self-governing and independent; the

bond which knitted the several parts into a whole was the

natural bond of necessity, which operated without any prescribed
form.
The Counts of Hapsburg were the most considerable of the

Swiss nobles, and by virtue of their rank were appointed
"advocates" of many religious houses. They possessed large
estates themselves, not only in Switzerland but on .the Rhine

also, so that what with their own property and that which they
held in trust for the convents, they wielded a formidable in-

fluence either for good or evil. For many years this influence

had never been used but for the furtherance of Swiss prosperity,
and the people having learnt to love their strong counts, placed
themselves to some extent in their hands; or to speak more

precisely, the people of Schweitz and of part of Unterwald
had made them their

"
advocates," an office which necessarily

bestowed upon them the right to interfere in the administration

of affairs, though it did not convey any proprietary or sovereign
right.

Rudolph of Hapsburg had carried the fortunes of his family
to their maximum height, and was possessed unquestionably of

the ascendancy in Switzerland, when he was chosen by the
electors to fill the vacant throne of the empire. This was in the

year 1273. It so happened that at this time the right of suc-

cession to the Duchy of Austria, with several other valuable

political fees, became free for disposal, and the new emperor,
with the consent of the other princes of the empire, gave the

Duchy of Austria to his own son Albert.

Duke Albert was for some reason or other, which appears to>

have been warranted by facts, hated by the Swiss. He was
insolent, overbearing, and disposed to plume Iiimself upon his

family grandeur and his wealth rather than upon his Swiss

nationality. The Swiss held him to be not their friend, and it

was with lively concern that they saw him about to succeed to

his father's Swiss estates while he lived in his new duchy,
uncontrolled by residence among his countrymen, and powerful
to do them harm by means of his German subjects. It was

probably at his suggestion that the defunct claim of the Imperial
Diet or Parliament to bind Switzerland by its laws was revived

during Rudolph's tenure of the throne. Certain it is that after

his own election* to the empire, on the death of his father's

successor, Adolphus of Nassau, he tried to assert the imperial

supremacy over Switzerland as part of Germany, and, abusing
the privileges which, as Count of Hapsburg and as "advocate"
of certain convents, he possessed, he sent imperial commissioners

into the valleys of Schweitz, Unterwald, and Uri, to administer

criminal justice and to act as stewards on his own and the con-

vents' behalf. These persons were not native Swiss, but Germans
who had no sympathy with the people, who despised the sim-

plicity of their life and manners, and who made no secret of

their contempt for them generally.
It was not likely such men would get on with the free-

minded, high-spirited, and dominion-hating mountaineers. They
did the work with which they were charged, disagreeable as it

was by its nature, with studied harshness and brutal indifference

to the popular feelings ; they set aside the customary laws of

the district, and introduced their own, which they administered

in the most tyrannical fashion. The people were required to

perform acts of homage to the Counts of Hapsburg which would
have been reckoned degrading to "villeins" born and bred to

feudalism ; they were made to yield obedience to commands
which were an affront to their freo understandings, and to con-

tribute towards the expense of riveting the imperial yoke upoa.
their own necks. It was under these circumstances that the-

meeting took place in the Griitli meadow, and that Stauffacher of

Schweitz, Furst of Uri, and Melchthal of Unterwald, bound them-
selves and their friends by the simple, solemn oath to do them-
selves right and the Count of Hapsburg no wrong. The people
of the three districts flew to arms, and with an ease they little

* The imperial dignity in Germany was elective, the principle of

hereditary succession not being recognised. Generally a German was
elected, but not always. Francis I. of Trance and Henry VIII. of

England were both candidates in their time.
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"

in whiHi tlu-ir oppressors

omperor'fl luilitls out of tho country-.

>r BUCCOSS did not inako thorn too confident

They k vi-r iiu<l the malico of tho Duko of Austria,

aud' that ho would bo likely to bring tho whole force of the

upon thorn. They immediately entered into a con-

y or union of tho three cantons, by tho terms of which

.niton, vvhilo reserving its right of self-government, was

bound to make common cause with tho others whenever sum-

to do so. They wero tho forest cantons, the hard,

ragged, naturally independent districts, that first set an example
of federation upon special, recognised conditions. Fortunately

for thorn their enemy, Count Albert, was soon afterwards assas-

sinated by his nephew, so that they had leisure to consolidate

their union. The prince who succeeded Albert on tho imperial

throne was not unfriendly to tho Swiss ; but Leopold of Austria,

Albert's son, thinking to punish tho " cowherds and dairymen
"

who had dared to rebel against his father, led a considerable

body of troops into tho forest cantons : the Swiss, however, united

as one man, inflamed with anger at tho assumption of lordship

over them, and goaded to fury by the desperate nature of their

case, met the Austrians at Morgarten, opposed untrained valour

and unarmed bodies to skilled courage and armour-covered

men-at-arm.*, and utterly defeated their enemies with dreadful

slaughter (November 16, 1315).
This victory, which has been called the Marathon of Switzer-

land, secured tho independence of tho three cantons, and at-

tracted, after some delay, tho contiguous district of Lucerne,

which was incorporated with the confederacy. About thirty

years later Zurich, Glaris, Zug, and Berne joined the league,

and these eight cantons remained till tho Swiss revolution in

1830 to enjoy privileges and oven sovereignty over many of the

surrounding districts. Zurich and Berne were already indepen-

dent and republican in their form of government before the for-

mation of the union, but they secured additional strength not

only for the maintenance of their existing power, but also for the

object which they now proceeded to execute, that of curtailing

tho influence of the rural nobles. Small wars, having this aim

in view, were carried on between tho towns and the nobles, in

which the latter fared badly, the wisest among them making
their peace betimes by consenting to sink their rank and dignity,

and to secure their property by identifying themselves as
" citizens

"
of tho dominant towns. For eighty years there

was not any attempt from without to destroy the palladium of

liberty which was being reared among the mountains of Hel-

vetia. The nations had other things to do than to attend to so

seemingly insignificant a place, and even the Dukes of Austria,

while retaining for a time their Swiss hereditary possessions, did

not find it convenient to cross swords with their co-protectors

after the battle of Sempach (July 9, 1386). In this, the last of

a series of encounters with the Austrians, all of which had been

bloody and none inglorious for Switzerland, tho Austrian knights
dismounted and presented their lances as a steel hedge of pricks

to the Swiss. It was necessary to break their line, and Winkelried

of Unterwald, seeing no other way, commended himself to

Heaven, and his wife and children to his country, and gathering
as many lances' points as he could embrace, received them in

his body, and so opened a way to tho ingress of tho Swiss with

their five-feet-long swords. The Austrians were overthrown, and
in the end the dukes alienated to the Swiss the lands and lordships

of the Counts of Hapsburg. During this time power had become

consolidated, and when the attention of surrounding nations was
drawn to tho country, by tho prompt resentment of some injury

done to its people, by the fearless, or, as it was then called,

insolent, way in which the Swiss throw back a rebuke or threat,

it was found that tho people were a sort of human conglomerate,
hard and strong flints from which fire might be struck, but

against which it would be unwise to hurl oneself. Nevertheless,

about the year 1440 it seemed good to the despots and autocrats

of the day to undertake the destruction of the home of liberty,

as being too near their own dominions to be safe. The princes
of Western Germany formed an association, which had the

approval of the emperor, for the purpose of subjugating Switz-r-

land, and, the Duke of Burgundy having declined tho use of his

army, applied to tho King of France for help. Tho King of

France was only too glad of a pretext for getting rid of the

Humorous bands of adventurer* who filled every one of his cities

tith uproar, men who wore the offscourings and the refuse of

the Anglo-French wan. Ho raised a large army, in which all

these cut-throats were enrolled, and pot it under the command
of the Dauphin. Away the French prince marched, and laid siege

to Basle before the Swiss knew he waa coming. The men of Baal*

defended themselves aa bent they could, and sent off messengers
to the SwiHH army for help. Help came in tho shape of 2,000

men, who did not hesitate to engage an army of which the

advanced guard was ten times more numerous than they. The

.ught with desperate valour (2Gth of August, 1444), and

were cut to pieces on the ground where they stood ; but the

victory cost the Dauphin (afterwards Louis XI.) 8,000 of his

best troops, and impressed him so much that he made peace

and retired, and subsequently, when he came to the throne, he

entered into an alliance with his former foes.

In 1476 the last grand attack was made on Switzerland with

the view of bringing her again under feudal bondage. Charles

tho Bold, the last Duke of Burgundy, proposed the task to him-

self, both because the Swiss were allies of his inveterate enemy,
Louis XL, and because he hated the bare idea of popular free-

dom. With a splendid army of 36,000 men, furnished with

everything necessary for the campaign, ho marched into the

country and laid siege to Yverdnn. Tho garrison cut their way
out and retired to Granson, whither Charles proceeded, and

having, after a desperate resistance, induced the garrison tc

offer to capitulate, he murdered in cold blood the governor and

200 of his officers who had put themselves in his power.

Every man in Switzerland took up arms, and when, shortly

after the bloody deed just recited, the Swiss came upon the

Burgundian army in the mountain passes near Neuchatel, they

smoto them hip and thigh to the shout of
" Granson! Granson '."

so that the splendid army melted like snow off the mountains.

Charles strained every nerve to retrieve his loss. He procured

money from Flanders and Brabant, melted church bells to make

cannon, and hired troops from anywhere to assist him ;
but it

was not till many weeks after his defeat that he was able to

take the field, and then it was to make a gambler's last desperate

throw. In May, 1476, he laid siege to Morat, the key of Berne

and the door to Switzerland. Ho pressed the garrison BO hard

that they were about to surrender, when tho Swiss army came

to their relief. A furious battle ensued, in which rivera of

blood were spilt, and the Burgnndian army was utterly

destroyed, for the Swiss refused to give quarter. Charles fled,

and from that day forth abandoned his warlike intention*

against tho cantons. Not they theirs against him. In January

of the following year (1477) they joined the Duke of Lorraine

in resisting an attack which Charles was making on his province,

and on the 4th of that month they had the satisfaction of again

beating their enemy at the battle of Nancy.
In the year 1499 the independence of the Swiss cantons was

formally recognised by the emperor, and since that time it was

never impeached till Napoleon overran the country, as he did

all other countries in Europe, and revolutionised its institutions.

Tho political constitution now in force is that which was settled

in 1830, when the lesser cantons were admitted to equal rights

with tho greater, and certain mediaeval privileges and customs

which savoured of injustice and obsoletism were swept away.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXVIIL
DIVEESE STEMS.

IT has been intimated that the French, Italian, and Spanish

(and one or two others might be added) are, under the name of

the Eomance languages, very similar to each other, and similar

also to their common mother the Latin. To all these languages

the English is indebted. Hence it becomes both interesting

and important to see how they are related one to another ; and

that the rather, because witli comparison much may be learnt

of the origin and propagation of languages. We therefore

place before you a tabular view of

THE LORD'S ?11AYER IN

English.
Our
Fiither

Who
Art
In
Heaven

Latin,

uoster

p.lt.T

qui
es

la

coelo

F.YHC/I.

notre

pi-re

qui
<

au
ciol

Halt-in.

pndr
ohe

iu

cieli

.-

miestro

padre
que
MtM
en
los cielos

*
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English. Latin. French. Italian. Spanish.
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Common Snglith of Gtmwn of Lov,r Gvrmt* Ootkie of

Jfnglwh. M'a-l./(1380). LutJwr. Sa*m (1451). (720 A.D.). UZpfcifcw (360)

Us to us nns uns uus uns.

- "
heuU, hyto hiutu

D.iy day
cure unser unse unseer unsarana.

taglich degelika umozhic

ln.il brot brod broatb hlalf.

oud uud undo jah.

ve forgeve yergib forgif oblaz oflet.

Us to us mis uas uns uns.

Our ouro unser unse unseero tliatoi.

dettia schuld schulda sculdl skulano sijaimo.

As M wie alf'i so swaawo job.

we wir wy wir weis.

ForgiYe forgiven vergeben forgeven oblozen ofietun.

to our uuBoru uusen uns unsaroim.

,rs dottouris schuldigern scbuldenera ikuldlkcm skulam.

Lead lede fuhre enleyde firlotti briggais.

Ug us uns uns unsih uns.

Not not ni.-lit nicbt ni ni.

Into into in in in in.

Temptation temptacioun versuchung bekoringe khorunka fraistubnjoi.

But but sondern sondor uzz ak.

Deliver clolyver erlose lose crlosi lausei.

Us us uns uns unsih uns.

From from von van fona af.

Evil j vel dem ubel obelo ubile ubilin.

This table is fall of instruction. Go through it carefully

word for word, making due allowance for diversity of spelling.

For instance, our word come re-appeara in come to, comme, to

comme, chiveme, and quimai. In tho " bist" of the Lower

Saxon, wo recognise an old mood common in the south of Eng-
land in our boyish days, whore and when tho present tense of

the verb to be was thus conjugated, I be, thou bist, he bees, we

le, you be, they be. The Gothic of Ulphilas offers the most

striking points of comparison. We will go through it, and point

out the words which still form a part of the English tongue :

. our; thu, who; in, in; himinam, heaven; weihnai,

vowed ; thc-in, thy ; namo, name ; quimai, come ; wilga, will ;

ana, on ; airthai, earth ; gif, give ; uns, our ; daga, day ; un-

sarana, our ; hlaif, loaf; briggais, bring; lausei, loose; af, of;

ubilin, evil. It is thus seen that our mother tongue had a sub-

stantive existence as early as tho year of our Lord 360. And it

is curious to observe that in this, the oldest form of the Teutonic

languages, we find in several instances the nearest approach to

our modern words and forms. For example, himinam, heaven ;

thein, thy, thine; airthai, earth; gif, give; uns, us; daga, day ;

hlaif, loaf, tho ancient word for bread ; briggais, bring ; lausei,

loose.

LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXVIII.
ORGANIC CHEMISTRY.

THE characteristics of Organio Chemistry will be best shown by
considering the three definitions by which the subject has been
described.

1. It is the Chemistry of bodies which are the products, direct

or indirect, of vital organisms.
In the vast laboratory of Nature, under the active super

intendence of that mysterious power called "
life," innumerable

changes are continually being carried on, by which a large num-
ber of the different bodies organic substances are produced.
The immediate cause of these changes is no more caprice, but
certain forms of life, animal or vegetable organisms, have each

peculiar powers, to extract from certain substances that food

which is necessary for their own existence, and in this process a
new arrangement of the elements of the body takes place, thus

giving rise to new substances.

But Organio Chemistry does not confine its attention to those
substances which are found in actual existence in tho world ol

organisms, but it also includes within its range the consideration
of those bodies which may be found in dealing with the products
of vital organism. For example, alcohol is never found in

nature, but is produced by the process of fermentation, in which
a re-arrangement of elements takes place, and one of the pro-
ducts is alcohol. Hence its consideration is included in this

branch of Chemistry.
But thia definition has still further to be extended to tak

in those bodies which can be built up fmm their elements

that is, bodies which have organic analogies, bat which are made

>y syntheMU. For instance, oxalic aci-1, which is purely a vege-
table product, being the acid which imparts the sour taste to

sorrel, lichens, and other plants, can be produced by heating
curio cyanide, and allowing the cyanogen to paat into water.

Here it is dissolved, and the two compounds react on each

other, each being decomposed. One of the product* is ammonium
xalate, 2(NH 4)O,CtO,.

Upon the addition of a mineral acid, oxalic a.

iberated.

Or perhaps a more remarkable example is the manner in which

Berthelot built up alcohol from its elements. He canted

current of galvanic electricity to pass between charcoal point* io

an atmosphere of hydrogen. By this means the carbon of the

joints was made to combine with the hydrogen, forming

acetylene (C^H,). By submitting this acetylene to the action of

nascent hydrogen when it was in combination with copper, two

atoms more of hydrogen were introduced into the compound,
and ethylene (C,H4) was produced. With sulphuric acid C,H,SO4
s formed ; and when this is diluted and distilled, alcohol U
iberated.

Every year adds to the list of organic bodies which can be
milt up by inorganic processes ; yet the distinction between

;he two divisions of Chemistry is not thereby impaired.
2. Organic Chemistry is the Chemistry oj the carbon compounds.
Of the vast number of bodies which are considered under this

subject, so widely different in their properties, one and all con-

ain carbon. In most of them hydrogen and oxygen are

lombined with tho carbon. Some also contain nitrogen, and a
lew contain other elements.

No subject can better reveal the wisdom of the Mind which

made all these things. It is wonderful indeed that, by ringing

the changes on some four simple bodies, three gases and a

solid, such an endless variety of different substances, all exhibit-

ing different properties, can be produced.
Since all organic bodies contain carbon, they are all com-

bustible all are destroyed by high temperatures. This fact is

used as the basis of organic analysis.

3. Organic Chemistry is the
"
Chemistry of compound radicals."

This is Liebig's definition. In Inorganic Chemistry the com-

pounds are generally made up by the union of elements, and the

various changes which they undergo are produced by replacing

one element by another, according to their atomicities. If in

these changes elements only were concerned, then there would

be a clear line between the two branches of the subject, but

this is not always the case. Thus

AgNO, + NaCl = AgCl + NaNO,.

Here the NO, acts as an element, being a molecule, or, in the

language of Organio Chemistry, a radical. The changes which

take place in organic bodies ara carried on by an interchange of

radicals, which play precisely the same part as the elements in

Inorganic Chemistry, having their peculiar atomicities, and the

replacement taking place accordingly. For example, ethyle

(C3
HS) is monatomic. If the hydrogen of the water type,

f O, be replaced by this radical, we have ,-,'* > O, which a
**

i H ")
* '

ether. If only one H be replaced, ~ H JO is the result

alcohol.

Here is the action of sulphuric acid on alcohol :

forming snlpho-vinic acid and water.

The constitution of all known organic bodies may be referred

to one of three leading types

H )
' H f

and

The H in these types is replaced by the radical according to

its atomicity. For instance, glycerile (C,H,), the radical of

glycerine, is tri-atomic. To construct the formula of the

latter body, it is necessary to replace one H in the water type,

but there must be three atoms of H ; thus, {
Os. Now in-

f1 H )
*

sert the radical. Os is the formula of glycerine.
3 /

If the student prosecute this subject he will find that th

radicals arrange themselves into groups, the members of which

vary from each other by a fixed increment ;
so that formula
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which at first sight appear inexplicable can not only be readily
retained and understood, but the possession of the radical will

give the power of building up the ether, the alcohol, the acid, etc.,

belonging to it ; exactly as the root of a word being given, the

noun, the verb, the adverb, etc., can easily be arrived at.

Our space, however, being limited, we consider that it will be
more beneficial to our readers to enter into the properties and

composition of the various products of the animal and vegetable

kingdoms which we meet in our daily life, than to dwell on the

classification of formulae, referring the student to the third

volume of Miller's
" Elements of Chemistry" for a full discussion

of the subject.

Organic Analysis. Since carbon and hydrogen are the staple
constituents of organic bodies, the quantities in which they are

present are always estimated by the combustion of the body in

the presence of oxygen. By this means the carbon is converted
into carbonic acid gas, and the hydrogen into water. The
means by which this is effected may be thus indicated : A tube of

hard Bohemian glass is arranged on supports, as in Fig. 54, in a

trough of sheet iron. The tube is open at B ; its other extremity

Fig. 51.

is drawn out into a point, F, and bent obliquely. The body
to be analysed is carefully dried. The substance from which

oxygen is furnished for the combustion is cupric oxide. This is

freshly made, and heated to expel all moisture. A quantity is

placed in the combustion tube, sufficient to fill some two inches

of its extremity, A. The body to be analysed is carefully

weighed (about 6 grs. is usually taken) ; then it is mixed with
some of the cupric oxide in a mortar. With the greatest caution

it is introduced into the combustion tube. The mortar is rinsed

out with more oxide, which is also placed in the tube. The tube
is now filled to within two inches of its opan end with pure
oxide; c, a calcium chloride tube for collecting the moisture,
and D, Liebig's potash bulbs for absorbing the carbonic acid gas,
both accurately weighed, are attached to the tube by a tightly

fitting cork.

Hot charcoal is now placed in the trough at A. When the
tube is here red-hot the partition, E, is gradually moved towards

B, so that the whole tube is by degrees brought to a red heat.

At this temperature the carbon and hydrogen of the organic

body take oxygen from the cupric oxide. The water thus
formed is absorbed by the calcium chloride, and the potash
retains the carbonic acid. When the latter ceases to appear in

the bulbs, the point F is broken, and by means of the mouth a

gentle suction is applied to the open end of the potash bulbs, so

that air is gradually drawn through the combustion tube, which

brings with it the last traces of carbonic acid. The apparatus
is now dismounted, and in about an hour the tube C and the
bulbs D are weighed ; | of the gain c has experienced indicates

the quantity of hydrogen, and of the gain of D gives the

quantity of carbon, the body contained.

If the body contain nitrogen, a separate analysis is required to

determine its quantity. But in this case a precaution is neces-

sary in the process above described. When nitrogen is heated
with cupric oxide, a certain quantity of some of the lower oxides

of nitrogen comes off. This the chloride of calcium would
retain ; hence the end of the combustion tube is packed for six

inches with copper turnings, and these are kept red-hot. By
this means the oxides of nitrogen are decomposed, the copper
combining with the oxygen, and the liberated nitrogen passing
forward.

The determination of the quantity of nitrogen is based upon a
fact observed by Gay Lussac, that if nitrogenous bodies be heated
with an excess of potassic or sodic hydrate, all the nitrogen
comes off in combination as ammonia.
To take advantage of this transformation, the body is intro-

duced into the combustion tube as before, but not mixed with

cupric oxide, but with soda-lime a compound procured by
slaking well-burnt lime with a solution of soda, then evaporating
and igniting. The drying tube, C, is dispensed with, and bulbs
somewhat similar to D are charged with pure hydrochloric acid.

The heat is applied as before. The hydrochloric acid retains

the ammonia. After the process is complete, and air has been
drawn through the apparatus in the usual way, the bulbs are

emptied, and carefully washed out, first with a mixture of

alcohol and ether, and then several times with water. A solu-

tion of platinic chloride is now added, and a double chloride of

platinum and ammonium is precipitated. This is repeatedly
washed with a mixture of alcohol and ether, to remove any
trace of platinic chloride. It is now brought in a weighed filter

and again washed ; then dried in a water bath and weighed.
220'52 parts of the salt are equivalent to 14 of nitrogen.
The result of such analyses is to give the percentage com-

position of the compound.
An example will best indicate this : 4'750 grs. of sugar were

analysed
Grains.

Potash bulbs weighed after experiment . . 781 '13

before . 773'82

Carbonic acid = 7'31

Calcium chloride tube after experiment . . 226 '05

before . . 223-30

Water 275

7 '31 x = 1-994 = Carbon.

275 x - = -3056 = Hydrogen.

Or, calculating this for 100 parts of sugar, we have
Grains.

Carbon 41-98

Hydrogen 6 '43

Oxygen (by difference) . . 51 '59

100-00

From this, to construct the empirical formula, it is necessary
to divide each of the quantities by the atomic weight of the

element :

41-98 6-43 51-59

-^ = 3-49; ^ = 6-43; -^ = 3-22.

That is

319 equivalents of . . Carbon.

643 . Hydrogen.
322 . . Oxygen.

Allowing for experimental errors, evidently the number of

atoms of hydrogen double those of the oxygen ; and the oxygen
to the carbon bears a proportion of nearly 11 to 12 ; so that the

empirical formula is C^H^On- The number of these elements

may be only multiples of the real numbers. They cannot be

less than they are, because any division of the whole three

would produce fractions ; and as atoms are indivisible, a frac-

tional atom cannot exist.

To decide the true or rational formula, two ways suggest
themselves.

1. A compound of the organic body with some inorganic

element is analysed ; and, knowing the atomic weight of the

latter, we thus discover the combining weight of the molecule of

the organic compound.
2. We know that the density of a volatile organic compound

is half its molecular weight, just as the density of CO, is

= 22 ; that is, the molecule of C02 weighs 22 times the atom
m

of hydrogen.
So is it with any other volatile organic body.

Thus, by accurately weighing a glass globe filled with the

vapour, and finding the capacity of the globe, the density is

ascertained; twice this gives the molecular weight, and thus

the rational formula is fixed.

For the details of these processes larger works must be con-

sulted. Liebig's
" Hand-book of Organic Analysis

"
is record-

mended.
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I

TIIK NATlUlAh HISTORY OF COM M i:i; 'K.

INTBODUCTOHY.

"TiiK addition of ft new fact to a farmer's iniiul," it was
once pii Inlv remarked, "often increases tin? amount of his

is mure than the addition of lucres to I

The principle holds piod in every kind of industry and
commerce. The discovery of new Conns or proper
inattf-r, or fresh applications of old ones, of new moiive-

or new mechanism, is continually changing the

aspect of titfiiirs. A now tool even will sometimes add

immensely to the value of an old material, promote the

vomt'ort of millions, and develop some branch of in-

dustry to an extent hitherto unthought of. Fifty years
few workmen could accomplish the cutting of com-

window-glass without risk and loss ; at length a

thoughtful observer found out that there was ono direc-

tion in which the diamond was almost incapable of

abrasion or wearing by use, and ho contrived the present

simple tool which steadies the diamond and fastens it in

the direction required.
Here was a discovery resting upon a scientific principle.

It might and probably would nave been made much
earlier had science, or the systeinatised knowledge of
matter and its properties, been more common. The com-

plaint is now general that such knowledge is less com-
mon amongst us than it should be, than it is, in fact, else-

where. It is remarked continually that our Continental

neighbours are so sensible of the advantages of this

knowledge, that they provide it liberally for every man,
woman, and child. They feel that it is in itself pro-
perty, and the prolific source of wealth. They see that it

cannot be carried off by an enemy, or impaired by bad
seasons, or paralysed by a panic. They find that it costs

nothing to defend or to insure ; that it is not merely
a circulating commodity, yielding a single profit to its

possessor, but rather fixed and constantly productive
capital. Therefore, beyond primary schools, they pro-
vide industrial schools, trade schools, polytechnic schools,

drawing schools, museums of art and manufacture, to all

of which access is nearly free, and attendance on some
of them almost compulsory.
The result is visible in our exhibitions, in the com-

petition that displaces our trade, and drives our best
workmen abroad. Our government may do something
for national instruction hereafter, but hitherto they have
left us pretty much to shift for ourselves. Perhaps it

has been the right course. Self-help is the best. The
nation is now roused. We may move slowly, but we
believe that private enterprise backed or not by parlia-

mentary aid will eventually bring us up to the level

of the rest of Europe, and, too, of the United States of
America.

It is with this object in view that, having already given
to all self-teachers the opportunity of improvement in

all the branches of a liberal education, we now commence
a series of papers upon industrial and commercial sub-

jeots. These papers have been prepared by Dr. Yeats,
who has been assisted by able men eminent in their re-

spective departments of knowledge.
In a country like this, which is pre-eminently com-

mercial, and in an age like the present, distinguished for

the keen eagerness of its competition, it is impossible
for those who are ignorant of the first principles of com-
mercial and industrial science to compete with any hope
of success with those who are largely and practically
acquainted with them. Yet these are the terms upon
which so many of the English industrial and commercial
classes are at present engaired in carrying on a weari-
some and failing competition with the manufacturing
interests of other lands. As far as in our power lies, we
shall in these papers place at the disposal of every artisan
and employe the means for destroying this inequality of

88 X.E.

competition, and throwing into our hide of the itcale edu-
cated intll6Ct m addition to well-trained hand*. Wo
commence, then, with what we may cull the Natural

History ol Commerce, or a reply to the questions, Whence
do wo derive i In) raw materials which are the staple of

our commerce and i: Why do we find them
in particular 1< What constitute* their true

valued A re there yet no undeveloped regions or natural

products?

CHAPTER L
What is meant by Raw Produce ? The Neoenitjr of a Knowlodg* of

Raw Materials The Dicoery of Raw Material*, and the Effect*

of Discovery How a Knowledge of Baw Material* can be gained.

Tin: earth, with its oceans of water and of air, forms.
the great storehouse from which we draw the mean* of

support and enjoyment. The animals and plants upon
its surface, and the produce of its teeming waters, fur-

nish us with food and clothing ; the stone, the metals,
and the coal laid up in its crust supply us with the means
of shelter, with various implements, and with fuel.

Several facts connected herewith are part of our earliest

experience. 1st. There is in the world an indefinitely

large number of substances adapted for our service in

health and in sickness. 2nd. These substances are dis-

tributed so that every region has its special treasures-

3rd. The inhabitants of any one region may, by exchange,
become possessed of the abundance and variety of all

other regions. If, for instance, the Norwegian has plenty
of timber, but a scarcity of wool, and thus finds himself
well housed, but poorly clad ; while the Englishman has
woollen cloth to spare, but wants timber for building ;

each may, by interchange, be well clothed and well housed.
In speaking of the natural resources of a country, we

refer to the ore in the mine, the stone unquarried, the

timber unfelled, the native plants and animals to all

those latent elements of wealth only awaiting the labour

of man to become of use, and therefore of value.

Raw produce has, however, an extended meaning. We
do not merely gather in the indigenous materials of the

country where we live, but, by intelligent industry, we
increase the natural production. Tillage and cattle-rear-

ing procure for us a greater abundance of corn and fruit,

and llcsh-food, and textile fibres than we should other-

wise enjoy. This increase, and all the crude constituents

of wealth, whatever their origin, come under the designa-
tion of raw produce.
Without a considerable knowledge of raw materials,

and of their adaptations, we could not live ; and without
an unremitting application of such knowledge, we could

not live in comfort. We may even measure a country's
civilisation by the extent and diffusion of this important
knowledge. Barbarous tribes pass their time in pro-

viding for their recurring appetites, and cannot be said

to enjoy existence, in the sense of mental enjoyment.
Where such tribes do not die out, their numbers, at the

best, remain stationary. Among civilised nations know-

ledge is increased, and many things, which in some parts
still remain to bo discovered, have, in other parts,
become the necessaries of life for populations doubling
and trebling in a century.
The economic history of a nation would be a record of

the discovery of new raw materials, of new sources of

supply, and of additional applications. All such dis-

coveries tend to our benefit, while their result is occa-

sionally to enrich the discoverer, and to change the face

of our social and industrial life. It has been said that

he who makes two blades of grass grow -where only one

grew before is a benefactor to his species. The truth of

this statement is easily proved. Take the single example
of wheat, and imagine the blessings which a double

produce of this one kind of grain would confer upon
mankind.
In modern times we have had many remarkable in-
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stances of the effects of discovery. Though Corinth

produced what we might call Birmingham and Sheffield

wares, and Athens was the centre of the manufactures
which we now find divided between Leeds, Staffordshire,
and London, yet coal was not employed by the Greeks
and Romans ;

it was not used as fuel, even at Newcastle,
till the thirteenth century, and only crept into general
use during the reign of Elizabeth. This one product
has been the main cause of a complete revolution in our
national industry. It is only a generation or two since

that, by means of the raw material, coal, was evoked a
new motive-power, steam, and that iron was first ex-

tensively applied to mining, to machinery, and to locomo-
tion. Now every civilised country is scored with railroads,
cities are lighted with gas, and coal and iron promise to

change the characters of our ships and our mariners.
Before coal was used to generate steam, the sites of

manufacturing towns were determined chiefly by the
convenience of mill-streams, and the woods were the
seats of smelting. The forest fires are now extinguished ;

the fabrication of iron has travelled to the coal-fields,

which have become the densest-peopled parts of the

kingdom, and the scenes of the busiest industry. Wool,
once the staple industry of England, is now second in

magnitude and importance compared with cotton
; yet,

with the discovery of new sources of supply, and with in-

creased home production, the quantity made into cloth-

ing is vastly greater than in former times. The develop-
ment of the cotton industry is another example of the

application of raw produce to extended uses. The intro-

duction on the Continent of the silkworm, more than a
thousand years ago, gave rise to the unrivalled manu-
factures of the South of France, and originated one of
the chief elements of the wealth of Italy and Greece.
The dyeing of textile fabrics leads us into the domain of

chemistry, a subject requiring a volume merely to name
its discoveries. Indigo has displaced woad as a blue

dye ; and the new aniline colours, outvying the Tyrian
purple, elevate our taste and gratify our sense of beauty.
If we take other examples, similar facts appear. The
Chilian potato has provided food for many millions of

people, and in 300 years has reached a perfection in

Eui*ope to which in its native soil it never approached.
Maize has become an important crop round the Medi-
terranean ; while wheat, which was given to America in

exchange, has flourished there so greatly as to admit of

large exports to the Old World.
Discoveries of the utmost value appear, for a time, of

less moment, because their full development is not at

first reached or foreseen. It is not easy for us to deter-

mine how far the industrial and social habits of posterity

may be influenced by the production of the hydro-car-
bons and mineral oils. From the first employment of

caoutchouc for rubbing out pencil-marks, its applications
have been manifold. In gutta-percha we see applica-
tions of a new raw material to telegraphy, embracing the
world. We need but contrast the present period of our

history with any former period, or the condition of any
one country with another, to perceive the effect of such

knowledge upon human well-being. Every year adds to

our list of useful animal, vegetable, and mineral sub-

stances
;
while the greater consumption of those already

known calls forth, as a rule, greater production. Thus
the importance of a knowledge of raw materials cannot
be overrated. It is a matter of personal interest to every-
body in every part of the world.
No abstract reasoning would have led us to discover

the properties and uses of iron, without first seeing,

handling, and examining a piece of that metal. Experi-
ment has founded this department of knowledge. Every
discovery of a new material, or a new property of an old

material, has suggested new uses, and fresh necessities

have led continually to fresh researches. We know that

f dyeing, tanning, brewing, glass-making, and weaving were
known to the Egyptians in very ancient times, ranging
from 1,500 to 2,500 years before Christ, These indus-
trial operations involved an earlier discovery of the raw
substances operated upon. Indigo and purple dyes ; bark
and other astringents that effect the change from skin
to leather ; barley and malt

; silicious sands and alkalies
that, admixed, form glass ; silk, linen, and cotton all of
these must have made part of the earliest human history.
Passing over along interval, we read of quills being used
for writing (A.D. 600), of the use of sugar among the Arabs
(A.D. 850), and of coffee among the Persians (A.D. 875).
After the lapse of several centuries, America opened to
us another world of raw produce. The potato was intro-
duced into Europe in the last decade of the sixteenth

century, and its cultivation rapidly spread during the
seventeenth century. Maize, cocoa, and tobacco were
likewise made familiar to us.

Without extending the list, we may dwell upon the

thought of how much we owe to the past, even in these
few selected instances. The same methods that rewarded
our ancestors with fruits of discovery, must be still

followed by us in order to add to their number. Our
forefathers observed, compared, tested, and applied, age
by age, the gifts of nature, and bequeathed to us the
accumulated store of knowledge which we inherit. To
come into possession of our share of this knowledge of

economic substances, our study must begin at home.
Here the things are at hand, and we early become accus-
tomed to the use of them. With imports from all parts
of the earth, it has become difficult to say whether we
are most interested in home or in foreign produce. In

England, the facilities for study surpass those of other

nations, and we may reverse the usual steps of inquiry,
and endeavour, from the raw substance itself, to deduce
or to arrive at the conditions of its being, wherein it

differs from all other substances. What we know of the

undeviating laws of nature, opens our minds to inferences

and generalisations whenever a basis of facts is broad

enough to support a correct induction.

In the vegetable kingdom, we see the distinction be-
tween an endogen and an cxogen clearly marked from the

cotyledons through the whole life-history of the plants.

(See Figs. 10, 11, in Lessons in Botany, III., Vol. I., p. 81).
The structure of the stem, the veining of the leaves, the
number and character of the floral organs, the method of

the secretions, all differ persistently in the great sub-

kingdoms. A worker in wood will tell from the texture
and grain, not merely the species, but the variety of

tree, and the place of its growth. A mahogany mer-
chant will distinguish the timber of Cuba from that of

other West Indian territory, and island growths from
the growths of the mainland. Again, the starches

prevailing amongst so many plants are known apart by
the form of their grains, so that potato-starch mixed
with arrowroot can be easily detected; and flour of

every kind indicates in the same way the grain from
which it was prepared. The microscope shows an iden-

tity of structure between the nutmeg, or hard kernel,
and the arillus, or mace, that enwraps it, and would prove
that the two substances belong to each other, greatly as

they differ in appearance, even though their relationship
were not otherwise known. In a general way, if we see

a rattan, bamboo, or palm stem, we at once know it to

be an exotic or tropical production ;
and we infer, from

the ferns and palms of the coal measures, that the beds
of shale and coal originated under circumstances of

climate quite different from the temperate and frozen

regions where they are now found.

Examples abound equally in the animal kingdom. We
do not hesitate to draw climatic inferences from the

presence of the bones of fossil carnivora in cold regions,

although such inferences receive no support from the
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- climate. With living unimals we can o

hrir ^'o^niphiciil rflution, anil say, thin i.s H ir.ipi.

:-il, tisii, i.i- in-tvi; tlt'tt belongs to the frigid zone.

Tin- more iniiiuii: our invesi the more is this

i In individuality of every natural product, and of

niLiial adaptation of all tho conditions of IM-MIL",

conlii-mi'il. Tli structure of a bone enables our natu-

to build up the animal of which it is a part, to

ibe its habits, and to fix its proper position in the

domain of science. Professor Owen has demonstrated that

the dent ilo or tooth structure of every species of animal

met, and that, were our knowledge comprehensive
enough, it would unerringly guide us to the identifica-

tion of the animal.
1'ioni these illustrations it will be seen that all raw

substances contain within them structural evidences of

the conditions under which they were developed; and
that by a scientific induction, possible only with in-

creased knowledge, we may learn to read these evidences,
and to apply our knowledge to the improvement of the

substance that is, to its increased utility. The history
of discovery shows that all advance was anticipated, that

new powers or properties were generally suspected, and
that they revealed themselves in answer to scientific

interrogation. Here we perceive the utility of museums,
wlu-iv economic substances from the three kingdoms of

nature are classified for comparison and study. Books
will not only show the knowledge already acquired, but

they will direct the student in his search for more. In

every civilised country there are museums ; and every
school should also be a repository of specimens of

raw produce, in the nature and use of which direct

instruction should be given. Early familiarity with
the substances themselves would lay the foundation of

knowledge, which would not only save the young man
of business the first weary years of learning, but would
send him forth into tho domain of nature, perhaps as a
discoverer of new materials, or of new properties or

adaptations, adding to the necessaries and conveniences
of life, and therefore to the health and happiness of

mankind.

CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. III.

10. LETTER PROPOSING THE OPENING OF AN ACCOUNT.

Havre, March 20ih, 1882
Messrs. Levris Frisby, McHenry & Co., New Orleans.

Gentlemen, We have to acknowledge the receipt of your I

favour of the 10th of February, and hasten to reply.

We willingly accept your proposals, and shall be delighted to

see relations established between our two houses that may prove

mutually advantageous. You may rest assured that wo will do

all in our power to merit the good opinion with which Mr. Rien

has inspired you, and show ourselves worthy of the confidence
;

reposed in us.

We hasten to satisfy your wishes by sending you enclosed

a pro formd account sale, that may serve yon as a basis for
j

future operations. Our terms are 2 per cent, commission, and
2 per cent, delcredere.

We shall be ready to make advances to the extent of two-

thirds of the invoice amount of goods consigned to us for sale,

on receipt of invoice, bills of lading, and orders for insurance.

It is unnecessary to observe that we shall send you accounts

of the state of the market by all the boats leaving for New
Orleans.

We remain, Gentlemen,

Your very obedient servants,
A. J. SMITH, BROS. & Co.

Le Havre, le 20 Mars, 1882-

Messieurs Lewis Frisby, McHenry et C18
-,

a la Nouvelle-Orleans.

Messieurs, Nous accusons reception de votre honoree en
date dn 10 Fevrier t nous nous batons d'y repondre.
Nous acceptons vos propositions aveo emprcssement, et nous

erons oharme* da voir '<-Ublir entre noa deux "Ti^nt da*
rapport* nuivU et mriproqucment fructoeux. Croyez bian qua
noun ferouH tout oe qui dependnt da nooa poor repondro digna
munt a 1'opinion que M. Bien TOW a inapin-e et a la " n nfciiBB
dont vouij voulez nous honorer.

Nous nous empreMon* de *ati*faire a TO* dt'-nin en TOM
remettant sous oe pli le oompte de Tente ritnuld quo TOO* ootu
demandez, afin qu'U puiwe TOO* serrir de ba*e pour vo opem*
tions future*. No* condition* sent : 2 poor cent de commis-
sion et 2 poor cent de duerovre.

Nous sommoB preta a fairo des avance poor let deux tien do
montant des consignations qui nous seront adre**ee* en rccevant

facture, connaiasement et 1'ordre de fairo 1'aosurance.

Inutile de vous dire qne nous profiteronu de toiu le* naviren

en partanco pour la Nouvello-Orltjans pour TOO* t*"'r au courant
de 1'etat de notre marche.

Agruez, Messieurs,
1'assurance de notre estime,

A. J. SMITH, FREBES &, (?

11. A LETTER ADVISING THE EXECUTION or AN ORD

, May 10th, 1882

Messrs. J. Ellison, Wine Merchants, London.

Gentlemen, In pursuance of the order contained in your
letter of the 15th of April, and in accordance with the price* an<?

conditions laid down, I have bought for your account 20 tiercel

of brandy, 27 degrees, and forwarded them to your brother

in Paris. Enclosed yon will find the invoice, amounting to

80,760 fr., with which I debit you. In conformity with your
wishes, I have drawn this day on your account, on Messrs. J.

Lafitte, of Paris, at three months, payable to my order, for the

above amount.
I wrote to you on the subject of your account with me at

length in my last, and have nothing more to add.

I remain, Gentlemen,
Your very obedient servant,

FRANCIS MARTIN.

Cognac, le 10 Jfai, 1882

Messieurs J. Ellison, Negotiants en Vina, a Londres.

Messieurs, En execution do 1'ordro contenu dans votre

honoree du 15 Anil, j'ai achete aux prix et conditions y fixes,

pour votre compte, 20 ticrcons eau-de-vie, 27 degn's, et je le* ai

expedios a M. votre frere a Paris. Vous en trouvercz sou* ce

pli la facture, s'elevant a 30,760 francs, portea a votre debit.

Pour me ooaformer a voe desire, je viens de disposer poor
votre oompte, sur MM. J. Lafitte de Paris ma traite en date
de oe jour pour la dite somme, a mon ordre, payable a trou
mois.

Je me snis etendu dans ma derniere au sujet de Totre compte
chez moi, et je n'ai rien a ajonter a mes observations.

J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Messieurs,
Votre tres-humble serviteur,

FRANCOIS MARTIN.

12. LRTTKR KMBODTING AN OFFKR or SERVICES AS CLKRK,

Melt, March Ibth, :

E. Merle, Esq., London.
Sir, I take the liberty, upon recommendation of Mr. Leoon-

teur, with whom I have been working the hut five yean, of

writing to offer you my services. My only motive for quitting
a firm, to which I owe much, and for seeking a situation abroad,
is the desire of extending my knowledge of business and of per-

fecting myself in a language, the rudiment* of which I know
already.

Having been engaged for three years in bookkeeping, I have
during the last two years filled the post of English and
German correspondent. At the same time I have devoted my
attention to the study of the Exchange, and I venture to hope
that I should satisfactorily discharge the duties of correspon-
dent or ledger-clerk.
As regards my position in this firm, I beg to refer yon to Mr.

Lecouteur, who has kindly promised to write to you on mv
behalf.
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No further assertion on my part is necessary, as to my doing

my best to merit the confidence reposed in me.

Be so kind as to favour me with a reply, and should there

be no vacancy in your firm, let me know what chances there

are of obtaining a post among your friends,

And believe me, Sir,

Your very obedient and humble servant,
A. WOLFF.

Metz, le 15 Mars, 1882

Monsieur E. Merle, & Londres.

Monsieur, C'est sur la recommandation de Monsieur Lccou-

teur, chez qui je travaille depuis plus de cinq ans, que je prends
]a liberte de vous ecrire pour vous offrir mes services. Le desir

d'etendre mes connaissances commorciales et de me rendre

plus familiere une langue dont les principes me sont deja connus,

peut seul mo determiner h, quitter une maison a laquelle je dois

beaucoup, pour chercher une place a 1'etranger.

Je me suis occupe pendant trois ans de la tenue des livres,

j'ai ete charge ensuite pendant les deux dernieres annees de la

correspondance en anglais et en allemand. J'ai donne toute

mon attention & 1' etude du change, et j'ose mo flatter que je

pourrais acquitter a votre satisfaction des fonctions qui se

rattacheraient ti, la correspondance ou & la partie des comptes-
courants.

Quant k ma position dans cette maison, je m'en refero au

temoignage de Monsieur Lecouteur, qui m'a promis de vous

ecrire en ma faveur.

Je ne dis mot sur lo fait que je ferai de mon mieux pour jus-

tifier la confiance dont on aura bien voulu m'honorer.

Veuillez, je vous prie, m'honoror d'une response, et en cas

oh il n'y aurait pas de place chez vous, de me faire savoir

s'il y aurait la chance d'en obtenir uno chez un de vos amis, et

agreer 1'assurance de 1'estime avec laquelle
J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Monsieur,

Votre tres-humble et tres-obeissant serviteur,

A. WOLFF.

13. LETTER ON TRANSFER OF ORDER OR COMMISSION.

Philpot Lane, London, February 10th, 1882 5

Messrs. Martin and Co., Boulogne.
Gentlemen, We beg to forward you a letter just received

from Mous. Achard, of Dieppe. You are in a better position to

undertake this little matter. Will you undertake it ?

We are, Gentlemen, most truly yours,
SMITH Baos.

Philpot Lane, Londres, 10 Fevrier, 1882

Messieurs Martin et Cle
,
& Boulogne.

Messieurs, Nous avons 1'honneurdevous adresser uno lettro
'

que nous recevons de Monsieur Achard, a Dieppe. Vous etes

inieux places que nous pour traiter cette petite affaire. Vous
convient-il de vous en charger P

Agreez, Messieurs, nos cordiales salutations,
SMITH FRERES.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. III.

CHAUCEE AND HIS TIMES.

FROM whatever point of view it be regarded, the reign of

Edward III. must always be one of the most important epochs
in the history of England ; but to the student of literature it is

especially so.

Long before this time indeed, for centuries a gradual fusion

must have been in progress between the two races, Norman
and Saxon. The bitter memories of the Conquest, and the

oppression which followed it, had faded. The spirit of haughty
contempt on the one side and hatred on the other, had gradually

passed away. The Norman nobles and the older Saxon families

had become assimilated in privileges and position ; and through-
out all classes the diversities of race were becoming forgotten.
The English language, too, was little by little conquering in the

struggle with its rival, the French, and becoming the language
of the whole people. We are told by the old chroniclers, that

down to the fourteenth century, and during at least a great

part of it, French was the language of the grammar-schools,
and even Latin was taught to English boys through the medium
5f the French. But we read that one John Cornwal intro-

duced tho system of teaching in English, and being followed

by others who learned of him, the practice soon spread, and
ultimately became universal. From some time after the Con-

quest, French had been the language of the courts of law ;

but in 1362 an Act was passed substituting English for it
;

and the very significant reason is given in the preamble, that

tho language of the courts was no longer understood by the

parties to the causes. The fire necessary to complete this

fusion of different elements into a single nation was supplied

by the French wars of Edward III. For the first time England
as a nation was called upon to measure her strength against
one of the great nations of the Continent ; and her success was
brilliant. The enthusiasm of war and the pride of victory gave
birth to a spirit of nationality, which was the one thing needed
to complete the unity of the nation. And the fact that tho

national enemy was France, with the hatred of things French
thence arising, must have decided the victory of English as

the national language over its French rival.

But it was not in foreign war alone that England in that day
showed that men's energies had fully awoke from the sleep of

tho dark ages ; nor was such a revival confined to England.
Everywhere in Europe old forms of faith were being sternly

questioned. Old systems of philosophy were cast aside. Old
institutions and social organisations were giving place to new.

It was the age that saw the death of the scholastic philosophy
and of the system of chivalry. It saw the revival of ancient

learning, the first real efforts to throw off the corruptions of

religion both in doctrine and in practice, and the commence-
ment of modern literature. In England, the religious reforma-

tion attempted under Wickliffe, on one side ; and on another side

the rising spirit of the poorer classes, still burdened under the

yoke of feudalism, a spirit which soon after led to the great

rising of the commons under Wat Tyler, showed that England
had participated in the general movement. But till the time at

which we have now arrived that is to say, the latter part of

the fourteenth century she was behind the rest of Europe in

literature. In Italy, Dante had produced his great work in the

beginning of the century. Petrarch and Boccaccio had written

since. In other countries, too, much had been done. But, as we
have seen, England was still without a literature. Now, how-

ever, everything was in her favour. Her national unity was
achieved ; her language was practically formed ; the mental

energy was present; and the desire for knowledge was BO

universal, that we are told, on authority which it ia difficult

to disbelieve, that at Oxford and Cambridge the students

might then be counted by thousands where they now are by
hundreds.
From comparatively early in the reign of Edward III., we find

signs of the revival of a national spirit in the popular songs on

subjects of national interest. Among these the most important
which have been printed are a series of ten very spirited ballads

by Laurence Minot, upon various battles and other achieve-

ments of Edward III.

But the first work of considerable extent and merit which de-

mands our attention is the remarkable allegorical and satirical

poem,
" The Vision of Piers Ploughman." We treat this as

the first because, though the year of its composition cannot

be exactly fixed, it belongs in form and style so much more to

the preceding age than any other great poem of the period, and
shows so much less trace of the direct action of foreign influence,

that it naturally takes the first place in order among the poems
of the age of Chaucer. The author of " The Vision of Piers

Ploughman" is said, and there is no reason to disbelieve it,

to have been one Robert or William Langland, or Longland, a

native of Staffordshire, who lived as a monk at Malvern : and
his placing the scene of his vision in the Malvern hills confirms

a part, at least, of the story.
This singular poem relates a dream, or rather a series of

dreams, in which the poet sees, allegorically, tho corruption

and misery of the world ; the remedy for those evils in the

pursuit of truth ;
and the one guide to truth and regenerator

of the world in the person of Peter the Ploughman. The
world is a field full of people. Here are the poor toiling, the

rich wasting ; the lawyers pleading for hire ; the clergy idle

and corrupt ;
the pardoners deceiving the people for gain ;

yet all the while the cast'.e of Truth stands just above them,

though they see it not. At court mede (corrupt gain), and

falsehood, and wrong contend with conscience, and peace,

and reason ; and lawyers, and confessors, and counsellors are
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on tin- aide of wrong. At last Uoaoon makes her voioe beard

.ught to confess their nin$ each
omen to oonfobsion ; and a grunt multi-

tude set out upon tho quest of Truth. But who ahull show tin-

way P Friara and pilgrim* know it not. Peter, a ploughman,

presents himself aa tho guide to Truth. But we very noon see

that under tho guise of the ploughman the poet presents to us

none other than tho Divine Redeemer of tho world. Then wo
1 i<l Tutor, the ploughman, employing his followers in labour

iio Held which ho tills (tho world). We see him ploughing
tho soil and sowing tho seed of Divine grace. While side by
side with this we have another allegory of " Do Well, Do Bet,
and Do Best," throe degrees of moral excellence, and the guides
and instructors of tho soul. Tho poem ends somewhat abruptly

so much HO that some have thought it unfinished with the

* of Antichrist in tho kingdom of Peter tho Ploughman.
We h:ivc s:iiil enough to enable tho student to appreciate the

general character of tho religious lessons which the writer seeks

to convey, and of the allegorical form in which he clothes

them. But tho poem is no less a satire than a religious allegory.
The vices of all classes of men are painted with much vigour ; but
above all, tho corruptions of tho clergy and tho monastic orders,
their idleness and neglect of their flocks, their covetousncss and

simony, their self-indulgence, their deceptions to extract money
from the people. The world as it was and tho world as it might
have been, the Church as it was and tho Church as it ought to

be, are put before us in constant contrast.

Tho language of Langland is decidedly more antique in cast

than that of his contemporary Chaucer ; though, according to Mr.
Marsh ("Lectures on tho English Language," p. 92), the actual

number of words derived from foreign sources is at least as largo
in his English as in Chaucer's. But what more than anything
else connects this poem with tho past, rather than with the future,
i* its metre. It bears every mark of having been written

distinctly for the people, rather than fcr tho cultivated classes.

And, perhaps, for this reason the author chose for it the old
Saxon alliterative metre, which seems to have been then still

habitually used, and even long afterwards sometimes occurs, in

the songs of the people. Tho chief peculiarity of that metre is

that in each couplet, or pair of verses, two or more accented
that is, emphatic syllables in the first line, and one in the second,

begin with the same letter. Tho character of the metro will be
learned more easily from tho specimen which we shall give
than from any amount of description. It will be observed that it

differs from our modern metres in having alliteration that is to

eay, identity of initial letter in syllables instead of rhyme ; and
in attending not to the number of syllables in a line, but rather
to the number of accents. But it must be observed that tho
alliterative principle is not unfrequently departed from in

individual lines. After the dreamer has described his leaving
his home and falling asleep, he begins to tell his dream as
follows. We merely alter the spelling in some cases where it

differs from our present spelling :

"Then gnu I meeten
A marvelous sweven,*
That I was in a wilderness,
Wist I never where,
And as I beheld into the eastf
On high to the sun
I saw a tower oa a toft, J

Wonderly iiunked,
A deep dulo beneath,
A dungeon therein

With deep ditch and dark

And dreadful of sight.
A fair field full of folk

Fotind I there between
Of all manner of men,
The mean and the rich

Working and wandering
As the world osketh, ||

Someputten1[ them to tho plough,
Playeden them** full seldom,
In earingtt and in sowing
Swinking full hard."

Tho great popularity which this poem attained is attested, not

only by direct evidence, but by tho number of imitations to
which it led, the most notable of which was " The Creed of
Piers Ploughman."
While, however, Langland, in his remote country home, was

satirising the corruptions in practice which ho saw in the
Church around him, in a very different sphere had arisen one
whose attack was of a far bolder kind ; for it was directed, not

only against the prevailing habits of life, but against tho re-

ceived system of doctrine as well.

Dream. Wonderfully made. ** Amused themselves,
t Looked to the east.

||
As the world requires, tt Ploughing,

t Field. f Apply themselves. 11 Laboured.

John Wickliffo was born about the year 1324, in a mall

village near I ire. Ho roc-wived hi* educa-

tion at ' L in. iiibr first of Queen's Collage,
and aftarwards of Morton College. At Oxford he rery soon

made a name for himself as a man of profound learning, extreme
acuteness of intellect, and fearless courage. Ho first acquired

popularity and fame by leading the opposition to the Mendicant

Friars, who at Oxford, aa elsewhere, wore seeking to draw all

v,.-iitli and influence into their own control. His lectures on

divinity were frequented by multitudes of students. Nor was
his fame limited to Oxford. He was consulted by Edward III.

upon the great question then pending between England and
the Pope, as to the payment of tribute churned by the Papal
Court, by virtue of the cession of the kingdom in the time of

King John. And ho was one of those sent by the king to meet
the Papal legate at Bruges, and negotiate with him upon
this subject. His chief supporter at court was John of

Gaunt, Duke of Lancaster. After his return from his foreign
mission, he was appointed to the rectory cf Lutterworth, in

Leicestershire. As time went on, and his knowledge and obser-

vation were enlarged, his opposition to tho existing order of

things both strengthened and widened. From an opponent
of practical abuses, he had gradually become an opponent of

some of tho most cherished doctrines of the Church that as to

transubstantiation, for example. He had drawn to himself, too,
a multitude of followers, and organised a body of preachers,
who spread his opinions through tho whole country. He had
become the head of a groat movement. It was hardly to be

expected that such an adversary should be left unmolested by
the heads of tho Church. Just before tho death of Edward HI.,
he was summoned before the Archbishop of Canterbury at St.

Paul's. But tho proceedings came to nothing ; Wickliffe was
rescued from danger by John of Gaunt. With the accession of

Richard II. the power of John of Gaunt declined. Then
followed the rising of tho commons under Wat Tyler, in 1381,
which was ascribed by his enemies to the revolutionary influence

of Wickliffe's teaching. His bitterest enemy, Conrtenay, had
become Archbishop of Canterbury. Wickliffo was again sum-
moned before a synod, which met at the Greyfriars, in London.
Ho did not appear, but his doctrines wero condemned as dan-

gerous and heretical. By the Convocation at Oxford he was

again condemned. No actual step was taken, however, against

him, and he continued to preach and teach in his parish of

Lutterworth as boldly a-3 before ; until, in the year 1384, two

years after his condemnation, ho died of paralysis.
Wickliffe wrote much in Latin, addressed to the learned ; and

much in English addressed to the people. His shorter English
works consist of tracts upon subjects of temporary interest. Hii
one great work was tho translation of tho Bible into English.
This vast undertaking was probably not accomplished by
Wickliffe unaided. No doubt a great part of it was executed

by his followers and disciples under his supervision ; but the

design is unquestionably Wickliffe's ; and there is no doubt that

it was carried out in part by himself, and entirely under his

direction and guidance. The first edition appears to have been

completed three or four years before Wickliffo's death. A second

was finished by Purvey a few years after the death of his master.

This is the first really groat work in English prose ; and when
we consider the thirst for religions knowledge at the time it

was produced, and the number of its author's followers both

then and afterwards, wo can scarcely doubt that, quite apart
from his influence in other respects, Wickliffo must have done
more than almost any other man has ever done to fix the

standard of the English language, and form the stylo of English
writers.

John Gower seems to have been born before Chaucer, though be
survived him by eight years ; and probably some of his works,

though not his groat English poem, wero earlier than Chaucer's

most important works. Gowcr was sprung of a family of

knightly rank in the county of Kent. He was a man of pro-

perty, and is said to have been educated at Morton College,

Oxford, and afterwards to have adopted the profession of the law.

However this may be, it is pretty clear that he lived within the

circle of the society of the court. Many short poems of his

have been recovered and published in various collections, some of

them in French and some in Latin. But his larger works were
three in number ; and of these one was written in French, on
in Latin, and one in English. The "

Speculum Mcditantis,"
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which was in French, has been lost. The " Vox Clamantis," or
" Voice of One that Crieth

"
(so called in allusion to St. John the

Baptist), is a long poem in Latin, in which, partly under the

form of allegory, he sets forth the evils of the time, especially

the miseries attendant upon the great rising of the commons,
under Wat Tyler, in 1381 ;

and protests against the vices and

corruptions of the various classes of society. Gower, however,

was no friend or follower of Wickliffe. But Gower's most im-

portant work, and his latest, is the " Confessio Amantis," or
" Lover's Confession," a very long poem in English. Its form

is that of a dialogue between the poet and Genius, a minister of

Venus, who is assigned by her to receive his confession. The

principal part in the dialogue is borne by Genius, the confessor,

who lays down a number of moral precepts for the instruction

of the penitent lover, and illustrates them by stories taken from

all kinds of sources, ancient and modern, sacred and profane.

This book thoroughly justifies the title which Chaucer gave
to his friend and brother poet, and which was afterwards

repeated by a long succession of writers,
" Moral Gower." It

shows, as all Gower's works do, much cultivation, but little

poetical genius ; and to us it is interesting, as showing how
far the influence of Chaucer had acted upon his own contem-

poraries, rather than very attractive for its own sake.

Sir John Mandeville tells us that he was a native of St.

Albans, and went abroad in the year 1322, on Michaelmas Day.
He remained abroad some years, visiting Egypt and a very

large part of Asia ; and, after his return, he wrote an account

of the countries he had visited. The book is full of the wildest

fables ; indeed, it is plain that Mandeville had the true traveller's

appetite for wonders, and received and recorded whatever was
told him about the countries with which he came in contact.

But his accounts of what fell under his own observation are

clear and interesting. What he tells about the languages in

which he published the. book, and his reasons, is well worth

noting, as illustrating the transition which the nation was then

passing through in respect of language.
" Ye shall undirstande

(he says in his prologue) that I have put this boke out of

Latin into Frensche, and translated it agen out of Frensche

into Englyssch; that every man of my nacioun may undir-

stande it."

The greatest genius, however, and in every respect the most

strongly representative writer of this period, was Chaucer.

The consideration of his life and works we must postpone to

she next lesson.

ArripSre, to seize, get.
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3. To care Jor :

jui .* colls allsque hominum." Plaulu*.

Miiim pool us ooluiMO per arto, cura ait." Ovid.

study:
.mi philosophto a primA adolescontii coluit." Cictro.

5. T j>i',:-iue:-
" Nuuo plan* noc ego victum neo vitam lllam colero powum."

'Jicvro.

6. To esteem, regard, respect :

" Amo vos quia me colitis." Plautw*.
" A quibus diligouter observari vidouiur et coli." Cicro.

7. To honour, worship :

"
Quid cat cur duos ab hominibus colendos dicas, quum dii non modo

homines nou colant sod ouiuino nihil curont?" Cicero.
" Hos deos et veuorari ot colere debemus." C'icro.

VOCABULARY TO THE EXAMPLES OP "COLO."

Frutfifer, -i?ra, -oruin,
(
Adolescentia, -SB, f., Victus, -us, m., food,

fruit -bearing. youth. victual*.

Observe, 1, 1 pay att- Ingenuus, -a, -am, Villlcua, -i, m., a stew-

tion (... literal. aril, bailiff.

DEVIATIONS IN THE THIRD CONJUGATION.

3. Perfect in -vi ; Supine in -TUM.

The stem of the present is strengthened by n or r.

i. Li -n-o, linorc, lovi, litum, to besmear.

ii. Si-n-o, sinere, sivi, situm, to allow, permit.
iii. So-r-o, screre, sovi, satum, to sow, plant. The compounds

have situm ; as, consero, consorere, consevi, consitum.

In the following the er of the present undergoes inversion :

thus, ere becomes cer :

iv. Cor-n-o, cornere (crovi, cretum only in compounds), to

separate, determine.

v. Sper-n-o, spernere, sprevi, sprotum, to despise.

vi. Stor-n-o, sternere, stravi, stratum, to spread out (B. E.

stratum).

Hither may be referred the following in sco :

vii. Cro-s-co, crescere, crevi, cretum, to grow ; so, accrescere,
to increase ; excrescere, to grow out ; recrescere, to grow again ;

concrescere, to grow together; the other compounds want the

supine.
viii. No-sc-o, noscere, novi (notus as an adjective), to become

acquainted with. Nosco has no participle future active. After

the same manner internosco, to distinguish ; ignoscere, to par-
don ; pernoscere, to learn thoroughly; prsenoscere, to learn

beforehand. But agnoscoro (part. fut. act. agnoturus), precog-
noscero, rocognoscere, form the supine in -Itum, as recognitum.

ix. Pa-sc-o, pascere, pavi, pastnm, to feed.
x. Quie-so-o, quiescere, quievi, quietum, to take rest.

xi. Sci-sc-o, sciscere, scivi, scitum, to inquire.
rii. Sno-sc-o, suescere, suevi, suetuin, to grow accustomed to.

VOCABULAET.

Butyrum, -i, n., butter.

Comitia, -oruin, n., tho

public assembly of the

jMopU.
Concionari, to address

the people.

Consternere.to astound.

Corporeus, -a, -um, cor-

poreal, belonging to

the body. [decree.

DecernSre, to resolve,

Edo, edere, edi, esum,
'

Obtrectatio, -onia, f.,

blame, reproach.

Prosternere, to cast

down, prostrate.

SecernSre, to separate.

Substernere, to lay
under.

Venustas, -atis, f.,

agre<xiblenss, loveli-

ness.

Vinea, , f., a vine.

3, to eat.

Importare, to bring in,

import.

InserCre, to soto in.

Invidia, -as, f., envy,
hatred.

Libens, gladly.

Messis, -is, f., the har-

vest, [defile.

Obliuere, to besmear,

EXERCISE 149. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Insita est nobis corporia nostri caritas. 2. Ibi messis non est,

ubi satum non est. 3. Omno quod erat concretum atque corporeum
Deus substravit auimo. 4. Vita tua molevolorum obtrectatioues et

invidias prostravisti. 5. Imperator Probus Aureum montem apud
Maesiam viueis consevit. 6. Proalio commisso, omnia longe lateque
telis, armis, cadaveribus constrata erant. 7. Sceleratum homiuem con-
scieutia sprotte virtutis exagitat. 8. Die cur consilium meuui spravSris.
0. Audi, puer, mater te rogat cur panem butyro oblltum oblltus sis

edere. 10. Venustas et pulchritudo corporis secreta non est a vale-

tudine. 11. Cato concionatus est.

EXERCISE 150. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. The love of our children is planted in our breasta. 2. They

despised my counsel. 3. My counsel was despised by them. 4. I will

despise no one's counsel. 5. My boy, butter thy bread. 6. They will

defile themselves with bad morals. 7. The good must be separated

from the bad. 8. I bar* separata! the boy* from the girls. 9. Cicero

will tpeak in the public assembly. 10. The power of Britain bar

wonderfully increased under Victoria (Victoria rtignrnf, abL absolute;
11. Our friendabip will grow with oar age.

EET TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XXXVIII.

EXERCISE HI. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. The temple of Janui baa been cloaed twice ainoe the reign of

Numa. 2. If it be allowable to laugh, yet immoderate laughter is

blamed. 3. If you have allowed that Ood ia, you moat confess that
the world ia governed by his counsel. 4. On the minds of all, Oo4
himself has impressed an idea of Ood. 5. The power of conscience U
great, so that those who have sinned always think that punishment is

before their eyes. 6. Virtues have been so coupled and joined together,
that each one partakes of all. 7. Caesar, besides ten bushels of corn,
and the same number of pounds of oil, also allotted to the people three

hundred sesterces to each man. 8. He who distrusts the durability of

his advantages must fear lest, having lost them, he should sometimes
be miserable.

EXERCISE 142. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Dotnus mea heri clausa est. 2. Tuam domnm clandam. 3.

Templum clauditur. 4. Templum clausum erit. 5. Puer a schola
ezclusus est. 6. Concedunt ease Deom. 7. Confltendum est illi*

Deum esso. 8. In omnium animis ipsius notionem improssit Deal

ipse. 9. Viritim dividam centum frumenti modios. 10. Nonne virtutea

copulatao sunt ? 11. Qui diffidit Deo, ei timendum eat, ne aliqoando
sit miser.

EXERCISE 143. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. I am greatly grieved that you have been reduced to such grief and

distress. 2. Why have you thrust that person from the boose ? 3.

I hope that my sick friend will escape from the disease. 4. If th
mind has escaped from the body, then for the. first time will it live and
thrive. 5. The sun having risen, darkness was scattered. 6. The
courage and penetration of the leader drove away all dangers which hung
over the city. 7. Marina hid his aged body by plunging it into the
marshes (literally, his body plunged into the marshes). 8. The heavenly
mind, depressed from its most lofty dwelling-place, was let down,
as it were, to the earth. 9. The laws, for a long time buried

by the power of the enemies, at length emerged. 10. The eternal

Ood has sown minds in human bodies. 11. All things which are

now enclosed by arts were formerly scattered and spread abroad. 1 2.

Epaminoudas fell with a severe wound at the battle of Mantinea. 13.

Epaminondas, when be bad overcome the Lacedaemonians at the

battle of Mautiuea, and saw that he was dying from a severe wound,
as soon as he opened his eyes, asked whether his shield was safe.

EXERCISE 144. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Ubi Marius se occultabit ? 2. Morius palude se occultavit. 3.

Militesne corpora palude occultabuut ? 4. Hominum animi e ooe!o

demorsi sunt in terram. 5. Qui demersi sunt, emenerunt. 6. Miles

eo vulnere gravi exanimatur. 7. Duo homines haatis transfixos vidi

morientes in proelio. 8. Miles morieus dispexit et rogav\t hostes ne

fugati essent. 9. Omnia alia caduca sunt, Dens unus permanet, et

unquam permanebit, defixus in altis vitas sui >psius radicibus. 10.

Adolescens de virtutis via deflexit. 11. Nebula) disperse aunt, sol

eluxit. 12. In omnium animis Deus virtutis semina sparsit.

Fable. The Peacock.
The peacock complained bitterly before Juno, his mistress, because

sweetness of voice had been denied him, while the nightingale, a bird
with so little beauty, excels in singing. To whom Juno amid,

" And
properly so too, for it was not proper that all advantages should
be bestowed upon one."

Fable. The Geese and the Crane*.
The geese and the cranes formerly fed in the same meadow. When

the owner of the meadow came, the cranes easily flew away, but the

geese, hindered by the weight of their bodies, were caught and
slaughtered. Thus, when the poor are caught in the same crime with
the more powerful, only those suffer punishment, while these escape
uninjured.

EXERCISE 145. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. The just father inflicts punishment on his son. 2. The judge

fined the accused citizen a very heavy fine. 3. The consul severely
punished his grandfather (who was) enfeebled by yean. 4. Cicero waa
not able to inflict the punishment due to his wickedness. 5. The
conquered Carthaginians may suffer punishment from you. & I am
severely punished for my rashness. 7. I shall be punished to-day
for your bad words. 8. You will pay the penalty in your hot blood.
9. The judges inflicted very severe punishment on wicked men.

EXERCISE 146. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Poenas repetam malis pueris. 2. Mali pueri pcenas dabunt.

3. Mali pueri poeuas dignas suo scelere pendent. 4. Judex poenaa
gravisaimaa ex sceleratis homiaibus sumsit. 5. Victi vos victorious

pcenas sufferent, 6. Solvi poraam. 7. Sumam ex illia poanas.
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
BRITISH PEARLS AND PEAKLT SHELLS.

IT would bo difficult to find, among the multitudes of strangely-

formed and deeply-interesting inhabitants of our lakes, rivers,

and the sea which girds our coasts, a wider field for study and

research than is presented by an examination of the habits and

peculiarities of the shell-bearing Mollusca. Whether we select

for investigation the tiny creature in his glass-like dwelling

among the green water-weeds freshly culled from the clear brook

(a familiar type of which is to be found in the Lymnea stagnalis,

the subject of the annexed illustration, Fig. 1) ; or dredge up
from the rock-fastnesses at the sea's bottom some stout and

strong sea-castle, like that inhabited by the Triton, figured in

the annexed engraving (Fig. 2) ; or search the grass and herbs

growing in some sheltered hedge-row, where the snails and other

land-shells love to dwell, we find the same admirable fitness and

marvellous adaptation to the position and conditions under which

each had existed : and notwithstanding that the one possesses

the power of supporting and carrying out the various functions

of existence in water far removed from the sea, the other beneath

the salt waves of the ocean, and the third in situations far re-

moved from water either fresh or salt, a perfect shell, exquisite

in form, admirable in design, and very nearly of identical com-

position, is secreted in each instance. Many of these terres-

trial shells are, notwithstanding the position assigned them by
nature, capable of assimilating elements productive of rich,

admirable, and varied colouring. The annexed sketch of Helix

hemastoma (Fig. 3) will servo to show this. Few of our readers

will have failed to observe the beauty of tint and variety of

shading to be found on the shells of the common banded and

golden-yellow snails of our hedges, lanes, and thickets.

Few natural processes are more extraordinary and mysterious
than that by which colour and quality of product are produced
by living creatures, and even the lowest orders of plants. We
take a grain of wheat, the seed of the poppy, the nttir vomica,
and the deadly nightshade ; we prepare a suitable tub or other
vessel for them to grow in ; we furnish soil, water, heat, and
shelter ; and in due time, when the plants from each of these

seeds have arrived at maturity, we shall find that no two
will be alike either in colour of blossom, form of foliage, or

shape of plant. We go a step farther, and subject them and
their products to chemical analysis, and we find food suitable

for man associated with a pl,iiit-tnlk covered with a sheath
of pure flint in the wheat ; whilst the poppy, with its rich

scarlet tintu and soft stem, yields the useful alkaloid morphia ;

and the nux vomica furnishes to us the deadly poison,
$trychnia all these wondrous elements and compounds being
drawn from the one simple tub of earth, and the water with
which it was supplied. So it is with the shells of the earth, the

river, and the eo;t : by processos the nature of which we know
nothing, results of the most extraordinary nature and magni-
tude are brought about. Not only the spined and gaily- painted
shell of the coral reef, but the very reef itself, destined at some
time to form a home for man, is slowly but surely being built

up and massed together by the living labourer, who works by
laws far beyond our ken. The eggs of birds, too, are marvellous
in their form and colouring, and possess a crust or shell closely

resembling that of the shells we have been describing, both in

texture and component parts. Dealing with shells and, struc-

tures allied to them, we can easily pile such beautiful works of
an all-wise Creator together, apply fire and reduce them to lime ;

but with all our boasted skill in science and art, no human
power or ingenuity could, from the materials thus formed, cause
the building up of that which has been so readily torn down.

Pearls, after all, are merely lime which has passed through the

laboratory of that most wonderful of chemists, the shell-bearing
mollusk. For the early history of English pearls, and the sheila

which yield them, we must go back to a period when Britain was
known to other nations as a mere group of islands vaguely
known as the Cassiterides. This supposed group was, no doubt,
formed by the Scilly Islands and the projecting land of the coast
of Cornwall. This region was probably first discovered by a
band of Phrenician voyagers who were dispatched about 600 B.C.,

by Pharaoh-Necho, king of Egypt (the same who slew Josiah,

king of Judah). These bold adventurers we~3 directed to set

sail from the Red Sea, to voyage round Africa, and enter the
northern seas by the Straits of Herculen, when they were to

explore and investigate such countries as they might find, and
take note of all valuable productions. On the discovery of

the Cassiterides .by the PhoBiiicians, tin and probably pearlo
formed important objects for commercial enterprises; but the
situation of the new treasure-lands was for a long time success-

fully concealed by the fortunate discoverers. The Romans,
however, at length discovered the secret, and there appears little

doubt that the glowing accounts given of the fabulous quanti-
ties of pearls possessed by the inhabitants of "

Baratanac,"
or Britain, first led Julius Ceesar to plan his second invasion,
and decide on its capture and subjugation. That pearls were
the great and main attraction is proved by the fact of one of his

first offerings to the shrine of Venus Genitrix as a successful

conqueror being a shield or buckler covered with pearls from
his new possession. Pliny, in writing of this offering, says that
the pearls from Britain were of small size, devoid of lustre, and
very inferior to those of Eastern origin ; Tacitus also speaks of

them in much the same terms. It is fair, therefore, to infer

that the description of pearl known in those early days was
obtained from the common edible mussel (Mytilus edulis, the sub-

ject of the accompanying illustration, Fig. 4), which is only met
with at the mouths of tidal rivers where the water is strongly

impregnated with salt, or in the sea itself. An investi-

gation of the contents of these palatable bivalves will often

lead to the discevery of small pearls of little or no commercial
value. Some years since, when pearls formed an important
element in the prescriptions of medical men, they were far more
eagerly sought after than now. The common oyster of our
coasts is also occasionally found to yield small or seed pearla,
which are of value only to the curious. The great silk mussel

(Pinna nobilis, a representation of which is shown at Fig. 5, on
a reduced scale) is the largest bivalve shell found in our seas.

It not only produces a tuft or tassel of silk-like material,
known as tho"byssus," which is at times spun into gloves
and stockings, but is often found to contain coloured pearls of

considerable value. Some of these are of a steel-grey tint,

others are lead-coloured, reddish, and occasionally even black.

It is not to this shell, however, that we have to look for the
true precious pearl of Britain : that is produced by a shell

much larger than the edible mussel, bearing no silk, and dwelling

exclusively in running streams of fresh water. The rivers of Wales,
Ireland, Germany, and Switzerland have been long celebrated

for their pearl mussels. The Unto margaritifenis, as it is called

by naturalists, represented at Fig. 6 in the accompanying illus-

tration, is the true fresh-water pearl-shell. It has been found

measuring five inches and a half in length, and two inches and a
half in breadth across the valves ; but it is very rarely so large, the

great majority of specimens but little exceeding five inches long

by about two inches broad. Some curious information relating-

to Irish pearls was communicated by Sir Robert Redding,
through a Dr. Martin Lister, to the Philosophical Transactions

of 1673. He states that the rivers of Derry, Donegal, Tyrone,

Wexford, and Kerry contained tke pearl mussels, and that the

poor people in the neighbourhood cf the streams fished for

them during the warm weather preceding harvest, when there

was little water flowing, and that they made use of either their

toes, wooden tongs, or sharp-pointed sticks for dislodging
them from their retreats on the bottom or among the stones.

The sharp sticks were, ho says, thrust between the open valves

of the shells
" as they lay in part opened, with the white foot

protruded like a tongue out of the mouth." He then states

as follows :

" Some gentlemen of the country made great

advantage thereof
;
and I myself, whilst there, saw one pearl

bought for fifty shillings that weighed thirty-six carats, and
was valued at forty pounds. Everybody abounds with stories

of the good pennyworths of the country, but I will add one
more. A miller took out a pearl, which he sold for four pounds
ten shillings to a man, who sold it 1'or ten pounds,, who sold it

to the late Lady Gleneally for thirty pounds, with whom I saw
it in a necklace. She refused eighty pounds from the late

Duchess of Ormond for it."

Scotland, too, particularly in past times, had reason to boast

of the importance of her river pearls, the Tay, from Perth to

Loch Tay, being one of the richest streams. Captain Brown,
in recording the particulars of the Scottish pearl-fishing, says,
"The pearls sent from Scotland to London from the years 1761

to 1764 were estimated at ten thousand pounds' value." The.

Isle of Man, too, has had its river harvest, and a peculiar
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variety of tho unio (17. roittyi) was found to prodaoe a very
iuli. The rivor flowing noar Braddon

.1. 'l'!i.' ri-..-r Conway, in

.\urtli . "-oil known to bo ono of tho chosen

hornet) I'oth tho Halt-water mussol at tho

mouth, u:l t!i uniu high up auiun.,' tho brawling rills

Is and yellow furzo blossom, bear

witli tin in ever and anon tho inuuh-oovotod troaauro. Bottws-

o tradition says, tho honour of being tho locality near

the l>old and handsome Welah noblouian, Sir I.

. ol'tuiiu-il tin- rioh and costly pearl which ho presented
to tin- <}'.:

.'ii of Charles II. Tho term "Cretin diluw" has boon

by tho \\Yl.-h given to tho Conway shells from an idea, which

they appear to have entertained, that they were brought to tho

river at tho time of tho deluge. The formation of pearls in tho

appear* no reason why they should not be found as abundantly
as when Sir Robert Bedding wrote : speaking of the proportion
of prizes to blanks, be says,

"
Although, by common estimate,

not above ono shell in a hundred may hare a pearl, and of theao

pearls not above ono in a hundred bo tolerably clear. Yet a
vast number of fair merchantable pearls, and too good for the

apothecary, are offered for sale by these people every summer
assize."

Tho streams of Bavaria at the present day produce from
time to time pearls well worth obtaining, and about thirty

years since a most important find of them was made by mere
chance in Norway. An unusually dry summer had caused the
waters of the Zeddern Channel to become nearly dry. A
peasant who chanced to be wandering about over the shingle
and pebbles, seeing a dead and partially dried unio laying in it*

L LTJOTEA STAGNALIS. 2. TRITON. 3. HELIX HEMASTOMA.
SILK MUSSEL). 6. UNIO MABGAHITIFERUS (THE FBESH-WATER
8. ADONTA (1'OND MUSSEL).

4. Mrnrrs EDUXIS (THE EDIBLE MUSSEL). 5. PIJTXA NOBILIS (THE
PEARL SHELL). 7. DAMAOED SHELL REPAIRED BY PEARLY DEPOSIT.

tissues of this or any other mollusk can be only viewed in the

light of a diseased or abnormal secretion, caused in the majority
of cases by the presence of some foreign and irritating cause.

Linnoms discovered by actual experiment that grains of sharp
Band introduced between tho valves of tho shell in such a way
that they rested between the body of tho animal and tho
"
mother-of-pearl," or shell-lining, caused in a short time the

deposition of a coating or crust of pearl on tho sand grain,

which, acting as a nucleus, gathered tho shielding matter
around it, and so guarded the delicate tissues of tho mollusk
from friction and injury. It has also been found that by
drilling a small hole through the outer coatings of the shell,

and leaving tho lining untouched by tho boring instrument,
that a pearl nodule was in a short time formed, as shown in the
annexed illustration (Fig. 7), so as to defend the weak point, just
as a skilful armourer would patch a weak place in breast or back

plate. It is somewhat remarkable that the search for home
pearls should be MO larely followed at the present day, as there

wide-spread shell, stopped, and picked it up, when, much to his

wonder and delight, out rolled a pearl worth ,50. Specimens
of even greater value than this were soon after discovered by tho

people, who rushed from far and noar to tho treasure-yielding

sands, which were thoroughly searched until the return of the

water to its accustomed level put a stop to tho search. A shell

closely resembling the Unio margaritifenu is to be found in

most of the ponds, brooks, and rivers of England ; it is known
as the "

pond mussel," or Adonta. A reference to Fig. 8 will at

once show the particulars of external form in which the two shells

differ. The Adonta, so far as we have observed, yields no pearls,

but produces an incredible number of young adontas, which ate

carried within the parent shell completely valved and ready to

shift for themselves when cast on the world of waters. It is

said that an American naturalist has succeeded in computing
ono Adonta family at 600,000 in number. There are many more

shell-dwellers interesting in habits and curious in form, and to

those we hope to refer in another paper-
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XXYII.
PAEADIGM OP THE BEGULAE VEBB Auw, I loose (MIDDLE

VOICE).

INDICATIVE MOOD.

Present. Tense-stem Au-. Imperfect. Tense-stem e-Au-.

Sing. 1. \v-o/j.cu, I lAose myself, or e-\v-o/j.-rjv, I was loosing my-
am loosed, etc.

2. Au-??.*

3. Au-

Dual.l. Au-

2. Au-

3. Au-

Plur. 1. Au-

self, etc.

e-\v-ov.

e-Au-rro.

e-\u-ofj.0ov.

fj,fda.

2. Au-

3. \V-OVTO.i. t-\V-OVTO.

Future. Tense-stem Au-<r-.

Sing. 1. \v-<T-ofj,ai, I shall loose myself.

(The Person-endings are like the Present.)

First Aorist. Tense-stem e-Au-o--.

Dual.l. f-\v-ff-anf0ot>.

2. t-\v-ff-acr6ov.

3. f-

Sing. 1. e-Au-cr-a/xTji/, I loosed

2. e-Au-er-w. [myself.
3. *-Au-<r-aro.

Plur. 1. e-Au-cr-flyieOa. 2. e-Au-er-cwee. 3. t-Xv-ar-avro.

Second Aorist. Tense-stem -Air-.

Sing. 1. f-\nr-o/j.7)v, I remained behind.

(Like the Imperfect Indicative.)

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Present. Tense-stem Au-.

Sing. 1. \v-ufj.cu, I may loose

2. Au-j?.* [myself, etc.

3. AU-TJTCU.

Dual. 1. \v-capf6ov.
2. \v-Tjff9ov.

3. \v-riff6ov.

Plur. 1. \v-(a/j.(9a,. 2. Au-rjo-fle. 3. AU-CCJ/TCU.

First Aorist. Tense-stem Au-o--.

Sing. 1. Xv-ff-<aft.a.i, I may have loosed myself, etc.

2. AU-O--J;.* (Like the Subj. Present.)

Second Aorist. Tense-stem \tir-.

Sing. 1. \nr-tafia,i, I may have remained behind.

(Like the Subjunctive Present.)

OPTATIVE MOOD.

Imperfect. Tense-stem Au-. First Aorist. Tense-stem Au-<r-

Sing. 1. \v-oifj.f}v, I might loose \v-ff-aifj.riv, I might have

myself, etc. loosed myself, etc.

2. \v-oio. Au-

3. \V-OITO. Au-

Dual.l. Au-oijueOov. Au-

2. Au-oi<r0o'. Au-

3. \v-oiff6i]i>. Au-

Plur. 1. Au-oi/^e(?a. An- -a.ifj.f9a.

2. Au-oi(rde. Au- -aiff6e,

3. AI^-OIKTO.

Future. Tense-stem Au-er-.

Srru;. 1. Au-<r-o/x77v, JwouJd Zoose myself, etc.

(The person-endings like the Optative Imperfect.)

Second Aorist. Tense-stem AHT-.

Sing. 1. \iir-oi[j.r]v, I might or would, etc.

(Like the Optative Imperfect.)

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Present. Tense-stem Au-. First Aorist. Tense-stem Au-<r-.

-cu/xeflop.

Sing. 2. Au-ou, loose thou thyself, etc. Au-

3. \v-fff9ca. Au-

Dual.2. \v-ea-0ov.* Au-

3. Au-ecr0a>c.* Au-

PlW. 2. AU-SCT06.* Au-

3. \v-fa-6w3-av, commonly Au

-a.1,* loose thyself, etc.

-a.a6ca.

-afr9<a<Tav, commonly

Second Aorist. Tense-stem Aiir-.

Sing. AITT-OU, -ecrflw, remain behind. (Like the Present.)

INFINITIVE MOOD.

Present, Au-e-<r0cu, to loose one's self, or to be loosed,

First Aorist, \v-ff-a<r-6ai, to have loosed one's self.

Second Aorist, Anr-eer0ai, to have remained behind

PARTICIPLES.

Present, \v-ofj.fvos, loosing one's self.

First Aorist,
'

Au-tr-oyuei/os, having loosed.

Second Aorist, Ar-o/ue;/os, having remained behind.

EXERCISE 76. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Avotfjitif. 2. AufroiyUTjp. 3. Auoyuac. 4. Auco/xai. 5. E\vo/j.7)y

6. EAuffa/uryj/. 7. Auffo/iat. 8. EAiTrojU.Tjy. 9. Auo^rot. 10.

EAuoiTo. 11. EAu<raj/To. 12. Ai/crojirSe. 13. Anroj/wjj'. 14.

Aiirfffdat. 15. Aiiro/j.fi'os. 16. Au<ra<r0ai. 17. AuetrOai. 18.

Avo/j-fvos. 19. Auo"a(T0. 20. AcTrai^at. 21. EAuereo. 22. AuirrjTai.

23. Avtff9uv. 24. Auotirdoc. 25. Auo^ecou. 26. EAuetrtfe. 27.

Aucro,u6voi. 28. AUOJI/TO. 29. Avffaifjif9a.

EXERCISE 77. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. I might loose myself. 2. He might loose himself. 3. They
might loose themselves. 4. To loose one's self. 5. Loosing
one's self. 6. Loose yourselves. 7. He would loose himself.

8. Let him loose himself. 9. We may have loosed ourselves.

10. They will loose themselves. 11. He may loose himself. 12.

You two might have loosed yourselves. 13. You may have
loosed yourself. 14. They remained behind. 15. He may have
remained behind. 16. Do ye remain behind. 17. To have loosed

one's self.

Conjugate, according to the active and middle paradigms,
these verbs : rraiSeua;, I instruct, educate ; j8a<nAeueo, I reign.

The chief parts are iraiSevoa, iraiSfvcru, Trara&evKa, ireiraiSev/j.ai,

ia, /3e/3a<rtAeu/ca, /3ff3a.<n\ev(j.ai.

THE PASSIVE VOICE OP Aua>.

(The Present and Imperfect are the same as in the Middle Voice.)

INDICATIVE MOOD.

First Aorist. Tense-stem e-Au-0-.

Sing. 1. f-\v-9-i)v, I was loosed, etc.

2. f-\V-0-7]S.

3. e-Au-0-7j.

Dual. 2. e-Au-fl-TjToc.

3. e-Au-0-rjTT/c.

Plur. 1. e-Au-6-Tj/xei'.

2. -Au-0-7jre.

3. e-Au-O-Tjcrov.

First Future. Tense-stem Xv-Q^-rr-.

Sing. I. Au-0rj-(T-o/uai, I shall be loosed, etc.

(Like the Indicative Present Middle.)

Second Aorist. Tense-stem e-rpj/3-,

Sing. 1. e-Tptfi-rji', I was rubbed, etc.

(Like the Indicative First Aorist Passive.)

Second Future. Tense-stem Tpi/3-ij-ff-.

Sing. 1. Tpi&-r)-ff-ou.at, I shall be rubbed.

(Like the Indicative First Future Passive.)

Perfect. Tense-stem Ae-Au-. Pluperfect. Tense-stem e-Ae-Xu.

Sing. 1. Ae-Au-/ucu, I have been e-Ae-Au-yurji', I had been

loosed, etc. loosed, etc.

2. Ae-Au-trcu. e-Ae-Au-(ro.

3. Ae-Au-rcu. -Ae-Au-ro.

Dual. 1. \-\v-fj.e9ov. f-\e-\v-fj.f9ov.

2. Ae-Au-<r0oj/.* e-Ae-Au-crflop.

3. \e-\v-(r9of.* e-Ae-At>-(T#7jz/.

Plur. 1. A-Au-/ue0a. e-Ae-Au-/*e(?a.

2. Ae-Au-<r0e.* e-A-Au-<T0e.

3. Ae-Au-j/Teu. e-Ae-Au-j/ro.

Note that when the tense-ending pat of the perfect passive ia

preceded by a consonant the third person plural is supplied, for

euphony's sake, by the perfect participle with enn for Teruwrat,
ffi and in the pluperfect TtTvfj.fj.evoi i\aav.
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Perfect Future, or Third Future. Tense-stem A-Au-<r-.

./.
1. \t-\u-ffonai, I shall have been looted.

(Like the Indicative Present)

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Aorist. Tense-stem \v-0-. Perfect. Tense-stem At-Aw-.

Sing. 1. Av0-a>, I may have been A-Av-/*<i/os, -a>, I may have

looted, etc. been loosed, etc,

2. Au-0-p*.
3. \v-0-ri.

\v-6-i)Tov. A-Au-^ca), -

3. AI/-8-7JTOI'. Ae-Aic/Mfw, -TjToi'.

'.'in-. 1. Au-0-ai,uj'.

J. \u-0-rjrt.

3. Au-0-axn.

Second -4ori*$. Tense-stem T/0-.

Sinj. 1. rpift-u, I may be rubbed.

(Like the Subjunctive First Aorist Passive.)

OPTATIVE MOOD.

First Aorist. Tense-stem \v-0-.
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the one side of the equation, and all the known quantities to the

other, taking care to change the signs of the terms transposed, and

incorporate the terms that are alike.

4. Remove the co-efficient of tlie unknown, quantity, by dividing
all the terms in, the equation by it ; the result will be the solution

required.
PROOF. Substitute the value of the unknown quantity for the

letter which stands for it in the equation ; and if the number

satisfies the conditions of the question, it is the answer sought.
PROBLEM 1. A man being asked how much he gave for his

watch, replied : If you multiply the price by 4, to the product
add 70, and from this sum subtract 50, the remainder will be

equal to 220 pounds.
In order to solve this question, we must first translate the

conditions of the problem into such an algebraic expression as

will form an equation.
Let x be the price of the watch.

This price is to be multiplied by 4, which makes 4o; ; to tho

product 70 is to bo added, making 4# + 70 ; from this, 50 is to

be subtracted, making 4^+70 50.

Here we have a number of the conditions, expressed in

algebraic terms
;
but we have as yet no equation. We must

observe, then, that by the last condition of the problem, the

preceding terms are said to be equal to 220.

We have, therefore, this equation, 4 + 70 50 = 220 ;

which reduced, gives x = 50. Ans.

Here the value of x is found to be 50 pounds, which is the

price of the watch.

PROOF. The original equation is 4a; + 70 50= 220 ; sub-

stituting 50 for x, it becomes 4 X 50 + 70 50 = 220 ; that

is, 220 = 220.

PROBLEM 2. What number is that to which, if its half be

added, and from the sum 20 be subtracted, the remainder will

be a fourth of the number itself ?

In stating questions of this kind, where fractions are con-

cerned, it should be recollected that |x is the same as -
; that

\x= -, etc.

Let x be tho number required.

Then by tho conditions, we have x + 20 = -, and re-
2 4

ducing .the equation, we have x = 16. Ans.

PROOF. Thus 16 + 20 = .

2 4
PROBLEM B. A father divides his estate among his three sons

in such a manner, that the first has .1,000 less than tho
whole ; the second has .800 less than one-third of the whole ;

the third has .600 less than one-fourth of the whole. What is

the value of the estate ? Ans. <4,114f.
PROBLEM 4. Divide 48 into two such parts, that if the lesa be

divided by 4, and the greater by 6, the sum of the quotients
will be 9.

Let x be the smaller part ; then 48 x is the greater part ; and,

by the conditions of the problem, we have -
-f- ^^ = 9.

Whence x 12; therefore, 12 is the less part, and 36 the

greater part.
171. Letters may be employed to express the known quantities

in an equation, as well as the unknown. A particular value is

assigned to the letters, when they are introduced into the calcu-

lation ; and at its close, the numbers are restored.

EXAMPLE. If to a certain number 720 be added, and the

Bum be divided by 125, the quotient will be equal to 7392
divided by 462. What is the number ?

Let x be tho number required; and let a = 720, 5 = 125,
t= 7392, and h = 462.

Then, by the conditions of the problem, we have 1_ = _
;

o h
and reducing, we have x= bd ah

T, . . ., , , (125x7392)-(720x462)
.Restoring the numbers, we have x = ' v

= 1280. 462
.

EXERCISE 29. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS IN SIMPLE
EQUATIONS.

1. Divide 11 into two parts, such that the sum of twice the

first and half the second may be 16.

2. Divide 39 into four parts, such that if the first be increased

by 1, the second diminished by 2, the third multiplied by 3, and
the fourth divided by 4, the results may be all equal.

3. If a certain number is divided by 12, the quotient,
dividend, and divisor, added together, will amount to 64. What
is the number ?

4. An estate is divided among four children, in such a manner
that the first has .200 more than | of the whole, the second
has .340 more than | of the whole, the third has .300 more
than > of the whole, the fourth has .400 more than A of the
whole. What is the value of the estate ?

5. What is that number which is as much less than 500, as a
fifth part of it is greater than 40 ?

6. There are two numbers whoso difference is 40, and whick
are to each other as 6 to 5. What are the numbers ?

7. Suppose two coaches to start at tho same hour, one from
London for Glasgow, and the other from Glasgow for London,
the former travelling 10 and the latter 9 miles per hour.

Where will they meet, the distance between the two cities being
400 miles ?

8. Suppose everything to be as in the last question, except
that the coach from Glasgow starts two hours earlier than the

other. Where will they meet ?

9. A dealer purchases 60 yards of cloth for .30 ;
and by

selling one part of it at 12s., another, twice as great, at 14s.,

and the rest at 10s. per yard, he gains .8. How many yards
were in the several lots ?

10. Suppose two dealers each annually to double his capital,

except an expenditure of ,100 ; and that at the end of three

years the capital of one is found to be doubled, while the other

has only half what ho had at first. How much had each to com-

mence with ?

11. If a person eaah year double his capital, except an expen-
diture of .300 the first year, .400 the next year, and .500 the

third, and at the end of three years be found to be worth .5,500,
what was his original capital ?

12. A father's ago is now treble of his son's, while five years

ago it was quadruple. What are their present ages ?

13. Divide .1,000 between A, B, and C, giving A 100 more,
and B 50 less, than C.

14. A spirit merchant finds that if he add 10 gallons to a cask

of brandy, the mixture will be worth 21s. per gallon ; but that

if he had ten gallons more, the value will be reduced to 18s.

How many gallons were in the cask ?

15. Find a number, such that if it be divided successively by
2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10, half the sum of the first four

quotients increased by 20 shall be equal to the sum of the

remaining five.

16. Find two numbers differing by 6, and such that three

times the less may exceed twice tho greater by 7.

17. Find a number, such that if it be increased successively

by 1, 2, and 3, the sum of one-half of the first result and one-

third of the second shall exceed one-fourth of the third by 8.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XIV.
EXERCISES FOB PRACTICE.

WE resume in this lesson our series of exercises which will

afford the student sufficient practice in translating simple sen-

tences in Italian into English, and turning English into Italian.

The copious vocabularies will afford the learner a useful oppor-

tunity of storing his mind and memory with Italian words.

VOCABULARY.
L' o-ro-16-gio, the watcL

or clock.

Ma, but.

M6l-to, very.

Per, for.

Per-du-to, lost.

Tro-vd-to, found.

EXERCISE 8. COLLOQUIAL.

1. Mi-o pa-dre e buo-no ; e-gli ha an-che un bu6n fra-tel-lo.

2. Mi'-a ma-dre e bu6-na ; el-la ha an-che u-na buo-na so-rel-la,

3. Ab-bia-mo ve-du-to v6-stro zi-o ; e-gli ha com-pra-to un gran

h'-bro. 4. A-ve-te vdi ve-du-to il n6-stro giar-di-no P^es-so
e

mol-to gran-do. 5. H6 com-pra-to u-na pen-na ;
es-sa c mdl-to

Anche, also.
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bud-na. 6. 11 tii-o li-bro 6 pfo-oo-lo, ma ds-ao e bud-no. 7. Ab-

iMu-mu mi i.i-il:-.' -ho o bud-no. 0. A-ve"-te u-na ma-dro ohe e

Ho ua li-bro oho 6 mdl-io pio-oo-lo. 10. Mi-a so-

nM-hi hn, u-ua p^n-na oho 6 mdl-to grau-de. 11. 11 li-bro oho

;>ra-to e bud-no. 12. 11 giar-di-no che ab-bi:i-m>.>
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con-fi-ni del-la Sas-s6-nia. 48. E'n-tro il ter-mi-ne di tre me-si.

49. Un pro-di-gio di u6-mo. 50. Tin u6-mo di tren-ta. 51. II

fidr di ga-lant' uo-mi-ni, 52. Quel-lo scioc-co di v6-stro ser-vo.

53. Que-sto dia-vo-lo di fem-mi-na. 54. Quel drit-tac-cio di

Gu-gii-el-mo. 55. Toc-co di bric-co-ne ! 56. Quel po-ve-ri-no di

mi-o fra-tel-lo ! 57. Tan-to di vi-no ed al-tret-tan-to d' a-cqua.
58. Fa un si bel chia-ro di lu-na. 59. U'-no di nd-me Gio-na.

60. Giu-da di so-pran-nd-me (so-pran-no-mi-na-to) Tad-de-o. 61.

Per-mea-so (con-ge-do) di tre me-si.

VOCABULARY.
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Jfow whi'ii any planet is in that part of its orbit which in

i 1 is said to bo in .

o Greek words signifying "near tho BUD;" and when iit the

it ia said to be in aplulion, or away
au.

a o A, or half the major aria, ia called the mean
:uiJ thin it in which is given in all tables of the solar

ho distance of tho planeta.
; . had long been noticed that the apparent daily motion

. :L was greater at aomo times than at others; and the

too, weru found not to move exactly at a uniform rato,

ing more rapid when in perihelion than when in

er parts of thoir orbits. Kopler accordingly determined to

uiul discover the law which established the relation between
distances and their speeds. This link was manifestly

ting to enable him to foretell the exact place the sun or a
mid occupy at any given moment, for though he had
out their paths, yet, as their speeds varied, he could not

in what part of those paths they would bo unless he knew
amount of this variation.

This work he accomplished with far less difficulty than he had
rienced in the discovery of his first groat law, and he soon
luuccd his second law, which teaches that

velocity of any planet at every point of its orbit is such that

.<-<iwn from it to the sun always describes equal spaces in

I times. This imaginary line, joining the centres of the sun

planet, is called the radius vector.

This law may bo easily understood by reference to Fig. 2,

s-may be taken to represent the position of the sun, and
c D E F G the successive positions occupied by the planet
equal intervals, so that it passes from A to B in the same

period as from B to c or from c to D.

Now join these points with s, and wo shall find that tho space
A s B passed over by the radius vector in one period is exactly
equal to tho space B 8 c passed over in the next, and to each
of the other spaces c s D, D s E, etc. We see thus that the
rate of the planet's motion when near c is greater than as it

approaches A. The same would be found to hold good if we
had divided the orbit into spaces passed over in one day, or in

any other peripd. This law, then, together with the former
one, enables us exactly to calculate the place of any planet at

any time. Kepler, however, was not content with this : as he
gazed on tho different members of our system, he found so many
points of resemblance in their movements that he conceived
there must be some general law connecting the whole into one
grand unity. They all had the sun as one focus of their orbits,

they all moved in elliptical orbits around that body and in the
same direction, and all obeyed the same law as to rate of
motion ; he fancied, therefore, that some intimate bond of union

it exist between them, and set himself to discover it.

This was a more difficult task than either of the former had
ID, for there he had certain facts given, and had merely to

form a theory that would explain them all ; now he had to grope
about for some law the very existence of which he only sus-

pected, nor could he tell whether it connected their distances,
their sizes, their periods, or their densities. He conjectured,
however, that if there was any such relationship, it would pro-
bably bo between their distances and their periods of revolution,
more especially as his second law showed that in the case of each
individual planet these quantities varied in a definite proportion.
Accordingly, he commenced to compare their distances with their

periods, but not the faintest clue could ho find in this way to

guide him ; ho then tried various multiples of these quantities,
but with no better success. So firmly, however, was ho con-
vinced that some such law did exist, that ho tried fresh com-
binations and multiples ; yet could find no relation whatever.
He then compared the squares and tho cubes, but, though
trifling approximations were at times found, they were far from
somplete, and ho had still to try again. It now occurred to him
to compare the squares of the periods with the cubes of the
distances, and these calculations he accordingly worked out,
but failed to detect any resemblance, owing, as afterwards ap-
peared, to an error in some of his figures. The question now
began to appear hopeless, and was for a time laid aside, many
anxious years having been spent in vain attempts to solve it ;

but still at times Kepler would almost instinctively look back
"'"r his old calculations, and in doing so one day he detected

error above referred to. He accordingly went again over tho

whole work, and with intense joy found the reault agree in the
most marked way. Tho name oalonlations were then made for
the other planeta, and atill found to hold good, and thus the

remaining law which govern* oar universe was at hutt din-

covered. Only thoae who have themselves toiled on year after

year in a aearoh which often appeared hopeless, can realise

the triumph of the philosopher a* he than discovered the laws
of the heavena, and reduced all the apparently irregular motion*
of the heavenly orbs to three great but simple lawn.

The third law may be stated thus: The squares of the

periodic times of any two planet* bear the tame proportion to

each other at the cubes of their mean distances.

Thus, if we know the distance of a planet, we can calculate

approximately ita time of revolution round the sun ; and, on
the other hand, if we know its time we can ascertain its dis-

tance. When the distances and periods of tho different

members of our system have been given, the student will be
able to check this rule for himself, and will find that the propor-
tion holds true to within a comparatively small amount. As an
illustration, however, he may take the distances and periods of

Venus and the Earth, which may be set down in round numbers
as follows :

Venus
Earth

Period.

224 days
365

Dittance.

68,000,000 miles.

95,000,000

The proportion between the periods here ia j$, and that be-

tween the distances
gjj.

If now we take the square of the
former quantity, we shall find that it ia nearly equal to the cube
of the latter. It must, however, be remembered that the
numbers above given are mere approximations ; the exact figures
will be given in a subsequent lesson.

Almost contemporary with Kepler there lived another great

philosopher and astronomer, Galileo by name, chiefly memorable
now as having been the first to construct the astronomical

telescope, though his powers were such as would have ensured

his renown, even had this great discovery not been made by
him. He was born in 1564, and became a philosophical teacher

at Pisa. Here he soon rendered himself remarkable by hia

violent opposition to some of the teachings of Aristotle, which he

proved by experiment to be incorrect. This brought upon him
much odium, and even persecution ; but though he thus op-

posed the received views on mechanical subjects, he continued

for some time a firm believer in the Ptolemaic system, and
even refused to hear any explanation of the viewa and theories

of Copernicus. After a time, however, he aaw the folly of this,

and commenced a careful inquiry, the result of which was that

he became an ardent upholder of the new system.
In the early part of the seventeenth century, Galileo heard

of a discovery which had been made by an instrument-maker

in Holland, by which distant objects could be made distinctly

visible. He therefore made every inquiry, and, after several

trials, at last succeeded in manufacturing a telescope which

possessed a magnifying power of 30.

This he first directed towards the moon, and here he at once

detected many points of resemblance to the earth : there were

rugged mountainous parts and lofty elevations ; level plains

likewise, which were at first called seas, were observed. A
greater discovery was, however, made when on the 7th of January,

1610, he directed his magic tube towards the planet Jupiter.
Not only did it present to him a brilliant disc streaked across

with dark bands, but close to it were three small stars almost

in a straight line. These wore at first supposed to be merely
fixed stars ; on the following evening, however, when the tele-

scope was again directed to the planet, it was observed that

they had moved along with it, and had also changed their

positions with respect to each other. Here, then, was evidently
some new discovery, and most anxiously did Galileo await the

recurrence of a clear evening to enable him to decide the

matter. The next view satisfied him that they were in reality

moons accompanying the planet, and further, he found that

there were four of them.

Intense excitement was created among astronomers by this

discovery, some urging the absurdity of increasing the number
of the heavenly bodies beyond the sacred number seven, and
others angry at the man who attempted to depose the earth

from its position of dignity, by asserting that Jupiter had
four satellites while the earth had only one. Somo even ro-
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fused to look through the instrument which made such un-

heard-of revelations. The followers of Copernicus, on the

other hand, welcomed the discovery as presenting a miniature

model of the solar system, and thus upholding their theory.
The telescope soon made other discoveriea. By its aid

Galileo found that Venus presented the same phases as the

moon, appearing at times as a narrow crescent, and then

gradually becoming more and more illuminated, till at last it

shone with an almost circular disc. It could not, however, be
een with a complete disc, as at such a time the earth must be

in the part of its orbit exactly opposite to Venus, which would
therefore appear in conjunction with the sun and be lost in its

brightness.
This discovery was a very important one, as it afforded a

strong confirmation of the truth of the Copernican system. In

fact, an objection had been raised to this system on the ground
(that these phases were not seen, as they ought to be if the

theory were true. The telescope, however, soon settled this

difficulty and silenced these objections.

Another discovery was made when the planet Saturn was
examined. Instead of appearing with a circular disc, like the

other heavenly bodies, it was found to be elongated, as if ears

were affixed to each side of it. Owing to imperfections in the

onstraction of his telescope, Galileo failed to discover that

this appearance was caused by a large ring which completely
encircled it, and imagined that the planet was in reality composed
of three smaller ones. Both these discoveries were, according
to the practice of scientific men in those days, made known in

anagrams only intelligible to those who possessed the key.
We see even thus early what an important instrument the tele-

ecope proved, and we shall shortly find that almost all discoveries

since this time have been made by its use, and that now nearly
all our astronomical instruments consist, wholly or in part, of a

telescope. We see thus to what important results the accident

of a child playing with two spectacle-glasses has led.

The whole career of Galileo was a splendid one ; it was, how-

ever, somewhat marred near its close. The prominent position
he had taken as an upholder and defender of the new doctrines

had attracted the attention of the papal authorities, who re-

garded hia views as heretical, and demanded of him r. public
recantation of his belief in the motion of the earth. This he

reluctantly gave, though he is related to have said immediately
afterwards,

"
It moves for all that." It seems probable, how-

ever, that he considered this act as one which he was called

upon to perform by the Church, and that therefore it was his

duty to obey ; still, it was, in several ways, a sad scene. Not
very long after this, in 1642, he died. In the same year there

was born Newton, a man even more celebrated than Galileo or

Kepler.
From this time onward we come across the names of so many

great astronomers that we can but refer to a few of the more

distinguished. Huyghens discovered that the appendage to

Saturn was in reality a ring surrounding it, and further, he
found one of the satellites of that planet. Napier had some

forty years before this invented logarithms, and thus reduced
the work of weeks to days or even hours ; and a little later, re-

flecting telescopes were introduced by Gregory.
The name of Newton, however, stands foremost amidst all

these names as the discoverer of the one great law on which all

those of Kepler depend. Kepler seems to have suspected that

some such general law did exist, but failed to discover it ; he
seems likewise to have been aware of the fact that the tides

were in some way influenced by the moon, and that the other

heavenly bodies were in some way connected so as to influence

one another ; but he could not find what this mysterious bond
of union was, and therefore with him it was a mere conjecture.

Newton, however, applied himself to clear up this difficulty.

It is said that his attention was first directed to the subject by
observing an apple fall one day while he was sitting in a summer-
house in his garden. There was nothing remarkable in the circum-

stance in itself, for it was an event that might be seen any day ;

it set him thinking, however, and he began to inquire why the

apple should fall downwards or towards the ground, instead of

upwards or to one side. To most men such a question would
have appeared utterly vain and frivolous

; to him, however, it

appeared an important step towards great and vast results, and
such in reality it became. After careful inquiry, he found that

all bodies were attracted towards the centre of the earth, and

this attraction he called gravitation. The question then arose,
whether this action was confined to the surface of the earth, or
whether distant bodies were attracted in a similar way. The
intensity of this force was also believed to diminish with the
square of the distance ; but the difficulty arose, how was this to
be tested. Even if a body could have been raised several miles
from the earth's surface, this amount would have been so slight,
when compared with the radius of the earth, that no appreciable
difference would have been manifested.

No way, therefore, appeared practicable of putting this theory
to the test, till at last the thought occurred to him, why not use
the moon as the falling body, and ascertain the distance through
which it falls in any given space of time say, for instance, in

one minute. This idea at first sight appears absurd, but tho
annexed figure will enable us

to understand it.

We know that the moon re-

volves around the earth in an
orbit almost circular, as M B N.

Now, suppose the moon to be
at M, its tendency at that mo-
ment is to move along in the

direction of the tangent M c,

and in this direction it would

certainly move did not some "Fig. 3.

other force bend it out of its

course. This force Newton supposed to be the attraction of the

earth, and determined to calculate whether or not the amount it

deviated from a straight line was that which would arise from the

earth's attraction. We can easily see that when the moon has
moved into the position B, the distance which it has deviated from
its true path is equal to A B. He accordingly calculated how great
this distance would become after the lapse of one minute that

is, how far the moon would fall towards the earth in that time ;

he next computed the space through which a body removed
to the distance of the moon ought to fall in the same period
under the action of the earth's gravitation, and compared these

results together.

Though this calculation seems to be simple enough, it was in

reality the work of many years ; and when at length it was

completed, he found a considerable resemblance between the

amounts, but not a sufficiently close one to satisfy him, and
his work was therefore, for a time, laid aside. After some time,

however, he heard that a more accurate determination of the

earth's diameter had been effected, and he accordingly repeated
his calculations, substituting the new figures, and when at

length the bewildering task was completed, the results were

found to agree most accurately.
In order to fully satisfy himself of the accuracy of his theory,

the same calculations were gone through with reference to other

planets, and with the same results, and Notion then announced

this general law :

Every particle of matter in the universe attracts every other

particle with a force proportional to the quantity of matter in each,

and decreasing inversely as the squares of their distances.

The motion of the planets is thus seen to bo compounded
of two the one, the original motion or impetus given them

by the Creator, and remaining unchecked by any counteracting

force ; the other, the attraction of the body round which they
rotate.

Having attained this result, Newton set himself one more

task, and that was to ascertain on mathematical principles the

curve in which the planets ought under these conditions to move.

This was a calculation requiring the utmost amount of mathe-

matical skill. Newton, however, possessed this, and set about

the work, fully expecting to find that the curve must be an

ellipse. He found, however, when the result was complete, one

which represented not only this, but any of the " conic sections,"

that is, of the curves which may be obtained by cutting a cone.

These are the circle, which is the curve obtained when it is cut

parallel to tho base ; the ellipse, when it is cut a little inclined

to this ; the parabola, when the line passes parallel to one side

of the cone ; and the hyperbola, when it is parallel to the axis.

In any one of these curves, then, a planet may move under the

influence of these general laws ; and, as we shall find, tho

satellites of Saturn move in the first, the planets generally in

the second, while the comets career onwards in parabolas or

hyperbolas.
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. I.

.Hi; S.U ICM <>F l.K.HT.

PROPOS of shining lights, intellectual an well as material, and

way of inaugurating the series of papers on " Recreative
'

useless to the reader unless accompanied with ample
iptions of the mode of conducting scientific experiments,
k we first of the late prince of manipulators, the much-

loved and regretted Faraday, to whom a " memorial "
is now

course of promotion in the shape of a monument in St. Paul's

.1. It may bo said, without exaggeration, that if

indon had not contained a single philosophical instrument

!-. this ingenious, original, and skilful philosopher would
,ve made himself understood by experiments and manipula-
ns, all conducted with what might be called the barest ncces-

ios. Tyndall states, in his lecture "On Faraday as a Disco-

T," that years ago, when Faraday assisted Mr. Brando in

.is lectures, he did this so quietly, skilfully, and modestly, that
his master's vocation was pronounced to be "

lecturing on velvet."

Had Faraday been a clumsy, slovenly, and careless manipulator,
his position in life might have been quite different from that
hich he justly held

; but Faraday was industrious and pains-

ing to the last degree, and has left a bright example for all

uld-be philosophers to imitate.

Beginning with the artificial means of procuring light, there
no substance that can surpass phosphorus in this respect ; as

its name implies, it is a "light-bearer" (<u>y, light, and tytpftv, to

bear), and, at a cost of a few pence, may afford hours of amuse-
ment and instruction to those who will experiment carefully
with it. Phosphorus is always kept under water, and thus
viewed in its containing phial, gives no sign of light when exa-
mined in a darkened room.
A stick of phosphorus may be cut up into small pieces under

water in a saucer, and still no light is apparent. With the

sharp point of a knife or a pointed wire a little bit is taken out
of the water and gently squeezed in the folds of a cotton duster,
to remove the moisture which adheres to it. The phosphorus
now gradually combines with the oxygen of the air. A sponta-
neous though slow combustion is set up, and it emits a faint,

pale-green coloured light ; a white smoke, called phosphorous
acid, is at the same time produced, and this, by exposure to
air containing moisture, changes to phosphoric acid. To show
that acid is produced whilst the phosphorus is shining, place
a small portion in a short length of glass tube, narrowed at one
end to prevent the bit of phosphorus tumbling out, after it is

reduced in size by oxidation. Put the tube in a little glass
funnel, supported in a wine-glass to receive the dense acid

liquor which will gradually form and drop into it. The first

acid generated is termed phosphorous acid, and as this attracts
moisture from the air, and is what is called deliquescent, it

gradually takes up more oxygen, and is converted into phos-
phoric acid.

The fluid obtained by the above process diluted with a little

water is found to be strongly acid to the taste ; it will redden a
piece of paper coloured blue with tincture of litmus ; and if

a few grains of carbonate of soda are dropped carefully into the

glass, they effervesce, in consequence of the escape of carbonic
acid produced by the combination of tho acid with the alkaline
base. These experiments, conducted on the smallest scale,
indicate to the operator the cause of the production of the light
from the phosphorus ; and the principle being once understood,
it is easy to modify the manner of oxidation.
To show the oxidation of phosphorus under water, and tho

evolution of light under these apparently contradictory and
exceptional circumstances, a few grains of chlorate of potash
and some little bits of phosphorus are placed with water in a
dseper vessel, such as an ale or, better still, a champagne glass.
When oil of vitriol is poured slowly down one side of tho glass,
or conveyed to tho materials by a glass or pewter tube with a
funnel-like opening at tho top, beautiful flashes of green light
are observed, and the energy of the change is shown by a peculiar
crackling sound produced by the explosion under water of the
little bubbles of peroxide of chlorine, which are resolved into

oxygen and chlorine, ind cause the submerged phosphorus to
burn when it comes in contact with them. Tiny particles of

hosphorus are sometimes enclosed in the bubbles of the mixed
is, and they burn as they ascend.

A few pieces of phosphorus thrown into a clean Florence oil-

89 N.E.

flask half full of water, will exhibit a display of miniature bomb*
and rockets in the space above the water when the latter it

boiled. A lambent flame makes iU appearance at the mouth ot

the flask, consisting of finely divided and sublimed phosphorus,
mixed with steam, which slowly unites with the oxygen of the

air, as the vapour is condensed into water.

Phosphorus quickly dissolves in bisulphide of carbon ; and if

the solution is dropped upon a sheet of blotting paper the
solvent viz., the bisulphide of carbon evaporates, and the finely
divided phosphorus left in the pores of the paper unites rapidly
with the oxygen of the air, and, being in large quantity, first

shines with a green light, and then burns moat brilliantly, and
contrasts in a very marked degree with the feeble light obtained
when phosphorus is boiled in water and allowed to escape with
tho steam from the month of a flask.

Of course the proper apparatus, a ring-stand for holding a
flask with its contents, and a convenient heat-giving flame, such
as that from a spirit-lamp, or a mixed air and coal-gas burner,
are most desirable ; but as these experiments are often ventured
on at a moment's notice in some far away country house, it is

quite as well to be able to imitate Faraday, and make apparatus
out of nothing, as it is termed the nothing being such glass,

or other vessels, pots and pans, which the house may afford.

For the time-honoured ring-stand, a common red garden
flower-pot, with a triangular wire resting on the top to carry
the flask, and containing a spirit-lamp improvised from part of an
ink-bottle filled with methylated spirit, and fitted with a per-
forated cork through which some shreds of cotton are passed,
will answer the purpose required ; and to prevent the cork

burning, a bit of thin sheet-lead may be perforated and laid

upon it. The flower-pot protects the flame, and prevents its

being blown about, and thereby economises heat, i.e., spirit. The

changes thus described denote that chemical action is one of

tho most important means of obtaining artificial light; at the

samo time it will be understood that tho light-giving power is

not confined to experiments with phosphorus. A block of

Wenham Lake ice becomes a beautiful source of light if a globule
of potassium is placed upon it ; and at an American popular
lecture we hear of pounds of the metal potassium thrown upon
hundred-weights of ice, producing a blaze of light worthy
of the palmy days of Vauxhall. Ice, as everybody is supposed
to know, is only a solidified compound of oxygen and hydrogen ;

the former unites with tho metal, and generating an enormous
amount of heat, becomes red hot, and sets fire to the hydrogen,
which escapes around the potassium. A piece of wetted blot-

ting-paper laid in a common dinner-plate will always set fire to

sodium, and this metal burns with its peculiar monochromatic
or yellow light : the experiment fails if the sodium is thrown
on water. Young people should take care of their eyes in all

experiments with potassium and sodium, by standing at a

respectful distance from the burning metals, which usually burst

at the last moment when the red-hot globule of fused alkali

(potash or soda) comes in contact with the cold ice or water.

The red-hot globule of alkali is repelled and supported on a
cushion of vapour, and when the temperature falls it touches
the water, steam is generated with explosive violence, the

globule bursts, and is blown about in all directions.

The combustion of tallow, oil, wax, and gas affords a practical
illustration of tho production of light by chemical action. It

does not, however, always follow that the body giving out light
burns ; it has, therefore, been necessary to give a different term
to this effect, viz., ignition ; and the ignition of solids becomes
a source of light that will next be considered. The difference

between combustion and ignition is easily demonstrated, by
placing a pill-box containing a little gun-cotton in a deep glass
filled with carbonic acid. On attempting to explode the gun-
cotton with a lighted taper, the latter is of course extinguished,
because it will not burn in carbonic acid ; but if a wire is made
red-hot, and passed through the gas until it touches the gun-
cotton, a flash of light is seen as the cotton is exploded, the

ignition of the solid iron being wholly unaffected by circum-

stances that prevent combustion. Carbonic acid gas is easily

procured by placing a few lumps of chalk, whitening, or marble
in a small jug, and pouring vinegar, or dilute sulphuric, hydro-
chloric, or nitric acid slowly upon it. Whilst the operation is

proceeding a piece of paper should be laid upon the top of the

jug to prevent any motion in the carbonic acid thus generated;
and by applying a lighted taper occasionally it may soon bo dis-
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covered when the jug is full of carbonic acid ; and as this gas is

half as heavy again as common air, it may be poured from the

jug into the deep ale-glass in which the pill-box and gun-cotton
have already been placed : by this simple arrangement the trouble

of perforating a cork, and fitting it with a bent tube to a bottle

containing the materials for generating carbonic acid, is saved.

The current of burnt gas and heated air that escapes from
the top of an argand burner is usually very hot, but does
not evolve light, as it is estimated that a current of gaseous
matter may have a temperature of 2,000, and yet not become
luminous.

If, however, a spiral of fine iron or platinum wire, or a bit

of asbestos, is held in the hottest part of the current of air,

ignition of the solid thus employed takes place, and light is

evolved. The increase of heat in the solid is seen better

when the glass chimney of the argand burner is covered with
tin-foil to within two or three inches of the top, as the glare
from the lamp frequently overpowers the light from the in-

candescent wire.

In all cases where artificial light is obtained, the ignition or

incandescence of some kind of solid matter takes place ; with

gas or oil it is the carbon. The oxy-hydrogen or lime light is

a remarkable illustration of the same fact, the mixed gases,

oxygen and hydrogen, hardly giving out any light when burnt
alone ; but if directed on to a piece of lime, the latter becomes
gradually so hot that it emits the most dazzling rays of light.
Even the electric light as first known to us, which may be con-

sidered the most intense and brilliant of all artificial lights, is

produced by the ignition of two points of charcoal, through
which the current of electricityfrom a powerful battery is passed.
The ignition of the carbon is wholly independent of the air ; no
combustion is necessary. A transfer of solid particles of charcoa
takes place from one pole to the other, which goes on quite as

well, if not better, in the vacuum of an air-pump.
Directly after the ball of lime has been used for the produc-

tion of the oxy-hydrogen light it sometimes continues to emit
a very faint light. This is due to phosphorescence, another
and most curious source of light. Phosphorescence occurs
with certain living organisms ; there are luminous animalculao
in the ocean, luminous insects, such as the fire-fly, and a lumi-
nous worm, called the glow-worm, from which Matteucci ex-

tracted a yellowish phosphorescent substance. The decay of

organic matter is usually the result of an oxidising process, but
the phosphorescence of certain fish, such as whitings and her-

rings, does not appear to be due to oxidation, because the light
is not reduced when the fish is placed in nitrogen or hydrogen.
At the moment of crystallisation, flashes of faint light are some-
times seen, and especially when the saline substance, such as

sulphate of soda, has been fused at a red heat, cooled, dissolved
in water, and crystallised. Fusion or vitrefaction, followed by
subsequent solution in water, and crystallisation appears to be
accompanied most frequently with these appearances of light.
A brass button fitted on a cork, and rubbed violently against a
small piece of wood, soon affords enough heat to set fire to a
piece of phosphorus. The attrition of a flint against a hard
metal, such as steel, is said to "

strike fire ;

" and in this case
friction becomes a direct source of light. On the Underground
Eailway sparks of fire generally accompany the application of
the brake, as the train is brought to a standstill at the various
stations. The sparks from the wheels, or the flint and steel, are
derived from minute particles of metal which are rubbed off by
friction, and being very hot burn in the air.

When electricity of high intensity lightning darts through
the air in the discharging of electrified clouds, the flash of light
is most overpowering, and in some cases has caused blindness.
The nearest imitation of Jove's lightnings is that obtainable
from a great inductorium coil and some Leyden jars : the noise
of the discharge, the intensity of the light, its peculiar colour, the

rapidity with which it comes and goes, remind one of Juliet's

pretty speech :

" I have no joy of this contract to-night :

It is too rash, too unadvised, too sudden;
Too like the lightning, which doth cease to be,
Ere one can say

' It lightens.'
"

All terrestrial modes of obtaining light, such as friction, che-

mical action, ignition of solids, phosphorescence, crystallisation,
and electricity, sink into insignificance before the great natural

source of light, the sun, the centre of our planetary system, and
the great source of heat and light to the world.

Sir John Herschel has estimated that " the sun gives out as
much light as 146 lime-lights would do, if each ball of lime
were as large as the sun, and gave out light from all parts ot its

surface;" and that "the heat evolved from every square yard of

the sun's surface is as great as that which would be pfoduced by
burning six tons of coal on it each hour."
The heat and the light of the sun come from an envelope,

called the photosphere, and this is supposed by eminent a.stro-

nomers to be neither solid or liquid, but cloud-like and gaseous ;

of this they are almost certain, although the actual source of

the heat and light of the sun is unknown.

READINGS IN GREEK. III.

DEMOSTHENES.

OP all the brilliant array of orators that Greece produced,
Demosthenes has always enjoyed the highest reputation. Living
as ho did at a critical and eventually disastrous period of the

history of Athens, he took an active interest from a compara-
tively early age in political affairs, and throughout his life was
constant in his endeavours to stir up and keep alive the fire of

patriotism and courage which had well nigh become extinct in

the bosoms of his countrymen. The whole of Greece was
gradually falling under the sway of Philip of Macedon, whose
schemes of aggrandisement were afterwards carried out so

extensively by his son, Alexander the Great ; and it was chiefly

against the policy of the Macedonian king that the efforts of

Demosthenes were directed. But bribery and craft soon did

their work ; the Athenians offered but a half-hearted resistance

to the invader, and the year B.C. 338 witnessed the downfall of

the liberties of Greece at the disastrous battle of Chaeronea.

The news of the defeat filled the Athenians with the utmost

consternation, and at this terrible crisis, Demosthenes, in whom
the people placed unbounded confidence, exerted all his energies
for the defence of Athens. The crisis passed, owing in a great
measure to the prudent forbearance of Philip partly, also, no

doubt, to the energetic exertions of Demosthenes ; and some
seven months later an Athenian citizen named Ktesiphon got a
decree passed that a gold crown should be given to Demosthenes
in recognition of his services to the state. For this action Ktesi-

phon was impeached by the Macedonian party in Athens, and
the indictment was entrusted to J3schines, the rival and deter-

mined opponent of Demosthenes. Though directed nominally
against Ktesiphon, the prosecution was, in fact, an impeachment
of the whole political career of Demosthenes, and .ffischines

endeavoured to prove that his rival's policy was not only

undeserving of commendation, but even positively censurable.

The reply of Demosthenes is contained in the magnificent ora-

tion " De Corona "
(On the Crown), in which the great orator

unflinchingly accepts the challenge held out to him, and shows

triumphantly that ^Eschines and his party were the real traitors

to their country and the abettors of her ruin. The first extract

is taken from an early portion of the speech :

DEMOSTHENES. "Ds CORONA," 12,13.

Ta /j^v ovv KU.TrryopritJ.fva
1

tro\\d, Kal Trepl 5*<2 ev'uav f*.tyd\as

Kal ras tffxdras ol v6p.oi SiSoaffi rt/j.u>plas- TOV tie irapovTOS aycavos

fi irpoaipeffis* avTrj- ex^pov fit? tirriptiav* x t Kâ v&PLV al \oi-

Sopiay teal jrpoirrjAaKJCTjubj' dpov Kal iravra TO. rotavra, riav /j.fvrot

KaTijyopicav Kal ro>y alriiav Ttav
flprjfJLfvtai',

ft irtp fyffav a\ridf'is,

OVK tvi& rfj TrJXet StKTjv aiaj/ Aa/Hel*/, ovS' eyyvs' ovyap
f

a<J>aipei'cr0at

Se? TO irpofft\6f'tv
j

-rip S^py Kal \6yov rvxtu', ov8' Iv iirf\pt(a.s

Tafej
8 Kal <t>06vov rovro Ttoifiv oij-re p.a rovs Ofous o>. leas fX" ^Tf

iroKniKbv ofcf Si'/caioV ecrriv <t> avSpfs 'Aflrji/cuor a\\' ecp' oTs

aSiKovi/To. /j.f fiapa trjV ir6\iv, oZffl ye TTI\IKOVTOIS fa'iKa vvv trpa-

yfSft
9 Kal 8<ej7ei, rals <=/c ruiv v6fj.cav ri/j.(apiais trap' avra Ta5i/c^-

/iara
10

xP^ ff^a '>
n e * M*y ficrayyf\ias

12
&|ia Trpdrrovrd /ue etiipa,

(laayyt\\ovTa Kal rovrov TOV rpovov els Kpicriv KaBiaravra. trap

vu'tv, (I Si ypdfpovra irapdi'O/j.a, irapav6fji(av ypa<po/j.(vov.

NOTES.

1. KaTFjT., the counts of iJie indictment ore many. Supply erfri.

2. Kai irepi wv. A contracted form of expression for Toiaura or <='nei*.

pi iav. And of such a nature that far some rflUem.

3. itpoaiptcrit means originally deliberate choice, and thus infanttonv

This is the intention o/ the present suit.
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4. 'i - 'i spite; lx, ' i/"U of.

,
lor .KUTI. It it not in the power of the ttatt to tract a svjleitnt

pen.ii'iv, uur .nothing like one. 4<Knv Aa/Jtiv, to exact a penalty, to ]>unuh.
< lie ]iuuished.

... Supply it it (imply tpittful, for.

TpaXt>.V \<vyo Txto> are treated as substantives in the ac-

cusative case after ufuipcratfui. In other words, they are tho objects to

uf>uip<iatfui. Aofow TVX<IV, to obtain a hearing.
'

e tipiuf Tfif, still loss is it right to do so on the ground nf tpite.

t> r.ifei is a military term. So l i^tlpav tafti, in n hot'.ile manner.

,->^,\f.
ui .W r/<i, which f.e (jfjfehiue*) detailed in nuch lombastui

style. The lirst of tho many allusions in this speech to JBschines' former

profession as an actor. Tho phrase is equivalent to Tp.i^Ju.* iit( tjn.

10. Hup' aim Tui5iFjM<iTa. -If the actuul time when the oJTencM were com-

mittal. The present trial did not come off until seven years after the

decree had been passed by Kteaiphon.
11. Xpi~j<r0ut. Supply itei from Jtiiu the previous sentence, he ought to

Jwve used.

'J77\iar. Two forms of procedure are mentioned in this sen-

tence, of which /ICschiiics might have availed himself to punish Demos-
thenes: (1) ;<7<ii7<Ai'a, a proceeding against offences not specifically

provided for in the statutes, an impeachment; (2) >p'^? apanViwi> >

indictment for proposing illegal or unconstitutional measures. Ipatfmv ^

mapai>nwv is to institute such a proceeding. For a full account of the

forms of procedure in both cases the reader is referred to Smith's
"
Dictionary of Antiquities." // ha saw me proposing ant; illegal m*a*ure,

he should have indicted me accordingly.

Tho next extract is a brilliant piece of invective, in which
Demosthenes draws a comparison between his rival's ante-

cedents and his own :

DEMOSTHENES. " DE CORONA," 258 261.

lv 8' & ffffj,vvv6fifvos avrjp Kal Siairrvuv rovs iAAour ffKoirti irpbs

rrr\v troia nvl /ct'xpijfai rvxy, '*' V **** M* J &v M*T" ToAAvjj
$iay trpatpris, S.u.a rw iroTpl

1

irpby rcj> 8ioa(Tica\fiai, irpofftSptvtiiv,

jUAav rpi&tav,* Kal .. fiddpa* ffiroyyifav Kal rb iratSayuyt'tav

puv, otKtrov rdii', OVK fafvOfpov iraiSos x a)I/ i

4
avr/p Se ytv6-

tvos T]7 fJ.i)rpl TtAouffj?
5 ras &i&\ovs

K
avfyiyviaffKts Kal ra\\a

vvfffKtvwpuv^ rijv fj.fv vvKras
vtflptfav

9
Kal Kparripifav Kal

Balpuv rovs rt\ovv.(vovs Kal airofj.drr(i>v
w

rcf ir7jA<p Kal rois irirv-

ois Kal aviffras aitb rov ttadapuov KfAcvsiy \tyftv,
"
t<f>vyov KO\KOV,

vpov afj.ttvoi'," tirt r$ (j,ri$tva irtavorf rii\iKovr' oAoAu|a fffuvvvd-

fos 11
(Kal fyuyt^ vo/j.iu' U.T} yap ofaffB' avrbv <(>9(yyto~dai /j.tv

Tit) /J.fya, o\o\vtu> 8' ovx vvtp\afj.irpov), 4v 5f rats r]fj,tpais rovs

avs 8ido~ous aywv 8ia ruv oSuv rovs f'ffreffcavwfj.fvovs rw /xapad^i
13

3.1 ry \fvKrj, rovs v<pfts
} * rovs iraptias 6\(0<av, Kal vtrtp rrjs

fjs aitapiav, Kal ftouv tvo't <raf3oi Kal 4'iropxov/J.tvos^
6
vrjs arrrjs

rrrjj I/'TJS, f^apxos Kal ITpartyffj.uv x^l KirrotpApos Kal \tKvo<p6pos
rotavra virb rwv ypaoiwv

'

irpocrayoptvofj.fi'OSi jj.LO~Obv Aau^Savco*'

tvrtav fvOpvirra Kal arpfTrrovs Kal vcf)\ara, i<p' ofjw rls OVK av us
s avrov tv^aifj.ovio'nt Kal r^v avrov Tu^jjf;

NOTES.
1. "A/ia rif na-rpi. Atrometus, the father of JGschines, was a teacher

i a small school ; his mother, Glaukothea, made a living by presiding
er certain religious rites chiefly attended by the poor ; and -.-Eschiues

ved under both in a menial capacity.

2. 1pi/Sai, pounding and so preparing the ink.

3. r.aCpa, the benches on which the scholars sat.

4. lafiv t\ian, holding the position of a menial, not that of a freedtnan's son.

5. TcAoi'ffr;, as she performed the initiatory ceremonies. The allusions

i this whole passage ore to the Phrygian rites as practised at Athens.
6. BiflXom, the sacred books containing th-- mystic formula).

7. i>i<rKei>ii>pot), bore a part in all the vest of her knari-sh impostures (imp.
om avakivwpi oftai).

8. Tr/ jitv n'ra . Accusative of duration of time
; opposed to In &*

rait i fifpait below.

9. Ne/JpiC'tfy, clothing those undergoing initiation in /aim skins (vrftpir).

Kpump'C^"', pouring them out drink from the goblet (xparrip). Both parts of

the ceremony.
10. 'AnofjKirrav, etc., cleansing them \zitk loam and bran.

11. Zcfiirvvojuivot iiri r<f, priding yourself on the fact that no one ever

shouti-doKi so loudly. 'Q\o\v(at, generally used of a cry of grief, is here
to be taken in its more original meaning of a jubilant religious cry.

12. Km '

-;!">< Here Demosthenes turns from ^.schines to the audi-

ence. " He must have had a splendid voice, judging from the exhibi-

tion we have bnd to-day."
13. MapdHyj, fennel; \tv*ri. white poplar.
14. Tout o^/tir, etc., noio pressing the coppered serpents is the translation

Of one annotator, and waptiat is wiid to be tho same word as wap^at,
from cip>t, copper-coloured. Aristoplmnes mentions snakes of this

colour as being sacred to A^culapius.

15. Eor vafloi-vn, ..IT,,. Mystic cri< IB tb cirMo>sJ of InirtiMoa
10. 'Eopxo.:,.fo,, ItgiiMing a dance lo the cry of "Atte* Hyml"
17. rpv-", dittinutiv* of tpo^. implying ec^Unpt, tiU

oideroMf.

18. 'E^
1

<>.',, etc., for vhich thingt wko icouU net eonjralvlaU
hi* good fortunet

Tho following eloqaent appeal ia one of many that oocnr
in the ttpoech :

DEMOSTHENES. "De CORONA," 180.

KaAcS 8' Ivarrlov VIJMV, 2i aropn 'AOrjvaiau, -rout 0owi* 3-rarra:
Kal irdo-aj, 8<roi TV \<apav txouff * TV 'Arrir^c, ical rii/ 'Ar^AAw
rbv TlvOtov," ot warpyoi* ta-ri ry -*6\u, nal iwtvxoptu waet
TOI/TOJJ, ti ntv aAnfl^ irftOT u^aj tlwot^i, xal flvov* rtr' tuffut i

TV '^/"f. 8V TTpZrov /8oi/ Toi/ropi* rif utapbv TOVTOV rou *p4y~
/IOTOI tafrtfUVOf (tyvuv yap, tvQt'ut tyvttv), tuTux'tav pol ooura.

Kal^ffurrripiav
ti oi vpbi I'x^pa*'

6
4j ^<Aof*iriaf iliai fv**' uVid

iirayw roirrt? $tv$n, wdrr<i>i> -r&v ayaffuif avoyrrron 7
ft* wotr)ffcu.

NOTES.

1. eeot/r is used as of two gen lers all (h godt and >joditn*.
2. iii-0ioi>, o/ Pytho, the old name of Delphi, where Apollo's meet

famous temple stood.

3. Haififor. Apollo was regarded as one of the tutelary deities of
Athens. A more especial relationship was found in the legend that
be was the father of Ion, tho reputed founder of the Ionic race.

4. Ku< tiitov, and I did tpeak out at onc in th public asunMy on tkat

occasion.

5. TovTovi. The i emphasises the word, and was probably
.

. 'ed with a significant gesture towards J&chinea
0. ripoc extfpov, irifh a view to, by way of, hatred.

7. 'AvovriTuv, dc rising no benefit from, unblcst by. Generally the)

is used in an active sense ; as in Sophocles, urbviTa aw^ara (" Ajax,"
768) means useless bcdies.

For a specimen of Demosthenes' powers in a somewhat
different style, we will take a short extract from the Olynthiac
orations, the object of which was to stir up tho Athenians to

take decided measures against Philip, who had begun to en-

croach upon a small group of Athenian cities in the immediate
neighbourhood of Macedonia, of which the town of Olynthnj<
was the chief. In the following passage Demosthenes insist*

on the necessity of sending aid to the Olynthiana :

DEMOSTHENES. "
OLYNTHJACS," III. 4.

ovv incoXonrov 3> avopti 'Adnpcuoi, TrATjv /3oi^)iV f'^wfifVu'
Kal irpo&vfitas ; tyw ft-tv oi>x opta.

1

Xtupi? yap rfjs Ttpiarao*?}! &i-

xaj tuffxvm/it, ti KaOvipf'tfifdd TI TWV irpay^drtaf ov&f TO

avSpes 'AOrji/aToi ptKpby opu rbv i<2v fitTa ravra, i\ltrr<av
a>s tx L"T '

4

Wr/^aian/ iipiiv, aireipTjKOTaiv 8

8' t/j,iroSu,v OJ'TOS 4>iA/inr<^ TO irapoVra Karao^rpcia/xi'a>, rpj ravra

@d\\t

tripois aurbv

ra irpdyfuara.' 'AAAa fjirfv ft TIJ vft,uv fij rovro ara-

TO Sforra, ISflv tyyvdfv Bov\crat ra Sttrd.

a\\oOt yiyvofj.(va, Kal QoijOovs iavrt? frjrt'iif,

NOTES.

1. O^x opw, sc. TO vwo\ofrot>, what remains for \ut

2. Trjv wtpnTTfianr UK, etc., the disgrace that irould accru* to .

3. Toy tjiofio*, and the danger which I foresee wiU ensue is no slight one.

4. 'Kxorrwv >r fx"u<"< hiU th* Theban* occupy their pmeut iitf .td, a

euphemism to express their hostility. *EX" ia ia this phrase really

equivalent to *<ai.

5. Hpur Tulia n't irpcitMOTa, M. to the affairs of Athens.

6. '46*, while it is in his jxnrer, noin. absolute. This construction is

very frequently found in the case of several neut sing, participles

especially of compounded forms of >. So also Wo.

TRANSLATION OP EXTRACT 3 IN READINGS IN
GREEK.-II.

EURIPIDES. "
MEDEA," 820 841.

The sons of Ercctheus of old time have been prosperous, and Ux
'hildren of the blessed gods, feeding on the glorious wisdom of a land

sacred, untrodden by the spoiler's foot ; moving ever with dainty tread

through the bright pure air, where erst, so goes the tale, golden-haired
Uurmouia gave birth to tho uiue Pierian Xuses. And 'tis said that

the Cyprian goddess, when she had drunk a draught from the bright,

sparkling Ccphissns, sent the sweet gentle breezes bnuthing over the

and ; and. ever wreathing her hair with the fragrant gnrlaud of tho

roses' bloom, she sends the leves that attend on wisdom the helper*
m every kiud of virtue.
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LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXIII.

IN the following tune our pupils will find an exquisite example
of the sub-dominant transition. Notice the beautiful effect of

TA in the third line. [Learners of the staff notation should

put a square note, to represent the place of DOH, on the middle
line of the staff. Observe the dots, which indicate the repeti-
tion of music and the corresponding repetition of words.]

EXERCISE 39. OBERLIN. KEY B FLAT. M. 58.

n
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38. KrEMAEKS ON THK DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS.

(1.) The demonstrative pronouns celui, celle, etc., assume the

gender and number of the nouns which they represent :

Je ne couuais d'avarice permise
que eette du temps.

STANISLAS LECZINSKT.
Les seules louanges que le coeur

doune, sout celles que la bonte

a'attire. MASSILLON.

Methinks no avarice is allowable

unless it be that of time.

The only praises which the heart

gives are those which goodness de-

serves.

(2.) These pronouns are sometimes used absolutely before

qui, que, dont, etc., in the same manner as the English per-
sonal pronouns, he, they, etc., before who, whom, etc. :

Celui qui rend un service doit

1'oublier, Celui qui le re9oit, s'en

souvenir. BABTHELEMY.
Aiuier C6UX qui vous ha'issent,

C6UX qui vous persecutent, c'est

la charite' du chre'tien, c'est 1'es-

prit da la religion. BOUEDALOUE.

He iaho renders a service should

forget it; he who receives it should

remember it.

To love tliose who hate you, those

who persecute you, is the charity of
tlie Christian ; it is the spirit of re-

ligion.

(3.) Celui-ci, celle-ci, etc., celui-la, celle-la, are used when it

is desirable to denote the comparative proximity or remoteness

expressed in English by the words this and that :

celui-ci, this one. celui-la, that one.

(4.) Celui-ci, celui-la, etc., are often used to express contrast

or comparison. They are then equivalent to the English ex-

pressions, the former, the latter ; this one, that one :

Un magistral integre et un
brave offlcier sont egaloment esti-

mables: celui-la fait la guerre
aux ci.uoDiis doinestiques, celui-

Ci nous protege centre les ennemis
exteVieurs. GIBAULT-DUVIVIEB.
Tel est 1'avautage orrlinaire

Qu'ont sur la beautl les talents :

Ceux-ci plaisent dans tons les

temps ;

Celle-la n'a qu'un temps pour
plaire. VOLTAIEE.

(5.) Ceci, cela, have no plural, and are used only of things.

They do not refer to a word expressed before, but serve to

point out objects :

An upright magistrate and a brave

officer are equally estimable : the

former malces war against domestic

enemies, the latter protects us against

foreign enemies.

Such is the ordinary advantage
which talents possess over beauty :

the former please at all times ; the

latter has but one time to please.

preuez ceci, take this.

J'ai deja dit ce qu'il faut faire,

quand un enfant veut avoir ceci et

ceJa. J. J. ROUSSEAU.

donnez-moi celo, give me that.

I have already said what should be

done whtn a child will have this and
that.

(6 ) Ce, a pronoun, must not be confounded with the demon-
strative adjective ce. The pronoun ce is often used without an
.antecedent, as the nominative of the verb etre, in the same
manner as the English pronoun it :

c'est moi, it is I.

Ce n'est plus le jouet d'une flamme
servile.

C'est Pyrrhus, c'est le fils et le

rival d'Acbille. RACINE.

c'est vous, it is you.
It is no longer the sport of an un-

worthy love.

It is Pyrrhus ; it is the son and
the rival of Achilles.

For particular rules on this pronoun, see 104.

39. EELATIVE PRONOUNS.

(1.) The relative pronouns are so named on account of the
intimate relation which they have to a nonn or pronoun which
precedes, and of which they recall the idea. The noun or

pronoun so preceding the relative pronoun is called the ante-
cedent.

(2.) TABLE OF THE RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

qui, who, which, that (subject) de qui, of, from
whom ;

que, whom, which, that (direct object) dont, of, from
whom; which;

a qui, to whom (indirect object, dative) .

lequel, who, which ; composed of the article and quel.

Singular. Plural.
Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.
lequel, laquelle, ksquels, lesquelles, who, which ;

duquel, de laquelle, desquels, desquelles, of, from which ;

anquel, a laquelle, auxquels, auxquelles, to which.

Regime indi-

rect, genitive
and ablative.

y, to him, to her, to it, to them, etc.

en, of him, of her, of it, of them, etc.

quoi, what, which, why, etc.

oil, in which, therein, through which, etc.

40. REMARKS ON THE RELATIVE PRONOUNS.

(1.) Qui, who, which, is used as subject for both genders and
numbers, for persons and for things. (See No. 6 of this .)

(2.) When used for things, qui cannot be preceded by a pre-

position, but it can be so used in reference to persons.

(3.) It is used relatively and absolutely.

(4.) It is used relatively when it has an antecedent from
which it must not be separated by a noun :

Le premier gut fut roi, fut un

pere adord. AUBEET.
I/amour avidement croit tout

ce qui le flatte. RACINE.
L'homme en qui vous mettez

votre confiance.

The first who became king, was an
adored father.

Love believes eagerly all that flat-

ters it.

The man in whom you place your

confidence.

(5.) It may be used absolutely, i.e., without antecedent, in

affirmative, negative, or interrogative sentences, and in this

case as subject, and as direct or indirect object, but only in

reference to persons. It is then rendered in English by : he

who, he whom, him who, him whom, whoever, whomsoever, who,
whom :

Qui vent parlor sur tout, sou-

vent parle au hasard. ANDBIEUX.
Je sais de qui elle veut parlev.

Elle e'pousera qui elle voudra.

A qui (5crivez-vous ?

II sait a qui vous e'crivez.

Qui parle ? wlio speaks ?

Who (he who) inishes to speak on

every subject, speaks often at random.
I know of whom she wishes to

speak.
She shall marry whomsoever sht

likes.

To whom are you writing ?

He knows to wliom you write.

Qui voyez-vous ? wiiom do you see?

(6.) Que, ivhom, what, which, stands generally as direct

object. This pronoun is used for persons and things. It is of

both genders and numbers :

les lettres que j'ai,

les homines que j'ai vus,

the letters which I have,

the men whom I have seen.

(7.) It is relative when it has an antecedent, from which it

must not be separated :

Glory lends a charm to the horrors

which we face.

Of the laws which we follow, the

first is honour.

La gloire prete un charme aux
horreurs qu'ou affronte.

DELAVIGNE.
DCS lois que nous suivous, la

premiere est 1'honneur.

VOLTAIEE.

(8.) It is absolute when it has no antecedent. In this sense

it is only used in reference to inanimate objects, and means
what thing ? what ?

que voulez-vous ? what will you (have) ?

que dit-on ? what do people say 1

(9.) Quoi, what, is invariable, and said only of things. It

may be used absolutely and relatively, with or without prepo-
sition :

j 'ignore ce & quoi il pense, I am ignorant of what he thinks.

In the above sentence it is relative, being preceded by its

antecedent ce.

il ne sait quoi dire, Tie does not fcnov what to say.

(10.) Quoi, when absolute, means what thing? and is used

mostly in interrogative and doubtful sentences :

II y a dans cette affaire je ne

sais quoi, que je n'entends pas.
L'ACADKMIE.

II y avait je ne sais quoi dans

ses yens pedants, qui me faisait

peur. FENELON.

There is in that affair I know not

what, which I do not understand.

There was I know not what in his

piercing eyes, which inspired me with

fear.

(11.) Dont, of whom, of which, whose, is used for both gen-
ders and numbers, for persons and for things. It is always

employed relatively, and, therefore, always refers to an ante-

cedent :

Un plaisir dont on est assure
1

de se repentir ne peut jamais etre

tranquille.
MME. DE LA VALLIEBE.

A pleasure of which we are sure to

repent, can never be a peaceful one.
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II fnut plalndre le tort du
/'.riiiin 1

. dont le occur

i iiiumts panl:i!i'-.

C'UkMlEU.

We miut pity tA*/ut* of tht un-

fortunate jirmf*. \chon hardened
/Mart hat never forgiven.

Domt in used instead of de qui, of whom ; par lequel,

ri'/iu-/i; duquel. of which; de quoi, <>/ what, etc

ay be separated from iU anteoedent :

une a qul TOUB parliez,

clout vous ave* vu le marl
T/i lujy to ichom you were speak-

ing, and trho htuband you *au>

yesterday . . .

An interrogative sentence cannot bo introduced by
When whose introduces an interrogative sentence, it is

(pressed in French by de qui, and when absolute possession is

it, by a qul :

Whott ton it hi f

Whose house u that J

De qul cst-il flla ?

A qul cat cuttu luaison ?

(14.) Lequel, lesquels, laquelle, lesquelles, who, which, should

instead of qui or que, when the latter should be sepa-
>m their antecedent by a noun, in order to avoid ambi-

aity. Thoy may relate to persons or things :

C'eut uu eflet de la divine Provi-

oquel attire 1'adiniration

tout lo mouJe.
BUSSI-BABUTIN.

It u a provision of divine Provi-

dtncc, which (provision) attracts the

admiration of every one.

(15.) Lequel, preceded by a preposition that is, dnquel,

.quel, dans lequel, etc., must always be used in reference

inanimate objects, and never qui, as has been mentioned

qu
kl

Un livre curieux serait celui

dans lequel on ne trouverait pas
un mcnsonge. NAPOLEON.

I.. i Soiue, dans le lit de la-

.elle viennent se Jeter 1'Youue,
Marue et 1'Oiae.

That would le a curious boolc in

which not a falsehood wire found.

The Seine, into th bed of which
the Yonne, the Manic, and the Oise

empty themselves.

:

(16.) Lequel, in all its modifications, may be used in refer-

ence to persons and things :

lequel ? tchich one f

lequel voyoz-vous ?

C'est une de ses scaurs, mais je

pas laquelle.
Voici deux roinaus, choisis 16-

.el tu voudras.

duquel ? of tchich one ?

which one do you see /

It is one of his sisters, but I do not

/ciioic which.

Here are tioo novels, choose which

you please.

(17.) En, of him, of lier, of it, of them. This pronoun is of

both genders and numbers. It is often used for the English
words some, any, when employed absolutely, or even when un-
derstood ; as indirect object in relation to things, and some-

times, but not often, in relation to persons [ 89 (2)], instead of

personal pronouns de lui, d'elle, d'eux, d'elles. This pro-
n must be placed before the verb when the latter is followed

iy a numeral adjective, an adverb of quantity, or a noun of

uantity, whenever those words are not followed by a noun.

100, Rule 1.]

A-t-il de 1'argent BUT lui ?

Oui, il en a.

II n'en a pas.
Avez-vous desamis? Oui.j'enai.
Vous en parlez, you speak of it.

La fortune a son prix : I'impru-
nt en abuse,

L'hypocrite en me'dit, et 1'hou-

nete homme en use. DELUXE.
Lea limites des sciences sont

comine 1'horizon ; plus on en ap-

procbe, plus elles reculent.

MMB. NECKER.
La vie eat un depot confiiS par

le ciel ;

User en disposer, c'est tre cri-

minel. QBESSET.
II a deux fri-ros, moi j'en ai

ois.

II a de 1'argent, mais il n'en a
i beaucoup.
Combien de bouteilles de vin

roulez-vous ?

J'en veux uue douzaine.

Hot he any money about htm f

Yes, he has some.

He has none.

Have you friends f Yet, I have.

J'en ai, I have some.

Fortune has its worth : the impru-
dent abuM it, the hypocrifn speaks

evil of it, and the worthy man usts

it.

The limits of science are life* the

horizon, the more we approach (them),

the more they recede.

Life is a trust confided by heacen ;

to dar* to dispOM of it is a crime.

He has two brother*, I have three.

H has money, but he has not

much.
How many bottles of win* will you

/HIM' .'

I want a doxn.

(18.) 7, to Mm, to her, to it, to them, thereto, eta. This rela-

tive pronoun, of both gender* and number*. U used instead of

& lui, d elU, en Lui, etc., in reference to thing*, oroetttna*) but
ran ly in reference to persona, and also adverbially in UM M0M
of there.

J'y penae, IlWko/it.

J'ai connu le malheur, et j'y
Mi* compatir. OUICMABD.

N'y aongeou* pliu, cher I'aulin ;

pill* j'y pUM,
Flu* jo Mas chauceler ma emcD*

coutanoe. UACINC.
Vous avet peu de bleu*; joi-

gnez-y ma fortune. DoRAT.

En quelque pay* que j'oie <W,

j'y ai v4cu comoio >i j'eiuee du

y po*ser ma vie. MoxTKsqciKU.
Je couuoia cet homme, je ne

m'y fle pa*.

J> dona* BM aoiM. J a*>U y

Mnd
I IMM tom mitfortwu, em4 3

M ympoUiM witk a.

Ltt tkink no more of tkit, Wr
Paul.n; UM lonytr I tkink of it,

tin more J /M( My enul

yu UM but UUb property; jofe

My fortune to it.

In vcKatettr eoMiUry I heiM UMI,
I lived (Hurt) at if J MU U *pfnd

my life i* U.

I know that num. I do not (met

AIM.

(19.) The pronouns en and y* may be ued to avoid the re-

petition of any personal pronoun :

Je parle souvent de toi, mail j'y

pense encore plu.
Ello ne pense guere a moi, et ello

en parle rarement.

I often q>Mlc, and *tiU more o/U
UiinJc of you.

She thinks and *pdt* but Tartly of

me.

(20.) Ou, in which, through which, during which, etc. ThU
pronoun is used in reference to place and time, and never

applied to persons. It is common gender and number, and

may be replaced by lequel, laquelle, etc., and a preposition :

The (oirn iu which he live*.La ville OU (or dans laquelle) il

demeure.
Lea rues OU (or par lesquelles) il

a passl.
Le jour OU (or pendant lequel) je

suis iirrivi'.

The ftreU through which he poseerf.

Th day on which I arrived.

41. INDEFINITE PBONOUNS.

The indefinite pronouns indicate persons and things without

particularising them ; they are :

autrui,

ckacun,
on,

personne,
quelqu'un,

quicouque,

others,

every on.

one, peopU, they,

n > one, nobody.

aom, somebody.

1'un 1'autre,

1'un et 1'autre,

rien,

tel.

tout,

on* onoUer.

both.

nothinj, amy-

such.

42. REMARKS ON THE INDEFINITE PRONOUNS.

(1.) Autrui, others. This pronoun is applied only to persons.

It has no change of form for gender or number, and is used

generally after a preposition :

L'honnete homme cst diacret ;

il remarque les dtfuuts d'autrul,
maia il u'en parle jamuia.

ST. P.VKKMOND.

No fais point a autrui ce que
tu ne voudraia pas qu'ou te fit.

The gentleman u di*creet ; he ob-

serves the defect* of other*, (/Hi MMr
alludes to thi! in.

I>> not Knto othfri that vltich thoM

wouldt not lite to be don* nto tktt.

(2.) Chacun, every one, each one. When this pronoun is ab-

solute, and means every one, everybody, it is invariable :

Le sona common n'est pas choee

commune, f
Chacun pourtant, croit en avoir

:i-.^ /. VALAIJCCOUBT.

Chacun cst proatarntf devant

les gens heureux. DBSTOUCILKB.

Common state u no common

thinj, though **ry on* txlwv** M
ho* enough of it.

vry one bow* b*/or U fortn~

not*.

(3.) When chacun is used relatively it may take the form of

the feminine :

Cnacune de noua (dea feinmea)

se prdtendait sap^rieure aux au-

ties en beautrf. MOSTKSQVISU.

Ertry one of (women)
herulf supei tor i* beauty to

ottitn.

(4.) On (one, people, they] is only used as subject ; and though
it always governs its verb in the third person singular, yet it

* The use of those two pronouns is subordinate to the preposition

required by the verb : en cau only be used with verb*) which requira

de, and y with verbs which require a.
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conveys most generally the idea of plurality. It is commonly
used in indefinite sentences :

On dit, people say, they say, it is
|

On parle, somebody speaks, efc.

said.

On garde sans remords ce qu'On We (one, people) keep without re-

acquiert sans crime. worse that which we (one, people)

COENEILLE. acquire without crime.

On relit tout Racine ; On choisit We (people, they) read again and

dans Voltaire. DELILLB.
\

again all Racine ; we (etc.) select in

\

Voltaire.

On ne surmonte le vice qu'en le
|

We conquer vice only by avoiding

fuyant. FENELON.
|

it.

(5.) On, coming immediately after the words et, ou, si, que,

and qui, may be preceded by the article 1', used for euphony ;

this should not be done, however, when on precedes a word

beginning with 1 :

That which one understands well

he clearly expresses.

Jt is from a king that we derive

this august maxim, that one is only

great in proportion as he is just.

Ce que 1'on cohort bien, s'ex-

prime clairement. BOILEAU.

C'est d'un roi que 1'on tient cette

maxime auguste,

Qne jamais on n'est grand, qu'au-

tant que 1'on est juste.
BOILEAU.

NOTE. L'on may be used before, but never after, a verb.

When on follows a verb ending with a vowel, t is inserted

between them for the sake of euphony :

Vous croira-t-On ?

L'aime-t-on ?

Will they believe you
Is he loved 1

(6.) Personne, no one, nobody, as an indefinite pronoun, is

always masculine and singular, and may be used as subject

or as object. Like all negative expressions, it requires ne be-

fore the verb :

II n'est personne qui ne

cherche a se reudre heureux.

Chinese thought.

Personne ne veut 6tre plaint de

ses erreurs. VAUVENARGUES.
Je n'ai vu et n'ai entendu per-

sonne.

There is no one who does not seel;

to render himself happy.

No one wishes to be pitied on ac-

count of his misfafccs.

I have seen and ?ieard nobody.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXXVII.
NORTH AMERICA (continued).

THE rivers in North America are even on a grander scale

than the mountains, as compared with those of the Old World.

The largest river in this continent is the Mississippi, which

brings to the Atlantic the waters drained from a surface of

more than a million of square miles. This river, which rises

in Lake Itasca, in Minnesota, at the elevation of about 1,500

feet, flows in a southerly direction to its embouchure, in the

Gulf of Mexico, a distance of about 2,400 miles, reckoning its

windings. The longer branch of this river, called the Missouri,

rises in the Eocky Mountains, and has a course of about

2,500 miles before it joins the Mississippi ; so that the whole

length of the River Mississippi by this great branch is upwards
of 4,000 miles. This river is navigable from the sea to the

Falls of St. Anthony, a distance of about 400 miles from its

source ; and the Missouri is navigable from its junction with

the Mississippi to the great falls at the base of the Eocky
Mountains. Thus the navigation of the Mississippi exceeds a
distance of 2,000 miles, and that pf the Missouri, with the

lower Mississippi, a distance of 3,000 miles. The Ohio, another

tributary to the Mississippi, has a course of nearly 1,000 miles

before it reaches the latter, and receives a considerable number
of tributary rivers, of which the Tennessee is the largest, being

nearly equal to the Ohio itself. The delta of the Mississippi,

owing to the floods which occur among the tributaries and the

principal branches, is annually inundated to a great extent

from its banks, and is frequently the cause of very serious

changes and loss to the neighbouring country.
The next river of importance and magnitude is the St. Law-

rence. The source of this river is the St. Louis, which flows

ino Lake Superior. This lake is connected, like a chain, with

Lakes Huron, Erie, and Ontario, through all of which the river

runs, and, escaping from the latter, receives the name of the

St. Lawrence : it then flows iu a channel of about 700 miles in

length, forming between Quebec and the sea a broad estuary,
which increases from 25 miles to upwards of 100 miles at its

embouchure. The whole length of the St. Lawrence is conse- ;

quently about 2,000 miles. This river is navigable to the

rapids, near Montreal. On the channel between Lakes Erie

and Ontario, a distance of about 40 miles, occur the Falls

of Niagara, about 150 feet in depth, one of the most remark-

able cataracts in the world for extent and sublimity. In

the northern regions of the North American continent occur

several rivers of considerable extent : the Nelson, about 1,400
miles ; the Churchill, about 900 miles ;

the Mackenzie, upwards
of 2,000 miles ; the Coppermine Eiver, and others, whose lengths
are not yet determined. On the eastern coast of this continent

are a number of rivers, whose average length is about 400 miles,
such as the Connecticut, the Hudson, the Delaware, the SUB-

quehanna, the Potomac, the Savannah, etc., all of which flow

into the Atlantic. On the western side of the continent, and

flowing into the Pacific, are the following, with their estimated

lengths : The Columbia, 750 miles; the Sacramento, 420 miles;
and the Colorado, 840 miles. The Eio Grande del Norte, about

1,400 miles long, falls into the Gulf of Mexico.

Of the lakes in North America, the largest are those in the

line of the St. Lawrence, namely, Superior, Huron, Michigan,

Erie, and Ontario, which, taken together, are estimated to

cover a surface of nearly 100,000 square miles. These lakes

are situated upon a succession of terraces, rising one abova
another. Ontario, at a height of 234 feet above the level of the

sea, covers about 13,000 square miles; Erie, at a height of 565

feet, about 11,000 square miles ; Huron, at a height of 595 feet,

about 17,000 square miles ; Michigan, about the same height,

nearly 14,000 square miles ; and Superior, at the height of 627

feet, about 43,000 square miles.

The other lakes of North America are very considerably
smaller, those in the northern part of this continent being
Lakes Winnipeg, Winnipegoos, and Athabasca, the Great Slave
and Great Bear Lakes, the Deer Lake, Lake Wollaston, etc.,

covering altogether a surface of about 30,000 square miles. To-

the west of the Eocky Mountains are the Great Salt Lake and
Lake Utah ; in Mexico and Central America, Lake Chapala.,
Lake Nicaragua, and Lake Managua, covering a space of about

4,600 square miles.

The islands of North America are numerous. Greenland may
be regarded as an immense island, in the north-west ; Grinnell

Land, North Devon, Cornwallis. Melville Island, Banks Land,
Prince Albert Island, Prince of Wales Island, North Somerset,
Cockburn Island, and some others to the north of the mainland,
form what is sometimes called the Arctic Archipelago. Going
southwards along the Atlantic seaboard we find Newfoundland,
Anticosti, Prince Edward Island, and Cape Breton, on the
British coast, and Long Island and some smaller ones on the
United States Coast. Far out in the Atlantic are the Bermudas,
and stretching in an arc from Florida to the north coast of

South America are the West India Islands, which will be men-
tioned in detail in our next lesson. On the Pacific seaboard are
Vancouver Island and Queen Charlotte Islands. On the coast
of British Columbia and on the coast of Alaska are Prince of

Wales Archipelago, Sitka, Kodiak, and some others ; and the
Aleutian Isles trending westward in a long chain from the head-
land which terminates the peninsula of Alaska. This peninsula,
it may be said, gives its name to the whole of the new territory

purchased by the United States from Eussia, and formerly
known as Eussian America.

SUMMARY OP RIVERS.

St. Lawrence, Canada.

Hudson, E. United States.

Delaware, E. United States.

Chesapeake, E. United States.

Mississippi (with the Missouri,

Ohio, and other great tributa-

ries), Central and S. United
States.

Eio Grande del Norte, Mexico.

Colorado, E. United States.

Sacramento, E. United States.

Columbia, E. United States.

Frazer River, British Columbia.

Youkou, Alaska.

Mackenzie River, British North
America.

Back River, British North America.
Great Fish River, British North

America.
Nelson (and its tributary, the Sas-

katchewan), British North
America.

SUMMARY OF LAKES.

Ontario
Erie
Huron
Michigan
Superior
Itasca, Minnesota, U.S.

Nicaragua, Central America.

Chapala, Mexico.
Great Salt Lake, Utah.

For boundary line

between tho United
States and Dominion
of Canada.
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Great Bear Lake, British North
America.

Great Slave Lake, British North
America.

Athabasca, British North America.

Winnipeg, British North America.

Winnipegoos, British North Ame-
rica.

SUMMJLRY OF ISLANDS.

Greenland, N.W. America.
Arctic Archipelago, comprising

Grinnell Laud.
North Devon.
Coruwallis.

Melville Island.

Banks Land.

Prince Albert Land.
Prince of Wales Island.

North Somerset.
Cockburu Island.

Newfoundland.
Anticosti.

Prince Edward Island.

Cape Breton.

Long Island.

West India Islands.

Bermudas.
Vancouver Island.

Queen Charlotte Islands.

Prince of Wales Archipelago.
Sitka.

Kodiak.
Aleutian Isles.

CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS.-
GEOUP III.

-III.

GROUP III. will be treated in this and one or two subsequent

papers. It is the largest of the groups, and comprises the

British Museum, the Charity Commission, the Civil Service

Commission, the House of Lords Office, the House of Commons
Office, the Copyhold and Tithe Commission, Ecclesiastical

Commission, Emigration Office, Lunacy Commission, Mint,
National Debt Office, Patent Office, Paymaster-General's,
Kecord Office, and General Kegistry Office.

1. BRITISH MUSEUM, GREAT RUSSELL STREET. (Nomination.)

This office is charged with carrying out the administrative
detail of the duties of the trustees for the Museum. Patronage
in the three principal trustees, who are the Primate, the Lord
Chancellor, and the Speaker of the House of Commons. Limits
of age of candidates assistants, 18 and 30 ; attendants, 18
and 30 ; messengers, 18 and 40. The attendants are examined
in

1. Writing from Dictation.

2. Elementary Arithmetic.

Assistants are examined in

1. Writing from Dictation.

2. Arithmetic (elementary).
3. English Composition.
4. Precis.

5. Geography.
6. British History.
7. Translation from one Ancient and one Modern Language.
8. Orthography.

[Persons possessing a special knowledge, whose services are

particularly needed, will be examined with regard to the know-

ledge in which special proficiency is required rather than with

regard to the general subjects of the qualifications for assis-

tants. In such an establishment as the British Museum, where

special scientific or antiquarian knowledge is required, such a

regulation is obviously necessary.]
Besides the heads of departments and other chief officers,

there are 25 first-class assistants, 250 to 450 ; 44 second-
class assistants, 120 to 240 ; clerk, lower division, 95 to

250 ; 56 first-class attendants, 105 to 120 ; 83 second-class

attendants, 60 to 100 ; and 3 messengers, 100 to 150.

2. THE CHARITY COMMISSION, YORK STREET, ST. JAMES'S

SQUARE. (Open Competition.)

This office is charged with the detail of the duties thrown

upon the Commissioners by the Act of Parliament which, in

1853, empowered them to deal with lands and money left for

charitable purposes in such a way as would most thoroughly

promote the objects of charity without reference to the special

objects named in the bequests. Salaries : 4 principal clerks,

650 to 800 ; 3 first-class clerks, ,400 to .550 ; 4 second-

class clerks, senior division, <300 to .400 ;
6 second-class

clerks, junior division, .200 to .300 ; 21 lower division men
clerks, .95 to .250; and 5 messengers, .70 to .100.

3. CIVIL SERVICE COMMISSION, CANNON BOW, WESTMINSTER.
(Open Competition.)

Instituted in 1855, for the purpose of testing educational

acquirements of candidates for the Civil Service. Clerical staff
small. Salaries: 10 supplementary clerks, 95 to 250; 6

junior clerks, 100 to 350; 5 senior clerks, 400 to 600.

4. HOUSE OF LORDS (CLERK OF PARLIAMENTS). (Nomination.)

Establishment as follows : Five senior clerks, various

salaries, from 850 to 1,000; 15 clerks, 100 to 600;
1 receiver of fees and accountant, partly paid by poundage on
sums received, 250 ; 1 assistant accountant ditto, 350 ; 7

messengers, 80 to 170.

5. HOUSE OF COMMONS. (Nomination.)

There are three departments the patronage resting with the

Speaker, the Treasury (Department of the Sergeant-at-Arms),
and the Clerk of the House. The limits of age for clerks are
19 and 25, but for candidates who have previously been in the

public service as temporary clerks, or otherwise, the maximum
limit shall be extended to 30, provided the candidate was under
25 when he entered the service, and has served continuously ;

messengers must be between the ages of 25 and 40 to be

appointed.

I. CLERKS AND SUPERNUMERARY CLERKS.

1. Handwriting and Orthography.
2. The Power of Accurate Comparison of Copies with Originals.
3. Arithmetic (including Vulgar and Decimal Fractions).
4. English Composition.
5. History of England, and of the Constitution.

6. Latin or French (Translation).
7. Bookkeeping by single entry.

Salaries : Junior clerks, 100 to 250, by 10 a year;
assistant clerks, 300 to 600, by 15 a year; senior clerks,

650 to 800, by 15 a year. The prizes are the principal

clerkships, with salaries ranging from 850 to 1,000, by
annual increments of 25.

6. COPYHOLD, ENCLOSURE, AND TITHE COMMISSION, ST.

JAMES'S SQUARE. (Nomination.)
'

Commissioners assist in the enclosure and utilisation of

waste lands ; in the commutation of tithes, and in arranging
for payment of fines to lords of manors. Their work is a

purely artificial one, created by Acts of Parliament to meet

exigencies arising out of a change in English home policy.
There is a great deal of strictly professional work for surveyors,

architects, and lawyers. Office patronage in the Commissioners.

Ages : clerks and assistant record keepers, 18 to 25. Salaries :

Chief clerk, .600 ; senior first-class clerk, .550 ; 4 first-class

clerks, .300 to .500 ; 6 second-class clerks, .100 to .300 ; 2

building clerks, 100 to 300 ;
4 lower division clerks, 80 to

.200 ; surveyor, .250 to .350 ; 5 assistant surveyors, .150
to ,250 ; record keeper, J680 to 200 ; assistant record keeper,
80 to 150 ;

2 messengers, 60 to 80.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XVH.
SIMPLE EQUATIONS (continued).

NUMERICAL SUBSTITUTION.

172. In the reduction of an equation, as well as in other parts
of algebra, a complicated process can often be rendered more

simple, by using letters for the given numbers, and also by
introducing a new letter which shall be made to represent a

whole algebraic expression. This process is called SUBSTITUTION.
After the algebraic operation is completed, the numbers, or the

compound quantity for which a single letter has been substituted,
must be restored, in order to obtain the numerical value.

o
EXAMPLE. Eeduce 4. - =1.

750 J 375

Here, by substituting a for 750, b for 3, and c for 375, the

equation becomes
|

= 1. Now, clearing of fractions, we
a c ab

have ex, + ob =ac ; and x = a . On restoring the numbers,

we have z=750 _ = 744. Ans,
375
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UCIMK

2. Reduce
35o

+
70(W

=10.

3. Reduce

8. Reduce
,H b + C + d

'

;; r

8. Reduce
4
+ 6 = -

g
+ 7.

7. Reduce -+h=?--+d.
a o o

8. Reduce 40 6* 16= 120 14*.

e-3 c c 19
9. Reduce r + - = 20 x

3 -

10. Reduce
g
+ -

&
= 20

*

lo
11. Reduce 4 = 5.

12. Reduce 2=8.

13. Reduce
to

STV

14. Reduce x +
;j

+
jj

= 11.

15. Reduce s + 5 - T = ^

16. Reduce

2
'

4

26. Reduce 2* 9 = 72 + -.-.

27. Reduce * 11 =

28. Reduce =-
~ l = ^

+ 7.

29. Reduce 11 ,- = 13
o 4

30. Beduoe + = a
4

z-3
t

+ 9 3* + 7
31. Reduce - + 3.

O la iiU

2* 4* 6* * 3* 5*
82. Reduce^*

__--.- + -__ y + a.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XT.
Wi will oommeBM this lesson by giving a practical
of tin* remark* made in the last lesson upon Fig. 71.

PROBLEM XLII. (Fig. 72). 4 foldiny ttreen of four
A, B, c, D. Two of the leave*, A and B, /orm an an/;i of 100 ;

C at on angb o/80 mM B j and D at on anglt of 70 toftA c.

The icreen u 6/e( high, and each Leaf it 3 feet broad. Height
of the eye, 5 feet ; and distance from the picture plane, 9 feet.
The eye opposite the centre of the leaf B.

In drawing the ground plan, make the plan* of the leare*

A, B, c, D each 3 feet long, and nnito them according to the

angles stated in the question. The PP may be drawn at an/
distance from it, and in any position the draughtsman may
consider to be most convenient, with reference to any particular
riew of the subject he wishes to represent, bearing in mind that
the direction of tight from the telected ttation point of view mutt
be perpendicular to the pp. Therefore the line drawn from
the centre of the leaf B (opposite to which the eye is directed

according to the conditions in the question) most be drawn per-

pendicularly to the PP ; and upon it place the SP 9 feet from
the PP. The HL and Laso of the picture may be drawn any-
where below the PP. From the SP draw vanishing lines to the

PP, to produce the vanishing points ; and mark each vp with
the letter of tho leaf to which it belongs, to ensure the right
direction of the extremities of each leaf respectively. Draw
visual rays from each angle of the plan to the PP, in the
direction of the SP, afterwards to be drawn perpendicularly
from the PP. Produce the plan of one of the leaves, say A,
to the PP, for a point of contact ; e f will then be the line of

contact upon which to mark the height of the screen /h.
We must remind our pupils here that they are to foUovc the

course of the ground plan when drawing the perspective positions
of tho ends of the leaves, viz., the tops and bases ; change the
directions at the visual rays, and be guided by their respective

vanishing points ; whilst the perpendicular continuations of the
visual rays from the PP will determine their widths. Thus
inog represent the leaf A ; op kg the leaf B ; p rlk the leaf c;
and rims the leaf D.

In drawing buildings where there are many projections the

regulation of following the course of the ground plan, directed by
the vanishing points, is important. It saves the trouble of

additional lines of contact, when the vanishing points for the
various projections are obtained.

Our next subject will be steps or staircases.

PROBLEM XLIII. (Fig. 73). A flight of eight descending stept.

Length of stept, 12 feet ; width of each, I foot 2 inches; depth of

each, 6 inches. Height of eye, 7 feet. Distance of the eye from
the PP, 9 feet. Scale, J tnc/i to the foot.

Draw the horizontal line, and the plane of the picture 7 feat

below it. Place the PS and DE 1 and DE- at 9 feet from PS.

The first thing to be considered is the inclination of the steps,
found by constructing a profile or section of them from DC 1

.

Make the distance from DE 1 to a equal to the width of the steps,

1 ft. 2 in. ; also the spaces ab,bc, and c d, the same. Draw per-

pendiculars from each of these points to e, f, g, and h ; making a e

equal to 6 inches ; bf twice that distance ; eg three times ; and
dh four times. Rule a line from DE 1

, through the points e,f,g,h,

to the TP on the perpendicular line drawn through PS. This

last line, e,f, g, h, will represent the downward inclination of the

steps. The tread of each step may be drawn through the points

e,f, 9, h, parallel to the HL. From TP, with the radius to DE 1

,

draw the arc from DE' to DVP, for the distance point of the

vanishing point of the inclination. Set off the length of the

first step, i k, equal to 12 feet. Draw a perpendicular line

through t for a line of contact or measuring line. Draw from i

and k to VP. Upon these last lines will be found the angles of

tho steps, thus: Set off from i upwards the spaces 1,2,3, i, etc.,

each equal to the inclined spaces from DK1 to e; from e to f;
from ftog, etc. Rule from each of these points to DTP. Where
these lines cut the one from to VP will be found the angles
of the steps. The top of each step must be drawn from those

intersections directed from PS. because the tops or treads of the

steps are horizontal ; and as they retire at right angles from the

picture plane, they have the PS for their vanishing point The
other ends of the steps upon k must be treated in the same way.
The balustrade at the right may be drawn at pleasure, observing
that the top of the descending portion vanishes at VP ; whilst
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the horizontal portion from the bottom vanishes at the PS. The

points TO and n, from which to draw the retiring edge of the

pavement, are found thus : Draw a perpendicular line from &

downwards, continue the top of the lowest step at each end,

Fig. 72.

lines to meet one drawn from r to s in w, w, w, etc. From each
of these points w, draw lines to PS. Where they appear beyond
the line TO n, will be represented the retiring edges of the slabs.

A diagonal line from n to t will enable us to find the parallel edges

directed from the PS, until the lines meet the perpendiculars in

p and o ; make p r and o s each equal to the depth of the step,

6 inches ; rule back again from p and s to PS. These last lines,

appearing beyond the edge of the lowest step, will be the per-

spective of the sides of the horizontal pavement. To draw the

widths of the slabs which compose the pavement, first divide i k

into the same number of parts as there are slabs to be repre-

sented in v, v, v, etc. From these points draw perpendicular

Fig. 73.

of the slabs, because their angles meet the retiring lines which

represent the retiring edges, and the diagonal which cuts them.

PROBLEM XLIV. (Fig. 74). A flight of ascending steps. Angle

of ascent, 25. Seven steps to the first landing, each 8 feet long ;

tread, or horizontal surface of each step, I foot 2 inches ; length of

first landing, exclusive of the top step, 8 feet. Afterwards, four

other steps, the same proportions as the lower. Balustrade, 2 feet

wide, and 3 feet high. Angle of the ends of the steps with the
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picture plane, 43'. .'/ / the eye, 7 feet ; nearett angle, 1

foot 6 inc/u'5 to the right of the eye, and touching the picture
Distance of the eye from the picture plane, 11 feet 6
A iluorway to b constructed upon the uppermoit landing,

it* proportions at pleasure. Scale, ^.
Moat of the rules applicable to thiH problem, in the introduc-

tory Rtagea of its construction, hare been already given in

former leasons. We will merely refer to the details previously
explained in their order, and pass on to those which especially

- to the subject. The nearest angle touching the picture

plane is at a ; the ground line of the ends of the steps is

and upon it draw the ends of the step* in contact with the face
of the balustrade, in the same way a* those were on the iodine
from a.

We are now about to use the half distance point (see Tsescin

XIII.). From g commence* the retiring edge of the landing,
g n, which is a retiring line of 8 feet ; o U the half distance point.
Directed by this point, draw a line from h to , and make It

equal to 4 feet. Bole from k back again to m ; draw the per-
pendicular m n ; g n will then be the retiring edge of the land-

ing, directed to VP>. From n draw an inclined line to vp.
Through n, from DVP, draw a line to meet the line of contact in

directed to VP' ; the fronts to VP*. The angle of inclination of the
ascent is constructed from DVPI

, meeting the perpendicular from
VP 1 at vi-J (see Problem XXXI., Fig. 53). Upon this inclined
line construct the profiles of a few steps, for a purpose to be
explained presently. The simplest way will be to mark the
width of each step, 1 foot 2 inches, on the HL, commencing at
DVP1

, viz., 1, 2, 3, etc. From these points draw perpendicular
lines to cut and pass beyond the inclined line. The remainder
of this portion of the problem will be understood from the

figure. Draw from a on the PP a line of contact, and take the
distances a, 6, c, d, from the inclined line, commencing at DVP1

,

and transfer them to a, b, c, d on the line of contact, making
seven divisions, because there are to be seven steps. Draw
lines from the points thus marked on the line of contact to Dvp8,

and where they cut the inclined line from o to VP1 will be pro-
duced the positions of the angles of the steps. The ends of their
horizontal surface or tread must be drawn towards vp1

. The
fronts of the same must be drawn to VP*, and the rise will be
represented by perpendicular lines meeting the horizontal edges
of the steps. For the lengths, the distance of 8 feet must be
set off from a to e. A line drawn from e to DVP2 will determine
af, the perspective width. From /a line must be drawn to VP,

DVPJ

p. Make p, q, r, s, and t equal to the distances a, b, c, d, etc.,

below. Draw from q, r, t, t to DTP*, cutting the inclined line

from n to vp3
, for the purpose of constructing the four remaining

steps above the landing. These most be done in the same way
as those between a and g. To draw the balustrade, produce a
line from / to meet the picture plane in the point of contact 4 :

4 s will be the line of contact. Draw a line through / from
DTP* to v ; make v w equal to 2 feet ; role back again to produce
x. The width of 2 feet is out off by drawing a line from J,

directed by DVP2
, to e ; make e 5 equal to 2 feet ; role from 5

back again to 6. The horizontal parts of the balustrade most
be drawn towards VP', and the remaining portions up the incline

must be directed towards VP*.
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@rb'gefd;op", n. -ffcg, pi. -ffe, ground-
floor.

gen'fterlaben, m. -8, pi. -tdben, win-

dow-shutters.

gtecfen, TO. -g, pi. -, borough.
gup'boben, m. -S, pi. -bibcn, floor.

affe, /. -, pi. -n, lane.

efdng'nip, n. -eg, pi. -e, prison.

ewddjg'fcaug, n. -eg, pi. -fydufcr,

green-house.

Btrool'fet, n. -S, pi. -, vault, arch,
cellar.

lixf'enfptet, n. -eg, -S, chime.

effc, /. -, pi. -n, kennel.

auptflabt, /. -, pi. -ftdbte, metro-

polis.

5crfe, /. -, pi. -n, hedge.
&of, m. -eg, -t, pi. -&6fe, court,

yard.

utte, /. -, pi. -n, cottage, hut.

Jfalf, TO. -tt, -t, lime.

&inun', m. fy n. -eg, -t, pi. ~t,

chimney.
hammer, /. -, pi. -n, chamber.
.Seller, TO. -I, pi. -, cellar.

.ffircfyficf,
TO. -eg, -, pi. -Jjofe, bury-

ing-place.

Jtm$uriel, n. -e, -8, pi. -t, parish.

.Rtrd;tb,urm, TO. -e*, -4, pi. -ttyurme,

tower, belfry of a church.

fllofter, n. -g, pi. .Rlofter, convent,
cloister.

JtM;e, /. -, pi. -n, kitchen.

?antb,aug, n. -eg, pi. -Ijdufer, conn-

try-honse.

Sanb'ftrape, /. -, pi. -n, highway.
2J?auer, /. -, pi. -n, wall.

0Jei'erljef, TO. -tt, , pi. -6fe, farm,
tenement.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. XLIX.
SECTION C. (continued). EXERCISES IN SPEAKING AND

WRITING GERMAN.

VOCABULARY (continued).

4. TOWN AND HOUSE. 2)ie tatt unb bag -ijaug.

SSatfen, TO. -g, pi. -, beam.

SBanf, /. -, pi. -en, bank.

SBaum'garten, m. -g, pi. -gdrten,

orchard.

33aum'fd)ule, /. ., pi. -n, nursery.
SBibliot&ef, /. -, pi. -en, library.

5BDrfe, /. -, pi. -n, exchange.
S3rett, n. -eg, -g, pi. -er, plank.
SSvucfe, /. -, pi. -n, bridge.

2kimnen, TO. -g, pi. -, well.

(Sapel'te, /. -, pi. -n, chapel.

(Safer'ne, /. -, pi. -n, barrack.

Sad;, n. -eg, -g, pi. i!>dd;cr, roof.

JDad/rinne, /. -, pi. -n, gutter,

spout.

c(Je, /. -, pi. -n, ceiling.

3)ovf, n. -eg, -g, pi. 3}6vfer, vil-

, pi. furniture.

QJJovtel, m, -$, mortar.

SBhinje, /. -, pi. -n, mint, coin.

Ofen, m. -g, pi. Oefen, stove.

Sliatafi', m. eg, pi. $aldfte, palace.

$flafter, n. -3, pavement.
930ft, /. -, pi. -en, post-office.

Spumpc, /. -, pi. -en, pump.
9tatl)fi,au3, n. -eg, pi. -fyaufer, town-

house, council-house.

SJiegct, TO. -8, pi. -, bolt.

@aa(, TO. -eg, -8, pi. @dfe, saloon.

acriftci', /. -, pi. -en, vestry.

d;au'fpiel[jaug, n. -e8, pi. -l;dufer,

theatre.

cfjede,/. -, pi. -n, bell (small).

c!;eiine, /. -, pi. -n, granary,
barn.

<ScbJaf'jimnter, n. -8, pi. -, bed-
room.

ctjlop, n. -ffeg, pi. @d;loffcr, lock,
castle.

cbjefer, TO. -8, pi. -, slate.

ctjpvnftein, TO. -eg, -g, pi. -t. (See

(gpcidjcr, TO. -g, pi. -, loft, garret.
Vital', n. -eg, -g, pi. -tdtcv, hos-

pital.

tatttfycr, n. -eg, -g, pi. -e, gate

(of a walled townV
tatt'siertcl, n. -8, pi. -, quarter
of (the) town.

tad, TO. -eg, -g, pi. tdde, stable.

(gtocfiverf, n. -e, -, pi. -e, story,
floor.

tube, /. -, pi. -it, chamber.

2rcibb,nu8, n. -t8, pi. -tydufer, hot-

house.

Srep'pengelflnber, n. -, pi. -, stair-

case-rail.

!ll;urm, TO. -e, -, pi. fi,urme,

tower, steeple.

llmgc'bungen, pi., environs.

SSor'jimnur, n. -4, pi. -, ante-

chamber.

aSorftatt. /. -, pi. -flakte, suburb.

2Bant, /. -, pi. Sffianbe, wall (par-

tition).

SBeinberg, m. -t8, -8, pi. -e, vine-

yard.
SBiefe, /. -, pi. -n, meadow.

3eitgl)au8, n. -t8, pi. -tyftitfer, ar-

senal.

3iegti, TO. -, pi. -, tile.

3 ;

e'gdftein, TO. -e, -, pi. -e, brick.

SoflfyauS, n. -e, pi. -^ditfer, cus-

tom-house.

5. FURNITURE. 2ft o bitten.

33$ft, w. -, pi. -, tumbler, cup.
Sett, n. -e, -, pi. -en, bed.

Sett'terfe, /. -, pi. -n, coverlet.

SBettkbe,/. -, pi. -n, bedstead.

SSetttucty, n. -tt, -8, pi. -tucker,

sheet.

58la'fcbatg, TO. -c, -8, pi. -batce,

bellows.

2?u'd;erbrett, n. -cS, -, pi. -er,

book-shelf.

33u'd()erfcf)ranf, TO. -e8, -8, pi.

-fctjranfc, book-case.

'Bu'geleifeit, n. -8, pi. -, smoothing-
iron.

Kciffrro'fe, /. -, pi. -n, stew-pan.
Sccfe(, m. -8, pi. -, cover.

(Simer, m. -8, pi. -, bucket.

gap, n. -ffeS, pi. Saffer, cask.

Se'tcrbett, n. -c8, -?, pi. -en, feather-

bed.

Seu'erftafjl, m. -t8, -8, pi. -ftft^e,

steel.

geu'erftein, TO.. -t8, -8, pi. -e, .flint.

geu'crjange, /. -, pi. -n, tongs. |

gcu'erscug, n. -eg, -3, pi. -e, tinder-

box.

gupbanf, /. -, pi. -Mnfe, foot-

stool.

eteef', n. -e3, -8, pi. -e, cover.

ema('te, n. -8, pi. -, picture.

anbtuc$, n. -eg, -, pi. -tudhcr,

towel.

erb, TO. -eg, -8, pi. -c, hearth,

fireplace.

&ol5'fo(;(e, /. -, pi. -n, charcoal.

Jtaftcfjen, n. -8, pi. -, box.

.ffeffel, TO. -, pi. -, kettle.

,ffer$e, /. -, pi. -n, taper, candle.

tftfh, /. -, pi. -n, chest.

JJommote, /. -, pi. -n, chest of

drawers.

Jtopf fiffcn, n. -g, pi. -, pillow.

.Serb, m. -eg, -8, pi. -ffijrbe, basket,

hamper.
Jtron'leud;ter, m. -8, pi. -, chande-

lier.

.Strug, TO. -eg, -g, pi. .ftriige, jug,

pitcher.

.Jtubel, TO. -g, pi. -, pail, tub.

Rucfy'cngefcfjtrr, n. -eg, -g, pi. -c,

kitchen utensil.

Samte, /. -, pi. -n, lamp.
Sater'ne, /. -, pi. -n, lantern.

2id)t, n. -eg, -g, pi. -e, -cr, candle,

light.

8id;t'pu&e, /. -, pi. -n, snuffers.

2ftorfcr, m. -g, pi. -, mortar.

$fanne, /. -, pi. -n, pan.

$fef'ferbiid;fe, /. -, pi. -n, pepper-
box.

3Jfropfen, TO. -i, pi. -, cork.

^Pfrop'fenjie^er, TO. -g, pi. -, cork-

screw, [ster.

, TO. -eg, -g, pi. $fiifi.k, bol-

'4Mfler, n. -8, pi. -, bolster.

9Jult, n. -e, -g, pi. -c, desk.

Siafymen, TO. -g, pi. -, frame.

aljfap, n. -ffeS, pi. -ffiffer, salt-

cellar.

@cf>ad;tct, /. -, pi. -n. (See fldfl.

cfjcn.)

@d?aufe(, /. -, pi. -n, shovel.

cftaum'lcffel, TO. -8, pi. -, skim-
mer.

ci)irm, TO. -eg, -g, pi. -e, screen.

- -^, -g, pi.

cupboard.

d;ub'labe, /. -, pi. -n, drawer.

'eifen, n. -g, pi. -, poker.
, n. -8, pi.

match.

ctfe, /. -, pi. -n, soap.
enftopf, TO. -eg, -g, pi. -tityfe,

mustard-pot.
Serviette, /. -, pi. -n, napkin.

ieb, n. -eg, -g, pi. -e, sieve.

oplja, TO. Sf n. -g, pi. -g, sofa.

<3tein'fol)fe, /. -, pi. -n, coal.

@up'penfd;uffel, /. -, pi. -n, tureen.

Sewtcfi., m. -g, pi. -e, tapestry,

carpet.

Sicgcl, TO. -8, pi. -, skillet.

Sifcfytud;, n. -eg, -g, pi. -tu<$er,

table-cloth.

Xopf, m. -eg, -8, pi. Sopfe, pot.
Srictjtcr, TO. -g, pi. -, funnel.

2Banfc'leitd;ter, TO. -g, pi. -, sconce.

Jffiarm'flnfc()e, /. -, pi. -n, warm-

ing-pan.

SBafdj'becfen, n. -8, pi. -, wash-
bowl.

SBicge, /. -, pi. -n, cradle.

Sucf'crtefe, /. -, pi. -n, sugar-box.
3unber, TO. -g, tinder.

6. DISHES. Seriate.

Gtonfect', n. -eg, -8, comfit, sweet-

meats.

@t, n. -eg, -g, pi. -er, egg.

i'erfuc^en, TO. -g, pi. -, omelet.

(5rrfrtfd;'ung, /. -, pi. -en, refresh-

ment.

8(eifd/brufi,e, /. -, broth.

aflmafi,l, n. -eg, -g, pi. -md^tcr,

banquet.

am'melfletfd;, n. -eg, mutton.

Jpam'melfeule, /. -, pi. -n, leg of

mutton.

JTalbfleifd;, n. -eg, veal.

.Jtalbg'cotelett', n. -18, -8, }

pi. -e, > cutlet,

^albg'cctelet'te,/. -,pl.-n, )

Jtfof, TO. -eg, pi. .Slope, dumpling.
SJhttel, /. -, pi. -n, vermicelli.

'JJfann'fudjen, TO. -g, pi. -, pancake.
JRtn'terbraten, TO. -g, pi.-, roast

SJitntfleifd;, n. -8, beef. [beef.

<8d;tnfen, TO. -g, pi. -, ham.

cJjiBct'neffetfd;, n. -eg, pork.
upfct, /. -, pi. -n, soup.

crte, /. -, pi. -n, tart.

SBurfl, /. -, pi. 2Burjie, sausage.

7. GRAIN AND VEGETABLES, etreibe unb emufe.

SBlu'menfc^l, TO. -eg, -g cauli-

flower.

JBcfme, /. -, pi. -n, bean.

Srbfe, /. -, pi. -n, pea.

evfle, /. -, barley.

urfe, /. -, pi. -n, cucumber.

^afer, TO. -g, oats.

Strfe, /. -, millet.

J^ncblaud;, TO. -eg, -g, garlic.

J?06,(, TO. -eg, -g, cabbage.
J?otn, n. -eg, -g, pi. Jforncr, corn,

grain.

JJraut, n. -eg, -g, pi. Jvrflutcr, herb.

JJrcffe, /. -, cress.

Sinfe,/. -, pi. -n, lentil.

SKatg, TO. -eg, maize.

SJiecr'rettig, TO. -eg, -g, pi. -e, horse-

radish.

$afHna'fe, /. -, pi. -n, parsnip.

33eterfi'(ie, /. -, parsley.

( / '/ pl- "/ plant.

$1(5, TO. -eg, pi. -e, mushroom.

3tabicjj'd;en, n. -8, pi. -, turnip-
radish.

JReig, TO. -eg, rice.

JKettig, m. -eg, -g, pi. -e, radish.

JRoggen. m. -8, rye.

JRube, /. -, pi. -n (brassica rapa) ;

gdbe Wibe, carrot; ruttie SKube,

beet; rtcipe 9Zubt, turnip.

cilbct', /. -, sage.

au'crmntifer, TO. -g, sorrel.

@d;n)amm, TO. -eg, -g, pi. @rf;h)dtn

me. (See $i(j.)

(Sefl'ert, TO. -g, /. -, celery.

parget, TO. -g, asparagus.

ptnat', TO. -eg, -g, spinach.

COjty'mian, in. -g, thyme.
Sritffel, /. -, pi. -n, truffle,

2Bet;en, m. -g, wheat.

2Bnt;et, /. -, pi. -n, root.

3tt>iebct, /. -, pi. -n, onion.
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8. FRUITS ANK I'KM. D&ft unb Dfeftbdumr.

ilMaul btm, /. -, pl. -n, mul-9Tn.in.i, /. -, pi. -ft, piiu'-applo.

.inn, in. -tt, -t, pl. -b.\iiiiif,

apple-tree.
if, /. -, pi. -n, sweet-

Mrrifo'fc, /. -, pi. -n, apricot.

'Hirnlaum, in. -tt, -t, pi. -Mumt,

i'ri'iii t', /. -, pi. -n, blackberry.
:tf, /. -i pi. -ii, l'Uion.

T.utd, /. -, pi. -n, dato.

(Jrt'frmrf, /. -, pi. -n, utrawberry.
'ja'frliiuji, /. -, pi. -uujTt, hazcl-

init.

Sri'tclfrcrrr, /. -, pi. -n, bilberry.

Utm'lwr, /. -, pi. -n, raspberry.

OoJian'iiiibfcK, /. -, pi. -n, currant.

XafttVnit, /. -, pi. -n, chestnut.

QRantcl, /. -, pi. -n, almond.

.

**
pi.

berry.
OJlclo'ne, /. -, pi. -n, ranlon.

2)Jiwl, /. -, pi. -n, nit-dlar.

'-Cnrfty, m. .<, -, pi. -t,

aBfitfut't, /. -, pi. -n,

iJJflau'wtnbaum, m. -t, -t,

bauitu, plum-tree.

SComeran'jc, /. -, pi. -n, orange.
, /. -, pi. -n, quincr.
, /. -, pi. -n, raisin.

/. -, pi. -n, goose-

berry.

trauc$, m. -et, -t, pi. Strflu^f,

2trilucfjtr, bush.

SQBallnuji, /. -, pi. -nuflir, walnut.

aSfinfterf, TO. -tt, -t. pi. -flodt,

grape-vine.

SBein'tMubc, /. -, pi. -n, grape.

. -, pi. -n, larch.

, /. -, pi. -n, poplar.
Dilute, /. -, pi. -n, bark.
2 taiitm, m. -c, -t, pi. tammt,

9. FOREST TREES. SBalkbaume.

Stycrn, TO. -tt, -9, pl. -f, maple.
JBirff, /. -, pl. -n, birch.

58uc$e, /. -, pl. -n, beech.

<tc$f, /. -, pl. -n, oak.

<Sfd;e, /. -, pl. -n, ash. trunk.

<J1*, /. -, pl. -n, aspen.
'

?annc, /. -, pl. -n, fir.

Sictytf, /. -, pl. -n, pine.
|

lllnif, /. -, pl. -n, dm.
fiintf, /. -, pl. -n, linden-tree, I SBcitt, /. -, pl. -n, willow,

lime-tree.
j 3tig, tn. -t9, -9, pl. -c, bough.

10. FLOWERS. S3 (urn en.

Buri'fel, f. -, pi. -n, auricula.

Difltl, /. -, pi. -n, thistle.

cijibKih, n. -t9, -t, honeysuckle.
3amin', TO. -t9, -8, pi. -t, jessa-

mine.

Jttfc'it, /. -, pi. -n, gilliflower.

Silaf, m. -9, lilac.

Silif, /. -, pi. -n, Illy.

, ?i. -9, pi. -tn, daisy.

, /. -, pi. -n, poppy.
, /. -, pi. -n, myrtle.

Sltltt. /. -, pi. -it, pink.

11. TOOLS.

Stytt, /. -, pi. -n, awl.

Stmbcp, TO. -ffrt, pi. -t, anvil.

2lngcl, /. -, pi. -11, fish-hook.

Srt, /. -, pi. 91frt, axe.

*(, n. -tt, -t, pi. -t, hatchet.

,
n. -, pi. -, crowbar.

, /. -. pi. -n, rifle.

, TO. -, pi. -, flail.

99, / -, pl- ", harrow.

Stilt, /. -, pl. -n, file,

glintt, /. -, pl. -n, gun.

mi|V, n. -tt, -t, pl. -t, scaffold.

$aue, /. -, pl. -n, hoe.

fcofcd, m. -, pl. -, plane.
XtV.t, f. -, pl. -n, trowel.

Setter, / -, pl. -n, ladder.

SKcipcl, TO. -t, pl. -, chisel.

m. -tt, , pl.

plough.

Sftcffd, /. -, pl. -n, nettfie.

JKit'tcrjVern, TO. -t9, -9, larkspur.
{Rofe, /. -, pl. -n, rose.

Sd^ujfclbdinu, /. -, pi. -n, cow-

slip.

@on'ncnb(ume, /. -. pl. -n, sufi-

flower.

Sulpe, /. -, pl. -it, tulip.

llnfraut, n. -tt, -t. weed.

^eildjen, n. -t, pl. -, violet.

9Sctijii'mcinni^t, n. -8, pl. -, .8,

forget-me-not.

$infel, TO. -t, pl. -, brush, pencil.

fiijf, /. -, pl. -n, saw.

djaufd. /. -, pl. -n, shovel.

djltifftcin, TO. -tt, -t, pl. 't,

grindstone.

@<$loji, n. -fft, pl. e^li'ffer, lock.

c^raubt, /. -, pl. -n, screw.

c^raubflctf, m. -tt, -t, pl. -fli-cfc,

vice.

@$u('tomn, TO. -I, pl. -, wheel-

barrow.
@tnff , /. -, pl. -n, scythe.

@i$cl, /. -, pl. -n, sickle.

@tt'geUacf, TO. -tt, -t, pl. -c, ecal-

ing-wax.
, TO. -t, pl. -n, spade.

, /. -, pl. -n. roller.

3ange, /. -, pl. -n, pincers.

jirttt, m. -(, pl. -, compasses.

ELECTRICITY. II.

INDUCTION TORSION ELECTROMETER DISTRIBUTION OF
ELECTRICITY ON A SURFACE.

WE have seen that electricity may be conveyed from one body
to another by contact ; we find, however, by experiment that it

is not necessary for tho charged body actually to touch the
other, but that a certain amount of electricity is excited by its

near approach. Thus, in bringing an excited tube or rod near
the gold-leaf electroscope, we shall find that the leaves diverge

oma time before the rod oomM into actual contact with thu
diM. Thi* effect ii attributed to induction, and M thfe to aa
important matter in the explanation of many electrical pheno-
mena, it will be well to explain it before proeeedfof further.
AM already stated, similar elootrioitiee repel one another, while
thoeo of a contrary name attract. If, then, we brin* a highly
charged insulated body near to any conducting rabetanee, the

electricity in the latter will be decomposed, the negative portion
being attracted towards the charged body, while the positive
is repelled to the further end ; or, on the theory of a single
fluid, the electricity will bo driven to the further end, which
becomes, therefore, positively charged, while the other end I*

negative.
The beet apparatus for showing these effect* consist* of two or

three cylinders insulated by being mounted on glaes rod* (Fig. 8).
These cylinders must be made of some conducting material, and
brass is frequently employed. This, however, is expenxivo ; but
if we turn the cylinders from a piece of wood, carefully rounding
the ends, and removing all ronghnem, and then coat them
evenly with tin-foil, rubbing it smooth with a piece of ivory or
bone, we shall have an apparatus that will answer our purpose
as well as the more costly. An tin-foil will be required in the
manufacture of many pieces of apparatus, ft will be well for
the student to procure a roll of it, remembering that it answers
best if it be thin. An old tooth-brush handle will do an well
as anything for smoothing it down, and it will stick on well with
common paste.

Having prepared a cylinder or two in this way, put them end
to end so as almost to touch one another, and place at the ende
and middle of each a wire with a pith ball suspended from it by
a piece of cotton. Now let the highly charged body, tn, be

brought near one end, the pith balb at the ends of each cylinder
will at onco rise, showing the presence of free electricity ; those
at the middle, however, will remain at rest, as at first. If, now,
we touch a small gilt disc fastened to the end of a rod of glasa
or shellac against the different parts of the conductor, and then

bring it near a faintly charged electroscope, we shall soon see
that the end of the cylinder nearest the excited body is charged
with negative electricity, while the further end is positive, the
middle remaining neutral. On removing the charged body, the
electricities will re-combine, and the cylinder become neutral aa
at first. If, however, while the charged body is near, we touch
the positive end, some of tho electricity will escape, and the

cylinder will then be negatively charged.
Induction is only manifested when a non-conducting body is

interposed between the excited body and the cylinder. The air

in the experiment above was the non-conductor, but we nsiy
interpose thin sheets of glass or other insulating material,
and the same effects will be produced. If, however, we inter-

pose a thin sheet of metal, or even a piece of wire gauze,
induction will cease at once. Those bodies which allow in-

duction to take place through them are known as di-eleetrics.

The intensity of the induction varies with the substance em-

ployed.
The effects of induction may be felt aa well as seen ; for if a

person stands near to a large and highly charged conductor,
which is then rapidly discharged, a faint shock will be felt,

arising from the re-composition in the body of the electricities

which have been separated by induction.

The distribution of electricity over the surface of any body
depends mainly upon induction. The most important fact in

relation to this is that electricity is always confined to the

exterior surface. Thus, if a hollow cylinder made of tin or
some other conducting substance be highly charged, so that

sparks are freely given off from its exterior, we shall yet be
unable to detect the presence of any electricity on its interior

surface ; or, if when it is in its natural state we touch it inside

with a charged ball, all the electricity will immediately pass
from the ball to tho outside. The way in which we test for the

presence of electricity in small quantities is by means of a disc

of thin copper, or gilt card, attached to a rod of some non-

conducting substance. This is called a proof plant, and when
touched against any charged body, acquires a portion of it*

electricity, and on being brought near the gold-leaf electroscope
at once reveals it* presence by the divergence of the leaves.

Now, if this proof plane be touched against the interior of a
cylinder or of a hollow ball (Fig. 4), and then brought into

contact with the electroscope, we shall find that the leave* will
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not diverge, showing that there is no free electricity present.

If, however, we place a metal ball, connected with the ground,
inside the cylinder, but without allowing it to touch it, induction

will be produced, and the presence of a small quantity of free

electricity on the inner surface will be shown.

Various experiments have been tried, which prove most con-

clusively that, except in cases like the above, where induction

is specially produced, all the electricity exists on the outer

surface. A large metallic box was insulated and highly

charged, so that sparks
were freely given off from
its surface, and yet, when
a person with a delicate

electrometer got inside, no
effect at all was produced
on him or on the instru-

ment. So, too, a powerful

battery may be discharged

through a large case, inside

which a person is con-

cealed, without his feeling

it in any way. A simpler

experiment, proving the

same fact, is to mount a

cylindrical or egg-shaped

body on an insulating

stand, and provide two

hemispherical caps which,

together, just fit it. These
should be fixed to insula-

ting handles. If now we

charge the globe, and thec

place the covers on it, and quickly remove them, we shall find

that all the electricity has left the globe and passed into the

covers.

If we take a conical gauze net, and fix its open mouth
to an insulated ring, and also fir two silk strings to

its apex, so that by pulling one or other of these it may
be turned

,
inside out, we shall find,

on charging it, that the electri-

city will always exist alone upon
the outer surface, and no trace of

it will be found on the interior.

Since, then, the distribution of

electricity on any surface is thus

affected by induction, wo should

expect to find that it is by no means

evenly distributed over any charged
surface ; and such is the case, a

larger portion being always collected

on that side which has the best con-

ducting surface opposed to it. Thus,
if two metallic globes be suspended
near together, and one of them be

charged, the greater portion of its

electricity will be attracted towards

the side which is nearest to the

other globe.
In these experiments we want

some instrument which shall not

only manifest the presence of

electricity, but give us a better

idea of its intensity than can be
furnished by the electroscopes

already described, and such an instrument is represented
in Fig. 5. It consists of a needle of shellac carrying a small

gilt disc, n, at one end. This is suspended by a loop, o, at the

end of a very fine wire, or sometimes by a piece of unspun silk,

and the degree to which this is twisted is the measure of the

electricity. The wire is fixed at the upper end to a graduated
circle, c, opposite one side of which is a pointer, a, which enables

the angle through which the circle is turned to be easily read

off. The needle is suspended in a glass case, round the inside

of which a graduated ring is marked. At r is an aperture by
which a metal ball, m, called the carrier ball, supported on a

glass rod, i, can be inserted. The zero point on the upper circle

is then brought opposite to the pointer a, and the tube d is

turned till the disc n is exactly opposite the ball. This ball

Fig. 4.

is now removed, and allowed to touch the substance or part of
the body whose electricity is to be determined. It thus acquires
a portion of its charge, and, being replaced through the aperture
r, it immediately attracts the disc n ; after contact, however,
it repels it with a force depending on the intensity of the charge,
and to measure this we turn the wire by means of the circle at

the top until the disc n is brought within a certain fixed

distance, say ten degrees, of m. The angle through which the
circle has to be turned in order to do this shows the intensity

of the charge.
As the vapour of the air

would rapidly carry away
the electricity, a small

saucer containing some

substance, such as chloride

of calcium, that powerfully
attracts the moisture, is

placed inside the glass

case, and serves to keep
the air within perfectly

dry. The apparatus is

known as Coulomb's Tor-

sion Electrometer.

If we take charged cylin-
ders similar to that shown
in Fig. 3, and examine the

amount of electricity found
on different parts of their

surfaces, we shall find that

there is always a much
greater amount at the ends

than at the middle. The
reason of this is, that, being more curved, they face a larger area,

and therefore are more powerfully acted upon by induction. If

the ends taper there will be a still greater accumulation, while if

they end in a sharp point the induction will be such that the

electricity will at once escape. Hence, in the manufacture
of electrical machines and apparatus great care must be

taken to avoid the presence of sharp

points or rough edges. This also

explains why we can obtain longer

sparks from the end of the con-

ductor of a machine than from its

sides.

By means of the torsion electro-

mete, we may also investigate the

laws of the attraction and repulsion
of electrified bodies, the most impor-
tant of which is that the attraction

or repulsion varies inversely as the

square of the distance. Thus, if

two bodies be removed to double

the distance from one another,
their attraction will only be one-

fourth as great, at three times the

distance one-ninth as great, and
so on.

An amusing experiment, that may
easily be tried, shows us more clearly
the principle of induction. Take a
sheet of glass, and having warmed
it well, support it at the sides on two

books, or blocks of wood, so that

it may be about an inch above the

table. Cut some figures out of stiff paper, or some balls of

elder pith, and lay them on the table underneath the glass.

On rubbing it now with a piece of silk or leather smeared with

amalgam, the pieces of paper will begin to jump rapidly up and
down between the table and the glass. An apparatus of this

kind is now made as a toy, and sold under the name of the

Merry Mountebanks. The explanation of these phenomena is

simple. When the upper surface of the glass is rubbed, electri-

city is evolved on it; this sets free a corresponding amount
on the other side of the glass, the light substances under it are

therefore attracted, and rise to touch it, but in so doing they

acquire a certain portion of its electricity, and are accordingly

repelled. On touching the table, however, they part with the

superfluous charge, and are therefore again attracted, as at first

Fig. 5.
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Fig. 25

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XII.

IGNEOUS BOCKS

As may havo boon gathered from a previous chapter, igneous
.in Mib.livi.li' I by Borne geologists into Volcanic and

1'lutu!.: : i i uit is, into igneous rooks of a recent dato of forma-

tiun 1:1 fact, those whose existence is due to volcanic action

ami t luis.- whi'-h have been formed at groat depths in the earth

at a muh more distant epoch. This division, however, is very
unsatisfactory, for there are many rocks which it is impossible

in cither of those divisions, and therefore the best classi-

fication which is now generally accepted is :

1. (ii-tinilic AVfcj.

J. Trappean Rocks.

;i. Volcanic Rocks.

The study of these rocks is attended with much difficulty. Not

only is their composition somewhat complex, but two rocks

having identically the same composition often

present a totally different appearance, owing to

the fact that they were cooled under different cir-

cumstances. We have proof of this in the case

of molten glass : slight differences in the man-
ner of cooling materially affect the character of

the glass, so that from the same molten mass
a transparent glass, opaque slag, or a vitreous

stone may be obtained. Moreover, they have no
definite order of superposition, but are found

traversing the stratified strata

in veins, which often intersect

masses of igneous rock already
solidified. They contain no or-

ganic remains by which their

relative ages can bo satisfac-

torily established. Hence they
do not present that interest to

the geologist with which the

fossiliferous strata are invested.

It is but right to warn the

student that the igneous origin
of these rocks is questioned.
The main reasons for supposing
that the operation of water has
been material to the production
of the igneous rocks are (1)

because we find water now pre-
sent in them (minerals of the
aluminous class almost invari-

ably contain it) ; and (2) it is

urged that sea and rain water,
in percolating though the crust

of the earth, must at length
reach the regions of molten
matter. However, in spite of

these reasons, which are not in-

superable objections, the igne-
ous origin of these rocks is

generally received. This the reader will gather for himself, as

we shall find granite and other primary rocks in positions which

they could only have occupied when in a molten state.

THE VOLCANIC ROCKS.

These, as their name indicates, are supposed to have their

origin in volcanic action. They are being produced to-day by
the various burning mountains in action, which eject from their

craters scoriae, ashes, lava, and other varieties of volcanic rocks.

These rocks are found associated with the uppermost three

formations the post-tertiary, the tertiary, and the chalk but

below this their presence has not yet been discovered.

It is sufficient, for a brief notice, to divide thorn into two
classes :

1. Trachytes. 2. Dolerites.

The Trachytes, or Qreystones, are so called from their rough
feel (rpaxur, rough) ; they are generally light-coloured, hence
their second name. They are chiefly composed of feldspar,
which is rich in silica.

The Dolerites (SoAcpos, deceptive) are heavier than the

trachytes, and are of a darker colour ; they contain less silica,

and more of the heavier bases.

90 N.E

THE TRACHYTES, OR FELDdPATHIC LAVAS.

Trachyte iUelf U fine-grained ; its colour varies from light

grey to deep iron-grey ; occasionally it is tinted by the prsstnps
of iron. When closely examined it appear* to be a BUM of

very minute crystals of feldspar.

Trachytic Porphyry. The term porphyry, which is of frequent
occurrence in every description of primary rooks, is derived

from TtofHpvfKoi, purple, which was the colour of an Egyptian
mineral to which the name was applied ; bat now any rock is

called a porphyry which exhibits large crystals embedded in a

compact matrix. Henoe trachytio porphyry is a trachyte

through the mass of which crystals of glassy feldspar are dis-

seminated. Sometimes this glassy feldspar is not in crystals,
but in globules, from the size of a grain of sand to that of a
nut ; and these are in a compact mass, without any visible

cement to hold them together. From the vitreous or glassy

aspect of the mass, the mineral has been termed "
pearl-stone."

Andetite is the trachyte of the Andes.

Clinkstone or Phonolite is a volcanic rock, which
exhibits such a tendency to laminate, as to be

capable of being used for roofing slate. As
its name suggests, it is so compact as to ring
when struck with a hammer. It U very probable
that clinkstone is trachyte which has cooled

under peculiar circumstances. It occasionally
contains distinct crystals of feldspar, and is then

called
" clinkstone porphyry."

Fig. 24.

Fig. 23.

06ndtan or Volcanic Glass
is another condition of trachyte,
but it has beenfound thatbasalt,
when melted and rapidly cooled,

will produce obsidian ; and hert

is another example of the diffi-

culty of defining even appa-

rently very distinct volcanic

rocks, the conditions of their

cooling have such an important
influence on their ultimate ap-

pearance.
Pumice, the well-known lava,

ia this very obsidian, in a cellul :.r

form, blown up into its frothy
state by the gases or steam it

held when in a viscous condition.

THE DOLERITE8

have a kindred composition to

the trachytes, only their feld-

spar is of a kind known as La-

bradorite.

Basalt ia the most prominent
member of this group; it is a

compact, very dark - coloured

rock ; occasionally detached
Fig. 27.

crystals of augite, olivine, and
magnetic iron are found in it.

Its definition, according to Danbeny, is,
" an intimate mixture of

augite with a zeolitic mineral, which appears to have been formed
out of Labradorite by the addition of water, the presence of

water being in all zeolites the cause of that bubbling up under
the blow-pipe to which they owe their appellation." The Giant's

Causeway ia composed of basalt.

Tufa, or Volcanic Tuff, is the mineralogical term for ashes

ejected from volcanic cones ; its grains range from dust, through
lapilii (little stones), to breccias, or angular fragments These
showers of ashes sometimes collect in vast quantities. Pompeii
and Herculanenm were covered by them, and in all volcanic

regions they take a prominent position in the strata. They
become frequently solidified by pressure, or by the percola-
tion of water charged with mineral matter, which acts as a

cement.

We have only noticed the prominent volcanic rocks.

They contain many other minerals, which will bo described ir

THAPPEAN BOCKS.

These take their name from the fact that occasionally they
are found terracing the aides of hills, cutting them into steps,

for which word the Swedish is tizppa. Unlike the volcanic

**'
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rocks, they are never found associated with recent accumula-

tions, but they have a far wider range, from the Silurian forma-

tion up to the Tertiary, both inclusive. But the division between
volcanic and trap rocks is more one of position than distinct

mineralogical character. This was expressed by Sir James Hall

when he said,
" I am confident there is not a lava of Mount Etna

to which a counterpart may not be produced from the whin-

stones of Scotland," which are traps.
The traps are decidedly of igneous origin ; we find them

disrupting strata, and filling up the fissures, while the rock in

the neighbourhood exhibits marks of induration, and other

alterations by heat. The trap rocks bear a general division

into feldspathic and augitic traps.

FELDSPATHIC TRAPS.

In these rocks feldspar predominates. Felstone, or compact
feldspar, is almost a pure mass of this mineral ; it is a compact
flinty rock. Its colour is either grey, of various shades, or a

greenish white ; this latter kind is often translucent at the

edges.
Pitchstone is a variety of felstone having a resinous lustre,

hence its name.
Felstone porphyry has a basis of compact feldspar, with large

crystals of the same mineral disseminated through the mass.
The rock to which the term porphyry was originally, and is still

applied, was of this very nature, the basis being of a dark
brick-red colour, and the crystals white, or more generally of a
flesh-colour. The appearance of such a rock is indicated by
Fig. 23.

AUGITIC KOCKS.

In these the mineral augite is the chief ingredient. Augite
and hornblende are considered by many mineralogists as

synonymous terms.

Basalt, which we have briefly described, is a prominent trap
rock, and the basalts of the north of Ireland are of this augitic
class.

Greenstone is applied to a large class of trap rocks. Their
colour is a dark green, owing to the presence of hornblende in

great quantity. They are less compact than the basalts, .and

exhibit distinct crystals of their several ingredients. They are

known in Scotland as v-hinstones.

When the composition of greenstone is mainly feldspar and

augite, then it is called dolerite.

Serpentine, so much used to make ornamental vases, pillars,
and mantelpieces, belongs to this class of rocks, though some

geologists class it with the granites.
The enclosed minerals we shall treat of in another place.

THE GRANITIC KOCKS.

These rocks superabound in silica. The volcanic and trap
rocks are chiefly classed according to the quantity of silica they
contain, but it is always compounded with some base, such as

potash, soda, alumina, or magnesia. But in the granites there

was not sufficient of those bases for the silica to take tip ; hence
it separated out, and can be distinguished in the rock in grains
of transparent quartz.

True granite is readily recognised ; as the derivation of the

word indicates ygranum, a grain), it is constituted of grains,

very perceptible.
In a typical specimen those grains are 1. Quartz. 2. Feld-

spar. 3. Mica.

1. The quartz is commonly colourless, very rarely brown ; it

is easily recognised, being not unlike a piece of glass.
2. The feldspar may be ortlioclase, or potash feldspar, which

is generally flesh-coloured ; or albite, or soda feldspar, which is

usually dead white. These distinctive minerals are, however, only
the heads of two classes, which contain a great variety, and
which are found frequently mixing.

3. Mica is sometimes in small colourless plates, which give
to the granite of which the houses in Dublin are built its

spangled appearance ; more generally it is black, and between
these extremes is found in every shade of grey.
To gather the relative proportions of these constituents, wo

give this analysis of Wicklow granite by Professor Haughton :

Feldspar
Quartz
Mica .

61-18

24-98

13-37

99-53

The grainc of these minerals exhibit no signs of the action of
water. They are not water-worn, neither is there any appear-
ance of stratification. The nearest approach to it is in the case
of graphic granite, the vertical section of which is drawn in Fig.
24, and the horizontal section in Fig. 25.

It will be seen that the black mica in the horizontal section
has some resemblance to Hebrew characters, hence its name
graphic,

Syenite, named from Syene, an Egyptian city, has four con-
stituents ; the mica is in a very small quantity, and has been
almost wholly replaced by hornblende.

Protogine, or "first-formed" so called from an erroneous

supposition that it was formed before granite has talc in its

composition instead of mica.

Granitic rocks have evidently never cooled at the surface, for

we never find any ashes, or anything corresponding to pumice :

all is hard and compact. That they were once in a molten con-

dition seems an inevitable conclusion, when we inspect' such

diagrams of granitic veins as those taken from Lyell's
"
Elements," and drawn in Figs. 26 and 27.

These veins are never found traversing rocks higher than the

cretaceous, and instances are found in Norway where the

granitic vein penetrates the strata without dislodging it or

altering its dip ; so that either the fissure must have been made
by the shrinkage of the rock, on account of the proximity of

heat, or else that after the upheaval took place the strata

.returned to its normal position.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XXVIII.
THE student will find an advantage in comparing together tli9

three voices. The relation of their leading parts may be seen

in the following

CONSPECTUS OF THE THREE VOICES.

INDICATIVE MOOD, FIRST PERSON SINGULAR.

Active Voice. Middle Voice. Passive Voice.

Present. Au-co, AU-O-/UCU.

Imperfect. e-Au-op, f-\v-ofj.riv,

Future. Au-tr-co, Ati-cro/tai, Xv-Ort-ff-ofnat.

First Aorist. e-Av-cr-a, e-Au-crajwjv,

First Perfect. Ae-Au-/c-a,

First Plup. e-Ae-Au-K-eij',

Second Perf. ire-^rjj'-a, P.F. Ae-Au-er-o/uai.

Second Plup. e-Tre-^rji/-*!?,

Second Aor. t-\nr-ov, f-\nr-ofj.r]i>,

Second Fut.

GENERAL CONSPECTUS OF THE GREEK VERB.
ACTIVE VOICE. .

Indie. Subj. Opt. Imp. Infin. Part.

f-\v-Qr\v.

Ae-Au-/xa4.

Pros. Aua>, Avco,

Imp. t\voi>.

Fut. \va-ta,

1 Aor. sAwra, \vo-ca,

1 Perf. AeAu/co, AeAu/cco,

1 Plup. t\f\VKfiv.

2 Perf. ire</>T7//a, TTf<f>r)v<a,

2 Plup. eire^Tjj/eiy.

2 Aor. eAnrov, \tirta,

\v<roim,

fat,

Ai/, \vftv, \va>v.

Kvffeiv, \vffcav.

\vffov, \vffai, \vaas.

AeAu/ce, AfAuwe- AsAu/cws.

vai,

vat,

Aiirew, \nruv.AlTTUljUl, Al7T6,

MIDDLE VOICE.

Pres. Auo/xai, Aucojuai, \voifirjv, Ai/ou, \vtff6ai, Auo/uvos.

Imp. (\vofj.rji>.

Fut. Aixrojuai, \vffoifjii)v, \vfffff6ai, \vffo/j.evos

1 Aor. f\v<rafj.r/i',\va'ei>fj.a.i, Atxrcu/iTji', Aucroi, Au<ra<r0oi, Avcra/xsws

2 Aor. f\nrofj.riv,\nr(afjLai, AJTTOIJUTJV, AITTOU, \nrtff9at, AJTTO/ASVOS

PASSIVE VOICE.

1 Aor. eAuOrji', Auflco, \v8tiriv, \v9rjTi, \v9nva,t, \v6eis.

1 Fut. AuOrjcro- AuflTjcrot- Au0rjcr6(r- \v6r)ffo-

Perf. AeAu^tai, AeAu/ue- \e\vfif- \t\vffo, \f\va6at, \t\v/jLfvos

Plup. \f\VfJ.1JI'. VOS, -CO, VOS,-fl1]Vt

P. Fut. \e\ucrofj.ai, \f\vffot- \f\vfftff- AeAucro-

/UTJf, 8oi, MfOJ.

2 Aor. frpiftr,v, rpifiw, Tpt&eirii>, rptflr)9i, Tpiftrjvai, rpifleis.

2 Fut. Tpi^rjcro- TptfirjffOf Tpiflri<r-

(Mi, ^TJff effdat,
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We present another arrangement, showing the number of

each tense in the Greek verb.

NUMBER O7 EACH TENSE.

Present, 2, nan. Active and Present Middl

Imperfect, 2, Imperfect Active and Imperfect Hi
5, Future Active, Fut. MM , i

Fut. Pass., 2nd Fut. Pass.

Aorist, G, Aor. lnt Act., 2nd Act., 1st Mid., 2nd Mid.,
1st Pass., 2nd Pass.

Perfect, 3, Perfect let Act., 2nd Act., Perf. Pass.

Pluperfect 1st Act, 2nd Act., Plup. Pass.

21 tenses in all.

Wo remarked before in page 20 of this volume on the close

connection in sense between the passive and middle. Thus
we find the present and imperfect the same in both; and, in

the same way, the perfect and pluperfect passive, as well as the

future perfect, often bear a middle signification.

A glance at the general conspectus will show that this largo

array of separate tenses is not complete in all its parts. Tho

right to appear in the conspectus may be disputed in tho

instance of tho perfect subjunctive and optative of tho passive

voice, inasmuch as they have no separate and independent
forms but are each made up of a participle and a part of the

verb uvcu.

Verify tho statements made as to tho number of each tense

by writing out in full the several tenses in tho order" observed

Form for yourself, solely by tho aid of memory, a general

conspectus of tho Greek verb, in imitation of the one just given,

taking as your verb

(I believe), iriffTfvffu, irciriffrtvKa., ir(iri<rT(ufj.ai.

ETYMOLOGICAL VOCABULARY.

Each of these various compounds of Atw, namely, a7ro\uw,

irapu\vu, etc., has its own set of derivatives. The student,

then, in making himself thoroughly acquainted with Auto, has
taken steps towards the acquirement of an immense number of

Greek words.

THE PEESENT, IMPERFECT, FUTURE, AND FIRST AORIST
TENSES, ACTIVE VOICE.

A few remarks on some of the forms of tho verb, of which a
full paradigm has been given, may be of service to the student
of these lessons.

In the conjugation ta the person-endings in the course of time
underwent changes, as may bo learnt from the older conjuga-
tion, namely, that in ui, as well as from the dialects, or forms
of the language in use among the Dorians, the JEolians, etc.

forms moro ancient than the Attic, in which Xenophon wrote,
whoso Greek is considered the standard for ordinary prose. In
the first person singular indicative and subjunctive of the

active voico pi has been dropped, and TI in the third person
singular ; thus tho forms originally were \vofu or Avo>fu instead

of \vo>, and Ai/rri instead of At/fi. So v has been dropped in

the first singular indicative of the first aorist, which was t\\>aiv,

instead of, as now, f\vcra. In the second person of tho im-

perative active, Ot was dropped, so that we have Au instead of

\vtOi.

Tho second person singular active has the termination <rOa in

the following forms : 010-60. (in Latin, nosti), tliou knowest, from
the perfect oiSa, used with a present signification, as I know ;

p&ftffOa and
jjSjjo-fla, the pluperfect to oiSa, used with an imper-

fect meaning, as, tluni knewest ; c<f>T)<r#a, thou snidst, imperfect
from 4>T?jut, I say; yvOa, thou wast, imperfect from fytf, Jam;

thou wentest, imperfect from 7/u, I go.

Ava>, I loose, unbind.
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self. 18. Loosing one's self. 19. Loose yourselves. 20. I may have

remained behind. 21. 1'ou loosed yourself. 22. He may have loosed

himself. 23. Let thorn both loose themselves. 24. You two might
loose yourselves. 25. Of one loosing himself. 26. You were loosing

yourselves. 27. Having loosed themselves. 28. They might loose

themselves. 29. We might have loosed ourselves.

EXERCISE 77. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. Ai/otjunv. 2. AUOITO. 3. AVOIVTO. 4. fLUftrtiat. 5. Ai/oyuei/ot. 6. \vaaatic.

7. E\tvovro. 8. AurrjTcu. 9. Aureate. 10. \vaoiro. 11. Aue<70<a. 12. Av<rw-

/ue0a. 13. Avaovrai. 14. AVJJTUI. 15. AvaaiaOov. 16. Av<ry. 17. Ai/<7aff0a<.

EXERCISE 78. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. He was rubbed. 2. Thou mayest be rubbed. 3. Thou wouldest

be rubbed. 4. He would be rubbed. 5. They two might have been

loosed. 6. They might have been loosed. 7. Let him be loosed. 8.

To have been loosed. 9. Being about to be loosed. 10. To have been
rubbed. 11. Being about to be rubbed. 12. Thou wast loosed. 13.

Ye were loosed. 14. Thou shalt be loosed. 15. We may have been
loosed. 16. We might have been loosed. 17. They may have been
loosed. 18. Having been loosed. 19. To be about to be loosed. 20.

Having been rubbed. 21. Let him be rubbed. 22. I have been loosed.

23. I had been loosed. 24. I shall have been loosed. 25. They have
been loosed. 26. They had been loosed. 27. Thou mightest have been

EXERCISE 79. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. E\v9n- 2. A.v0rj. 3. AvOetn. 4. Tpi/3n<reTa<. 5. AK0)croi>Tai. 6. Erpi/Sr).

7. AcXujuui. 8. AeXu/aei/or, -i|r. 9. AeXi/o-oi/rui.

EXERCISES IN EUCLID. III.

PROPOSITION XIII. In a triangle ABC (Fig. 13), if B o, c o,
bisecting' the angle ABC, B c A, and meeting in o, be equal, then
shall A B be equal to A c. For since o B = o c, angle o B c=
angle o c B ; but angle o B c is equal to half-angle ABC, and

angle o c B equals half-angle
A c B ; and, by Axiom 7, the
halves of equal things are equal ;

therefore angle A B c = angle
Acs. Therefore, by Euc. I. 6,

AB= AC. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XIV. In a tri-

angle ABC, if BO, CO, bisect-

ing the angles ABC, BCA, and
meeting in o, bo equal, then A o
will bisect the angle B A c.

Taking the figure of the last proposition, we have proved that
if OB, o c be equal, then A B, A c are equal. Hence, since
A B= A c, and A o is common, also base B o = base c o

; there-

fore, by Euc. I. 8, angle B A o = angle c A o ; -i.e., A o bisects

angle BAG. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XV. In the figure of Euclid I. 1, if the circles

cut again in F (Fig. 14), and
c A produced meet the circle

again in H, then c H is greater
than c F. Join H F, A F ; then,
since AH is equal to A F, being
radii of the same circle (Def.

15), the angle AHF= angle
AFH (Euc. I. 5). But the

angle c F H is greater than
the angle AFH (Axiom 9) ;

therefore the angle CFH is

greater than the angle c H F.

Therefore, by Euc. I. 19,
the side c H is greater than the side c F. Q. E. D.

Corollary. Hence it is obvious that the diameter is the
A longest line that can be drawn within a

circle
; for if c A H be a diameter, and F

any point on the circumference, the angle
CFH will be greater than the angle AFH;
i.e., than the angle c H F. Therefore c H
will be greater than c F.

PROPOSITION XVI. In the figure of

Euclid I. 5 (Fig. 15), prove that B G must
be greater than B c. By Euc. I. 17, any two

E
angles of a triangle are together less than
two right angles ; therefore ABC and ACS

are together less than two right angles. But they are equal ;

therefore each of them is less than one right angle. Therefore

B c A is less than a right angle.

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

Fig. 16.

But by Euc. I. 13, angles BCA, BC o are together equal to

two right angles, and BCA has been proved less than a right
angle. Therefore B c G is greater than a right angle.

Again, by Euc. I. 17, B c G and c G B are together less

than two right angles, and B c G is greater than one right angle ;

therefore B G c is less than a right angle. Therefore B c G is

greater than B G c ; therefore side B G is greater than B c.

Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XVII. In the figure of Euclid I. 16, if E c bo

equal to EF (Fig. 16), the angle A F

ABC will be equal to the angle BCF.

For, by construction, A E = E c,

B E = E F ; therefore, if E c= E F,

A E, E c, B E, and E F are all equal
(Axiom 1). Also it is proved in

Euclid I. 16, that angle BAE=:
angle E c F. But since E A B is an
isosceles triangle, angle EAB=EBA
(Euc. I. 5) ; therefore the angle E c F
is equal to angle E B A. But be-

cause EEC is an isosceles triangle,

angle E c B angle EEC; and, from

above, angle E C F= angle E B A ;

therefore, adding equals to equals,
whole angle A B c= whole angle BCF (Axiom 2).

PROPOSITION XVIII. In the figure of Euclid I. 22, if tht,

circles cut again in L (Fig. 17), D K shall be equal to D L. Join
F L, G L

; then, since F K, F L are radii of the same circle, F K=
F L (Def. 15) ; and, since G K, G L are radii of the same circle,

GK= GL (Def. 15).

Hence, in the triangles
F G K, F G L, because
G K G L, and F G is

common, also base F K
= base F L, therefore

angle F G K angle
F G L (Euc. I. 8).

Again, in the tri-

angles D G K, D G L,

Fig. 17. because G K= G L, and
D G is common, also in-

cluded angle D G K has been proved equal to included angle
D G L, therefore, base D K= base D L. Q. E. D.

NOTE ON EUCLID I. 22. Of the three straight lines, A, B, c,

it is necessary that any two should be greater than the third,

because, by Euc. I. 20, any two sides of a triangle are greater
than the third. The necessity will also appear from the figure ;

for if the large circle cut D E in M, G H must evidently be greater
than G M, or the small circle will not cut the large, and the con-

struction will fail.

If G H be greater than G M, then G H is greater than the

difference of F M and F G ;
c is greater than the difference of A

and B ; -i.e., C with either is greater than the third ; and since

A, B, c, are in order of magnitude, A with either of the others is

greater than the third.

The proposition that any two sides of a triangle are greater
than the third is obvious if a straight line be denned as tho

shortest distance between two points ; from which it follows

that P, 1 Broken line between two points must be longer than

a str:,,: 4'iit line.

Hence two sides
c ^ A <

are greater than
the third.

PROPOSITION
XIX. At a

given point in

a given straight

line, to make an D

angle equal to a

given rectilineal

This is the Fig. 18.

same as Euc. I.

23, but the solution there given being of little use for prac-

tical purposes, the following modified form of it is sug-

gested : Let A (Fig. 18) be the given point in the given

straight line A B, and D c E the given rectilineal angle. In c D,

c E take two points, D, E, cuch that c = c E, and join D K.
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Fig. 19.

From A B oat off A r equal to c D (Euc. I. 3), and from contro A,

at distance A F, describe a circle (Post. 3). With F as centre,

and radius v a equal to D E, describe a circle, cutting the lost

described circle in o, a'. Join A a, A o
; then FA a, r A a' shall

be the angles required. For in the triangles FA a, FA a', since

A F, A a, A a' are all equal, being radii of the same circle, and
that A Y is rqinil to c D or c E, therefore A F, A o, A a' are equal
to c D or c E. Also, because F a, F a' are equal, being radii of

the same circle, and F a is equal to D E, therefore r o' is equal to

D E. Hence, since A F, A o and A F, A o' are equal to c D and
c E, also bases F o and F o' are equal to D E, therefore included

angles F A o, F A a' are equal to included angle D c E. Q. E F.

Both positions, a, a', are given, since the enunciation does not
state on which side of A B the angle is to be.

PBOPOSITION XX. In the figure of Euclid I. 15, if EF, E o
(Fig. 19) be drawn at right angles

respectively to A B and c D, the angle
F E a is equal to the angle B E D or

ABC; for since A E F is a right

angle, and the angle c E a is a right

angle, therefore A E F= c E a. From
each take the common part, c E F,

then the remainder A E c= remain-

der F EG. But, by Euclid 1. 15, AEC= B E D ; i.e., angle F E o is equal to

angle A E c or B E D. Q. E. D.

Our next article will extend as far as Euclid I. 32, and we
shall prove the following propositions :

PROPOSITION XXI. Given two straight lines, A B, A c, meet-

ing in A, and another line, r> E, of limited length. Required
to describe an isosceles triangle, A L M, such that A L may coincide

with A B, and A M with A c, and L M may be equal to D E.

PROPOSITION XXII. If ABC be an isosceles triangle of

vertex A, with the base B c produced to D, and if from centre

c, at distance c A, a circle be described cutting B A produced in

E, then the angle BCD shall be equal to three times the angle
A c B or A B c.

PROPOSITION XXIII. In the figure of Euclid I. 5, draw c L
at right angles to c B, meeting B A produced in L, and prove
AL =AC.
PROPOSITION XXIV. If in the figure of Euclid I. 5, the

angles F B c, B c Q be bisected by the lines c o, B o, meeting in o,

then o A shall bisect the angle BAG.
PROPOSITION XXV. In the figure of Euclid I. 1, if the*

circles cut again in F, and c A produced cut the circle in H, then

H F will be equal to A B.

PROPOSITION XXVI. If in a triangle ABC, B c be bisected

in a, and A a joined, and the angle B A o be equal to the angle
c A o, then B A shall be equal to c A.

PROPOSITION XXVII. Given two straight lines, A B, AC,
meeting in A, and another straight line, x>, of limited length.

Required to form a right-angled triangle, of which the base
shall coincide with A c, one side shall coincide with A B, and the

other side be equal to D.

PROPOSITION XXVIII. If in the figure of Euclid I. 1, AB
produced cut the circles in D, E, and the circles cut again in F,

the figure c E F B is a rhombus, having each of the angles at D
and E double the angles at c and F.

READINGS IN LATIN. IV.
HORACE.

QUINTUS HORATIUS FLACcus was born at Venusium in the

year 65 B.C., and died 8 B.C., in his fifty-seventh year. He was
the greatest of all the lyric poets of Rome, and his Satires,

though not so biting and pungent as those of Juvenal, the ac-

knowledged master of that branch of literature, are marked
\>j as keen a sense of humour and power of observation. He
Las left us four books of Odes and one book of Epodes in

various lyric metres, two books of Satires, two books of Epistles,
and the " De Arte Poetica," a treatise on the art and practice
of versification, in hexameters. The Odes and Epodes are the
most beautiful of his works, though they are not the most
original, being, for the most part, formed upon Greek models.
There is an occasional obscurity in his language, and especially
in the Satires and Epistles there are allusions to the events
of his time to which it is difficult to find a key ; but for the

most part his writing* are easy and graceful, and but few
of the Ode* present any bat ordinary difficulties to the reader.

The following extract is the ninth ode of the first book ; it ui

addressed to his friend Thaliarchns, and requires no further

introduction. It is in the Alcaic measure, so called from the

Greek poet Alcsaos, who employed it, and was credited with

its invention :

HORACE. BOOK I., ODE ix.

Vide* at altA stet nive candidnm

Soraote, nee jam sostincant onos
Sflvse laborantcs, geluque
Flumina oonstiterint acuto.

Dissolve frigos, ligna super fooo b

Large reponena, atque benignios

Deprome quadrimum Sabina,
O Thaliarche, meruin diota.

Permitte divia eastern, qni simul

Stravere ventos aequore fervido 10

Deprcaliantes, nee cupressi
Nee veteres agitantur orni.

Quid sit fnturum eras, fuge quasrere ; et

Quern sors dierum cunque dabit, lucro

Appone : nee dulces amores 15

Sperne puer, neque tu choreas.

Donee virenti canities abest
Morosa. Nnnc et campus, et areas,

Lenesque sub noctem susurri

Composita repetantur bora. 20

None et latentis proditor intimo

Gratus puellse risus ab angulo,

Pignusque dereptum lacertia,

Aut digito male pcrtinaci.

NOTES.

1. Stet, stands out, owing to the greater clearness of the atmosphere.
In summer the outline of the hills would be dim aud hazy.

2. Soracte, a hill in the territory of the Falisci, about twenty-
four miles from Rome, now called Monte di S. Orttte.

4. Acuto. So Pindar speaks of x"<" . and we use the phrase"
piercing cold." Constiterint, as liaring a passive tense,

" hare been

stopped," takes gelu as a kind of ablative of the agent.
7. Sabina, generally described by Horace as a poor wine,

" rile

Sabinum "
(Ode I. XT. 1), but this would be mellowed by having been.

kept four yean (quadrimum).
8. Diota, a two-handled jar (Air, oi'r, MTOT, the ear), abl. of the

place trfi*nc a thing proceeds.
9. Simul more generally would be rimul ac stravere, a* MOM at Utff

have quitted.

10. JEquore, abl. of place.
11. Deproeliantes, fighting it out. The de has a tense of completing

a thing, doing it thoroughly.
13. Fuge qucerere, seek not to Imoic. The infinitive is used as

the object of (accusative case after) fuge, by a frequent construction
borrowed from the Greek. So Virg. Xn. ix. 200, "adjungere rebus
Nise fugis ?

" where adjungere is the object of fugis.
14. The construction is quern cunque (diem) dierum Fors dabit,

whatever sort of day fortune gives, count it a gain. Lucro appone, ut H
down to the profit s\de of the account.

18. Arete, open places, around temples, for example.
20. Repetantur, be sought for at the appointed hour.

23. Pignus, either a bracelet (laeertis) or a riug (digito).
24. Male pertinaci, that ill feigns rtsittance,

The following ode is addressed to some fickle fair one who
had betrayed the poet, who now congratulates hicelf on uis

cscupe :

HORACE. ODES, I. T.

Quis molta gracilis te puer in roaa

Perfnsus liquidis urget odoribos

Grato, Pyrrha, sab antro ?

Cui flavam rcligas comam

Simplex munditiis ? Heu, quotics fidem

Mutatosque Decs flebit, et aspera

Nigris aeqnora rentis

Emirabitnr insolens,

Qni nunc te frnitnr credalus anreA ;

Qoi semper vacnam, semper amabilem

Sperat, nescius aurte

Fallacis. iliseri quibua

10
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Intentata nites ! Me tabula sacer

Votiva paries indicat uvida

Suspendisse potenti
Vestimenta maris Deo.

15

NOTES.

I. In rosa, on a couch strewn with roses.

5. Simplex munditiis, plain in thy neatness. Fidem, the confidence

which he reposed in you deceived. Supply fselsam.

6. Mutates Deos, changed fortune.

7. .ffiquora. The poet compares Pyrrha's changing humours to the

fickleness of the weather. Like many others, he has been ship-
wrecked on her smiles, but he has got safely through it. Nigris, black

and scowling, probably as bringing up the black storm-clouds.

8. Emirabitur, a strengthened form of rniror, occurring only in

this passage.
13. Me tabula, etc. The construction is Paries sacer indicat votiva

tabula me suspendisse vestimenta uvida Deo poteuti maris, and the

allusion is to a custom of the Italian sailors, on escaping from ship-

wreck, to put up a votive tablet in the temple of Neptune, or some
other sea deity, together with the clothes in which they were preserved.

16. Maris probably is governed by potens, according to a Greek

construction, by which verbs of ruling govern a genitive case for

example,
" Sic te Diva poteus Cypri

"
(Odes, I. iii. 1).

The next extract is from the Satires, and is the beginning of

an amusing description of the way the poet was pestered in the

street, by a person who persisted in fastening on to him. The
whole satire is peculiarly bright and vivid, and the description
is so true to life, that it is as applicable at the present day as

at the time when it was written.

HORACE. SAT. I. ix.

Ibam forte Via Sacra, sicut meus est mos,
Nescio quid meditans nugarum, et totus in illis :

Accurrit quidam notus mihi nomine tantum,

Arreptaque manu,
"
Quid agis, dulcissime rerum ?

"

"Suaviter, ut nunc est," inquam; "et cupio omnia quae vis." 5

^uum assectaretur, "Numquid vis ?
"

occupo. At ille,
" Noris nos," inquit.

" Docti sumus." Hie ego,
"
Pluria

Hoc," inquam,
" mihi eris." Misere discedere quaerens,

Ire modo ocius, interdum consistere, in aurem
Dicere nescio quid puero ; quum sudor ad imos 10
Manaret talos.

"
te, Bolane, cerebri

Felicem ! aiebam tacitus ; quum quidlibet ille

Garriret, vicos, urbem laudaret. Ut illi

Nil respondebam,
" Misere cupis," inquit,

"
abire ;

Jamdudum video ; sed nil agis, usque tenebo ; 15

Persequar. Hinc quo nunc iter est tibi ?
" " Nil opus est te

Circumagi ; quendam volo visere, non tibi notum ;

Trans Tiberim longe cubat is, prope Caesaris hortos."
" Nil habeo quod agam, et non sum piger usque sequar te."

NOTES.
. 1. Via Sacra, one of the principal streets of Rome, leading up to

the Capitol through the Forum, from whore the arch of Constan-
tine now stands. It was called sacred as being the route followed

by triumphal processions and religious pageants.
4. Quid agis. The common form of salutation in Rome. Where

we say,
" How do you do ?

"
the Romans said,

" What do you do ?
"

Rerum goes with dulcissime, not quid.
5. Ut nunc est, as times go.

6. Occupo, I asfc him at once.

7. Pluris, etc. On this account, I reply, you will be more esteemed by
me. Pluris is the gen. of price.

10. Puero, the slave whom Horace had in attendance, according to

the fashion of the day.
II. Bolane cerebri felicem, I wish you were here, Bolanus, with your cool-

ness, apostrophising some outspoken friend, who would have got rid of

the fellow summarily. Cerebri, genitive, signifying with respect to. So
Pliny has " Miseros ambitionis," and in Greek we find, ev&ain<av rum

Voycov.

]5. Jamdudum, etc., I've seen it all along, but it's no use.

17. Circumagi, there is no need for me to take you out of your way.
18. Caesaris hortos, the gardens on the Janiculum, which Ceesar,

when dictator, had assigned to the people as a public pleasure-ground.

The following are some of the canons for the treatment of

dramatic subjects which Horace lays down in the " De Arte
Poetica."

HOKACE. DE ARTE POET., 179.

Aut agitur res in scenis, aut acta refertur :

Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem,
Quam quae sunt oculis subjecta fidelibus, et qusa

Ipse sibi tradit spectator. Non tamen intus

180

185

Digna geri, promes in scenam ; multaque tolles

Ex oculis, quas mox narret facundia prsesens.
Nee pueroa coram populo Medea trucidet,
Aut humana palam coquat exta nefarius Atreus,
Aut in avem Progne vertatur, Cadmus in anguem.
Quodcunque ostendis mihi sic, incredulus odi.

NOTES.

179. Aut acta refertur, or its occurrence is related. The drama con-

sists partly of action, partly of narrative; and the action which the

spectators see with their own eyes naturally impresses them more
strongly than that of which they merely hear secondhand. Still,

there are subjects which, either from their being repulsive or unnatural,
should be described rather than enacted, as the Greek poets have
done in the case of Medea's murder of her children, or Atreus'

horrible feast, or the unnatural transformations of Progne and Cad-
mus.

180. Segnius irritant, impress less vividly.

181. Fidelibus, on fhe evidence of which he can depend.
182. Quae ipsi sibi tradit, and for which he is his own authority. Intus

digna geri, things whish ought to be fcept behind the scenes.

184. Mox, in due time.

185. Pueros. In Euripides' play of
"
Medea," the cries of the children

are heard on the stage, but the actual murder is not shown. If you
choose such subjects as Medea or Atreus, you must treat the horrors
of the story in the same way as the old Greek poets did.

188. Quodcunque, etc., anything you show me in this way is repugnant
to my reason and my taste.

Translation of SALLUST "
CATILINA," v.

(See page 124.)

Lucius Catilina, the son of a distinguished house, was a man
endowed with great capacities, both of mind and body, but he had
a wicked and perverse disposition. From his boyhood he had
revelled in the scenes of intestine strife, murder, rapine, and civil

broil, which became his pursuits on arriving at manhood. Gifted with

a constitution capable of enduring to an almost incredible degree,

fasting, cold, and want of sleep, with a mind courageous, cunning,
and shifty, capable of pretence or concealment to any extent ; covetous

of his neighbour's money, lavish of his own ; outrageous in his

desires ;
with plenty of eloquence but little wisdom to guide it ;

in his boundless ambition, ever straining after some extravagant

object beyond the belief or aim of ordinary men
;
this man, ever

since Lucius Sulla's dictatorship, had been fired with an irresistible

desire to seize the reins of the state, an.i, provided he could gain
the regal power he aimed at, he cared not one jot by what means it

was to be attained. Day by day his views became more and more

outrageous, spurred on by his want of money and the recollection of

his crimes, to both of which results his former courses had con-

tributed. An additional incitement was found in the corrupt state

of morality in Rome, which was cursed by two abominable evils differ-

ing widely in their nature luxury and avarice.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XVIII.

EXERCISE 30. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS IN SIMPLE

EQUATIONS.

1. What two numbers are those whose difference is 10 ; and

if 15 be added to their sum, the amount will be 43 ?

2. There are two numbers whose difference is 14 ; and if 9

times the less be subtracted from 6 times the greater, the re-

mainder will be 33. What are the numbers ?

3. What number is that to which if 20 be added, and from |

of this sum 12 be subtracted, the remainder will be 10 ?

4. A and B lay out equal sums of money in trade ; A gains

.120, and B loses 80; and now A's money is triple that

of B. What sum had each at first ?

5. What number ia that, | of which exceeds its J by 72 ?

6. There are two numbers whose sum is 37 ; and if 3 times

the less be subtracted from four times the greater, and the

remainder be divided by 6, the quotient will be 6. What are

the numbers ?

7. A man has two children, to 1 of the sum of whose ages if

13 bo added, the amount will be 17 ; and if from half the differ-

ence of their ages 1 be subtracted, the remainder will be 2.

What is the age of each ?

8. A messenger being sent on business, goes at the rate of 6

miles an hour ; 8 hours afterwards, another is dispatched with

countermanding orders, and goes at the rate of 10 miles an

hour. How long will it take the latter to overtake the former ?

9. To find two numbers in the proportion of 2 to 3 whose pro-

duct shall be 5i.
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10. A man agreed to give a labourer 12s. a day for every day he

worked, but for every day ho was idle he should forfeit 8s.

y nettled, and their account WM oven. How
many days did ho work P

1 1 . Tin. portions, A, B, and C, draw prizes in a lottery. A
i> draws as much as A, together with a third of

<lr.i\vs ; and C draws as much as A and fi both. V

the aiiicniiit i>f tlir tliroe prizes?
1_. What number in that whioh is to 12 increased by three

ho number, as 2 to 9 ?

V ship and a boat are descending a river at the same
time. Tho .ship passes a certain fort when the boat is 13 miles

below. Tho ship descend* 5 miles, while the boat descends 3.

At what distance below the fort will they be together F

1 t. What number is that, a sixth part of whioh exceeds an

eighth part of it by 20 ?

15. Divide a prize of .2,000 into two such parts that one of
thorn shall be to tho other as 9 to 7.

li>. What sum of money is that whose third part, fourth

part, and fifth part, added together, amount to .94 ?

17. Two travellers, A and B, 360 miles apart, travel towards
each other till they meet. A's progress is 10 miles an hour, and
B's 8. How far does each travel before they meet ?

18. A man spent one-third of his life in England, one-fourth

of it in Scotland, and the remainder of it, which was 20 years,
in the United States. To what age did he live ?

iy. What number is that, | of which is greater than of

it by 96 ?

20. A post is
J,
in the earth, f in tho water, and 13 feet above

the water. What is the length of the post ?

21. What number is that, to which 10 being added, f of the
sum will be 66 ?

22. Of the trees in an orchard, J are apple-trees, fa pear-

trees, and the remainder peach-trees, which are 20 more than

J of the whole. What is the whole number of. trees in the

orchard ?

23. A gentleman bought several gallons of wine for J694 ;

and after using 7 gallons himself, sold * of the remainder for

.20. How many gallons had he at first P

24. A and B have the same income. A contracts an annual
debt amounting to f of it ; B lives upon ^ of it ; at the end of

ten years B lends to A enough to pay off his debts, and has
.160 to spare. What is the income of each ?

25. A gentleman lived single i of his whole life ; and after

having been married 5 years more than
}
of his life, he had a

son, who died 4 years before him, and who reached only half tho

age of his father. To what age did the father live ?

26. What number is that, of which if
, , and

'-,

bo added
together, the sum will be 73 ?

27. A person after spending .100 more than \ of his income,
had remaining .35 more than \ of it. Required his income.

28. In the composition of a quantity of gunpowder, the nitre

was lOlbs. more than of the whole, the sulphur 441ba. less

than i of the whole, the cliarcoal 21bs. less than of the whole.
What was the amount of gunpowder ?

29. A cask which held 146 gallons, was filled with a mixture
of brandy, wine, and water. There were 15 gallons of wine more
than of brandy, and as much water as the brandy and wine to-

gether. What quantity was there of each ?

30. Four persons purchased a farm in company for ^4,755 ;

of which B paid three times as much as A ; C paid as much as
A and B ; and D paid as much as C and B. What did each

pay?
31. It is required to divide the number 99 into five such parts

that the first may exceed the second by 3, be less than the
third by 10, greater than the fourth by 9, and less than the fifth

by 16.

32. A father divided a small sum among four sons ; the third
had 9 shillings more than the fourth, the second had 12 shillings
more than tho third, the 5rst had 18 shillings more than the

second, and the whole sum was 6 shillings more than 7 times
the sum which the youngest received. What was the sum
divided ?

33. A farmer had two flocks of sheep, each containing the
ame number. Having sold from one of these 39, and from tho
other 93, he finds twice as many remaining in the former as in
the latter. How many did each flock originally contain ?

34. An express travelling at the rate of 60 miles a day, had

been dispatched 5 days, when a second WM sent after him,
travelling 75 mile* * day. In what time will tho one overtake
the other ?

85. A'H age is doable that of B, and B's age triple tint of C,
and tho Hum of all their age* 140. What is the age of each ?

86. Two piece* of cloth, at the name price by the yard, bat of
different length*, were bought, the one for b, and the other for

.6*. If 10 yard* be added to the length of each, the MUM will

be a* 5 to 6. Required the length of each piece.
37. A and B began trade with equal Bam* of money. The

first year A gained .40, and B loct 440. The eeoond year A
loot i of what ho had at the end of the first, and B gained 440
less than twice the sum whioh A had lo*t B bad then twice
as much money as A. What sum did each begin with f

38. What number U that, whioh being severally added to 36
and 52, will make the former Hum to the latter M 3 to

39. A gentleman bought a chaise, bone, and harness for 4360.
The horse cost twice as much a* the harness, mad the chaise
cost twice as much as the harness and hone together. What
was the price of each ?

40. Out of a cask of wine, from whioh had leaked J part, 21
gallons were afterwards drawn ; when the cask was found to be
half full. How much did it hold ?

41. A man has 6 sons, each of whom is four yean older tb*n
his next younger brother ; and the eldest is three times as old
as the youngest. What is the age of each P

42. Divide the number 49 into two such parts, that the
greater increased by 6, shall be to the less diminished by 11 M
9 to 2.

43. What two numbers are as 2 to 3 ; to each of which, if 4
be added, the sums will be as 5 to 7 P

44. A person bought two casks of porter, one of which held
just three times as much as the other ; from each of these Ike
drew 4 gallons, and then found that there were 4 times as many
gallons remaining in the larger as in the other. How many
gallons were there in each ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS
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RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
NIGHTSHADES.

AMONGST botanists the nightshade family (Solani) are placed
in the class Pentandria, order Monogynia, natural order Lurida.

In a purely scientific point of view this arrangement is no
doubt very complete and intelligible to those who are far

too well informed to mistake a nightshade for any other plant ;

but it is our object to lay before such of our readers as are not

acquainted with the anatomy and structural differences distin-

guishing botanical species, enough information, aided by illustra-

tions, to guard them from the fate which a short time since

Unfortunately befel Captain Bawden and his party, whilst en-

gaged in a search for minerals in the Isle of Man. Many of

our readers will remember that, feeling fatigued and thirsty,
he and his companions pulled up from the earth a plant, the

root of which bore some fanciful resemblance to that of a wild

carrot, and ate a portion of it. In less than fifteen minutes

Captain Bawden paid the forfeit of his want of discretion with
his life. The others, who partook more sparingly of the root,

fortunately procured milk, which they found alleviated their

sufferings, and in time recovered. Some time since we remem-
ber being witness to extraordinary popular excitement and

consternation, caused by a number of people being taken

suddenly and dangerously ill, through eating tarts and puddings
made from an unknown fruit, which some stranger to the neigh-
bourhood had been vending at a cheap rate, under the name of

nettle-berries. An examination of some of the berries which
remained unconsnmed showed them to be the fruit of the

deadly nightshade (Atropa belladonna) of which we shall have
more to say as we proceed. Some members of the Solani
with which we shall have to deal are indigenous to the soil

of England ; others have become acclimatised, and although
originally natives of a warmer climate, now grow freely in this

country. We will commence our remarks, then, with the most

important nightshade in the world, a plant which may be said

to rank next to corn in food-yielding importance in most
civilised countries. Solanum tuberosum, the common potato of

our fields and gardens, was first introduced by Sir Walter

Ealeigh, who brought the roots from Quito, and caused them to

be planted in his own garden at Youghal, in Ireland. On the

plants arriving at maturity, Sir Walter's old gardener, availing
himself of the privileges of his situation, gathered some of the

fruit, or "
potato apples," as they are now called, and tasted

them. Those of our readers who have eaten of this particularly

unpalatable and unwholesome production will feel no wonder
that the ire of the old man should have been raised. Breaking
in unceremoniously on his master's studies, he exclaimed,

"
If

this is your fine foreign fruit, I would not give it garden room,
not I!

"
"Well," said Sir Walter,

"
if it is as bad as you say,

dig it up at once ; but if you find any roots worth looking at,

bring them to me." It is, perhaps, needless to say that the roots

proved very well worth examining. It was not, however, until

about 1732 that regular potato crops were cultivated in Scot-

land. England followed the example set by the Scottish far-

mers, and grew the new root. So deep was the prejudice

existing against this plant in the minds of the ignorant, that
when the Russian government issued seed potatoes to the native

cultivators, with orders to attend to the increase of the crop,
the new tubers were called the "Devil's apples," a name -which,
in some remote districts of the Oural, they still bear.

In its wild state the potato grows its tubers very near and
often even on the surface of the ground. They are small, acrid,

and by no means tempting in appearance. The Spaniards and
Portuguese appear to have discovered its value before its intro-

duction to England by Ealeigh. The word "
potato," pronounced

by the Spaniards battata, is no doubt a corruption of the

original native name. In addition to its value as a culinary
vegetable, the potato tuber is remarkable for producing by
treatment an abundant supply of farina, from which a very
large quantity of the tapioca sold in our shops is manufactured.
Potato flour or starch, under the name of arrowroot, has also

a considerable sale. The potato plant is probably too
familiar to our readers to need description. The blossom, although
of larger size, closely resembles that of Solanum dulcamara,
represented at Fig. 1. The potato fruit is about the size

of a large marble, and contains numerous seeds. Solanum
dulcamara, woody nightshade, or bitter-sweet, is an indigenous

plant, and common throughout England, and some districts of
Siberia and Africa. It is found growing abundantly in hedge-
rows, and about old walls and ruins. It is a woody-stemmed
but trailing perennial plant, flowering in June and July. The
flowers, which are of a bluish-purple, with a projecting yellow
spike in the centre, are followed by clusters of berries, which
ripen in September and October. When ripe they present a
most attractive and tempting appearance, being of a rich full red
tint. A reference to Fig. 1 in the illustration on the opposite page
will serve to show the form of the flower, leaf, stem, and fruit.

All parts of the plant are poisonous, and, as would appear by
the lamentable catastrophe we have before referred to, the root
must be most virulently so, to destroy the life of a strong, robust
man in a few minutes. The shoots and young leaves of this

plant have been occasionally used in medicine, but we are not
aware of their possessing any special quality to recommend them
in a curative point of view.

Next in order we proceed to describe the plant known as the

Deadly Nightshade "Dwale" (Atropa belladonna), and from which
the so-called "

nettle-berries
"
before mentioned were gathered.

This is also a native of England, and is found growing wild in

the hedges and woods of many districts. This plant, or rather

bush, is also a perennial, and not unfrequently reaches from
five to six feet in height. The leaves are ovate and entire, and
the flowers somewhat the shape of the common harebell of our
woods and hedges, but larger, and of a rich and lurid purple
colour, each flower springing alone from axis or union

between the leaf and stalk. As the flower passes away it is

succeeded by the fruit, which, when mature, is about the size

of an ordinary cherry, black in colour, rich in bloom, and
of a sweetish and rather agreeable taste ; but the growing
plant when approached, particularly when the fresh dew
of morning hangs on it, gives forth an oppressive and
faint odour. This plant, like S. dulcamara, grows luxuriantly

among fallen walls and the ruins of old buildings. Every
part of the plant is both narcotic and poisonous, but in the hands
of the pharmaceutical chemist it yields products of great medi-

cinal value. Possessing, as its extract does, the curious property
of dilating the pupillary opening of the eye, this property
is taken advantage of by the oculist as an aid in prosecuting
his examinations as to the condition of the eye, and in the

prosecution of such operations on that organ as may be

requisite. It is also used extensively in both neuralgic and

pulmonary affections ; so that deadly nightshade, like many
other justly dreaded natural productions, is found to possess
its good qualities as well as its evil ones, when we know
how to avail ourselves of them. Fig. 2 in the annexed illus-

tration represents the leaf, stem, flower, and embryo fruit of the

deadly nightshade. The term Belladonna applied to this plant

appears to have been derived from the practice which was at

one time made of using the juices as a cosmetic ;
hence we

have the name " Beautiful Lady." Atropa we have from the

name of one of the Fates,
"
Atropos ;

" and Dwale from the

French deuil (grief), a figurative destination at which you are

pretty sure to arrive if you partake of the atroca fruit.

There is a plant found growing abundantly in almost every

hedgerow in England, which has been by popular error com-

monly confounded with the plant just described, and incorrectly

called deadly nightshade, or the "
poison-berry." This plant ie

the Bryonia or Briony, but it is in no way related to the true

nightshades or Solani, being a member of the family of Cucur-

bitacea, to which melons, gourds, vegetable marrows, cucumbers,

etc., belong. Most of our readers will have observed this trail-

ing, climbing plant, vine-like in foliage and mode of growth, throw-

ing out its long corkscrew-shaped tendrils and greenish-yellow
flowers in the months of June and July. These are succeeded in

the autumn by clusters of very beautiful scarlet berries or fruit,

which, from their currant-like and juicy appearance, are not un-

frequently eaten of by children and ignorant persons. Every part
of this variety growing in Great Britain is poisonous, although
the young shoots of a plant of kindred species growing abroad are

boiled and eaten, just as we eat asparagus, with impunity. The
root of our hedge-briony at times grows to a very large size, and
is not unfrequently mistaken for that of the mandrake, to be

hereafter described. Fig. 3 represents the leaf, stem, and flower

of the common Brionia. The berries are round, about the size

of small peas, and contain an acrid, poisonous juice, which

has been highly extolled as a remedy for ringworm. Tlaie
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root, too, has been much used ia the treatment of the diseases
of i-.ittle. Next to this we have a true nightshade, ,s

niyrum (black or common garden nightshade), which is often
r.uiiul growing on the waste lands and in tlio rural distrain of

Kn(,'l:ui(l. Few persona who notice wild

plant* will have foiled to see it. The
arc nit in-, and covered with fine

hairH. The flowers are white, the fruit

almost black, and the stalk easily
broken. Wo are not aware of any use

to which this plant has been applied.
11. nhane, or hogbano (Hyoscyamus

niijer), is another true Solatium, and
is found in many parts of England ; it

grows toabouttwo feet in height, and is

covered with fine bristles or hairs, vhich

give off a foetid odour. The tickers,
which are arranged in a double row
on the stem, are most peculiar, being
of a rich chocolate-yellow tinged with

brown, and veined with a perfect

nean Ports, much resemble these in growth ami qualities, and
are extensively used in cookery. The Mandrake or May apple

igora) is a Solanum which ha* from very early periods
of history been regarded with much superstitions dread, which

has probably arisen, partly from iU
poisonous properties, and partly from
iU largo and irregularly-shaped root*,
which at times grow in the uncouth
torn of a man. Shakespeare writes
" And shrieks like msndrsks torn oat of

the earth,
That Wring mortals heariac them run
mad."

The notion that prevailed in by-
gone days regarding the sounds of

complaint ottered by the mandrake
when being rooted op appears to have
been widely entertained by the igno-
rant. Misfortune of the most serious

kind was believed to be the portion
of any one bold or rash enough to

Pig. 3

network of purple lines. A dark rich

purple centre or eye serves to com-

plete a flower which, when once seen,

would not be readily forgotten. Tho

seed-capsules, which also stand in

a double row, are each capped with a
sort of capsulor lid, to lift which the

aid of a knife ia required. The seeds

usually escape through perforations
made by insects. All parts of tho

plant are poisonous. The extract is

extensively used in medicine. Linnaeus

states that the roots, when cut up and
thrown about the floors of a house,
will cause all mice to at once deport.
The tomato or love-apple (Solanum

lycopersicum), although not indigenous
to England, is so well known as a

culinary vegetable that it could by
no possibility be mistaken for anything else. The Egg-plant,
Jew's apple, or Mad apple (Solanum melongence), is also an
exotic, but is used by Continental cooks ns an ingredient in soups,
toshes, etc. "Bringolls," a common vegetable of the Mediterra-

engage in disturbing the mandrake in

its earth-bed. An old proverb says
" He who gathercth the mandrake shall

die,

Blood for blood is his destenie."

Notwithstanding this terrible threat,

mandrakes have been from time to

time dug up for medicinal purpose*

by herb collectors and others, with-

out any very remarkable events

following the audacity of the dig-

gers. Fig. 4 shows the leaf, flower,

and curious root of this plant. Tho
Mandrake of Scripture was probably
a plant of a very different descrip-

tion, but we are unable to say to

what family it belonged. It is not our

intention here to dwell on the various

members of the Solanum group to

be found in distant countries. Over
400 species have been already enume-
rated by botanists. It is oar object
to deal more particularly with plants
and flowers of the nightshade family

which may, perchance, come under the immediate observation

of our readers at home. Tho plant-world, even in our little island

home, is a tolerably large one, and we hope in a future paper to

pay another visit to it, with our readers as pleasant companions*
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XXXIX.
THE CELTIC ELEMENT.

THE Celtic element in the English language has received far

less attention than it deserves. Till recently, indeed, its exist-

ence was scarcely known; and when at length it compelled

recognition, its appearance was restricted to ? names of places,

particularly the great outlines of the country, such as hills,

mountains, headlands, rivers, etc.

The ordinary teaching of the schools was, that the original

British natives of these islands were extirpated by the invading
and conquering Saxons to such an extent, that the former were

able to sustain themselves only in the mountain fastnesses of

the extreme parts of the country, Scotland in the north, Corn-

wall in the south, and Wales in the west. In those parts,

unquestionably, the native British successfully withstood their

Saxon invaders, and there transmitted their vernacular tongue
from generation to generation. Not less is it true that the

British element in the population of the lowlands was neither

uprooted nor absorbed. Extermination is a rare event in the

migrations and changes of tribes and nations. Scarcely would

it be too much to affirm that extermination never takes place.

And even absorption is only partial. Besides, if blood is ab-

sorbed, it does not lose its primitive qualities. Still less easy
of absorption is a language. A living language that is, a

language vernacular to the aboriginals of a country stamps
itself on the entire land and on the whole life of the people.

That impression is all but indelible. Only the attrition and

abrasion of centuries can wear the image down, much less

wholly efface it. The language of the cottage is one of the few

permanent things on earth ; and when, by the extruding power
of the language of the court, and of books, and of commerce,
it is compelled to withdraw into narrower and narrower limits,

it ceases to be a language only to become a dialect and a patois

(the language of the peasants of a province), and still maintains

an existence in what we call provincialisms and vulgarisms,
when at length it is wholly banished from cultivated society.

Nor only there does it survive ; it lives on in the warp and woof

of the spoken and written tongue. These allegations are borne

out by the fact that in our present English, the original Celtic

of these islands still remains to no inconsiderable extent.

The Celts (or, as the fashion now is, the Kelts), as far back as

history goes, were the primitive inhabitants of England, Wales,
Scotland, and Ireland. The race at large, in an ante-historic

period, migrated from Central Asia into Europe, and, spreading
over its surface, penetrated to its western limits.

The Celtic language is now acknowledged to have affinities

with the important group of languages denominated the Indo-

Germanic, of which the Sanscrit, the Greek, and the German may
be taken as representatives. At the same time, the Celtic lan-

guage, as being a language spoken by an independent family of

nations, possesses essentially independent features.

There are still six Celtic tongues or dialects recognised in

Europe. Of these, four belong to the British Islands. A fifth,

the Cornish, now nearly or quite extinct, also pertained to the

same insular home of the Keltai or Celts. The sixth, the Ar-

morican, belongs to Brittany, a country connected with Britain

in history as well as in name.

THE CELTIC TONGUES.

I. THE GALLIC OR BRITISH,

including
1. Cymric or Welsh.
2. Cornish.

3. Armorican or Breton.

II. THE GAELIC OK ERSE,
including

1. Fenic or Irish.

2. Gaelic or Highland Scotch.

3. Manx.

The statements that have been made as to the survival of the

Celtic element in our national life and literature may be con-

firmed by a quotation from an author of merit, whose studies

. and whose subject would naturally incline him to give predomi-
nance to Saxon claims :

"
Nothing is more 'common or less true

than the exaggerated account of total exterminations and mise-

rable oppressions in the traditional literature of conquered
nations ; and we may very safely appeal even to the personal

appearance of the peasantry in many parts of England as evi-

dence how much Keltic blood was permitted to subsist and even

to mingle with that of the ruling Germans ;
while the signatures

to very early charters supply us with names assuredly not Teu-

tonic (or Saxon), and therefore possibly borne by persons of

Keltic race, occupying positions of dignity at the courts of

Anglo-Saxon kings." *

In a list given by the very learned German philologist Adelung
(Mithridates II. 40) of genuine Celtic words found gathered
from very ancient sources, and found in Teutonic tongues, the

following have representatives in the English of the present

day:

Aber, as in .dberconway and several other "Welsh names, denotes the

mouth of a river, the confluence of a river with the sea
;
and hence a

bay or harbour. It is found in the French Havre (Havre-de-Grace)
and in the English liarhow.

Alpes, the ancient Gallic designation, for any high land; hence our

Albion, so called from its lofty cliffs.

Bard, the Gallic name for poet, singer, prophet.

Bastard, from the Welsh bas, low, and tardd, to come forth ; hence,

persons of low and unworthy birth.

Becco, Gallic, our beafc.

Beria, a level field, a plain ; hence the numerous instances of bery as

a termination of English names of places.

Braca, Gallic, a dam, a limit; Scotch, bray; French, braie, a hedge.

Braccce, Gallic, breeches.

Brace, i.e., corn, whence the Gauls made their beer ; hence the words

breic, bracer, beer.

Bria, briga, perhaps from the Welsh brig, brigyn, a hill-top. Briga
itself signifies in the Celtic a toacn, as in Boroughbridge.

Cam, a group of stones or rocfcs ; hence our Cam or Cairn -and Corn-

wall (stony Wales).

Carra, a Gallic four-wheeled carriage, a car, cart, to carry, carter.

Carruca, among the Gauls a convenient travelling carriage ; French,
caroche ; English, coach.

Craig, in Welsh a rocfc, precipice ; our crag.

Druid, the Gallic name for priest.

Dur, water ; Welsh, dwr ; as in Derwent, Derby, Dorchester.

Foil, foolish ; Welsh, ffoll ; French, fou ; Scotch, fou (tipsy) ; English,

fool ; German, toll.

Lancea, Gallic for lance.

Marga, marl ; whence Itfarlborough and Albemarle.

Nant, water, river ; whence Wa?iiwich.

Pen, a summit, head ; as in Peucraig in Hereford and Pengover in

Cornwall, Penistone in Yorkshire, Penrith in Cumberland.

Bit, a ford; hence the ending rit as in Camboritum, Cambridge.
Soldurii (sol, bond, and m; Latin, vir, a. man), bound-men, or men

engaged to each other and to their leader in war ; our soldier.

Spatha, a tico-edged sword ; whence, through the German spaten, is

our spade.

Tan, land, as in Britain (Britannia, the land of the Britti, or painted

people; so we say the blacks, the odiites, the fair.)

The names father, mother, sister, and brother, are of necessity

among the first. They are also the most enduring. Consult,

then, this table :

Breton. Welsh. English.

Tad (dad), tad, fiather, dad, daddy.

Mamm, mam, mother, mamma, mammy.
Breur, brawd, brother.

Choar, chwaer, sister.

Our words father and mother come to us from the Indo-Ger-

manic stem; but the cottage words, the nursery words, the

words of intimate affection, dad, daddy, mam, mamma, mammy,
are derived from our British or Celtic forefathers. -The oldest

forms of a language are found in the cottage and on the hill-

side. In both those spots, and in the provincialisms which still

in a measure survive, a considerable number of Celtic words

remain. These words are among the most expressive. Take

the term mettle. Even Webster, after other great lexicographi-

cal authorities, originally derived this from . the Greek root

which gives us metal, namely, metallan, io scrutinise, to seek jor

by digging ; as if a man of mettle and a man of metal were not

as much opposed to each other as a high-spirited man and a

money-grub. Turn to the Welsh, and you find in meddwl (mind,

courage, which by the vulgar is called plucTc), the exact idea

which mettle conveys ; for example
" The winged courser, like a generous horse,
Shows most true mettle when you check his course." Pope.

To fettle, is in the genuine Lancashire dialect a very expressive

word, giving rise to the general idea of making a thing good,

excellent, delicious ; and,. occurring in such instances as to fettle

a horse, means to restore him to soundness; tf> fettle a ivife,

means to put her to rights,; fettled ale means ale warmed with

spice, spirits, eggs, etc. The word, together with our common

* "The Saxons in England," by J. M. enib?e, 2 yols. ,8vo, 1849;

Vol. I.,'p.

J

21,
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term fat, of which Jcttle in n diminutive verbal form, baa iti

L :, \\ ,
, rieJk

cast our oyo down a page or two of an Irish dic-

tionary, iind found those coincidence! :

1KI 11 OK 1'ENIC WORDS IDENTICAL WITH ENGLISH.
..II MA*.

Hall.

Bend*.
linron.

Barke.

Bardi.

Bam.

Bten.

I OR rEKIC. OKKMAM.

Apfl.
i acre, belter.

Aer, mr (Greek, aer).

Acs, ajt (Latin, iictat).

Aire.acheel.ai'fc (Latin,

area). Areht.

. a rib. WPP*, ribbe.

-tmtry, eart>

(Scotch. i;i'riK Erd*.

JiuUiii, a bob;/, in/ant.
:

,
a babblt-r

1 . Plapperer.

uis, a uvdiiiHr;, the

ban*.

liin, a ton, bairn.

Bairilo, a bari\ 1.

BaiUeleur, a bachelor.

From the Welsh the following among other instances have
been given by the Rev. R. Garnott* :

COINCIDENCES BETWEEN THE WELSH AND THE ENGLISH.

IRISH OR rettic.

Ball, a ball, ylo6.

liauu, a band of

llarau, a baron.

l:irc, a boat, barotM.

I!.ml, a poet, bard.

Barra, a bar.

Be, life, beinj.

Be, w, be.

Beach, a be.

Bear, a bear.

Itourim, / boar, carry,

bring forth.

Boarbiiim, I shave the
board (Latin, barba). Jlarbiemi.

Boathach,abeast (French,

MU).

Bashed, a basket.

Bottwni, a button.

Bran, skin of wheat, bran.

Brat, a clout, a brat or pina/ore.

Brodiaw, to embroider (Fr. broder).

Bwyell, a hatchet, a bill (Germ. bict).

Cab, caban.a hut, cabin (Fr. cabane).

B, an enclosure, quay (Fr. gnai).

Ceubal, cobble, a boat (Sax. cuople) .

Ci ochan, a pot, crockery (Sax.crocca).

Crog, a Jioofe, croofc (Celt, crofc).

Dantaeth, a choice morsel, dainty.

Darn, a patch, darn (Sax. deaman).
Fflasged, flasket (Fr. Jlasque).

Pflaw, a shiver, flaw.

Ffyucl, a/iinnl.

Gwichet, a im'cfcet (Fr. guichet).

Horn, a border, hem (Sax. hem).
Llath, a lath (Sax. latta).

Matog, a mattoclc (Sax. mattuc).

Mop, a mop.
Paeol, a pail.

Pan, a boicl, pan (Sax. ponne).

Pare, an enclosure, povfc (Fr. pore).

Pelen, a little baU, pellet (Fr. pelote).

Piser, a jug, pitclier.

Bhail, a fence, rail (Germ, ralle).

Bhasg, a slice, rasher.

Soch, a drain, soug7i.

Tacl, instrument, tackle (German,
fate!).

Tasel, fringe, tassel.

A knowledge of the laws which affect the permutation of

letters in words as they appear in different languages or dialects

would disclose to the student many Celtic terms in English, of

which otherwise he would hare no suspicion. I have given
clear examples. Other very clear examples could be added. I

hall for exercise subjoin a few Celtic words with their several

meanings, leaving the student to discover the corresponding
English terms.

EXERCISE.

MECHANICS. XXII.
LAWS OF FALLING BODIES-PBOJECTILES.

IN all the cases given in the preceding lesson the accelerating
aroe we have taken has been that of gravity. Sometimes,

however, different forces act ; but the following general rnlea

embrace all :

"
Proceedings of the Philological Society," Vol. I., p. 171. In

these and the preceding examples, we have appended the correspond-
ing words in German, French, and Saxon, in order to enable oar
readers to judge for themselves. It is more than possible that many
of these words in the Welsh are borrowed from the English. It is a

very difficult matter to separate the original words from those that
arc borrowed.

1. The Telocity acquired under the aotion of a umform
Moderating force is equal to the force multiplied by the tarn*.

By force hem, we moan velocity acquired in one Moond, and, as

we hare teen, a similar amount of Telocity U produced in each
second. The rule, therefore, is clear.

2. The space paused oror U equal to half the force multiplied
by the square of the time. Both these law* may be verified by
comparing with the remits obtained by the action of gravity.

If we take/to represent the force or Telooity generated in one
econd, the apace in feet, t the time in seconds, and v the

Telocity, we have the following formula, which express theee

laws, and are easily remembered:

*/,
The third of these formula is deduced from the other two.

Now if a body be projected upward* with any given Telocity, it

will rise to the same height that it would have to fall from to gain
that velocity, and when it again reaches the earth it will have
the same Telocity as it started with. The reason of this is that,
an a result of the second law of motion, gravity destroys an
upward motion in exactly tne same degree that it produces a
downward one. If, for instance, a stone is projected with a
velocity of 48, it would rise that height in one second, but by
gravity it falls 1C feet out of this, and thus only rises 32.

Hence if a stone bo thrown upwards, it takes exactly the
ame time to rise as it does to fall ; and thus, if we know how
long it is in the air, we can tell the height to vhich it has risen.

For example : a stone U 6 seconds in the air, how high did it

rise ? It must have taken half the time, or 3 seconds, in falling ;

but in that time a body falls 3* x 16, or 144 feet. This, then,
is the height to which it rose.

Or, again: a body is projected upwards with a Telocity of 120,
how high will it rise, and how long will it be before it reache 1"

the ground again ? We know here the value of v and /, and b-
the third formula, v* = 2 /s, that is, 14,400 = 2 x 32 x

, or
64 s; s therefore is ^ of this, or 225 feet. Again, by the first

formula, v =ft, that is 120 = 32 x t; t therefore is 3f seconds,
and as it takes the same time to rise as to fall, the time it is in

the air is 7 :}
seconds.

There is a simpler way in which many of these experi

CELTIC WOHDS.
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Fig. 100.

down the incline D E ; and since the velocity of a falling body,
as we have seen, depends upon the vertical distance passed

over, its velocity is all along greater.
The space passed over is, however,

greater too
;
but this is more than

compensated for by the increased

velocity. The curve of shortest

descent of all is found to be that

which has the greatest curvature

without rising as it approaches E.

If a pencil be fixed so as to project

horizontally from the rim of a wheel,
and made to trace a curve on paper
while the wheel is rolling on, it will

be exactly that of shortest descent.

As we shall see further on, there are other remarkable and im-

portant properties possessed by this curve, which is called a

Cycloid. (See Lessons in Geometry, XXIII., p. 309.)

PROJECTILES.

Having thus seen the laws which govern the motion of falling

bodies, we pass on naturally to notice the movements of pro-

jectiles. Here, of course, as before, the resistance of the air

impedes motion to a greater or less extent. This resistance

increases as the square of the velocity, for if the speed of a

body be doubled, it not only has to displace twice the bulk of

air, but it must do it with twice the velocity, and for this a four-

fold force is needed. As, however, our calculations would be

much complicated if we took this into consideration, we will

neglect it, but we must remember to make allowance for it in

our results.

The path of a projectile is in a curve called a parabola, that

is, a curve similar to the one which we should obtain if we
were to cut a cone in a direction parallel to one side. (See Les-

sons in Geometry, XXI., page 251.) We can, however, trace this

path in a simpler way.
When a body is projected with any velocity, as, for example,

when a bullet is fired from a gun, it is acted upon by two forces

the original velocity with which it was started, which, as we are

not considering the resistance of the air, we may consider to be

a uniform force ; and, secondly, the attraction of the earth, which
is an accelerating force, causing it to fall 16 feet in the first

second, 48 in the next, and so on. Now from a knowledge of

these two motions we can easily tell at what point the body will

be at any given moment;
and by thus finding seve-

ral different points in its

course we can trace out

its path.
Let the bullet be pro-

jected from the point A
(Fig. 101), in the direc-

tion A B, with any given

velocity, and take A c of

such a length as to re-

present the space it would

pass over in one second.

Draw A D vertically
downwards to represent
16 feet, and complete the

parallelogram A D E c.

AC and AD represent, then, the two forces acting on the bullet;

and, since each produces its full effect, it will at the end of one
second have arrived at the point E. Since, however, the force of

gravity is not uniform, the line A E, which represents its path, will

not be straight, but curved upwards, for when a half of A c has
been passed over, gravity will only have caused it to move over a

quarter of A D. If now we draw through E a straight line E r,

parallel to A B and equal to A c, it will represent the motion of

the bullet from its original impulse during the next second. To
represent gravity we must take E G, three times the length of A D,
and thus, by completing the parallelogram, we find that at the
end of this second the bullet has arrived at H. In the same way,
by making H L equal to five times A D, we find K to be the point
at which the bullet will have arrived after three seconds, and in

this way we can map out its whole path.
We see from this the reason why the sights of a rifle are

arranged as they are. If the bullet travelled in a perfectly

Fig. 101.

straight line, the soldier would aim directly at the point he
wished to hit ; but the force of gravity acts on the bullet, and
therefore he has to point the rifle at a point as much above it

as the bullet will fall in the time it takes to travel the distance.

If, for instance, it takes two seconds for the ball to reach the
target, he must aim at a point 64 feet above it. To do this
would be very inconvenient and uncertain, as he would be
unable to tell whether the point he was aiming at was directly
over the mark. The sight at the end next the stock is therefore
made to adjust to different elevations above the barrel, according
to the distance of the object aimed at; and thus, though the
rifleman sees the two sights in a straight line with it, the
barrel is really pointed considerably upwards, as will be evident
to a bystander.

There is one other fact relating to projectiles, which, though
it seems strange, is a necessary result of the second law of
motion.

If a body be projected horizontally, no matter how great its

velocity ^be,
it will always reach the earth in exactly the same

time as if it fell vertically. The speed in falling is not in any
way interfered with by the horizontal motion.

EXAMPLES.

1. A stone is thrown up with a velocity of 100 feet per second.
How high will it rise, and how long will it be before it reaches
the ground again ?

2. A bullet takes 5^ seconds to fall from an elevation to the
ground. What is the elevation ?

3. With what velocity will a stone falling from a height of
400 feet strike the ground F

4. How long will a weight take to fall 784 feet, and how far
ll it move in the last second ?

5. What space will a falling body describe in the 17th second ?

6. How long will a ball dropped from a height require to
attain a velocity of 192, and what space will be described in

attaining it P

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XV.
AFTER the following vocabulary and exercise, the pupil may
study the uses of the particle a.

VOCABULARY.



LESSONS IN ITALIAN. 1-'.'

EXERCISE 12.

1 The present time* are not the best. 2. He had hidden
himself in the back room. 3. Our town haa a stone bridge;
ours haa only one of wood. 4. Edward haa received from

a gold watch, a silver sword, and a pair of steel shoe-

5. Once they wore oloth drosses and velvet waist-

0. Tho use of copper vessels haa been prohibited in

7. Beef, veal, and mutton are for sale in the shambles.
\\ ii.it means this ringing of bells P 9. What do you say of

cloth which I have bought ? 10. It is good and fine. 11.

Ami uf the colour? 12. It is beautiful. 13. What do you
think of the man whom you see, of the boy whom ho carries

ong with him, and of the beggar who follows him ? 14. Hero
ten yards of the taffetas, some of which you wanted, and
ve yards of the cambric which you have demanded. 15.

d me a dozen of the lemons, and two pounds of the figs which
have received from Smyrna. 1C. Spare me a bottle of the

de Cologne which has been sent to you.

THE PARTICLE A.

Tho uae of this particle frequently coincides with the use of

the preposition to in English grammar. Generally speaking,
any kind of direction, expressed by a verb, to or towards a person
or thing, is denoted by this word. Tho ideas of similarity or

resemblance, of approaching or approximation, of a direction or

mere reference to any thing, end, aim, or point of time, form, as

it wore, only parts or branches of this fundamental signification
of fie particle a; and whenever the action of the subject of a sen-

tence (i.e., of the nominative) expresses such direction or approach
to or towards persons or things, a must be placed before them.
For example :

Ac-c6-sta-ti til-la td-vo-la, approach thyself to the table.

Al cd-ne dd-te gli 6s-si, give the bones to the dog.
II fi-glio ras-so-mi-jlia al pii-dre, the son is like the father.

Nt par-le-ro al eu-gi-nn, I shall speak of it to the cousin.

,41 niii-to si ri-co-nu-sce V uc-cel-lo, by the soug one knows the bird.

L' a-vd-ro non pn-sa che al da-nd-ro, the avaricious man only thinks

of money.
T-o lo dis-si al a-m{-co v6-stro, I told it your friend.

E"-gli lo die-dt a' po-vt-ri, he gave it to the poor.
I'-o vd-do a Rd-ma, I go to Borne.

Non cre-di-te a ld-ro, do not believe them.
Du-si a hit, an-dd-t a cii-sa, I told him, go home (i.e., to the house).
Pic-chid-re dl-la p6r-ta, to knock at the door.

Scri-ve-re a qual-che-du-no, to write to somebody.
Ag-giu-gne-re u-na cd-sa ad un* ul-tra, to add one thing to another.

Cf-de-re sii-o di-ri(-to a yuaJ-c/ie-dii-iio, to transmit or cede one's

right to any one.

Co-strin-ge-re ti-no ad u-na a-zio-ne, to compel or force any one to

some action.

Ver-rb a mtz-zo gi6r-no, a m&-za n6l-te, dl-le dii-, al tem-po fis-sd-to,

al pri-mo del im ;

-se, I shall come at noon, at midnight, at two
o'clock, at the appointed time, on the first of the month.

Phrases, not literally or strictly expressing an abode, resi-

ce, stay, continuance, or being in a place, but merely near-

ness or presence, require the particle a and not in, which always
denotes a real and not merely imaginary continuance or being
in (i.e., in the interior of) a place or thing, or some action taking

:e in it. For example :

J5T-yU e al bdl-lo, he is at the ball.

Al /e-stf-no, at the (dancing and gaming) evening party.
A td-vo-la, at table.

Al con-cer-to, in the concert.

A giuo-cd-re, at play or game.
A stu-did-re, (engaged) in study.

From what has been explained, it in obvious that in those

phrases which merely denote the moving, approaching, or ten-

dency to or towards a place or thing, and not strictly the entering
or penetrating into it, a and not in must be used ; for in means
the actual motion or penetration into the interior of any locality.
For example :

I'-o vu-do al bdl-lo, I go to the balL

A td-vo-la, to table.

A cA-na, to supper.
A im-pa-rd-re, to learn, i.e., to (the pursuit of) learning.
A giuo-cd-re, to play, i.t., to (the diversion of) playing.

The proper nouns of towns, cities, boroughs, or similar

localities, are an exception to the hut-mentioned rule, for it k
quite allowable indiscriminately to place a or n before thea
whenever the abode, residence, atay, arrival, continuance, Off

I..-IH- in or within them (.., in their interior) is to be d*
aignatod. For example :

Jf-gli 4 a or in Hd-po-li, he is at or in Nnplee.
Tm-vdnJo-ri 4-gli u-iui wH-a a Pa-ri-yi, beta* ooo is Parle.
Kl-lai ar-ri-vd-ta a or in Kar-4>ota, she is armed in W

The verbs par-K-re, to depart, to set oat or off, and om-M.
nu-d-re, to continue, proceed on (one's journey), are another ex-

ception, for they require the preposition per before the name of
that locality, or even country, towards which a journey or any
motion is directed. For example :

If-gli e par-ti-to ptr Co-ctan-tt-nl-po-lt. <prr Pit-tro-bur^o, pr U Sm-
M-ra, be has started for Constantinople, for St. Petersburg, for
Switzerland.

Con-(i-nu-d-r tl fii-o vidg-gio per la Po-M-nia, ptr M6-tc*, to proceed
on one's journey to Poland, to Moscow.

Next to tit, the particle a is of the moat extensive use, and
though the relations in which this word stands to others are
not quite so loose and vague as those of di, they are various
enough to admit of modes of application which, even in Italian,
might sometimes be more suitably dispensed with by the uae of
prepositions of a more logical distinctness, and consequently a
greater clearness in special instances. For example :

Mon-td-re a ca-dl-lo (for *<5-pra un ca-vdl-lo), to get or mount
on horseback.

I'-tri a p6-chi gi6r-ni ri-tor-no (for d<J-po pf-chi gior-ni), he returned
a few days after.

Fd-rt a vo-lon-td di cio-scu-no (for M-edn-do la w-bm-fd), to act ac-

cording to, or to conform to the will of everybody.
Bat-te-an-si a ]>dl-me (for cdl-U pdl-mt), they fought with the r^'if*

of their hands.
Le rot-tu-rt fu-ro-no mu-rd-tt a pit-tra a cal-ci-na (for com pO-tra

con cal-ct-na), the breaches were walled up with stone and j+
Non ci con-ver-rd com-ldi-U-r a n p6-ea gtn-tt (for <xfo-tn> n p6-c*

gin-te), it will not become us to fight against so few.

MoJ-ti/dn-no le-ne a spe-rdn-za di gua-dd-gno (for pr i p*-rdn-M),
many are honest through the hope of profit, etc.

It is obvious that this variety of the significations of a will,
for the purpose of translating it into English, require the use of

many prepositions or other words, and sometimes even of ad-
verbial expressions or phrases, which only practice and a patient
method of reading good writers, by accurately comparing the
idioms and genius of the two languages, fully can teach. In a
course of merely elementary lessons, I must naturally restrict

myself to some, I think, useful hints in the following illustra-
tions :

The particle a may be translated by the objective case (with-
Dut any preposition). For example:

Fd-rt v-dV-r ad al-ci-no u-na c6-ta, to let any one aee something.
Do-man-dd-rt ad al-cu-no, to ask one.
Toc-cd-rt ad al-cu-no, to concern one.

So-prao-rf-w-re ad al-cu-no, to survive one.

Sup-pU-re a <jua'l-c?i c5-*a, to complete or make up something.

By the preposition to. For example :

Xp-plt'-cdr-si ad u-na c<5-a, to apply oneself to something.
V6l-gtr-ti ad al-cu-no, to turn to somebody.
A si-ni-stra, a man-en, to the left.

A di-stra, to the right.

An-dd-rt, vt-ni-n a un Iu6-go, to go, come to a place.
Do-Un-( a mo>-(, grieved to death.

Pat-td-rt a /I di tpd-da, to put to the sword (i.t., to the edge of
the sword).

By the preposition at. For example :

Al It-vdr dtl tMt, at sunrise.

Al pri-mo cfo-no, at the first hint or sign.
A mt-o !n-no, to my mind, liking, taste, fancy, wiU.
S+dJ-rt a fd-ro-la. to sit at table.

*-*t-rt ($td-rt, tro-tdr-ri) a un Iu4-fo, to be at a place.

By the preposition on or upon. For example :

A p4-na di m6r-lt, upon (or under) pain of death.

Af-fi-ddr-ti ad ai-cu-no, to reckon or rely upon one.
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Ap-po-gidr-ai a qudl-che cd-sa, to lean, rest, or to depend on some-

thing.
In-si-ste-ra a qudl-che cd-sa, to insist on something.
A pie- <Li, a ca-vdl-lo, on foot, on horseback.

A con-di-zio-ne, on condition.

Ad im-pre-sti-to, on trust or credit.

By the preposition in. For example :

A du-e m^-si, in two months.
A'l-!/i sfug-gi-ta, in passing by or in flight,

Di-pin-ge-re a 6-glio, to paint in oil.

Ve-sti-to a bidn-co, dressed in white.

A'l-la fran-ce-se, all' in-gU-se, in the French, English manner or

fashion.

Di-re all' o-rec-chio, to say or whisper in any one's ear.

A tem-po, in time, in the nick of time.

Ve-ni-re a grdn-di schie-re, to come in great crowds or masses.

By the preposition according to (or after). For example :

A ma-nie-ra, after the manner or fashion.

A 6c-chio, according to a measure taken merely by the eye.
A tio-lon-td di cia-sche-du-no, according to the will or liking of every-

body.

By the prepositions against or towards. For example :

Ri-bel-ldr-si ad al-cii-no, to rebel or mutiny against somebody.
All' o-rien-te, all' oc-ci-den-te, towards the east, west.

By the preposition vriih. For example :

A ire c<5I-pi I' uc-ci-se, he killed him with three blows.

An-dd-re a gran-di pas-si, to walk with long strides.

Sid-re a Wc-ca a-per-ta, a dc-c/ii a-ptr-ti, a brdc-cia a-per-te, a cd-jic

chi-no, a chio-me sciol-te, to stand with an open or gaping mouth,
with open arms, with the head inclined,. with dishevelled hair.

A bri-glia sciol-la, with slackened reins, at full speed or gallop.

Cor-ri-spon-de-re ad al-cii-no, to agree with somebody.
U-nt-to ad al-cu-no, united with somebody.
Pa-ra-go-nd-re u-na cd-so a qudl-che allra cd-so, to compare one

thing with another.

By the preposition for. For example :

Con-dan-nd-<o a vi-ia dl-le ga-le-re, condemned for life to the galleys.
jJs-se-ve sen-si-bi-le a qudl-clie cd-sa, to feel compassion for (or to be

susceptible of) something.

By the preposition by. For example :

Lofa-rdi afor-za, thou wilt do it by constraint.

By the preposition of. For example :

Chie-de-re ad ol-cii-no, to ask or require of somebody.

By the word as. For example :

Met-ier-si a, ser-vo con al-cii-no, to engage oneself to somebody as a

servant.
.

A-ve-re a si-gn6-re, to have as a master.

By at a time. For example :

A du-e a dii-e, two at a time, two and two.

By adverbial expressions or phrases. For example :

A buon mer-cd-to, at a small price, cheap.
A'l-la sca-pe-strd-ta, licentiously, dissolutely.
A'l-la peg-gio, as bad as possible.
A'l-la rin-fu-sa, confusedly, promiscuously.
A men-te, a me-mo-ria, by heart (to learn or know).
A bdc-ca, by word of mouth.
Ve-ni-re dl-le md-ni, to come to blows, or to engage in close fight.
An-dd-re a spds-so, a di-por-to, to take a walk.

A. qudt-tro 6c-chi, a te-sta a te-sta, in private, alone, together (i.e.,

between four eyes, tete-a-tete).
A ba-stdn-za, enough.
A md.no, at hand, near at hand, in readiness ; with or by the hand ;

artificially ; by election ; underhand, by fraud or deceit.

I have already stated that to avoid hiatus by a succession of

vowels, generally ad, in the place of a, is used before a vowel,
and I shall conclude this explanation of the uses of a by the

remark that, in Italian classics, not a few passages, where at

first sight the particle a appears to be a somewhat arbitrary
substitute for other prepositions or words, without any change
of construction, will admit of a perfect elucidation by ellipsis.

Other uses, and some omissions, of the particle a will be com-
mented on hereafter.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN XIV.

EXERCISE 8.

1. My father is good ; he has also a good brother. 2. My mother is

good ; she has also a good sister. 3. We have seen your uncle ; he has

bought a large book. 4. Have you seen our garden ? it is very large.
5. I have bought a pen ; it is very good. 6. Thy book is little ; but it

is good. 7. We have a father who is good. 8. You have a mother
who is good. 9. I have a book which is very small. 10. My sister

has a pen which is very large. 11. The book that you have bought is

good. 12. The garden that we have seen is very large. 13. Hast thon
seen the book which my uncle has bought ? 14. The book which your
uncle has bought is very small, but it is good. 15. I have also bought
a book, but it is large.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XLII.

THE ENGLISH IN FRANCE. JOAN OF AEG.

UNTIL some time after George III. had been on the throne
the style and title of our kings was "

King of Great Britain,

France, and Ireland." Even when James II. was a fugitive
from his kingdom, and was magnificently entertained by Lonis
XIV. at St. Germains for a series of years, he still retained the

empty title of king of the country where he was dwelling as a

gnest. To be sure, he was virtually as much King of France
as he was King of England, but to the latter title he had much
more than a mere pretension, and the title of King of Franco was

historically bound up with it. Yet in James's time (1685-1688),
even the echo of the old shont of Henry V.,

" No King of Eng-
land if not King of France," had died away, and there was
neither rhyme nor reason in keeping up a ridiculous delusion.
Time was, however, when the assumed title represented a

reality ; when, though not without dispute, the Kings of Eng-
land were acknowledged to be also Kings of France. Let us
look for a while upon a scene whereon the mark of the English
domination was stamped with such indelible plainness that all

the waters of oblivion that have flowed past it since have not
sufficed to wash it away a scene which will remain as an
historical memory to the end of time, and which showed, inci-

dentally at least, this, that the English were wholly unworthy of

their position as lords of France.
At daybreak on the 30th of May, 1431, a priest entered the

cell of a young woman at Rouen, and announced that he was
come to prepare her for death. Not that the prisoner was ill

she was young, healthy, and in the full possession of her facul-

ties ; the death she was to suffer was a violent one she was to

be burned alive ! Burned alive at one-and-twenty ! What could
the poor wretch have done ? She had shivered the power of

the English in France ; she had, by means of an enthusiasm
which rendered her obnoxious to the clergy, roused the French
nation from the torpor into which it had been thrown by the

stunning blows dealt to it by Henry V. of England, and she
had dared to thwart the purposes and brave the anger of vin-

dictive churchmen like the Bishop of Beauvais, and the Bishop
of Winchester, Cardinal Beaufort. The prisoner's name was
Jeanne Dare, or as she has been more commonly, but erro-

neously, called, Joan of Arc.

The priest's announcement took the poor maiden entirely by
surprise. A week before she had been led out into a public

place in Rouen, and compelled in a moment of weakness, when
surrounded by enemies not one kindly face among the crowd
and under circumstances of great excitement, to sign a docu-

ment disavowing and solemnly abjuring certain charges of

heresy which were preferred against her ; and she had been told

on that occasion that her life would now be spared, though she

must resign herself to a sentence of perpetual imprisonment.
The excuse for breaking faith with the poor girl was this, that

since her abjuration she had said that St. Catherine and St.

Margaret, with whom she asserted she was frequently in direct

communion, had appeared to her, and rebuked her for her weak-
ness in yielding to the threats of violence.

On first hearing the announcement of the priest, Jeanne's
firmness gave way ; she wept and gave vent to piteous cries, tore

her hair, and appealed to " the great Judge
"
against the cruel

wrongs done to her; but by degrees her self-possession returned,
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ami who listened to the ministrations of the priest, received the

i-.uu.-iit.from him, and announced hurxclf ready to Hub-

:!.. \w.l ..I' li.-il. At ninu o'clock in the morning she

was carried away in the hangman's cart to the market-place of

whore had been already laid the funeral pyre on which
th \.nm_: \i.-tim was to bo Bacrifiocd. The Bishop of Beau-

vais, Cardinal Beaufort, and several other prelates, with tho

.1 military commander*, were there, and a vast crowd had
come out to see " the Maid of Orleans

"
die.

In tin- << ntro of the market-place, about tho pot where now
stands a fountain surmounted by a figure of Jeanno Dare, the

stake was reared, and around it wore piled tho fagots. Soldiers

guarded the place of execution. Tho ceremonial of death was
.in that beautiful May morning by a sermon in which the

crime of heresy was vehemently denounced, then tho sentence

pronounced by tho shepherds of the flock on tho ewo lamb
liem was published, and tho signal was given to proclaim

the last act of the tragedy. A soldier's staff was broken and
formed into a rough cross which "the Maid "clasped to her

breast. She was then bound to the stake, the fagots were

livhted. the fire leaped up around her, and after Buffering the

ntrony indispensable to death by burning, her spirit returned to

'10 crave it. The English cardinal watched the whole

proeecrlin<rs with unmoved face, and when his victim's life was

beyond his reach he ordered her ashes and bones to be

gathered np and to bo cast into the Seine.

Was it really heresy for which this poor girl suffered ? Osten-

sibly it was, but had Jeanne's heresy stood alone, it would scarcely

have provoked the interference of potentates like those who
" did her to death." Upon her head, when bound to the stake,

they fastened a cap on which was written her accusation,
"

re-

lapsed heretic, apostate, idolatress," but they did not write the

true cause of their unholy zeal in setting the church's law in

motion against her, that cause being tho crushing defeat Jeanne

Dare had inflicted upon tho English political influence in the

country. But how came the English in the country at all ?

Was it by way of revenge for the conquest by William tho

Norman, or did it spring out of some after-born political

entanglements ?

The claim of tho English kings to bo kings also of Franco

began to bo seriously mooted when Edward III. was Prince of

Wales, and when ho came to the throne, tho question-was taken

up with ardour when once he was aroused from the lethargy
which in the earlier days of his reign seemed to be the fore-

runner of an inglorious era. In 1337, ten years after he had
been on tho throne, Edward lacked occupation, and manifesting
a desire to let his energies find vent in true Plontagenet fashion,

listened to tho advice and remonstrance of some of those about

him, who urged him to assert his right to tho crown of France.

The way in which he claimed was almost too barefaced to be

written down ; and while it is certain that fow of those who

fought on his side so valiantly and well, knew the real merits

of the case, it is likely that ho himself was not very expert in

tracing his genealogy. Those who had motives of their own for

the war, and who hoped to win fortune and rank for themselves

out of it, told him he hod a righteous cause, and he, gladly con-

vinced, believed them. It was the custom in France, borrowed
from tho Salian Franks, who had become absorbed in the nation,
to exclude women from the succession to tho throne, and when a
woman camo in the direct line of succession her place was taken

by the male heir nearest related to tho late king. This custom
had been sanctioned by the approve

: of several hundred years,

during which time no one who founded his title through a female

had mounted the throne. When Philip the Fair died in 131 1,

he was succeeded by his son, Louis the Stubborn, who died

without male issue, and Louis's brother, Philip the Long, suc-

ceeded him, being himself followed in 1322 by his younger
brother, Charles tho Fair.

Philip the Long hod died without issue, \nd on the birth of

a daughter to Louis the Stubborn, tho estates of France decreed
her exclusion, and the exclusion of all females in future.

Charles the Fair's only child was a daughter, and with Charles
was extinct the direct malo line of Philip the Fair. Philip's
fourth child was a daughter, Isabella, married to Edward II. of

England, and it was taken for granted that the law of exclusion
which applied to Louis the Stubborn's daughter, married to

Charles, King of Navarre,- and which applied to the daughter
of Charles the Fair, applied also to Isabella, their aunt. So

thoroughly did thU opinion prevail, that when Philip of Valok,
nephew of Philip the Fair, claimed the throne on the death of
hw hut malo cousin, his claim wa allowed M reasonable and
unquestionable by the whole nation, and no on* ao much an

thought of a chum being made on behalfof Isabella by her
ton. Tho exact position of affairs may be beet seen from the
annexed diagram.
Charlmof

ValoU-younger brother to Philip tho Fair.

CbarieBthe
Fair.
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A il..iii.-h'< r.
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Not only did Philip take undisturbed possession of the throne,

but, as a matter of course, he summoned King Edward to do

homage to him, as his liege lord, for the province of G-uienne.

which belonged to Edwr.rd as feudal tenant of the French king.
Edward obeyed, rendered homage, and thus virtually acknow-

ledged Philip's right to be king. But he did BO only because it

was not convenient to have a quarrel on his hands at the time.

He had a Scotch war to fight, troublesome subjects at home to

curb, and there was a plentiful lack of that sinew of war

money without which it is useless to back even the strongest

claim. When these troubles were over he listened to the sug-
gestions of Robert of Artois, a renegade French nobleman, who.

having been treated badly by Philip the Fair, took an ignoble

revenge by giving his services to the foes of his country.
Edward looked about for allies before launching forth on a

great war with France, and he secured the friendship of tho

Counts of Flanders, Brabant, Nomnr, Gneldres, and Hainault,
and the powerful assistance of the rich citizens of Ghent, repre-
sented by the brewer, Jacob van Artevelde. Having gained
these allies, and coaxed Parliament to give a large supply
in aid of the war, Edward proceeded to pick a quarrel. He
complained that Philip had helped the Scots in the late war
between Scotland and England, and that he still protected the

Scotch king, a personal enemy of his. Finally, he renounced
his homage, and defied the French king, who, knowing tb*t

the contest must come, buckled to with a will, determined to

suffer anything rather than admit Edward's claim to the French
crown.

At first matters did not go happily ; the English king, who
elected to attack from the side of Flanders, had great difficulty
in keeping his allies together ; and though he did advance with

50,000 men into French territory, he did not fight, and return-

ing into Flanders, disbanded many of his troops. Charges to
the extent of JJ300,000 had been incurred ; the money given bv
Parliament, and that raised by pawning the crown jewels and
the personal effects of the king, was all gone, and not a foot

of French land had been won. The Parliament, in the king's

absence, refused supply except on the condition of redress of

grievances, and it seemed as if the royal expedition after the

French crown must end in an inglorious fiasco. Suddenly
Edward appeared in London, wrung a heavy grant out of the

Parliament, and proceeded to fit out a fresh force against

Philip, notwithstanding that tho Parliament told him it owed
him no allegiance as King of France, and that if won, Franco
must ever remain a separate part of the kingdom.
On June 24, 1340, Edward's fleet, well manned and sound,

came up, off Sluys, with the French fleet of four hundred sail,

which Philip had prepared to intercept Edward's army in its

descent on tho coast A bloody battle ensued. The English
were the better sailors, and manoeuvred so as to take every

advantage of the enemy, who lost the greater part of their

ships and upwards of 25,000 men. This crushing victory,

of which Edward was not prepared at the moment to take

advantage, fixed an unbridgeable gulf between the good-
will of the two nations. National prejudice, national hatred

had their birth in it, and from the battle of Sluys dates the

dreadful animus which existed down to quite recent times

between tho English and Frencb. From the same event, how*
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ever, dates the welding of the English nation into one homo-
geneous whole ; the lords ceased to affect French ways and the
French language which, historically speaking, was theirs and
identified themselves with the country which was their new
home. After the battle of Sluys the word "Englishman" ceased
to be a term of reproach.
The battle of Sluys, the first brilliant victory of the English

navy, was barren of immediate result so far as Edward's claim
to the French crown was concerned. As usual, when a French
war broke out, the King of Scotland broke the peace by way of

diversion on his side, and Edward had to turn the whole of his

strength against his northern enemy, who was, necessarily, to

be crushed before a foreign war could be carried on. In 1346,

however, Edward, with the English nation at his back, set out

on the campaign which ended on the field of Cre9y, and which

was followed some years afterwards by the rout of Poictiers

(1356), where the French king, John, was captured by the Black

Prince, and brought prisoner to London. The exhausting efforts

made during the campaign were such as to prevent Edward from

follawing up his splendid successes, and he was glad to arrange,

by the Treaty of Bretigni, for a long truce. Various reasons

conspired to prevent the resumption of hostilities on a grand
scale during the rest of Edward's long reign. The English re-

mained masters of large portions of French territory, and

the claim of the English king to the crown was not abandoned,
but kept as a sword in the scabbard, for use at a conve-

nient season. The son of the Black Prince, Eichard of Bor-

deaux, who succeeded to his grandfather's crown, did not suc-

ceed to his energy or his ability, and the English claim was

virtually dormant during the whole of his reign, while the

French were employing the time in recovering from the effects

of Edward's blows, and from the disastrous results of the long

regency which continued all the years King John was in cap-
tivity. Henry IV. had not leisure from home troubles to pursue
the war, though he seems to have been desirous of doing so,
not only as King of England, but by way of paying out the
French king for his something more than neglect of him at
the time he was in exile as Henry of Bolingbroke. When
Henry V. succeeded, he had a large stock of energy to expend,
a quiet kingdom, and a fairly stocked treasury ; he had plenty
of brave spirits about him, and within him was an ambition
which would have taken him to Constantinople or to the capital
of the Great Mogul. He determined to assert his claim to the
crown of France.
To a king in his frame of mind an occasion of declaring wa

could not long be wanting, and there were several causes which
allowed of his choosing his own time and opportunity. He set
about his work deliberately, sent a special embassy to France
to demand his right, and when that embassy returned from its

bootless errand, he prepared with diligence and the utmost cir-

cumstance to enforce his claim with the sword. In the month
of August, 1415, he sailed from Southampton with one of the
finest armies ever mustered in England, landed at Harfleur,
which he besieged and captured, and then prepared to advance
on Paris. An enemy worse than all the French armies put
together came into his camp. Dysentery smote down hundreds
of his men, including some of the bravest and wisest, and so
weakened the remainder that they could scarcely walk. Henry
was obliged to abandon the idea of going to Paris, and gave
orders for a march to Calais, whence he proposed to embark his
enfeebled army for England. At Agincourt, the French army,
which had been hanging about him, barred his advance. It
consisted of full three times the number of the English, and was
commanded by the Dauphin, the French king's eldest son, and
by the flower of the French nobility. The French were confident
of victory, the English were in a desperate case, and the battle
was joined with an amount of fury seldom witnessed even in
those days. The French were utterly routed (October 25, 1415),
vast numbers of them were slain, and the shattered remains
of the English army pursued its march unmolested to Calais.

In the next campaign, which was not undertaken till two
years afterwards, Henry met with but little resistance in the
open country of Normandy, though Eouen was stoutly defended.
He reduced Eouen and other towns, and marched to Paris,
which he mastered, and dictated terms in the capital of his

enemy. The French king, Charles VI., was imbecile, and the
Treaty of Troyes, to which the Dauphin refused to be a

party, provided that Charles should be called King of France

during his lifetime, but that Henry should really administer the

government, and that after Charles's death he and his suc-
cessors should be acknowledged as kings of France. Henry
strengthened the band by marrying Catherine, daughter of the
French king, and during the rest of his life he did actually rule

over France and receive the homage of her vassals.

In the height of his power Henry was struck down with fistula,
which the doctors could not cure. He died, still a young man, and
left his son, an infant of nine months old, to the guardianship of

the Duke of Bedford and the Earl of Warwick. This was in

1422. For five years Bedford, who managed with singular tact
and prudence, succeeded in keeping things pretty straight, in

spite of numerous causes of trouble and disturbance, including,
of course, the efforts of the Dauphin, who in the meantime had
become Charles VII., to regain his father's throne. Charles had
a large following, especially in the south-east of France, and he
was able to possess himself of a few towns of strength and

importance. Orleans was of the number, but it was closely

besieged by the English under the best of their generals, and
Charles despaired of relieving it, and thought of going to

Languedoc, there to make a final stand.

Then arose Jeanne Dare, a peasant girl, who saw, or belieyed
she saw, visions of the saints, especially of St. Catherine, who
came to her and told her she must deliver France from the

presence of the English. Her "
voices," as she called them,

bade her don man's attire, and directed her to fetch a certain

sword from a neighbouring church dedicated to St. Catherine.

She was permitted by the authorities to follow her bent, and was
furnished with armour and a horse. At first the regular soldiers

laughed at her, but soon they got to regard her as a prophetess,
heaven-sent for the deliverance of France. Under her guidance

in strictly military operations she was assisted by Dunois,
governor of Orleans the men fought with a courage which in-

creased in proportion as her fame as a prophetess grew, and
struck fear into the ranks of the English. Orleans was relieved

by "the Maid" in person, and the garrison, now strong enough
to attack its besiegers, sallied forth and drove the English from
Several of their positions. Subsequently another sally was
made, a bloody battle was fought, the English lost 2,000 men,
and Lord Talbot, afterwards Earl of Shrewsbury, was made
prisoner. The Duke of Suffolk raised the siege, retiring to

Paris, and Charles was crowned King of France with great
solemnity at Eheims.
With these signs of returning prosperity many wavering

nobles and towns declared for Charles, and the Duke of Bedford
had enough to do to hold Paris and the strictly English parts of

France. Jeanne, believing her mission to be over, was anxious
to return to her former home in Lorraine, but was over-persuaded
by Dunoia to remain with the army till the English should
be driven out of France. She remained, and in a sortie made
by the garrison of Compiegne, was captured and given over
to the English authorities. The English, partly from supersti-

tion, partly to excuse the disgrace of their defeats, said that
" the Maid " had a devil, and that she had done her work
through magic. They hoped also by punishing their prisoner
not only to take revenge, but to show the French that their

prophetess was a woman after all.

The Duke of Bedford handed her over to the Church, with
what effect we have seen already ; and from the moment of her
death the English power seemed to be stricken with mortal sick-

ness. Place after place was wrested from them, Paris drove
them out, the Duke of Burgundy forsook their alliance, and
when in 1435 the Duke of Bedford died, their influence in

France was at a very low ebb. A war of reprisals was carried
on till 1443, and then a truce was agreed upon which either side
broke or kept as it suited their convenience.

Then came the English Wars of the Eoses, during which
disastrous period the claims to France were not thought of, and
it never happened to any prince after Henry VI. to have

power or opportunity to pursue the right which was never

formally renounced. Kings of England continued, neverthe-

less, to write themselves down kings of France, even after

the loss, in Mary's reign, of their last remaining possession,
Calais. Indeed, it was not, as stated at the beginning of this

paper, until George III. ascended the throne that the title ap-
peared to those interested so ridiculous that it was ordered to
be expunged from the style and description of his Majesty of

Great Britain.
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Chart of Floral Ecgions.

The United Kingdom, between 50 and 61 N. lat., by
\ E. and 11 W. long., comprises several hundred islands,

if wliich Great Britain and Ireland are the chief, the
laindcr being unimportant.

Great Britain includes England, Wales, and Scotland,
id is the largest island in Europe.
The British Empire comprehends, besides the United

lingdom, colonies and possessions in every zone, so ex-

jnsively and widely dispersed as to give literal truth to

the saying, that the sun never sets on the Queen's domi-
nions.

The latitude of the United Kingdom corresponds with
that of the cold and sterile regions of Labrador, in

America, and the ice-bound shores of Kamtschatka, in
Asia. In the southern hemisphere its like or analogue
is the cheerless land of Tierra del Fuego. London is

the same latitude as the Strait of Belleisle and Cape
lOpatka; Edinburgh, the northern metropolis, corre-

sponds with Moscow, and also with Cape Horn.
These are striking contrasts. We cannot imagine a

flourishing people living in the bleak and pitiless
countries just referred to. From what, then, are our
immunities derived ? A well-known American writer

says of England :

" The territory has a singular perfection. The climate
is warmer by many degrees than it is entitled to by
.latitude. Neither hot nor cold, there is no hour in the
whole year when one cannot work. The temperature
makes no exhaustive demands on human strength, but
allows the attainment of the largest stature. In variety
of surface it is a miniature of Europe, having plain,
forest, marsh, river, sea-shore ; mines in Cornwall, caves
in Derbyshire, delicious landscape in Dovedale, and sea-

view at Torbay ; highlands in Scotland
; Snowdon in

Wales; in Westmoreland and Cumberland, a pocket Swit-

zerland, in which the lakes and mountains are on a
sufficient scale to fill the eye and to touch the imagina-
tion.

" From first to last it is a museum of anomalies. This

foggy and rainy country furnishes the world with astro-

nomical observations. Its short rivers do not afford

water-power, but the land shakes under the thunder of
its mills. There is no gold mine of any importance, but
there is more gold in England than in all other countries.
It is too far north for the culture of the vine, but the
wines of all countries are in its docks ;

and oranges and

pine-apples
are as cheap in London as in the Mediter-

ranean. *

Position of the United Kingdom relative to Europe.
The relative position and climate of the United

Kingdom are both peculiar. Great Britain is insulated
from the Continent, of which it is the natural boundary,
its seasons are abnormal, and its temperature is arti-
ficial.

1st. Position of tlie United Kingdom.
ikr about a hundred miles west of Ireland the slope of

the sea-bed is gradual, when a sudden descent occurs of
more than 2,000 feet, forming submarine cliffs that mark
the confines of the Old World. The bed of the German
Ocean, on the other hand, is generally shallow. Its

"
English Traits."

91 N.E.

By E. W. Emerson.

average depth is not over thirty or forty fathoms, which
would not cover the chimney-shafts of many of oar
factories, and in no part are the soundings deep, except
olt' i ho precipitous coasts of Norway, which the Atlantic,

loan the North Sea, may bo said to lave. Travers.
ing this sea are also many shoals and sand-banks, the

largest being the Dogger, .'350 miles long, running north*
ward, midway between the coast of Northumberland and
Jutland. Some of these banks come within six or seven
fathoms of the sea-level.

The neighbouring lands on both sides the German
Ocean assume the features of the sea-bed. Farts of
Holland are forty feet below the sea-level, and are only
protected from marine irruptions by embankments and
sand dunes. Jutland is entirely alluvial. English"
Holland," or the Fen districts, in the neighbourhood of

the Wash, consists of land rescued from the sea, much of
it so low-lying as also to require dykes and embankments
to prevent inundation. In fact, the great European plain
commences in the tcrtia y and alluvial deposits of Eng-
land, takes in the German Ocean, embraces the Nether-
lands and Denmark, and then sweeps along the low lands
and stoneless steppes below St. Petersburg, and extends
to the Caspian Sea. The whole plain gives evidence of
an ancient sea-bed, of which the sandy flats about Calais
and Berlin, and the lake-plain of Pomerania, are parts,
and with which England is

conjoined. The United

Kingdom consequently retains, in many respects, a

European character, although insular.

2nd. Climate of the United Kingdom. What is meant
by Climate ?

"
Climate," says Professor Ansted,

"
is a resultant of

all the atmospheric phenomena, embracing the tempera
ture of the air at various times and seasons, the range
and variation of the temperature, the direction and force of

the prevalent winds, the liability to storm, the amount of

humidity in the air at various seasons, the quantity of
mist and rain, the distribution of rain, and the varieties

of electrical condition.
" These phenomena affect and depend on each other,

but all may ultimately be traced to certain general
causes.

"
1. The position of the station in latitude.

"2. The size and figure of the land on which the
station is situated, whether detached island, archipelago,
or continent.

"
3. The elevation of the station above the sea.

"
4. The position of the land on which the station is

placed, with reference to the neighbouring land.

"5. The position, distance and direction, magnitude
and elevation, of the nearest continent.

"
6. The nature, magnitude, and direction of the nearest

great marine current to its shores."
The phenomena of the climate of the United Kingdom

may be summarised under the heads of Diversities of

Temperature, and Diversities of Rainfall.

1. Diversities of Temperature.
The western coast of Ireland is 10 warmer than the

like latitude on the east coast of England. Scotland,

compared with England, is cold and wet, although not

subject to extremes. The winters, indeed, are so mild
that the harbours generally do not freeze, as on the Con-
tinent, in similar and even in lower latitudes. The
Western Islands have a uniform and genial climate, con*

trasting with the
opposite

coast. Unst, one of the Shet-

lands, and the Isle of Wight, correspond in winter

temperature, although nearly 700 miles, or 10 of latitude,

separate them.

Again, Devonshire and Cornwall, in point of winter

temperature, are warmer than London by 5 ; Penzance
and Torquay, in mildness and salubrity, resemble
Madeira, and are recommended to patients affected with

pulmonary disease.
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The diversities of temperature are tabulated in the

following chart :

East Side.
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i iv, i hat tho sun's warmth is absorbed before reach

ing [In- rui-th, ;uul tVuits tli;it will ri|i.-u 1'iirlluT iiurth

rlilom come to perfection. Tho peach tribe lose

r, and grapes never reach maturity. Tin- crops
.suil'.-i- lu.-s in.in drought than from too much wet.
15ui:rusts designate it as our Asturian or Iberian region,
!n .in its relation to the Asturias, tho Biscayan province
nf S|iuin. Tin' urlmtus, London pride, bell heath, maiden
hail- t'ri-ii, and about fifteen other species of plants not
occiiiTUIL: in any other part of Great Britain, are common
to both botanical regions. Tho provinces of Munster and
(Amium-jlit in Ireland, and tho county of Cornwall with
the adjacent parts of Devonshire in England, represent
i his ivu'i-m. Myrtles are fragrant in the open air

throughout the winter. The evergreen oak, and the

arbutus, with leaves hidden under bosses of gorgeous
fruit, are prominent in the overhanging woods of

Killarney, and indigenous to its vicinity. A rich neigh-
bouring slip of land running through the two counties of

Tipperary and Killarney, nas for centuries borne the

proud name of the Golden Vale, and produces every
season abundant crops.

2. Armorican Region.
The south-west of England, adjoining Devon and

Cornwall, agrees in climate with the French provinces
of Normandy and Brittany, whoso flora is not preva-
lent elsewhere in the United Kingdom. Devonshire

cyder, Worcestershire perry, indicate the English home
of the apple and pear.

"
Normandy pippins

"
is an

equally familiar term. Across the Channel the rural

homesteads, the pastures, and orchards continue the
natural aspect of England ; while the oak, ash, and elm
lend effect to the picture. Brittany, trending into the

Atlantic, is even like Ireland in humidity and warmth.
This district of France, the ancient Armorica, gives a

designation to the English botanical region.

3. Germanic Region.
The vegetation of the midland and eastern parts of

the United Kingdom, overlapping likewise every other
climatal division, bears a close relation to that of Central

Europe, and comprises the most important and nume-
rous plants. It is the region of deciduous trees, and
includes our chief varieties of timber, with an under-

growth of wild apple, cherry, holly, hawthorn, broom,
furze, wild rose, bramble, and honeysuckle. Food-crops,
both of corn and roots, here reach their highest perfec-
tion, and every kind of pulse and green vegetables,
such as the turnip, carrot, potato, and cabbage, grow in

abundance.

4. Boreal Region.
Farther north, the Scottish Highlands approximate in

character to Scandinavia, the features being partially
shared by the hills of Cumberland and Westmoreland.

Vegetation greatly differs from that of the plains, and is

analogous to the dwarfed progeny of the snow-clad Alps,
or of the Arctic lands. Hence its botanical name, tho

Boreal, or Scandinavian Region. The favoured parts of

Sweden, and even of Lapland, are so nearly alike in soil

and climate to Great Britain, that three-fourths of their

vegetation is common to this country. While, however,
our highlands are nearly bereft of forests, and even Eng-
land has yielded much of its forest land to the exigencies
of husbandry, Sweden is covered with trees, and Lap-
land's woods are the chief source of its wealth. On the
other hand, the summer scene presented by the wide-

stretching archipelago upon which Stockholm is founded,

might be transferred to the balmiest part of the English
coast ; for the larks of those islets fill tho air with song,
and the ground is matted with wild strawberries, inter-

strewn with bright pinks and dog-daisies ; every breath
of the balmy air seems redolent of wild thyme, meadow-
sweet, and other fragrant plants.

Begion.
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15. LETTER PROPOSING TO ENTER INTO BUSINESS
EELATIONS.

New Orleans, Feb. IQth, 1882.

Messrs. A. J. Smith Bros. & Co., Havre.

Gentlemen, Mr. A. Bieu, of your city, whom we were fortu-

nate enough to meet in New York, spoke in high terms of your

firm, and assured us that we could not entrust our affairs to

better hands than your own. We hasten, therefore, on Mr.

Rieu's recommendation, to ask you if it will suit you to receive

our consignments of tobacco and cotton, and take upon your-

selves equally the liquidation of our engagements to the value

of the goods so sent

Should you accept our proposition, be good enough to send

us a pro-forma account sale, in order that we may have some

notion of the expenses and usages of your place.

We are, Gentlemen,
Most obediently yours,

LEWIS FRISBY, MCHENRY & Co.

La Nouvelle-Orleans, le 10 Fevrier, 1882.

Messieurs A. J. Smith Freres & Cie
,
au Havre.

Messieurs, M. A. Eieu de votre ville, que nous avons eu

le plaisir de voir a New-York, en nous faisant 1'eloge de votre

loyaute en affaires, nous a assures que nous ne pouvions mieux

confier nos interets qu'a vous. Nous nous batons done, sur la

recommandation de M. Rieu, de vous demander s'il vous con-

viendrait de recevoir nos consignations de tabac et de coton,

et de vous charger egalement de 1'acquit d'engagements pour
line somme equivalente a la valeur de nos envois.

Si vous acceptez notre proposition, veuillez bien, Messieurs,

nous remettre un compte de vente simuld, afin que nous puis-

eions nous rendre compte des frais et usages de votre place.

Agreez, Messieurs,
1'assurance de notre parfaite consideration,

LEWIS FRISBY, MCHENRY & C1*

16. LETTER IN EEPLY TO THE ABOVE.

Havre, March 20th, 1882.

Messrs. Lewis Frisby, McHenry & Co., New Orleans.

Gentlemen, We have to acknowledge the receipt of your
favour of the 10th of February, and hasten to reply.

We willingly accept your proposals, and shall be delighted to

see relations established between our two houses that may
prove mutually advantageous. You may rest assured we will do

all in our power to merit the good opinion Mr. Eieu has inspired

you with, and show ourselves worthy of the confidence reposed
:,in us.

We hasten to satisfy your wishes by sending you enclosed a

pro-form^ account sale, that may serve you as a basis for future

operations. Our own terms are 2 per cent, commission and
2 per cent, delcredere.

We shall be ready to make advances to the extent of two-

thirds of the invoice amount of goods consigned to us for

sale, on receipt of invoice, bills of lading, and orders for insu-

rance.

It is unnecessary to observe that we shall send you accounts

-of the state of the market by all the boats leaving for New
Orleans.

We remain, Gentlemen,
Your very obedient servants,

-

A. J. SMITH BROS. & Co.

Le Havre, le 20 Mars, 1882.

Messieurs Lewis Frisby, McHenry et Cie
,

a la Nouvelle-Orleans.

Messieurs, Nous accusons reception de votre honoree en

date du 10 Fevrier, et nous empressons d'y repondre.
C'est avec le plus vif empressement que nous acceptons vos

propositions, et que ndus serons charmes de voir s'etablir entre

nos deux maisons des rapports suivis et reciproquement fruc-

tueux. Croyez bien qne nous ferons tout ce qui dependra de

nous pour repondre dignement a 1'opinion que M. Eieu vous

a inspiree, et a la confiance dont vous voulez nous honorer.

Nous nous empressons de satisfaire a vos desirs en vous

remettant sous ce pli un compte de vente simuU, afin qu'il vous

puisse servir de base pour vos operations futures. Nos con-

ditions sont : 2 pour cent de commission et 2 pour cent de

ducroire.

Nous sommes prets h faire dea avancea pour lea deux

tiers du montant des consignations qui nous seront adressees

en recevant facture, connaissement et 1'ordre de faire 1'assu-

rance.

Inutile de vous dire que nous profiterons de tous les navires

en partance pour la Nouvelle-Orleans pour vous tenir au couran'u

de 1'etat de notre marche.

Agreez, Messieurs,
1'assurance de notre estime,

A. J. SMITH FRERES & C11
.

LESSONS ON ENGLISH LITERATURE. IV.

CHAUCER AND HIS TIMES.

GEOFFREY CHAUCER, the great poet of this period, the greatest
indeed whom England produced down to the age of Elizabeth,
was recognised as such during his life no less than after his death.

Naturally, therefore, from the notices of him in the writings of

his contemporaries, and from public documents, we know many
details of his later life, enough to enable us to form a very fair

picture of his circumstances and mode of living. But of hia

early life and the circumstances of his birth we can learn little.

As to his parents, nothing is known. We can only infer that

they must have been moderately wealthy, from the education

which their son's works show that he must have received. To
the place of his birth we have no clue. Even the date of it

cannot be ascertained with any certainty. Most writers state

that Chaucer was born in 1328, but there is no positive evidence

in favour of this date. Other accounts place his birth as late

as 1344, but also upon insufficient authority. Probably of the

two the earlier date is the more likely to be the true one or

near the true one. Nor is there any more certainty as to his

education. Some have said that he received his education at

Cambridge, on the authority of a passage in his early poem, the
" Court of Love," in which a visit to the court of Venus is

related by one who calls himself "
Philogenet of Cambridge,

Clerk," by which title Chaucer is assumed correctly to describe

himself. Some have said that he was educated at Oxford,

but no evidence of this has come down to us. Others

again have declared that he was both at Oxford and at Cam-

bridge. It is commonly asserted, too, that he studied law as

a student in the Inner Temple. But this is very unlikely ;

for it is at least extremely doubtful whether the lawyers had

yet obtained possession of the Temple when Chaucer was a

young man. All that can be said with confidence about his

education is that every page of his works shows him to

have been a man not only of rare genius, but of high culture,

possessing an extensive acquaintance both with literature and

science.

Chaucer, like almost all gentlemen of his day, spent some

time in military service. In 1359 he was serving in France

under Edward III., and was made prisoner. But he probably

returned to England the following year. He soon afterwards

married Philippa de Eoet, daughter of Sir Payne Eoet, a gentle-

man of Hainault, in the service of the Queen. Chaucer's wife

had been a maid of honour to the Queen, and afterwards entered

the service of Constance, the second wife of John of Gaunt,

Duke of Lancaster. Thus probably began Chaucer's connection

with the court, and particularly with John of Gaunt. But this

connection was no doubt strengthened by the fact that Chaucer's

wife was a sister of the notorious Katherine Swyneford, first

the mistress, and afterwards the wife of John of Gaunt. It is

certain that throughout nearly his whole career Chaucer attached

himself steadily to the party of the Duke of Lancaster, and

became his intimate friend and trusted adviser ; and his fortunes

rose and fell with the influence of his patron. In 1367 Chaucer

was appointed a valet of the Kind's Chamber, an office com-

monly held by young men of birth and position. Soon after-

wards we find him employed on a public mission to Italy ; and

during this visit there is some reason to think that he became

acquainted with Francis Petrarch, the great poet of Italy. In

1374 Chaucer was appointed Controller of the Customs for the

port of London. But, notwithstanding his holding this post,

he still continued to be employed abroad from time to time

upon various diplomatic missions, the precise nature of which

cannot for the most part now be determined. In 1386 he sat

in the House of Commons as a representative of the county of

Kent. But in the same year, the party hostile to John of
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Gaunt having ooino into power, Chaaoor felt a corresponding
reverse of fortune, and lust the office bo had so long held. In

10 Lancastrian party wore onoe more in the ascendant,
,\.n appointed to the valuable ollioo of Clerk of the

King's Works, lint misfortune again overtook him. In about
two yearn he loMt all the office* which ho had held ; in his

distress ho was compelled to sell or mortgage the pensions
had boon conferred upon him from time to time, and

which I s.i.l amounted to considerable sums ; and was thus
1 to very gruut poverty. In this distress he seems to

have continued for some years, until in 1394 he received a

pension from the king, which was subsequently increased

sufficiently to ploco him in comfort. He died on the 25th of

. 1 H)0, probably at his house in Westminster, and was
buried in Westminster Abbey.
Not only was Chaucer thus almost throughout his whole life

brought into constant and close intercourse with some of the
moat eminent political and party leaders of his time, but he
also appears to have lived on terms of intimacy with his

brother poets and men of letters. Of these, as wo have seen,
the greatest was Gower, between whom and Chaucer a close

friendship existed. His connection with John of Gaunt, too,

brought him within the circle of the groat religious movement
brought about by Wiekliffe and his disciples. John of Gaunt
was \Vickliffe' s protector, and the Lancastrian party at that
time leaned much upon the support of those large classes of the

community who, like Wickliffe, rebelled against the dominion
and revolted against the corruptions of the regular clergy.
Hence we can trace throughout the works of Chaucer in

his vigorous, and no doubt somewhat exaggerated, pictures of

wealthy and self-indulgent abbots, dissolute monks, and lying
pardoners, contrasted with his attractive sketches of the poor
and pious parish clergy his sympathy with the movement of

the Reformers.
It will easily be seen that the times in which Chaucer lived

and the circumstances of his career were peculiarly favourable
for a great and original poet, and especially for one with
Chaucer's unrivalled power of catching and reproducing the

peculiarities in character and habit of classes of men. Border
countries are the favourite ground of picturesque writers.

Types of character are more strongly marked and more sharply
contrasted there than elsewhere. Thus Scott chose for his

usual field the border-land between England and Scotland, or
the dividing line of highland and lowland. And the age of

Chaucer may well be called the border-land between the dark

ages and the modern period. In his own great poem he brings
together the knight who had fought for the Cross in Prussia
with his brethren of the Teutonic order, and the prosperous
London merchant and the essentially modern country gentle-

man; and this was a true picture of tho times. So in the
literature of that age, as we have already seen, the formal and
learned Gower and the rough and antique satirist Langlande
were alike contemporaries of Chaucer ; while in Italy Petrarch
was writing poetry as polished and artistic as any that the
world has ever seen. This was just the age in which the genius
of Chaucer, with its singular variety of scope, and its power
of seizing points of character, would find fullest play ; and
Chaucer's varied career was entirely in his favour. As soldier,

courtier, scholar, diplomatist, and man of business, he must
have had unusual opportunities of studying character and

learning the real life of his age. And we find the character
of his poetry in this respect just what wo might expect to find

it under those circumstances. He has left, in such poems as
" The Flower and the Leaf" and "The Court of Love," perfect

specimens of the fairyland in which the Troubadours delighted,
with all their grace but all their fantastic unreality. But the
name poet has left that marvellous photograph from real life,

the prologue to the "
Canterbury Tales ;" and the genuine and

simple pathos of the story of Griselda. The variety of cha-

racter in the poetry of Chaucer keeps constantly before our
minds that, though he is rightly called the source from which
the stream of English poetry takes its rise, that source itself,

like the great lake that feeds the Nile, derives its fulness not

only from the springs that arise within its bosom, but from
the streams whose waters it collects and makes its own. Some
of the various channels of literature which converge in the
works of Chaucer we have already pointed out in previous
lessons, and we shall ask our readers to bear this observation

in mind when we come to remark upon the poem* of Chaucer

singly.
Before proceeding to consider the poetry of Chaucer ia de-

Uil, it is nocesnary to speak very shortly upon matter* which
have given rise to much controversy the language in which be

wrote, and the principle of versification which ha adopted.
Some writer* have treated Chaucer an one who spoiled the

purity of the English tongue by the wholesale introduction of
French words into it ; while other* have regarded hi* work* a*
the most perfect standard of the English spoken in hi* day.
The truth appear* to be that in the main Chaucer used the

English language a* it was usually spoken and written in hi*

day by the aristocracy and among educated men, which would
for obvious historical reasons be less purely Saxon and more
mixed with French than the language of the lower order*. But
it is also beyond doubt that Chaucer, in enlarging the range of

ideas which were to be expressed in English poetry, must hare
found it necessary at the same time to enlarge it* vocabulary,
and that he did so by the adoption of words from the French.
And though, many words used by him have since been lost, and
many more have been introduced, it ia still tructhat the voca-

bulary thus formed is substantially the same a* that now in use.

With regard to the forms of English words as written by
Chaucer, a few points must be borne in mind by tho reader,
in order to a thorough understanding of tho author. In its

earliest form the Anglo-Saxon English was a language, like

the classical Greek and Latin, with a complete system of in*

flections forming, for instance, the cases of its noun* by
appropriate changes in their termination, instead of by the use
of prepositions, as in the present day. In the English of

Chaucer, though it was not so to the same degree in that of
some of his contemporaries, these case-endings, except the a or es

of the genitive, are lost, the rest being represented, if at all,

by an e at the end of the word, which e is sometimes sounded
and sometimes silent. In words of French origin, also, the
final e is in Chaucer, as in French poetry, as often sounded
as mute. The presence of the final e in many words in which
it is no longer written, and the fact that this final e is

habitually sounded as an additional syllable of the word, ia the
one strongly marked difference between Chaucer's English and
our own so far as the noun is concerned. But it will be noticed

by every reader of Chaucer that the sounding of the final e ia

by no means an invariable rule ; indeed, it is probably quite
as often silent, especially before a vowel or the letter h, from
which it may be inferred that in Chaucer's day the older pro-
nunciation was beginning to give way to the modern. Thus
such words as poore (poor) and time are sometimes, as the metre

shows, to be read as we pronounce them now, and sometimes as

poore, time. In the verb, also, there are a few old forms still

retained in Chaucer which we have now lost. Thus the infinitive

of the verb, instead of being, as now, to seek, is more commonly
to seeken, or to seeke. The plural of the present tense, instead

of being we, you, or they seek, was generally u-e, you, or hi seeken,

the still older form ending in eth being occasionally found.
The imperative mood is not seek, but seeketh. In the past

participle Chaucer still habitually retains the old prefix t or y
(corresponding to the German ge, as gehabt, from haben) at the

beginning of the word. Thus he writes itau<jht, ipinchtd,

isett,when we should say taught, pinched, tet. With the exception
of these points, however, and some others of minor importance,
the chief differences between Chaucer's English and our own
are differences of spelling. And as the eye becomes accustomed
to the older spelling, and the few antique grammatical forms
become familiar, every student will find that he meets no greater

difficulty in reading Chaucer than that which arises front

an occasional obsolete word, for which a dictionary has to be
consulted.

The versification of Chaucer has been the subject of much
controversy. To some his lines have seemed absolutely without

metre, rhythm, or order of any kind ; while others have

perhaps run into an opposite extreme, and represented his

versification to be as regular a* that of Pope or Goldsmith.

The truth seems to be that in general Chaucer's versification

is quite regular, the proper measure of syllables being found
in the lino and the proper number of accents. The seeming

irregularity arises from not attending to the pronunciation of

words in Chaucer's time. But, on the other hand, it is plain
that Chaucer did allow himself far greater licence in the
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Matter of metre than modern poets have done ; and there are

a large number of his lines in which, though a certain rhythm
is preserved, the syllables will not bear counting

1

. The main

key to Chaucer's versification is to be found in what we

have already explained the sounding of the final e. It must

also be remembered that many words of French origin, such

as courage, menace, Uquour, were not pronounced as we pro-

nounce them, with a marked emphasis on the first syllable,

courage, menace, Uquour, but as in French, with both syllables

equally emphasised, courage, mdndce, Uquour.
A thorough understanding of Chaucer's system of versification

is of so much importance to any one beginning to read his

works, that we give here the first twelve lines of the Prologue

to the "
Canterbury Tales

"
as they are commonly printed, followed

by a metrical arrangement of the same. Both the text and the

metrical arrangement of it are taken from Mr. Bell's edition of

Chaucer :

" Whan1 that Aprille, with his' showres swoote,'
The drought of Marche hath perced to the roote,

And bathud every veyne in swich licour,

Of which vertue engendred is the flour;*

Whan Zephirus eek with his swete breeth

Enspirud hath in every holte and heeth

The tendre croppes, and the yonge 5 sonne

Hath in the Earn his halfe cours iroune,
7

And smale fowles8 makeu* melodie,

That slepen alle night with open yhe,
10

So priketh hem nature in here corages,
11

Thanne longen folk to gon
la on pilgrimages."
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The most instructive classification of the writings of a great

author is almost always that founded upon chronological order,

for such an arrangement shows us not only the author's works,

but the history of his mind as well. The history of Chaucer's

writings is so ill ascertained, that no chronological arrangement
of them can be reliable. But they may usefully be grouped
into certain classes, according to their general character. In

the first place, we find a series of poems, some of them of

considerable length, but by no means among the longest of

Chaucer's poems, which distinctly belong, in subject, in form,
and in treatment, to the school of the French romance-writers,

who, as we have seen, had from the first supplied the literary

appetite of the Normans in England. They are almost all dreams
and allegories of love or kindred subjects. They are full of

graceful fancy, ingenuity of invention, keen appreciation of the

beauties of nature, and sweetness of versification. Bat they
do not show the higher and rarer qualities of Chaucer's genius.
To this class belong

" The Court of Love,"
" The Assembly of

Fowls," "The Cuckoo and the Nightingale,"
" The Flower and

the Leaf," "Chaucer's Dream," and "The Book of the Duchess."

Of these, the last-mentioned two refer, the one to the marriage,
the other to the death, of Blanche, John of Gaunt' s first wife.

To the same class is to be referred the long poem,
" The Eo-

maunt of the Rose." This is a translation of a very famous
French romance, the production in part of Guillaume de Lorris,

1 When.
2 His was used for its as well

as for his ; its being of much later

introduction.
3 Sweet.
* In such moisture as to form

the power (virtue) by which the
flower is produced.

*
Early.

* In the sign of the Earn.
'

* Past participle for run. The
form has been already observed

upon.
* Small birds.

9 The third person plural of the

present indicative, like slepen in

the next line, and longen. The form
has been already noticed.

10
Eyes.

11 Nature so stimulates them in

their passions. He, hem, here, are

the usual forms in the English o)

Chaucer's day for they, them, their.

12 It has already been said that

the usual form of the infinitive is

in en. Hence, by a natural con-

traction, the infinitive of go be-

comes gon, as in the text.

in part of Jean de Meun, two poets who lived, one nearly a

century and a half, and the other nearly a century before

Chaucer. The work is, as usual, an allegory, in which, under
the person of Amant or Lover, are detailed the adventures of

true love in its pursuit of the rose, the object of its affection.
' The House of Fame "

is a dream and an allegory, like the

preceding poems, but an allegory of a very different class. The

poet is borne by a golden eagle to the temple of Fame, where
the goddess sits enthroned, and awards such measure of fame
as she will to those who seek her honours, while the names of

the great dead are inscribed in their appropriate places upon
the temple. This scheme affords to Chaucer not only ample

space for brilliant and impressive description, but for keen
discrimination of the characteristics of those to whom he assigns
a place in the temple ; while the injustice of the goddess's
decrees admits of that satiric treatment of which Chaucer was
a master. The general character of this poem is known to

most readers through Pope's modernised version of it, under

the name of " The Temple of Fame."
The long poem of

" Troilus and Cressida," and the series of

tales published under the title of "The Legend of Good Women,"
are of a wholly different school. In them we find nothing of

dream or allegory, nothing of the dreamy unreality of the

romance. The subjects, no doubt, are very remote from our

own time or from Chaucer's, but the interest of the poems
is purely human and natural. " Troilus and Cressida," though

many of its principal characters are Homeric, is founded on a

story wholly unknown to, and, indeed, quite out of harmony
with the notions of classical times. Chaucer, no doubt, derived

the story from Boccaccio, just as Shakespeare afterwards bor-

rowed it from Chaucer. The "Legend of Good Women" consists

of a series of nine stories of women in ancient times famous for

their constancy and devotion in love. It is said that this book

is one of the very latest of Chaucer's works ; and there is

internal evidence to support the view. There is also a tradition

that the work was intended as a kind of apology to the fair

sex to atone for any harshness with which he might have treated

women in his earlier works.

There are many other shorter poems of Chaucer which our

space does not allow us to examine. And he has left us one

separate work in prose,
" The Testament of Love," a work of

no great importance in itself, but which has teen the subject

of much discussion, in consequence of an idea, probably without

foundation, that the book contains, under an allegorical guise,

the story of the author's own life.

It remains only to consider Chaucer's greatest work, the
"
Canterbury Tales," which we shall do in the next lesson.

THE UNIVERSITIES. VII.
DUBLIN UNIVERSITY. II.

HAVING passed his final Michaelmas Examination, the student

is publicly admitted to the degree of Bachelor of Arts (Artiutn

Baccalaureus), in the Senate House, by the Chancellor or Vice-

Chancellor of the University.
The proceedings on the occasion of conferring degrees are

called
" commencements." The fee which has to be paid for the

degree of B.A. is 1; and three years after the taking of his

B.A. the student, without keeping his name on the college

books in the meantime, can proceed to the degree of Master of

Arts (Artium Magisier) by payment of the fee of 9 16s. 6d.

The three older Universities of Oxford, Cambridge, and Dublin

admit the graduates of one university to the same degree (ad

eundem gradum) in the other on payment of a fee of 1.

From the outline which we have given of an undergraduate's

course in Dublin University, it will be seen that the entire cost

of his course (if he be non-resident) will be entrance, ,15, and

eight half-years' fees (eight guineas each) ; making, altogether,

,82 4s. To this, of course, must be added the expense of at

least nine journeys to Dublin during the four years, and the

expense of stopping there each time about three days.

In the foregoing we have spoken only of what is the minimum

of examinations required for a degree: there are numerous

honours and prizes which the more ambitious student may
obtain in all the departments of a university education. These

we will now explain, first treating of those which are most likely

to attract the attention of those whose limited means would

render the aid thus offered to them a valuable boon.
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BAM.
Yonnpr men of limited moan*, on proving *uch in the

form of an :i|,|.li. ;.- Senior Lectuer before the 1st of

yi-ur, will be allowed to become candidates for *
.|>, tin- fxaminatioii for which is held each year in Trinity

T. TIM, and the mzarshipa are granted, according to the number of

vacancies, to tho best answerers. A sizanhip is tenable for four

years from the date of a student's entrance, and candidates are
allowed to

"
enter

"
as Sizars, instead of passing the ordinary

Kutrance Examination, if they desire to do so. In case of a %n

entering as a Sizar, the entrance foe is only JUS Is. 3d. The
privileges of a Sizar are that he has not to pay any v"inml fees,
and is allowed to dine in the College Hall free. In other words,
any poor student who has sufficient ability to gain a sizarship,
obtains his whole academic education, and his dinner during
term for four years, free of charge. There are also minor offices

in the college, such as Chapel Clerkships, open to him ; and one
who obtains a sizarship is sure to be able to get pupils to read
with him, and so defray his personal expenses. A sizarship may
be obtained either in Classics, Mathematics, Hebrew, or Iri.-ih.

The following are the subjects of examination :

Classical Sizarships. Greek and Latin Grammar, Ancient

Geography, Greek and Roman History, English Prose Compo-
sition, Greek and Latin Prose Composition, vivd vocc examina-
tion in two Greek and two Latin authors, selected each year
from the Entrance Course (the two selected are announced each

year in the University Calendar), and examination by papers in

Homer, Iliad, Books i. xii. ; Demosthenes, Philippics, Do
Corona ; Euripides, Hecuba, Orestes, Phoanissee ; Xenophon,
Anabasis ; Horace ; Virgil, Eclogues, Georgics ; Liry,
Books vi. x. (inclusive) ; Terence, Andria, Heautontimo-

rumenos, Adelphi ; Cicero, Philippic Orations, i. viii. (in-

clusive).
Mathematical Sizarships. Geometry of the right line and

circle ; Algebra (including the general theory of equations) ;

and Trigonometry (plane and spherical).
Hebrew Sizarships. The Grammar, Exodus, chaps, i. xx. (in-

clusive), Psalms i. xli. (inclusive), and the Greek and Latin books

appointed for the vivd voce examination for Classical Sizarships.
Irish Sizarships. For the encouragement of the study of

Irish, one Sizarship is given annually to the best answerer, in

the Entrance Course, together with tho following course of

Irish: O'Donovan'e, Wright's, and Neilson's Irish Grammars
;

Translation from English into Irish, and vice versd ,- the Four

Gospels, and Epistles to the Romans and the Hebrews, in

Irish ; the Gospels to be translated from Greek into Irish.

Sizars are required to reside in college.

SCHOLARSHIPS.
Scholars rank next to the Fellows of tho College, and are

members of the Corporate Body of the University. The Scholar-

ships, which are tenable until the M.A. degree may be taken,
are granted in both Science and Classics. (For the details of

the examination, which is a very severe test of scholarship, we
must refer the reader to the University Calendar.) Scholars

only pay half tuition fees, and receive a small annual allowance

in money from the college. They have their " commons "
free,

and only pay half the ordinary rent for their rooms.

MODERATORSHIPS.
Instead of proceeding to his B.A. degree by the ordinary

Michaelmas Senior Sophister Examination, as already ex-

plained, a student may become a candidate for a Mode-
ratorship, and obtain his degree by passing in one or more of
the Moderatorship Courses, which are as follow : Mathematics
uud Mathematical Physics Classics Logic and Ethics Ex-
perimental Science Natural Science History and Political

Science Modern Literature. For each of these Moderator-

ships the course of reading prescribed is very extensive, and to

gain the first Senior Moderatorship is a high university honour.
Two Studentships are given each year, one to one of the

Senior Moderators in Classics, and the other to one of the Senior
Moderators in Mathematics and Physics, the candidates being
selected in accordance with the distinction they have gained in
some one other Moderator Course at least. Those who obtain

Studentships are paid .100 per annum by the College Board
for seven years. They are not required to reside, and have no
duties to perform. Thus these prizes ore a great aid to those
of limited means in the early years of their professional career.

There are numerous smaller distinctions and prizes given to

tudenU during their undergraduate course, which we cannot
here enumerate ; we have mentioned above the moat important.

In addition to the undergraduate course in Art*, which we
have explained, there are School* in the various facoltiee of

Divinity, Law, Medicine, and Engineering, with professor* and
lecturers attached to each, and numerous and valuable prizes.
To mention the requirement* in these school* for their respec-
tive testimouium* and diplomas would occupy too ranch pace.

Before joining any of theee school*, and to becoming a

fessional
' '

student, the undergraduate must have passed a certain

portion of his course in Art*, which varie* for each school*

We may, in conclusion, mention that the University of Dublin
was founded in the year 1591 by Queen Elizabeth, and since that
time ha* given to the United Kingdom some of her most
illustrious sons in all departments of scientific, literary, and
public life. The present Chancellor end Vice-Chanoellor of the

University (1886) are the Bight Hon. Lord Boese, LL.D., and
the Right Hon. John Thomas Ball, LL.D., both graduates of

Trinity College.

COMPAKATIVE ANATOMY. XIX.
VEETEBEATA.

AMPHIBIA.
IN the last lesson we described those animals which occupy the
lowest scale of the vertebrate kingdom, live in water, and
breathe by means of gills.

Proceeding a step higher in the ladder of vertebrate life, we
come to those animals which can live either on land or in water,
and are on this account named Amphibia (from the two Greek
words ju$i, both ; /3ioj, life), living in two elements. The Am-
phibia constitute an intermediate form of life between the

strictly aquatic and the terrestrial animals. Cnvier classified

them under the name of Batrachia in his fourth order of Rep-
tilia ; but recent zoologists have justly objected to this clas-

sification, and now consider them as a distinct division of the

Vertebrata. Professor Huxley, in his recent work on the classi-

fication of animals, follows out this plan after a method much
more scientific in its arrangement than that of any other recent

observer. We shall, therefore, follow out his system of classi-

fication as far as the limits of this lesson will admit. In order

to live in two such different media as water and air, it is requi-
site that these animals should be in possession of gills like the

fish, and also of that form of breathing apparatus which pre-
dominates in the higher forms of vertebrate life, called lungs.
The latter consist of membranous bags, divided internally into

a number of small compartments or cells, over which the blood
is carried by means of a delicate net-like arrangement of capil-

lary vessels, in order that the oxygen element, BO essential to

the welfare of the component tissues of the animal, may be
restored to the blood, and the carbonic acid removed from it.

Nothing can exceed the beauty and extreme delicacy of the

mechanism of the breathing apparatus, which, variously modi-

fied, is seen to play such a useful port in the economy of the

higher animals. The Amphibia possess the typical characters of

the Vertebrata, already described. Like fishes they are cold-

blooded. Their blood is red and corpusculated. Fig. V. illus-

trates two red blood corpuscles of the frog, magnified 700 times,

after drawings made by Dr. Lionel Bealo. The blood corpuscles
of the proteus and the siren are the largest known.

By Professor Huxley the Amphibia are divided into four

orders, as follows :

1. The Urodela, or those with persistent tails. 2. The Batra-

cJ-ta, or frogs. 3. The Gymnophonia, or Amphibia with naked
snake-like bodies. 4. The Labyrinthodonta, so called from the

labyrinth-like and complicated arrangement of their teeth.

The first order comprises the newts, salamanders, proteus,

siren, etc. The second, toads and frogs. The third, those

animals called by Linnaeus, Caecilia (ceecut, blind), or blind-worms.

They are, however, not blind, as that naturalist supposed ; they
have eyes, but very small ones, and nearly hidden under the

skin. Tho fourth ore a genus of gigantic fossil Amphibia. Foot-

prints of these animals have been found in the new red sand-

stone in different parts of this country.
The Amphibia undergo a remarkable change or metamor-

phosis as they advance towards maturity. They are for the

most port developed from eggs deposited in the water and
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afterwards fecundated. The resulting young are called tad-

poles. In their early stage they resemble fishes. They breathe

by means of gills, which project from each side of the body
behind the head. (Fig. II.) They have no fins, and in their

early stage they are destitute of legs. (Fig. I., a.) As life ad-

vances these external gills disappear, the animal breathing by
means of internal gills, which are suspended from arches, and
bathed by the water in a similar manner as that arrangement
described in fishes. Presently a pair of legs (Fig. I., b) may be
seen to grow from the sides of the body. The hind legs make
their appearance first, and the fore legs subsequently, in the

frog. (Fig. I., c.) This is not always the case with the other

Amphibia ; for example, in the salamander the order of leg-

appearance is reversed. In the siren the hind legs are wanting.
As the legs approach to-

wards a state of perfect de-

velopment,the tail gradually
contracts and wastes (Fig.

I., d), until it has completely
disappeared. During this

period changes are taking

place in the internal as well

as external economy of the

body. Nature now prepares
it for an extended sphere of

action by endowing it with
a pair of lungs, by which it

is enabled to live either in

its native element, or to ex-

tend its peregrinations to

terrestrial soil, and live there

also. This transition from
the larval to the frog con-

dition cannot fail to remind
the student of another me-

tamorphosis namely, that
which the caterpillar un-

dergoes to become butterfly
or moth. In the former
the transit is from a strictly

aquatic to a double form of

life ; in the latter from an

earthy to an aerial state of

existence. It is by such

metamorphoses as these

that Nature teaches man to

aspire to a higher degree of

intelligence and usefulness.

The lesson comes with an

equal force from the much-

despisedtoad whose hoarse

croakings break the still-

ness of the night in its quiet

reign of darkness over their

marshy habitations as it

does from the pretty but
irresolute butterfly, bask-

ing to and fro in the sun-

shine of day. In the frogs,

toads, and newts the gills

entirely disappear, and for this reason they have been named
Caducibranchiate Amphibia.* Others are called Perenni-

branchiate Amphibia, from the fact that their gills remain

permanently, even after the formation of complete lungs.
Such are the proteus and eiren ; also the axolotl, to which
the Mexicans are partial as an article of diet, especially

when, as Dr. Baird remarks, dressed after the manner of stewed

eels, and served up with rich and stimulating sauces.

The Circulatory Apparatus. The heart of the Amphibia is

indicative of progressive development. It consists of three

chambers or cavities. Two of these are reception cavities, and
named the systemic and pulmonic auricles ; the third is a pro-

pelling one, and called the ventricle. The object of the ventricle

is to propel the blood to the system and lungs to the system
for the purpose of carrying oxygen for the nutrition of the

tissues, and to the lungs so that the oxygen element may be

* From cutZu-cus, easily falling ; branchuE, gills.

AMPHIBIA. I. (a, b, c, d) SUCCESSIVE METAMORPHOSES or THE FROG. II.

TADPOLE OF FROG, SHOWING EXTERNAL GILLS. III. SKELETON OF THE
FROG. IV. BLOOD-VESSELS OF TADPOLE OF FROG, AND THEIR MODE OF
DISTP.IBtmON TO THE GILLS. V. BLOOD CORPUSCLES OP THE FROO
(HIGHLY MAGNIFIED).

Eefs. to Nos. in Figs. IV. 1, artery arising from a single ventricle, and di-

viding into six branches, which go to the three pairs of gills, 2 Z, 3 3', 4 4'.

again restored to it from the atmosphere, and to expel from the
blood the carbonic acid which results from the waste products.

It will be surmised that in those animals (for example, the

frog, etc.) possessing only temporary gills, that, as the lungs
usurp their place, a change must of necessity arise in the

arrangement of the blood-vessels. This is the case. When the

lungs come into play, the blood is diverted to them and away
from the gills. (Fig. IV.) In those Amphibia with persistent

gills this change is only partial. In the frog tribe the skin also

acts as an organ of respiration by absorbing moisture. By
reason of this it is enabled to live for a long time deprived of

food and air. This fact has given origin to many amusing tales

of toads being found alive entombed in coal-beds and blocks of

stone, where they had evidently existed (believe it who chooses ! )

for hundreds of years.
The digestive and nervous

apparatus undergo a slight
increase in complexity from
that described in the last

lesson.

Frogs are destitute of

ribs, and consequently have
not an expansile chest. This
necessitates them to breathe

by swallowing the air. The
skeleton of the Amphibia,
evinces decided advances
towards that of the higher
Vertebrata. This is very evi-

dent in the disposition and
conformation of the bones
of the limbs i.e., in those

which possess the latter.

The skull joins with the ver-

tebral column by means of

two condyles, which, Profes-

sor Huxleyremarks, sharply

distinguishes the Amphibia
from the higher Vertebrata.

Far away beyond the con-

fines of history probably
ages before the secondary
organisation the earth was
tenanted by gigantic spe-
cies of the class Reptilia.
The reorganisation of the

earth completed, and man
placed upon its surface, we
find the reptile again play-

ing a prominent part. Scrip-
ture debits the snake with

the credit of inducing our
first parents to commit the

sin of disobedience. Known
from the earliest times,
their ungainly appearance,
their malignity of disposi-

tion, and the formidable

attribute (poison-fangs) peculiar to an order of this class, have
rendered them objects of hatred and fear. They are regarded

by every one except the enthusiastic naturalist as the most

despicable part of the whole of Nature's handiwork. Shakespeare
drew from them an expressive illustration of dissimulation :

" And Gloster's show

Beguiles him, as the mournful crocodile

With sorrow snares relenting passengers ;

Or, as the snake, rolled in a flowering bank,
"With shining checkered slough, doth sting a child,

That, for the beauty, thinks it excellent.

The Eeptilia are now classified with birds as a sub-group of

Vertebrata, which Professor Huxley calls the Sauropsida.*
In external appearances and configuration the orders of this

class differ materially from each other. The Crocodilia have

their bodies covered with horny plates embedded in the skin.

Zavpo, a lizard ; o\fr<t, appearance.
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10-

Thoy have very short legs and webbed feet The alligator*

not webbed feet. Tortoises have a complete external

skeleton, covered with thinner plates, whioh represents a part of

in. Tho snakes are destitute of thc-.no thick oatward

investments, but have scales covering their bodies.

'/'A.' Teeth. Tho dental apparatus varies according to the
! mode of lifo. Tho crocodiles have long jaws, armed

\\.iii a ninglo row of conical tooth, hold in bony sockets. In

alligators, the front teeth (canine) of the lower jaw fit into a pit

edge of the upper jaw. The Chelonia (tortoises, etc.)

have no teeth. Their jaws are covered with a horny bill, which
serves the purpose of teeth. Tho teeth of the Ophidia (sorpenta)
ire not lodged in sockets. In the cobra, rattlesnake, viper, etc.,

the teeth aro grooved or per-
forated by a canal, which com-
municateswith a poison gland

(see Vol. II., p. 17C), and serves

to convey the poison into the

wound made by the animal's

bite. The opening of the

canal is not at the extremity
of the tooth, but at a point a
little above it, so as not to in-

terfere with the cutting ac-

tion of the tooth. These teeth

are attached to movable bones.
When at rest, the poison-

fangs are hidden by a fold of

the gums. Behind them ore

rudiments of other fangs, to

replace the former, if lost.

The poison of these serpents

prove rapidly fatal to hot-

blooded animals when intro-

duced into the blood current

through a wound. When
swallowed it is harmless.

The tongue in some of these

animals is very long. In the

well-known chameleon it is,

when fully extended, nearly
as long as the body. By means
of an hyoid apparatus it con

protrude and retract it with

amazing rapidity. It serves

as an organ of prehension.
The Alimentary Canal pre-

sents few differences from
that already described in the

Amphibia. It is compara-
tively short, and usually of

great width. The gullet is

wide and extensible, especi-

ally in the snake, which is

said to be able to swallow
animals of greater bulk than
itself. The large and small

of a fourth, by a septal division of the ventricular cavity into
two part* ; so that the blood, arterial and venous, still mixes.
In some this intraventricular septum is almost complete, form*

ing quadrilooolar heart like that of the higher vertebrates.
The blood corpuscles are not very numerous. They are oval

in shape and of large size, varying from A, to fa of an inch in
the long diameter, and ^ to^ of an inch in the short diameter.
Tho nervous system does not indicate any considerable ad-

vances in its general structure above that of the higher fishss

The brain is of small size in comparison with the skull.

The young of the Koptilia are developed from eggs. Bone
are hatched before being born, as in the viper. The majority,
however, deposit their eggs in the sand on river banks, and leave

them tobe hatchedby theheat
of the sun. The egg of the
crocodile is about the size of

that of a goose. The turtle

makes two or three visitations

to the shore in the coarse of
a year to deposit her eggs in

a cavity she scoops oat to re-

ceive them. Her eggs amount
to about a hundred at each

sitting. She carefully covers
them with sand, and leaves

them. The mode of develop-
ment of the reptilian embryo-
resembles that of the higher
Vertebrata. The Reptilia

possess a completely ossified

skeleton. The skull is small

the greater part of its balk

being made up of jaws. The-

head is articulated to the-

spinal column by means of

a single oondyle. The ribs

are numerous in the croco-

diles, lizards, and serpents.
In the snake they amount to
as many as three hundred

pairs. In the hitter they are

free at one extremity* the-

breast-bone and limbs being
absent.

The spinal segments form a
series of ball and socketjoints,
so as to allow considerable lati-

tude of motion. The tortoise

is invested by a bony habita-

tion, consisting of two plate* ,

united atthe sides, to the inner

aspect of which it is immova-

bly fixed. The anterior and

posterior extremities are open,
to allow the animal to protrude
its head and limbs. The upper
orback plate is called the cara-___ ._. ___

intestines"are~very"distinctly
EKPTILIA.-!. ANATOMY or THE COMMON SNAKE (ATOB MILNE-EDWARDS), pace; the under or ventral one,

divided, and separated by a Eefs. to Nos. in Fig. 1. 1, tongue and glottis; 2, gullet, cut across at 2" to the plastron. The upper plate

curtain or valve. In a tor- show the heart- etc - in situ
-'
3- "tomac!!; *. intestine; 5, cloaca; 6, consists of eight ribs flattsnsd

toise of moderate size the anus ; 7, liver ; 8 oyarium; 9, ova, or eggs; 10, windpipe; 11, pnn- Qut> u<mded together, and
whole length of the alimentary

clpal lung ; 12, little lung. ^^ ^ to ^ Uflk.

canal was found to be four bone. The lower plate re-

feet. The small intestines were 20 J inches, and the large 16J presents the breast-bone, arranged in a similar manner. It is

inches long. The stomach was 2 inches long.
"** *-* ' -* ' ~s TI. .i,nni^a. *n/l italwiA Hnna* K;^VThe intestines

terminate in a cloaca, which is generally also the common point
of termination of the urinary and generative organs.

The Respiratory Apparatus. The Beptilia never breathe by
gills at any period of their existence, like the two preceding
classes, but by lungs. These ore two in number, and made up
of numerous colls, usually of large size, aggregated together.
In snakes and lizards the lung called the principal lung is much
larger than the other, and, in fact, the working lung. Tho
smaller one, called the little lung, is either rudimentary or

absent. Tortoises and turtles, like the ribloss frogs, owing
to their possessing immovable ribs, are necessitated to breathe

by swallowing the air. The reptilian heart consists of throe

cavities. There is an evident tendency in many to the formation

composed of nine pieces. The shoulder and pelvic bones, which

afford attachment to the limbs, are situated in the interior of

this bony house. The neck and tail portions of the spinal column

only are free. The bones of the (in Beptilia possessing) ex-

tremities are well developed, and approach in character those of

the higher Vertebrata. The toes are usually five in number on

each foot, movable, and armed with claws.

CLASSIFICATION. Professor Huxley groups the Reptflia into

the following orders : (1) Ooeodtfto, comprising the modern

crocodiles, alligators, and caiman*, and the extinct Teleosauria

and bolodonts ; (2) Lacertilia, lizards, blind-worms, and the

chameleons ; (3) Ophidia, or snakes ; (4) Chelonia, turtles and

tortoises. Besides these, there are five orders of fossil

Beptilia.
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LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XXVIII.
INVOICE BOOK.

ANY account or bill sent with goods sold to the party who has

purchased them is called an Invoice. The invoices of goods
sold in the country where the merchant resides are called

Invoices Inwards, and the book which contains them the Invoice

Book Inwards. The invoices of shipments or goods exported
are called Invoices Outwards, and the book which contains

them is called the Invoice Boole Outwards. In invoices outwards,
besides the cost of the goods exported, there is generally a
statement of the Charges attending their exportation, the cost

of insurance, etc. The date is generally placed at the bottom,
and before the signature of the shipper the words Errors Excepted,
or their initials, are written, in order that he may be afterwards

allowed to correct any mistake he may have made to his own disad-

vantage. In large concerns, the Invoice Book itself is journalised

monthly instead of passing the entries through the Day Book.

(1) INVOICE BOOK. (1)

INVOICE of sundry Goods shipped by White, Smith, and Co. on board the Dreadnought, Captain James, for Jamaica, by order,
and on account and risk of Schofield, Halse, and Co., of Kingston, being marked and numbered as per margin.

s.

S. M. & Co.
H.

S.
T. & Co.

H.

S.

W. P. & Co-
H.

S.

J. P. & Co.
H.

S.
M. & Co.

H.
S.

T. B. & Co.
H.
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(3) INVOICE BOOK. (3)

INVOICE of sundry Goods shipped on board the Rainbow, Captain Browne, for Jamaica, 07 White, Smith, and Co., on account
and Rink of John Roberts, of that place, being marked and numbered a* per margin.

J.

J. O. & Co.
R.
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LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXIX.
THE COMPONENTS OF THE ANIMAL FKAME.

Bones, which, compose the rigid skeleton about which the animal

Organism distributes its muscles, nerves, etc., are formed of a

dense cellular tissue of gelatine, made stiff by inorganic salts,

chiefly phosphates of lime and magnesia and calcic carbonate.

This admits of ready proof. Suspend a cleanly-scraped bone in

water which has been acidulated with one-sixth of its bulk of

hydrochloric acid. Effervescence commences over the whole

surface, owing to the escape of the carbonic acid gas. In the

course of three or four days, all the mineral salts will have been
dissolved out. After several washings in pure water, the bone
is found to be perfectly flexible, though it has retained its shape ;

if it be dried it will become of a transparent horny appearance,
and when boiled for a few hours it will gradually dissolve. The
solution on cooling will gelatinise. The following table will

show that bones and teeth have a kindred composition :



S IN LATIN. m
Hut wit!i / >. n.-i.' it fornm a compound of a buff colour
whi'-h ia the ban!

resent tho oommoroial value of gelatine. Th
parings of hides, tho oars and hoofs, etc., are Hteepod ir. lim<-

lovo tho hair and other impurities ; they aro then

exposed to thu air, that the limo may become carbonate, an
thus innoxious. When washed thoy aro introduced into a coppe
with a false perforated bottom ; tho water is boated by injection
of steam. As soon as a portion of the liquid gelatinises on
cool

iri},', tho copper ia emptied, and tho liquid allowed to cool

i supply of water is added to tho copper; this produces
an ii;tVrior kiiul of gluo, while the product of tho third dilution

Is site. Tho process of drj-inj? tho gluo is the most delicate par
of the manufacture. The soft gelatinous mass is out into slices

by wire, and those are exposed to the air on nets. But a sudden
rise of temperature will liquefy tho whole ; a frost or a fog wil

bo equally injurious. The marks on a cake of glue are from tho
meshes of tho not.

Leather is mode by steeping tho skins in lime-water, anc

removing tho hair by scraping. They are next submitted to the
action of a very dilute solution of sulphuric acid, which clears

thorn of lime and opens the skin to the action of the tan. The
'"tanning" is a long process; oak-bark is used to supply the
tannio acid ; this combines with the gelatine in the cuticle,

forming leather.

The leather used for boots and shoes undergoes the process
of currying, by which it is impregnated with oil, which renders
it more supple and impervious to moisture.

Chondrine may bo distinguished from gelatine by becoming
coagulated by vegetable acids and by alum. It is produced by
boiling any of tho cartilages; its solution gelatinises on cool-

ing. There is reason for believing that chondrine oxidises into

gelatine.
Osseine is tho gelatine procured from bones. The composition

of this group is given in the following table :

GELATIGENOU8 GROUP.
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EXERCISE 151. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Ssepe homines, res quas vehementer cupiverunt, adepti fastidiunt.

2. Audistine ut leones rudiverint ? 3. Bellum ita suscipiatur ut nihil

aliud nisi pax qusesita videatur. 4. Quum omnem antiquitatem
memoria repetivgris, tria vix amicorum paria invenies, qui alter pro
altero vitam deponere parati erant. 5. Cave ne judices de re priusquam
earn accurate exquisivfiris. 6. Erechthei filiee cuplde mortem expeti-
verunt pro vita civium. 7. Omnis Bomanorum philosophia repetita est

a Grsecis. 8. Legimus Bomanos saspe constiles suos ab aratro

arcessivisse. 9. Multa sacra, ab exteris nutionibus adscita atque
arcesslta, Bomani religiosissime coluerunt.

EXERCISE 152. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Who does not know that Hannibal once wore down the resources

of the Bornans ? 2. Never do good men desire bad things. 3. I shall

never disdain what I shall obtain. 4. Dost thou think that, having
obtained money, thou wilt not disdain it ? 5. Neither despise nor
disdain any one. 6. Call thy generals from the plough. 7. Do not

give trouble to that good man. 8. Bad pupils give trouble to the best

teachers. 9. In war we seek for peace. 10. Peace is sought for by
us in war. 11. My children eagerly desired death for my life. 12. It

is certain that our citizens will fall on the enemy.

5. Perfect in -I ; Supine in -TUM.

a. The stem ends in 6 or p.

i. Capio, capere, capi, captum, to take. Compounds in cipere,

cipio, cepi, ceptum ; as, percipio, to take up wholly.
ii. Eumpo (rupo), rumpere, rupi, ruptum, to break. Scabo,

scabere, scabi (E. B>. scab), to scratch, wants the supine.

b. The stem ends in c, g, qu.

iii. Ago, agere, egi, actum, to lead, drive, do, handle, etc. ; so,

circumagere, to drive round; peragere, to drive through. The
other compounds have igo, egere, egi, actum ; as, abigo, to

drive away ; exigo (used of time), to spend ; subigo, to subdue ;

cogere, to bring together, compel (cum and agere), has coegi,
coactum.

iv. Facio, facere, feci, factum, to make, do. Fio is used as
the passive of facio. A in facio, passes into i in efficio (ef and
facio), etc. In the imperative, facio makes fae ; but perficio (to

complete) has perfice ; the other compounds retain fac ; caleface

(from calefacere, to warm), however, occurs.

v. Ico, icere, ici (not very good), ictum, to strike, used of a

treaty. Of the present, we find only icit ; the other forms are

supplied by ferire, to strike.

vi. Jacio, jacere, jeci, jactum, to cast, throw. Compounds,
jicio, jeci, jectum, jicere ; as, rejicio, I throw back.

vii. Lego, legere, legi, lectum, to read ; so allege, I choose for

myself; perlego, I read through ; prelego, I read before ; relego,
/ read again ; sublego, J read under. The following, however,
have, in the present, ligo ; as, colligo, I collect (colligere,

collegi, collectum) ; deligo and eligo, I choose out ; recolligo, I
collect again; seligo, J select; but diligo, I love or esteem;

intelligo, I understand ; and negligo, I neglect, have, in the

perfect, exi ; as, diligo, diligere, dilexi, dilectum.
viii. Frango, frangere, fregi, fractum, to break. Compounds,

fringe, fringere, fregi, fractum ; as, perfringo, I break through.
ix. Linquo, linquere, liqui, lictum, to leave.

x. Vinco, vincere, vici, victum, to conquer.

c. The stem ends in m.

xi. Emo, emere, emi, emptum, to buy. Compounds in imo,
imere ; as, eximo, exemi, exemptum, eximere, to buy off ; but in

coemo, to buy at once, the e remains.

d. The stem ends in u or v.

xii. Acuo, acuere, acui, acutum, to sharpen. The compounds
are without the supine.

xiii. Arguo, arguere, argui, argutum (part. fut. active argui-

turus), to convict. Instead of argutum and argutus, convictum
and convictus are used. Argutus, in good Latin, occurs only as
an adjective.

xiv. Exuo, exuere, exui, exutum, to go out, put off.

xv. Induo, induere, indui, indutum, to go in, put on.

xvL Imbuo, imbuere, imbui, imbutum, to dip into, fill with.
xvii. Luo, lucre, lui (no supine, the part, luiturus), to wash.
xviii. Minuo, minuere, minui, minutum, to lessen.

xix. Nuo, nuere, nui, to wink, nod; found only in the com-
pounds ; no supine, yet abnuiturus.

xx. Euo, ruere, rui, rutum, to i~wsh, fall (ruiturus).
xxi. Spuo, spuere, spui, sputum, to spit.

Affecti simus, let us

feel. (The subjunc-
tive of the first per-
son plural here, as

often is used as the

imperative.)
Afflc6re, to make, to affect

Benefactum, -i, n., a

good deed, benefit.



RECREATIVE SCIENCE.

A saplentibus vita in unA Tirtute poslta est 8. FoliciUtem pono iu

Dei amoro. 9. Entile tibi cupiditus verum iuveuitmJi ? 10. Natum
auiinid talem oupi<litatm ingenuit oinuibus. 11. Kt diritibn

peribus amor sui iugouitus oit 12. Fratro* tui iras luocubuerunt, <-t,

convert!* luanibui, pugnaveruut. 13. Puter mom progredletur urbuui
obcssurus. 14. Copue progress! luut domosque diripiuut.

APPLICATIONS OF "COLO."
1. Tbo steward has ben appointed for the sake, of tilling the land.
Not all fields which are tilled are fruit-bearing.
J. Inhabit the city, O my Rufus, and lire iu that light (dittinguiihed

plttOi).

3. Thou, Jupiter, who carest for and nourishest the raoe of men.
Let it bo your object to take care of your breast by noble means,

oultirated the study of philosophy from early j

5. Now clearly I am ablo to pursue neither that diet nor that way
of life.

6. I lore you, because you regard me.

By whom we seem to be carefully regarded and esteemed.
7. What is it you say why the gods should be worshipped by men,

when the gods not only do not look upon men, but, indeed, core

nothing about them ?

We ought both to adore and worship these gods.

EXERCISE 149. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Regard for our body is implanted in us. 2. Where there is no

sowing, there is no reaping. 3. Everything which was gross and
corporeal, God made subject to the mind. 4. You have put down the
reproaches and hatred of ill-disposed persons by your way of living.
5. The governor, Frobus, planted the Golden mountain, near Mcesia,
with vines. 6. The battle having begun, all places far and wide were
strewn with weapons, armour, and dead bodies. 7. The consciousness
of despised virtue torments the wicked man. 8. Tell me why you have
despised my counsel. 9. Listen, boy, your mother asks you why you
have forgotten to eat the buttered bread. 10. Loveliness (vcnustaa) and
beauty of person are not separated from health. 1 1. Cato addressed
the people.

EXERCISE 150. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Insitus est pectore liberorum nostrorum amor. 2. Mcum con-

silium spreveruut. 3. Consilium meum ab illis spretum es.t. 4. Sper-
nam nullius consilium. 5. Mi puer, butyro obline panem. 6. So
oblinent mails moribus. 7. Boni a malis secernendi aunt. 8. Pueros
secrevi a puellis. 9. Cicero concionabitur. 10. Victoria regnante,
BrituimifD poteutia mirum in modum crevit. 11. Amicitia uostri
cum octato crescet.

RECREATIVE SCIENCR II.

ARTIFICIAL ILLUMINATION.
THE imitative faculty of man has, no doubt, prompted many
notable discoveries which might probably never hare been con-
ceived if Nature had not first suggested the primary idea. The
great lamp, the sun, burning and shining continually in the
heavens during the day would, by its very absence at night,
even to the most ignorant of savages, suggest the thought of

making a substitute, an imitation in short, an artificial fire or

illumination.

Thus the primary idea realised by a rude fire of wood would
be gradually worked out, the commencement being made with a
pine torch, and the light-giving agent elaborated, until the con-
struction of the most elegant and perfect lamp was attained.
The ancients, according to Fortunio Liceti, do not appear to

have been satisfied with a mere lamp. Their ambition appears
to have led them to suppose that the sun could be more closely
imitated, and that lamps might be made perpetual. Liceti
contended vigorously for the possibility of constructing a
"
perpetual lamp," and he quotes in support of his arguments

the famous lamp of Olybius, said to have been discovered in
the year 1500 at Atesta, near Padua. Some peasants digging
the earth to a considerable depth, came to a tomb, in which
they found two earthen urns, one within the other. The inner
vessel is said to have contained a burning lamp, placed between
two phials, one filled with liquid gold, and the other with liquid
silver. But, unfortunately, the rustics who found this inestim-
able treasure were not sufficiently careful, and so the lamp
was broken and extinguished. Liceti seems to have confounded
the myth of a perpetual lamp with the fact that lamps were
kept burning night and day in certain temples. There was the

lamp of Demosthenes in the temple of Minerva at Athens, and
the vestal fires at Rome, which were not self-supporting, but were

religiously watched by the vestal virgins, and supplied with con-
tinual aliment.

The ordinary materials which furnish artificial light during

the act of combustion are oils, wax, tallow, spermaceti, parafio,
rock oil, and ga from coal, roan, wood, or oU*er suitable organio
matter. Too extraordinary light-giving agenU are oxygen and
hydrogen gases, burning and directed on to a ball of lime ; the
combustion of the metal magimeinm in air, or of phosphorus in

oxygen gas ; toe voltaic battery, in which xino U consumed and
incandescence is produced by the current of electricity ; the
magneto-electric machine, worked by steam power, and there-
fore consuming coal instead of zinc, to produce the electric light.
The predominating elements in the ordinary light-giving Mb*

stances are carbon and hydrogen, and when any of them are
subjected to destructive distillation, these element* unite ~*"\
form two important compounds, the one called defiant gas, and
the other light carburotted hydrogen ; and if coal is mod, a
number of other compounds are also produced. The -**-*fflit-

tion of coal is easily conducted on a small scale by placing
some roughly-powdered coal in an old pistol barrel, and having
plugged the touch-hole, and fitted a piece of pewter pipe with
some plaster of Paris to the muzzle of the barrel, the latter may
be thrust between the ban of an open grate in which a brisk
fire is burning. In the first instance, moisture only distils over ;

at a dull red-heat more water, a thick smoke, and but little or no
gas; and it is only when a full cherry red-heat is attained viz.,
a temperature of 1500 that gas of high illuminating power
is evolved. The crude gas being very impure, and containing
many things useless for illuminating agents, is subjected at the

gas-works to purification, and even then does not consist only of

compounds of carbon and hydrogen, but of hydrogen and other

gaseous bodies. Dr. Letheby states, that coal gas may contain
from 25 to 50 per cent, of hydrogen gas, 35 to 52 per cent, of

light carburetted hydrogen and from 3 to 20 per cent, of
olefiant gas, and other hydro-carbons mixed with g&ses, such as
carbonic oxide, carbonic acid, cyanogen, ammonia, ULjgett,
nitrogen, some aqueous vapour, and sulphur compounds.
The only gases required out of this complex mixture are the

compounds of carbon and hydrogen ; and hence tallow, oils, wax,
paraffine, turpentine, etc., used in candles and lamps, which are
miniature gas-works, yield a gas purer than the heterogeneous one
derived from the distillation of coal. That a burning candle
is a gas-maker is shown by blowing out a lighted composite
candle ; a column of smoky gas ascends from the wick, which

may be set on fire by holding a burning match at the top of
the column, when the flame runs down in a very curious !"

to the hot wick, and the candle is re-lighted. In a candle the
retort is the wick, and this when first lighted burns down unt;

i

the heat reaches that part which is saturated with the tallow,

composite, or wax : at this point destructive distillation com-
mences ; the heat from the increased combustion now melts more
of the solid material ; and this, being drawn up into the wick by
capillary attraction, is decomposed in its turn, and furnishes

fresh gas for combustion. In the above case the gas is

generated and burnt directly it is produced. With coal gas the

generating process is over, and the gas only is burnt. Capillary
attraction (from capillus, a hair), in allusion to the nature of

some of the bodies having this property, is an illustration of the
adhesion between solids and liquids. If a slice of salt is cut
out of the solid block, and placed upright in a plate containing
a little ink, the latter soon runs up the white salt, and first

attacking it by capillary attraction, the liquid is introduced into

the pores, the salt partly dissolves, and the remainder crumbier
down into the plate.
A bit of cane, cut free from joints, and about six inches long,

placed upright in a bottle containing some turpentine, soon
draws up with its hair-like tubes the combustible fluid, and this

may be set on fire at the top of the cane, which acts, of course,
like the wick of a candle. The experiment is hastened by suck-

ing up the fluid with the mouth, or by reversing the cane after

one end has been immersed in the turpentine for some minutes.

On examining the flame of a candle, it is found to consist of

three distinct portions. That nearest the wick is almost black,
the next is very bright and luminous, and the third emits so

feeble a light that it is hardly visible. A picture of the flame

of a candle is easily sketched on a wall or on a white sheet of

paper, by placing it between the wall and a lens condensing a
sunbeam passed through a hole in the shutter of a darkened
room. The shadow of the flame may be seen distinctly, and the

darkest part is actually the brightest, whilst the more distinct

portion of the shadow is that of the outer part emitting the very
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feeble light. The movement of the air past the flame is also

well shown. The ascending current drags the flame out to a
pointed figure, and, whilst rushing past the candle, keeps the
outside of the cup containing the melted wax or tallow cool,

j

The air that rushes by so quickly burns up the carbon and

hydrogen of the outer part of the flame, but does not affect so

materially the next structure, where the hydrogen is chiefly

burnt and the carbon deposited. Here the flame is the brightest,
because .of the ignition of the precipitated carbon, and hence

the reason that the shadow of this portion should appear so dark.

In the inner layer the unburned gas is found waiting its turn to

pass to the exterior, to go through the phases of partial com-
bustion and precipitation of the carbon, ending with complete
combustion at the exterior.

That the interior of a candle flame does consist of unburnt

gas may be shown by placing a narrow glass tube in the inner

cone of the flame. The tube must be inclined, and if nicely

managed the hot gas passing upwards may be inflamed at the

top. The same fact is shown by holding a slip of card across

the flame. The interior of the cone does not scorch the card,
which is blacked at the two points or opposite sides of the centre.

The tube may be adjusted so as to draw away the finely-

divided carbon deposited in the luminous portion of the flame,
and if this is conducted into a separate small hydrogen flame, the

latter.becomes luminous in consequence of the incandescence of

the carbon derived from the candle. A hydrogen flame affords

little or no light, but if a small bit of tow, saturated with
benzole or ether, is placed in the bottle containing the materials

for generating hydrogen, and the tube or jet fitted into the

neck of the bottle, on lighting the hydrogen it is now very
luminous, in consequence of the carbon, the solid matter de-

rived from the benzole or ether, being precipitated, ignited,
and burnt. To distinguish the bright from the almost un-

luminous part of the flame, the latter is sometimes called the

mantle, because it is the outermost cone.

The best method of showing the structure of flame is to

place some ether in a tin dish three inches in diameter and
half an inch high. On setting fire to the ether a very large
flame is produced, and into its centre may be introduced a cup
containing phosphorus, which only sublimes, but does not burn.

By very careful manipulation, and when the air is still and not
disturbed by open doors or windows, gunpowder may be dropped
down a tube held across the hot stratum, and will fall unburut
into a porcelain or other cup, placed in the centre of the flame.

A very few grains of powder should be used until the operator
has sufficient confidence to perform the experiment steadily.
The structure of flame being understood, it is easy to see how
the illuminating power of an ordinary flame may be increased

by admitting the right proportion of air to the interior. The
argand burner furnishes the best illustration of this well-

known principle : if the central tube is corked and the chimney
removed, the flame is smoky and unsteady; on replacing the

chimney, the current of air rushes with increased velocity past
the exterior, and more light is obtained ; but the maximum of

iight is only procured when the cork is removed, and air allowed
to pass to the interior as well as the exterior of the flame.

When the supply of air is too great, the luminosity of the

argand burner is seriously affected, especially if the gas is not
rich in hydro-carbons, because the carbon is burnt up at once,
and no time is allowed for its precipitation ; hence it is now usual
to adjust the central or internal tube of the argand burner to the

quality of the gas. The diameter of the internal aperture
fihould be less than half an inch viz., 0'42 of an inch for eleven-

candle gas, and half an inch for fifteen-candle gas, if used with
a, glass chimney seven inches long, and burning at the rate of
five feet an hour.

If coal-gas is mixed with a considerable quantity of air

before it is burnt, as in a smokeless burner, or the gauze-burner,
the flame is no longer brilliant, because the carbon is burnt with
the hydrogen.
When the combustible oil, such as turpentine or camphine,

contains a very large proportion of carbon, the chimneys are
increased in length, and have a peculiar construction, because
more air must be supplied to burn the excess of carbon, and to

prevent the flame smoking.
The Bude light consists of a small argand lamp, burning

colza oil ; and instead of supplying air to the interior tube, a jet,

conveying oxygen gas from a bladder or snail indiarfnibber bag.

is attached ;
the smoky flame immediately burns most brilliantly,

and if the wick is very thick and the oil good, it will afford a
considerable amount of light.

It is a curious fact that when the pressure of the air is re-

duced the luminosity of a burning candle is materially affected.

Messrs. Tyndall and Frankland burnt some candles on the
summit of Mont Blanc, and although just as much stearine was
consumed at that altitude in a given time as at Chamouni, the

aspect of the flames was completely altered. They seemed, to
use their language, to be the mere ghosts of the flames "which
the same candles were competent to produce pale, feeble, and
suggesting a greatly diminished energy of combustion."
The cause of the diminution of the light is not due to any

reduction of the rate of burning, but to a more perfect diffusive

effect ; the oxygen of the air penetrates the flame more perfectly,
and the matter of the flame passes more rapidly into the air ;

and thus, by the mutual interpenetration of the one into the

other, the carbon is more rapidly burnt out. Dr. Frankland also

discovered the interesting fact, that by compressing the air

round the flame of alcohol, which burns with a smokeless flame,
it became as bright as coal gas, and at a higher pressure could
even be made to smoke. The intensity of any given flame is

reduced 5 per cent, for every fall of one inch in the barometer,
or increased in the same proportion with each rise of one inch.

Dr. Frankland has also shown that the comparative cost of light

equal to that obtained from twenty sperm candles, each burning
ten hours at the rate of 120 grains per hour, would be as
follows : Wax, 7s. 2^d. ; spermaceti, 6s. 8d. ; tallow, 2s. 8d. ;

sperm oil, Is. lOd. ; coal gas, 4.|d. ; cannel gas, 3d. ; paraffin

candles, 3s. lOd. ; paraffin oil, 6d. ; rock oil, 7|d. Consequently
paraffin and rock oils are the best sources of light for domestic

purposes. They are the cheapest, give the greatest amount of

light, and, what is of still greater importance, they do this with
the least development of heat.

The extraordinary light-giving agents, with the exception of
the combustion of magnesium in air or of phosphorus in oxygen,
require more elaborate apparatus than the beginner in science is

likely to be able to afford. The oxy-calcium light is one of the
most simple, and is obtained by forcing a jet of oxygen through
the flame of a spirit-lamp, and directing the resulting fire on to a
ball of lime. This light will do very nicely for the exhibition of

photographs on a small screen in a moderate-sized apartment.
If a more brilliant light is required, the lime or oxy-hydrogen

light may be used. It is, of course, easy to place two volumes
of hydrogen and one of oxygen in a large bladder furnished
with a stop-cock, and then to burn the mixed gases from a Hem-
ming's jet. This is undoubtedly the cheapest, but not the
safest method, especially if the bladder is squeezed by the hands.
A steady pressure is absolutely necessary, and this can only be
obtained by using pressure boards. Indeed, it is far better not
to attempt either the oxy-calcium or the oxy-hydrogen lights
without proper caoutchouc bags, pressure boards, and jets, all

of which may now be obtained at a very moderate price of the
instrument-makers. The cost of an accident to person or

property by the explosion of a large bladder full of the mixed

gases in a dwelling-room is very likely to be greater than the

purchase of the proper appliances.

Although the electric light is the most brilliant artificial light
that can be procured, it is only thoroughly effective on a large
scale. A voltaic battery on Grove's principle, of forty cells

and a good electric lamp, will give excellent results, whilst a
smaller arrangement is continually flickering, and the constant

movement of the charcoal points becomes tiresome, and fatigues
the eyes of those who may be invited to see the experiments.

Here, again, a good apparatus is the cheapest in the, end.

The magneto-electric machine will also give a continuous and
brilliant electric light, but as the armature must revolve many
hundred times in a minute, and can only be worked

1

effectively

with the aid of a steam-engine, such a light fa a luxury to be

used only by a rich, body such as the Trinity House brethren,

who have employed Professor Holmes' magneto*electric light

for many years- a-t the' North Foreland lighthouse..

The lighted
1 candle in the cottage window has* guided many a

weary husband1 over-fell and moor to his; home;.but this magneto-
electric 3igM is so large in amount that, with proper optical:

arrangements; sucfe as Fresnel's lamp, it wiH flash its friendljy

rays tfpfiutj-five
aailes across the ceean, and almost rival
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ELECTRICITY. III.

CTLINDEB ILECTBICAL MACHINE PLATK MACHINE ABM-
BTRONO'B HTDBO-ELECTBIC MACHINE.

IT U now time for ua to para on to consider the mode in which

we can obtain elootrioity in largo quantities. This U done by
means of an electrical machine, which consists essentially of three

part* : firstly, the substance to be rubbed, usually a cylinder or

sheet of Kin.** ; secondly, the rubber ; and, lastly, the con-

ductor or reservoir to hold the elootrioity.

Originally a globe of sulphur was employed as the substance

to be rubbed, but it was soon discovered that a globe of glass
would answer better, and this

was accordingly substituted.

At present, however, a cylin-

der ia usually employed (Fig.

6). These are made specially
for tin' purpose, and can be
obtained for a moderate
amount at glass -works, or

at philosophical instrument
makers'. In shape they resem-
ble a square-shouldered bottle

with a neck at each end. Caps
ore turned out of some hard

the conductor to the knuckle or any other body bald to its or
if bent wires with balls at the end be inserted in the two oon.

duotors, a* shown at o and *, a series of sparks will pass between
them. It is necessary, if positive electricity is to be need, that

the rubber should be connected with the ground, and this is

usually done by means of a chain or a piece of wire. In the

same way, if negative electricity U required, the conductor mart
be uninsulated.

As we hope that a great many of our readers will set to work
and make one of these machines for themselves, we will give
rather fuller instructions as to the mode of proceeding. Be'

assured of one thing at starting, and that is that you can easily
succeed if yon only persevere,
and are not dithpartgned by
apparent failure at first.

We should recommend yon
to procure a proper cylinder
if possible; one nine or ten

inches long by six or seven
inches in diameter is a very

good size, and should not cost

more than about five shillings ;

considerable power may even
be obtained from a
one. Failing this, aUrgeround

wood to receive these, and should be so shaped that their ends

may serve as bearings for the cylinder. The winch is fixed to

the squared end of one of the caps.
At one side of the cylinder is placed the rubber, c, which

consists of a cushion of wash-leather stuffed with horse-hair or

tow, and a piece of black silk (not represented in the figure)

psssen from the under side of this over the cylinder nearly to

the points on the other side. A conductor, A, is sometimes fixed

behind the rubber, and serves to collect the negative electricity.
On the other side of the cylinder is the prime conductor, B,
with a row of points along one side to receive the electricity.
Holes are bored at different parts of this, in order that brass
balls and rods or other pieces of apparatus may bo inserted

when required.
On turning the cylinder, if the machine has been carefully

warmed and dried, and a little amalgam spread upon the

rubber, vivid sparks, several inches in length, will pass from
QO u g

bottle will answer, but not so well, nor is it nearly so con*

venient. Some people recommend, when a bottle is used, that

a hole should be punched through the bottom, but there is con-

siderable difficulty and risk in doing this. The better plan is to

procure a disc of wood a little larger than the bottom of the

bottle, and fix it on by means of electrical cement. This

I
cement is used for many purposes, and may be easily made.
It consists of resin, plaster of Paris, bees'-wax, oil, and red

lead. The resin is first melted in an earthen pipkin, a small

lump of bees'-wax and a little oil being added to render it more

tough. When fully melted, the plaster is stirred well in,

together with some red lead, to impart a better colour to it

The bottle and disc of wood should then be well warmed, and the

cement poured upon the former, and if the disc be kept from

slipping until it gets cold, the cement will hold firmly. The

larger the proportion of plaster used the harder will be the

cement. The winch is put on an axle affixed to this disc, and
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a ping of wood inserted in the mouth of the bottle serves for

a bearing at the other end.

When a cylinder is used, caps should be turned of mahogany,
or some hard wood, so as to fit loosely on the ends of the cylinder ;

these are then fixed on by the cement above referred to, and

great care must be taken to ensure the cylinder being mounted
so as to run perfectly true. If the frame-work of the machine
be made first, it can be put in before the cement is fully set, and

carefully watched while it is being turned round ; it must not,

however, be left in its bearings to set. As the machine is usually
warmed before use, an aperture must be left for the escape of

the air ; a hole is therefore drilled through the cap at the end

away from the winch, and, while the cement is being poured
into the cap, this is filled by a greased wire, which may bo
removed as soon as the cement becomes hard.

A better plan of mounting the cylinder has, however, lately

been tried. The inside is first rendered perfectly clean, and
then thoroughly dried by exhausting the air, and allowing a fresh

supply to enter through a drying tube. When it is thus pre-

pared, the caps are put on so as hermetically to seal it. The sur-

face of the cylinder is rubbed before use with a rag wetted with

turpentine, so as to remove all grease, lumps of amalgam, etc., and
it is then polished with prepared chalk. This imparts a greatly
increased power to the machine, for sparks of a much greater

length can be in this way obtained, and there ia little need of

warming the cylinder before use. Another advantage is that

the damp does not condense so readily upon it, and thus

it can be used at a lecture-table or in a room filled with

people.
The frame-work of the machine can easily be made. It should

be formed of thoroughly dry wood, baked for a little time ; and
in making it, great care must be taken to avoid all points and

Bharp edges which draw off much of the electricity. The support
at the winch end should be made with a cap, so that the cylinder

may be removed when necessary, and the under side of the

cylinder should be five or six inches above the board.

It is simpler, too, to make the rubber in a way rather different

from that shown in the figure. As it is not often required to

obtain negative electricity, the support may be of baked wood,
and the whole should then be shaped like the letter TJ the
lower end being hinged to the edge of the board, and a hole

made about two inches up, through which a thumb-screw may
pass into a wooden block placed a little way from it, so that

by means o2 the screw the rubber may be pressed firmly against
the cylinder. Care should be taken in the construction of the

rubber, as much of the power of the machine depends upon it.

It should be about one and a-half inches wide, and rather
shorter than the cylinder. Wash-leather answers well for its

covering, and the horse-hair or tow in it should be so arranged
as to give a uniform pressure. The silk flap is fixed to the

under side, and passes up in front of the rubber. At the back
is a small hook, to which a piece of chain may be attached, and
a wire should come from this to the under part of the rubber,
and there be connected with a piece of tin-foil running the
whole length of it. This is often omitted, but as the materials
of the rubber are not good conductors, this simple addition

greatly increases the power. The chain from the hook should
be allowed to touch the ground, or, better still, be connected
with a gas pipe, as thus a plentiful supply of electricity will be
obtained from the earth, which is the great reservoir of it. The
conductor of the machine may be made as shown in Fig. 6,

but is rather more convenient, if mounted on a separate stand.
The points, too, instead of being placed along the side, may be
fixed on a separate piece fitting into one end of the conductor.
A very good fork may be made by rounding the ends of a piece
of wood about the size of a small ruler, covering it with tin-

foil, and insertiag a row of needles along one side. The prime
conductor, also, may be made of wood covered with tin-foil,
and should have its end somewhat bulging, as shown in the

engraving.
When the machine is wanted for use, every part should be care-

fully rubbed dry and clean with warm cloths. The rubber screw
should be loosened, and the rubber turned back, so as to allow
of the old amalgam being scraped off, and a, fresh supply placed
on the cushion under the silk flap. It may then be replaced
and pressed firmly against the cylinder by means of the screw,
or by the pressure of the hand on it.

Now turn the cylinder, and if the machine be in a darkened

room, flashes of blue light, accompanied by the peculiar smell

of electricity, and by a faint crackling noise, will be observed

passing round the cylinder and issuing from the edge of the

silk flap. Now bring the conductor so that the points of the

fork may nearly touch the cylinder, the electricity will then be

collected, and sparks several inches in length may be obtained

by holding the knuckle or any conducting substance near it.

If the rubber were insulated, similar sparks might be drawn
from it, but they would be of negative electricity. The great

point to be remembered in using all electrical apparatus is to

have every part of it perfectly dry and free from dust.

This form of machine is by far the most common. In it, as
we have seen, friction is the exciting cause ; hence the power will

be found to depend upon the extent of rubbing surface. With
a view to increase this, two rubbers opposite to one another

have sometimes been affixed to the same machine, and two con-

ductors placed between them ; this, however, adds so greatly to-

the complication of the machine, that the plan is nearly dis-

carded.

If we remove the chain or wire connecting the rubber with

the ground, and place one so as to make a communication

between the rubber and conductor, we shall find that no spark
can be obtained from either, showing that the quantities of

positive and negative electricity are exactly equal, and therefore

neutralise each other.

Though the cylinder machine is that most generally used, its

place is sometimes taken by the plate machine (Fig. 7), especially

when great size and power are required. By some this form is pre-

ferred as being more compact and ornamental, and the power is

usually supposed to be about equal for an equal rubbing sur-

face; but when the cylinder is mounted on the plan mentioned

above, the advantage in point of power is on its side.

A plate of thick glass has its edges carefully smoothed and
a hole drilled through its centre for the axle to pass through.
This is made of brass, with flanges to press against each side

of the plate and hold it firmly ; but as brass is a conductor of

electricity, a part of the winch is usually made of glass, to-

prevent the electricity being conducted away. Two rubbers,

F, F, are employed in the machine, and they are made double, so

as to grip the plate between them, and thus cause friction on

each side of it. Quadrants of silk are also affixed to the rubber

to prevent the escape of the electricity before it reaches the

conductor, just as a flap of silk was used for the same purpose
in the cylinder machine, and the power will be much augmented
if this be covered with varnish. The main disadvantage in this

machine is the difficulty of insulating the rubber so as to draw

negative electricity from it.

The conductor is sometimes made in two pieces, as shown at

c, c, and the further ends are then connected by a brass rod, but

more frequently it is semicircular, and supported by a single glass

upright. The fork should be bent round so as to collect the

electricity from both sides of the plate, instead of from one only,
as is frequently the case. Great care is required in warming
this machine, lest the plate should become unequally heated and
crack. The best plan is to lay some silk handkerchiefs over

it, and let it stand a little way from the fire.

Ebonite or vulcanite is now sometimes used in place of glass
for the plate, and possesses many advantages over it. A larger

amount of electricity may be obtained from it, and it is not

liable to crack as a glass plate is, nor does the damp condense

on it so readily. Still, it is much softer, and therefore will

not wear quite so long. For an ebonite plate, hareskin is one

of the best materials for use in the construction of the rubber.

It must be thoroughly cleansed from grease, and the amalgam
used must be softer than that used with glass.

Plate machines have occasionally been constructed with two
or more plates fixed* parallel to one another on the same axis.

A much greater increase of power is, however, obtained by the

use of a very large plate. At the London Polytechnic there was

one with a plate about seven feet in diameter, and driven by a

small steam-engine, from which sparks of great length and

power may be obtained ; and even this size has been exceeded,

for some time ago there was one at the Panopticon with a ten-

feet plate. Machines of this size require, of course, great care

in their use, as a spark from one of them would be nearly suf-

ficient to knock a man down, and injurious effects might pos-

sibly be produced.
Several other machines for producing electricity, or modifies.-
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tions of the preceding, hare been tried with varying degrees

of auooeia, but scarcely any of them are enough used to call for

our attention lu-ro. The only one we shall refer to is that

known us Armstrong's hydro-eloctrio machine (Fig. 8). Some

yean ago it was noticed that when steam was issuing rapidly from

r, sparks wem at times givou off from it. Sir William

Ann troug investigated tho phenomenon, and was thus led to

devise tho machine wo are now about to explain.
'1'lu- body of it consita of on ordinary steam-boiler, complete

with fui-a ;n-f, t ulies, etc. A water-gauge, to show the level of

the water, is seen at the side, and a safety-valve is fitted to

it above. When the steam has acquired sufficient pressure, tho

U turned on, and the steam then escapes through the

jets at A. These jets are formed of box-wood, as shown in

section at M, so that tho steam is not allowed to escape in an

uninterrupted way, but is caused, by means of a bent piece of

metal, to strike against tho sides of tho mouth-piece. The box,

B, is filled with cold water, which partially condenses the steam

before it issues. When the steam is allowed to issue in this

way from the jets, it will bo found to be highly charged with

positive electricity, which may be collected by a number of

points or a bundle of wires, P, supported on an insulating stand

and connected with a prime conductor, D.

The boiler itself is supported on stout glass legs, and be-

comes very highly charged with negative electricity so much
so that sparks nearly two feet in length have been obtained

from a machine of this kind.

If acid or a salt be added to the water in the boiler, all

evolution of electricity will cease ; if oil be added, the boiler

will become positively charged, and the steam negatively.
In this machine, as in the others we have considered, tho

real cause of the electricity is friction. The steam becomes

partially condensed, and therefore contains a number of minute

globules of water. These, being carried along with the steam,

strike violently against the tongue, and, by their friction

against it and the sides, evolve the electricity. If perfectly

dry steam be used, or if the jets allow a free passage, no elec-

tricity will be produced.

was learned and studied from him alone,

predecessors into the shade, and nearly all

oonnned themselves to abridging hi* work."

He threw all in*

IP

READINGS IN LATIN. V.
LI VY.

TITTTS LIVIUS, the greatest of the Eoman historians, was born

at Patavium, the modern Padua, about 60 B.C., and died in the

year 20 A.D. From the name of his birthplace he is called

Patavinus, and the occasional provincial expressions which some
critics have affected to detect in his style have been called, from
the same cause, Patavinitas. He is said, in his earlier years, to

have published some works on rhetoric, but the recollection of

these has been eclipsed by the magnificence and colossal pro-

portions of his history of Rome from the earliest period down to

his own days. Of this work comparatively a small portion has

reached us. It is believed that he intended completing it in 150

books, divided into fifteen decads or sets of ten books each, and
of these he wrote 142. All that are extant in their entirety are

;

the first, third, and fourth decads in other words, Books I. X.

and XX. XL. The only other remains are abstracts of the con-

tents of all the 142 books, with the exception of Books CXXXVI.
and CXXXVII., and a few isolated fragments. Though con-

taining occasional obscurities, the style of Livy's writing is, as

a whole, remarkably pure and elegant, and his descriptions are

always forcible and picturesque. As a statement of facts his

account of the early period of Roman history is not to bo

depended upon, though for a long time it was accepted as true ;

and it was reserved for Niebuhr, one of the greatest of German
scholars, to show that Livy had, in the absence of more reliable

authorities, merely taken for granted and repeated the stories of

the old annalists, which were in point of fact little better than

fabulous, without taking the trouble to examine them critically ;

but as the work proceeds it increases in historical value.

Niebuhr says of him,
" Few authors have exercised an influ-

ence like that of Livy ; he forms an era in Roman literature;

and after him, no attempt was made to write Roman annals.

His reputation was extraordinary. It is well known that one
man came from Cadiz to Rome merely to see Livy ; and this re-

putation was not ephemeral ; it lasted and became firmly esta-

blished. Livy was regarded as the historian, and Roman history

According to the early legends, the original inhabitant* of

Borne were almost entirely men, and being mostly criminals and

runaway slave*, they found it impossible to obtain any of til*

women of the neighbouring states in marriage. In thui difficulty,

Bomulua, the king and founder of the city, had recourse to an
artifice. He invited the Sabines to a festival at BOOM, and they
came without suspicion, bringing their wives and daughters;
but in the midst of the festivities the Bomans rushed on them
with drawn swords, and carried off a great number of the women
(the rape of the Sabines). War ensued, and a battle was fought
which seemed likely to have ended in the total destruction of

the Sabine army. At this crisis our first extract comes in t

LlTT, I. 13.

Turn Sabine mulieres, quarum ex injuria
1 bellum ortum erat,

crinibuB passis, scissaque veste, victo2 malia mnliebri pavore,
ause so inter tela volantia inferre, ex transverso impetu facto*

dirimere infestas acies, dirimere iraa, nine patres, hino Tiros4

orantes, ne sanguine so* n -fondo sooeri gonerique reepergerent,
ne parrioidio maoularent partus suos, nepotum illi, hi liberom*

progeniem.
" Si affinitatis 7 inter vos, si connubii piget, in no*

vertito iras : nos causa belli, nos vulnerum ac caedium virii ac

parentibus sumns, melius8 peribimus qnam sine alteris restrain

viduae aut orbae vivemus." Movet res qunm multitudinem, turn*

duces ; silentium et repentina fit quies : inde ad foedus faciendum
duoes prodeunt, neo pacem modo sed civitatem unam ex duabus

fociunt, regnum consociant, imperium omne conferunt Romain. 1"

Ita geminata urbe ut Sabinis tomen aliquid daretur, Quirites a
Curibus appeUati.

NOTES.

1. Quarum ex injuria. The genitive of the object : from flU fiyury

done to tchom.

2. Victo, abl. absolute, agreeing with pavore : theftar natural to tktir

itx being overcome by tke horrors of the scene.

3. Impetu facto, rushing acrott, between the combatant*.

4. Patres viros, their fathers, who were Sabines ; their husbands,
the Romans, who had forcibly married them.

5. Ne sanguine, etc., not to stain themstlvet with impious blood ; (Aw*

of their fathers-in-laic, the other* of their sons-in-law.

6. Nepotum liberum, grandsons to their fathers, the Sabine* ; sons

to their husbands, the Bomans.
7. Si affinitatis,

"
If," they say. The construction change* from the

orotio obliqua to the oratio recta, in which the actual words of th*

speakers are reported.
8. Meliua, it will be bettor for v$ to die.

9. Quum turn, first one, then the other, and so both, and.

10. Conferunt Bomain, lit., they bring together to Rome ; they con-

centrate at Rome. Boiuam, accusative of motion to a place.

Our second extract is part of the account of a deed of bravery
that is no doubt well known to most of our readers, the defence of

the bridge by Horatins Cocles, which forms the subject of the beet

of Macaulay's
"
Lays of Ancient Rome." The last of the kings

of Rome, Tarqninins Superbns, who had been driven from the

state for his great cruelties, made several vigorous efforts to re-

gain the crown he had lost. He summoned to his aid Poreenna,

lord of the neighbouring state of Clnsium, who came with a

strong army to attack Rome. The only hope for the Romans

lay in breaking down the bridge over the Tiber, and so prevent-

ing the entrance of Porsenna's army, but the enemy were close

upon them before they accomplished their object In this

juncture a brave Roman, named Horatius, volunteered to keep
the passage of the bridge, with two of his friends, until the

Romans should be able to cut it down :

LITT, II. 10, 5.

Yadit inde (Horatius) in primum aditnm pontis, insignisque

inter conspecta cedentium pugnae
1

terga obverais comminus ad

incnndum proalium armis ipso miraoulo audacix obstnpefecit

hostes. Duos tamen cum eo pndor tenuit Sp. Lartinm ac T.

ricrminium ambos claros genere factisque. Cum his primam
periculi procellam, et quod* tumultnosiasimum pngrue erat,

parumper sustinuit : deinde eoa quoque ipsos exigua parte

pontis reliota, rovocantibus* qui reaoindebant, cedore in tutum

coegit. Circumferens inde truces minacitcr oculos ad proceres

Etruscorum, 4 nuno singulos provocare, nuno incr-epare
4 omnes,

servitia8 regnm snperborum sure libertatis* immemores, alienam

oppugnatum
8 venire. Cunctati aliquamdia aunt, dum olios alium,
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at prcelium incipiant, circumspectant. Pudor deinde commovit

aciem, et clamore sublato indigne in unum hostem9 tela conji-

ciunt. Qua quum in objecto cuncta scuto hsesissent, neque ille

minus obstinatus ingenti pontem obtineret gradu, jam impetu
conabantur10 detrudere virum, quum simul fragor rupti pontis,

simul clamor Eromanorum alacritate perfecti operis sublatus,

pavore subito impetum sustinuit. Turn Codes,
" Tiberine

pater," inquit,
"
te sancte precor, hsec arma et hunc militem

propitio flumine accipias." Ita sic armatus in Tiberim desiluit,

multisque super incidentibus telis incolumis ad suos tranavit,

rem ausus plus famsa 11 habituram ad posteros quam fidei. Grata

erga tantam virtutem civitas fuit; statua in comitio 12
posita,

agri quantum uno die circumaravit datum.

NOTES.

1. Cedentium pugnoe, retreating ; lit., yielding to the battle.

2. Et quod, etc., the most tumultuous part of the fray.

3. Kevocantibusc, etc., while they who were cutting dawn the bridge were

calling them, to come bade.

4. Etruscorum. Clusium, from whence Porsenna came, was a city

of Etruria.

5. Provocare increpare, historical infinitives.

6. Servitia, put for servos, the abstract for the concrete. So
we find militia for milites ; juventus for juvenes. To agree with it Livy

puts immemores, a construotio Kara <rt/i/e<7ii/ (according to the sense).

7. Suse libertatis, etc. The infln. venire depends upon the verb

increpare ; taunting them, for coming, slaves of a proud Icing as they

were, and careless of their own freedom, to attack the freedom of others.

8. Oppugnatum ; supine in urn ; after venire, a verb of motion.

9. In unum hostem, on their solitary foe.

10. Conabantur, etc., hostes, when the darts had stuck fast the enemy

(who had thrown them) endeavoured.

11. Plus famse, etc., destined to gain among posterity more fame than

credit.

12. Coniitio. The comitium, the place of meeting of the comitia, or

public assemblage, was a part of the Forum.

In the course of a war (B.C. 319) with the Samnites, a people
who inhabited the country north of Campania, the Roman army
were entrapped in a narrow defile called the Furculse Caudinse,
or Caudine Forks, and were obliged to surrender. The following
extract is remarkable aa being one of the few descriptions of

scenery found in the Latin authors :

LIVT, IX. 2, 4.

Duae ad Luceriam ferebant viae altera prseter oram superi
maris 1

patens apertaque sed quanto tutior2 tanto fere longior,
altera per Furculas Caudinas brevior. Sed ita natus3 locus est :

saltus duo alti angusti silvosique aunt montibus circa perpetuis
inter se juncti : jacet inter eos satis patens

4 clausus in medio

campus herbidus aquosusque, per quern medium iter est : sed
ante quam venias5 ad eum, intrandse primse angustiaa sunt, et

aut eadem, qua te insin-uaveris, retro via repetenda, aut si ire

porro pergas, per alium saltum arctiorem impeditioremque
evadendum. In eum campum via alia per cavam rupem6 Eomani
remisso agmine, quoniam ad alias angustias protinus pergerent, 7

septas dejectu arborurn8 saxorumque ingentium objacentem
molem invenere. Quum fraus hostilis apparuisset, praasidium
etiam in summo saltu conspicitur :

9 citati inde retro, qua vene-

rant, pergunt repetere viam : earn quoque clausam sua10 obice

armisque inveniunt.
NOTES.

1. Superi maris, the Adriatic, which lies to the north-east of Italy,
and so above it, as opposed to the mare inferum, or Tyrrhenum, which
lies to the south-west.

2. Quanto tutior, etc. In a comparison of two qualities which are
found in the same thing in an unequal degree, the one varying with the

other, the Latins use two comparatives ; we use the positive. Lit., as

long as it was secure, its length being proportionate to its security.
3. Ita natus, the nature of the spot is as follows.
4. Satis patens, of tolerably wide extent.

5. Venias i.e. , you, the reader.

6. Cavam rupem, through a rocky gorge.
7. Protiuus pergerent, had got right through to the defile at the other end.
8. Dejectu arborum, put for dejectis arboribus.
9. Conspicitur, the change to the present adds vividness and force

to the description.
10. Sua, with its barrier, just like the other.

Poetical Translation of HORACE,
"
ODES," I. v., in last Reading.

"What slender youth, bedewed with liquid odours,
Courts thee on roses in some pleasant cave.

Pyrrha ? Tor whom bind'st thou
In wreaths thy golden hair,

Plain in thy neatness ? Oh how oft shall he
On faith and changed gods complain, and seat.

Bough with black winds and storms
Unwonted shall admire.

Who now enjoys thee credulous, all gold,
Who always vacant, always amiable

Hopes thee, of flattering gales
Unmindful. Hapless they

To whom thou untried seem'st fair. Me in my vowed
Picture the sacred wall declares to have hung

My dank and dropping weeds
To the stern god of sea. Milton.

LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. IV.

RESULTS OF NEWTON'S LAWS FOUNDATION OF THE ROYAL
OBSERVATORY FLAMSTEED HALLEY CALCULATION OP
ORBIT OF COMET BRADLEY BOOK'S LAW DISCOVERIES
OF HERSCHEL.

THE grand discovery of Newton seems to have completed our

knowledge of the fundamental laws of motion of the worlds

around us, and has afforded to us another most convincing

proof of the wisdom and power of Him who created all things.
To make and sustain these bodies requires the power of Omni-

potence ; but when we find that all their motions depend on the

two simple laws of inertia and mutual attraction, and that all

their variations and movements can be fully explained by these ;

and further, when deeper investigation shows us that though
all the stars are in ceaseless motion, yet these motions run

through fixed and certain cycles, so that their very fluctuations

ensure the stability of the entire system, we are lost in admira-

tion at the wisdom of the great and omnipotent Architect of the

Universe.

Great as Newton's work was, he did not live to complete all

his task. He discovered the mutual attractions of the heavenly
bodies for one another, but left it to succeeding astronomers to

calculate the effects this attraction would produce on the move-
ments of each. That this was a work involving no slight

difficulty will easily be seen if we consider the case of only
a single planet. For illustration, we will take Venus. Suppose
now for an instant that only this planet and the Sun existed,

we could then easily mark out the exact position of the planet
for every moment if we knew its mean distance and the eccen-

tricity of its orbit. Now add the Earth to the system, and we
shall find that a disturbing influence is at once introduced by
its attraction. As Venus comes in the part of its course nearest

the Earth, it is attracted by it, and thus drawn out of its path ;

its motion is likewise accelerated as it approaches the Earth,
and retarded as it recedes from it ; and the calculation of the

amount of this disturbance is rendered more difficult by the

fact that the Earth is itself moving at a rate different from
that of Venus.
When we have made allowance for this disturbance, we

have to consider the effects produced by each of the other

planets in turn, remembering that they too are all in motion.

We thus get some idea of the complication of the problem.
It has, however, been completely worked out by modern astrono-

mers, the due allowance being made for each of these disturbing
forces ; and, as we shall learn by and by, this has been done
with such astounding accuracy that when certain minute irregu-

larities were discovered in the motions of one of the planets
which could not be accounted for by the influence of any of the

known ones, it was conjectured that another planet must exist

beyond them. Two astronomers, accordingly, quite indepen-

dently of each other, set about the calculation, and determined

the very spot in which such a planet ought to be, if it existed

at all ; and on turning a telescope to that spot, the planet

(Neptune) was found, though at no portion of its orbit could it

come within 130,000,000 miles of the planet whose course had
been disturbed by its attraction.

One fact we particularly notice as the result of these investi-

gations, and that is the absolute stability of the system, it being
so beautifully balanced that all these perturbations exactly

compensate one for another, and after an infinite cycle all

return to their original places.
Flamsteed was another celebrated astronomer, almost con-

temporary with Newton, and waa the first Astronomer Eoyal.
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The origin of tho Royal Observatory and of this pott waa in

the year 1675. Great inconvenience had bean experienced in

long Toyages from the want of- some method of determining
the longitude in which a vessel was at any time, bat at length a

plan was proposed which was substantially the same M one in

use at the present time. This consisted in noticing very accu-

rately tho position of the moon with respect to neighbouring
fixed stars. As the earth moves in its path, this position seems
to vary. If then we have an accurate list of these

" lunar dis-

tances," as they are termed, calculated for any given meridian of

longitude, wo shall be able to tell by observation what the time
is at that meridian. We can then compare this with the local

time of the place where we are, and in this way ascertain the

longitude ; for since 15 of longitude make a difference of one
hour in the time, we have only to allow 15 for every hour of

difference in the times, and we shall at once tell the longitude.
The method of solving this problem usually employed now is

merely to compare a good chronometer, set to Greenwich time,
with the local time ; but it was not till a comparatively recent

period that chronometers were made accurate enough for this

purpose, and even now it is a great advantage to be able occa-

sionally to check them by means of lunar observations.

When this plan of ascertaining longitudes was proposed, an

objection was taken to it on the ground that the tables of

the positions of the moon and fixed stars which then existed

were not sufficiently accurate to be of any practical use for this

purpose.
It was decided, therefore, that an observatory should be

built and sustained with this especial end in view, and Flam-
steed was appointed Astronomer Royal. An elevated position
in Greenwich Park was accordingly selected as a suitable site for

this observatory, and here it was erected in 1675, and from that

time to the present some of the greatest astronomers have
resided in it, and an almost uninterrupted series of observations
has been maintained. These have constantly proved in many
different ways to be of the greatest practical utility. One main

duty connected with the Observatory is the preparation of the
" Nautical Almanack." This is an almanack published three or

four years in advance, and containing a large number of impor-
tant astronomical tables. The position of the moon with respect
to many of the fixed stars is shown for every third hour

throughout the year. The position of the various planets is

also shown, as well as the eclipses and occnltations of Jupiter's

satellites, and many similar tables, which are useful to the

mariner in ascertaining his position, as well as to the astronomer.
The reason of its early publication is in order that captains
about to set sail on long voyages may take it with them.

Though the Observatory was thus founded by Government, it

was some time before it was provided with instruments worthy
of the place, Flamsteed having to use his own for a considerable

period. No very important discoveries are associated with the

name of this astronomer, but he was a very careful observer ;

and it appears that it was to his accurate observations that

Newton was greatly indebted in many of his inquiries.

Halley succeeded Flamsteed in his duties at the Observatory.
He was for some time an intimate friend of Newton, and made
several long journeys in the interests of science. An expedition
was fitted out under his charge to observe and catalogue those

stars in the southern hemisphere which are invisible in this

country, and a list of nearly 400 was compiled. This, however,
was by no means a complete one, as the station chosen for

observation (St. Helena) was in many respects unfavourable.

After the discovery which Newton had made, that bodies

under the joint influence of an original impulse, and the attrac-

tion of a central body, might revolve in an hyperbola or para-
bola as well as in an ellipse, the appearance of a comet was

anxiously awaited, in order that if possible it might be ascer-

tained whether these bodies moved in fixed orbits of either of

these forms, or whether they were merely stray wanderers

dashing swiftly past our system, and then for ever lost in the

deep abysses of space.
In the year 1680 this desire was gratified by the appearance

of a very large and remarkable comet, which attracted great
attention both by its brilliancy and the rapidity with which it

travelled. Halley devoted his earnest attention to the study
of this body ; its motion was accurately noticed and recorded

by him, and he discovered that a parabolic orbit could be con-

structed which would account for all its movements. Its

eccentricity, however, WM so great that a period of about
600 yean most elapaa before it coold again return to the inn.

After thia comet had pawed away, Halley rial! devoted hia
attention to the subject, carefully inquiring into the recorded

appearances of different comet*, with the view of aaoerUuning
whether the intervals between the appearances of any of the moat
noticeable ones appeared in any way uniform. Shortly after

this, in the year 1682, a second large comet appeared, and now,
with tho information he ha*, already acquired, Hallry waa in a>

bettor position to inquire into its motion. He accordingly did
this, and after a time announced that he had calculated tta

orbit, and found that it moved in an ellipse, ita aphelion dia-

tanoo being nearly 3,500,000,000 miles; also, that it*

waa about seventy-five yean. He then looked back through
his list of comets, and found that be could distinctly trace
it back for a considerable period. This so far continued hit
former calculations that he distinctly foretold ita reappearance
about the close of the year 1758; and so convinced waa he of
the truth of this prediction that he requested, since he could
not live to witness its return, that, when it waa fulfilled, people
might remember it was an Englishman who had first traced the

path and prophesied the return of a comet.

Long before the date assigned for the return of thia comet,
which was known as Halley's, he himself had paaeed away.
Astronomers were, however, on the watch, and some French
astronomers in particular investigated most carefully and in*

dustrionsly the retarding effect which would be produced on the
comet by the attraction of the planets, and as a result of
their inquiries, announced that it would be slightly delayed
by the action of Saturn and Jupiter, so that its passage round.
the sun might be expected on the 13th of April, 1759. Just at
the close of the previous year a wanderer was detected by an
amateur, and as it came nearer it proved to be the very one
whose return hod been for so long a time foretold ; and
though its period of revolution was upwards of three-quarters
of a century, yet the observations and calculations were so
accurate that it actually passed the sun within less than
three weeks of the predicted day.
On the occasion of the next return of this comet, which was

in 1835, not only was the date, but the place of its appearance,
pointed out ; and on turning a large telescope to that spot, the
comet was seen as a faint cloudy object. We see thus that

Halley's comet may now be reckoned as one of the members of

our system whose motions are fully understood. Its next return-

may be expected in the year 1912.

Bradley was the next Astronomer Royal. The great dis-

covery which has rendered his name memorable is that of the-

aberration of light, a phenomenon the explanation of which-
must be deferred for the present. He also took an active part
in the reform of the calendar, which had by this time varied

considerably from the true seasons, and in order to rectify the-

error, joined in recommending that eleven days should be
struck out of the month of September, 1 752, so that the day
following the 3rd of that month was called the 14th. Thia
measure was very unpopular at the time, and Bradley came in

for a large share of the popular dislike on this account ; and hi*

death, which occurred a few years afterwards, was by many of
the ignorant regarded as a mark of Divine displeasure at hia

presumption in thus daring to interfere with the regular order
of the calendar.

This alteration has since been made in nearly all countries

except Russia, where dates are still reckoned according to the
old style, and are now thirteen days behind those used in the
rest of Europe.

In the year 1778 Professor Bode, of Berlin, published a very
remarkable law relating to the distances of the planets from
the sun, which, though it is said to have been discovered by
Titius, is always known as " Bodo's Law." It was at first

merely a bold conjecture, but has since attracted much atten-

tion, as it partly led to the discovery of the first of tho minor

planets or asteroids.

He observed that if wo take the numbers

II M
each of which (after the second) is double that which precede!
it. and add the number 4 to each of them, we obtain the follow*

ing list, which represents approximately the distances of the

planets named under them .
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4 7 10 16 28 52 100

Mercury. Venus. Earth. Mars. Jupiter. Saturn.

Thus, if we take 10 to represent the distance of the Earth, we
shall find that 4 represents that of Mercury, 7 that of Venus,
and so on. No planet was, however, known to occupy the space
between Mars and Jupiter, corresponding to the figure 28.

There was thus a gap left in the system, and Bode stated his

conviction that, as the sky was more carefully watched, and
better telescopes were employed, such a body would be dis-

covered. Nor was his prediction long unfulfilled, for on the 1st of

January, 1801, a planet, afterwards named Ceres, was discovered

by Piazzi, moving at a distance corresponding very closely with
that assigned to it by the law. This planet is, however, very
small, and soon afterwards three more were discovered moving
almost at the same distance. These were named Pallas,

Juno, and Vesta. Up to the present time (July, 1869), 108 of

these minute bodies have been detected thus revolving around
the sun, their distances and periods closely resembling one
another ; and thus in the place of one planet, we have a

large group of small ones. The other planets, namely, Uranus
and Neptune, which have been discovered subsequently to the

announcement of this law, are found not to differ very greatly
from it, though the difference in the case of Neptune is much
greater than in any of the others.

We must now just look at the services which have been
rendered to the science of astronomy by another of those

men whose names will ever stand foremost in its annals Sir

William Herschel. He was a man of somewhat humble origin,

and unable to procure a telescope sufficiently powerful to enable

him to understand some of the mysteries of the heavens. He
had, however, an intense desire to do so, and having acquired a

knowledge of the principles of the telescope, set himself to the task

of constructing one. In this he succeeded well ; and altogether
he is said to have ground upwards of 500 specula for reflecting

telescopes. In March, 1781, aided with one of these instru-

ments, he was examining the sky, when he came upon a small

star, which, as he examined it with higher powers, seemed to

exhibit a disc. He, accordingly, took an accurate note of its posi-

tion, so as to watch it again on another evening. When he

again examined it, it was at once clear that it had changed
its position. The idea, however, that it was a new planet did
not appear to enter at all into his mind, so accustomed had

every one been to regard Saturn as the extreme member of

our system. Accordingly, he set it down as a new and strange
comet which he had discovered, and announced it as such. Its

motions, however, soon showed that, unlike the comets, it moved
in an orbit of but small eccentricity, and it was then found to

be a planet revolving outside Saturn. This planet Herschel
named Georgium Sidus, in honour of the king who had been
his patron, but the name was afterwards altered to Herschel,
and finally to Uranus, by which name it is now known.

Soon after this he constructed a much larger instrument, the

speculum of which was four feet in diameter, and the tube

forty feet long. The penetrating power of this instrument was
reckoned at 194 ; that is, it would penetrate into space to a

depth 194 times as great as could the unassisted eye. With this

he discovered two more satellites of the planet Saturn. Sis out
of the eight which revolve around Uranus were also detected by
him ; so that he made a very large addition to the number of

the heavenly bodies then known. But his most important dis-

coveries were made about the nebulas and stars. A large num-
ber of double and triple stars were first observed by him, and

carefully noted, with a view of determining, if possible,
whether any of them exhibited any sensible parallax. The
Milky Way was also resolved by the power of his magnificent
telescope, and thus some estimate was formed of the size of

the cluster of which our complete system forms but an insig-
nificant fraction.

Sir John Herschel, the son of this great man, displayed a
similar love for astronomy ; but so many names now occur,
and so many fresh discoveries have been made, that we must
leave them to be noticed in their special places. There is, how-

ever, one instrument which we must refer to before closing this

historical sketch of the science, as having been of the utmost
service in the determination of many difficult points. This is a

reflecting telescope, erected by the late Earl of Rosse at Pai-sons-

town, the speculum of which is six feet in diameter, and its focal

length fifty-four feet. The whole of the work of this was

carried out under the personal superintendence of Lord Rosse,
and the instrument may fairly be ranked as one of the wonders
of the age.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XIX.
EXERCISE 30. MISCELLANEOUS PROBLEMS IN SIMPLE

EQUATIONS (continued.)

45. Divide the number 68 into two such parts, that the differ,

ence between the greater and 84 shall be equal to three times
the difference between the less and 40.

46. Four places are situated in the order of the letters A, B,
C, D. The distance from A to D is 34 miles. The distance
from A to B is to the distance from C to D as 2 to 3 ; and j of

the distance from A to B, added to half the distance from C to

D, is three times the distance from B to C. What are the

respective distances ?

47. Divide the number 36 into three such parts, that i of the

first, | of the second, and | of the third, shall be equal to each
other.

48. A merchant supported himself 3 years for <50 a year, and
at the end of each year added to that part of his stock which
was not thus expended a sum equal to ^ of this part. At the

end of the third year his original stock was doubled. What waa
that stock ?

49. A general having lost a battle, found that he had only
half of his army + 3,600 men left fit for action ; | of the army
+ 600 men being wounded ; and the rest, who were of the

whole, either slain, taken prisoners, or missing. Of how many
men did his army consist ?

50. To find a number to the sum of whose digits if 7 be

added, the result will be 3 times the left-hand digit ; and if from
the number itself 18 be taken, the digits will be inverted.

51. To find a number consisting of two digits, the sum of

which is 5 ; and if 9 be added to the number itself, the digits
will be inverted.

52. There is a certain fraction such, that if you add 1 to its

numerator it becomes ; but if you add 3 to its denominator,
it becomes ^. Required the fraction.

53. It is required to find two numbers whose difference is 7,

and their sum 33.

54. At a town meeting, 375 votes were cast, and the person
elected to office had a majority of 91. How many votes had
each candidate ?

55. A post stands 1 in the ground, 1 in the water, and 10 feet

above the water. What is the whole length of it ?

56. A young man, the first day after his arrival in London,
spent | of his money, the second day |, the third day , and
he then had only 26 pence left. How much did he have at

first?

57. A person being asked his age, answered that 2 of his age

multiplied by T
1

5 of his age, would give a product equal to hia

age. How many years old was he ?

58. A man leased a house for 99 years ; and being asked how
much of the time had expired, replied that | of the time past
was equal to | of the time to come. How many years had

expired ?

59. On commencing the study of his profession, a man found

that } of his life had been spent before he learned his letters, ^

at a public school, at an academy, and 4 years at college. How
old was he ?

60. It is required to find a number such, that whether it be
divided into two equal parts, or three equal parts, the product
of its parts will be equal.

61. Two persons, 154 miles apart, set out at the same time

to meet each other, one travelling at the rate of 3 miles in 2

hours, the other 5 miles in 4 hours. How long will it be before

they meet ?

62. A man and his wife usually drank a cask of beer in 12

days, but when the man was absent it lasted the wife 30 days.

How long would it last the man if his wife were absent ?

63. A shepherd being asked how many sheep he had, replied,

if he had as many more, half as many more, and 7^ sheep, he

would then have 500. How many had he ?

64. A farmer hired two men to do a job of work for him ; one

could do the work in 10 days, the other in 15. How long would

it take both together to do the same job?
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65. A and B together can build a boat in 20 day* ; with the

assistance of C they can do it in 12 days. How long would it

take C to build the boat P

66. There is a cistern with two aqueducts ; one will fill it in

30 minutes, the other will empty it in 40. How long will it take

to fill it if both run together .'

67. Required to divide 1 shilling into pence and farthings in

such a proportion that there may be 39 pieces.
68. A man divided a small sum of money among bis children

In the following manner: viz., to the first he gave of the whole

-f- 4 pence, to the second of the remainder -f- 8 pence, to the

third i of tho remainder +12 ponce, and so on, giving to all an

equal Bum till he had distributed the whole. Required the num-
ber of shares and the sum distributed.

69. A hare has 50 leaps the start of a hound, and takes 4

leaps while the hound takes 3 ; but 2 leaps of the hound are

equal to 3 of the hare. How many leapa will the hound take in

catching the hare ?

70. A and B start at the same time and place to go round on
island 600 miles in circumference. A goes 30 miles a day, and
B 20. How long before they will both bo at the starting-point

together, and how far will each have travelled P

71. A has .100, B .48. A robber takos twice as much from
A as from B. A now has 3 times as much as B. What was
taken from each ?

72. It is rcqmired to divide 1,200 between A, B, and C ; B
has .256 + i of A's share ; C has .270 + i of B's. What was
the share of each P

73. There are three pieces of cloth of different value. The
average price of the first and second is 7s. per yard, that of the

second and third is 9s., and the average price of all is f of the
third. What are the several prices ?

74. A pipe will fill a cistern in 11 hours. After running 5

hours another ia opened, and then the two fill it in 2 hours.

In what time would the last fill it P

75. A man bought a cask of wine, and i of it leaking out, he
sold the rest at 25s. per gallon, and neither gained nor lost by
his bargain. What did he give per gallon for his wine ?

76. A and B start at the same time and in the same direction,
but directly opposite each other, to go round a circular pond
536 yards in circumference; A goes 11 yards a minute, and B
34 in 3 minutes. In what time will B overtake A P

77. A cask contains a certain number of gallons of rum, and
an mth part of that quantity of water : but if a gallons of rum
and b of water be added to the mixture, the water in the whole

compound will be an nth part of the rum. Required the quantity
of each contained in the cask at first. Examine also and explain
the case, in which m being equal to n, a is equal to n b, and the
one in which it is not equal to it ; and also tho case in which x

and y come out negative, x denoting tho original number of

gallons of tho rum, and y those of the water.

78. Find a fraction, such that if its denominator be increased

by 1, the value becomes i ; while if the numerator bo increased

by 1, the value is $.

79. Required a fraction, such that if tho numerator and
denominator be each increased by 1, the value is changed into

i ; but if they be each diminished by 1, tho value becomes J.

80. One person says to another :
"

If you give me half your
money, I shall have a hundred pounds." The other replies :

" I shall have a hundred pounds if yon give me a third of your
money." How much had each ?

81. At what time between 10 and 11 o'clock are tho hour
and minute hands of a common clock exactly together ?

82. Find two numbers, such that | of the first exceeds J of the
second by 3, and that J of the first and J of tho second are

together equal to 10.

83. Required two numbers, such that the sum of of the first

and I of the second may bo 29, and that J of the first and J of

the second may amount to 21.

84. A number expressed by three digits, whose sum is 22, is

less by 297 than the number expressed by the same digits in a
reversed order, and its first digit is less by 1 than its second.
What is the number ?

85. A bill of ,100 may be paid by 50 bank notes of one value

each, and by 38 of another ; or it may be paid by means of 75
of the former kind, and 17 of the latter. What are tho values
of the notes ?

86. Two persons set out from a certain place on tho same

day, and proceed in the same direction, the one travelling 80
mile* the first day, and going each day a mile leas than he did
on the preceding ; while the other travel* at the constant rate of
20 mile* a day. When will they next be together?

87. How many lines are contained in a page of a book, and
how many letters at an average in each line of that page, if it bo
found that by adding one line to each page, and making each
line contain an additional letter, the page will be increased by
96 letters ; while, by adding two line* to the original page, and
making each line contain four additional letters, the number of
letters will be increased by 286 P

88. Two persona get each a legacy of .300, and one of them
is then found to be worth three time* M much M the other ; but
had the legacy to each been .800, the one would hare been
worth only twice as much as the other. How much had each

originally '<

89. A cistern can be filled by three pipes ; by the first in 80

minutes, by the second in 200 minutes, and by the third in 300
minutes. In what time will the cistern be filled when all three

pipes are open at once ?

90. Two gentlemen play at billiards ; A, before he began to

play, had .42, and B 24. Each lost and won in torn, when
A found he had five times as much as B had remaining. How
much did A win ?

91. What capital is that which, with five years' interest at 4
per cent., will amount to .8,208 P

92. A capital was put out for one year at 4} per cent, pe"
annum ; at the expiration of the year there was received back,
as capital and interest, 13,167. What was the amount of the

capital P

93. A fortress has a garrison of 2,600 men, among whom are
9 times as many foot soldiers and 3 times as many artillery
as cavalry. How many are there in each corps ?

94. Divide the number 46 into two parts, so that when the
one is divided by 7, and the other by 3, the quotients together
may amount to 10. What are the parts ?

95. From the first of two mortars in a battery 36 shells are
thrown before the second is ready for firing. Sheila are then
thrown from both in tho proportion of 8 from the first to 7 of

the second ; tho second mortar requiring as much powder for 3

charges as the first does for 4. It is required to determine after

how many discharges of the second mortar the quantity of powder
consumed by it is equal to the quantity consumed by the first.

96. Suppose the crown of Hiero of Syracuse weighed 100
ounces ; suppose the two crowns, one gold and the other silver,

weighed the same, 100 ounces each; and supposing, what would
be very nearly the case, that tho gold crown, weighed in water,
lost 5 ounces, the silver one lost 9 ounces ; and supposing the

compound or mixed crown lost 6 ounces, it is required to find

the proportion of gold and silver in the crown of Hiero,

97. A footman agreed to serve his master for 8 a year and

a livery, but was turned away at the end of 7 months, and
received only 2 13s. 4d. and his livery. What was its value ?

98. A fish was caught whoso tail weighed 91bs. ; his head

weighed as much as his tail and half his body ; and his body
weighed as much as his head and tail. What is the weight of

the whole fish P

99. If A and B together can perform a piece of work in 8

days, A and C together in 9 days, and B and C together in

10 days, how long will each person take to perform it alone ?

100. The fore-wheel of a carriage makes 6 revolutions more
than the hind-wheel in going 120 yards; but if the circumference

of each wheel be increased by 3 feet, the fore-wheel makes only 4
revolutions more than the hind-wheel. What is the circumference

of each wheel?

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. 1 1 T.

THE NATURE AMD MEASUREMENT OF LIGHT-
PHOTOMETRY.

THE sources of light and the principles which regulate the pro-
duction of artificial light having been discussed in the previous

papers, it seems quite in the natural order of things to go
further and attempt to solve the nature of light in fact, to

try to understand its relation to non-luminous bodies, and the

uses of various optical instruments. In determining the nature

of light, it may be asked why it can travel so fast from the

sun, and although the distance of that luminary from the earth
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is about 91,000,000 miles, how it is that light can achieve this

enormous interspace in eight and a-half minutes, when a rail-

way train, going at a speed of thirty miles per hour and starting
on the 1st of July, 1869, would not reach the sun until the end
of the year 2207.

The velocity of light is, according to Mons. Foucault, 185,177
miles per second ; but his experi-
ments were tried through distances

on the earth. Homer, by astrono-

mical observations, gives a greater
rate of speed, viz., 192,500 miles per
second ; and this is very nearly the

same as that determined subsequently
by Bradley, who calculated the velocity
to be 191,515 miles per second.

The immortal Newton explained
the manner in which light travelled

through space by supposing, firstly,

that it consisted of material particles
or corpuscles, so rare and subtile

that no balance, however exquisitely

devised, could be made to appreciate
them ; and, secondly, that these cor-

puscles were shot out from the sun
and all luminous bodies with amaz-

ing velocity, and in consequence of

their rarity passed bodily through
solids, liquids, or gases, and caused
the sensation of vision by ultimately

finding their way to and impinging on
the expanded nerve or retina of the

eye. This theory is called the cor-

puscular or emissive theory of light,

and when applied even to explain the reflection or refraction

of light it fails to do so, and with the more complicated

phenomena such as the colours of thin plates, and especially
with polarised light the difficulty of reconciling the theory
with the facts increases. Thus it has come to pass that the

hypothesis of Newton is now rejected and that another one
is deservedly substituted for it.

It was probably in consequence of

the great musical knowledge of

Huygens that this celebrated astro-

nomer was led to oppose the New-
tonian theory, and to insist that the
mechanism of sound and light was
identical, and that it was in both
oases an undulating or wave motion.

Euler, like Huygens, was perfectly

acquainted with the philosophy of

Bound, and he also, being a great

mathematician, opposed the emissive

theory. The arguments of these

great men, however weighty, would
have had but little effect if they had
not been succeeded by the practical

experiments and mathematical powers
of Dr. Thomas Young, who reasserted

and revived the theory of undulations
about the beginning of the present
century. The wave theory of light
starts with the assumption that there

ia an infinitely rare medium filling

space, and contained in all solid, fluid,

and gaseous bodies, which is called

ether. The latter is not light, air is

not sound, water is not necessarily
a wave; but light is produced in the
ether by the setting up of an undulating or wave motion by
the vibration or trembling of the particles of the luminous

body. The sun, or rather the molecules of which its photo-
sphere or source of light is composed, is supposed to be in a

vibratory condition ; these vibrations are communicated to the

ether, and transmitted in the form of waves, which may
ultimately dash or gently impinge against the_ retina. If they
strike violently as. for instance, when the astronomer forgets
to use the coloured glass or tank of diluted ink whilst viewing
the sun through his telescope then great damage, even blind-

B

Fig. 2.

Fig. 3.

ness, may be caused. If the waves move softly, as in diffused

daylight, the gentle ripple of the ether dies away harmlessly on
the nerve of vision.

The ether is not only the incarnation of levity, but of elas-

ticity, and just as sound travels more quickly through an elastic

substance, so the waves of light are propagated from the sun
at the enormous velocity already
stated.

A rod of wood is infinitely lesa

dense and lighter than a bar of cast-

iron, but in consequence of its elas-

ticity being greater than that of the

metal, the vibrations of sound travel

more quickly through its particles
than they do through the cast-iron.

The luminiferous ether is supposed
to possess a spring or elasticity

greater than that of any other created

matter, and thus the first question,

"Why does light travel so fast?"
is answered by the wave theory.
Some acoustic experiments may assist

the learner to appreciate the idea of

an undulating medium.
If the wetted finger is drawn around

the edge of an ordinary finger-glass
a loud sound is emitted, and the vi-

bration of the glass is easily shown
by suspending a bit of cork with a

thread, and allowing it to touch the

trembling glass. As long as the
sound lasts, the cork will be driven

away by the constant succession of

blows or impulses it receives. (Fig. 1.) Substitute ideally the
sun or any other self-luminous body for the trembling glass,
and the analogy between the two is at once established, only
instead of air being set in motion it is the hypothetical ether

which is affected by the vibrating molecules of the luminous

body.
Ether conveys the vibrations like a solid substance ; such a

conveyance or travelling of vibrations

may be shown by placing the ear at

one end of a long piece of timber,
and scratching with a nail at the

other, or by placing a watch at the

extremity of a light wooden rod and

listening at the other. The vibrations

set tip in a finger-glass may soon be
communicated to another, by connect-

ing the two together with a wooden

rod, which may be of any convenient

length. In this experiment the lumi-

nous body is represented by the glass

A, the ether by the rod B, and the body
upon which the luminiferous ether

impinges by the glass c. (Fig. 2.)

A musical note is produced when
the impulses in the air are suffi-

ciently frequent, and its pitch de-

pends upon the number of aerial

waves which recur in a second. If

the undulations follow each other very

rapidly, an acute sound is heard ; or

the reverse, a grave one, when the

recurrences of the waves are less

rapid. Tyndall says, "Colour is to

light what pitch is to sound; the

colour of light depends on the number
of ethereal waves which strike the eye in a second. Thus the

sensation of red is produced by imparting to the optic nerve

four hundred and seventy-four millions of millions of impulses

per second, while the sensation of violet is produced by impart-

ing to the nerve six hundred and ninety-nine millions of million?

of impulses per second. In the ' emissive theory
' numbers not

less immense occur." "Now," remarks Herschel, "is there

any mode of conceiving the subject which does not call upon us

to admit the exertion of mechanical forces which may well be

called infinite ?
"
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It in i-inuriu. tit to regard a sunbeam as an assemblage of

waves, one only of which may bo called a ray. Light distri-

butes itself on all sides from a self-luminoua body, like radii

drawn from the centre of a circle; it must therefore follow that

each ray purnuos a straight lino, although diverging from the

one by the side of it. As all the single rays forming a beam
of li^'ht diverge from each other, unless altered by special

optical contrivances, they may be represented by a fountain jet
in which the streams of water are forcod out in straight lines,

not parallel but diverging from each other. (Fig. 3.)

If the hand bo hold

across the fountain

at A, all the water

issuing from the jet

may be directed or

thrown off to the
side ; at B only a
certain number of

the streams of water

impinge upon the

hand ; and at c the
number would bo

still less. By ana-

logy, the metal jet

may represent a lu-

minous point; the
streams of water the

rays of light issuing
from it. At A all

the rays strike upon
the object, which
would be highly
illuminated ; at B the object could not look so bright, because a
smaller number of rays illumine it ; and at c the light would
be still more feeble. In consequence of this divergence of the

rays from each other, light decreases in intensity ac the distance
from the luminous point is increased ; and this fact is called the
law of inverse squares the greater the distance, the less light,
and vice versA. The law is proved by observing the shadow
cast by an opaque body held in the beam of light ; the more
intense the light, the darker will be the shadow. A board, one
foot square, held at a certain distance from a bright light,
will completely
throw into shadow
another board, 4
feet square, held at

twice the distance

from the luminous
source ; and this,

again, a third board,
9 feet square, placed
at three times the

distance from the
source of light.
The law is easily
reduced to figures :

the first distance ia

taken as unity, or
1 ; at the second dis-

tance, the square of

2 being 4,the shadow
is spread over four
times the area, and
is four times less

intense on each square foot ; at the third distance, the square
of 3 being 9, the shadow is spread over 9 square feet, and is

nine times less intense on each square foot, and so on to any
required distance. The law is demonstrated in a most amusing
manner by placing a very bright point of light, such as that

obtainable from the lime-light, on the floor, and at a certain

distance, say 10 feet, from a transparent screen. Place a boy
at 2 feet distance from the lime-lignt, when his body, intercept-

ing all the rays, will cast a shadow as high as the screen.

Now request him to walk double the distance, or 4 feet from
the light : and the shadow will be reduced considerably in

height, and, if measured, would bo found in accordance with
the law of inverse squares ; and so on, as the boy walks away
to a distance of 6, 8, or 10 feet, until ho touches the screen.

Fig. 5. A. SPHISOIKO UP TO THE CEIUWO.

At thin position the shadow of his body dwindles down to a
very small one, again increasing; in height as he returns to bis

original station, close to and in front of the light If three

persons are stationed at unequal dUtanoes from the light, three
shadows are oast upon the screen, c, and the shadow of the on*
nearest the sheet may be so small that it is easily seen below
the Brobdingnagian stride of the shadow of the figure nssjeet
the light, who may place the shadow of his arm apparently
on that of the intermediate figure. (Fig. 4.)

The shadow effect is still more ludicrous when the figures jump
over the light; and
theyappeartospring
up to the ceiling if

theyjumpawayfrom
the screen and over
the light, or to come
down from the ceil-

ing to the floor when

they spring from
the back of the light
towards the snram

(Fig. 5.) Wherever
these opaque bodies
out the rays of light,

an equivalent to a
solar eclipse is the

result; the dark sha-

dow moves across

the screen as that of

the moon does upon
the earth ; and thin

is called the path of

the shadow a direction always known, and to which astrono-

mers go when they wish to observe a total eclipse oi the sun.

It is on this principle that photometers, or light-measurers, are

used.

Two unequal lights will have the effect of casting two dif.

ferent shadows, one of which will be stronger than the other,

if the lights are placed at the same distance from the wall.

A lighted candle and the flame of a moderator argand

lamp will cast two shadows of a stick held in front of

them. One will be darker t-h" the other, but if the candle is

gradually brought
nearer to the
wall or sheet of

paper on which the

two shadows are

thrown, the dis-

tances of the lights

may be so adapted
that the two sha-

dows of the stick

shall be equally
dark. It is now
only necessary to

measure the dis-

tances oi the two

lights from the

wall, and after

squaring the two

measurements,
the greater may
be divided by the

lesser one, when
the quotient will give approximately the illuminating powei
of the lamp as compared with that of the candle. Thus,
suppose the lamp to be twelve feet away from the screen

and the candle four, then 12 X 12 = 144, 4X4 = 16, and
144 -T- 16 = 9. The lamp gives nine times more light than the

candle.

When bodies are illuminated they scatter or reflect the rays
of light from every part of their surface. If we draw straight
lines from each part of an arrow, and imagine these straight
lines to be reflected rays of light entering the pupil and lenses

of the eye, they necessarily form a cone, the point of which will

impinge upon the retina. This fact will be considered more

fully in the next paper, and especially in connection with the

laws of reflection.
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LESSONS IN FRENCH. LVIII.

42. EEMARKS ON THE INDEFINITE PKONOUNS (cont.).

(7.) Personne also means anybody, in which case it does not

admit of ne being placed before the verb :

Personne l'a-t-il vu ? Has anybody seen it 1

(8.) Although the pronoun personne is masculine, yet the

adjective or past participle referring to it may be used in the

feminine when it relates distinctly to a feminine noun or pro-

No one (no woman) was more beau-

tiful than Cleopatra.

noun :

Personne nMtait plus belle quo

Cleopatre. JULLIEN.

NOTE. The word personne, used as a noun, and meaning a

particular person, is of the feminine gender.

(9.) Quelqu'un, somebody, some one, any one, anybody, used

absolutely, is invariable :

To envy any one is con/ssing one's

self his inferior.

Has any one ever had serious

doubts on tlie existence of God ?

Envier quelqu'Un c'est s'avouer

son inferieur.

MLLE. DE L'ESPINASSE.

Quelqu'un a-t-il jamais doute"

serieusement de 1'existence de

Dietl ? GIRAULT-DUVIVIER.

(10.) Quelqu'un, used relatively, changes for gender and

nnmber. It has then the sense of some of, some one of a few :

Do you know any one of those

ladies, any of those gentlemen 1

Take a few of tliese pears.

Connaissez-vous quelqu'une de

ces dames, quelques uns de ces

messieurs? GIRAULT-DUVIVIER.
Prenez quelques-unes de ces

poires.

(11.) Quiconque, whoever, wlwsoever, though generally mascu-

line, may be used in reference to feminine nouns or pronouns.
It has no plural, and is only said of persons :

Quiconque flatte ses maitres,

les trahit. MASSILLON.

Quiconque est capable de

mentir, est indigne d'etre compt^
au nombre des hommes.

FKNELON.

Quiconque est soupconneux,
invite la trahison. VOLTAIRE.

Mesdemoiselles, quiconque de

vous sortira sera punie.

Whoever flatters his masters be-

trays them.

Whoever is capable of falsehood is

unworthy to be counted among the

number of men.

Whoever is suspicious, invites

treachery.

Young ladies, whoever of you goes
out shall be punished.

(12.) L'un 1'autre, one another, each other. This pronoun
has for feminine 1'une 1'autre, and for plural les uns les autres,

les unes les autres :

Vous vous flattiez 1'un 1'autre. You used to flatter one another.

NOTE. The preposition used with this pronoun is placed be-
tween 1'un and 1'autre, and not as in English :

Elles se nuisent 1'une a 1'autre. They do harm to each other.

L'un 1'autre is used in the singular in reference to two per-
sons, and in the plural in reference to more than two.

(13.) L'un . . . 1'autre, les uns ... les autres
;
1'une . . .

1'autre, les unes . . . les autres, the one . . . the other; the
ones . . . the others ; some :

Les uns nous suivaient par
curiosite, les autres par interet.

Some followed us out of curiosity,
others out of interest.

(14.) L'un et 1'autre, les uns et les autres, 1'une et 1'autre, les

unes et les autres (both). This expression may be used of

persons and of things in the singular in reference to two
persons or things, or in the plural, in the case of more than
two. The preposition should be placed before 1'un, and re-

peated before 1'autre :

L'un et 1'autre sont honnetes.
Votre frere blame les uns et

les autres.
II parle mal des unes et des

autres.
Je le ferai pour 1'un et pour

1'autre.

Both are honest.

Your brother blames the ones and
the others.

He speaks ill of the ones and of
the others.

I will do it for both.

NOTE. L'un et 1'autre, etc., may be used adjectively :

La Condamine a parcouru 1'un
et 1'autre hemisphere.*

BUFPON.
L'un et 1'autre consul suivaient

ses e"tendards. CORNEILLE.
1 1'une et 1'autre e"poque, ii

pent un tres grand nombre de

citoyens. BARTHELEMY.

(15.) Rien, nothing, is masculine singular, requires ne before
the verb, and may be used as subject and as object. Rien
means also anything, in which case it does not admit of ne
before the verb :

La Condamine travelled over bath

hemispheres.

Both consuls followed his stan-

dards.

At both epoclis a large number of
citizens perished.

Rien n'est plus utile.

II n'a rien entendu.
Est-il rien de plus beau que la

vertu ?

Je doute que rien lui rdussisse.

Nothing is more useful.

He has heard nothing.
Is there anything more beautiful

than virtue ?

I doubt whether he will be success-

ful in anything.

(16.) Tel, telle, feminine, such, many a person, many, is an
indefinite pronoun in the following and in similar sentences :

Tel donne a pleines mains, qui
n' oblige personne. CORNEILLE.

Tel brille au second rang, qui

s'e'clipse au premier.
VOLTAIRE.

Tel est pris qui croyait prendre.
LA FONTAINE.

Telle, sans aucun attrait pour
la retraite, se consacre au Sei-

gneur par pure fiert6.

MASSILLON.
Tels que Ton croit d'inutiles

amis, dans le besoin rendent de
bons services. BOURSAULT.

Many a one may give bountifully
without obliging any one.

Many a person may shine in the

second rank, who is eclipsed in the

first.

.Many are caught while attempting
to catch others.

Many [a nun] for u'hom retreat

has no attractions, consecrates her-

self to the Lord through mere pride.

Many /riends u-hom we think use-

less render us, in our need, valuable

services.

(17.) Tel, in connection with Monsieur, Madame, etc., as

Monsieur un tel, Madame une telle, Mr., Mrs. such-a-one, is

used substantively. Tel may be used adjectively in the sense

of such :

un tel homme,
de tels actes,

such a man.
such deeds.

(18.) Tout, every one, everything. This word, employed abso-

lutely, is invariable :

A. la seule vertu, sois aur qne
tout prospere.

F. DE NEUFCHATEATT.
Tout n'est pas Caumartin,

Bignon, ni d'Aguesseau.
BOILEAU.

Son grand gdnie embrassait

tout. BOSSUET.

Be assured that it is with virtue

alone that everything prospers.

Every one is not Caumartin,

Bignon, or d'Aguesseau.

His great genius embraced every-

thing.

NOTE. In the acceptation of every one, tout is getting
obsolete.

43. VERBS.

(1.) The verb is that part of speech which expresses an

action done or suffered by the subject ; or simply indicates the

condition of the subject.

(2.) The subject of a verb is the person, animal, or thing

doing the action, or being in the condition expressed by the

verb. It replies to the question qui est-ce qui ? who ? for

persons ; and qu'est-ce qui ? which ? what ? for things.

(3.) Verbs admit two kinds of objects, the direct object and
the indirect object.

(4.) The direct object is that which suffers the action ex-

pressed by a verb. It answers to the question qui ? whom ? for

persons ; and quoi ? what ? for things.

(5.) The indirect object is that which completes the significa-

tion of the verb by means of an intermediate word, such as

the prepositions a, de, pour, avec, dans, etc. It answers to the

questions a qui ? to whom ? de qui ? of or from whom ? pour
qui ? from whom ? avec qui ? etc., for persons ; and a quoi ? to

what ? de quoi ? of or from, what ? etc., for things.

(6.) Verbs are regular, irregular, or defective. [ 45 (3).]

* The noun is in the singular, because the word hemisphere is

understood after the word 1'un. This rule is observed by the best

French authors.
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44. DIFFERNT SORTS or VERBS.

(1.) Thoro aro five sort* of verb* : active, passive, neater, re-

flective or pronominal, and impersonal.
The active verb IB that which expresses an action per-

1 by the subject, and Buffered by a direct object.

Kvory French verb after which quelqu'un, some one,

quelque chose, something, may be placed, in an active verb.

Thus, in tint following sentences, proteger, changer, chanter,

etc., are active verbs, because we may say proteger quelqu'un,
to protect ome one; changer quelque chose, to change tome-

\ing :

Dion protege I'mnocence.
RACIHB.

L'habit change lea mcenrs.

VOLTAIKE.
l*s cygnes no chantent pas

lour inort. BUFFON.

i

!

God protect* innocence.

Dress change* the manner*.

Stoanj do not tiny their death.

(4.) The passive verb is the contrary of the active verb.

The active verb presents the subject as performing an action

immediately directed towards an object ; whereas the passive
verb presents the subject as suffering or receiving an action

performed by the object. The passive verb is composed of the

past participle of an active verb and the auxiliary ttre, to be.

(See 55.)

NOB campaprnes sont fertlll-

Se'es par \:\ pink-. L'AcADBMIE.
II etalt guide" par la force de

sia genie. MASSILLON.
Les petits esprits sont trop

blesses des petites choses.

LA EOCHEFOUCAULD.

(5.) The neuter verb marks, like the active verb, an action

performed by the subject; but this action is confined to the

subject. Hence, a neuter verb never has a direct object, and
the words quelqu'un and quelque chose cannot be placed after it.

A neuter verb can never be used in the passive voice :

Our fields are fertilized by the rain.

He was guided by the force of his

genius.
/.little mind* are too much vexed

icith trifles.

Socrates spent the last day of his

life in discoursing upon the immor-

tality of the soul.

Ths fire which seems extinct sleep*

often under its ashes.

The Platenns summoned the Lace-

demonians to appear before the Am-
phyctwm*.

Socrate passa lo dernier jour de

sa vie a disCOUlir BUT 1'immor-

talito de 1'aine. L'ACADKMIE.
Le feu qui semble e'teiut, dort

souveut sous sa cendre.

COKNEILLE.
Les Flattens citerent les Lac-

de'moniens a comparaltre de-

Vant les Amphyctious.
LE GENDRE.

(6.) The reflective or pronominal verb is conjugated with

two pronouns of the same person ; je me, tu te, il se, nous nous,

vous vous, ils se. (See 57.) It expresses : 1st. An action per-

formed and suffered by the subject, and is then called pronomi-
nal reflective verb :

VOUB VOU8 felicitez, you con-

gratulate yourselves.

We should not allow men to de-

epise themselves entirely.

Je me flatte, I flatter myself.

II ne faut pas permettre a

1'homme de Be meprtser eutiere-

ment. BOSSUET.

2ndly. An action reciprocated between two or more subjects,

and is then called pronominal reciprocal verb :

I They have done harm to each other.

I These children hate one another.
Us SO sont nui.

Ces enfants se ddtestent.

Srdly. An action strictly confined to the subject ;
this is called

a naturally pronominal verb, and is expressed in English by a

transitive or intransitive verb, as the case may be :

Nous nous sonvenons de ce fait.

Les ennemis s'enfuirent.

We remember that fact.

The enemy fltd.

(7.) The impersonal verb can only be used in the third per-

son singular: II pleut, it rains; il gele, it freezes ; il tonne, it

thunders :

Pour bien juger les grands, 11

faut les approcher. AUBEHT.
II faut remlre meilleur lo pauvre

qu'on soulage. SAINT-LAMBXRT.

To judje properly of the great, it

is necessary to approach them.

We should (it is necessary to) im-

prove the poor whom toe relieve.

(8.) There are two verbs called auxiliary, because they serve

to conjugate all others. They are avoir, to haves and $tre,

to be.

46. COWJJJOATIOWS.

(1.) The French verbs are divided into (bar elssjsM or con-

jugations, which are chiefly distinguished by the ending of the
:it infinitive:

l*t. The first conjugation comprises all verbs of whtoh the present
of the inttnitiva ends in er; as, parler, to speak; almsr, to IOM, eto.

2nd. The second conjugation embraces all those of which the infini-

tive ends in lr ; as, cnarlr, to cherish ; punlr, to puwuh, etc.

3rd. The third conjugation contains all Uu verbs which, in tb

infinitive, end in OiT ; a*, reoevolr, to receite ; ponvoir, to be able, etc.

4th. The fourth conjugation comprises all tb verb* termiaaUoc
with re in the infinitive ; M, rendre, to render; prendr*, to take, etc.

(2.) Considered as words, French verbs present two distinct

parts, viz., a root or item, and an ending or termination. The
root points out the meaning of the verb ; the ending, the tena

and the person. Thus, e.g., in parler, parl, the root, has the

force of speak ; and er, the ending, points oat the present tense

of the infinitive.

(3.) The verbs are again divided into regular, irregular, and
defective :

1st. The regular verbs are 'hose which, in all their tenses, preserve
their stem or root unaltered.

2nd. The irregular verbs are those which oltor their root, or have not

the endings peculiar to their conjugation.
3rd. The defective verbs are those which want certain tenses or

persons.
46. MOODS AND TlNSBB.

(1.) There are five moods: the infinitive, the indicative, the

conditional, the imperative, and the subjunctive :

1st. The infinitive presents the signification of the verb in an un-

limited manner : abandonner sea enfants, to abandon one's children.

2nd. The indicative, whatever may be the tense, indicates or de-

clares in a positive, absolute manner: j'abandonne, / abandon; J'al

abandonne, I have abandoned ; J'abandonneral, I will abandon.

3rd. The conditional indicates a condition or a supposition : j'aban-
donnerais si ... I would abandon i/ . . .

4th. The imperative is used to express a command, prayer, or ex-

hortation : abandonnez cet enfant, abandon that child.

5th. Tbe subjunctive is used after clauses expressing doubt, contin-

gency, or necessity : 11 eat douteux que je 1'abandonne, U is not

certain that I may abandon him.

(2.) The infinitive has five tenses :

1st. The present : parler, to speak.

2nd. The past : avoir par!6, to haw spoken.

3rd. The present participle : parlant,
4th. Tbe compouud present )

&nt M
participle :

5th. The post participle : parle, spoken.

(3.) The indicative has eight tenses :

^ rm. * i Je parle, I speak ;

1st. The present:
{ je donne, Jyice.

2nd, The simultaneous past, \ ,
Q ar1ai, j

or imperfect : )
J J

3rd. The past definite : Je parlal, I spoke. I dd speak.

4th. The past indefinite : J'al par!*}, I hae spoken.

5th. The pluperfect : J'avais parle, I hod been speaking.

6th. The past anterior : J'eus parle, / hod spoken.

7th. The future absolute : je parleral, J shall, will speak.

8th. The future anterior, or )

j,aural parWi j gfcoU hae spoken.
future perfect :

(4.) The conditional has two tenses :

1st The present or future : Je parlerals, I should.rotOdspesk.

2nd. The post : J'aurais parle, I should have spoken.

(5.) The imperative has one tense :

The present : parle, p*sk.

(6.) The subjunctive has four tenses :

1st. The present or future :

2nd. The imperfect :

3rd. The past :

que je parle,

que Je parlasse,

que J'aie parle,

(tot r

that I me* have

spoken.

4th. The pluperfect : que J'euase parW, that I iht hsw
spoken.

(7.) Tenses are simple or compound :

1st. Simple, when they are expressed in a single word: J

parle, I speak.

2ndly. Compound, when they require the assistance of the verb

avoir or etre : j'ai parle, I haw spoken : je snis arrive, I am
I arrived.
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47. USE OF THE AUXILIARY VERBS AVOIR AND ETRE.

(1.) The verb avoir is used :

1st. As a leading verb, to express possession, obligation,

duty : J'ai une maison, I have (I possess) a house ; nous avons*
a travailler, we have to (must) work.

2ndly. As an auxiliary verb to form
Its own compound tenses : j'ai eu, I have had.
The compound tenses of the verb e'tre : j'ai et6, I have been.

The compound tenses of the active verbs : j'ai aime, I have
loved.

The compound tenses of most neuter verbs expressing an
action : j'ai marche", I have walked. [See exceptions to this

rule (3) below.]
The compound tenses of impersonal verbs : il a plu, it has

rained ; il a grele", it has hailed, etc.

(2.) The verb e'tre is used :

1st. As a leading verb, to express existence, condition : Etre,
ou ne pas e'tre, To be or not to be, i.e., to exist or not to exist ;

elle est malade, she is ill ; ils sont,* a plaindre, they are to be

pitied.

2ndly. As an auxiliary verb, to form
All the tenses of passive verbs : Je suis aime\ I am loved.

The compound tenses of all pronominal verbs : Je me suis

flatte", I have flattered myself; je me suis promene", I have
walked.

The compound tenses of a few neuter verbs, though the same
express action :

aller,
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eCXJo
Fig. 102.

directions, leuvo them free to fall together and Mtriko each other.

Since both fall from the same height, their velocities are equal,
and they each have the aamo mosg ; their momenta are there*

fore equal, and being in opposite directions neutralise each other.

Both bulls will therefore, after impact, remain at rest.

In order to measure the distance through which the balls fall,

we must draw the arcs which they describe and divide them.
We do not, however, make the divisions equal, but draw a series

of parallel lines at tho same distance apart, the lowest being
even with tho top of tho balls, and make our divisions at tho

points where those cut the arcs. Tho reason of this is, that tho

Telocity is proportional, not to tho length of arc, but to the
vertical height, and thus those divisions indicate the velocity.
Now raise c to the fourth division, and let it fall against n.

No momentum will be destroyed; it will merely bo shared
between the two balls, as much being gained by tho one as is lost

by the other ; and, since both bolls have the same weight, each
will move with half the velocity that c had OB striking D. They
will therefore rise to-

gether to the first divi-

sion of tho arc D F, for

C takes twice as long
to fall from 4 as it

does from 1
, and the ve-

locity is proportional
to the time, therefore

it acquires a double

velocity in falling.
Now whatever velo-

city a body acquires
in falling from any
height, it must start

with that velocity to rise to that height. A velocity, then, half
as great as that acquired by c will raise the two balls to 1.

In the same way, if we make c half as heavy as D, and raising
it to the 9th division let it fall, the two will, as before, rise to 1.

The mass moved after impact is three times that of c, the

velocity will therefore be only one-third as great; they will

therefore rise J the height. Wo see thus that when one body
strikes against another, the momentum will be divided between
them, and hence the resulting velocity will bo as much less than
that of the moving body as the mass of the two is greater than
its mass.

For example, suppose a ball weighing 1 Ib. and moving with a

velocity of 60, to impinge against a larger ball weighing 141bs.
The mass after impact will be 15 Ibs., or fifteen times that of the
ball ; tho velocity will therefore be ^3 , or 4 feet per second. No
momentum is lost. The original momentum was 1 x 60 ; .after

impact it is 15x4, which is also equal to 60.

This principle supplies us with a means of measuring very
great velocities, as that of a cannon-ball or other missile.

A large block of wood or metal is suspended by a rod so as to

swing to and fro with as little friction as possible. This is

called a ballistic pendulum. Against this the boll is caused to

strike, and by its impact it sets it in motion. A graduated arc
is fixed under the block on which tho distance to which it

swings can be noted, and from this wo can calculate the velocity
it had immediately after the ball struck it. We have only to

measure the vertical height to which it rose, and ascertain the

velocity it would attain in falling from that height, and thus
we have -the velocity with which it started.

The weight of the bullet and the pendulum being also known,
we can at once determine tho proportion they bear to each other,
and thus wo can ascertain the velocity of the ball from that of

the pendulum.
Suppose, for example, that the pendulum weighs half a ton.

and being struck by a ball weighing 24 Ibs. is raised to a height
of 16 feet. In falling from this height it would acquire a

velocity of 32 ; this, therefore, is that which it had immediately
after the boll struck it. But tho mass of the ball is to that of

tho two together as 24 to 1144, or 1 to 48 nearly. Tho velocity
of the ball was therefore 48 x 32, or 1536 feet per second.
Hence wo see why, if one body strikes against another, the

heavier it is as compared with that against which it strikes, tho

greater tho effect produced. If wo want to drive a large nail or
to strike a violent blow, we use a heavy hammer, for by it we
obtain a much greater momentum, and thus accomplish the
work with greater ease. So, too, when we are driving a nail

into a plank, we place a support bohind or hold a beary hammer
against it. Unions we do thu the momentum is shared by the

board, which yield* to the blow, and thn* destroys much of the

effect But when a heavy inelastic body is held behind, thu,

too, hai to share the momentum, and thus the plank yield*
much less, and the nail is driven more easily.

In tho same way tome of the feaU of strength sometimes

exhibited may bo explained. A man will lie with his shoaldsn

supported on one chair and his feet on a second, A heavy anvil

is then placed on hi body, and on thu he allows stones to be
broken or blows to bo struck, which, bat for the anvil, most

certainly kill him. Tho reason is, that the momentum of the

hammer imparts but a very slight relooity to the anvil, on
account of the greatly superior weight of the latter. This
small velocity is easily overcome by the muscled, which being
stretched, act, to a certain extent, like a spring, and thus the
blow Is scarcely felt.

We must now pass on to consider the impact of elastic

bodies, and for this we may take balls of ivory suspended in the
same way as those of clay were. We shall find that, though the
effects produced by these are different, the same general laws

apply. The bodies, howov r, instead of moving on together,
will, after impact, rebound and fly apart

Let us raise one of the balls c (Fig. 102) and allow it to fall

against tho other. The first effect will be that the momentum
will be shared between the two, but, being elastic, they will be
compressed, and tho reaction in regaining their shape, being
equal and opposite to tho action, will destroy the motion of c and
double that of D. The former will therefore remain at rest, and
D will move on with a velocity equal to that which c had. If a
series of several balls be thus suspended so as just to touch one

another, and the end one raised and allowed to fall against the

others, the motion of the first will be imparted to the second,
and by that to the third, and so on throughout the entire series,
the motion of each being destroyed by the reaction of the next
The result will thus bo that tho end ball only will rise, all the
others remaining at rest. So, if two balls be allowed to fall,

two will be raised at the other end. We see, then, that no
momentum is lost hero, any mure than it was in the case of in-

elastic bodies ; but it is not shared between all the balls, as it

was in the other case. These experiments con, of course, be varied
to almost any extent, and you are recommended to try them for

yourselves, for more is always learnt by seeing or trying a few ex-

periments than by reading about many. As, however, there is

difficulty in procuring and suspending ivory balls, the experiments
can be tried in a simpler way with common glass marbles. Lay
two thin strips of wood along a smooth surface, like the top of s

table, and adjust their distance so that a marble may just roll

along between them; or, better still, cut a small groove in which
the marbles may run. One marble may then be laid in the

groove, and another made to strike it gently. The latter will

come almost to rest, while the other will move. The reason

why it does not come absolutely to rest is, that glass is not

perfectly elastic, and thus the reaction is not

quite sufficient to destroy tho motion. If seve-

ral marbles be laid so as to touch one another,
and one made to strike the end, the same re*

suits will ensue as with the ivory balls.

There is one other law relating to impact
It is, that "the angle of incidence is equal to the

Fig. 103. angle of reflection." The meaning of this will

be clear from the annexed figure. Let any
body strike against a surface A c, in the dire<tion D B, it will re-

bound from it in the direction B E, making the same angle with
the perpendicular B V that B D does. The angle D B r, or that

at which it strikes A c, is called the angle of incidence, while

r B E is the angle of reflection, and the law asserts that these

are always equal. As we pass to optics and other branches of

physics, we shall find further illustrations of this law.

ANSWERS TO EXAMPLES IN LKSSON
1. It will rise a little orer 156 feet, and will reach tho earth again in

*i seconds.

2. The elevation is 5J
1 x 16, which aqua* SOI x 16, or 484 faet

3. It will strike the earth with a velocity of 160.

4. It will take 7 seconds, in the last o! which it will fall 308 feet

5. 16 x 33, or 523 feet

6. It would require S seconds, and pass over 576 feet
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LESSONS IN" GREEK. XXIX.
THE PRESENT AND IMPERFECT TENSES, ACTIVE VOICE.

To illustrate what we have been saying in the previous
lesson, suppose that we have to construe jSooAeuoutrt. This is

the third person plural indicative present, formed by adding
the termination oim to the stem of the present, &ov\ey, which
comes from /SouAeuco, J advise; and consequently fiov\evovcri

signifies they advise. Suppose, also, that we are requested to

put into Greek the English he has, and that we have given ua
for the purpose the verb ex<, I have. EXCO is the first person
singular indicative active. To get the stem of the present, we
cut off the a), and to 6%, thus obtained, we affix et, the personal-

ending of the third person singular indicative active, and so we
obtain e^ei as the Greek for he has.

Again, suppose that we have the form f&ov\fvov, and wish to
ascertain what the form is. We find that this form is made up
thus : f is the syllabic augment, &ov\ev the root, ejSouAew the
tense-stem of the imperfect, and ov the person-ending of the
first person singular ; consequently the form means I was advis-

ing, since &ov\evu signifies I advise. Accordingly, to put into

Greek the imperfect ye were advising, we take &ov\fvw, and

cutting off <a, the termination of the first person singular, we
prefix to the root thus obtained the augment e, and so form

tjSouAev, the stem of the imperfect ; to this stem we add, as the
termination of the second person plural, the letters ere, thus

forming t&ov\tvere, which means ye were advising. In order,

then, to form the imperfect, take the present as given in the

vocabulary, cut off the person-ending of the present, prefix the

augment, and subjoin the person-ending (that one of the person-

endings which you want) to the tense-stem. Care should be
taken in all cases to get the tense-stem before attempting to

add the person-endings, or the mood-vowel, or indeed to form

any required part of the verb.

VOCABULARY.
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clitiou expressed or understood, and so requires a dependent
mood.

lu the exorcise mrx>\A is the third person singular of the

imperfect indicative ; tho rj between *v (*i) and the verb is the

;il augment formed by lengthening the a, tho first letter

in the verb ayycMw. In I<TX"W and JKTI>W the augment is

formal \>y .simplj lengthening the . The optative form in

ir(oi<A.<u.Tai)> is ocoaaionod by l>n in a sentenoe in what is

called tho .././i./ita oratio, that is, a dependent sentence. A
direct independent sentence is called oralio recta. In other

-.In- optative is required because the fact is represented
as dependent on the report of the messenger ; in English the

indicative must be used. The force of tho aorist in the im-

perative irtffrfvffaru cannot be given in English by any one

word. The student must wait for tho explanations to be giver
in tho Syntax.

EXERCISE 83. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. The general will freo the city from the enemy (plural).

2. Good men plant for their offspring also. 3. Good men will

plant for their children (vats). 4. The messengers report many
things. 5. The enemy plot against the king. 6. The enemy
will plot against me. 7. I announce many things to the citi-

zens. 8. Achilles is angry with Agamemnon. 9. Achilles will

be angry with Agamemnon. 10. Thou art angry with thy
brother. 11. I was angry (first aorist) with the enemy. 12.

I will entreat my judges. 13. Socrates will not entreat his

judges. 14. The good citizens will not entreat their judges.
15. The enemy are destroying Plataea. 16. The soldiers will

destroy Plataea. 17. The soldiers destroyed the city. 18. Hear

(aorist) me, O my offspring (plural). 19. One friend believes

another (traipos iratpif). 20. One friend will believe another.

21. One friend did believe another. 22. They believed. 23.

They did believe. 24. They believe. 25. They will believe.

26. Thou wilt believe. 27. They two believed. 28. We shall

believe. 29. Wo believe. 30. The soldier prevails much by
his valour. 31. I prevailed much by my valour.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XUII.
THE THIRTY YEARS' WAR.

THIRTY years of war ! Thirty years of battle, murder, and sud-
den death ; thirty years of anarchy and bad-blood-making ; thirty

years in which two strenuously opposed hosts did their utmost to

mar so much of God's image in one another as thirty such

years had left remaining in them. Why all this bloodshed r

The conquerors and the conquered called themselves Christians,

professed to be guided by the teaching of Him who bade hia

follower put up his sword into its sheath, and ordered the smit-
ten on one oheek to turn the other cheek also to the smiter. It is

true that he said so, true also that he warned his followers
that he was come not to bring peace upon the earth but a
sword that is to say, that though he himself taught his dis-

ciples, by his own precept and example, not to resist evil, he
knew that what he taught would so divide men as for a time,
and even, perhaps, at recurring times, to put the sword of strife

between them. The parents were to bo divided against their

children, the wife against her husband ; and a man's foes were
to be they of his own household.

This state of things had been seen in Christendom on more
than one occasion, but not accompanied by any great convul-
sion. It had been rather local than general, showing itself in

the form of heresies with their attendant persecutions, rather
than in any universal outbreak. .In early days the circum-
stances of the Christian Church were such, that union amongst
its members was indispensable to its existence, surrounded as
it was on all sides with implacable foes, and overlooked from its

midst by an irresistible pagan master, who looked con-

temptuously on its practices, and derided its principles as

unmanly. When, in the course of time, the Christian Gospel
made its splendid but bloodless victories, and the master who,
erewhile oppressed, became its champion and supporter, while
all the nations of Europe heard its message gladly, the Church
was too much occupied in consolidating its power, the people
were too ignorant in tho newness of their conversion, for any
serious disturbances to take place. Occasionally, indeed, as
time grew older, and corruptions which had crept in began to

be seen and spoken about, them was agitation and trouble, a*
when John Hums raised his voice in Bohemia against npiritaal

wrongdoing, and having brought down the wrath of ignorant
rulers upon him, perished a witness for truth ; as whan John

Wycliffo, in our own country, undertook to withstand the tra-

ditions of the elders, where those conflicted with the revela-

tions written for man's instruction in God's Bible; as wheu
Savonarola, in 1497, preached to the people of Florence, and
was, for their sins or his own, put to death in the market-place.
But it waa not till the year 1517, when Martin Lather trod

under foot and burned the Pope's Bull of Indulgence* at Wit-

tenberg, that Christendom saw the fulfilment, on a huge seal*,

of the words which the Redeemer had addressed to his

apostles. In the flame that burned the Papal Bull to aches
was kindled the scorching fire of a no-called religions war, which

raged furiously for tho space of thirty years, involved nearly

every European nation in its toils, and at its finish left Europe
purified, though exhausted ; purged from many sins and many
follies which perhaps actually required so great a remedy for

their removal.
The Thirty Tears' War was in effect the war between Roman

Catholicism and Protestaitism, between the old order which
was changing, and the now which forced change upon it. It

sprang from a number of causes, but the immHiatft outburst
was on this wise.

Since the Reformation till the year 1612, the German Pro-
testants hod enjoyed the free exercise of their religion. Their
numbers and the importance of their leaders, including as they
did some of the more powerful among the lesser princes, had
won this for them, and they lived peaceably enough with their

Roman Catholic countrymen. The rights of the Protestants

were under the protection of the emperor, as head of the empire.
All went smoothly enough, in spite of the efforts of the men of

the older Church, till the advent of Rudolph IL to the throne.

He neglected many of his duties for pleasures harmless enough
in themselves, such as clock-making, chemistry, and nwnhanms,
but not only useless but pernicious in a king. Whatever
statesmanship he had in him led him to join the princes of the

empire in a league against the Turks, who were at that time

threatening seriously the western nations of Europe. The
Jesuits, who abounded at bis court, managed to work the

emperor's organisation to their own ends, and the Protestants

getting wind of this, banded themselves together into what they
called " The Evangelical Union," at the head of which they
placed the Elector Palatine of the Rhine, son-in-law to James I.

of England. When Rudolph died, in 1612, the election fell, to
the great horror of the Protestants, upon Matthias, the ap-
proved pupil and close ally of the Jesuits and extremists in

the Roman Church.
Matthias wilfully failed to protect his Protestant subjects in

the enjoyment of their simple right to worship God according to

tho dictates of their own consciences ; the Romanists understood
that a nod was as good as a wink from an emperor whose eyes
were intentionally fast shut, and the result waa that the
Protestants of Germany were evil intreated in many places.
Churches in which the Protestants worshipped were pulled down,
and a large amount of social persecution went on, though, as

yet, the law professed to protect equally all who were under it.

Then the League arose, a combination of Roman Catholic princes

throughout Europe, not in Germany only, of which the avowed

object was to root out the hated Protestant faith wherever it

might be. The League had the special blessing of the Pope,
and included among its members many of the most powerful
persons in Christendom, lay princes as well as ecclesiastical dig-

nitaries; it was rich in wealth and influence, and in bitter

hatred for all who were opposed to it

When the Bohemian nobles complained to the Imperial Coun-
cil at Prague that their churches had been pulled down, and
their rites and those who administered them had been in-

sulted, their complaints were received with so much contempt
and so little consideration, that the heady Bohemians treated

the matter as a personal affront to themselves, hot words fol-

lowed, and some of tho contemptuous councillors got thrown

out of window for their pains. To make the situation more

difficult, Matthias procured that his cousin Ferdinand, a bigot

of bigots on the Roman side, should be King of Bohemia,
and his acts and government speedily drove his subjects into

revolt. Anarchy was prevailing, civil war was going on in
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Bohemia, when the emperor died (1619), and to the distress

of the whole Protestant party, Ferdinand was chosen to succeed

him. The Bohemians elected Count Frederick, Elector Palatine

of the Rhine, to be their king, as he was also head of the
"
Evangelical Union," and in an evil hour for him he accepted

the dignity. The Thirty Years' War now began in earnest.

Frederick's dominions were quickly invaded by a host of

Imperialists, whom he was quite unable to withstand ; and, un-

assisted by those from whom he had every natural right to

expect help, the unfortunate elector had to put up not only with

the loss of Bohemia, but of the Rhenish palatinate also, a pro-

vince which was his by hereditary descent.

Shocked, but not stunned, by this blow, the Protestants of

Germany saw that they must at once make a stand, or be for

ever kept under the yoke. A new union was formed, and King
Christian of Denmark was placed at the head of it. Under
him were the Dukes of Mecklenburg, Count Mansfeldt, an able

commander though an adventurer, the Marquis of Brandenburg,
and some of the lesser princes on the western side of the

empire. War burst forth instantly. The Danish king was all

unready to embark in such a war, and those who relied upon
him for leadership and for material help as well, were unable
to bring much to the advancement of the cause, except them-

selves, their swords, and enormous appetites. On the Imperial
side were wealth, the best soldiers in Europe, leaders of

consummate ability, and with a belief in the righteousnesa
of their cause, which was worth half an army to them.

Counts Tilly and Wallenstein the latter was in the course

of this campaign made Duke of Friedland commanded for

the emperor, and against their skill and the discipline of the

troops all Mansfeldt' s bravery was in vain. The Protestant

provinces were overrun, fire and sword laid waste the whole
of that part of the empire, King Christian was beaten again
and again, and finally made peace with the emperor on condi-

tion of renouncing for ever all right to interfere in the affairs of

Germany, and of leaving his allies in the war to their fate. The
Dukes of Mecklenburg were dispossessed, Wallenstein obtained

a grant of the duchies for himself, and the Protestant cause in

1629 looked blank indeed.

Help came from a very unexpected quarter. Louis XIII. of

Franco came to the throne a minor, and Cardinal Richelieu was

appointed to govern in his name. The cardinal had two grand
ideas of State policy : one was to humble the nobility of France
to a minimum of power, so that the king might be all in all in

his kingdom ; the other was not to allow any foreign State to

become so powerful as to make it impossible or even dangerous
for France to cope with it. With his home policy, which he
carried out bloodily and mercilessly, we have not now any con-

cern, but his foreign policy led him to see, in what was going
on in Germany, the certainty of Austria becoming, if not

checked, an overmatch for any other European nation what-
ever. The cardinal disliked heretics, not so much as such, but
because they were necessarily troublesome people to the Govern-

ment. In France, he crushed the Huguenots with a relentless

hand, but he did not object to Huguenots in other people's do-

minions, especially if, as in the present case, they helped on his

policy. If he hated Protestants at all, he hated the Imperial

power still more, and he did not scruple to employ and to support
the former when they promised to come in conflict with the

latter.

A decree of the Emperor Ferdinand published in 1630, and

requiring the Protestants to give up all church property of any
kind in their use or possession, was entrusted to Wallenstein to

carry out, and that despot did his work so cruelly and shame-

fully, that even the Roman Catholics cried out. The deadly rage
of the Protestants was once more excited, and, fed by the agents
of Richelieu, looked for the "

still strong man " with "
heart,

head, hand," who should concentrate their anger, and then dis-

charge it like a shell upon the Imperialists.
Such a man was Gustavus Adolphus, King of Sweden, the

most important, both for position and resources, among all the

Protestant princes of Europe. When asked to take the place
to which Christian of Denmark had shown himself unequal, and
from which many a bold man might have shrunk, he hesitated ;

but having accepted the post, he knew no shirking or shrinking
from the work. He devoted himself and all his resources to

the undertaking, and having captured the important island of

Bugen, lauded in Pomerania, June 24th, 1630.

Jealousy kept asunder those who should have hurried to meet
him. The Saxon princes even refused him permission to march
his army through their territories a foolish, even criminal act,
which caused the strong city of Magdeburg to fall into the
hands of Count Tilly, who knew not the meaning of the word
mercy, but caused 30,000 of the inhabitants to perish mise-

rably, and the entire city, excepting the cathedral, to be
razed to the ground. This awful cruelty of the Imperialists
taught German Protestants what they had to expect, and the
immediate result was to bind the wavering Protestant princes
*in a firm bond with Gustavus. The rulers of Pomerania, Bran-

denburg (now the kingdom of Prussia), Hesse, and after some
delay, Saxony, united to support the King of Sweden, who
brought men and ability to fight their battles. At Wittenberg
they joined their armies with his, and at Leipsic, on the 7th of

September, 1631, battle was joined with the Imperial army under
Count Tilly, who was defeated with tremendous loss. The
ghosts of Magdeburg sat heavily on his sword, and diverted his
talents from their usual successful channel. His valour and
his counsel were alike set at nought, and at length, in the early
part of 1632, when trying to stop the progress of the victorious
Swedes into Bavaria, he was killed by a cannon-shot, from
which all the relics he carried about with him, all the saints to

whom he paid his homage, could not save him. The Protestant
allies occupied the whole country between the Elbe and the

Rhine, and after Tilly's death, overran Bavaria.

Wallenstein, whose boundless ambition, enormous wealth, and
intolerable insolence had fixed a great gulf between him and
the emperor, was the only man who could save the empire. An
appeal was made to him, and he took command of the Imperial
armies, unshackled by a single condition. At Nuremberg,
where he was entrenched, he had the satisfaction of beating off

the army of Gustavus, who, burning under the desire to wipe off

the disgrace of even partial defeat, attacked him at Lutzen, on
the 16th November, 1632. The battle was one of the most

bloody on record. For nine hours it was fought with obstinate

fury on both sides, Gustavus Adolphus fell mortally wounded
in the middle of it, and the Swedes fought for revenge as well

as for victory. Prince Bernhard of Saxe Weimar took the
command after the king's death, and the result was that the

Imperialists were totally routed, while the field was literally
covered with their slain.

Happily, there remained, in spite of the grievous loss sustained

in the death of Gustavus, good men and true among the Swedes,
who resolved to carry out the policy of their beloved king. Chan-
cellor Oxenstiern, Gustavus' friend and counsellor, was chosen
to manage the war, and he gathered up in his strong hand the

reins which threatened to float loosely and disordered. He
linked the German Protestants in a new union, gave Prince

Bernhard, and Gustavus' trusted generals, Banier, Horn, and

Torstensohn, the chief commands of the armies, and with

Richelieu's help prosecuted the war vigorously. At the end of

1634 another event conspired to help him. The Emperor Fer-

dinand, jealous of his mighty subject, the Duke of Friedland,
and suspicious of his intentions to snatch the crown for him-

self, procured his assassination, and the loss of Gustavus was
more than counterbalanced. But the King of Hungary, son to

the emperor, took Wallenstein's place, and at Nordlingen de-

feated the confederates with so severe a loss, that all but the

French and Swedes and the Landgraf of Hesse were fain to

make peace with the emperor. This was done by the Treaty
of Prague, in 1635.

During the whole of Richelieu's life the war went on, bring-

ing out generals like the Great Conde, Turenne, and Torsten-

sohn, and winning, on the whole, fresh laurels for the French
and Swedish arms ; and when Richelieu and his master died in

1643, it was found that Cardinal Mazarin, who governed for the

inor Louis XIV., was prepared to carry out their plan for

humbling the House of Austria.

Under the conduct of Conde and Turenne, and the Swedish

generals, the Thirty Years' War continued to ruin and deso-

late the face of Germany, till in 1648, the Emperor Ferdinand

III., weary of continuous defeat, exhausted as to his resources,

and unable to cope with the powers against him, sued for peace,
and the Peace of Westphalia, which secured civil and religions

liberty to the Protestant subjects of the empire, was signed
at Munster, and brought the long succession of years of war te

u close.
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CHAFIER III.

THE EfFECT OP GEOLOGY ON 1 II K INDUSTRY OP TUB BRITISH
PEOPLE.

Introduction General Physical Geography of England aa dependent
on ita Geology Geological Distribution of Mineral Product*.

THK soils of a country necessarily vary with the varying
luituru of the subjacent strata; and to appreciate the
influenceof the former on the industry of the inhabitants
of any particular district, its geology must be carefully
studied; for, apart from climatic effects, the constituents
of different soils <l>-ti-nniue, to a great extent, the
distribution of plants. The attachment of some
species of these to certain kinds of rock is illus-
. t;iti\ o of the statement. Arenaria Norwegica, Ceras-
t in,K alpinum, and Arabia petrcea are confined, in the
Shetlands, to serpentine rock ; Orobanche rubra, in
In hind, to the basalt; Erica vagana marks, in Cornwall,
the course of many metalliferous veins ; and the preva-
lence of other species on sandy, clayey, chalky, or cal-
careous beds is well known.

Great Britain presents in its rock-groups an epitome
of the geological structure of Europe, if not of the known
world, and offers, accordingly, material for the most
fruitful and interesting study. Nowhere can better be
seen the connection between geological influences and
mining, manufacturing, or agricultural industry. At
the first glance, a map of England shows that west of a
line drawn from the mouth of the Tees on the north-
east, to Lyme Regis on the south-west, the chief

occupations are mining and manufactures, while
east of the same line agriculture is the staple. The
I
id, pie of the north, too, are distinct from those of the
south.

The intelligent reader will naturally inquire into the
causes of these phenomena. We will at once direct
attention to them, and offer some generalisations on the
geological distribution of the minerals, plants, and
animals most useful to man.

I. General Physical Geography of England aa depen-
dent on its Geology.
The rocks of Great Britain are divided, according to

the origin of their present condition, into two great classes
and one sub-class viz., aoveoua rocks, formed by the
action of water ; igneow rocks, formed by the action of
heat ; and nietamorphic rocks, which, originally stratified
or ;i(|iieous, have since been changed in their texture by
igneous action.

Igneous and metamorphic rocks comprise only a small
proportion of the rocks of England and Wales. In North
Wales they appear largely in the counties of Merioneth,
Carnarvon,

t
and Anglesea; and for twenty miles east-

ward of St. David's Head igneous rocks are variously
distributed. Rocks of these groups constitute the Gram-
pians, the South Highlands of Scotland, the Cheviots,
and the Malverns ; they occur too in Derbyshire, Worces-
tershire, Charnwood Forest, Devon, and Cornwall, whilst
the midland, southern, and eastern parts of England are
devoid of them.

Aqueous rocks, constituting by far the greater pro-
portion of the rocks of the entire world, form in our
island a number of beds arranged in succession one upon
the other, each set of beds, or formations, presenting
peculiarities which enable the geologist to recognise and
place them in a serial order, which order is irreversible.
The following table exhibits the series of formations
composing the stratified rocks of England :

Epochs or Periods. Systems.
TEETIAKT "I

or > Pliocene
CAIXOZOIC. )

Formations.
t Post-Pliocene.

. < Newer Pliocene.

(Older Pliocene.

93 N.E.

Epoch* or Ptriodi.

TMTumr
or

CAJBOCOIC.

t m .-. ..

;
.- .'

,:i:,. i... ....

Spper
iddU

BMfe

SECOHDABT
or

MMOZOIC.

f Chalk.
I

|.>. r ',.-. -Mi-i.

Triatrio or Nme

PRIMARY
or

PALEOZOIC.

'Permian.

Carboniferous

Devonian and
Sandstone.

Silurian .

Cambrian.

^Laurentian.

K
W*ald*n.
Purbeck.
Portlasdiaa.

Kimmeridge Clay.
Coral Ba.
Oxford Clay.
Cornbraah.
Great Oolite.

Inferior Oolite.

Liaa.

(Keuper.
J M MMkdl
) England).
V Banter.

fCoalMeasnrea.
, < Millatooe Grit.

( Mountain Limectooo.

( Upper Silurian.

) Middle Silurian.

|
Lower Silurian.

V Primordial Silurian.

In the west, in Devon, Cornwall, and in Wales ; in the
north-west, in Cumberland; and in the Pennine chain,
which stretches from Northumberland to Derbyshire, we
have what form the mountain and hilly tracts of Eng-
land and Wales ; all of which are composed of palaeozoic
rocks, elevated by the disturbances to which they have
been subjected.

If we pass from the older rocks of South Wales and
the border counties in an easterly direction, as from the
neighbourhood of Gloucester to London, to the newer
and less disturbed rocks, we find that they present low
undulating grounds and plains of new red sandstone
and lias, succeeded by two great escarpments, the edges
of table-lands, of no* more than 1,000 feet above the sea,

sloping toward the east. The western escarpment, as
seen in the Cotswold Hills, is formed by the oolitic,
and the eastern by the cretaceous or chalk strata;
the tertiary, comprising on the east the London,
and on the south the Hampshire basins, overlies the.
chalk.

This physical structure of England is represented in
the following generalised section :

w. E.

Chalk Tertiary
Wales. Paleozoic Bocks. Cotgwold*. Downs.

Ffe. 1.

If we examine the country farther north, say from
Snowdon to Flamborough Head, the arrangement of
strata will be found very similar to that observed in the
line of the southern sections. Thus in the west rise the
disturbed paleozoic strata which form the mountain

iuu of North Wales; in Flint and Denbigh car-
boniferous rocks appear; then in Cheshire, lies the
great plain of new red sandstone, from underneath
which rise, in Derbyshire, the carboniferous strata,
forming the high grounds in that country; these are
succeeded by the low escarpment of the mognesian lime-
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stone of the Permian system ;
and then come plains of

new red sandstone again, crowned by the escarpment
of the narrow strip of oolite, and by that of the cretaceous

rocks.

This structure explains the course of the larger rivers.

The principal watershed of the country is the tract of

high ground extending from the north of Scotland far

into England ; it is nearer to the west coast than to the

east, and therefore a much larger area of country is

drained towards the east than towards the west. All the

larger- rivers with the exception of the Severn and its

tributaries run into the German Ocean. The plains
which occupy much of the middle and east of England
are traversed by many tidal rivers : and from the nature
of the country, the construction of canals has been a

comparatively easy task.

II. Geological Distribution of Mineral Products.

The modes of occurrence of minerals are in veins or

lodes, in regular or irregular beds, and in connection
with detrital matters. The consideration of the dis-

tribution of minerals will be treated of under these
heads.

1. Minerals in Veins.

Though it is difficult, in the present state of our .know-

ledge, to ascertain the .laws regulating the depdsit of

metalliferous matter, yet we are able, from general ob-

servation of the geological structure of the earth, to say
that here search may be made for minerals with some

hope of success, and that there exploration will be futile.

Hundreds of thousands of pounds have been expended
in the opening up of mineral districts ; a large propor-
tion of the sum utterly without profit.

Great Britain possesses a rich supply of minerals
; we

have gold, silver, copper, lead, tin, zinc, antimony, nickel,

cobalt, bismuth, uranium, chromium, and .other of the
rare metals, besides vast stores of iron

;
our coal beds

are enormous, and earthy minerals are in great variety
and value. Statistics show that in Great Britain 350,000

persons are actually engaged in mining operations, ex-

clusive of quarries of all kinds, and that the produce is

of the minimum annual value of 40,000,000.
The lodes from which we derive our chief supply of

metals are almost wholly confined to palaeozoic rocks.
Their occurrence may be sketched as follows :

The Silurian formation in North Wales, in the Isle of

Man, in Cumberland, in the lead hills of the south of

Scotland, in parts of the Highlands, and in parts
. of Ireland, contains metalliferous veins which yield
gold, ores of copper, lead, silver, antimony, arsenic, and
zinc.

The rocks of the Devonian formation in Devon and
Cornwall contain rich tin, copper, and lead lodes.

The carboniferous limestone in Derbyshire, ranging up
to the north of England through Cumberland and the

adjacent counties, also of the Mendips, and in Devon,
is the chief depository of our lead ores. The same for-

mation contains large and rich deposits of haematite,
an ore of iron, as in the Forest of Dean and Somerset-
shire.

Throughout the world, all the metalliferous lodes,
with some peculiar exceptions hereafter to be mentioned,
occur in stratified or the associated igneous rocks, not
newer than the Permian. It is thus that one generalisa-
tion in the inquiry is arrived at, viz., that of the period
during which the lodes carrying our richer metals
were filled. Geology, like the more exact sciences, is

capable of advancing philosophical inductions to very
important results. Sir Roderick Murchison was en-
abled in 1844, from the study of the gold-bearing tracts
in Eussia, to predict the discovery of gold in Australia.

"Having," writes Sir E. Murchison, "in the year
1844, recently returned from the auriferous Ural Moun-
tains, I had the advantage of examining the numerous

specimens collected by Count Strzelecki, along the
eastern chain of Australia. Seeing the great similarity
of the rocks of those two distant countries, I could
have little difficulty in drawing a parallel between
them

;
in doing which, I was naturally struck by the

circumstance, that no gold 'had yet been found' in, the
Australian ridge, which I termed in anticipation the
'

Cordillera.' Impressed with the conviction that gold
would, sooner or later, be found in the great British

colony, I learned in 1846 that a specimen of the ore had
been discovered. I thereupon encouraged the unem-
ployed miners of Cornwall to emigrate and dig for

gold, as they dug for tin in the gravel of their own
district. These notices were, as far as I know, the
first published documents relating to Australian gold."
(" Siluria.")

Influence of Igneous Rocks in the Development of
Minerals in Veins.

Mineral veins occur in igneous rocks as well as in

aqueous rocks ; but the intrusion of an igneous mass
among stratified deposits appears to have rendered their

lodes richer than when conditions otherwise similar
obtain.

Gold is usually found in a quartz matrix, traversing
paleozoic shales, chiefly those of the lower Silurian

epoch ; and the auriferous lodes are frequently richest in

the vicinity of eruptive rocks. But the precious metal
is found also in secondary rocks, such as those of Cali-

fornia, Peru, etc., yet under circumstances exceptional to

the usual mode of association of gold. It appears that
where certain igneous eruptions, diorite especially, have

penetrated the secondary strata, the latter have been
rendered auriferous for a limited distance only beyond
the junction of the two rocks

;
and it is concluded that

all secondary and tertiary deposits (except the auriferous

detritus of the latter), not so specially affected, never
contain gold.
The lodes carrying copper and tin in Cornwall and

Devon are richest about the junction of the Icillas (local
name for the slaty rocks of the Devonian formation in

this district), and the bosses of granite, and where they
are intersected by granitic dykes, termed elvans. It is

worthy of remark that these metalliferous veins have
a course or strike nearly east and west, and that these

phenomena are not confined to this area, but are exhibited

in Saxony and elsewhere.

Other examples might be adduced, but these will

suffice to show that intrusive rocks influence the metal'

liferous richness of veins.

2. Bedded Mineral Deposits.
These include coal and iron ore of primary importance ;

and salt, gypsum, cement-stones, coprolites, iron-pyrites,
bituminous shales, etc., of secondary value.

(a.) Coal occurs in many formations ;
it has, been mined

for upwards of a hundred years at Brora, in Sutherland-

shire, in rocks of the oolitic epoch, and is worked at

Bovey Tracey, Devonshire, in Miocene beds. An anthra-

cite occurs in the Devonian rocks in Spain ;
there are

good workable coals of the age of the trias in Virginia
and Hindostan, and of that of the lias in Hungary ; and
less valuable coals, chiefly brown coals, occur in tertiary
strata in Austria and other parts of Germany. But by
far the richest and largest supplies are drawn from the

carboniferous system in Great Britain, Belgium, United

States, Nova Scotia, Australia, etc.

In Great Britain no coal is found below carboniferous

strata, but it does occur -in newer strata. In the mid-
land and south-western counties of England, and in South

Wales, it is confined to the true coal measures underlain

by the millstone grit, locally called the " farewell rock,"

because, in the language of the miner, when that rock is

reached, one bids farewell to the coal. But in the north

of England and in Scotland workable coal seams occur
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in tho inferior formations of tho carboniferous syst
\vrll as ill tin- ctia! measures.

Tin- right, uml'-rstamliiig of tho law of superposition
of rocks in relation to our cuiil-licuriii^ .--:ra!a, ia of

valur not only to tho man of science, but to every spocu-
latir ;n mill. -. ami to every landed propridtor wno cares
to u:;.l. r- land tho mineral value of his

property. Not
lonur ago considerable funds wore spent at Tnlljg

wn, in a useless search for coal. Tho adventurer
had set to work in black Silurian shales, their mineral

aspect resembling that of certain coaly strata, with which
he was, perhaps, familiar; but had he possessed even
a slight acquaintance with organic remains, he would
have abandoned his experiment at the commencement,
for (lie shales were charged with graptolites. Now
the scientific miner knows that rocks containing
graptolites, trilobites, etc., existed untold ages before
tin- epoch of the coal strata; so that when he meets
with those remains, ho concludes that money spent
in search of coal beneath them will be turned into

irredeemable dust, for they occupy, in tho irreversible

order of deposits, a position thousands of feet beneath the
coal measures.
Lord Londonderry bored in tho old red sandstone,

at Mount Stewart, Co. Down, in search of coal : hero,

though no fossils occurred, yet tho position of the sand-
stone strata above the previously mentioned Silurian

shales, and overlaid as they are by mountain limestone,

proved tho impossibility of coal being found.
In the neighbourhood of Carrickfergus are two silent

witnesses of the folly of sinking for coal where the geolo-

gical structure of the country precludes the possibility of
its presence, or of its occurrence at reasonable depths.
Trial shafts had been sunk in new red sandstone,
which was pierced to a depth of about 1,000 feet, when
the adventures were abandoned. Before coal could be

reached, tho Permian strata would have to be passed
through; and from the unconformability of the new
red sandstone to the Permian, and of that set of strata

to underlying formations in this district, it was even
doubtful if coal could be reached at all.

But coal has been successfully reached by the pene-
tration of newer unconformable strata; thus in the
Somersetshire coal field, the coal shafts pass through
new red sandstone, the Permian strata being absent.

The famous Monkwearmouth pit passes through 330 feet

of overlying Permian rocks.

In these and other instances that might be adduced
the undertakings had been commenced at the sugges-
tions of those who were perfectly satisfied, from an ex-

amination of the surrounding country, of the feasibility of
the venture. Yet, on the other hand, attempts have been,

made to reach coal from below secondary rocks, when,
with but a broad knowledge of the geological structure

of the country, the trials should have been at the outset
abandoned. Thus, at Kingsthorpe, near Northampton,
a shaft was sunk through the lower oolite and lias, at an

expenditure of nearly 30,000 ; the adventurers desisted
when they reached the new red sandstone. A similar

trial took place near Lyme Regis, tho lias being bored
for coal at an expense of several thousand pounds ; the

deception was fostered by the accident of passing through
a piece of lignite.

(b.) Iron Ores.

Certain ores of iron occur in lodes in primary strata,

but others, especially the spathic and brown haematite

ores, are intercalated as bands among shales and lime-

stones of tho carboniferous, liassic, oolitic, wealden, and
cretaceous strata ; but by far the largest supply is

obtained from the carboniferous system, the one shaft

often communicating with both coal and iron-stone

workings, and the same group of rocks furnishing lime-

stone
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17. FOB* or ADVICE o A TRAVELLER'S VIMT.

LyonM, March 28th, 1882.

Messrs. Smith, Cook & Hyde, London.

Gontlomen, We bog to inform yon that onr Mr. Robert
Rocho will wait upon yon to submit to your inspection sample*
of onr latest manufactures in Dresses and Shawls, Waistcoat-

ings, Cravat* and Handkerchiefs.

Trusting soon to be favoured with a large order,
We remain, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servants,

LECOUTEUR, GASPARD A Co.

Lyon, Io 28 Man 1882.

Messieurs Smith, Cook A Hyde, a Londres.

Messieurs, Nous avons 1'honnenr de vous annonoer qne notra
M. Robert Roche se preaentera chez vous pour vous sonmettn
lea t'chantillons do tontes nos nonveautec pour robes, duties,
etoffes pour gilets, cravates et foulards.

Dans 1'espoir de recovoir bientdt nne bonne commando,
Nous vous pr& onions, Messieurs,

noa salutations empresses1

,

LECOUTEUR, GABPARD A CIB.

18. LETTER ADVISING DESPATCH OF GOODS, AND XNCLOOVO
INVOICE

London, April 10th, 1882.

Phillip Teesdalo, Esq., Dublin:

Dear Sir, Enclosed please find invoice of Cotton Goods
forwarded to-day in a case marked P T No. 5.

The amount of this invoice

.450 please place to my credit.

Awaiting your further orders, to which my best attention

shall always be given. I remain, dear Sir,

Yours truly,
A. LONSDALB.

Londres, U 10 Avril 1882.

Monsieur Phillip Teesdale, a Dublin.

Cher Monsieur, Ci-joint j'ai le plaisir do vons remettre

facture a des Cotonnadcs qui vous ont etc expedites ce jour dans

une caisse marquee P T No 5.

Pour le montant de cette facture venillez me reconnaitre de

450.

Dans 1'attente de voa ordres ulterienrs qui auront tons mas
soins, Je vous presente, cher Monsieur,

Mes salutations sinceres,

A. LONSDALB.

19. LETTER REQUESTING FURTHER ORDERS.

Lyons, Dec. 30th, 1881.

Messrs. Dufour & Co., Paris.

Gentlemen, It is now more than three months since we had

any orders from your firm ; nevertheless, we are persuaded that

the fault does not lie with us, or the manner in which we have
executed your last.

We are more vexed than yon at the rise in velvet, and we
know that your sale must in consequence be hampered. If yon,

however, realise that throughout France and Italy cocoons have

fetched from 6 fr. to 6 fr. 90 o. per kilogram that is to say,
IS more than last year, and that consequently silk costs n*
more than 18% above List year's prices yon will see the

necessity of our raising the price of onr velvet in proportion.
You will find in onr parcel some samples of what we have in

stocL, and we subjoin our price list.

Onr Mr. Marchand will be in Paris next Tuesday, and will

have great pleasure in giving you further details.

We are, Gentlemen,

Truly yonn,
JAMES MARCHAND, BRIOAUD & Co.

I/yon, le 80 D&embre, 1881.

Messieurs Dnfour A C16
,
a Paris.

Messieurs, n y a pins de troia mois qne nous n'avors re^i

d'ordres de votre maison ; nous ne ponvons, pourtant, imaginer

qne la maniere dont nous vous avons traites dans le dernier

envoi, ait pu diminuer la oonfianco qne vons nous ave

accordce.

Nous sommes plus faohea qne vous de I'flevation de
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prix quo vent subir nos velours, et nous sentons bien que cela

vous genera pour la vente. Figurez-vous que les cocons se sont

payes partout en France et en Italie de 6 fr. a 6 fr. 90 le kilo-

gramme o'est-a-dire, 18 % plus cher que Tan dernier les

eoieries de toute cette campagne vont done nous couter 1 8 %
de plus que 1'aii dernier, et il faut que nous augmentions nos

velours en proportion.
Vous trouverez dans notre envoi quelques echantillons de ce

que nous avons de disponible en magasin, et ci-joint notre note

de prix.

Notre M. Marchand sera a Paris Mardi prochain, et aura le

plaisir de vous entretenir plus longuement de tous ces details.

Agreez, Messieurs,
Nos saluts empresses,

JACQUES MARCHAND, BRIGAUD & C IK
.

Mr. J. Muirliead, et dont vous nous enverrez Jes recus, pcrmet-
tez-nous de vous exprimer d'avance nos plus vtfs remerciements
des attentions que vous aurez pour notre recommande et sa

fainille.

Nous eprouverons toujours le plus grand plaisir a vous rendre

le reciproque, ainsi que tout autre service qui dependra de nous,
et vous prions de disposer librement de notre ministere.

Agreez, Messieurs, 1'assurance de la plus haute considera-

tion de

Vos obeissants serviteurs,

SPIELMAN & C*

Messieurs N. N. a Berlin, Vienne, Trieste,

Venise, Eome, Naples.

20. CIRCULAR LETTER OF CREDIT, ETC.

London, March 4th, 1882.

Gentlemen, This circular letter of recommendation and
credit will be remitted to you by James Muirhead, Esq., of

Edinburgh, a gentleman for whom we claim from you a friendly

reception, and we beg you to give him an opportunity of enter-

ing into business relations with the large landholders of your
country. Mr. Muirhead belongs to one of the richest families

in Scotland, and himself superintends his extensive and flourish-

ing estates. As he intends looking over the land in the neigh-
bourhood of your metropolis, you' will oblige us by paying every
attention in your power to his family, who, having accompanied
him thus far, will remain a few weeks in your city during his

short absence.

As to the funds which Mr. Muirhead will require, we beg to

open a credit with you in his favour for the sum of 5,000 (five

thousand pounds sterling), which you will please to pay, indorsing
on this letter each of the sums he will have received to the full

amount of his credit. Please add to the amount your com-

mission and all other expenses, and draw on us for the whole

sum at the best possible rate of exchange, and at the date

customary in your town.

Assuring you that due honour will always meet the drafts for

the payments you will make to James Muirhead, Esq., the

receipts for which you will be kind enough to send us, we beg to

thank you beforehand for the attentions you will show to this

gentleman and his family.
We shall always have the greatest pleasure in rendering you

similar or other services, and begging you to command the same
at any time,

We are, Gentlemen,
Your obedient servants,

SPIELMAN & Co.

Messrs. N. N. at Berlin, Vienna, Trieste,

Venice, Eome, Naples.

Londres, le 4 Mars, 1882.

Messieurs,
La presente lettre circulaire de recommandation et de credit

vous sera remise par James Muirhead, Esq., d'Edimbourg,

auquel nous vous prions de vouloir bien faire un accueil obli-

geant, et lui procurer en meme temps la possibilite de se

mettre en relation d'affaires avec les grands proprietaires de

votre pays. Mr. Muirhead appartient a une des plus riches

families de 1'Ecosse, dont les terres prosperent sous sa direction.

Vous nous obligerez infiniment, Messieurs, si vous pouvez aussi

contribuer aux agrements d'un sejour de quelques semaines

que la tamille de notre recommande fera dans votre capitale,

tandis que Mr. Muirhead lui-meine visitera les terres voisines

de la metropole. /

Quant aux fonds dont Mr. Muirhead aura besoin, nous 1'accre-

ditons chez vous pour une somme totale de .5,000 st. (nous

disons cinq mille livres sterling), qu'il vous plaira de lui payer, en

marquant sur le dos de cette lettre chacune des sommes qu'il

aura touchees jusqu'a epuisement de son credit. Vous
vpudrez

bien chaque fois ajouter a ces paiements votre commission de

banque tt tous les autres frais, en vous remboursant sur nous au

meilleur cours possible et a 1'echeance qui conviendra aux usages

de votre place.
En vous assurant. Messieurs, que le meilleur accueil sera tou-

jours prepare a vos traites pour les paiements que voua ferez a

21. LETTER OF INTRODUCTION.

Stui t'jard. Jan., 4th, I8S2.

Gentlemen (Sir). We beg to introduce to yoa the bearer.
Mr. ,

whom we recommend to your kindness.

We at the same time open in your account a credit of

1,000, to which amount please furnish Mr. with the
sums he requires upon his receipts, which please send us, when
debiting our account for your payments.

Accept beforehand our best thanks for the services you
will render Mr. , and believe us to be, Gentlemen (Sir),

Faithfully yours,
J. WEBER & Co.

Mr.
,
London.

Valid for months.

Stuttgard, le 4 Janvier, 1882.

Messieurs (Monsieur), Nous prenons la liberte d'introduire

chez vous par ces lignes, et de vous recommander a un accueil

obligeant, M. .

Nous 1'accreditons chez vous pour la somme de <1.000 (nous
disons mille livres sterling). Veuillez bien payer jusqu'a cette

concurrence 1'argent dont M. aura besoin, et nous en debiter

sous envoi de ses quittances.
Nous vous remercions d'avance, de ce que vous voudrez faire-

en favour de M.
,
et vous prions d'agreer 1'assurance de

notre parfaite consideration,

M. -, a Londres.

J. WEBEK & C:E
.

Valable pour

CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS. IV.

GKOUP III. (continued).

7. ECCLESIASTICAL COMMISSION. (Open Competition.')

THE office is at 10, Whitehall Place, and its duties are to

carry out the detail of business imposed upon the Commis-
sioners by the Act of Parliament which created them. This act,

authorised certain persons, including all the prelates of England
and Wales and some disinterested laymen, to arrange, due

regard being had for existing interests, for the better distribu-

tion of ecclesiastical property for church purposes throughout,
the country. The Commissioners are receivers, equalisers, and.

distributors of church revenues. Establishment as follows :

Twelve first-class clerks, .400 to .600 ;
24 second-class ditto,,

.100 to .3.50.

8. EMIGRATION OFFICE. (Open Competition.')

Office at Park Street, Westminster. Staff small, comprising-

first-class, second-class, and supplementary clerks. Duties

consist in aiding, on behalf of the Government, the efforts of

persons desirous of emigrating from this country. This is done

subject to conditions imposed by the Government. The com-

missioners have also a general control over all emigration, and

by their agents at the ports take care that emigrant ships are

properly manned. Salaries Second-class, 100 to 300;

first-class, 300 to 500.

9. THE LUNACY COMMISSION. (Open Competition.)

Office at 19, Whitehall Place. The duty consists in doing
the clerical business incidental to the commission, of which

the function is to inquire into allegations of lunacy, and

generally to exercise care and control over lunatics and their

custodians. The office staff is small, comprising one clerk air
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to 500, by increments of 15 a year ; five clerks at 100

ft; one clerk at ", and throe clerk* (Lower
:.JU) Ut ISO t .. JL

10. THK MINT (Open Competition)

Is on Tower Hill. The professional officers belonging to the

establishment ure many, including assayers, engravers, model-

ed chemUta ; but the office staff is small. Salaries

Junior ul.-ri. '. bv 10 annually; senior dorks,
:.. LiOO, by 15

;
chief clerk, 500 to 700, by t

In this department there are various situations requiring

special technical knowledge on the part of those who occupy
thrm, :m.l these appointments are made under the provisions of

i' VII. of the Order in Council of June, 170, and, on the

recommendation of the head of the department, the person
selected by him is not compelled to submit to the ordinary

examination, but the Civil Service Commissioners may grant
the certificate of qualification upon evidence satisfactory to

t hfiu that the candidate possesses the requisite knowledge and

aKility, and is duly qualified in respect of age, health, and
character. The age of foremen in the operative department
must be between 25 and 45, and they have to pans an examina-

tion in handwriting and orthography ; arithmetic (including

vulgar and decimal fractions), and English composition. Balance

mechanics must be between 25 and 50, and, of course, pos-
sessed of special technical knowledge.

11. NATIONAL DEBT OFFICE (Open Competition)
Is at 19, Old Jewry. Discharges duties in connection with

proposals for reducing the National Debt, and is the office for

calculating and arranging life annuities secured upon the

guarantee of the Government. There are seven commissioners
for the office, but the secretary and comptroller-general is

the practical head and manager. In addition to sundry pro-
fessional assistants, there is a considerable office staff. One
chief clerk, 800 ; 4 principal clerks, 600 to 700 ; 6 assistant

principal clerks, 400 to 500 ; 2 senior clerks (redundant),
340 to 480

; 7 assistant clerks (redundant), 200 to WJO
;

junior clerk (redundant), 140 to 180 ; 13 clerks (Lower Divi-

sion), 80 to 200.

12. PATENT OFFICE (Open Competition)
at 25, Southampton Buildings. Through it pass all docn-
ents requiring tho patent of the Great Seal, and in it are
orded all specifications of inventions with protective patent
hts. The commissioners are the Lord Chancellor, the Master

f the Bolls, the Attorney-General, and Solicitor-General. The
irk of the commissioners is head of the office.

13. THE PATMASTER-GENEBAL'S. (Open Competition.)

Office at Whitehall. The Paymaster-Guneral pays all autho-
rised demands on the public purse. Except for small amounts,
no department of the state is allowed itself to pay, in cash,
liabilities which it has incurred. Public payments are, as a

rule, paid only by the Paymaster-General, upon whom the other

departments draw bills at three days. These bills are paid at

maturity, either in cash, if under JB50 and the payee so wishes

t, or, if for amounts over j50, by cheque on the Bank of

ngland. Tho office staff for this duty is necessarily large, and
>sts over JE20.000 a year. Establishment as follows : One
ief clerk, 800 to 1,000 ;

3 principal clerks, 700 to 800
;

8 first-class clerks 400 to 600
;
18 second-class clerks, 100

375; and 17 clerks (Lower Division), 80 to 200.

14. THE RECORD OFFICE. (Open Competition for Clerkships.)

In the Rolls House, Chancery Lane. There are kept the
archives of the kingdoms, and all the public papers of import-
ance enough to be preserved. The duties of the office are

manifold, some of them consisting in ordinary official routine,
some in translating, deciphering, transcribing, or arranging
documents in the possession of the Keeper of the Records ;

these duties are performed by specially qualified attendant

keepers.
The patronage is in the Master of the Rolls, who is Keeper of

tin- I .'coords. Candidates for Clerkships are, in addition to the

ordinary first-class examination, examined in translations from
the Latin and French languages.

!">. REGisTRAU-OENEHAL.'s OFFICE (Open Competition)
I* at Somerset House. Tho duties of the office are to arrange

and tabulate the information which is collected by district

registrar* as to the increase and diminution of the population.
ItirthH, marriages, and deaths are recorded there, and copies

of certificates can be obtained under certain condition*. Th
year's statistic* are gathered up into the Registrar-General'*
report, which is published annually.

16. IOIXNCI AND AKT DEPARTMENT. (Open Competition.)

Office in Cromwell Road, South Kensington. Carries out the
detail of administration of the departments connected with the
Museum. Salaries : 1 chief clerk, 500 to 050 ; 9 Brut-class

clerks, 100 to 400 ; 2 second-chum clerks. 100 to 250 ; 32
clerks (Lower Division), 05 to 250. There are aacistant

naturalists, curators, and geologists, bnt special scientific know,
lodge being required, additional examination must be passed.
The appointments are open to competition.

GROUP IV.

Tho departments in this group are those connected with the
collection of the revenue rather than with executive administra-
tion. The offices we have previously considered are those which
direct the spending of the money ; those we shall now describe
are very large establishments, which collect immense sums,
and necessarily employ very large staffs. Appointments in the
Customs and Inland Revenue Departments! are now entirely
open to competition ; and in the Post Office the principle is

applied to some of the offices. We shall treat of these im-

portant departments seriatim, and begin with

1. TH CUSTOMS. (Open Competition.)
It is the business of tho Customs Department to collect at all

the ports in the kingdom the taxes on imports which the wisdom
of Parliament has chosen to impose, to see that nothing goes
from the warehouses in which the articles are lying

"
in bond,"

as it is called, without payment of the accustomed duty ; and
generally to see that the revenue is not defrauded by smugglers.
There are custom-house officers at every port of arrival, but the

head-quarters to which all agents report, and where the customs
business for the metropolis is carried on, is in Thames Street,
London. The office staff, in addition to the regular

"
officers

"

of the department, is necessarily largo. Tho department, which
is under the control of the Treasury, is under the immediate
direction of commissioners who act as a board, and are assisted

by a secretary, assistant secretary, and a number of principal
officers. The pay of the last-named varies considerably, some
having no more than .500, others as much as 1,000 a year
These appointments constitute the prizes of the office. Salaries :

These vary a little, according as the appointments are in the

Secretary's, Solicitor's, or Accountant's offices ; in the Statistical

department, in the Long Room, or in tho other offices into
which the establishment is subdivided. But it may be stated

generally that second-class clerks enter at .80, and may rise to

250
; first-class clerks rise from 100 to 400 ; and principal

clerks from 520 to 700. Committee clerks hare from 600
;o 700, by annual increment of 50. Special qualifications

are required for clerkships in the Solicitor's office, and in

addition to the ordinary subjects the candidate must pass an
examination in criminal law, law of evidence, or in law pro-
cedure and practice and elements of conveyancing. If to these

cgal subjects he can add equity and bankruptcy, so much the

jotter, but those subjects are optional. Besides the appoint-
ments here mentioned, there are examining officers (100 to

300, according to grade); surveyors (100 to 400) ; inspec-
tors (350 to 650) ; and a large staff of out-door officers, with
salaries from 60 to 100. Candidates for appointment as
outdoor officers must be from 11) to 25 years of age, and pass
an examination in handwriting, orthography, arithmetic (as far

as vulgar and decimal fractions), and English composition.
The fee for the examination is 2s. 6d. These officers are

eligible for promotion to the higher ranks of the service.

2. INLAND RETINUE. (Open Competition.)

Somerset House. This is a very large department, doing
with regard to internal taxation what the Customs does with

regard to duties on articles coming from without the kingdom
t has outposts in all parts of the country, and its head-quarters
n London. To the central office all reports are made from the

out stations, and all orders are issued from thence. Generally
*
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speaking, the Inland Eevenue department is charged with the
collection of all internal taxes, as income tax, legacy duty, and
assessed taxes. It regulates the administration of the excise

laws, provides stamps of all kinds, licences, public conveyances,
collects legacy duty, and discharges the detailed duties of a
great fiscal department. There are several departments in
which a large number of clerks are employed the offices of the

secretary, the solicitor, the accountant and controller-general,
the statistical department, and the long room, being the most
important. Altogether nearly 500 clerks are employed in the
office of the Inland Eevenue. Salaries vary according to the

department in which the clerk is placed ; but may be generally
stated as Lower Division clerks, 80 to 250

; Upper Division

clerks, 100 to 550
; principal clerks, 520 to 700.

Candidates for the appointment of assistant of excise must
be between the ages of 19 and 22, unmarried. They will be
examined in handwriting, orthography, arithmetic (to vulgar and
decimal fractions), and English composition. Failing in any of
these subjects, the candidates will not be eligible. The follow-

ing are optional subjects, namely : higher arithmetic, including
mensuration, square and cube root ; and geography, especially
that of the British Isles. Each candidate must pay an entrance
fee of 1.

3. POST OFFICE. (Open Competition.)

The chief office is in St. Martin's-le-Grand, in the City. The
functions of this office need not be described, for the daily and
hourly discharge of them must have made them familiar lo all.

It is sufficient to say, generally, that the duties of the office

include the carrying on the vast detail of postal administration,
both for home and foreign service, in making all necessary
arrangements for the transport of mails, and in seeing that
mail contracts are properly carried out. To these important
duties are added the management of the telegraphs and a large
amount of money order and savings bank business. Clerks in
the secretary's office must pass the first-class examination, as
described by us in a previous paper.

It scarcely comes within the scope of these papers to give
information respecting the employment of boys as clerks and
newspaper and telegraph messengers in the Post Office ; but
we may say that they must be between 13 and 16 years of age ;

that boy clerks, of whom there are a considerable number in
the Savings Bank and other departments, must pass an exami-
nation in copying and writing from dictation, geography, and
arithmetic as far as practice. They receive from 30 to 50 a
year. Boy newspaper sorters and telegraph messengers must
be between the ages of 13 and 16, and pass an elementary
examination ; they are paid from 6s. to 12s. per week. Full
information respecting these situations can be obtained at the
office of the Civil Service Commissioners, Cannon Eow, West-
minster.

Telegraph Clerks. Since the management of the telegraphs
has been undertaken by the Post Office, a great number of

appointments, both of male and female operators, have been
made. This department offers interesting and fairly remunera-
tive employment to well-educated and intelligent young men
and women. The age for appointment is between 14 and 20;
and candidates should address applications, accompanied by
testimonials as to character and ability, to the private secretary
of the Postmaster-General, at the chief office, St. Martin's-le-
Grand. When vacancies occur, candidates who appear to be
eligible receive notice to attend for the purpose of undergoing
a test examination in elementary knowledge. Having passed
this and it is of a very easy character the applicants are
sent to the School of Telegraphy, where they are instructed in
the management of the telegraphic apparatus. They remain
there two or three months, but receive no remuneration until

appointed to clerkships. On the male staff there are 262 first-

class telegraphists, from 110 to 140, and 904 second-class tele-

graphists, 12s. a week to 100. On the female staff there are
196 first-class telegraphists, 21s. to 34s. a week, and 474 second-
class telegraphists, 10s. to 27s. We may add that acquaintance
with French, German, or any other European language, is a
recommendation for promotion ; and that in no department of

the service is general intelligence more valuable.

4. FRIENDLY SOCIETIES' REGISTRY. (Nomination.)

This was called into existence by the 18 and 19 Victoria, c.

63, which provided for the regulation of benefit clubs and other
friendly societies. The office staff includes 1 chief clerk, 400
to ,500 ;

2 clerks, 180 to 300 ; 4 copying clerks, 80 to
J200; 2 ditto (Lower Division). ,80 to 200. The patronage
rests with the Home Secretary.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XIII.
THE METAMORPHIC SYSTEM.

THE lowest of the systems enumerated in the eleventh lesson
was the "

Metamouphic System." That classification arranged
the stratified rocks, but this system has many material differ-

ences from the rest of the strata which owe their existence to

aqueous action. In the first place, the appearance of the mem-
bers of this system is eminently crystalline. In many of them
the lines of stratification have been almost or altogether oblite-

rated, and this has been the result of some action which per-
mitted a re-arrangement of particles, and completely metamor-

phosed the rocks which were submitted to its power. Hence
they are termed "

metamorphic rocks." No signs of organic
remains have as yet been discovered, nor can this be a matter
of surprise, for a re-arrangement of particles would readily
obliterate any fossil remains.

Of course, it is quite possible that these rocks never con-

tained fossils, that the epoch of their deposition was previous
to the creation of animal or vegetable life on the earth. By
those who hold this belief the metamorphic period is said to be
azoic (destitute of life). Others, who think that the signs of life

have been obliterated or perhaps not yet discovered, prefer the
term hypozoic (below life). Such a term does not commit them
to any conclusion, but simply asserts that as yet these rocks

have not afforded evidences of life existing at the time of their

deposition, but that it is quite possible that such life may have
existed.

As might be anticipated, the metamorphic action has not been
carried to the same extent in all rocks, just as in the case of

fossilisation the whole of the original matter of the organic

body may have been replaced, or the process may only have

partially proceeded. Hence Professor Jukes divided metamor-

phic rocks into two classes : (1.) Those in which the original
structure is still apparent. (2.) Those in which it is obscured,
or quite obliterated.

In this, as in every system, the three great kinds of rock are

represented
Arenaceous . . Quartzito or Quartz rock.

Argillaceous . . Clay Slate.

Calcareous . . . Crystalline Limestone, Marble, etc.

These rocks belong to the first of the above divisions, while

tcliists and gneiss form the other class, in some specimens of

which there is no appearance of stratification whatever.

In speaking of various kinds of rocks, it is quite impossible
io describe them so accurately as to give the reader the power
of at once pronouncing upon a specimen he has never seen be-

'ore. Geological museums are now so numerous, and so readily

accessible, that well-nigh every one can see specimens of the

various rocks whose main characteristics we touch upon, and
such practical examination will do more for the young geologist
than chapters of description.
Gneiss is the most prominent of the metamorphic group. It

icntains the constituents of granite quartz, feldspar, and mica.

But these minerals are not congregated in gneiss as they are in

_ranite. In the latter rock they appear distinct and in good-
sized crystals, but thoroughly mixed ; whereas in gneiss they
are in small particles, and are arranged in layers, the mica being

separated from the quartz and the feldspar from each. These

ayers are very thin, and the rock readily separates or foliates

along the juncture of the layers. This naturally led to the

supposition that gneiss was degraded granite: the action of

water had worn down the granite, and its particles had been re-

distributed ; falling according to their gravities, the same mine-

ral would arrive at the bottom at the same time, whereas any
alteration in the strength of the current would alter this, and

cause to be deposited another of the three constituents of the

original rock, so forming several layers of quartz, feldspar, and

mica. In process of time, this stratified rock became subject

to the influence of heat, which aided the crystallisation of the

minerals, and gave to the rock that indurated appearance which
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gnoisa frequently exhibit*. But tho layers in gneiss are too

Mllrl to admit of their origin Wing duo to tho do-

s, wo have an instanco win-:

i pnidnrrd from clay-Hlato. There is, in tin-

urhood of Dublin Bay, a range of granite hills, omo
.:. This vast maaa of granite was erupted t

a series of clay-slates. These slates have a dull, earthy texture,

ami are dark-coloured. According to Professor Jukes, "When-
< granite conies to the surface, a belt of slates surround-

in.' it 1 into mica-schist, with, in some few places,

beds of iss. Crystals of garnet, schorl, andalusite,
iko their appearance in these altered slates in greater

and gri ater abundance as they approach tho granite."
At a distance as much as two miles from tho outcrop of the

nuiito, tho slates acquire a glaze, or a micaceous lustre, which
does not desert tho particles even when the rock is <

This micaceous tendency becomes more definite as the granite
is approached, until folia and plates of mica are apparent.

Hero, then, we have a plain case in which clay-slates have

become metamorphosed into mica-schist and gneiss.

A similar instance and, in one souse, more instructive is

quoted by Sir Charles Lyell, as being exhibited on the west sido

of tho fiord of Christiania, in Norway. Here the granite pro-
trudes into fossiliferous strata ; at a distance of 400 yards from
tho outcrop of the igneous rock tho stratified rocks are "altered,"
and begin to exhibit all the appearances of metamorphic rocks,
and to contain crystals in their moss of minerals usually classed

with igneous rocks. Tho fossils can "
rarely bo detected," and

in those places where the crystallising force has proceeded to

any extent, all traces of organic remains are quite obliterated.

In Shetland tho same fact is illustrated. There, clay-slates
which are in contact with granite become gradually more sili-

ceous, and finally merge into hornblende-schist.

From these and similar facts we conclude that gneiss, and its

kindred rocks, are " altered
"

stratified rocks, altered by the

agency of heat. The greatest amount of mctamorphism would
be effected where the heat was so intense as to completely fuse

tho rock ; in this case an igneous rock would be the result, and
therefore it is possible that some igneous rocks, and even

kTanite, may have been once stratified rocks which had under-

gone fusion. This opinion is received by many geologists, who
argue that the presence of phosphates in minerals found in

these igneous rocks may be duo to organic remains which have
been utterly obliterated, and yet the phosphate of lime found in

their bony structures mingled itself with the composition of

the molten matter, and there produced such minerals as apatite,
which contain phosphorus in a state of combination.

Gneiss may be said to be schistose granite ; that is, a rock

containing the constituents of granite, and yet exhibiting a de-

gree of foliation and a disposition to split up into lamina.

\Vhen this facility of division increases, the term "
schist

"
is

always applied to the rock, and the most prominent constituent

of the rock placed before tho word, so as to render the name

descriptive. Thus nuca-sckist is a fissile mass of mica and

quartz, frequently containing garnets and crystals of hornblende.

If talc be in the place of the mica, it is then termed talc-schist;

if the material be composed of chlorite and quartz, a chlorite-

s:hist is the result ; and thus the schistose rocks are a large

class, all probably dependent for their different composition to

the circumstances under which they were formed.

Metamorphosed Calcareous Rocks. This class presents unusual

interest, for to this action we owe the existence of that beautiful

stone which has been used in every civilised age for ornament
and sculpture. Marble is an " altered

"
or "

metamorphosed
"

limestone. In a preceding lesson, we entered into the formation

of limestone and chalk rocks in general, showing that their

origin was most probably due to the agency of life ;
in fact, they

were built up by the united effort of an inconceivable number of

minute polyps, and other animalcules. No wonder, then, that

snch rocks contain innumerable evidences of organic structure ;

and yet no trace of such structure has ever been discovered in

marble. The very finest marble in the world, that of Carrara,
offers the best illustration of this subject. It abounds in the

Massa Carrara, or Apuan Alps, mountains some 0,000 feet high.
In the neighbourhood, where the rocks are not altered by meta-

morphic action, they are composed of the ordinary Apennine
limestone, which belongs to the oolite period, resting on argilla-
ceous and siliceous sandstones. Tho limestones are full of fos^

ils and flint nodule* ; between them and the sandstones, which
are also foBsiliferous, though not so plentifully as the limestone*,
is a band of shale. In the neighbourhood of the MAMA Carrara
these strata hare been invaded by plutonio rooks, and erase-

quently metamorphosed ; the fosiiliferous limestone has become
Carrara marble, which doe* exhibit a trace of a fossil ; the

flint nodules are no longer found, but in their place crystals of

quartz. In some places the lines of stratification can be traced,

though this is the exception rather than the rale. The shale*

hare been altered into talc-schists, jasper, and hornstone. whilst

in the place of the underlying sandstones are quartette and

gneiss. This and other similar instances leave no room for

doubt that marbles and crystallised limestones owe their charac-

ters to the action of heat. It seems not improbable that th*

black lines in marble are duo to carbon in a very finely divided

state, and that this carbon may be the remains of some vege-
table or animal deposit.
Tho above results were approached by actual experiment

by Sir James Hall, who found that chalk, when heated and so

pressed as to prevent the escape of the carbonic acid gas,
assumed a crystalline appearance.

Ifctamorpliosed Ar<jillaci ><>.s Kocla. These rocks were origi-

nally deposited as clay or Hilt, which was probably derived from
the further disintegration of gneiss, and which aftorward* under-

went metamorphic action. They are now known by the blue

and purplish roofing-slates so much used, for which tho aerie* is

very valuable. These rocks aro of great thickness, and exhibit

the phenomenon of "
cleavage

"
very beautifully. The plane*

of cleavage do not run parallel to those of stratification, but

almost at right angles to them. The origin of cleavage is not

known. Some geologists ascribe it to the action of heat, others

to pressure, others to electricity. Very probably all these causes

have conspired to produce this curious effect.

Metamorphosed Arenaceous Rocks. Quartette or Quartz Rock

is the sandstone of the group. As wo have said, sandstone i*

an aggregation of particles of quartz. When snch a rock is sub-

mitted to tho action of great heat, these particles agglomerate,

forming qnartzite. This rock is not to be confounded with

vein-quartz, which occurs as a white, flinty mass, often in largo

quantities. The matrix of the Australian gold is this species
of quartz. The difference between the two kinds of quartz is

this : quartzite ii an altered bed of sandstone of the same age
as the beds in which it is found ; whereas vein-quartx is a

deposition in a vein or fissure, which, of course, must have

been mode subsequent to the deposition and solidification of

the rock.

The metamorphic systems, as we have seen, are very produc-
tive in a mercantile point of view. Marbles, slates, serpentines,

quartz ; rock which is used, when ground down, for pottery pur-

poses; metallic veins of copper, lead, tin, frequently traverse

the beds of the system. Gold and silver, and many precious

stones, are among the valuables its beds contain.

But one of its products demands a longer notice. Plumbago,
or black lead, as it is erroneously called, is only found in rocks

which are members of this group. Plumbago ia one of the

forms of carbon. This element appears in three states: as

coal, plumbago, and diamond. The latter ia the purest, and is

probably only carbon which has had, under peculiar circum-

stances, the opportunity of crystallising. Plumbago contains

about four per cent, of iron, the rest of it is pure carbon.

There is reason to believe that it is coal which has been meta-

morphosed. Sir Charles Lyell gives a typical example of this

process.
At Worcester, in the State of Massachusetts, there occurs a

bed of impure anthracite and plumbago, interstratified with

mica-schist. Anthracite is heavier than common coal, and more

completely mineralised. It has an iridescent lustre, and does

not soil tho fingers. From microscopical examination, and other

means, there is no doubt that anthracite ia coal which has been

somewhat altered ; a step further, and plumbago ia the result

At the place indicated, the anthracite ia dug out for fuel,

and tho plumbago for pencils. Sir Charles says :
" After tra-

versing the country in various directions, I came to the conclu-

sion that tho carboniferous shales or slates, with anthracite and

plants, which at Khode Island often pass into mica-schist, have

at Worcester assumed a perfectly crystalline and metamorphic

texture, the anthracite having been nearly transmuted into thai

state of pure carbon which ia called plumbago, or graphite."
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LESSONS IN BOTANY. XXXIX.
SECTION CXX. CRYPTOGAMIC PLANTS.

THESE we have already glanced at in a former part of our
lessons. Their organisation is very curious and exceedingly
diverse ; but in consequence of the absence of flowers, or at

any rate recognisable flowers, their study is not so easy as that
of the flowering plants. The most remarkable tribes belonging
to this division of plants are the mosses, lichens, fungi, ferns,
and sea-weeds, and to these we shall now direct the reader's

attention.

SECTION CXXL MOSSES.
There is no season of the year in which we may not find

interest and employment
amid the mosses and
lichens no soil nor
situation where some or

other of one or both fami-

lies may not be found.

Scarcely any part of the
world is destitute of them.
On the coasts of the Icy
Sea, where the soil never
thaws for more than the

depth of a few inches,

plants of these kinds are
said by travellers to be
the chief forms of vege-
tation. In Spitzbergen,
Greenland, and even in

higher latitudes, they
are abundant, as well as
on the morasses and vol-

canic tracks of Iceland ;

and on the frozen deserts

of Siberia, these little

cryptogamous plants may
still be found. Nor
only there ; for in the

arid wastes of burning
Africa, it is told us that

the traveller Mungo Park
was revived and rejoiced

by the sight of one of

the species of this lovely
tribe.

The muscology of Bri-

tain,which contains about
four hundred species,
most nearly resembles
that of North America,
and is also closely allied

to that of the northern
and central parts of the
continent of Europe. It

is within less than a cen-

tury that this interesting
and widely extended
class of plants has been
made the subject of

much study or research.

The Germans seem to have taken the lead in this branch of

botany, but they have been vigorously followed by many illus-

trious students of Nature among our own countrymen, and
new discoveries are daily being made in this department of the

vegetable kingdom.
The structure of mosses is of the simplest kind

; fungi, sea-

weeds, and lichens alone being below them in the scale of

vegetation. With mosses commence the separation of root,

stem, and leaves, with which parts every jjlant of this tribe is

furnished, and in the place of a flower they have little vessels

usually supported on a stalk, and containing the seed. The
stems vary from the twelfth part of an inch to a foot in height ;

few of them, however, exceed four inches, and most are much
less. The leaves differ in form, some being egg-shaped, others

lance-shaped, and very many linear. If examined under a
microscope, these will often be found beautifully veined and
reticulated ; they have generally a bright-green hue, which
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278. WALL SCREW MOSS (fORTULA MUKALIS) 1, CLUSTER OF SEED-VESSELS ; 2,

THECA OR FRUIT ; 3, PERISTOME ; 4, CALYPTRA. 279. CURVED FRUIT-STALKS
OF A MOSS. 280. ERECT FRUIT-STALKS Ot A MOSS. 281. FEUIT-STALKS OF
THE HAIR-MOSS (POLTTRICHUM).

proves the activity of their breaihing apparatus ; yet thero are
species brown, purple, and even nearly black, as well as of the
palest whitish-green. The edges of the leaves are often toothed,
or notched like a saw. Mosses are said to be in fruit when
the little seed-vessel of which we have spoken is formed.
The fructification of this tribe of plants is very peculiar, and

by it, more frequently than by any other part, is the species de-
termined. At certain seasons of the year we may observe a
forest of thin stems, crowned with these little seed-vessels,
rising above the general level of the clump of moss on which
they grow ; these stalks are called setae, or fruit-stalks, and the
vessels capsules. Let us take that species of moss which grows
so commonly on almost every wall we see, the Tortula muralis,

or wall screw-moss (Fig.

278-1), as our example,
and examine it carefully.
The fheca (Fig. 278-2),
or fruit of this, has a
little cap, like that of a
Norman peasant, with a

high peak and long lap-

pet (Fig. 278-4) ; this is

the calyptra, or veil, and
forms a sort of hood,

which, when the fruit is

young, is rolled round
the theca, so as com-

pletely to cover it. As
the fruit-stalks lengthen,
this veil is torn from its

support and carried up
on the top of the seed-

vessel, much as the calyx
of the Eschscholtzia is

borne up on the summit
of the petals before the
flower opens. Now if

we place this seed-vessel

under the microscope, we
shall find that beneath
the veil is a lid or cover-

ing, which closes the
mouth of the capsule;
this, when the spores or

seeds are ripe and fit to

be dispersed, is thrown

off, and then new and
wonderful objects are dis-

closed
; underneath this

lid (which is called the

operculum) lies a kind of

tuft of twisted hairs (Fig.

278-3), which arise from
within the rim of the

theca, and are called the
teeth of the fringe, or

peristome. These do not

exist in all species of

moss, and when they are

found, differ in number;
but it ia an unvarying

rule, that wherever they are seen at ail, their number consists

of four, or of some multiple of four, amounting occasionally to

as many as sixty-four. Sometimes the fringe consists of two
rows of teeth, differing in size, number, or arrangement ; and
this fringe acts in the most beautiful hygrometrical manner.

A theca of this same Tortula will illustrate our meaning, and
show this to be one of those beautiful and delicate arrangements
which the wisdom and goodness of God provides for the pro-
tection of the young seed. Take a capsule which has been dried

when the teeth were closed, and place it in water, or in a damp
place, and you will see its teeth unclose with a graceful and

steady motion which is beautiful to behold ; or if you breatlio

on a capsule when its fringe is expanded in the sunshine, the

slight moisture of your breath will make the little teeth in-

stantly close over the mouth of the vessel wherein the seeds

lie. In dry and sunny weather these teeth open, and the seeds,

when ripe, are scattered by the wind, and wafted to situations
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it is suitable for them to fix. The capsule being ele-

vated on it<< footstalk, is freely exposed to the effects of snn
in.l wiuil ; thus the seed is first ripened, and then disseminated

. .VIT thr I- as.-ioa of recumbent moss below them, so keeping up
and extending an active fresh vegetation, whilst the decaying

Tin froah soil whereon the new ones may grow. The
.ijisulii of the Tortula ia oblong, the lid conical, the leaves ex-

panded and of a very long oblong, their margins bent back,
.Mil tho nerve protruded beyond the leaf into a white hair-like

The seeds lio inside the theca, and are contained in a
thin bog, open at the upper
end, and surrounding a cen-

tral column called the co-

Inmella.

Such is the usual conforma-

tion of mosses, the organs of

which we have spoken root,

stem, leaves, and capsule

being present in all, though
they vary in form, arrange-
ment, and other particulars,

according to the different

of which they are

Qbers. In some the root is

longer and more creeping than
in others ; the stems differ

in length and in other points,
some being branched, others

simple; some feathered with
leaves from base to apex,

bare at the base. The
and veining of the
also varies in different

kinds, as do the fruit-stalks,

some being curved, as in Fig.

279, others erect, as in Fig.
280. Some proceed from the

ends of the stem and branches,
as in Fig. 279, whilst others

come off laterally, as in Fig.
280 ; and some kinds are de-

void of them altogether, the

capsule being sessile, and
buried among the foliage.

The grand distinguishing
features which mark the

genera are chiefly found in

the form and position of the

theca, and the structure of

the calyptra, or veil. Our
space will only allow of our

slightly touching on a few of

these variations, and those
who are disposed to study the

subject of mosses to a greater

length, are referred to the

'MuscologJa Britannica" of

Drs. Hooker and Taylor, and
other works which bear di-

rectly on the topic ; but we
may adduce a few instances
){ the distinctions to be found
in some of the commonest
jenera.

In the Sphagnum (Fig. 282), those pale whitish mosses which

carpet the ground in bogs, the theca is sessile, that which looks

like a fruit-stalk being in fact a continuation of the roceptacle,
and its form is that of a little cup, the mouth of which ia un-

covered. In the Bartramia, the theca is sub-globose, and seated

282. spiiAoiNtut. 283 1, 2, THECA OF SPHAGNTJC. 281. ENCALTFTA OB
EXTINGUISHER MOSS 1, THE PLANT; 2, THECA j 3, CAZ.YPIHA. 285.

CINCLIDOTUS FOHTANALOIDES.

so largo, as wholly to cover and conceal tb theca, looking like

an extinguisher placed orer a candle. This species grows OB
wall-topi, and appears with the screw wall-mow, and the prett>
cushion-moss (Qrimmia pulvinata), rety early in the
Thia latter is called by children "

pincunhion-mo**/'
whan covered with its fruit, it looks not unlike a cushion

with small pins. It has an oral theca, the frait-stalk is :

short and curved, the lid conical, and the calyptra in the form
of a mitre. The capsule of Andrea l provided with Yalre*,
and opens with longitudinal clefts, whilst P/uucum, and other*

have persistent lids. In some
of the genera the veil is irre-

gularly rent, in others it Ls

perfect; in some it has the
form of a mitre, whilst others

are beautifully plaited at the
base. The differences in the

leaves, growth, etc., of the va-

rious kinds are innumerable;

yet, though the parts differ

from each other, the general
characteristics which distin-

guish mosses from plant* of

every other tribe are so marked
and peculiar, that no one need
be at a loss to know a mow
from any other individual of

the vegetable kingdom.
Mosses select very various,

in some cases singular habi-

tats; one species is found

only on the highest Scotch

mountains; another only in

a bog near Cork. One very
remarkable one grows on the

perpendicular face of the
white chalk cliffs in Kent and
Sussex ; others are confined

to calcareous rocks, whilst

some, as Cindidotut fonta-
naloides (Fig. 285), will only
live beneath the water, or
where the spray and dash of

the waterfall keeps them con-

tinually moistened. There vt

one kind almost sure to spring

up where anything has been
burnt on the ground, espe-

cially where charcoal has been

made, whence its French

name, La Charbonitre.

Hooker tells us that most

species of Splachnum are

found only on the dang of

animals, particularly of that

of oxen or foxes. "One of

these, Splachnum angutta-

turn," he says, "which M
commonly met with on dung,
we once saw growing vigor-

ously on the foot of an old

stocking near the summit of

Ingleborongh, Yorkshire : the

same was also found by a
friend of ours covering the half-decayed hat of a traveller who
had perished on Mount Saint Bernard ; and the same was, if we
mistake not, found by Captain Parry in Melville T

V"j|, vege-
tating on the bleached skull of a musk ox."

This is no doubt that species of moss which the old herbalist,
on a terminal fruit-stalk this has a double fringe, the outer of

j

Gerard, calls Muscus ex Cnauo Hunmtio, or moss from the human
sixteen teeth ; the inner a membrane divided into sixteen seg-

'

skull. " This kind of mosa," says he,
"

is found upon the
monts, each of which is cleft into two parts, and the calyptra \

skulls or bare scalps of men and women lying long in charnel-

is divided in half. The Polyfrichum, or hair-moss (Fig. 281),' houses, or other places, where the bones of men and women
has a double peristome, or fringe, the outer of thirty-two, or are kept together; it groweth very thicke. white like unto the

sixty-four incurved teeth, placed at equal distances ; the inner short moss on the trunkes of old oakes ; it is thought to be a
a thick membrane connected with the outer teeth. The veil of singular remedy against the falling evil, and the chin cough in

this is also divided in half. The Encalypfa, or extinguisher- children, if it be powdered and given in sweet wine for certain

laoss (Fig. 284), has a terminal fruit-stalk, and its calyptra is dales together."
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LESSONS IN LATIN. XLI.
DEVIATIONS IN THE THIED CONJUGATION (continued.).

6. Perfect in -i ; Supine in -SUM.

a. The stem ends in d or t.

i. Cando, found in compounds ; as, accendo, accendere, accendi,

occensnm, to kindle, to inflame.
ii. Gudo, oudere, cudi, cusum, to forge.

iii. Edo, edere, edi, ~sum, to eat.

iv. Fendo, found in compounds ; as, defendo, defendere,

defend!, dexensum, to defend, protect.

v. Fodio, fodere, fodi, fossum, to dig.

vi. Fendo, fudere, fudi, fusum, to powr out.

vii. Mando, mandere, mandi, mansum, to chew.

viii. Pando, pandere, pandi, pansum, and passum, to spread
"id, to open.

ix. Prehendo, prehendere, prehendi, prehensum, to lay hold of.

x. Scando, scandere, scaiidi, scansum, to climb, mount. Com-
pounds are in scendo, scendi, scensum ; as, ascendo, to get up to.

xi. SIdo, sidere, sedi (no supine), to sit down, to sink. Com-
pounds are in sido, sidere, sedi, sessum; as, consido, to set one's

self down.

xii. Strido, stridere, stridi (no supine), to crack, hiss.

xiii. Verto, vertere, verti, versum, to turn.

xiv. Fido, fidere, fisus sum, to trust ; so confidere, to confide ;

diffidere, to distrust.

b. The stem ends in I or r.

xv. Velio, vellere, velli, vulsum, to pluck. Convello has in

the perfect convelli ; but avello and evello have avelli, evelli,
and (seldom) avulsi, evulsi.

xvi. Psallo, psallere, psalli (no supine), to play on the lyre.
xvii. Sallo, sallere (no perfect), salsum, to salt.

xviii. Verro, verrere, vefri, versum, to sweep, clean.

six. Viso, visere, visi (visum, from video), to visit. In these

verbs, the vowel of the stem, when short, becomes long in the

perfect. Two verbs form apparent exceptions : Fi(n)do, findere,
fidi, fissum, to split (so the compounds); sci(n)do, scindere,
scidi, scissum, to separate (so the compounds). But these two
verbs originally had the reduplication. It is the same with the

compound percello, percellere, perculi, perculsum, to strike through.

VOCABULARY.

Effodere, to dig out.

Effundere, to pour out,
to throw off (horse-

bade) [compare the

slang term to spill].

Exedere, to eat away,
gaiti.

Furor, -oris, m., rage.

Incendere, to set on

fire.

Inscribere (with dat.),
to inscribe, engrave.

Lacerare, to tear,

mangle.

Liquefacere, to make

|
into a liquid.

JEgritudo(seger), -mis,

f., sickness, grief.

Antiquitus, anciently.

Colonia,-O3,f., a colony.

Compreheudere, to tafeo

in, comprehend,

Confodere, to pierce.

Conspectus, -us, m.,
a view.

Diffundere, to spread
. abroad.

Digerere, to divide,

digest.

Epigramma, -atis, an

epigram, something
written on a tomb.

Nuntius, i, m., a

messe?iger.

Offundere, to pour
against, spread.

PervShi, to be carried

t/irowg?i or to.

Procudere, to forge,
coin.

Proflcere, to benefit.

Veils passis (ablative

absolute), in full
sail.

Veluin, -i, n., a sail.

Vetustas, -atis, f., old

age.

EXERCISE 155. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Constat Tyriorum colonias pseue toto orbe terrarum diffusas

fuisse. 2. In morte portutn nobis paraturn esse et perfugium putemus
(subjunctive for imperative). 3. Quo utlnam velis passis .pervehi
liceat ! 4. Hannibal patriam defeusum ex Italia revocatus est. 5.

Nib.il proficiunt prsecepta, quamdiu menti error offusus est. 6. Beate
vivendi cupiditate inceusi omnes sumus. 7. Ingens nummorurn
numerus hoc anno procusus est. 8. JEgritudo auimum meum laceravit,
exedit, planeque confecit! 9. Epigrammatis, monumeuto inscripti,
literse vetustate exesae erant. 10. Milites urbem, ab hostibus oppug-
natam, acerrime defenderunt. H. Antiquitus magua auri argeutique
vis in Hispania est effossa. 12. Milites furore capti, ducem confode-
runt. 13. Equus repente corruit, consulemque lapsum super caput effudit.

EXERCISE 156. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Wilt thou turn thy skill in (of) speaking to the destruction of

thy country ? 2. I will turn my skill in speaking to the benefit of all.

3. He has turned his skill in speaking to the salvation and preservation
of his country. 4. The traitor being taken will be put to death before
the eyes of the citizens. 5. Take care thy horse do not fall and throw
thee on thy head. 6. Will the soldiers run their general through ?

7. This book is eaten by age. 8. The Queen will coin a large amount
of money. 9. The messenger lacerated my mind. 10. My mind was
torn by the view of my husband's death. 11. The old and the young

will be inflamed with the love of life. 12. Thou canst not see truth so

long as thy iniud is covered with error. 13. He was carried iato Italy.
14. They will be carried to those coasts. 15. The general bravely
defended the city. ]f>. The city will be well defended by the citizens.
17. The colonies of Britain lay spread in all parts of the world.

7. Perfect with Reduplication.

The reduplication in the verbs, the first vowel of whose steia
is i, o, or u, consists in the repetition of the first consonant of
the stem, together with that vowel ; in the rest, however, it

consists in the repetition of the first consonant of the stem, to-

gether with e. The compounds have, in the perfect, no redupli-
cation; except those from curro, I run; disco, J learn; and.

posco, I demand.
i. Cado, cadere, cecidi, casum, to fall, happen. Compounds are

in cido, cidere, cidi, casum, thus : occido, I go down, die ; incido,
I fall on (E. R. incident) ; recido, I fall back ; the rest want
the supine ; as, concido, concidore, concidi, to fall together.

ii. Ca2do, casdere, cecidi, cassum, to cut, to kill. Compounds
are in cido, cidere, cidi, cisum; as, occido, I put to death.

iii. Cano, canere, cecini, cantum, to sing. Compounds in

cino, cinere, cinui ; so concino, to sing together ; and occino, to

sing inauspiciously ; the rest are without perfect and supine.
iv. Curro, currerc, cucurri, cursum, to run. Most of the com-

pounds in the perfect have, but oftener have not, the redupli-
cation.

v. Disco, discere, didici (no supine, but disciturus), to learn ;

so the compounds, as perdisco, perdiscere, perdidici, to learn

thoroughly.
vi. Fallo, fallere, fefelli, falsum, to deceive; fallit me, it

escapes me, I am not aware, I am unconscious. The participle
falsus, false, is mostly employed as an adjective ; compound,
refello, refellere, refelli (no supine), to refute.

vii. (Pango) pangere, pepigi, pactum, to conclude a treaty.
The present, with this meaning, is supplied by paciscor ; but
pango, in the sense I strike, fasten, has panxi (seldom pegi),

panctum (pactum, E. E. pact). Compounds, pingo, pingere,

pegi, pactum ; as, compingo, I put together ; depango, to fix in ;

and repango, to set into (without the perfect).
viii. Parco, parcere, peperci, parsum (with dat.), to spare.
ix. Pario, parere, peperi, partum, to bear, bring forth, to get,

acquire; P. F., pariturus; ova parere, to lay eggs.
x. Pello, pellere, pepiili, pulsum, to drive. Compounds are in

pello, pellere, puli, pulsum ; as, expello, I drive out.

xi. Pendo, pendere, pependi, pensum, to cause to hang, to

weigh, to pay, to suffer. Compounds are without reduplication ;

as, appendo, appendi, I hang to, or fasten on.

xii. Posco, poscere, poposci (no supine), to ask, demand ; so

the compounds, as, exposco, expoposci, to get by asking.
xiii. Pungo, pungere, pupugi, punctum, to prick. Compounds

in perf., punxi ; as, interpungo, to place a point betiveen.

xiv. Tango, tangere, tetigi, tactum, to touch. Compounds
are in tingo, tingere, tigi, tactum ; as, attingo, to touch upon.

xv. Tendo, tendere, tetendi, tentum, and tensum, to stretch;
tendere insidias, to place in ambush. Compounds are without

reduplication, and with the supine in tentum; as, contendo,
contendere, contendi, contentum, to strive ; but retentum and
retensum, extentum and extensum, are used ; nevertheless,
detendo and ostendo have only detensum and ostensum ;

ostentus is the same as obtentus, as, ostentus soli, exposed to

the sun.

xvi. Tundo, tundere, tutiidi, tunsum, to pound, beat. Com-
pounds are in tundo, tudi

; as, contundo, to pound together, to

beat in pieces, to weary.
The two ensuing verbs have the reduplication in the present,

and retain it throughout : bibo, bibere, bibi, bibitum, to drin J,- ;

in the same way, the compounds ; sisto, sistere, stiti, statum

(status, set fast), to place. Monosyllabic compounds of dare

belong to this class ; as, addo, addidi, additum, to add.

VOCABULARY.
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EXERCISE 157. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. M clucoa >|>orU:t, et MI 1 .'.i h< iti, atfeuilo couflnnes. 2. Hal*
ir. 3. L't liiruuilluuM omtivo tempore pntsto unit.

frigure pulse recuduut, . .i-i sereuo vitu> touij>oro pnMto
::iul.it'iu.- In . :,i. in (urttiuu) vuK-riut, clevolaut onitiei. 4. Quid
alt, inccrtum eat. 5. Quod cuique obtinit, id quisquo teueat.

ui .m>. .-mil seuem et iunnximn a o occinuiu esse Alexander
7. lugenuau didieiise fldeliter ortes cuiollit mores, neo unit

one feros (eos). 8. Non tarn utilitan, parta IH.T amlcum, quam aruici

i .so delectat. 9. Hauiiibalcin uou fefellit foroclus qiuun con-

'.iliius rein hostes gestures ease. 10. Ex quo (tempore) pecucla in

.touoro fuit, verus reruui honor occldit. 11. Silva velum oecldit, fcrro

,11.1111 iK'ino i-i-i I'UU 12. Epamiuoudas fldlbus pruoclaro cociuiMO
.1, iiur. 13. Cato scribit priscos Homauos in epulls oecinine ad tibu:a

. Ui-.'1-uin MI ..nun Linden utquo virtutes. 14. Datur cohortibus lignum,
coruuaque ac tubic couciuuemut.

EXERCISE 158. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Tim hen has laid an egg. 2. The lieua will lay egg*. 3. How

uiauy eggs a day (in dies) do your hens lay ? 4. Thy mother has borne
a con. 5. The general will not spare the public building!. 6. The
soldier, seized with fury, slew his general. 7. Dost thou tl.ink that

the enemy will spare those who are worn down with age ? 8. I kuow
uot whether the enemy will spare the women and children. 9. A truce

has beeu made with the enemy for twenty dayj. 10. The voices

souudcd in harmony. 11. The sign having been given, thy brother

anng to the lyre the praises of great men. 12. Twenty thousand of

oar soldiers were slain.

8. IncJwatives.

Those verbs arc called inchoatives (from the Latin inchoo, I

begin) which denote a commencement, or a transition from one
state into another, with special reference to the idea conveyed
by the roots from which they are severally formed : for example,
vctus is old; accordingly the inchoative veterasco means, I

grow or become old. Inchoatives are of the third conjugation,'
and follow the perfect and the supine of their radical verb.

i. Invetcrasco (radical, inveterare), inveterasce're, inveteravi,

mveteratum, to grow old.

ii. Exardcsoo (R. ardcre), exardescere, exarsi. exarsum, to

burst into aflame, to burst into anger, break out.

iii. Indolesco (R. dolorc), indolescere, indolui, indolitum, to

feel pain.
iv. Revivisco (R. vivere), reviviscere, revixi, revictum, to live

again, to revive.

7. Concupisco (R. cupere), concupiscere, -ncupivi, concu-

pltum, to desire (E. R. concupiscence).
vi. Obdormisco (R. dormire), obdormiscere, obdormivi, ob-

dormitum, to fall asleep.
The inchoatives of the obsolete oleo, ol?re, olui, to grow, are

formed thus : adolesoo, adolesccre, adolcvi (adultua, as an

adjective, grown up, adult), to grow up; exolesco, exolescere,
exolevi (exoletus, as an adj., grown old, ivorn out, antiquated), to

grow out, grow old, become obsolete; inolesco, inolescere, inolevi (no

supine), to grow upon, to add to one's growth ; obsolesco, obso-

lescere, obsolevi, obsoletum, to grow down, become obsolete. Very
many inchoatives want the perfect and the supine, as augesco,
to increase, from augeo, angerc, aim, auctum. Here may be

placed the inchoatives which are derived from substantives or

adjectives, as repuerasce"re, to become a boy again (puer, a boy) :

only a small part of them form a perfect in -ui, as maturesco,
maturescere, maturui, to become ripe (maturus).

VOCABULARY.
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HISTORIC SKETCHES. XLIV.
THE SPANIARDS IN AMEEICA.

" AND there being among- the Spaniards some who are not only

cruel, but very cruel, when a man occasionally wishes to punish
a slave, either for some crime that he had committed, or for not

having done a good day's work, or for spite that he had towards

him, or for not having extracted the usual quantity of silver or

gold from the mine, when he came home at night, instead of

giving him supper, he made him undress, if he happened to have
a shirt on, and being thrown down on the ground, he had his

j

hands and feet tied to a piece of wood laid across, so permitted !

under the rule called by the Spaniards the law of Baiona a law

suggested, I think, by some great demon ; then with a thong or

rope he was beaten, until his body streamed with blood ; which

done, they took a pound of pitch or a pipkin of boiling oil, and
threw it gradually all over the unfortunate victim ; then he

was washed with some of the country pepper mixed with salt

and water. He was thus left on a plank covered over with a

cloth, until the master thought he was able again to work.

Others dug a hole in the ground and put the man in, upright,

leaving only his head out, and left him in all night; the Spanish

saying that they have recourse to this cure because the earth

absorbs the blood and preserves the flesh from forming any

wound, so they get get well sooner. And if any die (which some-

times happens) through great pain, there is no heavier punishment

by law than that the master shallpay another slave to the king."

Thus wrote Girolamo Benzoni the Milanese, who, in the year

1541,
" started from Milan in the name of God, the sustainer

and governor of all the universe," to seek his fortune or what-

ever might present itself to him in the newly-discovered pos-

sessions of the Spaniards across the Atlantic. Benzoni was, to

judge from his own account of his travels, a perfectly ingenuous

man, who mentioned gravely and without aiming at effect what-

ever came under his notice, nothing extenuating nor setting

down aught in malice. He was not particularly squeamish
about what he did or what others did, though he appears to

have had what was lacking in the Spanish composition some of

the feelings of the human heart. He is, therefore, a very fair,

unprejudiced witness in respect of the Spanish treatment of the

Indians, and his testimony is, moreover, abundantly confirmed

by that of many others equally disinterested.

It is a sad and singular history, that of the conquest and pos-

session of the West Indies and America by the Spaniards. How-

ever, it is proposed here simply to give a slight sketch of the

Spanish doings in America and the Indies after obtaining posses-

sion of them, howthey furiouslyraged together, imagined all sorts

of vain things, and how in the end the power was reft from them.

The first permanent settlement made in the West was on

Haiti, or, as Columbus called it, La Isla Espanola, of which

Bartholomew Columbus was made governor on his brother

Christopher's return to Spain. During his administration all

went well with the colony, the Indians wondering at the bearded

men who had come they knew not from whence with iron tubes

from which they hurled lightnings, and by the aid of which

they made noises like thunder ;
but discord sprung up before

Christopher's return, the Spaniards ill-used the women, beat the

men, and otherwise behaved oppressively ; and the Indians

having ascertained, by the purely philosophical process of holding
a Spaniard under water for ten minutes, that the new-comers

were mortal, rose against them when familiarity had somewhat
taken ajway the dread of them, and killed some of the garrison.

So long as Columbus and his brother remained in authority
the Indians had tolerable treatment, for the influence of the

two, weakened though it was by jealousies and mutinies, which

sprang up among the Spaniards, was strong enough to hold the

greater part of the adventurers in check ; but when Spanish
governors came to be in power, and every consideration was sacri-

ficed to the greed for gold, the most merciless demands for life

were m ade in order to supply the slave labour necessary for the

working of the mines. So rapid was the loss of life from this

cause for the Indians had never been accustomed to such

severe work that in a few years Haiti was all but depopulated,
and the Spaniards brought in slaves from the neighbouring
islands and from the mainland to fill their place. Porto Rico,

Cuba, Jamaica, and all the lesser islands were brought under the

yoke ; Jamaica, which was densely populated, but which did not

yield gold, being made the slave-mart for the gold-seekers, who

caught the people as they would have snared so many wild

beasts, and shipped them off to the islands where the mines
were. Haiti remained for many years the head-quarters of the

Spanish Government in the West Indies, but when the attrac-
tions of the mainland of Mexico, Peru, and Chili had drawn
away many Spaniards, and the nsgroes imported from Africa

began to be more numerous than consorted with the safety of
the whites, the island was virtually abandoned, and each sepa-
rate governor of an island or a province received his orders
direct from Spain.
The Spaniards having spoiled all the islands of the West

Indies those which yielded gold for sake of the gold, and
those which yielded only slaves for sake of the slaves turned
their attention to the mainland, which hitherto they had not

thoroughly explored. Balboa, an independent pioneer, made a
settlement on the Isthmus of Darien, and having there learned
that on the other side of the isthmus was a kingdom in which
any quantity of gold was to be had for the seeking, sent
to Isla Espanola for reinforcements, and went meantime him-
self with a small body of men to where the mighty Pacific was
first revealed to the eyes of a European. Gathering as much
gold as he could get, and which the native chiefs freely gave him,
h returned for assistance, not daring with his few friends to

di-aw down the hostility of the wealthy nation which he under-
stood was also exceedingly strong. On April 2, 1519, an ex-

tensive expedition which had been fitted out in the ports of

Cuba, and which sailed under the command of Fernando Cortoz,
landed on the coast of Yucatan, and was well received by the
natives. Cortez immediately formed an entrenched camp, which

subsequently became the city of Vera Cruz, and having esta-

blished himself there began to negotiate for an interview with

Montezuma, the emperor of the country.
Whether the Mexicans suspected the character of the wolves

who came to them in sheep's clothing; whether the Spaniards,
as is most likely, did not refrain from acts of violence even at

the beginning of their occupation ; or whether it was from fear

of the firearms which so greatly astonished the people, the

Mexicans held back from this proposal. Montezuma sent rich

presents which only inflamed the greed of the Spaniards, and
Cortez, after entering into alliances with tribes discontented
with the government, marched inland with 500 foot soldiers,

fifteen horsemen, and six pieces of cannon. With such a force

he proposed to himself the conquest of a populous and power-
ful empire. By striking terror into opponents who had never
seen a gun fired until now, by artifice, by playing off hostile

chiefs one against the other, Cortez marched on,' his admiration

being excited at every step by the magnificence of the scenery,
and his cupidity aroused by the signs which he daily saw of the
enormous wealth of the soil. After short sojourns in some of

the cities which fell before him like snow before the sun, he ad-

vanced to the city of Mexico, in the environs of which Montezuma
came out to meet him in friendly sort, with barbaric but splendid
state, and magnificent gifts. The emperor was so gracious and

hospitable that Cortez had much difficulty in knowing how even
he was to begin playing the villain. The Spaniards wera

brought into the city, lodged, fed, and clothed, and all that they
wanted was supplied to them. Cortez resolved to avail himself
of an outrage on some Spaniards on the coast to possess him-
self of the person of Montezuma. He first complained of

the outrage and demanded the punishment of the murderers, who,
including a cacique or chief, were brought to Mexico and burned
alive as a punishment ; but the sufferers having averred, truly
or not, that what they had done was by Montezuma' s own
order, Cortez seized the emperor, and kept him a prisoner in

irons in the Spanish quarters. He wrote to the King of Spain,

telling him what he had done, and how that he had done it for

the better security of the lives of the Spaniards in Mexico, and
for the purpose of more effectually bringing the empire under
the dominion of the Spanish king. The enormous consignments
of gold sent to Europe astonished the Old World folk, and
attracted thousands of them across the water. The gold itself

was spent in attempts to found universal dominion, and in

endeavours, continued through many years, to crush out as a

plague the spirit of liberty both in church and state. In Mexico,
after the imprisonment of Montezuma, the Mexicans were com-

pelled to be the slaves of the Spaniards and to work their own
gold mines for them. The waste of life became as prodigious
as in the West India Islands, and the sufferings of the people
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so groat (licit the Spiininh j>rif>sts roinoniitratod, and order* were
ubtuiiif 1 t>< mi the Popo and from the King of Spain for t)i<

Ix-ttiT tr, Minn-lit <>f tli.- Indians. But such orders to a man like

\vero aa nothing, and tlio state of the poor people grow
worse aud worse. They had resolved at any cost to g.-t riil-.f tli.-ir

tyrants, when Cortez was called away from the capital to fight a

b -xpi '(lition which had been sent from Cuba, the gover-
nor of which thought fit to override the authority of Cortes, and
to seek himself to gather whore ho had not nown. Cortcz
defeated the expedition, killed its loader, and induced the
soldiers to enlist under him.

On hi- return to Mexico city his quarters were assailed by a
vast multitude of Mexicans, desperate at the return of their

(lrcn< If ul i-iiemy, and bent on his destruction. In vain did

try everything that skill or valour could dictate, in vain
did In- Lrinir out Montozuma on the ramparts to quiet the

proj.li'. Montf/uma was killed by a missile flung by one of his

own subjects, and Cortez and his followers had to cut their way
out of the city. In due time ho returned with fresh troops

procured from Isla Espauola, and captured the city ; the succes-

sor of Montozuma was put to death by slow torture, multitudes
of Mexicans were slain, and possession was formally taken of

the country as a dependency of Spain.
Twelve years after Cortez had landed at Vera Cruz, Pizarro

(in 1531) arrived with a small force on the coast of Peru, and

dissembling his object from people who probably did not know
what had befallen Mexico, advanced inland, pretending that he
would mediate between Huascar and Atahualpa, sons of the

late Inca or king, who were striving for the mastery. Atahualpa
had the upper hand, and Pizarro managed to get his con-

sent to an interview, at which the intention was to seize the

Inca, and hold him as a hostage and as a lever of power. At
the meeting the Inca was informed that Alexander VI., Pope of

Borne, had given Peru and all the other kingdoms in America
to the Spaniards ; that the Pope of Rome was lord of the whole
earth by virtue of his being vice-gerent of Christ, of whom
until this moment the Inca had never heard. Atahualpa was

required to acknowledge the supremacy of the King of Spain,
and to be baptised into the Christian faith. On the luckless

man treating these modest demands with derision, a tumult was

raised, a heavy fire of musketry and artillery was opened on the

Peruvians, and Atahualpa was seized and loaded with irons.

Cruel as had been the conduct of the Spaniards in Mexico, it was

very cruel in Peru ; the grossest frauds were practised on the

natives, who were reduced to the most dreadful form of slavery,
and compelled to yield forced labour. Atahualpa was made to

pay as ransom a room full of bars of gold, and then, the gold

having been received, he was strangled, and his body burned at

a stake. Furious dissensions arose among the Spaniards about
the division of the spoil ; Pizarro was murdered, his murderer

succumbing in turn to some other ruffian, and a long period of

anarchy and bloody revolution ensued, during which the native

Peruvians suffered from each successive ruler.

Besides the West Indies, Mexico, Peru, and Chili, the Spaniards
did not care for their other possessions in America, which fell in

course of time under the dominion of the English, French, and

Dutch, and include at the present day the whole of the United
States of America.

What of all they once held do the Spaniards retain at this

moment ? Cuba only, and Porto Rico. Ruthless, selfish govern-
ment like that they set up, practices subversive of all good such

as they practised, could bring about but one conclusion. Even
in Benzoni's time (1550), the demoralisation was such that "many
Spaniards prophesied for certain that the island (Isla Espafiola)
in a short time will fall entirely into the Hands of these blacks

"

(imported Africans), and such has been its fate after many and

deadly struggles between Spaniards, French, and English for

the mastery there. When the news of the French Revolution

in 1789 reached the island, the French being then masters, the

population rose en masse, and in the awful massacre of San

Domingo repaid the wrongs of centuries. Jamaica was taken

from Spain by commanders sent by Cromwell, and since that

time successive conquests have stripped her of all but Cuba
and Porto Rico, the sole remaining relics of their once vast

American possessions.

Mexico, Peru, and Chili remained under the curse of Spanish
rule till quito recent times ; but the bursting of the old bands of

tyranny is Europe by Napoleon Bonaparte loosened them indi-

rectly in America. As soon as it WM known in Mexico (in 1806)
that the Hpanuih Bourbon* were overthrown, the viot-rcy called

on the people to rapport King Ferdinand, bat when they roe*

e. thoto do BO the Spanish colonist* resented their interf ough
it was on their own behalf. " No native American shall par-

ticip ito in the government so long as then is a mole-driver U
La Manoha, or a cobbler in Castila, to ttipteeent Spanish as-

cend&noy." In this spirit the Spaniards in Mexico conducted

themselves, and the result was that after three formidable insur-

rections, bloodily suppressed, Iturbide, a native Mexican, so

gathered up the national party into his hands that he drove the

Spaniards out, and received on the 27th of November, 1821, the

surrender of the capital on condition that the Spaniards should

forthwith leave the country.
After passing through a dreadful ordeal analogous to the

above, Peru and Chili, making common cause, threw off the

Spanish yoke, and on the 26th of February, 1826, compelled
the surrender of Callao, the last foothold of the Spaniards on
the territories won for them by Cortez and Pizarro.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. L.

IK this lesson we commence Part II. of our Lessons in Gt

The sections in this Part, which are distinguished by the sign %
in all references made to them in Part L, will be found to fur-

nish a complete and systematic Grammar of the German Lan-

guage, including its Etymology and Syntax, with examples and

extracts from the best German writers.

1. ETYMOLOGY.

Etymology regards words as individual* ; discloses their ori-

gin and formation ; classifies them according to signification ;

and shows the various modifications which they undergo in the

course of declension and conjugation. The inflection of all

parts of speech, except the verb, is, in grammar, called declen-

sion ; the regular arrangement of the moods, tenses, number*,

persons, and participles of a verb, is called Conjugation; in a

general way, however, all words capable of inflection are said to

be declinable. The indeclinable parts of speech are often called

Particles.

2. DERIVATION AND COMPOSITION.

(1.) In respect to derivation, all German words are divisible

into three classes -.Primitives, Derivatives, and Compounds.

(2.) The Primitives, which are also called roots or ratiital*,

are all verbs; forming the basis of what are now generally called

the irregular verbs, and of about fifty or sixty others, which

were once irregular in conjugation, but are so no longer. They
are also all monosyllables, and are seen in the crude form (so to

speak) by merely dropping the suffix (en) of the infinitive mood;

thus : '.Bint (en), to bind ; falicf(en), to close ; fang(fn), to catch.

(3.) From the primitives, sometimes with, sometimes icithout,

any change in or addition to the crude form, comes a numerous

train of derivatives, chiefly nouns and adjective*.

Thus, from binfc(tn), "to bind," we get ter *anr, the volume,

and tcr '.Bunt, the league, where the derivatives are produced

by a mere voicel change. The derivative is, also, often distin-

guished by a mere euphonic or orthographic termination :

changing the form, indeed, but in no wise affecting the *n*e.

The terminations employed in this way are tr, tl. tn, t. it. it.

and tt; thus, from fprt^(tn). "to speak," comes tie Ctrad-t.

speech, language. In some cases, moreover, in forming deriva-

tives, the in-ignificant syllable ge is prefixed ; as: Qtaeip. sure,

certain ; tcr (Vcfang. the song.

(4.) But there is another and a most extensive class of deri-

vatives, sometimes called secondary derivatives, formed by the

union of radical* words with suffixes that are significant : thnu,

from Iitilis, "holy, sacred," we get, by adding en. the verb bcili-

qcn,
" to make holy, to consecrate." The suffixes of this class

(the significant ones) are, however, most of them, used in form-

ing nouns and adjectives. They will be found explained under

those heads respectively. Several of them are exactly the mine

in form as the terminations which are often added toprimary deri-

vatives. From thews (that is, from the merely orthographic end.

ings) the significant suffixes are to be carefully distinguished.

The word radical, however, in ttu place, is designed to indicate

any word capable of assuming a ufflx. In this loose sense the word to

often employed for the sake of convenience.
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(5.) Among1 the secondary derivatives must also be included

those formed by means of prefixes as well as suffixes. These
are mainly verbs, and are treated somewhat largely under the
head of Compound Verbs.

(6.) In respect to COMPOUNDS, properly so called that is,

words formed by the union, not of prefixes and suffixes with

radicals, but of radicals, or other independent words, one with
another the German is peculiarly rich. Not only is it rich in

the abundance of such compounds already in use, but it pos-
sesses a rare facility of forming them, as occasions arise, out of

its own resources.

(7.) In forming these compounds, the two components are

often merely joined together as one word ; as : lU;rmac$cr (from
Uf;r. a clock or watch, and QWacJjcr, a maker). But in numerous
cases the union is marked by the insertion of certain letters,
which may be called letters of union ; thus

3)te JTobeSnotfj (from ZO'D, death, and Sftotlj, need, agony), the

death-agony.
>a $tmmeH!t{$t (from Simmcl, heaven, and 2tc$t, light), the

light of heaven.

35te -ijeqenSijute (from ^crj, heart, and ute, goodness), the good-
ness of heart.

35er Spferbeaqt (from 5pferb. horse, and Slrjt, doctor), the horse-

doctor.

35a8 -^irtenleben (from ^itt shepherd, and Seben, life), the pas-
toral life. '

3)cr @icrfu<$en (from Si, egg, and Jtudben, cake), the omelet.

(8.) Some of these letters of union are nothing more than the

signs of the genitive case of the first component ; others are

mere euphonic additions.

(9.) In some instances the union of the parts of a compound
is characterised by the omission of some letters; as: Der imn

tag (Scunc, the sun, and ag, day), Sunday. JDcnhuurbig (benfen,
to think, and lourtig, worthy), worthy of thought.

(10.) Finally, in all compounds, the main accent falls upon
the first component, which always qualifies or defines the second,
as containing the fundamental idea.

3. PARTS OF SPEECH.

(1.) The parts of speech in German are usually reckoned ten ;

namely, Articles, Nouns or Substantives, Adjectives, Numerals,
Pronouns, Verbs, Adverbs, Prepositions, Conjunctions, and In-

terjections.

(2.) Of these, six namely, Articles, Nouns, Adjectives, Nume-
rals, Pronouns, and Verbs are capable of inflection, that is,

admit of changes of termination by which various modifications
of meaning are expressed ; the other four namely, Adverbs,
Prepositions, Conjunctions, and Interjections are in form in-

variable.

(3.) All parts of speech capable of inflection have two num-
bers : the Singular, which denotes but one ; and the Plural,
which denotes more than one.

(4.) All parts of speech capable of inflection, except the verb,
have four Cases : namely, the Nominative, Genitive, Dative, and
Accusative; also, three Genders, namely, the Masculine, the

Feminine, and the Neuter.

(5.) Cases are variations made in the form of a word, to indi-

cate its several relations to other words ; the nominative being
that form which denotes the subject of a verb ; the genitive that
which is chiefly used in signifying source or possession'; the
dative that which indicates the person to whom, or thing to

which an action is directed ; and the accusative that which
points to the immediate or direct object of an action.

The cases in German correspond well to those in the Latin

language. The Vocative, however, is never counted, because it

is exactly the same in form as the nominative ; while the Abla-
tive (as in Greek) is wholly wanting, its place being generally
supplied by the Dative (with a suitable preposition).

4. THE ARTICLE.

(1.) There are two articles in German : the Definite, ber, the;
and the Indefinite, ein, a or an. They are inflected thus :

Singular.
MASC.

Norn. Set,

Gen, !De,

Bat. 3)cm,

Ace. >cn,

FEM. NEUT.

bif, bo, the.

fcer, beS, of the.

ber, bem, to or for the.

tic, ba?, the.

Plural,
FOR ALL GENDERS.

Nom. She, the.

Gen. 53cr, of the.

Dat. iDen, to or for the.

Ace. Die, the.

Singular.

FEM.

eine,

einer,

einer,

eine,

NEUT.

ein, an or a.

dne3, of an or a-

einem, to or for an or a.

ein, an or a.

MASC.

Nom. in.

Gen. @inc,
Dat. Sinent,

Ace. Sinen,

This article has no plural.

(2.) Certain prepositions are frequently contracted with th
dative and accusative of the definite article into one word..

EXAMPLES.
Dat. 2lm, for an bem, as, am fjeiter, at the fire.

Ace. 2ln8, an bag, anS u$t, to the light.
Ace. SlufS, auf baS, aufs au, upon the house.
Dat. SSeim, *ei bem, fceim SBater, with the father.

Ace. 5>itrc$, burcty ba, fcitrc$3 SBaffer, through the water.
Ace. %ur$, fut ba, fur e(b, for the money.
Dat. -Sinterm, Ijtntet bem, jjinterm aufe, behind the house.
Dat. 3m, in bem, tm -Stminel, in (the) heaven.
Ace. 3nS, in baS, ins au, into the house.
Dat. 25om, son bem, Bom llebd, from (the) evil.

Ace. 93or8, fcor ba, or3 ffenflet, before the window.
Dat. SSorm, sot tern, orm Sljore, before the gate.
Dat. itberm, iibet bem, iibcrm Seiter, upon the fire.

Ace. tibcr, fiber ba, uber 8anb, over (the) land.
Dat. Untcrm, unter bem, unterm SQBaffer, under (the) -water
Dat. Sum, 311 bem, jum gluffe, to the river.

Dat. 3ur, ju ber, juc I)re, to the honour.

5. NOUNS.

(1.) In German, as in English, the nouns (that is, the names
of persons and things) are divided into two great classes ; viz.

Common nouns, which designate sorts, kinds, or classes of ob-

jects ; and Proper nouns, which are peculiar to individuals.

The student will bear in mind the following rules :

a. In German all Nouns, as also all parts of speech when used
as nouns, begin with a capital letter; as: 1. 3>er 06, n, the son;
bie Softer, the daughter. 2. Der ute, the good (man) ; bte utc,

the good (woman). 3. DaS <Sina.cn, the singing.
b. Also : Tlie Indefinite Pronouns ; as : Semanb, anybody,

somebody; Sebermann, everybody; StoaS, anything, something;
and SiicfytS, nothing.

Note, that when (5 1 n> a $ and yi'idjtS are connected with >

noun, or with an adjective used as a noun, they do not bogie
with a capital; as : Sr tyat e tit) a 3 S3rob, he has some bread. (St

Ijat nidjtS ute3, he has nothing good.
c. Also : The absolute Possessive Pronoun (when used substan-

tively. Sect. XX. 2) ; as : 5>te SUeinigen, my family ; ba 2Jfei

nige, my property.
d. Also : The Indefinite Numerals, when used without a sub-

stantive ; as : Mc8, 2Ule, all ; (Jinige, some ; 2ftancbcr, many a ;

9>ie(e, many.
e. Also : The Personal, Pronouns, 2>it, 3l)t, thou, you, etc,

when we would distinguish thereby the person addressed.

/. Also : Sin, when a numeral adjective, and likewise when a

pronoun as distinguished from the article ; as : 3ci> fiabe nur

(Sinen 5reunt, I have only one friend. 2)a8 Sine Spferb tft bltnb,

ba3 anbcre ift la^m, the one horse is blind, the other is lame.

g. Lastly, Adjectives derived from names of persons ; as :

S @djt(lerfc()e au$. Observe, that adjectives derived from
the names of countries do not begin with a capital; as: l!er

beutfcfye 23unb, the German confederacy , btc franjoftfcfye pradjje, the
French language.

(2.) Under the head of common nouns are commonly included

several subdivisions ; as Collective nouns, which are the names
of a plurality of individuals considered as unity ; and abstract

nouns, which are the names of certain qualities or attributes re-

garded as separate from any given substance.

(3.) The nouns, both common and proper, as before said, are

regularly inflected ; thus exhibiting by means of terminations

the several modifications of gender, number, and case. The
numbers and cases will be made sufficiently clear under the head
of declension of nouns.

6. GENDER.
(1.) Strictly speaking, the masculine gender belongs exclu-

sively to words denoting males ; the feminine, to those denoting
females; and the neuter to such only as are neither male nor
female. And in English, accordingly, with very little exception,
this is found to be actually the case.
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(2.) Not BO, however, in German ; for there the names of

many things without lifo, from thoir real or supposed possession
Lining to things with life, are considered and

treated as maaouline or feminine. Often, moreover, words indi-

cating things without lifo are deemed masooline or feininiin-,

iii.-r.-ly frcm some resemblance in form to those designating
properly male or female. Henoe arises, in grammar, the

distinction botwoon the natural and the ijrammatical gender of
word.*.

(3.) Wore tho natural gender alone regarded, it wonld be

necessary only to know tho MEANING of a word, to know its

; but since this is not the case, we are often obliged to

determine gcndor chiefly by the FORM.- We give below, there-

fore, tho principal rules for determining the gender in either

way ; suggesting only, aa the best mode of learning the excep-
.sliidi are numerous, and hero purposely omitted), tho

custom of constantly and carefully noting them in reading and

speaking.

7. BULES FOE DETEKMININO GENDER.
BY THK MEANING.

(1 .) To the Masculine belong
names of

Male beings : as, tcr Sftann, the

man ; tec Sowe, tho lion.

Days : an, ter 9)fontag, Monday;
tec Ticnftag, Tuesday.

Months: as, bec3anuac, January;
tec Sc&cuar, February.

Seasons: aa, tcr Scufyling, spring;
tec Scunner, summer.

Winds: as, tcr 9tortn>infc, the

North wind ; tec Sutlrint, tho

South wind.

Points of the compass : as, tec

Sicct, tho North; ter @ut, tho

South.

Mountains: as, tec J&arj, tho

Harz ; tec 9ltU, the Atlas.

Stones: as, tcr Tumant, the dia-

mond ; tec JRubtn, the ruby.
Fruit-trees: as, tec4Mrn&aum,the

pear-tree ; tec 2lpfel6aum, the

apple-tree.

(2.) To tho Feminine belong
the names of

Female beings : as, tie Srau, the

wife ; tie Softer, the daughter,

as, tie SBcfcc, the Weser;
tit Xfyemfe, tho Thames.

Fruits: as, tie S3icue, the pear;
tie Slug, the nut.

Trees and flowers : as, tie S3icfe,

the birch; tie Grrle, the alder;
tie 5Rejt, the rose.

(3.) To the Neuter belong
the names of

Countries and placf ; as, 8rnnf

reicty, France ; Skcltn, Berlin.

.- as, ta ilbcr, silver.

M<J ti-rials : as, taO olj, wood.
Letters : as, ta 91, the A ; taS

, the B, etc.

Irfinitives used as nouns : as,
ta I'eeen, life; taS 9*eiten,

riding.

Many individuals taken toge-
ther (i.e., collective nouns) :

as, ta ^eer, the host.

Adjectives used as nouns ,'In an
abstract and indefinite way) :

"as,

taS Watt, the good ;
tat

c^cnt, the beautiful.

Pronouns and particles used sub-

xtnntii-i'hj : as, fein Itebrt 3$,
his beloved self ; baJ 9Bte unb
tii 2Bo, the how and tha
where.

(1.) To the Masculine belong

a. Those primary derivatives

(see 2. 3) ending in tho in-

si'jnijicant suffixes cr, tl, en,

and those also that are with-

out affixes of any kind.

b. Thoso secondary deriva-

tives formed by means of tho

significant suffixes cc, ig, ing.

and ting.

(2.) To the Feminine belong

a. Those primary derivatives

ending in e, t, te, t (ft), te.

b. Those secondary deriva-

tives formed by means of the

suffixes e, ei, in, Ijeit, feit,

fc$aft, ung.

(3.) To the Neuter belong

. Those secondary deriva-

tives formed by means of tho

suffixes $en, lein, e(, fa I, ft I,

nip, tftum,

b. Thoso nouns having the

augment ge.

Under the name at maU l>i*yt nut be included that of the

Almighty, as also those of angel> and othsr superior powers t

those of mythological deities and of human bsfafs ; those of

beasts, birds, reptiles, sad Ashes. The term ftmalt
must have a like latitude of signifioation.

KEY TO EXEBCI8EB IN LE880K8 IX OKBXAJT
EXBBOUB 141 (Vol. III., page 48).

1. Ctnto toir anittWat, auf unfern grntnb |H Mann? S. 9M*. *}t
feinenreaen. 8. t if f<ec 0)rnf4 Witt frtnrr Ztnltttftb lsfli mrtfjatt
4. fflraimn 6ie fu^ unfertw^fm ni^t ! 5. Wntuimy* moym tm t+n
nut 6ic tcoUen. 6. SRrin sBrutrr ftarv in nnrajr^mttn 3a^r ftisct

vlliert an tec ujfbrunq. 7. IDiffcii &\t. tMt 3frrc ao(Miu U^t flriU^n

&at ? 8. Slein, abet i^ tisbt jenen iWann, twicer qtfttm U ssfcr 4s4
f.im, im 'iiertartyte. 9. Surrfl bmtt icb emen Ttener trt ^aufe* tai 6cc>

tac^te. 10. Slacbtem u$ meine lehte SKeife rcUentet &atte, mtmete 14 siis)

tent Stutium lee lebtnten 2rta4<n. 11. fta^tra imc ] fHttsg

gcfi-en't Kitten, tittrn trie fpajieren. 12. Wo^ttm cr grfriffliift |stt(. !

fu$tc ec feinen Schroagec. 13. Xiei'e Xame brss^C
feint )u einem Jlleite. 14. Oenec jungling urt S/KUT. 15. 3m*
UmerneJv.nen mac^te unfern 9ia<^bac ;um rei^en Ram. 16. Cr fagtt

mic, ec >cucce feinet felfcft wegen mtt fetnem

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
SOME LAND, SEA, AND FRESHWATER SHELLS, WORMS, AXD

TUBE-DWELLER8.

WE have already shown, in our paper on British pearls and

pearl-shells, that all shelled creatures of the sea, fresh-water,
or land, possess the power of building up the walls of the tiny
castles in which they dwell. There are others which possess no

shell-building power, and depend for defence and protection
from injury on the shelter afforded by either holes in the earth,

crevices amongst the rocks, or pipe-like coverings formed from
materials gathered together either by the exercise of the will

and ingenuity of the creature, or by natural processes ovei

which it has no control. Then we have shell-dwellers who, not

content with their own natural covering, bore deep holes in

rocks and timber, in order to secure a perfectly safe place of

shelter ; and yet another vastly important group of worm-like

creatures, the HelminUies, or worms which dwell within the

tissues of other living organisms.
Although the accomplished naturalist, who is well op in the

subject, would distinguish at a glance the distinctions which

exist between true land, fresh-water, and marine shells, and

assign to earth, sea, or parasitical worms their true position, the

casual observer would find some difficulty in determining the

particular order to which each or either belonged. As an ex-

ample of this similarity of structural form and contour, we most
refer our readers to the accompanying illustrations. Fig. 1 re-

presents a shell, dwelling in fresh water (Paludina vivipara) ;

Fig. 2 a marine shell (Trochus magus) ; and Fig. 3 a land shell

(Cydostoma subaspera). The resemblance between land and
sea slugs is nearly as close as that between land snails and

sea snails. Fig. 4 represents a large land slog (Arion rvfus),

and Fig. 5 a slug from the sea (Tergipes despcctus).

There are few who know that money may be made of slog* aa/
snails. Land slugs, although occasionally taken medicinally by

persons suffering from pulmonary consumption, are of little com-

mercial -mportance. The Eastern seas, however, yield a slap

(Holothvria edulis) commonly known as the IMeto dt mar, or

trepang, which ranks high as an article of merchandise, and is

the cause of much maritime activity and general briskness of

trade. The trepang is in great request hi the markets of China,

as an ingredient in the composition of the gelatinous soups anc

hashes in which the Celestials so much delight. With pickled

sharks' fins, little squares of salt fat pork, and preserved bam-

boo shoots, the Btche de mtr makes a dish perfectly irresistible

to a Chinaman. There are six kinds of slogs generally sought

for, the best being those obtained by diving amongst the reefs

and rooks where they are known to resort; others are taken

either by torch or moonlight, in the shallow pools ; whilst the

inferior kinds are gathered by hand from the rooks at low water.

The various kinds, when selected and arranged according to

their quality, are cleaned, carefully cot open, cooked in large

cauldrons in the water which they themselves yield, and are
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then subjected to a carefully-conducted and thorough drying
process, on trays or shelves arranged in sheds erected for the

purpose. Very large quantities of dry wood are consumed
before the drying process is complete, as the slugs require very
perfect and careful preparation before they are in a condition

to be shipped. Some idea of the importance of the trepang
trade may be gathered when we inform the reader that one
trader obtained amongst the Feejee group of islands, by barter
with the natives, 25,000 dollars' worth, during a seven months'
round of trade. The influence brought to bear on the shipping
interests of the southern seas by the slug trade is immense, as

will be believed when we give the returns of one voyage in

pursuit of trepang : Pecals of Eiche, de mer collected, 1,200 ;

cost of outfit of ship, etc., 3,500 dollars ; returns of cash on
sales effected, 27,000 dollars. The value of dry Beche de mer,
as brought to the markets of China, ranges between ten and

sixty dollars per pecal* according to class and quality.
Snails of both land and sea are of very considerable com-

mercial importance and value. The common periwinkle (Turbo

littoreus) of our coasts is without doubt the most familiar

and best-known type of the sea-snail.

A visit to Billingsgate at high-market
tide will serve at once to show how
vast the consumption of these little mol-

lusks must be. Shovelled up, measured

by the peck and bushel, like piles of

black grain, and then carted away
throughout the length and breadth of

mighty London, the periwinkle
becomes a noteworthy element
in British industry, and, al-

though eaten from a pin's

point, affords in the gathering
and vending honest employ-
ment to thousands. A com-
bination of prejudice and
custom renders the land-snail

of England a production of

comparatively small import-
ance. On the Continent, how-

ever, especially in France, the

snail may be fairly regarded as

ranking next to the oyster in

the list of shell-food. The
true edible snail (Helix poma-
tia), the apple snail, or Grand
escargot of the French, is by
no means common in this

country. Specimens are oc-

casionally found in the neigh-
bourhood of Ashford, in Kent, near Dorking, and in some
other localities. It has long been a popular belief that this

particular kind of snail was first introduced by the Romans, as

it has been found in the neighbourhood of the sites of ancient

Roman encampments. In England, the existence or non-exist-

ence of H. pomatia is a question interesting to the scientific

only. In France, considerable pains are taken, and much atten-

tion paid to its culture and well-doing. Snail-gardens, or escar-

gatoires, as the French call them, are established for feeding the
snails in. These are formed either by making a sort of pound,
or enclosure, with boards and upright posts, or a number of shal-

low square or oblong pits are dug in the earth for their recep-
tion. Vegetables and herbs are scattered on the floors of the

snail-pens, in order to afford the shell-bearing flock an agreeable
feeding-ground. Whilst summer lasts, the snail's food consists

of potatoes, green leaves, and bran. As winter approaches, and
the cold wind warns H. pomatia that hard times are coming,
he proceeds to some corner, or quiet nook, and commences to

form and secrete the operculum, or trap-door, with which its

castle-gate is soon closed and defended. It is whilst the snails

are in this sealed-up and torpid condition, that they are gathered
for the market. When a sufficient number have been collected,

they are packed in suitable casks or barrels, and dispatched
to their purchasers. Over four millions of snails have been

gathered annually by the proprietor of one set of snail-gardens,

* The pecal, consisting of 133J Ibs., is a weight in general use amongst
the Japanese and Malay traders, and is equal to the " tan " of China.

1. PALUDINA VIVIPARA. 2. TKOCHUS MAGUS. 3. CYCLOSIOMA SUBAS-
PEEA. 4. Amon Erose. 5. TEEGIPES DESPECTUS.

and snail-culture is on the increase. Our common brown
garden snail (Helix aspersa), although inferior in size (and, it is

said, in flavour) to the great apple snail, is capable of furnishing
good and wholesome food, which might ward off the pangs of

hunger in many poor families, did not the stern and un-

yielding bar of custom and prejudice stand obstructively in

the way. Whilst on the subject of snails, it may not be out
of place to refer to the belief which exists amongst certain of

our sheep-farmers, that the flavour of the celebrated Portland
mutton is in great measure owing to the vast number of minute
snails which the sheep, in feeding on the close, short pasture
of that locality, are necessarily obliged to masticate with it,

Two descriptions of land shells are found in countless thou-

sands on the sheep pastures of the Portland dunes : one is

Helix virgata, a banded, yellow snail; and the other Bulimus
acutus. That these little creatures contribute largely in

building up the tissues of the sheep which feed on them,
there can be no doubt, as the mutton from sheep which
have been reared in this snail-land has been found to lose its

piquant flavour on being removed to other localities, even when
fed on a liberal allowance of the most
approved artificial food. We shall have

occasion, as we proceed, to refer to certain

marine creatures, whose habit it is to bore
holes in the solid rock. Here, again, we
may trace the curious similarity which
exists in the habits of both sea and land

shells, for we find a particular species of

snail (Helix saxicava) indulg-

ing in regular and systematic

rock-boring habits. During
the summer months, this de-

scription of snail, which is

found abundantly in Picardy,
feeds in the thickets and
about the hedge-rows, but as

winter approaches it makes
its way to the hills of cal-

careous rocks (marbre napo-
I6ori) found in the commune
of Retz, and betakes itself to

the deep excavations formed

by a legion of former stone-

borers, and there hybernates
until warm weather shall come

again ; but instead of sealing
himself up, as we found H.

pomatia to do, the living snail

finds the bottom of his gallery
which is not unfrequently

over six inches in depth by one inch and a-half in diameter a

sufficient protection, without the aid of an operculum. These
curious galleries, or rock-tubes, contract gradually from the ex-

ternal orifice to the bottom of the cell, where they terminate in a

sort of cup-shaped indentation to which the snail firmly attaches

itself by suction. It is most curious, that these snail-burrows

are almost invariably made on the rocks which face the east and
north-east. It has been computed that the result of the winter's

hybernation of each snail deepens the hole in which it shelters

at the rate of half an inch per season. The manner in which
the boring and perforating process is achieved, has been a

subject for much debate and investigation. The labours of the

sea-borers have also led to a great deal of scienti-fi'o contro-

versy, some investigators maintaining that an acid secretion

thrown out by the borer softened the rock and so led to its

being easily entered by the shell, whilst others have positively
asserted that secretion had nothing to do with the process, and
that the shell alone, acting by the aid and agency of intensely
hard and spine-like cutting teeth, filed or cut away the stone

much as an artesian well-boring tool, when moved forward and

back, aided by water, cuts its way far into the solid rock. Tee
limits of this paper will not admit of our fully discussing this

knotty subject. There are many curious and deeply interesting
matters of evidence which have been by experienced naturalists

brought to bear on the question of friction versus chemistry in

the matter of rock-perforation by shells. We must, therefore,

defer this question until the publication of another paper enables

us to resume it.
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LESSONS IN CHEMISTRY. XXX.
MILK-THE EXCRETIONS FOOD-VEOET \

COMPONENTS.

Milk. Boeing that thia fluid is the only food of the young
of tho mammalia for many months, it may be regarded an the

most important as well aa the moat peculiar of the secretion*.
.

'iily Hocrotcd by the fomalo, who for thia purpose in en-

with iiiivminillnry glands. It consiata of caaeine, which,
aa wo have noon, in analogous to muaole ; of fatty principle* ; a

ir sugar, and sundry salts. Its whiteness is an optical
,i, -lii-ion ; under the microscope it is a clear liquid, in which
small globuloa of transparent fatty matter, enclosed in a slight

l>illirlo, float. If allowed to stand, these rise to the surface,

forming cream. When this cream ia churned, the pellicle of the

fat-globule is mechanically broken the fat agglomerate*,
forming butter. The butter is washed with cold water, in order

> >ve as much as possible the casoine, which, owing to its

complicated composition, readily decomposes, and thua makes
tho butter rancid. Salt is also added to retard the decompo-
sition of the fat. Tin- casoine, which is in solution in the butter-

milk, has been described. Albumen is also found in colostrum,
that is. milk which in secreted

soon after tho birth oftho young.
The milk of the cow contains

so much albumen that it

coagulates when it is boiled.

The sugar in the milk has tho

peculiar quality of not under-

going alcoholic fermentation,
and the consequent liberation

of carbonic acid gas. Such a

product would be dangerous to

the tender stomach and intes-

tines of tho young animal.

The Arabs prepare a fermented

liquor from mare's milk, but in

this casea part of the milk-sugar
is converted into grape-sugar

by the caseine, and becomes
the source of the fermentation.

When in a warm atmosphere
the sugar is liable to undergo
a change, and the product is

lactic acid ; and seeing that

caseine is insoluble in the

presence of an acid, it is pre-

cipitated as curds ; thus tho milk is said " to turn." The com-

position of cow's milk will be seen from the following analysis :

Water 873-00
Butter 30-00

Caseine 48*20

Milk-sugar 43 '90

Calcium phosphate . . . 2 '31

Magnesia 0'42

Iron 0-07

Potassium chloride . . . 1*44

Sodium 0'24

Soda with caserne 0*42

STARCH : Fig. 55, Starch of Wheat ; Pig. 56, Starch of Arrowroot

Fig. 57, Starch of Bice.

1000-00

Urine, tho chief of the fluid excrements, is separated by the

kidneys from arterial blood. Its contents, which ore subject
to much variation, may be thus given :

Water 933'00

. 30-10

17-14

Urea ....
Extractive matter.
Uric acid . .

Sodium Sulphates )

Potassium Sulphates j
Sodium Phosphate
Ammonium .

Calcium and Magnesium
Sodium Chloride .

Sal-ammoniac
Silica ....
Mucus . . .

1-00

6-87

2-94

1-65

1-00

4-45

1-50

0-03

032

1000-00

This excretion is tho channel which carries off the wasto mate-

94 N.E.

rial from the wear and tear of the body. It b an amber,
coloured liquid, poMuring an aromatic odour when warm,
except in di*ei*e ; and during the proaes* of diyettton U b Mid.

Urea MM ., principal outlet for the nitrogen of

the system. A human adult excrete* about an ounce and a

quarter daily. It may be separated from nrine by adding an

equal bulk of nitric acid, and treating the adeoUr eryvtal* of

nitrate of urea thus obtained with baric carbonate. The carbonic

acid cornea off, and the urea cryiitallUe* from the barium nitrate.

Since ita formula may be written thai, NH 4O,CK,
sometimes called Oyanate of Ammonia. This a*lt can be mad*
readily, and when a volution of it U evaporated at a jenUs
heat, it undergoe* a metamorphonU, and become* area
without any change in it* element*, which *eem to have grouped
themselves anew. It will be noticed that an addition of two
molecule* of water will produce ammonium carbonate, and
thia explain* the can*e of the fact that no urea i* found hi

decomposing urine, but a quantity of ammonium carbonate.

Uric or Lithic Acid (H
?
C

5
H

t
N

4O,). Human mine doe* not
contain much of thia acid, but it i* present in considerable

quantity in the semi-liquid excrement of bird* ; and the vast

beds of guano chiefly consist of ammonium nrate. When urine

i* anrcharged with this acid,

it deposit* itwslf in hard

crystallised grain*, forming red

gravel. If thia deposition go
on in the kidney or bladder,
calculi are the result. In gouty
subject* it i* liable to ac-

cumulate, joined wLh soda,

about tho joints of the finger*
and toes, forming what are

improperly called chalk lionet.

It ia found in combination

with the alkalies, and theae

urates form the deposit* which
urine frequently give* on cool-

ing. There are many other

compound* which are found in

minute quantities in urine, but

which, although of great che-

mical use, are not of general
interest.

TUB NUTRITION OP ANIMALS
AND PLANTS.

In order to supply the body
with the various compound* of

which we have found it is composed, we take food that ia,

vegetable and animal substances which contain theee requisite

bodies. We need say nothing of animal food, for the consti-

tution of all flesh is analogous ; but the existence of the com-

pounds which build up the animal frame in the vegetable king-

dom is not so evident. Nutritious substances may be divided

into two great classes those which contain nitrogen, or atotited

bodies; and those which are wanting in nitrogen, or noft-asohwd

bodies. The former supply the flesh with building material, for

muscle, etc., contains nitrogen ; and the hitter seem chiefly

to devote themselves to the maintenance of animal heat in the

system.
Corn. Taking corn a* the staple vegetable food of man, we

find ita constituent* are : 1, atarch ; 2, gluten, the albumen of

the vegetable kingdom ; 3, dextrine ; 4, oily matter ; 5, saline

matter ; and 6, a skeleton of ligneous tisane, which nndergoM
no change in passing through the system. The proportion of

these ingredients varies in different climate*. The following*

table gives some idea of this :
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obtained from flour by making it into a paste with water, then

washing this, tied in a muslin bag, in a gentle stream of water ;

the starch is removed in suspension, and this is being carried

on so long as the water runs through the bag milky. Upon
opening the bag a grey, sticky, tenacious substance is found

adhering to it, which is mainly gluten. It evidently is a com-

pound of at least two substances, one of which is soluble in

hot alcohol, the other is not. Liebig regards this latter

substance as vegetable fibrine ; the former, which is deposited
from the alcohol as it cools, has been termed gluten.

Starch (C6H10 5)
n

; or amylaceous matter, occurs in a large

proportion in seeds, roots, and stems of certain plants. It

appears in grains : those in wheat (Fig. 55) are i^th of an
inch in diameter ; those of arrowroot (Fig. 56), g^th ; while those

of rice are much smaller, and they are also angular (Fig.

57). As sold in the shops, it is either in a white glistening

powder, or in peculiar angular masses, which are easily
crushed ; it is insoluble in cold water. If the water contain

2 per cent, of alkali, the starch becomes converted into a
tenacious mass; or if the water be heated to 60 Cent., it

suddenly assumes a pasty condition, in which state it is used by
the laundress. Under the microscope the grains seem to be con-

structed in layers ; but it is possible that this appearance is

due to folds in the skin which encloses them. The point a

(Fig. 55) is called the hilum, and is supposed to be the point
of attachment of the grain to the cellular tissue of the plant.
Starch is readily prepared from potatoes, of which root it forms
rather more than 80 per cent, of the solid matter, by causing
them to be rasped ; the pulp is then washed on a sieve, and the

water, milky with the granules of the starch in suspension, is

received into vats, where the amylaceous matter subsides.

After several washings and strainings, it is finally dried.

Rice starch is more difficult to procure, from the fact that it

is associated with 7 per cent, of gluten in the seed. This

gluten is dissolved by a weak alkaline solution, which leaves

the starch untouched.
The presence of starch is easily determined by the action of

iodine, which, as has been already noticed, turns it blue.

From what we have seen of the insolubility of starch, it

must be evident that this substance is unfitted for the food of

the young shoot which the germinating plant puts forth, as

all food, to enter the minute vessels of either the animal or

vegetable frame, must be in a state of solution, and yet, were
the starch soluble, the rain would wash away the contents

of the husk as soon as it burst. These difficulties are solved by
one of the most wonderful of arrangements

Dextrine. When a solution of starch is boiled with a little

dilute sulphuric acid, it becomes thin and limpid, and does

not give the blue compound with iodine ; the starch has become

dextrine, a substance closely resembling gum, and is indeed
sold as British gum, in those useful bottles of "

mucilage."
If this boiling with dilute acid be continued for some time, a

further and still more remarkable change takes place the

dextrine becomes grape sugar, or glucose (C6H 1!(
O6,HaO).

This very same result is produced in seeds by a minute

quantity of a ferment, diastase, which is probably albumen or

gluten in a particular stage of decomposition; one part of

diastase can convert 2,000 parts of starch into sugar. In the

germinating plant this conversion is not sudden, but gradual,
thus supplying the rootlet with proper aliment as it requires it.

In brewing, this natural process is taken advantage of to

convert the starch of the barley into sugar, and this sugar as

will be explained in the next lesson suffers, by fermentation,
a further change, becoming alcohol, carbonic acid gas, and
water. The barley is

"
steeped" in water, and then spread out

on a floor; here it begins to germinate, and by continually

turning the bed with wooden shovels, this germination goes on

uniformly. The acrospire is watched, and as soon as it is

"bout half an inch long, and is going to bifurcate, the vitality of
the seed is destroyed by rapidly drying the grain, experience
having taught the maltster that at this point all the starch has
become sugar ; the malt is then mixed with water, and allowed
to ferment.

The saline matters plants contain they obtain directly from
the soil in which they grow, and are those phosphates, etc., of

which the mineral structures of the body are composed. The
great use of artificial manure is to supply soil which is deficient

in such salts with those peculiarly required by the nature of the

crop proposed to be raised. The decay of the large cities, such
as Nineveh and Babylon, has been ascribed to the fact that

the land in their neighbourhoods became exhausted of its phos-

phates, and in time refused to grow cereal crops. The means
of importation being very imperfect, the population gradually
decreased, or emigrated. We renew the exhausted soil by sup-

plying it with guano, bone-earth, phosphate of lime, and other

artificial manures.
Those constituents of the plant which we have noticed, which

are not of a mineral character, are assimilated by the plant
from carbonic acid gas, nitrogen, water, and oxygen. The

process by which these changes are effected is wholly unknown.
The green colouring matter of the leaf has the property, in

sunlight, of decomposing the carbonic acid which the leaves

the lungs of the plant inhale. The oxygen is thrown off in

a pure state, fit for animal respiration, while the carbon is re-

tained. Some of it forms the woody tissues of the plant ; some
of it, with the elements of water, and occasionally a little

nitrogen, concurs to produce gluten, starch, sugar, and the

other organic constituents of plants.

Cellulin or Cellulose (C 18
H

30O15).
This substance is the " base-

ment tissue
"

of all vegetable structures ; it occurs nearly pure
as cotton, linen, elder pith. The particles of woody matter are

deposited in the meshes of this cellulin.

Pyroxyline, or Gun Cotton (C, 8
Hal .9NOa,0ls). When cellulin

is immersed in a mixture of equal measures of strong nitric acid,

whose specific gravity is 1'5, and sulphuric acid, it undergoes a
remarkable change. As may be seen by the above formula,
one of the oxides of nitrogen is introduced into its composition.

Apparently the fibre is not changed, but it has assumed the

property of rapid combustion.

To prepare Gun Cotton. The mixed acids are allowed to cool to

the ordinary temperature of the air ; the cotton, paper, or sawdust,
is then immersed for some minutes ; the material must not be
immersed in large quantities, but piecemeal the paper, sheet

after sheet. After ten minutes it is removed, and thoroughly
drained from the acid, by pressing it between two porcelain

plates in an inclined position. It is now washed in cold

water, until not a trace of acid is left, and dried with care, at a

temperature not above 100 Cent. The rapidity of its explosion

may be shown by igniting a little gun-cotton resting on gun-

powder the latter is generally not fired. Although this

property renders it peculiarly adapted for blasting brittle rock,

yet for military purposes an explosive is required of slower

combustion, in order to heave the shot. Gun-cotton exerts its

propulsive force but for a short time, and distresses the

ordnance. This difficulty is now being overcome by com-

pressing the fibre, which renders the inflammation slower. It

possesses great advantages over gunpowder; it can be kept
without injury any length of time damp, and speedily dried for

use ; it leaves no " train
" when carried about ; it is light, and,

above all, yields no smoke upon explosion. It will explode
when violently struck. When dissolved in ether, it forms the

collodion of the photographer.

Lignine is the encrusting matter in the cellular tissue which

gives hardness to wood.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XVI.
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Jmpararv. to learn.

ujili, I

shaJl go to-mor-
row.

you shown it ?

rality.

Lion*, Lyons.
Lo incite, he provoke-..

him.

Jfa!, uvil.

iftrvant.-, merchant.

.Ifi, to nil', me.
. mill.

Mini.

Nottin-jamo, Notting-
haoi.

Mute (.'*), f. pi., wed-

ding,omniage feast.

O, or.

Uynuno. everybody.
(U),

word.

PoMeggiore, to take a
walk.

Pn*a, thinks.

P*n*at<), do you think ?

Pen*), I think.

Ptetro, Peter.

. Plymouth.
Porta, door.

Praiuo, dinner.

Prtfcntct, he prefers.

Pretto, soon, quickly.
Prouimo (in.), proe-

tma (f.), next.

Scrivtre, to write.

Soggiorna. he lire* or
resides.

SJMMO, pastime, di-

ver*;

Stranitro, stranger.

Suo (ID.), .11.1 (f.), hi*,

her.

: iwi, conveys.
Tirar, to draw, trail,

drag ; to shoot or

fire, etc.

Tocoa, falls to the lot

or share.

Tutto, all, whole.

VcctUo, bird.

FMIM, comes, becomes.

EXERCISE 13. ITALIAN-ENGLISH.

1. Ha man-da-to la let-te-ra a Gio-van-ni. 2. Ti-ra-re ad un
uc-col-lo. 3. II mer-oiin-te pen-sa al gua-da-gno. 4. Tuc-ca on
fio-ri-no ad u-no. 5. O-gnu-no ti-ra 1' a-cqua al au-o mo-h'-no.

6. Dal-le pa-rd-lo si vn-ne al-le ba-sto-na-te. 7. A obi 1" a-ve-to

mo-stra-to ? a Pie-tro o al-la cu-gi-na ? 8. A che pen-aa-te P

9. P&n-so all' av-ve-ni-re. 10. Ar-ri-ve-re-mo pre'-sto al-la pros-si-
ma pcVsta? 11. E'-gli e cdr-so au-bi-to al-la pdr-ta. 12. Par-
la-va ad u-no atra-nie-ro. 13. Lo in-ci-td al-la c61-le-ra. 14.

Pre-fe-ri-ace il be-no al ma-le. 15. La su-a con-ver-aa-zid-ne mi
.i n6-ja. 16. E'-gli se lo re-ca a dis-o-nd-re. 17. La li-

be-ra-li-ta gli vi6n im-pn-ta-ta a di-fet-to. 18. E's-ai c-ra-no

al-la cac-cia, al-le ndz-zo, a pnin-zo, a ce-na, al fe-ati-no. 19. An-
dre-te do-ma-ni al ri-ddt-to ? al con-cer-to ? 20. I'-o un-dro do-

ma-ni a un bal-lo. 21. An-da-te a im-pe-ra-re, a scri-ve-re, a
dor-mi-re, a man-gia-re. 22. E'a-ai van-no a apaa-so, a pas-seg-
pi;i-rc. 23. An-dia-mo al caf-fe. 24. Per dd-ve si va al-la pd-
ata ? al-la do-ga-na ? 25. E'-gli e a Ber-li-no. 26. Sog-gidr-na
in Fi-ren-ze. 27. E'-gli mo-ri in Not-tin-ga-mo. 28. E'-gli lo

oon-dur-ra a Ce-stria. 29. El-la giun-ae a Lid-ne. 30. E'-gli e

ar-ri-va-to in Bri-atol. 31. E'-gli 6 na-to in Pli-mut-te.

EXERCISE 14. COLLOQUIAL.*
1. Thy mother has lost her umbrella. 2. My aiater baa found

a pen. 3. Where have you bought this penknife ? 4. Hast
thou aeen our horse ? 5. We have seen a large inn. 6. Your
little brother haa a good watch. 7. Our brother ia tall.f but
our aiater ia little. 8. I have a hat which is very fine. 9. The
watch which you have bought ia good. 10. Our uncle haa
received a letter. 11. Thia son has lost hia mother. 12. This

daughter has lost her father. 13. This present is for this

child.

THE PARTICLE DA.

I have already stated that the particle di denotes a mere
mental separation of ideas or notions, while the particle da
expresses a real separation of objecta. This ia the fundamental

signification of da, and, on thia account, it must be pronounced
to be the very opposite or logical antagonist of the particle a.

Thia latter word indicates any kind of tangible or mental and

imaginary approach or direction to or towards a person or thing,
while da expresses any kind of tangible or mental and imaginary,
but clear and real separation, removal, distance, or direction

from a person or thing; and the ideas of direction to or towards,
and of a direction from a person or thing, are, to some extent,
the very poles or extremities of all relations in which words and
things stand to each other : for example, in thia sentence, pdr-lo
di lui, I apeak of him, it ia evident that there is no direction what-
ever to or towards, but rather a direction from a person. Thia
direction is, nevertheless, not sufficiently clear and real enough
to justify the use of da ; while, in the sentence vtn-go da lui, I

oomo from him, a real removal, distance, or separation from the

person from whom I come is understood, which can only be

expressed by the particle da. As a further illustration, in the

phrase un mer-cdn-te di Ve-r6-na, a merchant of Verona, the

particle di is a mere sign or intimation to distinguish the merchant

from the town in which he UTM, and not of his abmc* from it ;

while, in the senUno* 4-yli v&ne da V+r6+a, UM partial* da, d-
notes) an actual rumor*! from that pUo.

* After a careful study 01 the previous colloquial exercises, even

ordiuary pupils should be able to translate the following sentences
without the aid of a vocabulary.

t In Italian, tall and great are frequently expressed by the sane
word.

. -

planation of too particle da, however, It not offloMot to convey a
complete notion of all iu oe* ; every language, generally peak*
ing, being far too complex a vehicle of human thought anywhere
to admit of inch a Nummary diaooaikm of iU more important
branches. Now, and hereafter, I nhall be therefor* obliged to

explain the various modification* and exception* of this general
rale.

The idea* of removal, dutunct, teparatiun, dependent*, dedxe-
tian, or derivation, and origin or dacent, are, as it were, only
collateral or subordinate branches of the fundamental notion of
a direction from a person or thing, and that word (person or

thing), the removal, diatance, deduction or derivation, origin or
descent from which, and the dependence on which, in expreeeed,
requires the particle da before it For Tmnplt :

SaUta-fi da ?W-(to luA-go, begone from this place.
Al-lon-ta-nA-rt it-no da un Iu6-go, to remove one from a place.
Ca-vd-rt d-cqua dal p6t-*o, to draw water from the well.
X-m-rd da lon-td-no, to come from afar.

I'-o vtn-go dal giar-di-no, 'la cd-ta, I come from the garden, from
home.

L' iie-ett-lo i u-ict'-to ddl-Ia gdb-bia, the bird has flown oat of Uu
cage.

Ac-cat-td-rt pd-nt da ti-tto, to beg one's bread of one.
Cio (pron. ct'<5) di-pfn-d* ddl-la for-tu-na, da rot, that depends on
good luck, on you.

De-dUr-r u-na ra-<ji6-ne da un prin-ci-pio fdl-to, to deduce an argu-
ment, proof, or evidence from a false principle.

Ddi-la <;ual co-a nd-cqut-ro di-ttr-u pa-ri-rt, from which aros<
various fears.

Dt-ri-vd-re V o-ri-gi-n* di u-no c6-ta da un' <fl-tra, to dffdncff the

origin of one thing from another.
Di-vi-de-re U-na c6-ta da un' dl-tra, to separate one thing

another.

It ia obvioua that the idea of origin, expressed by da,
sarily includes any action proceeding from a person or place. For
this reason, on the one hand, the English preposition by, when-
ever in connection with passive verbs it denotes cause, author-

ship, instrumentality, etc., must be translated by da; and, on
the other hand, all verbs expressing a going away, or departure,
generally demand thia particle. For example :

Car-td-gi-ne /u /ob-bri-cd-ta da 1H-M-M, Carthage was boflft by
Dido.

Fu 4-gli da a!-cii-ni u<5-t u-gre-ti n-m{-ci ac-cu-M-to, he was SOOnseil

by some of bis secret enemies.
A q\U-tta giar-di-no V d-eqva i a6-6on-<U-rol-mAi-U *om-mt-nt-*rr<i-ta

da li-na /r-chu-i-ma fan-id-na, the water for this garden* is

abundantly supplied by a very cool fountain.

-gli i par-ti'-fo da L6n-dra, he has departed from London.
Co-min-cto a an-dd-rt da tfa-xa-rlt-U a Ge-ru-m-Um-mi, he began to

go from Nazareth to Jerusalem.

Whenever the verbs u-sci-re or sar-M-re, to go or come oat or
from ; par-t(-re, to set off, depart ; ve-n{-re, to come ; fug-yi-rr.
to fly, escape, etc., admit of the preposition dt before that place
from which the going away or departure takes place, thi-

apparent deviation from the general rule, without difficulty, will

be explained by ellipsis ; i.e., by the omission of the preposition

da, with some other general noun :

7-n<-r. jxir-li-r di R6-ma (i.e., ddl-Ia cit-td di RJ-ma), to arrive,
to depart from (the city of) Borne.

Jl-gli i di ,-Mr-d<5-n<a (i.e., ddl-la cit-td di ^-*--AI-i), he is s

native of (the town of) Aberdeen.

U-tci-re, or-ti-r di ca-a, di cAr-ti, di pa-idVio, di tei-tro, di efcUes,
to go or come from home, from court, from guildhall, from
theatre, from church.

The particle da, also, is used, in order, by naming the birth.

place, to distinguish one person from others of the same appel-
lation. The birth-place thus becomes, as it were, the surname
of the individual. This employment of da certainly is quite
conformable to its fundamental notion, for the birth-place is s

part of the general idea of origin, descent, or extraction :

Da, as wen as the English by, is in these oases the preposition,
which must be placed before the nominative case of the original
sentence of the active voice whenever the Utter is to be changed into

the passive: for example, U'-no/r#-cnu-'-ma/<m-W-na *om-mi-n<-rfrw

a&-6<m-d-t*l-mAi-f I' .l-i-'fiia a Q/.$fo piar-d<-mo, a very cool fountain

abundantly supplies the wutr for this garden.
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Gio-tidit-ni da Fie-so-le, Pie-tro da Cor-t6-na, Leo-ndr-Ao da Vin-ci,

Gui-do da Sie-na, Po-li-do-ro da Ca-ra-vdg-gio, Ra-fael-lo da

Ur-bi-no,* etc.

Da, also, may denote any origin or commencement referring

to time, and then it means since :

Da che vi vi-di la pri-ma vol-ta, since (tlu-t day when) I saw you
the first time.

Ddl-la mi-a gio-va-nez-za in. si-no qu^-sto tijm-po, since my youth till

this day.
Dall' cm-no pas-sd-to in qua, since last year.

Da du-e m6-si in qua, two months since.

Ddl-la mdr-tc di mi-o pd-dre in qua, since the death of my father.t

The phrases da mat-U-na, da, se"-ra, da not-te, mean, in the

morning, in the evening, in the night (by night, at night) :

6-pe-ra da far da mat-ti-na, work to be done in the morning.

Non e-sce da cd-sa che da se-ra, he only goes from home in the

evening.
Td-li cd-se won si fan-no da not-te, such things are not done by

night.

Da also signifies about, nearly, close upon, not far off from,

etc.:

Ho jjua-da-gnd-to da cin-que li-re ster-li-ne, I have gained or won
about five pounds sterling.

Ho per-du-to da sei a 6t-to tdl-le-ri, I have lost from about six to

e.ght dollars.

Da Jtd-ma a Nd-po-li sa-rdn-no da cen-to ses-sdn-ta mi-glia, it is

about a hundred and sixty miles from Borne to Naples.

Jj-gli vi re-ste-rd da cin-que a sei gior-ni, he will stay there from
about five to six days.

Sti-md- Da-si a-ve-re in Fi-ren-ze da no-uan-ta-mi-la bdc-che tra ud-mi-

ni e feni-mi-ne e fan-ciul-li, about ninety thousand persons, men,

women, and children, were estimated to be in Florence.

A logical contradiction and anomaly, though introduced and
sanctioned by a universal usage, for the most part in the place
of tho preposition a, the constant employment of da in connec-

tion with those verbs which, with some house, mansion, apart-

ments, lodging, or any other place of continuance, denote any
kind of motion to or towards, any kind of living or residing with,

and any kind of visit paid to, a person :

An-dd-re dal ine-di-co, dal cal-zo-ld-jo, to go to the physician, to the

shoemaker.
Do-md-ni ver-rb da tioi, I shall come to you to-morrow.

I'-o vi we-ne-ro da lui, I shall conduct you to him.

Ve-ni-te da me, dal rn.er-cd.n-ie, come to ine, to the merchant.

Sd-no std-to da lui, dal fra-tel-lo, I have been at his, at the brother's

house (with him, with the brother).

A'-bi-ta, al-ldg-gia da su-o zi-o, he lives or resides with his uncle.

Da is sometimes a substitute for di :

Li bia-si-md-wa du-ra-m2n-te, 6-ra da fol-li-a, 6-ra da co-dar-di-a

(instead of di follia, di codardia), he severely blamed them, now
for their folly, now for their cowardice.

JJs-si /id)i-no m<5l-ti md-di da al-leg-gid-re o da pas-sd-re qu<5l-lo (in-

stead of di alleggiare, di passare), they have many means to make
it easier or to pass over it.

The particle da can never be really omitted, and the cases of

ellipsis that I mentioned only serve the purpose of grammatical

explanation.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN.-XIV.

EXERCISE 9.

1. II sartore domanda nove braccia di panno, due dozzine di bottoni,

e mezza oncia di seta. 2. Mandate a prendere un pane di zucchero, 9

due libbre di caffe. 3. lo ritornero in un quarto d' ora. 4. Finite di

bere questo bicchiere di vino e mangiate questo crostino di pane. 5.

Prendete la carta geografioa, e cercatemi la citta di Parigi e la citta

di Londra. 6. lo vengo per ordine del padrone a dirvi che si facciano

le preparazioni per il gioruo di domani. 7. II mese d' Aprile e variabile ;

il mese di Maggio, incontro, e molto ameno. 8. I mesi di Decembre
e di Gennajo sono i piu rigidi dell' anno. 9. Che abito metterete per
il ballo di domani ? 10. Siete stati alia commedia d' ieri ? 11. Gb"

furono assegnate le camere di sotto.

* The English learner will, perhaps, best understand this use of da

by translating it with sprung from.
t Since (denoting time, and not in the sense of as or beause) is

translated by fin da, da , , , in qua, or &6-po, when it precedes a noun.

EXERCISE 10.

1. A gold snuff-box. 2. A silver vase. 3. A velvet dress. 4. Italian

wine. 5. A heart of stone. 6. The iron wire. 7. Fine leather gloves.

8. A straw hat. 9. A gold, a silver mine. 10. English steel. 11.

Iron of Styria. 12. Frankfort fair. 13. To-morrow's festival. 14.

To-day, now-a-days. 15. Yesterday's comedy. 16. The theatre of the

present day. 17. A four weeks' illness. 18. The wine of eight, of

twenty years. 19. The Seven Years' War. 20. A fine prospect. 21.

The sound of the trumpet. 22. A person of fidelity. 23. He is

obstinate. 24. A courtier, a fashionable man. 25. A learned man,
of agreeable temper. 26. A man of rank, a polite man. 27. An
ill-behaved man. 28. A very clever man, of great fame. 29. A man
of middle stature. 30. An ill-natured man, a warrior, a man of war.

31. A man of low birth. 32. A man of indifferent health. 33. The
matter is of great importance. 34. A celebrated physician. 35. The
art of the turner, of the dyer. 36. The types-foundry. 37. A camp
of diversion. 38. A cotton-mill. 39. A bridge of boats, pontoon. 40,

An inspector of the cannon foundry. 41. The equipment of the

soldiers. 42. A law project. 43. The commission, the diploma. 44.

The certificate of birth. 45. The United States of America. 46. The

Emperor of the Russians. 47. The frontiers of Saxony. 48. Within
the space of three months. 49. A prodigy of a man. 50. A man of

thirty. 51. A gentleman's model. 52. That blockhead of a servant of

yours. 53. This devil of a woman. 54. That sly fox of a William.

55. A little bit of a rogue ! 56. That poor brother of mine ! 57. So
much wine and as much again of water. 58. It is such a bright moon-

light. 59. One named Jonas. 60. Judas surnamed Thaddeus. 61.

Three months' leave, discharge.

EXERCISE 11.

1. This horse is beautiful. 2. This snuff-box is very smaD. 3. This

hotel is large. 4. This child is my brother. 5. This book is for my
father. 6. This penknife is for my brother. 7. I have found a ring.

8. Where have you found this ring ? 9. Your little sister has a hand-

some book. 10. My mother has bought this hat. 11. Thy brother

has seen this fine carriage. 12. Your little brother is a good child.

13. Where bast thou bought this snuff-box ? 14. This watch is very

good. 15. This beautiful ring is for this child. 16. My uncle has a

son and a daughter. 17. I have seen thy brother and sister. 18. We
have received a present. 19. Have you written a letter ? 20. My
sister has received a fine cap. 21. I have sold my carriage. 22. Hast

thou also sold thy carriage ? 23. This present is for your aunt. 24.

Your sou is very little, but he is good. 25. My daughter is very tall.

26. This father has a beautiful daughter. 27. This child is my son.

28. The garden that I have seen is very large. 29. My father has

lost his hat and his umbrella. 30. Our uncle has sold his beautiful

carriage. 31. My sister has found her ring. 32. This father has lost

his daughter. 33. This mother has lost her son. 34. My uncle has

bought a hood for his little daughter. 35. This present is for my
sister. 36. This boy has written a very long letter to his mother.

37. Our aunt has bought a very fine cloak for her son. 38. Have you
found a ring ? 39. My undo has lost his cloak.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XV.

EXERCISE 12.

1. I tempi d' adesso non sono i migliori. 2. Egli si era nascosto

nella stanza di dietro. 3. Nostra citta ha un ponte di pietra, la vostra

ha solamente uno di legno. 4. Eduardo ha ricevuto da Londra un

oriuolo d' oro, una spada d' argeuto, e un pajo delle fibbie. 5. Una
volta si portavono degli abiti di panno e de' gile di veluto. 6. L' uso

dei vasi di rame e stato proibito in Svezia. 7. Nella beccheria si

trova da vendere della carne di manzo, di vitello, di castrone. 8. Che

significa questo suono di campane ? 9. Che dite del panno che ho

comprato ? 10. Esso e buouo e fino. 11. E di colore ? 12. Esso e

bello. 13. Che pensate dell' uomo che vedete, del ragazzo ch' egli

mena seco, e del mendico che gli va dietro ? 14. Ecco dieci braccia

di taffeta del quale volevate avere, e dodici braccia della tela batista

cho avete domandata. 15. Mandatemi una dozzina di limone, o due

libbre di fichi che avete ricevuti da Smirna. 16. Cedetemi una fias-

chetta dell' eau di Cologne che vi e stata mandata.

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY. XXXVIII.
CHIEF POLITICAL DIVISIONS OF NORTH AMERICA.

THE following table exhibits the principal political divisions of

the continent of North America, showing the capital or most

important city in each division, and the river, etc., on which it

stands ; the approximate area in English square miles ;
the

number of inhabitants, also stated approximately ; and the

number of persons resident, on an average, on each square

mile.
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THE CHIEF DIVISIONS or NORTH AMERICA, THEIR CAPITALS,
POPULATION, ARIA, ETC.

Divisions. Capital* or Chief

OHM,

Brit. N. America Ottawa .

(.iivunluuil. . Julianshiuib

Unit.-,l StuU-s

Mexico
Washington
Mexico

1 America Now Guatemala.

W.I.lsluuils.etc. Havauua .

Rivers, etc.,

on which
the Capitals in Square

t;ui.t.

Ottawa
S,a I'.ust

Potomac ,

L. Tezcuoo

C. of Cuba,

Approxi-
m.it.-.ir.-.i

M.U-s.

3,620,000 4,750,000

380.000] 10,000

3,603,880 57,000,000

751,180 10,007,000

175,865 2.900,000

98,000 4,195,000

Prom the above table it will be seen that the great territorial

divisions are few in number ; but these are subdivided into a
number of lesser districts, as will be shown presently. Leaving
Greenland out of the question, the reader will be struck at once
with the scanty population of British North America, when
viewed in comparison with its immense extent, which is larger
even than that of the United States. It speaks volumes about
the defenceless state of by far the greater part of the British

territory, should the jealous and restless people of the United
States bo inflamed by a furious desire for annexation ; and it

ells a sad story of the negligence and indifference of the

ithorities at home, who, by the judicious use of emigration,

light have settled the rich acres of the Fertile Belt a track

of rich woodland and meadows, stretching westward from
Canada to the Eocky Mountains with families who are wearily

dragging out a cheerless existence at home, thus stocking it

with men who would be ready and willing to defend their own,
ad whose labour would soon render the country an abundant
onrce of food, both animal and vegetable, to those they have

left behind in the old mother-land in the distant east.

Greenland, or Danish America, is a barren, snow-covered

country, with a coast broken by deep inlets of the sea, on some
which a few fishing towns and villages have been founded,

is, in all probability, an island, though no man as yet has
en able to reach its northern limits, or even proceed to any
stance into the interior. Its inhabitants ore chiefly Esquimaux,

rho live on seals and whale-blubber. About 500 Danes are

9und in the fishing-towns of Julianshaab, Christianshaab,

Jpernavik, Jacobshavn, and Frederickshoab, who work the

rhale fisheries and obtain copper on Discoe Islands, and an
ferior coal on some parts of the coast.

British North America is divided from the United States by
de parallel of 49 north latitude and the chain of great lakes in

the upper part of the river St. Lawrence. It is separated from
ska on the west by the meridian of 141 west longitude, from

ie Arctic Ocean to Mount St. Elias, whore the remainder of

the line of demarcation from this mountain to the top of

Observatory Inlet, one of the branches of the great strait that

divides Queen Charlotte Islands from the mainland, is formed

by the coast range of the Rocky Mountains. The following
i the principal divisions of British North America :

DIVISIONS. CHIEF TOWNS. DIVISIONS CHIEF TOWNS.

ludson Bay Ter. Fort York. Stickeen

. Ottawa. Brit. Columbia New Westminster.

Newfoundland ) .,. _ . , Vancouver Is. Victoria,

ad Labrador, f
St Jobns-

Of these the Hudson Bay territory, lying round Hudson Bay
and stretching westward to the Rooky Mountains, a tract

abounding in large lakes and rivers, is chiefly remarkable for

the Fertile Belt, which is intersected by Lakes Winnipeg and

Winnipegoos, and traversed by the Saskatchewan river. This

belt is a fine wheat-producing country, and, abounding in wood,

water, and fine pastures, offers considerable advantages to

settlers proceeding thither from the United Kingdom. The
Dominion of Canada, which was formed in 1867, consists of the

provinces of Ontario and Quebec, formerly known as Upper and
Lower Canada, or Canada East and Canada West, New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia, to which last belongs Cape Breton Island.

Ottawa, the capital, is in the province of Ontario. Newfound-
land is famous for its fisheries. The governor of this island

includes Labrador, with its bleak, iron-bound coast, within his

jurisdiction. In the Gulf of St. Lawrence is also found the

little colony of Prince Edward Island.

The moat important colony on the wort aid* of British North
America is Vancouver Island, which, from its rich coal and iron

mine*, Menu destined to become the seat of aaafaaOiies of

all kinds, and the focus in which will be centred a large trade

between our North American eoloniee and Eastern Asia and

Australia, when the Fertile Belt is traversed by a railway

running from Canada to British Colombia. The last-named

colony, yet in its infancy, yields timber, coal, and gold; while of

Stickeon, which lies to the north, and was constituted a British

colony in 1862, little is known at present, or will be known
while more desirable localities for emigration are found in

Vancouver Island and British Columbia.

As regards the United States, which ha* completed its

first century of existence as an independent nation, we
can only give a list of the states of which it is composed,

distinguishing the states from the territories and territorial

districts, and the free states from the former slave states. At
the present time the republic of the United States, which

stretches from the southern limits of British North America to

the head of the Gulf of California and the Bio Grande del

Norte, the chief part of the boundary line that separates it

from Mexico, consists of one federal district, thirty-eight states,

eight territories, and two territorial districts, including Alaska,

which was formerly called Russian America. The federal district

is Columbia, a small piece of land lying around the capital,

Washington, which stands on the Potomac river. Of the states,

territories, and territorial districts, there are four groups, sup-

posing the whole country to be divided into two parts by the

Mississippi, and each of these parts to be again sub-divided

into two portions, the eastern moiety into the north-eastern and

south-eastern states by the rivers Ohio and Potomac, and the

western half into the north-western and south-western states.

It will be as well to state at once that the dates preceding the

names of each state show the period at or about which it was

formed or settled, or admitted into the Union after the Declara-

tion of Independence in 1776. The states in italics are the-

former slave states, and those to which the letters c. s. are

added conjointly formed the federal union of the Confederate

States from 1861 to 1865. The letters T. and T. D. affixed to

the territories and territorial districts will serve to distinguish

the former from the latter.

1. NORTH-EASTERN STATES (16).

1830 Maine. Augusta.
1623 New Hampshire (1). .Concord.

1791 Vermont. Montpelier.
1620 Massachusetts (2). ... Boston.

1635 Rhode Island (3) . Newport.etc.
1635 Connecticut (4). Hartford, etc.

1614 New York (5). Albany.
1644 New Jersey (6). Trenton.

1627 C4awar (7). Dover.

1632 Maryland (8). Annapolis.
1682 Pennsylvania (9). . Harrisburg.
1802 Ohio.

1816 Indiana.

1818 Illinois.

1848 Wisconsin.

!<;: Michigan.

Columbus.

Indianopolis.

Springfield.
Madison.

Lansing.

2. SOUTH-EASTERN STATES (10).

1607 Virginia (10) c.s. Richmond.
1863 West Virginia. Wheeling.
1792 Kentucky. Frankfort.

1796 Tenntttu, c.s. Nashville.

1669 North Carolina (11) C.s. Raleigh.

3. NORTH-WESTERN
1846 Iowa. Des Moines.

1858 Minnesota. St. Paul.

Dakotah (T.) Yankton.

1867 Nebraska. Omaha.

Wyoming (T.)

4. SOUTH-WESTERN
1850 California. Sacramento.

1865 Nevada. Virginia City.

Utah (T.) Filmore City.

Arizona (T.) Prescott.

New Mexico (T.) Santa Fe.

1867 Colorado. Denver City.

1669 S. Carolina (12)c.8.... Columbia.

1732 Goryia(13)c.S....Milledgvillft.
1845 Florida, c.s. Tallahassee.

1819 Alabama, c.s. ..Montgomery.
1817 KtMtttippi, c.s. Jackson.

STATES, ETC. (10).

Montana (T.) Virginia.

Idaho (T.) Lewiston.

1859 Oregon. Salem.

Washington (T.) Olympis.
Alaska (T.D.) Sitka.

STATES, ETC. (12).

Indian Territory (T.D.)

1861 Kansas. Topeka,
1821 Jfuwmri. J. :T. nso^City.
1836 Xrfcaiuo* (c.*.) LitUerock.

1812 Louisiana (c.a.) Baton Rouge.
1845 To* (c.s.) Austin.

It should be stated that the territories send only one delegate

to Congress, while the districts are unrepresented. The states

send members in proportion to their population. Several of the

present states were separated from the thirteen states that ori-

ginally entered the Union in 1776 : thus Maine was included in

Massachusetts^ and Vermont in New York ; West Virginia and

Kentucky were portions of Virginia ; Tennessee belonged to

South Carolina, and Alabama and Mississippi to Georgia. The
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reader can now trace the original limits of the British American
colonies prior to 1776. The New England States so called

because they formed parts of New England, a tract settled by
the Plymouth Company are Maine, New Hampshire, Massa-

chusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut.

Mexico, stretching southwards from the United States to the

Gulf of Tehuantepec, and including the peninsula of Yucatan,
was a dependency of Spain from its conquest by Hernando
Cortes in 1521 to 1821, when it regained its independence under

Iturbide, a native, who then became Emperor, but did not long
retain his crown. Since then it has been a prey to civil discord

and intestine strife. Mexico consists of twenty-six small states

in a federal union, with a constitution somewhat similar to

that of the United States.

Central America, which includes the British territory of

Honduras, chief town Balize, under the jurisdiction of the

governor of Jamaica, contains the following republics, and the

Mosquito territory, which is under British protection :

Guatemala, Capital New Guatemala. Nicaragua,
San Salvador,

Honduras,
Cojutejjeque.

Coniagua.

Costa Eica,

Capital Managua.
St. Jose.

The West India Islands, which Ho like a breakwater at the

entrance to the Gulf of Mexico, and stretch southward between

the Caribbean Sea and the Atlantic Ocean to the north coast of

South America, are divided among various European powers.
The western part of Hayti, or St. Domingo, is the only

independent state.

'British. The Bahamas, Jamaica,
Barbadoes, Antigua, St. Christo-

pher's or St. Kitts, St. Vincent,

Dominica, Grenada and the

Grenadines, Trinidad, Montser-

rat, Nevis, Anguilla, Barbuda,
the Virgin Isles, St. Lucia, and

French. Martinique, Guadeloupe,
Grande Terre, Desinade, Mario

Galante, and St. Martin (north

side).
Dani's7i. Santa Cruz, St. John, St.

Thomas.
Swedish.. St. Bartholomew.

Spanish. Cuba, Porto Eico, Isle

of Fines, and Dominica, on east

part of Hayti.

Tobago.
Dutch. St. Eustatius, Saba, Cura-

9oa, Buen Ayre, St. Martin

(south side).

The Bahamas, a cluster in the middle of the Atlantic Ocean,

belong to Great Britain. The chief town of the British West
Indies is Spanish Town, in Jamaica. The West India Islands,
it should be said, are divided into three groups 1, the Bahamas;
2, the Greater Antilles, including Cuba, Porto Eico, and Jamaica;
and 3, the Lesser Antilles, comprising the rest of the islands,

from the Virgin Islands in the north to Trinidad in the south.

A line drawn between Martinique and St. Lucia separates this

third group into the Windward and Leeward Islands, the latter

being the northern division, and the former the southern.

A projection for a map of North America may be constructed
in the same way as projections for maps of Europe and Asia.

Those who wish to fill up a projection for themselves may obtain

the outline of the coast, and directions of rivers and mountain

ranges, from any good map, and the latitudes and longitudes
of the principal places, headlands, etc., from the index to any
atlas.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XX.
INVOLUTION, OE EAISING OP POWEES.

173. When a number is composed of the product of tlie same

factor any number of times, the result is called a power of the

factor. Powers are divided into different orders or degrees ; as

the first, second, third, fourth, fifth powers, etc., which cure also

called the root, square, cube, biquadrate, etc.

The powers take their names from the number of times the

roof, or first power, is used as a factor in producing the given
power.
The original quantity is called the first power, or root of all

the other powers, because they are all derived from it.

Thus, if 2 be the root or first power, then

2x2 = 4, the square or second power of 2.

2X2 X 2 = 8, the cube or third power.
2 X 2 X 2 X 2 -- 16, the biquadrate or fourth power, etc.

And, if a be the root or first power, then

a X a, = aa, the second power of a.

a X a X a = aaa, the third power.aXXaX= aaaa, the fourth power, etc.

174. The number of times a quantity is employed as & factor
to produce the given power is generally indicated by a figure or
letter placed above it on the right hand. This figure or letter is

called the index or exponent. Thus a X a = aa, is written a2

instead of aa ; and a X a X a = aaa, is written a3
.

The index of the first power is 1 ; but this is commonly omitted,
that is, a 1 = a.

An index is totally different from a co-efficient. The latter

shows how many times a quantity is taken as a part of a whole ;

the former how many times the quantity is taken as a factor.
Thus 4a = a + a,-}-a-j-a; but a4 = a, X a X a, x a = aaaa.
If a = 4, then 4 .a = 16 ; and a 1 = 256.

175. Powers are also divided into direct and reciprocal.

Direct Powers are those which have positive indices, as d2
, d5

,

etc., and are produced by multiplying a quantity by itself, as
above described. Thus d X d = d* ; d X d X d = d3

; and

The Reciprocal Power of a quantity is the quotient arising
from dividing a unit by the direct power of that quantity, as

A reciprocal power is produced by dividing a direct power by
its root, till we come to the root itself ; and then continuing the

division, we obtain the reciprocal powers. Thus = d2
; and

d2 d 1 1 1
d

1= d ;
- = d == 1 ; and - -7- d =

; and - + d = -, etc.
d d d d2 d2 d3

176. For convenience of calculation and expression, reciprocal

powers are written like direct powers with the sign before the

index; thus
2
= d~ 2

, etc. The direct and reciprocal powers

of d are d*, d3
,
d2

,
d1

, d, d
~
\ d

~ 2
,
d ~ 3

,
d
~ 4

, etc., in which d
= 1.

177. INVOLUTION is the process of finding any power of a

quantity, as explained in Art. 173.

178. To involve a quantity to any required power.
RULE. Multiply the quantity by itself, and by its successive

products, till it is taken as a factor as many times as there are

units in tlie index of tlie power to which the quantity is to be

raised.

All powers of unity or 1 are the same, viz., 1. For IXlXl
X 1, etc. =1.

179. A single letter is involved or raised to any power, by
giving it the index of the proposed power ; or by repeating it as

a factor as many times as there are units in that index.

If the letter or quantity has a co-efficient, it must be raised to

the required power by actual multiplication.

EXAMPLES.

1. The 4th power of a is aaaa, or a4
.

2. The 6th power of y is yyyyyy, or y
6

.

3. The nth power of x is xxx ... repeated n times, or wn .

180. The method of involving a quantity which consists of

several factors, depends on the principle, that the power of the

product of several factors is equal to the product of their powers.

EXAMPLE. What is the square of ay ? Here, (ay)
2 = a2

!/

2
.

For, by Art. 178, (ow/)
2= ay X ay.

But ay X ay= ayay = aayy = a2
y
2

. Ans.

In finding the power of a product, therefore, wo may either

involve the whole at once, or we may involve each of the factors

separately, and then multiply their several powers into each

other.

181. When the root is positive, all its powers are positive also ;

but when the root is negative, the ODD powers are negative, while

the EVEN poivers are positive.

Hence any odd power has the same sign as its root. But au
even power is positive, whether its root is positive or negative.
Thus (+ a) x (+a) = a2

. And (
-

a) X ( a) = a2
.

182. To involve a quantity which is already a power.

RULE. Multiply tlie index of the quantity by the index of the

power to ivhich it is to be raised.

EXAMPLE. Find the 3rd power of a2
. Here, (a

2
)
3 = a6

.

For a2= aa : and the cube of aa is aa X aa X aa aaaaaa
a6

; which is the 6th power of a, but the third power of a2.
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1. Required the 3rd power of 3*.

, nired the 4th pow.
8. Required the 7th pow.
4. What is the 3rd power of

it is the nth power of

ady?
li. What is tho -ith power of

t is the 3rd power of 46 7

8. What is tho nth power of

11. Imd the 3rd power of 4s*.
nh power of ita x

IS. Required the 5th power of

(a + b).
14. Required the 2nd power of

(a+b)n.
15. Required the nth power of

(*-y)m.
16. Required the nth power of

(* **" v)
%

-

17. Required the 2nd power of

(o x b 1
).

18. Find the 3rd power of

0. What is the 3rd power of

3m
10. Find the 4th power of n'b 1

.

183. A FRACTION is raised to a power by involving both the

numerator and Uw denominator to the powei required.

EXAMPLE. Find the square, of -.
b

By the rule for the multiplication of fractions we have
a
X -

aa a* 66
~~

bb "&'

184. A compound quantity, consisting of terms connected by
4- and

,
is involved by an actual multiplication of its several

EXAMPLE. Find the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th powers of a -f b.

Here, (a 4- b)
1= a 4- b, the first power ;

a 4- b

a2 4-ab
+ ob 4- b2

the second power ;

a*+ 2a2b-fab
+ o'b + 2ab + *>*

3ab2 4- b3
,

. the third power ;

a4 + 3asb + 3a2b2 + ab

+ ab + 3a2b2 + 3ab* + b

power.

(a 4- b) = o + 4ab 4- 6a*b2 4- 4abs 4- b, the fourth

EXERCISE 32.

1. Find the 2nd, 3rd, and nth powers of -

2rr>
2. Find the cube of

3. Find the nth power of _.

4. Find the square of
~ a>X (d + m\

(x -r 1)'
5. Find the square of a b.

6. Find the cube of a + 1.

7. Find the square of a + b + 7i.

8. Required the square of a + 2d + 3.

9. Required the 4th power of b -h 2.

10. Required the 5th power of x + 1.

11. Required the 6th power of 1 b.

185. The squares of binomial and residual quantities occur so

frequently in algebraic processes, that it is important to make
them familiar. Thus,

If we multiply a 4- h into itself, and also a h into itself, we

a+h a h
o>+ h a h
o*4-a7i a2 ah

+ ah 4- h- -

a*+2ah + K> at 2ah + ht
.

Here it will be seen, that in each case the first and last

terms are the squares of a and h
; and that the middle term is

twice the product of a by h. Hence the squares of binomial and
residual quantities, without multiplying each of the terms

separately, may be found by the following rule :

(1.) The square of a BINOMIAL, the terms of which are both

positive, is equal to the squares of the Jirst and last terms, plus
f <ri',v flic product of the two terms.

(2.) The square of a RESIDUAL quantity is equal to the squares

ofthe first and last terms, minus twice the product of the two terms.

:;:;.

1. Find the square of U + fc. 14. Find the square of 6y + 3.

8. Find the square of k + 1. ft. Find the squire ofM- k.

3. Find the square of at> + L
|

0. Find UM square at* L
186. For many purpose* it will bo sufficient to eipmn th

powers of compound quantities by exyoiunit witbooi aa rrfrTfJ

multiplication.
EXAMPLE*).

1. Find the square of a + 6. Ant. (a + b)'.

2. Find the nth power of be + 8 + r. An*.(bc+ 8 + ).
In cases of thin kind, all the term* of which the compound

quantity consist* mast be included in the parentheoi.

187. But if the root consist* of several factors, the parstv
thesis used in expressing the power may either extend over the

whole, or may be applied to each of the factors separately, M
convenience may require.
Thus the square of (a -f b) X (c + d), is either

j
(a 4- b)x(c + d)

j

,
or (a 4- b) X (c+ d).
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. IV.

THE REFLECTION OF LIGHT, AND DECEPTIONS WITH
PLANE AND CONCAVE MIERORS. I.

A PENCIL or ray of light will continue in a straight path through
a medium of the same density, but may be acted upon in four

ways if it passes into another portion of the same medium of a
different density, or into any other gaseous, liquid, or solid body.
When light is affected in one or other of these ways, it is said

to be reflected,

refracted, polar- jr

ised, or absorbed.
The reflection of

light from the va-
rious objects pro-
duced by nature
or art, enables us

to see and enjoy
the works of God
and man, which
must otherwise

have been invisi-

ble, or seen only
in outline, if they
did not'one and all

possess the pro-

perty of throwing
off more or less of

the raya which
fall upon them
from luminous
bodies. The in-

fluence of the

light in promoting
the well-being of

all is undoubted.
Dr. Forbes Win-
slow says,

" Where light is not permitted to permeate, there are

found, in the highest state of manifestation, bodily deformities,
intellectual deterioration, crime, disease, early, and often sudden
death." A material, as well as a moral and mental, etiolation

or blanching occurs when the vital stimulus of light is with-

drawn. The reflection of

light into the dwellings of

the poor, where the direct

rays of the sun cannot
reach them, has been in-

sisted on over and over

again by philanthropists
and philosophers. The
late Sir D. Brewster, in

one of his addresses to

the Eoyal Society of Edin-

burgh, thought it a mat-
ter of sufficient import-
ance to state how light

might be reflected into

rooms situated in narrow
Janes. He says :

"
If, in

a very narrow street or

lane, we look out of a
window with the eye in

the same plane as the
outer face of the wall in

which the window is

placed, we shall see the
whole of the sky by which
the apartment can be il-

luminated. If we now withdraw the eye inwards, we shall gra-

dually lose sight of the sky till it wholly disappears, which may
take place when the eye is only six or eight inches from its first

position. In such a case the apartment is illuminated only by
the light reflected from the opposite wall, or the sides of the stones
which form the window ; because if the glass of the window is

BIX or eight inches within the wall, as it generally is, not a ray
of light can fall upon it. If we now remove our window, and
substitute another, in which all tlie panes are roughly ground on
the outside, and flush with the outer wall, the light from the

whole of the visible sky, and from the remotest part of the

opposite wall, will be introduced into the apartment, reflected

from the innumerable faces or facets which the rough grinding
of the glass has produced. The whole window will appear as
if the sky were beyond it, and from every point of this luminous
surface light will radiate into all parts of the room." "

Further,"
he says,

" the opposite sides of the street or lane should be kept
whitewashed with lime

; and, for the same reason, the ceilings
and walls of the apartments should be as white as possible, and

all the furniture

of the lightest
colours. Having
seen such effects

produced by im-

perfect means, we
feel as if we had
introduced our

poorworkmen and
needle- women
from a dungeon
into a summer-

house, where the

aged can read

their Bibles;
where the in-

mates can see

each other, and

carry on their

work in society
and comfort."
The reflection of

light is governed
by laws that ad-

mit of easy de-

monstration.

1st. The inci-

dent and reflected

rays are always found in the same plane or direction which is

perpendicular to the surface reflecting the light.

A pencil or ray of light can always be obtained in the

daytime by making a small hole in the shutter of a darkened

room, and at night by putting a sheet-iron or copper chimney
over a burning argan<3
oil or gas lamp. The

chimney must have a
small hole punctured in

it, or a series of holes of

different sizes may be

bored, and each kept
closed, with a circular

flap crossed at the upper
edge by a wire properly-
riveted; a glass chimney
may be coated with tin-

foil, in which holes of the

required size can be made
and pasted up with slips
of foil when not required.
The experimental results

are seen so much better
when the spectator con-
fines his attention only to
the ray with which he is

operating.
In Fig. 1 the rays of

light, i" K (made parallel
3. by a small double convex

lens), called the incident

rays, and proceeding from the hole in the chimney, are falling on

the slanting mirror A B ; and the rays B B", the reflected rays, are

proved to be in the same plane or direction, because they strike

or impinge on ths chimney at E", and therefore in a perpendicular

plane corresponding with the upright chimney.
2nd. The angle of incidence is always equal to the angle of

reflection ; thus, in Fig. 1, if a line perpendicular to the surface

of the mirror, A B, be raised at E and drawn to P, then the angle
p B i" is equal to the angle P B B", or, in other words, the incident

and reflected rays form equal angles. By moving the mirror
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about in different pianos and angles, the course of the rays U
dearly defined, especially if a little smoke from a bit of brown
paper, dipped in a notation of nitre, and dried, U produced. The
moke aota like the clouds, vapours, and gases surrounding thn

earth, ami, by a secondary reflection, causes the rays of light to
.i.lo which might otherwise be too feeble to be appro-

If the ray of light strikes in a perpendicular lino against the
mirror A B (Fig. 2), it simply returns again, and U reflected back
in a straight lino ; it is only (as shown above) when it falls ob-

liquely on the mirror that it is thrown off obliquely. There is

always a considerable loss of

light, even when the rays fall

perpendicularly on the reflect-

ing surface ; thus, supposing it

to be a very brilliant metal,
like quicksilver, 334 out of a
thousand are absorbed by the

metal and lost, and 666 only
reflected. When the incident

ray of light is at the smallest

angle, say 89|, like a cannon-
shot just grazing a surface, the

loss is less, and is represented

by 279, whilst 721 rays are re-

flected. Thus, more rays of

light are lost the nearer the in-

cident ray approaches the per-

pendicular. Only twenty-five

rays out of a thousand are re-

flected by plate-glass
at a perpendicular in-

cidence, and hence,
until the figure to be
reflected was illumi-

nated by the oxyhydro-
gen light, the illusion

called the " Ghost "
Fig,

was not applied to the-

atrical or other pur-

poses of entertainment.
A model ghost appara-
tus is very easily con-

structed out of a box

(Fig. 3), with the lid off,

and turned on one side.

Attached to the larger box,
on one side, as shown in the

ground-plan in Fig. 4, should
be a smaller one, containing
the lamp and lens, and figure
which is to be reflected in the

glass ;
a simple contrivance,

snrh as a sliding door made of

tin, must be arranged, in order
to cut off the light or throw it

on, as the ghost is required to

appear or disappear; the latter effects are caused by alternately

lighting up the figure and shading the light.
In this model the box is represented by the letters A A A" A".

The glass, mode of common window-glass, is shown at B B, and
its angle and position should be carefully adjusted, so that the
reflection of the figure E should appear in the centre of the back
of the box at a ; the glass is masked in by scenery representing
the laboratory of an alchemist, and is shown at all the places
marked s. The figure is a small doll dressed to represent

" a
woman in white," and is placed in a smaller box attached to

the side of the larger one, which is perforated with an aperture
to permit the figure to be reflected in the glass. To illuminate

the figure, an ordinary
"
bull's-eye," or a small magic lantern,

L, may be provided, the top of the little box being open to

allow the hot air from the chimney to escape, and in front of

the lamp, L, is the sliding panel of tin, D D, which controls the

light when the ghost is required to appear or disappear. The
proscenium is at A" A". In a plate of glass, both the anterior and

posterior sides reflect light, but more light is reflected from the

second than the first surface ; hence the thinner the glass the

better and clearer the reflection, which, with thick glass, is apt

Pig. 4.

to be hazy, in consequence of the two images being rsflsotod

together and overlapping eacii other. As light U reflected chiefly
from the second surface, more rays are thrown off by covering
the back with black Tarnish, or, better still, with an amalgam
of tin and mercury ; the intensity of the reflection of light from
the second surface then completely overpowers that of the first,

and, as in an ordinary looking-glass, it is the coated surface

which reflects the image.
We see our faces in a looking-glass, because the f*c, being

strongly illuminated by natural or artificial light, emits rays, and
this reflected light moves towards the mirror A B (Fig. 5).

To prevent the confusion

arising from the tracing oat of

too many rays, let one be
drawn from the forehead c I,

which, according to the laws of

reflection, will be sent to the

eye at o. Bat the mind pats
CEO into one line, and the

forehead is seen at H, as if the

lines CEO had turned on a
binge at E. Indeed, it seems
a wonderful faculty of the

mind to put the two oblique
lines c E and o E into one

straight line o H ; yet it is

seen every time we look into a

mirror, for the ray has really

travelled from c to c, and from
E to o, and it is that journey

that determines the
distance of the object;
and hence we see our-

selves as far beyond
the looking-glass sa

we stand from it As
thehuman eye is placed
in the highest part of

the body, the whole

person may be seen in

a looking-glass of but
half its length and
breadth, as in the

mirror a b.

The rays from the
head travel to the

mirror in the line A a (Fig. 6),

perpendicularly to the mirror,

and are returned to the eye in

the same line, viz., a A ; conse-

quently, having travelled twice

the length A a, a man must see

his head at B ; rays from his

feet c, impinging on the bottom
of the mirror at b, will be re-

flected to the eye in the direc-

tion b A. But seeing his feet

along the ray that approaches his eye last, he sees his feet at ,

along the line A b D, and so of all the rest of his person.

The angle of incidence being always equal to the angle of

reflection, it follows that a convex mirror \.e., a surface corre-

sponding with the outside of a watch-glasswill cause parallel

rays to become divergent, and it is easy to show that images
reflected by such a surface must be reduced apparently in size,

because so few of the reflected rays enter the eye.

Suppose the arrow o b (Fig. 7) to be seen in a convex mirror,

c d, though rays proceed from the arrow in all directions, only
those reflected from the mirror in the space included in o

actually enter the eye, and if the mirror were removed the rays
a o and b n would meet at p ; but the reflected rays o r and * r

become more divergent, and do not meet at p, hence the angle
o rn being so much less than ap 6 (had the eye been at p), the

image t will be less than the object, and nearer the mirror.

In the second and concluding portion of this paper on the

reflection of light, and the curious deceptions that are produced

by it, we shall endeavour to explain the special properties of

convex and concave mirrors, and the peculiar appearances; of

objects reflected in them.
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LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XL.
PABT II. INFLECTION.

NOUNS : THEIR ORIGIN AND CLASSES.

I HAVE given my scholars such instruction on the component
elements of the English language as the occasion permits. You
now see of what materials your mother tongue consists. In
their origin, those materials are very diverse : the Celtic, the

Teutonic, the Norman-French, the Latin, the Greek, the Ro-
mance tongues such as the French, the Italian, the Spanish
besides others, have all contributed a portion. Our labours

have put us into possession of the constituent parts of the

English tongue. These constituent parts we now possess in

their simple and in their compound form ; that is, we know
whence our words come, and of what verbal combinations they
are capable. But we do not yet know what changes these

simple words and these compound words undergo in themselves.

Equally are we uninformed of the laws under which they com-
bine together so as to form sentences and become the vehicle of

thought. In other words, we have dealt with the Etymology of

our tongue, and have now to treat of its inflections and its

Syntax.
All the words of the English language have been brought

into nine or ten classes. Arranging these classes according to

their importance, I find them to be : 1, the noun ; 2, the verb ;

3, the adjective; 4, the pronoun; 5, the adverb ; 6, the prepo-
sition ; 7, the conjunction ; 8, the article ; 9, the participle ;

10, the interjection. If, however, I follow a more natural order,
it may be better to treat of these classes in the following suc-

cession : 1, the noun
; 2, the article ; 3, the adjective ; 4, the

pronoun ; 5, the preposition ; 6, the verb ; 7, the participle ; 8,

the adverb ; 9, the conjunction ; 10, the interjection. By this

means we get together under one head the noun, and what
chiefly pertains to the noun ; and under another head the verb,
and what chiefly pertains to the verb, as is seen in this arrange-
ment:

Nominal Division.

1. NOUN, article, adjective, pronoun, preposition.

Verbal Division.

2. VERB, participle, adverb, conjunction, interjection.

The reasons of this division are obvious ; for, 1st, the article

limits the noun ; the adjective qualifies the noun ; the pronoun
takes the place of the noun ; the preposition governs the noun :

and, 2nd, the participle belongs to the verb ; the adverb qualifies
the verb ; the conjunction governs the verb ; the interjection is

an abbreviated form of a preposition.
Nouns or names are of a very high antiquity. In the noun

probably is the root of language to be found. One of the ear-
liest acts of human intelligence must have been to give a name
to some object of sight and desire. Accordingly, we read in the
Bible (Gen. ii. 20), that at the beginning

" Adam gave names to
all cattle, and to the fowl of the air, and to every beast of the
field." Food, of course, was man's first want; and a name for
an edible object would be among man's first articulate sounds.
That the noun preceded the verb is cbnr from the fact that men
must have had a subject to speak of, before they could speak of
a subject. In other terms, the subject was anterior to the pre-
dicate, for it is the business of the predicate to make some
averment touching the subject.
Nouns originally were imitations ; they were imitations of na-

tural sounds. From the first breeze of wind and the first ripple
of water, natural sounds existed and must have drawn attention.
These sounds were signs, and those signs would be the names of
the things signified. Man's tendency to make names imitative
of natural sounds, bears in learned phrase the designation of

onomatopeia, from two Greek words, OVO/JLO, (on'-o-ma) (Latin,
nomen), a name, and irojew (poi'-e-o), I make, so that the term
literally signifies name-making, without any reference to the
ground or principle of imitation on which such making proceeds.
Instances of onomatopeia exist in all languages. In English we
speak of the buzz of the bee, the mew of the cat, the crash of

falling timber, the crushing of a shell, etc.

In general, names were originally descriptive. The fact is

specially illustrated in the Hebrew nouns, and the book of
Genesis is full of instances. Thus Isaac means laughter, and
Jesus means saviour. The names of rivers in other languages,

when traced back to their originals, are found to be descriptive
of the flow of the stream, according as it is swift, slow, quiet,

noisy, etc.

The name declares the qualities of the object ; but, observe,
there is no necessary connection between the name and the

qualities. Not always are names truly descriptive. With the

progress of science even scientific names have ceased to be truly

descriptive. But however correct a description of the qualities
of an object its name may give, nevertheless it has no necessary
connection with the object itself. This fact is best illustrated

by reference to the different names borne by the same object in

different languages. Take the name God. In Hebrew, God is

called Elohim and Jehovah; in Greek, Theos; in Latin, Dens;
in French, Dieu; in English, God. You see there is no con-

nection between the Almighty and any one of these names.
Yet the names are all descriptive. These names, and all names,
are only sounds ; or if you regard them as written rather than
as spoken, then are they certain straight and curved strokes or

lines representing sounds. By one sound is the Creator desig-
nated in Hebrew, by another sound He is designated in English.
Hence you may learn that any sound may denote any object.
The appropriation of sounds to particular objects is purely a
matter of convention, or passive agreement, or, to use another

term, usage.
If usage can originate nouns, usage can erect into nouns other

parts of speech. Indeed, all the parts of speech may be re-

garded and used as nouns. You may know that a word not a
noun is used as a noun, by its being constructed as a noun ;

that is, by its having connected with it such particles as nouns

commonly take. Now nouns take before them the articles, the

and a; and they have after them the preposition of. Conse-

quently those words are nouns which have the or a before them,
and of after them. Attend to these instances of

WORDS USED AS NOUNS.
1. Adjectives used as Nouns :

" The blacks of Africa are bought and
sold." "

The. Ancient of Days did sit." (Dan. vii. 9.)
" Of the an-

cients." (Swift.)

2. Pronouns used as Nouns .-

" The nameless He whose nod is Nature's
birth." (Young.) "I was wont to load my she with knacks." (Shake-

speare.) "When I see many its in a page, I always tremble for the

writer." (Cobbett.)
" Let those two try to do this with their tofios and

their vihiches." (Spectator.)

3. Verbs used as Nouns :
" The officer erred in granting a permit."

"A may be of mercy is sufficient." (Bridge.) "To err is human, to

forgive divine." (Pope.)
4. Participles used as .Nouns :

" Neither regardeth he the crying of

the driver." (Job xxxix. 7. )

"
Eeading, writing, and ciphering are

necessary parts of education." "
Knowledge of the past comes next."

(Harris.)
"

I am my beloved's." (Sony of Sol. vii. 10.)

5. Adverbs used as .Nouns : "One long note." "In these cases we
examine the why, the what, and the how of things."

"
'Tis Heaven

itself that points out an hereafter." (Addison.)
6. Conjunctions used as Nouns : "None of your ifs." (Shakespeare.)

" Tour i/ is the only peacemaker ; much virtue lies in an if." (Shake-

speare.)

7. Interjections used as Nouns :
" Will cuts him short with a What

then?" (Addison.) "With hark and whoop and wild halloo." (Scott.)

8. Other words used as Nouns : "Us is a personal pronoun." (Murray.)
" I and J were formerly expressed by the same character, as were U

and V." (Allen.)
" Th has two sounds." (Murray.)

" Let B. be a

now or instant." (Harris.)
" Within this wooden O." (Shafcespeare.)

" Here are eight ands in one sentence." (Blair.)

From the study of these instances you will learn the grounds
of the rule given by Campbell, in his Rhetoric,

" All words and

signs taken technically (that is, independent of their meaning,
and merely as things spoken of) are nouns ; or rather are things
read and construed (constructed) as nouns ; as,

' For this reason

I prefer contemporary to cotemporary." You will also see that

adjectives, when they represent more than one, take s in the

plural, as if they were nouns : for example, the ancients, the elders.

Yet we do not say "the wises," but "the wise." The reason

seems to be, that elder and ancient, though adjectives in form and

import originally, have come to have a permanent force as nouns ;

as is seen in the fact that you can say
" an ancient,"

" an

elder ;

" but you cannot say
" a wise ;

" "a sage
"
you can say,

though sage and wise are nearly the same in meaning, and

though properly they are both adjectives. These remarks
illustrate the extent to which usage prevails in language, and
show that in a living language so rich as the English, rules to

wl:ic.. no exception can be given are not easily laid down.
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With tho aid of the logical term*, (Attract and concrete, two
:i visions of nouns aro formed. Qualitici may bo con-

sidered under two aspects. They may be considered aa belong-

ing to some subject, aa white paper ; or they may be considered

M altogether detached from any subject, aa whiteness. In the

former wo regard the quality in question M concrete, in the latter

M abstract. Hence whiteness is an abstract noun. Abstract

nouns are numerous in English, being readily formed from their

respective concrete adjectives by certain terminations, aa black,
>$ ; pure, purity.
-ard is had to the origin of nouns, wo may be led to

recognise another class, namely, verbal nouns. Verbal nouns
h as ore formed from verbs : thus,

"
If the blood of balls

siinrtiii "ih to the purifying of the flesh." (Hob. ix. !::.> II- r

a noun derived from the verb to purify. The addi-

tion of the syllable ing, or the employment of the present parti-

ciple as a noun, is a very prolific source of nouns. But observe,
when a noun is thus formed, it has the attributes because it per-
forms the functions of a noun. Now a noun is connected with

another noun, when tho one is dependent on the other, by the

preposition of. Thus we say,
" the purification of the temple."

In tin- same way we ought to say "the purifying of tho temple."
But inaccurate writers, while they use verbal nouns as nouns,
allow them to retain their qualities as participles or parts of

verbs, and deprive them of their rights as nouns ; omitting the

connecting of, and writing thus, "to the purifying the flesh;"
"
his handling the subject was good."
Nouns are ordinarily divided into common and proper. This

is the most general division of nouns. A common noun is a
noun which is common to a whole class or kind. Tree is a com-
mon noun, for it may be used of any tree, and of the whole
class ; thus we say a tree, and the tree. A proper noun is a
noun which is proper or peculiar (Lat. proprium, peculiar) to an

individual, as to a person, a place, a city, a nation. Thus Alfred
is a proper noun ; so is Lancashire, and London, and England.
The distinction between common and proper is not very satis-

factory. If tree is a common noun because the term tree is

common to all trees, might not George be accounted a common
noun because it is common to all the Georges ? And is not the

name Tree as peculiar to the class Tree, as the name George is

peculiar to the class of persons who bear this name ? If, then,
Tree is a noun peculiar to an individual and a class, and if

George is the same, the distinction between common and proper
does not appear determinate. In truth, the terms peculiar and
common do not here essentially differ, for what is peculiar to

each of a class is common to all the members of that class.

The difficulty seems to arise from the multiplication of the

objects which are considered as nouns proper. So long as there

is but one London, the word London is strictly a proper or pecu-
liar name. But let there be several cities so called, then a class

is formed, and the original peculiarity is lost. What was once

peculiar to an individual place, is now common to several places.

Proper names, you thus see, pass into common names.
This want of fixedness and precision is an objection. Never-

theless, the classification of nouns as nouns common and nouns

proper has so rooted itself in our grammar, that I think it better

to retain it, than to propose another which might be scarcely
free from exception.

Emerson has written a book on what he calls
"
Representative

Men." There are also representative nouns or names. Thus
Solomon stands for a wise man, Croesus for a rich man, Judas for

a traitor, Demosthenes for an orator, Cicero for the same, and
Homer for a poet. Now mark how these are constructed. Shy-
look exclaims

" A Daniel come to judgment ! Tea, a Daniel."

And we also say of an eminent orator,
" he is the Cicero of his

age." Daniel and Cicero, in themselves, are proper nouns. In
virtue of tho articles they become common.
As proper nouns become common, so common nouns become

proper, under the influence of the article. In the latter case,

however, it is the definite article which produces the effect. A
strand is a river's bank. The Strand is a thoroughfare in Lon-

don, so colled because it runs alongside the Thames. So we
speak of the Channel, the Downs, the United States, tl-

lands. We also say the Harbour; bat the Harbour is not a

proper name, except at Portsmouth, where the Harbour mean*
the particular harbour that is there ; but tho usage is local ;

whereas it requires national usage to convert 10011 a
noun into a proper noun. This fact b eiemptfned in the phrase
the Lake*, which from national usage means tit* Lake* of Wat.
moreland. The Lake*, therefore, has become the specific MB*

wi;.-r- c<for the whole district in the North of

After a similar

certain

lakes are found. After a similar manner we speak of
land*.

The figure termed Personification (ascribing persons! qosJittM
to inanimate objects) may give to a common noon the attributes

of a proper noon. " Beacon is the highest gift of God ; may
we, Divine Beacon, listen rererentiy to thy voice !

"
In the

first member or part of the sentence, reatun is a common noon ;

in the second, in consequence of being the object of a direct

address, it is a proper noon.
We have already seen that common BOOM may represent an

individual or a class. Thus a pigeon is one bird, bat the pigeon
is the class of birds so denominated. Some common noons in

their essential import denote a number; such as *jket, a navy,
& flock. These noons are called collective, or noons of multitude.

Singular in form, they are plural in import. Indeed, they denote
a class. Thus a crowd is number of individual* considered as

forming one body ; a council is a number of men met for con-

sultation, forming the class councillor, in relation to some par-
ticular locality. Thus we say, I am in the council ; I am of the

council ; that is, / am one of the clou or body known under that

general term.

READINGS IN GREEK. IV.

SOPHOCLES.

OF the three great tragic poets of Greece, Sophocles Oceania*

a position midway between Euripides on the one hand and

^Eschylus on the other. More polished in his style and the

treatment of his subjects than the hitter, he never condescends

to the triviality and mere exhibition of mechanical skill which are

the signs of the commencement of a degenerating taste in the

former. Sophocles may be said to represent the best period of

Greek literature. Moreover, he flourished at a period when
Athens was at the very zenith of her fame, with the Persian

invader triumphantly driven from her shores when the Mace-

donian power had not begun to throw its dark shadow orer her

greatness, and her land was still untouched by the inroads of

her neighbours and rivals in the Peloponnesus. The battle of

Salamis, B.C. 480, in which the hosts of the Persian king Xerxes

experienced a decisive overthrow, serves as a link to bind to-

gether in the student's memory the names of the three great

tragic poets. JjJschylus, the eldest of the three, fought as a

soldier in the ranks of the Athenian army on that day ; Sopho-

cles, a youth of fifteen, led the chorus at the festival in which

the people of Athens returned thanks for their success; and

the same day witnessed the birth of Euripides. Of the many
plays which Sophocles wrote, only seven have come down to us

in a perfect form, bnt we have fragments of several others.

Of many we only possess the titles, allusions having been made
to them by subsequent writers. In depicting mental emotion

and simple natural affection, Sophocles has been peculiarly

happy ; and Antigone's love for her brother, and the tender,

affectionate care which she and her sister Ismene show for

their ill-starred father (Edipus, are among the most beautiful

pictures in ancient Greek poetry. The language, though hardly

so simple as that of Euripides, presents no remarkable difficulty

to the translator, and the versification is always faultless, form

ing the very best model that can be found for imitation.

Eteocles and Polynioes having fallen by each other's hand.

Kreon, king of Thebes, allowed to the former the customary

rites of burial, while ho ordered tho body of Polynioes to b?

cast out unburied, and forbad its interment, proclaiming death

against any one who should dare to bury it The body, how

ever, is found some days after covered with earth, and inquiry

being instituted, it is discovered to be the act of Antigone, his

sister. The following passage contains her defence of herself .

SOPHOCLKS. "AOTIOONK," 441 470.

KP. 2i 55). at r^x vtvoixra* is *Y8or cdfo,

445

,

AN. Kal <>ijjui totiffeu, iciwc iraprovntu T& ft^.

KP. 2w M* KOfil

atricii
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crv y flire (101 H.TI /J.TJKOS, a\\d 0-uvTOfj.a

rjSris TO. KrjpvxQtvra /x^ trpda-creif rdSe ;

AN. 'HSw, rl 5' OVK tfj.e\\ov ; f^avr\ yap 3\v.

KP. Kal Syr' trfapas rovffS' inrfpfraivftv vdfiovs

AN. Ou yap ri pot Zeus ?\v 6 irnpvl-as rdtif, 450

ouo" rj |uVoiKOS ruv Kara QfSiv A.'iKt],

(ot Touo"8' fv ai'dpiaTroiffii' wpiffav v6p.ovs)

ovS^ ffOtveiv TOffovrov <a6jj.r,v TO o~a

Ki)pvy/j.aO' war' aypairra naff^aKr} dewy

vojj.ip.ci. 8vvao-9ai Bvrirbv ovv 'irep5paj
ueu' 455

ou yap TI vvv 76 KaxdfS, a\\' ati irore

77 TOUTO, KovSfls olStv (" orov '<pdvri

Tovrcav fyk OVK ffjif\\oi>, avSpbs ou5 PCS

ua Seicrair' eV 9fo7ffi r^v Sue?}?

f, 6avovfj.fvri yap e|j?877, T\ 6" ov ; 4GO

Kfi /J.TI
crv irpovKijpv^as- ft Se TOV XPOVOV

irp6o-Qfv Oavovpat, Kf'pSos avr' tyia \tyta-

forts yap fv iro\Ko1<riv us tyh Katcots

(jj, TTUJX 85' ouxl KorQaviav KtpSos <ptpei .-

ouYtts fftoiye rovSe rov U.OOOM TUX*"' 465

irap' ouStv &\yos, a\\' av ft rbv
*

^TJS

jirjTpbs Qavovr' adairrov tftHrxfaniV vtKvv,

Kftvois &v tf\yovv' To?o~5e b" OVK a\yvvofj.ai.

ffol 5' tl 5oK(a vvv pupa Spcaffa rvyxavfiv

C")(fb6v TI /xa'poi /jLcepiav 6<f>\io~Kav(i>. 470

NOTES
441. Se 3fj> y u there. The 3>; emphasises the pronoun. 2t is in the

accusative case, as being the object of Kreon's address, though there is

no actual verb to govern it.

442. KuTapi/et M. In Greek two negatives strengthen, instead of, as

in other languages, nullifying each other. So in the next line, ovu

uirapvov/j.a.1 TO /ifj, I do not deny the fact, SC. TO yu>j Se&paKtvai.

444. zo (if.v. Addressed to the soldier who had been responsible for

carrying out the king's mandate, and had detected Antigone in the

act of violating Iu. Ko/n'foir tiv, opt. with av, is equivalent to xo/uife,

imperative,
"
you may take away," to

"
tafce aicay."

446. M^xor. The accuatiuits respecius, used adverbially, at length..

'A\\a <n5i/To/ua, but briefly. Ace. plural neut., used as adverb.

447. Mj itpaaativ is used as in apposition to and explanatory of TU

KnpvxflwTa- You knew the terms of the proclamation, viz., ttat you were not

to do this.

448. Ti 3' OVK ?/ie\\ov5 etc., what was t7wre to present me? Why, it was

distinct. Tap gives the reason why she could have no excuse I cannot

say I did not, for and may be translated as above, why.

451. SvvoiKot v Kara 6fu>v. Who sits associate of the gods below.

455. Qvnrov ovtf . Sc. <re, understood from TU <r Knpvf/j.ara. I did not

thinfc that decrees issued by thee were o powerful that thou, a mortal,

cottldst, etc.

456. NCi/ Ka\0ft, to-day and yesterday, from one day to the next. 'Ati

ITOT. The iroTe supplies the idea that the operations of the law are

continually, from time to time, removing.
457. 'Ef STOI; '<pavn, from what, or from whom, they come.

458. TOUTIOI/ Sioaetv iixriv, I was not going to pay the penalty of these laws,

8C. rendr myself amenable to them. AoUi/cu dtKn" hke the Latin dare

peetias.

460. Qavovpivn- For I fcnetc that I must die as a matter of course. When
the participle, as here, refers to the subject of the finite verb, it is

often put in the nominative, as if it were, I, about to die, fcnew it. So

Euripides has tn-ei irpot uv&pot rtaOtt' ti&'*nnf>"i, and Milton, in the

"Paradise Lost," has imitated the same construction "And knew
not eating death."

461. ToD xpovov, the natural time.

464. nZt ou <t>ipei, how does he not i.e., surely he does achieve a gain?
465. "E/uoi-ye, my grief at meeting with this fate is as nothing.

466. "AXV av. The av is used in a sort of anticipatory way here to

prepare the mind for the condition that is coming.
468. KeiVoit, in such, a case, at such things.

470. Muiptp pwpiav, sc. I am about incurring (it is something lifce incur-

ring) a charge offolly at the hands of a fool.

In the following' beautiful passage, taken from the "CEdipus
Colonaeus," we have the touching lament of (Edipus, who has
been driven from his country, and having wandered about,
attended only by his faithful daughters Antigone and Ismene,
has arrived in Attica and taken shelter on some consecrated

spot. From this the superstitious fears of the people impel
them to drive him away :

SOPHOCLES. "(EDIPUS COLONJEUS," 258 267.

OI. TJ SIJTO 8o'|7js, / n /c\T;8oW /eaXfjs

eova"r)s w$f\T)p.c. yiyverai,

tl TOS 7' 'AB^vas (paffl 0eoo-e/3e<rraTas

flvat, novas 8 rbv Kaitov/j.fvov ^tvov
o~tt>etv o'las re Kal /J.6i/as apKf.1v tx*iv ;

K&fJ.oiy irov TOUT' tffrlv, o'lnvts fiddpcav
tK riovSf ju' Qdpavrts fir' t\avi>erf,

wojj.a p.6vov Seio-avres ; ov yap Sij rb ye
a<afj.' ovSe r&pya r&fj.'- tiril TO, y' tpya p.ov

'

tffrl /jia\\oi> %

260

' 265

NOTES.

259. Marnv peouo-nt, that flows in vain, that after all means nothing.
" li

is useless to depend upon the good name of any place for hospitality
or kindness, for the Athenians are reported to possess these virtues in

the highest extent, yet at the mere mention of my name they are ready
to drive me from the country."

263. Kajuo<7, etc. flit.), and yet where is all this as far as I am con-

cerned? and yet what atiails me this ?

263. o'irmet. The antecedent to this must be supplied by 'A0nvcuoi

out of 'Adrjvat in 1. 260 since her people, etc

265. "Ovofj.a novov, fearing the mere sound of my name. &rj emphasises
the oi 7<jp, since of course it cannot be, etc.

267. rU7roi/0oTa, etc., are rather suffered than done rather passive than

active. So Shakespeare makes King Lear exclaim

"I am a man
More sinned against than sinning."

The following beautiful passage is from the choral ode in the

same play, in which the people of Athens are represented as

welcoming the wanderer to their land, and praising the beauties

of the country. It may be compared with the ode in praise of

Athens from the " Medea "
of Euripides, already cited in these

Readings ; while, as a description of the beauties of natural

scenery, it finds a pendant in the passage from the "
Bacchae,"

which we have also on a previous occasion introduced to our

readers :

SOPHOCLES. "(EDIPUS COLON.EUS," 668 693.

Zvlinrov, fvf, raffSe x^Pas
'(KOV TO Kpariffra yas fTrav\a,

rbv apyr/ra Ko\u>vbv, tv6' 670
a \iyeia /j.ivvpfTai

8afj.iovo~a paXiffr' ariSwv

Y\tapa7s virb

675

680

685

690

NOTES.

668. Tao-oV for TrjaSe a for n, according to the usage of the Doric

dialect, in which the choruses of the Greek plays were written. Many
other examples will be found in this extract.

669. rar grraiAa must be construed as one substantive, on which

xwpar depends.
674. Oinovra, lit. wine-coloured, so darfc as icina. A frequent epithet.

Homer often applies it to the sea otvoira KOVTOV, the wine-dark sea.

677. 'Anji/f/Liov, etc., untouched by the wind of any storms that blow. The

genitive is governed by the a privative in uvi-fi/e/iov. The expression

is equivalent to avev ai/juou iravTwv x 'M t">'w:'- So we find in the same

way ii\a\Ko? uairioutv for ai/cu \a\novf uairidav.

682. KOT' ^MaP 'i always day after day. A pleonastic expression, like

acev en-' rifiari, a few lines below.

689. 'flKVTOKot generally is found in a passive sense. Here, however,
it seems undoubtedly to be active, signifying quicfcly fertilising.

rbv olvtaira vtp.ovaa KIO~O~OV

Kal rav aflarov 6tov

<pv\\dSa /j.vpi6Kapirov avr\\iov

avfiff/j.6v re TravTuv

t'^vcav ?i>' o

6d\\ft 5' ovpavias VTT' &xvas
o Ka\\i$OTp\,s Kar' ^,uap oel

vdpKiffffos, /j.tyd\an' Qeatv

apxaioif o~T*<pawti o re

Xpv<ravy)]s Kp6Kos~ ovS' ainrvoi

Kprjvat /juvvBovffiv

VLrjcpiffov vofudSts petOpuiv,

a\\' alfv fir' tffnart

01KVTOKOS TTfSiuV f1Tlvio~fffTai
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TRANSLATION OP EXTRACT II. IN LAST BEADING.

DEMOSTHENES, " DB CORONA," 250261.
Tom we now to our man of dignity -to him who consider* othi-rs

u worthy only of the spittle of bis mouth and beg him to compare
his fortunes with mine. (Addreut* himttlf to .f.'cH.n.) Born and
i i ! in the veriest poverty, your earliest years found you attached to
a mean school of which your father was the preceptor. To prepare
the ink, to sponge the benches, and to sweep the schoolroom ; such
were your occupations occupations befitting a menial, but unworthy
a freedman's son. Arrived at manhood, you became your mother's
aid ; as she performed her stock of initiatory rites, you read the
mystic formula, and bore a part in all the subsequent operations. At
night it was your business to clothe the candidates in skins of fawn,
to pour them out huge cups of wine, to wash them with the lustral

water, to cleanse their skins with loam and bran ; and, the holy rites
thus done, to raise them up and bid them cry

(Mimics)
" My bane I have flod,

My bliss I have sped :

"

none, as was your boast, giving forth the holy shout with such a
potent voice as yourself. (Turn* to the byitandtrt.) Verily I can
believe it ! for who that hears those powerful tones of declamation in
which he now indulges can for a moment doubt that his religious
exclamatious were pre-eminently grand? (To sch\ntt.) The day
found you a different employment. You had then to conduct your
noble troop through the public streets, their heads crowned with
fennel and with poplar leaves, while yourself wore seen now pressing
the coppered serpents now elevating them above your head now
shouting

" Evoi Saboi " now raising a dance to the words "
Hyes

Attes, Attes Hyes ! "while all the crones and beldamos of the quarter
honoured you with the pompous titles of Exarch, chief conductor,
chest-carrier, fan-bearergingerbread and cake and twisted bun falling

plentifully upon you as the reward of your pious labours. Happy and
distinguished lot ! Who can think it were his own, and, so thinking,
cot deem himself supremely blest ? Mitchell.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. V.
CHAUCEE AND HIS TIMES THE "CANTERBURY TALES."

WE have reserved to the last the consideration of the "
Canter-

bury Tales," probably the latest, and certainly by far the

greatest of Chaucer's works.
The general conception of this great work is, in one sense,

not altogether original. Writers before Chaucer had done what
many have done since, that is, had brought together a number
of imaginary personages, more or less naturally grouped, and
had placed a series of stories in the mouths of these characters ;

by this means giving a sort of continuity to what would other-
wise bo a collection of isolated stories, and securing a double
interest for the whole work. Boccaccio, shortly before, had
adopted this scheme in his "

Decameron," in which he intro-
duces a number of young ladies and gentlemen who have taken
refuge in the same villa to escape the pestilence in Florence ;

and it is not improbable that the plan of the "
Canterbury

Tales
"
may have been to some extent suggested by the " De-

cameron;" though it is more likely still that this method of

grouping was so familiar to the writers of Chaucer's day, and
therefore suggested itself so naturally to his mind, that it

could not be said to have been due to any one example. But,
however this may be, it is clear that in the judgment with
which Chaucer has selected his group of personages and the
mode of bringing them together, the unequalled power with
which he has given life to the individuals composing it, and the
dramatic force with which he has conducted the action of the

poem, this great work is in the highest and best sense original.
The poet begins by telling us that one night in spring, the

season of pilgrimages, he found himself at the hostelry of the
Tabard (afterwards the Talbot), in Southwark, ready to start on
a pilgrimage to the shrine of St. Thomas a Becket at Canterbury.
He finds there nine-and-twenty or thirty other persons bound
upon the same pilgrimage with himself. The company is a
most varied one. The first group we are introduced to consists
of a knight, a young Bquire, his son, and a yeoman, his servant,
going to perform the vow made by the knight, aa we may
gather, during his last foreign expedition. A prioress, Madame
Eglantine, a very dignified lady, was also there, and in her train
an attendant nun and three priests. Then there was a monk,
a great man of his class, delighting in the chase and despising
the restraints of monastic rule. The mendicant friar, again,

u in an inferior rank a man of the same type, "a wanton aad
merry." Of very different, bat not lea* strongly-marked type*
are the sober and prudent merchant, the poor clerk or scholar
from Oxford, the serjeant-at-law, and the franklin or country
gentleman. Then there are the haberdasher, the carpenter,
the webbe or wearer, the dyer, and tapieer or carpet-maker, the
cook or keeper of a cook-shop, and the ahipman or sea captain.
A doctor of physio i* also of the party, and a wife of Bath *
well-to-do cloth manufacturer. In strong contrast with *?>
of the preceding characters it the poor parson of a country
parish, who U going on pilgrimage accompanied by hi* brother,
a ploughman. The list U completed by a miller, a "MMt*ripl or
steward of some public institution, a reeve or 'bailiff, a sompner
or summoning officer of an ecclesiastical court, and a r-*Hflim
or seller of papal indulgences. With this company, and til*

good cheer of the Tabard, the evening passe* pleasantly ; aad
at its close the host of the inn proposes that he should accom-
pany his guests to Canterbury, acting as their guide upon the
way ; that to shorten the road each of the company should teh
two stories on the journey to Canterbury, and two on the return

journey ; that he himself should act as arbiter among them, to
whose decisions all ahouli be bound to yield obedience; *^
that the most successful story-teller should be entertained at

supper by the whole party on their return to the Tabard. This
proposal is at once accepted. The pilgrims start for Canterbury
the following morning ; and in accordance with their agreement
they tell their tales in the order in which the host calls upon
them. And the incidents of the journey and the tales of the
travellers form the subject of the poem.
The special advantages of this plan are evident. No "^tntt

could have enabled Chaucer to fill his canvas with a greater
variety of characters, taken from all classes of society, and of
all shades of opinion and temperament, or to have brought
them together in a manner more natural and unstrained. No
plan, in short, could have enabled him to give us a more com*
plete and living picture of the life of his day. And the same
thing enables him, without any appearance of incongruity, to

give endless variety to his stories, suiting in each caae the
character of the story to the circumstances of the story-teller
with admirable judgment. Had this plan been worked out in
its entirety, the "

Canterbury Tales," which as it is form a
long work, would have been one of the longest in the world ;

for we should not only have had the story of the journey to

Canterbury, and the journey back, with probably the incidents
of the stay at Canterbury, and the farewell supper to the teller

of the best tale ; but we should also have had more than 120
tales. But the work as we have it is manifestly incomplete.
We have only twenty-four tales, and even this number is only
reached by certain departures from the original plan. Of the

pilgrims who started in company, the knight, the miller, the

reeve, Hie cook,* the man of law, the wife of Bath, the friar,

the sompnour, the clerk of Oxenford, the merchant, the squire,
the franklin, the second nun, the doctor of physio, the pardoner,
the shipman, the prioress, the monk, the nun's priest, the man-

ciple, and the parson tell one tale each. Chaucer himself begins
to tell the Tale of Sir Thopas, a dreary rhyming tale, intended
aa a burlesque upon the romances of chivalry still common, as
we have seen, in Chaucer's time. But he has not gone far

when the host indignantly interrupts him, telling him he will

have no more of such "
drafty specho

" and "
rhyme doggerel ;"

whereupon the poet begins again, and tells in prose the moral
tale of Melibaeus and his wife Prudence. One of the existing

tales, too, is told by one who is not among the company which
started from the Tabard. During the journey the cavalcade is

joined by a canon, an alchemist and a moat unscrupulous rogue,
and his yeoman or servant. And the yeoman tells a tale, in

which he exposes the fraud and folly of his master so effectually,

that the canon leaves the company as abruptly as he had joined
it. The story, too, of the pilgrimage itself is as incomplete as

the number of the tales. All that has come down to us and
no doubt all that was written has come down to us is the

general prologue, in which the pilgrims are described, the placn
for the journey formed, and the start related ; the twenty-four
tales already mentioned ; and short prologues or introductions

The cook's tale is a mew fragment A second cook's tale, printed
in almost all editions of Chaucer the "Tale of Gamlya

"
is ccr-

tainly not Chaucer's.
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to the several tales, containing detached portions of the history

of the journey. But whether the tales are now preserved in the

order in which their author would have finally retained them,
and to what portions of the journey the various prologues refer,

it is often impossible to decide. There is much reason to think

that Chaucer, at his death, left what he had written very much
in confusion, and that some other hand arranged the fragments.
The work naturally divides itself into two parts, the one deal-

ing with the history of the pilgrims and the incidents of their

journey, and consisting of the general prologue to the whole

work, and the special prolog-ues, or introductions, by which the

tales are connected together ; the other consisting of the twenty-
four tales told by the pilgrims.
The prologue is the most remarkable of all Chaucer's works,

and one of the most remarkable in the whole range of lite-

rature. It consists, for the most part, of a series of masterly

portraits of the pilgrims, every one of which is now, after an

interval of nearly five hundred years, as fresh, as clear, and as

vivid as if it had been painted yesterday. Each one of them
embodies the characteristics of the class of which it is the type
so fully, that we feel convinced that we know what kind of men
the monks, the lawyers, the doctors of Chaucer's day were ;

that we know, in fact, what our forefathers and their manner of

life were like. Yet each one is also marked by individual traits

belonging to the man, not to the class, which impress upon the

mind that those we read of are no mere abstract representatives
of classes, but real living men and women. Every student

of literature ought to make himself thoroughly familiar

with this prologue. All that we can do is to show Chaucer's

manner of description by means of a few selected examples.
The first portrait we choose is that of the prosperous monk
or abbot. In this extract we alter the old spelling in some

A monk there was, a fair for the maistrie,
1

An out-rider, that loved venerye;"
A manly man, to be an abbot able.

Full many a dainty horse had he in stable ;

And when he rode, men might his bridle hear

Jingle in a whistling wind so clear,

And eek as loud as doth the chapel bell.

There as this lord was keeper of the cell,*

The rule of Saint Maure or of Saint Beneyt,
4

Because that it was old and somedeal straight,
5

This ilka monk let forby hem pace,"
And held after the newe world the space. 7

He gaf not of that text a pulled hen,
8

That saith, that hunters ben none holy men ;

Ne that a monk, when he is cloisterless,

Is likened to a fish that is waterles ;*

This is to say, a monk out of his cloistre,

But thilke text held he not worth an oyster ;

And I saide his opinion was good.
What10 should he study and make himselven wood,

15

Upon a book in cloistre alway to pore,
Or swinke13 with his handes, and labour,
As Austyn bit ?

ls How shall the world be served ?

Let Austyn have his swynk to him reserved.

Therefore he was a pricasour aright ;

14

Greyhounds he had as swift as fowl in flight ;

Of prikyng and of hunting for the hare

Was all his lust,
15 for no cost wolde he spare.

I saw his sieves purfiled at the hand18

With grys, and that the finest of a land ;

IT

And for to fasten his hood under his chin,
He had of gold i-wrought a curious pin ;

A love knot in the greater end there was.

His head was bald, and shone as any glass,

And eek his face as he had been anoynt j

18

1 A. fine-looking man, fw the

mastery i.e., above others.
* Hunting.
3 Where this monk was superior

of the monastery.
*

St. Benedict.
* Somewhat strict.

Let them pass by. We still

say,
" Gave the go-by to."

7 Followed the ways of the
modern world.

8 He gavs not (would not give)
a plucked fowl for placed no
value upon.

*
It was an old and familiar

saying that a monk out of his

monastery was like a fish out of

water.
10 Why.

" Mad.
13 Toil.
1S As Austin bade i.e., accord-

ing to the rule of St. Augustine.
11 A thorough horseman.
1 5 Pleasure.
16 Embroidered at the wrist.
17 With fur, and that the finest

in the country.
18 Ae if he had been anointed.

He was a lad full fat and in good point; 19

His eyen staep,
20 and rolling in his head,

That steamed as a furnace of a lead ;

21

His boots supple, his horse in great estate.

Now certainly he was a fair prelate ;

He was not pale as a forpined
23

ghost.
A fat swan loved he test of any roast.

His palfray was as brown as any berry.
23

Our next extract, also taken from the prologue, is the character
of the poor country parson, and the contrast between it and the

picture of the luxurious monk will at once remind the reader of

what has been said of Chaucer's sympathy with the party of

Wickliffe, and his dislike of the monks :

A good man was ther of religioun,
And was a pore parsoune of a toun; 1

But riche he was of holy thought and werk.
He was also a lerned man, a clerk

That Cristes Gospel gladly wolde preche ;

His parisschens
2
devoutly wolde he teche.

Beuigne he was, and wonder3
diligent,

And in adversite ful pacient ;

And such he was i-proved ofte sythes.*
Full loth were him5 to curse for his tythes,

6

But rather wolde he geven out of dowte.
Unto his pore parisschens aboute,
Of his offrynge, and eek of his substaunce.^

He could in litel thing han suffisance.8

Wide was his parisch, and houses fer asondur,
But he ne lafte not* for reyne ne thondur,
In sikuesse ue in meschief to visite

The ferrest10 in his parisch, moche and lite,
11

Uppon his feet, and in his hand a staff.

This noble ensaumple uiito his scheep he gaf,
1

That first he wroughte and after that he taughoe.
Out of the Gospel he the13 wordes caughte,
And this figure he added yit therto,
That if golde ruste, what schulde yren doo ?

For if a prest be foul, on whom we truste,
No wondur is a lewed man14 to ruste ;

And schame it is, if that a prest take kepe,15

A schiten 16
scheppard and a clene schepe :

Wei oughte a prest ensample for to give,

By his clennesse, how that his scheep schulde lyve.
He sette not his benefice to huyre, 17

And lefte his schepe encombred in the myre,
And ran to Londone, unto Seynte Paules,
To seekeu him a chaunterie for soules,

15

Or with a brotherhede be withholde ;
19

But dwelte at hoom, and kepte well his folde,
So that the wolfe ne made it not myscarye.
He was a schepperde and no mercenarie ;

And though he holy were, and vertuous,
He was to sinful men nought dispitous.

20

Ne of his speche daungerous ne digne,
21

19 From the French embonpoint,

plump.
ao His eyes deep-set.
al Like a lead furnace.
aa Wasted away.
*' This last line illustrates a

peculiarity of Chaucer's versifica-

tion, which ought to be noted.

Modern poets, writing inthis metre,
almost invariably end each para-

graph with the second line of a

couplet. Chaucer generally ends

the paragraph with the first line

of the couplet, making the end of

one paragraph rhyme with the

beginning of the next, and so con-

necting the two to the ear. Thus,
it will be observed, the last line in

the description of the monk ends
with "

berry ;" the next paragraph,

introducing another personage,

begins,
" A frere there was, a

wanton and a merry."
1 A poor parson of a townland

or rural parish.
2 Parishioners.
3
Wonderfully.

* Oftentimes.
5 Very disagreeable would it be

to him.

6 To excommunicate for non-

payment of tithes.
7 Both of what he had received

in voluntary offerings and of his

property, that is, his benefice.
8 Have sufficient. Han con-

tracted from haven, infinitive of

have.
9 He omitted not.
10 Furthest.
11 Great and small.
12 Gave.
13 Those.
14 Layman.
15 Take note of it.
36

Foul, dirty.
17 Did not place a hired substi-

I
tute in his benefice. The abuses

! among the clergy referred to in

[
these lines are the constant theme

j

of the satirists of the period.
18 An endowment for saying

masses for the soul of the giver
of the endowment in St. Paul's

Cathedral.
18 To be maintained in a monas-

tic brotherhood.
20 Not uncharitable, not pitiless

to the sins of others.
21 Harsh or proud.
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But in hii teching dincret and benlgno.
To drnwe folk to hercu by fairuesse,

By go<Ml euiauiple, was bin busyness* i

i) uujr parson olwtinat,
Uh.a H,.-- I,.- .-ro .,f ln^'li or Iowa ctat.
Him wold* ha snybba*1

ncharply for tin: nones.**

A bottro pr**st I trow* ther nowher nou U.
He wu> tud after no potnpe no rerereuoe,
N maked him a sploed conscience,**
But CrikU-s lore, aud hi* Bpotlus twelve,
lie taught, aud tint he folwed it hinuulra.

The short passages of narrative which occur under tho title

of prologues between tho various talbu, are scarcely inferior to

the general prologue in dramatic skill. The most noteworthy
character in thorn is the good-humoured host, with his ready
mutluT-wit, managing tho somewhat troublesome pilgrims.

Of tho other portion of the poem, the tales themselves, we
must speak but briefly. We have already pointed out tho

judgment with which Chaucer adapted the tale to the teller.

The stories may bo roughly divided into two classes tho

dignified, or pathetic tales told by the higher and more educated

class of the pilgrims ; and the broad, coarse, but humorous
stories told by the travellers of lower rank. The first and

longest of the tales of tho first class is the Knight's tale, which
contains the story of Palamon and Arcite, derived no doubt by
Chaucer from Boccaccio. The Squire's tale is suited to the

character of the squire. It is a wild story of love and enchant-

ment, probably of Oriental origin , and only half finished.

The Man of Law's tale is the pathetic story of Cuatancc,
borrowed by Chaucer from the "Confossio Amantis" of Gower,
as it had been by Gower from earlier writers. The Doctor of

Physio tells the Roman story of Virginia. The Prioress relates

the characteristic story of a little Christian child murdered by
Jews, and of the miracles that followed his death, and revealed

tho crime. The Clerk's tale, the most pathetic of the whole

number, is the story of Patient Griselda, since become familiar

in many forms to all readers, but then told in English for the

first time, being taken from the Latin of Petrarch.

Among the stories of the second class, the most humorous

perhaps are those of the Miller, the Prior, and the Canon's
Yeoman ; but tho first and second of these, like most of Chaucer's

humorous tales, are much too coarse to suit the taste of the

present day. The Parson's tale is of a class by itself. It is in

prose, and is, in fact, a sermon or moral discourse.

The following powerful description of the Temple of Mars
and its decoration is taken from the Knight's tale :

And downward on a hil under a beiit.i

Ther stood the Teuipul of Marz Armypotent,
Wrought al of burned steel of which theatre*
Was long and streyt, and gastly for to see.

And thereout came a rage aud such a prise,*
That it made all the gates for to rise.

The northen light in at the dore schon,
For window on the walls ne was ther noon,
Thorugh the which men might no light discern.

The dores were alle ademauntz eterne,
I-clenched overthwart and endelong*
"With iren tough ; and for to make it strong
Every piler the tempul to susteiue

Was tonne greet, of iren bright and schene :*

Ther saugh I first the darkymaginiug
Of felony, and al the eompassyng ;

The cruel ire, ees rad as eny gleede ;*

The pikepurs," and eek the pale drede ;

The smyler with the knyf under his cloke ;

Tho schipne brenuyng* with the blake smoke ;

The tresoun with the murtheryng in the bed ;

The open werres, with woundes al bi-bled ;'

Contek 10 with bloody knyf, and sharp inauaoe ;

Al ful of chirkyug" was that sory place.
The slur of himself yet saugh I there,

His herte-blood13 hath bathed al his here;"

** Whether. a Snub, rebuke.
J* On that occasion, then and

there.
* Did not spoil the natural sim-

plicity of his conscience.
1 A bend that ia, a slope.
* The entry. This contraction

if very common in Chaucer.
* Proas or crowd.

4 Across and along.
4

Shining;.
'
Spark.

7
Pickpurae, thief.

*
Ships burning.

*
Bled, covered with blood.

10 Contention.
" Menace.
11

Shrieking.
u Heart's blood. H Hair.

Tha nayl y-drove in tha aeboda" a-njf lit i

The oolda <Uh. with uouife cap/Bf -.

Amydda* of UM tampul .

With MOT/ comfort and aval i

I aaufh woodoea" lauh/u- ia hia rafa i

Armed complaiut, oothaaa,6 and flan ou
Th* earroifMi* la tha boasba, with throU j-eorv|
A thooaaad slain, and not of qualm* y^torra;-'
Tha UraunU. with th* pray* by fore* y-raft (

Th* town da^lNted, thar* wa* ao tidaa; kft.

Tat laugh I brent* tha schippea hoppwtan*,*
4

Tha hunt*" stranffbd with" th* wild Urresi

Tba sow* frcton** tho child right ia th. cradal,
Tha cook t^oaldad, for al hi* lour* kdaL
Nought bath forgatn th* inforton* of Marti
Th* carter orer-ryden of his cart,

Under th* wbal ful Iowa h* lay adooa.
Ther war also of Marts dlvi*iotu>,"
Tba harbour," and tha bowebar, and th* smyth,
That forgeth scharp* twarda* oa hi* stitb.

And all above depeynted ia a tour
Saw I conquest sitting in grat honour,
With the scharp* sword over his bead

Hangrnge by a sotil twyn* thread.**

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LIX.

48. PARADIGMS OF TUB AUXILIARY VERBS.

To familiarise the student with the frequent use made by the

French of the indefinite pronoun on [ 41 (4)], we have intro-

duced it in our conjugation of the verbs.

(1.) AVOIR, TO HAVE, AFFIRMATIVELY.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
PBKSEST. PAST.

Avoir, to have.
\
Avoir eu, to hM had.

PARTICIPLES.

PRESENT. COMPOCSD.

Ayant, having. \ Ayant cu, having had,

PAST.

Eu, had.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

DIMPLE TENSES. COMPOUND TENSES.

PRXSXHT. PAR zvDxrarm.
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PAST DEFINITE.



NATl'KAL HISTORY OF

I i I STORY OF COMMERCE.
ClIAiMi .!' 111.

B EFFECTS OF GEOLOGY OH nil. IXDUVTKY OF THE BBITIKM

ri.ovi.K (i-outinued).

Dirtributiou of Miucnil Product* fronlmmd) Rlttol of

Geology to Ai;ricuitiir< Itotanicol AKIHSO', praMatod by Geo-

logical Formations.

(<.) A**<>i-iiill<>n of Iron and Coal in their Relation to

W(

to
rl*

The carboniferous s\ -;em contains our greatest sou i s

natural wealth. It yields the coal which gladdens
r he;irths, ami heats our roaring furnaces. It sup-
ies us with iron ores and lime, and with the fuel neces-

for smelting the. iron, for the most part in close

ximity to tho ores. We have thus two conditions

pee i: illy favourable to tho production of cheap iron

in IK Lint ore and fuel occurring together. In no other

untry perhaps, save Belgium, do we find an equally
vourablo combination of circumstances. The absence

Ireland of any vast deposits of bituminous coal

u-ily prevents the establishment in that country of
>t industry in which the cot of fuel forms

ny very largo proportion of the total cost of production.
ileiire, \ve have not had there any successful establish-

ment, of iron-smelting in recent times. The iron ores,

r, both as earthy and bituminous carbonates and
haematites, are now largely exported from Ireland to

d and Scotland to supply the enormously in-

asing demand.

L-irge quantities of copper and other ores raised in

n land, Chili, Mexico, etc., are sent to Swansea to be

smelted, as the proportion of fuel which is required
would render th? process in those countries too costly to

be profitable. In other words, it is cheaper to carry ore
the coal than coal to the ore. Similarly tho various

clays raised in the south of England are transported to

Staffordshire to be converted into useful articles.

Previous to the employment of steam as a motive force,

water was the prime mover; consequently our manu-
iries, at that time, were located where water-power

was at command. But on the application of coal to the

neration of steam, the seats of manufacturing industry
were necessarily transported to districts where this

mineral could be obtained abundantly and cheaply.
Norwich, York, and Spitalfields could then no longer

compete with the towns more favourably circumstanced,
and in course of time ceased to be the great manufac-

turing centres. Lancashire, on the introduction ofsteam

machinery, soon became the greatest manufacturing
district, owing to its situation with respect to our coal-

fields and to our outlets of commercial industry.
From the time of the Romans to the seventeenth cen-

ry the Weald of Kent and Sussex was one of the chief

ites for tho production of iron, because of the close

proximity of the fuel, wood, to the ore ; but when coal

came to be used in the reduction of the ores, this branch
of industry declined, and was soon removed to districts

where the more abundant and cheaper supply of fuel

was to be found.
Prom the foregoing remarks we have an explanation

why the coal-producing counties are the centres of our

.nufacturing industry.
Other bedded mineral products are met with in

strata of various ages. Slates are quarried in Silurian

rocks in Carnarvon and Merioneth, in Cumberland, and
in some parts of Scotland. In these districts there is a

very large population supported entirely by the quarry-
ing and preparing of slates.

Bock salt is confined in Great Britain to the Keuper
sandstone and marls.

Muilding and architectural atones are chiefly quarried

5 H.K.

Devonian, carboniferous, Permian, and oobtf*
-ira'a

Then: i M . largo brand i oC industry-
ml, and tho boaiM of an extensive ieriti of cbeou-

. ..i ma . t he cunt of fuel doe* not form
a |.iv|>.<ml. -ruling item. Thin mineral i* collected m
Scotia i rth-eastern portu of England, etc., being

I from the carbonifcrou* and newer formation*.

Coorolitee, the exaviau of extinct gigantic reptile*, and

pteudo-coproUtu, the OMOOUS remains of large vertebrate*,
and nodular concretions of phosphate of lime of organic

origin, cannot be expected to occur in strata of an *Pck
anterior to that in which those animal* lired. They
occur in ili.- Imssic. and neocomian, and cretaceon*

strata, and in the newer tertiaries, these last formation*

being characterised by tho remains of whftles and OtJMT

mammals, a -t ar* by ifhtlnjo*nnri, plt$io$tmn*
and other huge reptiles. AH a source of manure, copro-
litea have become important.

3. Detritfil.

The chief minerals found in detrital deposits are gold-
and tin-stone, i.e., stream-tin. Being derivative, the-

occurrence of these minerals indicates the existence of
rocks containing them, either in tho immediate neigh-
bourhood, or in tracts drained by a local stream or ifca

tribute

Keeping in view the geographical distribution of tbo

paleozoic rocks, especially of the Silurian, Devonian,
iiiid carboniferous systems, and the fact of these strata.

being the sources of our chief mineral wealth, let us now
apply these phenomena to tho industrial pursuits of the

people of these areas.

III. Relation of Geology to Agriculture.
1. Botanical Aspect presented by Geological Formation*.
It has been stated that the Soils of a country vary to-

a great extent with the nature of the rr.derlying geolo-

gical formations. This phenomenon may be best illus-

trated by reference to the district in the line of section
shown in Fig. 1. (See page 225.)
The western parts of Wales, where the land attains an

elevation of from 2,000 to 4,000 feet above the sea-level

are covered with heath, and are only fit for inferior pas-
ture lands. Monmouthshire, Brecknockshire, Hereford,
and parts of Worcestershire are occupied by the rocks
of the old red sandstone formation; and in conseooenee
of their susceptibility of decomposition, the marls break-

ing up into rich earth fitted for tillage, they naturally
form a more fertile soil than that derived from the slates-

of the west; hence we have in the former district*

good corn lands and productive orchards.

The low plain of new red sandstone
presents

facilities

for agriculture similar to those of the old red sandstona
tract.

The configuration of tho surface of the country occu-

pied by the Jurassic rocks which succeed, may bo viewed

as on alternation of clays and limestones. The outcrop*
of the clays can actually be traced by the wide valleys,
which are permanent grass lands ; whilst the limestone*

compose ranges of low hills or more elevated grounds.
These limestone ridges form escarpments (see Pbf. 1)

along the line of strike, that is, on the side (N.\V.)on
which the several clays rise up

from beneath the cal-

careous beds. The soil on these limestones is well

adapted for the growth of cereals, turnips,
and clovers.

Passing on to the cretaceous series, which in the south
extensive tracts, we meet with silicoons, argil-

. and calcareous soils. The rocks in the western

part of the wealden area contain little limo and much
silica, and are covered by some very wide-spread heaths

not worth bringing into cultivation. The natural forest

lands of the Weald or Wold are on the wcaldcn clay,

which has l>een cultivated, though only of late years, bx
the help of deep drainage.
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The base of the chalk escarpments is usually marked

by a stratum of clay the gault which thus occupies a

valley,
and is a pasture tract. But the chalk strata

which form the South Downs and streich far to the

west, into the centre of England, and thence away to

the north-east, are chiefly used for the purpose of sheep-

pasturage. There is little or no soil upon them, the

herbage is short, and trees are absent ; however, the

chalk ranges, especially the broad, sweeping plain of

Wiltshire and Hampshire, are gradually coming under

tillage the chief crops being grain, turnips, clover, and
sainfoin.

The soils derived from the decomposition of rocks con-

taining magnesia such as the dolomite of the Permian,
which ranges from Nottingham, through Derbyshire
and Yorkshire, to Tynemonth, and the serpentines of

Cornwall are rich, but perhaps less so than those

derived from ordinary calcareous strata. The Lizard

Downs are, however, reckoned fine pasture-land ;
the

cultivated parts are amongst the best corn-lands in the

county, and agriculturists agree that the land in the

Permian tracts is extremely fertile.

The tertiary beds of the basin of the Thames are for

the most part cultivated tracts, excepting where the
"
Bagshot Sands

" form the superficial stratum. These
are familiar to us as heathy wastes, such as Aldershot

Heath, Bagshot Heath, Hampstead Heath, etc., and have
been converted into camping and exercise grounds for

our troops and volunteers.

The older palaeozoic rocks, although rich in minerals,
are generally barren, and seem peculiarly dreary and
desolate. This arises partly from the nature of the strata,

and partly from the circumstance that, occupying hilly

regions, they are to a great extent above the limits of the

growth of economic plants, even if within the reach of

ordinary agricultural operations.
The Highlands of Scotland, composed of masses of

gneiss and granite, are heathy and barren, since their

hard rocky materials come almost everywhere bare to

the surface, forming a wild pastoral country, browsed by
black cattle, poor sheep, and red deer. The neighbour-
hood of Parys Mountain, in Anglesea, is singularly
marked by sterility and gloominess there is neither

shrub nor tree, and the barrenness is unrelieved even

by a single blade of grass. Other examples might be

adduced in illustration of the unproductive nature of

the soil of the oldest palaeozoic and metamorphic rocks.

But in all these regions the character of the surface will

be more or less modified by the occurrence of alluvial

deposits bordering the rivers, and by the presence of

a glacial drift the effect of denudation upon various

rocks, producing a favourable mixture of clay, sand, and

lime, which forms a rich soil.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XXX.
THE PERFECT, PLUPERFECT, AND OTHER TENSES.

THE perfect stem is formed from the stem of the present by
adding K and prefixing the reduplicative augment, as Au-, \vic-,

\f\vn.- ; the tense itself is formed by adding to the stem the

person-endings. We are now speaking exclusively of the active

voice. Observe that, as <r is in general the sign of the future

and the first aorist, so ;: is the sign of the perfect and the plu-

perfect. Qualifications of these statements will appear as we

proceed.
To form the stem of the pluperfect, prefix c to the stem of

the perfect ; thus, to \e\vn- I prefix f
,
and produce eAeAujc-,

which, when the person-endings are suffixed, constitutes the

pluperfect tense.
. VOCABULARY

AioSccpos, -ov, 6, Dio- i E7ri5ia>Ka>, 1 pur--a, -oi>,

womanly, belong-

ing to a woman.

,-oi/, <5,Darius. ,

dorus.

EvSvea, I enter, I put

sue.

araSuaj, I go down,
sink.

Kvptevu, I become
master of, gain.

Mcwm, -ewy, 6, a

, -ov, o, a Per-

Tlo\e/j.ios, -ov, o, an

enemy.

npo(f>r)revci) (our word

prophesy), I fore-

tell.

'SapSavairaXos, -ov, 6,

Sardanapalus.

o,pKu7js, -cvs,

Pherecydes.
vev<a, I kill, slay,
murder.

o>, I beget, pro-

duce; in the per-

fect, I" am pro-

duced, I have be-

come.

soothsayer, a di-

viner.

MeAAw, I purpose, I

am on the point
of ; TO jueAAov, the

future.

Mr/8eia,-oj, T), Medea.

EXERCISE 84. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Ot ffTpaTicarai TUV iroKeu.uav 5i<r%iAioi/s SiaKoffiovs e$rt
:eovT&

irevre ire<j>ovfVKao~iv. 2. <i>epeKu87js eAe-ye /J.7]5evi 6ty -rcOvtcevai.

3. Neos Tre<pvKias iroAAa xp"nffTa fj.a.v6ai>f. 4. 'O /uayn; TO. /teA-

\ovra KdActfj irtirpo(pr)TfVKev. 5. Ta Te/ci/a ev TreiraiSeu/cas. 6.

Mr;8eia Ta TfKva irctyovevKvta X"P e '/' 7. Oi Aa/ceScuyUOj'iOi

FIAaTaias Kare\f\vKfffav. 8. SaoSavawdAos aToKrjv yvvaiKtia.y

tveStSuttei. 9. 'Ore ?;Aios KareSeSu/cei, oj TroAeutct tn \rjff iaoi>.

10. AAe^a^Bpos eirtSiuKitiv Aapeiov, TOV Tlepffuv /3tt<rjAa, iroAAcoj/

EXERCISE 85. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. I -have slain. 2. They have slain. 3. He had slain. 4.

They will slay. 5. He slew (first aorist). 6. We will slay. 7.

We have slain. 8. We had slain. 9. They will sacrifice. 10.

They have sacrificed. 11. They had sacrificed. 12. They sacri-

ficed. 13. The soothsayer sacrificed to the god. 14. The sooth-

sayer has sacrificed to the god one hundred oxen. 15. I educate

my children. 16. I was educating my children. 17. I will

educate my children. 18. I educated my children. 19. I have

educated my children. 20. I had educated my children. 21.

Alexander destroyed Babylon. 22. Alexander had destroyed

Babylon. 23. The boy puts on a woman's garment. 24. The

boy has put on a woman's garment. 25. The boy had put on a

woman's garment. 26. The boy will put on a woman's garment.

REMARKS ON THIS EXERCISE.

In forming the tenses of verbs compounded with prepositions,

the student is advised to drop the preposition while so doing,

restoring it afterwards. For instance, in evSvca I drop the tvt

and form the stems according to rule ; thus, 8t>-, 8v<r-, eSutr-,

oeSi/K-, fStSvK- ; ev-f-Sf-ov-K, that is, eveSeSvK. So with Ka-raXvca :

Au-, \vff-, e\vff-, \e\VK-, e\f\vit- ; KirreAeAuK : where observe that

Kara loses its final a before the vowel e.

I have accented the proper names, as Diodorus, Sardana-

palus, etc., according to the Greek, the rule being that in proper

names, as well as generally, a long vowel in the Greek should

receive the stress of the voice in English.

PRESENT AND IMPERFECT MIDDLE OR PASSIVE.

The present middle or passive is formed from the stem of the

present active by adding opai, as Au-, Av-o/uai. Of opai the o

may be considered as a connecting vowel, and pai the person-

ending. This connecting vowel is seen in other persons of the

same tense ; thus, \v-o-/j.ai, Au-e-rai, \v-o-fj.f6ov, \v-e-ff6ov, \v-o-

fifOa, \v-e-ff6e, \v-o-vrai, where e and o are the connecting vowels

vowels, that is, that unite the stem with the person-endings.

Tho imperfect middle or passive is formed by prefixing the

augment and changing ^ai into p.T)v thus, Auo^ai, e-\vo-(j.T)is.

It may also be formed from the imperfect active by changing

the active termination ov into the middle termination o/xrji/.

VOCABULARY.

.8eA<J>oy, -ov, 6, a Epyafouat (from ep-

brother. yov, work), I

.TroSexo/xai, I re- i work.

ceive, am favour- Ep%oM', I come,
able to, welcome.

AuAoy, -ou, 6, a flute.

,
~ovt do-

mestic, belonging
to the country

EiOe (with the opta-

tive), O that!

go.
Aavdavca (Latin, la-

teo), I lie hid, am
concealed.

Latin, penuria ;

English, penury),
I am poor.

FIpaTTO), I do ; Trpar-

TCO KaAcoj, I do
well (that is, I

am in a gocd con=

dition).

2TOCCT6Uti) (irOm (TTpdi-

Tja, an army), I

make an expedi-
tion.

^FeuSojU&i (from tyev-

Sos, a falsehood),
Hie.

EXERCISE 86. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Auo avSpe /j.axetr9ov. 2. Fevvaicas ^ax&)/x0a irepi rrjs irarp;

8os. 3. A.va.yKatoi' effri TOV vlov ireideffdai ry varpi. 4. IIoAXCi



LESSONS IN GREEK. m
vtrorrcu. 5. No^oit rott tyxuptoi* inaOat KaAor *<m.

b. Mr; ojrn8x"u Tul1' ip'Awv rout irpoj TO tpavAa xapiiM"'i'>- 7.

'F.KairroT T)ffux< fJifffrfv TJ\V 65o!/ tpxtffOw. 8. Oi iroAirai TO<I

iri0rOa>'. '.'. Ta> a5<A<|<a> uoi lirftrOop. 10. Ki 0oi/A<(

KoAb>( irpaTTfif, tpya&v. 11. Eav fiov\y taAu>i irparrtiy, fpya(ou.

I'Sojui/os oi/Sfn Aaytfacci iroAux xpovov. 13. O/ Aa3ai-
.lai/toi /I*T' auAa>i> trrrpartvofru. 14. E<0* trcuntt avtv opyijt

floi'Aii/otiro. .

r
>. AIIO KaAai IJTITW (is TTlf iroAiM TjAauffirfrrjf. 10.

lij weep, oAiyj; <p<Aoj (so. tifft <ro).

VBK8 ON THIS EXERCISE.

MV airo5tx". otc. ^ thin sentence be arranpod a little diffe-

. tho student will bo better ablo to see it* meaning u>
airuOf %ov TOI/S TUP <J>iAa>i> (or TWI/ t/xAou' TOU-) \apiofivous trot

irpot TO <pauAa . in English, <h :n.< i-Y/romc those of your friends

'ij'ij you in 6atl tMrwjrs. Ilpot (Latin, ruZ), in regard t, in.

HpoTTtiv is of ft wider signification than irmttv. Tho former

signifies to do, the latter to make ; tho former, therefore, may
be used with adverbs in a general sense, as KOKOIS irparriv, to do

ill ; that is, <o be in bad circumstances.

Tho conjunction ti requires an indicative or optative mood j

the conjunction ecu/ takes a subjunctive.
MfT 1

ouAwi/, with flutes ; that is, to the sound of flutes.

H\awt<rQi)v, tho third person, dual number, imperfect indica-

tive, from cAaufb), I drive. Tho ij is tho temporal augment, <

being lengthened into r;.

Epyao(uu, and several other verbs, such as t\Kia, iiropat, begin-

ning with , form their temporal augment by changing into .

EXERCISE 87. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. That man is poor, and has few friends. 2. I am poor. 3.

He was consulting. 4. They two were consulting. 5. I consult.

6. He consults. 7. Thou wishost to do well, work. 8. If (tav)

you wish to do well, work. 9. They work. 10. He works well.

11. He was working. 12. Ye were working. 13. Ye two were

working. 14. We work. 15. I fight. 16. I was fighting. 17.

They were fighting. 18. They fight bravely. 19. You fight.

20. You were fighting. 21. O soldiers, fight bravely for your
country. 22. It is honourable to fight for one's country. 23.

I follow thee. 24. He follows me. 25. They follow me. 26.

We follow the general. 27 We wore following the army. 28.

Obey the laws, O boys

THE PERFECT AND PLUPERFECT PASSIVE.

The perfect passive may be formed directly from tho perfect
active by changing KO, into uai, as perfect active \f\vxa, perfect

.0 Af Ai/,uai.

The pluperfect passive may be formed from tho perfect by
changing /ten into \LT\V, and prefixing the augment 6, as perfect

AeAujuaj, pluperfect

KAJS, a key), I

shut up.

Acyouai (Latin, di-

cor), I am said.

ATJJTTTJS, .ou, &, a

thief, a robber, a

pirate.

-as, T), a sum-

mit, a fort or cita-

del.

rovofjLta., -as, T] (av-

ros, self, and j/o/uor,

law), self-govern-

ment, freedom,

independence.

VOCABULARY.

n<pvTtvw, I plant in

(ei/, and (^UTSU^, I

plant).

'lopvca, iopvffca, ISpv-

Hat, I sit down,
place, build.

Kara/cAeto), K\tiffa>,

/cfh-Af icr/xai (from j

EXERCISE 88. GREKK-ENQLISH.
1. Of Ajjorai irt<pov(vvTa.i. 2. Auo aoi\<pca viro rov avrov

oiocuncaXov irfircuSfvffQov. 3. 'H /3a<riAfia uiro row on/iov \t\vrat.

4. Toiy fleos WTO TO^ Mi\va.i<av iroAAoi rey ZSpi/vTaj. 5. 'H Ovpa
Kf:i\dffOco. 6. Tlpo rov tpyov tv 8(8ov\fvffo. 7. Tla<rn> avdpta-
TTO s ffjuTKpvrfvft.ti'T) tffnv firiOvuia ri\s avrovo/xias. 8. O/ Ar/crai

TC^OVfUO'fla)!'. 9. Oi 7ToAU(Ot 6<S TT/I' CLKpCLV KO.ra.KfK\(Kf6a.l A-
yo/raj. 10. "ELfvofyiavros vita, Tpv\\os KCU Atooupos, firciraiOfvffOijv

tv 2.TapTj;.

EKMARKS ON THIS EXERCISE.

KtK\tiff0w, let thi> dooi- have fccv/i shut. This, whicli is some-

thing like the literal rendering of tho imperative perfect pas-
sive, scarcely makes sense in English. Tho force of the perfect
lies in representing the active as already done, and so in do-

noting
1

despatch, as in our vulgarism have done, that is, cease

<itcly.

v, into the citadel : m with the accusative, instead

1 of y with the datire, twin* Mad, beoauM motion b implied.

We, however, in English ny in rook CMC, in the citadel.

EXKBCIBC 89. ENULIHII-GBCKK.

1. Ho haii been murdered. 8. The boy* hare been murdered.
3. The aoldier* had been slaughtered. 4. He ha* been shot up.
5. Ye have been that np. 6. Ye had been shot np. 7. They
have been shut up. 8. The two men had been shnt np. 9. The
oxen are said to have been shut np. 10. I have been well edu-

cated. 11. Thou hadst been well educated. 12. They have beea
well educated. 13. I had been ill educated. 14. Them had*t
been ill educated. 15. The trees have been well planted. 16.

Tho trees had been ill planted.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IV GEEEK.-XXIX.

EXERCISE 80. OREEK-ENOLUH.

1. Two road* lead to the city. t. A. p*ir of or^n are drawias; the

plough. 3. Let ui rejoloe. O boys. 4. How sweet if beauty when it

has good MUM (no. allied to it). 5. Lt th citizen* keep the burs.

0. Let companions take rare f. r each other (lit.,M companion tutu cart

for companion). 7. Let father and mother take car* for the education
of their children. 8. Ho who ii unakilful in letter* does not resDy
ee (lit., see not, while he new). 9. Bear bravely the chance* that befall

you. 10. The boy bring* a rose to hi* father, that he may rejoice.

11. The boy was bringing a rose to hi* father, that he might rejoice.

12. Socrates used to speak as he knew. 13. When the Greek* ap-
proached, the barbarians fled. 14. Themistoclc* and Ariatides once
had a quarrel. 15. The Lacedemonians are ignorant of music. 1C. Turn
away peril from us, O ye gods. 17. Do not koep one thing concealed
in your heart when you are Baying other thing* (i.e., do not toy out

thing and mean another).

EXKUOISE 81. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Airrr) li oiot irpot Tr\ iroAiv 117(1. 2. Ca>o o& irpot TIJ vaAiv a-)tror. 3L

Auo iirTtti (or iirirai ttlono) TO aporpov affray. 4. Ai/rai ai oJm wpat TIJ iroXi

.afovftv. 5. Al ivvaiKet xaAai fiaiv orar om aitfpma t^ttftf. 6. Ol

iro\<Tai ^vXaTToviri TUI/V vofiatn. 7. Oi voXirui (fu\arraf TOVT r.'fiotn. 8.

'O jroAiTtjr f>v\aTTCi TOI-C vofioin. 9 'Y^ieir, w wo\irai, ^vAarrfrc TOV*

10. 'O Tramp e/tot irpofoiai' X" T 1f <M* 'aocjv. 11. 'H ftn^nf (

aic\q>at e/iai voofoiav X" T1' Cfiov vaioar. 12. Oi wo \<rai TJ

Tourac Tvxar ytnaiun <f>tfuvam. 13. 'H /inrrip ""f waTft po6ov^tfti,lfa
14. *H aOt\<pr] ru> ait\>f>if poiov ($lft* iva x<poi. 15. 'H oVyaTiip icu

K'.I 6 caTnp TTairiafo. 16. Mi) aTaiofoiT, w 701X1;. 17. Oi vaiocr cx<iipo>.

18. Xaipui 19. Xaipcrc. 20. Xaipo/i. 21. Xaip<ir. 88. Xaipowr...
*

EXatpCTC. 24. Exaipat. 25. 'II t/iij a&c\<pn fxaipt*. 26. O Mana
aireipur ex". 27. AUTUI ai wai&tt fiovfitn": aip*T ex<>ffi. 24

airc<pair exu * 29. 'll/<iv, w uiJn, fiowunc arfipvc x*M*** 30.

/LiaTu> airt-ipoi ou /3\erov<ri /3\eworrtt. 31. Ecctrui ai 7

uTtipui tiaiK. 32. OVK aircipjr e.fic 7pafiM<> r. 33. Owe aro

evptv. 31. Auo ufCpwTM uira^cv^tTuv. 35. Kcv0t< TOV cow . TJ
3d OT< oi /Jup;3upoi e>r A tiriafo airtyc/7c. 37. To ocivor o^' tyj awc.rp<-o,<

EXERCISE 82. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The soldiers will free the city from the enemy. 2. The good
man will plant for his offspring also. 3. The meesenger reported to
the citizen* that the enemy would plot against the army. 4. Achilla*

was angry with Agamemnon. 5. The Greek* prevailed much by their

valour. G. Socrates did uot implore the judges with many tear*, bat
trusting in his own innocence, incurred the furthest extreme of danger.
7. Judge not before you have heard the tale of both. 8. The T.M%-
mouiona destroyed Platna. 9. Who can believe a liar ? 10. Hear me,
my frieud. 11. The messenger reported that the enemy had plotted

against the army. 12. Bear me, my friend. 13. Let one friend bstievs

another. 14. They say that the city incurred great danger.

EXERCISE 83. ENULISH-GRKBK.

1. 'o t|>or mr voAif avo rw wo\tiu awo\fti. & Oi

Totr C*IUHHS <fivTtvov*tr. 3. Oi xPI* at^povat rotr ratfi

<(>i'Ttvaovair. 4. Oi aifcAoi voAAa (vaT^cXAovcir. 5. Oi voA(iua4 <Ti>

f3av\tuov<n TUI /3a<riAci. G. Ot ruAc^ot CM<M twi(io*\tov+ir. 7. llaAAa

TOIV niAiTuit fTa7ii\A. 8. Aj[<AAM A-jotitutnr* unvici. 9. AxiAAft
tffirafi anxvci. 10. Zr Ty oat \+if nwnttt. 1L E/mnffa TMT oAe

. 12. To Adkatrrnc ieTtiw<t. 13 XtMpaTur OK Uetami TOT in Atrrar.

14. Oi XPI' roAirai one iitremrowri rvvr iwarrar. 15. Oi veVu>x
UAaToiar araApof<rir. 16. Oi <TTp.tnT.u n\ ir.uar caTaA*rnr. 17. Ol

rai Tnf vcAiv <TAa. 18. Acoar (too, r7oo*. 19. 'F.Tiupo

WKTTtMI. 20. 'Erjlpoc tTOIp<; l r<l. 2L 'ETaiOCT

J. KTiffT<i-ff,i. 23. l'.vi<rriboi>. 24- I|<TCI>(I. 85.

26. Iliarcixrcit. 27. Kria-Tcva-arit*. 28. nirrt*owr. 29. rUvrM|M. 3

iroAXa taxpti. SL ET Tf a*jp9 o\Aa iTjva.
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XVI.
THE PERSPECTIVE OP SHADOWS.

WE now enter upon another division of our subject, Sciography,
a term which signifies the science of shadows. The rules for

their projection are founded, generally speaking, upon the same

principles as those for the projection of solids and planes ; yet,

rays emanating from an artificial light, as a candle in a room,
are not parallel ; in this case they spread in all directions from
one common centre, upwards, downwards, and horizontally, BO
that under some conditions we shall have to introduce rules for

the construction of shadows subject to an artificial light, which
the pupil will find very different from anything that has been

previously placed before him. In working the problems relating

V

on account of many peculiarities arising from the causes which

originate them, in reference to the sources of light, together
with the various inclinations of surfaces upon which shadows

fall, there must necessarily be additional and distinctive rules

for their construction. We might point out a few of these

changes in cause and effect, but we think it better to leave them
until we come to special cases in which they are found, when we
can enter fully into all the particulars belonging to them. The

great source of light is the sun, whose rays may be said to be

parallel, on account Of its great distance from the earth. The

to shadows, it will be necessary first to draw the perspective

representation cf the objects we shall have to introduce : an

explanation of this part of the work will not be repeated in

every case, as we trust our pupils are sufficiently competent to

do most of the work that is required previous to determining
the shadows. Should there be an exception to this regulation,
it will be when a question is proposed in which there may be

something unusual in the perspective of the object which has

not been considered before.

The position of the sun, the source of light, may be first,
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when its rays arc parallel with tho picture ; secondly, when the
in front of tho i>irtiitv ; thirdly, when it u

.1 tlm picture.
; its rays are parallel with tlie picture. The un is

:luT on thu right huud or on tho loft; its rays, although
at an inclination, with thu ground, uro parallel with tho pirtim?-

pl&no.
When the nm is before or in front of the picture ; that

is, \\in-ii it is behind the spectator, or whon the spectator u
n thu HUH und tho object.

:~.r<\. U .' ,i the sun is behind the picture. By thu U meant
when tho object upon which tho light folia is between tho sun
and tho spectator. Our first examples will be to illustrate the

first of these positions.
PROBLEM XLV. (Fig. 75). A block of stone 3 feet high, 4 feet

.id 5 feet long, has its end parallel with the picture plane,
to the right of the eye and 1 foot within the picture.

Height of tlie eye, 5 feet, and 10 feet from Die picture plane. The

angle of the inclination of tho rays, or the sun's elevation, it 50

the line of contact r in tn and t, and are eosrthnied on th*

face of the wall to n ; from r to e is 2 feet, to out off boa e

the nearest angle of the wall within the picture ; from c to I' U
2*5 foot, the portion of wall on this side the

opening.
Linec

drawn from k t/ o (equal to fc v o) to the l>r* will cut the beer

of the wall for the perpendiculars of the opening ; between Uiest

perpendiculars the parallelogram I k t o and the diagonals most
be repeated ; the corresponding points will be easily recognised,
and through them the perspective of the arch must be drawn

by hand. For the shadow draw any line a b, as in the last

problem, at an angle of 45 with the PP, and draw lines parallel
to it through e, b, c, to meet lines on the ground drawn from the

bases of the perpendicular line* e b and e, and parallel to the

PP in the points d, e,fi draw the arc def by hand. Th*
shadows of the angles of the wall n, o are found as d and e in

the last problem.
PROBLEM XLVII. (Fig. 77). The block of Problem 45 hat

a pole 10 feet long laid across it horizontally at an angle of 40
with the picture plane. The nearest portion of the pole which if

with the horizon, and to the right of the eye. Project the shadow
of tlie block.

Anywhere upon the PP draw an indefinite line a b, at an

angle of 50 with tho PP. Through tho angles of tho block c

and d draw lines parallel to a b, until they meet other lines

drawn from / and e parallel with the PP in m and n.. The side

of tho block cdfe will bo the broad shadow, that is, the
shadow on the object; e/ urn will bo tho cast shadow on tho

ground, that is, tho shadow caused by tlie object. It will bo seen
that tho edge of the shadow on the ground from tho upper edge
of tho block retires to the PS, the same vanishing point to which
the block retires, because it is parallel with the block.

PROBLEM XLVI. (Fig. 76). Tlie face of a wall pierced by
<Mt opening having a semicircular arch; retires at right angles
with the PP, nearest end 1 foot within tlie picture. Height of wall,
9 feet. Horizontal length, 10 feet, and 5 feet to tlm left of the eye.

Breadth of opening, 5 feet, and height 7 feet. Height of eye, 5 fiet;
distance 10 feet. Sun's elevation, 45, and its rays parallel *cith

the picture plane. The thickness of the wall is purposely omitted.

To draw the perspective elevation of the arch, its elevation

must be constructed parallel with the PP. At the given
height of the spring of the arch from the ground at o, draw k o

equal to the width of the arch ; draw the diagonals v I and v t ;

also the horizontal lines p m and It; p in must intersect

the diagonals where they intersect the arch ; these lines meet

tn contact with the block is 1 foot from the right-hand corner of
the block, and 2 feet of the pole as it approaches the picture plant
hang over the side. Project the shadows of the block and the pole,
Sun's inclination 50.

Project tho shadow of the block as in Problem XLY. To
determine tho perspective position of the polo, mark the point a
2 feet from 6; this will include the distance of the block from
the PP, and rule it towards DE', cutting b PS in c. Draw the

perpendicular c d (d marks the edge of the block over which
the pole projects). Through c and d draw indefinite lines

towards vp (tho vanishing point for the pole) ; the lower line

through c will be the plan of tho pole. Draw a line from c to

directed by the DVP, and make ef equal to 2 feet; draw a line

from / towards DVP to meet the plan of the pole in o ; draw the

perpendicular o tn ; d m will then be that part of the pole which

projects 2 feet over the side of tho block ; make / g oqnal to 10

feet, and draw from g to UVP, cutting the plan of the pole in

h ; draw the perpendicular h i ; then the portion of tho line

between m and i will be the perspective representation of the

pole in tho position given. To project the shadow, draw lines

from the end of the polo parallel to the sun's inclination, and
from h draw a line h k parallel to the PP to cut the inclined

line ; from this intersection will be traced the shadow of the

pole in the direction of vr, appearing only beyond the shadow
of tho block.
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PROBLEM XLVIII. (Pig. 78). Two walls A and B form a

right angle, of these A is 40 with the picture plane. Height of
the watts, 9 feet 6 inches. Depth of A, 9 feet ; that of B, 7 feet.

The nearest angle of the wall A is 2 feet from the picture plane,
and 5 feet to the right of the eye. A doorway is in the wall A, 2

feet from the nearest end; width of doorway, 3 feet; height, 7 feet.

Horizontal line, 5 feet. Distance of the eye from the picture plane,
10 feet. Angle of sun's rays, 60 with the vertical, and parallel to

the plane of the picture.

In this subject the pupil has to notice especially tho angles of

the wall and doorway, from which the lines parallel to the sun's

rays ar.e drawn. First, those of the door, where it will be seen

the sun's rays are drawn from the angles on the other side of the

wall, at tho top, and the projecting line of the rays for the edge
of the shadow on the ground ; the opposite edge of the shadow
on the ground of the doorway is drawn from the nearest angle
of the further perpendicular, because tho interior of that side

of the doorway is in light. After the lines of the shadow on

the ground have met the base of the opposite wall B, they are

drawn perpendicularly until they meet their respective inclined

lines or sun's rays ; the lino of the shadow on this wall of the

top of the doorway will be easily understood from the figure.

The greater portion of the edge of the shadow of the top of

the wall A falls on the opposite wall B to 6 and passes beyond
to the ground at d, determined by the ray from c, and the

horizontal line d e ; the small portion of the shadow on the

ground at d projected from the upper and near corner of the

wall A at c retires to VP1
. Tho shadow of the angle of the wall

B on the ground is found from the outer angle of the two walls

On the further side projected at h; whilst the edge of the

shadow 7i, m of tho top of the wall retires to VP'-'. We give

those general directions as a guide during the process of con-

struction, in preference to giving a close description of the

work in detail, that our pupils may have the opportunity of

completing the drawing as an exercise.

THE UNIVERSITIES. VIII.
LONDON. I.

THE University of London is essentially the university of self-

taught students, and the one most interesting, because the most
accessible to readers of the POPULAR EDUCATOR. Its degrees,
honours, and emoluments are open to all, without distinction of

sex, creed, or rank, and without the requirements of residence in

any college. The lists of successful candidates embrace students
of almost every nation and religion, ii om the ancient universities,
from what were once the peculiar colleges of the University of

London King's College, in the Strand, and University College,
in Gower Street from the universities of Scotland, Ireland,

India, and Australia, and from the public and private schools of

all parts of England ; while large numbers of students have not

only graduated successfully, but have attained honours and
exhibitions at the metropolitan university as the result of self-

tuition. It is not our purpose to discuss the advantages and
failings of such a university system. We are not disposed to

question the social benefit of college life, and of the indirect

intellectual and moral training which it involves. On the con-

irary, we deem residence one of the most valuable elements in

university education ; and tho high esteem in which the degrees
of the three older universities are universally held is due, in a

great measure, to the social connotation which they possess, to
the evidence which they afford of the refined and gentlemanly
as well as scholarly qualifications of those who hold them. But
to many the privileges and advantages of tho older university
system are impossibilities, as neither the time nor tho necessary
expenditure can bs spared. Such is the case with the sons of

the great majority of professional men and men of business,
and with the large number of earnest students who desire to
elevate themselves by means of education and to have their

attainments stamped by some competenb authority. Such stu-

dents are willing to work hard, and to submit with others

possessing greater advantages to a high examinational test of

their acquirements ; but they must read and study as they can.

Evening classes and lectures, night-work, mutual instruction,
and such works as the POPULAR EDUCATOR and similar publica-

tions, afford the only materials for preparation of which they
can avail themselvc.., but with these they are willing to enter

the lists of competitive examinations. A university, therefore,

which stimulates self-tuition by permitting such candidates
both male and female to present themselves for its degrees,
honours, and prizes, and which, in its character of an examina-
tional board, demands high and comprehensive scholarship,
must be regarded as a necessary and useful supplement of any
university system which professes to be national, and is o c-

which will become more obviously so with the extension of

popular education and a taste and facilities for study. The
University of London effects this purpose ;

and since its curri-

culum embraces the majority of the subjects taught in our

columns, and is an excellent test of the results of study ; and
since many of our readers have the honourable ambition to

possess some academical degree, we propose to indicate briefly
the course of study requisite, and the mode in which to proceed
for that purpose.
We shall speak successively of the matriculation or entrance

examination of the university, which must be passed by all

candidates for degrees in the various faculties, and which is

often passed by those who have no intention of proceeding
further, and subsequently of the examinations for degrees in

arts, laws, and science. There is, however, a preliminary

question, the question of the expense of obtaining a degree,
which must first be dealt with.

The following fees are payable to the university :

At the matriculation examination
intermediate examination for the degrees

of bachelor of arts, laws, or science

final examination for those degrees .

2

12

To this sum must be added, in estimating the total expenses of

graduating, the cost of tho necessary books, of travelling to

and from London or other place of examination in the provinces
on three occasions, and of living from home for an aggregate of

about three weeks. The total cost of obtaining the bachelor's

degree of the University of London can, therefore, seldom
exceed .50, including the purchase of books, and must be in

many cases less.

Before proceeding to speak of the matriculation examination,
a word must also be said of the university itself. It is not, as

is very generally supposed, identical with University College in

Gower Street, or with King's College in the Strand, which, like

many other colleges and schools, have now the little more than
nominal connection of being affiliated to it. Burlington House,
in Piccadily, was formerly the home of tho university, but it

now boasts an appropriate and imposing building of its own,
erected by the Government, adjoining Burlington House.
The first step in order to become a member of the university,

and to graduate in any of the faculties of arts, laws, science,
or medicine, is to prepare for the matriculation or entrance

examination, which must be passed by all candidates for

degrees, even though they may be graduates in arts of other

universities. Two matriculation examinations are held in each

year, the first commencing on the second Monday in January,
and the second on the third Monday in June. Intending can-

didates should in tho first instance either purchase a copy of

the University Calendar for the year or write to the registrar
of the university, and ask him to forward a copy of the regula-
tions for the time being, in which information will be found of

the general and special subjects of examination, and of the

places at which the examination will be held.

One calendar month at least before the commencement of the

examination, each candidate must transmit to the registrar a
certificate showing that he has completed his sixteenth year,

upon the receipt of which the registrar will inform him of the

time appointed for the entry of his name upon tho register,

when the matriculation fee of 2 must be paid.

Thus much of the preliminaries. In its general cbr.i'-scler

the matriculation examination, which lasts during five days. la

comprehensive, and includes a thorough knowledge of the

elements of the chief subjects of a good general education. It

is conducted by printed papers containing questions to be

answered in writing; and although the examiners have power
to put vina-voce questions, this is very seldom done. The

preparation for passing tho examination will demand some
conscientious work, and since the statistics of the university

show that fully half the candidates who present themselves
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f'i'l ' .'lamin.-, we rocommond oar students to
i<> tHt their own kimwli-d^o a

pn'H.-ntiiitf themselves for < ;n.il incur

It must also be romoml><<r<- ! Mi it although
ii.n of thoae who pa88 ia dopcn . total

niuiil.cr <( mark* gained for their papers, candidate* raunt
the examiners by ol !.-.-i*t, the ininitiiiiiii "f

'h of the several l>ru.ni'h"<, and that n timorous case*
it each examination in which failure IR to be attribut.-d

to d.'firi'Tu-y iu only one of the many subject*. Of those,
, .unities, and natural philosophy appear to be the

1

il, :in,i spcci.il attention should be paid to them.
Candidates will not bo approved by the examiners unless they

show a competent knowledge in each of the following subjects :

1. Latin.

J. Any ' .. of the following languages :

(a) Greek ; (1) French ; (r) German ; and (<I) either
Sanskrit or Arabic.

3. The English Language, English History, and Modern
Geography.

4. Mathematics.
5. Natural Philosophy.
6. Chemistry.

Of each of these we will now proceed to give details.

MATHEMATICS.
This branch includes 1. Arithmetic. 2. Algebra. 3. Geo-

metry.
The questions in arithmetic and algebra form the subject of

one paper, for which three hours are allowed.
1. Arithmetic. The arithmetical questions usually set involve

a knowledge of numeration and the theory of numbers,* in
addition to which the Calendar specifies

" the ordinary rules,"
which must be held to include those which ore known as the
first four rules, simple and compound, direct and inverse pro-
portion, simple and compound interest, discount, the purchase
of stocks, etc. The preponderance of questions in interest,
rule of three, and discount renders it desirable that special
attention should be paid to these rules. The addition, subtrac-
tion, multiplication, division, and reduction of vulgar and
decimal fractions, f and the extraction of the square root, must
also be carefully studied. The lessons in this work and most
of the ordinary school arithmetics will contain the information
requisite in this branch.

2. Aliebra. In algebra knowledge is required of the pro-
cesses of simplification, addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of algebraical quantities, and some facility in perform-
ing these operations and in the solution of simple equations and
easy problems involving them must be acquired. Arithmetical
and geometrical progression, the formula) of which shonld bo
remembered, and algebraical proportion must also be read, and
their rationale mastered.

3. Geometry. The first four books of Euclid are the subject of
a three hours' paper on geometry, which usually comprises one
or more propositions from each book, with simple deductions
from them. It is not, however, essentially necessary, though
highly desirable, that the latter shonld be done. The proposi-
tions should be rendered perfectly familiar, in order that they
may be readily written, and that time may be devoted to the
exercises upon them, which may require some thought. It ia

scarcely necessary to caution the student against merely com-
mitting the words and figures to memory without mastering the
various steps in the reasoning process.
The examiners merely require that the latter shall be made

manifest. A symbolical Euclid will be useful to the stndent,
but, as few abbreviations are permitted at the examinations, it

is not desirable that it should be read alone.
The less conventionally Euclid is studied the better, and we

recommend the student to construct carefully his own state-
ments and diagrams of the varions propositions. This ia a
work involving some time and thought, but its value ia on-
questionable. \

* See POPULAR EDUCATOR,
" Lessons in Arithmetic," I. XVIII.

t POPULAR EDUCATOR,
" Lessons in Arithmetic," XIX. XXV.

+ POPULAR EDUCATOR,
" Lessons in Algebra," I. XII.

Oalbraith and Huughtoii's
" Manual of Algebra

"
is a good work

for the purpose of preparation.
||

See the " Lessons in Geometry," in the POPULAR EDUCATOR.

NATI: MAI.

Tho University Calendar used to sUte that the reqnisit*
knowledge of natural philosophy wa* such ai might be attain*!
by attending a conn* of experimental lecture* on the element*
of mechanic*, hydrostatic*, hydraulic*, pneumatic*, optics, ai .1

heat Bat this information was deceptive, and ill no longer
given. Attendance at such a course of lecture* im higiil.)
desirable for the take of the illustrative experiment*, I

subject will al*o demand considerable reading and tod% .

fact that the examinational statistics of the university show thin

paper to be a Tory fatal one to candidate* confirms the o|

we have exproMod, and induces us to recommend great atten-
tion to the principle* of a subject which in not susceptible u(

being crammed. Whichever work upon the subject may be
elected ahould bo read thoughtfully and with attention, and
the principles of the several sciences should be so thoroughly
mastered that they may be readily applied to the solution of

the questions submitted in the examination- room. *

In mechanics the student must be able to explain and
illustrate the theory of the composition and resolution of

statical forces, to describe the simple machines, i.e., the pulley,
the lever, the inclined plane, and to answer question* depending
on the ratio of the power to the weight in each. The principle
of the centre of gravity, the general lawn of motion, and tut

law of the motion of falling bodies, must also be thorough!*
understood, and the chief experiment* illustrative of them must
be made so familiar to the student's mind that he may be ablo
to describe them readily on paper.

In hydrostatics, hydraulics, and pneumatics the Calendar
directs attention to the pressure of liquids and gases, its equal
diffusion and variation with the depth, and to specific gravity,
and the modes of determining it. The principles of the action
of the barometer, the siphon, the common pump, the f

pump, and the air pump must also be studied, and, if possible,
the action of .these instruments should be observed with a view
to a written description of their working.

In optics the examination ia limited to the laws of reflexion

and refraction, and the formation of images by mirror* and
simple lenses. Heat includes a knowledge of it* sources ; ex-

pansion ; thermometers, and the relations between various scale*
in common use ; the difference between temperature and quantity
of heat; specific and latent heat; calorimeters; liquef
ebullition ; evaporation ; conduction ; convection ; and radiation.

Thus only the elementary principles of light and heat are
dealt with, but the stndent is nevertheless advised to thoroughly
familiarise himself with the general principles of these science*,
since the omission to do so may prove embarrassing at the

examination, and the knowledge acquired will certainly not

only prove useful, but, from the position which science has
assumed as a prominent branch of general education, may now
be considered essential in a well-educated member of society.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XX.

THIS class of the vertebrates, though popucBsing an exterral

configuration which apparently differs much from all othor

animals, is closely allied to, and may be considered as an

extremely modified reptilian type the two constituting a great
order, which Huxley calls Sauropsida.
The rule, that animals are constructed according to their

habits and the medium in which they live and move, is beauti-

fully exemplified in birds. Their bones are extremely lipht,

and rendered still more no by being, in the majority of instance*,

permeated by air. The outer covering, or epidermis, which in

the preceding divisions we have seen variously modified, sl*o

undergoes a wonderful change, thus contributing to the same
end, and exhibiting a characteristic difference from the scnle-

olad cold-blooded animals we hare described. The cntiole

appears no longer as scales, but a* closely aggregated append-
ages, or feathers, which closely envelop the body, for the double

The "Elements of Natural Philosophy," by the Rev. Profcswvr

Hanghton, M.D., will be found useful work in prep&rinr for th

elimination. The Lemons in Natural Philosophy in the POPULAR
EDUCATOR will also prove extremely useful.
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purpose of maintaining warmth, and assisting in aerial pro-

gression. Each feather is, as Paley truly observes, a mechanical
wonder. When fully formed, a feather is composed of a central

cylinder or quill, by which it is attached to the skin
; a shaft.

which is the tapering continuation of the quill ; and the vane
or beard which projects from each side of the shaft. The latter

is composed of barbs and barbules. The feathers present some
variations in size and form in different parts of the body. They
4tre variously coloured, and form the chief feature of ornamental

beauty of birds. The feathers are formed by the conversion of

the cells of the outer layer of the epidermis (skin) into horn-like

material.

TJie Mandible cr Bill consists of two portions, formed by the

elongated upper and lower maxillary bones, covered over with a
horny sheath, which serves the place of teeth. Besides being
a prehensile organ, the bill aids in the masticatory process to a
certain extent, and in some birds, e.g., the parrot, assists in

climbing, thus acting as a third foot. It presents many inte-

resting modifications of size and shape, from the filamentous

cone of the humming-bird to the hnge bill of the toucan. The
food, and manner of obtaining it, peculiar to each species,
determines the size, shape, and degree of hardness of the bill.

Thus it is strong and hook-like in those which tear their prey ;

short and conical in the grain-eaters ; probe-shapod in thoso
which live principally on insects. In the ibis, the bill is curved
down. In the jabiru (Fig. I., c.) it is bent up. It is dilated at

the extremity in the spoonbill. Ducks, geese, etc., have their

bills flattened. In some birds it is dentated. Besides these,
there are a variety of shapes, extremely interesting.
The Tongue presents almost as many peculiarities as the

mandible, and like it serves for the most part as an organ of

prehension. It is composed of nriscles, covered with a horny
sheath, and supported by one or two bony pieces (hyoid appara-
tus), prolonged backwards behind the head (Fig. VIII.). This

byoid apparatus is very remarkable, especially in those birds

which dart the tongue rapidly at insects, as tho woodpecker
(Fig

1

. VIII.). In the latter, the tongue is armed at its tip with

harp-pointed processes for transfixing insects. In the fieldfare

^Fig. II., 6.) the horny sheath of tho tongue terminates in fino

filaments. In the snipe (o) it is long and slender. It is very
short in the kingfisher (d). Tho tongue of the goose (c) has

projecting from its sides a number of recurvatei spines. Tho
honey-eaters have the extremity of their tongue furnished with
a tuft of horny, hair-like filaments. These peculiar shapes of

the tongue are, like the mandibles, determined by the kind of

food, and the method of obtaining it. Beneath the tonguo
there are a number of small cellular masses, called salivary

glands. These furnish a gucimy-like fluid (saliva), which
jnoistens the food. In tho woodpeckers, and other insectivora,
the saliva is viscid, to enable them to entrap insects.

Alimentary Canal. The first portion of the digestive tract,

extending from tho mouth to the stomach, is called the gullet.
Its length is proportionate with the bird's neck. It is usually
wide, and in some birds capable of great distension. At the

lower part of the neck it communicates with a receiving cavity
or crop (Fig. III.), where the food, after swallowing, remains

lodged for a time. A little below tho crop thero 13 another

dilatation, the proventriculus, or second stomach (Fig. III., 3),

and below this a third, the gizzard. The crop is a temporary
reception-bag, the food lodging there until the gizzard is ready
to receive it. It is single, but of large size in the common
fowl (Fig. Ill,, 4). The pigeon has a double crop. In many
fcirda it is wanting, the food passing along the gullet to the true

tomach at once, or, as in some birds that swallow whole fish, the

gullet is distended into a pouch-like cavity, serving the pur-

pose of a crop. The proventriculus (Fig. III., 3) may be smaller

cr larger than the gizzard. Its walls are thickly studded with
email follicles called gastric glands, which pour out a fluid to

macerate the food, and to reduce it to a condition more readily
acted on by the gizzard. The gastric glands are variously
arranged, and present some differences in size and shape. Some
of these are shown in Fig. IV., a, 6, c, d, c.

The gizzard, composed of a dense aggregation of muscular

fibres, is covered on its internal aspect by a dense skin-like mem-
brane, thus forming a powerful agent for the mechanical reduc-

tion of the food. Many birds further increase the power of reduc-

tion by swallowing pieces of flint, or other hard substances.

The intestinal portion of the alimentary canal retains much

of the simple reptilian form. It varies from twice to eight
times the length of the body. The first portion of the intestine,
immediately succeeding the stomach, is called the duodenum,
and is arranged in a characteristic loop-like fold, the interval

being occupied by a gland called the pancreas, which is similar
in structure to the salivary glands. The remaining portion is
also more or less folded, but in an irregular manner, and finally
terminates in a short tube of greater calibre, called the large
intestine. In the mammalia, the large and small intestines are
separated by a valvular fold of the mucous lining; in birds,
however, there is no such arrangement. The point of termina-
tion of tho one and commencement of the other is marked by
one or two pouches called caeca (Fig. III., 6), one on each side o"
the intestine. They vary in length from a simple offset, as in
the Soland goose, to processes three feet in length, as in the

grouse. The interior of the caeca of the ostrich is arranged in

a spiral manner. The c3ca are wanting in many birds, as the
cormorant, wryneck, toucan, some vultures, etc. The large in-

testine is short, straight, and destitute of folds, and terminates
in the cloaca (Fig. III., 10). There is an appendage (Fig. III.,

11) connected with the small intestine, the remains of the duct of
communication between tho yolk-bag and intestine in the chick.
Birds have no diaphragm or partition-muscle separating the
thorax from the abdomen ; consequently, the liver, which is large
and two-lobed, occupies a part of both cavities. It has appended
to it a gall-bladder and a bile-duct. The latter opens into the
first part of the small intestine, and the fluid which it conducts

plays an important part in the digestive process. The spleen
is small. The kidneys are large, and lodged along the upper
part of the pelvis. From each kidney a tube the ureter (Fig.
III., 8) passes downwards, terminating in the cloaca. Birds
have no urinary bladder, the urine being voided along with the
excrements.

The Respiratory Apparatus. This consists of an air-tube (the
trachea), with an upper and lower larynx, two lungs, and a
number of air-sacs variously disposed throughout the body.
The trachea, or wind-pipe, is a cylindrical tube, composed of
a number of cartilaginous rings connected together by fibrous

membranes. Its length accords with that of the neck of the
bird. It is surmounted above, and also below, by a larynx.
The upper larynx is homologous in position, and in some respects
in structure, with the mammalian larynx. But not in function.

The lower one is the true larynx, from whence emanate the
sweet songs by which the feathered tribe relieve the monotonous
stillness of country life.

The rings which enter into the formation of the air-tube are
not invariably of a uniform diameter, but sometimes present
eccentric arrangements, as in the turkey, heron, eagle, etc.,

increasing in size from above downwards. Sometimes the

windpipe is found of a fusiform shape, thicker in the centre

than at tho extremities
;
or it may be convoluted at the root of

tho neck. Sometimes one or more chamber-like dilatations are
found developed upon it.

The lower and true larynx is situated upon the inferior

extremity of the trachea, just before its bifurcation into tho
bronchi. This complex apparatus will be best understood by a
reference to Fig. VII., a, b (after Milne-Edwards). It may bo

compared to a kind of osseous drum, the interior of which is

divided inferiorly by a traversing beam of the same nature,
surmounted by a thin semi-lunar membrane (Fig. VII., b, 2).

This drum communicates inferiorly with two apertures of the

glottis (rimoB glottidis), formed by the termination of the bronchi,
and each provided with two lips, or vocal cords. Finally, muscles,
whose numbers vary with the species, extend between the dif-

ferent rings of which these parts are composed, and move them
so as to stretch more or less strongly the membranes they sup-
port. In birds which do not modulate the sounds, the mem-
branous septum is wanting. In those which do not sing there

are no muscles proper to the inferior larynx (Milne-Edwards), i

The lungs are small and undivided. A subdivision of tho

trachea (bronchus) enters the inner and lateral aspect of each

lung, and after traversing the lung by smaller subdivisions

(Fig. V., aa, bb), communicates on their inferior surface, by four

or more pairs of orifices, with the air-sacs of the body. The
latter communicate with the interior of the bones. Respiration
is thus seen to be a very active and complicated process in birds,

and not confined to the lungs, but shared in by every part of the

body where air penetrates.
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Circulation. The temperature of the blood exceeds that of

any other vertebrates, ranging on an average from 100 to 109
or 110. In sea-birds, as the gull, the temperature is lower
thaii that of other birds, varying from 100 to 105. In Un-
common fowl it range* from 107 to 1 10. In the swallow it

is said to be as high an 111} . The blood-corpuscles are for
the most part red, and nucleated.

In-art is double, each one presiding over a separata
system ; tho right one ovi-r tho pulmonary, the loft one over

VI.

enlargements whrs the oarres emanate to be distributed to the
extremities.

The Sfctefcn.The skull of Mid* is mad* up of a number of
bones, separate in the young bird, bat which, speedily growing,
become inseparably blended together in the adult The jaws,
as already mentioned, are elongated, and both an movable. The
lower one is connected to the cranial bones bj the interven-
tion of a second one called the tympanic or quadrate boo*
The skull is connected to the vertebral column by means of a

I. BEAKS or (a) SHRIKE, (b) CROW, AND (c) JABIRU. II. TONGCTKS or (a) SKIPS, (b) FIELDFARE, (o) Goosx, AJTU (i) KtvanSRn. HI. Dtors-
TIVE CANAL OF COMMON FOWL. IV. GASTRIC GLANDS IN (a) EAOLE, (6) PIQBON, (c) SWAN, (d) KHIA, AHD () OSTRICH. V. DIAGRAM
or LOBULE or BIRD'S LUNG VI. FEMALE ORGANS or FOWL AT BREEDING SEASON (OWEN). VII. a. INFERIOR LARTHX or BOOK. Vll.b.
VERTICAL SECTION OF INFERIOR LARYNX OF BOOK. VIII. HEAD or WOODPECKER (MILNE-EDWARDS).

Befs. to NOB. in Figs. III. 1, gullet ; 2, crop ; 3, proveutriculus ; 4, gizzard ; 5, small intestine ; 6, caoa; 7, large intestine; 8, 8, uietsts

9, 9, oviducts ; 10, cloaca; 11, process for attachment of yolk-bag. V. a a, subdivisions of bronchus ; b b. smaller subJirisiona. VI. 1, ova,
or yolks ; 2, vascular membrane of calyx ; 3, zone, or stigma ; 4, empty calyx ; r>. iufundibulum ; 6, 6, oviduct ; 7, oblique ridgwe of lining
membrane of oviduct ; 8, shell-forming dilatation ; 9, egg exposed ; 10, villi, containing follicle* concerned in the secretion of shell ; 11, con-
volutions of oviduct ; 12, cloaca. Vll.a, 1, trachea ; 2, drum formed by the lower end of trachea ; 3. middle ossicle ; 4, first ring of the
bronchi; 5, bronchi ; 6, proper muscles of the larynx ; 7, depressor muscles of the trachoa. VII. b. 1, inferior portion of the trachea
divided as regards the half

; 2, semi-lunar membrane ; 3, osseous cross-bearer ; 4, little rim formed by internal lip of the right glottis ; 5,
inner surface of right bronchus, formed by a tympaniform membraue ; o, portion of the cavity of the right bronchus exposed by a i

of part of this membrane. VIII. 1, hyoid apparatus ; 2, tongue.

the general or systemic Tlio main object of the right system
is to remove from the blood carbonic acid, which results from
the waste-tissue products, and replace it with oxygen.

Nervous System. The brain of birds mates some little

advance towards the mammalian character. The cerebral

hemispheres are increased in size, and possess traces of con-
volutions. The ganglia which preside over the sense of taate
are small. The optic lobes are large, as might be anticipated
from the keen sense of sight and the complete power of adapta-
tion of it, at all distances, which birds possess. The cerebellum
and spinal cord are both of large size. The latter presents

single condyle. The vertebras vary in number, the cenleal

ranging from ten to twenty. Tho dorsal, lumbar, and sacral

vertebra are generally found fused together and immovable.
The ooocygeal, which support the toil, are movable. The
sternum, or breast-bone, is large and expanded, and has pro-

jecting in tho median lino a keel-like ridge, to increase the sor
faoe of attachment of the large elevator and depressor muscles
of the wing. It has connected with it two bones ; one small,
the furculum or clavicle ; the other Urge and strong, the
coracoid bone. The bitter acts as a powerful fulcrum to the

wing, as well as a point of attachment to muscles. The
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extremity of the bird's wing (hand) merely servos the purpose

of a support for feathers. The legs vary considerably in

length, according to habits. Each foot has three or four toes,

terminated by claws ; in aquatic birds connected together by an

intervening web this is principally cor.fined to the three

anterior toes. The feet and legs are generally covered with

horny, scale-like plates, and destitute of feathers. The power
of flight which many birds possess is indeed wonderful. The

muscles in connection with the upper extremity may be said to

consist of two classes : one by which great power is obtained ;

and the other, speed at the expense of power.
Generative System. In their reproduction birds are strictly

oviparous. The generative organs exhibit for the most part a

close analogy to those of the higher reptilia. The ovary is

racemose and single, the right with its oviduct being perma-

nently atrophied, a singular violation of symmetry which is con-

fined to birds. In this class of Vertebrata, incubation attains

its highest perfection. It appears to arise from the concurrence

of these three exigencies the necessary life and early maturity
of the young, the necessity of warmth to their development,
and the incompatibility of utero-gestation with flight.*

Classification. Birds are divided by Professor Huxley into

three orders.

1. SaururoB. Distinguished by having a long tail like a

lizard. This order contains only the extinct bird, archseopteryx.

2. Ratitce. From their raft-like keelless sterna. This

order comprises ostriches, rheas, emeus, cassowaries, and the-

apteryx.
3. Carinatce. Having the sternum raised into a median

ridge or keel. All ordinary birds belong to this order.

'- Todd and Bowman.

LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXIV.
THE DEAD MARCH IN " SAUL " BOYCE'S CHANT ETC.

THE strikingly effective piece which follows, adapted from

Handel's " Dead March "
in his oratorio of

"
Saul," will exhibit

to the pupil the effects of transition in a still more striking

manner. [The key-note F is in the lowest space.] Boyce's

Chant illustrates both transitions.

EXERCISE 43. DEAD MARCH IN " SAUL." KEY F MAJOR. M. 50.

I

1. What is life! 'Tis but a. va - pour. Soon it van - ink - es a - way:
2. See that glo - ry ;

how re-splen-dent! Bright-er far than fan - cy paints:

^+
3. Joy - ful crowds, his throne sur-round-ing, Sing with rap- ture of .his love;
4. Go and share his peo -

pie's glo - ry ; 'Midst the run - somed crowd ap - pear :

f

3t*

1. Life is like a dy - ing ta - per : viy soul, ichy wish to stay ?

2. THERE, IN MA - JES - TT TRANS-C EN-DENT, JE - sus REIGNS, THE KING OF SAINTS.

3. THRO' THE HEAV'KS HIS PRAISES SOUNDING, FILL - ING ALL THE COURTS A - BOVE.
4. THINE A JOY - FUL, WONDROUS STO. - KY, One that an - gels love to hear.

Why not spread thy wings and fly
2. Spread thy wings, my soul, and fly

STRAIGHT TO YON - DER WORLD OF JOY ?

STRAIGHT TO YON - DEB WORLD OF JOY.

3. Spread thy wings, my soul, and fly
4. SPREAD THY WINGS, MY SOUL, AND FLY

STRAIGHT TO YON - DER WORLD OF JOY.
STRAIGHT TO TON - DER WORLD ov JOY,
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(2)

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XXIX.

ACCOUNT SALES BOOK (continued). (2)

ACCOUNT SALES of 12 Tierces of Coffee (W. S. & Co.) received per the Wellington, Captain Browne, from Berbice, and sold
on account of John Henderson of that place.

1881.

Oct.
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EXERCISES IN EUCLID. IV.

PROPOSITION XXI. Given two straight lines A B, A c (Fig.

20) meeting in A, and another line D E, of limited length. Required
to describe an isosceles triangle A L M, such that A L may coincide

with A B, and A M with A c, and L M may be equal to D E.

Take two points p, Q in A B, A c, such that A P= A Q. Join
P Q, and produce p Q to R, so that

p R may be equal to D E. At the

point R in the straight line P R
make the angle p R M equal to the

angle APQ (Euc. I. 23), and let

R M cut A c in M ; then if A L be
taken in A B equal to A M, A L M
will be the triangle required.
For because the angles at the

base of an isosceles triangle are equal (Euc. I. 5), and that A Q p
= R Q M (Euc. I. 15), and that A p Q = Q R ji by construction,
therefore angle M R Q = M Q R; therefore, by Euc. L 6,'M =
M Q. But since A M = A L, and A Q = A p, therefore, by Axiom
III., M Q = P L

;
therefore also R M = p L (Euc. 1. 28). Also, since

angle A P Q = Q R M, therefore A L is parallel to R M (Euc. I.

27); therefore it M is equal and parallel to PL. Join PM, then

the angle R M p = angle M p L (Euc. I. 29) ; also side R M =
side P L, and side M P is common, therefore base R P = base M L

i.e., M L = D E (Euc. I. 8), and A M = A L
; therefore A M L is

the triangle required. Q. E. F.

PROPOSITION XXII. If ABC (Fig. 21) be an isosoceles triangle

of vertex A, with B c the base pro-

duced to D, and if from centre c, at

distance c A, a circle be described

cutting B A produced in E, then

exterior angle BCD shall be equal
to three times angle ABC or A c B.

For since c A, c E are radii of the

same circle, angle c A E = angle
c E A (Euc. 1. 5) ; but exterior angle

Fig. 21.

Fipr. '2.

c A E equals two interior and opposite angles ABC and A c B=
twice angle A c B (Euc. I. 32) ; therefore angle c E A equals twice

angle A B c or A c B. But exterior angle BCD equals two interior

and opposite angles ABC and A E c (Euc. I. 32) equals three

times angle A B c or A c B. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION XXIII. In the figure of Euc. I. 5, draw c L

(Fig. 22) at right angles to c B, meeting B A

produced in L, and prove A L A c. Since

the three angles of a triangle are together

equal to two right angles (Euc. I. 32), and

the angle ACL is a right angle, therefore

the angles c B I,, B L c of the triangle B c L

are together equal to a right angle. But the

angle A c B is equal to the angle A B c, there-

fore angle A c B with A L c is equal to a

right angle. But A c B with A c L is equal
to B c L, that is, to a right angle ; there-

fore A C B with A C L is equal to A C B with

AL C ; therefore, taking away A c B, we have

remainder A c L= remainder A L c r therefore

AC = AL (Euc. I. 6). Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION XXIV. If in the figure of Euclid I. 5 the

angles F B c, B c G (Fig. 23) be bisected by lines c o, B o, meet-

ing in o, then o A shall bisect the angle B A c. Draw o L, o M,

o N perpendicular to G c, c B, B r, then in the two triangles

o L c, o N c, because the right angle o L c= right angle o N c,

and angle L c o= angle N c O, each being by construction half

the angle L c N, also side ^
O C is common, therefore

triangle o L c = triangle
ONC (Euc. I. 26); there-

fore c L= c N, and o L
o N. Similarly, B M B N,

and o M = o N ; but since

O N B, o N C are right angles,
and angles o c N, o B N are

equal, being halves of the

equal angles L c N, MEN, and side o N is common (Euc. I. 5),

therefore the triangles o N B, o N c are equal; therefore c N = N B.

But L c c N, and M B= B N; therefore L c = B M. But AC=
A B ; therefore A L A M, and o L, o M are equal, each being equal

to o N. Therefore in the two triangles o A L, o A M, since O L,
L A are equal to o M, M A, each to each, and o A is common,
therefore the triangles are equal (Euc. I. 8) ; therefore angle
O A L = angle O A M. Q. E. D.

Note. It will be observed in the figure that o N coincide?,

with o A, but this is not assumed in the proof. This proposition
will be proved in a future article for any triangle not isosceles.

PROPOSITION XXV. In the figure of Euo. I. I, if the circles

cut again in F (Fig. 24) and c A produced cut the circle in H,
then H F is equal to A B. Join

F A, F B, F c ; then A B, A c, A F,

AH, B c, B F are equal, being
radii of equal circles. Hence

ABC, A B F are equilateral tri-

angles, and therefore also equi-

angular (Euc. I. 5, Cor.) ; but,

by Euc. I. 32, the angles of a

triangle are together equal to

two right angles ; therefore

each angle of an equiangular

triangle is equal to one-third

of two right angles i.e., each of the angles c A B, B A F is equal
to one-third of two right angles. Therefore angle OAF equals
two-thirds of two right angles ; hence, by Euclid I. 13, angle
F A H is equal to one-third of two right angles ; therefore .angles

A H F, A F H are together equal to two-thirds of two right angles

(Euo. I. 3), but they are equal, since AH= AF; therefore

each of them is equal to one-third of a right angle, hence the

triangle A H F is equiangular, and therefore also equilateral

(Euc. I. 6, Cor.) ; therefore H F is equal to H A, or equal to

AB. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XXVI. If in a triangle ABC (Fig. 25), B c be

bisected in G, and A G joined, and tho angle B A G b;; equal to the

angle GAG, then B A shall be equal to c A. For if A B be not equal

to A c, one of them must be greater. Let A B be tho greater ;
from

A B cut off A H equal to A c. Join c H, o H ; then because A H=
A c, and AG is common, also included angle GAW = included angle
G A c, therefore base G H = G c (Euc.
I. 4). But G c= G B, therefore G H =
G B, and angle G H B = angle G B H (Euc.

1.5). Also since G H G c, angle G cH
= angle GHC (Euc. I. 5). Therefore

angles GHC and G H B are together

equal to G B H and G c H together

i.e., angle B H c equals sum of B c H and
c B H ; but the three angles of the tri-

angle are together equal to two right
Fig. 25.

I

angles, therefore angle B H C, which is equal to half the sum of the

|

three angles, is a right angle. Therefore, also, c H Ais a right angle
! by Euc. I. 13 ; and since A H= A c by supposition, angle A c H

I

= angle A H c (Euc. I. 5) ; therefore also ACH is a right angle
! i.e., two angles A c H, A H c of the triangle A c H are equal to

, two right angles, which is impossible by Euc. I. 17 ; hence AH
is not equal to A c ; and similarly for any other point, except B.

,

Hence A B is equal to A c.

Note. This kind of proof is called
" Eeductio ad absurdum."

PROPOSITION XXVII. Given two straight lines, A B, A c (Fig.
:

26), meeting in A, and another straight line, D, of limited length.

, Required to form a right-angled triangle, of which the base shall

i coincide with A C ; one side shall
|

i
coincide with A B, and the other side E

! be equal to D.

From A draw A E at right a.ngles

to AB (Euc. I. 11), and from A E cut

off A F, equal to (Euc. I. 3) ;
from

F draw F G at right angles to A E,

cutting AC in G (Euc. I. 11) ; from

G draw G H perpendicular toAB (Euo.
Fig. 23.

1. 12) ; then will A H G be the triangle

required. For since G H A, H A F, A F G are right angles, A H G P
is a rectangular parallelogram ; hence in the two triangles F A G,

A G H, because the angle F A G is equal to alternate angle A G H
(Euc. I. 29), and right angle AFG equal to right angle AHG,
also side A G is common, therefore the triangles are equal in

every respect (Euc. I. 26). Therefore side A F= G H, but A P

= D ; therefore G H= D, and A H coincides with A B, and A G
with A c, and A H G is a right anglo ; hence A n o is the trianglo

required. <$. B. F.
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PROPOSITION XXVIII. If, In tho figure of Eno. I.

produced out tho circles again in D, K (Fig. 27), ami the

out again in r, tho figure c r D shall bo a rhombnii, having
each of the angles at c and F, half the angles at

.loin A F, r, i. .
.

i
; then because the angles OA , CAD are

.-. ;;iat to two right angles, and similarly o B A and B E (Euc.
I. i.".i, therefore angles o A B and CAD are equal to CDA and
i' B E. But c A B c B A (Euo. 1. 1), therefore remainder c A D=

remainder CUE; and since A D, A c,

A D, B c, B E are nil equal, being radii

of equal circles, therefore in tl.o two
triangles CAD, c B E, because sides

c A, A D= sides c B, B E, each to

each, and included angle c A D
included angle c B K, therefore base
C D = base c E (Euc. L
an exactly similar process of reason-

ing. D F = V E, and because c B =
B F, and B D is common, and included angles c B D, r B D ore

equal, each of them being the angle of an equilateral triangle, and
therefore equal to one-third of two right angles (Euo. 1. ''->,

therefore base c D equals base D F, similarly c E = E F ; there-

fore CD, D F, F E, EC aro equal, and c D F E is a rhombus.
Apain, because A c= A D, tho angles A c D, A DC are equal (Enc.
I. 5) ; but angle c A B is equal to the two interior and opposite
angles A c D and A DC (Km 1

. I. ."-), therefore the angle c A B is

double cither of tho angles Ac D or ADC. Similarly tho angle
o it A i.s double either of the angles n c i: or B E c ; therefore the

angle A c B, which is equal to cither of the angles c A B or A B c,

is double either A c D or A D c, or B c E or B E c ; hence A c B is

equal to the sum of A c D and B c E, and is also equal to tho
Bum of ADC and EEC; therefore tho whole angle DCE is

doable ACB, and is therefore four times the angle c D E or
o K D ; similarly, the angle D F E is double A F B, and is therefore
four times the angle F D E or F E D. But F D E or F E D is equal
to c D E or c E D, hence either of tho angles D c E or D F K is

double either of the angles c D F or c E v. Q. E. D.
Our next article will extend as far us Eac. I. 40, and we shall

give solutions of the following propositions :

PROPOSITION XXIX. To trisect a given right angle, that is,

to divide it into throe equal parts.
PROPOSITION XXX. If two right-angled triangles have one

side and tho base in one equal to one side and the base in the

other,each to each, they shall be equal in every respect
PROPOSITION XXXI. The straight lines which bisect the

angles of a triangle meet in a point.
PROPOSITION XXXII. Tho straight lines drawn perpen-

dicular to the sides of a triangle through their middle points
meet in a point.
PROPOSITION XXXIII. The straight lines which bisect one

interior and two exterior angles of a triangle meet in a point.
PROPOSITION XXXIV. If two triangles have one side, and

one angle in the one equal to one side and one angle in tho

other, and likewise their areas equal, then shall also their other
sides and angles be equal each to each.

PROPOSITION XXXV. If the bases of two equal triangles be
in the same straight line, and the line joining their vertices be

parallel to this line, their bases will be equal.
PROPOSITION XXXVI. In the figure of Euo. I. 5, if A c bo

bisected in H, and c a be equal to c A, then B a shall be equal
to twico B H.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
SOME LAND, SEA AND FRESHWATER SHELLS, WORMS,

AND TUBE-DWELLERS (confining.

PEW of our readers who have investigated the habits of the

deeply-interesting and curious creatures found amongst the rooks

and rock pools of our own coast, will have failed to notice tho

deep tubular excavationu made in the rock by those accomplished
and industrious borers, the Pholas family. In different localities

we find two of these stone perforators (Pholas dactyius and Stm-
cava rugosa). Tho former of these we find prosecuting hia

labours both amongst the chalk rocks and red sandstone of the
southern coast of England, whilst the latter, not content with

attacking substances of an ordinary degree of hardness, proceeds
to operate on the compact, hard limestone rock, cutting hi* way
deeply into it, just as a skilful carpenter bores an angur-hole

in a door-post It i by shelb of tUs Had thaithe bnjpblodn
of stone used in building the Plymouth Breakwater and some of
the new military works are slowly but surely beinr reduced to a
species of stone honeycomb. Not only stone bat solid and
dense grained timber is readily bored into by the pVdsvilft We
stated in our last paper on this subject that :iooh difference of

l and scientific argument had arisen on the subject of the

boring powers of these curious creatures. Some philosophers
hare stoutly maintained that the animal secreted a fluid of " add "

reaction, which possessed the power of so acting on the eosv
stituents of wood, stona, amber, wax, and gum resins that they
became sufficiently soft snd diiintpgrsted * to admit of the
shell, together with the molluttk inhabiting it, pawing freely into
and through the imbalance acted on. Others have maintained
that tho minute roxp-liko tocth, or asperities, with t

:*h shells

of this kind are armed, being constantly brought to bear on the

exposed surface of the stone at the bottom of the perforation,
were alone the agents in force to deepen the tube, atmtlmr set
of investigators have stated that the borders of the soft coating
or month of tho mollusk, aided by iU short, stoat foot, were
the means employed. It has been also urged that the constant
and decomposing action o

'

minute currents of sea-water passing
through tho siphon-like tissues of the animal brought about the

fretting action requisite to form a hole.

Wo hare broken tho pholas shells from stones of a sharp,
sand grit, which would be found to grind the hardest steel

rapidly away. These shells we hare examined under a powerful
ies on them have been by us most carefully

scrut inised, but without our being enabled to detect the liflht<st
evidence of wear and tear by friction. Every minnt point
remained as sharp as a now needle, and bore no traces of having
cut through a mass of stone thick enough to hare destroyed the

points of a dozen engraving tools. Then when two of these
miners so drive their galleries that they intersect

each other, tho more powerful workman of the two, ignoring the
of his weaker fellow-labourer, works on, bores forwards,

and not only tunnels the rock, but tho shells and soft tissues of
his neighbour, literally boring him through and through. We
have never been able to detect by the ordinary tests any "acid"
in the water thrown off from the siphon of the pholas.
The rock-boring snails (Helix icucicava) before described by

us, although forming deep tubular chambers in hard, dense rook,
have no currents of sea-water to aid them, neither have they
the same rasp-like and rounded character of shell. The nag-
like mouth or portal of a snail-shell could but grind and wear
down (supposing the file process to be that in force) in an
uneven circle corresponding with the shell border.

To illustrate our point a little more clearly, let us place a com-
mon wine-glass or & metal thimble month downwards on a piece
of soft Bath-brick, and then proceed to work it round until it

penetrates the substance on which it is placed. On *rm*Jmm-

tion of our work, we shall find a groove corresponding to the

edge of tho circle of friction, and an even, table-like middle no

! deeper than the plane surface of the brick, which, as the groove
deepened, would enter the month of the snail-shell, press up the

ant, and finally stop his boring operations altogether.
Wo find, however, on examining a real snail-tube, that it if.

although high and dry on land, formed much like that made by
the pholas, and the bottom of the excavation, instead of being
even, is cup-like in form, the centre, where no ring-shaped shell

could touch, being the deepest point ; and, curiously enough,
the tracks made by the snails in going to and from their winter

retreats, year after year, are of a distinctly grooved form. Two
snails aro not uncommonly found in the same tube, bat, unlike

:li pholado.s, they never in any way interfere with each other.

It has been stated that a distinct acid reaction has, by the aid of

litmus paper, been detected in the fluids given off by the boring
snail. To this statement we attach but little importance. Visit

a nest of black wood-ants, place a piece of slate in a split

stick, hold it over the ant-hill, and then irritate the community ;

acid enough to act strongly on litmus paper will be at once de-

posited on the stone. And yet ants do not bore holes in rocks.

Tho composition of the secretions of living organisms is,

in many instances, entirely beyond the powers of the most

accomplished chemist either to imitate or correctly lay down.
The silkworm spins for itself a cocoon, or capsule, in which to

rest until the period fur change into the moth stage arrives.

Examine one of these ooooons, and reflect as to how a tiny,
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delicate creature like the moth of Bombyx mori could unassisted

have forced its way through a texture so immensely strong as the

tough and almost leather-like capsule in which it was so long
sealed up. Unassisted, it must as surely have perished in its

self-spun cell, as though locked up in some cavity of the solid

rook, for no moth possesses the power cf eating through such a
wall as that which the larvas can build. But here steps in to

the aid of the imprisoned insect that beautiful, wise, and
inscrutable Power which rules the universe and leaves nothing
undone. The moth throws out a fluid, or secretion, which

possesses the power of so softening the strong cement which
bound the thousands of tough silk fibres together, that by a
trifling effort they are thrust aside, and the little

moth, soft as swan-down, with closely-folded

wings, struggles into light and life. Could some
chemist discover the nature of this marvellously
active and potent solvent for even the horn-like

cocoons of the Tusseh worm in India (Anthorea

paphia) yield immediately to it an inestimable

boon would be con-

ferred on the wind-

ers of silk, whose

great difficulty con-

sists in so soften-

ing by artificial

means the silk

under treatment as

to admit of its

being reeled suc-

cessfully.
Who shall say of

what fell ingredi-
ents the powers of

another description
of cocoon are made
up ? Here we al-

lude to the Ngwa,
or poison-grub of

the bushmen. This

cocoon, instead of

being formed from

silk, is built up of

fine earth or clay,
and is buried in the
earth. When re-

quired for poison-

ing arrows, it is

dug up and broken

open, when the

juices exude. Should any of theso enter a
cut, scratch, or wound, agony of the most
indescribable intensity is the result, and in
the absence of the proper antidote, which, in
the form of a plant (the Cala he tel me), is

wisely placed by the Creator in the region
of this baneful pupa-case, insanity, suicide,
or both evils combined, would probably be
the fate of the sufferer. In this case it is

well that even Lucretia Borgia herself would have utterly failnl

to imitate the natural chemistry which has so fearfully endowed
the African poison-grub. Reasoning thus, we say, place the

juices of the sharp-spired murex (Fig. 1), and those of the
smooth and painted porcelain shell (Fig. 2), in the hands of the
most experienced chemist in the world, and we doubt his being
able to point out the spine-forming qualities of the one, or their

absence in the other. Therefore, we think, from the evidence
before us, it is, to say the least of it, probable that these land
and sea rock and timber borers possess the power of secreting
a peculiar fluid which, like that of the silkworm moth, acts in

a manner not to be imitated by artificial means.

Fig. 3 in the annexed illustration (reduced view) represents
the common finger pholas (PJwlas daciylus), as it is seen on

breaking away the rock in which its tube is bored.

T'le dentalium-tusk shell, or Hya-qua, the subject of our
illustration (Fig. 4), is an example of a tube-dweller bearing
a single shell, unprotected by a rock gallery. This shell is

remarkable as forming, so to speak, the connecting link between
the true mollusks, as represented by ordinary shell-dwellers and

1. THE SHARP- SPIRED MUREX.
2. THE COWRY (CYPRJEA

MONETA). 3. FINGER PHOLAS

(PHOLAS DACTYLUS).

the sea-worms (Annelida), examples of which are to be found on
almost every oyster and crab shell brought to market.
The serpula is one of these. Both the dentalium and serpula

are red-blooded creatures, but nevertheless do not belong to
the same family. The dentalium stands, so to speak, on the
border-land dividing the two great and curious families, Mol-
lusca and Annelida. Dentalium shells of from an inch to an
inch and a half in length are not by any means uncommon
on our own coasts ; but the true dentalium of commerce,
the tusk-shell, or Hya-quo, is an inhabitant of warmer seas

than ours, and grows to a much larger size than those

fount! in British waters. Amongst the Indians of North-West
America, this shell is used as a circulating

medium, just as the Cowry is used by the in-

habitants of India and the Eastern world. The
commercial valuo of the dentalium is estimated

according to its length when threaded on a

string. Thus a cord of a given length which
will hold ten~of these shells is of less value than

one which will only
hold six; and so

on. The manner
in which the den-

talium is captured

by the Indians is

both ingenious and
curious. The habit

of the shell when
containing the liv-

ing mollusk is to

rest mouth up-
wards in the fine

deposit at the
bottom of the sea.

Bearing this in

mind, the crafty
Indian provides
himself with a

long-handled im-

plement, armed at

the end with a
number of sharp-
ened fis'i-bones.

Then, entering his

canoe, he is pad-
dled quietly along
over the spots
which experience
has shown to be

rich in the sought-for shells. Here, by con-

stantly thrusting his bone-pointed spear down-

wards, he from tiire to time contrives to im-

pale one or more dentalia. The pointed fish-

bone, entering their open, tube-like mouths,

penetrates their soft tissues, and holds them
with sufficient firmness to admit of their being
drawn into the canoe and shaken off.

The solen, or razor-fish as it is commonlj

called, is a bivalve shell commonly met with on nearly all

sandy coasts at home and abroad. (Fig. 5.) The habits of this

mollusk are not unlike those of the dentalium, but instead of

confining itself to comparatively deep water, the razor-fish is

found abundantly on the sand flats after the receding of the

tide. A small heap of newly-raised sand serves to disclose its

lurking-place, and a sharp-pointed and well-notched stick thrust

adroitly from above downwards, just as an Esquimaux spears a

seal in the ice, seldom fails to bring the olen to light. The

would-be captor who heedlessly employs bis finger in lieu of the

stick will, in all probability, have cause to remember the razor-

fish and its trenchant shells. These mollusks are in many
localities used extensively as bait, and are, when crisply fried

with bread-crumbs, a most appetising dish. There are nume-

rous bivalve shells, not true tube-dwellers, which bury them-

selves in the sand. Of these we can have little to say in the

present paper. There are other creatures dwelling in the

sands of the sea-shore, without the protection afforded by shells,

but a consideration of these must be reserved for a futuro

lesson.

4. DENTALIUM Ml-TH SlfKLJ.

OR TUSK SHELL (HYA-QUA).
5. THE RAZOR -FISH OR
SOLEN.
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HAVINO now soon the way in which electricity can be obtained
in largo quantities, we have to observe what effect* can be pro-
duct < I by it. If we place a brass ball in one end of the con-

ductor, and holil tlu> knuckle or another ball near to it, parks
will pass, which, if the machine bo working wall, will be soon
to bo forked and twisted about somewhat after the manner of a
flash of lightning. The reason of this is supposed to be that
the particles of dust floating in the air serve aa conductors, and
thus regulate tho direction of tho spark.

If we provide a series of conducting bodies planed a little

distance apart, and allow tho spark to pass along them, it will

always choose tho shortest path, and will bo broken op into a
number of short sparks between each conductor. A groat
number of brilliant and instructive experiments may be tried
to illustrate this principle. Let a number of rather largo shot
be cut nearly through with
a sharp knife, or procure a
number of split shot, such
as are prepared for use with

fishing tackle, and fix them
on a piece of sewing silk at

distances of about one-

eighth of on inch apart.
Now hold a piece of this

shot chain to the prime con-

ductor, and tho spark will

be broken up into a number
of short ones between each

shot. If, however, wo mea-
sure the sum of these inter-

vals, we shall see that it

is just about tho distance

over which the spark would

pass if uninterrupted. When
tho machine is working
well, seven or eight inches

of this chain should be illu-

minated.
This experiment may be

varied by threading on silk

alternate beads of glass and
metal, and a string of this

kind becomes very prettily

illuminated; or metal span-
gles or buttons may bo sewn
on to a piece of silk ribbon
and treated in a similar

way. In all these experi- ""^^^^^
menta silk must be used on
account of its being a non-

conductor. The spark only appears in the interval between tho

conductors, and hence, if cotton were employed, the electricity

would pass quietly along without producing any luminous

effect.

Another very pretty experiment may be tried in a similar

way. Punch a number of small spangles of tinfoil. This may
bo done with a punch about one-eighth of an inch in diameter.

As, however, the different layers of tinfoil aro very apt to stick

firmly together under the pressure caused by the blow, it is

better to lay a sheet of paper between each thickness of tho

foil while cutting it. Now paste these spangles on a sheet of

common window-glass, so as nearly to touch one another, and
so arrange them as to form a devico:

as, for instance, a star or

a cross. Bring strips of tho tinfoil from each end to opposite
sides of the glass. When it is dry, and the superfluous pasto

wiped off carefully, one of these strips may be held between

tho finger and thumb, and the other presented to the conductor;

every interval will then be lighted up by the spark, and in a

darkened room a very pretty effect will be produced. In mak-

ing these devices, care will have to bo taken in arranging tho

shape so that the nearest way for tho spark shall be along tho

ppangles, for >f by darting across it has to traverse a shorter

distance than tho intervals between tno spangles added together,

it will be certain to do so. To guard against this, a part of
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the spangles hare often to be placed on one side of the g!as
and tho rest on the other, a .trip of tinfoil passing orar tht

edge to connect them. It is a good plan in making the*
devices to put them is a frame nude of well-baked wood, and
Tarnished with sealing-wax or shellac varniah. This U not,

however, absolutely noooMary, a* a split bullet Bay be placed
on one ride to take the park by, and the glass held carefully

by tho edge, a finger being placed against the other atrip of foil.

If it be desired to make a device containing a word, it is

better to dispense with the spangles, and paste parallel tripe of

tinfoil from end to end of the glass, at a distance of about

three-quarters of an inch apart, and then paete a vertical etrip
at each end no an to connect the other*. Theme strip* should
bo about one-eighth of an inch wide, and should be very care-

fully rubbed down, as otherwise the/ are liable to come off

afterwards. Now cut away the strips between the alternate

bars, first at one end and then at the other, so that the elec-

tricity may pass from end to end by the top strip, back again
by the next, and so on, thus traversing the whole length. Trace

yourword or device on paper,
and, laying the glass over
it wherever a line crosses'

one of the strip*, make with
a sharp knife two crow-cuts,
like an X aid carefully pick
out the small triangular

pieces. Yon will thus have
a narrow interval left, at

which the spark will appear,
and when the whole is com-

pleted, and the spark taken
with a split bullet fixed on
the upper edge, the device

becomes clearly lit up. The
illustration (Fig. 9) shows
the way in which the sheet

of glass may be mounted for

the lecture-table if so de-

sired.

If a number of the span*

gles be arranged spirally

round a gloss tube (Fig. 10),

and a piece of wood, rounded

carefully and covered with

tinfoil, be placed at one end,

sparks may be token with

it, and it will have a very

pretty effect Frequently
the tube thus prepared is

put inside another made of

coloured gloss, and in many
ways tho effect may, with a
little ingenuity, be diversi-

fied. The principle of the ,>o

experiments is an important one, as it explains the effects pro-
duced when lightning strikes a house or large building. If we
examine any place thus struck, it will be seen that the eloctria

iluiil has leaped from one metal fastening or bar to another,

displacing the stones or brickwork which lay in its path, and
that its course was determined mainly by the position of these

conductors.

If wo take a number of balls of different substances) mounted
on wires, and, placing them successively in the conductor, draw

sparks from them, we shall find that the colour varies with

the substance used. From a brass ball it is almost white;

if, however, wo employ a ball of ivory, it will have a crimson

tint; and when it ia taken from a gilt surface, it has a

greenish hue. The colour is also affected by the medium

through which it passes : if tho air be much rarefied it assumes
a rc<lder tint, whilo different gases impart different colours to it.

Now insert a pointed wire into the conductor, having dar-

kened tho room, and notice the effect produced.
A brush of light will be seen proceeding from the point,

and no pparks can be taken from the conductor, for all the

electricity ia dissipated. In tho same way, if a pointed wire

be held near tho conductor, the electricity will be silently

drawn off. Instead, however, of a brush appearing at the end

of tho wire, a luminous star will bo seen, tho point
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etrongly negative. A similar star appears at the end of a wire

inserted in the negative conductor, and thus the appearance
of a star or a brush enables us to discriminate between posi-

tive and negative electricity. So powerful is the influence

exerted by a point, that one, even at a distance of several feet,

will seriously diminish the power of the machine.

Soon after the invention of the electrical machine, the idea

of storing up the electricity suggested itself ; and one of the

early electricians, finding that water was a conductor, filled a
bottle with it, and passed a wire through the cork, that by
means of it he might cause the electricity to enter. Having
held the end of this wire to his machine till he thought the

bottle was full, he attempted to remove the rod lest the elec-

tricity should escape by it ; but on doing so, to his intense alarm,
he received a shock so violent that he kept his bed for a

ehort time, and declared that nothing should ever induce him to

repeat the experiment. The news of it, however, spread, and

many others repeated it with various modifications ; and thus

the Leyden jar, so called from the place where the experiment
was first tried, was constructed.

To make a Leyden jar (Fig. 11), take a wide-mouthed glass jar

(one of those used by confectioners for sweets will answer well),

and carefully coat it inside and outside with tinfoil to within about

two or two and a-half inches of the top. Cut a large bung, or,

better still, turn a cover of baked mahogany, to fit its mouth,
and through this fix a piece of brass wire carrying a ball on its

upper end. From the inner end of this wire let a short piece
of chain reach to- the bottom of the jar. In some jars the wire

at the top may be bent over like a hook, so that they can be

suspended from the conductor.

If the jar be now held with its knob close to the conductor,

sparks will pass in for a little time till the jar becomes filled.

Now set it down, and, taking a piece of wire bent into a curve,
touch the outside of a jar with one end, and bring the other so

as to touch the knob. A bright spark, accompanied by a loud

crack, will at once be seen, showing that the jar has discharged
itself.

For a small jar, one of the bottles that are used by chemists

ror holding quinine may be used, as they are usually made of

thin glass. The shock from one of these will be as powerful
as most people will care to take. With an ordinary narrow-

mouthed bottle there is a difficulty, arising from the impossibility
of coating it inside with tinfoil. To obviate this, it has been

suggested to pour some thick paste into the bottle, turning it

about so as to wet the interior, and then put in a number of

brass or iron filings. These will adhere and form a conducting

coating ; but though a considerable shock may be obtained from
a jar thus prepared, there is an objection to the plan, arising
from the fact that the particles are not in absolute contact,

nnd therefore, after the jar has been discharged, a second and
even a third shock may be obtained from it, each, of course,

much feebler than the first.

To take the shock, one hand should bo placed against the

outer coating, and the other, or a wire held in it, brought near

the knob. Any number of persons can join hands, those at the

ends of the chain touching the outside and the knob respectively,

and the shock will be equally felt by all. Sometimes, when it is

desired to discharge a large jar, or to send a shock through any
substance, the jointed discharger represented in Fig. 12 will be

found very useful. The handles are of glass, and thus prevent

any portion of the shock being felt by the operator/ The
reason why, in discharging a jar with this, one knob should

be brought into contact with the outer surface before the other

touches the ball, is that if the spark passes against the side of

the jar it may break it. As electricity always chooses the best

conductors to pass along, it is not necessary for discharging a

jar to have glass handles ; a pioce of wire may be used and
held in the hand without any shock being felt. For many pur-

poses, however, the insulating handles are a great advantage,
and they can be made of gutta-percha instead of glass, if more
convenient.

The Leyden jar is merely an illustration of the principle of

induction already referred to. The glass is di-electric, and the

metallic coatings serve to distribute the electricity over its sur-

face. As soon as the interior becomes positively charged, it

acts by induction on the exterior, driving off from it an
amount of positive electricity noarly equal to that which it has

received. Hence, if we suspend the jar from the conductor,

or place it upon a common glass tumbler or other insulating
support, we shall be able to take sparks from its exterior.

If no means be provided for this electricity to escape, wo shall

be unable to charge the jar.
In their normal state the coatings contain a definite amount

of electricity, and if there be an excess added to one side, the
other must lose a corresponding amount. The spark and the
shock are merely the effects by which the restoration of

equilibrium between the two sides is manifested.
A striking illustration of thi? principle is seen if we place a

number of jars so that the knob of one is connected with the
outside of the next. This may be done by supporting them
on their sides on insulating stands, or by laying them on pieces
of glass. If now we connect the knob of the first with the

conductor, and the outside of the last with the ground, each
of the series will bo charged, the electricity given off from
one charging the next. The charge in the last will, however,
be rather weaker than that in the first, owing to the thickness
of the glass slightly interfering with the induction. This
mode is called "charging by cascade;" and if the jars are
afterwards placed together on an insulating substance, so that
their outsides may touch, and a wire be so arranged as to

connect all their knobs, a very powerful shock will be produced.
Great care must, however, be taken in doing this to guard
against the shock being accidentally taken, as it would certainly
be too strong to be pleasant.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XLII.
DEVIATIONS IN THE FOURTH CONJUGATION.

1. Perfect in -ivi and-vi ; Supine in -TUM.

i. Sepelio, sepelire, sepelevi, sepultum, bury, inter (E. U.

sepulture).
ii. Salio, salire, salui (no supine), to leap (E. R. salient).

Compounds : silio, silire, silui, sultum ; as, assilio, assilire,

assilui, assultum, (o spiking at.

2. Perfect in -i
; Supine in -TUM.

i. Comperio, comperire, comperi, compertum, to experience, to

find by experience.
ii. Reperio, reperire, reperi, repertum, to find. Aperio has

aperui, aperire, apertum, to open (E. R. aperture). Operio and

co5perio, to cover, have -rui, -rtum.

iii. Venio, venire, veni, ventum, to come.

3. Perfect in -si ; Supine in -TUM.

i. Amicio, amicire (amixi and amicui, both rare); amicturn. to

clothe.

ii. Farcio, farcire, farsi, fartum, to stuff. Compounds in

fercio, fersi, fertum, as refercire, to stuff quite fully.

iii. Fulcio, fulcire, fulsi, fultum, to prop, to support.
iv. Haurio, haurire, hausi, haustum, to draw up, drink.

v. Sancio, sancire, sanxi, sancitum (more seldom sanctum ;

sanctus, -a, -um, as an adjective, holy), to consecrate, confirm.
vi. Sarcio, sarcire, sarsi, sartum, to repair, make good, replace.

vii. Sepio, sepire, sepsi, septum, to hedge in.

viii. Vincio, vincire, vinxi, vinctum, to bind, put into chains.

4. Perfect in -si ; Supine in -SUM.

i. Sentio, sentire, sensi, sensum, to feel, to be of opinion.

VOCABULARY.

Affluenter, tidily.
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merabilae report* rant, docenUs naturA. 7. Vita, d undlque referU

bouis est, bcuU dieit r. 8. Hotniues urbes inamibui sepserunt.
.;u nmx'in Umomlu) Hunt qimm apert*. 10. Qui

<ht : ,in :.;. ,.-r ut non Dei uiuuilicoutiuin sumteritF 11. IV.

hiiiiiiiun, fubuluM poetis suppeditavaruot, hominum autem
imui referseruut. 12. Coutiuuis be III* reipublicsi

epes exhuiutw iiuut. 13. Quo quiii alttuontiiu voluplates uu<li<iuo

:
. oc gniviuii ardenti usquo iiitiot. 14. Spero to luocum cou-

Munuruiu oue.
EXERCISE 162. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. The king, dying, said,
" I bare lived well ; I hare bound bad men ;

I huve . ii-micH." -. Tli.- Holdn-r, Unug conquered, WM put
int. i . li.iins. ::. They will bo luil uw.iy iuto ttluvury. 4. He prop* the

i.iliin : republic. 5. He will prop tho foiling house. 6. The art of

writing l>.i-i I -on discovered. 7. They have oi>uuod tlie book. 8. Mr
- been with the good. 9. I fear bidden enomioi. 10. Peace

being arranged, I shall roturn home. 11. Happiness is difficult to be

U. The husbaudineu have surrounded the meadow with

hedges. 13. The plain is full of brambles and briars. 14. The spies are

approaching. 15. Cesar has learnt from the spies that the enemy are

hiug. 16. The rising suu opens the day. 17. They have felt

the goodness of Qod. 18. Didst thou make thy cloak with thine own
hand ? 19. I made with my own hand tho cloak with which I am
clothed.

CONSTRUCTION AND USAGES OF " AGO. "

Ago is a verb used in a great variety of applications. So

various are these applications that they may serve to throw

light on the nature of language. Ago must be well understood

by those who wish to be familiar with Latin.

Ago, age're, egi, actum, of tho third conjugation, has for its

radical or roof-moaning the idea of setting in motion. Hence it

is commonly given as denoting to lead, drive, act. But this is

a very rough way of treating the subject. I will give the signi-

fications of the verb in the order in which they seem to have

arisen.

1. To lead, as a shepherd :

Agit, ut pastor, per devia rura capcllas. Ovid.

2. To lead, as a poem leads the mind :

Poemata dulcia suuto et quocunque voleiit animum auditoris

oguuto. Horace.

3. To drive, as men are driven out of a country :

Hultis millibus armatoruui actis ex ea regioue in quam missus

erat. Ltvy.

4. With the reflective pronoun to betake yourself, in poetic

diction : '

Quo agis te ? Plaiitu*.

5. To march (in the passive voice) :

Si citius agi vellet agmen. Livy

6. To plunder, lay waste (with praodas) :

Qua pergebat urbes, agros vesture, prcodos agere. SalJuat.

7. To hunt :

Ut cervum ardentes agerent canes. Virgil.

8. To move lifeless objects to and fro :

Celeriter vineis nd oppidum actis. Ccraar.

9. To steer (with navis) :

Kttvim agere ignarus navis timet. Horace.

10. To drive a chariot (with currum) :

Nou ngat hos currus ? Ovid,

11. To levy a tax or tribute (with vcctigal) :

Publicum vectigal in Asia egit. Suetonius.

12. To send forth:
Et spumas aget ore cruentas. Virgil,

13. To die (with animam) :

Nam et agere animam et efflaro dicimus. Cicero.

14. To strike root (with radices) :

Kobora suas radices in profundum agunt. Plrny.

15. To spring a leak, split, open (with riinas) :

Tabernte riinas agunt.
The meanings already given imply a literal moving of the

objects spoken of. Another series of meanings arises from tho

tropical or metaphorical use of tho term ; that is, where not tho

movement of sensible objects is denoted, but actions, etc.,

resembling those either in reality or in appearance.
16. To move, drive, or induce any one :

Agricola in gloriam pnuceps agebatur. Tacitus.

17. To pursue, persecute :

Acerba fata Romanes agunt. florae*.

18. To plead (with causam) :

Hano egit cansam apud judices. Cicero.

19. To take an augury (with angurium):

Augures agero angurium dicontur. Forro.

SO. To play (with fabulam); that is, personate a, ehataeier.
[fence a distinction between faoere and ager.-
Potest allquid faorre et BOB agere t ut pocta factt fabulam et mem

agit : contra, actor sgit et non facit ; et sto r postt fabala at aea
agitur ; ati actore sgitwr. BOB St. Korro.

'<> be active, to be engaged generally :

Bcipio Afncanus solitue est dicere uuaquaia se plm aftce qwam
quum nibil agerst. Oi**re.

This is explained by another Tendon of the anecdote

Nnnquam M minus otiosum eseo quam quum esset otteeuB. OlMPS
!'<> e/eet :

Nihil agis, dolor, quomvis sis

oonfltebor. Cietro.

- carry on, perform :

Delibera utrum colloqui xualis, sn per littcra* a*ert-,<

Com. Ki 01.

24. To have in mind, consider :

Nesdo quid mens mea majus agit. Ovid.

25. To acknowledge a favour (with gratia*) :

Renunciate gratias regi me agere. Lirj.

20. To spend time, pam one's life, etc. :

I'.itcr cum esset Innrma raletudine, hie fere eitatem egit in Hteris.

Cicero.

So, agere custodiaa, to watch; agere trinmphnm, to triumph,
res agere, to attend to business ; agere poenitentiam, to repent,

etc.

Quartum annum ago et octogesimum. Cifcero.

27. To make war (with bcllum) :

Qui longe alii rationo no reliqui Galli Lellam agere institueruat.

Oeeer,

So, agere pacem, to be at peace.

28. To treat of (with de) :

Becordare velim qua) ego de te in senatu egerim. Cicero.

29. To plead before, treat with, deal with (with cum) :

Cum populo agere est rogare quid populus suffragiis suis sut jnbeas

aut vetet. Gelliu*.

30. To accuse of anything (with accusative of the perron, and

genitive of the thing) :

Furti egit eos. Cicero.

In the passive, it is used of the thing which ia the matter at

issue
" the question is," "the point at issuf

Agitnr populi Bomani gloria, agitur salus aociorum. Cic*r.

31. To deKver, used of orators :

Qtise sic ab illo acta esse constabat, ocnlis, voce, gestn, inimici at

lachrymal tenere non possent. Cicero.

32. To conduct yourself, to act (with se, a*, ae agere) :

Quanto fcrocius ante se egerint, tanto cupidius ineolitas

tates liausisse. Tocittu.

Agere gratias differs from referre gratias ; the former rignifiea

to feel gratitude, and the latter to manifest it Observe that

the plural gratias, not tho singular gratiam, ia used.

One or two conversational and idiomatic usages may be

added :

Quid agis, dulcissime rerun ?
\

Hoc sgite ! Pteatva.

Age, da veniam ftUsj.- Terwwa.

Com*, pardon tty UfJU*rf
Age. sit iU factum ! Oie*r.

Horace.

How or* you, my ctt /eUoio t

Quid agitur ? Plautun.

Hoto u it vtth t/ou t

The instances given show that ago, like our own do, has the

widest signification, and may be applied to almost any state of

action, whether internal or external, whether of the mind or of

the body. Herein it differs from faoere, aa our make differ*

from do ; for facere is used in the particular sense of giving

existence, form, or shape to some outward object. After tke

same manner it differs from gercre, which is applied to the con-

ducting of anything, as the administration of a government.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XLL
EXERCISE 155. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. It is known that the colonies of the Tynans were spread throat-b-

out almost the entire circle of the lands. 2. Let us Udnk that in

death a haven and refuge have been prepared for us. 3. Whither I

with it were allowed me to be borne in full sail. 4. Hannibal was re-

called from Italy to defend bis native country. 5. Precepts prott

nothing, as long as error U diffused over the mind. 6. We are all

inflamed with a desire ol living happily. 7. A treat number of coin-

have been coined this year. 8. Grief lacerated, wasted, and entirely

wore down my mind. . The letters ol the epigram inscribed on the

monument had been worn away by age. 10. The soldiers vigoreeely

defended the city attacked bj the enemies. IU Pormedy a vast
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quantity of gold and silver was dug up in Spain. 12. The soldiers,

seized with fury, stabbed their general. 13. The horse suddenly fell,

and threw the consul off upon his head.

EXERCISE 156. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Convertesne facultatem tuam diccndi ad patriae perniciem ? 2.

Facultatem meam dicendi convertam ad omnium bouum. 3. Facul-

tatem suam dicendi ad patrife salutem conservationemque couvertit.

4. Proditor deprehensus in conspectu civium necabitur. 5. Cave ue

equus corruat, teque lapsum super caput effundat. 6. Militesne ducem
confodient ? 7. Hie liber vetustate exesus est. 8. lleg-iua iugeutem
hnmmorum numerum procudet. 9. Nuntius animum meum laceravit.

10. Animus meus conspectu mortis mariti laceratus est. 11. Series

juvenesque vivendi cupiditate iucendentur. 12. Kon potes verum
videre, quamdiu error tua? rnenti offusus est. 13. In Italiam provectus
est. 14. Ad illas provehentur oras. 15. Dux urbern fortiter defeudit.

16. Urbs a civibus bene defendetur. 17. Britanuia3 colonise toto orbe

terraruin diffunduutur.

EXEECISE 157. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. It is necessary that you should both learn and confirm that
which you have learnt by action. 2. Things ill-acquired depart ill.

3. As the swallows are present ?-, the summer time, but retire driven
off by the cold, so false friends are present in the prosperous period of

life ; but as soon as they see the winter of fortune, they all quickly
depart. 4. It is uncertain what is about to happen. 5. What has
fallen to the lot of each, that let each retain. C. Alexander grieved
that his old and guiltless friend Clitus had been killed by him. 7. To
have faithfully learnt the liberal arts softens the manners (of men), and
does not allow them to be barbarous. 8. Benefit attained through a
friend does not gratify so much as the love itself of a friend. 9.

Hannibal was not deceived (in thinking) that the enemy would carry
on the affair more fiercely than advisedly. 10. From the time when
money began to be in honour, the true honour of actions declined.
11. The ancient wood fell which no one cut down with iron. 12.

Epaminondas is said to have played excellently on the lyre. 13. Cato
narrates that the ancient Romans, at their feasts, sang the praises and
virtues of illustrious men to the sound of the lute. 14. The signal is

given to the companies, and the horns and trumpets have sounded.

EXERCISE 158. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Gallina ovum pepSrit. 2. Gallina? ova parient. 3. Quot ova

gallinaj tuae in dies pariunt ? 4. Mater tua filium pepgrit. 5. Dux
publicis aedificiis non parcet. 6. Miles, furore captus, ducem sutiiu

occldit. 7. Putasne hostes rotate coufectis parsurcs esse ? 8. Ignore
hostesue mulieribus iufantibusque pavsuri sint. 9. Induciee viginti
dierum pactas cum hoste sunt. 10. Voces concinuerunt. 11. Signo
dato, frater tuus cecVnit ad fides clarorum virorum laudes. 12. Viginti
millia militum nostrorum csesa sunt.

EXERCISE 159. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Take for granted that every day has shone upon you as the last.

2. The judges were so inflamed by the reply of Socrates that they con-
demned to death a most innocent man. 3. Kaasou, when it is grown
up and perfected, is rightly named wisdom. 4. The question is, if a
wise man has unknowingly received base for good coin, whether, when
he has discovered it, he will pass it for good. 5. It is incredible to
relate how easily the Bomans and the aborigines have incorporated.
6. When money is coveted, and reason is not immediately applied to
correct that desire, that evil enters the veins and clings to the vitals.

7. Endymion fell asleep, I know not when, on Latmus, a mountain in

Caria, and has not yet awaked. 8. An orator should abstain from
words which, on account of their age, have become obsolete. 9. Have
you at length recovered from the disease under which you laboured so
long ? 10. My wound, which seemed to have already healed up, has
now broken out afresh.

EXERCISE 160. ENGLISH-LATIN.
1. Dies tibi illuxit supremus. 2. Dies fratri meo illuxitne supremus ?

3. Stultis meis verbis pater exarsit. 4. Judiees exardescere non
debent. 5. Inter Romanes Carthaginesque terribile bellum exarsit.
6. Nostris hostibus omnia exoleverunt. 7. nios adulterines nummos
pro bonis accepisti? 8. Imprudens accepi. 9. Nunc id rescivi, nee
eon pro bonis solvam. 10. Romani et aborigines brevi coaluerunt.
11. Endymion in monte cbdormiscet. 12. In pulvino obdormivi. 13.
Mnlta verba obsoleverunt, obsolescent multa verba. 14. Ardor meus
noa defervescet. 15. Vulnus recruduit. 16. Vulnera mea non con-
sanuerunt. 17. Nescio an mei vulnera patris consanuerint.

RECREATIVE SCIENCE. V.
THE REFLECTION OF LIGHT, AND DECEPTIONS WITH

PLANE AND CONCAVE MIREORS.-II.
THE decoration of the walls of dwelling-rooms is a matter of
the greatest importance to those who have tasteful and elegant
ideas, and like to see themselves surrounded with objects of
beauty ; and it is well known that with the best intentions, and

the assistance of a well-filled purse, how frequently the effect of
a room is destroyed by gaudily-framed engravings and oil-

paintings that do not harmonise with the paper-hangings. There
are very few, if any, optical contrivances which could be used for

wall-decorations, and therefore the convex mirror becomes a,

special favourite, and is found hanging in many tastefully-deco-
rated apartments. A room with a bow-window looking into a
flower-garden, used perhaps as a library, and having only a
plain paper on the walls, becomes enchanting when seen reflected
in miniature within the frame of a circular convex mirror,
which should have a plain oak frame with a few gilt stars upon
it. Convex mirrors are spoilt by being mounted in shining gi
frames ; the reflection of the light from the glass is quite bri
liant enough, and will make a room look light and cheerful tha
might otherwise be condemned as a dull one. People often
wonder why objects should be reduced when seen in a convex
mirror ; something has been done to explain this by Fig. 7 (page
249), and the next will demonstrate the manner in which the
face of a person looking into a convex mirror is diminished.
One ray may be taken from the forehead (Fig. 8), and another

from the chin of course the rays reflected from the forehead
and chin cover the whole of the mirror but only a few can be
reflected to the eye ; thus the ray that falls at c enters the eye
at o, which, transferring every image along that line in which
it is reflected, sees the forehead in the line o c n ; the
same with the ray a r reflected to o, the line of vision will be
or s, and as the angle of vision is diminished, the face is

reduced in size. The student may copy this diagram, and, by
drawing other lines, try if any other rays can enter the eye

Fig. 11.

except those reflected from the part of the convex mirror
included within c r.

The optical properties of a concave mirror are exactly the

reverse of a convex one. The concave enlarges the appearance
of objects. A small portion only of the surface of a convex mirror

reflects at any one time to the eye the image presented before

it, whilst a much larger surface of a concave mirror comes inte-

nse. This is well shown by the accompanying illustration (Fig.

9), reproduced from Walker's diagrams, published upwards of

sixty years ago.

Rays issue from every part of the face upon all parts of the

mirror, but it is only a c that can paint the forehead ; that ray
is reflected to the eye from c, and as everything is seen along
that line in which the ray comes last to the eye, the mind puts
the lines a c and o c together, and they make the line o c d the
real distance which has been travelled by the ray from the

forehead, and where the forehead will be seen ; certainly rays
issue from the forehead and all parts of the mirror, but then rays
that fall on the mirror at x would be reflected to the chin

uselessly, since, as the same author shrewdly observes, we cannot

see with the chin. In short, it is only that particular place, c,

which (by the law of the angle of incidence and reflection) can
be reflected to the eye.
The ray from the chin that falls upon the mirror at n, will,

by the same law, be reflected to the eye, and along the line

o n g the chin is visible. The whole visage being seen under
the angle d o g, must be greatly magnified.
The opposite 'properties of convex and concave mirrors arc-

shown at once in Fig. 10, where the face of a, man, A, looking into

the convex surface of a b is reduced to that of a boy, and the face

B, gazing into the concave surface, is enlarged to that of a giant.
Parallel rays converge to a focus when projected on to a

concave mirror. If the hand is held before a concave mirror,
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and outtiiclo the focus, its inverted image is Men fringing in tho
air.

-11 diverging rayu proceeding from the hand
made converging whon they fall upon tho mirror 06, ainl

verted image ia seen at tn, tho diverging raja e d being brought
to a point at o t, whcro they cross and enter tho eye.

iu this manner that the concave mirror haa been
nsed, probably from tho moat
anoiont times, to produce
illusory speotros, and by con-

cealing tin- mirror, and illu-

minating tho object properly,

very amusing effects may be
shown. Nearly every old work
on optics gives a diagram
and directions for using the
concave mirror, of which Mr.
Walker's is probably ono of

tho best.

In Fig. 12 let a be tho

mirror, d the actor concealed

by tho cross partition, c, e a

light, also concealed by
the partition t. If d holds a

book, or any other object, the

male* use of flat mirron for burning. Ration Mya the astoaishi&f
pbilosophico-miliUry exploit of Archimedes ha* been recorded

by Diodorus Hioulu*. Lucian, Dion, Zonaras, Oaten, Anthemio*,
Tsetses, and other ancient writera. The aocoont of TieUes U M
particular that it suggested to Father Kireber the specific
method by which Archimedes effected his purpose.

" Arthi.
medc t

"
aays that author,

" set fire to the fleet of MaroeUiu by
a bnrninjf-gbus, composed of
mall square mirron, moving

every way on hinges; and
which, when placed in the son's

ray, reflected them on to the
Boman fleet, so M to rednee it

to ashes at the distance of a
bow-shot." Thisaccountgained
additional probability by the
effect which Zonarae ascribes

to the burning mirror of Pro-

clos, by which he affirm* that
the fleet of Vitellins, when be-

sieging Byzantium, now Con-

stantinople, was utterly oon-

Knmed. But perhaps no histo-

rical testimony could havo

gained belief to such extraor-

Fig. 8.

Pig. 10.

light reflected from it will pass
between the screens, or parti-

tions, c and i, to the mirror, and
be from thence reflected to z,

where tho image of the book
will appear so tangible, that
the spectator, looking through
the opening x, will suppose ho
could take hold of it. The con-

federate, d, may actuate vari-

ous moving figures, as flying

birds, angels, demons, etc., tho

effects of which at a would bo

Very surprising.
A concave mirror becomes a

burning mirrorwhen held in the
sun. The heat at the focus is

very powerful. It is not, how-

ever, supposed that this was the form of reflector used by
Archimedes when he destroyed tho fleet of Marcollus by con-

centrating tho rays of the sun upon his ships. The celebrated

Kirchcr went to Syracuse, and observed that tho Roman ships
could not have been at a less distance from the walls of the

city than thirty-three paces ; and, as the focus of a concave

mirror is at the distance of half the radius, he calculated that the

concave mirror used by Archimedes must have been a portion of

a sphere of at least forty-six paces radius, and therefore most

difficult, if not (in those days) impossible to construct. Yitellio

states that Anthemius of Tralles, the engineer who lived in tho

time of the Emperor Justinian, was the first rho proposed to

Rf.9,

dinary facts, if similar one*

had not been seen in modern
tunes. In the memoirs of tho

French Academy of Sciences

for 1726, p. 172, we read of a
plane mirror of twelve inches

square reflecting the son's rays
to a concave mirror sixteen

inches in diameter, in the focus

of which bodies were burnt at

the distance of 600 paces. The

great naturalist Buffon con-

structed a burning apparatus
by combining 168 pieces of

looking-glass six inches by
eight, HO that he could, by me-

chanism connected with each,
concentrate the rays of the

sun to one focus ; and by using 224 mirrors he was able to melt

plates of silver at a distance of forty feet ; with 112 mirrors he
set fire to planks covered with wool at a distance of 138 feet;
oven with twelve mirrors combustibles could be inflamed at a
distance of twenty feet.

It was with the concave mirror the ancients re-kindled the
sacred fire, so carefully watched by the vestal virgins. PlnUrch,
in his life of Nnma Pompilius, says that the instruments used
for this purpose were dishes, which were placed opposite to the

sun, and the combustible matter placed in the centre by which
it is probable he meant the focus, conceiving that to be at tho
centre of the mirror's concavity.
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CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. VI.
22. LETTER IN REPLY TO AN ORDER FOB AN ARTICLE

WHICH HAS BEEN SOLD.

Bremen, March ISih, 1882.

Messrs. Smith Brothers, London.

Gentlemen, I regret extremely to have to inform you that

the r.rticle in question has been sold to Mr. Barton, of your
city. Perchance you might come to an understanding with
him.

I have some pretty articles of a different kind (a list of which
I subjoin) that might possibly suit you.

I am, Gentlemen,

Faithfully yours,
J. LEMAITRE.

Bremen, le 18 Mars 1882.

Messieurs Smith Freres, a Londres.

Messieurs, Je regrette infiniment de'vous dire que 1'article

demande a ete vendu a M. Barton, de votre ville. Peut-etre

pourriez-vous vous entendre avec lui a cet effet.

J'ai de jolis objets d'un autre genre (dont je vous envoie une

Hste) qui, probablement, pourraient vous convenir.

Agreez, Messieurs,
1'assurance de ma parfaite consideration,

J. LEMAITRE.

23. LETTER ACCOMPANYING INVOICE OF GOODS.

Cognac, May 10th, 1882.

Messrs. J. Ellison, Wine Merchants, London.
Gentlemen. Agreeable to the order contained in your letter

of the 15th of April, and in accordance with the prices and con-

ditions laid down, I have bought for your account, 20 tierces of

brandy, 27 degrees, and forwarded them to your brqther in Paris.

Subjoined you will find the invoice amounting to :

30,760 fr., with which I debit you. In conformity with your
wishes, I have drawn on your account, on Messrs. J. Lafitte of

Paris, at three months, payable to my order, for the above
amount.

I wrote to you on the subject of your account with me at

length in my last, and have nothing more to add.

I remain, Sirs,

Your obedient servant,
FRANCIS MARTIN.

Cognac, le 10 Mai 1882.

A Messieurs J. Ellison. Negociants en Vins, a Londres.

Messieurs, En execution de 1'ordre contenu dans votre

honoree du 15 Avril, j'ai achete aux prix et conditions y fixes,

pour votro compte, 20 tie^ons eau-de-vie, 27 degres, et je les ai

expedies }\ M. votre frere a Paris. Vous en trouverez ci-joint la

facturo s'elevant a :

30,760 francs, portes a votre debit. Pour me conformer a
vos dcsirs, jo viens de disposer pour votro compte, sur MM. J.

Lafitto do Paris, une traite payable & mon ordre a trois mois

pour la somme ci-dessus.

Je me suis etendu dans ma derniere au sujet de votre compte
chez ru^i. et je n'ai ricn k ajouter a mes observations.

J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Messieurs,
Votre obeissant serviteur,

FRAN9OIS MARTIN.

24<. LETTER os1 INTRODUCTION, AND OF CREDIT.

Metz, January 15th, 1882.

Messrs. Armand Boubot & Co., London.

Gentlemen, The bearer of this letter, Mons. F. Decretelle,
of this city, is one of our oldest friends. He purposes visiting

England, and we take the liberty of recommending him to your
care.

Should M. Decretelle require some funds for travelling

sxpenses, please to let him have all he wants, to the extent of

e500, taldng his draft on us at three days' sight. Subjoined
we send you his signature.

If you can in any way further the ends for which he has

undertaken this journey, we should feel greatly obliged.
We axs at your service on similar occasions,

And remain, Gentlemen,
Yours truly,

HENRY DE LA TOUR AND SON.

Metz, le 16 Janvier 1882.
Messieurs Armand Eoubot et Cie

,
a Londres.

Messieurs, Le porteur de cette lettre, Mons. F. Decretelle,
de cette vilie, est un de nos anciens amis. II se propose de
faire un voyage en Angleterre, et nous prenons la lioerte de
vous le recommander.
En cas ou M. Decretelle aurait besoin de quelque argent

pour ses depenses de voyage, ayez la bonte de lui compter ce

qu'il vous demandera, jusqu'k concurrence de .500 (nous disons

cinq cents livres sterling) centre sa traite sur nous a trois jours
de vue. Ci-joint nous vous donuons sa signature.

S'il vous est possible de 1'aider a atteindre le but de son

voyage, nous vous en serions tres-reconnaissants.

Toujours devoues & vos ordres en pareille occasion,
Nous vous saluons cordialement,

HENRI DE LA TOUR & FILS.

25. LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT AND ADVISING
PAYMENT OF BILLS.

Lyons, October 1th, 1881.

Messrs. Reilton, Sons & Co., Bradford.
De&r Sirs, We duly re'ceived your favour of the 3rd inst

covering
fr. 200 per 12th inst.^

300

1,200

4,000
375

2,168

15th

17th
1'Jtb

15th
14th

on St. Etienne.

I

on Vienna,
on Grenoble.

with which we shall do the needful, placing the amounts to your
credit under advice.

Please take note that the following bills have been duly paid:
fr. 700 25th ultimo

)

300 2Sth V on Grenoble.
2

;
000 31st

)

5,000 31st on St. Etienne.
which amounts we have placed to your credit.

Believe us, dear Sirs,

Yours truly,
M. BERTHOU & Co.

Lyon, le 7 Ociobre 1881.

Messieurs Reilton Fils & Cle
, a Bradford.

Chers Messieurs, Nous avons bien recu votre honoree du 3,

convrant
fr. 200 au 12 ct.^
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M,.
Parw, U 2 Dtamtor* 1881.

s les Dirootours de la Western Banking Corporation
(Limit, -1), a Manchester.

Messieurs, J'ai 1'avantago do vous informer par la pn'-
,> j ui iv., u iiiijourd'hni do M. Bernard la somme de

fr. J:.O,IHIO, que, eonformement a YOB i

.-<, j'ai versee
(In /. Messieurs Moullyn Frews, en les priant do YOUS la
remettre en papier court. BUT Londres au moillenr change

<, on, *'il entrait mioux dann la convenance de cea
*, do fairo transferor co montant a votro credit chex un

de lours correspondunts de Londres.

Reoevez, Messieurs, 1'assuranee
de ma parfaito estime,

FHKDKRIC TOURVILLE.

27. LETTER REFUSING TO SUPPLY GOODS ON CRCDIT.

London, January nth, 1882.
Messrs. A. Pcrrin & Co., Paris.

In miswer to your note, I beg to state that it is impossible for

to open iiny now accounts.

Tho price of the goods ordered is 570 francs.

If you will confirm the order, and, as is customary, accompany
it by a bank-post bill on London, or a bill payable at aight on
Paris, I will at once send the articles you desire to your agent.

Waiting your reply,
I have the honour to be,

Gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,

LEWIS PRATT.

Londres, le 17 Janvier 1882.
Messieurs A. Perrin & Cia, a Paris.

En reponse a votre lettre, j'ai 1'honneur de vous informer qne
je ne puis onvrir de nouveaux comptes.

Le prix des articles que vous me demandez est de 570 francs.
Si vous voulez bien m'en confirmer la demando, et 1'accom-

papner comme d'usage de son soldo en un mandat sur la banque
de Londres on un bon & vue sur Paris, je remettrai aussitot chen
votre commissionnaire les articles que vons desirez.

En attendant vos ordres,
J'ai 1'honneur d'etre,

Messieurs,
Votre obeissant serviteur

LEWIS PRATT.

28. LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT OF "REMITTANCES.

London, Jan. 23rd, 1882.
Messrs. Daniel Bros., Liverpool.

Gentlemen.- -Your favour of the 7th inst. came duly to hand
covering your remittances for

148 12 6 pro 18th February
225 60,, 25th
420 , 5th March

^6793 18 6 on London,
which we place to your credit under usual reserve.

We remain, Gentlemen,
Yours respectfully,

A. BROWNLOW & Co.

Londres, le 23 Janvier 1882.

Messieurs Daniel Freres, a Liverpool.

Messieurs, Votre honorco en date du 7 courant nous est bien

parvenue couvrant vos remises de
148 12 6 au 18 Fevrier

225 6 25

420 00,, 5 Mars

.793 18 6 snr Londres,
que nous paseons a votre credit sous les reserves d'usage.

Recevez, Messieurs, nos salutations dialing >,

A. BROWNLOW 4 C".

29. LETTER ACKNOWLEDGING RECEIPT OF MONEY FROM
AGENT.

Manchester. Dec. 12th, 1881.

Messrs. W. Carter & Co., Dublin.

Dear Sirs, Without any of your favours to reply to, we

herewith beg to inform you that we have o-dftj raasrved from
Meanrs. Hawkea 4 Co., of your city, for your aooosmt, jgljKt,
which we place to your credit under tomorrow's data.

We are, dear .^

Yours truly,
8. UABJURT 4 Co.

, 18 IMecmkn 1881.

Messieurs W. Carter et O, Du:
Chein Mosaieurs, Sand ancune da* votres a repoatdM, BOO*

avona I'avantage do TOO* informer j>ar la presents qo BOM
avona recu aujourd'hui de Messieurs Hawkes et C", de

ville, pour votre compte 4,200, qne nous
valcur & domain.

I'i !. '. I.IT' M"'"i<"ir'',_ 8. BARMCTT 4 C.
30. LKTTER ABOUT jtow-AccrFreo BILL*.

Liverpool, Sept. 28th, 1881.

Messn. Costenoble, Lewin 4 Co., San Francisco.

Gentlemen, In answer to your favour of Jane the 26th, I
return you the enclosed Bill on Smith Broe. of

Dollars 1,950, with the protest for non-acceptance, for th
costs of which you will please to credit me with

Dollars 3. I am in a similar pomtion a* yoonchren, Kariaf
also a bill in hand on the same Smith Bros, of

Dollars 1,428, drawn by Jones 4 Co. of yonr town, payable
the 20th October, which he has also refused to accept, and
which I enclose, with the protest, requesting yon to exact
sufficient security from the drawers, and to inform me cf the
result Begging you beforehand to excuse toe trevble I am
occasioning,

I have the honour to be, Gentleman,
Yonr obedient servant,

Lewis MARTIN.

voo?, le 28 Beptenbrt 1881.

MM. Costenoble, Lewis et O, a San Francisco.

Messieurs, En reponse a votre lettre dn 26 Join, ja TOM
renvoie ci-inclus la lettre de change snr Smith Frvrea de

Doll. 1,950, avec son proU'-t, faute d'acoeptation, dost
vous plaira de mo creditor lo ooiit de

Doll. 3. Je suis dans le mt'me cas qne Tona-m^mes, ayant
aussi une lettre do change sur ces MM. Smith Frerea de

Doll. 1,428, tiroo par Jones et <>, de votre ville, pay-
able le 20 Octobre, dont il a aussi refus^ 1'acceptation, et

que je vons envoie ci-inclnse avec son prott-t, en vous priant

d'exiger uno surotu snflUante des tireurs et do m'informer da
n'sultat. En vous demandant pardon d'avanoo de 1'cmbarraa

quo je vous cause,
J'ai rirnmeur d'etre, Messieurs,

Votre tont devoW,
LJEWU

LESSON^ !\ ASTRONOMY. V.

GENERAL APPKARANCE OF THE HEAVEM8 IN

LATITUDES MERIDIAN POLE STAB OKKAT AMD LJTTL
BEAR PLANETS.

HAVING now given a brief sketch of the history of oar soianoa,
and seen the way in which the moat important diaooveriaa in it

have been effected, v. .
: -.to the more practical parts

of the science. We shall, as may be expected, meet with a few
difficulties aa we advance, and there will be a few definition*

and technical terms that it will be necessary for us to learn;
but the tax thus imposed on the student will be no very heavy
one, and the increasing interest which will be felt in UM

starry heavens will far more than make amends for any little

trouble.

It is usually the best and simplest plan to acquire a general
notion of the scope of any science before entering into its

details to know the problems which are proposed before we

attempt their solution ; and so it is best for us to become geaa

rally acquainted with some of the phenomena of the stars and

planets before fully inquiring into the caosaa of those phe-
nomena. To accomplinh this, let the student on the first clear
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night seat himself at a window commanding an extensive view
of the heavens ; or, better still, let him go out in some place
where his view of the sky is as extensive as possible, and watch
for a short time the movements of the stars. If the night be
dark and clear, comparatively few will at first be seen, as the

pupil of the eye is contracted by the bright light of the room
which has just been left. In a few minutes, however, the eye
becomes accustomed to the light, and then the whole arch of

ueaven is seen to be thickly studded with stars. These differ

very greatly in brightness and size, so that he will soon be able

to fix on a few of the more conspicuous, and turn his main
attention to them.

A compass should now be referred to, so as to ascertain the true

north and south points, and an imaginary curve passing vertically
overhead should be traced across the sky between these points.
This line is called the meridian ; and it will aid the student at first

if some prominent objects, as, for instance, trees or buildings, can
be fixed on to indicate permanently its position. Failing these,
some poles may be placed in the ground. In observatories, one

telescope is usually mounted on its axis in such a way that it can

only be directed to parts of the sky bordering upon this line, and
this is then known as the transit instrument. Its mode of con-

struction and uses will be fully explained by-aud-by.
If now the position of any bright star be noticed, as may be

done by watching it against some fixed object, like the corner
of a house or the trunk of a tree, we shall soon find that it

appears to be in motion ; and further observation will show
that nearly all the stars appear to be similarly in motion,
though the rates at which they travel seem to vary slightly.

Let us now face towards the south, and we shall soon see

that the stars on our left hand that is, towards the east are

rising higher and higher above the horizon; and if we could

map out their courses, or imagine them to leave threads of light
behind them, we should see that all these tracks would be arcs

of circles, and would be parallel to one another.

These stars rise higher and higher till they come to the

meridian, and hero they are at their greatest elevation above
the horizon. They then commence to descend towards the west,
and it will be found that exactly the same time elapses between
the rising of any star and its coming to the meridian that there
is between this period and its sotting in the west.

The point in the path of a star or planet on any given day
which is most elevated above the horizon is called its culminat-

ing point, and this point is always on the meridian. Hence any
of the heavenly bodies is said to culminate when it comes to

the meridian of any place. The term meridian signifies mid-

day, and the line is so called because, when the sun attains its

greatest altitude and crosses the meridian of any place, it is

mid-day there.

If now we look quite to the south, we shall find that the
stars there only describe very small arcs, rising but a little way
above the horizon, and setting again in a very short time not
far from the same point, the highest altitude attained at any
time not being more than a few degrees.
Now let us turn half round, so as to face the north instead

of the south, and, as before, observe the stars. We shall soon
be struck with the difference in the phenomena exhibited. We
shall now see that some of the stars never set, but describe

small circles, crossing the meridian twice in the course of the

twenty-four hours. We cannot, however, trace them completely
round their paths, as during a part of the time they are hidden
from the naked eye by the brilliancy of the sun's light. Even
by day, however, they may be seen with the aid of a good tele-

scope, if the means are possessed of directing it to them. It is

said, too, that at the bottom of a well or mine any bright stars

which happen to be vertically over the mouth may be seen, and
some have even seen stars during the day by looking up a

chimney. In either case, the rays of the sun are to a great
extent cut off by the walls or sides, and thus the faint light of
the star reaches the eye. It is, of course, only the brighter
stars that can be seen in this way, and as the number of stars
of the first and second magnitudes visible at any one time does
not exceed fifty, it will easily be understood that it will only be
on rare occasions that these effects will be witnessed.

If now we look to a point on the meridian situated about
fifty-one degrees above the horizon, or rather more than half-

way from the horizon to the zenith, as the point directly over
head ia called, we shall find a star which appears not to move

at all, but to remain constantly fixed in the same place, while
all the others revolve around it. This star is called the pole
star, and is well known, for before the discovery of the mari-
ner's compass it was used by sailors as their guide, being situated
due north. Very frequently, however, cloudy or duJ". vreather
would hide this star, sometimes for many days together, and
hence they were unable to go far out of sight of land, and
consequently navigation was but little practised in those days.

If the student does not know this star, it is important for
him to find it at once, as it will be of great assistance to him in

learning the names and positions of others. The difficulty
which at first sight strikes us of learning the names of the
constellations soon disappears if we become familiar with a few
of the brighter ones, as by referring to them we shall soon be
able to identify the rest. Further on in the course of these
lessons we shall give illustrations of the position of the stars in
the most important constellations. It will, however, be a great
assistance to procure a complete set of maps of the stars, or,
better still, a celestial globe ; and a few hours' observation with
the aid of either of these will soon enable us to find any star,
or turn our attention to any part of the heavens which we may
desire.

The constellation of the Great Bear (Ursa Major) or, as it is

sometimes called, Charles' Wain, or the Plough is well known
to most, it being a very conspicuous one, and one of those
which never set in this latitude. There are a considerable
number of stars in this constellation, but seven of them are

especially bright, and are arranged as shown in the lower part
of the accompanying figure. Four of them seem to form an
irregular square, while the other three, situated in the tail of

the Bear, are arranged in a curved lino going from one of the
corners of the square.

Careful examination on a clear night will show that the
middle star of the tail is in reality double, consisting of two
stars so close together as apparently almost to touch one
another. They are called respectively Mizar and Alcor. A
telescope reveals a similar fact with regard to the first star in

the tail. We shall find as we further examine the sky many
of these double stars, and a telescope often showa them to be
of different colours, so that they are very beautiful objects.
The two stars in the quadrangle which are farthest from the

tail are called " the Pointers," because, if a straight line be
drawn on a map so as to join them, and then be prolonged to

about five times the length, it will almost pass through the
Pole Star, which is the star at the tip of the tail of the Little

Bear (Ursa Minor). This constellation, which is shown in the

upper part of the figure, is almost exactly the same shape as

the one we have described, but it is turned in the opposite
direction, and the stars in it are much fainter, the pole star

being the brightest of them all.

We spoke of the pole star as remaining at rest ; this is not,

however, perfectly correct, as it is not situated exactly at the

pole, but about one and a-half degrees from it, and hence it

appears to describe a circle of about three degrees in diameter.

This, however, is so small that it is only by the use of good
instruments that we can ascertain the fact, and in ordinary use

we may look upon the star as indicating the place of the pole
or imaginary axis round which the whole starry concave appears
to revolve.

As we shall have frequent occasion in our lessons to speak of

degrees, it is as well for us to clearly understand at once what
we mean by a degree, and the mode in which we may measure
it. It is clearly necessary for us to have some means of

measuring the apparent distances of the heavenly bodies from
one another, and this can only be done by measuring the angle
which imaginary lines drawn from them to our eyes subtend.

If we think a moment, we shall see that it ia in the same way
that we form our estimate of the dimensions of ordinary objects

around us, and hence, when we bring them nearer to the eya

they appear larger, because the rays drawn from their extremes

to the eye contain a larger angle. Now, we want some means
of measuring and expressing in words the angle thus contained,
and this we do by means of degrees and fractions of a degree.
A degree, then, is the 360th part of a circle i.e., if we draw a

large circle on paper, and divide its circumference into 360 equal

parts, and then draw straight lines from these divisions to tb .

centre of the circle, the angle contained between any two adja-
cent lines will be just one degree. On any circle we can draw
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on paper these divisions will necessarily be very small; when,
deal with a globe of tho size of the earth, we find

thai u dr-i-oo at the equator measures ui nine miles.

In a right :ui-l thro are, of course, ninety degree*,
wo uiako a trianglu \\Uli three equal aides, each angle will < ,.

uiin juat sixty degrees. A degree is divided int., uty parts,
culled minntea; each of these is divided into sixty pu.rU, called

ttcondi i and in more accurate observation* each of these ia

iividud into sixty parts, which are called third*. These
us are usually expressed by tho following signs degrees

("), minute ('), seconds ("), thirds ("') ;

As a general guide to us in estimating approximately tho

oa of tho stars, it will bo useful to remember that tho

a|>p.m>ni <lmm> UT of the sun or moon is about half a degree,
\vhilu tin- cli-t nice between the Pointers is about six

'

that between the polo and tho !'< inter nearer to it (l)ubhe)
is about twenty-four degrees. By moans of a can-fully ^nula-
ated semicircle, we can easily measure any might, .<

tin- number of degrees it contains.

Wo will not at present pursue our

study of the constellations, but as

soon as wo have completed our pene-
ral iden of 1 lio movements of the stars

we will deal more particularly with
those that are intimately associated

with us ;is members of our system,
and then return to consider the more
remote stars.

As we continue to survey the
heavens for several evenings, we shall

soon discover that the stars remain in

the same relative position with re-

gard to one another. Just after

the new moon, before its light is

bright enough to obscure the light
of the stars around it, we shall

be able to observe its place among
them. Let us carefully note this, and

again examine tho spot on the follow-

ing evening. Wo shall now find that

the moon seems to have been lefb

behind by the stars, and instead of

appearing in tho same position as

before, it is some twelve or thirteen

degrees distant, and thus wo learn

that tho moon has a motion indepen-
dent of the rest of the stars.

On further observation, too, we
shall detect one or two bright stars

which in a similar way change their

position, and hence are called planets,
or wanderers (for such is the meaning
of the word "planet"). Jupiter is

the most conspicuous of these, and
Venus sometimes known as the

Morning Star, and sometimes as the Evening Star, according to

the time when it is visible is another of them. These planets

appear so bright on account of their comparative nearness to

us ; they are, however, very different from the fixed stars, as

they do not shine by their own light, and are greatly inferior to

them in point of size.

There is one other fact with regard to tho general apponranco
of tho sky which the student can likewise verify for himself.

Having fixed upon any bright star, lot him observe carefully
on any ovening the exact time of its passing the meridian, or of

its disappearance behind some conspicuous object. Observe
it again on the following evening, and again after the lapse of a
few more days, and it will at once be found that the star is a
little earlier every day in arriving at the place. Thus, if it bo

on the meridian at nine o'clock one day, it will be there about

four minutes before nine on tho next day, and so on.

It is owing to this that we see different constellations at

different seasons of the year. Many of those which shine

brightly on a winter's night are above the horizon in the sum-
mer during tho daytime, and hence are invisible. In this way
wo KCO by far the larger portion of the stars at some time or

other of tho year ; but just as those stars within about fifty

degrees of tho north pole never set to us, so those within a

himilur dintanoo of the Booth pole never rise at all ia or la*.

Thu may eaaily be understood If the student possesses* trlrr

tiul globe, lie ha* only to elevate UM north pole a* man;
degree* above the horizon hi* plaoe of obiaumtfon U north
of the oqoator, and then, M bo turns the globe OB its axis, be
will eee that the oiruompolar stars (M thaw round the north

polo are called) are constantly above the horizon, while as be
loolu more towarus the aouth j-olf, many only joat rue fora
hhort time and thun act again, and thoM still nearer UM pole
will never appear above the horizou.

Among the moiit brilliant of the constellations tin* bidder
from ua ia the Southern Cross, and when traveller* are going
southward, the first appearance of this oonsteUatkm is generally
anxiously awaited. Aa the observer approaches the tropic*, the

pole star seems to sink lower and lower in the sky, and the
number of atara which never set become less and less, till when
he roaches the equator the pole is in the horizon, and oU the
start are seen ruing in the east, remaining visible exactly twelve

hours, and then setting in the
western horizon. They all appear
likewise to travel in perfectly

straight lines inatead of in corvee

as they do in other latitudes, and
hence the general appearance of the

sky ia very different from that seen
in England.
By placing the artificial globe so

that its axis is horizontal, and its

pole in the horizon, wo iihall obtain

a representation of these pheno-
mena.

If now wo could transfer ourselves

to the poles, the whole scene would

again vary. This has not yet been

actually done, but some Arctic tra-

vellers have penetrated very nearly
to the north pole, so that the move-
ments of the stars as seen by them
were almost exactly as we are aboot
to describe.

No stars are now seen to rise or

set, bat all travel in circular paths

parallel to the horizon around the

polo star, which appears directly
overhead. Hence it is clear that all

the stars which are seen at any one

time remain constantly visible, while

one-half of the entire sky is con-

stantly hidden from their view.

In a similar way, the changes of

day and night, of such great import-
ance to us, are unknown at the poles.

'*' At tho commencement of their sum-
mer tho sun is seen at first only partly

elevated above the horizon, but travelling round to all parts of

the sky in the twenty-four hours, while at the same time his

altitude ia slowly increasing; and thus he remains constantly

visible for the space of six months, and then, for the remainder

of tho year, he never rises above the horizon. The year, there-

fore, consists of but a single day and night. The long night is

however, greatly relieved by twilight, which continues about two

months after the disappearance of tho sun, and is seen a similar

period before his rising. The Aurora Borealis or Northern

Lights, likewise, is soon in great brilliancy.

The whole appearance of the Arctic sky is thus seen to bo

altogether different from that of ours. All these varied pheno-

mena, however, will bo found to admit of one simple explana-
tion.

When wo have thns been gazing on the stars and their cease-

less motions, many questions come crowding into the mind about

their distances and sizes, the objects they serve, and the lawn

they obey. And then our thoughts go farther still as we

attempt to inquire what they are, and whether they, like oar

world, are inhabited. To some of these questions Astronomy
furnishes the answers ; and as to the rest, though it can give

no direct information, it furnishes as with a number of facts on

which we can base our speculations.
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LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXI.
BINOMIAL THEOREM.

189. To involve a binomial to a high power by actual multi-

plication is a long and tedious process. A much easier and more

expeditious way to obtain the required power, is by means of

what is called the Binomial Theorem. This ingenious and
beautiful method was invented by Sir Isaac Newton, and was
deemed of so great importance to mathematical investigation,
that it was inscribed on his monument in Westminster Abbey.
To illustrate this thereon, let the pupil involve the binomial

a -f- 6, and the residual a b, to the 2nd, 3rd, and 4th powers.

Thus, (a+ 6)
2= a2 + 2ab + b2 .

(a + b)
3= a3 + 3a*b + 3ab2 + b3 .

(a -f b)
4 a* -f 4a

3b -f Ga?b-+ 4a&' + b4 .

Also, (a b)'
2 = a? - 2ab + b-.

(a b)
3=a?- 3,2& -f 3ab2 b3.

(a Ip= a4 4a36 -f Qa-b
2 4aZ>3 + b4.

By a careful inspection of the several parts of the preceding
operation, the following particulars will be observed to bo

applicable to each power, especially if carried out to a greater
number of powers.

1. By counting the terms, it will be found that their number
in each power, is greater by 1 than the index of that power ;

thus, in the 3rd power the number of terms is 4
; in the 4th

power it is 5, and so on.

2. If we examine the signs, we shall perceive, when both
terms of the binomial are positive, that all the signs in every
power are -f- ; but when the quantity is a residual, all the odd
terms, reckoning from the left, have the sign +, and all the
even terms have the sign . Thus in the 4th power, the signs
of the first, third, and jifth terms are 4-, while those of the
second and. fourth are .

3. As to the indices, it will be seen that the index of the first

term, or the leading quantity* in each power, always begins with
the index of the proposed power, and decreases by 1 in each suc-
cessive term towards the right, till we come to the last term,
from which the letter itself is excluded. Thus in (a. -{- b)* the
indices of the leading quantity a are 4, 3, 2, 1.

4. The index of the following quantity begins with 1 in the
second term, and increases regularly by 1 to the last term,
whose index, like that of the first, is the index of the required
power. Thus, in (a -)- b)* the indices of the following quantity
b are 1, 2, 3; 4.

5. We also perceive that the sum of the indices is the same
in each term of any given power ; arid this sum is equal to the
index of that power. Thus, the sum of the indices in each of the
terms of the 4th power is 4.

6. As to the co-efficients of the several terms, that of the first
and last terms in each power is 1

; the co-efficient of the second
and next to the last terms is the index of the required power.
Thus, in the 3rd power, the co-efficient of the second and next
to the last terms is 3 ; and in the same terms in the 4th power,
it is 4, etc.

It is to be observed, also, that the co-efficients increase in a
regular manner through the first half of the terms, and then
decrease at the same rate through the last half. Thus,

In the 4th power they are 1,

In the 6th power they are 1, 6,

4, 6, 4,

15, 20, 15, 1.

7. The co-efficients of any two terms equally distant from the

extremes, are equal to each other. Thus, in the 4th power, the
second co-efficient from each extreme is 4 ; in the 6th power,
the second co-efficient from each extreme is 6 ; and the third
is 15.

8. The sum of all the co-efficients in each power is equal to
the number 2 raised to that power. Thus, (2)

4 = 16 ; also, the
eum of the co- efficients in the 4th power is 16, and (2)

6 = 64 ;

BO the sum of the co-efficients in the 6th power is 64.

190. If we involve any other binomial, or residual, to any
required power whatever, we shall find the foregoing principles
ti-ue in all cases, and applicable to all examples. Hence we may
safely conclude that they are universal principles, and may be

employed in raising all binomials to any required power.

* The first letter of a binomial is called the leading quantity, and the
other the fallowing quantity.

They are the basis or elements of what is called the Binomial
Theorem.
The Binomial Theorem may be, therefore, defined a general

method of involving binomial quantities to any proposed power. It
is comprised in the following general rule :

1. SIGNS. If both terms of the binomial have the sign -f-, all

the signs in every power ivill be + ; but if the given quantity is a
residual, all the odd terms in each poiver, reckoning from the left,
uill have the sign -f-, and the even terms

2. INDICES. The index of the first term or leading quantity
must always be the index of the required power ; and this decreases

regularly by 1 through the other terms. The index of the following
quantity begins ivith 1 in the second term, and increases regularly
by 1 through the others.

3. CO-EFFICIENTS. The co-efficient of the first term is 1
; that

of the second ir equal to tlie index of the power ; and, universally,

if the co-efficient of any term be multiplied by the index of the

leading quantity in that term, and divided by the index of the

following quantity increased by 1, it 'will give the co-efficient of
the succeeding term.

4. NUMBER OP TERMS. The number of terms will always be

one greater than the poiver required.
In algebraic characters, the theorem is expressed thus

1, 6, 1.

7l _2 '-" '

3"
^

It is here supposed that the terms of the binomial have no
other co-efficients or exponents thanl; but other binomials may
be reduced to this form by substitution.

EXAMPLES.

1 . What is the 6th power of x + y
Hero, the terms without the co-efficients are x6

,
x5

y, z*y, a3

x-y
4

, ,r;/

5
, if'. And the co-efficients, by the rule, are

6X5 15 X 4 20 X 3

v,S r' 3 4

or 1, 6, 15, 20, 15, 6, 1.

Now, prefixing these co-efficients to the several terms, and

observing the rule of. signs, we have the power required as

follows :

2. What is the 5th power of x* -f 3y- ?

Here, substituting -w for a;
2
,
and b for 3y*, we have (a. -}- b)

5

= a5 + 5a46 + 10a36e + 10a263 + 5ab4 + l\
And restoring the values of a and b, we have (x

z + 3y
2
)

4 =

191. When one of the terms of a binomial is a unit, it is

generally omitted in the 'power, except in the first or last term
-,

because every power o-f 1 is 1 ; and this, when it is a factor, has
no effect upon the quantity witli which it is connected.

EXAMPLE. Find the cube of (x + 1). Ans. x3 + 3x" X 1 + 3x

X I 2 + I 3
,
or x3 + 3a2 + 3;c + 1.

192. The insertion of the powers of 1 is of no use, unless it

be to preserve the exponents of both the leading and the follow-

ing quantity in each term, for the purpose of finding the co-

efficients. But this will be unnecessary if we bear in mind
that the sum of the two exponents in each term is equal to the

index of the power. So that, if we have the exponent of the

leading quantity, we may know that of the following quantity,
and vice -versa.

193. The binomial theorem may also be applied to quantities

consisting of more than two terms. By substitution, several

terms may be reduced to two ; and when the compound expres-
sions arc restored, such of them.' as have exponents may be

separately expanded.
EXAMPLE. What is the cube of a -\- b -f c ?

Here, substituting h for (b -j- c), we have a 4- (b + c)
= a -{- h.

And, by the theorem, (a + h)
3 = a3 + 3a~h + 3ah" + h3

.

Now, restoring the value of h, we have (a+ 6 -f- c)
3 = a3 + 3a2

X (b -f c) + 3a X (b -f c)
2 + (b + c)

3
.

The last two terms contain powers of (b -f- c) ; but these may
be separately involved, and the whole expanded.

194. Binomials, in which one of the terms is a fraction, may
be involved by actual multiplication, or by reducing the given

quantity to an improper fraction, and then involving the frac-

tion. It may also be done by substitution.
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EXAM PLES. Find the squares of -f- i s and of a

II. -re, * + 4 Also, |

.-4

Otherwise, reducing the mixed quantities to improper frac-

wo have a + $
= ^ *

; and -
4 = ?il_?. Whence,

, and r* a>

^ (2*
- U =
2 '

, aa before.

EXERCISE 34.

.

1. What is the 5th power of (d + h) t

U. What is the nth power of (6 + y) ?

:i. What is the 6th power of (3x + 2y) t

4. What is the 2nd power of (a b) ?

5. What is the 3rd power of (a I)?
6. What is the 4th power of (o b) ?

7. What is the Cth power of (* y) f

8. What is the nth power of (a b) t

9. What is the 4th power of (a 1) t

10. What is the Cth power of (1 y) ?

11. What is the nth power of (I + ) P
o

12. Find the square of a + _.

p

Find the square of x -.
I

13.

14. Find the square of + Sxy.m
15. Find the square of - + 2abc.

EXERCISE 35.

1. Expand (x + i;)'.

2. Expand (a + b)*.

3. Expand (a b)*.

4. Expand (x + y)
5
.

5. Expand (x y)*.

6. Expand (m + n)
7

.

7. Expand (a + b)'.

8. Expand (* + i/)
10

.

9. Expand (* y)
1
*.

10. Expand (o b)'.

11. Expand (a + b)V
12. Expand (2 + *)*.

13. Expand (a b* + c).
14. Expand (a + 3bc).
15. Expand (2ob i)'.

16. Expand (4ob + 5e*)'

17. Expand (3* 6y)*.
18. Expand (5a + 3d)*.

KEY TO EXEECISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.

EXERCISE 31.

7. 64b.

1 1 1

8l'r"

9. 216m*y.
10. a"b.
11. 64ae*.
12. 1296a1 * A.

EXERCISE 32.

, a* (d + TO)*

(*+!)
'

5.
' 2ab + b.

6. o 3 + 3a + 3o + 1.

7. a" + 2<zb + 2aJi + b

+ 2b7i + 7i.

8. a + 4ad + 6a + 4<1

+ 12d + 9.

EXERCISE 33.

13. (o + b)
10

.

14. (a + b)"n.
15. (x y)".
16. (* + !').
17. a'b'.

18. aVhl>
.

9 b

10.

+ 8b + 24b +
32b-H6.
> + Cx* + 1(U +
ID*1 + 5* + 1.

11. 1 Cb + 15b

2Cb + 15b* 6b

+ b.

1. 4a + b + 4ab.

2. h* + 1 + 27i.

3. a*b + c*d + 2abed.

4. 36y
5. 9d + h 6dJi.

6. o + 1 2a.

MECHANICS. XXIV.
IMPACT CENTEIFUGAL FOECE THE PENDULUM-

CENTEE OF OSCILLATION.

WHEN two bodies striko one another, they touch first in some

one or more points, and the motion of these is usually com-

municated to the whole body. Thus, when a carpenter strikes

.,! I,,- ,....:, h*
by the whole.

i

a nail with his hammer, it only timsiin
* i

. ,. , t i ., ti - - ^ i.w6 EDoniemMuD ftoqawQ D/ uui ptn w
If, however, the blow b* not true, the head alone' may receive
the motion, and fly off by tUeH, leaving the rest unmoved.

Sometimes, especially if the body .truck be soft or brittle,

and the velocity of the other be great, there is no time for the
motion to be thus shared, and then the shape of the mass ir

altered, or the part strode flies off M a chip. A homely illus.

tration of this is afforded by a simple experiment whioh all

may try.

Balance a small piece of card on one of the fingers of the left

hand, and lay a shilling on the top of it By a sodden blow
with the finger and thumb of the other hand the card may be
jerked away without moving the shilling. Care must, however.
be taken to strike the card exactly in the direction of it* surface,
as if it be tilted up or down the shilling will, of course, be jerked
off. After a few trials, however, you may be pretty certain of
success. The explanation is, that the motion of the card is so

rapid that it has moved quite away before it has had time to
communicate its motion to the shilling.

There are many other familiar examples of this, some of which

verge on the marvellous.

If a bullet be fired at door net half open, it will pass through
the panel without shutting the door or moving it on its hinges.
We may even go further, and, instead of a bullet, put a tallow
candle into the gun and fire it at the door, it will be found to

pass through instead of being smashed against it, as we should

naturally expect. The velocity of the particles of tallow is so

great that they have passed through the door before they have
time to alter their relative position. So, if we fire a ball at a
window, it will pass through the pane without cracking it,

merely making a clean round hole. If, however, the bullet be
nearly spent, or its velocity be not sufficiently great, the glass
will be shivered to pieces.

This, too, explains why a good skater will glide swiftly over
ice far too thin to sustain his weight. His motion is so rapid,
that before the ice has time to yield he has paseed on to another

portion of it. We see, then, that a certain amount of time is

required for any motion to be imparted from one body to rmr<hfr_

CENTRIFUGAL FORCE.

If a lump of metal or other heavy substance be fastened to a
piece of string, and then swung round and round, we shall find

that the string is stretched with a strain which varies in pro-

portion to the speed with which the body revolves. This strain

is called centrifugal force, and is

merely one of the results of the first

law of motion.

Let B (Fig. 104) represent a body re-

volving round a centre A, and confined

by the string AB; its tendency at every
instant is to continue in the -n-rr line

in whioh it is travelling at that instant,

that is, to fly off at a tangent, as

along B c. We can easily prove that

this is the case, for if, when whirling
a sling, we suddenly out the cord or

leave the end free, the stone will fly off in a straight line.

Suppose D to be the point which the stone has reached at

the end of one second, then B D will represent the space passed
over, and therefore the velocity of B. This we can resolve into

two parts, BF acting along the tangent BC, and BO acting

along the direction of the cord. The former lepieseiits the

velocity the stone has acquired, the latter is the force exerted

by tho string to keep it moving in a circle ; this, therefore, re-

presents the centrifugal force. We can thus easily see that

the greater the velocity with whioh B moves, the greater will

be the strain on the cord. If, for example, the velocity be so

much increased that at the end of one second B is at E instead

of D, the tension of the cord will be represented by B H instead

of B a. As, however, this tension always acts in a direction at

right angles to the motion of the body, no velocity is destroyed,

the only alteration being in its direction.

We constantly meet with illustrations of the action of this

force. A can filled with water may be swung round the head

without a drop being spilt When the can is at its highest

point, and therefore mouth downwards, the water is attracted

towards the earth ; but thin attraction U more than overcome

Fig. 104.
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l>y the centrifugal force, and hence it remains in the can as if it

were a solid. So, too, when rapidly turning a corner or running
round the inside of a ring, we lean inwards. The body has a

tendency to move onwards in its previous direction, the feet

are, however, compelled to move in another, and thus the head
and body are thrown outward

; to obviate this we lean in the

contrary way. For the same reason, in a curve on a railway
the inner rails are lower than the outer, so that the carriage
inclines inwards, and thus removes the danger of its upsetting
or tearing up the rails. A carriage is not unfrequently upset in

this way while rapidly turning a corner.

If a glass of water be placed on a small whirling table so

that it can be rapidly turned, the water will leave the centre

and rise towards the edges ; it may even be scattered over the

sides if the rotation be rapid enough. The same effect is see

if we rapidly stir a cup of tea, the level at the sides being abovf
that at the centre.

A practical application of these principles is seen in the

entrifugal drying machine. This consists of a large hollow

cylinder, the bottom of which is perforated by a number of

holes. The linen is put into this, and it is then made to rotate

rapidly. In this way it is closely pressed against the sides,
and the water is given off and runs away through the holes in

the cylinder. Linen can thus be rendered almost dry in a very
short space of time. Another useful application of this force is

seen in the "governors" of a steam-engine. These consist of

two heavy balls sus-

pended by rods, and
when the speed of the

engine is increased be-

yond the proper degree

they fly apart, and in

so doing raise a loose

collar below them, and

by a series of levers

partly close the throttle

valve, and thus di-

minish the supply of <v

steam.

In Fig. 105 a, a re-

present the balls sus-

pended by rods, which
are hinged at 6 to the
vertical shaft g. Mo-
tion is imparted to this by means of a strap, which passes
round the shaft of the fly-wheel, or some other convenient part
of the engine, and then round the driving-pulley, d. When tho

engine is moving too rapidly the balls fly further apart, and
\

by so doing raise the runner, e. This, by means of the bent

lever, k, works the rods, /, and thus partly closes the valve.

Were it not for some such arrangement as, this, there would
be great danger of tho engine at times moving so rapidly, that
the fly-wheel would from the momentum of its particles le
shivered to pieces. These balls keep the speed nearly uni-

form ; for if it diminishes much they fall, and thus open the
throttle-valve to a greater extent and allow more steam to

pass.
The laws of centrifugal force are important, because they

help to explain the motions of the heavenly bodies. The planets,
when first made, were started from the hand of their Creatoi

with a certain velocity. This produces a constant tendency
to fly off at a tangent from their orbits. They are, however,
restrained by another force, and that is the universal attraction

of all bodies for each other. Gravity is but one manifestation

of this : the earth draws the small bodies to it merely on account

of its superior weight, and for the same reason the sun attracts

all the planets ; or, to speak more accurately, all are attracted

to the common centre of gravity of our own solar system,
which is situated very near to the sun.

This attraction, then, constantly deflects the planets from the
line in which they would otherwise move, and as a result of

these two forces they describe ellipses, in one focus of whi:L

the sun is situated. As this motion is through space, and not

through a resisting medium like the air, the retarding forces

which diminish the motion of bodies near the earth do not

affect them, and hence they move with undiminished speed.

This speed, however, varies with their distance from the sun,

and the following rule, discovered by Kepler, shows the rela-

Fig. 105.

tion that exists between the speed and the distance : The straight
line drawn from the planet to the sun always describes equal
areas in equal times. This law partly depends on another,
which teaches us that the attraction of any body for another
diminishes with the square of the distance. If, for instance, we
remove a body to double the distance, the attraction is

|, if to

three times the distance, it is only A, and so on. This is an

experimental law, though by analogy with light we can easily
see why it should be so. If we take a piece of board, and
having cut out of it a piece a foot square, hold the board at any
distance from a bright light, and place a screen behind it at twice
the distance from the light, the illuminated space on the screen
will measure 2 feet each way, or 4 feet in all.

.
The light is thus

spread over four times the area, and therefore the illumination
at any point is only one-fourth as great.

Similarly, if the distance of the screen from the light be three
times as great as that of the board, a space of 9 square feet will

be illuminated, and each part will have one-ninth of the

brilliancy.
From this we see that when a planet is in the part of its

orbit most remote from the sun, it is attracted less powerfully,
and therefore its velocity must be less than when nearer the

Bun, or else it would fly out of its path.

THE PENDULUM.

We must now notice this very important instrument, so

valuable to us, not only as a regulating power for clocks, but

also for calculating the force of gravity and its variations in

different places.
A simple pendulum is one all the weight of which is collected

at a single point. Such a one can, of course, only exist

theoretically ; but we may obtain a near approach to it by sus-

pending a small ball of some heavy substance, as lead or

platinum, by a very fine string.
A common pendulum is called compound, for the weight ia

divided throughout it, and it may therefore be considered as a

number of simple pendulums connected together, so that all

swing at the same rate. All are familiar with its action, but

many do not know why it is used as a regulator.

When a pendulum hangs freely, all its oscillations, if not of

wide extent, occupy exactly the same time. If the pendulum be

made to swing in a cycloidal curve, instead of an are of a circle,

then from whatever part of the arc it falls it always takes

exactly the same time. This remarkable property is called the

isochronism of the pendulum, this term being derived from two

Greek words, meaning "equal" and "time." Galileo was the

first to discover this law, and it is said his attention was called

to it by observing a chandelier in a cathedral. By some cause

it had been set swinging, and he noticed that however long tho

arc, it appeared to swing in exactly the same time. He ac-

cordingly tried some experiments on his return home, and found

that such was the case.

In Fig. 10f> let o represent the point of suspension. When
o c is vertical the force of gravity is exactly

overcome by the tension of the cord, and thus

the pendulum serves as a plumb-line, for if c be

raised above the lowest point it will swing back-

wards and forwards till it settles at that point.

Now raise c to A. The same two forces act

upon it, namely, tension along A o and the force of

gravity acting vertically downwards along A x.

Produce o A to Y, and draw A z a tangent to the

arc. We can now resolve the force of gravity

into two, acting along A Y and A z. The former

of these will be overcome by the tension of the

string, the other part acting along A z will cause

the pendulum to move towards c. On arriving

there it will have acquired a velocity which

will carry it on over an arc nearly equal to c A,

and thus it will continue to oscillate till its

motion is stopped by the resistance it meets with. If we

now draw a line through Y parallel to A z, Y x will repre-

sent the portion of gravity which produces motion in the

pendulum, and A Y that which produces tension in the cord;

and it is clear that the smaller the arc A c, the less will Y x

be, and therefore the less the velocity of the pendulum. Thie

velocity ia found to decrease in the same proportion of the

106.
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i which moves tho pendulum is the resolved

p.irt.
" Imply increases or dooroasos with that foroo,

-us afford UM a moans of measuring tho foroo

.ity and comparing its power at different parts of tho

earth. At the equator it is loast, tho diameter there being
., and a part of tho foroo, which is reckoned at t j

no by tiio centrifugal foroo produced by the earth's

rotation. A pendulum will, therefore, make fewer vibrations

ian it will as we move towards tho polo*. Tho times

of oscillation vary, then, at different parts of the earth'*

md, too, that tho time of oscillation depends upon the

length of tho pendulum, a longer pendulum making less vibra-

in any given time than a short one. Tho rule about this

as follows :

The time of oscillation increases in the same ratio as the square
t of the Icmjth t>f the pendulum.
If we take three pendulums whose lengths are in the pro-

ion of 1,4, and 9 say, for example, 6 inches, 2 feet, and
feet 6 inches, respectively we shall find that while the long one

.no vibration, that two feet long will mako two, and the

shortest, three. In tho latitude of London, a pendulum to beat

seconds must have a length of 39*13 inches ; at the equator, the

length must only be 39'01 inches.

In tho compound pendulum all parts must swing at exactly
same rate ; but by what we have seen, those nearer the point

suspension have a tendency to swing more rapidly, and thus

accelerate the motion of those below, while those at the

imo end exert just the contrary influence. Now there is

idently some point where the particles are as much retarded

those below as accelerated by those above, and this point

inst move at tho same rate as if it were free. We might, in

fact, havo all the weight collected at this spot without altering

any degree tho rate of oscillation.

This point is called the " centre of oscillation," and when

speak of a pendulum of any length as e.g., 39'13 inches

we measure from this point to that of suspension. This centre

of oscillation is always below the centre of gravity. However
much wo alter tho weight of the pendulum, provided we mako
no difference in the position of this point, the time of oscillation

remains exactly the same. Tho rate of vibration, then, is not

at all affected by tho nature or weight of tho pendulum, but

depends alone upon its length. We see, thus, the way in which

we can regulate the speed ; we can either raise the bob by means
of a small nut, as is usually done, or we can have a smaller

ight sliding on the rod, and raise or lower this. In either

i,
the effect produced is the same the position of the centre

oscillation is moved, and thus the length altered. When the

idulum rod is made of metal, as it usually is, it varies in

gth with the alterations of temperature, being lengthened by
heat and contracted by cold, and thns a source of irregularity

is introduced which would be very objectionable. This dif-

ficulty is met by what is called the compensation pendulum.
In one form of this the bob consists of a cup of mercury. When
the rod lengthens by tho heat and lowers the centre of oscilla-

tion, the mercury expands and rises, and its bulk ia so arranged
that this expansion raises the centre in exactly the same

degree as tho expansion of the rod depresses it. In large

church clocks the pendulum rod is frequently mado of wood,
d thus this difficulty is avoided.

Another compensating pendulum is composed of parallel bars

brass and zinc, so arranged that by their joint alterations in

;h the position of the bob remains unaltered.

The balance wheel of a watch acts on the same principle as

)cndulum, its vibrations being isochronous,
hen a pendulum is made to swing by itself it soon

is to rest; and even if every care bo taken to remove

air and rodnco the friction, it will not continue in

tion moro than about twenty-four hours. A maintaining
ce is therefore needed, when it is employed as a measurer

time. This is supplied by the spring or weight of the

k. The pendulum rod works in a fork which is attached

the anchor and pallets. These catch in the teeth of tho

.pement wheel, and allow it at each oscillation to move
half a tooth, and then again stop it. The motion

the escapement wheel is thus at each stoppage transferred

to Uia poodolnin, and k*ps it in Tibcatio*. A train of wheel*
ojnnooU this esoapeineob with UM hands

ire now acquired a general afiqnnhitanoo with UM mot*
Important fact* of Mechanic*. The snbjet U far from M,-

ttaoatod, but wo mint leave 700 to follow it op in book*

pooially devoted to it. or in tho page* of "The Technical

Educator," tho companion work to thU. Our attention will

now be turned to the other branch** of Natural Philosophy,
all of which are of groat interest and importance. The ant
branch we ahall take up ia HydronUties, which baa b**B
claimed by many an a branch of Mechanic*, but U more
accurately considered aa a separate scienoa.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LI

} 8.-OENDER OF COMPOUNDS AND FOREIGN WORDS.

(1.) Compounds in general adopt the gender of their hut
component ; as :

Die $offird;e (from $of, court or yard, and Xinfe. church), court

church.

Det Jtirttytycf, the churchyard.
Dcr <iic$6aum (from tie (Stc^e, the oak, and in Panm. tree), the

oak tree.

Die aBintmtiljlc (from ret ifflint, the wind, and tU TOtyle, mill),

tho windmill.

Dal jRatfytyauj (from m 5iat$, council, and tal jui, house), the*

council-house.

(2.) Foreign words, for the most part, when taken into tht

German language, retain their original gender. Those, however,
that havo become fairly Germanised often take a different gen-

der, as they take a different form ; thns, Corpus (the body),
which in Latin ia neuter, becomes in German ter Jtorm, which is-

masculine.
. DEB17ATION OF NOU.v

(1.) To what has been already said ( 2. [3]) concerning tho

derivation of nouns, we add here, before entering upon tho sub-

joct of Declension, a brief view of the secondary derivatifm,

which are made by si^tnificant suffixes. For tho sake of tho

learner we subjoin a list of the leading suffixes of this class ;

putting in brackets the equivalent English terminations, explain-

ing severally their force and use, and illustrating the whole by
suitable examples.

10. SUFFIXES USED IN FORMING NOUNS.

SUFFIXES. ENGLISH EQlTfALKNTS

-er [er, ier or yer, sen]

-ing, or -tin.} [ling, aster']

-in [ess, ]

-ei [y, ry,<jry,<Tj/,ory]

uno, [ing, urc, ion]

ftit

tl-um

fal

-fel

-nit!

-rficn

-kin

XKAxnra.

designates (male) persons ;

also agents or instruments.

denotes (often contempt*

otuly) persons, animal*,and

designates (female) persons.
indicates tho act, practice, or

place of business.

signifies tho act or the eon*

to act.

ness, ity, tt>~
<

ness, ity, to]

MM, ity, thl

ship, hood, tj/]

dam, hood, ity]
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-ting

( rciftn, a countess ; clbtn, a heroine ; -Stcnigin, a queen ;
j

J Sprofefjbritt, a professor's wife ; Siiruin, a lioness.

Sieberct, thievery; >eucfyekt, hypocrisy; gifcfyerci, fishery;
]

SSraueret, brewery.

S3ckl;rung, teaching, i.e., the act of teaching ;

the building, or erecting, edification ; jfronung, the

crowning, or coronation ; (Strung, the sitting, or ses-

sion.

ute, goodness ; tiirfe, strength ; -ft'ranffycit, sickness ;

-f;ctt j Summtyett, stupidity; SciUgtctt, holiness; Seucfytigfcit,

-fcit ( humidity.
( Sreunbfcfjaft, friendship ; $ric(!erfd;nft, priesthood, that is,

-fctyaft )
the body of the priests ; SSeratjcfyaft, readiness; -cibcn=

-tl)utn I t$um, heathendom, heathenism ; (5fyriftentl;uni, Chris-
'

tianity ; (Stgentfyunt, property.
. , ( QRutyfal, the state of being in trouble, distress ; ^ficffcl,

"I
j ) that which has resulted from hacking and cutting,
. - J that is, cuttings (of straw); ^Bcttirfnip, the state of

( being in want, necessity ; kicfymjt, simile, parable,
-kin ( aSucfjktn, a little book ; JtnaWcin, a little boy ; @tu^)(d;cn,

-cfyen (
a little chair ; Gtctycn, a little egg.

Appellatives derived from the names of places and countries
have the termination er, as : Ser Scitbrncr, the Londoner. Names
of countries, like (gcicfyfcn, Saxony; ^Prerjien, Prussia, etc., being
originally the names of the people, not of the countries, cannot
take er.

Nouns derived from the name of a city or town are often used

indeclinably as adjectives ; as : SaS Sctpjtgcr 23icr, the Leipzig
beer. Gen. Se3 Scipjiger S3tcr8, of the Leipzig beer.

(1.) It must be observed, in forming derivatives of the order
illustrated above, that when o, c, u, or an, is contained in the
radical part, it is modified into A, P, u. or flu, upon receiving a
suffix containing the vowel t or e

; as: (Jr, el, ling, in, ig, ing,

cfyeu lein, e, ntj, and fcl; as in the case of ^unbin (from J;>unb),

28urger (from SSurg), and others of the like kind.

(2.) Often, moreover, in forming secondary derivatives certain

euplwnic letters are inserted between the suffix and the word to
which it is added ; as, ig in Seuctyttgfctt, humidity. Other letters

employed in this way are en, n, and t. These euphonic parts
are easily distinguished from those having an influence on the

meaning, by merely resolving the derivative into its elements.

(3.) Here, too, may be noted the particle ge, which, being
prefixed to certain primary words, form a class of nouns de-

noting either frequency of action, or a collection of things.
These words, also, most commonly suffix the letter c

;
as :

(Scrcrc, constant talk ; el;eul, continuous howling ; e&irge, a

range of mountains, etc.

12. DECLENSION OF COMMON NOUNS.

(1.) In German there are two declensions, distinguished as the
Old and the New. The characteristic of each is the termination
of the genitive singular. In the former, the genitive is formed
from the nominative by adding e a or S; when the genitive is

otherwise formed, the noun is of the New Declension.

(2.) To the Old Declension belong almost all masculine and
neuter nouns ; that is, by far the greater part of all the nouns
in the language.

(3.) In both declensions, the nominative, genitive, and accu-
sative plural are alike in form ; while the dative terminates

always in the letter n. Unless, therefore, the word declined

already ends in that letter, it is, in the dative, uniformly
assumed.

(4.) All feminine nouns are invariable in the singular ; in the

plural, they are, for the most part, inflected according to the
New Declension.

(5.) In compounds, the last word only is subjected to the
variations of declension.

13. THE OLD DECLENSION.
TERMINATIONS.

Singular. Plural.
Nom. -. -e.

Gen. -c3 or 9. -e.

Dat. -e (or like Nominative). -en.

Ace. -. -e.

In the genitive singular the e is frequently omitted before S,

when the elision does not cause an unpleasant sound ; as : Se8

flcnigS, of the king ; fce 50Jonat, of the month ; fce3 3af;r, of the

year. Also, the of the dative is often dropped ; as, tent

Jtontg, to the king ; a,nd is never used when a preposition stands
before the substantive without an article, pronoun, or adjective
preceding ; as .- -2Uit SScifctfl, with approbation ; mit Sturm, by
storm ; mit Skip, on purpose ; son ilfcer, of silver.

EXAMPLES.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Ser 3?erg, the mountain. Sie SScrge, the mountains.
Gen. SeS S3erge8, of the moun- Ser SScrgc, of the mountains.

tain.

Dat. Sent SSevge, to the moun- Sen Sergen, to the mountains.
tain.

Ace. Sen SSerg, the mountain. Sie S3erge, the mountains.

(1.) Some nouns of this declension take the letter r after e in
all cases of the plural, and assume the Umlaut, if the radical
vowel be capable of it. (Sect. II. 12. 2k, etc.)

EXAMPLES.
Singular. Plural.

Nom. Sci Serf, the village. Sie Scrfer, the villages.
Gen. Sc ScrfcS, of the village. Ser Scrfer, of the villages.
Dat. Scm Sorfe, to the village. Sen Scrfcvn, to the villages.
Ace. Sa Scvf, the village. Sie Sorfer, the villages.

Nom. Sa8 Sict, the song.
Gen. Sc8 8tefce3, of the song.
Dat. Sem Stefce, to the song.
Ace. Sa$ Sict, the song.

Sie Cteber, the songs.
Ser ?tcter, of the songs.
Sen Cietevn, to the songs.
Sie Sieter, the songs.

The nouns of this form (e + r) in the plural, among which are

all substantives ending in t{;um (as, ber 9Jcid>tfyum, riches),
for the most part neuters ; as :

2laS, carrion.



IK OEBMAN. Iff

of I ![!! ion in all cases, both singular and plural ; so that tboaa
in rl and er merely affix I to the x* ulor and n to tho

plural, wliilit thono in en, ebni, and Ictr. nr-nmt nothing
1 tho 4 in tho genitive singular.

EXAMPLES.
ntlar.

.!, tli( bird.

n. Iff Mu-ocl, of tho bird.

.:n 'lu-ijel, to tho bird.

Ten 'iu-.jd, tho bird.

Tir Tcvjen, the sword.

Tei TtoenJ, of the word.
cm Tcijen, to tho sword.

Ten Tegen, tho sword.

/',

Tie '-luMfl. tho l-i:

;il, of tin' bird*.

.III. t<> till' liir'U

OCl. th.- IM:

Tie Tegen, the swords.
Tet Teoen, of tin-

Ten Tca,cn, to tl:.

Tic Tcgen, tho MV
4bm. Tcr turner, tho citi/cn. Tie S'liraer, the citi/'

Tc i'iirocr*,of tho citizen. Tcr i'fir.jcr, of t!i.-

Tern -^urjcr.to tho citi/.cn. Ten -J'l.voern, to tin-

: en Burger, tho citizen. Tic iHuvoer, the citizens.

Ta* U'ucblcin, tho littlo Tie syucblein, the little books.
book,

fii. Te< -i>iid;lein3, of tlic littlo Ter Sucblein, of tho littlo books.
book.

it. Tern iMubUtn, to tho littlo Ten JBiKfelein, to the little books.
book.

TaS iUleblein, the littlo Tie 93ud?lcin, the little books,
book.

fom. ToSi>f!n*en,the littlo son. Tic Sobncben, the little sons.
Jen. Te 2cfyncben,of the little Ter SDbnc^cn, of the little sons.

son.

a,t. Tern Si^ncben, to the little Ten @ob.n<ken, to the little eons.
son.

Ta$ 5 irtmcbcn,the little son. Tie obncben, tho little sons.

(4.) Some feminine nouns are, in the plural, varied according
this declension ; especially those ending in tne suffix nip.

EXAMPLES.
Singular. Plural.

fom. Tie 9HauS, tho mouse. Tie SDNlufc, the mice,
en. Tcr 9)<au., of tho mouse. Tcr SJiAufe, of the mice.
i'.. Tcr WauS, to tho mouse. Ten SKditfcn, to the mice.

Ice. Tic I'l'auS, the mouse. Tie SRAufe. tho mice.

Tie Jlcnntnip, tho know-

ledge.
Tcr Jtcnntnip, of the know-

ledge,
it. Ter Rcnntnip, to the know- Ten Jtcnntniffen.

ledge.
Ace. Tic Aotr.tnijj, the know- Tie .Rcnntniffe.

ledge.

To this class belong tho nouns in the following list :

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GERMAN.
EXERCISE 142 (Vol. III., page 90)

1. It was an agreeable hour, was it not, my friend ? 2. Yes, that it

was, and I shall not very soon forget it. 3. The neighbour was also

at tho feast, was he not ? 4. Yes, he was there, and very merry. 5.

It is surely very late, is it not ? 6. No, it is still early. 7. It is not
all true what people say, is it ? 8. No, one cannot belie.-e them in

everything. 9. I have already waited an hour for him, and yet he
does not make his appearance. 10. We ure waiting for the waiter who
is waiving

1

\jpon us. 11. I will wait upon you this afternoon, if you
please. 12. May I help you to a cup of tea or coffee? 13. I thank

you for (your offer of) tea ; but, if you please, I will take a cup of

coffee. 14. The princes who were present at the coronation of tho

German emperors at Aix-Lv-Chapelle waited at table. 15. In vain have

I MlMkfe*** *.!*** |*CMMtfM, M. Th.
taaehar r*Uidd Uw Mkolata bow adtafeafcly aad aeUeaUy fed kas
regulated everything ia the world. 17. The jude ia v*ia aaha4 Uu.
why U had oofaailUed this er!m.i thesnrnaiil k*d aoUUa* ta

uiako to it 10. I boald know what to My if I w*t i.

20. Th ram of whom you ara Bpeakiar * not tmcUf UM Urt i

MnUtivm of tlM oouDtry. 21. I allowed my tom<M fix* pUy.
relaU-d th iiijiuticv Uuit had IWM don* to nw. U. B>polwfn
nu.l. iu Iila animatioB. uld nor* than h honld har* doM. . Ta
aceuatr did not allow UM iOMid to apeak. bt coatlai< wit* bw
ccnMtiou without Ikteuinc to UM taatmm. 24. The i

the voice of the ipcaker. and did iot allow him to t* i

"(n$. anguish.
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stage-coach. 18. He told me this, that it might be an example to me.



NATURAL BI3TOBI OP COMMERCE. ...

NATURAL HISTORY OF COMMERCE.
CHAPFKK 111. (dMlb

THB EFFECTS or o EGLOUT ON THK INDUSTRY or THB BBITISH
PEOPLE (co,,/i,,

Uelation of Geology to Agriculture (oonlmuwl) Influence of certain
Constituent* of Book* on the Growth of Plant* Inorgaaio Matter
iit various specie* of Plant* Comparison between other Countries
and part* of Great Britain General Summary of Minerals and
MotaJu exported mid produced in 1887.

Influence of certain Constituents of Rocks ontlie Growth
of rinntx.

Rocks may be viewed under a threefold aspect sili-

argilhuvous, and calcareous. Siliceous rocks of
Mill naturo produce light soils, which are the least pro-
tluctivr; whilst the hard, intractable grits form little

soil, because they are difficult to decompose, and that
little is to a great extent barren. The slaty rocks pre-
sent the same superficial aspects as those of the hard
grits; but the soft argillaceous soils, from their power
of retaining water, are heavy, and are usually laid out
into permanent pasture-lands. The pure calcareous
strata, aS chalk, though forming soils ranking amongst
our richest, are not to bo compared with those resulting
from the disintegration of the less pure.

(a) Inorganic Constituents of Plants.
A plant is compounded of two sets of constituents,

the organic and inorganic; the former is derived from
water and the atmosphere, whilst the latter is obtained
from the soil. Now the quantity of inorganic food re-

quired by different vegetables is greater or less accord-

ing to their nature; and if a soil be of such a kind that
it can yield only a small quantity of this inorganic food,
then those plants only will grow well upon it for which
this small supply will prove sufficient. Thus trees may
grow where arable crops often fail to thrive, because

many of the former require and contain comparatively
little inorganic matter.

TABLE OF THE PROPORTION OF INORGANIC MATTER IN

1,000 LBS. OF THE FOLLOWING SUBSTANCES.

Wheat, about
Oats . .

Barley .

Beans .

Clover .

Ibs.

20

40
30

30
90

IDS.

. 2

to 3

. 50
60

50

Pea* . .

Turnips .

Aah Wood
Elm Wood
Elm Leave*

ll.s.

.50
5 to 8

1 to 6

. 19

. 100

Oak Wood
Pine Wood
Wheat Straw
Oat

Barley

Meadow Hay, 50 to 100 Ibs.

From the above table it appears that the quantity of

inorganic matter varies in different parts of the same
plants as for example, the straw of our crops contains
more ash than the grain. In trees and plants tho leaves
are richer in inorganic matter than the wood or stalk.

The quality of the ashes of plants varies with the
same conditions by which its quantity is affected. The
more commonly occurring mineral substances in them
are phosphates of lime, soda, potash, and magnesia;
carbonates of soda and lime ; chlorides of potassium and
sodium ; sulphates of soda and potash; iron and silica.

TABLE Oy THE QUANTITY OF INORGANIC MATTER IN VARIOUS
SPECIES OF PLANTS.
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These analyses show that phosphoric acid and sulphate
of lime two important chemical substances in the

growth of crops greatly predominate in the cornbrash,
and are in excess in the great oolite above the inferior

oolite. The yield of corn, in bushels, of a fair average
crop grown upon an acre, will be seen to be proportionate
to the amount of these chemical substances in the soil

;

the one containing the largest amount of these salts

affording regularly the largest crop :



LESSONS IN BOOKKEEJ

LESSONS IN i:ni.KKl XX.

WE have now laid before our students the principle* of Book*

-. IM.UI in n-lRtioii t,. Homo and Foreign trade. If they

have diligently accompanied UM to the end, they possess M clear

and as good a knowledge of the subject M they will obtain

from a treatise. What they now want is practice, for
"
prac-

tice makes perfect." A few months in an office under an able

bookkeeper will fix oar instructions upon their minds, and also

iriv.- thorn an insight into the practical working of the science

are differences of practice in nearly every counting-

house. These are variations in some minute particulars, in no

way affecting the main principles of the subject, but due

entit-fly to the exigencies of the particular trade, business, or

i.i. Of course we cannot enlarge upon those variations,

.is thf.v are so very numerous.

We 'have thought it advisable to supply another Memoranda
of Transactions for the use of those students who may wish for

i'n rt her practice in keeping accounts. The transactions with the

I: Mik are excluded, as in the Memoranda of Foreign Trado (see

\ul. III., pages 100 and 132). We have only given the quan-

tities to prices, without stating the actual amount of the pur-

chase or sale. Separate accounts may be opened simply for

coffee, tea, and sugar, or for the different kinds of each, as the

student may think fit.

MEMORANDA OF THE TRANSACTIONS
OF MESSRS. EVANS AND HAYWARD, TEA, COFFEE, AND SUGAR

MERCHANTS.
loo".
Jon. 1. Deposited Capital in City Bank J. Evans 1,500, and J.

Hayward 1,500. Bought of L. Solomons, Office Furniture, etc.,

l 10s. ; F. Porsous, Account Books, Stationery, etc., 7 10a.

Jim. :.'. Paid L. Solomous and F. Parsons. Bought of J. Allport,

Tea : Congou, good, 15 chests = 1,200 Ibs., @ Is. lOd. per Ib. ;

Congou, finest, 12 chests = 9GO Ibs., @ 3s. ; Souchong, 10 chests

= 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 8d. ; Hyson, 15 chests = 1,050 Ibs., @ 2s. 4d.

Bought of Bayley and Co., Coffee : Jamaica, good, 3 tierces = 21

cwt., @ 82s. per cwt. ; Mocha, uugarbled, 6 bales = 12 cwt.@ 75s. ;

Costa Rica, 10 bags = 15 cwt., @ 63s. (Less 2 %). Bought of

Reed and Co., Sugar : West India, 5 tierces = 40 cwt., @ 37s. per
cwt. ; Brazil, 2 hhds. = 30 cwt., @ 22s. 6d. ; Bengal, 4 hhds. = 72

cwt., @ 40s. Paid W. Collins and E. George, Travelling Expenses,
7 7s. each.

Jan. 3. Accepted Bills as follows : Drawn by J. Allport, No. 1, due

@ 1 inc., one-half of ace. ; No. 2, due @ 2 mos., balance of ace.

Drawn by Bayley and Co., No. 3, due (oj 1 mo. Drawn by Reed
and Co., No. 4, due @ 2 mos., one-half of ace. ; No. 5, due @ 3

mos., balance of ace.

Jan. 4. Drew out of Cash, Petty Cash, 10. J. Brans, Private ace.,

25. J. Hayward, Private ace., 20. Sold to Kebble and Williams

(for Cash in a week), Coffte .- Costa Rica, 4 bags = 6 cwt., @ 70s. ;

Sugar .- Brazil, 1 hhd. = 15 cwt.,@ 27s. 6d. ; Tea .- Congou, good, 3

chests = 240 Ibs.,@ Is. lid., (Less 2.J%).

Jan. 5. Sold to Clayton and Co., Sugar.- Bengal, 2 hhds. = 36 cwt.@
46s. 3d. Received Cash same time. Sold to Lumley and Co.,

Coffte : Jamaica, good, 2 tierces = 14 cwt., at 90s. ; Tea : Congou,

finest, 8 chests = 640 Ibs.,@ 3s. 2d. ; Sugar : W. India, 2 tierces =
16 cwt., @ 45s. 6d. Drew Bill No. 1 on Lumley and Co., due @
1 mo. Sold to Mason and Co., Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 4 bales =
8 cwt., @ 82s. 3d. ; Tea .- Souchong, 4 chests = 320 Ibs.@ 2s. 9d.

Jan. 6. Received Cash from Mason and Co. Paid Wages, 5. W.
Collins and E. George, Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

Jan. 8. Bought of Durrant and Co., Tea: Congou, good, 20 chests =

1,600 lbs.,@ Is. 8d. ; Congou, finest, 20 chests =1,600 Ibs.,@ 2s. 8d. ;

Souchong, 10 chests = 800 IDS., @ 2s. 6d. ; Hyson, 10 chests = 700

Ibs.,@ 2s. 3d. (Less 2J%). Bought of J. Allport, Tea .- Gunpowder,
20 chests = 1,600 Ibs.,@ 2s. lOd. (Less 24%).

Jan. 9. Accepted Bills : Drawn by Dnrrant and Co., No. 6, due @2
mos., 250; No. 7, due @ 3 mos., balance of ace. Drawn by J.

Allport, No. 8, due @ 3 mos. Sold to Wardlaw and Co., Tea :

Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. ; Gunpowder, 6 chests =

480 Ibs.,@ 3s. Sold to Freeman and Dale, Tea: Congou, finest,

12 chests = 960 Ibs.,@ 2s. 9d. ; Hyson, 15 chests = 1,050 Ibs., @
2s. 5d. ; Sugar : W. India, 20 cwt. @ 44s. j Bengal, 24 cwt., @
47s. 3d.

Jan. 10. Drew Bills : No. 2, on Wardlaw and Co., due at 1 mo. ; No. 3,

ou Freeman and Dale, due @ 1 mo., 200; No. 4, on do., due (a)

2 mos., bal. of ace. Bought of J. Gilbertson, CO/M .- Bio, 12

Robins = 18 cwt.,@ 40s. ; Mocha, garbled, 6 bales = 13 cwt, @
95s. ; Jamaica, fine, 3 tierces = 21 cwt ,@ 110s. (Less 2$% for Cash

in a fortnight). Sold to Jenkins Bros., Coffee : Rio, 12 cwt, @
47s. ; Tea : Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs.,@ Is. 9d.

Jan. ll.-Beosivsd Cash from K*bhtesad WiOtasM sa* Jtafctn
Lent MoU* sad Hoar. UfU tor I srartb si 5 X.

Jan. IS.-Bold to Owen sad Co.. TM .- Oogoo, IMS*. 4 chests 310

lb*.,(&3s.2d.; Gunpowder, 14 ch*U- 1.12tt lbs..fe.:
-Beosived 1 Bills from Owen awl Co. *-. ft. ejo* )7Ui last ,

100, No.6,dne24thbst,ons-haUof baLi Xo. 7, ds Ma last.
balanc*. Bought of J. Allport. Tea, Uuapowdw, SO cfcwU -

4,000 Ibs.,@ 2s. 44. Draw out of Cash. J. Etss*. Private ac<

J. Hayward, Private ace.. W. Psi4 Wages, t, W. Colon* and
E. George, Travelling Esprosss, 7 7s. web.

Jan. 15.-Aoo*pted 1 Bills, drawn by J. Allport :-No. . da* fe 2 mo*.,

200; Ho. 10, due @3 BOS., 4250. Sold to Kbbte and WUU*SM.
CO/M: Jamaica, food. 1 ttens - 7 ewt..@90a. ; jMaviea, is*. S
tierce* =14 cwt.@ 118*.; Mocha, garbled, bates

102s. Bold to Thompson sad Co., TM . Otnpowdsr, JO
800 Ibs.,@ 2s. 7d.

Jan. l.-BeceiveJ Bills :-No. 8, from Kebbte sad Williams, das tad
Feb. ; No. 9, from Thompson aud Co., due 27tb Jan.

Jan. 17.-Reoeivd Cash for Bill No. 5.

Jan. 18. Sold to Hunter and Co., Tea/ Congou, good, 10

Ibs.,@ Is. 9d. (for Cash on 27th).
Jan. 19. Sold to Wardlaw and Co., Tea .- Congou.

6K> Ibs.,@ 2s. 9d. Sold to Mason and Co., Tea
chests = 480 Ibs.,@ 2s. .Od.

Jan. SO.-Drew Bills : No. 10, on Wardlaw and Co.. dus% 1 mo. ; Ho.
11, on Mason and Co., due@l no. Paid Wages, &. W. Colhn*
and E. George, Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

Jan. 22.- Sold to J. Tilley, CO/M : Mocha, ongarbled, t bates = 4 ewt ,

@ 83s. ; Costa Rica, 6 bags = 9 cwt, 70*. ; Bio, 4 BoUm -
cwt , @ 47s. 6d. Bold to H. Meredith, Co/e* .- Jamaica, inc. 1 tierco
= 7 cwt, @ 118s. ; Sugar .- W. India, 4 cwt, @ 45s. ; Bnzil, 5

cwt.,@ 28s.

Jan. 23. Received Cash from J. Tilley and H. Meredith.
Jan. 21. Received Cash for Bill No. 6. Paid J. Oilbsrteoa. Sold to

Allataon and Co., Tea .- Gunpowder, 20 chests - 1,600 Ibs.,Q 2s. 7d.

Drew BUI No. 12 on AllaUon and Co., due@ I mo.
Jan. 25. Sold to F. Notley, Tea .- Hyson. 10 chests = 700 Ibs.. <g 3s. Sd.

Sold to Pickford and Green, Sugar .- Bengal, 12 ewt, @ 90s.

Jan. 26. Bought of Bayley and Co., CO/M: Jamaica, good. 10 tierce*
= 70 cwt., @ 80s. ; Mocha, nngarbled, 10 bates = 20 ewt,@ 78s.;
Costa Rica, 10 bags =15 cwt,@ 60s. ; Mocha, garbled, 14 hales -

21 cwt,@ 94s. (Less 2$ % for Cash in s month). Drew Bill Ko. 13

on F. Notley, due@ 1 mo. Received Cashfrom Pickfordand Green-

Jan. 27. Received Cash from Hunter and Co., and Cash (or Bill No. 9.

Bought of Keene and Ross, Tea .- Congou, good, 50 chests = 4,000

Ibs.,@ Is. 6d. ; Hyson, 10 chests = 700 Ibs., <$ 2s. ;

chests = 1,600 Ibs.,@ 2s. 3d. Sold to E. Davcy, O>/M : Ji

good, 3 tierces = 21 cwt,@ 80s. ; Tea .- Congou, good, 10
= 800 Ibs.,@ Is. 8d. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins and E. Goorge.
Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

Jan. 29 Accepted a Bill drawn by Keen* and Boss, No, 11, dae^ ?
moa. Drew Bill No. 14 on E. Davey, do* @ 2 mos. Bold to
Jenkins Bros., Tea .- Congou, good, 2 chests - 140 Ibs..Q Is. 1 Id.

Received Cash same time.

Jaii. 30. Bought of J. Yavasseur, Tea: Congoa, nnest, SO ssssU -

1,600 lbs.,@ 2s. 6d. Received Cash for Bill No. 7. Bought 'H.
Bateman and Son (Less 5 X for Cash in a week}. OO/M .- Bio. 13

Robins - 18 cwt., 3Ss. ; Jamaica, fine, 3 tierce* = 21 ewt.
105s. Bought of Wingram and Sons, Stvgw: W. India, 5
= 40 cwt.@ 34s. ; Brazil, 2 hhds. = 30 ewt, ($ 21s.

Lhds. =5lcwt..@38s.
Jan. 31.-Accepted Bills:-No. 12. drawn by J. Yavaa**ar, ds* S

mos. ; No. 13, drawn by Wingram and Sons, doe (a) 3 IMS. Sold
to Mean and Fry, CO/M .- Jamaica, good, 2 tteraes *= 14 ewt.,Q
89s. 6d. ; Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bales = 10 ewt, @ 81*. ; fi^v .-

Brazil, 10 cwt., <ol 29s. Sold to Clayton and Co., Swjrt Bengal,
1 hhd., 18 cwt,@ 47s. ; W. India. 2 tierces= 10 ewt,@ 44s.

Feb. 1. Received Bills > No. 15, from Mean and Fry, doe 12th. Ft*. ,

No. 16, from Clayton and Co., du 15th Feb. Bold to MirnamnsH
and Co., Tea.- Congou, good, 10 ehest* =800 Ibs.. @ Is. 7d. j

Congou, finest, 6 cherts -
480 Ibs.. @ 2s. 7|d.; O^M; Mocha.

garbled, 8 bale* = 12 cwt, @ VOt. Paid Salaries, including

Travellers, 60.

Feb. 2. -Drew Bill on Marchmont and Co., No. 17. dae at 1 mo. Be>
oeived Cash for Bill No, 16. Sold to A. Ledbrooke, T: Gnn-
powder, 15 chests == 1.200 Ibs..@ 2*. 7| !. j Hyson. 4 chests, 290

Ibs,@ 2s. Ijd. ; Souchong, 10 chests = *X> Iba.,@ 2s. T|d.
Feb. 3. Drew 2 Bill* on A. Ledbrooke: No. 18, doe @ 1 mo., one-

half of ace. ; No. 19, due (& 2 mos.. baknoa. Drew out of Cash,
Petty Cash. 10; J. Hayward. Private ace., 25; J. Evans.
Private sot., 25. Paid Wages. K. W. Collins ted E. George.
Travelling Expeo***, 7 7s. e*eh.

Teh. 5.-So)d to J. TUIy. CO/M. Costa Biea, 5 bagsTi ewt.
68s. 9d. ; Bio. 8 Robins = 12 ewt. & 47a ; Jamaioa, in, 1 ttsros

= 7 cwt.. @ 115*.

Feb. 0.-R*ceived Bill No. 20 from J. TiUey, doe 27ta Feb. Paid H.
Bateman and Sen. Paid Bills Not. 1 and 3.
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Feb. 7. Sold to North and Co., Sugar.- W. India, 3 tierces = 24 cwt.,

@ 44s. 6d. ; Brazil, 2 hhds. = 30 cwt.,@ 29s. 3d.; Bengal, 2 hhds.,= 36 cwt.,@ 46s.

Feb. 8. Drew 2 Bills on North and Co.: No. 21, due @ 1 mo., 100
;

No. 22, due @ 2 mos., for balance. Received Cash for Bill No. 1.

Feb. 9. Effected by W. Lloyd, on account of J. Fitzgerald, Berbice,
an Insurance on 1,050, on 30 tierces of Coffee, valued at 35 per
tierce, from Berbice to London, per Neptune, at 3 per cent.

premium; Policy 3 10s. ; our Commission on do., ^ per cent.

Feb. 10. Sold to Duncan and Forbes, Coffee : Jamaica, good, 5 tierces

= 35 cwt., @ 88s. ; Mocha, garbled, 6 bales = 9 cwt., @ 103s.

Received Cash from Noble and Hoare, in repayment of loan, with
interest 5%. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins and E. George, Travel-

ling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

Feb. 12. Received Cash for Bill No. 15. Sold to Hunter and Co.,
Tea . Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ Is. 7jd. ; Congou,
finest, 9 chests= 720 Ibs., @ 2s. 7|-d. ; Gunpowder, 5 chests =
400 Ibs., @ 2s. 7d. Bought of J. Allport, Tea: Gunpowder, 50

chests = 4,000 Ibs., @ 2s. 6d. (Less 2| %). Bought of Bayley and

Co., Coffee -. Jamaica, good, 10 tierces = 70 cwt., @ 78s. ; Mocha,
garbled, 20 bales =30 cwt., @ 91s. Bought of Beed and Co.,

Sugar : W. India, 10 tierces = 80 cwt., @ 32s. ; Brazil, 4 hhds. =
60 cwt., @ 20s. ; Bengal, 5 hhds. = 90 cwt.,@ 35s.

Feb. 13. Received Cash for Bills Nos. 2 and 3. Received Cash from
Hunter and Co. on ace., 100. Drew Bill No. 23 on Hunter and

Co., due @ 1 mo. for the balance of their ace. Accepted Bills :

No. 14, drawn by J. Allport, due @ 3 mos. ; No. 15, drawn by
Bayley and Co., due @ 3 mos., 200

; No. 1C, do., due @ 4 mos.
for bal. ; No. 17, drawn by Reed and Co., due @ 4 mos.

Feb. 14. Sold to Winter and Co., Tea : Souchong, 2 chests = 160 Ibs.,

@ 2s. 5d. ; Hyson, 3 chests = 210 Ibs., @ 2s. 2d. ; Coffee : Rio, 4

Robins = 6 cwt., @ 47s. Received Cash same time. Sold to F.

Notley, TM.- Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ Is. 7jd. ;

Congou, finest, 5 chests = 400 Ibs. , @ 2s. 7-Jd.

Feb. 15. Received Cash for Bill No. 16. Drew Bill No. 24 on F.

Notley, due @ 1 mo. Sold to H. Paton, Tea : Congou, good, 10

chests = 800 Ibs.,@ Is. 8d. Sold to Fox and Co., Tea : Souchong,
8 chests = 640 Ibs., @ 2s. 4jd. ; Hyson, 3 chests = 210 Ibs., @
2s. l|d.

Feb. 16. Sold to Edwards and Co., Coffee .- Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bales

== 10 cwt., @ 82s. ; Costa Rica, 5 bags = 7J cwt., @ 70s. Sold
to H. Meredith, Coffee : Jamaica, fine, 2 tierces= 14 cwt., @ 114s.

Bought of Keene and Ross, Tea: Congou, good, 50 chests =
4,000 lbs.,@ Is. 5d. ; Congou, finest, 50 chests = 4,000 Ibs., @
2s. 4d. Bought of J. Vavasseur, Tea : Souchong, 25 chests=
2,000 Ibs., @2s. 2d. ; Hyson, 20 chests = 1,400 Ibs., @ 2s.

Feb. 17. Received Cash from Fox and Co. Drew out of Cash, Petty

Cash, 10 ; J. Evans, Private ace., 10; J. Hayward, Private ace.,

10. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins and E. George, Travelling

Expenses, 7 7s. each.

Feb. 19. Accepted Bills : No. 18, drawn by Keene and Ross, due @
3 mos., one-half of ace. ; No. 19, do., due @ 4 mos., balance of

ace. ; No. 20, drawn by J. Vavasseur, due @ 3 mos. Received
Cash from H. Paton ; Bills, No. '25, from Edwards and Co., due
26th Feb. ; No. 26, from H. Meredith, due 5th March.

Feb. 20. Sold to Dean and Son, Tea : Congou, good, 10 chests = 800

Ibs., @ Is. 6|d. Sold to G. Finlan, Tea : Souchong, 10 chests =
800 Ibs., @ 2s. 5d. Sold to N. Reynolds, Tea -. Gunpowder, 5 chests

= 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 8d. Bought of J. Gilbertson, Coffee : Mocha,
ungarbled, 20 bales = 40 cwt., @ 72s. ; Costa Rica, 20 bags =
30 cwt.,@ 60s.; Rio, 20 Robins = 30 cwt., @ 37s. Bought of

H. Bateman and Son, Coffee : Jamaica, fine, 10 tierces = 70 cwt.,

Feb. 21. Sold to F. Nicholls, Tea -. Congou, finest, 10 chests == 800

Ibs., @ 2s. 6d. ; Hyson, 2 chests = 140 Ibs., @ 2s. 2d. Sold to

Atkins and Fry, Coffee : Jamaica, good, 1 tierce = 7 cwt.,@ 87s. ;

Sugar : W. India, 1 tierce= 8 cwt.,@ 40s. Sold to Wardlaw and

Co., Tea .- Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs.,@ Is. 6d.; Congou,
finest, 5 chests = 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 6d. Sold to Mears and Fry,

Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bales = 10 cwt.,@ 80s. ; Costa Rica,
6 bags = 9 r.wt., @ 70s.

LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XIV.
WE now enter upon the fossiliferous strata. Hitherto, all

attempts to discover signs of organic remains in the igneous
and metamorphic rocks have failed, and this fact at present
rises as a well-defined wall of demarcation, separating all the

lower rocks from the first great system, the Silurian. Before
we enter upon that well-defined series of rocks, so ably described

by Sir Roderick Murchison in his "
Siluria," we must notice a

small group which occupies an intermediate position between
the metamorphic system and the Silurian.

This sub-system, if we may so use the word, has been
described as existing in England, in Bohemia, and in Canada.
The Bohemian and English rocks are of the same period,

whereas the Canadian group are more closely connected with
the metamorphic rocks. Since they are largely developed in

North Wales, the term " Cambrian "
has been applied to them,

as Cambria was the ancient name of that part of the Princi-

pality. The American rocks of this group have been studied

chiefly by Sir W. E. Logan, and from the fact that their chief

development occurs in the neighbourhood of the St. Lawrence,
they have been termed Laurentian. This sub-system is thus

tabulated :

CAMBRIAN GROUP.

1. Upper Cambrian rocks (the primordial zone of Barrande).
2. Lower Cambrian rocks (Longmynd group).

LAURENTIAN GKOUP.

1. Upper Laurentian.
|

2. Lower Laurentian.

The Laurentian Rocks are known to occupy an area of 200,000

square miles, and frequently they attain a thickness of 30,000
feet, the upper group being 10,000 and the lower 20,000. The
rocks are stratified, yet crystalline gneiss, mica-schist, quartzite,
and limestone are all represented. As yet, the upper group has

afforded no fossils; whereas, in 1859, Sir W. Logan discovered

an organic remain in the lower Laurentian. This is the oldest

fossil as yet discovered. It appears to be a foraminifer, and
bears a similarity to the well-known nummulite ; it has been
called the Eozoon Canadense.
The Lower Cambrian or Longmynd group is composed of

sandstones, which are found in the Longmynd hills to be some

6,000 feet thick, and of the Llanberis slates. The sandstones

are often rippled, proving that once they were the shores of a
sea which were left dry at low water. The rocks bear evidence

of the existence of myriads of annelides, of which there appear
to be four or five species. The slates are about 3,000 feet thick,
and are developed on the coast of Ireland, directly opposite

Anglesea. Here are found the oldest fossils in Europe, two

zoophytes to which Professor E. Forbes gave the name of Old-

hamia. In Fig. 28 and Fig. 29 are drawn the two species, Old-

hamia antiqua and O. radiata. The whole thickness of the

Longmynd group is about 10,000 feet.

The Upper Cambrian contains the Tremadoc slates, which lie

upon the Lingula flags, these latter being 6,000 feet thick, while

the slates are but 2,000. The group bears evidence of a great
advance in life, both as to the number of species as well as

their superior development. That remarkable crustacean, the

Trilobite, so characteristic of the Silurian system, begins to

appear ; while in the upper part of the group the BelleropJwn
orthoceratite and the Theca find representatives.

Mons. Barrande in 1846 gave to the world his laborious

researches on the geology of Bohemia, which he had studied for

ten years. The result is, that these Bohemian strata have been
found to correspond with the Cambrian. Barrande termed the

lowest group
"
Primordial," because he believed that in these

rocks the earliest indications of life were found ; but, as this is

not the case, the term is gradually becoming obsolete. Many
geologists hold that the Cambrian rocks were deposited at a
time when the first creations of life took place upon the earth.

But suppose that the metamorphic action had extended through
the Silurian and Devonian strata, obliterating all traces of

organic remains, then the carboniferous system would have
been the first in which fossils were found ; and in Ireland there

is a large area, covered by sandstones which belong to this

period, utterly destitute of fossils. It would have been argued
that at the time of the deposition of these sandstones there

was no life upon the earth, and that the creation of life took

place at a subsequent period. How fallacious would the rea-

soning prove ! And it may be that the Cambrians occupy much
the same position as the yellow sandstones of Ireland in our

supposition. The metamorphic rocks beneath may have once
been very fossiliferous strata, which have undergone a total

alteration and all traces of organisms obliterated, and for some
reason or other the Cambrian group were deposited in such a

position as to preclude the burying of many organic remains.

Yet it must be confessed that this supposition is hardly credible;

because, had the carboniferous strata, as above supposed, been
the first to contain fossils, we should have suddenly found our-

selves in the midst of a highly-developed flora and fauna,
whereas in the Cambrians only very low types of life are found.

The Oldhamia, for example, for a long time was believed to

be of a vegetable origin. Every appearance seems to indicate
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that this period WM the dawn of life.

othrrwiBO.
may i.uvr

THE SILURIAN HT8TKM.
We now enter npon the true sedimentary utrata. The

in. T|. in.- urtion hat) not penetrated to this system, and the bed*
ar preserved to OH in the condition in which they were deposited,

it they have been tilted and upheaved by igneous agency
from U'lifiith. The term Silurian was selected by Sir li. Murohi-
son because the system is typically exhibited in North Wale*,
throughout the territory anciently occupied by the tribe of the

They are moat favourably placed for examination,
:i>y have been "

set on edge," BO that aa you walk along
a liiif in an easterly or westerly direction, you pats over the

exposed edges of the successive strata. The different series of

the system and their sub-divisions are as follow :

SILURIAN

I. I.

1, Downtown
sandstones ; 2, A y-

limestones ;

3, Lower Ludlow
shales.

II. Wenlock Series.

1, Wenlock lime-

stone ; 2, Wenlock
.-hale; 3, Woolhope
limestone; 4,Upper
Llandovory grits
and shales.

LOWER SILURIAN
ROCKS.

III. Llandeilo
Series. 1, Lower

Llandovery sand-

stones and slates ;

2, Caradoc sand-

stones ; 3, Bala
beds ; 4, Llandeilo

and Lingula flags ;

5, "Bottom rocks."

LOWER SILURIAN
ROCKS.

Sir Charles Lyell
adds a third divi-

sion to the Silurian

strata, which ho
terms the Middle

Siluria, and in it

he places the upper
and lower Llando-

very series, which
consists of the Tap
annon shales, the

MayHill sandstone,
Peutamerns limestone, and the Llandovery slates, the aggregate

measuring about 2,600 feet in thickness ; but, as a very definite

lino of division is wanting, we have divided the middle Silurian

between the upper and lower.

The Llandeilo series is so named from a town in Carmarthen-

shire, about which the rocks are exhibited, where they reach a
thickness of nearly 1,500 feet. Here wo moot plentifully with

fossils ; in such abundance, indeed, do somo species occur as

the graptolites that some geologists ascribe the dark colour of

the slates which lie on the top of the series to tho carbon

derived from these animals.

But tho most characteristic fossil of the Silurian period is the

irilobite (Fig. 30), a crustacean with which those early M ;n

must have swarmed. They evidently had a jointed body, and

probably could spring like our shrimps. There are many va-

rieties, each bed of the system possessing some, if not peculiar to

itself, yet which predominates in that locality. However much

they may differ in other respects, they have all one feature in

common they are all three-lobed, hence their name ; that is,

their body is divided into three lobes by the penetration of a

ridge down the centre ; this is very evident from the figures.

The trilobito possessed a wonderful eye; indeed, it seems a

pyramid of eyes, so that it could enrvey the waters oa all side*

of it, above as well as around. This higUy-deveJoped eye is an

argument against Darwin's theory of development, for hi the

very earliest of the fossaliferooa strata we shoold earely tad
very crude organs, the unoooth fore-elders of those highly-
organwod senses which the animal* of oar epoch of life poetess;
and yet it is not so, for one of the very esrUest areatares pos-
sesses as fine an eye as any which has soeceeded it, a very plain
indication of the power of a Creator. The trilobite, which ia

found chiefly in the T.landeilo rocks, is the Atapkut lyraaaw
(Fig. 31), and is therefore considered characteristic of these
beds. The Ogygia. Duehii is also a feature of the period. The
trilobites have been closely examined by If . Barrande, who dfa

covered that they underwent metamorphoses as oar present
He traced them, from their eaeape from the egg,

through all their
'} ii/-t tint.! '.}.< T

arrived at the adult

crustaceans.

'* ,

changes an many,
it is not to be won-
dered at that fre-

i. :.'.

je.de in

a fossil which fe

only a young trflo-

lite to besomething

The OrmphMm
are Hydroaoa, and

different forms,
some of which are

represented in oar

illustration. The
didymograpsns
(Figa. 32 and 32a>

-

(Figs. 33 and 33a)
do not appear
above the lower

Silaria. In Fig.
34 the didymo-
grapsns is enlarged.
Arms are extruded

oat of the lateral

tubes, which were

joined to the main
trunk of the grap-

tolite, which was
in the long tobe

ont of which
the short arms
branch.

In Fig. 35 is re-

presented another

of the hydrozoa of the lower Silnria the Rattritc* Mvyrimii,

having spines projecting from it like the teeth of a rake.

Besting upon the Llandeilo series are the Oarodoe Mftd-

siones and Bala beds. These, net including the trap rocks

which are interstratified with them, attain the thickness of

<J,000 feet. Caer Caradoc, where the sandstone shows itself, is a
mountain in Shropshire. The rook is very shelly, and ooataias)

many fossils. The IVinvefev* Caraeiaci is found thl oafanal
this sandstono ; it is a beautiful trilobite, which has six rings ia

the thorax, tho three bosses very prominent, and two long con-

tinuations of the head, which will be figured ia some of the

upper Silurian trilobites. The Stivphomena yramdu (Fig. 86)

and the Orthu vespcriilio (Fig. 37) are also characteristic fossils

of the Caradoo beds. At Bala, in Merionethshire, a lisnettrmo

of this age occurs very foaailiferoas. In it the trilobite life

reaches its maximum. It yields fossil star-fish, and the HtMae.

p/urtfea ooUtciu (Fig. 38) and others of the Cyttida lately

classed with the Radiala. The mouth of the creature was at the

top, and it was fixed to the rock by a stem which was attached1

at the opposite side to the month ; bat this stem is never foaui

still adhering. The Bala limestone is about 30 feet thick

Lower Llaiw2oi*ry Btdi are grey and brown grita and VM-
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glomerates with dark shales. They occupy the whole of Cardi-

ganshire and parts of Glamorgan and Radnor. They contain

many fossils common to the Bala beds beneath and to the upper
Silurian above. They are about 1,000 feet thick.

Of the life of the lower Silurian we may thus sum up. Of

that of the flora we are ignorant, save with regard to a few

sea-weeds. Of the fauna several classes have representatives.

These seem to appear simultaneously, and all indicate that the

rocks in which they are embedded are of marine formation.

The lower Silurian fossils belong to the classes Zoophyta, Bra-

chiopoda, Conchifera, Gasteropoda, Cephalopoda, Echinoder-

mata, Annelida, and Crustacea.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XLL
NOUNS: THEIR ORIGIN AND CLASSES (continued).

PROPER nouns may be distinguished as names of places and
names of persons. Names of places were originally descriptive ;

they described the places to which they were assigned. The
Bible furnishes such names in abundance : for instance, a place
in the Wilderness of Sinai was denominated Kibroth-hattaavah,
that is, graves of lust, from an historical event recorded in the

book of Numbers xi. 34. Names of places have, to the un-

learned, ceased to be descriptive, because the terms have lost

their meaning. Those who would know the meaning of the

/lames in English topography must study the Teutonic and the

Celtic languages, which contain the original elements out of

which those names were formed. Some instances have been

given I add two or three. Ore, the name given to the Orkney
islands in the Welsh Triads, signifies that which is extreme, so

that Orkney is the extreme or last country, the Ultima Thule.

Ramsgate means the gate or pass leading into Earn, or Ruim,
the British name for the Isle of Thanet. Canterbury ia a cor-

ruption of the Anglo-Saxon Cantwara lyrig, the forts or strong-
holds of the Cantware, that is, the men of Kent. Cant itself

conies from Gaint, which, in Welsh, means a plain or open
country ; and it was probably the old Welsh name for the slip

of open land lying between the Weald and the Thames. The
word Winchester is a hybrid, that is, a cross between the British

and the Latin. Chester is the Latin Castra, a camp, and de-

notes a Roman station. It is frequent in our names of places ;

e.g., Manc/iester, Dorchester, Chester. The first syllable Win is

the Welsh Givent, which like Caint (probably the same word)
signifies an open country. It seems to have been a name given
to several districts in this island. Monmouthshire is still called

Gwent by the Welsh, and was called Went by our English
chroniclers as late as the 10th century. The Welsh name Gtvent

was softened by the Anglo-Saxons into Winte, whence came
Winceaster, or Winchester.

Names of places, as being proper nouns, are distinctive as well

as descriptive. Thus Pans is the capital of the French empire.
But is there another Paris in the world ? The descendants of

British colonists, who settled years ago in North America, have

unsparingly given the names belonging to the old country to

places of recent foundation in the new country. In so doing

they havo caused many of our names of places to lose their

distinctiveness. The name Boston once denoted the town in

Lincolnshire so called. The name was distinctive. Another
Boston has sprung up in Massachusetts. Now, then, when we
use the term, we are obliged to add some distinctive epithet,
and call the one Boston in England, and the other Boston in the

United States. Unless such an epithet is added, confusion must
ensue. I havo known a letter travel over a large part of England
in search of the right Broughton, where lived the person for

whom it was intended.

I subjoin some examples of the meaning of names of places in

England.
Names of towns ending in MOUTH and FORD. Instances: Plymouth,

Tynemouth,Yarmouth, Portsmouth ; Oxford, Strat/ord, Roni/ord, Sal/ord.

The ending mouth denotes the mouth of a river, or the point
where a river falls into the sea ; thus Tynemouth is the mouth
of the river Tyne. PortsmouM, the mouth of the Port, origi-

nally denoting the projecting land forming the narrow opening
by which ships pass from the sea (Spithead) into the harbour.

Ford, the German furt, signifies the part of a river or stream,
which, from its being shallow, may be forded, or passed dry-
foot.

Names of towns ending in CHESTER, CASTER, CESTER. Instances : Dor-
chester, Porchester, Lancaster, Doncaster, Gloucester, Worcester, Leicester,
Cirencester.

These endings come from either the Roman castra or the Saxon

caester, according as the one or the other may be considered as

the original word ; not improbably the Saxon caester is a deriva-

tive from the Latin castra or castrum. Castrum in Latin, as

caester in Saxon, denotes a fort, a fortification, a castle, an

encampment ; hence a 'military settlement, and so a town or

city ; for many of our towns were at the first military settle-

ments.

Names of towns and villages ending in WICH or WICK. Instances :

Greenwich, Woolicich, Harwich, Norwich, Nantu'ich, 'Berwick, Kesuricfc.

Wich or wick denotes an inlet or creek formed by the bend of
a river; then the land so enclosed, and then the collection

of abodes fixed there ; and so a fortification, a village, or town.

The ending SHIRE.- Instances : Yorkshire, Cardiganshire, Devonshire,
Lancashire, Cheshire.

Shire, connected with the German scheren (Saxon, scir), to

cut, to cut off, to divide, denotes a division of a country, a large
district ; thus, Yorkshire is the district which belongs to the

city of York, and of which that city is the (provincial) capital.

The ending SEX. Instances : Essex, Middlesex, Susse.r, Wessex.

Sex is the remainder of the old Saxon term Seaxe, Saxe

(German, Sachse), signifying Saxons; so that Sussex means the

south Saxons, etc.

The endi?igs BOROUGH, EURO (German, BURG, a castle), BURY. In-

stances : Peterborough, Queenborough, Edinburgh, Sudbury, Bury.

Borough, softened into burg and bury, is the German burg

(Greek, purg), a fortified place, a town; borough, considered as a

municipality, is a derived and comparatively recent application.

Burg or bury also signifies a bosom, that is, a vale environed with

hills ; hence the use of the word in relation to places situated as

is Bury in Lancashire.

The ending or prefix HAM. Instances : Higham, Hompstead, Hampton,
Oakham.

Ham, still continued as a separate word in the diminutive

Jiamlet, denotes a dwelling, and hence a village.

The ending MINSTER. Instances : Westminster, Exminsfer, War-
minster.

Minster is a Saxon word signifying a monastery or settlement

of monks ; hence its application to some of our cathedrals ; as

York Minster.
THE ARTICLES.

The word article, coming from the Latin artus, a joint, is in

form a diminutive (articula), and, according to its etymology or

derivation, signifies a little joint. The articles may have been

called "
little joints," because of their smallness as articulations,

or because, being small, they, as limiting the application of

nouns, are the points or pivots on which discourse turns.

The article the does not essentially differ from what is called

the demonstrative pronoun this, for "the man" and "this

man "
are phrases of kindred import. Indeed, the appears to

be an abbreviated form of this (from the Saxon, thes, as in

these), being softened down from this into thic (thic is still

common among the peasantry of the south), and thae Scotch

into the. In the Anglo-Saxon, the article the is connected in

origin as well as signification with this and that (that).

The article on (a before a consonant), the same with the ,

German ein, the Greek en, the Latin units, the French un, and
'

the Scotch ane (ae), in all of which the n is a radical letter,

denotes unity.
From these etymological statements we are led to the exact

import of the articles. In English there are two articles. Of
these the one namely, the is called the definite article ; tho

other namely, an is called the indefinite article. The indefinite

article points out one object, as an apple, a man, thus limiting

the noun to a single object of its kind. Such a limitation at

first sight seems very definite ; but an or a, while it indicates

one, leaves it uncertain, that is undetermined (or indefinite),

what one is meant. The office of determining what object is

meant belongs to the definite or determining article the. For

example,
" I saw a man." " What man ?

" " The man whom
you and I met yesterday."
A has the same origin as one. But a differs from one :

"
<*

man" and "one man" do not signify exactly the same. A
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man i one man an contrasted with the man, that is, DOOM par*
tioulor man ; ami one man is a man M contracted with many
in. :i. A aitnply indicates one of a olaM of objects, e.y., a book,
a horso, a noodle j one indicate* a single object an the opposite

ral. These statements may be illustrated in an example :

I 1. .,11 -ht ,i book." "
Yes, but not tlie book you want*

i iook." " Indeed ! I thought you had bought many."
, I bought but one."

The differs from this an being less demonstrative without
!'iii^ lima definite. The declares, thi points ont ; the is the
declaration of tho tongue, this is the declaration of the finger.
"

1 have sold the table." "
Tlui table ! what table P "The

tiihl.- you mentioned." " \Vhat ! thit table P
" "

Yes."

umlrrgoca no change by inflection, remaining tho same
whether HID noun is singular or plural, masculine or feminine,
tho Hubjeot or the object

An, for tho sake of euphony, drops tho n before a consonant,
or consonantal sound ; thus wo say an empire and a kingdom.
By a " consonantal sound

"
I mean a sound which baa more

or loss tho force of a consonant. Thus h when aspirated, as in

torse, is a consonantal sound. U (pronounced you) as in uni-

versity, is a consonantal sound. Consequently we say "a
horse,"

" a university," as well as " a tiger,"
" a school." I

give a list of

WORDS, THE INITIAL LETTER. OF WHICH HAS A CONSONANTAL
SOUND.

A European. A universal (custom). A usurper.
A ewer. A university. A utilitarian.

A uniform. A usage. A Utopian (theory).
A union. A use. A humorous (.story).

A unit. A useful (instrument). A humour.
A Unitarian. A usual (hour). A horseman.
A united (company). A usurer.

So wo also say
" such a one

" and " a once beloved friend." An
is required before what is called a silent h, that is h which is

not aspirated ; for example :

An BEFORE WORDS BEGINNING WITH A SILENT h.

An heir. An hospital ? An honest (man).
An herb ? An hostler. An bumble (friend).
An honour. An hour. An honourable (man).

In regard to some of these words usage is not strict or uniform.
In those that I have marked with a note of interrogation, the

initial li is aspirated by some authorities, whose practice in this

particular seems to be increasing in prevalence. When the h is

aspirated, of course not the full form an, but the shortened
form a, is required.

The adjectives formed from some nouns in which the h is

aspirated, drop the aspirate, and so take an instead of a ; thus
we say,

" a history," but "an historical narrative;"
" a heretic,"

but " an heretical book."
A common noun, when taken in its widest sense, admits no

article ; for example :

"Tho proper study of mankind is man." Pope,

A noun is also without the article when it is nsed in a general
flense, and in cases when the word some may be supplied ; as :

"To buy food are thy servants come." Geneti*.

A may denote a class, and the may denote the particular class ;

as :

" A bird which I saw in America sang the sweetest of all the songs
I hare ever heard." " What bird ?

" " The yet unnamed species
described in my new work."

A, though denoting a single object, may stand before a noun
of multitude, provided the idea of unity predominates ; thus we
say

" a hundred men," that is
" a band of a hundred men," a

hundred men considered as a total. So "a few days
" means a

certain indefinite period. There is a difference between " few

people" and "a few people;" "few people" says that tho

people in question were not numerous ;

" o few people
"
declares

that there was present a company, in opposition to their being

present no persons at all ; e. g.,
" few people were at the play."

" Few ? None." "
Oh, I beg your pardon, there was a few."

A, prefixed to the name of an eminent personage, denotes one
of a class ; thus,

" a Nero "
is a person as crnel as the emperor

so colled. The is also used before such names in tho plural
number ; e. g.,

" The Neros, thank God, are not numerous."
The is put before a noun in the singular, when a particular

species ia intended ; as,
" The horse is a noble animal." The

meaning would be wholly changed by converting UM singular
noon into a plural one ; as,

" Tkt horsn are BOOM anisials,"
that u, the horses in question.

X. the article, most not be ooiifonndad with a, the old prepo-
sition or particle ; (or example :

"They (o bents* to a bukntpf* doer.~-ly*.
Nor mnst an, the other form of a, be eonfoonded with am. UM
old conjunction j for example :

"
Nay. an thoa'lt months. I'll imat as well M ** ** P -\rjsf-f.

In snob phranes M " four miles an boar."
"
twenty leagues a

day," a doubt has been Mpummd whether the a* and the a *ro
the article or the preposition. I incline to the opinion that <*.
a, in Mich cases is the article. This sisma probable from the
fact that an, not a, stands before a noon beginning with
vowel, or an h not pronounced ; for UM preposition a U in-

variable ; for example :

"
Krery one eat off a piece and (sD s eatinc/'

Tho meaning of " four miles on boor
"

is not " four miles an or
tit hour," which has no sense, but four miles in on hour, that is.

four miles in one hour, foir miles each or every hour, the article

being used dUtributivcly, as in the phrase
" a guinea a head."

that is, a guinea to every bead or person.
The form " a many

"
is found in Shalnpeare :

"A care-cnz'd mother of a Mmy children."
" A many

"
is still Tory common in the north of England fat

instances where it is now more usual to say
" a great many.""

Many a," as in
"
Full many a gem of purest ray seres*/*

is customary and good.
Some have denied to an and the tho honour of being a

separate part of speech, alleging that the article U merely an
adjective. Thus they say that in the chair and moAooony ekair.
Hie and mahogany perform the same functions, namely, they
qualify chnir. But the two words qualify chair with a difference,
the one indicating what the chair is made of, the other denoting
some particular chair of whatever material it may consist.

Suroly there is a material difference of meaning between these
three forms of words : green chair, a green chair, and tht green
chair. At least the article qualifies the qualifier as well as the

object qualified, inasmuch as it tells us that a rinyU green chair
is meant, or the particular green chair in which some one eat.

There is consequently solid grounds for studying the article

apart from the adjective, and, if only for that purpose, there is

a good reason for giving the article a specific

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
so MI: WORM*, AXDLAND, SEA, AND FRESHWATER SHELLS,

TUBE-DWELLERS (continued).

NOT far from the hornet of these sea rock-borers we shall, by
dint of a little searching about, find, on some fiafuieni of
broken shell or detached stone, a mass of coiled up, twisted.

and irregular-looking white tubing, like lilipntian tobacco-pipe
stems, or tiny ram's horns. Each of these minute dwellings will

be found to hold an inhabitant ( Serpula contortuplteata), whose
beautiful scarlet fringe-like gills, or cilia, wave and n*nHn^t
as the fresh sea-water flows over it, bearing the mierosoopie
elements on which it subsists. It is deeply interesting to trace

the gradual increase in the capacity of these tubes from their

first appearance in the form of hollow pipes, no larger than a
hair, until, by the untiring industry of the little tube dweller

within, the length and capacity of his twisted mansion increases

until at length it becomes as we see it repiessutsd in Fig. 1 ;

and here we have an example of the fixed form of tube,

needing no shield beyond its own natural calcareous wall*.

Should fortune favour our search among the rooks and rook-

pools, we shall probably find some fragment of broken spar or

piece of wood which, sea-borne, ha* voyaged from afar to be
cast np by the tide at last. On examining this we shall find it

perforated in every direction by tabular orifices, the dwelling-

place* of the Teredo movata. On looking closely we shall per*
ceivo that each tube has a lining to it, but that the lining differs

in character according to the position it occupies in the interior

of the tube. Within an inch of the mouth of the canal or

orifice, it will be found to consist of a viscid paint-like mncna.

Beyond this distance, and extending inwards, the tab* will be
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found smoothly and beautifully lined with a white hard china-

Jike material, which chemical analysis has shown to consist of

ninety-seven parts of carbonate of lime and three parts of

animal matter. The thickness of this hard crust or shell has
been computed at Jjth of an inch. The external orifice might,
without careful search, escape observation, as it is generally \

hidden by marine growths which usually flourish in situations !

favourable to the well-being of the teredo, and is much smaller
'

than the inte-

rior of the tube.

In fact, the
outer portion of

the pipe is but

barely large
enough to give

passage to the

two small tubu-

lar processes in

which the crea-

ture maybe said

to be equally
divided. Figs.
2 and 3 show
the teredo both
in its shell and
ou t of it. Many
of these worms
men-sure as
much as eight

inchcsinlength,
and when in

their tubes ap-

pear to com-

pletely fill tliom.

They, however
diminish consi-

derably in size

when removed
from the tim-

ber, from their

throwing out a
considerable
quantity of
sea-water from
their internal

organs. When
exposed to light
and air, at the

head of the
worm are found
two concave
shell-like sub-

stances, united

by a strong liga-

ment, and to

these shells the

boring powers
of the worm
have been at-

tributed. Sir

Everard Home,
in speaking of

the proboscis
of the teredo,

says, that as
this proboscis
has no ori-

fice there is

reason to believe that it adheres to the wood, acting as a

centre-bit, while the animal is at work with the shell, and thus

the canal in the wood is perfectly cylindrical. It has not

(infrequently been asked whether the teredo bored into wood
in order to feed on it. Our observations have led us to the

conclusion that it derives no nourishment whatever from the

timber it is engaged in penetrating, but rather that, like the

pholas and serpula before described, it needs a protecting and
sheltering tube in which to dwell, whilst its support is drawn
from amongst the countless myriads of organisms which fill the

sea surrounding its abiding-place. That this is the case will

appear probable when we take into consideration that the body
of the living animal and the shell covering it will be found of

equal bulk and greater specific gravity than the woody substance
which is removed in making the tube. Here again we are of

opinion that it is not alone the boring shell which cuts away
and removes the solid timber. The Teredo gigantea, a species
found in the Eastern seas, although living in a shell constituted

exactlylikethat
of the Teredo

navalis of our
own coasts,
bores his tube
in soft mud,
where the so-

called boring
or centre - bit

mode of opera-
tion is perfectly
needless. Al-

though it is dif-

ficult to ascer-

tain precisely

by what train

of laws the

shell-bearing
borers effect

their marvel-

lously curious

excavations, it

is easy enough
to convince one-

self of the
alarming extent

to which the

ravages of these

never-wearying,

indefatigable,
yet destructive

creatures ex-

tend. There
appears little

doubt that the

Teredo navalis

has been intro-

duced from
warmer cli-

mates into our
seas. However
that may be, his

acclimati sation

has been fully

achieved, andhe
now abounds.

Although insig-
nificant in di-

mensions, it

would be diffi-

cult to find

any creature

amongst cre-

ated things
which causes

the same a-

mount of de-

struction to
valuable pro-

perty as the
much-dreaded "ship-worm" (Teredo navalis). Ships, boats,

piles, dock-gates, and submarine wood-work of all kinds are

hopelessly ruined by it ; and although fabulous sums of money
are from time to time expended in order to check his ravages,
little can be done to control them.

The magnificent floating dock at Sebastopol, destroyed by the

allies at the conclusion of the Crimean war, was constructed at

a vast cost by the Russian Government, in order that such ships

as were required to undergo repair, etc., might, by being caused

to float in fresh water, escape the destruction caused by tho
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worm. Tho river Tchornaya WM therefor* brought for ft num-
ber of miles over costly aqueducts to supply the dock, bat, to

the ooiiHtcrnation of the naval authorities, it wan found th.u

stead of tho river water proving destructive to the teredo, it

,ly acted as a stimalant to ita growth and a help to its in-

In short, tho floating dock became a perfect nursery
,.r tin- Hhip-worm. Thus the intention with which it WM con-
t meted was at length abandoned, and salt water from tli

rhour wan allowed to flow freely in and out Timber* of the

size, placed to season in the waters of the Black Sea,
nou became BO perforated as to become next to useless. The

driven about our own dockyards show a fate but littlo

.-ttcr. A heavy piece of American pine timber has been rained
tho course of forty days' immersion among the ship-worms.

The safety of Holland has ere this been menaced by them
through tho dykes being rendered insecure and riddled with
worm-tubes. A great number of expedients have bc-cn had
Bcourse to in order to guard against tho surface of tho wood
Ding perforated, and it has been found that a great number of

n led but short-shanked nails driven into the timber to

jme extent answer tho desired end. Tho sea-water rapidly
cidises tho iron, causing it to throw out a large quantity of

this forming with the surrounding substances a dense
>;:_'h crust remains unacted on, and so long as no breach is

io the Teredo navalis remains excluded.

Whilst hunting for fragments of bored rock wo shall have a
ir chance of lighting on some ocean waif, bearing with it from

genial seas a cluster of necked barnacles (Lepas anatifera),
10 subjects of our illustration (Fig. 4). These are the marine
nimals which by some of the older naturalists were believed to bo
rniKvturo geese, and there are works in the British Museum in

rhich representations of the metamorphosis can bo found. It is

age and appears almost incredible that a notion so wild and
eless as this could have prevailed, and it only shows us how

juisito it is that due attention should be paid to the natural

lers of living things and the axiom that "
like begets like."

These long-necked, shell-tipped creatures are constantly found

ongregated on tho bottoms of sea-going ships in such countless
. nds as to seriously interfere with the prosecution of ocean

travel, from the resistance they offer to the passing water.

7e have seen them chopped off with adzes literally by the cart-

load. It is with a view to preventing these pests, together with
sea weeds, from attaching themselves to ships' bottoms that tho
almost endless number of anti-fouling compositions, as they aro

called, have been invented. Iron ships, as well as those built of

vood, aro liable to become encumbered in this manner. Copper
sheathing appears so far to be the most valuable protection, but

up to this time serious difficulties have stood in the way of it.s

cing attached to submerged iron surfaces, on account of tho

lecomposition of tho latter metal by voltaic electricity. Science

Y, however, solve this difficulty. The valves of barnacles ore

extremely beautiful objects. Shell-like in structure, they aro

delicately pencilled and shaded with bands of a pale blue, varied

with markings of white, whilst tho valve borders are not un-

frcquently of scarlet, fading away into rich orange
A search along tho sand flats left by tho receding tides on

many of our beaches will bring to light a family of tube-con-

structing annelids, the Sdbellcc, represented at Fig. 5. Instead

of, like tho teredo, forming their tubes from calcareous matter,

they build them up from minute particles of solid substance

gleaned from tho sedimentary deposits at tho bottom of

the sea. A set of organs, marvellous and admirable in their

conformation, grasp the particles of matter, and by the aid of

viscid and glutinous secretions thrown out by tho aniaial tho

vhole mass is carefully united, lined, and converted into a sand

tube of exceeding grace and beauty. A fine reed can 1>

passed into a newly-vacated sabolla tube, and when tho lining

membrane is dry it retains its form and becomes a charming

object for tho cabinet of tho collector of natural history speci-

mens. In the formation of the sabella's tube wo see another

instance of what may be called special secretion. Tho most

accomplished chemist would find it a difficult task to compound
a cement which shall possess tho power of firmly uniting and

binding together minute particles of shell and stone gathered
wet from tho Bands of tho sea and saturated with saline elements.

To him the task would be well nigh as difficult as that which

tradition has assigned to the wandering phantoms of Dosmerry
Pool, in Cornwall. No rest, it is said, can they enjoy until they

succeed in making fagot* of Mad, MM! Kadis* th* with bands
of the same material. The sabellft performs ft more dtfseolt

task than even thi*, for he oonstraoU for hisisstf ft comfort-
able marine resident)*, with sand for Us only boilding maUnal.

This power of tobfrboilding by the aid of adhesive seeratfoo k
not confined to oreatoros inhabiting the sea. We shall fad, ft*

in the case of land, sea, and fresh-water shells, that ft striking
resemblance exists between the remits of the labour* of aquatic
and terrestrial tube-dwellers. Quitting the sea-shore, let a*
tarn our attention to the still pools of some dear brook where
the water weeds and rashes grow. Let us ssareh amongst the

lily root* and between the stones at the bottom, and w* shall

find case or caddis worms, the larvsj of a family of neoropterons
insects, the short-lived ephemeral flies, of which the March brown
and May-fly of the angler* are examples. There are, how-

ever, a great number of lesser numbers of this family remark-
able for constructing their tabes from selected and special
materials ; whilst other kinds appear to glean bap-hazard from
amongst the small substance* at the bottom of the stream, and
cement together tenantless fresh-water shell*, bit* of broken

nnio, particles of gravel, sand, etc. Fig. 6 represents one of
them. We find another kind making us* of short lengths of

hard sharp grass 'stem, so arranged that all the ends point
outwards like the quills of a diminutive hedgehog, as shown in

Fig. 7; and a third, forming ft case task-like in shape, and

entirely of very fine grains of sand, represented at Fig. 8.

Wo find yet other kinds building up sticks and bits of bark by
a system of longitudinal arrangement, and one whose tube is

formed by uniting lengths cut from blades of grass. Some of

these larviu remain more than one year in the nsnnd stage
before becoming perfect insects. In order to obtain ft view
of the true land cade-worm or oikelicut, we most visit the

jungles of India, or tho forests of Australia, Brazil, or tho

Philippine Islands. Like the caddis-worm of the brook, the

oiketicus makes use of a variety of materials for the oonstmo-
tion of its castle. The first we ever discovered was suspended,
as represented at Fig. 9, from a Banbul thorn-tree (mimossa),
under which wo chanced to seek shade in Bengal. The thorns

of this description of tree are remarkable for their great length,

toughness, and penetrating power. Taking advantage of those

qualities, the oiketicus cats them off at suitable lengths,

arranges them side by side, with tho points all one way, like ft

tapering bundle of bayonets. In tho centre of this formidable

array of spikes the retreat of tho worm is formed. By a stoat

band of tough silk it swings itself from the thorn-guarded
branch, and bids defiance to furred or feathered marauders.
There is a most curious and interesting point in the history of

tho ciketicus in which it differs from most other insects. Mai*
moths only pass through the process of transformation. The
female remains during her life a tube-dweller, receiving the

visits of the male in her bayonet house. After the deposition of

a number of fertile eggs on the bottom of the castle of strength,
the grub gradually wastes away, and at length shrivels completely

up, leaving merely a ball of dry skin as a protection to the egg*
below. Tho question as to what becomes of the young brood on

arriving at an age to shift for themselves we must solve in oar
next paper.

CIVIL SERVICE PAPEK& V.

GBXHJP V.

1. THE SEAMEN'S REGISTER AND RECORD or SEAM EX,
(Open Competition.)

THIS is a subordinate department of the Board of Trade, and
the educational qualifications are the same as for that depart-
ment. The office is at London Bridge, and the duties of it,

called into existence by the Merchant Shipping Act,
in recording the nervices and characters of merchant
and watching over the interests of the seaman a* against his

employers and the officers of chips. Complaints on either side

uio investigated and recorded by the registrar, and in the

office are compiled many valuable statistic*, which serve from

time to time as the buus of new regulation* on the subject of

the treatment of seamen. The muster roll of the naval reserve

and all the detail connected therewith is kept in the office.

Salaries : Third-class clerks, 85 to 300; second-class

clerks, 250 to 400 ; first-class clerk*, 420 to 600.
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2. STATIONERY OFFICE. (Open Competition,.)

Office and stores at Storey's Gate, Westminster. Function
to supply all the public departments with every kind of

stationery and office small stores ; to print, bind, repair, and
to do all that an ordinary stationer would do.

Establishment as follows : Controller, 1,000 to 1,200, and
100 in lieu of residence; one assistant controller, 800; 1

clerk in charge of accounts, 450 to 550 ; 1 registrar and
clerk of demands, 450 to =550

;
1 storekeeper, ,450 to

550; 1 clerk, of old first-class, 375 to 500; 12 clerks,

420; 2 examiners of printers' accounts, 260 to 400; 11

clerks, lower division, 80 to .200.
Professional staff: 1 superintendent of printing, .450 to

.550 ; I assistant and deputy-superintendent ditto, ,500 ;
1

assistant examiner of printing and binding in Dublin, 100 to

.300 ; 1 receiver and examiner of job-work printing, ,100
to .250 ; 1 examiner of paper, 400 to .500 ; 1 assistant

examiner ditto, 200 to 300 ; 1 examiner of binding, .350 to

450 ; 1 assistant examiner ditto, 200 to ,300 ; 1 extra

examiner ditto, ,100 to .150.

THE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS.
WE have given in a preceding paper full particulars of the

subjects in which candidates are examined. It now remains
that we should give a list of the departments in which, up to
the present time, situations have been assigned to candidates
who have succeeded in passing first-class and lower division
examinations.

Admiralty.
British Museum.
Chancery (Scotland).
Charitable Donations and Bequests Commission (Ireland).
Charity Commission.
Chelsea Hospital.
Chief Secretary's Office (Ireland).
Civil Service Commission.
Colonial Office.

Constabulary (Ireland).
Criminal Law Accounts (Office of Examiner).
Customs.

Deeds, Registry of (Ireland).
Dublin Metropolitan Police.

Ecclesiastical Commission.
Education Department.
Exchequer and Audit Office.

Fisheries Office (Ireland).
Foreign Office.

Friendly Societies' Registry.
High Court of Justice (England) Pay Office.

High Court of Justice (Ireland) Accountant's Office.
Home Office.

India Office.

Inland Revenue.
Irish Land Commission.
Land Office (England).
Local Government Board (England).
Local Government Board (Ireland).
Lunacy Commission.
Mint.
National Debt Office.

National Education Office (Ireland).
Patent Office.

Paymaster-General's Department.
Post-Office.

Prisons Service (Ireland).
Prisons Department (Scotland).
Privy Council Office.

Public Works Loan Office.

Public Works Office (Ireland).
Queen's and Lord Treasurer's Remembrancer's Office (Scotland)
Record Office (England).
Record Office (Ireland).
Reformatories Office.

Registrar-General's Office (England).
Registrar-General's Office (Ireland).
Registrar-General's Office (Scotland).
Science and Art Department.
Scotch Education Department.
Seamen's Registry Office.

Stationery Office.

Temporary Commissions.

Trade, Board of.

Treasury-

Valuation Office (Ireland).
War Office.

Woods, Office of.

Works, Office of.

SPECIMENS OF EXAMINATION PAPEKS.

The rather formidable list of subjects in which the candidates

will be examined, especially under Scheme I., will probably
create some little curiosity, not unmingled with apprehensions
as to the value of the questions he will be required to answer.

It will be impossible to anticipate the exact questions ;
and the

candidate must trust to his general acquaintance with the

subjects, when he finds himself in the room with the paper of

questions before him, and no means of reference at hand.

But the papers used at previous examinations have been pub-
lished, and afford a tolerably safe guide as to the scope of the

future examinations. The Reports of the Civil Service Com-

missioners, published yearly, and to be obtained at the office

for the sale of parliamentary papers in Great Queen Street,

contain abundant specimens of these examination papers ; and
we append some samples of questions which have been already

put, and which may be taken as samples of those which the

candidates will be expected to answer.

SPECIMENS OF QUESTIONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE AND
LANGUAGE.

Classify the letters, diphthongs, and consonants in the English

alphabet.
What parts of speech admit of inflection in the English language ?

To what kind of inflection are they subject respectively ?

Illustrate, by a few decisive examples, the manner in which the

English language adopts words from the French, from the Latin, and

from the Greek languages respectively, and the nature of the changes,

whether in spelling, in the pronunciation, or in both, by which it

assimilates them, and makes them its own.

Give instances of words ending in head, ship, let, lie, ling, dom, most,

and explain the force of these terminations.

Explain fully the difficulty about the use of shall or will ; and

explain the rule by which such use ought to be regulated.

Correct the following phrases, and give in every case your reason :-

(a) Do not be too harsh neither.

(b) Either the king or his advisers has acted unwisely.

(c)
We are now arrived at the conclusion of the three first chapters.

(d) By the sending to them this message he greatly comforted them.

(e) All that is true is not proper to be uttered.

(f) Whom do men say that I am ?

Define a substantive. Of what equivalents for substantives does the

English language admit ?

How are plurals formed in English? Give examples of plurals

which do not involve the idea of more than one of the tilings designated.

What do you consider to be the chief literary merits of Chaucer ?

Give an analysis of the story of some one of the "
Canterbury

Tales."

To what causes do you ascribe the extreme meagreness of English
literature in the fifteenth century ?

Quote any passages, containing allusions to religious doctrines or

practices, which you may recollect as occurring in Shakespeare.

SPECIMEN HISTORY PAPER.

Enumerate the principal measures of the Long Parliament, pointing

out which of them were unconstitutional or unfavourable to liberty.

Give a short description of the following battles: Verneuil, Phar-

salia, Cheronsea, Morat, Chalons.

Sketch the characters, not the lives, of Socrates, Pausanias, Caius

Gracchus, Vespasian, Cardinal Ximenes, Oxenstiern.

Give some account of the sieges of Gibraltar, Rochelle, Ciudad

Rodrigo, Silistria.

Describe the policy of Henry VIII. in his relations to Charles V.

and Francis I.

Mention any of the most important harbours of ancient Greece, and

describe their historical incidents.

Point out some of the general results of the reign of Louis XIV.

on France and on the world.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XVII.



ENGLISH LITERATURE.

Gcnitort, father. ywit-

.1., ].
ir.-utM.

f.'lo-v ....!, (ilasgow

Jo ono trudito, I am

. distant, fur.

bin,

listout, fur.

, merchant.

.
nioiiutiuu.

le.

Mobile, noble.

A'oii < mic'ora lurid', he

boa not yet goua
,

out.

\<>u it dutingtM. oue PreMo, Dour. close to,

with, about.

Q4, herei 4i 7a, from
hero (al*o, on thi

Bid* | through thin

pUoe,thruii
iuthis world <>rlif<- .

Sctndt. he descends.

Schmtta, race, family.
Seorr* ylit, flows down.
Soito (fata, I have been.

Stamattina (for qu4-tta

nwrt-ti-na. this moru-

iug).

T((o, roof.

I'no, one.

iTon twUmino twcir*,

they did uot want
to go out.

Per tutlo. da j>*r (utto,

everywInT.', iu all

places, all oror.

Poc' auri (for jv5-co dn-

ti), a little while or

tiuio l*.'fore ; lately,
the other day.

Praiucro, I shall dine.

Pranio. diuucr (dope

)>i-a ii :o, alter diuucr;
in tho afternoon).

EXEECISE 15.

1. IX-gli e ri-tor-mi-to dal bd-sco. 2. E' gia par-ti-to da Ni-

po-li. 3. I'-o 8(5-no tra-di-to da voi, da tut-ti. 4. Di-Hc-n-do da
-bi-le. 5. Lon-ta-no dai mie-i go-ni-to-ri. (J.

Da rhi cli-prn-il<
;-to voi? 7. Non si di-stm-guo 1* u-no dall" al-

tro. 8. Non o an-co-ra u-scf-to dul-la cit-ta. 9. Sce'n-de, ca-do

dal tet-to. 10. L" a-cqua scor-re giu m<5n-te. 11. Da per tut-to.

12. Da un din-to, da un la-to. 13. Non vo-le-va-no u-sci-re di

qua. 14. F ri-tor-na-ta p6c' an-zi di Prus-sia. 15. F-gli is di

-via. 16. S<5-no sta-to da mi-a so-rol-la. 17. Og-gi pran-

ze-r6 dal racr-can-te. 18. Dd-po pran-zo an-drd da lai. 19. E*

ve-nu-to sta-mat-ti-na da me. 20. E'-gli a-bi-ta, al-16g-gia, sta

da BU-O pa-dre (or in ca-sa di su-o pa-dre ; or pres-so 8ii-o pa-dre).*

VOCABULABT.
Di m(-o pd-dro, of my

father.

Di <jui?-sfo gtar-di'-no, of

this garden.

K'.ijli u-mn, he loves.

iT-cjli ))i?n-8a, he thinks.

directs his thoughts
to.

n let-to, the bed.

EXERCISE 16. COLLOQUIAL.

1. Dd-ve a-ve-te voi per-du-to il vo-atro li-bro ? 2. In que-sto

giar-di-no. 3. Mi-o pa-dre ha ri-co-vu-to u-na let-te-ra da n6-

stra zi-a. 4. Hai tu ri-ce-vii-to que-sto ro-ga-lo datu-a so-rel-la?

5. Mi'-a ma-dre ha com-pni-to qur-sta cuf-fia da v6-atra ao-rel-la.

6. n tem-pe-ri-no che ab-bia-mo ri-ce-vu-to da no-stro zi-o 6 bud-

no e bel-lo. 7. A'-mo mi-a so-rel-la. 8. Que-sta ma-dre a-ma

sii-o fi-glio. 9. Pen-so a mi-o fra-tel-lo. 10. Mi-a zi-a pen-sa a

sii-o fi-glio ed a su-a fi-glia. 11. Que-sto fan-ciul-lo ha sorit-to

u-na let-te-ra a sii-a ma-dre. 12. Mi-o zi-o ha ven-du-to fl sii-o

bel ca-val-lo a mi-o pa-dre. 13. H6 da-to il mi-o tem-pe-ri-no a

mi-a so-rel-la. 14. A-ve-te voi pre-sta-to la vo-stra om-brel-la a

mi'-o fra-tel-lo ? 15. H fi-glio di n6-stra zi-a e gran-dis-si-mo.

16. Ab-bia-mo scrit-to u-na gran-de let-te-ra a n6-stro pa-dre.

17. Mi-a zi-a ha ri-ce-vti-to que-sta cuf-fia de su-a fi-glia. 18.

A-ve-te voi ven-du-to la v6-stra ta-bac-chie-ra a mi-o pa-dro ?

19. Hd pre-sti-to a tu-o fra-tel-lo il tem-pe-ri-no che i-o h6 ri-

ce-vu-to da mi-o zi-o. 20. Ab-bia-mo da-to un man-tel-lo a que-

sto fan-ciiil-lo. 21. Hai tu pre-sta-to il tu-o li-bro a qae-sto

bu6n fan-eiul-lo ? 22. A-ve-te voi tro-va-to que-sta pon-n nel-

la scud-la ? 23. Pen-so a que-sto fi-glio ed a que-sta fi-glia.

A, to.

A mio fd.-d.re, to my
father.

A qiw-sfo giar-<li-no, to

this garden.

Do, from, by.
Da mf-o pa-dre, from

my father.

Do-to, given.

II cor-lf-I, yard, court-

yard.
I'-o ci-mo, I lore.

I'-o pvn-so, I think, di-

rect my thoughts to.

La. atdn-za, room,cham-
ber, apartment.

la ta-vo-la, the table.

Pr-td-to, lent.

And not, e non.

Answer, ri-tp6-tta, t.

Ball, bdl-lo, in.

Cambridge,Cam-brig-g
Chase, ci(c-cia, f.

Coffee-house, ca/-/2, m.

Counting-house, cK(-

to-jo, m.
Does he come, ttiln*

t-gli.

Do you come, ue-m'-te

voi.

VOCABULARY.

Fishing, p^-*ca,t f.

French, /ran-c<!-.

Furniture, < md-bt-li,

pi. m.

Gentlemen, Si->jn*'>-re,

m.
Has been already, e g\a

ftd-to.

Has been sold, <5-iio

std-ti rt'ii-dii-fi.

Has returned, I ri-for-

nd-to.

He come*, t-yK vil-

M.
Here i, tc-co.

His heir, it i- (pU

wJ-) t-ri-dt, m.

His, tirO.

I come, <^> Wit-yo.

I expect, {-o a-rptt-to.

Ii a hundred and nine-

ty mile*, ei *O-M ctn-

(o no-win-ta m(-ylia,

pL

* To Bve or reside with one may also be translated by a-bi-id-rt (ol-

log-gid-re, std-re), in cd-a di qual-ct-no, to live or reside in the hoiiw of

some one, or pr-to qual-cii-iio, near some one.

t Mind this important difference: p,<-*ca, fishing, fiahinK-plaoe,

fishery ; and -pl-tca, i>eacli j lividUy. black and blua spot (from a blow) ;

blow, thump, cuff.

He, w

l/rhortrUian(U> Otter.

{torn. T-4ay.-rt

trmMtUon(. Oxford, O.-/*f-4u.

r

'

(oomed/), *sv

Is not far. no* i Ion- 1 U-<fca, f.

U-iu>. Iteturn. nttr.+.*o

John, fJio-Mit-ni.

Latter. !.(i.mo, m.

Money, da-iwi.ro, m.

M..uth. U-M. m.

TlrtM. HT4*. f.

~ *-"-*.

Where do . . . oosse

frost, e*t* ***

lisBssMls. a**s*l tosse,e*sU^*e
No, Sir, urn,
r.

EXBBCUB 17. COLLOQUIAL.
1. He comes from the riding-school, and not from the garden.

2. From Hamburg to Paris is a hundred and ninety French

miles. 3. Oxford is not far from London. 4. Does he corns

from the shop P &. No, Sir, he comes from the oonnting-boos*.
6. Do you come from the play ? 7. No, we come from the ball.

8. Tho furniture of Mr. Hall has been sold by his heirs. 9. Do
you como from the gardei P 10. No, I come from the eoffse

boose. 11. Where do these gentlemen come from t IS. Some
return from the chase, others from walking, and these hitter

from fishing. 13. Here is the money which has been sent to me
by the father. 14. This depends on the mother, and not on the

brother. 15. The transition from virtue to vice is far shorter

than from vice to virtue. 1C. I expect an answer from John;
he has been already for three months in London. 17. William

has returned to-day from Paris, and his brother is expected from

Cambridge.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALI.Alf.-XVL

EXKBCISK 13.

1. I have sent the letter to John. 2. To shoot at a bird. S. The
merchant thinks of profit 4. A florin falls to the share of one. 5.

Every one draws the water to his mill (looks to number one). 6. From
words they came to blows. 7. To whom have yon shown Mf to

Peter or to the cousin ? 8. What are yon thinking of ? 9. I am
thinking of the future. 10. Shall we soon arrive at the next poet P

11. He ran immediately to the door. 12. He spoke to a straager.

13. He provoked him to aager. 14. He prefers good to eviL 15. His

conversation becomes tedious to me. 10. He reckons it a dishonour.

17. Liberality is imputed to him as a fault. 18. They were at the

chase, the wedding, the dinner, the supper, the ball. 19. Will yon go
to-morrow to the public masquerade ? to the concert P W. I shall go
to a ball to-morrow. 21. Go to learn, to write, to sleep, to eat. 21

They go for amuutment ; to take a walk. 23. Let us go to the ooAe.

house. 24. Which is the way to the post P to the Osssoa-aoBse P

25. He is at Berlin. 26. He lives at Florence. 87. He died at Not-

tiuirham. 23. He will conduct him to Chester. 29. She arrived at

Lyons. 30. He has arrived in Bristol. 3L He was bora in Ply-

mouth.
EXERCISE 14.

1. Tua madre ha prduto la sua ombrella. 2. Mia soceUa ha trormto

una penua. 3. Dove avote voi comprato qnesto Umperino P 4. Hai

tu veduto il nostro cavalloP 5. Abbiamo vednto ua grand* osfceria,

6. Vostro piccolo frateUo ha un boon orologio. 7. Nostro faatsUo e

grande ma nostra soreUa 4 piccola. & Ho an oappeOo che e sftotto

bello. 9. L' orologio che avete comprato e booao. 10. Nostro sto he

ricevuto una letters, IL Questo figlio ha perduto saa madre.

Questa flglia ha perduto suo padre. 13, Qoesto regalo per ese%S

fiuiciullo. _______^__

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. VL
FRCH THE DEATH OF CHAUCER TO THE ELIZABETHAM

PERIOD.

WITH the death of Chanoer and his few

rariea the first period of English literatore doses, and it is

succeeded by a period of literary dearth. The last half of the

fourteenth century was, as we hare seen, in England, an age

of national unity and national glory, of religions and intellectual

energy. Bat, for the century which followed, England was

torn by the civil conflicts arising oot of the claims of the rival

houses of York and Lancaster. The flower of her nobles fell in

the field or on the seaffbld ; but the distresses of the nobles can

have been bnt small in comparison with those of other classes

In respect of foreign policy, except daring the short though

brilliant interlude of Henry V.'s French wars, the power and

influence of England sank very low. The religions
-
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which seemed under Wickliffe's leading to promise so much,
appeared to have shared the fate of all premature efforts. The
severe persecution of the Lollards under the Lancastrian kings,
the errors and excesses of their own leaders, and the pre-occu-

pation of men's minds with the stern realities of civil war,
seemed between them to have been wholly fatal to the reform-

ing spirit which Wickliffe had kindled; though subsequent
events showed that there was more of his spirit left among
the masses in England than might have been thought. And
the slaughter and ruin of so many of the cultivated classes

during the civil conflicts of course reduced the number of those
for whom books would be written far below what it had once
been. From all these causes, the century between the death of

Chaucer and the re-settlement of the English crown upon the

family of Tudor, which we have taken as the second period of

English literary history, was one extremely unfavourable to

literature, and singularly barren of any valuable literary fruit.

Indeed, though England produced many writers during this

century, there is not one of them who, in almost any other age,
would be thought worthy of mention. The best known among
them are two poets, Occleve and Lydgate, the former a lawyer,
and apparently a contemporary of, though very much younger
than, Chaucer ; the latter, a monk, who flourished a few years
later, and who was a skilful versifier, though no poet.

Yet, with all its barrenness, one event makes the later years
of the fifteenth century a great epoch in the history of our

literature, and that is the introduction into England of the art

of printing, which took place probably between 1470 and 1480.
This art had been used in Germany, its birthplace, for twenty
or thirty years previously ; but the honour of its introduction

into England is due to William Caxton, himself a learned and
laborious scholar and author, who, during a residence abroad,
acquired the art which he imparted to his countrymen. Before
the close of the century, Caxton found many imitators, and

printing-presses became numerous, not only in London, but in

Oxford and other cities.

In Scotland, during the same period, the literary spirit was
far more active than in England. A national literature in

Scotland had begun with Barbour, Archdeacon of Aberdeen,
who flourished during the latter half of the fourteenth century,
and was thus a contemporary of Chaucer. His principal work
is a long poem in which he relates the adventures of Eobert
Bruce. The literature, of which he may be said to have been
the founder, was as thoroughly national as that of England ;

and the language in which it was composed, though not identical

with the literary language of England at the same period, was
not less highly cultivated. It was the language of the Scottish

Court, and of the educated classes in Scotland ; and it bears

much the same relation to the present Lowland Scotch dialect

that the literary English of the same date does to the ordi-

nary spoken language of to-day in England. The early Scotch
writers themselves were careful to assert that they wrote

Scotch, not English. Among the successors of Barbour, during
the fifteenth century, the most celebrated are Wyntoun, the

author of a metrical chronicle, principally of the history of

Scotland ; King James I. of Scotland, the romantic story of

whose capture and captivity in England is so well known, and
who wrote the "

King's Quhair
"

(or book), in honour of the lady
of whom he was enamoured ; William Dunbar, a poet of con-

siderable power ; Gawain Douglas, Bishop of Dunkeld, the first

translator of Virgil's "jEneid" into any English dialect, for

we may now venture to call his language English, though he
would have been but little pleased to hear it so called ; Robert

Henryson, or Henderson; a poet known among his contempo-
raries as Blind Harry, or Harry the Minstrel, author of a
narrative poem in honour of William Wallace ; and the accom-
plished knight, Sir David Lyndsay. It would be inconsistent
with the plan of these elementary lessons to go into any elabo-
rate examination of this early Scottish literature ; but it must
by no means bo overlooked by the student of English litera-

ture, and we have said enough to intimate its importance.
With the accession of Henry VII. to the throne of England,

the second period into which we have divided the history of

English literature ends. Not that any great revival of literary

energy, or any great change in the condition of our literature,
is to be seen upon this event ; but England was at this time

brought under new influences which in the end produced great
results. So long as the country was wasted with civil war, or

paralysed by universal distrust, any real progress in literature
or learning was impossible. But with the close of the dynastio
struggle the danger of civil war was at an end. Domestic
peace and the influence of a strong government brought with
them increasing wealth and prosperity. Men were at leisure
for the pursuits of peace, and England was in a condition to
take her place in the race of learning. In the fifteenth century
the decisive test by which advancement in learning was to be
measured was knowledge of the Greek language. Among many
Continental nations, and especially in Italy, the Greek language
and literature had been studied for the greater part of the

century. But now for the first time we find Greek regularly
taught, and a high degree of Greek scholarship attained in

England. And this in its turn, while it was partly caused by,
largely increased that close communication between English
and foreign scholars which was necessary in order to give to

England the full benefit of what had been achieved in other
countries. All these causes contributed to prepare the national

mind in England to receive its share of that great wave of intel-

lectual energy which was beginning to sweep over Europe, and
to render possible the literary glories of the sixteenth century.
The reign of Henry VII. itself has little literary fruit to show.

Stephen Hawes was a poet once famous ; but his many poems,
of which the chief is an allegorical work,

" The Pastime of

Pleasure," are now almost forgotten. A little later in date than
Hawes was another poet, Alexander Barclay, whose chief work
is a translation from the German of Sebastian Brandt's satire,
" The Ship of Fools."

John Skelton belongs to the reign of Henry VII. and the

early part of the next. He was a Churchman by profession,
and his scholarship is spoken of by no less a scholar than
Erasmus in terms of the highest admiration. He was a volu-

minous writer, both in Latin and English. But what he best

deserves to be remembered for are his humorous and satiric

poems in English. The great butt of his satire was Cardinal

Wolsey. And no doubt the great popularity of these poems,
and probably, too, the impunity of their author, were due to the
universal unpopularity of the cardinal. To a modern taste, these

satires are wholly destitute of poetical power ; but they are not
without humour, though their chief characteristic, and no doubt
at the time their chief merit, was their exhaustless fertility of

abuse. The jingling metre in which Skelton wrote, and the

plainness of his abuse, may be well understood from a single

specimen of a very few lines. The contrast between Wolsey'a

pride and his low birth are delicately alluded to as follows :

But this mad Amalek,
Like to a Mameluke,
He regardeth lords

No more the potshords ;

He is in such elation

Of his exaltation,
And the supportatiou
Of our sovereign lord,

That, God to record,

He ruleth all at will

Without reason or sldll ;

Howbeit the primordial
Of his wretched original,

And his base progeny,
And his greasy genealogy,
He came of the sang royal
That was cast out of a

butcher's stall.

In the reign of Henry VIII., we need hardly remind our

readers, the Reformation was in progress. The great religious

struggle was convulsing Europe, and England not less than
other countries. The intellectual atmosphere was essentially

religious and controversial, and the literature of the day is in

the main of a corresponding character. Theological treatises,

sermons, serious, didactic, and philosophic writing, form its

staple.
One consequence of this character in the literature of the

period deserves the careful attention of every student. It is an

invariable law in the history of literature that the weapon is not

forged till it is needed. No form of literary composition comes

into existence till the time has come when men's thoughts

require that form for their due expression. Up to the time at

which we are speaking, any literature in English having any-

thing artistic about it had been the literature of pleasure, and

its form, therefore, was naturally almost exclusively poetical.

There had, no doubt, been controversies enough carried on in

England, as that between nominalists and realists, and others

upon like questions of philosophy. But, except for a short time

in the days of Wickliffe, controversy and speculation had till now
been amongst philosophers, and on subjects which concerned

them alone. They had, therefore, naturally been carried on in

Latin, the language of the learned. But the questions now at
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issue were questions which concerned every man. The theo-

logians and philosopher* of the Reformation period had to

address themselves not to tho learned class, but to the nation ;

ami they aimed not merely at compelling the assent of men's

jii.L'im-nt <, but at engaging their sympathies and rousing them
to action. For this purpose they ncded an instrument of a

oompaaa and variety unknown before. Tho formation of English

prose style therefore dates from this period.
A very judicious critic, HaDam, pronounces Sir Thomas

More to have been the first who wrote good English prose.
More was unquestionably tho firxt in learning, in genius, and in

integrity among Englishmen of hia day. He was known and
pooled among scholars throughout all Europe ; filled the

highest offices in the state with equal uprightness and ability ;

and at lost died on the scaffold for his fidelity to tho Roman
Catholic faith. Among his works, the one which is beet known
in tho present day is hia "Utopia," in which he develops his

views of government and political systems by depicting an ideal

r. public. Tho "Utopia" was written in Latin, but Mora's

(English

writings are numerous, most of them being tracts bear-

ing upon various phases of tho great controversies of the day.
Hia English work of most permanent interest ia

" The Life and

Reign of King Richard III."

Among tho leaders of the English Reformation were many
copious and fluent writers, Cranmer and Latimor perhaps stand-

ing first among them. Less serious in purpose, but of not leaa

interest in the present day, are the translation by Lotd Berners
of the great chronicle of Froissart, and the works of Roger
Ascham. The learned Ascham was tutor to both Queen Eliza-

beth and Lady Jane Grey. He left behind him two works,
" The Schoolmaster," a treatise on education, and "

Toxophilna,"
the object of which is to explain and encourage the use of the

bow.
But there can be no doubt that by far the most important

prose works of the reigns of Henry VIII. and his successor

most important in the history of literature, no less than from
other and higher points of view were the several translations

of the Bible into the English tongue, and the compilation of the

Book of Common Prayer. It must be remembered that each of

the long series of versions, beginning with that of Tyndale and
Coverdale in Henry VIII.'s reign and ending with our present
authorised version in James I.'s, was not a separate, indepen-
dent translation, but, speaking generally, each was founded upon
and largely influenced by its predecessor. And each of the

various forms in whichthe Book of Common Prayer was from
time to time issued was only a comparatively slight modification

of tho book previously in use. And if this be borne in mind,
and it be further remembered how many thousands of men and
women must in successive generations have derived all their

literary enjoyment and formed their literary taste from little

else than the English Bible and Prayer-Book, it will not be

difficult to realise how great and lasting the influence even of

the earliest translators and compilers must have been in de-

veloping the faculty of literary enjoyment, cultivating the

national taste, and establishing and maintaining a high stan-

dard of tone and style in English prose-writing.
Wo have reserved to the close of this lesson the works of the

two poets who adorned the latter portion of the reign of Henry
VIII. The Earl of Surrey and Sir Thomas Wyatt were little re-

moved in actual date from Barclay, Skelton, and others whom
we have already mentioned, but in the style and character of

their poetry there is the widest gulf between them. The one
batch of poets connect the age of Henry VIII. with tho darker

period that preceded ; the other are the harbingers of the Eliza-

bethan day.
Sir Thomas Wyatt was the elder by some years of these illus-

trious friends, having been born in 1503, and having died in

1542. From his wit and accomplishments, he waa one of the

most brilliant ornaments of the court of Henry VIII., and his

public career was c.i-t mgaished, but he died in the very prime
of life. His character, as painted by Lord Surrey and Lord

Surrey's sketch is in harmony with all we learn of Wyatt from

other sources ia singularly attractive.

Lord Surrey was born in 1517. He was heir-apparent to tho

dukedom of Norfolk, and the leading representative of the

ancient and noble house of Howard. His rare mental gift*

and noble and generous character made him, during hia short

career, the very ideal of the chivalrous noble. At the very

of Henry VIII.'s reign, terwy. With hi*

treason. There does not
the Dak* of Norfolk, was thrown into prim am *

. to have been the etifjajeji pre-
text for any such charge, and probably it U to be ascribed to

the jealowy and ill-will of the reigning faronrtU. Hertford,

Sumy was, however, found guilty after tew mockery of a Walt
and one of the last aoU of the king

1

. We the laet of hie looff

series of crime* was to order his execution.

The poetry of Wyatt and Surrey is very similar ia iu geoe-
ral character, though Surrey was decidedly the greater poet of

the two. The poems of both are generally short, and for the
mot part on amatory subjects. They are eleiriy fotmsd opt
Italian models; and they show a smnothnees and MM of '

cation, and a delicacy and refinement both of thought and ex.

preesion, quite unknown to any poet since Chaooer. Borrey
deserves to be remembered, also, as the first to inbrodnot blank
verse into England. This metre he derived. BO doubt, from the

Italian, and he used it in bis translation of two hooks of

the " JEneid
"

of Virgil-

A single specimen of one short poem of Surrey ia ail that

oar space allows as to give. It is a fair specimen of his atyle t

Give place, ye lovers, bete before

That (pent your bouU sad brass ia vela ;

Mr lady's beauty passetb move
The beat of yours. I dare well eareo,

Thau doth the sun the candle light.

Or brightest day the darkest night.

And thereto hath a troth aa just
As had Penelope the fair;

For what the aaith ye may it trust,
As it by writing coaled were ;

And virtues hath she many mo*
Than I with pen have skill to show.

I could rehearse, if that I would.
The whole effect of Nature's plaint.

When she had lost the perfect mould.
The like to whom she could not paint ;

With wringing hands, how she did cry,
And what she said, I know it, aye.

I know she swore, with raging mind.
Her kingdom only set apart,

There waa no lose by law of kind
That could have gone so near her heartt

And thU was chiefly all her pain.
" She could not make the like again.'*

Sith Nature thu* gave her the praise.
To be the chiefest work she wrought.

In faith, methiuk, some better ways
On your behalf might well be sought.

Than to compare, aa ye have done,
To match the candle with the sun.

READINGS IN LATIN. VI.

CICERO.
THE perfection of the literature of Rome culminates in Marcus
Tnlliua Cicero, who lived from B.C. 106 to B.C. 43. Both as an
orator and a philosopher Cicero attained to the highest point of

excellence, and aa a writer of letters he is without a rival

hia achievements aa a statesman we have little to do in this

place, but it may be at least noticed that he took an active part
in political affair*, and at least on one occasion the conspiracy
of Catiline, the merit of the discovery and suppression of which

fairly rests with him alone was in a literal sense the " aariont

of hia country." The part which he subsequently played in the

civil wars between Pompey and Cseear doee not greatly redound

to his credit, and he showed himself weak and vacillating. Pro-

bably he was too much of a philosopher to be a man of energetic
action when the right path was difficult to discover, and in each

of the great political parties Cicero must hare Men much that

was revolting. Still, one forgete much of his weakness; in hie

tragical end, and his murder, which was an act of stupid, un-

reasoning cruelty, must remain for ever as a dark blot on tho

policy of those who dictated it Bat it is by his writings that

Cicero will beet be remembered. Treatises on philosophy,

speeches forensic and judicial, and letters innumejihln flowed

from his pen, and happily the greater part of then have been

preserved to oar own times. He loft to others the writing of

history, bat his short eesay.
" De Republic*," shows that he had
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an intimate and critical acquaintance with the history of his

country, and a sound knowledge of the political principles on

which the Roman constitution had been built up. His style has

always been allowed to be perfect,
" Ciceronian

"
Latin having

passed into a proverb, and it is the ideal to which all the writers

of Latin prose in the Middle Ages and subsequently have

endeavoured to attain. It is distinguished by its simple elegance
and singular absence of mannerism ; the words are selected and
the sentences constructed and balanced with a careful attention

to the laws of rhythm and harmonious propriety, which, in a
writer so voluminous, may well excite our astonishment and

challenge our imitation. In the extracts given below we have

endeavoured to give the reader a specimen of Cicero's powers in

each of the branches of literature in which he chiefly dis-

tinguished himself philosophy, oratory, and letter-writing

though our space is far too limited to allow us to do anything
like justice either to the quantity or the quality of his writings.

Cicero's philosophical works, always faultlessly written, contain,

every now and then, passages of singular beauty. The follow-

ing eloquent apostrophe to philosophy, taken from the " Tus-

culan Disputations," a series of imaginary discourses and
conversations held at his villa at Tusculum, has always been

greatly admired :

CICERO. "Tusc. DISP.," V. 2.

Sed et hujus culpas,
1 et ceterorum vitiorum peccatorumque nos-

trorum omnis a philosophia petenda correctio est : cujus in sinum
cum a primis temporibus aetatis nostrae voluntas studiumque nos

contulisset, his gravissimis casibus2 in eundem portum,
3 ex quo

eramus egressi, magna jactati tempestate confugimus. O vitae

Philosophia dux! O virtutis indagatrix, expultrixque vitiorum!

quid non modo nos, sed omnino vita hominum sine te esse potuis-
set ? tu urbes peperisti ; tu dissipates homines in societatem vitae

convocasti ; tu eos inter se primo domiciliis, deinde conjugiis,
turn literarum et vocum communione junxisti ; tu inventrix

legum, tu magistra morum et discipline fuisti : ad te confu-

gimus, a te opem petimus : tibi nos, ut antea magna ex parte,
sic nunc penitus totosque tradimus. Est autem unus dies

bene et ex praeceptis tuis actus, peccanti immortalitati4 antepo-
nendus. Cujus igitur potius opibus utamur quam tuis ? quae et

vitaa tranquillitatem largita nobis es, et terrorem mortis sustu-

listi ? Ac Philosophia quidem, tanturn abest, ut5 proinde ac de

hominum vita est merita, laudetur ; ut, a plerisque neglecta, a
multis etiam vituperetur. Vituperare quisquam vitas parentem,
et hoc parricidio

6 se inquinare audet ? Et tarn impie ingratus

esse, ut earn accuset, quam vereri deberet, etiam si minus

percipere potuisset ?

NOTES.

1. Hujus culpse. The error to which Cicero had just before alluded

of magnifying and exaggerating our misfortunes.

2. His casibus. He probably alludes to Caesar's death, or perhaps
.more generally to the civil wars of the period.

3. Euudem portum, etc., philosophical retirement and contem-

plation.
4. Peccanti immortalitati, on eternity of sin. The reader will per-

force be reminded of the more pious ejaculation of the Psalmist,
" One

day in thy courts is better than a thousand."

5. Tantum abest, ut, etc., is so far from being praised as it deserves, that

it is even roiled at.

6. Hoc parricidio, by the guilt of such a parricidal act.

The following extract is the vigorous commencement of the

first of Cicero's speeches against Catiline, the story 6f whose

conspiracy, and its detection by Cicero, we have already given
in our extracts from Sallust's account of the transaction. In

spite of the fact that his treason was well known, Catiline still

had the audacity to appear in the Senate ; and it was while he
was sitting there that Cicero attacked him in the following in-

dignant words :

CICERO. " IN CATILINAM," I. 1.

Quousque tandem,
1

Catilina, abutere patientia nostra?

Quamdiu etiam2 furor iste tuus nos eludet ? Quern ad finem

sese effrenata jactabit audacia ? Nihilne te nocturnum prsesidium

Palatii,
3 nihil urbis vigiliae, nihil timor populi, nihil concursus

bonorum omnium, nihil hie munitissimus4 habendi senatus5

locus, nihil horum ora vultusque moverunt ? Patere tua con-

rilia non sentis ? Constrictam'' jam horum omnium scientia

teneri conjurationem tuam non vides ? Quid proxima, 7 quid

superiore nocte egeris, ubi fueris, quos convocaveris, quid consilii

cceperis, quern nostrum ignorare arbitraris ? O tempora I
s O

mores ! senatus hsec intelligit : consul videt : hie tamen vivlt.

Vivit ? immovero in senatum venit, fit publici consilii particeps :

notat et designat oculis ad caedem unumquemque nostrum.
Nos autem, fortes viri, satisfacere rei publicae videmur, si istius

furorem ac tela vitemus. Ad mortem te Catilina, duci jussu
consulii jam pridem oportebat ; in te conferri pestem quam tu
in nos omnes jamdiu machinaris. An vero vir amplissimus P.

Scipio,
9
pontifex maximus, Ti. Gracchum mediocriter10 labefac-

tantem statum rei publicas privatus interfecit. Catilinam orbem
terras csede atque incendiis vastare cupientem, nos consules 11

per-
feremus. Nam ilia nimis antiqua prastereo, quod C. Servilius

Ahala,
12

Sp. Maslium novis rebus studentem 13 manu sua occidit.

Fuit, fuit ista quondam in hac re publica virtus, ut viri fortes

acrioribus suppliciis civem perniciosum quam acerbisaimum
hostem coercerent. Habemus senatus consultum14 in te,

Catilina, vehemens et grave, non deest rei publicae consilium

atque auctoritas hujus
10 ordinis : nos, nos, dico aperte, consules

desumus.

1. Tandem, to what length will it go, when will it cease ?

2. Quamdiu etiam, how long still ?

3. Palatii, the ascent to the Palatine Hill from the Via Sacra had
been occupied by an armed force.

4. Munitissimus, most strongly defended.
5. Habendi seuatus. The participle in dus agreeing with the noun,

in preference to the gerund governing the noun habendi senatum.
6. Constrictam,. stifled, restrained.

7. Proxima. The speech was delivered on the 8th of November ; on
the 6th superiore (= priore) a meeting of the conspirators had been
held at the house of M. Lseca.

8. O tempora, etc. The degeneracy of the age consisted in the fact

that Catiline could still show his face, without danger of being put to

death.

9. P. Scipio. This was P. Scipio Nasica Serapio, Pontifex Maxiinus,
who led the rout that attacked Ti. Gracchus and killed him, B.C. 133.

Long.
10. Mediocriter, etc., who was only sapping the foundations of tho

state, to a mode/ate extent.

11. Privatus consules. If he did this as a private man, how much
more should we, who are the constituted authorities, act in a similar

way in this case ?

12. C. Servilius Ahala. Ahola killed Mselius because he refused to.

obey the orders, of the dictator, Cincinnatus. long.
13. Studentem. Studeo, with ace., means to study; with dat., to

be bent upon, to aim, at ; novis rebus, a resolution.

14. Senatus cousultum. This was a decree passed on the 21st of

October previous, by which the consuls received authority to employ
force of arms. Long.

15. Hujus, the senatorial order.

The following is one of Cicero's letters to his friend Atticus,
which will serve as a specimen of his style in this branch of

literature :

CICERO. " EPISTOKE AD ATTICTJM," 1. 15.

Asiam Quinto; suavissimo fratri, obtigisse audisti: non
enim dubito, quin cclerius tibi hoc rumor, quam ullius nostrum
litterae nuntiarint. Nunc quoniam et laudis avidissimi semper
fuimus,

1 et praeter ceteros <(>i\f\\rivfs
2 et sumns et habemur, et

multorum odia atque inimicitias reipublicaa causa suscepimus,

TTCWTOITJJ apeTTjs (j.Lfj.vf)o~Kto, curaque et effice, ut ab omnibus et

laudemur et amemur, His de rebus plura ad te in ea epistola*

scribam, quam ipsi Quinto 1 dabo. Tu me, velim,
4 certiorem

facias, quid de meis mandatis egeris, atque etiam, quid de tuo

negotio. Nam ut Brundisio5
profectus es, nulla mihi abs te

redditaa litterae. Valde aveo scire, quid agas. Idib. Mart. 6

Cicero's brother Quintus has just obtained the government of

the province of Asia (Asia Minor), and Cicero writes to Atticus

to ask him to endeavour to strengthen his hands.

NOTES.

1. Fuimus. Cicero by this expression completely identifies himself

with the welfare of his brother.

2. <p,\e\Arvef. Cicero very frequently makes use of Greek words

and phrases in his familiar letters, just as we often use French ; a

knowledge of Greek being considered in a Eoinan a mark of a polite

education, as French with us.

3. Ea epistola. There are extant some letters of Cicero to his

brother, on the occasion of bis appointment, full of excellent advice on

these points.
4. Tu me, velim, etc., please let me know.

5. Brundisio.- A town on the south-west coast of Italy, the usual

starting-point for Greece.
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6. Mib. Mart. So. Idibus Martlis dato; pouted cm the liUi of

I.ATION OF 1,1 VY, I. 1.:, IN READINGS IN LATl

At tins ju thine women, (root the outrage on whom the

War originated, with liuir <h h< v.'ll. I and garments ren-

of their BOS being overcome by such dreadful scenes, had the oourag*
t throw themselves amid tlio flying weapons, and making a ruth

across, to port the incensed armies, and assuage their fury ; Imploring
it thu ono side, their husbands on the other, "that a*

iii-luw and sons-in-law they would not contaminate each other
with mi] i. "is blood, nor tituiu their olUpriutf with parricide, the on*

I'lron, thu oth-T their childreu. If you are dissatisfied

Swith
tin; i'llimty Ivi . .11 you, if with our marriages, turn your reseut-

us ; wo ore tlio cuiiso of war, we of wound* and of blood-
iir husbands mid parents. It were better that we perish than

live widowed or fatherless without ono or other of you." The circum-
oo affects both tlio multitude nud tlio leaders. Silence and a

Men suspension eusue. Upon this the leaders come forward in

. and they not only conclude a peace, but
form one state out of two. They associate the regal power, and

-.fer tho entire sovereignty to Rome. The city being thus doublet),

that Boino compliment might bo paid to the Sabinea, they were called

(juirites, from Cures.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XL.
SECTION CXXI. MOSSES (continutd).

MBS. SOMERVILLE, in her "
Physical Geography," has given

some curious facts regarding mosses and lichens on those Ant-
arctic lands which are scattered, according to Rome, at immense
distances from each other round the South Pole, while others

suj)j>oso that they are connected at points beyond the parallel of
latitude to which man has hitherto been able to penetrate, and
thus form a great southern continent. She says :

" As tho
latitude increases, the vegetation decreases, till at last utter
destitution prevails, not a lichen clothes the rocks, nor a sea-
weed lives beneath the gelid waves. In tho Arctic regions, on
the contrary, no land has yet been discovered wholly destitute
of vegetable life. The difference seems to arise more from tho
want of warmth in summer, than from the greater degree of
cold in winter." She also states that "

in Tierra del Fuego
there is a greater number of plants identical with those of
Great Britain, or representatives of them, than is to be found
in any other land in the southern hemisphere, and among them,
forty-eight of the same mosses."

Lovely as is this tribe of plants, TVO cannot give a good report
of them as ministering directly to the life of any part of the
animal creation. They do not furnish nectar for the moth or

butterfly, nor honey for the bee ; nor does any grub or worm
find its sustenance from them ; and if they are eaten by cattle,
or by hares, and other small animals, it is rather by accident
than choice. They, however, tend much to the extension and
preservation of vegetable life, both by the soil which their decay
supplies, and by their power of absorbing moisture and retaining
it, which makes them a valuable shelter to the roots of trees
and plants. The power which they possess of imbibing, as it

were, new life from water after they have long been dry and
apparently dead, renders mosses very useful in the greenhouse.
Very beautiful baskets for holding flowers may be made of the
longer and more feathery kinds. We have made them often ;

and never do flowers, whether wild or garden, look more lovely
than when clustered within a verdant border of that most dedi-
cate and beautiful material, which by proper management may
be made to preserve its freshness and brilliancy for many
months. We will here give a receipt for their manufacture.
A light frame of any shape you like should be made with

wire and covered with common pasteboard or calico, and the
moss, which should first be well picked over and cleansed from
any bits of dirt or dead leaves which may be hanging about it,

gathered into little tufts, and sewed with a coarse needle and
thread to the covering, so as to clothe it thickly with a close
and compact coating, taking care that the points of the mow
are all outwards. A Ion* handle made in the same manner
should be attached to the basket, and a tin or other vessel, filled
with either wet sand or water, placed within to hold the flowers.

By dipping the whole fabric into water once in three or four
days, its verdure and elasticity will be fully preserved, and a
block of wood about an inch thick, and stained black or green,

if placed under tho basket, wfll prevent all risk of dun** to
the table from the uoUture. To ejske raeb baskets Card*
much pleasant social amassment for children, who will find a

oonrtantly rmiewlD^ pleMara in varyioe thHr appMraaM*. One
weak, snowdrop* and crocuses will elMtsr sssnsjg tfce mossy
edges; then will eon* troop* of M

dMdofr dssfodila
" MM! IMM!

catkins, which, mixed with ivy leaves, make almost the yrrttiirt

dressing that can be found for it. In another weak or two,

anemone*, hyacinth*, and jonquil* will enure admitts

the place of honour ; and Ion* before the basket to

roase, lilies, jasmine, and even carnations, wfll here
into beauty, and had their day in the favourite

CLUB-KOMI*.

The organisation of the Lycopodiaeea, or club-moss**, will be
found well worthy the attention of thow who delight to find

subjects for praise and adoration of the great Creator in the>

works which he ha* made. The order contains bat two

families, tho true club-mosses and the /soetoe, or oniD-worta.

The club-mosses have a toogh, persistent stem, beset with
hard short leaves. There are no veins in their leaves, which

sore, however, furnished wit i Urge atomata, or apertures in tho

cuticle for the admission of air to the cellular tisane of the*

plant, and are for the most part narrow and taper-pointed. The
stems are frequently twelve or thirteen feet in length, and in

Borne species raise themselves into an erect position and become

woody ; thus approximating to the character of some C'on^srox

In tho coal strata are found some canons fossilised remains of

gigantic Lycopodiaeea, which are called Lfpidodndn, or scaly

trees, from the mode of the arrangement of their leaves. These
in outward appearance form a connection between the two group*

the club-mosses and the Coniferce. The fructification of this

group consists of a short spike, formed by a prolongation of the

branch, round which are clustered a number of two-valved

capsules. These are sometimes of two kinds ; one containing a
mass of fine powdery granules ; the other, including only three

or four roundish fleshy bodies, are very much larger in sise than

the grannies. Both these kinds of capsule lie among the hair-

pointed leaves of tho head, one in the bosom of each leaf, and
enclosed in pale yellow cases. Whether both these kinds, tho

powder and the spores, have alike the power of reproducing
their species, seems as yet not to be determined, and botanist*

differ as to which of them is to be considered as the seed.

Lindloy tells us the larger bodies are the reproducing organs ;

Decandolle thinks the one fertilises the other. It is certain

that tho powder is endued with a curious inflammable property,

and is used in making the Chaldee fire, and has also been em-

ployed in making artificial lightning at the theatres.

Lycopodium cUtvatum (Fig. 286), the wolfs-claw or stag's

horn moss, is the only species that can be said to be common in

England, but that may be found on most elevated moors and

heaths. It was formerly found on Hampstead and Hounslow

Heaths, and in other London localities. In Wales, Scotland, and
the hike countries, and in other mountainous districts, it is

abundant, but in Ireland less frequent The roots of this

species are not deeply fixed into the earth, but they ran matting

themselves together just under the surface, serving thus to bind

the soil, and prevent it from crumbling away. The stem is

prostrate, froquently branched ; the branches slightly raised at

first, and then becoming procumbent ; these branches thus run

sometimes for ten or twelve yards from a centre. The branches

are covered with narrow, flat, smooth leaves, the edges of which

are slightly toothed and hair-tipped. These leaves do not fall

off, but are evergreen and persistent. When about to form

fruL there are thrown out from various parts of the branches

spikes clothed with leaves, longer, narrower, and of a paler

green than those which beset the original stem ; these branches

are crowned with pale sulphur-coloured heads, something like

catkins, usually two on each stem in pairs, but in some oases

three will start from the same point. In these spikes are the

smaller kind of fruit which we have described. The capsules

which contain them are in this species kidney-shaped, perfectly

sessile, and situated at tho base of the bracts. Each is two-

valved, and full of the small spores or powder.

Lycopodittmanno^num, the interrupted olub-moes (Fig J87),

is another very interesting species of this genus, of rare occur-

rence in the British Ides, but oomiron in Norway, Sweden, and

in North America. The roots of this species are tough, wiry,
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and tortuous, the stem creeping, very strong, and with a deeply
indented and striped surface. It sends out at intervals branches
from one to three or four inches apart, in an erect position ;

these increase annually, the growth of each year being marked
by the altered length and direction of the leaves. These upright
branches sometimes divide again, and when fertile, which is not

always the case, the spike is usually on the sixth or seventh

joint of the branch. When mature, the branches become prone,
throw out roots, and send up erect branches as before. The
branches are clothed throughout with linear leaves very acutely
pointed, and with minute serratures at the edges. The fruit

spike is oblong, and seated on the

this species.

being entirely
devoid of the

peduncle or

foot-stalk on
which the
spike of Ly-

eopodium cla-

vatum is ele-

vated. The
leaves, or

bracts, in the

spikes are

nearly round,

yet pointed at

the apex, and
in the axil of

each is placed
a large con-

spicuous ve-

niform cap-

sule, which,
when ripe,

opens trans-

versely, and
sheds nume-
rous minute

sulphur-co-
loured spores.

Lycopodium
alpinum, the

savin - leaved

club-moss, is

more com-
mon than the

last-named
species ; it

is a pretty

plant, its

foliage of

a brighter
green than

any other of

its congeners,
and in the

summer its

young shoots

have a blue

tint. After

the escape of

the seeds, the

spikes bend into a semi-circular shape, and the bracts be-
come reflexed. Sir W. Hooker tells us that it is much used
in Iceland as a dye for woollen cloths. He says,

" A vast

heap of Lycopodium alpinum, lying before the priest's house,
drew my attention, and on inquiring, I found that it was used
for the purpose of giving their wadmal a yellow dye, which is

done by merely boiling the cloth in water with a quantity of

the Lycopodium, and some leaves of Vaccinium uliginosum (the

tog-whortleberry). The colour imparted by this process, to

judge from some cloth shown me, was a pale and pleasant,

though not a brilliant, yellow." Wadmal is the woollen cloth

usually worn by the Icelanders. Sir W. Hooker tells us that
this species of club-moss is the badge of the Clan Macrae.
The marsh club-moss (Lycopodium inundatum) is a rather

insignificant species which springs up on heaths and commons,

especially where the turf has been pared ; and neither that nor
the prickly club-moss (Lycopodium selaginoides) must receive
much of our attention, though of the latter we must just
notice that it alone produces the double sort of fructification
which we have named in our account of the genus Lycopodium.
The upper capsules contain the minute pollen-like granules, the
lower larger grains almost equal in size to the seeds of some
flowering plants.
The fir club-moss (Lycopodium Selago) is the last species on

our list. This ascends the summits of our highest mountains,
and is also found on the level of the sea. It has been con-

point of the branch in sidered as possessing many extraordinary medical properties, but
seems an un-

286. WOLF'S-CLAW OR STAG-HORN MOSS (LYCOPODIUM CLAVATUM).

ANNOTINUM).

safe remedy
t o me d d 1 e

with, as, if

too much is

used, it in-

duces convul-

sions. There
is a curious

species of ly-

copodium
mentioned by
Dr. Carpenter
as inhabiting

Peru, which
he says is lia-

ble to be en-

tirely dried

up when de-

prived of
water for a

time. "It
then folds in

its leaves and
contracts its

roots, so as to

form a ball,

which, appa-

rently quite
devoid of ani-

mation, is

driven about
hither and
thither by the

wind. As soon
as it reaches
a moist situa-

tion, it sends
down its roots

into the soil,

and unfolds

to the atmo-

sphere its

leaves, which,
from a dingy
brown,speedi-
ly change to

the bright
green of ac-

tive vegeta-
tion."

The quill-wort (Isoetes lacustris) is the only other genus com-

prised under the order Lycopodiacece. This is a little plant con-

fined to mountain lakes, and there are but few other species in

the genus. It has a tuberous root about the size of a hazel-nut%

from which hang tubular white fibres ; the leaves are also

tubular, and rise from the point of the root without any foot-

stalk. They are of a bright green, and very brittle. The fruit

is very curious, consisting of capsules about the size of swan-

shot, embedded in the very substance of the base of each leaf.

Newman says the quill-wort
" clothes the bottom of deep and

still waters with a perennial verdure." It is found in the little

lakes which abound among the Snowdon range and other moun-
tainous districts.

The Lycopodi ~<v are considered to be, on the whole, the

most highly org.^.>ed of the cryptogamoua or flowerless plan's,

287. INTERRUPTED CLUB-MOSS (LYCOPODIUM
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FRACTION, LKNSKS, AND MA< . 1'OWER.
.FRACTION from re (back) and/ranjro (to bond), the bonding- k of tho ray of light ia a property of light which tuu tempted
_ny a youth to plungo into water that appeared shallower
. .11 it roully was, because a place BIZ feet deep would eem to bo
ily a depth of fonr foot and a half ; and upon thia fact may be

founded tlui qurstion, \Vliy does the water appear to be shallower
tliiui it really is ? Tho answer ia beat given experimentally.

i a ].-ii.-il of light falls upon tho aurfaoe of wat. :

irulur direction, nearly every portion passes into, and is

ittcd by tho latter. If the raya fall obliquely upon th--

iter some of them are reflected, whilst that portion
iters tho water does not pursue a straight line, bat ia bent in

body ia that which uu the hiffteat refracting power; aad taia
being understood, the abore general sssnrHoo fe mMj proved
by allowing a sunbeam to pau throagh a hole in a shatter, ao
that it may fall upon the bottom, c, of aa empty glass flak,

globe, A B, or other convenient basin. (Pig
Tho place, c, where the my of light strikes the gl*H, ahoald

now be marked by laying a pfeo* of bright ailver there, and
when the globe ia filled with water, without moving ft from it*

poaition, the ray no longer fall- upon the .pot where UM silver
was placed, bat at D; benoe "the angle* of incidence aad re-
fraction are in the aame plane perpendicular to the refraetiag
aurfaco," oorreaponding in thia eiperimcnt with the hatter-line

throagh which the beam of light pavwea. If the water in th globe
ia made Blightly opalescent by the addition of a few drop* of
milk, tho courw of tho refracted ray ia very nicely marked oat.

XI

proc
watc
i= V,.,

direction towards or nearer to tho perpendicular ; and it is

thia bending of the ray which is called refraction.

Thus the ray A B (Fig. 1) enters tho refracting surface R B, and
ceeds to c in the same direction, whilst D B, entering tho

,ter obliquely, instead of proceeding in the same direction B E,
is bent in the direction B o, which makes a less angle with the

perpendicular, B c, than if it had proceeded to K.

It is therefore asserted, with certain exceptions, that a ray
of light in passing from a raro into a denser medium ia bent
towards the perpendicular, and the contrary when the pencil
of light emerges from a dense into a rarer medium. It must
be understood that the density or rarity of the body referred

is not that ot specific gravity. Optically considered, ono
ly may be denser than another, whilst, physically, it is veally

ighter ; thus, oil of turpentine is lighter than water, bnt has a
higher refracting power than the hitter, BO that a ray of light

passing from turpentine into water is refracted from tho perpen-
dicular, and in passing from water into turpentine it ia bent
towards the perpendicular. In optical language the densest

98-N.

and when allowed to fall upon a piece of looking-glass it ia aecn to
bo reflected through the water, according to the laws of reflection,
and emerging from the denser medium, water, into the rarer one,
air, the bending of the ray from the perpendicular is Been : thus
both *efraction and reflection are illustrated in these experiment*.
The sunbeam, A B (Pig. 3), falling on the surface of the water,

where a plummet line, p, ia suspended, ia bent or refracted in the
direction D c, or towards the perpendicular ; the ray, B c, falling
on the looking-glass, L, is reflected at an equal angle throagh
the water to D ; here, on emerging into the air, it ia refracted
from the perpendicular or plummet bine, L, in the direction D K ;

hence " the sine of the angle of incidence, divided by the sine of
tho angle of refraction, is a constant quantity," and ia called the
index of refraction. The fine ia a perpendicular line drawn from
the extremity of an arc to the diameter of a circle. The law of

sines published by Descartes, and known as Descartes' law, waa
discovered by Willebrord Snell, a Dutch mathematician, about

At the back of a white plate, A (Fig. 4) describe a circle in
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black paint, and after drawing a perpendicular line, A A, and a
horizontal one, which will be the diameter of the circle, imagine
the horizontal line to represent the surface of the water, and the

other will of course be perpendicular to it. Let B c be the incident

ray, and c D the refracted ray ; if a dotted line is drawn from
the extremity of the arc at B to the diameter A, that will be the

sine of the angle of incidence, and the other dotted line, drawn
from the extremity of the arc at D to the diameter A, will be

the sine of the angle of refraction ; then if the sine of the angle
of incidence, which may be supposed to be four inches, is

livided by the sine of the angle of refraction, ascertained by
direct experiment to be three inches, the quotient will be

1'333, which is called the index of refraction for water. If the

lines are drawn upon the plate with black varnish, the plate
can be held upright in water, and the young student may trace

out and study more practically that which might otherwise

puzzle him.

There are particular positions, as when light passes from a

dense into a rare medium viz., from glass into air in which
the refracted ray becomes parallel with the surfaces of the glass
and air. At a more oblique angle, when light passes through
the denser medium, and becomes incident upon the surfaces of

the glass and air, the ray is no longer refracted, but undergoes
total reflection. This fact is well illustrated by placing an

engraving, E E, behind a prism, p, placed as in Fig. 5.

The prism and picture should face the window, and if they
are placed on a stand level with the eyes, it is curious to notice,

as the spectator walks round, that there are certain very
oblique positions at the sides, A A, where the light from the

window only is reflected and no picture is visible, and where
the reflecting surface shines like silver, because total reflection

occurs ; but as the observer moves round in a half circle, say
from B to B, the picture reappears, and again disappears as he

passes to the opposite sid3, and looks very obliquely at the

surface behind which the picture is placed. The brilliancy of

the diamond is greatly owing to the total reflection of light,

which becomes visible at smaller angles of incidence in conse-

quence of the very high refractive power of this, the purest
natural form of carbon.

A lens, in dioptrics (from Hioirrpov, a perspective instrument),
is defined by an old author to signify a small roundish glass of

the figure of a lentil, which, in scientific botany, is called the

lens ; and this Latin word is said to have originated from lenis

(mild), because those who fed upon this sort of pulse were sup-

posed to become mild and gentle in disposition. There are two

great classes of lenses, called convergent and divergent lenses.

If the properties of concave and convex mirrors are understood,
it is easy to remember those of lenses of the like figure, because
the latter have exactly opposite properties to the former.

A double convex lens is a good example of the convergent
class : divergent rays become parallel if passed through a lens

of this shape, and parallel rays are made so convergent that they
meet at a point called the focus, and termed the principal focus.
The rays of light from the sun are nearly parallel, and hence
"the principal focus," or jire-place, of a double convex lens

corresponds with that spot where the greatest heat is accumu-

lated, as in a burning glass, so that a double convex lens is a

simple form of burning glass.
In the illustration (Fig. 6) the divergent rays passing from an

aperture, E, in tha copper chimney of an argand oil or.gas light,
fall upon a double convex lens, A A, and by refraction become

parallel, and fall upon the screen of paper, s ; by reversing the

description, and starting from s, as the source of parallel rays,

they are collected by A A, and meet at the focus, or fire-place, E.

A double concave lens (Fig. 7) is a good example of the

divergent class. Rays of light already divergent become still

more so if allowed to fall upon a lens of this form. Parallel

rays are made divergent, and even convergent rays are turned
in the opposite direction, and made less so by a double con-
cave lens.

With two prisms the principle of the double convex or con-
cave lens is demonstrated in the most instructive manner. By
placing the prisms base to base, and passing a pencil of sun-

Jight from a hole in a shutter through them, the rays are bent

inwards, and converge to a point, as they would do with a
convex lens, and this is easily seen by referring to Fig. 8.

When the position is reversed, as in Fig. 9. and the prisms
are held edge to edge, they virtually form a double concavo

lens, and the same rays are now scattered outward, and be-
come divergent.

Lenses have various figures, and the lines that bound then

may be portions of circles or ellipses, or they may be right
lines. Generally speaking, one or both sides are portions of a
spherical surface, or one side may be a portion of a sphere, and
the other a plane surface. Thus there are plano-convex or

plano-concave lenses, one side of which would be flat, and the
other curved; or concavo-convex lenses, concave on one side
and convex on the other, and if the concavity exceeds the con-

vexity, it would be regarded as a concave lens belonging to the

divergent class. A most useful lens is the meniscus, meaning
a little moon or crescent, one of whose surfaces is convex and
the other concave ; but as the convexity exceeds the concavity,
this would be considered to be a convex lens, and must be
classed with the convergent lenses.

Before there were such facilities for obtaining glass lenses of
almost any size or shape, it was always thought necessary to

give a description of the mode of grinding and polishing lenses
in works on optics ; .and as many of our younger readers may
have lathes, and would like to be able to say that they had
constructed a simple telescope, and ground their own lenses,
the following particulars, published many years ago, will be

found to be eminently practical, and capable of giving fa

results :

" Manner of Grinding Lenses. A little piece of copper
cemented to the end of the arbor of a lathe, and turned til

it forms a dish or bason of the diameter of the lens required
Then a piece of clear glass is cemented, on one side of

flat sides, to the end of a little mandrel, with black Spanisfc
wax ; and thus ground, on the side not cemented, on a grind-
stone with water, till it hath nearly acquired a convex figure.

It is finished in the lathe by turning it in the basin with fino

wot sand, grit stone, or emery. The grit must be often repeated
fresh till the lens appear very round ; when it comes to that

point they cease to take any fresh grit stone, but continue to

turn it in the basin, till the remains of the sand are become so

fine as to have polished it. This they perceive when, upon
wiping it, the image of the window of the place is seen

painted on its surface ; if it does not, it is rubbed in water

without any sand, and turned till it hath got a polish. The
basin is then covered, withinside, with two or three folds of

linen, and the polish finished with putty powder, or tripoli of

Venice steeped in water. It is known to be perfectly polished

when, viewing it with a magnifier, there appear no scratches

of the sand. The cement is then broken off, and the side

polished cemented, to work and grind the other, as before, till

the edges of the lens become sharp, and it be perfectly polished
on either side. When finished, it is washed in spirits of wine,
to take off all remains of the wax."

According to the mode now generally practised, optica

glasses are fixed on blocks by means of a cement, and grounc
with emery on a tool of proper convexity or concavity ; if thej

are small, a large number is fixed on the blocks at the samo
time. The tool is sometimes first turned round its axis by
machinery, and when the lenses are to be finished, a compound
motion is given to it by means of a crank; and in order to

make it work smooth, the wheels turn each other by brushes,

instead of cogs. The point of the lens where its two surfaces

are parallel is determined by looking through it at a minute

object while it is fixed in a wheel with a tubular axis, and shift-

ing it until the object appears no longer to move ;
a circle is

then described as it revolves, in order to mark its outline.

The dishes in which lenses are ground are of bell metal, and

the emery is prepared by elutriation. The writer has seen five

hundred spectacle-glasses ground and polished at the same

time by machinery at Sheffield, the operation being principally

conducted by women, who exhibited the greatest dexterity in all

the manipulations, such as cementing the glasses on to the

tool, and adjusting the basins and emery-powder to the work

required to be done.

The focal length of any convex lens is easily found, by hold-

ing its axis in a line with the sun ; the burning-point, or the

place where the rays are concentrated to the smallest speck, is

its focus ; the distance of that focus from the lens is its focal

length.
The nearer an object is brought to the focus of a convex lens

the larger will be the image. The brightness of an image
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Increases with tho site of a convex leu, but doriCMo* In sharp-
ness ; for only the rays that fall in tho central part ol the IMS

t<> a point ; those towards tho edge disperse M in a
]>risiii, and make the image of the object confused. Hence the
Inn of the eje in covered with the iris, except at it* centre;
mi. I muling glasses hare their edges ground off or covered with

iiorn. This defect is called the "
aberration of sphericity."

It is, p< rliapa, difficult to say who made the first telescope.
Tho conception of sueh an optical instrument appears to belong
t<> 1'ri.ir liueon, OH it is asserted by Dr. Jebb, who edited the

famous work of Roger Baoon entitled "
Opos Majos," that in

one of the passages of this work the friar states he actually
.: [.lied telescopes to astronomical purposes, and therefore so

long ago as the thirteenth century. Afterwards the names of

a Porta, Diggos, and then Jonsen and Galileo, were
connected with this important instrument.

A very simple astronomical telescope can be mode with two

piiper, wooden, or brass tubes, sliding one within tho other. At
I of the widest tube is fixed tho object-glass, a double

convex lens with a long focal distance, and called the object-
cause it is nearest tho object; while thn lens placed at

the other end of the smaller tube, through which tho observer

looks, is called the eye-glass, also a double convex lens, bat

bavin? a short focal distance. An inverted image is formed in

the focus of the object-glass, and this is magnified again by
the eye-glass. With this telescope all objects are inverted,
and therefore the one invented by Galileo (Fig. 10) is the more
convenient. It is constructed like the astronomical tele-

scope, only a double concave lens is substituted for the double
convex ono used as the eye-glass. It is, in fact, similar to on

ro-glass, and has this advantage, that tho object is seenopera
erect.

Mr. Richard A. Proctor, in his excellent work entitled " Half
Hours with the Telescope," says :

" There are few instruments
which yield more pleasure or instruction than tho telescope.
Even a small telescope only an inch and a half or two inches

perhaps in aperture will seem to supply profitable amusement
to those who know how to apply its powers. I have often seen

with pleasure the surprise with which the performance of an

opera-gloss, well steadied, and directed towards certain parts
of the heavens, has been witnessed by those who have snp-

icd that nothing but an expensive and colossal telescope
iuld afford any views of interest. But a well-constructed

romatic of two or throe inches in aperture will not merely
iply amusement or instruction it may be made to do useful

irk." The principles of the achromatic telescope will be

hereafter.

LESSONS IN GREEK. XXXI.
FUTURE AND FIRST AORIST MIDDLE AND THE PERFECT

FUTURE.

The future middle is formed from the future active by chang-
the personal ending of the active that is, u> into the per-

ending of the middle that is, O/MU : as Au<r-o>, \\ia-oy.on.

be o here may be considered as a connecting vowel, and the

be divided thus Xu-<r-o-^a<. Of each of these four parts
student should give an account.

Tho first aorist middle is formed from the future middle by
prefixing the augment and changing opai into O^TJV thus,

\vff-onai, -Au<r-ojUT7i> ; or it may be formed from tho first aorist

active by simply adding /*TJI/ thus, tAixra, f\vffa-niiv

Tho perfect future, or, as it is sometimes called, the third

future (also the paulo-post-futurum), is formed from the second

person singular of tho perfect passive by changing at into o/ueu,

as \t\vffat, AfAufT-ojuai where, again, o may be accounted a

connecting vowel as well as the model vowel, or vowel marking
the indicative mood. For the optative, o becomes 01, as A*Axr<n-

Uriv that is, i is added to o.

The principal parts of irauo> are, irava>, iravota. -rrfiravKa, irtwavff-

ftai ; the future middle, iravtro/ia< ; first aorist middle,

perfect future,

vairowo, I cause to

rest ; in the mid-

dle, I rest.

VOCABULARY.

wc, I let taste ; in

tho middle, I taste

(with genitive).

nrrriSfiw, I attend

to, I prosecute,

practise.

I make to

die, 1 oes*e or

top.

rioAiTia,-af, ^ (from
woAu t nmioe oar

poliei, j,

ft i'i
j

i'i

omutUaUon, go*

nftym. I brin*
Uiiijf for**.-

. .:.

tbmkldle,l go,

n*A. -i, j, a door,

EXEECISB 90. GBBEE-EMOLUHL

3.
'

5.

I1avrt

woptufftrnt
TOIOUTOf

10. Car

4. Oi 'I

6. -O

**

ri/Aoi TIII rvrret *Ai*errst.
SJBJBJ

REMARKS ox THIS EXERCISE.

, the optative, beoaose it is preceded by en histonsn)
tense, and because the action depends on the words or doolntsv
tion of the subject vcrrnp (obliqua oratio).

A*airai;<rauKot, having re ltd; that in, u** kt hat rsslsd.

The force of the participle in Greek can often be given in Eng-
lish only with the aid of a conjunction or an adverb.

TTJI rurroi, by niyht, the genitive of time. (Use the Syntax.)

EXERCISE 91. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. 1 shall have been educated. 2. He will have been sdoeatsd.

3. We shall have been educated. 4. They will have been planted.
5. He will have been slain. 6. The general will march to the

city. 7. The general marched to the city. 8. The general may
have marched to the city. 9. The general might have msrehed
to the city. 10. Wo shall have consulted respecting tho safety
of our native land. 11. He will consult respecting thy safety.

12. He consulted respecting the safety of the eftisens. 13.

They ceased. 14. They will have ceased. 15. He will oesss,

16. The two men ceased. 17. We will cease, O Mends. 18.

The friends travel 19. The friends will travel 20. The friend*

travelled.

THE FIRST AORIST AND THE FIRST FUTURE PAflSTTS.

The first aorist passive is formed from the stem of the perfect
active by changing K into Oijx, and by changing the reduplication
into the syllabic augment, as AAi*r, *\u9i)i>.

The first future passive is formed from the first aorist passxvo

by dropping the augment and changing into /**, as A**V>

-as, 77,

democracy, the

government of the

STJ^O* or people

(that is, the popu-
lace).

p, I bring up-

on, I introduce;

(Lat.

VOCABULAKT.
oellum tn/ero), to

make war on.

Mi;, not, lest (Latin,

M).
IloAffuoT, -a, -of, hos-

tile, the enemy's.
(<rw and

, a conven-

tion, agreement,

treaty; inthotext,
need in the plural,

that is. th* treaty
considered a* con-

taining many

, *, a,

EXERCISE 92. GREEK-ENOLISH.

1. 'Efcroip vro AxiAAfMf Kportv&r). 2. Tw ft5AO*i vro

55a<r>caAou *w(u8t^77T7)i'. 3. rioAAai 8yi<Mr/>T>< vro T

vuv icaTf\u(hiff<u>. 4. MTCU ^a^at rovf woAireu

0ilKai VTTO rttr iroAmiwr Av0<7ir. 5. Efl arrt
wcuStvOiitv. 6. ovfutfirri, mucoupT*. 7. O
TTJV iroAffiiav fi\v wopivQifreu A7Orra. 8. Of woAf

&TJKWV ) utinffvr, ^/ir woA^w tvtypovour. 9. *O

6i)<r<Tcu.

REMARKS ON THIS EXERCISE.

Tvparrof doee not oxactiy correspond with oar word

though the latter cornea from the former, bat denote* one who
has seized the helm of government in a free state. A tyrant.

therefore, in the Greek sense of the term, is not necessarily a

despot, and the Greek may often be rendered by oar urarpcr.

Mi) after verbs expressive of fear may be rendered by i**,

and requires the subjunctive with a present, a perfect, or

future tense ; and is followed by the opUtive when the verb in

the principal sentence is in an historic tense.

3Lvv9r,K* Ai4rwr. This is what is called "the genitive

absolute," and corresponds with "the ablative

Latin tht treaty being broken.
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EXERCISE 93. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. They will be slain. 2. They were slain. 3. He was slain.

4. Two soldiers were slain. 5. Many men will be slain. 6. I

shall bo educated. 7. He will be educated. 8. We shall be

educated. 9. Ye two will be educated. 10. I was well edu-

cated. 11. The constitution was destroyed. 12. The constitu-

tion will be destroyed. 13. The treaty was broken. 14. The

treaty will bo broken. 15. The treaty being
1

broken, the citizens

were slain. 16. The robbers were slain. 17. The robbers are

eaid to have been slain. 18. The democracy will be destroyed.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GEEEK. XXX.

EXERCISE 84. GREEK-ENGLISH.

I. The soldiers have slain two thousand two hundred and sixty-five

of the enemy. 2. Pherecydes used to say that he had sacrificed to no

god. 3. As you are (having been produced) young, learu many good
things. 4. The soothsayer has foretold the future well. 5. You have

instructed your children well. 6. Medea, having slain her children,

rejoiced. 7. The Lacedaemonians had destroyed Platoea. 8. Sardana-

palus had put on a woman's garment. 9. When the sun had set, the

enemy approached. 10. Alexander, in his pursuit of (pursuing) Darius,
the king of the Persians, had made himself master of great wealth.

EXERCISE 85. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. I\f a. 2. \\etjtovevnaJiv. Z. V.ire<j>ovtvntt. 4 I'ovcucrowo-iv. 5.

V,Q>ovev(rev G. Qovevao/Afv. 7. nc^oi/ei/Ka/ie . 8. .irf<povtvneifiev. 9. Of
0-owom 10. Te0wea<r<i/. 11. EreffuKfirav. 12. E9u<rav. 13. 'O navris ry 0e<a

eSv<rev. 14. *O fAavrtt ^tf> Ofy /3ouc 4(CaToc reOuxev. 15. llauWu TO reKva. 16.

Cn-aiAd'ov rm TCKKI. 17. Tlcuievffu ra TtKKo. 18. ETOiSei/era Ta rent/a. 19.

'fleiraiiei/ica ra reKva. 29. Eireraii?ei/eii' ra rexva. 21. AXefavipot Ba0v\iava
nare\vnfv. 22. AXefavdpot \\uftv\u>va KareXeXixcet. 23. 'O Trait <r-ro?.t\v

yvvaiKetav ev&uet. 24. 'O iraif oroXflv fuvaiKtiao evit&vKev. 25. 'O jrait (TToXrji'

TwatKf-iuv ece<5eii>Ke<. 23. 'O irait aro\n fmatKetav tvbvarfi.

EXERCISE 86. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. Two men are fighting. 2. Let us fight bravely for our country.

3. It is necessary that a son should obey his father. 4. Many good
men are poor. 5. It is honourable to obey the laws of the country.
6. Do not welcome those of your friends who gratify you in bad things.
7. Let each go quietly along the middle of the road. 8. Let the citizens

obey the laws. 9. My two brothers follow me. 10. If you are willing*
to do well, work. 11. If you wish* (should you wish) to do well, work.
12. No one who lies is concealed for a long time (i.e., no one lies for a long
tim without being found out). 13. The Lacedaemonians used to go on
their expeditions to the sound of flutes. 14. Would that all would
consult without anger. 15. Two beautiful horses were driven into the

city. 16. If you are poor you have few friends.

EXERCISE 87. ENGLISH-GREEK.
1. EKEIVO? ireverai xat cAi^ow ^1X01/5 exc< - 2. llevofjiai. 3. E/3ou\ei6TO. 4.

E/3oi'Xei/(r0n'. 5. Bou\ei>o^iai. 6. BouXeveraf. 7. BovXei KaXur irparretv,

ep^afow. 8. Ea /?oi/\t; Ku\w irparretv epfafow. 9. EpfafocTai. 10. KaXwc

epyaftToi. 11. Eipya^ero. 12. Eip7afe<r0e. 13. EipjattaOov. 14. Ep-rfo-
fieOa. 15. MOXOMHI. 16. Efaaxonnv. 17. E/iaxoi-TO. 18. MOXOVTOI -yevvaiiat.

19. Max7#e. 20. Efjiaxeatie. 21. fl arpartiarat fexi/cuwt /j.ax,fo0t irfpi rijt

roTpi3( r. 22. KaXov ec-n jrepi TK varpiiot nuxeotiau. 23. 2oi firo^ai. 24.

'BfjLoi f jrerai. 25. E/uoi evovrai. 26. Ty a-rpurtjiy tiro/ueCa. 27. Tut urpa-

-TewjuaTi cin-ojue0a. 28. Toir vofiois, ta iraiAet, eireatte.

EXERCISE 88. GREEK-ENGLISH.
1. The robbers have been slain. 2. Two brothers have been edu-

cated by the same master. 3. The monarchy has been destroyed by
the people. 4. Many temples to the gods have been built by the
Athenians. 5. Let the door be shut at once. 6. Take care to have
consulted well before acting (lit., before the deed). 7. The desire of self-

government is implanted iu all men. 8. Let the robbers be slain at
once. 9. The enemy are said to have been shut up in the citadel. 10.

Xenophou's two sons, Gryllus and Diodorus, had been educated iu

Sparta.

EXERCISE 89. ENGLISH-GREEK
1. Ht<t>ovcvrcu. 2. Oi ?rat(5 iretj>ovtvina.i. 3. Oi CTTpanajTai eire(f>ovvvro.

4. KaTaceK\67Tai. 5. KaraKCKXeo-fle. 6. KutreKeK\etaOe. 7.

fievoi eiatv. 8. 'i7 Avo avSptaira Kar(KK\ei<T9nv. 9. Oi /3oi/ K

Keyoi-Tcu. 10. Eu ire7rai3uyuai. 11. Eu eveiraiSeuao. 12. Eu ircirau&evvTat.

13. Kaxwc eirenaibev/j.nv. 14. Ka/cwr eirejrai3ei/<ro. 15. Ta Sevipa eu iret, vrevrai.

16. To ievJpa KOKMC enetyvrevTO.

K\ettrt)a

* The difference between ei /3oi/Xei and eav
/3uuXp may be thus ex-

plained: e< /3oi/Xct assumes that you are willing if you are willing, which
I believe you to be and so may be translated since ; eav pov\ri makes no
such assumption should you bt willing, about which I express no opinion
either way.

Fig. 28.

EXERCISES IN EUCLID. V.

PROPOSITION XXIX. To trisect a given right angle ; that is,

to divide it into three equal parts.
Let BAG (Fig. 28) be the given right angle ; in A c take any

point D, and on A r> describe an equilateral triangle A D E
j

bisect the angle E A D by the line A F, B
meeting E D in F; then the lines A E, A F
will trisect the given right angle. For
since the three angles of a triangle are

together equal to two right angles, and
the angles of an equilateral triangle are

equal, the angle E A D is equal to one-

third of two right angles, i.e., to two-
thirds of one right angle. But the whole
BAG is a right angle ; therefore the re-

mainder B A E is equal to one-third of a

right angle. And the angles E A F, FAD are each half the angle
E A D ; therefore each of them is one-third of a right angle ;

hence A E, A F trisect the right angle. Q. E. F
PROPOSITION XXX. If two right-angled triangles have one

side and the base in the one equal to one side and the base in

^e other, each to

each, they shall be

equal in every respect.
Let ABC, DBF

(Fig. 29) be two tri-

angles, having ABC,
D E F right angles, and
let A B, A c in the one
be equal to D E, D F
in the other ; then
shall B c be equal to

E F, and the triangles

equal in every re-

spect. For if B c be not equal to E F, one of them must be

greater. Let E F be the greater, and from E F cut off E o=
B c ; join D G ; then since A B, B c are equal to D E, E G, each to

each, and the included right angles are equal, therefore base A c

is equal to baso D G (Euc. I. 4). But A C= D F by construction;
therefore D G = D F, and angle D G F = angle D F G (Euc. I. 5).

But since D E a is a right angle, D G E is less than a right angle

(Euc. I. 17) ; therefore D GF, which with DG E is equal to two

right angles (Euc. I. 13), is greater than a right angle. Hence
D G F and D F G together are greater than two right angles,
which is impossible by
Euc. I. 17 : hence E G is

not equal to B c. And
similarly it may be proved
that no line but E F is equal
to B c ; hence E F is equal
to B c, and the triangles

equal in every respect.

Q. E. D.

Corollary. This propo-
sition is not necessarily true, as might be supposed, if the eqt
angle in the two triangles be not a right angle ; for in this ca

it is not necessarily untrue that D G is equal to D F. If

equal angle be not a right angle, there will be two positions

possible for the third side, as in Fig. 30, D F and D F' bot

satisfying the conditions of the proposition. This is, of cot

the "
ambiguous case

"
of trig

nometry.
PROPOSITIONXXXI. The straight

lines which bisect the angles of

triangle meet in a point.
Bisect the angles ABC, B c .

(Fig. 31) of the triangle A B c bj
the lines BG, CG meeting in G;

join A G ; then shall A G bisect tht

angle B A c. Draw G D, G E, G F perpendicular to A B, B c, c A ;

then in the two triangles G D B, G E B, since the right angle
G D B is equal to the right angle G E B, and by construction the

angle G B E is equal to the angle G B D, and the side G B is com-
mon ; therefore by Euc. I. 26 the triangles are equal, and ther

fore G D = G E. By an exactly similar course of reasoning G :

= G F, therefore G D= G F ; and because G D = G F, and G A ia

common, also right angle G D A = right angle GFA. therefor?,
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by the last proposition, the triangles are equal j therefore angle
angle u A r, or u A bisects the angle at B A

\XXlI.-The straight lino* drawn perpendi-
euliir to tin- sides of a triangle through their un<l ll<> points meet
in a point.

t tho sides A B, BC (Fig. :i2) of the triangle ABC in

. and lot D o, E o perpendicular
to A B, B c meet in G ; draw o r per-

}>,
mlieuhir to A'; then shall Y be

the middle point of AC. Join A u,
, ; then Miioe A D = D B, and

D O is common and at right angles,
base A G base G B. Similarly, be-

cause B K = E c, and K G is common
and at right angles, therefore B G =
O c, therefore A o = o c ; and be-

A o = a c, and G F is common, also right angle o r A =
right angle G F c, therefore the triangles UFA, o F c are equal
by Proposition XXX., and A F = F c. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XXXIII. The straight lines which bisect one

interior and two exterior angles of a triangle meet in a point.
Produce A B, A c (Fig.

33), sides of the triangle
A B c, to D and F, and
bisect the exterior angles
D B c, B c F by the lines

B G, c o meeting in o ;

join o A ; then o A shall

bisect the angle BAC.
Draw G D, G E, OF pcr-

Pig. 33.
w r

pendicular to A B, B c,

c A ; then in the triangles
O B D, G B E, because angle G B D = angle G B B by construction,
and the right angle o D B = right angle G E B, also side G B is

common, therefore the triangles are equal ; therefore o D =
a E (Euc. I. 26). Similarly G E = G F, therefore Q D = OF;
and because G D = G F, and G A ia common, also right angle
G D A = right angle G F A, therefore, by Proposition XXX., tho

triangles G D A, G F A are equal, and the angle GAD equals the

angle G A F that is, G A bisects the angle BAC. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XXXIV. If two triangles have one side, and

one angle in the one equal to one side and one angle in the

other, and likewise their areas equal, then shall also their other

sides and angles be equal to

each.

Let ABC, D c F (Fig. 34)
be the two triangles of equal

area, and let them be placed
so that B c, c F, their equal

sides, are in the same straight

line, and B c A, c F D their

equal angles ; then because

C
rig. 34.

angles B c A, c F D are equal, A c is parallel to D F. Join A D ;

then because A B c, D c F are equal triangles upon equal bases
in the same straight line, A D is parallel to B F (Euc. I. 40) ;

therefore A D F c is a parallelogram. Therefore, by Euclid I. 34.

A c is equal to D F ; and therefore, by Euo. I. 4, the triangles arc

equal in every respect. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XXXV. If the bases of two equal triangles

be in the same straight line, and tho lino joining their vertices

bo parallel to this line, their

bases will bo equal.
This is evidently the con-

verse of Euclid I. 40. Let ABC,
DBF (Fig. 35) bo two equal

triangles having their bases B c,

E F in the same straight lino,

and let AD, tho line joining

their vertices, be parallel to

B s1

; then shall B c bo equal to E p. For if B c bo not equal
to K F, one of them must bo tho greater. Let E F bo greater,
and from E F cat off E G, equal to B c, and join D o ; then

because ABC, D E G are two triangles upon equal bases,
B c, is G, in the same straight line, and between the eamo

parallels B G, A D, they an equal (Euc. I. 38). But by the pro-

position the triangle A B c is equal to the triangle DBF; there-

fore the triangle D E F is equal to tho triangle DEO, the greater

equal to the less- which is absurd. Hence E o ia not equal to

C E

Pig. 35.

O. And similarly it may be proved that ao line bt >r ia

qua! to B o t henoe B r B c. (J. K. D.

PROPOSITION XXX VI. In the figure of Euclid I. 5, if A c

(Pig. 36) be bisected in u, and co be equal to c A, UMO BO shall

be equal to twice B u.

From o draw c K parallel to A u, meeting no ia x (Koe.
I. 31 1, and join A K ; then the Irian* !* A x c, B K o are

upon the tome bate K c, and between the -nne para'Vs u r,
A B ; hence they are eqaal (Eoc. L 37). Again, the triaaclea
A K c, a K c are upon equal baeee A c, c o. and hare the MUD*
vertex K ; henoe they are equal (Eoc. I. 38) j but A K O IB
B K c ; therefore triangle B K c > triangle o x a Hence, by
the laet proportion, B x ~ x o ; therefore B a ia doable B x.

Again, became BK = xo, triangle BXC = half-triangle BOCJ
and became AH == HO, triangle BMC = half-triangle BAC;
but because A c = c u, triangle B A c = triangle B o c, and the
halves of equal triangle* are equal ; therefore triangle B C =
triangle B x c, and the angle
B c x is equal to tho alter-

nate angle ABC (Euo. 1.29),
and A B c is equal to A c B

(Euc. I. 5). Hence the

angle B c K is equal to the

angle B c u. Henoe the
two triangles B u c, B K c
have one side BC and one

angle Benin tho one equal
to one side B c and one

angle B c K in tho other ;

and their areas aro equal, becanso, by Proposition XXXV., they
are equal in every respect ; therefore, B u B K = haJf B o.

Q. E. D.
Our next article will embrace the whole of Book I., and will

contain proofs of the following propositions :

PROPOSITION XXXVII. If the diagonals of a foar-ided

figure bisect each other, it ia a parallelogram.

Corollary 1. If the diagonals be equal as well as bisecting
each other, the figure is rectangular.

Corollary 2. Hence tho angle in a semicircle is a right angle.
PROPOSITION XXXVIII. If the diagonals of a four-aided

figure bisect each other at right angles, the figure is a rhombus.

Corollary. If the diagonals bo also equal, it is a square.
PROPOSITION XXXIX. If a four-sided figure have its oppo-

site sides equal, it is a parallelogram.
PROPOSITION XL. If A B, BC, CD, DA be the sides of a

parallelogram taken in order, and points K, r, o, H be tales in

them such that A E = c o, and B r = D H, the figure E ro n
shall be a parallelogram.
PROPOSITION XI. I. If ABC be any triangle, and DB the

line joining the middle points of the sides A B, A c, then sh&T
D E be parallel to B c, and B c shall be double D E.

Corollary 1. The angles of the triangle DFE are equal to

the angles of the triangle BAC, where r is tho middU
of BC.

Corollary 2. Tho sides of tho triangle DFX are each equal
to one-half the corresponding sides of the triangle MAC, aad
tho area equal to one- fourth of tao whole triangle BAC.
PROPOSITION XL1I. If o bo any point within a triangle.

ABC, and D, E, tho middle points of A B, A c, be joined with r a..

tho middle points of O B, o c, the figure D x o F will be a paral-

lelogram.
PROPOSITION XLIIL If in the last proposition R x be the

middle points of o A, B c respectively, the six-sided figure

D K o E H shall bo equal to one-half tho triangle ABC.
PROPOSITION XLIV. If D be the middle point of BC, the

side of a triangle ABC, and if A D bo joined, then if D A be

equal to D B or D c, tho anglo at A U a right angle.

LESSONS IN CII V. XXXL
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The Sugan. Tho Faccharine group occupies a prominent
place in Organic Chemistry. It is closely allied to the amyla-
ceous group, for, as we have already seen, starch can be con-

verted into sugar ; moreover, the alcohols and their allies owe.

their existence to tho decomposition of the members of thix

group. The sugars all possess a charactcriatio sweet taste.
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They are composed of carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen; the

carbon always is present in the proportion of six atoms, whilst

the oxygen and hydrogen appear in the exact proportion to form
a whole number of molecules of water. Hence the sugars have
been called hydrates of carbon. Their various decompositions
are effected by the removal or addition of the elements of water ;

when oxidised, they generally yield oxalic acid.

The chief sugars are cane sugar, or sucrose (C iaH.>s
On ) ;

grape or starch sugar, or glucose, 2(C8H 1SO8,H20) ; and milk

sugar, or lactose (C 12H22 11,H2O). Besides these there are

some leas prominent members of the group.
Cane Sugar, or Sucrose (C,,HMO11 ), is the sweetening principle

io. a great number of tropical fruits ; it is chiefly procured for

the market from the sugar-cane, the maple tree, and beetroot.

It is also found in small quantities in carrots and turnips, and
in the chestnut and pumpkin.

It is soluble in water and alcohol, but ether is unable to

effect its solution. When its water solution is evaporated,
it becomes deposited in crystals oblique rhomboidal prisms

this is tke sugar-candy of the confectioner. Its brown
colour depends on the state to which the syrup has been
clarified before the crystallisation. Loaf sugar is composed
of innumerable small crystals, which are transparent ; its

dazzling whiteness is due to the reflection of the light from
their many faces.

If & solution of sugar be kept at the boiling point for some

time, it gradually loses the viscid nature of a syrup, exhibits an
acid reaction, and refuses to crystallise.

It is now called inverted sugar, and its peculiar properties
seem to be due to the fact that another molecule of water has
been assimilated, its formula being C 12

H
24O| 2

. If the boiling
still be continued for some hours more, water is taken up, and

grape sugar is the result, 2(C6H 12O6,H2G). These effects are

produced with greater rapidity if any of the strong acids be

present in a small proportion ; and hence, to prevent this

change, lime is mixed with the juice of the sugar-cane as soon
as it is expressed.

Sugar possesses eminent antiseptic powers, and therefore it

is much used in "
preserving." If spread over any fermentable

or decaying matter, it will arrest the action.

Manufacture of Sugar. The canes are cut close to the soil

before they flower. In the rolling mill they are crushed between

grooved steel rollers. The juice thus expressed is so readily
fermentable that it may not be left for half an hour, but is

immediately mixed with about^ its weight of lime, and heated

to 60 Cent, in copper vessels. Here the albuminous constituents

of the juioe coagulate, and are skimmed off. This necessary

heating has the effect of inverting some of the sugar, and ren-

dering it of the uncrystallising quality ; and much more would
be ao treated were it not for the lime, which neutralises

the free acid. It is transferred from the clarifiers to shallow

wooden coolers, and finally to the pottiny-casks, which have per-
forated bottoms ; and in the course of four or five weeks all the

molasses the inverted sugar drains off, leaving "raw sugar."
A gallon of juice generally yields a pound of sugar.

Refining. If loaf-sugar be required, this raw sugar is mixed
with one-third of its weight of lime-water, which contains three

or four per cent, of " bone-black." After being heated by in-

jections of steam, it is filtered through pipes made of cotton

twill. Sometimes the serum of bullock's blood is added to this

syrup, which, as it coagulates, gathers in its meshes the me-
chanical impurities.
The brown syrup is now bleached by allowing it to filter

through some twelve feet of animal charcoal, which is made by
calcining bones in closed vessels.

This clear liquid must be evaporated down to a thicker consis-

tency ere it will crystallise ;
but owing to its viscidity a tem-

perature of 110 Cent, is required for its ebullition. Were the

syrup raised to this heat, much of it would become inverted,
and much would be burnt, and so colour the sugar. The diffi-

culty is removed by conducting the evaporation in a spherical
closed vessel the lower half of which is double by means of

a powerful air-pump ; a partial vacuum is produced, and when
steam is injected into the cavity at the bottom of the pan,
the syrup boils at about 70 Cent. When it has reached a

certain consistency it is placed in a vessel heated by steam to

1 70 ; here it is beaten about by wooden oars until it appears

granular, when it is placed in conical vessels of earthenware,

which have a hole at their apex. This hole is stopped by a plug
for a few hours, and when it is removed the uncrystallisable

syrup drains out ; the loaf is finally dried, and finished in a
lathe for the market.

Maple Sugar is a product of the American forests. The
tree is tapped on its sunny side ; two holes, about half an in^h

deep, penetrate the bark ; reeds are fitted into these, and the

rising sap or, if the operation be conducted in the autumn, the

descending sap flows through the reeds into vessels placed for

its reception. Each hole exudes as much as six gallons a day,
and if the tree be old this quantity yields a pound of sugar.

Beetroot Sugar. The manufacture of sugar from the white
beet owes its rise to the wars of Napoleon. When the French

supply of sugar from the West Indies was cut off, they had
recourse to its extraction from beetroot. The expressed juice
contains about ton per cent, of saccharine matter. The clarifi-

cation, etc., is conducted upon the same principles as those

given above.

Grape or Starch Sugar Glucose (C6H,.,O6,H2O). This sugar
may be prepared by boiling starch in twice its weight of water,
acidulated with one per cent, of sulphuric acid.

Starch is C| 2
H 20O 10 ,

so that two molecules of glucose may
be supposed to be formed by inserting four molecules of water
into one molecule of starch.

C laH aoO 10 + 4HaO = C l3H a8 0, t , or 2(C 6H 1!1O.,H SO).

It has been shown that this change can also be effected by
diastase.

This sugar has not the same power of sweetening as cane

sugar; 1 part of the latter is equal in this respect to 2 4 of the
former. Neither is it so soluble in water, but is more readily
taken up by alcohol. The action of sulphuric acid readily distin-

guishes these two varieties of sugar. Cane sugar is decom-

posed by the acid, but with grape sugar a compound is formed

sulpho-saccharic acid.

Sugar of Milk, or Lactose (C 12
H

2.,0,,,H.jO), is peculiar to the

milk of the mammalia. It is fitted to be an ingredient of this

secretion by its non-fermenting quality. It may be procured

by evaporating whey until it reaches the crystallising point.
Then the lactose appears as semi-transparent, right, four-sided

prisms, terminated by pyramids, on pieces of thread or wood,
which are placed in the liquid to form nuclei. It has even less

sweetening power than glucose, it is more difficult of solution in

water, and insoluble in alcohol.

Frv.it Sugar, or Lcevulose (C6HjjOa), which is found in ripe

fruits, seems to be a mixture of cane and inverted sugars. By a

spontaneous action the latter variety separates into crystallised
starch sugar and an uncrystallisable syrup. This may be
noticed in the case of preserved fruits. They are covered with

a candy which does not possess a sweetness equal to that of

cane sugar.

FERMENTATION.

A ferment is an active principle of organicised matter, which
is capable of setting up decomposition in organic matter. It is

now generally admitted that ferments are vital organisms

fungi, infusoriae, etc., the very lowest forms of vegetable and
animal life. These seedlings of life are everywhere. The very
dust which a sunbeam reveals floating in the air contains them.

If their vitality be destroyed in any body, that body will not

ferment : for instance, if milk be made to boil under a pressure

of 1^ atmosphere, the high temperature kills these organisms ;

and if the liquid be now kept from the air, or such air only be

allowed to come into contact with it as has been strained by

passing through a plug of cotton wool, it may be kept for any

length of time without undergoing any decomposition.
Fermentation has been classed by Miller in three divisions

1. Where the body is simply broken up into compounds of lesi.

complicated structure, thus :

C.H^O, (fruit sugar) gives 2CO, (carbonic acid) + 2C 3H,O (alcohol).

2. Where beyond this decomposition the elements of water

are separated, thus :

C 8H 14O T (grape sugar) = 2CO a + 2C 3H O + H,O.

3. Where the elements of water are assimilated, and the new

body thus formed split up into simpler compounds. Thus :

Cane Suffar. Fruit Sugar.

(1) C^H^O^ + H,O = 2C H 12O..
(2) C.H.,0,, = 2CO-, + '^C,,H.O.
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Th-ro are various kind* of fermentation, which are named
after their pro.luots, a alcoholic, acetic, butyric fermentation*.

It seem* that the subntance of the ferment doe* not mingle
with tin- pn-'l.i'-U ; but the plant or animal u propagated at
tii.- expense of the albumun, or other nitrogenous matter, which

may !> pi-.--.-n: : and, as might be anticipated, the substance of

the ferment i* nitron-nous matter.

hi wliat way tho ferment duturininoa the decomposition of the

.-..j.ip.Min.i-- in its neighbourhood is at present a mystery.
\olic Fermentation. When the juices of fruits, etc., which
i sugar are kept at a temperature of about 20" Cent, for

some hours, they become turhid and begin to writ, or ferment.

Bubbles of gas escape, which is carbonic acid. When onoe
this change has fairly set in, the presence of air is no longer

necessary. When the gas has ceased to come off, upon dis-

tilling tho liquor, alcohol is found to oorao over at tho commence-
ment of tho operation. If the liquid be examined after the
fermentation is complete, it is found to contain yeatt, which,
under the microscope, appears to be oval organised bodies, about

rig of an inch in diameter. These bodies cluster together, and
ate by budding after the manner of certain cacti. The

growth of this fungus is prohibited if any of tho mineral acids

bo present, if the solution contain more than a quarter of its

weight of sugar, or twenty per cent, of alcohol. The presence
of many of the metallic salts also arrests fermentation. There
seem to be two varieties of yeast oberhefe (surface yeast) and

a,it:'i-lu;fe (sediment yeast). The latter is the leas active of the

two. It appears in detached cells, which do not propagate by
buds, as the oberhefe, bat by spores which the larger cells

throw off.

Tl\a Rising of Bread. In the making of bread, the flour

dough is mixed with yeast either fresh brewer's yeast, or
German yeast, wfyich is yeast dried by pressure a process
which docs not injure the vitality of the plant. Some of tho
starch of the flour acted upon by the yeast is converted into

sugar. This undergoes fermentation. The alcohol escapes into

the oven, and the carbonic acid being liberated from all points
in the dough, blows up the bread by filling it with bubbles of

the gas, tho walls of the hole being rendered tenacious by
the gluten. Bread may also be " raised

"
by

"
baking-powder,"

or by a mixture of sodic carbonate and hydrochloric acid, the
result being common salt, a necessary ingredient of good bread,
and carbonic acid, which makes the bread spongy.

Dr. Dauglish introduced a third method, which is used to make
"aerated bread." The flour is mixed in a closed iron vessel

with water, which is impregnated with carbonic acid gas at a

pressure of 100 pounds on the square inch. Tho dough is

drawn off into tins, and is baked in the usual way.
New and Stale Bread. It is a popular fallacy that broad

becomes stale because it dries. This, however, is not true, for

in both cases a loaf contains as much as forty-five per cent, of

water. Tho soft texture of new bread seems to depend on a
certain molecular arrangement, which may be restored to stale

bread by re-heating it in the oven. To prevent too great har-

dening of the crust, the loaf should be steeped for a few minutes
in milk and water before being introduced into the oven a
second time.

ELECTRICITY. V.

SPOTTED JAB JAB WITH MOVABLE COATINGS LBYDEN PANE
ELECTRIC PENDULUM BATTERY ELECTROMETERS

HARRIS'S UNIT JAB EFFECTS. OF SHOCK.

INSTEAD of coating the outside of the Leyden jar with tinfoil,

it may be varnished, and some metallic powder as, for instance,
fine brass filings sprinkled on while it is wet, a narrow band of

tinfoil being placed round tho top. The exterior will then be
illuminated as the jar is charged and discharged. To show this

to the greatest advantage, the knob should be bent over BO as to

come within striking distance of the exterior coating, and the

jar suspended by the loop thus formed from tho conductor, a
connection being made from the exterior to the ground, as
shown in Fig. 13.

The piece of apparatus known as tho diamond, or spotted jar,
likewise affords a very interesting experiment.

In this the glass jar, instead of being covered with a continuous
surface of tinfoil, has a number of diamond-shaped pieces eare

fully faitooMl to it in neh a way that tfadr pofeta i

oo another. These spangles ar uoaally ot with
three-fourths of an ineh long, and a hole u ponohtd oat of the
centre of each, so that the spark* bitwesu the poorti of tho*
on the interior an MOB through the afntqjaa in those ieiili.

The annexed sketeh will render tab mot* oleari fee atasWeart*
in it represent the elear glass (Fig. U). A* will be as** abort!,,
a plane sheet of glass may be need for this instead of ajar, and
it U much easier to faetoi the spangles evenly to it. OnoeiisMbla
care u required in placing them, bat the beauty of the expert-
mc-nt will repay the trouble.

As we aaw in the hut lesson, the oppoeite noeHngi of the jar
act upon each other by induction; the charge, however, .

lodged on the rarfaoM of the flae*. and not in tbe tinfoil, a*

might at first be opposed. Tbe foil merely aerree to oowvey
the electricity, and distribute it over tbe aorfaee of the fleet.
An experimental proof of this can eaeily be famished. Ptoeant
a jar of a somewhat conical form, ae shown at (Piff. 15), an-.

let c be a tin or cine covering made jnst to fit it. Proeuge also

a cylinder of metal, D, jiuit fitting the inside of B, and bavin.-
a knob by which it may b- < charged fixed to it Now pot th

whole together, as at A, and we shall have a complete Leydee

jar ; the only difference between it and those we have best

sidering being that the coatings are movable, instead of

fixed to the glass.

This jar may now be charged in the usual way, and

placed upon some insulating material, such as a sheet of ghies
or gutta-percha. The object of this is to prevent the shock bain?
received when the knob is touched, for if the jar be placed on
table as usual, the wood, etc., will complete the circuit through
the person and the floor, and a violent shock will be felt ; tho

non-conductor, however, entirely prevents this. Having than

insulated tho jar, we may remove the interior cylinder by msen
of the rod, and, on testing it, we shall detect very little free

electricity in it Now carefully lift the glass by its edges oat of

tho outer coating ; this too, like the inner one, will be found to
be neutral. The proof plane, however, if applied to the inner

or outer side of the glass, will at onoe show the presence of

electricity, and on restoring the coatings the jar may be dis-

charged as at first If a second set of coatings be made, the.

jar may be placed in them, and will be found to have lost bat
little of its charge.

If the glass be thick, the electricity does not all

the surface, but penetrates a slight distance into its .

This is seen by what is called the rtriduary charge. After a

Leyden jar has been discharged, and allowed to stand a little

while, a second charge much weaker than the first may be taker

from it, and sometimes even a third and fourth have been felt.

If the jar has been highly charged, and kept so for a abort time,

these residuary charges are stronger. The electricity appears
to have penetrated a little way into the glass, and therefore tbe

equilibrium is not completely restored at the first discharge.

As soon, however, as this discharge is effected, the electricity

gradually finds its way to the coating, thereby causing the-

second shock.

It is, however, only with a thick jar that this is much noUeait
and such a jar does not take a very high charge ; a good jar
should therefore be thin, and this effect should not be seen to

any great degree.
When filings are used instead of tinfoil for lining the inside

of a jar, these secondary shocks are much stronger; the anas*.

however, in this case is the want of absolute contact between

the particles, which prevents the electricity from passing a

rapicMy as it otherwise would.

Now the effect of Induction is not affected by the shape o*

the interposed di-electric. and hence we may obtain similar

effects if we employ a sheet of glass instead of a jar. This i*

easily seen by taking a pane of plaits, and coating both sides oT

it evenly, leaving a clear margin of two or three inches all tho

way round. From this we shall be able to obtain a shock

similar to that obtained from the Leyden jar. One aide mn*
be held to the conductor of tho machine, and the finger placed

against the other, or BOOM other plan arranged to connect it

with the earth, and thus allow of the escape of its electricity.

Usually, a strip of the foil is brought from the under surface tn

the edge, so as to render it more convenient to ose; then tho

pane may bo bud down, and a wiro or chain from the conductor

laid upon its upper coating. If we examine the state of tbe
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two coatings of a charged pane, we shall find that there is a
small amount of positive electricity on one side un-neutralised

by induction, and therefore free. The amount of this depends
on the thickness of the glass.

If then we hold the finger to this side, taking care that the
other coating is insulated, we shall obtain a small spark from it.

As soon as this has passed, a similar amount of negative elec-

tricity will be set free at the other side, and we can then draw a

spark from that ; in this way, we may continue drawing oft the

charge, drop by drop, as it were, till it is all gone. If a Leyden
jar be placed on an insulating stand, we may discharge it in a
similar way.
Two interesting experiments may be tried as illustrations of

this one with the pane, the other with the jar. Make two feet
of gutta-percha, or some insulating material, so that the pane
may stand vertically. Having charged it, take a piece of wire
and place a pith-ball on each end

; then bend it almost round,
so that when it rests on the upper edge of tho pane the balls

may each be about an inch from the coating. The side on
which the excess exists will first attract tho ball nearest to it,

and thus part with its excess of electricity ; the other ball will

then be attracted by
the other side, and
in this way the wire
will rock backwards
and forwards till the

charge is dissipated.
This is called the

electric pendulum.
To show the same

thing with a Leyden
jar, we must fix a
bell on the wire just
below the ball. A
metal support, A.

(Fig. 16), carrying a
similar bell at the
same height, must
be fixed on a stand,
and connected with
the outer coating of

the jar by a piece of

wire or tinfoil, B.

The upper part of

this support has a
bent wire fixed to it,

from which a small

ball is suspended
by a thread of silk.

If now the jar be

charged, this ball

will be alternately attracted and repelled by the bells, and

thus will continue to ring them till the jar is discharged.
If a jar be charged, and allowed to stand, the electricity in it

will be slowly dissipated, chiefly owing to the moisture in the

air, which acts as an imperfect conductor. This may be partly
obviated by coating the surface of the glass with shellac

varnish, and thus hindering the deposit of damp which usually
forms on it. When, however, it is desired to preserve a charge
for any length of time, the construction of the jar is' slightly
altered. The rod is not fixed to the cap, but passes through a

glass tube fixed in it to the bottom ; and when the jar is

charged, it may be inverted, and the rod allowed to fall out.

When the charge is required, the rod must be carefully dropped
in again. In doing this, however, it is advisable to take the pre-
caution of placing it first upon some non-conducting substance.

Theoretically, there is no limit to the size of the jar that may
be employed. In practice, however, many inconveniences attach

to tho use of those which are very large. The tension of the

electricity frequently becomes so great in them, that if there be
a flaw or thin place in the glass it will pierce it ; and if it be
made thick, to guard against this danger, the induction is con-

siderably weakened. The plan therefore adopted is to employ a
number of small jars, and connect them together so as to form
a battery. They are usually placed in a tray lined with metal,
so as to connect their exterior coatings, and a wire is brought
from this to one of the handles ; the knobs are also connected

together by wires passing through them. (Fig. 17.)

Various batteries of great size and power have thus .been
made at different times : for all ordinary purposes, however,
from four to nine jars, holding about five or six pints each, will

be amply sufficient.

It is important to be able to estimate with seme degree of

accuracy the intensity of the charge in a jar, and different
means of attaining this end have been devised. The simplest
is by means of the quadrant electrometer A (Fig. 17), which ia

shown on one of the knobs of the battery. It consists of a
thick brass rod, surmounted by a knob, and bearing on one side

a semi-circular graduated scale, usually made of bone or ivory.
At the centre of this is suspended a thin wood rod, carrying a
pith-ball on its further end. As the charge increases, this ball

becomes more and more repelled, and the angle shown on the

graduated arc increases, thereby giving a rough indication of

the intensity of the charge. It must be remembered, however,
that it is the intensity, and not the quantity, of the electricity
that is indicated. If the same amount of electricity be distri-

buted over jars or batteries having double the amount of coated

surface, the electrometer will only show one-half the intensity.

Still, the instrument is very useful, especially if it is made with
the rod somewhat

-., - ,,,,ur ^Mninr .
smaller at the lower

Fig. 16.

fit into the prime con-
ductor or any other

piece of apparatus.
A better way of

regulating the inten-

sity of a shock is by
means of Lane's dis-

charging electrome-

ter, which is repre-
sented in Fig. 18.

It depends for its

action on the fact

that the distance

through which a

charge will dart be-

tween the balls, or, as
it is called, the strik-

ing distance, is, for

small charges, directs

ly proportional to

the intensity of the

charge ; that is, if

double the amount of

electricitybo present
on the same surface

the striking distance

will be twice as great.
This distance varies, too, inversely as the amount of surface over
which tho charge is distributed. Thus, if one jar has twice the
surface of another, and the same amount of electricity be passed
into each, the striking distance of the first will be only one-half

that of the second. These results will easily be understood if we
recollect that it is always intensity, and not quantity, that is

shown ; just as a thermometer shows the intensity and not the

quantity of heat, for there clearly is a larger quantity in a gallon
of water at the temperature of the body than in a cupful at tho

boiling-point, and yet the thermometer shows a much higher
temperature if immersed in the latter.

The electrometer consists of a metal tube, A, which fits on to

the rod of a jar or battery, and carries at one side a curved rod
of glass, B. At the end of this is fixed a second tube, C, with a
brass wire, terminated at one end in a ball, r>, and at the other

in a ring, passing through it. When this is attached to a jar, the
ball D may be brought within any desired distance of the knob,
and a chain is then attached to the ring and connected with the
outside. When the jar is sufficiently charged, the electricity

darts between the balls and discharges it. If it be desired to

pass this shock through the body, or through any substance, the

two sides of it are connected by brass chain or wire with the ring
and outer coating respectively, and the shock passes as before.

There are one or two other forms of discharging electrometer

which are sometimes used, and which depend on the attraction

of the knob of the jar for a balanced metal rod. Wo need

not, however, stop to explain them here.
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Tn oil those tho shook is given w soon aa the necessary charge
is communicated ; this in Komutimuu rather a disadvantage, :wid

may bo obviated by the use of a unit jar, which consist* of a
hmall l.i'\tl.-ii j.-ir exposing about nix inches of coated surfaoo on

1<>. This is supported on au insulating stand, so that its

r is in contact with tho knob of the jar to bo charged.
and ball are also connected with its outside coating, and
! within striking distance of its inner rod. The jar is

;i; ht to the conductor of the machine, and as it becomes
tilled u corresponding amount of electricity passes from its

r into tho large jar. This continues till the unit jar is

fully churned, wlim it

irges itself, and s^. **.

tho same process is re-

peated. In this way,
by counting tho num.
ber of discharge* of

the small jar, wo as-

in the number of

unit s of electricity con-

1 in tho large
one.

As we now clearly
understand the con-

struction and action of

the Leyden jar and

battery, we may notice

some of the effects pro-
duced by the electric

shock. We will look

at the physiological
effects ; and the first

which we observe is

the peculiar sensation

experienced when the

charge is allowed to

pass through the body.
The sensation varies,
of course, with the in-

tensity of the shock,
and is most strongly
felt at tho elbows and
across tho breast. If

the shock of a large

battery be taken dan-

gerous results may
ensue, especially if

the electric fluid pass

through any vital por-
tion ; but with ordi-

nary charges no ill

effects whatever seem
to bo produced ; in

some cases it even ap-

pears to be beneficial.

The effect of a very
strong charge is seen
when a person is struck

by lightning, death

being frequently
caused by it. The ac-

tion appears to bo

mainly en the nervous system. If we pass the shock through
small animals, such as birds or mice, they will be killed instan-

taneously, and larger animals have been killed by shocks from

powerful batteries. There is, however, nothing further to be

learnt by those experiments, and it is therefore cruel and need-

less to repeat them.
The electric fluid, in its passage through living or dead bodies,

also causes convulsive contractions of tho muscles. Its physio-

logical effects will, however, be seen much more clearly when wo
come to treat of Voltaic Electricity, and wo may therefore leave

further notice of the matter till then
In studying the effects produced by electricity, we need some

method of conveniently holding an object while the shock is

passed through it, and this is afforded us by a very useful piece
of apparatus, known as Henley's Universal Discharger. The
construction and mode of nsing this will be understood by

reference to Fig. 19, which represent* the charge from a battery
being pawed through a bird by mean* of this discharger.
A piece of hard wood is taken, about twenty inch** long

and six inches wide, and in the middle of it then i* fixed a
small table, which can be adjusted at a convenient height by
means of a thumb-screw. The top of this table i* usually made
of a duo of glass fixed on by shellac, or else it has a strip of

ivory inlaid across it At each end of the board U fixed a glass

rod, carrying at the top a revolving cop fitted with a compass
joint, so that the wire passing through it may be inclined at any
angle. The wires can- also be slipped backwards or forwards, so

that they may easily
be brought into con-

tact with any part of

the substance to be

operated upon. These
wires are pointed at
the ends, and brass

balls are fitted so as
to screw on over the

points when required ;

but as brass balls are
rather expensive, lead

bullets may, in most
cases, be substituted

for them, the main dif-

ference being in the

appearance. One of

these instruments will

be found to be of great
use to the student, and
he should therefore en-

deavour to procure, cr,

better still, to make>

one; for a better know-

ledge of the principles
of a science may usu-

ally be obtained by
makingapparatusthaa.
by merely experiment-

ing with that already
made. As shown in

the figure, the object

through which the

charge is to be passed
is placed on the table,
and the knobs or points
of the wires brought
into contact with oppo-
site sides of it One
wire is then connected
with the outside of the

jar or battery, and the
other connected with
the knob by means of

the jointed discharg-

ing rod, contact being,
mode with the wire of

the discharger first

For this purpose, how-

ever, it is necessary
that it should have an

! insulating handle, as the electricity always chooses the best

j

conductors, and if there be any distance between the knobs, or
'

if a badly conducting substance be interposed, the electricity may
travel through the body of tho operator to the ground instead
of passing through the discharger
The next class of effects wo notice are the luminous. Aa

already seen, whenever tho spark traverses air a line of light
is pcen ; when the two electricities from the opposite sides of

a jar unite, tho spark is much more luminous, being thicker
and denser, because of the passage of a much greater amount
of the fluid. This spark is almost instantaneous, so that if a
dark room bo suddenly illuminated by it, a rapidly revolving
wheel in it will appear to be at rest. So instantaneous is it,

that a printed bill has been fixed on to a wheel, and made to

revolve several hundred times per nv'~ >, and yet a distinct

photograph of it has been taken by .. .... of the light from
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the spark, the time required for its passage being so short that

the light has faded before the wheel has moved through an

appreciable space.
If the points be made nearly to touch, and the thumb

pressed down upon them, it will appear to be rendered semi-

transparent, and the shock will not be felt. In a similar way
the shock may be passed through eggs, oranges, etc., illumi-

nating them. Some substances, too, remain luminous for some
time after the charge has passed through them.

If we fix a ball to the plate of an air-pump, and connect it

with the exterior of a jar, and then place over it an open re-

ceiver with a similar ball and rod passing air-tight through a

plate at its upper end, we shall find that the spark will pass a
much greater distance. In a long exhausted tube it will some-
times appear to dart along like a ball of light.

Similarly, if we exhaust a large globe having a wire and ball

fixed tightly in each end, and connect the upper one B (Fig. 20)
with the prime conductor, we shall find that, instead of the elec-

tricity passing along in a series of thin sparks, it will spread out

and form a large faintly luminous space, having a violet tinge.
On again gradually admitting the air by means of the stopcock,
this space will grow smaller and smaller, till at last the narrow
but bright sparks pass as before. Many similar experiments
of great beauty may be performed by means of voltaic elec-

tricity, and it is believed that the beautiful phenomena of

the aurora boreali's, or northern lights, so frequently seen in

high latitudes, may be attributed to a similar cause.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXII.
SIMPLE EQUATIONS.

TWO UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

ITT our former Lessons on Simple Equations we gave the rules

for solving those which contain only one unknown quantity ;

and, with the exception of one or two, the whole Centenary of

Problems were solved by means of these rules. We proceed
now to show how to resolve equations which contain two un-

known quantities.
Cases indeed frequently occur in which two unknown quan-

tities are necessarily introduced into the same calculation.

EXAMPLE. Suppose the following equations are given,
viz. :

(1.) x + y = 14,

(2.) x y = 2.

Here, if y bo transposed in each, they will become

(1.) * = 14 - y,

Now, the first member of each of the equations is x, and the

second member of each is equal to x. But according to the

axiom that quantities which are respectively equal to another

quantity, are equal to each other ; therefore we have

2 -)- y = 14 - y ; whence y = 6.

Lastly, by substituting the value of y in the 1st equation, we
have x + 6 = 14 ; and as = 8. Therefore, 8 and 6 are the values

of x and y.
In solving the preceding problem, it will be observed that

we first found the value of the unknown quantity x in each

equation ; and then, by making one of the expressions denoting
the value of x equal to the other, we formed a new equation,
which contained only the other unknown quantity y. This pro-
cess is called extermination or elimination.

In the resolution of equations there are three methods of

extermination, viz., by comparison, by substitution, and by
addition and subtraction.

CASE I. To exterminate one of the two unknown quantities

by comparison.

RULE. Find the value of one of the unknown quantities in

each of the equations, and form a new equation by making one of
these values equal to the other. Find the value of the unknown

quantity in this equation, by the rules formerly given. Then
substitute this value of the one unknown quantity in either of the

other equations, and resolving it by the same rules, the other

unknown quantity will be found.

EXAMPLE. Given x -f y 36, and x y = 12
;
to find the

values of and y.

Transposing y in the 1st equation, gives x = 36 - y.

Transposing y in the 2nd equation, x = 1 2+ y.

Making these values of x equal, ,, 12+ y = 36 y.

Transposing, etc., ,, 'y=12.
Substituting the value ofy, = 12-fl2 = 24.

Hence, 24 and 12 are the values required.

EXERCISE 36.

1. Given 2* + 3y = 28, and 3* + 2y = 27 ; to find the values of x and y.
2. Given 4* + y = 43, and 5* + 2i/

= 56 ; to find the values of x and ij.

3. Given 4* 2y = 16, and Gx = 9y ; to find the values of x and y.

4. Given 4x 2y = 20, and 4x + 2y = 100 ; to find the values of a
and i/.

5. Given 5* + 8 = 7y, and 5y + 32 = 7 ; to find the values of x and &.

EXAMPLE (1). To find two numbers such that their suns

shall be 24 ; and the greater shall be equal to five times the less.

Here, let at be the greater ; and y the less.

Then, * -f y = 24,
And x = 5y.

Whence, 5y -j- y = Gy = 24,
And y = 4 ;

Therefore, x = 20. Ans. 20 and 4.

EXAMPLE (2). Find two quantities whose sum ia equal to fc-j

and the difference of whose squares is equal to d.

Let x and y be the two quantities.

Then x +y = h)
, j * i j f per question.And z2 y

2 = a
\

*

From the first equation we have, by transposition,

x = h y,

And, by squaring both sides, we have,

x3 = h* 2hy + y
2
.

From the second equation, we have, by transposition,

* = 2 + d.

Now, by equating the two values of x1
, we have,

y2 + d = h2 2hy + y- ;

And, by transposition and cancelling, we have,

2hy = h~ d;

,
!<? d

Whence, y = ---

Therefore, * =h- *-- * = J*+J.
2h 2h

EXAMPLE (3). Given ox + by = h
t and x + y = d ; to find

the values of x and y.

Here, from the first equation, we have, by transposition,

ox = h by,

Again, from the second equation, we have, by transposition,
= d y,

Whence,
^ d y ;

a

Or, h by ad ay,

And ay by = ad h.

From this equation, by separating the left-hand member in

factors, we have

(a 6) y = ad h ;

ad h
Whence, y =

Consequently, x = d
ad h h bd

a b a b

The rule given above may be generally applied for the exter-

mination of unknown quantities. Bat there are cases in which
other methods will be found more expeditious.

EXAMPLE (4). Given x = hy, and ax + bx = ?/*; to find the

values of x and y.

As in the first of these equations x is equal to 7iy, we may in

the second equation substitute this value of x for x itself. The
second equation will then become, ahy -f- bhy = y

2
.

The equality of the two sides is not affected by this altera-

tion, because we only change one quantity x for another which
is equal to it. By this means we obtain an equation which
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contains only one unknown quantity. Whence, y = ah + bh,

and x = ah1
-f- bh-.

This process is called extermination by substitution.

CASE II. To exterminate an unknown quantity by sub-

stitution.

I; i I,K. Find the value ofone oftJte unknown quantities, in one

of the equations, in terms of the other unknown; and then in the

other equation SUBSTITUTE this value for the former unknown

quantity, h'rom this equation, find the value of this unknown

quantity, <i,<
'

MPLE (5). Given *+ 3y = 15, and 4-f 5y = 32; to find

the values of * and y.

Hero, transposing 3y in the first equation, we have.

= 15 :fi/.

Substituting the value of x in the second equation, we have,

60 12y + 5y = 32 ;

Whence, by transposition, etc.,

y = 4.

And, from the first equation,

*= 15 12 = 3.

There is a third method of exterminating an unknown quantity
from an equation, which, in many cases, is preferable to either

of the preceding.

EXAMPLE (6). Given x -f 3y = a, and * 3y= b ; to find the

values of * and y.

Here, if we add togetlier the first members of those two equa-
tions, and also the second members, we shall have,

2x = a -f- b,

an equation which contains only the unknown quantity x. The
other, having equal co-efficients with contrary signs, has disap-

peared. Still the equality of the sides is preserved, because we
have only added equal quantities to equal quantities.

Whence, x = ^4 >

i jAnd
x a b

EXAMPLE (7). Given 3a;-f-y = ft, and 2*-{-y =d; to find the

values of x and y.

Here, if we subtract the second equation from the first, we
shall have x h d, where y is exterminated, without affecting
the equality of the sides. Whence, y = 3d 2h.

EXAMPLE (8). Given x 2y = a, and x -\-4y = b ; to find

the values of x and y.

Here, multiplying the first equation by 2, we have,

2* 4y 2o ;

Then, adding the second and third equations, we have,

3* = b + 2o ;

Whence, x = J (fr -f 2a),

And y = -J (6 a).

This process is called extermination by addition and sub'

traction,

EXERCISE 37.

1. Given 8 + y = 42, and 2* + 4y = 18 ; to find the values of x and y.

2. Oiven 2z + 8y = 84, and 4* + 6y
' = 08 ; to find the values of x and j.

3. Given 3* + 3y = 72, and 4* + 5y = 116
; to find the values of z

and y.

4. Given J* + lOy = 124, and 2* + 9y = 124 ; to find the values of x

and y.

5. A privateer in chase of a ship 20 miles distant, sails 8 miles, while
the ship sails 7. How far will each sail before the privateer will

overtake the ship ?

6. The age* of two persons, A and B, are such that seven yean ago A
was three times as old as B ; and seven years hence, A will be
twice as old as B. What is the age of each ?

7. There are two numbers, of which the greater is to the less as 3 to

2 ; and their sum is the sixth part of their product. What are

the numbers ?

CABE III. To exterminate an unknown quantity by addition

and subtraction.

RULE. Multiply or divide the equations, if necessary, by such

factors that the term which contains one of the unknoivn quantities
shall be the same in both equations. Then subtract one equation

the other, if the signs of this unknown quantity are alike, or

add them together if the tiyns are unlike ; the result will be an

equation containing only one unknown, quantity, which ie to be

resolved as before.

It mutt be kept in mind that both members of an equation
are always to bo increased or diminished alike, in order to pre-

serve their equality.

EXAMPLE (9). Oiven 2* -f- 4y = 20, and 4* + 5y = 28 ; to

find the values of z and y.

Here, multiplying the first equation by 2, we hare,

4t> + 8y = 40.

Subtracting the second equation from this, we hare,

Whence, y = 4, and = 2.

In the solution of the succeeding problems, either of the three

rules for exterminating unknown quantities may be used at

pleasure. That quantity which is the least involved should be the

one chosen to be first exterminated.

The student will find it a useful exercise to solve every

example by each of the several methods, and carefully to observe

which ia the most comprehensive, and the best adapted to

different classes of problems.

EXAMPLE (10). To find a fraction such that, if a unit be

added to the numerator, the fraction will be equal to $ ; but if a

unit be added to the denominator, the fraction will be equal to J.

Let x = the numerator, and y = the denominator.

Here, by the first condition, we have
* = J ;

And by the second, we have

Whence, * = 4, the numerator ;

And y = 15, the denominator.

Therefore, ^ is the required fraction.

EXERCISE 38.

1. Given 2r + y
= 16, and 3r 3y = 6 ; to find the values of z and y.

2. Given 4r + 3>j = 50, and 3z 3y = 6 ; to find the value* of z and y.

3. Given 3* + y = 38, and 5i + 4y = 68 ; to find the values of r and y.

4. Given 4z 40 = ly, and 6z 63 = 7y ; to find the value* of

and y.

5. The number* of two opposing armies are such, that the sum of

both is 21,110; and twice the number in the greater army,
added to three times the number in the less, i* 52,219. What
is the number in each army ?

6. The sum of two numbers is 220, and if three times the lea* be

taken from four times the greater, the remainder will be 180.

What are the numbers ?

7. The mast of a ship consist* of two parts ; one-third of the lower

part added to one-sixth of the upper part, ia equal to 28 feet ;

and five times the lower part, diminished by six time* the upper
part, i* equal to 12 feet. What is the height of the mast ?

8. What two number* ore those, whose di/trence is to their sum a* 2

to 3 ; and whose sum is to their product a* 3 to 5 ?

9. To find two numbers such that the product of their sum and
difference shall be 5, and the product of the sum of their

squares and the difference of their square* shall be 65.

10. To find two numbers whose sum ia 32, and whoae product i* 240.

11. To find two numbers whose sum is 52, and the sum of their

square* 1,424.

12. A certain number consists of two digits or figure*, the sum of

which i* 8. If 36 be added to the number, the digit* will be

inverted. What is the number ?

The united age* of A and B amount to a certain number of yean,
consisting of two digits, the sum of which is 9. If 27 year*
be subtracted from the amount of their ages, the digit* will

be inverted. What is the sum of their ages f

A merchant having mixed a quantity of brandy and gin, found if

he had put in 6 gallon* more of each, the compound would have

contained 7 gallons of brandy for every 6 of gin ; but if he had

put in 6 gallons less of each, the proportion* would have been

a* 6 to 5. How many gallon* did he mix of each ?

13.

It.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.
EXERCISE 34.

1. d' + 5d*?i + lOd'h* + 10dfc + 5<U -f h.
2. b" +j4l'- l

y + B6*-V + Cf -V + Do* V + etc., in which

the co-efficients which are here represented by A, B, C, etc., are

1 n I 2 .

respective!/ n.n. , . . -^~,
tc.
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S. 729-c
8 + 2lfa*j + 48SO.DV

4. aa 2ab + b".

5. a3 3aab + 3ab' b".

6. _ 4ttsb + 6asb" 4ab* + b*.

8. a" na"~~ 1 b + n -~--a
M ~'b* n^z

2 2

9. a* 4a' + 6aa + 6a + 1.

10. 1 6y + 15y
a

20y' + 15y

+ 2160o:ay
4 + 64y

+, etc.

11. 1 + 110; + n. 5 - + etc.
2

12. a9 + 4 + 1
3 9

13. *a -ba! + .

y*

m* m
.. 36 24 .

15. - - at
49 7

LESSONS IN GEOGRAPHY.-
SOUTH AMERICA.

-XXXIX.

SOUTH America has on the map the appearance of the vertical

(section of an irregularly shaped pear. The stalk end is broken
off at the island of Tierra del Fuego, where it meets the junction
of the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans, on the south. The projec-

tion of a map of this continent is to be made in the same
manner as a projection for a map of Africa, namely, by drawing
the parallels of latitude as horizontal straight lines, parallel to

each other, and equidistant by a space assumed to represent 5

or 10, and the meridians as curved lines on either side of a

perpendicular, representing the meridian of 55 or 60 W. longi-

tude, the curves being regulated by the comparative length of

the degree under each parallel of latitude laid down, as shown

by a diagonal scale made for the purpose. The latitudes and

longitudes of places may bo obtained from the index to any
good atlas.

Boundaries. It is bounded by the Caribbean Sea on the

north ; by the Strait of Magellan on the south ; by the Pacific

Ocean on the west ; and by the Atlantic Ocean on the east. It

is connected with the North American continent at the north-

west point by the Isthmus of Panama, and includes the nar-

rowest portion of that isthmus, which forms the State of

Panama, in the Granadian Confederation. The most northerly

point of this continent is Point Gallinas, in New Granada, very

nearly in lat. 12 30' N., and long. 71 Q 53' W. ; the most

southerly point, including Tierra del Fuego, or- the " land of

fire," and the adjacent islands, is Cape Horn, in lat. 55 59' S.

and long. 67 12' W. ; the most westerly point is Parina Point,
near the Lobos Islands, in lat. 4 43' S. and long. 81 11' W. ;

and the most easterly point is the entrance to the Eiver Goyana,
near Olinda, in lat. 7 31' S. and long. 34 47' W.

Length, Breadth, and Superficial Area. The length of this con-

tinent from north to south is about 4,800 miles ; and its greatest
breadth about 3,300 miles. The surface of South America,
including its adjacent islands south of the equator, is about

6,700,000 square miles; and the population is about 23,000,000;
hence this continent contains, on an average, about 3j inhabi-

tants to every square mile.

Islands. The islands considered as belonging to South
America are few and unimportant. The largest, namely, Tierra
del Fuego, is considered sterile, and scarcely habitable. Between
the continent and this island, and Clarence and Desolation
Islands to the west of it, lies the long, narrow, and winding
strait, called by the name of Magellan, or Magalhaens, the

navigator who first sailed through it and discovered the passage
to the Pacific Ocean. Off the southern coast of Tierra del

Fuego lie Londonderry, Hoste, and Wollaston Islands, with the
small islets, on the south of which is the famous headland
called Cape Horn, or Hoorn, after its discoverer. The islet, it

should be said, bears the same name. Staten Land is an island

of small size, lying off its eastern coast, and separated from it

by the Strait of Le Maire. About 350 miles east of the entrance
to this strait lie the Falkland Islands, one of which is called

the East Falkland, and the other the West, between which runs
the Falkland Sound ; besides these, this group consists of 200
smaller islands, the area of the whole being about 13,000 square
miles. About 800 miles south-east of these islands lies the
South Georgian group, the largest of which, South Georgia,
from which the group takes its name, is 90 miles long by 10
miles broad, and forms a useful dep6t for the seal and whale

fishery. The Galapagos Islands are situated on the equator,
about 750 miles west of the state called Ecuador, to which they

belong. The Lobos Islands and the Chinca Islands, celebrated

for their guano, lie off the west coast of the state of Peru, to

which they belong. The island of Juan Fernandez lies nearly 400
miles off the west coast of the State of Chili. The Patagonian
Archipelago, including the islands of Chiloe, Chonos, Wellington,
Madre de Dios Archipelago, Hanover, Adelaide, etc., lies west
of the country or region from which it receives its name.
North-east of Cape St. Roque, the easternmost point of Brazil,
lie the islands of Fernando Noronha and Kocas ; and near the

twentieth parallel of S. latitude, about 700 miles from the

coast, lie the islands of Trinidad and Martin Vaz. North of

the entire continent lie the West Indies, in the Caribbean Sea,
as described in a former lesson.

Seas, Gulfs, Bays. Of inland seas in this continent there are

none; and the gulfs and bays are small and unimportant. At
the north-west corner, where it joins North America, are found,
on the Pacific side, the Bay of Panama and the Gulf of St.

Miguel ; on the Atlantic side, and to the north of it, are the

Gulf of Darien, the Gulf of Maracaybo, the Gulf of Triste, the

Gulf of Paria, the estuary of the Orinoco, the estuary of the

Amazon, and the estuary of the Maranham. On the east of the

continent are the bays of Todos Santos (or All Saints Bay),
Espirito Santo, the estuary of the Rio de la Plata, the Gulf of

San Antonio, and the Bay of St. George. On the west, the

Gulf of Penas, the Bay of Morena, the Bay of Pisco, the Gulf of

Guyaquil, and the Bay of Choco.
Mountains. The most remarkable natural feature in the con-

tinent of South America is, with one exception, the grand range
of mountains called the Cordillera de los Andes, or Chain of

the Andes, which run nearly parallel and comparatively close

to its western shores. The commencement of this range is

south of the Isthmus of Darien, and its termination is at the

Strait of Magellan, its whole extent being about 4,500 miles,
but varying considerably in altitude as well as in name. The
mountains of this range, indeed, take . their names according to

the countries through which they pass ;
hence we have the

Columbian, the Peruvian, the Bolivian, the Chilian, and the

Patagonian Andes. The average height of the Columbian
Andes is about 12,000 feet above the level of the sea, and the

highest peak is Chimborazo, which is 21,425 feet above the

same level. Antisana, Pichincha, Tolima, Cotopaxi, and others,

are little inferior in altitude to the "
giant of the western

world," and the last is reckoned the most tremendous volcano

on the face of the globe. The average height of the Peruvian

and Bolivian Andes is greater than that of the Columbian

chain, being about 14,000 feet ; their highest peaks, Sorata and

Ulimani, reach the respective elevations of 21,190 feet and

21,150 feet above the level of the sea; and many of the passes
across the chain of Upper Peru are about 16,000 feet above the

same level. The Chilian Andes have a less average elevation

than any of the former; but the peak of Aconcagua, which is

23,910 feet above the level of the sea; overtops all the high

peaks already mentioned, and forms the culminating point of

South America. The Patagonian chain is very considerably
lower than any of the preceding, its average height being only

3,000 feet, and its highest peaks only 9,000 feet above the level

of the sea. In Venezuela are the mountains of Parime, the

culminating peak of which is Maravaca, about 10,500 feet above

the level of the sea. Along the southern frontier of Guiana
runs a mountain range called the Sierra Acary, while Brazil is

traversed from north to south by several ranges parallel to each

other, and of no great altitude when compared to the Ancles,

the principal of these being the Sierra del Espinha90 and the

Cordillera Grande.
Table-lands. The plateaus or table-lands of South America

are formed of the elevated intervening grounds between the

chains or ridges of its mountains just described, and they rival

in elevation those of the continent of Asia. The principal of

these plateaus are those of Quito, Pasco, and Titicaca. The
elevation of the plateau of Quito, above the sea-level, is about

9,600 feet ; of Pasco, 13,700 feet ; and of Titicaca, 12,850 feet.

Rivers. The vast plains of South America give rise to a

system of rivers unparalleled in the rest of the world for magni-
tude and extent. The great central plain of this continent is

divided into three large portions, which receive their names
from the immense rivers which run through them respectively,
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viz., the plain of the Orinoco in the north, the plain of the

Amazon in the middle, and the plain of the Rio de la Plata in

the south. The llanos, or savannahs, occupy nearly the whole

plain of the Orinoco. These are level grassy tracts without

trees, similar to the prairies, or vast meadows, of North America,
and are annually inundated by the rivers, like the regions of the
Nile. The selvas, or forest-plains, extend over the great basin of

the Amazon, and, as their name denotes, cover the ground with

trees, shrubs, and plants; to which may be added vast tracts

similar to those in the basin of the Orinoco, and salt and sandy
deserts in the interior. The pampas, or immense level plains
covered with grass, oats, clover, and other herbage, occupy the

plains of the Rio de la Plata, and the regions to the south of

it, and in their present wild state form small encouragement for

the habitation of man ; hence the generally desolate state of

the whole of the Patagonian region. The river Orinoco is

about 1,200 miles long ; it rises in the mountains of Guiana,
and falls into the Atlantic on the north of British Guiana. The
Amazon, which in the upper part of its course is called the

Maranon, rises amidst the elevated parts of the Peruvian

Andes, flows first northerly, and then easterly, and, after a
course of 3,900 miles, falls into the Atlantic at the equator.
The basin of the Amazon includes upwards of 1,500,000 square
miles, and is supplied with its waters by a number of large
tributaries. The Amazon is navigable for large vessels from
its embouchure to its junction by the Ucayali, or 2,500 miles
from the sea, and for small vessels to the foot of the mountains.
Its volume of water is so great, that its freshness is perceptible
500 miles out at sea. To give an idea of the level nature of the
basin of this mighty river, we may state that for the space of

600 miles before it discharges its flood into the deep, it has

only a fall of 10'5 feet, or about one-fifth of an inch per mile,

yet it is reckoned to flow into the ocean with about the same
velocity as the Ganges. For the whole of this distance the
tides of the Atlantic oppose its majestic flow ; but above this

point, the declivity being about 6 inches per mile, the velocity
of its waters surpasses that of our swiftest steamers ; and at

this point the opposition of its waters to the flow of the tide

becoming tremendous, their united action produces waves which
sometimes rise to the height of several feet, rolling back upon
the rapid stream like the noise of a cataract, and overwhelming
all the lowlands above its estuary. This phenomenon, justly
called the bore, or by the native Indians pororoca, will for ever

impede the useful navigation of this great river. The main
stream of the Amazon receives the waters of many great rivers

on the north and south banks. The chief of its affluents on the
north are the Putumayo, Caqueta, and Negro ; on the south,
the Madeira, Tapajos, and Xingu.
The Eio de la Plata is a broad estuary formed by the junction

of the rivers Parana and Uruguay. The length of the Parana is

about 2,350 miles from its source to the embouchure of the Rio
de la Plata ; and that of the Paraguay, a branch of the same,
which joins it at the distance of 7CO miles from the sea, is about
1,260 miles. The Uruguay branch is 800 miles in length. The
Parana and the Uruguay are navigable for vessels of consider-

able burden for nearly 1,000 miles. Other rivers of some
importance in South America are the Magdalena, 860 miles

long, which flows into the Caribbean Sea ; and the Atrato, 300
miles long, which flows into the Gulf of Darien. The rivers

Essequibo, Demerara, Berbice, Surinam, and others which flow

into the Atlantic eastward of the Orinoco, will bo remembered

chiefly from the important settlements to which they have

given their name. The San Francisco, in Brazil, is 1,500 miles

leng. The Colorado, 600 miles long, and the Rio Negro, 800
miles long, both flow into the Atlantic south of the La Plata.

The rivers on the west coast of South America have all short

courses, owing to the vicinity of the Andes to the shore.

Lakes. The lakes of South America are few. The Lake of

Titicaca, on the table-land of the same name, and at an eleva-

tion of 12,847 feet above the level of the sea, contains about

3,800 square miles ; near its shores the depth is 720 feet ; its

waters are fresh. The Lake of Maracaybo, near the shores of

the Caribbean Sea, is connected by a narrow strait with the Gulf
of Maracaybo, and its waters are brackish ; it contains about

5,000 square miles. The Lake dos Patos, or " lake of the

ducks," of the same area, on the south-east coast of Brazil,

discharges its waters into the sea by a channel called the Rio
Grande do SuL

SUMMARY OF BOUNDARIES.
NORTH : The Caribbean Sea, etc.

SOUTH : The Straits of Magellan.
EAST : The Atlantic Ocean.
WEST : The Pacific Ocean.

SUMMARY OP ISLANDS.

Gallapagos, W. of Ecuador.

Lobos, W. of Peru.

Juan Fernandez, W. of Chili.

Chiloe, S. of Chili.

Chonos Archipelago, S. of Chiloe.

Wellington, W. of Patagonia.
Madre de Dios Archipelago, S. of

Wellington.

Hanover, W. of Patagonia.

Adelaide, S. of Hanover.
Desolation I., S. of Adelaide.

Tierra del Fuego, S. of Patagonia, i

Horn, S. of Tierra del Fuego.
Staten Land, E. of Tierra del

j

Fuego.
Falklands, E. of Patagonia.

Georgia, S.E. of Falklands.

Trinidad, E. of Brazil.

Fernando Norouha, N.E. of Cape
St. Roque.

Caviana, M. of the Amazon.

Marajo, S. of Caviana.

Margarita, N. of Venezuela.

Tortugas, N. of Venezuela.

SUMMARY OF PENINSULAS.
Patagonia, S. of La Plata.
Tres Montes, W. of Patagonia.
Sau Josef, E. of Patagonia.

SUMMARY OF CAPES.
Point Gallinas, Venezuela.
St. Koque, Brazil.

Frio, Eio Janeiro.

S. Maria, Uruguay.
St. Antonio, Buenos Ayres.
Corrientes, Buenos Ayres.
Three Points, Patagonia.
Horn, Horn Island.

Ajuja, Peru.
Point Parina, Peru.
San Lorenzo, Ecuador.
San Francisco, Ecuador.

SUMMARY OF MOUNTAINS.
Andes, S. America.

Chimborazo, ~\

Cotopaxi ( _
Antisana, >Ecuador.

Pichinca, /

Chuquibamba, 1

Sorata,

Illimani, I Bolivia.

Cochabamba,
j

Potosi, J

Aconcagua, Chili.

Maravaca, Venezuela.
Sierra do Espinhaco, ) T, ..

n j-ii /~i i f Brazil.
Cordillera Grande, J

SUMMARY OF BIVEKS.

Amazon, Brazil.

Orinoco, Colombia.
Eio de la Plata, between Buenos

Ayres and Uruguay.
Uruguay, Uruguay.
Parana, ) _,

> Paraguay.
Paraguay, )

Pilcomayo, ) Argentine
Salado, j Confederation.

SUMMARY OF LAKES.

Titicaca, Bolivia.

Maracaybo, Venezuela.

Lake dos Patos, Brazil.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXI.

48. PARADIGMS OF THE AUXILIARY VERBS (continued).

(5.) ETRE, TO BE, AFFIRMATIVELY (continued).

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Sois,

Qu'il soit,

Qu'on soit,

Soyons,
Soyez,

Qu'ils soient,

be (t/u>u).

let him be.

let one be.

let us be.

be (ye or you),
let them be.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

SIMPLE TENSES. COMPOUND TENSES.

PRESENT. PAST.

Que je sois, that I may be.
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49. REGULAR VERBS.

PTOST CONJUGATION, ENDING IN

MODKl. \

CHANTER, TO 8INQ.

INFINITIVE MOOD.
FEESKMT. PAST.

Chanter, to ting. |
Avoir chante, to have ti*ng.

PARTICIPLES.
PKEHKNT. CuMPOUMIi.

Chuntant, tinging. | Ayant chaute, having tung.

PAST.

Chante, tung.

INDICATIVE MOOD.

SIMPLE TENSES. COMPOUND TENSES.
PRESENT. PAST DEFINITE.

ute, I ting. J'ai chante, / have tung.
Tu chantes, thou tingest. Tu as chante, thou host tung.
II chante, he tings. II a chante, he hat sung.

On chante, one sings. On a chante, one hot tung.
N 'us olmntons, weeing. Noua avons chante, we have sung.
V i HIM chantez, you tiny. Vous avez chante, you have tung.
Ils chantent, ihy sing. Ila ont chante, they have sung.

IMPERFECT.
Je chaiitais, I wot tinging, or I I J'avius chante,

used to ting.

Tu clmutuis, thou watt tinging.
It I'lumtait, he wat tinging.

On ch ini.iit
, one was tinging.

Nous chautions, we were singing.

Voua chant icz, you were singing.

Ils chautuieut, they were tinging.

IhocTj
I CM

Tu avais chante, thou hodst .g

II avait chante, h had
[

On avait chaute, one hod
[

*

Nous avions chante, we had
Vous aviez chante, you hod -

Ils avaient chaute, they had J

PAST DEFINITE.

Je clmntai, I sang or did sing.

Tu chautas, thou sangest.

II chanta, he sang.

On chanta, n sang.
Nous cbantames,
Yous chaututes,
Us chante rent,

Je chanterai,
Tu cbouteras,
II chantera,
On chautera,
Nous chanterona,
Vous clianterez,

Us chanteront,

we sang,

you sang.

thy tang.

I shall sing,

thou wilt sing,

he tcill sing,

one will sing.

we shall ring,

you will sing,

they will sing.

PAST ANTERIOR.

J'eus chante, I had sung.
Tu CUB chante, thou hadst sung.
II out chaiitY-, he had. sung.
On eut chaut^, one had tung.
Nous euuies chante, we had sung.
Vous eutes chante, you, had sung.
Us eureut chaute, they hod tung.

FDTUKE ANTERIOR.

J'aurai chante, I fhall
\

Tu auras chante,
II aura chaute,
On aura chante,

thou wilt

he will]
one will

J-

">

Nous aurons chante, we shall

Vous aurez chante, you will

Us auront chante, they will j

CONDITIONAL MOOD.
PRESENT.

Je chanteraiB, I should sing.

Tu chauterais, thou wouidst tiny.

II chanterai t, he tcould ting.

On chanterait,
Nous chanterions,
Vous chauteriez,
Ils chanteraient,

one mould sing.

we should c-mg.

you would sing.

they would sing.

PAST.

J'auraia chante, I should'

Tu aurais chante, thou wouiist

II aurait chante, h would

Ou anrait chante, one would
_

Nous aurions chante, we would I

Vous auriez chante, you would

Ils auraient chante, they would J

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Chante,
'

ting (thou).

Qu'il chante, let him sing.

Qu'on chante, let one ting.

Chant ons. let us ting.

Chantez, ting (ye or you).

Qu'ils chantent, let them ting.

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

SIMPLE TENSES. COMPOUND TENSES.
PEE8EXT.

Quo je chante, that I may sing.

Que tu ohantes, that thou mayest

sing.

Qu'il chaute, that hi* may ting.

Qu'on cbaute, that one may ting.

Quo none chautions, that we may
ing.

Que vous chautiez, that you may
ting.

Qu'ils cbanteut, that they may
ting.

PAST.

Que j'aie chante, that I may
Que tu nies chante, that thou

mayeet

Qu'il ait cbante, that he may
Qu'on ait chante, that one may
Que nous ayons chante, that

we may
Que vous ayez chante, that

you may
Qu'ils aient chante, that they

may J

IMMtKFKOT.

QaojecliaaUMO, Out I might
ing.

Qua to chantages, that UIM
mighUtt ring.

Qu'il chanUt, that he might ting.

Qu'on chuuUt, that one might

ing.

Que nous chanUarions, that we

might ring.

Qn on cluintaaaiez, that you
might ting.

Qu'ils chantawent, that they might
ing.

QIM J'

Qu'il 06t chante. that he

Qti'on efct chante, (hot MU
wight

QIII; li'/Uh MBJ .I,* ' h:il,t.-.

that might

Que vons eaasiex chante, (hot

vou might

Qu'Us euaaent cbante, that

thy might

50. REMARKS ON THE PECULIARITIES or SOME VERBS
OF THE FIRST CONJUGATION.

(1.) In verbs ending in ger, an e mate is placed after g when
this letter should precede a or o, to indicate that g should be
sounded soft even before these rowels :

Nona mang4ons, we eat.

Je mangtei, / did eat.

Jugeaut, judging.

(2.) In verbs ending in oyer and uyer, the y is changed into

i, before e, eg, and ent :

employer, j'emploie, il emplolera.

essuyer, il eaanie, j'essuleraia.

nettoyer, tu nettolea, il* nettolent

NOTE. Thia rale applies, in the fonr conjugations, to all

verbs the present participle of which ends in yant.

However, it does not hold good in the case of verbs of the

first conjugation ending in ayer. With these verbs, the

change of y into t is optional in the two third persons of the

present indicative, and in the whole of the future indicative

and of the present conditional ; but the y must be preserved in

all the other persons and tenses : il paye, or il paio ; ils

payent, or ils paient ; je payerai, je paierai, or je palrai, etc. ;

je payerais, jo paierais, or je palrais, etc. (AcAD.) Therefore

it may be said that, in verbs ending in ayer, the y may be

preserved throughout.
Verbs ending in ever preserve the y unchanged throughout.

(3.) In verbs terminating in cer, in order to preserve its soft

pronunciation, a cedilla is pat under the c
($) when it comes

before a or o :

CommenCaut, commencing. |

Nous plafone, we place.

(4.) In many verbs ending in eter and eler, the t or I of the

infinitive is doubled, when it comes before e, es, and ent :

J'appelle,
Je jetterai,

I call ; Us appellant, thty call.

I will throw ; Tu jettes, thou throiceet.

(5.) Many verbs form exceptions to the last rule :

Acheter, to buy. Etiqueter, to tick*.

Bourreler, to torment. Geler, (O/TMM.
Colleter, to collar. Uarceler, to teoM.

Congeler, to congeal. Peler, to peJ.

D^celer, to detect. Surocheter, to pay dear /or.

Decolleter, to uncover the throat. etc., etc., etc.

D^geler, to thaw.

In the above verbs, when the t or I comes before e, es, or

ent, a grave accent
( ) is put over the e which precedes the t

or I .'

Je pele,

J'iichete,

I peel;
I buy ;

Jo pelerai, I shall peel.

J'acheterai, I ahall buy.

(6.) In verbs of the 1st Conjugation (not ending in eler,

eter ; see 4, 5 above) which have e mute in their last but one

syllable, a grave accent is put over that e, when the consonant

following it comes before , , or ent :

seiner,

lever,

je seme,
tu leves,

nous semerons,
il lAverait,

qu'ila sement.
leve.

(7.) In verbs of the 1st Conjugation which have 6 in their

last but one syllable, the acute accent is changed into a grave

one, when the consonant following t comes before e, es, or

ent, except, however, in the future and conditional present :

ceder, il cede je cederoi, von* cederei.

proteger, tu protege*, ils protegeraient, qu'ila protegenU
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(8.) Verbs ending in isr, being perfectly regular, have two
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NATURAL HISTORY OF COMMERCE.
CHAITKK IV.

TIIK I MTK1) KINGDOM: lid \W PRODUCE, Ml

\ MJH Mil I
,

A MM VI..

Halation between Baw Product- mul Industry Geological Condition* of

Mineral Produce Application of Principle* to Ireland- I:

n.it noted for Mineral* Pre-eminently Pastoral Vegetable Pro-

duce Natural Advantage* of Ireland European Analogue*.

TIIK industrial occupations of the people of the United

Kingdom have 1 11 pro\ed in the preceding pages to be
ult of natural laws, and not of chance. The seats

of mining und of manufactures are determined by tho

Ini-iil miiiiTal deposits, Mul tho importance of tho one is

proportionate to tho richness of tho other especially
so in relation to iron and coal. (jivcn tho geological
character of tho rocks and soil, with tho physical distinc-

tions of highland, lowland, plain, and marsh, and thu

climatic phenomena, we may infer much of tho raw

produce, organic and inorganic.
Tho mountain borders of Ireland give occupations to

labourers in mines and quarries, and copper and lead

are produced in the counties of Wicklow, Cork, and
Waterford. Iron is more widely dispersed, but for want
of coal is unprofitable to smelt. Peat is almost the

only fuel. Limestone is the principal rock of the

interior; statuary marble of fine quality is met with in

< lalway and Donegal, and granite in many parts. Never-
theless, Ireland is not noted for its minerals. The
special feature of its geology is the dreary expanse of

bog, occupying 3,000,000 acres, or a tenth of the central

plain of the kingdom. Tho great bog of Allen, once a

forest, spreads through four counties. These bogs are

considerably above the level of tho sea, and sometimes

very deep. They lie upon vast deposits of clay and
drift, which overspread the mountain limestone, and, in

steep im pervious embankments, form the confines of

stagnant reservoirs of saturated vegetable soil, unsafe
in places for tho smallest quadruped to walk upon. The
structure of the bogs indicates the proper method of

drainage, but notwithstanding a river system unusually
complete, little has been reclaimed; and, since bog eartti

is deficient in mineral constituents, it is doubtful if

vlrainage would ever repay, in produce, the cost of recla-

mation. Ireland is pastoral, and there appears no limit

to its dairy and grazing capabilities. Pastures cover two-
thirds of the country, and four-filths of the people depend
upon field labour. As a rule, however, the farming
is inferior, the tillage slovenly, and the implements rude.
The production of butter and provisions for export is,

nevertheless, prodigious. Salt beef, pork, bacon, lard, and

many millions of eggs, are consigned to England. Cork
has, virtually, the victualling of our navy. Waterford

dispatches abroad over 100,000 casks of butter yearly, and
slaughters every week an average of 5,000 swine, while
the quays, a mile long, swarm with live stock for em-
barkation.

The eastern provinces are more flourishing than the
western. The Curragh of Kildare competes with the

English downs as a grazing-ground, and sheep have fed
for ages upon its sweet herbage. In the open country
corn intervenes between the breadths of potato, and
meal and milk are used for food. The fields smile with
the blue-flowered flax, which the cotters grow for their
families and weave in the hand-loom. The people of
these districts are of English or Scotch descent, and have
carried their native skill and thrift into the country of their

adoption. They command higher wages, and can pay
higher rents for less propitious soil, than the nat ivr Kr.-t"-.

Ireland's resources arc, to a great extent, undeveloped.
With a coast-line of 2,000 miles, and inlets penetrating
the land from opposite coasts, with a matchless system
o rivers and lakes, the surface is a dissected map, every

99 N.E.

dividing line bi-ing a meanH of production
or a facility for

trade. Tho ill-fated Lord Stratford, mon- than -J'N) yea
ago, saw how wdl th<; tlatm wintry and the

slow flow of tho rivers suited inland communication, and
ho devised a great scheme of intersecting canals, as yet
but,

| cirtially carried out.

Oats hiivo in recent years become tho largest tilled

crop, while wheat has so increased as sometimes to leave

a surplus for exportation: nevertheless, tho humidity of

Ireland will ever render the harvests capricious. The
nat i v<;

sheep was covered with a coarse hair, but by inter-

mixture with English breeds is now improved. The

production of wool is valuable and abundant, but the
manufacture is confined to coarso goods, and carried on
with insuflii ii nt capital. For cattle-rearing and dairy

produce, Ireland might be matchless. Her only European
analogues are Denmark* and the Netherlands, where the

prevalence of water shrouds tho plains with vapours,
which clear away before the summer winds, to reveal

meadows covered with kine. The quays and jetties of

tho Hanso Towns and tho Dutch ports resemble those
of Cork and Waterford, swarming with stock, and filled

to repletion with cheese and "
provisions." While

Ireland has languished, however, and a fifth of her in-

habitants have disappeared, Denmark and the Nether-

lands, with disadvantages from which Ireland has never

suffered, have grown prosperous and opulent.

CHAPTEE V.

THE UNITED KINGDOM : GREAT BRITAIN RAW PRODUCE,
MINERAL, VEGETABLE, ANIMAL.

General Description Relation between Industrial and Geological
Features Mineral Produce of England and Scotland contrasted
British Mineral Produce compared with European Animal dud
Vegetable Produce of Great Britain Population.

ENGLAND is more a mining and manufacturing than an

agricultural country, although the mineral region occupies
but a third of the surface. The mining and manufac-

turing industries of Scotland assumo larger proportions,
with a still more confined space for their operation. The
chief mineral products of Scotland, as in England, are
coal and iron, the beds of which, together with limestone
and sandstone, cover nearly a thousand square miles

lying south of a line joining the estuaries of the Clyde
and the Tay the densest, wealthiest, and most busy
part of the kingdom. Rich mines of lead, with which
a small quantity of silver is intermixed, are worked in

tho Lowther Hills. The Highlands ore deficient in

metals. The Grampians, especially, are as destitute of
ores as their summits are of vegetation.
Tho most important quarries of granite are those of

Kircudbright and Aberdeen. Whole towns in Scotland
are granite-built, and with tho improvements in the

machinery for cutting and preparing this stone, its use
has greatly extended in England. Many of tho new
buildings which adorn London are decorated with

polished shafts and columns of coloured granites. Its

great weight prevents its more general adoption for

monumental and national designs. Monoliths of any
size are rare. Felt in the greatest depths and found in

the highest peaks, underlying tho ocean and overtop-
ping the cloud, unyielding in substance but variable in

I colour and in chemical constitution, this primeval rock
has sometimes been called a type of truth, and an em-
blem of the virtues, faith, hope, and charity.

Roofing-slates, also, are extensively quarried in a few

parts of Scotland.

" When the plains of Germany are brown and ashy with the sum-
mer beat, the isles of Denmark delight the eye with a fresh bright

green, and as truly deserre the title of Emerald Isles as our sister

kingdom. Vegetation is everywhere luxuriant, and long retains a
vernal, appearance, owing to the humidity of the atmosphere and of
the soil." Milntr't "

JBa'lic," p. 82.
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Oolite is quarried in Somersetshire and Portland.

The city of Bath, St. Paul's Cathedral, Somerset House,
and many London churches show with what favour it

is regarded for building. Lime is made from the chalk
that stretches from the South Downs to Lincolnshire.

Fuller's earth is dug at Reigate ; and millions of bricks,
for railways, sewers, and buildings, are made from the
London clay.
In the mining region, properly so called, we .observe

that Cornwall has scarcely any manufactures and very
limited agriculture : its commerce and shipbuilding are

comprised within, the smallest bounds ; but it has an

apparently exhaustless supply of tin and copper, which
make the country both interesting and important.
The South Wales coal-field is the parent of several

industries. Besides the smelting of copper from Corn-
wall, and also from Ireland and abroad, and its produc-
tion of fuel, it is the seat of the iron manufacture,

Merthyr Tydvill and Cardiff being the most important
towns thus engaged, while Swansea is the centre of

copper-smelting. Our other coal-fields, with one excep-
tion, are also productive of ironstone, and originate the
characteristic pictures of the " Black Country

"
covering

the Dudley coal-field, and of the congeries of iron-works,
collieries, and factories which give to South Lancashire
the aspect of one densely-populated town. The cele-

brated coal-field of Northumberland is deficient in iron-

stone, although the neighbourhood of Hexham produces
iron of very fine quality.
The wonderful supply of coal and iron casts every

other mineral into the shade, or Great Britain would
be called rich in lead, zinc, and the minor metals. The
precious metals are rare, and seldom worth the working.
Burat has computed that the production of the useful

metals and coal in Great Britain is four times that of
France and Russia, six times that of Austria, eight times
that of Spain or Scandinavia, nine times that of Prussia,
and eleven times that of Belgium. What is the result?
The metal and coal of Great Britain, transformed into

machines, are computed to equal in productive power
the hand-labour of every human being living. It is as
if the population of a second world were contributing
to lessen the toil of the thirty millions in this small
corner of Europe. Manchester and Liverpool were
small towns till machinery made our gigantic cotton

industry possible. The imports of raw cotton have been
over a thousand millions of pounds yearly, and are

rapidly returning to that amount.
Eastward of a line drawn between the Tees and Exe,

the surface exhibits fertile plains, varied by rivers, valleys,
and green undulations, by a few wild and sterile heaths,
and in the north by bogs. The Bedford Level and the
Lincolnshire fens are the principal marshes. The soils,

like the rocks upon which they lie, are not distinguished
by their extent so much as by their variety. Clay loam,
sand, chalk, gravel, peat, are all represented, simply and
in many forms of combination, and impress distinctive

characters upon an indefinite number of districts. The
largest tracts of uniform soil are in Norfolk and the
wealds of Kent and Sussex. Surrey, for its size, has
more beds of sand than any other county, of which the
heaths Bagshot, Wimbledon, Weybridge, Woking and
the suburban commons of London are illustrations.

Few of the plains are quite barren, and none of the

sandy tracts are so large as the Landes of France.
South of the wealds, from Beachy Head to Salisbury
Plain, runs a low line of chalk downs, with a velvet pile
of herbage, trodden and cropped by sheep of the finest

breeds, famous both for flesh and wool. Kent is the

garden of England. The trailing hops of Canterbury
and Farnham vie with the vineyards of France, and
the scene at hop-picking resembles the animation of
the vintage. Between Sussex and the Wash, wide tracts

wave with corn. Barley for malting is a great object
of culture in the same tracts and in the midland counties,
while oats grow chiefly in the fens and in the north.
Potatoes thrive in Leicestershire and Cheshire, and the

turnip tribe has spread from Norfolk all over the kingdom.
Pulse grows everywhere. Flax and coarse hemp of excel-

lent quality are cultivated, though the quantity is small.
The husbandry of Scotland ranks very high even

within the mineral lines, but the soil capable of tillage is

limited. Comparing one kingdom with another, Eng-
land has half its surface in pasture, a third under tillage,
and a sixth in wastes, towns, roads, and waterways;
while Scotland has only one-fourth under cultivation,
with three-fourths in wastes and ways. For the opera-
tions of husbandry a granitic district offers few facilities :

the bare pinnacles weather slowly, and form too scanty
a soil for cultivation. The Grampians are naked and
sterile, as are also the broken islands of the north;
while large counties, such as Sutherland, can only be
laid out in sheep-walks. The most fertile parts of Scot-
land are the tract between Perth and Dundee, Teviot-

dale, Fife, the Lothians and Berwick. From climatic

causes the Scotch crops arrive at less perfection than they
do in England : the solar heat is inconstant, and, as in Ire-

land, often insufficient to ripen grain and secure harvest.

Barley of the same weight as English barley contains
less sugar, and does not malt well. Fruits which ripen,
in one division seldom mature in the other, and never
become so choice; but different berries acquire in Scot-
land somewhat of the delicious flavour which distin-

guishes them in still higher parallels of latitude.

Owing to the broken, nature of the Welsh counties,

sheep and cattle are pastured upon the hills, which,
unlike the Scottish highlands, are covered with grass
to their summits, and tillage and dairy work are carried

on in the valleys. Welsh mutton is small, but renowned
for the delicacy of its flavour.

Food products are the special objects of British

husbandry. Barley and hops for beer, cider apples and
flax, arc exceptional; but none assume the importance
of the vine in France or of flax in Holland.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XLIII.
IRREGULAR VERBS.

WE now come to those verbs which custom characterises as tho

Irregular Verbs, inasmuch as they greatly depart from the

models supplied in the four conjugations ; and first we present
Possum.

I. POSSUM, POSSE, POTUI, to be able.

Possum consists of potis, able, and sum, I am. The potis

is contracted into the stem pot, and po before the s in sum,
becomes pos ; whence comes pos-sum.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Present.

Pos-sum, I am Pos-sim, I may
able.

P6t-es.

Pot-est.

Pos-sumus.
Pot-estis.

INDICATIVE.

Perfect.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Pos-suut.

be able.

Pos-sis.

Po.-sit.

Pos-simus.

Pos-sitis.

Pos-sint.

Imperfect.

Pot-Bram, I Pos-sem, I

was able. might be able.

Pot-eras, etc. Pos-ses, etc.

1st Future.

Pot-Sro, I sliall be able.

Pot-eris, etc.

Infinitive.

Pres. Pos-se, to be able.

Per/. Pot-uisse, to have been able.

Put. (None.)

Pot-ui, I have Pot-uerim, I

been able. mayliavebeen,
Pot-uisti. Pot-ueris. [etc.

Pot-uit. Pot-uerit.

Pot-ulinus. Pot-uerlms.
Pot-uistis. Pot-ueri'tis.

Pot-uerunt (-uere). Pot-uerint.

Pluperfect.

Pot-ui5ram, I had Pot-uissem, I

been able. might have

been able, etc.

Pot-ueras, etc. Pot-uisses, etc.

2nd Future.

Pot-uSro, I shall have been able.

Pot-ueris, etc.

Participle.

Pot-ens (only as an adjective

(None.) [powerful) .

(None.)

No Imperative.
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It is thus seen from the preceding conjugation that with tho

- formed by Hum and its port*, of which
; aspirate being dropped in coml

nt the harshness of two consonants coming together, an

, etc.

VOCABULARY.

Adeo, to ucb a <Uyr*e,
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GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XVII.
PERSPECTIVE OP SHADOWS.

WE now propose to consider the projection of shadows as they
appear under the second conditions mentioned in Lesson XVI. ;

viz., when the sun is before, or in front of the picture ; that is, when
it is behind the spectator, or when the spectator is between the

sun and the object.

RULE. Draw a line from the station-point, or E, to the hori-

zontal line at the same angle with the picture plane at which the
horizontal direction of the shadow is said to be inclined ; this

will give the VP for the sun's inclination. The length of the

shadow is determined according to the sun's elevation (or height
in the heavens). Therefore the angle of elevation must be con-

structed by drawing a line, at the given angle of elevation, from,
the distance point of the vanishing point of the sun's inclination

to meet the perpendicular line drawn through the VP of the

sun's inclination. This will bo the VP for the sun's elevation,

a long beam standing on its end, and opposite a point 2 feet

from the nearest end of the block. The beam is 1 foot G inches

square at the base, 8 feet high, and 1 foot space between the

block and the beam. Sun's inclination 38
;
elevation 30, vanisli-

ing point of the sun to the left of the eye. Line of sight 5 feet.

Distance from the pp 6 feet.

Trusting our pupils will be able to represent the perspective
of the solids, we shall limit our instructions, for that part of the

drawing, to merely reminding them of some of the leading par-
ticulars in the process of construction, a is 2 feet to the left of

the eye, 6 is 3 feet from a, for the purpose of finding the nearest

angle of the block within the picture by drawing from b to DE.

To find the point in the block to which the beam is opposite,
rule a line from the near angle of the block to the BP at c ; make
c d equal to 2 feet, and rule from d back again to the base of

the block, directed by DVP1 this is cutting off from the near

angle of the block a distance of 2 feet on the line of its base;
rule from the point thus found towards the PP, directed by DVP2

;

and will be the point of direction to determine the lengths of
the shadows, by drawing to it lines from the angles and pro-
jecting parts of the object, to cut tho^e drawn from the object
in the direction of the VP for the sun's inclination. When the

position of the sun is, as in the present case, before the picture,
the line forming the angle of the sun's elevation is drawn down-
wards. When the sun is behind the .picture, the line of the angle
is drawn upwards ; this latter case will be treated upon in a
future lesson. To render the above rule as clear as possible, we
have introduced a very simple example (Fig. 79), giving only the

vanishing points for the representation of the shadow. Let AB
be a pole in a perpendicular position, VPSI is the vanishing point
for the sun's inclination at an angle of 35 3

, and VPSE, the

vanishing point for the sun's elevation, is at an angle of 30
with the horizon ; therefore the shadow of the pole on the
ground retires towards its vanishing point on the HL, and its

length is determined by a line drawn from the top of the pole
towards the vanishing point of the sun's elevation, producing
AC, the shadow of AB. Our pupils will perceive' that the prin-
ciples of the perspective of shadows closely resemble those which
belong to horizontal and inclined planes.
PROBLEM XLTX. (Fig. 80). A rectangular block of stone 2

feet wide, 6 feet long, and 3 feet high, is lying Jiorizontally on its

narrowest side; its face is at an angle of 40 with the PP, 3
feet within, and 2 feet to the left of the eye. Parallel to it is

upon the last line a portion of
1 foot must be cut off to obtain
the perspective distance between
the block and the beam, this

will be between e and /. The
lines for the production of the
shadows are dotted, drawn from the projecting angles of tha
solids to the vanishing point of the sun's elevation (VPSE) to
cut the lines drawn from the plans or bases of the projecting
angles towards the vanishing point for the sun's inclination

(VPSI). The intersection of these lines will limit the extent of
the shadows, as shown in Fig. 79.

PROBLEM L. (Fig. 81). A circular board in a perpendicular
position, 6 feet diameter, and having a square opening in the centre

3 feet icide. Theplane of the board is at an angle of 50 with the

picture plane. Sun's elevation 30, and inclination 40. Height
of the eye, 4 feet 6 inches ; other conditions at pleasure.

After drawing the HL, and determining the station point,
vanishing points, and distance points, the plan of the circle (A)
must be made with the additional working lines for the purpose
of obtaining the true form of the circle when placed in a retiring
and perpendicular positions (see Fig. 31, page 8; Fig. 36, p. 73,
and Fig. 40, p. 141 in Vol. III.). It will then appear as a circle

in a squaro. If the pupil will turn back to the above figures, he
will at once understand why the points in the base of the plan
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A, viz., a, b, c, d,'eio., are again set off on the PP, and the points

h, i, k, etc., are repeated on the Jine of contact from a to o in

Yig. B, the former for cutting off the perspective distances on

the base of the retiring plane from a to VP1
, and the latter for

determining the perspective heights upon the same plane, their

retiring lines being ruled towards the vanishing point of the

plane. Thus will be reconstructed in its perspective proportions

the working lines forming the square a g p o, and the square

opening in the centre of the board. The circle representing

the board must be drawn by hand through the points in the

retiring plane B, which are found to correspond with the points

in the plan A. To determine the extent of the shadow, lines are

drawn to the vanishing point of the sun's inclination (VPSI)

from all the points in the base of the retiring square a g p o,

which contains the perspective view of the circular board. The

rays of the sun's elevation are drawn from the intersections of

the circle with the diagonals, and the sides of the square a g p o

in ksr d. Through the points on the ground where the lines or

rays for the sun's elevation intersect those which represent the

sun's inclination drawn from the base of the square to VPSI,

the extent and form of the shadow must be drawn ; the same
method of proceeding must be observed with regard to the

square opening in the circular board.

PROBLEM LI. (Fig. 82). To show how a shadow of a perpen-
dicular object is to be projected on an inclined plane. Our

example is the shadow of a chimney upon a roof. After the

perspective view of the roof and chimney is drawn, and the

vanishing-points for the sun's inclination and elevation are

found, draw a line from VP2
through VP3

(the VP for the incli-

nation of the roof) to the perpendicular line from VPSI ; this

gives the VP for the shadow of the chimney on the roof, viz.,

VP4
, to which the lines from the base of the chimney must be

drawn. For the VP of the shadow of the retiring side, a b, of

the chimney, rule a line from VPSE through VP 1 to VP5
, the

vanishing point required. We trust the figure will explain
the rest.

READINGS IN GREEK. V.
^SCHYLUS.

WE come now to the earliest of the three great tragic poets of

Greece 2Eschylus. Of his relation in point of time to the other

two masters of dramatic poetry, Sophocles and Euripides, we
have already spoken, and it only remains to say a few words

upon his individual characteristics as a poet. Both in his

choice of subjects and his method of treating them, JEschylus

approaches more nearly to the heroic. To use the words of Mr.

Grote,
" The passions appealed to are the masculine and violent,

to the exclusion of Aphrodite and her inspirations ; the figures
are vast and majestic, but exhibited only in half-light and

shadowy outline ; the speech is replete with bold metaphor
and abrupt transition

'

grandiloquent even to a fault,' as

Quintilian expresses it, and often approaching nearer to

Oriental vagueness than Grecian perspicuity." For these

reasons the plays of ^Eschylus are more difficult for the student

to understand than those of Euripides and Sophocles ; and in

addition to this, it has happened that there are gaps and imper-
fections in many of the MSS. which greatly increase this

.difficulty. In selecting a few extracts from his poems, we
shall, however, endeavour to choose such pieces as may not

altogether baffle the powers of the reader, but- may serve at

the same time to give a tolerably fail idea of the style of the

author.

The most important of the plays of JEschylus are the three
which are generally known as the Orestean trilogy the

"Agamemnon,"
"
Choephoras," and "Eumenides." The three

together form a continuous story. In the "
Agamemnon

" we find

Olytsemnestra, his wife, during the absence of her lord at Troy,
living in a guilty union with ^Egisthus. Agamemnon suddenly
returns, and is murdered by his wife and her paramour. Orestes,

by the aid of Electra, escapes the sword of his mother, and in

the "
Choephorae" he returns, and avenges the death of his father

by slaying ^gisthus, and Clytsemnestra, who comes to the aid of

the latter, is also dispatched. In the "
Eumenides," which is the

last of the series, Orestes appears at the temple of Apollo at

Delphi, pursued by the avenging Furies (Eumenides), to seek

expiation for the murders from the deity. Apollo promises him
ipvotection, and the scene shifts to the court of Areopagus at

Athens, where Orestes is tried and finally acquitted. Our first

extract is the speech of Clytsemnestra when she appears upon
the stage directly after murdering her husband, and defiantly
describes the deed :

AESCHYLUS. "AGAMEMNON," 1372 1394.

noAA.au/ Tra.poi.6fv Katpicas elprffj-fviav,

TO.VO.VTI enre?j/ OVK fTraiO")(yvQ'i}o"ofj.a.i.

ir<as yap ns fxBpois e'xfya iropavvuv, (pi\ois
8oKovffii> flvai, Tnj/jiovris apKvo-Tar' av 1375

tpdp^eiev, in|/os Kpti<T<rov (KTrr)o'T]/j.aTOs ;

efj.ol 8' aywf '65' OVK a.<ppovrio~Tos irciAai

vf'iKt}s TraAams r)\6f, ffvv "%p6v<p ye ft.4\v

(TT7j/ca 8' tv6' f-rraiff*, sir' tttpya<r/j.ei>ois.

OVTU 8' eirpa|a, Kal Tab" OVK apv^ffof^ai, 1380
a>5 /U7JT6 <psvyfiv /urj-r' a/j.vvaffOai. /j.6pov.

airfipov afj.(p(0\r]ffTpoi/, uiffirep ixOvcav,

T?epio~Tix'ifa, TT\OVTOI> f'1/j.aros KO.KOV.

Trai'co 8e viv Sis' KO.V Svo7v oif*tay/Aao~i

fjLfGrJKfv avrov K<a\a' Kal TtfirToiKOTi 1385

rpiTt}v errfi/SiSco/xi, rov Kara xOovbs
"AiSov vfKptav ffWT-rjpos eu/cTaiac ^apii/.
ovTia TOV ainov Qvfjibv bpfj.a.(vei irt<r<!iv

Ka.K(pvo~i(ai> 6|e?a' a'lftaros o~(payf)v,

/SaAAei /x" tptfjLvfj i//a/caSi (pou/ias SpoVou, 1390

Xaipovo~av oi/Sfv i)o~o~ov, fy SioffSoTy

yavfi (nropTfrbs KaAu/cos ev Ko^evp-acriv.
ws a>S' t^6vTwv, Trpefffios 'Apyficav roSe,

Xaipoir' av, ei ^aipotr', eyu 8' fTCfvx.oiJ.at.

1372. Katpiwr, suitable to tlie occasion, xaipor. Having spoken many words

preoiouflij merely to gain my purpose (alluding to the affectionate terms
in which she had welcomed Agamemnon), I shall not now be ashamed to

assert the very contrary.

1375. 'ApKwffTaT
1

civ. The Hv goes with ^dpfaei/ ctpKiicrTara is a Space
enclosed by a net (SpKur) and the passage may be rendered,

" How could

any one erect a fence of destruction (like a hunting net, where wild beasts

are snared) , too high for them to leap over 1 "Y^or is either in apposition
with upKvffTOLTa, or follows 0pfeiei/, erect it to a height to be high ; like

didcio-KeiK TIVU ao<j>o\>, to teach a man to be wise.

1378. Ne/Ktir, of an old feud; aitv XP vy, etc., but it has come at last, with

tlie lapse of time. r /LUJV serves to emphasise aw xpovy.
1379. 'En-i, with dat., signifies on the top of, and so after after the deed

was done.

1381. The accusative before (peu^em may be either e'/u > or better, aUrov

(so. Agamemnon).
1382. "Airetpov. Out of which there was no escape made into a "

c.ul de

sac." Paley.
1383. nXouroi/, etc., lit., an evil wealth of robe a rich fatal robe.

1385. MetiriKev. He relaxed his limbs, O.VTOV, on the spot.

1386. Ipirnv x t'P"/- A third as a votive offering to Hades baneath. The
number three was mystical, arid there is an allusion to the usual custom
of pouring out a third libation to Zeus 2u>rnp (the preserver). "Ai&ov

is genitive of the object after xP"'.
1388. 'Op/uai'vei. He frets out pants out.

1391. \aipoutrav (sc. M in previous line), rejoicing no less than the corn-

field does in the heaven-sent blessing at the bursting of the bud. (hoxevia is to

bring fortli, akin to Xt'xoc.)

1393. 'Us <o5' xo\nu>v (sc. -rouTiav, genitive absolute), where/ore, since 17ics

things are so. T63e, etc., elders of the Argives here.

1394. Xaipocr' tii/, optative with av, is equivalent to imperative, rejoice

if you will.

The following lines are from the chorus sung by the Eume-
nides, when Orestes is awaiting his trial before the Areo-

pagus -

.AESCHYLUS. "
EUMENIDES," 307 333.

"Aye STJ Kal xP v a\l/a}(j.ev, eirei

fj.ovo"av ffrvyepav

re Aa%r; ra /car' a.vQp<Iiirovs

dis 67rii/co/xa araffts apd,
fWvSlitMOi 6' oio/j.f.6' flvai.

Ltv Ka9apas x f^Pas Trpoi'ffji.ovT'

atp' 7)IJ.WV /J.TJVIS <$>tpTTf.l,

affivris S' aliava Sici^fe?
S 8' a.\iTtov, wffirfp '65' 'avf]p,

Xftpas <povias tTriKpinrrei,

vpes opdal rolffi Qavovffiv

315
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ti'ai, *pair opt t alfnarot

av-ry TActii i<f>dv>infv.

/xarp M' truer* t, /xartp
Nv aXauiiri *a) 88of)d(Tic troivav

AaroCi -yip MJ /i*

<rrp. a'.

itrl Si T<p

a'-yf iff/ia Kvpiov

irapcupopa,,

320

.'!.!'

?30

s (ppti/aic, a<p6p-

, aiWa /Sporots.

NOTES.

306. Movffav, etc., to un/uld our strain o/ venganc.
311. lT<r.f u/ici, how our company (u^i.i for ij/if rt'pa) distribute* Uw lot*

<imoti>) iiiniilriiitl.

'.IJ t 'i'e5iuioi, etc., and we Mink ourselves strirlly jtuf.

."!';. n, ,uK-jiovru, irho holds out clean hands the innocent: opposed to
'

Ity, who conceals them (twnpuirrtt).

318. 'optfm, ftruiijM, unerring.

320. TcAtwr, following him (o Hi end. TfXor.

322. 'A \uouri, etc., lit., to Mind and teeing alike i.e., to both the dead and
tht living.

923. 'In? , ton, from it, fibre. Apollo is meant.

'.\<t>atpovntvor, \J he takes a\cay from me (for himself) . n-rSna, this

ng one drrimrtrw), usually means a hare, in consequence of the ex-
i nidity of that animal. Marpyox, etc., my oicn peculiar (nJpion)

victim, to avenge a mother's murder. MaTpyW agrees with Hfviafia, instead

., by the figure of speech entitled enallage, or interchange of

pithets.

328. Tif -TfQvuivip, the victim consecrated for the sacrifice. From iwi

supply iirtpxerat.

The " Persas
"

(Persians) is about the only instance where a
Greek dramatist has chosen contemporary history for his theme.
The subjects of almost all the Greek tragedies are taken from a

pro-historic period, in almost every case. But the " Persse
"

gives the account of the expedition led by Xerxes against the
Greeks which met with complete overthrow in the battle of

Salamis, B.C. 480, in which the poet himself took part. Here
is his vigorous description of the advance of the Grecian fleet

on the ships of the Persians :

400

405

pad, Ka.iroUpa.vf i -iravra <boiviaa"r)s i>tus 410

TO. irpoira (iff 6-)/ ptvpa HtpfftKov ffrparov
iil'Tf'lXI.V US 8f WA7J0OS ^P 0"Tfl/< t/fWf

IjOpotffT , apwyij 8" oCris oAA^Aois Trap^v,
aiTol 8'

w(^>' avTuv f[j.@o\dis ^aAxoo'T^oij 415
iraiovr', HOpauov vdi/ra. KUTn'jprj o~r6\ov.

NOTES.

400. 'H-yerro xiffjuy, led the array. 'H-yto/iai, with dative, has the sense
of going before.

401. flapitv, it wos ross lie one could liear one loud untwrsal shout.

405. OVKUC, the torn!;*- where thu dead are placed (.-<tfn/,).

::..p' i'i/iuiv f OH our side. It is a Persian messenger who is telling
the tale.

408. ITO,\O, ornament, array (<jTt\Xu), here means the beak of the ship
which was used to strike against a foe.

410. n<ii>Ta Kopvn/3', the whole fijure-head. <t>o<r<rnr : the Phoenicians
were the earliest navigators, and at this time were employed as
mercenaries.

11-'. Tel/io. At first the rush (charge) of the Persian host bor uj
ayairwt i'.

;!:. u.u'owr', for iiraiorru, it being the speech of an ayjtXot, the
augment is, as usual, omitted.

US. "PERSJE," 398 416.

000J5 Sf iravrts ?iffu.v tKcpavfts IStir

TO 5fwv fj.fv irpurrov tSraKrov Ktpas
jryt'iro KdVjuy, Seintpov $' & iras crr6\os

jre{X^P '> Ka ^ TttpVJJ' 0>OU K\VftV

woAAV oV,
T
*l waiSfs 'f.\\i]vu>v fat,

f\fuBtpovrt irarpiS', i\fu6fpovTf Sf

iralSas, yvva'tKas, Otuv T irarpyuv eSjj,

O^Kas T irpoyovtav v\iv uirtp iravruv ayiav.
'

inrr]vriaf, KOVK tr' ^v /j.(\\fiv d

TRANSLATION OF EXTRACT I. IN LAST BEADINO.
Crton. Thoo I uk, the* who bodMt thy face to the ground, dot*

thou conftnui to this) deed, or deny it ?

A*tt.j. I nay I did it. au.i deny it not.

Crwn. A. for thee (la tlu **tm<l), Uke thyself off whr tbou wilt

I* free from this heavy accusation. Bat do tbou (to Antigtmt) toll CM.
not at Uufftb, but briefly, didst tho know of tbo proekaatioa thtyk

forbad this deed ?

Antig. Know it ? Of court* I did. It was clear enough.
Creon. And didst thou dare then to transyreM a law like this T

/I /.('..). Yes; for it was not Zeus that proclaimed this to me, nor
Justice, that site associate of the gods below (who have determined
these laws among men), nor did I deem that decrees of thine bad such

power, that a mere mortal like thou couldst override the unwritten and
surely fixed laws of the Kods. For their laws live not merely from one

day to another, but erer and orer, and no one knows whence they come.
Such laws it wan not for me to transgress in the face of heaven, when
I feared the will of no man, for I knew that I most die, ay, surely,
even if thou hodst never proclaimed thy decree : and if I am to die

before my time, I couut it but a gain. For one who lives as I do in

the midst of many evils by death may surely be safd to be a gainer.
Wherefore my sorrow at meeting with this fate is as nothing. But if

I had endured to nee the corpse of him whom my mother bore, lying
unburied, then I should grieve. Now I grieve not. But if I seem to

thee to be acting folly, it is something like incurring a charge of folly

at the hands of a fool.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XXI.
MAMMALIA.

THE philosophy of the Duke Senior, called forth, aa it were, by
the grand yet simple beauty of the Arden forest, as contrasted

with the turmoil and conflicts of court which Shakespeare so

forcibly illustrates is little in comparison with the enthusiasm
which arises in the mind of the anatomist, as he beholds the

successive stages of development evinced by those beings which
Nature has endowed with the attributes of life. Artifice can

produce a variety of buildings, widely different in shape ; bat
the temples which Nature has created and tenanted are so varied

and beautiful that we are lost in a maze as we recognise her

power. From the same materials, she builds np form after

form, differing in magnitude and beauty ; and, by modifying
now one tissue and now another, gives origin to beings which

apparently differ as much from each other as the earth's poles
in distance. But, yet more wonderful still, we find evidences of

the same life pervading the whole, differing only in degree in

accordance with the facilities bestowed for its manifestation.

We have described beings adapted to live in water ; beings

capable of living on land or in water ; others that can soar in

air far above earth's surface ; and now it only remains to

describe those animals which constitute the final link in so

extensive a scale and being final, in possession of forms the

most beautiful, of faculties characterised by the highest degree
of intelligence, and of peculiarities which distinguish them
from every other division of the great vertebrate kingdom. The
chief distinctive peculiarity is that of breasts, which each pos-
sess and from whence they take their name, the word mammalia

coming from the Latin, mamma, a breast. The preceding divi-

sions are, more or less, independent of their parents for support.
Not so, however, the mammalian young ; helpless when born,

they would hopelessly perish, had not bounteous Nature provided
the parent with breasts which furnish the secretion milk, and a

corresponding degree of affection the one to nourish, the other

to cherish them until sufficiently matured to seek food for them-
selves. The breasts vary somewhat in position and number.
In man and the quadrumana they are situated on the chest;
in flesh-eaters, over the chest and belly ; in the cow, mare, etc.,

they are placed close to the hind extremities. They are two
in number in the goat, elephant, and ape ; four in the horse and
cow ; eight in the cat ; ten in the rabbit and pig ; and ten or

twelve in the rat. Each breast consists of a number of small

lobes bound together by connective tissue. Each of the small
lobes is made up of still smaller ones, and each of these ter-

minates in a small tube or duct. The ducts of the smaller divi-

sions of each lobe join to form a common duct. The ducts so

formed terminate at the central projecting part (nipple) of the

breast. The chief constituents of the milk are : Caseine, butter,

sugar of milk, alkaline and earthy salts, with traces of iron.

The lowest order of each great class is represented by beings
which partake of the character of the next lowest class, and so

we find it here. The Duck-billed Platypus (.Ornithoryndwu), s
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native of Australia, has certain features which are essentially
bird-like in character; e.g., it has a bill like that of a duck,
webbed feet, etc. It spends much of its time in water, though
it has burrows excavated in the adjacent banks of the stream.
A little time ago naturalists had some difficulty in determining
whether this animal was a mammal or not. Later researches

have, however, satisfactorily settled the question in the affirma-

tive. Closely allied to it is a peculiar hedgehog-like animal,
furnished likewise with a bill, and prickly spines on its back,
the porcupine ant-eater (Echidna).

In the next stage towards mammalian perfection, we find an
extensive order of animals, principally found in Australia, Van
Diemen's Land, and the islands of the Asiatic Archipelago, as
far as Java. A few species are found also in America. These

formidable and invincible barrier to the would-be antagonist.

Every hair is divided into a free part, or shaft (Fig. I., 1 ), with

its tapering point, and a root (Fig. I., 2) inclosed within a sac.

In straight hairs, the former is generally straight and rounded ;

in the curly and woolly hairs it is twisted spirally, and quite flat,

or slightly ribbed. The root is always straight and cylindrical,

and softer and thicker than the shaft ; at least, at its lower part.

In living hairs it ends in a still softer knob-like enlargement,
two to three times thicker than the shaft, the bulb of the hair

(Fig. I., 3), which is placed, cap-like, upon a little process of the

sac named the hair papilla.* (Fig. I., 9.)

The nails and claws are, like the hairs, modified epidermic

processes, and, like it, consist of a soft and horny layer.

Some animals, as the elephant, hippopotamus, rhinoceros, hog

JV.

MAMMALIA. I. HAIR AND HAIR FOLLICLE (MAGNIFIED 50 TIMES). II. HUMAN TEETH. III. VERTICAL SECTION OF A HUMAN MOLAR TOOTH.
IV. TRANSVERSE SECTION OF A HUMAN MOLAR TOOTH. V. SURFACE OF THE ENAMEL, WITH EXTREMITIES OF THE ENAMEL FJBSES

(MAGNIFIED 350 TIMES, AFTER KOLLIKER). VI. OSSEOUS HEAD OF THE GREENLAND WHALE, WITH THE WHALEBONE PRESENT. VII. THE
WHALEBONE. VIII. TEETH OF A CARNIVOROUS ANIMAL. IX. TEETH OF AN INSECTIVOROUS ANIMAL. X. TEETH OF AN HERBIVOROUS
ANIMAL. XI. TEETH OF A FRUGIVOROUS ANIMAL.

Eefs. to Nos. in Figs. I. 1, shaft ; 2, root; 3, bulb ; 4, epidermis of the hair ; 5, inner root sheath ; 6, outer root sheath ; 7, structureless

membrane of the hair follicle; 8, transverse and longitudinal fibrous layers of the same; 9, papilla of the hair follicle; 10, excretory ducts

of two sebaceous glands ; 11, cwtis ; 12, mucous and, 13, horny layer of the epidermis the latter entering a certain way into the follicle ;

14, end of the inner root sheath. II. 1, incisive teeth ; 2, canine or eye-tooth ; 3, small or premolars ; 4, large molars. III. and IV.

1, 1, enamel ; 2, 2, puip cavities ; 3, 3, cement ; 4, 4, dentine.

are the marsupials, or pouched quadrupeds (kangaroos, opossums,
etc.), so named from the presence of a bag, developed from the
skin of the belly, in which they carry their prematurely brought-
forth young during the helpless condition of infancy. Safe
from danger in the pouch, the young are enabled to reach the
maternal teats, by which they hang and are fed.*

With few exceptions, the mammalia have their skin protected
with hair. In colour, shape, and strength, the hairs vary consi-

derably, from the curly wool which keeps the sheep warm, to
the protective spines of the hedgehog. The hair fulfils the follow-

ing conditions : Provides warmth to the body, adds to the beauty
of the animal, forms a protective covering to the skin, and like-

wise, as in the timid hedgehog, a spiked coat of mail, a most

*
Plutarch, in his treatise on the love of parents for their children,

mentions these animals as an illustration of affection for their offspring.

horse, ass, etc., have remarkably thick skins, and on thig

account were formerly classed by Cuvier as a distinct order,

under the name Pachydermata (iraxvs, thick; 5tp/j.a, skin).f

The Teeth. For variety and beauty, the teeth excel every
other part of the mammalian body. They are confined to the

jaws, and arranged in an uninterrupted series. Each jaw is

hollowed out into a number of pits, or alveoli, in which the

teeth are lodged, connected to the bone through the intervention

of a membrane called the periosteum, which lines the tooth-

socket. Each tooth is composed of dentine, or ivory (Figs. III.

and IV.. 4, 4), which forms the greater part of its substance.

The projecting part, or crown, is covered with a very hard

* Kolliker.

t The elephants now form the order Proboscidea, the hyrax

Hyracoidea, and the remainder may be called Ungulata. (Huxley.)
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Hunterian Museum, have shown to belong to aa intermediate

type, shedding only one tooth (Fig. XIV., 2, 2), a fact which ha*
been previously overlooked by observers.

Alimentary Canal. The mouth is separated from the upper
part of the gullet by a pendulous miuculo-membranous fold

called tho soft palate. This prevent* the food, during the act

of swallowing, from entering the back part of the nose. The
upper part of the gullet is called the pharynx. It is a muscular

bag common to both the food and air pusssgoa The opening
into the windpipe u protected by a movable leaf-like lid of

cartilage, which effectually closes it daring the passage of tho

food into tho gullet. The food is propelled along the gullet by
the successive action of the muscular fibre* of which the tube

is mainly com-

posed. This act
is beyond the con-

trol of the will.

In many of the

. I :. Ill uii'l IV. 1,1); and the root
witli a material which id named cortical unbalance, or cement

111. ami 1\ .-.-lami'l, when examined nml.-r

Hi.- i:,i.-:..-.'opo, appears like a number of Mix-Hided prisms
closely pressed against each other, ami directed perpendicularly
towards the surface of tho tooth (Fig. V.). Tho dentine is

composed of delicate branching tubes, which run from the
i cavity (Figs. III. and IV., 4, 4) toward < oof the
In tho u halo tho teeth are represented by largo flexible

in the upper jaw, called whalebone (Figs. VI. and VII.). In
man, ami tii. In ,'hor apes, monkeys, etc., there arc in each half of

'I tooth, chisel-shaped, named incisors, or out-

1., 1) ; a more pointed one called the canine, or
dog-tooth, for

biting, holding,
ami t.'arii.

11.,:.'); iv.o some-
what flattened at

the top, with sin-

gle fangs, called

<>r promo-
lar.s (Fi,-. II., o) ;

and three situ-

ated behind all

tho rest, the
true molars or

grinders (Fig. II.,

H. To express
tho number of

teeth in a simple

manner, the fol-

lowing table is

used by natura-

lists, and called

tho dental for-

mula :

. 8^ ri
U

L' J
; '

1-1
J

2-2 3-3
P-TO-

.,.., .
"!

.. ..,

The
toeth

small in the in-

aeotivora, strong
and large in the

hcrbivora and ro-

dente. The ca-

nines aro large in

the carnivorous

and some other

animals. Figs.

VIII., IX., X.,
and XI. show ex- MAMMALIA. XII. & XIII. STOMACH, AND SECTION OF STOMACH, OF SHEEP (AFTER MILNE-EDWARDS).

XIV. Snowix.; DENTITION OF A MARSUPIAL (AFTER FLOWER). XV. SKELETON OF A CAMEL.

incisor
are very

ample.* of the

teeth in the car-

nivorous, insecti-

vorous, herbivo-

rous, and frugi-
vorous animals.

The narwhal has

only two tooth.

The elephant has six viz., an entire molar on each side of XII. and XIII.).

Befs. to Nos. in Figs. XII. and XIII. 1, 1, gullet ; 2, 2. third stomach ; 3, 3, second stomach ; 4, 4,

paunch ; 5, fourth stomach ; 6, 6, pylorus and intestine ; 7, sesophogeal groove. XIV. 1, 1, per-

manent, and 2,2, deciduous teeth. XV. 1, blade-bone or scapula; 2, humerus; 3, ulna or cubi-

tus ; 4, carpus; 5, metacarpus ; 6, phalanges; 7, femur; 8, tibia ; 9, tarsus; 10, metatarsus ; 11,

phalanges ; 12, cervical vertebra; ; 13, dorsal ditto ; 14, lumbar ditto ; 15, sacrum or sacral ditto;

16, caudal or ox-tail ditto ; 17, ribs.

both jaws, together with two tnsks of the upper jaw. In

rodents the toeth vary from 12 to 28. In ruminants, apes of

the Old World, and commonly throughout the mammalia, there

are 32, tho typical number, however, being 44 (Owen). The
eacholot (spermaceti whale) has more than 60 (which are con-

fined to the lower jaw) ; and the dolphin 100 to 190.

Animals ore said to be monophyodonts that generate a single
set of teeth, and diphyodonts that generate two seta of teeth.

stomach is a sim-

ple membranoua
bag, stretched

transversely
across the upper
part of tho ab-

dominal cavity,
and carved some-
what upon itself.

The upper curve
is smaller than
the lower. The
point where the

food enters is

called the 0so-

phageal opening,
and that where it

leaves the sto-

mach the pyloric

(from the Greek,

signifying a gate-

keeper), because
it is constricted

by an aggrega-
tion of the mus-
cular fibres of the
stomach into &
circular ring,
which effectually

guards tho aper-
ture until the
food is suffi-

ciently digested
to permit of its

passage into the
intestine. In ru-

minants the sto-

mach is much
more compli-
cated,, being di-

vided into a.

number of com-

partments (Figs.
The first stomach is called the paunch

(4), the second the king's hood, or honey-combed stomach

(3), from being arranged in folds or cells similar to a honey-
comb ; tho third, or manyplies (2), from its inner surface

being increased by a number of longitudinal folds ; the fourth,
or rennet (5), named from its property of curdling milk. The
ruminant swallows its herbaceous food partially masticated. It

descends into the first stomach, or paunch, which corresponds to

the crop of birds. When at leisure, the animal regurgitates the

To tho first belong the monotremata (ornithorynchus and
|

food to the mouth. A part is passed into the second stomach,

echidna), edentata* (sloths, etc.), and cetacea (whales). To the
second all the rest, except the marsupials, which the recent
researches of Mr. Flower, the present able conservator of the

* Edentata
( and den*), without teeth. In many of the species

the teeth are entirely absent ; in others only partially so.

and there formed into a smooth, moistened mass, and then pro-

jected into tho mouth, where it is now properly masticated, and

again swallowed. This time the morsel passes into the third

stomach, and, spreading over its longitudinal folds, is pre-

pared for admission into the fourth or true digestive stomach,
and thence into tho small intestine. In the camel and
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dromedary the walls of the first and second stomachs are ex-

cavated into deep cells, wherein water may be retained in con-

siderable quantities. On this account these animals are able to

go many days without a fresh supply of water, even during long

journeys across the hot, sandy desert. The intestines (like those

of man) consist of two portions, of which the first is named
the small, and the second the large intestine. The point of

separation between them is indicated by a valve formed by the

mucous lining of the bowel, and in some animals by a caecum,
to which is attached a tail-like process, termed the vermiform

appendix. The relative length of the intestines varies. In the

carnivora it is from five to fifteen times the length of the body ;

in insectivora, from three to six times ; cheiroptera, two to

seven; ungulata, fifteen to thirty; in the quadrumana, about
three to eight times. The division into large and small intestine

prevails with few exceptions throughout the mammalia. The
membrane lining the small intestine is elevated into valvular

folds, for the purpose of increasing the surface over which the

digestive material has to pass ; there are also embedded in it

small glandular organs and villi ; the former secrete a fluid

which aids the digestive process, and the latter take into the

system, as white blood, that already sufficiently prepared. The
large intestine is sac6ulated. It commences by a blind ex-

tremity called the caecum, at the termination of which the small

intestines open. The caecum is not always present, as in the

insect-eaters, bats, edentata, and certain of the cetacea
; and in

other mammals it is variable in length. It is short in the

carnivora, yet absent in bears and weasels. In the ruminants it

is large and capacious. The appendix exists in man, apes, and

gibbons, and also in the marsupial wombat, but in no other

animal. In the monotremata (ornithorynchus) the intestinal

canal terminates in a cloaca, as in birds.

The glandular organs, liver, and pancreas, and the spleen, are

always present. The liver has generally appended to it a gall-

bladder, or reservoir for the bile. In the mouth there are

usually three pairs of salivary glands, which furnish the secretion

to moisten and partially dissolve certain constituents of the

food This fluid readily converts starchy food into sugar, while

in the mouth.
The kidneys are situated on each side the lumbar portion of

the spine. They eliminate the urine from the blood. This
excretion passes from the kidney, into the bladder by means of

a membranous tube called the ureter.

The abdominal cavity is separated from the chest by a parti-
tion-muscle called the diaphragm. This is a very important
muscle, and by its contraction and relaxation the principal part
of the mechanism of breathing is effected.

The lungs and heart present much the same arrangement as

that described in the last lesson. The lungs do not communicate
with air-cells in any part of the body in the mammalia, as they
do in birds.

'The windpipe has surmounting it a larynx, made up of a num-
ber of pieces called cartilages, to which are attached numerous
muscles and ligaments. It is hero that the voice is produced.

The position of the heart is usually in the median line of the

chest, lying between the lungs. I'i man and the higher apes it

has an inclination towards the left side.

Nervous System. As will be anticipated, the brain is found

larger and more complicated in these animals than in the pre-

ceding classes. It is characterised by the presence of a trans-

verse band of nervous matter, which connects together the two
halves of which the brain is composed. This transverse band,
or commissure, is called the corpus callosum. It is small (said
to be absent) in the monotremata. The convolutions of the
brain are more numerous, and increase in complexity, as we
ascend towards the higher mammalia, according with the

increased intelligence which these animals manifest. The weight
of the brain in proportion to that of the body diminishes in the
vertebrata generally in the following order and manner : In
mammalia it is as 1 to 186 ; in birds, as 1 to 212 ; in reptiles, as

1 to 1,321 ; and in fishes, as 1 to 5,668 (Leuret). In proportion
to the body, tho brain is smaller in the larger mammals than in

those of less dimensions. Thus, in the ox, it is as 1 to 180 ; in

the elephant, as 1 to 500 ; in the horse, as 1 to 400 ; in the

sheep, as 1 to 350 ; in the dog, as 1 to 305 ; in the cat, as 1 ':o

156 ; in the rabbit, as 1 to 140 ; in the rat, as 1 to 76 ; and in

the field-mouse, as 1 to 31. In man, the average proportion is

aa 1 to 36' 5 (Marshall), With the exception of a few small

birds, certain rodent animals, and the smallest of the monkey,
tribe, man has a larger brain, in proportion to the size of the

body, than any other vertebrate.

Sensory Organs. We find these delicate organs developed is

the highest degree of perfection in this class. The pupil of the

eye varies in shape. In man, and many of the larger carnivora,

it is round. In nocturnal animals, as the cat, it assumes the

form of a vertical fissure, and is very largo. In many of the

herbivorous . animals it is transversely oblong. In the whale
tribe the eye is similar in shape to that already described in

fishes. The eye is moved by six muscles. It is protected by
two movable lids. Besides these, there is sometimes a third

lid, called the nictitating membrane. The minute structure

of the eye is in almost every respect similar to that of man,
which will be described elsewhere, as also the organ of hearing

1

.

The nose consists of two lateral halves, the cavity being
divided by a vertical septum. It is invested by a delicate mem-
brane (mucous), in which the olfactory nerve filaments, which

preside over the sense of smell, ramify. Both cavities com-
municate with the upper part of the gullet, or pharynx. The
sense of smell is very acute in the majority of members of this

class.

The proboscis, or trunk of the elephant, is a prolongation of

the nose. It consists of a highly flexible tube, surrounded with

muscles, through which food and water are conveyed to the

mouth, and air to the lungs. It also serves as an organ of pre-
hension. By means of its trunk the elephant is enabled to

uproot trees, untie knots, open a lock, or even write with a pen

(Rymer Jones).
The Skeleton, in many respects, presents a close analogy to

that of man. It undergoes, however, many modifications. Tho
skull and face are formed by a series of bones immovably bound

together, and so arranged as to present several complete and

incomplete cavities for the lodgment of the delicate organs con-

cerned in the manifestation of the senses. Thus we have one

cavity, of variable size, for the brain
;
another one for the nose ;

and one on each side of tho face for the eyes. Tho mouth is

situated at the base, in the interval between the upper and

lower jaws. The sjze of the face becomes larger, and the

cranium smaller, as we recede from man. The jaws are always
articulated to tho squamosal bone of the skull, without the

intervention of a quadrate bone, as in the preceding classes.

Some of the mammalia (ruminants) have horns projecting
from the frontal bones. In deer tho horns are called antlers,

and are replaced annually. The horns of the rhinoceros are

mere appendages of the skin. In the goat, ox, and sheep, the

horns are hollow, and based upon an osseous process, which is

hollowed out into cells. These communicate with certain

cavities in the frontal bone, called sinuses. Such horns grow by

layers, analogous to ordinary nail, and are never shod. With
the exception of camels and musks, all the ruminants are pro-

vided with horns.

The vertebral column is made up of bone segments. These are

respectively named cervical, dorsal, lumbar, sacral, and caudal,

according to their position. The cervical are usually seven in

number(Fig.XV.,12). The dorsal (13) vary from cloven to twenty,

and give attachment to a corresponding number of ribs. Thus,
in man there are twelve dorsal vertebras, and as many ribs.

The horse has eighteen, and the elephant twenty pairs of ribs.

The sacral vertebrae are absent in the whale tribe. In other

mammals they consist of three or more segments fused together,

forming a wedge-shaped bone, called the sacrum (15). The tail

(caudal) vertebras (16) are represented in man by four small

segments. In other mammals they vary to sixty in number.

In certain rats they are entirely absent. The weight of tho

head is supported by a strong elastic ligament, vulgarly termed

packwax, which extends between the back part of the skull and

the neck vertebrae.

Every mammal is provided with four limbs, except the whalo

tribe, and these have only the two thoracic or anterior limbs.

The limbs present many peculiar modifications, according to the

habits and sphere of the animal. Thus, the thoracic limbs of

the bat act as wings ; those of the whale, as oars ; in quadrupeds
as legs ; and in some, as the cat tribe, also as instruments of

offence. In monkeys they are indiscriminately used as hands and

feet ;
while in man the hand and arm are emblematical of his

skill and prowess by them he is enabled to accomplish the

various duties which the exigencies of life entail upon him.
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'I'll.' bones of Hi. .-. are, flrnt, a broad and expanded
. V'., 1 ) in the thoracic,

iiiiioininiittt i . m extremity. The blade-bone may
or may not have a clavicle or collar-bone attached to it.*

inn and thigh bones are single, and called respectively
tlio huineruH (_') and femur (7). The fore-arm and leg hare
eaoh two bonus, viz., radius and ulna (3), and tibia and
fibula (8). The bones of the hand and foot are very vari-

>, 6, 10, 11). Man has five digit*; the bat also five,

but tin) thumb ia small ; while the other digits are very
long and connected together by a fold of skin derived from

t la body, and continued along the whole length of

the hind legs. The horse baa only one perfect toe, and two
imperfect ones; the perfect too is inclosed in a mass of horny

, called a hoof. Tho toes of the carnivora are armed with
claws ; and many, as the well-known cat, have their feet padded
with an elastic cushion, to enable thorn to tread noiselessly, and
thin take their prey unawares. The ruminants have a cloven

hoof, having two toes on eaoh foot. Besides these, there are a
variety of modifications. Some animals walk on the sole of the

foot, as man, bears, and badgers, and are called plantigrades.
Others walk on the extremities of their toes, as the horse, and
many of the carnivora ; these are called digitigrades. Professor
Owen adds a pinnigrado class, as the seal tribe, which have both
fore and hind feet expanded into broad webbed paddles for

swimming. In our next lesson we shall give the classification

of the mammalia, etc.

THE UNIVERSITIES. IX.
LONDON. H.

I I I. C H E M I S T R Y.

THIS branch of the examination will perhaps be found difficult,

unless some recourse can be hod to experimental teaching. And
yet the subjects of the examination are purely elementary in

character, and by the aid of experimental teaching all difficulty

should vanish. In many of our large towns some kind of ex-

perimental practice will not be difficult of attainment, and eveii

when such is not the case the apparatus which is absolutely

requisite is not very expensive. But the performance of some

experiments is very desirable, and cannot be too strongly
recommended. Some medical friend will probably be most

qualified to suggest the best method in which to proceed for

this purpose. The principal subjects of the examination in

Chemistry are enumerated in the University Calendar as

follows :

Chemistry of the Non-metallic elements ; including their

compounds as enumerated below their chief physical and
chemical characters- -their preparation and their characteristic

tests.

Oxygen, Hydrogen, Carbon, Nitrogen. Chlorine, Bromine,
Iodine, Fluorine. Sulphur, Phosphorus, Silicon.

Combining proportions by weight and by volume. General
nature of Acids, Bases, and Salts. Symbols and Nomenclature.
The Atmosphere its constitution; effects of Animal and

Vegetable Life upon its composition.
Combustion. Structure and properties of Flame. Nature

and composition of ordinary Fuel.

Water. Chemical peculiarities of Natural Waters, such as
Rain Water, River Water, Spring Water, Sea Water.

Carbonic Acid, Carbonic Oxide. Oxides and Acids of Nitro-

gen. Ammonia. Olefiant Gas, Marsh Gas, Sulphurous and
Sulphuric Acids, Sulphuretted Hydrogen.

Hydrochloric Acid. Phosphoric Acid and Phosphuretted
Hydrogen. Silica.

One paper is set in Chemistry, for which three hours are

allowed. Its prwr execution involves a general and accurate

knowledge of tlio elements of Inorganic Chemistry ; and, as the

subject is comparatively new to most of those who propose to

matriculate, and the paper usual!;- somewhat fatal to candidates,
it is desirable that preparation for this portion of the examina-
tion should be commenced early, and steadily pursued. The
subject is exceedingly interesting and practically useful, and
the difficulties of its study rapidly disappear. The " Lessons

* The collar-bone is absent In the cetacen, hyrax, elephant, ungulutu,
and in some of the caruivora it is a mere rudiment.

In Chemistry" in the POPULAR EDUCATOR, which have the

great merit of simplicity und numerous ill nutritive diagram*,
may be most advantageously read, especially M genera!
introduction to the subject.

IV. CLAMIC*.

The clauioal knowledge required consist* of on* Latin ob-

ject, announced in the University Calendar one year and a half

prior to eaoh examination. Thin subject oonnista of a small

portion of Virgil, Horace, Ballast, Cmar, Livy, Cioero, or Grid.
Candidates must be prepared to write with facility a fairly

literal translation of any pateage from the selected author ; and
for this purpose, in the cane of self-teaching student*, it may be

necessary and even desirable to procure some translation for

reference on points of difficulty, and as a test of accuracy.
Those published in Bonn's classical series will best answer the
end in view. Bat such works mast be ased with caution ; and,
if they can possibly be dispensed with, not at all. There i*

much reason in the almost universal condemnation of such aid*

by educational authorities. But there are cases in which some
such assistance is indispensable in those in which there is no
master or friend to whom to refer a difficulty, no mutual assist

ance on the part of members of the same class. Under these

circumstances a key may, we think, be used with advantage ;

but we repeat the caution that it should be rarely resorted to,

and only in cases of extreme difficulty, and as a substitute for a
master. The student most, in addition to the translation,

render himself acquainted with the outlines of the life and
times of the selected author, and with the chief allusions

geographical, historical, and mythological in the text.

Tho classical papers also include questions in grammar,
history, and geography ; and a separate paper is set in Latin

grammar, which also contains simple and easy sentences of

English for translation into Latin prose. The grammatical

questions in the classical papers usually have reference to words
in the text, and we recommend the student to get up the syntax,

etymology, and chief peculiarities of the words made use of.

But the questions are not by any means confined to these ; and
as special stress is laid on accuracy in the answers to the ques-
tions in Latin grammar, this subject should be very carefully

prepared from a good grammar. In Latin grammar, the

declension of noons, adjectives, and pronouns, with the chief

exceptions to the general rules ; the formation of the genitive

plurals of the third declension ; the comparison of adjectives
and adverbs ; and the chief parts of those verbs whose perfects
and supines are irregularly formed, should be committed to

memory. The examination in Latin Prose Composition is of

the most elementary character, and frequently has reference to

the use of the subjunctive mood, Latin numerals and ordinals,

and the Roman calendar.

The history of Rome most be carefully and diligently read,

and special attention should bo paid to the dates of the most

important events, the causes and chief battles of the wars, and
the leading features of the lives of the chief characters.

Until 1873 Greek was one of the subjects prescribed in the

department of Classics at the Matriculation Examination. A
resolution, however, has since been passed by the Senate to

the effect
" That Greek be no longer compulsory on can-

didates at the Matriculation Examination, but be ranked
as optional with French, German, and Sanskrit or Arabic ; so

that it shall be sufficient for any candidate to pass in any two

of these languages."

V. THE* ENGLISH LANGUAGE, AND HISTOBT AND GEOGRAPHY.

The English element of the Matriculation Examination will

invc'.ve considerable preparation, chiefly owing to the want of

attention usually bestowed upon the subject at primary and

secondary schools. The history and principles of the English

language and its grammatical structure must be carefully an-'

methodically studied. The grammatical and logical anai >

sentences ; the signification of Anglo-Saxon, Greek, and Latin

prefixes and affixes, and of the chief Anglo-Saxon inflections as

they influence English forms ; and the leading rales of syntax
should receive every attention.*

Tin- paper on the outlines of English history is not usually a

difficult one. The questions embrace a period commencing with

Soe upon all these points the " Lessons ia English
"

in the POTU-

LAB EDCCATOa.
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the earliest historical times, and terminating with the end of the

seventeenth century. Most of them may be answered from any
of the usual school histories. The questions frequently have
reference to the dates of the most important events, to points
of constitutional importance, to legislation by charter and by
statute, to conflicting claims to the Crown, to battles, and to

general biography. It is, therefore, desirable that these subjects
should be carefully read. Candidates should also be able to

draw from memory an outline map of England, and to fill in

the most important geographical divisions and places in Roman,
Saxon, and modern times.

VI. FRENCH OE GERMAN.

Either the French or German language must be so far mas-
tered as to enable the candidate to answer grammatical ques-

tions, limited to the accidence,* and to translate short and easy

passages from prose works not previously announced, and short

and easy French and German sentences at sight.

VII. SANSKRIT OR ARABIC.

In the case of these languages, the candidate must be able

to translate passages into English, and to answer questions in

grammar. The candidate is also examined on certain Sanskrit

books specified in the yearly regulations.

The whole of the subjects required at the matriculation

examination have now been mentioned.

It is, of course, impossible to even estimate the time requisite
for their preparation, or to lay down any inflexible rule as to

the hours and modes of reading. These matters depend upon
the previous knowledge, ability, and leisure of individual candi-

dates, but in the majority of cases a year and a half or two

years will, with ordinary application, be sufficient for the purpose
of preparation. A few words upon the mode of reading may,
perhaps, be useful in affording some general hints. They are,

however, offered merely as suggestions, and must yield to

individual tastes and circumstances. It is, we think, desirable

to gain a general acquaintance with each of the subjects before

proceeding to acquire a knowledge of those portions of them

especially required at the examination. The Greek and Latin

grammars, the lessons in Greek and Latin in the POPULAR
EDUCATOR, and the first part of Arnold's " Latin Prose Com-

position," or some similar work, should be thoroughly studied

before the translation of the selected authors is commenced ;

and in the study of French and German it is equally desirable

to master the accidence and to gain a general acquaintance with

the elements of the language in the first instance. This done,
the special subject should be read and re-read until the student

is perfectly familiar with it, and able to translate any passage
with facility, in order that more time may be devoted at the

examination to the consideration of those questions which may
pot have suggested themselves in the course of reading.

It is, in our opinion, desirable that all the subjects should be
read concurrently rather than successively. If, for instance,
three hours a day can be spared for study, a portion of the time

should bo devoted on alternate days to each of the branches of

the examination. If this plan be adopted, although the stu-

dent's progress may be less perceptible, he will, on the eve of

examination, find himself familiar with even the details of the

whole of the subjects, and fresh from their preparation ;
while

the more usual and ably advocated system of reading each

branch separately tends to create an inequality iu the candidate's

knowledge of the various elements of the examination. f In the

subjects most recently prepared he is strong, but the details of

those studied at an earlier period, and laid aside as finished,

will have faded somewhat from the memory a fatal defect in

an examination in which a competent knowledge of all is abso-

lutely essential. The change produced by reading the different

subjects contemporaneously furnishes another argumentin favour

of this system ; each forms a relief to the other, and it is possible

by judicious variation to read for a much longer period without

fatigue, than can be done if one subject only be adhered to.

It is an excellent plan to construct periodically a time-table,

allotting to each subject a certain portion of the hours of study
in proportion to the progress made and the amount of prepara-

* This limitation does not apply in the case of German when that

language is taken as an alternative to Greek.

tion requisite. Such systematic reading is worth double the
amount of cursory study.

It may be useful to analyse and note down briefly certain

subjects of the examination for instance, the chemistry and
history and to write out the translation of the classical authors.
But this course, if adopted at all, should be deferred until the
student's knowledge of the subjects is such as to enable him to
discriminate those portions which it is desirable to commit to

writing. It must also be remembered that the note-book should
never be a substitute for the memory, which it is apt to become,
A more useful and less dangerous plan is to mark, by perpen-
dicular lines drawn down the margins of the text-books, those

passages which are of most importance, and which it is desirable
to commit to memory, such as definitions and generalisations ;

the number of these may be again reduced, either by a parallel

line, or by some other distinctive mark ; and it is a recom-
mendation of this or some similar system that it enables the
most essential points to be referred to at the last moment
before the examination.

We advise students who have studied thus systematically
to read until the moment of entering the examination-room.
In the case of those who possess neither notes nor marked pas-

sages, such a course is calculated to produce confusion and ner-

vousness ; but it has a reverse effect with those who are in a
position to glance over the whole subject in a few hours before

the commencement of the examination in each branch.

We add one or two hints for observation in the examination-
room. First, let no candidate omit to write his name legibly
on each book of his answers to the questions. Such an omission

has in more than one instance led to the rejection of competent
men. It is desirable to answer each question in consecutive

order, and to complete, if possible, the first before proceeding
to or even looking at the second. A hasty glance at the whole
in the first instance is apt to magnify the difficulties of the

paper, which will probably vanish before a little thought, but
which at first sight may seem insuperable, and so give rise to a

paralysing nervousness. It is generally necessary to write

quickly, and it is a good rule, though the paper may be finished,

to remain in the examination-room and to carefully revise it.

Such a course may lead, as it often has done, to the detection of

errors and to the remembrance of answers previously forgotten.

Lastly, we recommend our students to avoid merely cramming
the minimum of knowledge requisite to pass this or any other

examination. Such a course is neither a safe nor a useful one ;

on the contrary, an extensive acquaintance with each branch
will not only prove of service at future examinations and in the

world, but is an insurance of success. It may be stated for the-

encouragement of nervous candidates, that half the marks in

each subject will suffice for a mere pass, but such an equivocal

position as that of the second class should be carefully avoided..

A place in the Honours Division must be an object of aspira-
tion to one and all our readers ; and it is to be hoped that the

more material rewards promised to the first six candidates at

each matriculation examination, in the shape of scholarships
of 30, 20, and 15 each, tenable for two years, and prizes
of books, philosophical instruments, or money, may be awarded

frequently to the self-taught students to whom these remarks
have been especially addressed.

HYDROSTATICS. I.

OBJECTS OF THE SCIENCE PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY OF
PRESSURE.

THE branch of Natural Philosophy the study of which we are

now about to commence is called Hydrostatics, and it is con-

cerned in examining the conditions of equilibrium in liquids, the

pressures they exert, and their motions ; just as Mechanics was
concerned with solid bodies.

All matter exists in one of throe states the solid, the liquid,

or the gaseous ;
and the sciences of Mechanics, Hydrostatics,

and Pneumatics treat respectively of its motions and the forces

which act upon it in these three states. We must not, however,

imagine that a body can exist in only one of these conditions,

for many assume at different times all throe. To take the

simplest illustration, water is best known to us in a liquid state,

that being the one in which we most commonly meet with it,

but if a certain amount of heat be taken away from it, it will
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become changed into a solid, which, though to dittiuguivh it, wo
not a now substance, but merely the water in a

.iiil'.-ivnt state. So also an increase of heat will change the

into mi invisible gas or vapour which wo call steam. In
tho agent which (mxlm-cx these changes of

.ml it does so by driving tho ultimate particles of the

DM fiirth< r upurt from each other. Many of the metals,
as is well known, assume tho liquid state under tho influence of

heat, and hence can be molted and cast into moulds of any
1 Hlmpe. If they be exposed to a much higher degree of

. be done in the electric lamp, they, too, will become
: t . (! into vapour.

'I'll" 'iitr.-runoo between these states depends upon the rela-

tions existing between tho ultimate particles of which tho

masses are composed. In a solid these particles have a strong
attraction for each other, that is, cling closely together, and
resist any effort to separate them. Many of the metals can bo
drawn out into fine wires, and yet will sustain considerable

weight before tho attraction or cohesion, as it is termed, is

overcome. If we take two lead bullet*, and scrape a por-
tion of tho surface of each so as to rendor them even, and
then, by pressing them firmly together, drive out the air, this

cohesion will cause them to cling
1 to each other so tightly as

to require a considerable degree of force to separate them.
Another property of solids which results greatly from this,

is the amount of friction with which their ultimate particles
move* over one another. In some solids this is so great that

no moderate degree of force will suffice to move them or to

niter the form of the mass. In this respect there is, however,
a great difference between solids, for they merge so gradually
into liquids that it is difficult to draw a well-defined line

separating them.
In liquids both these properties are present in a much smaller

degree. The cohesion of the particles is so much less that

scarcely any force is required to separate a mass of liquid into

portions ; in fact, it falls apart from its own weight, unless it

be put into some vessel capable of containing it, and it imme-

diately assumes the shape of such vessel. The same, however,
might bo said of a heap of fine powder : how then does this

differ from a liquid ? The difference consists, first, in the fact

that there is a large amount of friction between the atoms of

powder, so that if placed in a heap they do not spread them-
selves out as particles of liquid would ; and next, in tho

ultimate atoms of the liquid being so minute as even under tho

most powerful microscope to bo invisible, while those of the

powder have a definite size. Tho property the particles have
of moving over one another with scarcely any friction is one of

very great importance, and accounts for several of the pheno-
mena wo shall meet with.

If we now look at the case of a gas, we shall find that not

only is there no cohesion between the particles, but they
repel one another, and, unless confined, will fly apart as far

as possible. If a cubic inch of any gas be placed in a largo

box, it will immediately fill it and become equally distri-

buted in every part. There is also this further difference

between liquids and gases, that whereas a gas may be com-

pressed almost indefinitely, regaining its former bulk on the*

pressure being removed, a liquid is for all practical purposes
incompressible.

It was for a long time believed to be absolutely so, but it

has since been found that a pressure equal to that of the

atmosphere, or 15 pounds per square inch, will cause a com-

pression in water to the extent of 40 or 50 millionth* of its

bulk. The simplest way of ascertaining this is to procure a

cylinder closed at one end, and having a piston fitting very
tightly into it. This is filled with water, and a spring ring

placed just under the piston, so that if it be driven in at

all, the ring will remain at the part of the cylinder which it

reached, and thus show the extent of the compression. The
apparatus thus arranged is fixed to a heavy weight, and by
means of a chord lowered to a known depth in the sea. Tho
pressure, as will be seen, increases with the depth, and the

position of the ring will indicate the extent of the compres-
sion.

Having thus cleared our way, we can enter more directly on
the science itself. It is usually divided into two branches

Hydrostatics proper and Hydrodynamics ; the former treating
of the equilibrium of liquids and the pressures they produce,

\vhilo tho latter ha* to do with their motions. The term

hydraulics, derived from two Greek word* meaning "water"
and "a pipe," in sometimes tued instead of hydrodynamics,
but it i more ttrictly applied to the raiding of water by
means of pipes ; wo shall, however, use it in iU more extended

meaning.
Water is by far the most common of all liquids, and hence

will bo taken as a type. In its physical properties, however,
it differs little from other liquids, and what is said of it

may, with the necessary modifications, be applied to liquids

generally.
We found in Mechanics that though the lever and other

mechanical powers possessed weight, we could understand their

principles better by neglecting it at first ; just so here it is easier

to omit at first all notice of the weight of the liquid.
The fundamental principle of hydrostatics is that of the

quality of pressure, or, as it is sometimes called, after

the philosopher who first stated it, Pascal's law. It is a*
follows :

It any pressure be exerted on any part of a liquid, that pres-
sure in transmitted equally and with equal force in all directions.

A little explanation will make this clear. If we have a solid

cylinder made to fit exactly and move without friction in a tube,
and we press with any force against one end of it in a direction

parallel to its length, the pressure will be transmitted un-

diminished to tho other end, and will there act against any
obstacle just as if the cylinder were not interposed ; no pres-
sure will, however, be exerted against the side of the tube. If

now the cylinder be removed and the tube filled with water,
a piston being made to fit each end of it, any pressure exerted

on one end will, as before, be transmitted to tho other, but a
similar pressure will also be exerted against every part of the

inner surface of the tube. If the surface of the piston have an
area of one square inch, and a pressure of 10 pounds be exerted

on it, every square inch of surface in the cylinder will sustain a
similar pressure ; and if we insert into any part of it a tube
with a piston one square inch in area, this piston will be forced

out with a pressure of 10 pounds. If tho tube be bent or twisted

in any direction, the pressure is still transmitted exactly as if it

were perfectly straight. This property of liquids follows from
the fact of their particles moving without friction, and is of

great practical importance. In Mechanics, even with the best

and more flexible ropes and chains, there is always a great
loss from friction and rigidity, but by means of a liquid a

pressure can be transmitted in any required direction without
sensible loss.

Similarly, if wo have a closed vessel with several equal open-
ings in it, in each of which a piston of one inch diameter works, a

pressure of 10 pounds on one will cause a similar pressure on each
of the others. If now another piston be fitted to the vessel,

10 inches in diameter, a pressure of 10 pounds will be exerted on

every portion of its surface equal in area to the smaller piston.
Now the areas of circles are proportional to the squares of their

diameters ; the area of the larger piston is therefore 100 times

that of tho small one, and the total pressure on it is therefore

100 x 10, or 1,000 pounds. We have thus what we may consider

as another mechanical power, a gain being effected by the use

of it as there was by the lever. The principle of virtual velo-

cities holds good here as well as in the powers we previously
considered ; for if tho small piston be forced in 1 inch, it is clear

that the other will only be moved to the extent of i loth of an

inch, and thus, though 100 times the pressure is exerted, it is

only through T J Bth part of the space. A simple experiment can

easily be tried to show that this pressure is transmitted upwards
as well as in other directions. Procure a tube of large diameter,
and grind one end of it flat, so that it can be closed by a disc of

glass fitting closely against it. Fasten a piece of string to the

middle of this disc, and pass the end up through the tube, so

that by holding the string it may be kept in its place. If the

whole be now lowered into a vessel of water, the upward pres-
sure will keep the disc in its place without the string being
held ; but on the tube being gradually raised till the end comes

nearly to the surface, the pressure will diminish until it will

be unable any longer to sustain tho disc, which will then fall to

the bottom.
This principle of equality of pressure leads to many strange

and important results, which we will consider fully in our next

lesson.
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LESSONS IN GEKM AN. LIT.
14. THE NEW DECLENSION.

TERMINATIONS.

Singular. Plural.

Nom. -. -en or n.

Gen. -en or n. -en or n.

Dat. -en or n. -en or n.

Ace. -en or n. -en or n.

NOTE. When the singular ends in c, ct, or ev, the plural

takes n only.
EXAMPLES.

Singular.
Nom. Dcr @raf, the count.

Gen. DeS rafen, of the count.

Dat. Dem rafen, to the count.

Ace. Den rafen, the count.

Nom. Dcr gaffe, the falcon.

Gen. DcS Stiffen, of the falcon.

Dat. Dem galfen, to the falcon.

Ace. I)en galfen, the falcon.

Plural.

Die rafen, the counts.

Dcr rafen, of the counts.

Den rafen, to or for the counts.

Die rafen, the counts.

Die gatfen, the falcons.

Dct galfen, of the falcons.

Den galfcn, to the falcons.

Die gaffcn, the falcons.

(I.) Feminine nouns which are indeclinable in the singular,

are, for the most part, of this declension. Those ending in the

suffix t n in the singular, double the n in the plural.

EXAMPLES.

Singular.
Nom. Die rfmtt, the debt.

Gen. Der cfyult, of the debt.

Dat. Der (acquit, to the debt.

Ace. Die ctyulb, the debt.

Plural.

Die ctyultcn, the debts.

Dcr d;ultcn, of the debts.

Den clntftcn, to the debts.

Die cfjulten, the debts.

Nom. Die ^irtin, the shep- Die -irtinncn, the shepherdesses.
herdess.

Gen. Der irtin, of the shep- Dcr J&irtinncn, of the shep-
herdess. herdesses.

Dat. Der Jjirtin, to the shep- Den irtinncn, to the shep-
herdess. herdesses.

Ace. Die ^irtin, the shep- Die -fcirtinncn, the shepherdesses.
herdess.

QJI utter, mother, and $ center, daughter, are in the plural
Gutter and S.t<d)tcr. They add n to the dative.

Feminine nouns were originally in the singular declined ac-

cording to the New Declension. These old inflected forms are

still preserved in certain phrases. Thus : mit or in G'f;rcn, with
or in respect or honour -(i'fyren, from 6l)re

; auf rtcn, on earth

Srten, from d'rte ; mit grcutcn, with joy greutcn, from Srcute
;

locn or auf citcn, on the part of Sciten, from cite
;
mcincr graucn

r, my wife's sister.

.
15. OBSERVATIONS ON THE DECLENSION OF COMMON

NOUNS.

(1.) Some have no singular, as in the following list :

2lettern (Item), pa-
rents.

2lhnen, ancestors.

?t(pen, alps.

23cinflcitcr, small

clothes.

Slattern, smallpox.

Srteffctyaften, letters,

papers.

Gtnfunftc, revenue.

gaflen, Lent, fasts.

gerien, holidays.

gufiflapfen, footsteps.

cbnitcr, brothers.

efdjmijlcr, brothers

and sisters.

lietmajjen, the limbs.

antcf, quarrels.

<$ofen, trousers.

Snfigntcn, marks,
badges.

floflen and Unfoflen,

costs.

I geute, people, folks.

SDkfern and 9let$eln,

measles.

2Mfcn, whey.
Oftcrn, Easter.

5Sjuia.ftcn, Whitsun-
tide.

OJanfe, tricks.

Ilicpreffalicn, reprisals.
Sr.iber or Xreber,

husks, less.

5rummcr, ruins.

2I>emad;ten,Christinas

NOTE. Scute merely expresses plurality of persons. In this

it differs from -KenfcfKn (human beings), which has regard to the

kind or species, as also from -Kilnncr (men), which denotes parti-

cularly the sex. Those compounds, however, of which, in the

singular, DJJann forms the last part, take generally, i:i the plural,
V'eute instead of SDMnner

; thus :

Singular.
2lrbciMmann, workman.
Grtelmann, nobleman.

JJaufmann, merchant.

Sanbmann, countryman.

Plural.

2lrbeitMcute, workpeople.
Steffcutc, noblemen.

flaufTeutc, merchants.

Sanbleute, country neople.

The distinctive difference between Scute and banner may be

forcibly shown by reference to the words Sfyeleute and (f;cmanncr :

(Sfycleutc means married people ; tefycmanner signifies married men,
i.e., husbands.

(2.) Some have no plural, according to the following heads:
a. Generic names of material substances ; as : Da? clt,

gold ; ifhr, silver ; Sifen, iron, etc.

b. General terms and those expressive of abstract ideas; as:

Siaub, pillage ; Slufym, glory; tag SSicf), cattle; SJcrr.unft, reason;

tolj, pride ; Jfalte, cold, etc.

c. Some names of plants ; as : Dcr JM;1, the cabbage ; 'pcpfen,

hops; Jtreffe, cresses, etc.

d. All infinitives employed as nouns, as also all neuter adjec-
tives so employed; as: I'ebcn, life; Scrlangcn, wish; baS SEUcip,

white, etc.

e. Nouns denoting quantity, number, weight, or measure ;

as: SSunt, bundle; Du(jcnt>, dozen; rat, degree; 5pfunt, pound;
3cK, an inch, etc.

Thus, in German, we say, ncun Jtfnftcr, nine fathoms ; f;untert

rab, a hundred degrees, etc. Feminmcs ending in e and words

denoting periods of time, as also the names of coins, are, in

general, excepted from this rule.

(3.) Some, in the plural, have two forms ; conveying, in gene-

ral, different, though kindred significations ; as in the following

examples :

Singular. Plural.

DaS SBanb, fflante, bonds, fetters.

Die S3anf, S3anfe, benches.

Dcr 93ogen, 33ogen, sheets of paper.
DaS Ding, Dinjje, things in general.
Dcr Dem, Dorneu, thorn-bushes.

Dcr gup, gii&e, feet.

DaS cfic^t cficljte, visions, sights.

Da8 -5rrn, J&crne, sorts of horn.

Da8 otj,
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> mi", in flu! plural, Hoft.'ii tho radical vowels ; OH: '.tbt,

alilioi ;
.'In.. ',ti>f. hihlmji ; iMui. .'iKjir; lilH'r.il

: il. liuitpittll ; .11141, Uli:il ; CJ.lpl.ltl,

: linal; Jtlvflcr, eluUtt-r ; 'I'tarty. marsh;
UKor.ul, . . : palace; '45 .nil, pi>" i '-Uwrt. provoat;

jilur. '.'Ubtf, abbots; Vlltarc, altars; i<n\1;oi'(, bishopa, eto.

S 18. FOREIGN NOUNS OP THK NKW DECLENSION.

(1.) T<> tho Now Doolonaion belong all foreign nouns of tho
i ml nearly all masculines which aro tho appel-

lation
. as: D @tutcnt, tho student; tcr 3uti|l, tho

:nt, the elephant; tec Xhif.it, tho d'l'.-at; tcr

Xi-iiii't, thu comet ; tcr 'JJl.inct. the planet ; tcr Jxow'onant, tho conso-

UT 'I'dnj, the prince; tcr Ipr tho tyrant, eto.

19. FOREIGN NOUNS PARTLY OP THE OLD AND
1'AUTLY OF THE NEW DECLENSION.

(1.) These oro, first, neuters ending in fit>; as: $>a !p>ifffo,

the passive; pen. '.JJaffbS, of tho passive; plur. $afibcn, the pas-
sires; secondly, titles of males in or; as: doctor, a doctor;

gen. 35oc tort, of a doctor; plur. Doctoren doctors; thirdly, neuters
in .if, it, and um, which alsc often have t before tho

rn of the plural; as: J7apit.it, a capital; plur. Jtapitalicn, capi-

tals; Soffit, a fossil; plur. Sofftlicn, fossils ; Sturium, study; plur.

Stutitn, studios ; fourthly, the following masculines : ij.ifan,

pheasant; &nxiun, capon; Jtonful, consul; iJJantoffel, slipper; $$ra

icft, prefect ; ^Mm, psalm ; JRubin, ruby ; 5taat, state ; Sraft.it,

treatise ; to which add 3nfcft, insect ; ?ltom. atom ; 53ronom, pro-
noun ; <tatut, statute ; and !l}cr6, verb ; which aro neuters.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
SOME LAND, SEA, AND FRESHWATER SHELLS WORMS, AND

TUBE-DWELLERS (continued).

ON tho eggs deposited at the bottom of the thorn-coated tube

by the oiketicus grub giving forth their tiny brood, the young
worms immediately crawl forth, and, at once proceed to spin
silken sheaths for themselves. These they bear with them as

convenient overcoats as they travel through the tangled and
thorn-decked twigs and branches of the tree, feeding and

gathering together such thorns as may be found adapted to

castle-building purposes. These, as they are gleaned, are

arranged in order, point downwards and side by side ; a power-
fully adhesive fluid and a layer of silken filaments completing
the union. The growth of the worm is rapid, and it soon
becomes large enough to fully occupy its bayonet house, and
carry out tho destiny we have already shown it as fulfilling.

Of worms dwelling without the protection afforded by sheaths
we shall find numerous examples in tho earth, tho river's bed,
the sea's bottom, and in tho tissues and cavities of living

organisms.
Let us pay a visit to tho clear, shell-strewn rock pools, and

open stretches of tide-deserted sand, and should good fortune
favour us, we shall find food for observation and research ; and
as wo peer down into tho clear water, or lift some weed-grown
pebble or fragment of broken rock, some beautiful and marvel-

lously perfect examples of tho Creator's wisdom will be brought
to light. Strange, weird, grotesque, and anomalous as some
of these ocean creatures may, to the heedless or casual observer,

appear, they only require tho investigation of the observant and

thoughtful to prove them worthy of our keenest interest and
deepest admiration.

Down amongst tho Beo-weed stems and pointed rocks we
perceive a long, black, tangled string, like a giant's leather boot-

lace set to soak ; let us trace it in its various folds and twists,
and disentangle some of it ; we shall then have in hand a tough,

slippery, india-rubber-like substance, which might well be pro-
nounced a sea string, and classed with tho long trailing weeds

amongst which wo have found it. A sea string it is, but not a
weed ; in fact, a living lasso, capable of consuming tho prey it

encloses within its treacherous folds. From twenty to thirty
feet is no uncommon length for this artful animated fishing-lino
to reach, but its diameter rarely exceeds an eighth of an inch.

It has a mouth, however, capable of considerable distension and

holding power. What can appear more innocent than this

delicate-looking creeper trailing here and there as the heaving
water wells and flows as the tide comes in ? Let an unwary

tube-dwoller, lulled Into a false security, stretch forth its

tentacle* to meet the welcome ware, and a pointed head it

adroitly iiiMinuittod. Tho mouth effeoU its tenacious grap on

1, and the tenant of the tube becomes food for

the Nemertei MorUrii, for such U the name of this cord-like free-

booter. Mr. Kingsley appears to have taken more than ordinary
interest in the habit* of this strange creature. Speaking of it,

he inquires,
"
Is it alive '< it hangs helpless and motionless, a

mere velvet string, across the hand. Ask the neighbouring
luin.-u.N, and the fry of tho rock fishes; or pot it in a rase at

home, and see. It lies motionless, trailing itself among the

gravel. You cannot toll whore it begins or ends. It may be a

strip of dead sea-weed Himanthalia lorea perhaps, or C'/iorda

filutn or evon a tarred string. So thinks the little fish who
plays over and over it, till ho touches at last what is too surely
a head. In an instant a boll-shaped sucker month has fastened

to its side ; in another instant, from one lip, a concave doublo

proboscis, just like a tapir's (another instance of the repetition,

of forms), has clasped him like a finger. And now begins the

struggle, but in vain. He is being 'played' with such a fishing-

rod as the skill of a Wilson or a Stoddart never could iuv

living line, with elasticity beyond that of the most delicate fly-

rod, which follows every lunge, shortening and lengthening,

slipping and twisting round every piece of gravel and stem of

sea-weed with a tiring drag, such as no Highland wrist or step
could ever bring to bear on salmon cr trout. The- victim is tired

now, and slowly yet dextrously his blind assailant is feeling and

shifting along his side till he reaches one end of him ; and then

the black lips expand, and slowly and surely the curved finger

begins packing him end foremost down into the gullet, where he
sinks inch by inch, till the swelling which marks his place is

lost among the coils, and he is probably macerated into a pulp
long before he has reached tho opposite extremity. Once safe

down, tho black murderer contracts again into a knotted heap,
and lies like a boa with a stag inside him, motionless and blest."

Our illustration represents tho living line in the act of cap-

turing its prey.

Hero, then, to his siesta and the enjoyment of his ruthlessly

gained spoils we will leave the Ncmertcs Borlasii, and see what
, that long-eared, brown, odd-looking, slug-like creature is, which
'

t

we observe crouching like a hare in its seat just above the

home of our greedy friend the worm. This is the sea-hare, or

sea-cow (Aplysia punctata). Tho terms "hare" and "cow"
have been given to it in consequence of the two horn or ear-

like appendages to the head. It is curious sometimes to note

;

how strangely appropriate some of these trivial designations
are found to be. In this case the resemblance to a grass-

feeding and ruminating animal extends beyond the mere fanciful

contour of the creature's external form. The interesting re-

searches of Professor Grant have brought to light the fact that

the Aplysia punctata, like its fur-clad and horned namesake, the

cow, has three stomachs, the first being formed by an opening
out or dilatation of the bottom of tho gullet. This food-sack is

of a curved form, not unlike the air-chamber of a set of bag-

pipes; and in it is generally found the particles of freshly-

gathered sea-weed on which our tiny cow has been feeding. The
next or centre stomach is the smallest of the three, and performs
much tho same kind of duty as the gizzard of a bird ; being, in

fact, a sort of internal grinding mill, in which, by the aid of a
set of hard, dense, and tooth-like processes, the food is commi-

nuted, crushed, and pressed until in a fit condition to pass on to

the third receptacle, which is of most curious construction, being
furnished within with a rake or comb-like arrangement of teeth

or spioulffi, which card and rake the ground-up substances, and
fit them for the action of the gastric fluids and final digestion
.iii'l assimilation.

Few marine productions have had a greater number of odd
and wild superstitions associated with them than the Aplysia

punctata. -Some of these have no doubt arisen from the fact of

its pouring out from its tisanes, when placed in a goblet of

water, a large quantity of a most peculiar fluid, which tinge?
tho surrounding water of rich full purple tint ; this, although
beautiful to a degree, has been found to be too unstable and
jiable to change to admit of its being successfully made use of

as an artist's colour. The term depilans has been conferred on
one kind of sea-hare, from an idea which prevailed amongst the

ancients, and is still in force amongst the coral-finders and
fishermen of the Mediterranean, that wherever tho fluid exuded
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by it touches the human head, the hair, being at once destroyed,
falls off, leaving a bare spot ; added to this, a variety of ailments,
more or less formidable, were supposed to fall to the lot of any
person rash enough to handle the much dreaded hare.

Bohadsch describes a most oppressive vapour or exhalation,
which he says he found given off by the Aplysia when laid on a

plate for investigation. Darwin speaks of his finding some of

the hare family at the Cape Verd which possessed the power
of causing a sharp stinging sensation to the fingers when

brought in contact with the secretions they threw off. Amongst
the ancient Romans the sea-hare was held in the most dire

dread, and nothing was too baneful to lay to its door. It is

related of Locusta that she made use of the sea-hare as one of

her most potent ingredients in the preparation of the poisons
destined to remove the secret enemies and plotters against Nero.

red linear marking, as though drawn beneath the skin with a red

crayon. Mark its action closely, and you will see, at intervals

of a few seconds of time, that it gradually fades from the sight,

again dilates, ebbing and flowing as the tide of minute life

wells through it. This is the creature's grand central blood-

tube, or heart, conveying and propelling the red or arterial

blood from behind forwards, whilst beneath the body another

duct, equal in importance but not so plainly seen, conveys the
blood through the system in the opposite direction. In addition
to these two great longitudinal blood channels, there are four

others, so arranged that one traverses above the intestinal

canal, one below it. one on the right side, and another on the

left. These are all placed in communication by branching or
"
anastomosing

"
vessels, running like the centre line in the

letter H. Here, then, in this apparently insignificant worm, we

THE LIVING LINE (NEMERTIS BORLASIl).

and that at length, when fully conversant with the qualities of a

hare potion, she prepared an extra strong one for the especial

delectation of royalty itself. It will also, perhaps, be borne in

tnind that Domitian was openly charged with having given
sea-hare poison to his brother Titus. Rigid laws were enacted

prohibiting even the search after this dreaded slug of the

sea, whose formidable qualities existed only in the fertile and

perverted imaginations of those who preferred dread to inves-

tigation, and mythical romance to plain reality.

As we wander on, and prosecute our stone-mining operations,
we shall scarcely fail to uncover one or more members of an

exquisitely beautiful class of annelids, known as the pearly
nereis (Nereis margaritacea). These curious creatures in form

somewhat resemble small centipedes, but a little close scrutiny

will serve to bring under the observation of the investigator a

rich and varied collection of tints, pearl, opal, violet, and

metallic green. Look closely along the line where, in a verte-

brated animal, the back bone should be, and you will see a deep

have a beautifully perfect form of double circulation. Added to

this, we find that the Nereis margaritacea is possessed of two

pairs of eyes of a deep, rich blue colour ; a pair of singularly

formed and ball-tipped horns, and eight delicately fine and sen .

sitive feelers, or whiskers, between which is situated a flexible*,

and retractile proboscis, or snout, by the aid of which food is

gathered from holes and crevices too small for the admission of

the body of the worm.
As we travel onwards, where the ripple mark left by the

receding tide still holds a silken thread of sea-water between

its waved grooves, we shall see before us tiny heaps of sand

cast up, as though some diminutive mole of moist habits had

been at work below. Most of these will be found to be the

work of a much larger member of the family of annelids, in

form and habits closely resembling the lumbricus, or earth-worm

of our fields and gardens ; but we must reserve a consideration o.

them and their sea cousins, whose works we have just been

examining, until our next lesson.
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LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. VI

THE SUN AND MOON MOTIONS OF TUB KAHTH IT8 FIGURE
H . M Tin: roLS8 PROOFS THAT THE I

IB KOUND HOW SUPPORTED IN SPACE IIATIONAL AND
8EN8IHLE UOKIZONS.

THE great apparent size of the aun and moon, as compared with
t. of tho heavenly bodies, often leads us to overlook them

when we think or speak of the store, and to regard them as

belonging altogether to a different class. Henoe we usually
look upon astronomy as a science to bo studied only by night,
when in reality the star on which wo are most dependent, and
whose movements with regard to us are of the greatest import-

MI" sun whose presence causes our day. We use the
t.-rin "star" here advisedly, for the sun is in reality to be
classed as one of tho fixed stars, the reason of its great apparent

1 brilliancy being merely that it is very much nearer to
i any of the rest, its distance being reckoned by millions
s only, while that of even the nearest fixed star requires

billions to express it.

The moon, though ranking next to the sun in its importance
to us, is in reality tho smallest of all our neighbours in space
which can bo detected by the unaided eye. It will, however, be
at once understood that both it and the sun will, on account of

their importance to us, claim a large share of our attention.

Now, as we have already stated, the

sun, the moon, and all the stars appear
to be in constant revolution around us,
iiiul most of the phenomena we referred
to in our last lesson would be explained
by imagining all these bodies to bo fixed

to the inner surface of a hollow sphere
in the centre of which the earth was
situated, and then supposing this sphere
to be in constant rotation. One
end of the axis on which it

turned would in this case be
close against the pole-star, and
the other in the part of the sky
diametrically opposite to it. This

was, accordingly, for a long time
the received notion, and it is the one
wliich would naturally strike an observer
at first, for the earth seems to be at

rest, nor can we in any way by our
senses discover that this is not tho case.

The reason of this is that motion is to us
a relative idea, and if we ourselves and

some this may seem a question pertaining rather to geograph?
than to astronomy. It is, however, intimately connucted with
both ncienoes ; and, as the earth is our stand-point of observa-

tion, it is of paramount importance to understand T***'^
about it first of all.

form of the earth, then, is almost spherical, bat not

absolutely HO; for it is somewhat flattened at the pole*, so that a
section passing through them would be slightly elliptical instead
of circular. This deviation from the spherical form is, however,

very slight ; so slight, indeed, that it would not be seen in anr
model that we could make. Suppose, for instance, we made a

globe with a diameter of thirty inches, the difference would only
be ^ of an inch, too small for even the keenest eye to detect.

The real dimensions are almost as follows :

Greater or Equatorial Diameter
Lesser or Polar

mi MBS*
;

tho objects around us are moving along together at exactly the

same rate, we do not observe the motion. If, for example, wo
are seated in the cabin of a boat when the water is perfectly calm
and the vessel is being propelled at a uniform rate, we are quite
unconscious of the movement. If, however, the motion be not

uniform, but consist of a succession of jerks and shakes, as when

travelling in a railway train, or if we look on the fixed and stationary
objects around, we shall soon become conscious of the fact that

we ourselves are being carried along. Now, as the motion of

the earth is perfectly uniform, and all terrestrial objects, includ-

ing the air, move with it, it is only by looking to the stars that

we become conscious of our movement.
We cannot here go into all the reasons which prove that this

is the case, but we can easily see enough to satisfy any thought-
ful mind. We have only to look at the earth as a globe about

8,000 miles in diameter, and to remember that the diameter of

the sun is 111 times as great, and that all tho stars are largo

globes situated at enormous distances from us, and then ask

showing a difference of a little over twenty-six miles.

Several important effects arise from this. The surface of the

earth near the equator is, of course, further from the centre

than tho surface near tho poles ; and as the attraction of gravita-
tion diminishes with the in crease of distance, it is weaker at the

equator than it is further north or south.

If a pendulum bo accurately adjusted so as to beat seconds in

!
the latitude of London, and then be moved further south, it

will, from this cause, beat more slowly.
So likewise, if a spiral spring be sus-

pended from a hook and a weight hung
from its lower end so as just to touch
the stand, it will be found, if we convey
it carefully, that as we approach the

equator the spring will be somewhat

shortened, and the weight will no longer
touch the stand as it did before; the

weight, in fact, appears to be less

than itwas in the higher latitude.

A little consideration will soon
show us the cause of this flatten-

ing of the earth. If we suspend
a child's pail, filled with water,

by a piece of string, and then by
twisting the string cause it to torn

round rapidly, we shall at once see the

liquid leaving the centre and becoming
heaped up against the sides, and, if the

motion be sufficiently rapid, a portion
will be thrown off and scattered from
the edge. A similar but more conclu-

sive experiment may be tried with a common hoop, which for

this purpose should be mode as thin as possible. Let it have
two holes drilled through its sides opposite to one another,

and let it be placed vertically on a pivot in such a way that it

can be caused to rotate rapidly ; the upper side, however,
must not be fastened to the pivot. On spinning it rapidly, it

will at once be seen that the hoop becomes longer and flatter

from the action of centrifugal force upon it.

The same reasoning applies to the earth. It is a body in rapid
rotation on its axis, and hence there is a tendency in all the

particles of matter composing it to become heaped up at the

equator, for the motion there is manifestly more rapid than at

the other parts of its surface. Careful calculation confirms this

theory, by showing that the difference between the two diameters

of the earth is just the amount that would be produced by this

cause.

There are many familiar proofs of the rotundity of the earth.

One of the simplest of these is afforded by watching the depar-
which is the more probable, that these mighty orbs should all I ture of a vessel from a seaport town. As a large object is

travel at an utterly incredible speed around this small globe on . always visible at a greater distance than a small one, we should

which wo live, or that the earth should itself turn round on its naturally expect that the masts and rigging would disappear first

axis ? If the former is true, the more remote stars must dash

through billions of miles in a single second of time, and all the

rest must be in rapid motion, round a body very much smaller

than themselves ; by the latter theory, all this is done away
with, and we simply see the earth rotating so that a spectator
on its surface is turned in the course of a day and night towards
all parts of the sky.

Having thus settled in our minds the foot of the motion of

t'.io earth on its axis, we must next inquire as to its shape. To

100 N.K.

in the distance, while tho hull would be the last thing to fade
from sight. Observation, however, soon shows us the contrary.
The whole ship remains visible till it has left the shore some
little distance, and then it seems to be gradually sinking ; the

lower port of the hull being the first to disappear, and then the

bulwarks, while the tops of the masts are the last things hid-

den, as seen in Fig. 5, which is, however, purposely exaggerated.
The reason of this evidently is that something is interposed
between the observer and the vessel, and that something is the-
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bulge or curve of the earth's surface. When the hull has just

begun to disappear from a person standing on the surface of the

ground, the whole will be visible to an observer on an elevated

building ; and if there be a lofty mountain near by, the vessel

will be seen from this after every portion of it is hidden from
those on the beach. This shows that the surface of the earth is

curved, and, in fact, a rough estimate of the size of the earth

may be formed in this way. We have only to fix upon two ele-

vations of equal height as, for instance, marked places on the

masts of two vessels and ascertain the exact distance at which

they are hidden from one another by the curvature of the earth.

We must know also the elevation of the places on the masts

above the level of the sea, and then by a simple proportion we
shall obtain the diameter of the earth. The question will be

stated thus : As the height of the station of observation is to

the distance of the visible horizon (which is half the distance

between the two stations), so this distance is to the diameter of

the earth.

There are considerable difficulties attending this plan, which

prevent our arriving at very accurate results by it. When it is

tried at sea, there is great difficulty in ascertaining the exact

distance of the vessels, as well as in choosing a day when the
surface of the water is sufficiently smooth ; and on land it is

seldom that a large tract can be chosen sufficiently level to

answer the purpose, as, even in large plains, there are frequently
undulations or slopes which would materially interfere with the

accuracy of the results. In addition to this there is another
cause of error introduced by the action of the air on the rays of

light, or, as it is termed, refraction. The effect of this is, as

will shortly bo seen, to bend the rays out of their straight

course, and thus to render the object visible when in reality the

curvature of the earth intervenes between it and the observer.

It enables us, in fact, to see to a certain extent round the bend.

From these causes, this plan of measuring the earth has not
been fully carried out. Roughly, however, we shall find that

two places elevated ten feet become hidden from one another at

a distance a little under eight miles ; that is, a straight line

drawn from one of these to the other would just touch the earth

midway between them. The curvature, then, may be set down
as ten feet in three miles and seven-eighths, and we state our
sum in the following way :

As 10 feet : 3 miles : : 3J miles : diameter of the earth.

We shall find that this gives us about 8,000 miles as the
diameter of the earth, which is not far from correct. The more
accurate mode of ascertaining its dimensions is by measuring an
arc of the meridian in a way that will shortly be explained.

There is another very conclusive proof of the rotundity of the
earth which should just be referred to namely, that afforded

by the shape of its shadow. The earth is an opaque body, and
must therefore throw a dark shadow ; but the shape of this can

only be seen when there is some object on which it can be
thrown. Now, there is only one object which ever comes near

enough to us to receive this, and that is the moon. We must
wait, therefore, till the moon comes directly in a line with us
and the sun, and then we shall see the shadow. Now when this

happens, it is called a lunar eclipse ; and if we watch the moon
as it enters the shadow of the earth, and again as it leaves it,

wo shall find that the dark lino is always curved to an arc of a
circle. The earth, therefore, must either be a globe or a flat

circular disc ; and at first sight we might incline to the latter

view, and imagine, with some of the ancients, that we dwelt on
a flat surface like the top of a round table. When, however, we
notice that, in whatever position we happen to be with regard to

the sun at the time of an eclipse, the shadow is always circular,
vre soon are assured that the earth must be globular, as no other

figure would always cast a circular shadow.

Having clearly realised the fact of the earth's rotundity, we
have next to look upon it as a body suspended freely in space
without any support. According to ancient ideas, Atlas bore

up the world on his shoulders ; and many of the Hindoos of the

present day assert that it is supported by a serpent and a
tortoise. It is clear, however, that these attempted solutions of

the difficulty only remove it one step further, for we should
have to seek some support for the man or the serpent. The
real difficulty arises from our not clearly understanding that the
reason why a body falls to the earth is simply because the earth

has an attraction for it. Hence, if we want to sustain any

object some distance above its surface, a support of some kind
must be used to resist this attraction.

Now the only body which exerts a sufficiently powerful
influence on the earth to have much effect is the sun : to it,

accordingly, the earth would speedily fall were it not that its

own momentum in its orbit is just sufficient to overcome this

attraction. These two forces are so beautifully balanced that
under their joint influence the earth moves evenly round in its

elliptical orbit. At a certain part of the year namely, in the
middle of winter the earth is nearer the sun than at any other

time ; and, as we saw in our lessons on Mechanics, attraction,

increases inversely as the square of the distance, the attraction

of the sun is therefore greater at this period, and we should at

first expect that since this is the case, the earth would approach
it nearer and nearer with ever-increasing speed, till at last the

momentum would be quite overcome, and it would fall into the
sun and be consumed.
No such result, however, happens, for as soon as the earth

begins to approach the sun, it is, as it were, rolling down hill
;

its speed, therefore, increases, and with this its momentum,
as to more than overcome the increased attraction ; and tilt

the earth, having passed the end of the ellipse, begins to recec

again. During the next half of its orbit it is receding frou

the sun, which is therefore drawing it back, and checking
speed ; so that gravitation again becomes the more powerfii

force, and the earth commences again to approach the sun.

this way the two forces alternately preponderate, and by the

joint action the earth constantly keeps to its orbit.

Let us, then, all through our lessons bear in mind these fact

that the earth is an almost spherical body, rotating constant

on its axis, and that it is suspended freely in space, while
describes its journey round the sun in the course of a year.
As we have several times spoken of the horizon, it will

well for us distinctly to know what we understand by it,

sometimes there is a little confusion on this matter.

The rational or tri>e horizon is an imaginary plane
through the centre of the earth, so that the line where it cuts

the surface is everywhere equidistant from the observer. If we
take an orange or an apple, and divide it into two equal por-

tions, or place a ring round it as shown in Fig. 6, so that it

is midway between the eye and the stalk, it will represent the

horizon. In an ordinary celestial globe, if the pole be elevated

to the latitude of the place, the situation of the wooden horizon

will correspond with that of the rational horizon to the observer.

Thus it will be seen that if this plane be extended on all sides

to the sky, it will divide it into two exactly equal hemispheres,
one of which will be visible to the observer.

There is, however, another sense in which the word horizon is

used. On ascending any height a line will be seen all round us,

where the earth and sky appear to touch, and this is called the

sensible or visible horizon.

At sea, or on a level plain, this line will be seen to be a per-
fect circle ; on land, the elevations of the country usually inter-

fere with the outline : still we can perceive that it is of a circular

form, and that our point of observation is situated exactly in

the middle of it.

The size of this circle increases with our elevation above the

earth. Hence, when a sailor wants to know if any vessel is in

sight, he ascends to the mast-head, where his view is much more
extensive than if he had remained on the deck of the vessel.

In the same way, if we ascend any lofty mountain, we gain a

very extensive view of the country round. If we could be

placed at a great distance from the earth as, for instance, on

the surface of the moon we should see just one-half of the

globe, and the rational and sensible horizons would then exactly

coincide. This, of course, cannot be, and the highest elevation

ever yet reached by man, or that in all probability ever will be

attained, is so small in comparison with the diameter of the

earth, that only a small portion of the earth has ever been

visible at once. The largest amount ever thus seen was by
Messrs. Coxwell and Glaisher, when they attained in a balloon

an elevation of about six and a-half miles, and then about 5^5
of the surface of the globe was in sight.
The following general rule will enable us to calculate approxi-

mately the distance of the visible horizon when the height of

the station of observation is known : Express the height in

feet and increase it by a half, then extract the square root, and

this will give the distance in miles. Thus, if a tower be IS
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yard.i high, we call it 5-1 foet, then add U7 to it, making it 81 ;

thu square root of whioh ia U. Thu visible horizon is therefore

.iivo spoken of the earth as being round, but some will

i<> nun. I tlio elovatod mountain ranges and tablo-

i tic- one hand, and some deep depression* on the other,
uiul ;:u.i/n; that the-.' inti-rtVr with tlio general shape. If we
ri'iii.MiilnT, however, what a small proportion these amounts
bear to the actual diameter of the earth, we shall KM that they

;.v inteuero with its general outline. The greatest ele-
- are only about fire miles, and there are only a few of

.!' thu diameter of tho earth ia about 8,000 miles. If,

en, \v >-urately represent these on a globe having a
1 ; inches, we must make them ^ of an inch high ;

they miK'ht, in fact, be well represented by small grains of sand.
The thinnest, tissue-paper would fully represent the elevation of

tab!f-l in. Is, and minute scratches, almost invisible without a

ope, would show tho valleys of rivers or mountain

gorges. For all ordinary purposes, then, the earth may be con-

sidered as absolutely spherical.

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XVIII.
THE PREPOSITION IN.

THE preposition in denotes being, continuance, or motion in the

of a thing. It also denotes any kind of motion or

penetration into it. The idea of existence in a time or in a
certain condition, particularly in a certain state or disposition of
the mind, likewise requires the use of in. The preposition a, on
the contrary, merely expresses presence near or about a thing, or

motion, approach, and tendency to it. For example :

E"-gli e nel niar-di-nt, in <jit<?l-la cd-me-ra, in cit-fd, in pidz-za, he is

iu the garden, in that room, in the town, in tho square.

E'-gli an-drd in In-ghil-ter-ra, inl-spd-gna, he will go to England, to

Spain.
NM' dn-no mil-le set-te cen-to, in the year 1700.

/-NO td-qndn-to in K6-ma, he stayed a while in Rome.
Ge-sii Cri-sto nd-cque in Be-te-ltm-me, Jesus Christ was born in

Bethlehem.

.E'-gli mo-ri nel mtZ-lo tre cSn-to, he died in 1300.

Im-mtr-ge-re ri-no ncll' d-C'jtn, to plunge one iu the water.

E"-ijli t'-ra q.i in quest' i-stdn-te, he was here (in) this moment.
If-'jli e in. a-go-ni-a. he lies in the agonies of death.

.lis-se-re in c6l-l-ra, in gio'-ja, in af-jll.:i6-ne (i.e., nel-lo std-to di

cul-le-rn, di gio-ja, di a/-;ti-tio-n), to be angry, cheerful, sad

(i.e., in a state of auger, joy, affliction).

A-ver qudl-chc c6-sa in boc-ca, in ma-no, to have something in one's

mouth, in one's hand.

s-*e-rc, std-rc in cam-pd-gna, to be, reside in the country.

An-dd-re, en-trd-re in u-na chie-sa, to go into, enter a church.
Ca-scd-re in u-na fos-sa, to fall into a pit or hole.

Mct-te-re le md-ni in tu-sca, to put or thrust one's hands into

one's pocket.
Me-nd-re tl ca-rdl-Io in t-stdl-la, to lead a horse into the stable.

Sa-li-r in cd-me-ra, to go up into the room.
Vi-vt-va in un s-co-lo di bar-bd-rie, he lived in an age of barbarity.

I have already remarked that the proper names of towns and
similar localities are exceptions to the above-stated rale, for they
have the preposition a as well as in placed before them, whenever
a stay or arrival in them is expressed ; for example, 6-gli stet-te

per tre dn-ni in (or a) R6-ma, he lived for three years in Borne ;

pas-sd-ta i-o stSt-ti du-e mt-si a (or in) Fi-rSn-se, last

summer I lived two months in Florence. There is, however, a
shade of difference between the employment of a and in in such

cases, which will be at once understood by the following

examples : e in L'm-dra, in tho strictest sense of the word,
me:un a person being or an occurrence taking place within the

precincts properly called London ; while d a, L6n-dra, in tho
more enlarged or general meaning of the word, means a person
not necessarily being in, or an occurrence not necessarily taking

place within those precincts, but perhaps in the neighbourhood
of London e.g., Kensington.
The motion to or towards a town or tillage, conformably to

the nature of the preposition, is always expressed by a. Motion
' or towards (and, naturally, being or staying in) parts of the

rid, c minces, and islands, requires the preposition
For example :

-mo con lui a Pi-tro-bur-go, let us go with him to St.

Petersburg.

Jf-'jli jrar.tl da H6-**-eo ptr r-car-.i FWiuM, h* deporUd tnm
Munich to go to YUruna.

I-o vd-do in 7-.ed-i.u. in l-ni-iia, I CO to Scotland, to Sweden.
ll 1! t-cui /u -ai.li-d.t<> uM' i-vj-U di Ci-prit the pub* was
to (the inland of) Cyprus.

", ho In In France, iu China.
lull' i-m-la. di Li-tbo, ho was bora In th UUu<l of Leebos.

Usage allows the omission of the article after in before many
.uin familiarly known and constantly recurring hi conversa-

tion ; for example, 4-gli va ndl-la cd-me-ra, nil-la cit-t'i, n/l-ltf

chit-sa, ndl-la can-ti-tui, etc. ; or, i-gl\ va in cd-me-ra, incit-tt, in
| chv6-a, in can-ti-na, etc., he goes to tho room, to town, to church,
to the cellar, etc.

re the words day, week, month, year, morning, evening,
w!i. u time is the subject, it w customary to omit the prepo-
sition in; for example, I' dn-no ch mo-ri U Ga-li-M-o, nd-cque U
Newton, iu the year in which Galileo died, Newton was born ; if

md-se ren-tu-ro, (in the) next month ; la tet-ti-md-na sc6r-$a, (in
the) last week ; la n6t-te che vif-ne, (in the) next night, etc. ;

instead of ncll' dn-no, nel md-se, etc.

The words cii-sa, c6r-te, pa-ldz-zo, tcd-tro, lt-to, and iai-la
have a proper or original and a figurative signification. In tho
former case they demand the preposition in ; in the latter, the
preposition a (without an article) before them. For example :

E'-gli e nJl-la c6r-te, nel pa-Iaz-io,
in. ted-tro, in Ut-to, in i-scu.6-la, in

cd-ta.

E'-gli e a c<Jr-le, a pa-ldz-zo, a ted-

tro, a Ut-to, a icuo-la, a cu-sa.

J'-o vd-do ntl-Ia cnr-ie, nel pa-l<i:-

to, nel ted-tro, nel let-to, jul-la tcuu-

la, ncl-la cd-sa.

J'-o vd-do a cur-te, a pa-ld*-:o, a

(ed-tro, a Itt-to, a scuo-la, a cd-ta.

He ia in the court-yard, in the

palace, in the theatre, in the bed,
in the school (i.e. building), in
the bouse.

He is at court, at Guildhall, at
the play, Bide in bed at school, at
home.

I go into the court-yard, in-

to the palace, into the theatre.
into the bed, into the school (..
building), into the house.

I go to court, to Guildhall, to
the play, to bed (i.e. to sleep), to

school, home.

In addition to these nses, in has some indefinite meanings,
which will admit of several prepositions or adverbial expressions
for the purpose of translating them into English. For example,
by in :

No-mi-nd-re, dl-re qu4l-c?M c5-a in la-U'-no, to name, say something
in Latin.

Sp-vd-r in Ih'-o, to hope in God.
lit ma-niJ-ra td-lc, iu such a manner.

By on or upon :

Por-fa'-re qudl-che c6-sa in <I.>s-so, in i!-sta, \n c6r-po, to carry
something on one's back or shoulders, or about one's self, on
the head, on the body.

Por-td-r scdr-pe in pit-di, to wear shoes on one's feet.

By round :

Gli git-to il brdc-cio in col-lo (for tn-Ur-no tl ciSl-lo), he clasped
him with the arm round his neck.

Jlts-so-li. u-na ea-U-na in go-la (for in-Wr-no Ia go-la), after having
put a chain round his neck.

By to .

Lt cac-cib di c6l-l in cJl-I, ho chased them from hill to hill.

Di tm-po in ttm-po, from time to time.

Coii-/ic-cd-re in u-na cro-c, to fasten or nail something to a cross.

By towards :

Jn rn mo-vtn-do d' bf-gli 6o-chj i rd-i, taming towards me the

rays of her beautiful eyes.

By against :

K(-da in M ri-rdl-to il jnl-po-lo, he saw the people rebelling against
him.

By ae.-

ii'iiar-du'-re in u-no, to look at one.

By in place of:

A-dot-td-re u-no in jt-gliutf-lo, to take one in place of a coo, to

adopt one.

By as .

Dd-r qndl-che c6-*a. in do-no ad u-no, to give ono something as a

present.
Df-ra qn<!!-c/i cS-sa in ii a tcii-M, to plead something or one's

apology or excuse.

Di-o, non m* un-jiu-Wr^o in jxc-ed-fo, O Lord, do not impute it

to me as a sin.
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By adverbial expressions :

In av-ve-ni-re, in future, for the future, henceforth.
In fdt-to, indeed, in fact, in reality.
In fret-ta, in a hurry, hastily.
In 6-gni c6n-to, at any rate, at all events.

In/dc-cia, to one's face.

VOCABULARY.

Egli va, he goes. Quasi, almost, nearly,
Essi sono sortiti, they well nigh,

have gone out. Scozia, Scotland.

Abitava, he lived.

Adesso, now.

Alquanto, m., alqtianta,

f., some, several.

Anno, year (il flor degli

anni or dell' eta,

the bloom of youth,
flower of life, prime
of one's age).

.Antonio, Anthony.
Avete avuto, you have

had. [nobody.
C' e nissuno, there is

Camera, chamber, room
Campagna, country.

Cantina, cellar.

Capacitd, ability,talent,
skill.

Carrozza, coach, car-

riage.

Carta, f., paper (carta

pecora; vellum).

Collera, anger.

Copia, f., abundance,
plenty ; occasion ;

copy.

Cortile, court-yard.

Citcina, kitcheu.

J2' andato, he is gone.
E partlto, he has de-

parted.
E qui V aspetto, and

here 1 wait till he

Fiore, flower, bloom,
prime.

Fretta, haste, hurry,
precipitation,

lo mi riposo, I repose
myself, sit down ; I

rely.

Letto, bed.

Lo prevenni, I came
before him.

Lo trovai, I found him.

Mono, f., hand.

Me, me.
Morirono amendue, both

died.

Ora, hour.

Osteria, public-house,

tavern, inn.

Piazza, market-place,
square.

Piede, foot, leg (punta
del piede, end or

point of the foot,

i.e., toe).

Porto, port, harbour.
Potremo andar, we shall

be able to go.

Pimto, point (of any-

thing).

Punto, point, point of

Se ne parla, they talk

of it.

S ne stamperanno, will

be printed.

Siete, you are.

Slitta, sledge.

Soiio, I am.

Stanza, f., room, cham-
ber.

Teatro, theatre, play-
house.

Tempo, time, leisure,

weather.
Tu eri, thou wast.

TurcTiia, Turkey.
VI e andato, he is gone

there.

Fiaggio, journey.

Tt'cino, m., vicina, f.,

neighbouring, con-

tiguous, adjoining,

adjacent.

Fillegiatura, summer
season, for pleasure
or recreation spent
in the country (es-

sere in villegiatura,

to spend the sum-
mer season in the

country).
Foi sietc, you are.time, moment.

EXERCISE 18.

1. E'l-la & nel-la stan-za vi-ci-na. 2. Su-no qua-si in por-to.
3. E'-gli e in A'u-stria, in I-ta-lia, in cam-pa-gna, in vil-leg-gia-
tu-ra. 4. E'-gli va nel giar-di-no ; in quel-la ca-me-ra ; in

Fran-cia ; in cam-pa-gna ; in I-sc6-zia ; in Tur-chi-a. 5. Mo-ri-
ro-no a-men-dii-e in un gidr-no e in un' d-ra. 6. Tu e-ri in chie-

sa. 7. C' e nis-su-no in ca-sa ? 8. E'-gli e nel cor-ti-le, nel-la

cu-ci-na, nel-la can-ti-na. 9. E1

an-dii-to in chie-sa, in cit-ta, in

piaz-za, in o-ste-ri-a, in tea-tro. 10. A-bi-ta-va in quel-la ca-sa.

11. Lo tro-va-i in let-to. 12. An-t6-nio e in c61-le-ra con me.
13. Se ne par-la in tiit-ta la cit-ta. 14. Ev

par-ti-to in fret-ta.

15. Vi e an-da-to in car-roz-za. 16. Do-ma-ni po-tre-mo an-dar
in i-slit-ta. 17. E's-si sd-no sor-ti-ti in que-sto piin-to. 18. A-
des-so sie-te nel-le mi-e ma-ni. 19. Lo pre-ven-ni in piin-ta di

pie-di e qui 1" a-spet-to. 20. I'-o mi ri-po-so nel-la ca-pa-ci-ta di

mi-o fra-tel-lo. 21. Al-quan-te co-pie so ne stam-pe-ran-no in

car-ta pe-c6-ra. 22. Voi sie-te nel fidr de-gli an-ni. 23. A-ve-te
a-vu-to bel tem-po nel vo-stro viag-gio.

EXERCISE 19. COLLOQUIAL.
1. My uncle's garden is very large. 2. We have seen

thy father's table and bed. 3. Have you found thy father's
umbrella ? 4. I have received this cloak from my aunt. 5.

Have you received a book from this child ? 6. We have lent
our umbrella to your brother. 7. Have you found this pen in

your school ? 8. We have written a letter to our uncle and to
our aunt. 9. Your mother has given a cap to my sister. 10.

Have you seen a little child in our garden ?

VOCABULARY.
Agreeable company,

ag-gra-d^-vo-le com-

pa-g?u'-a, f.

Auger, col-le-ra, f.

Book, li-bro, m.
Castle, ca-stel-lo, m,
Cellar, can-ti-na, f.

Consolation, con-so-la-

zio-M, f.

Count, cdft-te, m.

Direction, in-dt-rfz-zo,

Drunkenness, ub-bria-

ch6z-za (ts), f.

Find, tr6-va-no.

Fine weather, bel tem-

po, m.
Has gone out, e u-sci-

to.

He hid, e'-gli na-sc<5-se.

Hope, spe-rdn-za, f.

In some respects, per
di-tier-si ri-gud>-di.

Is not, non e.

Is there nobody ? c' e

nis-su-no ?

Key, chid-ve, t.

Kitchen, cu-ci-na, 1.

Man, ud-mo, m.

Means, mez-zi, m.
Never is better known

than, non si co-no-

sce md-i me-glis che.

Passes very quickly,

pds-sa as-sd-i prti-sto.

I Play, yiuo-co, m.

Room, cd-me-ra, f.

Shall we go to take
our breakfast ? vo-

glid-mo an-dd-re a

far co-la-zio-ne 1

She must either have

gone or, el-la sa-rd

an-dd-ta o o.

Steward, fat-to-re (or

Summer-house, ca-si-

ne"t-fo, m.
That sideboard, quell'

ar-md-dio, m.
This moment, que-sto

pitn-to,m. [gli(it-to,m.

This note, que-sto bi-

Time, tcm-po, m.
To become learned, per

Unfortunate, in-/e-W-

ce, m.
We find, si tro-va-no.

You have had, voi a-

ve-te a-v&-to.

You will have, vol a-

vrete, ella avra.*

Your journey, il ud-

stro wdg-gio, m.
ca-stdl-do), m. di-ue-nir dot-to.

EXERCISE 20. COLLOQUIAL.
1. The unfortunate find consolation in hope. 2. In books we

find the means of becoming learned. 3. Your sister is not in
the room, she must either have gone into the kitchen or into the
cellar. 4. Shall we go to take our breakfast in the summer-
house ? 5. In an agreeable company time passes very quickly.
6. Is nobody in the castle ? 7. No, the steward has gone out

(in) this moment. 8. You have had fine weather for your
journey. 9. You will have in this note the count's direction.
10. He hid the key in that sideboard.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN XVII.

EXERCISE 15.

1. He has returned from the wood. 2. He has already departed
from Naples. 3. I am betrayed by you, by all. 4. He is descended
from a noble family. 5. Far from my parents. 6. On whom do you
depend ? 7. One does not distinguish the one from the other. 8, Ha
has not yet gone out of the city. 9. He descends, he falls from the
roof. 10. The water flows down the mountain. 11. Everywhere. 12.

From one side. 13. They did not want to go out through this place.
It. She returned lately from Prussia. 15. He is from Glasgow. 16.

I have been to my sister. 17. To-day I shall dine at the merchant's
18. After dinner I shall go to him. 19. He came this morning to me.
20. He lives (lodges, resides) at his father's (or in his father's house,.
or with his father).

EXERCISE 16.

1. Where have you lost your book ? 2. In this garden. 3.

father has received a letter from our aunt. 4. Hast thou received this

present from thy sister ? 5. My mother has bought this cap fron

your sister. 6. The penknife which we have received from our uucli

is good and handsome. 7. I love my sister. 8. This mother loves her

son. 9. I think of my brother. 10. My aunt thinks of her son and

daughter. 11. This child has written a letter to his mother. 12. My
uncle has sold his beautiful horse to my father. 13. I have given my
penknife to my sister. 14. Have you lent your umbrella to my brother ?

15. Our aunt's son is very tall. 16. We have written a long letter

our father. 17. My aunt has received this cap from her daughter. 18.

Have you sold your snuif-box to my father ? 19. I have lent to thy
brother the penknife which I have received from my uncle. 20. We
have given a cloak to this child. 21. Hast thou lent thy book to this

good child ? 22. Have you found this pen in the tohool ? 23. I think

of this sou and of this daughter.

EXERCISE 17.

1. Egli viene dalla cavallerizza o non dal giardino. 2. Da Amburgo
a Parigi ci sono cento novanta miglia francese. 3. Osfordia non e

lontano da Loudra. 4. Vien' egli dalla bottega ? 5. Non, Signore, egli

viene dallo scrittojo. 6. Venite voi dalla commedia ? 7. No, veuiamo
dal bal'lo. 8. I mobili del Siguor Hall sono stati venduti da suoi eredi.

9. Venite voi dal giardino? 10. No, lo vengo dal caffe. 11. Donde

vengono questi signori ? 12. Alcuni ritornano dalla caccia, altri dal

passeggio, e questi ultimi dalla pesca. 13. Ecco il danaro che mi e

stato spedito dal padre. 14. Questo dipende dalla madre, e non dal

fratello. 15. II passaggio dalla virtu al vizio e assai piu corto che non
6 il passaggio dal vizio alia virtu. 16. lo aspetto una risposta da

Giovanni ; egli e gia stato tre mesi in Loudra. 17. Guglielmo e ritornat

oggi da Parigi, e suo fratello viene a spettato da Cambrigge.

HISTORIC SKETCHES. XLY.
ALVA'S MASTER. THE NETHERLANDS.

MANY a stout heart quailed, and many a brave man feared, in

the cities of the Netherlands, when it was known there, towards
the close of the year 1567, that Ferdinand, Duke of Alva, was

coming with an army from Spain to assume the government of

the provinces. Under the regency of the Duchess of Parma,
daughter of their beloved Charles Quint (Charles the Fifth,

* This second form, in which the third person singular feminine is

used for the second person plural, is intended to express respect or

politeness.
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Emporor of Germany, King of Spain and tho Indies, Duke of

Burgundy and tho Low Countries), they had lived contented
i. Have that occasionally they complained of tho number
ight of tho taxes, and resented grumbling!y any attack

that was made upon their old commercial and muni<-i|.iil privi-

leges. They adored tho memory of Charles tho Fifth, tlm
'ii <>f tin ir own Mary of Burgundy. Charles hod dwelt

among them, known them as it wore intimately, preferred to
thi-ir country rather than in any other spot in his

dominions, and ever got back to it again as soon as he could
when tho exigencies of public business took him out of it. His
rule was kindly, though it did not brook rebellion, but then no
one wanted to rebel against Charles Quint. Under his rule tho
Netherlands were happy and flourishing, more BO than they
had boon at any previous period of their history. When he
abdicated in favour of his son, Philip II. (in 1556), and it was
found that tho new king intended to live in Spain, the Nether-
landers thought themselves fortunate in having so Charles

Quint-like a resident rulor as Charles's daughter, the Duchess
of Parma.

Notwithstanding that she was obliged, in order to carry out

Philip's policy, which was muoh less liberal than his father's,
to govern the people somewhat more sternly than they had been
wont to bo governed, the duchess was popular enough ; and as
she had many ties of sympathy with the people, she was a

guarantee to the Netherlander that so long as she ruled they
would not bo oppressed.
But the Duke of Alva ! That was a very different matter.

Although his name was not so famous, or infamous, as it be-
came after he retired from the Low Countries, it was known
to the people as that of a bigoted Spanish soldier, who had
narrow ideas of his duty, but a tremendous energy in carrying
out those ideas as the name of one who made no secret that
he considered his highest duty to God and man was to root out

ieresy wherever he had the chance, not stopping to criticise the
means adopted, so the end were attained. Well might the
Lowlanders fear when such a man was coming, with a numerous
and well-appointed army at his back, to supersede the duchess-

regent. They knew not what instructions he carried, what
power his commission gave him, but they/ could read the signs
of the times as well as any statesman in Europe, and they saw
in Alva and the Spanish army nothing but oppression, and most
likely bloodshed, to come. The political and municipal insti-

tutions of the country were far too free to be to the liking of
an absolutist like the King of Spain or his lieutenant, and the

people feared lest assaults should be made upon those institu-
tions accordingly. But still more they feared for what the
mew governor might bring against that freedom to worship
God according to the dictates of their consciences, which they
had hitherto virtually enjoyed.
With very many of the Netherlander the doctrines of the

Reformation had found a cordial welcome, so that it is not

perhaps exceeding to say that one-third of their number were
Protestants. Charles the Fifth, himself a rigid Catholic, half

allowed, while he disapproved, the spread of the Eeformation
among his people. No persecuting measures had been taken
t secure uniformity during his reign ; and though the Catholics

complained of toleration, and did what they could to stir up war
against it, tho Protestants were allowed to meet in their own
places of worship. But now it was felt and there had beep
several straws showing which way the wind was likely to blow

that all tliis was about to be changed. What had been
attempted in France was to be attempted in the Netherlands,
and, as it seemed, with much better chances of success. The
Inquisition was to be imported as part of the baggage of the

Spanish army, and the Protestants of the Low Countries were
to bo brought into slavery by it. In France, where the
Huguenots numbered over two millions, and included among
their ranks some of tho most influential of Frenchmen, the

attempts of the League with its Guises, its Lorraincs, and its

Maycnnes to thrust tho Inquisition upon tho land, were met by
a stubborn organisation of singularly brave men, who had
moreover the countenance, and could procure tho material

support, of several foreign powers, enemies to their enemies.
In the Netherlands there was not any such organisation,

at least not then, nor was there, as it seemed, the slightest
prospect of one being formed. It seemed at first sight that
the provinces were utterly at the mercy of tho Spaniards, men

in whose comportion tho quality of mercy was left oat bigots,
sincere in t. ,, and cruel by their nature against

everything that thwarted it. Only those whose trust wa not
in the arm of fle*h only, who believed indeed that there was a
God who judgeth the earth, One who could " mock the counsel
of the wise and valour of the brave" only such men did
not despair. Long and bitter was the straggle, dark and
frightful was tho night, but with the morning came joy, albeit

a subdued one, and tho result of the straggle was to show
the world once again that the victory is not always to the

strong.
Alva came, the Duchess of Parma was superseded, and the

worst fears of the Netherlander were justified. Both in politics
and religion their liberty was to be taken away, and that by
means which showed an almost brutal indifference to all their

tenderest susceptibilities. The system of local self-government
was changed for government by soldiers, troops were quartered
in all the large towns, and tho smaller places followed of

necessity tho example of submission into which their larger
brethren were surprised. The Netherlands were occupied as

a hostile country ; tho irresponsible prerogative of martial
law was substituted for the known laws of the land ; and the

harshness and insolence of military commanders usurped
on tho judgment-seat the place of magisterial calmness and

equity.
This was meant only as a foundation on which to build the

hateful Inquisition. When the people were bound hand and
foot by an army, it was supposed they might be made to

accept this darling project of Philip. But there was a limit

to the patience even of the Dutchmen and Belgians.* There
was a line over which they could not be pushed without re-

sistance ; and when the people found that the Inquisition was
among them, they rose in spite of the presence of the Spanish
soldiery, so that throughout the provinces there was nothing
but tumult. It was a state of things well pleasing to Alva,
whose cruel disposition took delight in the prospect of dragoon-
ing the people into submission, of getting rid, by the way, of

sundry inconvenient nobles, and at the same time of doing
what his bigotry told him was a service acceptable to God,
viz., the punishment and eradication of heresy.

Alva' s powers wore of the fullest. There was no need to
send to Madrid for instructions, though reinforcements were
demanded and sent. The risings which took place in most of

the large towns were put down with Spanish cruelty ; men were

hanged summarily over their own doors ; the prisons were not

crowded, for tho Spanish system was too "thorough" to be

hampered with prisoners, its judicial procedure too simple to
be fettered with a sliding scale of punishments according to

offences, and so Death got his due, and more ; and there waa
mourning of widows and orphans wherever the Spanish officers

set up their courts. These first risings were the expression of

spontaneous, natural resistance to tyranny, not the result of

organised rebellion. The Netherlanders formerly, under their

counts and dukes, had been so tetchy and independent as to
have acquired a notoriety in Europe as the most rebellious and
unmanageable of subjects, and had dared on several occasions
to provoke and resist tho wrath of so hard and haughty a
lord as Charles the Bold, of Burgundy. But under more
judicious and larger-hearted government, especially that of their
now persecutor's father, they had forgotten the art of factious-

ness, and scarcely knew what it meant to rebel. Now they
had to learn hurriedly, and in tho face of cruel necessity, the

long disused science, and to unite heart and hand in a com-
mon cause, which was not only the cause of patriotism, but of

humanity. It was seen very clearly that unless a stop were

put, or at least a protest raised, against the policy of which
the Duke of Alva was the exponent, both the name and form
of political independence were gone, and the hitherto free
Netherlanders must become the slaves of Spain. This fact

brought over to tho ranks of the malcontents even those who,
being Catholics, might not have been disposed to stir against
tho Inquisition. The attempt to subvert civil liberty struck a
chord in all hearts which vibrated right through tho land. But
most of the Catholics resented the Inquisition with nearly as
much anger as tho Protestants, the result being that every

* The existing kingdoms of Holland and Belgium were at this timo
included in the Netherlands, of which there were seventeen provinces.
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man, woman, and child in the Low Countries, with a few
ignoble exceptions, was ready, from one motive or the other, to

rebel against Alvaism. Remonstrants were treated as mutineers,

deputations to Spain to beg the interference and protection of

Philip were insulted and maltreated, aud orders were given to

the Duke of Alva to "
quiet

"
the provinces.

The spirit of rebellion unguided, not concentrated but dif-

fused, could only expose those in whom it dwelt to revengeful
destruction, without in any way helping them to the goal they
aimed at. Organisation, and some definite object to be gained
through !< these were necessary to success; and for these the

people looked, naturally enough, to the nobles, their country-
men, who lived among them, knew their ways and thoughts,
and were thoroughly identified with themselves. At first the
nobles held back. They were shy of entering upon an enter-

prise wherein the alternative of success success against the

power and resources of the mightiest empire in the world were
death for themselves and their followers, and ruin, thorough
and complete, for their families. A few generous spirits, and a
few with little save their own heads to lose, entered precipitately
into the strife, and came promptly to an untimely end. But
the great nobles, the men of influence and fortune, hesitated
to guide the storm of their countrymen's indignation against
the oppressors, until they were satisfied that nothing was to
be got by other means, and until, when satisfied of that,

things were actually ready for the tremendous contest. There
was no lack of patriotism, of self-denial, self-sacrifice, or

personal courage in the Dutch, Flemish, and Brabant nobles,
but they felt themselves constrained to hope, almost against
hope, that so dreadful a sorrow as that which threatened,
would not be thrust upon their country. They felt it to be
their duty, in spite of what was daily going on through
Spanish instrumentality, to try as the Long Parliament did
in England before the Civil War every constitutional means
of easing the people's burdens before they committed them-
selves and the country to open war with the government.
They tried and failed. The crafty Spaniard who governed
pretended to lend an attentive ear to their remonstrances, and
made a show of asking their advice, but he simply wanted to

gain time, and to mature his plans for getting them into his

net.

Greatest of all the noblemen in the provinces was-the Prince
of Orange, known in history as William the Silent. Of vast
estates and fortune, second to none in rank, of extraordinary
ability and indomitable will, he was eminently fitted to be the
leader of his country. He was of those who tried everything
rather than rebellion to bring the Spaniards to their senses.

He was the first to see that nothing but rebellion would do, the
first who set seriously to work to organise and draw to a head
that spirit of resistance which was rife throughout the country.
Being a man who kept his own counsel, and who never made
'a feint till he was ready to strike, he succeeded in keeping
clear of Alva's toils, though not of his suspicion. Convinced
when he saw the Inquisition actually established, its victims
of both sexes publicly burned by scores, whole townships ruth-

lessly butchered, in return for trivial signs of disaffection, and
a reign of terror begun, that there could be but one end of it

all, he kept out of the Spanish monster's way, and gave him-
self heart and soul to the cause which, but for him unless a
miracle had been wrought must have perished miserably.
The spark which fired the train of every Netherlander' s fury

was the seizure, mock trial, and execution of Counts Egmont
and Horn at Brussels. These noblemen fell victims to their

own generous impetuosity, which led them, in the discharge of

what they deemed to be their duty, to place themselves at the

mercy save the mark ! of the Duke of Alva. They were

exceedingly popular, and in their blood was quenched the last

spark of allegiance towards the Spanish king. Many merchants
and skilled artisans left the country, and brought to England
the wealth and industry which helped so materially to enlarge
the commercial prosperity of that country during the time of

Elizabeth ; but there remained enough of willing hearts and
strong bodies to bear the cause of the Prince of Orange stiffly

up, and to resist even to death, and beyond the power of death,
the wicked attempts of the Spaniards to tread down their

brethren.

In 1572 William the Silent put himself at the head of the

Beggars, as the insurgents were contemptuously called, and

gave the Spanish soldiers something else than unarmed burghers
and defenceless women to practise on. Alva took the field, and
made preparations on an extensive scale for crushing the re-

bellion; but his wary opponent, possessing an intimate know-
ledge of the country, and having the sympathies of all non-
combatants all the fighting men were with him avoided any
decisive actions, and practised his troops in skirmishes and
small engagements with the enemy. Aware, however, of the

importance of securing the sea-coast, in order to keep up his

communications with England and to ensure supplies, he made
a dash at Brille, captured it, and having fortified the place,

immediately began fitting out cruisers to prey upon Spanish
commerce.
The war went on with dreadful fury. The raw levies of the

insurgents were no match in the open field for the splendidly-
trained troops of Spain, and they had more courage than discre-

tion even in the defence of their besieged towns. The result was
that the Netherlanders experienced defeat after defeat, each
loss being followed up by barbarous executions of prisoners.,

and the captured towns being exposed to all the brutality of a
licentious soldiery. But no disaster could daunt the spirit of

the Prince of Orange : bowed down though he was with the

weight of cares and responsibilities, grieved and shocked for the

sufferings which the rebellion had brought upon the people, ho

never gave way to despair. Quietly, doggedly, trustfully, he

applied himself to his work, convinced of the righteousness of

his cause, and willing to leave the issue in His hands with whom
are all things. Generally defeated, he set the example which
his descendant, William the Third of England, followed, of

immediately showing front again, and of snatching from the

enemy the fruits of victory. Alva fretted like a galled horse,

but he could not make any impression. All his crueity, all his

cunning, all his energy went for nothing; he had found his

master ; and after two years spent in incessantly trying, with

enormous means, to win back the revolted provinces, he was

obliged to give up in despair, and return to Spain with the (to

him) grim satisfaction that during his term of office he had

destroyed some 18,000 of the Netherlanders by public execu-

tions.

Requesens succeeded him, and after carrying on a desolating
war for three years, during which the people of the provinces
suffered horribly, he was obliged to come to terms with some
of the states, eleven of which agreed for peace on condition of

Alva's laws being repealed, all foreigners being expelled, and
the power of the States-General being restored. Don John of

Austria, brother to Philip of Spain, succeeded Requesens, and

artfully wrought upon the southern provinces to desert the

northern by appealing to their anti-Protestant prejudices. The
Prince of Orange knew what he was doing, and anticipated the

result by forming, in 1579, the Confederacy of Utrecht, which
was the foundation of the Dutch Republic, known as the Re-

public of the United Provinces.

The war continued, the Belgians joining with the Spaniards,
under the first generals of the ago, to crush the Hollanders.

The sufferings of the devoted people were horrible, but they
never talked of surrender ; they were often brimful of despair,

but they never allowed it to find vent. In 1581 they offered

the crown to the Duke of Anjou, brother of the French king,
but he could not take it; then they offered it, in 1585, to

Queen Elizabeth, who also declined, but she helped them with

an army, in which Sir Philip Sidney fought and died, in which

Walter Raleigh served, and which the Earl of Leicester com-

manded. In 1584, when the murder of William of Orange
seemed to render the cause of the patriots utterly hopeless, the

Hollanders gave Maurice, the dead man's son, the supreme
command ; and he, emulating the wisdom and valour of his

father, strove so well, in conjunction with his English allies,

that he beat back the oppressors of his country, weary and

exhausted, and compelled Spain, in 1609, to acknowledge tho

independence of the Republic.
The other provinces which made peace with Spain remained

to that power till 1714, when they were made over to the

Austrian Hapsburgs, who kept them till 1791. In that year
the French annexed them, and they formed part of the empire
till the .overthrow of Napoleon. On that occasion they were

added to the kingdom of Holland, with which they remained

till 1830, when the existing kingdoms of Holland and Belgium
were marked out and recognised.
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LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXV
EXAMPLES Or MINOIt TUNES,

to the examples given in a previoui lesson, two 1 Wirkiworth, will bring more clearly before the mind the effect

(Exs. 1, 2), in the well-known tunos St. Bridot and I of LAH when placed in effective position*.

EXERCISE 47. THREE EXAMPLES OF MENTAL EFFECT IN MINOR TUNES.

EXAMPLE 1. KET C. LAH MODS. ST. BRIDE'S.

Pv
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KECREATIVE SCIENCE. VII.

THE PRISM (A REFRACTING INSTRUMENT), AND DIS-
COVERIES MADE WITH THE SPECTROSCOPE.

OF all the optical lenses the prism is the most important and

instructive, and it has enabled philosophers to add another

branch of science, called "
spectrum analysis," to those already

known. With the help of this triangular piece of glass, we
are enabled to decompose and analyse a ray of light, and from
the knowledge so obtained to account for the cause of colour.

If a ray of sunlight is allowed to pass through a hole half

an inch in diameter into a room, the walls of which should be

as dark as possible or hung with black calico, and a prism
intersect it, as at a (Fig. 1), the ray will cease to go forward in

the direction c d, but will be decomposed, and exhibit on a
white screen a beautiful spectrum, consisting of seven colours

red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo, and violet. With an

ordinary glass prism, such as those used for glass lustres, the

edges of the colours are not clearly defined, but seem to melt

or mix one into the other. If a hollow glass prism, filled with

bisulphide of carbon, is employed, the seven colours called the
" solar spectrum

"
are much more clearly defined.

Sir Isaac Newton made the important discovery that white

light is a compound of rays of various kinds, having different

colours and indices of refraction ; and that all substances which

appear coloured when illuminated with white light derive their

colours only from a kind of "natural selection" i.e., they may
reflect certain coloured rays, and transmit or extinguish others.

Light is the fountain of all colour; but it does not follow,

because a substance known to have a particular colour is visible,

that the colour is inhorent. This will depend upon the nature
of the light used. By the combustion of thallium (a metal
discovered by Mr. Crookes), a most beautiful green light is

obtained ;
and if this is directed on to a red substance, such

as a stick of red sealing-wax, the latter appears dark in fact,

black. Although there is plenty of light to show the object,

the light does not contain the red ray which is necessary for

the lighting up of the red substance. On the other hand, if a

Tom Thumb geranium is put into the light produced by the

thallium, the leaves appear to be most vividly groen, whilst the

red flower is dark. In this case, the flower or the red sealing-
wax completely absorbs or quenches the green light, and it is

only the green leaves that send back or reflect the green light.

From these experiments it must be apparent that coloured tex-

tures or pigments appear to be red, yellow, or green, or whatever
their colour may be, when white light falls upon them, because

light is the storehouse of colour ; and if a substance is red, it

must destroy the orange, the yellow, the green, the blue, the

indigo, and the violet rays, and having drank in the latter

colours, red only is thrown out from it, and so on with all the

Various tints
; or, what is perhaps more strictly correct, the

light coming from a red substance may still contain a certain

proportion of blue or yellow rays, but these are overpowered by
the predominating red ray. When the solar spectrum, obtained
as already described, is thrown on to a white screen, it is most

amusing to see the effect of the various coloured rays upon
different pigments, and if slips of coloured paper are used, the

results are very distinct. By passing the ray of white light

through two prisms (instead of one) filled with bisulphide of

carbon, the spectrum may be made to stretch much -further

across the screen, and the sunbeam undergoes by the second
refraction a greater amount of "dispersion." The colours are

now more decidedly separated, and the experiments with the

slips of coloured paper, or other pigments, can be made with
much greater facility. The drawing apart or separation of the
colours is called "dispersion;" and thus the spectrum may be
made shorter or longer by using prisms of different dispersive

power. Although it is difficult for the best-trained eyes to

point out the exact boundary of eaoh colour, Sir Isaac Newton
managed, by repeated experiments, to convince himself that the

lengths of the colours with the particular glass prism, he used
were as follows : Eed, 45 ; orange, 27 ; yellow, 40

; green, 60
;

blue, 60 ; indigo, 48
; violet, 80. Total, 360.

He also ascertained that the colours could be brought togethei

again, re-combined, and that the result was the re-composition
of white light. This synthesis of the colours is easily shown

by using a second prism in an inverted position, as shown by
the dotted lines A A A (Fig. 2), or by allowing the coloured

rays to fall upon a double convex lens (A B, Fig. 3), when they
are brought to a focus at c, and a spot of white light alone is

visible.

The experiment may be varied by mixing seven different

coloured powders together, the colours, of course, being those

of the solar spectrum ;
or the colours may be painted on a

circular piece of cardboard, and when this is properly mounted,
and turned with sufficient velocity, the colours all blend to-

gether and produce the nearest imitation of white light.
If a sunbeam is sent through a double convex lens, which

represents a series of prisms with their bases attached and
their thinnest edges outward, it is not surprising that the disc

of light obtained should be fringed with colours, because it

has been shown that a prism decomposes white light.

If all the colours had the same refrangibility, there would be
no fringes of colour on the edges of bodies seen through a
common telescope or opera-glass ; but as the focus of the red

ray is formed further away from the lens than that of the blue

ray, because the latter is more refracted than the former, it

follows that a separation of colour must occur, which is called,
in technical language, chromatic aberration.

In the annexed figure (Fig. 4), the focus of the blue rays is

shown at B, and that of the red rays at B ; but this difficulty

has been most ingeniously surmounted by combining lenses of

unequal dispersive material ; and it was Dollond who proved, in

1757, that by combining a concavo-convex lens of flint glass
with a double convex one of crown glass, a lens was obtained

which virtually refracts the various coloured rays to one focus,
and is therefore free from colour, or achromatic.

For absolute achromatism various lenses are necessary, but
for all practical purposes two are found to be sufficient, pro-
vided their curvatures are such as to combine the yellow and
red rays.

There was one feature in the solar spectrum which escaped
the notice of Sir Isaac Newton, and it only shows how much
knowledge may be lost by performing an experiment in the

least perfect manner. Newton allowed his sunbeam to pass

through a circular hole, and therefore missed the dark bands
and fixed lines which cross the colours from the red to the violet

end of the spectrum, at right angles to its length.
Brewster thus describes the discovery, which appears to have

been chiefly due to the fact that Wollaston admitted the light

from a narrow slit instead of a circular aperture :

" In the year 1802, Dr. Wollaston announced that in the

spectrum formed by a fine prism of flint glass, free from veins,

when the luminous object was a slit the twentieth of an inch

wide, and viewed at the distance of ten or twelve feet, there

were two fixed dark lines, one in the green and the other in the

blue space. This discovery did not excite any attention, and
was not followed out by its ingenious author."

Without knowing of Dr. Wollaston's observations, the late

celebrated M. Fraunhofer, of Munich, by viewing through a

telescope the spectrum formed from a narrow line of solar light

by the finest prism of flint glass, discovered that the surface of

the spectrum was crossed throughout its whole length by dark

lines of different breadths. None of these lines coincide with

the boundaries of the coloured spaces. They are nearly 600 in

number ; the largest of them subtends an angle of from 5" to

10". From their distinctness, and the facility with which they

may be found, seven of these lines, viz., B, c, D, E, F, a, H,

have beem particularly distinguished by M. Fraunhofer (Fig. 5).

A very pretty and most useful apparatus has been invented

by Mr. John Browning, called the " miniature spectroscope," by
which at any time the solar spectrum may be observed in all

its beauty of colour, and the dark lines are easily seen by pro-

perly adjusting the width of the slit. When this is widely

opened the spectrum is more brilliant, because more light is

admitted to the prisms contained in the instrument, but the

lines are not then visible. By reducing the size of the aperture,

it presents the appearance of a striped ribbon, and is found to

ba crossed in the direction of its breadth by a number of dark

lines.

The instrument in its case measures four inches in length,

and rather more than three-quarters of an inch in diameter; it

is therefore easily carried in the pocket, and thus kept ready for

any special use, such, for instance, as observing the bright
bands of colour emitted by certain flames or intensely-hot

gaseous matter, similar to that coming from the furnace in
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which the Bessemer process is conducted. And it is bj the

employment of the spectroscope that the exact moment of the

completion of thu process for making steel or pure iron may be

determined by a person skilled in the use of uunt.

niniiituro spectroscope represented in fig. 6 is a most
interesting illustration of the principle of refraction. Light H
allowed to pans through the slit A, and the manner in which the
slit is opened or shut is most simple. The mechanical con-

trivance for doing thin cannot got out of order, being entirely

regulated by the turning of a milled head at the front of the

spectroscope. The slit 1 with a cap, to prevent dust

iK'cuiimhvting, as this will cause lines to bo apparent in the
direction of the length of the solar spectrum. The dast may
be removed by opening the slit as wide as possible, and then

carefully wiping the edges with the corner of a soft silk hand-
kerchief. After the rays of light have passed through the

slit, they are collected by an achromatic lens, B, which renders

them quite parallel. Tho parallel rays are now refracted and
dispersed by the five prisms at c. The position of each prism
being reversed alternately, the refraction takes place in opposite
directions, and in this manner the refracted ray is kept within

the axis, or central lino of the instrument.

line*. Stub a spectrum toachen us nothing beyond the fact thai

light can be decomposed into seven colours. Aa observer,

looking at such a spectrum, could not tell the exact source at
the light, or say whether it was evolved by incandescent char-

coal, lime, or platinum. Booh a par* band of colour* fa

called a spectrum oj thefint order.

If a spirit lamp, burning pure and good spirit, is used a*
the source of heat, and a platinum wire, looped at the end and
dipped into a solution of common salt, is now held in tho

spirit flame, it changes yellow; and if the little hand-spec-
trosoope is directed towards it, a yellow line U distinctly

apparent, the position of which U towards the red end of the

spectrum.
When a more intense heat is used, such as the electric ace,

the sodium line is double, and is then exactly coincident with
the dark, double solar line known as Fraunhofer's D line, and
shown in Fig. 5. If nitrate or chloride of strontium U used,
and placed like the chloride of sodium on the looped platinum
wire in the flame, and observed with the spectroscope, the
coloured bands are more numerous. There are eight remark-
able lines one blue bard, one orange, and six red. All the

metals, and their salts, which can be converted into luminous

1
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tion, of certain definite colours or rates of vibration. Such

spectra are formed by the light of the sun and stars."

If the light producing the yellow lines in sodium by the

electric arc is allowed to pass through the vapour of metallic

sodium, the yellow lines change to black lines. The sodium

vapour absorbs the same kind of light as it emits ; and it was

by this remarkable discovery that Kirchoff identified many of

the dark lines in the solar spectrum with the bright lines ob-

tainable from terrestrial substances, and ascertained that in the

solar atmosphere there existed sodium, calcium, barium, mag-
nesium, iron, chromium, nickel, copper, zinc, strontium, cadmium,
cobalt, and hydrogen. If the evidence depended only on the

coincidence of one or two dark solar lines with the bright bands
from the vapours of the terrestrial metals, it would be worth
little or nothing ; but in a complicated series of sets of lines,

such as would be produced by the above metals, all the lines

coincide, and in speaking of one of these metals, viz., iron,

Kirchoff remarks that " the observations of the solar spectrum
appear to me to prove the presence of iron vapour in the solar

atmosphere, with as great a degree of certainty as we can
attain in any question of natural science." Messrs. Huggins and
Miller have continued these observations with the planets, the

stars, the nebulae, and the comets, and added largely to our

knowledge of the constitution of these distant heavenly bodies.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXIII.
THEEE UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.

IN the preceding examples of two unknown quantities, it will be

perceived that the conditions of each problem have furnished

two equations independent of each other. It often becomes

necessary to introduce three or more unknown quantities into a
calculation. In such cases, if the problem admits of a deter-

minate answer, there will always arise from the conditions as

many equations independent of each other, as there are unknown
quantities.

Equations are said to be independent when they express

different conditions.

They are said to be dependent when they express the same
conditions under different forms. The former are not con-

vertible into each other ; but the latter may bo changed from
one form into the other. Thus b x = y ; and b = y + x, are

dependent equations, because one is formed from the other by
merely transposing x. Equations are said to be identical when
they express the same thing in the same form expressed or

implied ; as 4x 6 = 4x 6, or 2 (2x 3) = 4 6.

EXAMPLE (1). Given x -f- y -f- z = 12, x -f- 2y 2z = 10, and
x -f- y z 4 ; to find the values of x, y, and .

From these three equations, two others may be derived which
shall contain only two unknown quantities. One of the three

unknown quantities in the original equations may be extermi-

nated, in the same manner as when there are at first only two,

by the rules already given. Thus, if in the equations given
above, we transpose y and z, we shall have,

From the first, x = 12 y z;
From the second, x = 10 - 2y + 2z ;

From the third, x = 4 - y -f z.

From these we may now deduce two new equations,, from
which x shall be excluded.

By making the first and second equal, we have

12 y z = 10 2y + 2z.

By making the second and third equal, wo have

10 2y + 2z = 4, y + z.

Beducing the first of these two, we have

y = 3z 2.

Eeducing the second, we have

y = a + 6.

From these two equations one may be derived containing only
one unknown quantity.

By making the one equal to the other, we have

3z 2 =+6,
/hei-efore, z 4. Hence, y = 10, and x= 2.

To solve a problem containing three unknown quantities, and

producing three independent equations.

EULE. First, from the three equations deduce two, containiny
only two unknown quantities. Then, from theso two deduce one,

containing only one unknown quantity. Lastly, Jind the values

of the other unknown quantities as before.

For making these reductions, the rules already given are
sufficient.

EXAMPLE (2). Given x + 5y + 6z = 53, x + 3y + 3z = 30,
and x + y + z = 12 ; to find the values of x, y, and z.

Here, from these three equations, in order to derive two con-

taining only two unknown quantities,

Subtracting the second from the first, we have

2y + 3z = 23 ; (the fourth equation)

Subtracting the third from the second, wo have

2y + 2z = 18. (the fifth equation)

Next, from these two, in order to derive one,

Subtracting the fifth from the fourth, we have

To find x and y we have only to take their values from the
third and fifth equations.

Eeducing the fifth, we have

i/
= 9 z = 9 5 = 4.

Transposing in the third, wo have

a; = 12 z y=12 5 4 = 3.

In many of the examples in the preceding lessons, the pro-
cesses might have been shortened. But the object was to

illustrate general principles, rather than to furnish specimens of

expeditious solutions. The learner will do well, as he passes

along, to exercise his skill in abridging the calculations here

given, or substituting others in their stead.

Ho must also exercise his own judgment as to the choice

of the quantity to be first exterminated. It will generally be
best to begin with that which is most free from co-efficients,

fractions, radical signs, etc. that is, the quantity least involved.

EXERCISE 39.

1. Given x + y+x = l2,x + 2y + 3z = 20, and Jz + %y + z = 6
;
to find

the values of x, y, and z.

2. Given x + y
=

a, x + z = b, and y + z c ; to find the values of x, y,

and 5.

3. Three persons, A, B, and C, purchase a horse for 100 dollars, but
rjeither is able to pay for the whole. The payment would

require the whole of A's money, together with half of B's; or

the whole of B's with one-third of C's; or tho whole of C's,

with one-fourth of A's. How much money had each ?

4. The sum of the distances which three persons, A, B, and C, have

travelled, is 62 miles ; A's distance is equal to four times C's

added to twice B's ; and twice A's added to three times B's, is

equal to 17 times C's. What are the respective distances ?

5. 3iven %x + frj + i*
=

62, %x + y + z = 47, and fa + %y + z = 38 ;

to find the values of x, y, and z.

6. Given xy = 600, vz = 300, and ijz
= 200 ; to find the values of x, y,

and z.

FOUR OK MORE UNKNOWN QUANTITIES.
The same method which is employed for the reduction of

three equations, may be extended to four or Jive, or any number
of equations, containing as many unknown quantities.

The unknown quantities may be exterminated, one after

another, and the number of equations may be reduced by suc-

cessive steps from Jive to four, from four to three, from three to

two, and so on to one.

EXAMPLE (1). Given $y+ z + -lw = 8, (1)

x + y + w= 9, (2)

E + V + s = 12, (3)

x + w + z = 10; (4)

to find the values of iu, x, y, and z.

Here, clearing the first equation of fractions, we have

y -f 22 -f- iv = 1G ; (5)

Subtracting the second from the third, we have

z w = 3; (6)

Subtracting the fourth from the third, we have

y w = 2. (7)

Next, adding the fifth and the sixth, we nave

y+ 3z = l9; (8)

Subtracting the seventh from the sixth, we have

y + z=l. (9)
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le i-ifhth iiinl tin- ninth, we hare

4s 20, or = 5 ;

i, wo have

usposing in tho third, wo have

a>= 12 y * = 3;

Transposing iu tho second, wo have

w = 9 x y = 2.

EXAMPLE (2). Given w+ 50 = x,

a + 120 = 3y,

y + 120 = 2,
s + 195 = 3io ;

to find tho values of w, x, y, and *. Ant. to = 100, x = 150, I

y = 90, and = 105.

itciss 40.

1. There is a certain fraction, such, that if 3 be added to the

numerator, the value of tho fraction will be J ; but if 1 be sub-

tracted from the denominator, tho valuo will bo
J. What is tho

fraction t

2. i'l.i.!.' tins number 90 into four such parts, that if the first is incrtated

by 2, tho second dim ''nuhcd by 2, tho third vnuUiplud by 2, and
irth divided by 2, shall all be c.|>i >!.

3. Find three numbers, such that the .first, with half tho sum of tho

Mcond and third, shall bo 120 ; tho <xid, with J the difference

of the third audyir.it, shall be 70 ; and half tho sum of th<>

numbers shall be 95.

4. What two numbers are those whose difference, sum, and product
are as tho numbers 2, 3, and 5 ?

5. A vintner sold at one time 20 dozen of port wine, and 30 dozen of

sherry; and for the whole received 120 guineas. At another

time, he sold 30 dozen of port and 25 dozen of sherry, at the

same prices as before, and for the whole received 140 guineas.
What was the price per dozen of each sort of wine ?

6. A merchant having mixed a certain number of gallons of brandy
and water, found that, if ho had mixed 18 gallons more of each,
he would have put into the mixture 8 gallons of brandy for

every 7 of water. But if ho had mixed 18 less of each, ho
would have put in 5 gallons of brandy for every 4 of water.

How many gallons of each did he mix ?

7. What fraction is that, whose numerator being doubled, and the

denominator increased by 7, the value becomes j ; but the

denominator being doubled, and tho numerator increased by 2,

the value becomes j ?

If in tho algebraic statement of tho conditions of a problem,
the original equations are more numerous than tho unknown
quantities, these equations will either bo contradictory, or one or

more of them will be superfluous.

Thus, the equations 3x = 60, and x = 20, are contradictory.

For, by tho first, x = 20 ; while, by the second, x = 40.

But if the latter equation be altered, so as to give to x tho

same valuo as in the former, it will be useless, in the statement
of a problem. For nothing can be determined from the one

which cannot be from tho other.

Thus, in the equations 3x = 60, and fa 10, one is super-
fluous.

But if the number of independent equations pix>duced from
the conditions of a problem bo less than tho number of unknown

quantities, tho subject is not sufficiently limited to admit of a
definite answer. If, for instance, in the equation a:-|-y = 100,
x and y are required, there may be fifty different answers. The
values of x and y may be either 99 and 1, or 98 and 2, or 97 and

3, etc. For the sum of each pair of these numbers is equal to

100. But if there be a second equation which determines one

of these quantities, the other may then be found from tho

equation already given. As x + y = 100, if x = 46, y must bo

such a number as added to 46 will mako 100, that is, it must bo

54 ; and no other number will answer this condition.

In most cases, also, the solution of a problem which contains

many unknown quantities may bo abridged by particular artifices

in tii'lixlidititig a single letter for several.

EXAMPLE (3). -Suppose four numbers, u, x, y, and , arc'

required, of which the sum of the first three is 13, tho sura of

the first two and the last is 17, tho sum of the first and the last

two is 18, and the sum of the last three is 21.

Here, u -f + y = 13,

u 4- x -f- z = 17,
u n-y + * = 18, and
x 4- y + * = 21, by the question.

No\r, lot 8 be substituted for the mm at the four number*,
that i*. u + * + y -f *. It will then be Men that of tbeee four

."OS,

The first contains all tho letters except *
,
that is,

8-= 1

Tbe second contains all except y, that u,

8-y = 17;

Tho third contains all except x, that is,

S-*= 18, and

The fourth contains all except u, that Ls,

8-u = 21.

Adding all these latter equations together, we have,

4S-r-y-x-u = 09, or

10,

But 8= (3 + y+x+u) by substitution.

Therefore, 48 - 8= 69, that is, 38 - 69, and 8 - 23.

Now, putting 23 for S, in tho four equations in which it is

first introduced, wo have,
OO 1 Q / . _ ft*l _ 1 Q

W- 28-1723-y=17,
23-* = 18,

and 23-u=21.

Therefore,
1 a =23 -18 = 5, and

(u=23-21
Contrivances of this sort for facilitating the solution of par-

ticular problems, must be discovered by the student's own
ingenuity and skill. They are of a nature not to be taught by
a system of rules, but by practice and plodding industry, which
is genius.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSON'S IN ALGEBRA. XXI.

EXEKCISE 35.

. x* + 3**y + 3jr./
a + y*.

2. a4 + 4asi) + 6a*b* + 4ab3 + b4.

3. o - 6asb + 15ab* - 20a3b1 + 15aV - Cab* + b*.

4.
* + S*4 !/ + 10xV + 10*V + 5r/ + y*.

6. m7 + 7m'n + 21msn* + 35m*u3 + 35m*n* + 21m*iil

7. a + 9ab + 36aV + 84ab3 + 126osb + 126o6 +
9ab + b.

8. a" 13)*V

9. *ls
IS-e^y + 78*Il

y* 2ti6aM>j/s + 715**jr* 1287r'y + 1716*'y*

1716*V + 1287*V - 71*Hy + 286iV- 78jc*y
n + 13xj

u - y"

10. a' 7a*b + 21a Bl>* 35aV<3 + 35o*i>* 21a*b* + 7ab* b*.

11. a* + 8a'b + 28ab + SSa'b 1 + 70at<4 + 50ob* + 28ab + 8ab T
-I- b.

12. 32 + 80* + 80x* + 40a + lOa.* + *.

13. a3 -3azbr + 3a1o+3obmT_6a*cat + Sac* - IV + 3b*e* - <* +A
14. as + 9a'bc + 27abV + 27b*c.

15. 16a*b* 32asb3* + 24**l>**

16. 16a*b + 40abc* + 25c4.

17. 27**- 162*2;;
-

324jry
- 2

18. 125a3 + 225a*d + ISSad1 4

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. 2CXIL

EXEUCISE 36.

1. x = 5, and y = C.

2. * = 10, and y = 3.

3. * = 6, and y <= 4.

15, and y
11, aud v ' 9.

1. x= 5, and y '

2. x = 2, and y
3. x = 4, and y =

4. * = 8, and y

10.

20.

LB.

EXERCISE 37.

5. ICO and 140 miles.

6. A 49 years, and B =* 21 years.

7. 15 the (TMter, and 10 the less.

1. x = 6, and y = 4.

2. * S, and y 6.

::. r = 12, and y = 2.

4. * = 7, and y =3.
5. 11,111

= greater,anny, sad 9,9K>
= smaller army.

6. 120 the greater, and 100 the less.

7. soft, the lower portion, 48ft.

tho upper portion, 108 ft. the

total height

EXKBCISE 38.

8. 10 and 2.

9. S and 2.

10. 20 and 12.

11. Bud J'.

!.. m,
13. 63.

14. 78 galloos of brandy, and

gallons of gia.
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LESSONS IN" ENGLISH. XLII.
GENDER.

WORDS are said to undergo inflection when they are capable of

appearing in different forms according to variations in the sense.

Inflection, then, is the general term which denotes this capability.
And " the inflections

"
is a phrase used to signify the changes

themselves which the words capable of inflection undergo.
These remarks imply that some words are capable, and that

other words are not capable of inflection. John is a word capable
of inflection, for John may become John's. But with is a term
which remains ever the same, and consequently is incapable of

inflection.

Inflection (from the Latin in, upon, and flecto, I bend) is a
word of Roman origin, signifying a bending, that is, a deviation,
and so denotes the deviations or departures of words from their

root-form or condition. In the Latin language inflection is a
marked feature, and involves many important changes. In

English its prevalence is small. In general, the variations and
rules of English grammar are somewhat indefinite, undetermined,
and variable, wanting the prominence, the fixedness, and the

sharp distinctions found in the Latin and the Greek. Some sort

of remedy has been sought for in the application to English of

the terms, the definitions, and even the laws of classical gram-
mar. The effect has been to augment the trouble of the student,
and to conceal or even destroy the natural simplicity of our
vernacular tongue. Every language has facts and laws of its

own. These it is the business of the philosophical grammarian
to collect, systematise, and expound. The Latin grammar is

one thing, the Saxon grammar is another, and the English is

different from both. Let every language be studied in its own
elements ; let every grammar be an exposition of the laws of

the language which it professes to explain. In grammar let

there not be, as there was at Babel, a confusion of tongues.
The usages of one language may throw light upon another, but
the laws of the Greek must not be thrust on the observance of

the student of English. Every language resembles an inde-

pendent commonwealth, and, as such, is and must bo governed
by its own laws, and owes obedience solely to one supreme
authority that is, the usages and customs of its best authors.

In order the more exactly and clearly to understand what
inflection is, study these examples :

John reads a book.
I read an epistle
We read John's books.

I will now present these words to you arranged so as to show
severally their inflections :

Jolm reads a book I

John's read an books we

In each of these five pairs of words there is, you see, a differ-

ence ; thus, John becomes John's, reads becomes read, a becomes
an, book becomes books, and I becomes we. Here, then, are five

classes of words, which, admitting of variations, are capable of

inflection ; these classes are the noun proper, the noun common,
the verb, the article, and the personal pronoun.

Nouns are affected by inflection in gender, number, and case.

I shall speak of gender in the first place.
Gender is a distinction of nouns in regard to sex. As there

are two sexes, the male and the female, so properly there are
but two genders, for gender is simply the grammatical term for

that which in physiology is termed sex. Accordingly, the very
term neuter, as in what is called the third or neuter gender, sig-
nifies neitlier, so that neuter gender is properly the gender which
is neither masculine nor feminine. Hence things without life,

being neither male nor female, are said to be in the neuter

gender.
THE GENDERS KNOWN FROM THE SEXES.

Sex. Male Female Without life.

Gender. Masculine Feminine Neuter.

Compare together these words,
1 334

Masculine. Mau Husband Lord Heir
Feminine. Woman Wife Lady Heiress

and you will not only see what gender means, but learn also
how gender in English is denoted. In number one, the feminine
is indicated by a change at the beginning of the word, for man
is made into woman ; in number four, the feminine is indicated

by a change at the end of the word, for lieir is made into heiress;

while in number two, the feminine is indicated by a different
'word. By a different word also is the feminine in number three
indicated in appearance, but in appearance only, for lady
(Anglo-Saxon laefdie, old Scotch louedi) is merely the feminine
form of the Anglo-Saxon word hlaford, which is our lord, signi-

fying master or proprietor.
Gender is marked in various ways. The primitive way of

denoting difference of sex is probably the employment of one
word for the male and another for the female ; this usage seems
most in conformity with the simplicity which is an essential
characteristic of the English language ; for example

1. SEX SIGNIFIED BY DIFFERENT TERMS.

Masculine

Bachelor
Feminine,

maid (maiden,

spinster),

girl,

bride,

sister,

doe.

Boy
Bridegroom
Brother
Buck
Bull cow.
Bullock (steer) heifer.

hen.

filly.

bitch.

duck.
bee.

countess.

mother.

Masculine.

Gentleman
Hart (buck)

Feminine.

lady.
doe.

Horse (stallion) mare.
Husband
Monk
Milter

Ox
Bam
Sir

Sire

Son

Stag
Steer

Uncle

wife.

nun.

spawner.
cow.

ewe.
madam.
dam.

daughter.
hind.

heifer.

aunt.

sheep.

Cock
Colt

Dog
Drake
Drone
Earl
Father mother. Wether
Friar

I have intimated that probably this is the original way of

denoting difference of sex in English, because the words affected

by it are words which must have been in use at the very begin-
ning, such as husband, wife ; father, mother ; boy, girl ; brother,
sister.

I subjoin a few explanatory remarks on words in the previous
list.

Of tnaid and maiden, the latter, from the Saxon mseden, is

the original form, of which maid is a contraction ; as is seen in

maidenhood, the condition of a maiden.

Spinster, that is, a female spinner, denotes an unmarried
woman by her occupation in her father's house, as maiden

designates her with reference to her sex.

Bridegroom is in its original German form, brautigam, which
derived from braut, bride, and gam, a male or young man (in old

German brutigomo, compare the French gamin, a young fellow),

signifies literally the bridesman that is, not the bride's attend-

ant, but the bride's betrothed, her intended husband. If, as I

believe, this view is correct, this pair of words would properly
stand in the ensuing list.

Countess is properly the feminine form of the Latin derivative

count, whereas earl is of Saxon origin.

There are pairs of words commonly supposed to be different,

which in truth are in each case forms of the same word varied

according to sex : for example :

2. SEX DENOTED BY A CHANGE IN THE WORD.

Masculine.

Beau
Bridegroom
Gander

King
Lad

Feminine,

belle,

bride,

goose,

queen,
lass.

Masculine.

Lord
Master

Nephew
Sloven

Wizard

Feminine,

lady,
mistress,

niece,

slut,

witch.

Belle is simply the feminine of beau. Goos in Dutch, and

gans in German, give rise to our goose and gander, the former

supplying the general term, which is also feminine, the latter

supplying the specifically masculine denomination.

King and queen in German are konig and konigin ; konigin in

pronunciation became queen. Queen is not to be confounded
with quean, a low or bad woman, which comes from the Saxon

cwen, a woman or wife, as Abrahames cwen, Abraham's ivife.

Lass (ladess) is, in a contracted form, the feminine of lad ;

lad and lass are still commonly used in Lancashire.

Master and mistress are related to each other, as are lad and

lass, mistress being the softened or feminine form of master;
the Saxon for master being msester, which with the feminine

ending became maestress, that is, mistress.

So niece is nothing more than the softened or feminine form
of nephew ; in German the words are, masculine, neffe, feminine,

nichte ; in Saxon there are the forms nefa, nefene. The i in our
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nifce is derived from the i found in the German ; aluo in the
l>iit.-li nioht, and the Friosio nift

'i and slut, the former masculine, tho latter feminine,
come from the Teutonic Hohlotto (schlutt), du-t, jilth; whence
Hrhlutt.-ni (rtluddorn), to han>j /oust/ y, like ill-made, ragged, or

foul clothes ; to be aioivn';/.

d and witch both oome from the German wiuson (Eng-
'

, wit, t<> know).
A third mode of indicating sex ia by a prefix. For example :

3. SEX DENOTED BY A CUANUK AT THE BEGINNING.

Jf<Uultit. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.

Manservant nmids-.rrvuut. Male relations female relations.
M.ii" feinulo. Man woman.
Male cliiM female child. A man cook a woman cook

(cook-maid).

In female, tho prefix fo ia in substance the same as the Greek

phn, in
(f>vta (phu-o), /produce (found also in the Latin fni), and

BO denotes tho producer. Not dissimilar in its source is the

pri-tix too, which converts man into woman.
To the class just spoken of may bo referred nouns in which

tho sex may bo considered as doubly indicated ;
I refer to proper

names having before them a complimentary title : as, Master
John, Miss Jano, Mr. Seymour, Mrs. Egerton.

In animal names, also, sex is marked by a prefixed word : as,

GENDERS DENOTED BY A WORD PREFIXED.
Matculine. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.

A mole (a he, a torn)

cat

A jack-ass
A dog-fox
A buck-rabbit

11 *lj<- L.lt. A ho wolf a sha wolf.

A male elephant a female elephant.
A cock sparrow a hen sparrow.
A cock pigeon a hen pigeon.

a she ass.

a bitch fox.

a doe rabbit.

The usages may, however, be inverted, and a suifix be em-

ployed instead of a prefix to denote the gender. For example :

GENDER DENOTED BY A 8UKFIX.

Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.
A turkey cock a turkey hen. A pea cock a pea hen.

4. More commonly, gender is denoted by a suffix. For
example :

GENDER DENOTED BY A WORD APPENDED.
Masculine. Feminine. Masculine. Feminine.

Bridegroom bride. Landlord landlady.
Gentleman gentlewoman. Nobleman noblewoman.
Grandfather grandmother. Widower widow.
Graudsire grandam.

These instances require no explanation, except one : Widow
(from the Latin viduus, our void, and the Sanscrit vidhava, a

widow), denoting a woman who has lost her husband, becomes,
by the masculine suffix er (as in baker, builder, reader), widower,
a man who has lost his wife

5. The last remark may lead to the question whether the ter-

minations which denote sex might not be more correctly set

forth as suffixes rather than as changes in the root or inflections.

By such changes, however, gender is signified. The termina-
tional changes employed to denote the feminine gender are a,

ess, ix, inc.

GENDER INDICATED BY SEX-ENDINGS.

.:<

Masculine. Feminine.
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is a hybrid, being made up of the Greek crKo\-rj (skol'-e), leisure,

scliool, and the Latin magister, a, master. The student should

ascertain the signification of the words of Latin origin from the

lists already given of Latin stems.

EXERCISE IN COMPOSITION.

Words viith their proper Prepositions, to be formed into sentcnc.es.

FOREIGN REPRESENTATIVES.

Eager in, for, after Lat. acer, sharp, vigorous.

Embark in, for em, en, French form of in, and bark, Fr. barque,
a boat.

.Embellished with em and bellus, beautiful, Fr. bplle.

Emerge from Lat. emergo, I dip up.

Employ in, on, about Fr. employer, Lat. plica, a fold.

Emulous of Lat. asmulus, a rival.

Enamoured of eu (em, in), amor, love.

Encounter with en (in, against) and contra, agcunsf.

Encouragement to Fr. coaur, Lat. cor, heart.

Encroach on connected with our crook, in Welsh crog.
Endeared to en and dear.

Endeavour after en and devoir, Fr. duty.
Endowed with Lat. dos, dotis, a gift, dower.

Endued with Lat. induo, I put OH or in.

Engage in, with, for Fr. engager, en and gage, a pledge.

CORRESPONDENCE IN FRENCH. VII.

31. LETTER ON PAYMENT OF ACCOUNTS FOR ANOTHER, ETC.

Lyons, Feb. dth, 1881.

Mr. Armand, jun., Paris.

Sir, In reply to your esteemed favour of the 5th inst., I beg
to state that I have paid the accounts as desired, and debit you
as follows :

1st. According to the enclosed receipt of

Ch. Aurigny of our town . . . . fr. 328 25 c.

2nd. Made good Messrs. James Barker & Co.,

Amiens, in account current . , . 1,311 40 ,,

3rd. Cash forwarded per diligence to Mr. Mar-
tin le Tourneur, Fecamp . . fr. 195 85 c.

Packing and Postage . . 1 65 197 50

value the 8th February. Total fr. 1,837 15 c.

I have most willingly undertaken the slight trouble which
these payments have occasioned ; you need not therefore make
yourself at all uneasy on that account. I execute your com-
missions with pleasure, and shall be delighted if a lucrative
commercial speculation should offer itself in our town. You
may rest assured that your interest will always meet my
most scrupulous care.

Referring you to our enclosed price-current, I beg you to
observe that our business in lace is very good this winter, our
imitation Valenciennes and Caen Blonde being particularly
in demand. It must be admitted that the first-mentioned
article is a wonderful imitation, and can be offered much
cheaper than the real.

Awaiting further communications,
I have the honour to remain, Sir,

Yours very truly,
LEON TAVEL.

Lyon, le 9 Fe'vrier 1881.
M. Armand fils, a Paris.

Monsieur, En reponse a votre honoree du 5 courant, j'ai

1'avantage de vous faire part que j'ai paye les differentes
sommes que vous m'avez commises et que je vous en debite
comme suit :

1 Selon le re$u ci-inclus de Ch. Aurigny de
notre ville fr. 328 25 c.

2 Bonifie a MM. James Barker & Cie
,

d'Amiens, en compte courant . . . 1,311 40
3 Envoye a M. Martin le Tourneur, Fecamp,

par la diligence . . fr. 195 85 c.

Pcur port et emballage . 1 65 197 50

Total . . . fr. 1,837 15 c.

le tout au 8 Fevrier.
Je me suis charge volontiers du petit embarras que ces

paiements m'ont donne, et vous ne devez pas vous en inquieter.
C'est aveo plaisir que je prends soin de vos commissions et

je serai charme qu'une affaire lucrative sur notre place vienne
s'offrir i vous. Vous pourrez etre assure que vos interets seront

toujours 1'objet de rues soins les plus scrupuleux.
En vous referant a notre prix courant ci-inclus, je vous fais

observer que notre dentellerie va parfaitement bien cet hiver
;

ce sont principalement nos Valenciennes et nos Blondes da Caen
contrefaites qui sont en grande vogue ; mais il faut avouer

qu'on sait a merveille imiter les articles de cette categorie, et

qu'on les livre a beaucoup meilleur marche quo les originaux.
En attendant vos communications ulterieures,

J'ai 1'honneur d'etre, Monsieur,
Votre tres-devoue,

LEON TAVEL.
32. ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF BILL OF LADING, ETC.

The Hague, July 9th, 1881.
Messrs. Van Steen, Gniyten, & Co., Rotterdam.

Gentlemen, -We received, with your esteemed favour of thi
16th inst., the bill of lading for M & C. 18 bales of Tobacco
shipped per Clara, but the bill of exchange of

Florins 1,280, on Asher & Co., Frankfort, mentioned in your
letter as being enclosed, was wanting.
We hasten to inform you of the fact, so that, if it is not a

slight inadvertence merely, you may take the necessary measures
to protect yourselves from loss.

Having nothing further to add to-day, we beg leave to sign
ourselves with respect,

Gentlemen, your humble servants,
J. TERENAER & SONS.

La Hague, le 9 Juillet 1881.

Messieurs Van Stecn, Gniyten, & C ie
,
a Rotterdam.

Messieurs, Nous recumes avec votre honoree du 16 courant
le connaissement pour 18 balles de Tabac M & C par la Clara,
chargees a notre adresse, mais la lettre de change dont vous

parlez comme y etant incluse de
Florins 1,280, sur Asher & Cie

,
a Franckfort, ne s'y trouvait

point.
Nous nous empressons par consequent de vous en donner

connaissance, afin que s'il n'y a qu'une petite erreur, vous
fassiez les demarches necessaires pour vous garder d'une perte.
Nous n'avons rien a ajouter aujourd'hui et sommes,

Vos humbles serviteurs,
J. TERENAER & FILS.

33. LETTER ANNOUNCING REFUSAL OF ACCEPTANCE.

Manchester, July 6th, 1881.

Messrs. Walton Bros., Birmingham.
Gentlemen, As you will have seen by our telegram of this

morning, which we beg to confirm, Messrs. Dashwood & Co.

have refused the payment of their acceptance for

.500, due to-day,

stating they had not the necessary funds in consequence of the
non-arrival of some remittances they expected.

They promise, however, to honour your draft in a few days.
We have had a protest made out, and shall keep it together
with your bill, awaiting your instructions whether you wish to

have it returned or not.

We are, Gentlemen, yours truly,

JAMES ANSTRUTHER & Co.

Manchester, le 6 Juillet 1881.

Messieurs Walton Freres, a Birmingham.
Messieurs, Comme vouz 1'aurez appris par notre depeche

telegraphique de ce matin, que nous vous confirmons, Messieurs

Dashwood & Cie ont refuse le paiement de leur acceptation de

,500, payable aujourd'hui,
disant qu'ils n'avaient pas les fonds necessaires par suite de

faute d'arrivee de quelques remises qu'ils attendaient.

Us promettent cepcndant de payer votre traite sous quelques

jours. Nous avons fait faire le protet que nous garderons avec

1'effet en attendant vos instructions, si nous devons vous le

retourner ou non.

Recevez, Messieurs, nos salutations amicales,

JACQUES ANSTRUTHER & CIE
.

34. LETTER ABOUT DISHONOURED ACCEPTANCE.

Birmingham, July 7th, 1881.

Messrs. Dashwood & Co., Manchester.

Gentlemen, We have just been informed, to our great aur>
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.kur that you rafuMd the payment of your
for

.500, due yesterday,
you had not the necessary funds to moot it

As ttio l>ill was drawn at throe months from the dat-

ally much astonished to hoar of your using tho

pretext, for you had plenty of time to provide th
\\ hoar that you promise to pay in a few day

foro allow you till the end of this week ; but if at that t .

hill is not honoured, we shall l.n under the necessity of
;

the matter into the hands of our solicitor .

We are, Gentlemen, yours truly,
J. & H. WALTOK.

Birmingham, le 7 Juillct 1881.

Messieurs Dashwood & C'e
, a Manchester.

Messieurs, Nous vonons d'approndro a notro grando surprise
par notre banquier, quo vous avoz refuso lo paiomont do votro

acceptation do
^5^ payablfl hier>

on disant quo TOUS n'avioz pas lea fonda ncceaaairea pour y
fairo honueur.

L'effet etant tirJ a trois mois do la date de notre facturc, nous
somrncs vraiment tres-etonncs d'apprendro quo vous aycz donnc
oe pretexts, car TOUS avcz ou tout lo temps de vous procurer
1'argont.

Commo 1'on nous ecrit que vous promettez do payer dans

quelques jours, nous vous allouerons jusqu'a la fin do la semaino ;

mais si a cotto epoque la traito n'est pas payee nons fierons

dans la necossite de mettre 1'affairo cutro lea mains do notro
avoue.

Nous vous presentons, Messieurs,
Noa salutations ompresseea,

J. & H. WALTON.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. VII.
THE ELIZABETHAN AGE POETEY.

WHAT we said in our last lesson will have enabled the student
to understand some of the influences which had been long at

work, and which conduced to bring about the Elizabethan
literature ; but it must not, of course, be supposed that any-

thing we have said or shall say is an exhaustive account of the

subject. Our object in speaking on such subjects ia not so

much to impart positive instruction, as to suggest a lino of

thought and inquiry which seems to us of great importance to

the useful study of literature. To assign causes for the greater

phenomena of history if, indeed, such a thing be possible at all

is quite beyond our scope. But the connection between litera-

ture and history is a thing which can generally bo traced with-

out much risk of error, and with great profit. To say why one

age is through all Europe an age of life, energy, and power, and
another age an age of lethargy and monotonous feebleness, we
do not attempt. But to fail in observing that the literature of

each of these periods partakes of the character of the period
would be a serious omission. The sixteenth century waa a

century of unequalled energy and power in Europe. In tho

wide extent of its intellectual movements, the strength of

men's convictions, the abundance of great men, the variety
of fields in which mental energy made itself felt in thought
and in action, in religion, in politics, in science, in the most
serious and permanent undertakings, and in more boyish ad-

venture this century probably stands quite unrivalled in the

history of Europe, and certainly so in that of England. We
need scarcely remind our readers that thia was the era of the

Reformation, of the Spanish wars and the defeat of tho Ar-

mada, of the colonisation of America, no less than tho age of

Shakespeare and of Bacon.
Tho great achievements of the ago were, however, among

tho latest fruits of the intellectual lifo of tho nation. During
the actual struggles of tho Reformation literary power had
been perverted and literature stunted by tho all-pervading spirit

of theological controversy. The Elizabethan literature does not

really begin till the latter half of the reign of Elizabeth, and ox-

tends to the close of that of James I. When the queen began
her reign Spenser was a mere child, and neither Shakespeare
nor Bacon waa born.

But when the literary harvest did begin it came with a rich-

ness never known in any age or country. The mere number of

writers in this period, and tho extent of their writings, would by

itself distinguish it from all other*. The poeU who wrote

during it are ooonted by hundred*. And toe student who beat*
in mind the barrcnuoM of the preceding ago will appreciate
tho importance of thu fact. Bat almost IDOM extraordinary
than tho extent of the Elizabethan literature is iU variety. The
philosophy of Bacon, the poetry of Spenser, and the drama of

Shakespeare are type* of literary power M dissimilar to one
another as can well be imagined. Nor' ought we to (ail to

observe the universality with which tho literary impulse wan
diffused throughout the people. This literature was not only
national in the seuso of expressing the most ardent patriotism
in the most powerful forms, but in the sense, too, that all

classes of the nation contributed to it. Sidney and Raleigh,
tho courtly cavalier*; Bacon, the diligent lawyer, son of a
shrewd and successful statesman ; Shakespeare, the tradesman's
son from a small country town, represent extremely different

clauses of the social whole. In short, the student who gives
most attention to the Elizabethan literature will most fully feel

how it ia marked by the same qualities that characterise the
whole lifo of England in that day unequalled extent and un-

equalled variety of energy and power.
There is ono poem produced at quite the commencement of

tho reign of Elizabeth which must not bo passed by, for while its

intrinsic merit is considerable, ita interest, as marking a tran-

sition period in literature, ia even greater. Thomas SackvUle,
Lord Buckhurat, and afterwards Earl of Dorset, was both an
eminent statesman and an eminent writer in more than one de-

partment of literature. We shall have occasion to speak of him
hereafter aa a dramatist At present we have to do with
him as the designer and in part tho writer of a poem or series

of poems of extraordinary popularity in their day, entitled,
" The Mirror for Magistrates." Sackville's idea seems to have
been to bring together for didactic purposes in a poetical form
the history of tho moat illustrious men in the history of Eng-
land whose career was unfortunate. Ho himself wrote only the
"
Induction," or introduction to the work, and the story of

the Duke of Buckingham, first the associate and afterwards the
victim of Richard III. The remainder of the work is by various

handa, and, for tho moat part, cf inferior merit. Richard Bald-

wyne, George Ferrers, Thomas Churchyard, Thomas Pbaer, a
Welsh physician and poet, and a leas-known writer, John Higgins,
were contributors to it. Sackville's own share of the work shows
much vigour of imagination, a singular power of description, with

great skill in versification ; but his music ia all in one key, his

thoughts aro entirely of the gloomy and the painful. We give a

few specimens from his
i;

Induction," upon the same principle
which wo adopt throughout these lessons that is, to enable the

student, by a chain of extracts, to follow the changes in our

language and in tho style of English versification. The poet,

reflecting upon tho tragic fato of great men, meets with the

impersonation, of Sorrow :

"
Musing ou this worldly wealth ia thought,

Winch comes auJ goes, more faster than wo see

The flickering flame that with the fire ia wrought.
My busy mind presented unto mo
Such fall of peers as iu the realm had bee.

That oft I wisbt some would their woes descry ve,
To warn the rest whom fortune left a lire.

" And strait forth stalking with redoubled pace,
For that I sawe tbe night drew on so fast.

In blacke all clad there fell before my face

A piteous wight, whom woe had all forewast ;

Forth on her eyes the crystal tears outbrant,

And sighing sore, her hands she wrong and fokl6,
Tore all her hair, that ruth was to beholde.

" Her body small, forwithred, and forspent,
As is the stalk that sommer's drought opprect.

Her weolked face with woefull teores bee sprent,
colour pole, and, as it seemed aer best,

In woe and plaint n-poned was her rest ;

Aiid as the stone that drops of water wears.
So dented were, her chokes with tall of teares.

" Her eyes swollen with flowing streams aflote.

Where, with her lookes throwne up full piteous^
Her forceless hands together oft she smote,

With dolefull shrikes, that echoed in the skye;

That, iu my doome, was never man did see

A wight but halfe so woe-begone as she."

Sorrow becomes his guide, and lead* him to the infernal
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regions, where he meets with Remorse, Dread, Eevenge, Misery,

Care, and other characters, each of whom is described with much

power, and in lines which often remind us of some of Spenser's

allegorical descriptions. The following striking verses are from

the description of old age :

" But who had seen him, sobbing, how he stoode,
Unto himself, and how he would bemone

His youth forepast, as though it wrought him good
To talk of youth, all were his youth foregone,
He would have mused, and mervaylde much, whereon

This wretched age should life desire so fayne,

And knowes full well lyfe doth but length his payne.

" Crookebackt he was, toothshaken, and blere eyde,
Went on three feet, and sometyme crept on four,

With old lame bones, that rattled by his syde,
His scalp all pild, and he with eld forlore ;

His withred fist still knocking at Death's dore,

Fumbling and driveling as he draws his breath

For brief, the shape and messenger of Death."

At last the Duke of Buckingham appears upon the scene, and
tells the story of his woes. The whole framework of the poem
underwent much alteration, though it certainly received no

improvement from its later authors. The stories of later intro-

duction are by no means confined to English character, nor are

the characters always brought upon the scene with anything
like Sackville's skill and power.

Contemporary with Sackville was George Gascoigne, a poet of

a class very characteristic of the times. He was a soldier, a

courtier, and a poet brilliant in all these capacities. The poem
by which he is known to posterity is a vigorous satire, in blank

verse, upon the manners and vices of his day, quaintly entitled

"The Steel Glass."

But, as we have already said, the supreme greatness of the

Elizabethan literature belongs not to the beginning, but to the

later period of the reign of the great queen ; and this latter

portion of her reign may, with respect to poetry, be again divided

into two portions the period of poetry other than dramatic,

during which Spenser held the throne of literature ; and the

period of the drama, during which Shakespeare reigned supreme.
Of course, we do not say there were not great plays written

before Shakespeare, and beautiful poems written during the

period of his greatness. But it is clearly true that, even putting
aside the greatest names, Spenser and Shakespeare, poetry
was earlier in its development than the drama. We are, there-

fore, following the natural order when we treat of Elizabethan

poetry before the Elizabethan drama.

Among the Elizabethan poets Spenser holds by far the first

place, and there can be little doubt that the popularity of his

works, the finish which he gave to the English language, and
the beauty and music of his versification, contributed much to

promote the cultivation of poetry, and to form the style of con-

temporary poets. But it will be more convenient to treat of

Spenser and his works in a separate lesson, and to devote what
remains of the present to a very brief account of some of the
other poets of his day.

Sir Philip Sidney, whom we shall have to notice hereafter as

filling an important place in the history of prose writing in Eng-
lish, and as the generous and discriminating patron of literature,
is entitled to a place among the poets of his time, by virtue of

his collection of sonnets, which are smooth and graceful, 'but not

distinguished by much force or originality.

Samuel Daniel was a poet of great reputation among his con-

temporaries, though his poems, with all their ease of versifica-

tion and purity of style, are not very attractive reading in the

present day. He wrote many shorter pieces, but his two largest
and most important works are a narrative poem,

" The History
of the Civil Wars," on the contest between the houses of York
and Lancaster ; and a dialogue in verse, entitled "

Musophilus,"
which is a sort of defence of literature.

William Warner was by profession an attorney. He was
the author of a long poem, which he called

" Albion's Eng-
land." This work, like the " Mirror for Magistrates," the
"
History of the Civil Wars," and many other of the most

popular poems of this period, was historical in subject and
narrative in form. It purports to be a poetical history of

England, from the very earliest times to the writer's own day.
From its singular terseness and vigour of style, its variety of

incident, and the unusual descriptive power which it displays,

and perhaps to some extent also from a vein of coarseness quite
in harmony with the prevalent taste of the day, Warner's work
attained a remarkable popularity.
To somewhat the same class as these belong most of the

works of another poet of the same period, Michael Drayton.
But Drayton was a poet of greater force, and of far greater
variety of power. His chief works are " The Barons' Wars,"
an historical poem on the civil wars of the days of Edward II. ;
"
England's Heroical Epistles," also historical in subject ; and

his "
Polyolbion." The latter singular work is a sort of

itinerary in verse of the whole of England and Wales, in which
he goes through every part of the country in turn, and gives his

readers all the stories and legends which history or popular
imagination has attached to each spot. This work is written in

a singular and not very attractive metre, one which tends to

weary the ear with the monotony of its cadences. It is in long;
Alexandrine lines of twelve syllables, rhyming in couplets. We
give a very few lines, merely as a specimen of the metre :

" And noar to these our thicks, the wild and frightful herds,
Not hearing other noise but that of chattering birds,
Feed fairly on the lawns ; both sorts of seasoned deer,
Here walk the stately red, the speckled fallow there ;

The bucks and lusty stags amongst the rascals strewed,
As sometimes gallant spirits amongst the multitude."

To most modern readers the lighter poems of Drayton will be
found more attractive than the "

Polyolbion." In his "
Nym-

phidia," or the " Court of Fairy," his graceful fancies remind
the reader of Ben Jonson's lighter poems.

George Chapman was known as a dramatist, but his fame
with posterity rests upon his great translation of Homer. This
translation is written in what we now call ballad metre, that is

to say, in alternate lines of eight and six syllables. But in

Chapman's day, the two lines were written as one long line of

fourteen syllables. In its ragged vigour this is probably still

the best English translation of Homer.
Sir John Davies is a type of a class of whom we meet with

many in the Elizabethan period men who combined an active^

participation in public affairs, or professional business, with a.

keen devotion to literature. Davies was an eminent lawyer,
filled for a long time the office of Attorney-General in Ireland,,
and was well known as a prudent statesman. In addition to a.

few shorter poems, he wrote a long argumentative poem on the

immortality of the soul, under the title of "Nosce te ipsum."
For its clearness and dignity of style, as well as for the skill of

its arguments, this work has been much admired. Sir John
Davies was also the author of another work on a singularly dis-

similar subject,
"
Orchestra," a poem in honour of dancing.

Phineas and Giles Fletcher were brothers. They were jointly
the authors of a curious and in some respects powerful poem,
"The Purple Island." The Fletchers belong quite to the close

of the Elizabethan period, and in the very title of this poem, as

well as in its substance, we find plain evidence that the force and

simplicity of the Elizabethan poetry were beginning to give

place to the subtlety and quaintness which belonged to the next

generation. The Purple Island is the human body, and the-

poem is a full description of the physical and mental attributes

of man.
Joshua Sylvester is a poet whose works are little read now,

though they once enjoyed a very general popularity. His prin-

cipal literary productions were translations of the works of the

French poet, Du Bartas.

Among the minor poets of the age ought to be mentioned
Drnmmond of Hawthornden, near Edinburgh. He is, perhaps,
best known from his intimacy with Ben Jonson ; but his sonnets

would, had he lived in an age less crowded with poetical genius,
have secured him a very distinguished reputation.

Dr. Donne, Dean of St. Paul's, and Joseph Hall, Bishop of

Norwich, were the founders of English satire. Bishop Hall was
a satirist of considerable power. Donne's satires are familiar

to most readers in Pope's modernised version of them.

We have been able to do no more than give a very slight

sketch of a few of the most prominent of the Elizabethan poets,

other than the dramatists. To attempt more than this would

be to turn our lessons into mere catalogues of names. We shall

have occasion to show hereafter that many of those who are

best known to us as dramatists were also, like Shakespeare him-

self, no mean poets in other departments as well. In our next

lesson we shall give some account of Spenser and his works.

i
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I luimal Produce : Dom ,iia,l* of Qreatll
Iforms. Hunting and racing an- national sports

English racer, improved with the best Arab blood, ha-
a type of tho highest equine development. York-

:nid Northamptonshire draught or drav i

^ueli as used hy tho London brewers, are pecrl
size and strength. Tho Suffolk Punch for ploughing,
nd tho old Lincolnshire cart-horse, have long been
M; i i lie-lit. Tho twelve sable steeds used to draw the

ite car at tho funeral of the Duke of Wellington were
part of the trade stud of a distiller. The powerful

rs for our cavalry ; carriage horses, whose pawing
rrcsts our admiration ; and the eight royal creams,

occasional labour is said to cost 1,000 an hour
ch, arc all distinct breeds and specially broken in for

leir duty. The Welsh pony is small but notable; and
the extreme in

point of size stands the shaggy Shet-
ider, peculiar to its island home.
Cattle. Not only our horses, but our domestic cattle

are among the finest in tho world, although fewer than
are Deeded for consumption. The Devonshire oxen, .nid
the breeds of Gloucester, Hereford, and Sussex are as
famous for muscular power as they are for fattening.
Comely cows and finely-proportioned steers are the

pride of English estates, and breeders compete for
honour as well as for profit. The animals of the greatest
bulk are those of Lincoln and Tweedside. The latter
are of historical note, for during the long period of
border warfare the lifting of cattle and the levying of
black mail were not merely incidents, but frequent in-

centives, of quarrel. In our days, Scotch kine are

transported to the rich southern pastures to fatten for
market. Dairy produce must not be undervalued, for
milk is consumed by young and old, and its secondary
products, butter and cheese, enter more largely into the
constituents of tho food of every family than any sub-
stance except bread. Tho localities most favoured for

dairy produce are referred to below.

p- Lincolnshire, Norfolk, Sussex, Wiltshire, and
the Cheviots have given names to famous breeds of

sheep, and, taking into account the fleece as well as the
flesh, none are equal to ours. By skilful crossing, the
maximum of meat and wool of the best quality has been
combined in the same animal.

Swine. Berkshire, Gloucestershire, and Sussex have
given names to breeds of pigs. The fame of Wiltshire
Bacon, York hams, and Berwick pork suggests a wide-

spread attention to these animals. Indeed, any British
farm would hardly be complete without a well-filled sty
or hog-pen. Turned into the woods in autumn, swine
will feed greedily upon acorns, beech mast, chestnuts,
and other dry inclehiscent fruits, without browsing upon
young trees and destroying them.

Poultry. Amongst the minor produce of tho farm,

poultry stands highest, and the common domestic fowl
first. Turkeys and geese, at certain seasons, are fattened
and brought to market in enormous numbers, providing
us with an important supply of food.

U'/V(Z Animals. The wild animals of Great Britain do
not differ from those of Europe, and require but a brief

reference. The bear, wolf, boar, fox, and wild ox once
dwelt in our forests, and tho beaver built on our river-

banks. All but tho fox and the ox have long since been

extirpated. Wild oxen, unique types of our domestic

breeds, are preserved with exclusive care in the spacious
parks of Chartley, in Derbyshire, and Chillingham, the

101 N.E.

eat of Earl Tankerville, in Northumberland. They an
i .-MM tho common ox, cream-white in colour,

wit It the exception of the ears, which are red, and toe
iini/./.le, which irt blut-k. 1'urmitted to range at will

through HpaciotiH parks, they retain many of the wild
of tip-,,- in!,,.. Tho fox has received the doubtful

nnvilcge of being preserved for the chase. On th<;

borders of Cornwall a few stags are still found in
their natural state, and more exist in tho mountains and
the wooded jwirtH of Scotland, especially in the forest
of At hoi. The roebuck, which seeks the hills only,
is also occasionally met with there. The fallow-deer
of our parks are of foreign introduction, but havi
so well to the climate that the French imperial parks
have been stocked from England. By a severe system
of preserving (a relic of ancient forest laws), hares,

partridges. ; . and in tho north red grouse, con-
tinue abundant, despite the progress of agriculture and
the extension of towns. Water-fowl frequent the fens,
the most numerous beinp varieties of the wild duck, and
sea-birds make the northern clifls their home. The
rivers of Britain contain fresh-water fish, the delight of

anglers, but little regarded as a source of food, except
the salmon. The Wetland and the Witham are so alive
at times with the tiny stickleback, that farmers use
them by the bushel for manure.

II. Vegetable Produce: Food Substances for Man and
Animals.
Of the substances grown for the food of man, corn

stands first; and of the different kinds, wheat is so

important that it nearly reaches in value all others.

Reading, Guildford, and Uxbridge are the local markets
for the finest white wheats, produced in the fertile fields

forming the basin of the Thames, and London for th*

like wheat from the south-eastern counties. The soil

between the estuaries of the Wash and the Than

equally renowned for the growth of red whea:
of inferior value but greater yield. Wheat does no*t

ripen further north than the line of lochs running from
Loch Linnhe to the Moray and Dornoch firths. Next
to corn, green vegetables form the chief supply of food
for all classes of people, the great towns being girdled
with productive market-gardens.
Food crops for animals form an essential part of the

industry of tho husbandman, and consist of both grasses
and roots. The grass, the oats, and hay of England are
matchless. A few weeks' feed in the alluvial marshes of
the Thames restores imported foreign cattle from the
effects of the roughest voyage, covers them with flesh,

and fits them for tho shambles. Tho root crops are either

"ed off upon the open field or are stored for winter food.

Fruits. Of fruit-trees the species are not many, but
;he varieties are numerous. At the head of these is the

apple, cultivated as a wholesome article of food, as a
dessert fruit, and for cider. This fruit abounds in every
jart of the kingdom, but the Arviiorican region of the
vest and south-west of England is the cider district.

The pear is only next in value to the
apple, flourishing

under similar conditions of climate and soil, and furnish-

ng a beverage called perry, chiefly made in Worcester-
shire.

Our orchards and gardens are enriched still further
with drupes, or fruits of the almond tribe, as the plum,
the

apricot,
and the cherry. The produce of the garden

also includes gooseberries, currants, strawberries, and
other small fruits, culinary vegetables, and sweet herbs.

Some of these were brought from Holland in the reign of

Elenry VII. The cherry is said to have been brought
"rom the East. Tho indigenous fruits arc very few,

imited, probably, to the crab apple, the sloe, the bramble

he gooseberry, and the raspberry.
Timber. England has always been famed for her

r
orests, which neither the enormons demand for ship and
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house-building, nor the exigencies of improved farming,
have yet caused to disappear. Most ofthe exogens valued

for their timber are found in England. The largest forests

are Crown property, and still grow oak for the navy.
Such are the New Forest, covering 400 square miles

;

the Forest of Dean, in Gloucestershire, of 144 square
miles, and others of smaller area. Many parts of histo-

rical note have long been disafforested, or thrown open
to common use. Dartmoor and Charnwood, for example,
are forests only in name. Science has lent the aid of

iron as a partial substitute for wood, and we annually
supplement our native stores by 4,000,000 loads of tim-

ber, 36 cwt. to the load, from British possessions and

foreign parts.
The mountains and islands of Scotland are singularly

treeless and bare. There are, however, a few extensive

growths of fir, particularly in Aberdeen. The landed

proprietors have of late years beautified their estates

with larches, carrying out the behest of the laird of

Dumbiedikes,
"
Jock, when ye hae naething else to do,

ye maybe aye sticking in a tree; it will be growing,
Jock, when ye are sleeping."
The chief -varieties of British timber trees are the

beech, the chestnut, the el in, the oak, and the lime. In
the south, the ash, the poplar, and the birch are spe-

cially numerous, and the Scotch fir reaches to the
northernmost parts of the islands.

Great Britain contrasts with Ireland in the occupa-
tions of its inhabitants, a larger per-centage being en-

gaged in mining, manufactures, and commerce than in
the varied pursuits of agriculture. Of the three divi-

sions of Great Britain, only Wales shows a larger
per-centage of its population employed in agriculture
than in other forms of industry ; yet the wealthiest and
the densest parts are the mineral counties. To the
end of the eighteenth century, the people of England
and Scotland were more engaged in agriculture than
in. mining and manufacture ; but the development of
their mineral wealth has since been so great as to

transpose the respective industries, and the tendency
is at the present time still more rapidly in the same
direction. Agriculture advances absolutely, but rela-

tively it retrogrades.
The subjoined tables will help to summarise and eluci-

date the details of the foregoing chapters.

POPULATION OF THE UNITED KINGDOM, 1871.

Great Britain. Ireland. Total.

England, 21,495,491")
Scotland, 3,330,018 V 5,411,416 31,483,700

Wales, 1,216,775)

AVERAGE TO THE SQUARE MILE.

Great Britain. Ireland.

England . .419")
Scotland . . 110 V = 293 166
Wales . . 165 j

DISTRIBUTION OF POPULATION ACCORDING TO OCCUPATIONS.

Mining, Manufactures, Commerce. Agriculture.

England . . .17 per cent. 7'7 per cent.
Scotland ... 18 8'8

Wales . . . 10 11-4
.

POPULATION ACCORDING TO COUNTIES.

DENSEST POPULATION.

Manufacturing or

Mining Counties.

8,974 to sq. mile.

1,494
750

ENGLAND.
Middlesex
Lancashire
Stafford

West Eiding of

Yorkshire .

Durham
Cheshire .

WALES.
Glamorgan
Flint

Anglesea .

LEAST POPULATION.
Moorlands or Agricultural

Counties.

Westmoreland . 83 to sq. mile.

Cumberland . 145
North Eiding of

Yorkshire . 138
670

677
509

465 to sq. mile.

288
169

Merioneth. 77 to sq. mile.

Of the cultivated land in England, 40 per cent, is

arable, and 60 per cent, meadows, pastures and marshes.
In Wales 30 per cent, is under tillage and 70 per cent,
is in pasture.

DISTRICTS OF ARABLE HUSBANDRY.
ENGLAND. Kent, Essex, Suffolk, Norfolk, Hampshire, Berkshire, Bed-

ford, Surrey, Sussex, Hertford, parts of Yorkshire and Lincoln-
shire, Durham, and Northumberland.

SCOTLAND. The Lothians, Berwick, Dumfries, Ayr, Eenfrew, Lanark,
Fife, Carse of Gowrie, parts of Aberdeen, Elgin, and Nairn.

DISTRICTS OF DAIRY HUSBANDRY.
ENGLAND. Cheshire, Shropshire, Gloucester, Wiltshire, Buckingham,

Essex, York, Derby, Cambridge, Dorset, and Devon.

PASTORAL AND CATTLE-REARING DISTRICTS.

Lincoln, Somerset, Leicester, Northampton, parts of Durham and o
the North and East Eidings of Yorkshire, and the Downs.

PER-CENTAGE OF INHABITANTS ENGAGED IN AGRICULTURE.
Lincolnshire, 16% ; other districts, as above, 10% to 14% ; Middlesex, 1%.

LESSONS IN GREEK.XXXII.
THE AUGMENTS.

THE AUGMENT AND THE EEDUPLICATION.

THE augment is specifically the token of past time. Conse-

quently, it forms a part of the historical tenses namely, the

imperfect, the pluperfect, and the aorist ; but it is retained in

no other mood than the indicative. The perfect, thoug-h a prin-

cipal tense, takes a reduplication, and to this reduplicated form
an augment is prefixed to form the pluperfect.
The augment, considered as distinct from the reduplication,

appears in two forms. Of these, one is called the Syllabic ; the

other the Temporal.

THE SYLLABIC AUGMENT.
The syllabic augment is an t, which in verbs whose root begins

with a consonant is prefixed to the stem of the imperfect and
the aorist, and to the reduplication in the pluperfect. Thereby
is the word augmented (hence the name) by one syllable in the

imperfect and the aorist, and by two syllables (including the

reduplication) in the pluperfect e.g., Avo>, imperfect e-Aiw,
aorist s-Avcra, pluperfect e

When the root begins with p, the p is doubled before receiv-

ing the augment, as pnrru (I throiv), imperfect eppiirrov, aorist

eppifya..

In the three verbs jSouAo/uot (I ivill), Swa^ai (I am able), and

yueAAw (I intend), the augment sometimes, and especially in the

later writers, is r; instead of e
; as, imperfect rj/BouAo/j.rjj' as well

as ffiovXo/j.rit', aorist yfiovXridriv as well as /3ouArj07jc, imperfect

TjSvj/a/xrji' as well as Swa/j.r]v, aorist TjSvvriOr/v as well as fSwriBrjv

(instead of f^vva.a-6-fjv), imperfect Tj^teAAov as well as CjueAAoj/ :

the aorist is very seldom T

THE TEMPORAL AUGMENT.

The temporal augment is prefixed to verbs whose root begins
with a vowel, and consists in the lengthening of that vowel.

The lengthening is made by the conversion of a short vowel into

a long vowel ; thus

a becomes 77, as 01701 (J lead), imp. r/yov, perf. TJX") p^up. Tjxef.
e 77, ,, eATn^co (I liope), imp. f}\Triov, perf. .TjATn/ca,

plup. ri\iriKfiv.

i i, ,, tKt^evea (lentreat), imp. i/cerei/op, perf. t/cerewca,

6 '

01, (5juiAew (J accompany), imp. ajjUiAeop, perf. &jj.t.

\T)Ka, plup. &fiL\r/Ketv.

v v, 'v.Qpifa (I insult), imp. 'vfipi&v, perf. 'vfipiKK,

plup. ii&piKeiv.

a; ., ??, ,, alpaca (I take), imp. ypeov,-ovv, perf. -t/priKa, plup.

av rjv, auAeco (I play on the flute), imp. yvXtov, -ovv,

perf. TjuATj/ca, plup. riv\riKfiv.

01 cp, oi/CTia> (Ipity), imp. tpKTiov, perf. (OKTIKO., plup.

CpKTlKtll'.

In alpece, ypovv, the a is lengthened into 77, and the i is sub-

script ; thus, 77. In auAeoi, t]v\ow, the a is simply lengthened
into the 77. In OI/CTIO>, WKTI^OV, the o is lengthened into u, and
the i is subscript ; thus, y.
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The augment does not appear in the verbs which begin with

j, i, 0, a>, ov, and i, inasmuch as the initial syllables are already
as TjTTauuai (/ submit, I am worse, inferior), perf. irrrrintu,

rrmiTtp ; nrow (1 preu upon), aor. nroitra ; W*o i /

, sleep), aor. 'inrirwcra ; u<pf\to> (I benefit), imp. ufytkow : OUTO(,'OI (7

, imp. uvrafav; (IK<O (I yield), imp. (IKOP, aor. t{a. Et*aiw

;) forma an exception, which, though but seldom,
- tho < into TJ and nnderu ., thus giving rise

se two forms, (tKafo?, nuafav ; tixcura, jjKa<ra ;

Those verbs are also commonly without the augment whose
\vith u e.ij., fix"Ma < (I J^oy)) KXMT!*' I 81* often

Tji/xM 7
?
t'> but tho pluperfect is ijvy/jMt, the being augmented

into 77. Evpia-Ku (I jind) in good prose rejects the augment.
Verbs which begin with & and a following vowel have in the

augmented form d instead of TJ, as <uw (a poetic word), I feel or

,i<l, imp. diot>. In those which begin with d, at/, ot, and
a following vowel, there is no change for the augment, as d^Sifo-

fiai, / am </i.-/<'''
'"<' imp. dTj8o/*Tji> ; auaiiw, / dry ny, imp.

ai/aicac ; oiai(,*a>, / >'>/, imp. 0(OKioyj also avdAKncw, J (i

though no vowel follows the d, has acdAaxra, avaAaxca, and also

af7)Aai<ra and art/Aa^-a. However, the poetic ofiSw (in prose

aSia), I sing, and ai'tro-w (Attic atro-a)), I rn.s/i, take the augment,
as TjtiSoj' (in proso jjSov), Tji'fa (Attic jja). Oio/icu, J think, imp.

tfo^v, <lii.--i not belong to this class, because the o following the

01 is not a part of the root.

There is no augmcntal change, also, in some verbs beginning
with ot and a following consonant, as oiKovptia, I govern a Jiouse,

aorist oiKovprjtra ; oivi^w, I <' . imp. oivtfav ; oicocv, I

indulge in vine, pcrf. mid. or pass, otvufntvos and also <pvuntvos ;

otcrrpau, I innd(U:n, aor. oiarpTjira.

Tho following verbs beginning with have for their augment
ad of p :

Eata, I permit, imp. tiuv, aor. tiaffa.

EOifa, I accustom, aor. i<ra, perf. 0a, I am accustomed ; tura.

(from the stem c5), I establish, is poetic; in prose there

are only fiaa.fi.fvos and ftra/uevor, ground i,ii, instituting.

'EAi<r<ra>, J :iiid, roll, porf. mid. or pass. t<Ai7/uai.

'AKW, I draw, drag, aor. eiAxutra (stem, AKI>), ftAoc (stem, iA),

I took, commonly called tho aorist of aiptu, I choose, take.

'Evofnat, Ifollow, imp. tiiro^v.

Epya^ofj.at, I labour, perf. ttpyavnat.

'EpTo> (Jpiri/i'w), I creep, aor. 2 tipitov.

'EffTtaof, I entertain a guest, perf. fiaridica.

EXW, I liave, aor. 2 tixov.

The ensuing verbs take the syllabic augment instead of tho

temporal ; namely

Ayvvm, I break, aor. aa ; perf. 2 edya, I am broken.

'fi\iffitonat, I a.n leinij cauy]i,t, perf. taAwita, also ^Aw/ca, I am
caught.

'AvSacw, I please, imp. iavoavov, perf. 'd8a, aor. 2 tdSoi/.

fidtw, I push, imp. fiaOovv ; eometimes without augment, as 5iu>-

floi/rro.

fii/eouai. / purchase, imp. fuvovfiyv, also uvovurjv.

The verb topra^iw, I ce?eZ>ra<e a festival, takes the augment in

second syllable, as imp. twpro^oi/. This happens, also, in

, I rcsem&ie, perf. 2 COIKO, I am Kic; oi, it ts iifeti/ ; plnp.

ftfKflV.

E\iro/jLou, I hope, perf. 2 toAira, plup. faiAreiv
"^

..

Epyca, I do, perf. 2 top^o, plnp. tupytif )

"

The following three verbs have both tho syllabic and tho

temporal augment ; tho aspirate of the root passes to the aug-
ment :

'Opoeo, I behold, imp. twpcav, perf. icapaxa, twpa^ai.

Avoiyu, lopcn, imp. 0^*^70^, aor. avfta^a. (infin. acoi(at).

AAi<7Ko/ia<, lam being caught, aor. ia\a> (infin. a\wvai), also ^Awv.

THE REDUPLICATION.

The reduplication is used only when tho root begins with a

le consonant, or with a mute and a liquid, excepting verbs

inning with p, /3A, 7A, yv, which take the simple augment.

Perfect. riuj><rr/cf.

Aiw, I loose, AeAuKCt, tAsAufCfiv.

UCD, I sacrifice, TfOvKu, rrfOvKtiv.

*ureua>, I plant, <pt/rf vxa, tirpuTnn<iv.

KttfAlKU,

KfKplKCL,

vi/a,

*A(.U'.

rr*vft>irir.

/3Aa*i/*a,

Xopu, 7 dan*,
j

KAuu
Kplffe'. /

Ilf tt>, 7 breatlie,

break,

i,
y /A

BAai/w, 7 am lat]

', 7 1/'

', 7 maic Known, lyvvpiKo,

Yet /3AoTw, 7 i/ijure, takes the reduplicative ;

/3AaT, /3Aov|/w,

Besides tho verbs that begin with p, 0A, 7*, yy, those verbs
alho take the simple augment whose root begins with a doable

consonant, or with two single consonants (provided they are

not u mute and a liquid), and those which begin with three con-

sonants; as

Ptrftct.

ZijAow, 7 am eager for,

Ztvou, I receive as a guest,

, 1 sing to the lyre,

, 7 sow,

KTIO>, 7 found,

u, I fold,

o>, I am a general,

The two verbs /ji/itrja-Kw (root pea), 7 remind, and jcroofuu, I

acquire, though their root begins with two consonants which are

not a mute and a liquid, yet take the reduplication ; as fu/orjaxt*,

/UC/UfTJfiai, (-/JLt-fJUfTJUriV ; KC-(fTT)Jia(, f-IC-fTTJ/lTJI'.

Five verbs beginning with a liquid do not repeat that sound,
but take as augment , namely

PtrftcL PlujurfKA.

i,
7 get by lot,

Afy<a, ffv\\fy<a, I collect,

'Pfu, I say, (ipriKa, tiprjicttv.

yifipojwu, I receive as my share. Elftaprai, it is resolved.

AiaA7ojLuu, 7 discourse, has for its perfect 8iiAc7>uu, though
the simple A<7<i>, in the sense of 7 say, speak, has instead the

regular reduplication, Af\tyfiai.

THE ATTIC REDUPLICATION.

Several verbs beginning with a or c or o repeat in the perfect
and the pluperfect, before the temporal vowel, the two first

letters of the stem. This augmentation is called the Attic

reduplication. The pluperfect very seldom takes a new aug-

ment, as SuapoipvxTo, from opwav (I dig), fut opi/fw, perf. op-

a.-pyxa> pcrf. pass, or mid. op-<apvynai, plup. op- and wp-tapuy^rir.

In TjK-TjKotiv the pluperfect is regular.

The temporal augment, as well as the reduplication, remains

in all the moods as well as in the participle.

Tho Attic reduplication affects verbs of two classes :

1. Verbs whoso stem-syllable is short by nature, e.g.

Apuw, I plough, ap-Tjpora, op-Tjpo/uu,

op-Tjpo/tf iv, ap-ripo/ujK.

i,
7 convince, fA-7jA7x,

EAaw (cAaww), I drive, tA-rjAajto, (

A-T)AOCIK,

, J dig,

2. Verbs which in the second syllable of the stem hare a
vowel long by nature, which after prefixing the augment they
shorten ; except fp*5o>, J support, stem fp-ijpttica, p-i|pi

AAt tipta, I anoint, aA-ijAi^a, aA-7jAiu>iai,

A7* ip>, I collect,

, / h^ar,

, I atca&e, arouse,

o7-rr>ptta, cry-ir/'puoi,

TJU-TJICOfiJ',

The verb 070*, 7 fad, forms also the second aorist active

and middle with this reduplication, on'y that the rowei of the
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reduplication takes the temporal augment, and retains it in the

indicative, and the vowel of the stem remains pure ; as in the

following

Aya>, aor. 2 act. riy-ayov, inf. ayayeiv ; aor. 2 mid. fiy-ayop.T)v,

inf. ayayeff9ui.

AUGMENT AND REDUPLICATION IN COMPOUND VERBS.

Verbs compounded of a preposition and a verb take the aug-

ment between the verb and the preposition. In the change,

prepositions ending in a vowel (except irtpi and irpo) have the

vowel elided ; but irpo generally mingles by crasis with the e

of the augment, forming irpov : ex before the syllabic augment
becomes e|, and the v in ev and aw is either dropped or assimi-

lates itself to the initial consonant of the verb ; for example :

Present. Imperfect. Perfect. Pluperfect.

&TTo-pa\\w, aTT-e/SaAAoj/, aTro-jSejSATjKa,

I throiu away.
Tlpo-0a\\ca, irpo-tfiaXXov, irpo-j8e/3A7?/ca,

I throw before, irpovfia\\ov, irpov/3e^\r]Keiv.

EK-0a\\u, e|-e)3aAAoi/, eK-

I throw out.

I collect,

-yiyvof^at,

I arise in.

fv-tyiyvo/j.rii', ey-yfyova,

I throw in.

In a7ro/3aAAo!, the o of the preposition is dropped before the

vowel of e/SaAAoc, to prevent the hiatus occasioned by two
vowels coming immediately together ; but as in /3/3ArjKa the

reason ceases, so the o is resumed, and you have aTro/SejSArjKa ;

yet again a:r-)3ej8ArjKe/. In ffv\\tyu the A of the verb has

changed the v of the preposition into its own sound, namely, A ;

but when the preposition is not immediately subjected to the

form of the A, it resumes its own v, as in oweAeyor.
Verbs which are made up of Svs, hardly, with difficulty,

take the augment of the reduplication (1) in front, or at the

beginning, when the root of the simple verb begins with a

consonant or with r; or 01
; and (2) in the middle, when the

root of the simple verb begins with any other vowel except 17

and 01 ; e.g.

Present. Imperfect. Perfect. Pluperfect.

I am unfortunate.

These two laws are observed by compounds of tu, well,

only that such compounds avoid the augment at the beginning ;

also evfpyereta, I do well to, I benefit, commonly avoids the aug-
ment in the middle ; e.g.

Imperfect.

Eu-Tu^eo), 1 am fortunate, Tr)v-Tux*ov, commonly
Ev-epyereu, I serve, ev-rtpyfreov, perf. fv-ripyfTTjKa, but

commonly eu tpytTfov,

Verbs derived from compound nouns or adjectives take the

augment at the beginning ; e.g.

Imperfect. Perfect.

Mvdo\oyfca, I narrate, (-(j.vQo\oyovv, /j.(fj.vdo\oyriKa.

(from fj.vOo\oyos),

OiKoSopfw, I build, (fKoSofjiow, <j>/co5ojur;Ka.

(from oiKo8ofj.os),

Some verbs compounded with prepositions take the augment
in both places, that is, in the root and in the preposition ; e.g.

Present. Imperfect. Perfect. ^iorist.

Avop6oca, yvcapOovv, yvcapQcaKU, ijvupBoii

I set upright,

Avexo[J.a.i, rivetxo/J.'rjv,

I support.

The analogy of these verbs is followed by two other verbs

which are not formed with the aid of prepositions, but by
derivation from other compounds ; e.g.

(from Siaira, subsistence), I feed, imp. fSirjraov and Sty-

raov, aor. eSi^TTjcra and Str/rriffa, perf. SfSirirrjKa ; mid,

SioiTao/uai, 1 live, SI^TOO/XTJI'.

c-w (from Sia/coyos, a servant, our deacon), I serve, imp
and SirjKoveoi', perf.

As exceptions, some verbs compounded with prepositions take

the augment before the preposition. These are verbs in which
the preposition and the verb have so coalesced as to present the

signification of a simple verb ; e.g.

'ofoi (voeca, I think), impf.
I am in doubt,

Kpifvvv/jLi, aor. ti/j.rpie(ra, pf. m. or p.

I put on, clothe,

I dismiss, send forth,

I sit myself, I sit down,

aftyyuai, I sit,

imp. acptfov and

and

(Ka.Qrjjj.riv and Ka.drjfj.rjv.

An apparent exception is offered by those verbs which are

formed not by a combination of a simple verb with a preposi-

tion, but from an already compounded word ; e.g.

Imperfect.

ai, I oppose (from tvafnos), t]vavTioofj.-t]v,

npotpryrevca, I prophesy (from irpocprjTris), firpo<$>riTS\iot>,

where evavTios is made up of tv, in, ani O.VTI, against; and TT/>O-

(/>TjT?7s is made up of irpo, before, and
<(>r)(j.i,

I say.

EXERCISE 94. GREEK-ENGLISH.

N.B. Tell the part and give the English of each of these

forms :

1. Hvtapdow. 2. ETrapyi/ovv. 3. Hj/a>xA7;<ra. 4.

5. ESiTj/coi/eo/'.

9. <j>Ko5o/.j/ca.

'I/cerewca. 14.

8. E
/uu0oAoyou>'.

12. HAiri/ca. 13.

u^oA"?^ 17. A^a-
. 21. Opia-

24. AvffrieffTovv,

6. AirjTctOjUTjj'. 7.

10. EppiTTToj'. 11. Hyov.

fljiuArjKa. 15. cpn-ruca. 16.

Aaxra. 18. Enro/j.T)v. 19. EKTIKHV. 20.

pvyficu. 22. ATrejSaAAoc. 23. 'Swecncfva^ov.
25. EvepyfTTjKa. 26. MeyuuOoAoyTj/co.

The student should not only give the English and assign the

part (mood, tense, etc.), but explain the formation of each word,

giving the derivation, the manner in which the several parts
are produced, and the rule or remark which the formation

exemplifies, as set forth in what precedes.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN GREEK. XXXI.

EXERCISE 90. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. The enemy are making an expedition against our city. 2. We
will consult respecting the safety of the citizens. 3. The father told

me that he would go. 4. The Greeks made an expedition against the

Persians. 5. Let us rest, my friends. 6. Consult well before action.

7. All wish to taste honour. 8. The father will go when he has rested.

9. The gates will have been shut by night. 10. If such a man attends

to the constitution, it will have been well cared for (consulted about) .

EXERCISE 91. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. Ufirat&fvtro/J.ai. 2. ri67rai3eu3-eTai. 3. Ueirai&fv^o/Jieda. 4. Tle</>vreviToi/Tai.

5. ne^iovutrerat. 6. 'O <TTpaTr)TOC firi ttiv no\m iropfvcreTai. 7. 'O a-rpaTtiyot

5Ti Tfjf woXi eiropfvaev. 8. 'O (nparnfos e?ri TJK jroTUy Tropeixrnrai. 9. 'O

crTpaTHTOf *TI T*IK TroKiv jropeucrairo. 10. Be/JouXeuu-o/icfa irtpi Ttif TrarpiJor

<ra>Tiip<ar. 11. Bou\eu<reTai wepi T>IV an? o'wTnp'ar. 12. Flepi Tfjr TOJX iroXnuv

crwTtipiar e/lovXeuo-aro. 13. Eirauo-avTO. 14. HeiravoroiTai. 15. IlaireTa<.

16. '1 Avo avUpoinia eiravaacrOtiv. 17. IlaucrojUeSa, <o $i\oi. 18. Oi <j>i\oi

iropevaovrai. 19. Oi <j>i\ot iropfva-oinai, 20. Ol ^>i\o ETropeuo-ai'TO.

EXERCISE 92. GREEK-ENGLISH.

1. Hector was slain by Achilles. 2. The two brothers were edu-

cated by the same teacher. 3. Many democracies were destroyed by
the usurpers. 4. Great fear possesses the citizens lest the treaty

should have been broken by the enemy. 5. Would that all youths
were well educated. 6. Death to thee (be t/iow slain), thou villain. 7.

The soldiers are said to have marched into the enemy's land. 8. The

enemy, having broken the treaty, are coming to war against ua (lit*

are bringing war against). 9. The robber shall be slain.

EXERCISE 93. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. fcoi/eutftiToi/Ta!. 2. E<j>ovev9n<rav. 3. ~E,j>ovev9n- 4. Auo orpaTiura e<povev~

drrrtv. 5. IIoXXoi avOpnirot <po\ievQ>]O-uinaLi. 6. Hai&ev8nao/j.ac. 7. UatievOrjr

trerat. 8. natt>evOri<rofj.e0a. 9. natStvDrtireirQov. 10. Eu irat?>fvOt]v. 11. 'H

woXireia (CaTcX0|. 12. 'H 7roXiTe,a KaTaXt/0n<reTai. 13. At aw6tvun Kare-

\v(>n<rav. 14 Ai avvt)r\K.ai KaTa\v9n<rvrai. 15. Tui> trutiOiJKtar \vf)et<r:<>v ol

TToXircu eQovtvOnaoiV. 16. Oi Xpjrat f<t>ovv6n<rav. 17. Oi Xpo-rat <j>ovfvQw<*

\Cfovrai. 18. 'H 3r)^ioKpaTia KaTa\v6n<rerai.
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LESSONS IN GEOLOGY. XV.
UPPER SILURIAN.

THE upper Silurian may bo divided into three groups :

l.'i il.iw group .... 2,500 feet..'i .iw group .

Wenlock group ....
Upper Llandorery or May Hill

group .....
2,500 feet.

2,300

4,000

The May Hill Sandstone is developed in the Malvorn range,
and in its lithological charaotor BO resembles the Caradoo group
that at first the two were confounded. Professor Sedgwick
first pointed out the mistake ; ho considered those rooks to be

the proper base of the upper Silurians. They rest unoon-

formably on the beds
below them, and are

!y distinct

from the lower Silu-

rians. InthoMalvern
hills they exhibit a

thickness of some
600 feet, and are

composed of calca-

reous sandstones,
which ore nodular at

the top.
From the general

and abundant distri-

bution of the bra-

chiopod, the Penta-

merus Icevis (Fig. 39),

these beds are some-
times called Penta-

merus beds. With
this fossil another is

usually associated

the Pentamerus ob-

longus (Fig. 42) ; but
this latter is by some

geologists consi-
dered only to be tho

young Pentamerus
Icevis. As they are

wanting in tho

groups both above
and below, they are

very characteristic of

these beds ; and as

is generally the case

when a fossil has in

one place a deep sea

range, its represen-
tatives are very
widely distributed.

The corresponding
Silurian rocks both
in America and
Russia produce
these Pentameri. In

Fig. 40 is repre-
sented a broken fossil of the Pentamerus Icevis, and in Fig. 41
the internal cast of the same is shown. Besides these, about

sixty specimens of fossils have been found in these beds. About
one-half of them extend into other beds of the upper Silurian,
and some few are found in the lower. Immediately resting upon
the May Hill sandstone is a pale fine-grained slate, which
sometimes runs so fissile as to be shaley. Near Tarannon, in

Montgomeryshire, the bed reaches the thickness of 1,000 feet,

hence it is called the Tarannon shales. It contains but few

fossils, and they bear a great resemblance to those of the next

surrounding rocks, the

Wenlock Formation. This group admits of a division, the

npper and lower Wenlocks. The upper comprises the Wenlock
limestone ; the lower comprises the Wenlock shale, and the

Woolhopo limestone.

Tho Woolhope Limestone is massive and nodular, interstrati-

fied with grey shales, and underlying it are fine slabs or flag-

stones. Of this bed the mountain ranges of North and South

Wales are generally formed, and wherever it is found on the
surface the aspect is barren and bleak.

The Wenlock Shale, which soooeeds in the upward order the

Woolhope grit, is the most prominent member of the Wenlock
formation. It is a thick mass of fine argillaceous deposit, and
is worked for flagstones and slates. It contains trilobites and

great number of graptolites, together with corals, criaoids,
and several other species, which are also found in

The Upper Wenlock. This bed is a limestone, by no means
uniform, bat sometimes concretionary, sometimes thin and
flaggy, and often intcntratified with shales. It is exhibited in

Shropshire, running some twenty miles from north-east to south-

west. The soft shales above and below it hare succumbed
to the eroding action of tho rain, and have been gradually worn

away, leaving the

limestone in a ridge

prominently above
tho surface ; and
about a milo distant

tho same thing has
occurred with the

Aymestry limestone,
so that these two
limestone ridges ran

parallel to each
other. This lime-

stone, as in Lesson
Till, we stated was
the case with all

limestones, was pro-

bably built up by or-

ganic causes. It is

full of fossils, many
of them corals, of

which there are

numerous species ;

crinoids with their

long stems, and cups
and arms. The tri-

lobites have several

remarkable repre-

sentatives, as Caly-
mene Blumenlachii
and Phacops can-

datus, noted for its

large size and flat-

tened form. Somo
of the most promi-
nent of these fossils

are here figured :

Fig. 43, Cyathophyl-
him; Fig. 44, JEfelio-

Utesi Fig. 45, Gate-

nipora; Fig. 4C,

Cyathecrinut ; Fig.

47, Calymenc Blu-
menbachii ; Fig. 48,

Phacops caudatus.

This limeatone.be-
fore its geological

position was fixed, was generally known as the Dudley lime-

stone, and the Calymene as the Dudley trilobite.

We have now reached the topmost of the Silurian formation,
The Ludlow Group, which also has its upper and lower divisions.

The lower Ludlow consists of a limestone which lies upon
certain shales. The limestone is well marked, and from the
town near which it is exhibited it is called the Aymestry Lime-

stone; the shales beneath have received the name of lower
Ludlow shales. They are a dark-grey argillaceous deposit,

containing fossils of a higher order than we have found hitherto.

In 1859 this bed produced a fish of the genus Pteraspis, which
Professor Huxley allies with the sturgeon. This is the first

indication of piscine life on our globe, and it is a damaging
fossil to tho theory of progression ; for instead of being of a
very inferior development, as tho supporters of that theory
would have expected, it is in reality a good way up the scale.

Of course it may be said that we do not know the whole con-

tents of tho lower Silurian beds, and that remains of the lower
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orders of fish may yet be brought to light. And so they may ;

yet it is hardly likely that among the numerous organic remains
which have been unrocked, we should not have hit upon some

ichthyolite had any been there. As yet, facts are against the

supposition that the higher orders of life are mere developments
from those which belong to inferior types. Here, when fish

first appear, we have a highly-developed genus, indicating a

separate creation.

The lower Ludlow contains many large-chambered shells,

such as the Phragmoceras ventrioosum, and a shell of the same
kind but straight, the Orthocerax Ludense (Fig. 49). These
two last fossils are peculiar, and therefore characteristic of the

lower Ludlow shales.

The Aymestry Limestone is somewhat argillaceous and semi-

crystalline ; it is celebrated by the enormous quantity of the
Pentamerus Knightii (Fig. 50), a brachiopod, each chamber of

which is divided by a septum, or wall of division, into five cells,

hence its name. Lingula Lewisii, Rhynchonella Wilsoni, and

Atrypa reticularis are three other abundant aad noted fossils,

which are drawn in Figs. 51, 52, and 53.

The Upper Ludlow Series consists of grey argillaceous sand-

atones containing calcareous nodules, which sometimes become

shaley, and in the upper parts of the series show the red tint so

characteristic of the overlying Devonians. The most interesting
feature they exhibit is a bone-bed. Here we have indications

that we are approaching the great fish era, when the piscine
life reached its maximum. We shall find in the Devonian period
the waters were alive with fish of every form and character
wonderful creations ! In this, the uppermost strata of the

Silurians, we find premonitory symptoms of the coming profu-
sion of fish life. Near the town of Ludlow, Sir E. Murchison
observed a brown layer, which can be traced forty-five miles.

It varies from one inch to a foot thick, and is absolutely com-

posed of fish remains. Many of the bones, spines, and scales

of these palaeozoic fish are well preserved ; but the great mass
of the fossils bear evidence of the action of the water, being
more or less rounded. We may suppose that the remains
of the fish were swept by the marine currents, and deposited in

some place where the water was undisturbed. This is no far-

stretched supposition. The reader will remember we cited an
instance where, in dredging, an area found, which was evidently
the cemetery of the fish, remains now in process of deposition off

the coast of Yorkshire.

The Downton Sandstone, which was classed with the old red
sandstone by Sir E. Murchison under the name of "

Tilestonea,"
is the last member of the Silurian group. Its fossils have a
Silurian likeness

; hence the reason of its present classification.

We shall now give a list of the most common of the Silurian
fossils. Those which did not outlive the period in which they
are named are printed in italics.

For the localities where the various formations occur, the
student is referred to any of the perfect geological maps based
upon an accurate geological survey of this kingdom. Any
attempt at defining the exact position of the formations would
only be a useless expenditure of our limited space ; and for a
complete list of British fossils, Professor Morris's catalogue will

be found invaluable. If the name of a strata be enclosed in
brackets immediately after a fossil, it should be understood that
that fossil is particularly characteristic of that strata.

LOWER SILURIAN FOSSILS.

Plants. Fucoids, Chonclrites, Palaaochorda.
Corals. ChiBtetes, Favosites, Halysites, Heliobites, Nebulipora.
Zoophyta. Petraia subduplicata ; Stenopora fibrosa; Nidulites Stre-

phodes, Pyritonema.
Hydrozoa. Graptolitus ; Didymograpsus : Diplograpsus.
Bryozoa. Oldhamia (Cambrians), Eetepora.
Brachiopoda. Atrypa; Discina Lingula, Pentamerus, Khynconella,

Strophomena, Trematis, Orthis, Orthisina.

Conchifera. Ambonychia Area, Conocardium, Cypricardia Modiola,
Nucula, Mytilus.

Gasteropoda. Capulus, Euomphalus, Holopea, Maclurea, Turbo Trochus,
Turritella, Murchisonia Pleurotomaria.

Pteropoda. Conularia, Bellerophon Theca, PterotJieca.

Cephalopoda. Actinoceras, Lituites, Orthoceras, Phragmoceras.
EclunoAertnata. Ar/elacrinites Caryocystitcs, Echinospherites Khodo-

crinus.

Annelida. Arenieola, Lumbricaria, Nereites, Serpulite, Tentacnlites.
Crustacea. Acidaspis, Amphwn, Ampyx, Asaphus, Calymene, Homalo-

notus, Ogygia, Phacops, Trinucleus, Agnostus, Illsenus, Kerno-

plourides.

UPPER SILURIAN FOSSILS.
Plants. Chondrites antiquus.
Zoophyta. Acervularia, Alveolites, Araclmophyllum, C&nites, Cysti.

phyllum, Palffiocyclus Thecia, Petraia bina, Heliobites.

Bryozoa. Festenella, Cellepora, D:scopora.
.BracTuopoda. Obolus, Spirifer, Atbysis, Chonetes, Pentamerus oblongus

(Upper Lltmdovery), P. Knightii (Aymestry limestone), Leptsena,
Strophomena, Orthis Atrypa, Orbicula, Lingula Khynconella.

Conchifera. Avicula Pterinea, Cardtola, Grammi/sia, Leptodomus,
Clidophorus Modiola, Mytilus, Nucula.

Gasteropoda. Holopella, Natica, Newta, Pleurotomaria, Euomphalus,
Turbo, Murchisouia Turritella.

Pteropoda. Bellerophon, Coruularia.

CepTialopoda. Actinoceras, Cyrtoceras, Lituites, Orthoceras, Phrag-
moceras.

.EcTuJiodermata. Actinocrinus, ^piocystites, Cyathocrinus, Eucalypto-
crinus, Taxocrinus.

Annelida. Cornulites, Serpulites, Tentaculites, Spirorbis.
Crustacea. Acidaspis, Amphyx, Calymene, Eucrinurus, Eurypterus,

Lichas.

Fish. Onchus, PZectrodus.

EEADINGS IN LATIN. VIL
THE ELEGIAC POETS.

SEVERAL of the Eoman poets wrote in what is called the Eleg
metre, consisting of alternate hexameters and pentameters, br
there are some few notably Ovid, Tibullus, and Propertius-
whose achievements in this direction stand out far beyond thoa
of any other poets who attempted the same metre. Of thes
Ovid is undoubtedly worthy of mention first, not only on ac
count of the exceeding melodious beauty and clear simplicity
of his verse, but also for the surprising quantity of his writings.
He is by far the most voluminous of the Eoman poets, and ye
he never seems to have exhausted his poetic vein, all his poet
being singularly equal throughout. He lived in the early ye
of the Eoman empire, a period peculiarly prolific in great poet
of whom ho may fairly be reckoned as famous as any; and

though chiefly known as a writer of elegiac verse, yet he did

not confine himself to that metre, the fifteen books of " Met
morphoses," in which he clothed in a poetio dress many of tl

singular legends of the Greek mythology, being a notable

ception. After living some years at Eome in familiar inter

course with the chief literary men of the day, and in tt

enjoyment of the patronage of the emperor, he was suddenlj
banished, for some reason that has never been divulged,
Tomi, a wild, uncivilised place on the shores of the Adriatic
His lament on leaving the city where he had lived so long anc

gained so great a name is one of his most beautiful productions
and we give a portion of it below among our present extracts.

Fortunately for posterity, his dreary banishment did not stoj
his literary career, and many of his most beautiful poems were

given to the world from his place of exile, where he died in the

year A.D. 18. The works of Ovid are always considered the

very best model for elegiac verse-writing, every one of the laws
which govern that rhythm being studiously obeyed, with
remarkable absence of any appearance of constraint. The

grammatical constructions are remarkably simple and straight

forward, and for the most part there is very little difficult

either in apprehending the meaning or appreciating the beaut
of his poems. The great German historian Niebuhr remarks
of Ovid :

" No one can have had a greater talent or a greater

facility for writing poetry than Ovid had. In this respect he

may rank among the greatest poets. This is the kind of poetry
in which every one feels at home, and as if the sentiments

could not be expressed in any other way. Horace is much
inferior to Ovid in this respect ; there are only a few among
his lyric poems of which we can say that they were composed
with ease and facility."

Of the subject of our first extract we have already spoken ;

it is the account of his leaving Eome :

OVID. "TRISTIA," I. in. 1 34.

Cum subit illius tristissima noctis imago,
Quae mihi supremum tempus in urbe fuit ;

Cum repeto noctem, qua tot mihi cara reliqui,

Labitur ex oculis nunc quoque gutta meis.

Jam prope lux aderat, qua me discedere Caesar

Finibus extremes jusserat Ausonias.

Nee mens, nee spatium fuerat satis apta paranti

Torpuerant longa pectora nostra mora.
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Non mihi Rorvorum, oomitis non cura legendi,
N.'ll ;l|,l.i- |il,.|llj,'0 YCBtJH OplHVf < 10

ii, i|iniiii i|in JOVH iguibua iotas
.<

,
et eft vitai nuriciua ipce uuw.

iii-n hano animo nubem dolor ipae romovit,
tandem aensun convaluero mei ;

A !....) nor extremuin mooatoa abituros amioos, 15
i modo de multis anas et alter orant.

nans flentom flens acriua ipsa tenebat,
Iinbre per indignas usque cadento genu.

Nata prooul Libycin aberat diveraa sub oria ;

Neo potcrat full ccrtior ease mei. 20
Quocunquo aapioerea, luotua gemitnsque aonabant ;

Formaquo non tociti funeriH intus erat.

i, virquo, meo paeri qaoque funoro mceront;
lni|tu! doino laorymas angnlus omnia habet.

Si licet exetnplis in parvo grandibna uti ; 25
Hroc facioa TrojaD, cum oaperetur, erat.

Jauiquo quioscobant voces hominumque cannmque,
Lunaquo nooturnos alta rogebat equoa :

Hano ego suspicions, et ab hao Capitolia oerneus,
CJuiu uostro frustra junota fuere Lari ; 30

Numina vioinis habitantia aedibus, inquam,
Jamque oculis nunquam tcmpla videnda moia ;

Dtquo rvlinqm'iidi, quos Urbs habet alta Quirini ;

Este salutati tempus in omne mihi.

I. Subit, so. in mentem, come* into my mind.
4. Nunc quoque, even note, after all these years of exile.

6. Fiuibus cxtruuiin Ausonice, for fiuibus extremis Ausonioc, the

furthest limits of Italy. Ausouia, a name given to Italy, from an
ancient tribe, the Ausones, who were said to have inhabited it.

9. Servorum. Supply legendorum from Itgendi.

10. Vestis and opis are genitives after cura in the previous line, and
must have legenda supplied in the construction.

II. Non nliter quam, as much as. Jovis iguibus, the thunder-bolt

supposed in the Roman mythology to be Jove's special weapon.
12. Vivit, etc. Compare Tennyson's

"
Princess," vi. 2, 3 :

" As in some mystic middle state I lay,

Seeing I saw not, hearing not I heard."

15. Extremum, neut. used adverbially, for the last time.

22. Non taciti, i.e., attended with loud lamentation; intus, within
the house.

29. Ab hoc, looking from her on to the Capitol.
30. Frustra, to no purpose, because it could do nothing to assist

him. Probably an allusion to M. Manlius Capitolinus, the defender
of the Capitol, whom the people refrained from putting to death
while he was in sight of the scene of his bravery.

32. Jam nunquam, never more.

33. Quirini. Romulus, the founder of Borne, was worshipped
under this title.

The next extract is taken from an elegy embodying the com-

plaints of an ill-used walnut-treo :

OVID. "Nux, ELEGIA," 1 20.

Nux ego juncta viso, cum aim sine crimino vitce,

A popnlo saxia prseterennto petor.
Obruere ista aolet manifestos poena nocentes,

Publica cum Icntam non capit ira moraru.

Nil ego peccavi ; nisi si peccare vidotnr, 5
Annua cnltori poraa referre auo.

At prius arboribus, turn, cum meliora fnere

Tempora, certamen fertilitatia erat.

Cum domini memorea sertis ornare solebant

Agricolas, fructu provoniente, decs. 10

Srepo tuas igitur, Liber, miratus es uvaa;
Mirata est oleas ssepo Minerva suas.

Pomaque liesisaent matrem ; ni subdka ramo

Longa laboranti furoa tulisset opem.
At postquam platanis, aterilem prtebentibna umbram, 15

Uberior quavis arboro venit honos ;

Nos quoque frupiferte (si nux modo ponor in illis)

Coepimus in patulas luxuriarc comas.
Nunc ncque continues naacuntur poma per anuos ;

Uvaque laeea domum, loaeaquo bacca vonit. 20

NOTES.

1. Juncta vitB, hard by the way-tide. Cum sim, although I am.
2. Pctor, am peKed ; cf.

" Me Galatea petit molo." (Virg.,
"

Eel.")
3. Manifestos, caught in actual crime,

"
red-handed," injlagrantt dlic(o.

Non captt, doe* MX o4m,t of.

7. in old days, *h*u UIIMM were tetter, Uw ftnw M*4 to vie vith
Mb other ia productiveness.
9. Memoies, vnlk d* <uuf urn.

10. AgrioolM, ued M an adjective. So we find viotor imnltiM
domina huto, c-tc.

11. Later, a name of Uacchtu, *od of wine ; teas, tiered U (fce*

n. SUM. When then woe oonteet between NeptOM and Minerva
which thould Kiv UM bMt gift to mankiud. NepUmo track tbd utb
with hi* pear, and tte BOOM apptarad) Miaerva in a itarfkr wm>
produced the olive.

13. LMiMout, i.e. bf weichinr down and bnakinc th booh.
16. QUHYU arbor*, i.e. honot* cuju^U arborte. Tbte abbrariatwi

form of couipurijwn (bnoh/lofy of oonipri*on) to not uneoouaon.
Thn> we find 6/ia< x(Tc<r<r. oHotw, katr U tkt graft*, tor fcair UM
thai / the grac* ; and an Kuglith po*t hx

"
They for their yonng Adonis might tniitako

The soft luxuriance of thy golden L

i.e. for the hair of their jroung Adouii.
17. In illis, t.e. among the fruit-tearing trees. Tho general genie of

this powago ii, as tree* have come to bo cultivated more for their

foliage than their fruit, so the walnut-tree, following the fashion,
grows wide-spreading leaves.

The " Heroidea "
are a aerie* of imaginary epistles from the

heroines of tho ancient Greek mythology. Tho following is tfaa

commencement of tho address of tho nymph (Enono to the shep-
herd Paris, who had deserted her for the superior charms of
Helen. Our readers will probably recollect that the same ob-

ject ia beautifully treated by Tennyson in his poem of "CEnone."

OVID. " CENONE PAEIDI," 1 22.

Perlegis? An conjux prohibet nova ? Perloge: non et
Ista Myoenaca litcra facta manu.

Pegasia CEnone, Phrygiis celeberrima sylvis,
Ltesa qneror de te, si ainis ipse, meo.

Quis deus opposuit noatria aua numina votis ?

Ne tua permaneam, quod mihi crimen obeaL?

Leniter, ex merito quidquid patiaro, ferend^m est;

Qua) venit indignss pocna, dolenda vt:

Nondnm tantus eras, cum te contenta marito
Edita do magno flumine Nympha fui. 10

Qui nuno Priamidea (adsit reverentia vero!),

Servus eras ; servo nnbere Nympha tuli.

Sacpo gregea inter rcquiovimus arboro tecti,

Miataque cum foliia praebuit hcrba torum.

Sajpe super atramen fcenoqno jaccutibus alto 15
Dcfcnsa est humili cana pruina casa.

Quis tibi monatrabat aaltua venatibns aptos,
Et tegeret catuloa qua fera rnpc suos ?

Betia Kiepo comes, maculia distincta, tetendi ;

Siepe citoa egi per jnga louga canes. 20
Incisae servant a to mea nomina fagi ;

Et Icgor CEnone falco notata tua.

1. Perlegis? i.e. this epistle which I aw sending 700.
2. Myoemca, by Helen's hand. Helen was the wife of Uenelaas, king

of MycentB.
3. Pegnsis, a fountain nymph ; from the Greek ni, a /onttain.

Plirygia is used for Asia Minor generally, in which Troy, Helen't

uiitive place, was situated.

4. Te meo, you who are mine, if you wiQ only aUous it,

6. Ne tua, from continuing to Iw oaUed your vift.

0. Tantus, to great as you are note, chosen to te the arbiter of the

beauty of goddesses.
11. Nunc, who now (urn* out to be a ton o/ Priam.

It. Defensa, kept off. This word is found in two senses <1) to

defend, (2) to ward off,

19. Maculis distinct*, marked, i.e. dotted, vith taote.

22. Legor (Euone, my name, (finoiu, U read, caned by your hi/e.

In our next readings we propose to giro farther specimens of

the Latin elegiac poets, noticing especially Tibullns and Pro-

pertins.

TEANSLATION OP EXTEACT II. IN LAST BEADING.
CICKBO. "In CATILINAM," I. 1.

How much further. Catiline, are yon going to insult our forbear-

ance P How long will this mad folly of yoors continue to escape our

vengeance ? What limit shall bound the reckless course of your on-

bridled audacity ? The Palatine guarded by night, sentries posted in

the city, the people in a scare, all good citizens banded together, this

our senate houM most strongly defended, eras the very look* and
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glances of those around us have all these things failed to impress

you ? Can you help feeling that your plots are discovered, or seeing
that your conspiracy is already checked and stifled by the fact that

every one here knows all about it ? Do you think there is a man
among

1 us T/ho knows not what you did last night, or the night before,

where you were, whom you summoned to your councils, or what plans

you adopted ? O the depravity of our age ! The senate is cognisant
of this the consul sees it and yet this man lives. Did I say lives ?

Why, he comes into the senate, he takes part in our political discus-

sions, and all the time his eye is noting each one of us, and marking
him down for assassination ;

while we brave men that we are are

supposed to be doing our duty by the state if only we avoid his frenzy
and murderous attacks. In justice, Catiline, the consul's order should

long ago have doomed you to death and the destruction you have all

the while been plotting against us. Did not Publius Scipio, the chief

pontiff, a man of the highest position, put to death in his private

capacity Ti. Gracchus, who was only weakening the constitution in a
moderate degree ; and shall we, the consuls, put up with Catiline, who
is eager to desolate the whole earth with sword and fire ? I say
nothing of the deeds of the remote past, such as C. Servilius Ahala
slaying with his own hand Sp. Mselius, who was aiming at a revo-

lution. There was once, but it is gone, such a feeling of honour in

our state that the brave citizens would punish a traitor among their

fellows more severely than their bitterest foe. We have a decree
of the senate passed against you, Catiline, in stringent and severe
terms. The senatorial order does not withhold from the state the
benefit of its talent and authority; it is ourselves I say it openly
ourselves, the consuls, who are wanting in our duty.

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
SOME LAND, SEA, AND FRESH-WATER SHELLS, WORMS, AND

TUBE-DWELLERS (continued).

AT the conclusion of our last paper we were engaged in

examining certain upturned hills of fine sand, left partially dry
by the departed tide. If we provide ourselves with a spade,
and dig deep enough, we shall find a specimen of the common
"
lug

" worm of the coast fishermen. This creature resembles
in a marked degree the large lob worms found in our rich culti-

vated lands and kitchen gardens. Unlike some of the annelids
we have before described, these creatures need no defensive

armour, either of hardened shell or cemented sand-grains.

Dwelling in a hole or burrow of its own excavation, both the

luy (represented at Fig. 1) and lob depend for immunity from

danger mainly to their extraordinary power of retrograde move-

ment, assisted by the peculiar mechanical arrangement of their

external surfaces, aided by the increase and diminution of cir-

cumference and length, brought about by the sudden and forci-

ble imprisonment of the natural fluids contained within and
acted on by the system of muscular arrangement with which the

body is surrounded and fortified. Progression, or the act of

crawling, is mainly dependent on this alternate, or forward and
back injection of the juices. Wound a sea-worm with any sharp
instrument in such a way that there may be an escape of this

vital and movement-giving fluid, and paralysis immediately fol-

lows. Marine worms are less hardy than some we shall have to

notice, as fishermen and naturalists well know. Although not

provided with legs, most members of the worm family manage
to travel with tolerable celerity even on the surface of the earth.

When in their underground burrows, or tubes, they are capable
of performing extremely rapid movements.
Most of our readers will have observed the manner in which

the large lob or garden worms protrude their heads and the

greater portion of their bodies from their earth tubes on warm,
moist evenings. To capture them, it is necessary to act with
considerable adroitness and rapidity. The worm once seized
must be instantly plucked forth, or the myriads of rough, tooth-
like asperities with which the creature's covering tissues are

provided are elevated by muscular contraction, thus rendering
any attempt at extraction perfectly futile. So powerful, too, is

the resistance set up, that the worm may be completely severed
before it relaxes its hold on the interior of its dwelling. By
this mode of action it endeavours to guard itself against the
attacks of surface enemies, but these are not alone to be dreaded.
That accomplished sapper and miner, the mole, with his pointed
snout and exquisitely formed digging-feet, and half shovel, half

rake-shaped hands, drives his galleries beneath the tiny passages
of the worms, who, feeling a vibration and disturbance going on
below, dart rapidly upwards, quit their burrows, and crawl

panic-stricken away, they know not whither.

Here, then, we have a link by which we can trace out another
instance of the marvellous and perfect provision made by
Creative Wisdom for the support of living things.

Let us see how the long-beaked, nocturnal worm-feeding
birds (of which the snipe and woodcock of this country, and the

apteryx of Tasmania are familiar examples) proceed when in

search of food. They are far too wise to grasp the half-sheltered

worm, and try vainly to draw it forth. Instinct teaches a better

way of proceeding. There is not, perhaps, in the whole world
a more skilful worm-catcher than the common snipe. Running
actively along the soft, oozy ground, where moisture and de-

composing vegetation afford nutriment for its prey, the long,
slender-toed bird peers keenly downward with its full round

eye, and on detecting a worm-hole, down is thrust the long,

probe-like beak, which is again and again opened as far as the

capacity of the tube will allow, thus causing a movement

amongst the minute fibres of the plant roots and particles of

earth, and bringing about a state of panic and alarm amongst
the worms just as great as when our little fur-clad miner was at

his labours below ; and now the snipe reaps his harvest, and

gleans from the ranks of the fugitives worm-food enough for a

hearty meal.

Those of our readers who are desirous of witnessing the

manner in which the beaks of certain birds are opened, after the

manner of reversed action forceps, for disturbing purposes, may
do so by placing a piece of loose turf with a few ants' eggs in it

before a common starling, who, although unlike the members of

the family Scolopax in most particulars, resembles them in the

dexterity with which it forces impediments asunder by spreading

open its mandibles.

We have already remarked how easily the sea-worms are

deprived of vital power by the infliction of a trifling wound.
We shall see that there are worm mud-dwellers, equally delicate

in appearance, who possess constitutions infinitely stronger than
their marine cousins. Let us visit the shores of some of our

large tidal rivers above salt-water influences, and as we wander
on amongst the willows and tufted reeds we shall see, where
some tiny rill discharges itself into the main stream, a large

patch of red-looking matter, as though some extravagant painter
had been heedlessly casting away his stock of vermilion. Break
off that old dry willow stump, and throw it well out to the

scene of the artist's recklessness, and, as though touched with

an enchanter's wand, the red is gone, and nought but mud
remains. The red blotch was formed by a legion of tiny red

worms (Nats littoralis) ; and so obstinately tough and tenacious

of life are these extraordinary pigmies, that they appear perfectly
and supremely indifferent to the decapitating process so long as

it is not repeated frequently enough to become tedious. It has

been found from experiment that the no/is is very little, if at all,

the worse for having its little head cut off seven distinct times,

as an excellent and perfectly satisfactory new one sprouted out

in good time. But after the appearance of the seventh new
head matters must be allowed to rest as they are, or the nais

dies literally from the expenditure of too much vital force in

the formation of heads for itself. Not only is the na'is prolific

in this respect, but a feat, which has bidden defiance to the

efforts of the most zealous and industrious of the human race to

perform, is by it achieved perfectly.

We often hear particularly active friends exclaim,
"

It is im-

possible for any living creature to be in three or four places at

the same time." Do not believe a word of it. M. Bonnet, a

French naturalist, deliberately cut one of our little no/is friends

into twenty-six tiny fragments. Each fragment formed a head

for itself, and shortly became a perfect worm, thus calling into

separate life twenty-six organisms from one original stock.

Research has shown that these tiny creatures, insignificant as

they at the first glance appear, possess a most perfect and ad-

mirable arrangement for blood connection, as shown in Fig. 2,

which represents a magnified view of the blood tubes and lines

of connection in the Nats filiformis.

Fig. 3 shows the interior, or head portion, of a common
earth-worm after division. The wounded surface rapidly draws

together ; its central portion forms a ventral orifice, and all the

functions of the creature go on as before. Figs. 4 and 5 repre-

sent the eggs of earth-worms ; Fig. 4 shows the valvular mouth
of the egg open for the worm to pass through ; Fig. 5 shows it

closed, with two young worms in the same egg.

As we proceed, we shall find amongst another class of
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burrower even greater capabilities of being subjected to sub-

division. From the consideration of the inhabitant* of the noil

and the sand, let us take a glance at some of the strange organ-
isms we find unerringly following out the law* of increase,

assimilation, and reproduction in the tissues of other living

organisms. The origin of some of those is extremely obscure,
and we are compelled to content ourselves with mere speculation

concerning it. A familiar example of the mystery which hang*
over and surrounds parasitic life is to be found in the frendeet
worm of Abyssinia, and the guinea-worm of India. It is

popularly believed, and not without much show of reason, that

tho minute ova, germ, or whatever else it may be, is taken into

the human system with the drinking water. That this notion

is likely to bo correct is shown by the fact that those who
make use of water token from tho ponds produced during the

rainy season ore es-

pecially liable to its 1
attacks, whilst we
have found that the

inhabitants of native

villages, near which
clear rapid rivers

flow, are compara-
tively free from its

attacks.

Sir Samuel Baker,
in speaking of this

curious pest, says :

" There was ono com-

plaint that I was
obliged to leave en-

tirely in the hands
of the Arabs. This
was called frendeet;
it was almost tho cer-

tain effect of drink-

ing the water that, in

the rainy season, is

accumulated in pools
upon the surface of

the rich table-lands,

especially between
the Atbara and Ka-
tariff." Frendeet
commences with a

swelling of one of the

limbs, generally ac-

companied with in-

tense pain. This is

caused by a worm se-

veral feet in length,
but no thicker than
a packthread. The
Arab cure is to plas-
ter the limb with cow
dung, which is their

common application
for almost all com-

plaints. They then proceed to make what they term doors, through
which the worm will be able to escape ; but should it not be able
to find one exit, they make a great number, by the pleasant and
simple operation of pricking the skin in many places with a red-

hot lance. In about a week after these means of escape are pro-
vided one of the wounds will inflame, and assume the character
of a small boil, from which the head of tho worm will issue.

This is then seized and fastened, either to a small reed or piece
of wood, which is daily and most gently wound round, until, in

the course of about a week, the entire worm will be extracted,
unless broken during the operation, iu which case severe inflam-

mation will ensue."
The manner of drawing forth the guinea-worm of India differs

but little from that above described, except that the punctures
with the heated spear are omitted. What can be more strangely
inscrutable than the laws which influence the existence and

development of this justly dreaded creature, lurking hidden in

some microscopic form in countless myriads amongst the lakes

and rain deposits of vast tracts of wilderness, until some chance

brings a human victim to furnish an abiding place for the

creature to develop in! How too speoies is propagated who
shall say P Probably the frendeet worn is bat, after all, aa
immature organism, and capable of fortlMr Ktamnrphosh. as
we find in the case of the Mmimthm, or intestinal worm. tho-
strange, anomalous beings, who appear to bid lidJMili to ah
acknowledged natural laws. In some we find a total ihssnni of
the digestive organs, all nutritive matter penetrating their
tissues by endosmosis, just as it would enter tit* pores of a con-
densed form of sponge.
The reproduction of the race is brought about in a most extra-

ordinary manner. Research has shown that .fresh members of
tho family may be called into existence by a system of spon-
taneous breaking up into lengths, the easting forth of oflshooU
or buds, and the deposition of eggs. It may be that OB*
creature combine* within itself the united functions of both

male and female, or

perchance there may
be found the two
sexes distinct. It is

then that the egg d*-

]
.-,-: :. !* ,. Iv.-.

but at this stage we
find that a series of

transformationshave
to be carried out
and passed through
which appear almost
incredible in their

trangeness. Here
the axiom that liki>

begets like entirely
foils us. The egg
gives birth to a crea-

ture differing entirely
from the parent, and

although, so to

speak, in the transi-

tion or larva stage
itself, this creature

is found capable,
without the process
of fecundation being

passed through, of

producing a brood or
broods of other im-

mature creatures still

in the larva stage,
which may in time he-

come developed into

the form of the origi-
nal parent organism.
Of this law we find

a familiar example in

the vesicle or bladder
formed in the tissues

of the pigwhen suffer-

ing from the disease

popularly known as
" measles." The name applied to this peculiar form of para-
site is Cytticerau cellulosa, but it has been unfortunately

proved that it is merely the larva or immature young of the

tapeworm (or tcenia), which comes rapidly to a matured form in

the intestines of any human being who has unfortunately and

unwittingly swallowed meat in which the vesicle had its abiding

place.

Fig. 6 shows a portion of one of these creatures, together
with two separated joints.
Thus we see that by no system of reasoning can we arrive at

any just conclusion as to what description of perfect being

amongst the family of hflminthcr, and some other parasitical

worms, may be in the end brought to light by the metamor-

phoses through which the immature brood or larvae pass. There-

fore it behoves us to note carefully such results as we may
absolutely witness, and to take nothing for granted without

actual demonstration.
A consideration of the habits of certain winged insects which

deposit their ova in living animals we must reserve for a future

paper.
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LESSONS IN MUSIC. XXVI.
EXERCISE 48. THREE EXAMPLES OF MENTAL EFFECT IN MINOR TUNES.

EXAMPLE 1. KEY D. LAH MODE.

"
]f ft'M- EC

jf] jt
"
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and to bo heard at the opening and at the close of a tune, is

quite sufficient to produce a true "minor" tune ; and that many
fine melodit'f, manifestly minor, are formed on this model, using

Unary nutu* of tin- common scale (from LAH, to LAH)
both ascending and descending, and not requiring the aid of any

i:il note. No one can doubt that the examples given
nor tunes, nor hesitate to allow that they are form- <1 < n

piiuon Hculo, and are simply distinguished by their making
)n>|.rr mmirnful note, predominate. Accordingly wo

Ihi'l Dr. Crotch describing his "ancient diatonic minor key'*

(which corresponds with our common scale when yon reckon
from LAH to LAH') as "the scale of the ancient Greek music,
:uul found in the oldest national tunes, in psalms and cathedral

;

"
Dr. Bryce speaking of this as the "

proper
" formula

of minor tunes, in which are written " multitudes of exquisite

melodies, especially among the ancient national music of

litl'.'ivnt countries ;

"
and Dr. Mainzer maintaining that thin is

the only true and the only agreeable arrangement of notes for

such tunes. By foot, then, and by competent authority, the
COMMON SCALE with LAH predominating is declared sufficient

to produce a true minor tune. But still, it may be argued, are

not BAH and SB, the "
sharp eixth and seventh

"
(reckoning

from LAH, as though it were the key-note), always used in tunes
of this kind (instead of FAH and SOH) when the music ascends?
Are they not, therefore, essential at least to every minor passage
in which the music ascends from its sixth or seventh note ?

Must we not necessarily suppose a distinct scale in which these

essential notes may find a place ? We deny the proposition,
and the conclusion falls, for

Secondly, it appears that the neiv notes BAH and SB (the
"
sharp

sixth and seventh") are not essential even in. ascending passages,
and that the use of them is entirely arbitrary. Nothing can

prove this more clearly than the great discrepancy and disagree-
ment among the best authorities on this subject. If there hod
been any fixed usage, long established by the requirement of

good ears, and the example of the best composers, such opposite
statements of facts could not have existed. In reference to BAH
(the "sharp sixth") we find Dr. Callcott describing this note as
"
accidental," but rendered necessary for the sake of avoiding

what he calls "the harsh chromatic interval," FAH SB, "from
F natural to G sharp ;

"
while M. Galin and M. Jeu de Berneval

refer to this very interval as a " constitutive interval of the
minor mode," full of

"
melancholy,"

"
replete with anguish and

tears," and speak indignantly of those who would " cancel
'*

the very interval which is most "
characteristic

"
of the " minor

mode." Is it not evident from this, that the use of BAH is

arbitrary by some approved, by others disapproved ? In
reference to SE, Dr. Callcott declares that it is an "

essential
"

part of the
" minor scale

"
in ascending, but not to be used in

descending. M. Galin and M. Jeu speak of SE as "
invariable

"

and essential both in ascending and in descending, and M. Jeu

gives examples of its use in descending. Schneider, in hia
" Elements of Harmony," maintains the same opinion. Mar-

purg declares that "
this custom (of using BAH and SE) by no

means changes the essential nature of the tonality (key or mode

reckoning from LAH to LAH1
), and the two sharps which are

prefixed to the sixth and seventh degree are purely accidental."

Dr. Crotch says distinctly of both BAH and SB,
" these altera-

tions are only occasional." Sir John Goss says,
" The sixth and

seventh (FAH and SOH) are generally made accidentally major
in ascending." Dr. Bryce ascribes the introduction of these

notes to modern musicians, who prefer harmony to melody.
Dr. Mainzer says that there are a very large number of com-

positions "in which the leading note (SB) does not appear
at all in the minor keys, and this is the cose with many com-

posers of the fifteenth, sixteenth, and seventeenth centuries."

Dr. Mainzer thus concludes :

" Let any one sing the above
scales one after the other

"
(four varieties of the so-called

" minor

scale"), "and assuredly he will not belong in discovering which
of the four is the most agreeable and natural, and most in the

character of the minor tonality (key). It is evident that the

scales with leading notes (SE), instead of being pleasing, are

disagreeable to the ear, and impracticable to the voice. The
absence of the loading note (SE), on the contrary, often gives to

the melody something majtstic and solemn. The Gregorian
chant, so remarkable for melodious beauties, affords many proofs
of this, and also the popular melodies of different countries,

especially those of Ireland and Scotland, so muah admired by

the greatest musicians." Barely here is example and testimony
enough to prove thea* note* whether food or bad at le**t

non-essential and arbitrary.
One question yet remain*. Should no* the scale on which

minor tune* are framed be (till treated as a distinct one, and
something more than the common scale need in a peculiar
manner \ To which we answer Yes, /*< it dtstfucf;

otherwise, why multiply difficulties and conceal the troth '; Bat
it dearly it not, in any particular, distinct. First, in reference
to the " character

"
or musical effect of the notes the most

important particular of all the notes of the so-called minor
scale correspond precisely with those of the common one
(reckoning from LAH to LAH'). Not a single note of the com-
mon scale changes its character when used in a minor tune.
LAH is still the *orrouful, TE the pitreing, FAB the awe-imtpirimy
note, etc., as before. Next, in reference to the exact intervals

between the notes they are precisely the same as tho*c of the
common scale (from LAH to LAH'), with only this peculiarity,
that the graver (flatter) position of the "

variable note" BAT is

ordinarily uted in tunes of this character, whereas it is only
occasionally used in other tunes. Premising that from DOB to
DOH' is commonly called by musicians a major key (beginning
with a major or greater third, DOH MK), and that a minor key
beginning on a note in the position of our LAH would be called

its relative minor, let us quote the following testimonies to the
last point. General Thompson says,

" The change to the
relative (or, as it would more properly be catted, the tynonytnotu)
minor reduces itself to avoiding the acute second of the old

key (r') and using only the grave (r'j." Dr. Crotch says,
" Some authors make it

"
(the first note of the principal minor

key)
" the some as the note LAH of the relative major key vix,

A in the key of C, a minor tone*' (smaller tone of eight

degrees)
" above a (SOH). In that case all the natural notes

excepting v (KAY) correspond with those of the major key of

C." Turning to his illustrative plate*, we find the scale of
minor tunes requiring the smaller tone (eight degrees) between
DOH BAT, and the larger tone (nine degrees) between RAT ME,
while other tunes usually require a larger tone between DOB
BAT and a smaller one between KAY ME. In fact, the variable

note assumes its grave position. But it sometimes does the
same in the common scale. Is this, then, a peculiarity sufficient

to establish a new scale ': Moreover, is it not natural to

suppose that the common scale, which is found to be essentially
the mutical scale of all nations, must hold a peculiar accordance
with the ear and sympathies of the human race ': and is it not

proper, therefore, to consider this as the f>ne scale, and every-

thing else that cannot establish a distinct and independent
character as but a modification or a peculiar use of itt It is

certain that great detriment must be done to the mind of our

pupils, and great hindrance given to their progress, if we first

cause them to study and practise our throry, of a new and self-

contradictory minor scale, and then leave them to discover that,

in rwM>tc itself, instead of the artificial difficulties they have so

laboriously mastered, there is only to be found tht common scale,

so used as to produce a peculiar eftct and the merely occasional,

non-essential, introduction of a new vote !

Sometimes in the course of a tune

the music takes the " minor "
charac-

ter, introducing the new note BE, and
returns again to the ordinary use of

the common scale. Occasionally, too,

the music passes into the minor of the

SOH KEY, making a new note, a tonule

below MK, which (to distinguish it

from SB of the original key) wo call

RE ; and not nnfreqnently it enters

the " minor "
of the FAH KEY, origi-

nating another note, a tonnle below
BAT (r'), which we call DE. The modu-
lator at the side will illustrate these

changes.
Another "

transition
"

into what is called the " minor of the

same tonic" (DOH becoming LAH) is more proper to "tem-

pered
"
musical instruments than to the unaided voice. Ton

may treat it as transition into the key of KB flat, or, retaining

the syllables of the original key, the new notes may be treated

as chromatic. Thus you will have the oddly-sounding notes

MA, LA, and TA.

8
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CIVIL SERVICE PAPERS. VI.

THE COMPETITIVE EXAMINATIONS (continued).

SCHEME I. (continued.)

SPECIMEN GEOGRAPHY PAPER.

JM the accompanying map of Ireland, show the position of the prin-

cipal lakes and mountain ranges ; place Tullamore, Youghal, Elphin,
Newtown Butler, Cahir, Trim ; trace the principal lines of raliway con-

necting Dublin with the south of the island, and mark the position
of the principal towns through which they pass.

In what counties and on what lines of railway are the following
towns : Athy, Andover, Peterborough, Hawick, Yeovil, Diss, Thurles,

Dunkeld, Swiudon, Athlone ? Give approximately the distance of any
of them from either London or Dublin.
What countries are watered by the following rivers : The Ehone,

Bio de la Plata, San Francisco, Garonne, Amoor, Goomtee ? Mention
the sea into which each flows.

Where are the following places, and for what are any of them
remarkable : Culloden, Cura9ao, Atlanta, Geelong, Surat, Ehrenbreit-

etein, Damascus, Namur, Malaga, Chicago ?

Where are Catalonia, Bessarabia ; St. Michael's Island, Ischia ;

the mountains Wetterhorn and the Brocken ; the rivers Fraser and

Cauvery ; the Gulf of Obi ; Algoa Bay ?

Draw a map of the west coast of England and Wales, from Car-
lisle to the Land's End, as large as your paper will admit, marking
the counties, headlands, river mouths, and seaport towns.

Write a geographical description of Prussia.

FRENCH : TRANSLATION.

Plus la ruine de Marie Therese paraissait inevitable, plus elle eut de

courage ; elle e^ait sortie de Vienne, et elle s'etait jetee entre les bras
des Hongroia, si stSvererueut trails par son pere et par ses aieux. Ayant
assemble les quatres ordres de l'<5tat a Presburg, elle y parut tenant
entre ses bras son fils aine presque encore au berceau ; et leur parlant
en Latin, langue dans laquelle elle s'exprimait bien, elle leur dit a

peu pres ces paroles : Abaudonude de mes amis, perse'cuttte par mes
ennemis, je n'ai de ressource que dans votre fide'lite', dans votre courage,
et dans ma Constance ; ja mets au vos mains la fllle et le fils de vos
rois qui atteudent de vous leur salut. Tous les de'pute's attendris et

anime's tirerent leurs sabres en s'lScriant : Mourons pour notre roi

Marie Thdrese ! Us donnent toujours le titre de roi a leur reine.

Jamais princesse en effet n'avait mieux nitrite' ce titre. Us versaient
des larmes en faisant serment de la defendre : elle seule retint.

Mais quand elle fut retiree avec ses filles d'honneur, elle laissa couler
en abondance les pleurs que sa fermete' avait retenu. Vollaire.

State the rules which govern the respective genders of the following
words : lot', libertrf, revendication, droit, espeee, science, huitre, marie, ideal,

ceuvre.

Give the feminine forms of the following adjectives and nouns, and
explain the irregularities, when any : net, inquiet, grec, sec, long, roux,

voleur, majeur, perturbateur, menteur, aigu, dti, tiers, malin.
State the rules of formation of the plural of compound nouns,

taking as instances the following: chou-fleur, arriere-garde, gentilhomme,

mademoiselle, timbre-poste, porte-feuille, moulin-d-vent, abat-jour, H6tel-

Dtew.
" Ces Jostle's de la politique." When are proper nouns to take the

mark of the plural ?

Write an Essay in FimcJi on, OKE of the following subjects :

La guerre dans les temps modernes.
La guerre civile en France cornpare'e aux guerres civiles chez les

peuple anciens.
" On ue peut pas mdpriser les autres sans se me'priser soi-meme."
" Le travail utile est une des conditions de la libertd et du bonheur."

(Exercises of about equal length and difficulty are given in

Latin and the other languages.)

MATHEMATICS, PURE AND MIXED.
o

Prove that the line, y = mx +
-,
is a tangent to the parabola

y
2 = 4ax, and find the value of c, when the line, y = mx + c, is a
normal to the same parabola.

Prove that the equation to an ellipse, referred to its centre and
axes, is

If chords of this ellipse touch the circle,
2 + y" = c2, prove

that the locus of their middle point is

<a2y2 + bV)2 = c2 (a"y
2 + b^2

).

Show that a rational algebraic equation of an odd degree always
has one real root, and that an equation of an even degree with its

last term negative always has two real roots.

What is the nature of the roots of the equation,

(a
2 + a2

) (*2 + b2
) (a;2 + c2) + d2 = ?

Prove that a point, moving from rest with a constant accelera-

tion /, will describe in the time t a space | / 1 -, and that, if s be this

space, the velocity of the point at the time t will be V2/s.
If the point have initially a velocity u in the direction of the

acceleration, explain why it is erroneous to assert that its velocity,

after passing <>ver a space s, is u + V2/s ; and investigate the true

expression.
Find the range of a projectile on an inclined plane passing

through the point of projection and perpendicular to the vertical plane
of projection.

Show that when the range is the greatest possible for a given
velocity of projection, the direction of projection bisects the angle
between the plane and the vertical.

Explain the principle of the transmission of fluid pressure, and
describe the actions of a hydraulic press, and of a safety valve.

NATURAL SCIENCE.

Give an account of the action of water under various circumstances
in producing strata.

Describe the other agencies that work with water in producing
strata. (1) What is meant by conformity and unconformity of strata ?

(2) Show by diagrams and description what bearing these conditions
of strata have in both theoretical and practical geology.

Explain what is meant by the words (1) marl, (2) slate, (3) grit,

(4) loam, (5) schist, and (6) arkose.

Describe galena, and state under what conditions and where it is

found, and how it is utilised.

Mention the minerals that have the hexagonal system of crystallisa-
tion ; figure and describe their chief modifications.

Describe the circumstances under which different lignites and coals

have respectively been formed ; and state the main differences between

lignite and coal as to composition, characters, properties, and modes
of occurrence.

Explain how electric currents may be measured by reference to a
standard involving no arbitrary units other than those of time, space,
and mass.

Define electro-motive force. What is the unit of measurement ot

electro-motive force ? Describe fully how to compare the electro-

motive force of a Grove's cell with that of a Daniell's ; and point out
the most probable causes of error in making the comparison.

ARITHMETIC.

Supposing the quick-time or step in marching to be 2 paces per
second, and the length of each pace to be 28 inches : find the time iu

which a regiment will march 35 miles.

A merchant sells tea to a tradesman at a profit of 60 per cent. ; but
the tradesman becoming bankrupt pays only 2s. 6d. in the pound.
How much per cent, does the merchant gain or lose by the sale ?

Find the length of the side of a square which is equal in area to
the rectangle the sides of which are 513 yds. 1 ft. 11 in. and 1628

yards 11 in.

Find exactly the cube root of 1277289?VV.

How many yards of carpet 2 '16 wide will cover a room 25'3 feet

broad and 28'8 feet long ?

If a metric system of area were adopted, so that 2 acres 2 roods 6

perches would be represented by 5 -12, express the unit of measure-
ment in square yards and decimal parts of a square yard.

POLITICAL ECONOMY.

Show that it is impossible that there can be a general over-pro-
duction of valuable objects.

Is there any fundamental principle which indicates a true distinction

between the imposition of local and imperial taxation ?

Is the contest between capital and labour permanent and funda-

mental ? If not, give reasons for your answer.

What are the evidences of a progressive state of wealth ? What are

those of industrial decline ?

Has morality a price in social economy ?

Is there the same economical defence for a technical education, i.e.,

a training at the public expense in special branches of knowledge, that

there is for a primary education, i.e., a general culture of the people
at the public expense ?

Under what circumstances is emigration a benefit, (l)to the country
from which the emigrant departs, (2) to the country in which h

settles, (3) to the emigrant himself ?

What are the best taxes in a colony, where the population is scanty ?

What in a densely peopled country ?

What is the effect of poor law relief on wages ? What is that of

endowments in aid of education on the salaries of teachers ?

Define precisely what it is which gives value to objects, and point
out the causes which vary the value of the same object, under differing

circumstances.
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Expound tho mischief induced by a tax on raw materials. What
arc the circumstances under which it is i>oculiarly pernicious f

" Tho population of England and Wales could not during the four-

toenth century hare exceeded two million!." What must be the

grouuda on which any biatorian could affirm mob a limit f

MORAL SCIENCE AND JURISPRUDENCE.

Sketch the history of opinion in ancient and modern time* i iiijinMlH
the existence of a moral sense.

Oire at length the Greek theory of moral education.

Explain tho division of duties into duties of perfect obligation and
duties of imperfect obligation.

State the views of Plato and Aristotle respecting the relation of

Justice to Virtue.

What are the postulates of international law ?

Compare the Roman and the English law regarding husband and
wife.

What is Blackstone's account of the origin of private property 1

What objections may be made to it ?

Discuss briefly the leading provisions of Roman and English law

regarding servitudes and easements.

(The examinations under Scheme II. are much leas difficult,

oa may be seen by referring to the subjects included.)

order to indicate that e most be pronounced lilt* before
rowels :

Je refois, I rtetitt.

(2.) Then are only seven regnlsr verbs ia this

They are:

Apercevoir,

Conoevotr,

DAcevoir,

Devoir,

t . ( ,.

to MM.

Pereeroir, to eeUtet *>,
Bseevoir. to rowfes.

Redevoir, to U *MU evtef.

$ 54. REGULAR VERBS. COVTINUKD.

FOUBTH CONJUGATION, ENDING IN EX.

MODEL VEKB.

VENDEE, TO BELL.

INFINITIVE HOOD.
FAST.

to cell.
I

Avoir vendu, to haw mU.Vendre,

PARTICIPLES.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LX 1 1.

52. REGULAR VERBS. CONTINUED.

THIED CONJUGATION, ENDING IN OIR.

MODEL VERB.

BECEVOEB, TO RECEIVE (continued).

CONDITIONAL MOOD.
SIMPLE TENSES.

PRESENT.

Je recevrais, I should receive.

Tu recevrais, thou wouldst receive.

II recevra.it, he would receive.

On recevrn.it, one would receive.

Nous recevrions, we sliouhl receive.

Vous recevriez, you would receive.

Ils recevraient, they would receive.

COMPOUND TENSES.
PAST.

J'aurais recu, I c

Tu aurais recu, thou ice

II aurait recu, he i

On aurait re9U, one w<

Nous aurions recu, we chould

Vous auriez re^u,
Ils auraient recu, they would

IMPERATIVE MOOD.

Recois, receive (thou).

Qu'il receive, let him receive.

Qu'on receive, let one receive.

Recevons, let ut receive.

Recevez, recci

Qu'ils re9oivent, let them receive.

SUBJUNCTIVE Moon.

SIMPLE TENSES.
PRESENT.

Que je receive, that I may''

Que tu receives, that thou

Qu'il receive, that lie may
Qu'on re9oive, that one may
Que nous recevions, that ice

may
that you

that they

may ,

IMPERFECT.

Que je recusse, that I might
^

Que tu recusses, that thou

mightect

Qu'il recut, that h might
Qu'on recftt, that one might
Que nous recussions, that we

might
Que vous recussiez,

Que vous receviez,

Qu'ils ri'.,-oiveut,

Qu'ils refussent,

that you
might
that they

might

COMPOUND TENSES.
PAST.

Que j'aie revu, I

Que tu aics recn,

Qu'il nit re^u, tl

Qu'on ait revu, the

Que nous ayons refu, that we

may
Que vous ayez recu, that you

Qu'ils aient recu.

PLUPXBntCT.

Que j'eusse recu, that I might

Quo tu eusses recu, that thou

Qu'il rut r<\u, the

Qu'on eilt recu, that one might

Que nous enssions recu,
we might

Que vous eussiez recu,

jpu might

Qu'ils eussent recu, that they

53. REMARKS.

(1.) In the verbs of this conjugation ending with cevoir, a
cedilla is put under the c

(9) when it comes before o or u, in

difficult,
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SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.
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Que je (UM aim6. m.

Que tu fujUMM oiiutJ or aiuieo,

gu'il tat iiime.

'

Que nou* fusions ainit's or aimtas,

Que VOUH fuMioi uim4s or aimdes,
(jn'ils fussent iiimdii, m.

Qu'elles fussout aim5es, /.

that I might be low*.
N...I (/...a mightt.t bt lottd.

t/mt /< nu.j:i: I. l<ird.

(Adt /> mi.; /it fc lorrj.

that one might bt lord.
t/wit u might b loi'fd.

that you might be loved.

th.it tiny might It loved.

that thty might bt loeed.

Que j'aieM aim<5, m. ahiu<e, /.

Que tu ales <StiS aimtf or oiuito,

Qu'il ait tSW aime.

Qu'eUe ait iJW aimee,

Qu'ou ait <<t<i aiau<,

out ajous <<t<J aimds

PAST.

that I may hare bn lotted,

thai thou mnyttt havt bttn lovtd,

that he may havt bttn lovtd.

that the may havt bttn lovtd.

that one may havt been lovtd.

or that u- may hart bttn lovtd.

Que voua ayez eid aiuit's or aiaitos,

Qu'ils aient ftt aim<5s, m.

guYllus aient 6U aimers, /.

that you, may have been loved.

that they may hare been lottd,

that they may have been loved.

Quo j'eusse 6t6 tdmt, m. aimto, /.

Que tu euases i'W oimtf or aimeo,
Qu'il out <<to aiml.

Qu'elle cut <*t<$ aimfe,

Qu'ou eut ot($ iiiuu*,

Que nous ensaious 6tA oimds or

aimlea,

Que vous eussiez i! t<5 ainu's or

uimt'es,

Qu'ils eussent ftf uiraiSa, m.

Qu'elles eussent 5W aimoes, /.

PLUPERFECT.
f/iut / might hate bttn loved,

that thou mightvtt havt been tared,

that he might havt bttn lovtd.

that the might have bttn lovtd.

that one might havt bttn lovtd.

that u- might have bttn lovtd.

that you mi<jht havt been lovtd.

that they might have bten loved,

that they might have been loved.

LESSONS IN BOTANY. XLI.
SECTION CXXI. MOSSES (concluded).

THE Liverworts, of which we have next to give some account,
come lower in the scale of organisation ; they are much varied

in size, appearance, and structure, and some of them are of

exceeding beauty. They muster under their banner some genera
which closely resemble true mosses, others which are nearer the

structure of lichens, and again others which link them with the

Algae. Jungermannice, Marchantice, Targionice, and a few other

less noticeable genera, are all of this tribe ; but they differ so

widely from each other, that we shall scarcely from their appear-
ance be led to place them in tho same order. The similarity of

their organs of fructification shows, however, that they must
all be considered as belonging

1 to the order Hepaticce, and wo
proceed to give a brief notice of a few of the most interesting

genera.
The Jungermannice, or scale-mosses, BO named from Louis

Jungermann, a German botanist, are of a very peculiar and
exquisitely delicate structure. The whole substance of the

plant is loosely cellular, so much so that, although most of the

species are exceedingly minute, the beautiful reticulation of the
leaves may often bo detected by the naked eye. The herbage
consists of a variously dilated frond, often naked, but more
frequently covered with small leaf-like appendages. These are
often divided, but never truly nerved, and might more properly
be considered as dilatations of tho frond.

The scale-mosses may be considered as divided into two
classes : the foliaceons, or those which have the appearance of

possessing separate leaves ; and the frondose, or those which
consist of lobed fronds or thalli.

The former of these divisions is composed of minute plants,
which by an unaccustomed eye might be taken for true mossee,

amongst which, in many instances, they are found growing.
These are widely spread over tho ground on banks and trunks
of trees, or other positions in shady woods ; some are found on
moist Alpine moors, frequenting the beds of torrents, or grow-
ing in boggy places, along tho edges of springs or rivulets ;

whilst we find some species spread out on clay and exposed
heaths, exhibiting their pretty purple or bronze foliage where
nothing else will grow.
The second or frondoso division of this tribe is chiefly con-

fined to semi-aquatic positions. They are larger, their leafy
parts, or fronds, are thicker, broader, and of a different texture
from the foliaceous kinds, and some of them are slimy to the
touch

; but there are one or two of this division namely, the

forked and the down/
trunks of troen, and on shady limertone rook*.

Tho fruit of this genus is a tbeca or capsule, which rises from
a tubular leaf or cluster of leave* called the perirlnmUum, and
is usually borne on a set* or frnit-*talk. The tbeca lie* involved

in this protecting sheath until it is mature enough to make it*

appearance in the world ; the perichsjtinm then open* at the

top, and the little thoca unlike the modest little mnsees which
never lift their young heads to the light without the covering of

their oalyptra or veil suddenly tart* up, leaving that organ
attached to the point at which it originally grew, and displays
itself unveiled to the eye which may be sharp enough to detect

its diminutive beauties. This theea is fonr-valred, in shape
much like those of mosses, but it has no lid, and no central

column round which the spores assemble ; instead of this, it is

furnished with some very curious spiral filament* with which
tho spores are associated (Fig. 288). It is in the possession of

these spring-like organs alone that the different familieswhich are

classed under the general name of Hepatica resemble each other ;

but these are common to the Jungermannia, the Marehantios,
and all the rest of the genera which the order comprise*.
These organs consist of double spiral threads, somewhat like

the trachea) or spiral air-vessels in plants, only more elastic.

They are contained in tho same case with the spores, and curled

up among them, and when tho capsule is mature, spring up with
a sudden jerk like a Jack-in-a-box, and scatter the spores which
are around them in all directions. So sensitive are these

elaters, that even breathing on them will set them in motion
after the spores have escaped. The scale-mosses chiefly differ

from true mosses in the permanent attachment of the calyptra
of which we spoke above, and in having no lid or operculum,
and no columella. The tubular form of the sheath and the

presence of the spiral filaments, just described, constitute the
other distinguishing features of the order. Besides the normal

fructification, the Jungermannice possess a second kind of repro-
ductive organ, by means of which the species are often propa-
gated ; these are called gemmae, and consist of minute roundish
or oblong bodies, variously situated, sometimes in the axil of

the leaf, at others on its margin, and clustered together in the
form of little bells.

The colour of the scale-mosses varies through all the shade*
of green into brown, yellowish, dusky purple, and bronze. The
theca is usually black, or deep purple, or dark brown, although
occasionally it is nearly transparent.
The seta or fruit-stalk is in most cases semi-transparent, and

as delicately reticulated as the other parts of the plant. Our
example, the pear-shaped scale-moss (Jungermannia turbinata,

Fig. 289), shows this very beautifully. This species is one
which is frequent in moist shady spots in limestone districts,

and we have selected it as illustrative of the highly cellular

structure of plants of this tribe. Jungermannia pusilla (Fig.

290), tho dwarf scale-moss, is given for the purpose of exhibit-

ing the beautiful form of its folded sheath or perichaetinm. The
plant is of a tender green, the capsule brown, and the edge* of
the bell-shaped sheath of a delicate pink. This is given, as are
all the other scale-mosses of which we present drawings, a*

they appear when magnified to about six times their natural
size.

Sowerby says, in speaking of mosses, that which may with

equal truth be said of the tribes which at present engage oar
attention: "It is chiefly in the economy of Nature that we must
look for the utility of these little plants, that she has fashioned
with so much care, and for the reproduction and dissemination
of which she has invented so beautiful and complicated an
apparatus as that described above, though they are destined for

the most part to flourish where no human eye beholds that

beauty, no intelligence, save her own, can calculate the necessity
and advantage of their existence. Their ministry is punned in

concert with other families lower in the scale of vegetable

being; the smaller species assisting in the production of soil

upon newly-formed lands, clothing with verdure the most barren

spots, and gradually fitting them for the support of the higher
order of plants ; while the larger are occupied in no small

degree in the production of land itself, especially the aquatic
kinds, which fix themselves upon the surface of lakes and stag-
nant waters, already interlaced with the slender stems of the

Charce, Con/mxB, and plants of similar habit, gradually convert-

ing the liquid plain into a partially solid one, on which evcntu-
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ally grasses, rushes, etc., are capable of growing ; thus are
formed morasses, which, by a further progress of vegetation,
become at length fertile meadows. While thus slowly operating
to increase the extent of the habitable world, their influence

directly and indirectly affects in various ways but more fre-

quently, perhaps, unseen and unsuspected the welfare and
interest of those who are too apt to despise their apparent
insignificance, and too proud to stoop to the examination of

their surpassing beauty." Of the species which render their

feeble aid in

thus converting
water into land,
are some of the

little frondose

scale-mosses,
and also some
of the other
tribes of the

HepaticcB. The
broad - leaved

scale-moss(Jun-

germannia epi-

phylla,Fig.291),
which is de-

picted of the

natural size, is

one of these. It

is frequent on
moist heaths,
and in damp
woods and
thickets, espe-

cially by the

sides of wells

and rivulets.

The slippery
scale-moss (Jun-

germannia pin-

guis) is another
of this descrip-
tion.

We next come
to the family
Marchantice,
named from
Nicholas Mar-

chant, a noted
botanist. It is

a prettyand sin-

gular tribe, its

English name,
liverwort, being
derived from a
fancied resem-
blance to the

human liver ;

this resem-
blance was sup-

posed to indi-

cate some spe-
cial virtue in the

plant, as con-

nectedwith that

organ, and in

oldentime itwas
coHsidered as a

specific for jaundice and other such disorders.

either four or eight in number. Besides this normal fruit,

gemma;, or detached buds, of quite a different structure, are

found on these plants. These are small leafy bodies which

spontaneously separate from the parent plant, and when mature
are washed out by the rain, and carried abundantly to new
localities, where they spring up and grow very rapidly. The
form of the thalli or fronds of the Marchantice is thus quaintly
described by the good old herbalist Gerard :

"
Liverwort is a

kinde of mosse which spreadeth itself abroad upon the ground,
having many
uneven or crum-

pled leaves ly-

ing over one

another, as the

scales of fishes

do; greene
above, browne
underneath."
These fronds
ara variously
lobed, their co-

lour is a living

green, and when
broadly spread
over a damp
bank or the wall

of a fountain
or reservoir of

water,they form
a beautiful ob-

ject. The Ger-

mans have the
same name for

the tribe as our-

selves, and call

it Leberkraut.

The conical
liverwort (Fig.

292) is common.
It is of a yel-
lowish - green,

tinged with
brown ; the pe-

duncle, or fruit-

stalk, is white,
touched with

pink, and fleshy.

It springs from
a concave disc,

usually situated

in the marginal
clefts of the
fronds. Thespo-
rules are large,

of a dark olive

hue. The fronds,

when bruised,

send forth a pe-
culiar fragrance
like bergamot.
The other ex-

ample given in

onr illustration

(Fig. 293) is of

the star-headed

liverwort (Ifctr-

SPIKAL FILAMENTS OB ELATERS OF HEPATICiE. 289. THE PEAK-SHAPED SCALE-MOSS. 290. THE
DWABP SCALE-MOSS. 291. THE BKOAD-LEAVER SCALE-MOSS. 292. CONICAL LIVERWORT. 293.

STAR-HEADED LIVERWORT (MARCHANTIA POLYMORPHA).

grow on earth or the bark of trees in damp places, spreading
over the ground in the form of a green incrustation, from the
lower surface of which root-fibres are developed. This crust or

thallus is entirely composed of cellular tissue, the cells of the
outer layer being closer in texture than the rest, and forming a
thick leathery cuticle, in which are large stomata. The fruit

consists of a head of spore-cases, radiating from a central disc

called the shield, like the spokes of a wheel. The head is

mounted on a long stalk springing from a bell-shaped sheath,
which starts from the surface of the frond or thallus, usually at

the margin. Tho spore-cases or thecse open by irregular fissures, |

The Marchantice
;

chantia polymorpTia), a species even more common than the

conical. Of the other genera which the order Hepaticce com-

prises we shall say but little, as they are few and, in comparison,

insignificant.

Targionia hypophylla at first sight resembles a Marcfiantia,
but differs in its fructification, which is globose and nearly
buried in the margin of the frond

;
and this, with Anthoceros

punctatus, Sphcerocarpus terrestris, and a few species of the little

genus called Riccia (on which, as they are for the most part
little known and not of much general interest, we shall not

enter particularly), complete the number of the genera con-

tained in this order.
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ELECTRICITY. VI.

KLECTBIFIED PITH BALLS DANCING FIGURES KLKCTBIC
BILLS EFFECTS OF A POINT ELECTRIC AUBA ELECTBIC
FLYER LICHTENBEBO'B FIOUBES CHEMICAL EFFECTS
ELECTROPHOBU8.

THERE are many interesting experiments, betide* those already

explained, which illuatrate more fully the principles of elec-

trical attraction and repulsion ; and to some of these we must
now direct our attention. Balls mode out of the pith of the elder

are well adapted for many of those experiments, on account of

their i-xtromo lightness. If wo place a number of these balls on
a metal tray, ard cover them with a glass shade, fitted at the top
with a cap through which a brass wire

passes (Fr.r L' 1 1. wo shall find that, when
the wire in connected with the prime
conductor and the machine is set in

action, the balls will dance up and down
very rapidly. The rod is made to slip

tightly through the cap at the top of

the shade, so that the ball may be ad-

justed to any required height, according
to the power of the machine.
The explanation of this experiment is

simple. The brass ball, being connected
with the conductor, becomes highly

charged, and therefore attracts the

light particles of pith. As soon, how-

ever, as they touch it, and share

its electricity, they are repelled, and

fly off violently, so that they
would roll quite away were

they not confined by the

shade. On again touching
the tray, each parts with its

share of the electricity, and
rises as before for a fresh

supply. This is by far the

best mode of trying the ex-

periment ; there is, however,
a much simpler plan, which
consists in inverting over the

balls a common tumbler, pre-

viously rendered thoroughly
dry and warm. A chain from
the conductor is then hud on
the bottom of the glass. The

electricity thus collected on
the exterior surface sets free

a corresponding amount on
the interior, and the balls rise

and convey this away by the

tray to the ground. In this

case a charge soon accumu-
lates in the glass, and must
be discharged, or the balls

will cease to rise.

If a pointed wire be in-

serted in the conductor, and
a tumbler be then held so

that different portions of its

interior are exposed to the
action of the point, it will become charged, and on placing it over
the balls, they will dance as before. Here, too, the glass be-

comes charged in a similar way to that in which a Leyden jar

does, and when the action nearly ceases it may be renewed by
touching the exterior with the hand, thus removing the free

electricity there, and setting free a further amount within.

Let a disc of metal, or thin wood carefully coated with tin-

foil, and having a diameter of five or six inches, bo suspended
from the conductor, so as to be about one and a-half or two
inches above a similar but rather larger plate supported under
it. On this lower plate place some small figures of men dancing,
cut out of pith or cardboard ; as soon as the machine is worked

they will rise, and then dance up and down rapidly, thus carry-

ing away the electricity from the upper plate. The figures
should be cut so that their feet are rather heavier ; the upper
part should also be somewhat pointed, as otherwise they have a

102 N.E.

tendency to dance with the haul downward!. Sometime* two
brass wire*, with the end* turned orer so as to avoid the effects

of the rough ends, are substituted for the two plates, and thus

we hare the electrical rope-danoer. This experiment is, however,
more difficult to manage properly.
On the same principle we hare the electric swing, in which a

figure supported bj a silk thread U mad* to swing backwards
and forwards between two brass balls, one of which is connected

with the conductor and the other with the ground. The electric

seesaw is merely another ^modification
of the tame apparatus.

The beam in it must be very carefully balanced, and should
turn freely.

Fig. 22 represents the electric bells. The middle one, c, i*

suspended by a thread of silk, and from
it a small piece of chain leads to the

ground. The other two bells are sus-

pended by pieces of chain from the

metal bar. Between them are small

metal bolls hung by silk threads ; but-

tons will answer well for these. As
so m as the machine is worked, the bells

A and B become positively charged, and
attract the clappers ; these take a por-
tion of their electricity, and, being then

repelled, convey it to the middle bell.

by which they are attracted, and thux
to the ground. In this way they are

kept in a state of oscillation as long as

the machine is worked. Bells con-

structed on this principle are scm

^^ fitted to wires arranged for

"^ showing the electricity of the

atmosphere, and at once ring
and call the attention when
the air is more than usually

charged with the electric

fluid.

Procure two pieces of board
two or three feet long, and,

having coated them with tin-

foil, suspend one by means of

silk threads ; then connect it

with the machine, placing
the other a few inches under

it, and connect it with the

ground. If now bran or a
number of small pieces of

paper be scattered on the

lower one, they will collect

and arrange themselves in a

column, rolling about after

the manner of columns of

sand in a desert when a
whirlwind is raging. Many
other experiments, showing
the manner in which lightning
strikes different objects, may
also be tried with these

boards.

If a basin of water be

placed on an insulating stand,

and charged with electricity,

an imitation swan placed on it will at once be attracted by and
follow the finger or any conducting body held to it. A small

boat may also be placed on the water, but if a pointed wire be
fixed to it, it will be repelled instead of being attracted. A point
held to it will also produce the some effect.

We will now speak of the mechanical and other effects pro-
duced by a point, some of which have been already referred to

by way of caution in making the machine. When a pointed
wire is fixed in or near the conductor, the induction at the point
is so much increased, on account of the large surface which it

faces, that the electricity cannot be confined, but is dissipated
and lost. A needle held at the distance of a few feet from tba

conductor will seriously impair the power of a machine, anu

particles of dust act in the same way, though, of course, in a
much smaller degree. If the hand be held near a point fixed in

the conductor a distinct breeze will bo felt, and if the faco be
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held there a sensation as of cobwebs will be experienced, just as

is felt when a person stands on an insulating stool. In the

dark such a point becomes beautifully luminous. Not only can
the breeze, or aura, as it is called, be felt by the hand, but its

effects may be seen on objects held near the point. If a lighted
candle be held to it the flame will be perceptibly blown over to

one side, just as if a faint stream of air from a blowpipe was

passing through it. Wheels fitted with floats after the plan of

paddle-wheels have also been turned by it ; it is requisite, how-

over, that they should be very light and well balanced, or else

the current will be too weak to set them in motion. Instead of

the candle being held to a point, it may be placed on the con-

ductor, and a pointed wire brought near it ; the flame will then
be repelled just as if a negative stream were issuing from the

point.
Another way in which the mechanical effects produced by a

point are shown is by means of the electric flyer, which is

shown in Fig. 23. A number of pieces of wire radiating like

the spokes of a wheel are fixed to a centre cap, and the whole
is then carefully balanced so that it may turn freely on a vertical

point placed in the conductor. The ends of all the wires are

pointed and turned in one direction, and when the conductor is

charged the electricity is given off by these, and thus causes

the flyer to turn round rapidly, in the same way as the water

issuing from the arms in Barker's mill causes it to rotate.

The experiment is, however, sometimes explained in a different

manner. The electricity given off by the points renders the
nir around them strongly positive, and it therefore repels the

points which are similarly charged, and thus sets the flyer in

motion. If it be placed under the receiver of an air-pump, and
the air exhausted, no motion will be produced. A simpler mode
of constructing the flyer is to flatten a piece of copper wire in

the middle, and make in the flattened part a small depression
for the point to fit into. The ends of the wire are then pointed
and bent round, as shown in Fig. 24.

The electric orrery is merely a modification of this experiment.
A second flyer being placed on a point projecting upwards from
the first, small globes made of cork or some other light material
are then placed on them to represent the sun and planets, and
the reaction of the points sets the whole in motion.

If these experiments be tried in a darkened room a faintly
luminous ring will be seen, caused by the electricity given off in
the form of the brush discharge. A good way of showing the

flyer, and at the same time illustrating the principle of the

Leyden jar, is to use the two together. The knob of the jar is

made to unscrew, and the end of the rod pointed so that the

flyer may be placed upon it. As soon as the jar is charged it

should be placed on a sheet of glass or an insulating stand, and
the knob unscrewed. Only the excess of positive electricity
will be given off, and the flyer may then be balanced on the

point. If now the knuckle be held to its exterior, a series of
small sparks will be given off, while a corresponding amount of

electricity will be dispersed from the points of the flyer. If the
knuckle be withdrawn, the flyer will soon cease to move. It

may be mentioned here that it is by no means necessary to have
a cover to a Leyden jar. Many electricians fix the rod to a

plate at the bottom, or to a thin framework made of wood,
covered with tinfoil, and placed within the jar, and this mode
seems to be in many respects preferable to the older plan.

Instead of placing the flyer on the conductor, the latter may
be altogether removed, and the flyer balanced on a pointed wire
and held near the edge of the silk flap ; the electricity will then
be attracted by the points, and will set it in motion.

If a small metal pail, with an opening in the bottom of such
a size that the water can only just drip from it, be suspended
from the conductor, the particles of the liquid being similarly
electrified will repel one another, and the water will flow in a
tine stream instead of in a series of drops. Similarly, the water
will drop much more rapidly from a wet sponge if it be hung
from the conductor. In both cases, the issuing water will at
times appear faintly luminous in the dark, owing to its being
charged with electricity.

Let a piece of camphor be laid on the conductor, and then

lighted, it will radiate in all directions as soon as the machine
is set in action.

There is one experiment we must now refer to which hardly
comes under this class of effects. Having charged a Leyden
jar, take it up by the knob, and trace with the knob a series of

lines and figures on a cake of resin or vulcanite. Then, having
placed the jar on rn insulating stand in order to avoid receiving
a shock, take it UD by the knoo and trace a second set of lines

on the same surface with the outside. The latter will, of course,
be negatively electrified, and the former positively. Now take
a mixture of red lead and flowers of sulphur, and sift it evenly
on to the resin ; the ingredients will at once separate themselves
to a considerable extent, the sulphur settling in a series of tree-

like forms along the positive track, while the red lead gathers
in a series of stars or spots along the negative.
The devices thus formed vary, of course, very greatly, and

elegant patterns may at times be obtained. They are known as

Lichtenberg's figures.

The chemical effects of electricity are very great and very
important ; they are, however, most easily seen by means of
voltaic electricity, and must, therefore, be chiefly referred to
under that head. We will, however, give one or two illustrations

here. If pieces of paper coloured with litmus and turmeric, and
moistened with sulphate of soda, be placed on a plate, and a
wire leading from the prime conductor be connected with one
end, and a second wire connected with the gas or water-pipes
be laid upon the other, we shall find on working the machine-
that the turmeric paper will be stained brown at the place where
the earth wire touches it, showing that the sulphate has been
decomposed and the alkaline constituent of it set free against
this wire. If the litmus paper be employed a red stain will be
found against the wire leading from the conductor, showing that
the acid constituent of the salt has been liberated there. We
see thus that the acid and alkali appears at the positive and
negative poles respectively. The reason of connecting the wire
to the gas or water pipes is to ensure a goocl connection with
the earth, and thus to let the electricity escape as rapidly as
possible.

If sparks be made to pass over a piece of paper soaked with,

iodide of potassium, the iodine will be liberated, and will stain.

the paper brown. This effect is, however, sometimes attributed
to the nitric acid which is formed in the air by the passage of
the electricity, causing the nitrogen and oxygen to unite and
not to the decomposing power of the electricity. After a thun-
der-storm a very perceptible amount of nitric acid is thus

formed, and the influence which lightning has in clearing the
air may, in a great degree, be attributed to this cause.

Water has been decomposed into its constituent gases oxy-
gen and hydrogen by the passage of a large number of shocks

through a small portion of it ; the experiment is, however, com-
plicated and difficult, and the mode of performing it need not
be fully described. With this we conclude our glance at the
main results produced by the electric spark.

There is one easy and simple method of obtaining electricity
in small quantities, which has not yet been referred to, but will

often be found very useful. It is by means of the apparatus
known as the electrophorus, and represented in Fig. 25a, I/. A
tray, B, about ten or twelve inches in diameter, with an edge about
half an inch high all round it, is made of tin or zinc. Any tin-

smith can easily manufacture this. A mixture, composed of

about equal parts of shellac, Venice turpentine, and common
resin, melted together, is then poured in so as to fill the tray up
to the level of the edge.
A cover, A, about an inch or an inch and a-half less in dia-

meter, is made of metal, or wood coated with tinfoil, and an

insulating handle fixed so that it may be lifted by means of it.

The edges of this plate should be carefully smoothed.
To use this apparatus, the resinous cake is excited, by being

well rubbed with a piece of warm dry flannel or cloth, or,

better still, by being struck several times with a piece of catskin.

The metal plate is now placed upon it, and at first acquires a
faint charge of negative electricity by touching the excited

resin in places. If, however, it be now touched by the finger-

while resting on the resin, and then raised, a bright spark will

be given from it to any conducting substance held near. Now
replace the plate, touch with the finger and again remove, a
second spark will be given off; and in this way we may con-

tinue until any number of sparks have been drawn, the original

charge not being dissipated or weakened in any appreciable

degree.
The rationale of the process is- simple : the resin is not a

perfectly smooth surface, and therefore only touches the cover

in a few places, and, being an insulator, does not communicate
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its charge to it. It acts, however, by induction, driving tho

. o part of tho electricity of tho plato to its upper surfaoo,

;i:-. I Attracting tho positive portion to tho lower. When tho

Inger tom-hcs tho plato, tho negative escapes to the ground
. aiul thus tho whole plato is positively eloe-

ik apark as soon as its charge is sot free by its

removal from tho resinous surface. It will thus be seen that

iu the resin merely acts by induction on the natural

firrtririty in t> plate, and therefore is not dissipated. As this

ins remains in working order a long time, if carefully
1 from dust, and is ready for use at a moment's notice,

-ometimes found a very great convenience.

The main drawback to its use is the necessity of touching tho

plato every time it is laid upon the form u. This is sometimes

obviated by fixing a brass ball on a short wire fixed to the plate,

so that it may touch a similar boll attached to the tin case of

tho resinous cake, and this plan acts well. A better one has,

however, been devised, by which a narrow strip of tinfoil is

placed right across the surface of the resin, and mode to com-

municate with tho tin sides of the case. Some portion of tho

upper plate is sure then to touch this strip, and thus allow tho

negative electricity to escape to the ground.
Another modification, which is said to answer oven better

than this, consists in boring three or four holes through the

'.own to tho metal plate, and fixing in these pieces of

wire with their enda just even with the surface of tho resin.

One or more of these is almost certain to touch the plate each
time it is placed on the resin, and thus a spark can be obtained

when the plate is raised, without the trouble of touching it each

time with the finger. In this way, with a plate about eighteen
inches in diameter, sparks about two inches in length can readily
be obtained, and by means of them a good-sized jar may easily
be charged.
A somewhat simpler piece of apparatus, acting on the same

principle, is sometimes employed. A piece of window-glass is

carefully coated with tinfoil on one side, up to within about two
inches of the edge. This is laid with the coated side downwards,
and the upper surface is excited by being rubbed with a piece
of silk coated with amalgam. The plate is now raised by the

corners, and laid with the uncoated side downwards upon some

badly conducting substance, such as the dry cover of a book.

The tinfoil is then touched with the finger, and on raising the

pane a spark may be obtained from it ; this may be repeated,
as with the electrophorus, until a sufficient charge has been
obtained. Both these instruments are of great service in the

laboratory, as in processes of analysis it is frequently necessary
to pass a spark through a mixture of gases contained in a closed

tube, and for such purposes a machine would be in tho way, and
involve a large amount of trouble. Condensers, acting in a
similar way by induction, are employed for detecting the pre-

sence of small quantities of electricity. These will be described

in the next lesson.

LESSONS IN LATIN. XLIV.
IRREGULAR VERBS (continued).

III. FEEO, FERRE, TULI, LATUM, to bear.

PRESENT ACTIVE.

IXDIC. : Fero, fern, fert ;

Ferimus, fertit, ferunt.

INFINITIVE': Ferre.

IMPERATIVE : Sing. For, ferto,

Frto.
Plur. Ferte, fertotc,

ferunto.

IMPERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE.

Fcrrem, ferres, ferret.

.1 its, fcrretii, ferrent.

PRESENT PASSIVE.

Feror, ferris, /rtur.

Ferimur, Ferimini, feruntur.

Fern.

Sinj. Ferre, firtor,

fcrtor.

Plur. Feriminor,
Feruntor.

IMPERFECT SUBJtmCTTVI.

Ferrtr, ferrlris (), /rrtur.
Ferremur, Ferrm\ni, ftrrentw.

The other parts are regularly formed from fero, tnli, and
latuin ; as 8ubj. Pres., feram, -as, -at, etc. ; ferar, -aris, -atnr,

etc. ; Ind. Imp., ferebam and fercbar; Put., feram, -es, -et, etc.,

ferar, -eris, -etur, eto. ; Siibj. Perf., tulerim, -is, -it, etc. ; Plup.

Ind., tnleram, etc. ; Plup. Subj., tolissem, etc. ; Inf. Put.,

laturum esse ; Part. Pres., ferens ; Part. Put., laturus, -a, -nm ;

Part. Pass., latus ; Part. Pass., in -dus, ferendus ; Gerund
1

,

ferundum.
So also the compounds, as offero, obtuli, oblatum, to bring

before. From the stem of the perfect tali. MOM tollo, toiler*,

MUi-tuJi, sub-latum, to raise, take away.

VOCABULAKT.
Afforo. kfferre attuli,

allatum, (o bring to.

Auforo (ab and fen),

ftuferrc, oU-tuli, ab-

latum, (o take avay,
(o vntlidrav.

Bellum i&foro alicui, to

moi icor on.

Comm&dum, -i, n., ad-

vanta'je, convenience.

Confero, couferre, con-

tuli, coOatum. to

bring t&jether, eon-

tribute, compare.

Iufro, iaterr-

1
'

r i .':.,' T i
'

: T>
,

' r >

tali, pmlatam, to
: -.'

, j
' r

Qnl (qno),

Defero, defom, detail,

defattom, to M*g
down, pretmt, aeeittt.

Doctor, -vru, m., a

leather.

Effero, efferre, eztoli,

clatum, to bring out,

to carry out for inter-

mmt, to bury.
Funditus./rom (h/oun-

dation, thoroughly.

Gigas, gigantii, m., a

giant.

The compounds of fero are a good study in relation to the

forms which propositions take in combination, and the modifi-

cations of meaning which they occasion.

EXERCISE 167. LATIN-ENGLISH.

Bee ert (wttfc fii-

I '.-'< r : ! r r-
,

r<-* i .
.

relatum, ta

lack, rtport, rtftr.

1. Ferte mise'ro atque indpl auxilium. 2. Confer nostram

mam tatatem cum ajtcrnitato, ot breviasima videbitur. 3. Quid qumqw
nox aut dies forat, inccrtum est. 4. Incnmbe in earn curam

cogitationem, qua tibi sammam dignitatem et gloriam anTtnt u.

Ferre laborom consuetudo dooet. 6. Pecuniam pneferre mirttia

sordidum est. 7. Ut quisque maxime ad suum commodom retort

qu&ecunque agit, ita miuimo est vir bonus. 8. Bonnm cirem rrtpub-

licse dignitatem suis omnibus commodis pneferre oportet. 9. Hoc
doctoris intelh'gentis eat videre quo ferat natara sua quemqn. Id

Aristides in tanta paupertate decesait ut qui efferretur, rix reliquent

11. Poetae ferunt gigantes bellnm diis intulisse. 12. Socrates eundem
vultum domum referebat quem domo extulerat. 13. Quod auri, quod

argonti, quod omamentorum in urbibus Sicilias ft1

:* id verres abatuUt

11. Multi etiam nature vitium meditatione atque exercitatione sus-

tulerunt. 15. Pietate adversua Deum aublata, fides etiam et sodetas

humani generis tollitnr. 16. Qui Deum esse negant, nonne omnem
religionem funditus sustulerunt. 17. Caritate benevolentiaque aublata,

omuls est e vita sublata jucuuditaa.

EXERCISE 168. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Compare thy folly with thy father's wisdom. 2. I have com.

pared my sin with God's love. 3. I will compare small things with

great. 4. I have borne a mass of evil. 5. A mass of evil has been

borne by me. 6. The giants are said to have raised mountains. 7. I

know not what the day may bear (bring). 8. Bear the labour patiently

(with an equal mind). 9. Do not refer all things to thy own advan-

tage. 10. The enemy has taken away what gold and silver I had. 11.

Love being taken away, all the pleasure of home is taken away. 12.

Canst thou take away the fault of nature by meditation ? 13. Do not

take away the faith and intercourse of life.

IT. VOLO. VELLE, voLUi, to be \cittiny, to wish.

NOLO, NOLLE, NOLUi, to be unwilling, refuse,

MALO, MALLE, MALUI, to be more vMing, prefer.

Nolo is mode up of non and volo ; as, non-volo, nolo ; and

malo is made up of magis and volo ; as, magis-volo, mavolo.

Consequently, the first vowel of nolo and malo is long, whilo

that of volo is short.

scBJUKcmrx.

Velim. Nolim. Malitn.

Velia. Nous. Malis.

Velit. Nolit Malit.

Velimus. Nolimns. Malimns,
Velitis. Nolitis. Malitis.

Velint. Noliut. Maliut.

INDICATIVE.

Sing. Vols. Nolo. Malo.

Via. Non-vis. Mavis.

Vult. Non-vult. Mavult
Kit. Volttmns. Noluuius. Malumus.

Vultia. Non-vultis. Mavultis.

Volunt. Nolont. Malunt.

Mallcm.
Imperftct.

Volebam. Kolebam. Ualebam. Vollem. NoDom.
Tolcbas. Nolebos. Malebas. Velles. Nolles.

etc. etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

Nolam. Mahun.
Noles. M.
etc. etc.

IXPKRATIVS (of volo and malo none).

Siny. 2, Noll, nollto ; o, nollto. Plur. 2, Nollte, nolitote ; 3, uolunta

Volam.
Voles.

etc.

Volena, -tis. Nolens, -Us. (Of malo none.)

Tho forms that are made from the perfect are regular, thns :

volui. volnerim, voluero, rolueram, voluisse, voluissem. The
other parts are wanting.
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VOCABULARY.

Acer, acris, acre, sharp, \
Faber, -ri, a u-orfcman.

!
Faber lignarius, a car-

Sectari (with ace.), to

energetic !
Faber lignarius, a car- follow, strive after.

Adstringere, to bind,
j

penter. Serius, -a, -um, earnest,

Dcfatigare, to vearij, \ Nobilitare, to mafce serious.

be weary. fcnoicn or celebrated. Velim nolim, ti-7iet7ier I

Ejusmodi, such like, of, Publicare, to mafce will or not, ieill-1,

tfeat fcind. public. nill-I.

EXERCISE 169. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. Qui virtutem suam publicari vult, non virtuti laborat sed glorias.

2. Nonne poetoa post mortem nobilitari volunt ? 3. Ego non eadein

volo senex quse volni adolescens. 4. Si vis amari, ama. 5. Bono
mentis fruendum est, si beati esse volumus. 6. Docilis est qui attente

vult audire. 7. Omm'a benefacta in luce se collocari volunt. 8. Si

acres ac diligeates esse vultis, magna saepe intelligetis ex parvis. 9.

Nolumus in couservandis bonis viris defatigari. 10. Homines nolunt

eundem pluribus rebus excellere. 11. Si quid per jocum dixi, nolito

in serium convertere. 12. Libero sum judicio, nulla ejusmodi adstrictus

necessitate ut wihi, veliui nolim, sit certa tuenda sententia. 13.

Socrates noluit ex carcere educi quum facile posset. 14. Ego me
Pliidiam esse mallein quam vel optimum fabrum liguarium. 15. Vse

vobis qui divitias quam virtutem sectari mavultis.

EXERCISE 170. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. They wish to be wise. 2. They prefer to have wisdom rather

than riches. 3. Do not wish to excel in luxury. 4. I wish to excel in

virtue. 5. Dost thou wish to take a walk with me ? 6. I would
rather read this book. 7. They refused to go from their homes. 8.

He will refuse to hear what thou wishest to say. 9. If any one shall

wish to become wise, let him read the best books. 10. Men are

unwilling for the same person to have learning, riches, and power. 11.

I. would rather have learning than riches. 12. I prefer to be wise than

to be rich. 13. Few prefer wisdom to power.

V. EO, IRE, IVI, ITUM, to go.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE.

Pres. Eo, is, It ; imus, Itis, eunt. Earn, eas, eat ; eamus, eatis, eant.

Imp. Ibam, ibas, ibat, etc. Irern, ires, iret, etc.

1. Fut. Ibo, ibis, ibit, etc. Iturus, -a, -um, sim, etc.

Perf. Ivi, ivisti, ivit, etc. Iverini, iverls, iverit, etc.

Plupf. Iveram, iveras, iverat, etc. Ivissem, ivisses, ivisset, etc.

2. Fut. Ivero, iveris, iverit, etc.

IMPERATIVE. SUPINE. PARTICIPLE. GERUND.
Sin. 2. I, !to, 3 ito. Itum. Pres. Nom. lens. N. Eundum.
Plu. 2. Ite, itote. Itu. Gen. Euntis. G. Eundi.

3. Eunto. Fut. Iturus. D. Euudo, etc.

In the same way the compounds, as, exeo, I go out ; abeo, I

go from; re-d-eo, I go back; so also ven-eo, ven-ii, ven-ituin,

ven-ere, to be sold (imperative, participle, and gerund wanting) ;

ambire, to go round, surround, canvass, is an exception, as it

strictly follows the fourth conjugation, thus : ambio, ambiam,
ambiebam, ambirem, ambiens : ambivi, ambitum, ambitus (the
substantive has the i short, ambitus, -us), ambiendum.
The compounds in the perfect throw out the v, and when s

follows, vi ; as, abii, for abivi ; abisti, for abivisti ; so abiit,

abierim, abisse, abissem ; venii, venieram, veniero, etc.

Of the simple verb, the passive is used only in the

son singular ; as, itur, literally, it is gone, that is, on

go ; ibatur, they icere going ; itum est, they went.

passive infinitive, iri, in union with the

infinitive future passive, as amatum iri.

with a transitive force, like other transit

passive : for example, prasterire, to go by ;

by ; prastereor, praeteriris, praeteritur, prs

praetereuntur, prasteribar, and so forth,

ambiebar) in the passive also follows the

conjugation.
VOCABULARY.

Emori, 3, to die.

Fcade, foully, shame-

fully.

Intempestive,

Adire, to go to.

Abquaudo, some time.

Angustiee, -arum, f., a

narrow pass.

Casa, -83, f., o cottage,
hut.

Circuinire, to go round.

CubYtus, -us, a bed.

Excessus, -us, m., a

tjoing out, beyond (E.
K. excess).

sonably, out of time.

Interire, to go between,

Ire cubitum, to go to

bed.

Ire ob, to go to meet.

Obire, to die.

EXERCISE 171. LATIN-ENGLISH.
!. Qui ad nos inteinpestive adeunt, molesti saepe sun

ante oculos posita, transunus. 3. Abeunt hirundlnes hibernis

bus. 4. Corpus mortale aliquo tempore interire neoesse est. 5.

Pereunt aliquando innocentes ; quis neget ? nocentes tamen seepius

pereunt. 6. Omnes homines suuiina ope niti decet ne vitam sileutio

transeant. 7. Quis dubitet quin ex casa vir magnus exire possit ? 8,

Potius sero quam nunquam, obviam eundum est audacisB temeritatique.
9. Omnes cives militibus, qui e bello domum redibant, Iseti obviam ibant.

10. Si ita natura paratum esset, ut ea dormientes agereut quse somnia-

rent, alligandi omnes essent, qui cubitum irent. 11. Angustias Themia-

tocles qucerebat ne multitudine hostium circumiretur. 12. Romulus
ad deos transisse creditus est. 13. Augustus obiit septuagesimo et

sexto eetatis anno. 14. Muros turresque urbis preealtum mare
ambiebat.

EXERCISE 172. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. They came to me unseasonably. 2. I will not go to my uncle

unseasonably. 3. I have passed over the book placed before my eyeo.

4. Good men die, but do not perish. 5. Good men will never perish.

6. Who doubts that great men may come forth from cottages ? 7.

Take care not to pass thy life in silence. 8. You must go against

(opjjose) baseness. 9. They have gone to the town. 10. When they
return (will have returned), they will come to your house. 11. Romulus-

is said to have gone to the gods. 12. Dost thou think that Romulus
went to the gods ? 13. The children will go to meet their parents
14. The general takes care not to be surrounded.

VI. QUEO, QUIRE, QUiVI, QU1TUM, to be able.

NEQUEO, NEQUlRE, NEQUIVI, NEQUITUM, to be Unable.

Nequeo is merely queo and ne or non. These two verbs

follow eo, ire, ivi, itum. Many parts of these verbs appear but

seldom, and not at all in good prose ; these parts are omitted in

the following table :

Imp.
Per/.

Plupf.
2. Flit.

INDICATIVE.

Queo.

Queunt.

Qulvi.

QuivSram.
Quivero.

Nequeo.
Nequis.

Neqult.

Nequlmus.
Nequitis.

Nequeunt.
Nequibam.
Nequlvi.

Nequlvgram.
NequIvSro.

SUBJUNCTIVE.

Queam.
Queas.

Queat.

Queamus.
Queatis.

Queant.

Qulverim.

Nequeam.
Nequeas.
Nequeat.
Nequeanius.
Nequeatis.

Nequeant.
Nequirem.
Nequiverim.

INFINITIVE.

Perf, Quivisse, nequivisse.

Quivissem. Nequivissem.

PARTICIPLE.

Nequiens.

The other parts are wanting, or rarely occur.

vii. FIO, FIERI, FACTUS SUM, to be made, to becor-ie.

This verb stands as the passive of facio, I make.

INDICATIVE. SUBJUNCTIVE. INFINITIVE.

Prs. Fio, fls, fit,

fiunt.

Imp. Fiebam, etc.

1. Fut. Fiam, etc.

Perf. Factus sum, etc.

Plupf. Factus eram, etc.

2. Fut. Factus ero, etc.

Fiam, fias, flat. Pres. Fieri.

Fiamus, flatis, fiant. Perf. Factum esse.

Fierem, etc. Fut. Factum iri, or

Futurum esse
;

or fore.

jnly in the third per-
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EXERCISE 173. LATIN-ENGLISH.
' ueri lolorn adveniura uequiinus. 2. Deoori Til ea Mt ut ab

honesto non queat opomri. 3. Risus inturJum iU repento erumpit
ut emu cupiouUMi tenere uequeaiuun. 4. Dio utrum quoas on nequeas
luecuin Tiv. 5. Quum hostes exercitum nostrum fundfiro uequlrent,
in caatra munlta so reoeperuut. 6. Quum dux preoibus rotinero mill-

tem nequiret, rim adhibendam ocniuit. 7. Saspo imperttl mdici ea

qUB sanare nequeunt, exuloerant. 8. Quuu. Demosthenes rbo dioere

uequiret, exeroitatione fecit ut pianissimo dicerwt. 9. Ex iuimico

cogita pone fieri amicuin. 10. Nemo fit oaiu bonus.

EXERCISE 174. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Men cannot look at the sun turned toward* them (adoertiu tot).

_'. i '..- virtues are so (it<i) bound together (inttr M), that (ut) the/ can*
not bo separated. 3. Often we cannot restrair laughter, however

< with sub.) we wish it (would). 4. Say whether you can or
cannot go with us. 5. There are many diseases which cannot be
healed. 6. Can Demosthenes pronounce r ? 7. By exercise, I hope to
be able to pronounce r. 8. If thou wishest to become learned, learn

diligently. 9. An enemy is often made out of a friend. 10. Men do
uot become good or bad by chance. 11. If all things took place (irere

<lo:ie) by chance, foresight would be useless. 12. Dost thou think that

any one through sluggishness becomes immortal ? 13. By old age,
men become wiser. 14. Some philosophers were uncertain whether
all things (omnia ne) took place by fate. 15. I am convinced that

nothing takes place by fate.

We have now gone through what are generally called
" The

Irregular Verbs," and find them to be in number seven, namely,
1. Possum; 2. Edo; 3. Fero ; 4. Volo ; 5. Eo ; 6. Quoo; 7.

Fio. If we add the compounds of volo (nolo, malo) and of

queo (nequeo), we make the number ten.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN LATIN. XLIII.

EXERCISE 163. LATIN-ENGLISH.
1. Proceed, O boys, and zealously apply yourselves to that pursuit

in which you are engaged, that you may be able to be both an honour
to yourselves, a benefit to your friends, and an advantage to the

republic. 2. No one is so fierce that he cannot become gentle. 3.

Meditate on this daily, that you may be able to die with a composed
mind. 4. Some persons think that God does not exist, because he
neither appears nor is perceived; just as if we were able to see our
own mind. 5. When wo behold the universe, can we doubt that some
creator and governor presides over it ? 6. Nothing is so difficult that
it cannot be found out by inquiry. 7. We must so direct our thoughts
as if some one were able (and some one is able) to behold our inmost
lieart. 8. We ought to be fully persuaded, that even though we may
be able to conceal it from God and mankind, yet no unjust thing
should be done by us. 9. Can you doubt that God governs the
universe ? we cannot. 10. Why cannot you walk with us ? 11. Alci-

biades could not endure that Athens should be subject to the Lace-
dflemonians.

EXERCISE 164. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Scelus Deum possumus non oelare. 2. Non potestis dubitaro

quin universus mnndus ab animo gubernetur. 3. Potestue muudus ex
iiihilo esse ? ex nihilo uihil fieri potest. 4. Quid ex confusis molibus
fieri potest ? 5. Potestne ordo ex casu fieri ? 6. Bonos puniri uon
poterant pati. 7. Dotnum revertam quam potero maxima coleritate.

B. Domum revertent quam maxima poterint celeritate. 9. Ante com-
prchensus sum quam loqui potui. 10. Pulchrior esse mundus uou
potest. 11. Possuutue illoe mulieres pulchriores esse ? 12. Librumtibi
ilabo, si potero. 13. Prangere dolorem non poterat, sed poterit
uccultare. 14. Amicitia nisi iu bonis esse non potest. 15. Si venire

potuissem, omnia tibi dixisscm. 16. Nisi venire potuissent, ju:iil

s/Mvissemus.

EXERCISE 165. LATIN-ENGLISH.

1. It is necessary for us to eat, that we may live ; not to live, that
we may eat. 2. Eat and drink moderately. 3. Some young men
assembled yesterday to enjoy a pic-nic. 4. This herb is bitter to eat.

5. Grief lacerates, corrodes, and completely wears down the mind. (J.

Corn-worms begin to eat up the corn. 7. Quicksilver corrodes and
breaks through vessels. 8. Our forefathers could not prevent age from

corroding monuments. 9. What mass was ever so firm that the waves
could not wear it away ? 10. Woe to you who consume all your sub-

stance iu luxury ! 11. The fables relate that Saturn was accustomed to

devour his children ; for age consumes the spaces of time.

EXERCISE 166. ENGLISH-LATIN.

1. Saturnus liberos ex se natos baud comedit. 2. Putasno
Saturnum liberos ex se natos comedisse F 3. Uudas saxa exedunt. 4.

Vivis ut edas. 5. Esse dobes ut vivas. 6. Modico eduut. 7. Ens
ibiicus ut de symbolis edamus. 8. Hie panis acerbus est esu. 9.

C-.irculiones frumentum exedfrunt. 10. Vetustas omnia consumit. 11.

/E;,Titiulo auimum exedet, vitamque conflciet. 12. Modico ederuut
ut biberunt. 13. Sapiens modice edet.

LESSONS IN GEO<;i;.\l'HY
CHIEF POLITICAL DIVISIONS OP SOUTH AMERICA.

IN the following table the reader mil find the principal political
divisions of the continent of Sooth America. In accordance
with tho plan adopted for exhibiting in a tabular form U<-

principal state* of the four great dirisions of the land on the
world's surface that have already been noticed, the table shown
the capital or most important city in each division, and the
river, etc., on which it stands ; the approximate area in <*

square miles, the approximate number of inhabitants, and the
number of persons resident on an average on each xquare mile.
as far as these particulars can be ascertained without any
regular survey of each country and any systematic census of the
population.
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It was discovered and annexed to Portugal in 1500 by Alvarez
de Gabral, and, with the exception of sixty years, from 1580 to

1 640, when Portugal belonged to Spain, it remained a Portuguese
dependency until 1822, when its independence as a separate

empire was declared under Pedro, or Peter I., the son of John
VI. of Portugal.
The country now called Guiana was settled by the French

and Dutch in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. The part
which now belongs to Great Britain, and bears the name of

British Guiana, consists of the three settlements of Demerara,
Berbice, and Essequibo. It was taken from the Dutch in 1803,
and finally assigned to Great Britain at the peace of 1814. The
country is flat and swampy, and unhealthy for Europeans ; the
soil is fertile, and yields large crops of sugar, rice, coffee, and
cotton. Cayenne, from which the pepper so called takes its

name, situated on the island of Cayenne, is used by the French

imperial Government as a penal settlement for political
offenders.

Venezuela, the Granadian Confederation, and Ecuador formed
the Federal Republic of Columbia, after their emancipation from
the Spanish yoke in 1821. Venezuela was the first to withdraw
from the union, resolving itself into an independent state, com-

posed of thirteen small provinces, or departments, in 1829.

Ecuador, which is divided into three departments, soon after

followed the example set by the people of Venezuela, and the
three states existed as separate republics until 1858,whena further

disintegration of New Granada took place, its nine departments,
one of which is the Isthmus of Panama, becoming separate
states, each independent of the rest for internal purposes, but

maintaining an alliance for the purpose of mutual defence, and

forming a federal union under the name of the United States of

Columbia. The highlands of the Granadian Confederation and
Ecuador are rich in minerals of all kinds and precious stones.

The lowlands of these states and Venezuela are well wooded and
well watered, yielding tropical products of all kinds, among
which the fruit of the cacao tree deserves especial mention,
while the llanos, or treeless plains on the banks of the Orinoco,
afford fine and luxuriant herbage for cattle. Venezuela owns
two of the West India Islands, namely, Margarita and Tortuga,
which lie close to her sea-board on the Caribbean Sea.

Peru, the country of the Incas, noted for its inexhaustible

mines of gold, silver, and mercury, and for tha frequent occur-

rence of earthquakes, was a dependency of Spain from the time
of its conquest by Pizarro, in 1531, to the battle of Ayachuco,
in 1824, by which victory its independence was achieved. It is

now divided into thirteen departments. Wool of an excellent

quality is yielded by the llama, alpaca, and vicuna, three animals
which are natives of this part of South America. The llama is

used as a beast of burden for carrying small weights up and down
the rocky paths that traverse the slopes of the Andes. It is

something like a sheep, but has a long neck, and a head resem-

bling that of the deer, though it has no horns. Peru is remark-
able for containing the highest city in the world, namely, Pasco,
which stands at an elevation of 13,720 feet above the level of the

sea. The Chincha Islands, and the Lobos Islands, two groups
near the coast of Peru, yield abundance of the valuable manure
called guano.

Bolivia, formerly called Upper Peru, received its present name
from General Simon Bolivar, to whose efforts the achievement
of South American independence was mainly due. It is divided
into nine departments. Like the other countries of South
America that have been noticed already, it produces minerals
and tropical fruits and vegetables in great quantities, though
but few of the mines at Potosi, and elsewhere, are now worked.
It possesses but a very small length of sea-board, not more than
300 miles according to the most favourable estimate, and to-

wards the north of this is the small seaport of Cobija. The
country between the coast and the Andes is little better than a
barren desert, and owing to the difficulty of transit across this

waste, and the inefficiency of the harbour, the chief part of the
cinchona bark, and other exports of Bolivia, are shipped for

Europe at Peruvian ports, after being carried thi/ough Peruvian

territory.

Paraguay is the only state of South America that has no sea-

board, the great rivers Parana and Paraguay forming the

water-ways by which commercial transactions are carried on
with other countries. It was the first to throw off the Spanish
yoke, having revolted as early as 1811 ; but although it was at

one time more thickly peopled than any other part of South
America, and is rich in cattle and timber with which to carry on
a brisk trade with Europe, the policy of its presidents was
until lately to exclude foreigners, and to refuse commercial in-

tercourse with other states. From 1865 to 1870 Paraguay was
at war with Brazil, Uruguay, and the Argentine Confederation ;

but the persistent efforts of the three allied states at last came
to a successful issue, peace was signed, and the republic of

Paraguay was formed, modelled on the constitution of the

Argentine Republic. Mafe, or Paraguay tea, the leaves of a kind
of holly, which are used throughout South America as we use

tea, is grown in great quantities on the slopes of the hills. An
infusion of this leaf, with the addition of a little sugar and a
few drops of lemon-juice, forms the ordinary beverage of nil

classes of Paraguayans.
On the north side of the great estuary of the Rio de la Plata

is the little republic of Uruguay, or the Banda Oriental, some-
times called the republic of Montevideo, after the name of its

capital. Adjoining Brazil on one side, and an object of desire

to Buenos Ayres, whose presidents or dictators sought by its

acquisition to command on both sides the approaches to the

great rivers by which the very heart of the continent of South
America may be reached, this country was long an object of

contention between the two powers just named, until it solved

the difficulty in 1828 by declaring itself an independent republic.
It carries on a trade with Europe in dried beef, horns, hides,
and tallow, the produce of the great herds that find pasture in

the interior, and on the banks of the Rio de la Plata : and it was
for some years the home of the Italian patriot, Garibaldi, during
his enforced exile from his native land, and temporary sojourn
in South America.
The Argentine Confederation, or La Plata, is a federal union,

formed of fourteen states, the most powerful of which, and the

only one which is contiguous to the ocean, is Buenos Ayres.
The interior of the country is for the most part a succession of

undulating plains, called pampas, intersected by salt lakes. The
chief wealth of the Confederation lies in its herds of cattle and
horses. The states once formed part of the great Spanish
viceroyalty of Peru, but they achieved their independence, and
combined to form a separate confederacy in 1816. Since that
time Buenos Ayres has more than once withdrawn from the

confederation, but it has again rejoined it, and at the present
time is the most powerful among the federal states of this

republic.

Chili, which gained its independence in 1817, after an arduous

struggle of seven years, by the battle of Maypu, is a long,
narrow strip of territory, bearing due north and south, and
formed by the western slope of the Andes towards the Pacific

Ocean. The country is divided into thirteen provinces, and bids

fair to become the most prosperous of the South American

republics through the abundance of its mineral treasures, the

fertility of its soil, and, above all, the commercial enterprise of

its inhabitants, who, contrary to the general rule with South

Americans, are active in promoting the development of the

resources of their country. Its chief seaport is Valparaiso, its

principal island Juan Fernandez, famous for being the residence

of Alexander Selkirk, whose story, doubtless, gave Defoe the
idea of " Robinson Crusoe."

Patagonia, and the chain of islands, terminating to the south
in Tierra del Fuego, and some smaller islets, that stretches

along its western and southern coasts, is claimed by Chili, whs
has asserted her right by taking possession of two pieces of

territory, one on the mainland, opposite the island of Chiloe,

and the other on the Strait of Magellan, and forming thereon

two settlements namely, Puerto Montt on the former, and
Punta Arenas on the latter. The claim of Chili is disputed, but

without much chance of success, by the Argentine Confederation.

Some years ago an attempt was made to settle a Welsh colony
in Patagonia, but the scheme failed, and the colonists were
invited by the Brazilian Government to seek a home in the

empire of Brazil.

About 350 miles eastward from the east entrance to the

Strait of Magellan lies a group of small islands, about 200 in

number, belonging to Great Britain. This cluster, called the

Falkland Islands, is tenanted by a small number of British

colonists, who supply ships sailing round Cape Horn, and
whalers bound to the southern seas, with fresh water and

provisions.
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LKSSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXIV.

following problems, the student may now employ two,
three, or more unknown quantities in their solution, just M the
nature of oooh may require ; or ho may still limit the number

unknown quaiititii-.-i, by first supposing one unknown
y, and then finding from the conditions of the question

-ions for the other unknown quantities in terms of that
which has been assumed.

EXERCISE 41. ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEMS.

I. Find two numbers such that their sum shall be a, and
1100 b.

-. Divide the number 20 into such parts, that three times the
one added to five times the other will make 76.

.:. Two gamesters, A and B, sat down to play. A had 80
guineas, and B had GO. After a certain number of games were
won and lost between them, it was found that A had three times
as many guineas as B. How many guineas did A win of B ?

4. Find two numbers suoh that half the first and a third part
of the second shall make 9 ; and that a fourth part of the first

with a fifth part of the second shall make 5.

5. Divide the number 2 into two such parts that a third of
the one added to a fifth of the other shall make $.

G. Find three numbers such that the sum of the first and
second shall be 7, tho sum of the first and third 8, and the sum
of the second and third 9 ; and give a general solution, by sup-
posing these three sums to bo a, 6, and c respectively.

7. The sum of the three digits in a certain number is 16 ; the
sum of the hundreds' digit and the tens' digit is to the sum of
the tens' digit and the units' digit, as 4J is to 5i ; and if 198 be
added to the number, the hundreds' digit and the units' digit
will change places. What is the number ?

8. Divide 72 into four such parts, that the first increased by
5, the second diminished by 5, the third multiplied by 5, and the
fourth divided by 5, the sum, difference, product, and quotient,
shall all bo equal to one another.

9. A farmer hired 4 men and 8 boys for a week, and paid
them in all .8 ; the next week he paid 7 men and 6 boys at the
same rate each, and paid in all 10. How much did ho pay
each man and each boy by tho week ?

10. A father bequeathed .2,800 to his daughter and son, in
euch a manner that for every half-crown tho daughter had, the
eon should have a shilling. What were their shares ?

II. A bill of .100 was paid in half-guineas and crowns ; and
202 pieces of money were employed in the payment. How many
pieces were there of each kind ?

12. Find four numbers such that the sum of the first, second,
and third, shall be 13 ; the sum of tho first, second, and fourth,
15 ; the sum of tho first, third, and fourth, 18 ; and the sum of
the second, third, and fourth, 20.

13. Two numbers are to each other as 20 to 30; but if 6 bo
added to each, then the sums are to each other as 40 to 50.
What are the numbers ?

14. There are two numbers such that the greater is to the
less as their sum is to 20, or as their difference is to 10. What
are the numbers ?

15. Three boys were playing at marbles. In tho first game,
A loses to B and C as many as each of these two had when they
hegan ; in the second game, B loses to A and C as many as each
of these two had at the end of the first game ; in the third game,
C loses to A and B as many as each of these two had at the end
of the second game. Each has now 16 marbles ; how many had

'

p.t first ?

lo. A person goes to a coffee-house with a certain quantity of

money in his pocket, where he spends 2 shillings ; he then
borrows as much money as he had left, and going to another
3offee-house, ho there spends 2 shillings also. Then, borrowing
again as much money as was left, he went to a third coffee-

house, where likewise he spent 2 shillings ; and thus repeating
the same at a fourth coffee-house, he then had nothing remain-

ing. What sum had he at first, and what was he in debt ?

17. A man with his wife and child dine together at an inn.

Tho landlord charges 1 shilling for the child ; for the woman, as
much as for the child and a quarter as much as for the man ;

and for tho man, as much as for the woman and child together.
How much was that for each ?

18. A cask which held GO gallons was filled with a mixture

of brandy, wine, and aider, so that the cider WM 6 gallons more
than the brandy, and the wine WM M much as the cider and
of the brandy. How much WM there of each ?

19. Says A to B,
"
If you give me 10 guinea* of 700* money, I

hall then have twice M much M you will hare left ;

"
hot says B

to A,
" Qire me 10 of your guinea*, and then I shall hare three

times M many M you." How many had each ?

20. Three persons, A, B, and C. make a Joint contribution,
which in the whole amounts to 400; of which sum B con-
tributes twice M much M A, and 20 more ; and C M much
as A and B together. What um did each contribute ?

21. The stock of three traders amounted to 760. The-
shares of the first and second exceeded that of the third by
240, and the sum of the second and third exceeded the first

by 360. What WM the share of each ?

22. What two numbers are those which, being in the ratio of
3 to 4, their product is equal to 12 times their sum P

23. A certain company at an inn, when they came to settle

their reckoning, found that had there been 4 more in company,
they might each have paid a shilling less than they did ; but that
if there had been 3 fewer in company, they must each have paid
a shilling more than thej did. What, then, was the number of

persons in the company, what did each pay, and what WM tho
whole reckoning ?

24. A farmer has two horses, and also two saddles, the ono
valued at 18, the other at 3. Now when he sets the better
saddle on the first horse, and the worse on the second, it makes
the first horse worth double the second ; but when he places tho
better saddle on the second horse, and the worse on the first, it

makes the second horse worth three times the first. What
were the values of the two horses ?

25. It is required to divide the number 24 into two such parts,
that the quotient of the greater part divided by the less, may be
to the quotient of the less part divided by the greater, as 4
to 1.

26. A cistern is to be filled with water from three different

stop-cocks. From tho first it can be filled in 8 hours, from the
second in 10, and from the third in 14. How soon would they
altogether fill it ?

27. A labourer engages to work for 3s. 6d. a day and hid

board, but to allow 9d. for his board each day that he is un-

employed. At the ead of 24 days he has to receive 3 2s. 9d.
How many days did he work ?

28. Three workmen are employed to dig a ditch of 191 yards
in length. If A can dig 27 yards in 4 days, B 35 yards in 6
days, and C 40 yards in 12 days, in what time could they do it

if they worked simultaneously ?

29. A farmer wishes to mix 28 bushels of barley at 2s. 4d. a
bushel, with rye at 3s. a bushel, and wheat at 4s. a bushel, so
that the whole may consist of 100 bushels at 3s. 4d. a bushel
How much rye and wheat must he use for this purpose ?

30. A sum of money was divided equally amongst a certain
number of persons. Had there been three persons more, each
would have received 1 shilling less ; and had there been two
persons fewer, each would have received 1 shilling more. Be-
quired the number of persons, and what each received.

31. How may a bill of 7 4s. be paid with half-guineas and
crowns, so that twice the number of crowns may be equal to
three times the number of half-guineas ?

32. A person rows a distance of 20 miles and back in 10 hours,
tho stream flowing uniformly in the same direction all the time.
He finds that, with tho stream, he can row three miles in the
same time that it takes him to row 2 miles against it. How
long was he going with the stream, and how long against it ?

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ALGEBRA.
EXERCISE 39.

(a b

1. z 6, v = 4, and i =
2. - $ (a + b c), f

+ c),andi=j(
3. A's money = 64 dollars, B's =

72, and C'a = 84.

EXERCISE 40.

4. A' distance la 46 miles, Fs -
9, and C's = 7.

5. 24, y - 80, and * - 130.

. * = 30, y = 20, and * - 10.

1. A.
2. 18, 22, 10, and 40.

3. 50, 65, and 75,

4. 10 and 2.

5. The port 3 guineas per dozen.

the sherry guineas.
6. 78 of brand/ andW of

7. -
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. VIII.

AMUSING OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS ILLUSTRATING THE
!

LAWS OF REFLECTION AND REFRACTION THE
CAMERA-OBSCURA.

IT would, of course, be difficult to say who was the first to

conceive the idea of collecting and publishing a description, with

appropriate engravings, of known experiments in physical science.

That the idea is not new, and was thought useful in bygone
times, is shown by the absurd though somewhat amusing

" Re-
creation in Mathematics and Natural Philosophy," written nearly
two hundred years ago, by Jacques Ozanam, and subsequently
revised, enlarged, and improved by Jean fitienne Montucla, in
the year 1793, in

his new edition of

the " Methodical

Encyclopaedia of

Amusements in

Mathematical
and Physical
Science," and de-

dicated to the
Most Serene Re-

public of Venice.

In the preface the

reader is told
" that the useful

is combined
nearly always
with the agree-

able, and that he

may instruct and
amuse himself;"
no exaggerated
statement, be-

cause the famous
Dr. Charles Hut-

ton, the mathe-

matician, pub-
lished a transla-

tion of the above
work in 1803,
and subsequently
another edition in

1814. In the pre-
sent paper some
careful reproduc-
tions of Mon-
tucla's original

diagrams will be

given.

Nearly the first

optical amuse-
ment proposed is

how " to exhibit,
in a darkened

room, external

objects, in their

natural colours

and proportions;"
and in this de-

scription the principles and construction of the camera-obscura,
or darkened chamber, are fully developed :

" Close the door
and darken the windows of the chamber, so that no light can

enter, except that which can pass through a very small and well-

cut hole in the shutter or other wood-work used to darken the
window facing some public street or pretty country landscape.
Hang against the wall opposite the hole in the shutter a very
white cloth, and if the external objects are well illuminated,
and the chamber kept very dark, they will paint themselves on
the wall or cloth with their natural colours, in a reversed posi- j

tion."

The experiment conducted in this very simple manner sue-
j

ceeds sufficiently well to surprise those who may witness it

for the first time ; but it is made much more striking with the i

help of a glass lens. Adapt to the hole of the shutter which i

in this case must be some inches in diameter a tube, having j

at its internal extremity a convex lens of four, five, or six feet
'

focus. By holding a sheet of white paper or the cloth at that
distance from the lens in a line perpendicular to the axis of the

tube, the outer objects, such as the trees, houses, or persons
promenading, are painted on it with wonderful fidelity, distinct-

ness, and brilliancy of colouring, so much so that even the
features of persons may be clearly distinguished.
A little of the effect is certainly destroyed by the inversion

of the painting, and although there are various ways in which
this may be corrected, it cannot be done without reducing the
field of the picture and injuring the sharpness of the outlines
of the figures projected on the paper or cloth. Nevertheless, if

the spectator wishes to have the convenience of seeing the

objects in their right position, he may proceed as follows :

Place a plane
mirror, inclined

at an angle of 45,
at nearly half the
focal distance of

the lens, in such
a way that it may
reflect down-
wards the rays
proceeding from
the lens ; arrange
horizontallybelow
it a sheet of paper,

upon which the

image of the ex-

ternal object (in
this case a bust)
will appear. The
image will be seen
in its natural po-
sition and upright

by all those who
look at it in a
certain position

viz., with their

backs turned to-

wards the opening:
in the shutter con-

taining the lens.

The inverted
image is shown all

Fig. 1, and the
cause of the re-

versal of the posi-
tion of the bust is

evident, from the

fact that the rays
cross at the aper-
ture in the shutter.

When the sheet,

of paper is laid;

out on a table,

arranged to rise

and fall by rack-

work, or any other

simple means,
there will be
painted upon it

an exact picture of all the objects before the window. People,,

cows, horses, sheep, etc., are seen with the same movements and

gestures which they exhibit under ordinary circumstances ;

whilst the trees, the sky, and clouds are painted in their natural

colours, either calm or agitated by the wind as the case may
be. The use of the rack-work is to enable the spectator to focus

the more distant objects, and if great sharpness in the image is

desired, the top of the table receiving the picture should be
made of plaster of Paris, and hollowed out to the same curve

as the lens.
A PORTABLE CAMERA OBSCURA.

Baptista Porta's amusing optical instrument admits of many
modifications, and Fig. 2 represents another, and at one time

very popular, form of the camera.

They were formerly much used by artists, on account of their

very convenient dimensions, and were constructed of mahogany,
and of various sizes, some so small as to be carried in the pocket.
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Tho Ions at the point A in fixed in tho circular tubo in front of

square draw-out tube, and ia of a focus equal to tho length
of tho box when tho drawer in half drawn out. A plain
mirrr, placed diagonally at an angle of 46, at the end of

tho box, aa shown by the dotted linos a b, reflects the rays
transmitted by the lens op to the upper side of tho plane
rough-ground glass, the rough side placed above, under tho fold-

ing darkening cover, and there forms the images of the objects
the lens at A. The uso of the drawer is to adjust tho

proper distance of the lena from the mirror, according to the
variable distances of proximate objects. The images on the

rough gloss exhibit a beautiful perspective picture, also the

profile of a person seated in a room in a strong light before the

camera, and more particularly if the sun illumines the object ;

and may bo readily traced on the rough surface of the glass by
a blockleod pencil, or by what is preferable, rod French chalk,
and then white paper being gently placed on the glass, the lines

will be correctly taken off.

If very thin white paper is merely placed upon the glass, the

images may be discerned, though faintly, sufficient to afford the
moans of tracing correctly. The nearer the object or features

are to tho camera the larger will bo the image, and an additional

lens of a shorter focus is sometimes fitted, to be substituted for

the other when the images of very near objects are wanted.
" Some artists," says Recce (from whom the above description is

taken),
" who copy profiles, remove the rough gloss from the cell,

invert the camera, and by a stand support it about ten or twelve
inches above the white paper on tho table. The imago will

then invertedly be formed on tho paper, and they trace it with a

pencil in a correct manner, and with less trouble than by the
other method."
An improved folding camera is made by joining the side of

the camera and drawer in the middle with canvas cloth, as
shown at the line B G (Fig. 2) ; the back c turns inwards with tho

mirror, close up to the rough glass, and tho front E p above, over
the top, BO that tho whole camera may fold down into a flat

form, and go into a very portable, flat, leather strap case,

making it the most portable possible for persons travelling.
Inclusive of the rough glass, a double convex lens has some-
limes been placed to receive the images; and as more light
is then refracted, the images are shown with great beauty
and extraordinary brightness, even surpassing the original.

They are also more vivid when tho rough glass is placed above
this lens, though tho contours or outlines are not so sharp and
distinct as when the rough glass is used only by itself. This

arrangement was noticed by Hooper, in his " Rational Recrea-

tion," written one hundred years ago, and was subsequently
called "the Delineator," by Storer, who pretended to be tho

original inventor.

The camera may be reversed, and used as a show-box for dis-

playing prints, etc. ; of course tho ground gloss must then bo
removed. Any boy, with a little care and dexterity, and at a

very small expense, may construct a camera out of an old hat ;

and as many hats are provided with ventilating holes at the

top, the aperture is ready for the insertion of the lens, and the

picture may be received upon a circular piece of tracing paper
stretched on a thin wooden hoop or frame, which may slide

backwards and forwards in the hat for the purpose of focussing
the picture. The lens must be of a sufficiently short focus to

suit the hat. This very simple arrangement will help the

youthful student to understand the phenomena of vision, as

tho whole may bo compared to the eye, and the oiled paper
upon which the picture ia painted will represent the expanded
nerve, the retina, or mind of the eye, upon which the pictures
ecen by this organ are projected. That such images are

projected on the retina is shown by using the eye of a sheep
or bullock, which may be readily procured from any butcher's

shop. If the back part of the eye is cut off so as to leave

the retina, and if the cornea of tho eye ifl substituted for the

lens in the hat, tho image of the external objects will be seen

painted upon the retina at the back of the cornea.

As an amusing modification of the camera, and to shnw how
thoroughly the old experimentalists worked out an idea, and

applied it in various ways, may be instanced the next form.

THE MAOIC TABLE CAMERA.

A table, FFFF (Fig. 3), is provided with a top, A B CD, in which

a sheet of ground glass (E) is fitted ; below is the camera (M), with

its lens in the tube, which may be thrust through a bole in the

wall of the room against which the table sUnds ; the image*
of the external object* are reflected from the mirror in the

lines N H o to the ground glass E. The picture () may be con-

cealed by a tablecloth, and when the room is darkened by
closing the shutters and the cloth removed, some wonder is

excited by seeing the images of external objects in all their

colours and with their natural movements delineated on the
table-top.

A PHOTOGRAPHIC CAmtRA.

In Fig. 4 is shown a more modern camera, such a one
as would be employed for taking photographic pictures t it

is called
" a sliding body folding camera." It U usually

made of tho best Spanish mahogany, well seasoned, and brass-

bound, because the instrument is frequently exposed to the

direct rays of the sun, and if the wood cracked the light

might be admitted, which would spoil the prepared collodion

plate. When the picture intended to be taken has been focnsaed

on the ground glass at the back, the latter is removed, and an

ingeniously made box containing the prepared collodion plate
substituted for it. When all is ready, a sliding panel of wood
is drawn up, the prepared plate is then exposed to the light,

which is allowed to act for a certain time until the picture U
supposed to be obtained. The plate is afterwards developed
and fixed in the regular manner. The tube containing the
lenses is attached to a vertical and horizontal sliding frame,
in order to enable the photographic artist to adjust the fore-

ground and sky.

LESSONS IN GERMAN. LIIL
20. DECLENSION OP PROPER NOUNS.

Singular Number.

(1.) Names of males and females, except when the latter ter-

minate in t, take t to form the genitive, which is their only
variation ; as :

Nom. J&tinric^, Henry.
Gen. Jjnnrid)*, of Henry.
Dat. Jjcinrid), to Henry.
Ace. JSfinru^, Henry.

Glifafretfi. Elizabeth.

(flifabttb*, of Elizabeth.

Glifabetb, to Elizabeth.

Cltfabttt), Elizabeth.

It is customary with some writers to affix en to the dative

and accusative of proper names ; but the better usage distin-

guishes these cases by prefixing tho article ; as, nom. Sefftng,

Lessing ; gen. Sefftng*, of Lessing ; dat. tern Sefftng (instead of

Seffina.cn), to Lessing; ace. ten Sefftng (instead of Sefftngen),

Lessing.

(2.) Names of females ending in e form the genitive in en*

and the dative in en ; those of males ending in t, \(, f$, r, or *

take likewise in the genitive end; as -.

Nom. Suife, Louisa. StibntB, Leibnitz. 9>c, Voss.

Gen. Suifen, of Louisa. Set6ntfcen, of Leib- $cffcn, of Voss.

mix.
Dat. Suifen, to Louisa. SetbniB, to Leibnitz. i<c*. to Voss.

Ace. Suife, Louisa. Seibnij, Leibnitz. $(*. Voss.

(3.) Names, whether of males or females, when preceded by
an article, are indeclinable ; as :

Nom. Der Skitter, the Schiller.

Gen. De 3<f>iflfr, of the Schil-

ler.

Dat. Dem filler, to the Schil-

ler.

Ace. Den emitter, the Schiller.

Die Strife, the Louisa.

Det Suife, of the Louisa.

Det Suife, to tho louiaa.

Die Suife, the Louisa.

21.- PROPER NOUNS IN THE PLURAL.

(1.) Proper nouns, when employed in the plural, conform for

the most part to the rules for the declension of common nouns;
the masculines being varied according to the Old Declension,
and the feminities according to the New.

Sometimes the plural is made by the addition of to tho sin-

gular ; as : Die <bi(Ier the Schillers ; tie ^trtert. the Herders.

Those ending in o add for the plural ne or nen ; as: (Sato. Cato;

nom. plnr. Oatcne or (Fatcnen, the Catos, etc.

(2.) Their inflection is in no wise affected by the presence of

the article, nor do the radical vowels a, r, u. an, ever

the Umlaut.
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EXAMPLES.

Nom. 5)ic2cibnigc,theLeibnitzes. 2>te @d;tege(, the Schlegels.
Gen. 35et Scibnige, of the Leib- JDcr d;teget, of the Schlegels.

nitzes.

Dat. Sen SciOnifcen, to the Leib- 35cn @d;lcgeln, to the Schlegels.
nitzes.

Ace. jtc8eibni&e,theLeibnitzes. 3)ie d;Ieget, the Schlegels.

Nom. 35ic Suifcn, the Louisas.

Gen. >er Suifen, of the Louisas.

Dat. 2>en Snifcn, to the Louisas.

Ace. >te Suifen, the Louisas.

!Dic ?luuen, the Annes.
>cr 21nnen, of the Annes.

3>cn 2lnnen, to the Annes.
33ic 2lnnen, the Annes.

22. PEOPEE NAMES OF COUNTRIES, CITIES, ETC.

(1.) Proper names of places admit of no changes of form
for the purposes of declension, beyond the mere addition of S

to the genitive singular ; as : SBcrttn, Berlin ; gen. 28erlin8, of

Berlin.

(2.) If, however, the word end in a sound not easily admitting
an 8 after it. the case is distinguished by placing before it a
noun preceded by the article ; or it is expressed by the prep,
con

;
as : )tc tabt Oftatnj, the city Mayence. 2)ie Simcotyner son

JpariS, the inhabitants of Paris.

23. OBSEEVATIONS.

(1.) When several proper names belonging to the same per-

son, and not preceded by the article, come together, the last one

only is declined ; as : Sofyann Sfyvtflopb, SlbelungS @prad;{eljrc, John
Christopher Adelung's grammar; if, however, the article pre-

cede, none of them undergo change ; as : 3)ie 2Berfe be3 3o;ann
ottlob Verier, the works of John Gottlob Herder.

(2.) When a common and a proper name of the same person,

preceded by the article, concur, the common noun alone is in-

flected; as: er Xot* be8 flonigg Subttrig, the death of King
Louis ;

if no article precede, the proper noun is declined ; as,

ftimtg SubhngS ob, King Louis' death.

(3.) When a Christian name is separated from a family name
by a preposition (specially von), the Christian name only admits
of declension ; as : !Dte ebicfytc 8rtcbrid) von critter, the poems
of Frederick of Schiller ; if, however, the genitive precede the

governing noun, the family name only takes the sign of declen-

sion; as: gviebvid; von filters 23erfc, Frederick of Schiller's

works.
24. ADJECTIVES.

(1.) Adjectives are, in German, generally so varied in termi-

nation, as to indicate thereby the gender, number, and case of

the words with which they are joined. Before treating of their

inflection, however, we shall present and explain those significant
suffixes which are most commonly employed in forming adjec-
tives from other words.

(2.) Here, as was done in the case of derivative nouns ( 10,

11), each suffix is given with its corresponding English equiva-
lent, its meaning explained, and its use further illustrated by a
series of examples.

25. SUFFIXES

SUFFIXES.
EQUIVALENTS.

bar, [ablc,ible, ile~]

USED IN FOBMING ADJECTIVES.

aft, [ive, ish]

tg, [y, fill]

id;t, [y, ous, ish]

{id;, pi/, ish, able]

iffy lish, some, al]

fam, [some, a6Je]

SUFFIXES.

tar,
( StenftBar,

( trttbar,

implies ability ; sometimes disposition.
( points to something made of that ex-

( pressed by the radical,

denotes tendency or inclination; also

resemblance.

represents a thing
1 as being full of that

denoted by the radical,

denotes similarity of nature or cha-

racter.

implies likeness or sameness either of

manner or degree ; also ability.

represents something as pertaining or

belonging to.

expresses inclination; sometimes ability.

26. EXAMPLES.
WORDS.

serviceable, tributary,
that can be seen ; visible.

en,

ern,

6,
a ft,

lid;,

fam,

often,

JBlcicrn,*

[Slei-er-(e)n]

ugenbl;aft,

SReiftetfjaft

/ SSfumtg,

) 23Iumicf)t,

1 SBalbig,

(
at

jtcfjt,

SBruberltct;,

.ftranfttcfy,

upftcf;,

( Srbifd;,

am,( 2lrbeitf<

j
Solgfam,

made of gold,

leaden.

inclined to virtue ; virtuous.

resembling a master ; masterly.
full of flowers ; abounding in flowers.

flowery, that is, like flowers.

woody, that is, abounding in woods.
saltish ; somewhat like salt.

brotherly, or like a brother.

sickly.

sweetish, somewhat sweet.

movable.

earthly ; belonging to earth.

poetical.

quarrelsome.
} inclined to work ; diligent.
> inclined to follow (orders), that is, obo

)
dient.

ifcty
is the ending commonly added to names of places point-

ing to things belonging to them; as: ngtifcty, fdjtoebtfc^ ( 5 [</]),

etc. If, however, a name be a town, the suffix er is used in place
of

ifcJ;; as, baS 2J}erfcburger S3ier, the Merseburg beer.

27. DECLENSION OF ADJECTIVES.

(1.) Whether an adjective is to be inflected at all or not, de-

pends wholly upon the way in which it is used ; for, when em-

ployed as a predicate, it is never declined; when as an

attribute, almost always. Bo the noun, therefore, masculine,

feminine, or neuter ; be it singular or plural ; if the adjective to

which it is applied be used as a predicate (Sect. IX. Note), its

form remains; unchanged ; thus :

35et 3)2ann ifl g u t, the man is good.
ie Srau ifi gut, the woman is good.

Sa8 .ffiub ifl gut, the child is good.
S)te (DJanncv finb gut, the men are good.

3d; ncnne bie Winter fcfjou, I call the children beautiful.

28. DECLINABLE ADJECTIVES.

(1.) There are two declensions of adjectives, as there are two
declensions of nouns the Old and the New. In either of these,

according to circumstances, are attributive adjectives declined.

The following are the terminations of

jtfASC.

Nom. -er,

Gen. -e, en,

Dat. -em,

Ace. -en,

THE OLD DECLENSION.

Singular.

FEM. NEUT.

-e, -e3.

-er, -e, en.

-cm.

-eS.

Plural.

FOB ALL GENDEKS.
-e.

-er.

-en.

-e.

Adjectives ending in e(, en, er, commonly drop the e upon re-

ceiving a suffix ; as :

bet, noble. <b(er 2ftann, noble man.

drben, even. @6ner 2Beg, even path.

Sauter, pure. CautreJ olb, pure gold.

Upon adding en, the e of the termination (en) may be dropped;
as : en fyeitern, or tyettren 9ftorgen, the serene morning.

In the genitive singular masculine and neuter the termination

en is preferable.

29. RULE FOE ADJECTIVES,

When the adjective stands either entirely alone before its

substantive, or is preceded and restricted by a word that is un-

declined or indeclinable, it follows the Old form of declension.

EXAMPLES.

Singular. Plural.

MASCULINE.

Nom. uter SSater, good father. @ute SSflter, good fathers.

Gen. (Suteg (en) SSatcrg, of good @uter SSater, of good fathers.

father.

Dat. utem SSater, to good uten SSctern, to good fathers.

father.

Ace. uten SSater, good father. ute SSater, good fathers.

* The letters er in this word are simply euphonic ; while tha e of

the suffix en is dropped, also, for euphony ( 2. [8])
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yielded the sugar for the fermentation. There are also acci-

dental circumstances which cause the alcohol to possess a

characteristic flavour. For example, whiskey is spirit distilled

from malt wort, and owes its flavour to the fact that the malt

is dried over a peat fire. The flavour of gin is produced by
adding juniper berries to the liquid in process of distillation.

Urandy is truly
"
spirits of wine," being obtained from wines,

and coloured more or less with burnt sugar. Rum comes from

molasses. Peppermint carries with it the essential oil of the

plant. Commercial "
spirits of wine "

is a mixture of absolute

alcohol and 10 per cent, of water. This is the strongest spirit

which can be got by simple distillation. To obtain from this

spirit absolute or anhydrous alcohol, any spirit is rectified from

charcoal, which retains the essential oils which give its charac-

teristic flavour. Half its weight of quick-lime is now added,
and in two or three days it falls to powder, being slaked at the

expense of the water in the spirit. Another distillation of this

gives absolute alcohol.

Proof spirit is defined by law as containing 49'24 per cent, of

alcohol. It took its appellation from the process of testing it,

which was by moistening gunpowder with the spirit, and then

igniting it. If the powder fired, the spirit was said to be "over

proof ;

"
if, on the other hand, it contained sufficient water to

prevent its combustion, it was "under proof." The presence of

alcohol in a liquid may be made apparent by saturating it with

potassic carbonate. This salt is not soluble in alcohol, whereas ifc

is readily soluble in water : hence, the alcohol rises to the surface.

If the vapour of alcohol be passed through red-hot tubes, it is

decomposed, yielding various products, according to the tempera-
ture ; at a bright red heat, carbon is deposited and hydrogen
escapes. At a lower temperature naphthaline appears ; and, at

a still lower heat, olefiant, marsh, and carbonic oxide gases,

acetylene, and water are produced.
Alcohol burns thus

C-.H.O + 6O = 2CO, + 3H,O
2 +6=4 Condensed.

The figures represent the volumes of the gases.

Aldehyde. Alcohol readily oxidises, even in the presence of

water, forming aldehyde (C 2
H4O) ; that is, two atoms cf H are

burnt by the oxygen. The process does not rest here. Another
atom of oxygen is assimilated, forming acetic acid (C2H 4

O
2 ).

This will account for the "
souring" of beer, and the production

of vinegar.
Wines are the fermented juice of the grape. Their various

flavours depend upon the grapes from which they are expressed,
of which there are more than 500 kinds. The colour of the

wine does not depend on that of the grape, but is produced by
allowing the skins of the fruit to remain in the must (the expressed

juice of the grape) during fermentation, when the alcohol dissolves

the colouring matter of the skin, and communicates to the wine
.the tint.

"
Fruity

" and "
dry

"
wines depend upon the point at

which fermentation is checked. If all the sugar be transformed

into alcohol, carbonic anhydride, and water, a "dry" wine is

the result
; but if not, a "

fruity
" wine is produced. If the wine

be "bottled" before the fermentation is completed, an effer-

vescing wine is secured. The alterations which wines undergo,
if kept for a length of time, appear to be due to the gradual

deposition of potassic tartrate (KH,C4
H

4 6), which is rendered
more insoluble as rich wires gradually continue to furnish more
alcohol from a further fermentation of their sugar. This salt

also carries down with it some of the colouring matter, and
thus lightens the wine. This precipitate forms the crust in ports.
As this slow process is going on, certain fragrant ethers are

'Iso produced, which give the wine its
"
bouquet." The quantity

Of alcohol in different beverages is given in this table :

Port .

Madeira

Sherry

15 per cent.

14-5

H

Claret .

Ale. .

Porter .

8 per cent.

6

5

The characteristic fragrance of all wines is due to the presence
of a minute quantity of aenanthic ether.

Alcohol acts on acids by replacing their H by a molecule of

CSHS , thus

C,H S ,C1;

HNO =

Propyl Alcohol 0). When the distillation of French

Ethylic chloride and nitrate are the results of the actions ; a
further reaction will be noticed in the production of ether.

brandy is about to end, the temperature being at 96, this

alcohol comes off. It forms compounds which resemble the

ethyl group. When it is oxidised, propionic acid is formed.

(C H ^
Butylic Alcohol *

*-rJ
i

O) is found among the last products

of the distillation of spirits from beetroot molasses.
(C* TT )

Amylic Alcohol * 5

Tj
11

[
0) derives its name from amylum

(starch), since it is procured from fermented potatoes. It ha3
a peculiar offensive odour, and is frequently an impurity in

brandy derived from this source. It oxidises into valeric acid.

Ceiyl Alcohol is a white solid which is present in spermaceti,

Melissylic Alcohol is also a solid contained in bees'-wax.

ETHER (Q
3

H
5

] 0). Boiling point, 35.

When two volumes of strong spirits of wine are mixed wi&
three of sulphuric acid, strong chemical action ensues :

represents the change which takes place. A molecule of ot
'..,.!

takes the place of an atom of H in the sulphuric acid, thu

forming hydric-ethyl-sulphate, or

Sulphovinic Acid. This acid reacts on. a second molecule

alcohol, thus

H

producing ether and sulphuric acid. Hence no sulphuric acid

is removed during the etherification, but a constant supply of

alcohol is added to the retort, which is kept at a temperature of

140. A mixture of ether and water condenses in the receiver.

To procure the ether perfectly pure it must be distilled again
from sodic hydrate, or even metallic sodium, by which the

water and alcohol will be retained. Ether is a very mobile

liquid, emitting the well-known ethereal odour; at 0, its specific?

gravity is
- 736. It dissolves in 14 times its volume of water.

If an insufficient quantity of water be present, ether containing
about gg its volume of water appears as a supernatant stratum

(Williamson). Its vapour is 2^ times heavier than the air, and

therefore can, like carbonic anhydride, be poured from one vessel

to another. Owing to its rapidity of evaporation when poured on

the hand, it produces great cold. The other alcohols produce

corresponding ethers.

A large number of ethers of a compound structure can bo

made by replacement, such as

C]
Methyl-ethyl ether, .-,

:

Methyl-amyl ether, ,-,

'

^511

Ethyl-butyl ether, ^
5 I O, etc. etc.

For the numerous compounds produced by replacing thess

hydro-carbon radicals by inorganic elements, and other organic

radicals, a larger work must be consulted, as any attempt to

notice them in our limited space can only lead to inevitable

confusion.

Ether was much valued for its anaesthetic properties, but has

been altogether superseded by chloroform, which does not leave

such objectionable after-effects.

Chloroform (CHC13) is obtained by distillation from a mixture

of water, spirits of wine, and bleaching powder.
The fact that Organic Chemistry is

" the chemistry of com-

pound radicals," is even more clearly illustrated by a series of

compounds formed on the ammonia type.

Hitherto we have only noticed the replacement of H in the

water type by the radicals of the group of alcohols given above.

If we cause the ethyl molecule to replace successively one, two, or

H
)

C2H5 }

three atoms of the H in H > N, or ammonia, we have H > N,
H H j

ethylamine

C2H5

C2H 5

H
N, di-ethylamine ; and C2

tri.

ethylamine.
These compound ammonias may be formed by the action of
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alkalies on eyanatos of the alcohol radical*. Similar

may be produced with methyl, propjl, pho-
araenio, antimony, and bismuth, which also form oompoui.

11
/

three atoms of hydrogen, as H > P, phosphorettod hydrogen.
H )

The carbon radicals are capable of replacing the H in these
C H. ) '<,)

compounds. Thus CtH, > P is tri-othyl phospbine ; CH. > AS
C,H. ) CH, j

is tri-methyl araine.

From those foots the student will gain some idea of the wide
limits of Organic Chemistry. Had any of these compounds

any prominent part either in commerce or the process of

organic lift*, we should have noted thorn ; but, beyond the possi-

bility of their existence, little is known of them.

READINGS IN GREEK. VI.

THUCYDIDES.
"
THUCTDIDKS, the Athenian, compiled the history of the war

between the Pcloponnesiana and Athenians "
these are the

words with which the great Greek historian commences his im-
mortal work, the most magnificent piece of history extant, as
it ia the firat trustworthy record of Grecian affairs. The war in

question ia that tedioua struggle for supremacy between the
two leading nations of Greece called the Peloponnesian war,
which lasted from B.C. 431 to B.C. 404. Thucydides was himself
a witness of mnch that ho describes, and during the course of
the war held an important military command. Singularly enough,
it is owing to his failure in this capacity that we may be
said to owe his history, for, being sent with a fleet to the relief of
the Athenian colony of Amphipolis, which was besieged by the

Peloponnesiana under Brosidas, he had the misfortune to miaa
his opportunity ; the city fell, and the Atheniana in consequence
sent him into exile. Ho remained in this banishment for

twenty years, nor did he return to Athens until after the termi-

nation of the war. Of this time, much was probably spent by him
in Thrace, where ho ia known to have had estates ; but he also
took the opportunity of visiting many parts of Greece, hostile
as well as neutral states.

<; However much," says Mr. Grote,
the greatest of modern Greek historians,

" we may deplore such
a misfortune on his account, mankind in general has, and ever
will have, the strongest reason to rejoice at it. The oppor-
tunities which an exile enjoyed of personally consulting
noutrala and enemies contributed much to form that impartial,
comprehensive spirit which reigns generally through his im-
mortal work."

The history of Thucydides is divided into eight books. Of
these the last is in a somewhat imperfect state, and was pro-
bably given to the world after the author's death, and never

enjoyed tho advantage of his revision. It contains none of
the speeches which are such a distinctive feature in the other

parts of the work. These speeches the historian does not

profess to have been delivered in tho form in which he gives
them, but they rather represent what he believes, judging from
his intimate knowledge of the speakers and the occasions on
which they were uttered, might have been the sentiments ex-

pressed. Many of them are very fine specimens of oratory,
and appear to have been very carefully elaborated. The style
of Thucydidea is throughout elevated and stately, his informa-
tion is clear and precise, and his descriptions remarkably
minute and vivid. In tho narrative the student will find but
little difficulty, when ho has once mastered the technical terms of
warfare to which the writer faithfully adheres ; but the speeches
are, as a rule, very difficult, the sentences being peculiarly long
and involved, while occasionally the impetuosity of the speaker
seems to override the bounds of strict grammatical regularity.
Tho language is pure Attic Greek, which, at tho time of Thuoy-
didea, had reached its most perfect form. The following ia an
account of a remarkable episode in the war. The little town of

Plataca, on the confines of Boeotia, one of the firmest allies of

Athens, was besieged by the Thebans, who were always their

bitterest foes. Failing to take the town by assault, they
b'r>?kaded it. raising walls of circumvallation, which effectually
enclosed the besieged. After enduring the misery of this

blockade for some months, a number of tho besieged determined

to try and escape through the enemy's lines to Athens. After
laying their plans with niiimiimiHli skill, they carried them into
execution as follows :

THUCTDIDU, III. 22.

Ol 8*, f"wttOri wipnTKtixitTro atrotf ,' rripijirayrti rinera x*'H*P"i
CSan teal o.vt^tfi Kal &fta iffi\rjfoy ^rjtaay rryovrro oe olwtp
KM riit wlpat ofrtot foar. ital vpwror pi* rr/- rd^pcr oitfavar

\a06mt' rovt (pvAaxat, ava TO OKortn/'oi/ 1
/**y ov wpoj&orrttr

airr&v, \^o(f><f oe r<p in rov wpuattvat airroii irrtwarayovrrot roi

\
avtuou ov Ko.raKouao.vrw* &pa 8 Kal 8txorrr Ai f

oftnf ra SirAa pr, tepov6u.tva wpbt &AAr/Aa afoftxri*

riffav Of tvffraXt'tt re rfj oAi<r* ncd rbr bpiffrtpbr v6*8a

6ro8f8tytVot iur<pa\ti*t frtKa* rpr wpbt Tor TTjAor. KOTO ovy

Utrawvpyiov' wpoffifuayov wpbt Taj twaX^tit, tloortt ort V")M9

ftVt, trpiarov v.tv ol rat K\in*Kat Qtpovrtt teal wpoaiBtvay Iwnrc:

\j/t\ol ou&tKa vv t<ptoi(? Kal OupOKt avt^atifuf, uv rtyeiro 'Afifitat
6 Kopolfiov Kul wpSnot dv'/3r/, fj.tra ot atrrbr 01 two^tyoi ${ iq?
i.KO.rtpov ruv wvpyuv avf^aivov twtira ifxAol AlAAoi tura rovrovt
{uf oopartott ix.upovv, olt Srtpoi Kardwiv rat iurwloat f<ptpor, owttt
iKtivoi (iaov wpoo-Qaivoitv, teal lfit\\oif oufffiv* twort wpbt roTt

wo\tft.loit tlriffay. &>t ot art* ir\tiovt iytvorro, fo-Qorro ol in
riav wvpyuv <pv\aKts- Kart0a\t ydp rtt ruv nAarcua-x dja-iAa^-

0av6fttvot awb ruv iwd\twv Ktpa^iSa, ri wtffovtra. oovwov twoiriat.
Kal aurixa POT] %v, rb 8t ffrparo-wt&ov iwl rb rtl)(ot tpnnfftr ou

yap tiSfi o n rjf rb tiuvbv ffKortiyr)t rvitrbt Kal xtiiuavot orror,
Kal a/ua o tv rfj ToAct ray ll\araia>v vwo\tAtft^xVot i^tKBovrtt
wpoo-ffta\ov r$ rtlx.fi rwv lit \oirovtrr\aitav ite. roCft.wa\iy

9
^ ol

aVSpts avruv uwfptftaivov, owtat ffKiffra wpbt avrovt rbv roCr

f-Xoitv. tQopuf&ovvro fjitv ovv Kara Ywpay uttfoyrtt QojiQttv ot
ouStlt cToA/xa in rf)s iavruf <t>v\ax^t, oAA" iv awoptf fifrav ftxdVat
rJ) ytyvofifvov. Kal ol rptaKOfftoi avruv, olt irirojcro vapa/3or/0ir

t Tt ocot, txpypow to) rov Tctyoi/s wpbt ri)it fbor\v. Apvtcroi^ rt

ypovro t j TO j Qrjfias wo\t'/j.ioi' wapa*io~xov
'" 8i (cal ot /c TT) j ir6\g;

IlAaTatTJl OT(5 row Tf t'xouj ippvKrovs iroAAouj wportpov waptaitfvaa-
fjitvovt ft avrb rovro, owvs atra^i)

13 TO (TTj/ucTo T^J Qputcrupiat rott

iro\t/jLioit j;
Kat ^tTj fioriOoifv, &AAo Tt vou.io~a.yrtt rb yiyvofitvov

tlvai ij rb &p, irpit' o-^cSj/ ot &f8p of lidircr Staipvyoitv KCU roi

NOTES.

1. Avrorr> dat. of the agent. After they had mide their preparation*.
2. Aatfuvrcf, having escaped the tentinelt' notice.

3. 'Avci TO <rKOTeiv6i>, through the darkness, or rather, amid the darbua.
AVTK refers to the sentinels.

4. Ov naraxooirdtiTui/, genitire absolute agreeing with ovrwr, and not

hearing them, at the noite of the wind drowned the clatter of their approach.
tixjxa, dat., is governad by am in tarngmHfftSnmt, the wind roaring m
oppontion to the noise. Avruvr goes with vpo^itvai, and the joint phrase
is used as a substantive ; in rov wpo*t*at avrovt being equivalent to ea

5. AifxoT" *o\i, L-eeptng teid apart.
6. 'A<rf>u\<iac *VCKU. The left was shod to prevent its slippin? in the

mud (1) as being the weakest; (2) because he who is going to strike

with his right arm wants a firm purchase for his left foot.

7. Merairvp7<ov is the spaae in the enemy's wall between two of the
towers (M^Ta-rup7ot) that were erected at regular intervals upon it.

8. ^uiactv, to give them into their hand.

9. 'Ex tovnira\t, on the tide oppotite to that on which Ouir comrade wen
climbing.

10. 'Edopvftovrro pi* oi', they caught th alarm, it it true, and rtm*i*ed in

their ttationa.

11. <t>pmcroi TO\C'MIO<, beacons vere raited by the enemy to give the alarm
at Thebet.

12. iiapu<rxo, held up to counteract them.

13. 'A<ra<pn. The object was to confuse the friends of the bosimen by
raising a duplicate signal.

11. tjflonOolef. The reason for this change of mood appears to be
that the first is intended to express the imnudiaU, the second suggests
the mor remote consequence.

The following extract is a part of the funeral speech delivered

by Pericles, the greatest of Athenian statesmen, over the bodies
of those who had fallen in the service of their country in the
war of the previous year. The passage may be thus para-

phrased : Athens, as a nation, is the school of Greece, and her
citizens are more accomplished than those of any other country.
This is not an idle boast, bat is a fact which experience prorcs.

Every land feels the greatness of her powers, and the best

evidence of this is found in the fear or the gratitude of the rest
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of mankind ; and for such a country it is meet that her sons

should die.

THUCYDIDES, II. 41.

EupeAcoV 1 re Ac'yco ri\v re iruaav -KO\IV rrjs 'EAAciSos jraiSevo'iv

elvai Kal Ka9' tKOiO-rov ooKetv &v /J.OL rbv avrbv avSpa irap' fyucjp
2

eiri irKflffr' av elSri
3 Kal fj,era ^apiTcov

4
fj,d\to~r' av etiTpcure'Acos

rb cr&SjUa avrapKes Trape'^eo-fJcH. Kal cos ov \6ycov ev r<p irapovrt

it6/u,iros rdSe f,ia\\ov
G

-J) epytav early a\-ljdeia, avr^j f) 8vva/j.ts rf/s

TrcJAecos, fyv a.irb rcoVSe raiv r,p6ir(av eKrrio~dfj.e0a, ffrfu-aivet. fj,6vrj

yap TCOP vvv? O.KOTJS Kpfiffcrcov
9 es iretpav epxerat Kal u.6vt] ovre

rca Tro\e/j.i(f eiteXQovri ayavdKryffiv exe '
9

"fy' o'icav
w

KaKOiraQel, ovre

rep virriKOCjj Karatefjutyiv cos ol>x inr a^icav apxerat. fj.era /xeyaAcoy
5e o'Tj/xeicoi' Kal ov 8rj rol a/j.dprvpov

u
ye rr/v Svvafj.iv irapaffxd-

pevoi rots re vvv Kal rots eiretra 6avfj.ao~0rio-6u.eda, Kal ovSev

npocr$eou.evo; ovrt 'Qftfipov ewatverov^- ovre oVris eirefft /j.ev rb

avriKa repfyet, rcav S epytav
1*

rt]v inrovoiav r/ aArjfleja /SAaif'ei,

ttAAa iraffav fj,ev Od\a(T<rav Kal yr/v eV/Sarbj'
14

rrj rj/jierepa ro\u.ri

KaravayK<iffa.vres yeveffOat, iravraxov Se fj.vrifj.f7a /ca/ccop re

KayaOuv a'iSta ^vyKarotKiffavres. irepl roiavrris ovv Tr6\cas olSe

re yevvalws Si/ccuoDpTes 15
fj.ri a<paipedrivat avrrir fj.ax6fj.evot ere?

Kevrrjffav, Kal TcoV \etirofj,evuv
16 irdvra nva eiKbs de\eiv inrep avrrjs

Kdfj,vetv.

NOTES.

1. Swe\uiv, compendiously in a word, to sum up.

2. Hap" >ijuu>>>, from amongst us.

3. 'En-i nKtiat' av fii] vapexfadai. The three ai/'s in this sentence go
with irapixfffOai, adding to it the notion of probability : u'ould be ZifccZy

to offer his person to the state for the most various kinds of action.

4. Merit \a.pir<av, gracefully. EuTpairt/Xur signifies the power of easily

turning (cu Tpeiru) one's faculties to different pursuits. Arnold trans-

1 ites it with, the happiest versatility.

5. Aurap/cer, efficiently, so as to be of service.

6. Ov ftz\\ov n- Translate, not so much as.

7. Twv vvv i.e., rroXeoji/, of states at the present day.
8. 'Axo/jr Kpeltrtriav, better than it is said to be, 'Axorj is used to signify

fame or rumour what you hear said of a man ; so, axovftv Kaxtuc is to be

ill spoltcn of, and male audire in Latin has the same meaning. So Milton,"
Paradise Lost," bk. iii., line 7

" Or hear'st thou rather pure ethereal stream ?
"

which means, Or dost thou rather choose to be called pure ethereal

stream ?

9. *A7aK;tKTt)T(K ?xe< (fxf for 7rap<?xei, ojfers or occasions), occasions no

indignation to an inuading enemy i.e., does not cause him to feel indig-
nation.

10. '\'<p' o"a>v, at any evils he suffers. The [form of the sentence is con-
densed from W e-K6i'i>a>v ola KnKoxaBeT. The relative is said to be
attracted into the case of the antecedent.

11. Ov Sr] TOI a/itiprupoi/, by no means unsupported by facts.

12. 'Onwov firaiverov, a panegyrist like Homer. Of the value of a

poet's praise, Horace speaks when he says (Odes, iv. 25)
" Vixere fortes ante Agamemnona
Multi : sed omnes illacri mabiles
Urgentur ignotique longa

Nocte, cavent quia rate sacro."

13. Tiuv 3t epfav, while the truth of the facts will damage the reputation

fJisy bear. He means that too often the poet's flowery descriptions are
overthrown by a knowledge of the actual facts which he relates.

14. 'Eo-fiarbv, open to our daring.

15. AiKcuoDi/Ter, etc., claiming not to lose her.

16. Aemofj.vtav. The survivors who are still left to fight her battles.

Our extracts from Thuoydides would not be complete without
one of his vivid accounts of a battle. The following

1

is part of
the story of one of the most famous naval engagements in the
course of the war, in which Phormio, the Athenian admiral, up-
held the supremacy of his country upon the sea. The Lacedae-
monian fleet was cruising round the opening of the Gulf of

Corinth, when Phormio came down upon them ; on perceiving
him they at once arranged their ships in a circle, with the prows
outward,

"
like the spokes of a wheel," and awaited his attack.

THUCYDIDES, II. 84.

Of Se 'A9r)vatoL Kara fj.iav vaiiv 1

rerayfj.evoi TT(pieir\eov"
avrovs KVK\q> Kal ^vvrjyov es 6\iyov, ev XPV

3 ^ irapaTrXeovres
i;al SoKrjffiv

4
Trapexovres avr'tKa ejj.fia\e'if Trpoei'prjTO 8' avrols virb

3>op/j.icavos /J.% firtxetpe'iv irplif tiv avros 5
a-r\fd\vrj. tf\irte yap

avruv ov fj.eve'tv rfa rdtv
f Sxrirtp ev yfj ire&v, a\\a v/j.ire(re'iiTdai

irpbs dAA^jAas ras vavs Knl ra ir\ota rapax^v irape&tv, el r'

(Kirvevffat IK rov K&\irov rb irisev[j.a, oirep ava/jtevcav
6 re Trepteir\et

Sfo.1 eld/Qet yiyveaQat eirl rr^v eco, ovSeva y$6vov rio'vxdo'ftv aiirovs'

Kal r^v eTTtxe'tp-rjffiv e<p' eavrcS 7 TC efo/J-L^v elvcu bv6rav @ov\i)rai,
rcav vewv afietvov Tr\eovo-<av, Kal rare Ka\\io-rrjv yiyveffdai. cos

Se TO re Trvev/j.a Karyet
8 Kal at vrjes ev b\iyq>^ ^'87; oSo~ai vir'

afj,(j)orep(av, rov re avefj,ov rcav re TT\oi<av a/j,a Trpoo~Kei/,j.ev<ai',

erapaffffovro, Kal vavs re vr)l Trpo&eTmrre Kal rots Kovrots 8i<adovvro,
l{*

fiorj re xpeo/iepot Kal irpbs oAATjAous avri<j>v\aKfi TE Kal AoiSopia
ovSfv Kar^Kovov ovre r&v irapayye\\ou.evci}v ovre TCOV KeAeuo'Tcoi' 11

Kal ras Kiairas aSuwroi ovres ev KXvSuvicp ava<f>epeiv avdpoyiroi

aTreipoi
1' ToTs KV0epvrjrais aTrei9eo~repas*

3 ras vavs irapelxov i Tore

Sv;
l4 Kara rbv Kaipbv rovrov o~r]/j.alvei, Kal ol 'Ad'rjva'ioi -Kpoaireffovres

TrpcvTOj/ fj.ev KaraSvovfft riav <rrparr]yiS(ai' vecov /J.iav, eireira Se Kal

Trdcras
fi x'aP'h cr*MV 8ie(p6etpov, Kal Kareffrriffu.if es a\K$]v peii

firiSeva rpeireo~0at avruv inrb rys rapa^jfts, (pevyeiv 8' es Ilarpas
Kal Avfj,7]v rrjs 'Axo-'tas.

NOTES.
1. Kara jui'av vavv, in single file.

2. riepiitrXeov fui/tj-yof. The force of the imperfect should be pre-
served in the translation : kept sailing round and contracting them.

3. 'EK %pif, lit, on or close to the sfein. Sailing past so as to shave or graze
tliem.

4. A6xi)<"v, etc., giving the impression, that they would come to blows at

once.

5. Airot, himself, with his men lips.

6. "On-ep (vvevna) utiafitviav. In expectation of -which he kept sailing round,
and which (supply oirep in nom. as subject to elwOei) usually happened
towards morning.

7. 'E0' eai>T<j>,
was in his own hands. Tore i.e., the favourable moment

when the breeze would aid him.

8. KaTj7<, came down upon them.

9. 'Ei/ 0X170), etc., when they were now conjliied in a narrow space by the

ships on each side of them.

10. AttaOovvTo (observe the middle voice), kept pushing off each other.

11. Ke\ev<rriav. It was the business of the K6\e<rTJ;f to make the
rowers keep time by singing to them. This, in the confusion, was now
inaudible, and the rowers consequently became unsteady.

12. 'An-eipoi, unskilled in seamanship. The fighting men on board skip
consisted of ordinary land soldiers.

13. 'ATretfleo-Tfpar, made the ships less capable of being managed by
the steersmen.

14. Tore 3J;. The read T will notice the length of the previous sentence
as a good example of the manner of Thucydides. The description of the
situation is piled up bit by bit, and then this sentence comes in with sur-

prising force of contrast.

TRANSLATION OP EXTRACT II. IN LAST READING.
Come now, and let us begin the chorus, since it hath seemed good to

unfold our strain of vengeance, and to tell how our company dis-

tributes the lots among mankind, and we believe that our justice is

unerring. To the man who holds forth his hands unstained no wrath
from us accrues, and all unharmed he passes his life. But whoever,
being a transgressor like this man, conceals his murder-stained hands,
he finds us sure to visit him as avengers of blood coming to the aid of

the dead with unerring testimony. Hear me, O Night ! Hear me,
mother mine, who barest me to the dead and living alike an avenger !

Hear me, for Latona's son puts me to shame by robbing me of this

trembling one, my own peculiar victim to avenge a mother's murder !

And over the consecrated victim comes this strain, delirious, dis-

tracting, disturbing the brain a hymn from the Furies, binding the
soul in chains, not sung to the lyre, a blight to men.

LESSONS IN ASTRONOMY. VII.

DIP OF THE HORIZON EFFECTS OF THE ATMOSPHERE
REFRACTION TWILIGHT GREAT AND SMALL CIRCLES

EQUINOCTIAL ECLIPTIC DECLINATION RIGHT ASCEN-
SION.

THE "
dip of the horizon" is a phrase which we sometimes meet

with, and in nautical observations an allowance has frequently
to be made for it ;

we must therefore explain what is meant by
the expression.

Let B c E (Fig. 8) represent the earth, and A the situation of

an observer above its surface. The circle BCD will represent
the sensible horizon, that is, the rays drawn from the point A
will touch the surface of the earth in a series of points which
are situated on this line. Now as we have already seen, the

more elevated the point A is, the larger will the circle BCD
become ; but at the same time the angle contained by the lines

A c, A B will become less, so that although a larger extent of the

surface is seen, yet it actually appears to be smaller. The

simplest illustration of this is afforded by means of a pair of
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compasses, and any globular body an, for instance, a cannon-
ball, or a common round bottle. If we open the compasses
BO that the poinU just touch opposite sides of the body,
we shall find that the angle contained between the leg*
M but small, while a considerable portion of the surface is

included between the place touched by them. Now press the

hinge nearer and nearer, and it will be seen that the angle
becomes larger and larger, while at the same time the space
included becomes leas. When the hinge nearly touches, the two
limbs will bo almost in a straight lino.

If now wo imagine the hinge to represent the position of the
observer and the limbs the visual rays, we shall understand
that when the observer is at all elevated above the earth's sur

face, the sensible horizon appears depressed below him, and this

angle of depression is called the dip of the horizon. Thus, in
the figure, if v a be the horizontal line passing through the point
A, as determined by a level, then the angle p A c or o A B (for
they are equal) will bo the dip.
The globe we inhabit is completely surrounded by a layer of

invisible gases known as the air or atmosphere. We live, in

fact, at the bottom of an aerial ocean, the depth of which is

supposed to be about forty-five or fifty miles ; it diminishes,
however, very rapidly in density as we ascend. The physical
properties of this envelope will be referred to at length in the
Lessons on Pneumatics in another volume : we need not, there-
lore, inquire generally into them here ; we must, however, refer
to the influence of the air on our observations. At many times,
especially in our changeable climate, the amount of moisture in
the air is so great that it is almost impossible to employ a
powerful telescope. The higher powers of Lord Basse's large
instrument can, on this account, only be used at rare intervals,
sometimes only for a few times in the course of the year. The
main effect, however, which we must speak of, is that known as
refraction. If a ray of light in its course pass from any medium
into another differing from it in density, it becomes bent out of
its original path. The simplest plan of showing this is to put
a stick partly into a pond or a vessel of water, when it will

appear to be bent at the surface of the liquid, owing to the rays
from the lower part being refracted as they leave the water.
Now our atmosphere, though very rarefied when compared

with bodies on the earth's surface, is much denser than the
fluid which is supposed to pervade all space. The lower layers
of the air likewise ore much denser than those more elevated,
and hence the rays of light which reach our eyes from the stars
are more or less bent, so that we do not see these objects in the
places in which they really are. Now if we are to ascertain the
true position they occupy and we must if we would calculate
their movements we must learn what the effect of refraction

really is, and what allowance has to be made for it.

Fif. 9 in the next page will make the matter more clear. Let
the Ikie E c T represent a portion of the earth's surface, c being the
position of the observer ; the horizontal line H c o touching the
earth at this point will then represent his sensible horizon.
Also let M D and u p represent the limits of successive layers of
t.ie atmosphere, each being less dense than the one below it.

s is the actual position of the sun or any bright star in the
heavens, and we should at first suppose that it would be seen by
a ray of light passing straight from c to s. This, however, is
not the case ; for as soon as this ray meets the atmosphere it

is bent downwards, and as it enters each successive stratum it
is more and more deflected, so that it reaches the earth at a
point situated some way to the right of c. The ray of light by
which the star is in reality seen, is one which, but for the air,
would pass on to L. It is, however, refracted at A to the direc-
tion A N, and again at B into the direction B c, each of these
refractions bringing it more nearly into the vertical direction.
Now we always imagine an object to lie in the direction in

which a ray from it reaches the eye. Hence, if we now prolong
c B, we shall find the apparent place of the star, s', differing

considerably from its real place, s. We see thus that the effect
of refraction is to cause the heavenly bodies to appear more
elevated above the horizon than they really are.
The amount of alteration thus produced is greater when a

body is near the horizon, and diminishes as it ascends, till at
the zenith, as at s", no effect at all is produced by it. All
observations are accordingly, as far as practicable, made when
the star or planet has attained its greatest altitude, and this is,

as has been explained, when it is on the meridian.

In our figure wo only drew two layers of air, bat in reality
the density diminishes very gradually, so that there are MI
infinite number ; the only difference, however, that this rns<ie,
U to make the ray curve evenly itmtead of by a series of brads.
The amount of refraction when the object is situated near the

horizon is about 33', or rather more than the apparent diameter
of the son, so that iU lower edge ju*t appears to touch the
horizon when in reality iU upper edge in entirely below it.

Another effect of refraction is somewhat to distort the form of
the sun or moon when they are rising or setting. In this posi-
tion they will frequently appear elliptical in form, as if they
were a little flattened. The real cause of this u the rapid rate*

at which refraction increases as we approach the horizon. The
lower portion of the sun's disc is, accordingly, more elevated In
this way than the upper side, and thus the vertical diameter

appears less than it otherwise would. The lateral diameter u,
of course, quite unaffected by this cause. The increased size of
the sun or moon when near the horizon does not arise from the
effects of refraction. It is merely an illusion arising from the
fact that we see these bodies by the side of terrestrial objects, and
thus compare their size* with known object*. If we measure

carefully their apparent diameters, we shall find they are just
the same as when higher up in the sky.
We have not yet referred to the effect of refraction which i

of the greatest importance to us in our every-day life, namely,
its influence in producing twilight. As we have seen, the ran
is visible for a short time after it is in reality below the horizon,
but after it has disappeared many of its rays continue for a
considerable period to reach us. They cannot, of course, come
direct to us, being prevented by the curvature of the earth ; but
they pass through the upper layers of the air, and in so doing
get bent and reflected so as to reach the earth, and thus, for

some time after the sun has set, the whole sky is brilliantly

lighted. The floating particles of vapour in the atmosphere,
and, it may be, even the particles of the air itself, reflect many
of these rays, just as when a ray of sunlight shines through an

aperture into a dusty room, the fragments of dust diffuse enough
light feebly to illuminate the apartment.

Were it not for this effect of the air, the sun would set, and

immediately the deepest darkness would overshadow and con-

ceal everything, so that the period of sunset would be one of

great danger. As it is, however, twilight continues until the

sun is 18 below the horizon, the light of day only gradually

giving way to the darkness of night, and thus we have the

benefit of the sun's light for a much longer period than we
should otherwise have. In our latitude, as a reference to the

globe will show, the sun never descends 18 below the horizon

from the end of May to the middle of July, so that during all

that period we have no real night ; and in Arctic regions the

twilight in some places lasts several weeks, so that it nicely
relieves the monotony of the long dark night. The diffused

light of day is also owing to the air, and this adds in no small

degree to our comfort, causing the beautiful gradations of light
and shade in place of the dazzling light and black darkness
which we should otherwise have.

We mnsj now master a few more terms and definitions which
we shall constantly be meeting with in the course of our study.
In order to mark out the positions of any placec on a globe, it

is necessary for us to have some fixed points and lines to refer

them to. Thus, if we wanted to describe the exact position of

the point F in Fig. 10, and the only fixed lines we had to
refer to it were A B and c D at right angles to one another, wo
could easily fix its place by drawing the lines r a and r H per-

pendicular to A B and c D. We should then say its distance

above A B waa equal to F o, and its distance to the right of c u
was equal to F H or a E, and by taese distances we could at any
time fix again on the exact spot. Or we might join F E, and
then we could fix the position of F, by giving the length of E F.

and the angle F a o.

Now if we attempt to draw a straight line on the surface of

a globe, it will pass completely round it and form a circle. I :

is clear, then, that we must have some fixed circles on the eart'u

or in the sky if we are to ascertain the position of the various

heavenly bodies ; and if we refer to an ordinary terrestrial globe
we shall find that there are several circles drawn upon it, but

we shall also observe that these are of different sizes, the

parallels of latitude near the poles, and the polar circles, being
much smaller than those nearer the equator. These circles aza
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accordingly divided into two classes, called respectively Great

Circles and Small Circles. Great circles are those whose plane

passes through the centre of the globe, so that they divide it

into two equal portions, and (assuming the earth to be perfectly

spherical) all these will be exactly equal. All other circles are

called small circles.

The most important of the great circles is the equator, which

is an imaginary line drawn round the earth equally distant from

the north and south poles, and therefore dividing the globe into

two equal portions, called the northern and the southern hemi-

spheres. If now we imagine the plane of this circle to be ex-

tended to the sky, we shall have a great circle of the heavens

known as the celestial equator, or more usually the equinoctial.

This latter name is derived from two Latin words signifying
"
equal

" and "
night," and is given to it because when the sun

appears to be on this line, it shines equally on each hemisphere,
and day and night are then of equal length in all

parts of the world, the sun being above the horizon

at every place for twelve hours, and below it for

the same period. The days on which this happens
are the 20th of March and the 23rd of September,
and by counting the days between these dates, we
shall find that in the northern hemisphere the sum-
mer is a few days longer than the winter, or, in

other words, that the period during which the sun

is north of the equator is longer than that during
which he is south of it.

The sun's path is not, however, along the equi-

noctial, but in a great circle in-

clined to it at the present time
at an angle of about 23 27' 30",

and known as the ecliptic. Round
this the sun appears to travel,

performing the complete circuit

of it in the space of one year.
The space extending for nine de-

grees on each side of the eclip-

tic, and thus constituting a band
or belt 18 wide, is known as

the zodiac; and within this space
all the planets, with the excep-
tion of a few of the minor ones,

are constantly found, so that we
can always tell somewhat of the

position in which they are. As
already explained, the zodiac is

divided into twelve equal portions, each contain-

ing 30, and the stars in these spaces are mapped
out into the constellations known as the "

signs of

the zodiac."

We have just stated that the inclination of the

ecliptic to the equator, or, as it is called, the " obli-

quity of the ecliptic," was nearly 23^. This amount,

however, is not constantly the same, but varies a

little in the lapse of centuries. The rate of this variation is

very slight, being less than 1' in 100 years, and it is found

that it can only take place within very narrow limits. At pre

sent it is decreasing ; but before it can have deviated as

much as a degree and a half, the causes producing it will have

been so modified as to act in a contrary direction and increase the

inclination again.
We shall see all through our lessons in Astronomy instances

of these slow and gradual variations ; but we shall find that all

are confined within certain very narrow limits, and that instead

of hurrying on the total change or destruction of the world and
the system to which it belongs, they tend to increase its

stability.

Now since these two great circles are thus inclined, there

must be two points in which they intersect one another, and
these are called the equinoctial points, or the vernal and
autumnal equinoxes. One of these is the first degree in Aries,

and the other the first in Libra. The first of these, or the
vernal equinox, is the most important, as it is taken as the fixed

point to be employed in reckoning distances from when we
want to indicate the place of any body.
We take, then, the equinoctial or equator as our base line, and

first of all measure the distance of any star north or south of

that. On a terrestrial globe, circles called parallels oflatitude are

usually drawn at distances of ten degrees. We can, however,

always measure the distance, by bringing the star to that side

of the brass meridian which is numbered upwards from the pole
to the equator, and reading off the degree. It must be remem-
bered when we speak of degrees of latitude that what we really
mean is the inclination which a straight line, drawn from the

place to the centre of the earth, would have to the plane of the

equator. A degree is a measure of an angle, and not of a dis-

tance. It is well to be clear on this point, as mistakes often

arise through want of understanding it. Some people will say
that a degree equals a little over sixty-nine miles, when in

reality what they mean is that at the equator two lines meeting at

the earth's centre, inclinedto one another as this angle, would in-

clude between them a portion of the earth's surface of that length.
On Saturn, or any globe larger than the earth, the amount

thus subtended at the equator would naturally be much greater;
and on the other hand, in any small circles which

G we may draw on a sheet of paper, there are still

360 degrees : each, therefore, is very minute.

In astronomy, the distance north or south of

the equinoctial is called the declination of the

star ; and we have thus one of the two mea-
sures which we require to enable us to indicate

the star's place. If now we draw another great
circle passing through the poles, and also through
the star, it will intersect the equator in two

places, and the one of these on the same side as

that on which the star is situated will furnish

us with the other distance

required. If we examine the

equinoctial on a celestial globe,

we shall find that it is divided

into degrees, from to 360,
reckoning from east to west, the

starting-point being the first

point in Aries.

The great circles which we
have referred to as passing

through the poles, are called

meridians, and any number of

them might be drawn ; usually,

however, twenty-four are drawn
on the globe,their distance apart

being fifteen degrees. They are

then frequently termed hour-

lines, as the sky appears to move

just the interval between two of them in the space
of an hour. We can obtain a clearer idea of these

meridians by taking the globe out of its frame-

work, and letting the brass meridian be free to

turn round on the poles; we can then bring it

over any star or place, and it will represent the

meridian of that place. We shall also be able

to see on the equator the distance of its intersection

from the first point in Aries. This distance is known as the

right ascension (usually abbreviated thus, R.A.).
We see now the way in which we can determine the position

of a star, the two measures required being its right ascension

and its declination. Suppose, for example, we want to point
out the place of the star in the tip of the Great Bear's tail, we
first find it on the globe, and bringing it to the brass meridian,
we shall find that its elevation above the equinoctial is very

nearly 50
; this then is its declination. We now look to the

equinoctial, and find the point of it directly under the meridian

is 204, or 13 hours 36 minutes from Aries ; and thus we assign
its place as 50 north declination, and 204 E.A.

In a similar way, when the right ascension and declination

are given we can find the star. Thus, suppose we have the fol-

lowing question: What star has 99 33' K.A., and 16 29'

south declination ? We first find on the equinoctial the point
99 33', and bring this to the brass meridian. Keeping the

globe in this position, we now look under the degree 16 29
1

south, and there we find the bright star Sirius, or the Dog-star.
The student should practise finding in this way the position

of various stars, so as to render himself familiar with the use or

the globes. On a map, too, the meridians and parallels are

usually marked, so that these questions may be solved without

a globe, though it is more convenient to have one.

G B
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i HUTER VI.

BRITISH FISHERIES.

Declining Condition of liritiih Fiiheriee Staple FUhery Salmon

FiBherjr-Shell Fish- Whale FUuerjr.

Tin: British seas aro wonderfully rich in food-produce,
and, from our inborn love of the ocean, flourishing
fisheries ini^ht In- predirnted ; but, relatively to the pro-

gress of other industry, these have been languidly pur-
sued. It was once thought necessary to puy Ix-iintie.-

upon die take, a t'.dse economy huppily discontinued, and
wit limit, diminishing the supply.
The staple fishery of tho United Kingdom is that of

herrings, shoals of which, at the season of spawning,
crowd the inlets and bays of Great Britain and Ireland.

Uf the English fishing stations Yarmouth possesses
the greatest celebrity for its semi-smoked and salted

bloaters, everywhere esteemed. From Yarmouth to the
Shet lands, fleets of herring boats ply their nets, every
town on the coast being more or less employed in the

capture and curing of this important fish. The Scotch

herrings are larger and higher dried than those of Yar-
mouth. The chief fishing station, probably, in the United
Kingdom is Wick, within a few miles of John o' Groats.
Peterhead and Fraserburgh are likewise places of great
resort for curing herrings. Tho Scottish fisheries

generally are prosecuted with energy in every firth

and loch, as well as in the channels of the northern and
western islands. The Irish fisheries, on the other hand,
have thriven least. Some of the most considerable are
on the Nymph Bank, south of Waterford, but tho pro-
duce is principally taken to English ports, while salted

herrings are obtained from Scotland.

Pilchards, allied to the herring, are taken chiefly during
September and October. They are found in all the creeks
of Ireland, and off the coasts of Devon and Cornwall.
These fisheries fall but little short of the importance of
that of Yarmouth ; yet while herrings aro the frequent
frugal meal of the London poor, pilchards are hardly
known to them, and are only seen when a few stray
catches are used as prize sprats to embellish the fish-

monger's silvery heaps. Many thousand hogsheads of

pilchards are exported to the Mediterranean, whence we
get the closely -related anchovy and sardine, the inter-

change adding to the variety of food on both sides.

Sprats are found in enormous shoals during tho winter

months, and too often wasted for want of a ready market.
Between the Cornish and Yarmouth fishing grounds

the mackerel intervene, extending mainly from the Isle

of Wight to the Straits of Dover, and assuming during
the season a very considerable value. From Ireland

large supplies of remarkably fine mackerel have lately
been received, packed in ice.

Turbot, soles, and other so-called flat fish, as well as

cod, swarm on the sandbanks of the North Sea, especially
the central great Dogger Bank. Here fishing-boats are
now stationed for weeks together, and the produce of the
nets is forwarded to London and elsewhere as fast as

swift-sailing cutters or
large

screw steamers can carry it.

By this means many additional hundreds of tons of fine

fish, especially plaice and haddocks, are obtained for the

poorer population of our largo towns. There are exten-

sive coa and white-fish fisheries in Scotland. The fish-

ing grounds round Ireland abound with cod, hake, and
ling, but have never yet been satisfactorily worked.
The salmon originates a peculiar fishery, in which

again the Scotch are foremost. The rivers Tweed,
Tay, Dee, Don, and Spey teem with this noblest of tho

finny tribes, whose capture is a fluctuating but very
valuable division of industry, and an attraction to anglers
from the most distant parts of the kingdom. The Irish
rivers glisten with salmon, which, however, until lately
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were not sufficiently cared for, from an economic point
of view.

ide in salted cod, wet and dry, in carried on with
St. John's, Newfoundland, tho head-quarters of tltc

i fisheries on the Great Bank, where tho fish taken
into St. John's for exportation aro chiefly caught.

Shell Flh.
Shell-fish, as various forms of crustaceans and mollusk*

aro called, provide us with a large amount of food,

There is a lobster fishery along the rocky coast of

Yorkshire, another in tho Orkneys, and thousands of lob*

sters and crabs are caught yearly on tho south and west
coasts of England, to be sent to the London markets.
Ireland supplies us occasionally with largo quantities of
lobsters, but we fetch our finest from Norway, whcro

they are carefully preserved. In tho opinion of natu-

ralists, wo might quadruple at least tho produce of our
own shores.

Prawns are "potted" on the south coasts, and shrimps
arc netted on most shallow shores; Boston, Lynn, and
Leigh, near Southend, supply the choicest kinds. One
eminent firm alone pays from 800 to 1,000 a-year car*

riage for this tea-table luxury. Just now the greatest
quantities are obtained from the Briel, via, Harwich the
red shrimps of the trade.

All round tho coasts and the islands are spots noted
for oyster culture. Tho finest variety is that of the
Whitstable native. For some years past an increasing
dearth in the supply, arising from climatic influences,

or, as some think, from the destruction of the spat, or

young oysters, through careless dredging, has made
tho choicer sorts an indulgence only within the reach of
the rich, and has directed tho attention of the Govern-
ment to the subject. The oyster occurs chiefly in

estuaries, the Thames, the Wash, and the Severn all

having many great beds, as have likewise some of the
estuaries of Ireland.

Great quantities of mussels aggregate on the rocks,
attached by their byssus, and are used for food, mainly
in the towns near their growth, while still more are used
as bait. It is computed that from thirty to forty millions

of mussels are gathered for this purpose annually in

the Firth of Forth.

Enormous quantities of periwinkles aro eaten where

they can be easily obtained, principally by the humbler
classes of society. Other mollusks, as the whelk, the

scallop or pecten, and the cockle, aro brought to market,
but do not approach the importance of those described,

Whale Fishery. To call tho whale a fish, and its chase
a fishery, is in either case a misnomer ; yet industrially,
there is a relation between the sea fisheries and the
whale fisheries. The economic products derived from
the cctacea, with which we may place as a natural
alliance the phocacea, or seal tribe, and some large fishes,

are oils, seal-skins, furs, balena or whalebone, sperma-
ceti, ambergris, and ivory. It is Australia now that dis-

patches most vessels to the Southern Sea ; Hull in Eng-
land, and Peterhead in Scotland, aro the chief ports
identified with the whale-fishery of the northern seas.

CHAPTER VIL

EUROPEAN ANALOGUES OF GREAT BRITAIN.

Analogues or Counterpart* of Great Britain Analogues of Mining
Industry Of Auimal Produce Of Vegetable Produce notional*

of our Corn Commerce.

Analoyues or Counterparts of Great Britain.

Similar geological and climatic conditions yield analo-

gous results in the flora and fauna of a country, and in

tho industrial pursuits of
populations. Such analogues

have already been shown between the United Kingdom
and many parts of Europe. We exchange little raw pro-
duce with the people of the Continent, but we fetch and
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carry for our neighbours the crude materials of other

soils and climes, and make our country the emporium
of trade. Let us illustrate this by a few examples.

Analogues of our Mining Industry.
The departments of France, with scarce an exception,

separately contribute to the mineral wealth of the empire,
and their mines produce the largest amount of iron

next to England ; yet these mines are most productive in

those provinces the geological structure of which ranges
across the Channel, takes in the Norman islands, and is

identical with the formations occupying the south-west
of England and "Wales. Again, the Ardennes are part
of the rugged borders of Belgium, where iron mines are

so numerous that, for its size, the country is richer than

England. The region between the Sambre and the
Meuse resembles the Staffordshire " Black Country :

"

Dudley and Wolverhampton find their counterparts in

Liege and Namur. French coal is principally dispersed

along the flanks of the rocks stretching from Brittany
to Switzerland, which rocks, with the Alps, make the

division between northern and southern Europe. Modern

industry has caused the French coal-mines to be exten-

sively worked, though the produce is not of the best

quality. Belgium, within its narrow borders, possesses
twice as many coal-mines as France. A great field,

resting on mountain limestone, extends from Aix-la-

Chapelle to Douai, forming basins, of which those of

Charleroi and Liege are the most important. The coal-

mines of Liege have been worked for seven centuries

without making a serious impression upon the deposits.

Germany, and Prussia especially, possesses coal and
iron ores of all qualities in abundance ; but the distance

between the mineral beds and the limestone quarries,
with heavy transit charges, impede the development of

iron industry.
Some of the rocky islands of Norway consist entirely

of iron ore, and the finest ore produced is from Sweden.

Again, however, carriage is so difficult as to render the
metallic treasures of many districts in Scandinavia of no
avail. Iron, copper, tin, and coal are dug in the Russian

parts of this wide territory, the largest works being
situated on Lake Onega.
Analogues of Animal Produce.
The sheep bred and reared in Saxony and Spain pro-

duce respectively a long silky fleece the finest quality
manufactured and merino wool, a variety also of very
.high value, both of which enter into our manufactures.
The alluvial plains of the Low Countries and Denmark
are the counterparts of Ireland. Enormous imports of

cattle, butter, cheese, poultry and eggs, from these

parts, supplement our home supplies. During the few

years that the foreign trade in cattle has been free, its

development has been very rapid; the rate being 400

per cent, in ten years, and it is still increasing. The

proximity of the Dutch to the sea has made them the

fishermen, and their country the fish-market for nearly
all Europe. Formerly they took most of the fish even
off the British coast ; and we still look to them for large

supplies in answer to an indefinite demand for food at

Lome.
Now it is self-evident that these countries do not

require similar commodities from us in exchange, nor
should we want their produce if we already possessed a

surplus; but we send them manufactured goods, for

the production of which they have not equal facilities
;

and we tranship to them the raw produce of our colonies

and of foreign parts, which are wanted generally by the
nhabitants of the civilised world.

Analogues of Vegetable produce have been already
referred to. Southern Europe is eminently the region
of oil and wine, with which the United Kingdom has but
little in common. But adjoining to the north is the
zone of cider and beer, of which our country forms a

portion. The designation of the region implies the
common growth of orchard fruits, hops, and barley ; but
it is equally the region of green vegetables and wheat.
Indeed, in all parts of Europe, excepting polar Russia,
corn-grains furnish the chief supplies of food viz.,

barley and oats in the north; rye in the next lower
latitudes

; then wheat, which penetrates into the districts
of rice and maize, the true tropical cereals.

Our pre-eminence in wealth enables us to add to our
abundance by purchasing the surplus stores of food of
the whole zone. We receive great quantities of early
fruits, flowers, roots, and vegetables from France and
Portugal. Wheat also comes to us from France, where
it is the chief agricultural product, not excepting the
vine.

The Sarmatian plain is the reserve granary of Europe:
enough is here produced, even without manure, to feed
the whole continent ; but the means of transit are so

bad, that much good corn is left to rot upon the ground,
and a considerable part is two years in reaching a port
for shipment.
The low lands of Prussia wave with great growths of

wheat and other cereals, enabling its eminently agri-
cultural people to provide for various unproductive
provinces, and still to have an excess. Recent political
alterations of territory make the Prussian corn exports
at least as valuable as those of Russia.
Enormous as is the produce of the United Kingdom,

it is far below the demand for food for man and beast.

Such a state of things may be safe during peace and

prosperity, but would be very dangerous in the event of
an invasion. Almost every part of the cultivable earth
sends grain to the British corn-market

; freights of

wheat arrive in England from the United States, from
the ports of the Baltic and the Black Sea, from Spain,
from the Danubian provinces, and from Turkey and

Egypt countries where an elastic growth expands or

contracts in conformity with the demand. In Egypt
wheat is a winter crop. Our imports are influenced

by the changes of temperature, causing oscillations of

value, and rendering the trade in corn very hazardous.
If our home harvest promises abundance, our demand
abroad is lessened, and farmers and merchants hasten to

market to ensure sales ;
but if a fear of scarcity arise,

they withhold their stores, in the view of higher prices ;

and the harvests of other countries compete, till prices

again are equalised.
The insight which farmers and merchants have gained

from experience ministers to human well-being ; for

high prices warn us of probable dearth, and enforce

economy; while low prices add to our enjoyment by
removing any dread of the future. If the harvest fails,

we are prepared with stores laid up by speculators, who
have acted as scouts, and have well earned the extra

profit gained by their forethought. If the harvest turns
out unexpectedly good, our caution has done us no
harm. The judgment exercised by the merchants must
be measured by their profits, by which, therefore, they
may, in the absence of any monopoly, be measured as

benefactors to society. Yet, in former years, to speculate
in corn was a crime, and forestallers and regraters were

punishable by law.

THE UNIVERSITIES. X.

LONDON. HI.

IN order to take the degree of Bachelor of Arts, two examina-

tions must be undergone, in addition to that on matriculation-

The first of these, called the Intermediate Examination in Arts,

is held annually, commencing on the third Monday in July. All

candidates, except such as have obtained a place in the Honours

Division at the Matriculation Examination in the preceding

January, must have passed that examination at least one
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academical year" previously, and mast transmit to the Registrar

.rsity a certificate of good conduct, which will bo

.igned by any person of character and position, at

nth before tho commencement of the

i by each cu*

,

sir on receipt of the certificate.

Cation is not a difficult one, and should

y for the matri*

examin IT'S additional study. Tho

rules prescril'<l for tho guidawo of htinlouta preparing for

;>plioablo to tha remain. L-r of the

-urso ;
but during its progress individuality will be

!: frinse upon them. The leading principles,

:<>uld not bo hastily abandoned; they havo boon

i many examinations, and have resulted

success. Concurrent study of tho subjects of

examination; systematic reading, regulated by judiciously con

10 tables; a discreet analysis of portions of the

examination ; and equal familiarity with all the subjects to

the writer owes many academical distinctions, and the

University Gold Medal on taking tho highest degree, rathor

than to tho possession of more than average ability or unusual

opportunities for study.
The examination is, like that nt matriculation, conducted by

means of printed papers, the examiners seldom exercising the

rijjht reserved to them of putting ritvl voce questions. The

whole of tho subjects are continuations of those required at

tho previous examination, and are ranged under the four follow-

ing divisions :

I. Mathematics, including
a. Arithmetic.

/3. Algebra.

7. Geometry (including Mensuration and Conic Sections).

8. Plane Trigonometry.
II. Classics, including (a) The Latin Language with Latin

and Eoman History, (0) Greek.

III. The English Language, Literature, and History.
IV. The French or the German Language.
Branch I. In Branch I., Arithmetic and Algebra form the sub-

jects of a paper, to which three houra are allotted. The student

must be familiar with the ordinary rules of arithmetic, proportion,

interest, vulgar and decimal fractions, and the extraction of the

square root ; in all of which tho ques tions are merely somewhat
more difficult than those set at the matriculation examination.

This portion of the branch should, if it has been properly pre-

pared previously, require but little additional study. In Algebra,
the addition, subtraction, multiplication, and division of algebra-
ical quantities ; determination of common factors ; algebraical

proportion ; algebraical fractions ; arithmetical and geometrical

progressions and simple equations, must not be entirely ne-

glected ; and considerable facility should bo acquired in perform-

ing the operations they involve. In addition, ratio, proportion,

and variation, permutations and combinations, simple and com-

pound interest, present value, discount and annuities, quadratic

equations, and the nature and use of logarithms, including
the mode of finding the characteristic in every case, must be

diligently studied ; and problems in all of them should be re-

peatedly practised. Tho Lessons in Algebra in the POPULAR
EDUCATOR contain the requisite materials for preparation, and

will, with a slate, be amply adequate for the purpose ; while

an hour's work on alternate days during the year preceding
the examination should be sufficient to enable the student to

acquire the necessary proficiency. The names of the subjects
are more appalling than the reality.

In Geometry, it will be desirable to study carefully tho whole
of the lessons and exercises on that subject in the POPULAR

* It may be as well to call attention to the fact that by the term
"academical year" is ordinarily meant the period intervening be-

tween any examination and an examination of a higher grade in the

following year ; which period may be either more or Uws than a calendar

year. Thus the interval between the Intermediate examinations in arts,
science, and medicine, and the Degree examinations of the next year
in those faculties respectively, is about sixteen months; whilst the
interval between the B.A. Examination and the M.A. Examination of
the next year, or between the B.Sc. Examination and the D.Sc.
Examination of the next year, is less than eight months. Neverthe-

less, each of these intervals is counted as an " academical year."

EDUCATOR, committing them to tho understanding rather than
the memory. The student mart also be well prepared in the
first >iz books of Euclid, of which four have been already
learned, and in the eleventh book to the twenty-first proposition.

Conic Sections and Trigonometry are fresh, and not at first

inviting or easy, fields. But they must be mastered, and should
be attacked early. The elementary properties of the cylinder,
eono, and sphere, treated geometrically, must be thoroughly
understood. The mathematical treatment of tho subject is

limited to questions upon the equations to tho straight line, the

circle, parabola, hyperbola, and ellipse referred to rectangular
co -ordinates ; the equations to tho tangent and normal of each
of the conic sections ; and simple propositions involving a
knowledge of the characteristic properties of the curves. The
equation to the ellipse will be found tho most difficult, and,
being frequently selected by the examiners, familiarity with it

should bo resolutely acquired. Candidates must possess such
a knowledge of plane trigonometry aa will enable them to

solve all the oases of plane triangles, and must know the ex-

pression for the area of a triangle in terms of its sides.

II. Classics. The Greek paper includes one subject from tho

f Homer, .ffischylus, Euripides, Sophocles, Herodotus, or

Xonophon, to bo selected two years previously by the Senate ;

and easy questions in Grammar. The Latin subjects are chosen

from the Eclogues, two books of tho Georgics, or two books of

the ^Eneid, of Virgil ; or from the Odes, Satires, or Epistles
of Horace ;

a book of Livy, or the Annals or Histories of Taci-

tus ; or one of the Orations or one book from any of the Philo-

sophical or Rhetorical works of Cice ro ; the selection being made
two years previously by the Senate. Information upon this point

may be obtained either from the Registrar by letter, or from the

University calendar. The examination papers contain passages
of the selected authors to be construed into English, and short

passages of English to be translated into Latin prose. The
remarks made in reference to the corresponding portion of the

Matriculation Examination are equally applicable to tho first

B.A. ; but we again recommend a thorough study of Latin gram-

mar, especial attention to the grammatical analysis of the selected

texts, to the biography of the authors, and to the historical, geo-

graphical, and mythological allusions ; and, in the preparation
of the Latin Prose, to the Roman Calendar, tho use of the

subjunctive mood, and to Roman numerals and ordinals.

The History of Rome to the death of Augustus must also be

carefully read.

III. The English Language, Literature, and Hittory. The

English branch of the examination will involve considerable

study. It will probably not be difficult to write out the substance

of a paragraph previously read by the examiners, if the passage
is delivered distinctly and as it should be written. Correct

spelling and logical punctuation are the points requiring most
attention. The requisite knowledge of the grammatical struc-

ture of the language and of composition will be more difficult to

acquire, but may bo attained by careful study of the Lessons in

English in the POPULAR EDUCATOR. In addition, the exami-

nation in English includes special subjects defined from time to
i' which candidates may inform themselves by appli-

cation to the Registrar, or by reference to the calendar. They
consist usually of the history of some brief period of English
Literature, which may be read from the Lessons in English
Literature in the POPULAR EDUCATOR ; of one of the plays of

Shakespeare, which should be studied from a good annotated

edition; of some other English classic, and of some other

standard author.

Tho biographies of the authors, the names and dates of their

works, the peculiarities of their styles, and tho classes to which

they belong, -should be noticed; the text of the selected works
should be carefully analysed ; involved passages paraphrased ;

beauties or blemishes detected ; archaic or obsolete forms and
uses of words understood ; historical and other allusions ren-

dered capable of explanation ; and familiar quotations and their

context committed to memory.
The examination in English History is confined to a limited

period, coinciding as a rule with the defined period of English
Literature, the questions very frequently having reference to

points of constitutional importance, and to legislation by charter

and by statute.

IV. French or German. The last branch of the examination
consists of either the French or the German language, with one
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of which candidates must be so familiar as to be able to trans-
late French or German prose or poetry into English at sight ;

and to answer questions in Grammar.

Candidates must, in order to pass, satisfy the examiners in

each of the above subjects of examination, those who are suc-

cessful being arranged in two divisions, each in alphabetical
order, and being entitled to a certificate signed by the registrar.

Those who have passed may, as we hope many of our readers

will, present themselves for a further examination in honours
in any one or more of the following subjects :

1. Mathematics, including Algebra, Theory of Equations,
Plane and Spherical Trigonometry, Pure and Co-ordinate Geo-
metry of two dimensions, up to and including the properties of
the conic sections ; Differential Calculus, Integral Calculus,
Statics, Kinetics, and Hydrostatics.

2. Latin, in which the examination consists of extracts for
translation from the "

Miles gloriosus
" and " Menaechmei" of

Plautus; tho " Phormio " and " Hautontimorumenos "
of Ter-

ence ; the First and Second Books of Lucretius
; Virgil ; Horace ;

the Third, Fourth, Tenth, and Eleventh Satires of Juvenal
;

Cicero,
" De Natura Deorum,"

"
Orator,"

" Pro Pnblio

Sestio,"
" Pro Plancio,"

" Ad Atticum," XIV. to XVI. ; Lucan,
I. and II. ; the Fifth, Sixth, and Seventh Books of Livy; and
Tacitus, Annals XL to XVI.

The examination also includes the analysis of any of the
selected subjects, original composition upon questions arising
out of the selected classical authors, prose composition in Latin
and English, and questions in grammar, history, and geography.

3. English. The subjects of examination in this branch are
defined from time to time ; the papers include original composi-
tion upon questions arising out of the authors selected.

4. French. 5. German. Some proficiency in conversation
is essential to first-class honours in French and German, and
the papers usually contain questions upon a limited portion of
the history of the literature of France and Germany.
The examination for honours in Mathematics and Latin con-

tinue during three days, for those in English during two days,
and for honours in French and German, during one day. Suc-
cessful candidates are arranged in three classes, according to
their proficiency.

HYDROSTATICS. II.

PRINCIPLE OF EQUALITY OF PRESSURE HYDROSTATIC PRESS.

THE apparatus known as the hydrostatic bellows, and repre-
sented in Fig. 1, is an interesting illustration of the principle of

equality of pressure. Two circular boards, A B, are connected
together by flexible sides, so as to form a circular pair of bellows.
A long tube opened out at the upper end into the shape of a
funnel is made to open into this. The whole arrangement is

then partly filled with water, not, however, so much so as to

fully expand the bellows. If now several heavy weights be
placed upon the upper board, and water be poured down the

tube, the weights will be raised. A man may even stand on the

board, and, if the tube be long enough, be raised by pouring in
a jug of water. Let us suppose that the area of the tube be
half a square inch, and that of the board 1 foot, and that a
pound of water be poured into the tube. The. pressure ,on the
bottom of the tube is, of course, 1 pound ; and a similar pressure
is exerted on every half a square inch in the inner surface of
the bellows. Now the surface of the board is 144 square
inches, the pressure produced on it by the pound of water is

therefore 288 pounds. On account of the great apparent gain
this is sometimes called the Hydrostatic Paradox, but on con-
sideration it is seen to be no more paradoxical than the gain
effected by any other mechanical power; as, always, what is

gained in power is lost in time.
In a similar way, if a cask be filled with liquid, and a long

tube be inserted tightly into the top and filled also, the weight
of water in this tube, though trifling in itself, will exert such a
pressure as to burst open the cask. If the diameter of the
pipe be rather over one-third of an inch, its area will be about
one-tenth of a square inch, and 2 pounds of water poured into
it will fill it to a height of about 46 feet. This will cause a
pressure of 20 pounds per square inch; and as the surface may
have an area of about 2,000 square inches, the total pressure
produced by the 2 pounds of water will be about 40,000 pounds,

Fig. 3.

Fig. 1.

a pressure sufficient to burst almost any cask. For this

reason, when the parts of a town lie at different levels, and
the water is supplied from a reservoir situated in an elevated

part, the pipes have to be made very strong, as they have to
sustain the pressure produced by a column of water as high
as the most elevated part is above them.

Perhaps the most important application of this principle is

seen in the hydrostatic press, an
instrument which is largely used
in the manufactures where a very
powerful pressure is required. The
general principle on which it acts

is simply this : by means of a

piston or plunger, of small dia-

meter, water is forced into a cylin-
der in which a largo piston works.
The latter is forced out with a

pressure as much greater than
that exerted on the plunger, as

its area is larger. If the large

piston have 20 times the diameter
of the small one its area will be 400
times as large; therefore a pressure
of 1 pound will exert a force of 400.

The annexed figure (Fig. 2) will

give a good idea of the general
construction of the machine. It

varies, however, greatly in shape
and minor details according to

tho power required or the special i

purpose to which it is to be applied.
A B represents a lever hinged at
B to an upright, and working a
solid plunger, D, which is so arranged as only to move in a ver-

tical direction. This plunger, which is of small dimensions,
works water-tight in a small cylinder, c. When it is raised by
means of the handle, A, water rises from the reservoir, G, into

tho cylinder through the valve, E, which then closes and prevents
tho water passing back again. The piston is now forced down, and
drives the water through the pipe into the largo cylinder, L, and
thus communicates the pressure it receives from D. A second
valve is placed at F, so as to keep the water from flowing back
when D is raised again. The making of the large cylinder, L,

requires tho greatest care, on account of the immense pressure
it has to withstand. When the Great Eastern steamer had to

bo launched, some presses were used in which the cylinder was.

made of iron 7 or 8 inches thick, and yet they were split open
by the immense strain exerted on them. The piston, K, is made-

of as large dimensions as practicable, as on this mainly depends
the power of the machine. It works water-tight through a
collar at I, and it was here that the greatest practical difficulty

was found, for the water oozed through, and thus the power of

tho machine was greatly diminished. The difficulty was at last

met by making a collar of stout leather, and so that its section

was of the shape of the letter U inverted. This ring is placed
in a groove prepared for it, and it is easily seen that when the-

water presses on it, it tends to open the bend, and thus causes

the collar to press more firmly against the piston. The books

or other articles to be compressed are laid upon the flattened

top of the piston, and pressed against a strong iron framework

constructed for the purpose.
The advantage gained by the machine depends upon two-

things : first, the comparative sizes of the pistons ; and second,

the proportion between the distances A B and H B. Suppose,
for example, that the diameter of K is 15 inches, and that of r>

half an inch ;
also that the length of A B is 3 feet and B H

2 inches, what power will a man pressing at A with a force of

50 pounds exert ? Since the diameters are in the proportion of

1 to 30, their areas are in the proportion of 1 to 900, and there-

fore whatever pressure is exerted on D, K sustains 900 times

the amount. But A B is a simple lever of the second kind, and

the gain produced by its use is 3
2
6
, or 18. The pressure of

50 pounds at A produces, therefore, one of 900 on D ; and thus

the total force with which the books at M are compressed is

900 x 900 = 810,000 pounds, or upwards of 360 tons. As we
can increase the length of the lever or diminish the diameter of

the small piston greatly, the only practical limit to the power
of the machine is the strength of th large cylinder. An addi-
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tional tap, not Hho\rn in the figure, is arranged K> that tho

'an bo allowed to escape from the cylinder win
I I., remove the pressure.
machine is constantly used by manufacturers for many

different purposes. Oil is expressed from seeds by it, foods
are compressed for packing, and many other operations per-

. Tlio most remarkable application f it, however, was
in lii" Ixiiltliiitf of the tubular briiltfo over the .Mciiai Straits.

t of th' tubes of which this is constructed is 472
feet long, and the inside dimensions are about 14 foot wide,
:rid 25 foot high. Each weighs about 1,200 tons: they were

completely finished, and then convoyed on pontoons to the spot,
.sod into their place by an hydraulic proas, which was

the largest over constructed. Its cylinder was 22 inches in-

liamotor, 10 inches thick, and foot long, ami weighed
upwards of 15 tons. The cross pieces to which tho lifting

- were attached weighed 13 tons.

The lifting force this press was capable of exerting was esti-

mated at over 2,000 tons. It was erected at tho top of tho

towers, and chains were fastened round the tube and attached
to the cross head of the ram. At each lift the tube was raised

about 6 feet, the space underneath was then filled in with

masonry, and the chain shortened for another lift ; and in this

way each tube \vas raised to its elevation of 101 feet above

high-water mark.
As valves are of frequent employment in hydraulic machines,

it will be well just to give an explanation of their construction.

The object to bo attained by their use is to allow water to flow

freely along a pipe in one direction, but to prevent it passing in

the other. Tho simplest means of accomplishing this is by a
common clack valve (Fig. 3, a). This consists of a plate of

metal, hinged at one edge, and closing over tho opening. A
piece of leather larger than the plato is usually placed over tho

upper surface, and the weight of tho water presses it against
the other surface, thus closing the valve more tightly. Another
kind of valvo is shown at !>, and consists of a ball which vises

by tho pressure of tho water, but falls by its own weight, and
closes the pipe when the water tries to pass back. The other

variety in common nso is the spindle valve shown at r. A
conical piece of metal is made to fit into a setting, and confined

by a guide rod so as to rise vertically. The beat inclination for

the sides of the valve is an angle of about 45, as then there is

little danger of its becoming stuck in its setting, and on tho
other hand it does not waste much room.

LESSONS IN BOOKKEEPING. XXXI.
MEMORANDA OF THE TRANSACTIONS

OF MESSRS. EVANS AND HAYWARD, TEA, COFFEE, AND SUGAR

188_
MERCHANTS (concluded).

Feb. 22. Drew Bills : No. 27, on Wardlaw nnd Co., duo @ 1 mo. ; No.
28, on Meors and Fry, doe (a), 1 mo. Sold to Jenkins Bros., Coffe :

Bio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt., @ 46s. ; Mocha, tmrblod, 10 Robins =
15 cwt.,@ 100s. Sold to Osmond and Co., Coffta: Jamaica, flue, 2
tierces =14 cwt, @ His. 3d. Sold to L. F. Tyler and Son,
Sugar: Brazil, 1 lilul. ^ 15 cwt., @ 27s. 9d. ; Bengal, 1 hhd =
IS cwt.,@ 45s. 6d.

Feb. 23.-IUorire4 Cadi from V. Reynolds. Reaiv*d Coah tor Bill*
No*. 10 and 11. Sold to Fraaman and Date, T*a .- Congou, food.
10 ohaaU-800 lba..<ai 1*. 6fl. ; Hymon, ft eheate-aSO lb*..&
2*. Id.; CO/M.- Jamaica, rood, 1 ttoroe _ 7 ewt, % Ma. ;

A*ar> W i ..-8 cwt., (3 4f*. Etootad by W. Uoyd.
on account of H. Phillip*, Barbados*, on InaoiMoa oa M5. oa
SO bbds. of Sugar, valued at 31 10*. per hhd.. from Butedoa* to
London. par the Cotnat. at 8J X premium i PoHer. *4*.d. t our
CommUcian on do., } per cant

Feb. 24. Boeivd Cub from Dui and Son and O. Finlan. Booth*
Vatiffhan and Co., 1.000 Great Indian Penineukr Railway

Stock, ($ 105J ; Stamp and F*w, 1(H. ; OommtmioB, t par em*,
to i.uiMi.-y ii.,.1 Co., TM : Conifou. fiuaat, 10 obeat* - 800 1U .

@ 2*. 6d. ; Souohonf, 5 cbeata 400 lb*.. <$ U. 44. Draw Bilk :
-

No. 20, on Fraetoau and Dale, due @ 1 mo. t No. 30, on Lnmlajr
and Co., due @ 1 mo. Paid Wage*. 5. W. Colliu* and B.
George, Travelling Expanses, 7 7s. each.

Feb. 26.- Paid Bayley and Co. Received C**h from F. NicholU. and
Cub for Bill No. 25. Paid Vaughon and Co. Sold to Owea and
Co., Tea : Gunpowder, 20 cheat* = 1,000 lb*..@ 2*. 7i.d. (Las* L'J :'.

for Cash in a fortuixlit).

Fob. 27. Received Cub for Bill* No*. 12 and 20. Sold to E. Davey.
Tea: Congou, good, 5 cbeata = 400 Iba.,@ la. 7d. ; Hyaon. 3 chaat*
= 210 lb*.,@ 2*. If 1. ; CO/M : Jamaica, good. 1 Ueroo = 7 cwt.,

@8Gs. Sold to Mason and Co., CO/M: Mocha, ungorbled. 10
bales= 20 cwt., @ 80*. 6d. Sold to Thompson and Co., CO/M:
Costa Rica, 14 bags =21 cwt., @ 67s. ; Rio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt.,

(<y 45s. 6d. ; Sugar : Brazil, 1 hhd. = 15 cwt. @ 28*. d. Sold to
Pickford and Green, Sugar: Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt.,@ 45*.; W.
India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt., @ 40*. Sold to H. Paton, To : Congou,
finest, 10 chest* = 800 Ibs.,@ 2*. 5jd. ; Souchong, 5 cheat* = 400

lb..@2*. 4d. Sold to Fox and Co., CO/M : Mocha, garbled. 10

bales= 15 cwt., @ 99*. 3d. ; Jamaica, fine, 1 tierce = 7 cwt., @
110s. Cd.

Feb. 28. Received Cosh from Duncan and Forbes; BilU: No. 31,

from Mason and Co., due 9 March ; No. 32, from Pickford and
Green, due 14 March ; No. 33, from H. Paton, due 7 March. Drew
Bills : No. 31, ou Thompson and Co., due@ 1 mo. ; No. 35, on Fox
and Co., dne @ 1 mo.

March 1. Received Cash for Bill No. 13. Paid Freight of Coffee per
Neptune, 07 3s. 4d. Paid Duties and Fees on do., 15 9s. Sd.

Paid for Dock Dues, etc., on do., 9 7s. 2d. Paid Salarie*. a*

before, 60.

March 2. Sold to Marohmont and Co., Tea : Congoa, good, 10 cheats
= 800 Ibs. ,@ Is. Of1. ; Souchong, 10 cheats = 803 lb. .@ 2*. 3fL ;

Hyson, 5 chests = 350 Ibs., 2*. 2d. ; Gunpowder, 10 cheat* =
SOD Ibs., @ 2*. 7d. Sold to F. Nicholls, Tea : Congou, fineat, 10

chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 5|d. ; Gunpowder, 5 cheat*= 400 lb*., @
2s. 7id. Sold to Duncan and Forbes, CO/M : Jamaica, good, 2

tierces = U cwt., @ 86g. ; Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bale*= 10 cwt.. (a}

80s. Sold to J. Tilley, Coffee : Jamaica, fine, 2 tierce* =11 cwt,
@ 110s. ; Sugar: W. India, 1 tierce = 8 cwt.,@ 30*. 3d.

Uarch 3 Received Cosh on ace. from Marchmont and Co., 984*. Sd.;
Bill No. 3ti from <1o.. due 17 March, for balance of ace. Received
Cash from F. Nicholls, Atkins and Fry, and L. F. Tyler and Son.
Paid Wages, 5.

'

W. Collins and E. George, Travelling Expense*.
'7 7s. each.

March 5. Received Cash from Jenkins Bros, and Osmond and Co.

Received Cash for Bill* No*. 17 and 26. Sold to Clayton and Co.,
Tea: Congou, good, 5 chests = 400 lb*., @ 1*. 6^d. ; Sugar: W.
India, 2 tierces 16 cwt., (a) 39*. 6d. Sold to Owen and Co.,
Tea: Cougou, finest, 5 chests = 400 lb., @ 2*. S^d. ; Souchong,
5 chests = 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 4d. ; Hyson, 5 chest* = 350 lb* , @
28. Ifl. ; Gunpowder, 10 chest* = 800 lb*.,@ 2s. 8d. (Lea* 2^ %
for cash in a fortnight). Bought of Durrant and Co., Tea:

Congou, good, 50 chests = 4,000 lb*. ,@ 1*. 5.JJ. ; Congoa, finest. 50

chests= 4,000 Ibs., @ 2*. 3Ad. ; Souchong, 50 chet* = 4,000 lb*.,

@ 2s. 2d. ; Hyson, 30 chests = 2,100 lb* , @ 1*. lid. (Lea* 2} %).

Bought of J. Allport, Ta : Gunpowder, 75 chest* = 6,000 lb*., @
2s. Sd. (Lea* 2^ 7,}. Bought of Bayl-jy and Co., CO/M : Mocha,
uugarblod, 30 bales ^= 60 cwt, @ 71s. 3d. ; Costa Rica, 30 bales
= 45 cwt, @ 60*. Bought of J. Gilbertson, CO/M: Rio, 40
];, .l.ius == 60 cwt,@ 36*. Od. ; Mocha, garbled, 30 bale* = 45 cwt*
@ 90*. (Lew 2 %).

March 6. Paid Bill* No*. 2 and 4. Received Ca*h for Bill No. 18 ;

and Cash from E. Davey. Accepted BilU : No*. 21, 22, and 23,
drawn by Durraut and Co., due@ 1, 2, and 3 months for one-third
of amount of ace. each ; No. 24, drawn by J. Allport, due @ 4
mouths ; No. 25, drawn by Boyley and Co., due @ 3 mo*. ; No. 26,
drawn by J. Gilbertsou, due @ 2 mo*.

March 7.-Received Cash for Bill No. 33. Sold to H. Meredith. TM .-

Congou, good, 5 cheat* = 400 Ibs., (oils. 7d. ; Hyson, 3 cheat* = 210

Ibs., @ 2*. Id. Sold to Atkins and Fry, CO/M : Jamaica, good, 2

tierce* = 14 cwt., @ 85*. 6d.; Coat*. Rica, 10 bag* = 15 cwt, @
68s. Sold to Fox uud Co., CO/M : Jamaica, fine, 3 tierce*= 21

cwt., @ 110*. 3d. ; Mocha, garbled, 10 bale* = 15 cwt., @ 97*. 3d.

Sold to C. Maunder, Sugar: W. India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt, @
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40s. 3d. ; Brazil, 1 hhcl. = 15 cwt. @ 30s. 3d. ; Bengal, 1 hlid. =
18 owt., @ 44s. (Less 2\ % for Cash). Received Cash same time.

March 8. Eeceived Bills : No. 37, from Atkins and Fry, due 21 Mar. ;

No. 38, from Fox and Co., due 28 Mar.
March 9. Received Cash for Bill No. 31. Sold per E. Hodgson,

Coffee, per Neptune, 30 tierces = 210 cwt., @120s. His brokerage
on do., at 1^ %. Sold to A. Ledbrooke, Tea : Congou, finest, 10

chests == 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 5^d. ; Souchong, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @
2s. 3|d. ; Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 10 bales = 20 cwt., @ 80s.

Sold to Winter and Co., Coffee: Eio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt., @
45s. 3d. ; Tea : Gunpowder, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 6^d.

March 10. Drew Bill No. 39 on A. Ledbrooke, due @ 1 ino. Drew
out of Cash: Petty Cash, 10; J. Hayward, Private ace., 20;
J. Evans, Private ace., 20. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins and
E. George, Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

March 12. Received Cash from Owen and Co. Received Cash for

Bill No. 21. Paid Bill No. 6. Sold to L. F. Tyler and Son, Tea :

Congou, good, 20 chests = 1,600 Ibs. , @ Is. 6|d. Sold to Smith
and Brown, Tea .- Hyson, 5 chests = 350 Ibs., @ 2s. Ojd. ; Coffee :

Jamaica, good, 2 tierces = 14 cwt., @ 85s. 9d. ; Costa Rica, 10

bags = 15 cwt., @ 67s. lOd. Sold to Osmond and Co., Coffee :

Mocha, garbled, 10 bales= 15 cwt. , @ 97s. 6d. ; Jamaica, fine, 1

tierce = 7 cwt., @ 110s. 6d. Sold to North and Co., Sugar: W.
India, 1 tierce = 8 cwt.,@ 10s. ; Brazil, 1 hhd. = 15 cwt., @ 30s.;

Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt., @ 43s. 9d.

March 13. Drew Bills : No. 40, on Osmond and Co., due @ 1 mo. ;

No. 41, on North and Co., due @ 1 mo. Sold to Hunter and Co.,
Tea.- Congou, finest, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 5d. ; Souchong,
10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 4d. ; Gunpowder, 10 chests = 800 Ibs.,

@ 2s. 6^d. Eeceived Cash for Bill No. 4.

March 14. Received from Hunter and Co., 100 on ace. Drew Bill

No. 42 on Hunter and Co., due @ 1 mo., for balance of ace.

Eeceived Cash from Meredith nnd Co. Received Cash for Bill

No. 32.

March 15. Sold to Edwards and Co., Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 10

bales = 20 cwt., @ 79s. ; Rio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt., @ 44s. 9d.
;

Jamaica, fine, 1 tierce = 7 cwt.,@ 110s. 9d. Bought of Wiugrarn
and Co., Sugar : W. India, 13 tierces = 104 cwt., '@ 31s. 6d. ;

Brazil, 7 hhds. = 105 cwt., @ 19s. 9d. (Less 2^ % for Cash).

Bought of Reed and Co., Sugar: Bengal, 7 hhds. = 126 cwt., @
34s. 6d. (Less 2- % for Cash in a fortnight). Bought of H. Bate-

man and Son, Coffee : Jamaica, fine, 10 tierces = 70 cwt., @ 102s.

(Less 21 %).
March 16. Paid Wingram and Co. Accepted Bill No. 27, drawn by

H. Baternan and Son, due @ 2 mos. Received Cash for Bill No.
23. Received Cash from Winter and Co. Sold to Kebble and

Williams, Coffee : Jamaica, good, 1 tierce = 7 cwt., @ 86s. ; Costa

Eica, 10 bags = 15 cwt., @ 67s. 6d. ; Mocha, garbled, 10 bales =
15 cwt., @ 97s. 3d.

March 17. Drew Bill No. 43 on Kebble and Williams, clue @ 1 mo.
Eeceived Cash for Bills Nos. 24 and 36. Eeceived Cash from
Duncan and Forbes. Sold to Dean and Son, Tea : Congou, good,
20 chests = 1,600 Ibs., @ Is. 6^d. ; Congou, finest, 5 chests = 400

Ibs., @ 2s. 5d. ; Hyson, 5 chests = 350 Ibs., @ 2s. Id. Sold to

Allatson and Co., Tea: Gunpowder, 20 chests = 1,600 Ibs., @
2s. 6d. ; Souchong, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 3d. Sold to Mears

and Fry, Sugar : W. India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt.,@ 39s. 3d. ; Brazil,

1 hhd. = 15 cwt., @ 28s. ; Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt., @ 43s. 6d.

Paid Bill No. 9. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins and E. George,

Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

March 19. Received Bills : No. 44, from Dean and Son, due 26 Mar. ;

No. 45, from Mears and Fry, due 28 Mar. Drew Bill No. 46 on

Allatson and Co., due @ 1 mo. Eeceived Cash from Clayton and

Co. and Owen and Co. Sold to Tucker and Co., Tea .- Gunpowder,
10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 6jd. Received Cash same time. Sold

to H. Eossiter, Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bales = 10 cwt., @
79s. 3d. ; Rio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt., @ 44s. 6d. ; Jamaica, fine, 2

tierces = 14 cwt., @ 110s. Bought of J. Vavasseur, Tea : Congou,

good, 50 chests = 4,000 Ibs., @ Is. 5d. Bought of J. Gilbertson,

Coffee : Jamaica, good, 10 tierces = 70 cwt., @ 78s. ; Costa Rica,

40 bags = 60 cwt., @ 60s. ; Mocha, garbled, 40 bales= 60 cwt., @
90s. (Less 2^ % for Cash in a month).

March 20. Accepted Bill No. 28, drawn by J. Vavasseur, due at 2 mos.

Paid J.' Gilbertson and H. Bateman and Son their invoices of 20

Feb. Sold to F. Notley, Tea .- Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs.,

@ Is. 6 Jd. ; Congou, finest, 5 chests= 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 5d. Sold

to Freeman and Dale, Coffee: Jamaica, good, 2 tierces = 14 cwt.,@
86s. ; Costa Rica, 10 bags= 15 cwt., @ 67s. ; Mocha, garbled, 10

bales =15 cwt., @ 97s. Sold to Mitchins and Co., Sugar: W.

India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt., @ 39s. ; Brazil, 1 hhd. = 15 cwt., @
28s. 3d. ; Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt., @ 43s.

March 21. Drew Bills : No. 47 ou Freeman and Dale, due@ 1 mo.; No. 48,

on Mitchina and Co., due @ 1 mo. Received Cash for Bill No. 37,

and Cash from J. Tilley. Sold to Fox and Co., Tea .- Souchong,
10 chests ~= 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 3d.; Hyson, 10 chests= 700 Ibs., @
2s. Sold to A. Ledbrooke, Tea: Gunpowder, 20 chests = 1,600

Ibs., @ 2s. 6d. Sold to G. Kennett, Cbffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 5

bales = 10 cwt., @ 79s. ; Rio, 10 Robins = 15 cwt., (

Jamaica, fine, 2 tierces= 14 cwt., @ 110s. 3d.

March 22. Drew Bills : No. 49, on A. Ledbrooke, due @ 1 mo. ; No.

50, on G. Kennett, due @ 1 mo. Paid Freight of Sugar, per the

Comet, 81 3s. 2d. ; Paid Duties and Fees on do., 283 10s. Paid
Dock Dues, etc., on do., 25 17s. 3d.

March 23. Received Cash from E. Hodgson for Coffee sold at Public

Auction, March 9, less his brokerage on do. Received Cash from
L. F. Tyler and Son. Sold to H. Paton, Tea : Congou, good, 20
chests = 1,600 Ibs., @ Is. 6d. ; Gunpowder, 5 chests = 400 Ibs.,@
2s. Gd. Sold to Lockley and Fife, Coffee : Jamaica, good, 2 tierces
= 14 cwt.,@ 85s. 6d. ; Costa Rica, 10 bags = 15 cwt.,@ 66s. 6d. ;

Mocha, garbled, 10 bales = 15 o ?t., @ 98s. Sold to Atkins and

Fry, Sugar : W. India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt., @ 39s. ; Brazil, 1 hhd.
= 15 cwt.,@ 28s. 3d.; Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt., @ 43s. 3d. (Less
If % for Cash).

March 24. Received Cash from Atkins and Fry. Drew Bill No. 51 on
H. Paton, due @ 1 mo. Received Cash for Bills Nos. 27 and 28.

Drew out of Cash : Petty Cash, .10 ; J. Evans, Private ace.,

20; J. Hayward, Private ace., 20. Paid Wages, 5. W. Collins*

and E. George, Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each.

March 26. Made up the Account Sales of Coffee per the Neptune.
Our Commission 2i % on gross amount. Received Cash for Bill

No. 44. Paid Gibson and Milner 50 for one quarter's rent of

Counting-house and Warehouse. Effected an Insurance in the
Sun Fire Insurance Office on Stock, Fixtures, etc., on 4,000;

Premium, 12; Duty, 3. One year, to Lady-day, 188 . Sold

to Wheatley and Co., Tea : Congou, finest, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @.
2s. 4|d. ; Hyson, 7 chests = 490 Ibs., @ 2s. Id. Bought of J.

Allport, Tea : Gunpowder, 30 chests = 2,400 Ibs., @ 2s. 5d. ;

Hyson, 15 chests = 1,050 Ibs., @ Is. lid. (Less 2| % for Cash).

Bought of Bayley and Co., Coffee : Mocha, ungarbled, 20 bales=
40 cwt., @ 71s.; Rio, 20 Robins = 30 cwt., @ 36s. 3d. (Less 2j %
for Cash). Paid Eates and Taxes, 6 13s. 4d.

March 27. Paid J. Allport and Bayley and Co. Eeceived Cash from

Wheatley and Co., and H. Rossiter. Eeceived Cash for Bills Nos.

29 and 30. Sold to E. Davey, Tea : Congou, good, 10 chests =
800 Ibs., @ Is. 6d. ; Souchong, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ 2s. 3d. ;

Gunpowder, 5 chests = 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 6d. Sold to Gilfillan and

Co., Coffee : Jamaica, good, 2 tierces = 14 cwt., @ 85s. 9d. ;

Mocha, ungarbled, 5 bales = 10 cwt., @ 79s. ; Costa Rica, 5 bags
= 7 cwt. , @ 67s. ; Rio, 5 Robins = 7J cwt., @ 45s. Sold to-

Eabbit and Son, Coffee : Mocha, garbled, 5 bales = 7% cwt.,@ 98s. ;

Jamaica, fine, 2 tierces = 14 cwt., @ 110s. 6d. Received Cash

same time. Sold to Day and Co., Sugar : W. India, 2 tierces =
16 cwt., @ 39s. ; Brazil, 1 hhd= 15 cwt., @ 28s. ; Bengal, 1 hhd.
= 18 cwt., @ 43s.

March 28. Drew Bills : No. 52, on E. Davey, due @ 1 mo. ; No. 53,

on Gilfillan and Co., due @ 1 mo. Received Cash for Bills Nos.

38 and 45, and Cash from Lockley and Fife. Sold to Lumley and

Co., Tea : Congou, finest, 5 chests = 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 4jd. ; Hyson,
10 chests = 700 Ibs., @ 2s. ; Gunpowder, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @
2s. 6d.

March 29. Eeceived Cash from F. Notley. Paid Eeed and Co. Drew
Bill No. 54 on Lumley and Co., due @ 1 mo. Sold to Wardlaw

and Co., Tea: Congou, good, 10 chests = 800 Ibs., @ Is. 6$d. 5

Gunpowder, 5 chests = 400 Ibs., @ 2s. 6^d. Bought of J. Vavas-

seur, Tea : Souchong, 25 chests = 2,000 Ibs., @ 2s. 2d. (Less 2^ %).

March 30. Eeceived Cash from Day and Co. Sold to Edwards and

Co., Coffee: Jamaica, good, 2 tierces =14 cwt., @ 85s. ; Mocha,

ungarbled, 5 bales = 10 cwt., @ 79s. 3d. ; Costa Eica, 5 bags = 7

cwt.,@ 66s. 6d. Sold to Thompson and Co., Coffee : Eio, 5 Eobins

7 cwt.,@ 45s. ; Mocha, garbled, 5 bales = 7f cwt.,@ 07s. 6d. ;

Jamaica, fine, 2 tierces = 14 cwt., @ 110s. 3d. Eeceived Cash

from Smith and Brown.
March 31. Eeceived Cash from Wardlaw and Co. and Fox and Co.,

and Cash for Bills Nos. 34 and 35. Sold to Pickford and Greene,

Sugar .- W. India, 2 tierces = 16 cwt., @ 39s. Sold to L. F. Tyler

and Son, Sugar : Brazil, 1 hhd. = 15 cwt.,@ 28s. Sold to Clayton

and Co., Sugar : Bengal, 1 hhd. = 18 cwt., @ 43s. Paid Wages,

5. W. Collins and E. George, Travelling Expenses, 7 7s. each,

and Salaries, 60. Made up ace. of Petty Cash for Quarter ending

31 March, 46 4s. 7d. Eeceived in Cash from City Bank Inter-

est on our deposits,
' Valued Stock at Prime Cost and balanced

books.

LESSONS IN FRENCH. LXIII.

56. EEMARKS.

THERE is only one conjugation for passive verbs. It is

formed of the auxiliary 6tre in all its tenses, simple and com-

pound, and the participle past of the active verb which we wish

to conjugate in the passive voice. The past participle used

with Stre agrees in gender and number with the subject. See

44, (4).
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57. CONJUGATION or KLCTIVI VERBS [| 44, (6).]

MOM
SB FLATTER, TO / ONE'S 8ELF.

INFINITIYI MOOD.
FKMBHT.

So flatter, to jiattcr one's self.

run.
8'etM fiatW, to har flatttred one's self.

ruisi M.
8e flattant, jlattering on*

1

*

Je me flatte,

II so flatto,

On BO flatte,

Nous iioua flattens,
Vous vous llattez,

Us se flatten!,

Je me flattais,

Tu to flattois,

H Be flattait,

On BO flattait.

Nous * oua tluttions,

Vous DUS flattioz,

Us se tlattaient,

Je me flattai,

Tu te flattos,

11 se flatta,

On se flatta,

Nous nous flattames,
Yous vous flattates,

Us se flatterent,

PARTICIPLES.
COMPOUND.

tlf. SVtant flatus, having flattered one's

self.

INDICATIVE MOOD.
i-utsi m,

I flatter mytelf.
thou flatterest thyself.

h* flatter* himself.

on* flatters himself or one's self.

w* flatter ourselves.

you flatter ^.ourselves.

they flatttr themselves.

IMPERFECT.
I wot flattering or used to flatter

myself.
thou wast flattering thyself,

he was flattering himself,

on* wa* flattering on*'* self,

w* wsr* flattering ourselves,

you were flattering yourselves.

they were flattering themselves.

PAST DEFINITE.
I flatttred or did flatter myself.
thou didst flatter thysjf.
h* flattered himself.
one flatttred one's self.

we flattered our.-<

you flattered yourselves.

they flattered themselves.

PAST INDEFINITE.

Je me suis flattd, m. flattie, /.

Tu t'es flatte" or flattoe,

n s'est flat tit,

Elle s'ost fla'ttee,

On s'ost flatt^,

Nons nous sommes flatted or

flatties,

Vous vous etcs flatttis or flatties,

Us se sont flattt's, m.
Elles so sont flattees, /.

I have flattered myself,
thou hast flattered thyself.

he has flattered himself. .

she has flattered herself,

one has flattered one's self.

too have flattered ourselves.

you have flattered yourselves,

they have flattered themselves,

they have flattered themselves.

PLUPERFECT.

Je m'tStais flatte", m. flattie, /.

Tu t'e"tais flattd or flatted,

II s'e"tait flatte",

Elle sVtait flattee,

On aVtait flattt?,

Nous nous i5tioua flattds or flatties,

Vons vous <5tiez flattos or flatties,

Us s'dtaiont flattds, m.
EUes sYtaient flattens, /.

I Itad flattered myself.

thou hadst flattered thyself.

he had flattered himself,

she had flattered herself.
'

on had /tattered on' self,

we had flattered ourselves,

you had flattered yourtelve*.

they had flattered themselves,

then had flattered themselves.

PAST ANTERIOR.

Je me fus flattd, m. flattee, /.

Tu to fus flat to or flat t re,

H so fut flattd,

Elle se fut flattie,

On se fut flattd,

Nous nous fumes flatted or flat-

tees,

Vons vous futes flattes or flatties,

Us se furent flatted, m.
Elles se furent flattees, /.

I had flattered myself,

thou hadst flattered thyself,

he had flattered himself,

she had flattered herself,

one had flattered one's self,

we had flattered oureelves.

you had flattered yourself**,

they had flattered thomselve*.

they had flatttred themselves.

Je me flatterai,

Tu to flatteras,

II se flattera,

On so flattera,

Nous nous flatterons,
Vous vous flatterez,
Us se flatteront,

FUTURE.
I haH flatter myself,
thou wilt flatttr thyself,

he will flatter himself,

on* will jlattr on*'* self.

w* thall flatter ourselves,

you will flatter yourselves,

they will flatter themselvt*.

FUTURE ANTERIOR.

Je me serai flatte", m. flatWe, /. I shall have flattered myself.

Tu te seras flatte" or flattoe, thou wilt have flattered thyself.

H Be sera flattd, h* will have flattered himself.

Ella M Mr* flstUo,
On M Mru flatU*.

.'.- .-, :.. | . r ..n

Voua TOO* MTW
DC M Mront flattd, m.
ElUw M Mnront flatt^,/.

OM wtil few flatttreA one', self.

or tat- wt ha II UM flatter* Mratlwt.

you witi JkM/Ufera< yo
(JUy trJJ hate flatU

COM,n I.-NAI. HOOA

J me flattermia,
Tu te flatterais,

II M ftattoralt,

On M flatterait,

Nona nous flatterlona,
Vous TOO* flattoriex,
Ils BO flattenient,

M
Je me serais flattd, tn. flattte, /.

Tu to aeraia flatU' or flattea,
II ae serait flatU',

Elle ae serait flattee,

On ae serait flatW,
Nous nous serious flattea or flat-

tees,
Vous vons aeriez flattea or ^ntWffj,
Ils BO aeraient flatu-s, m.
Elles se seraient flattees, /.

I sho14 flatter my**!/.
thou KOuUtt flatter U^elf.
h* would flatttr kimstl/.
on* would flatter mf* **\f.

w* should flatttr owntltm.
. ,

tfey would flatttr thtmsttot*,

IT.

I .Jiould hattflatttrtd mytelf.
thou woulist have flattered thyself,

he would hav* flatttrsa himself,

sh* would hare flatttred herself.

on* would hat* flattered out'* self.

M might hav* flattered ounelees.

you would liave flattered nourselt**.

they would hat* flatttred themselves,

they would have flatttred Uumttltt*,

Flatte-toi,

Qu'il se flatte,

Qu'on se flatte,

Flattons-nous,
Flattez-vous,

Qu'ils ae flattent,

IMPEKATIVE MOOD.

flatter thyself.

let him flatter himtelf.

let on* flatter on*'* self.

Ut us flatttr murstlv**.

let them flatter thtvuAr

SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD.

Quo je mo flatte,

Quo tu te flattes,

Qu'il Be flatte,

Qu'on so flatte,

Quo nous nous flattions,

Quo vous vous flattiez,

Qu'ils se flattent,

Que je mo flattaase,

Quo tu te flattassea,

Qu'il so ftattat,

Qu'on se flattat,

Que nous nous flattassions,

Quo vous vous flattassiez,

Qu'ils BO flattassent,

PRE8E3TT.

that I may flatttr myself,
that thou matiest flatter thyself,

that h* may flaMtr hiaue\f.

that on* may flatttr tmt** s*\f.

that w* may flatttr o*n*le*.

that you may flatttr yourMlr.
that tiiey may flatter themselves.

IMPERFECT.

that I might flatttr myself.
that fhou mightttt flatter thystlf.

that h* might flatter himself,

that on* might flatttr out's self,

that we might flatttr ourselves,

that yon might flatter yorrJr<.
that they might flatttr i

Quo je me sois flatW, m. flattie, /.

Que tu te sois flatW or flattie,

Qu'il se soit flatW,

Qu'elle se soit flattee.

Qu'on se soit flatted

Que nous nous soyona flattea or

flattfes,

Que vous vous soyoz flattea or flat-

tees,

Qu'ils se Boient flatWs, m.

Qu'elles ae soient flatteea, /.

that 1 may haveflattfrel myself,

that thou mayett hoot flatter** t*y-

V.
that ht may have flattered himstlf.

that she may haw flatttrtd herself,

that OM may have flatttred one's self,

that tr may haw flattered onmlw*.

that you may har flattered yowr-
selves.

that they may have flattered them-

selves.

that they may hat* flatter** them-

NJ . -.

PLUPERFECT.

Que je me fusse flattd, m. flattee,/. that I might hare flatttred myself.

Quo tu to fusses flatte" or flattee, that thoH inighUstMM flattered thy-

Qu'il se fut flatt<$(

QVelle M fut flattee,

Qu'on ae fut flatW,

Quo nous nous fnssions flattea or

flatteea,

Qne vons TOUB fussiez flattea or

flatteea,

Qu'ils ae fnaMat flatte*, m.

Qu'elles ae fuaaent flatWea,/.

that he might hat* flatttred himself.

that sh* might have flatttrtd herself.

that on* might hav* flattered one's

self.

that w* might hat* flatttrtd our-

that you mioht hart flattered

that thy might hao* flatttred thtm.

selres.

that thty might have flattered them-
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Pig. 83.

GEOMETRICAL PERSPECTIVE. XVIII.
PEESPECTIVE OF SHADOWS (continued).

WE will now give some examples of the third position of the

sun, as given in Lesson XVI., page 260, that is, when the sun is

behind the picture, or in other words, when the object upon
which the light falls is between the sun and the spectator.
We have said before that, when the sun is behind the picture,

the vanishing line for the sun's elevation is inclined upwards,
determining the VP for the sun's elevation over the VP for the
sun's inclination. To assist in explaining this, we will again
make use of a line to represent
a pole.

Let a 1) (Fig. 83) represent a

pole. VPSI is the vanishing
point of the sun's inclination

at an angle of 50 ; DVPSI is

its distance point, from which is

drawn the vanishing line at an

angle of 40 with the horizon
to VPSE, the vanishing point of

the sun's elevation. Draw a
line through a directed from
VPSE until it cuts another line

drawn through b directed from

VPSEV

a o to be a c. The other corresponding ray of elevation through
d, meeting the ray of inclination at c, determines the shadow of
b d to be c e, which has the same vanishing point as b d,

viz., VP
1
. The shadow of the perpendicular edge in n is mo;

join e o, which will be the shadow of d n ; then upon the same
principle as in the case of the shadow of b d will the shadow
of d n, viz., e o, vanish at VP2

. To determine the edge of the
shadow as it crosses the slab, draw a perpendicular line from

j

the point in which the shadow line a c cuts the base line of
the slab, either from h or i, to meet the upper edge of the slab

!
in s or v ; if- preferred, both lines may be drawn, then by join-

ing s and v the edge of the
shadow of the block crossing
the slab will be determined ; if

one of the lines only is drawn,
then the edge of the shadow
represented by s v must be di-

rected towards VPSI.

The rays of the sun's incli-

nation and those of the eleva-

tion must always be drawn in

order to obtain the termination
or extent of the shadow, let

the position of the object be
as it may, as in Fig. 85, where

VPSI

VPSI ; these lines intersecting at c will give the extent and
position of the shadow c b.

PROBLEM LII. (Fig. 84). A Slab and a Block. The slab

is placed on its edge at an angle of 30 with the PP. The
block is in an upright position, and parallel with the slab at
some distance beyond it; sun's elevation 50, and inclination
40.

This problem being given as an exercise for our pupils, we
will leave them to decide for themselves upon the proportions
of the blocks, and upon the remaining perspective conditions ;

they will understand that the process for casting the shadow
will be the same as shown by Fig. 83. At the same time we must
draw attention to some parts of the shadows where the con-

struction may not be clearly understood. The ray of the sun's

Inclination, through a of the block, meets the one through b

rom the sun's elevation, making the extent of the shadow of

the chimney which is behind the building is brought down
to the ground at a, although the line b a coincides vrith

the further side of the building, and thus, being on the same

plane, is brought down to Uhe ground-line of the wall, yet
the edge of the shadow of the chimney is found by drawing
a line through a from the vanishing point of the sun's incli-

nation to meet the ray from the one of the sun's elevation ;

the same as though the chimney had projected from the wall,

when the ray of inclination must be produced from the base of

the chimney to obtain the edge of the shadow at c ; because the

plane of the wall does not vanish at the same vanishing point
as the sun's inclination, the retiring edge of the shadow at c

will vanish at the same VP for the corresponding edge of the

chimney. The pupil will notice that the building being placed
j:t an angle of 45 with the picture plane, the distance points of

the station point are its vanishing points. If the sun's inclL-
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it directly oppoaite the eyo, the vr for it* elevation will
be over it, that is, over the point of sight, I-H (Fig. 86). Then
VPSB ia found by drawing the angle of inclination from the
diatanoe point of the eye or station point, and the ryi of

Mition are ruled to the PS.
Wo odriae our pupils to draw the OTOM

ami I.look of Fig. 86 at an angle with the
: -i. -turn piano, retaining the aamo <

.iii.l inclination of tho HUH ; it will bo an
for drawing the edges of the aha-

dow of the retiring

sides, aa previously
explained in Problem
LII. (Fig. 84).
It the position of

both be the same as

those of Fig. 84, it

will be aeen how tho

vanishing edges of
the shadows retire to
tho vanishing points
of tho solids ; all this

Fig. 86.

regard to the ahadow that fall* OB the second, if we draw perpsn.
dioolar linea from the points whet* the linea from the vr of the
*an' inclination intersect the edge* of the second solid, to its sor-

face, the extent of the ahadow falling upon it will be decided.

Dt . It may oocor that the object casting the

polo in Fig. 83 is inclined, say at aa angle
of 40, the rays from the vp of the ron's
elevation most be drawn M usual; bat in*

stead of directing the lines that are drawn
through the base of

from the TP of the
snn's inclination to
intersect those from
the elevation,we must
first project the upper
end of the pole on
the ground (see Fig.

87, Vol. III., page 72,
where / is the project
tion of m), and draw

VPM

can bo proved by the \
rays being drawn \
from the sun's eleva-

tion to meet the lines

through the angles of

the bases of the solids

from the sun's inclina-

tion ; the result would
be the same for pro-

ducing tho extent of the shadow as if we drew the retiring edges
to the vanishing points. If the shadow projected by a solid

crosses a second solid, and partly loses its shadow in that of

the second, the rays drawn from the sun's elevation through
the angles of the first solid will always determine the extent of

the shadow that falls, in the first place, upon the second solid,

and determine that part of tho shadow upon the ground which
is visible, and if necessary also that which ia lost ; and with

the line from the vr
of the arm's inclina-

tion through the pro-

jected point (/) on the

ground, to meet the

ray ofelevation drawn

through the upper
end of the pole; then

join the intersection

of these two lines with tho base of the pole, which will be the

shadow. Let the pyramid (Fig. 35, Vol. III., page 72) be recon-

structed, the same rule applies in this case aa in that of the pole;
for if after finding the vanishing points for the snn'a inclination

and elevation, we draw a line from the YPSI through the centre

of the base (the plan of the vertex) to intersect a line drawn from
VPSK through the vertex, and join the intersection with the

angles at the base, the form of the shadow will bo given.
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LESSONS IN GREEK. XXXIII.
VEEBS PURE, IMPURE, AND LIQUID UNCONTRACTED

VERBS PURE.

THE student has now obtained some general knowledge of the

Greek verb. If he has accurately acquired what has been set

forth, he will be able to construe the simpler forms of the lan-

guage. Let him make trial as to what he can do, and so tost

his progress, by putting into English a few verses of the first

chapter of the Gospel according to St. John.

THE GOSPEL OF ST. JOHN, i. 1 10.

1. Ei/ apxff ~nv b hoyos, /cot 6 \oyos t\v irpos TOV Qeov, KO.I Qeos

TJV 6 \oyos. 2. OUTOS TJV fv apxy npos f v fov. 3. Tlavra SY

OVTOV ejevero, /ecu x^P15 wrov fyevero ov5e tv 6 yeyovev. 4. EC

avrea far] t\v, /ecu r\ a>7j t\v TO (peas Tcav uvdpcairiav. 5. Kcu TO epeos

fv TJJ ffKOTia cpatcet, /cat TJ ffxoria avro ov /careAa/Sev. 6. E-yei/ero

avGpanros aTTfo~ra\[j.ei>os irapa Qeov, ovofAa avrai \<aavvris. 7. OUTOS

t}Xdet> fis papTvpiav, iva fj.apTvpr]ffri irtpt rov (pcaTos, Iva. -jravres

tnffTfVffcaffi 6Y OUTOH. 8. OVK t\v fiteivos TO (pus, aAA' Iva. pap-

Tvprjffrj Trept TOV (peaTOS. 9. He TO (peas TO a\-r]Qivov, o <pa>Ttet

iravTa avOpeairov ep^o/uecoy ets TOV K0fffj.ov. 10. Ev Tea Koafjuf i)v,

KCU o K0fffj.os Si' O.VTOV fyevtTO, /cot o /cocr/xos ouTOf OVK eyvea.

Verse 3. Here eyevero may require explanation. EyeveTo (i.e.

TracTo, ail things, a neuter plural with a singular verb, accord-

ing to rule), became or ivere produced, the second aorist (like

fAnreTo) indicative, third person singular, from yiyvofj.a.1, Income.
5. 2/coTto, -as, fj, darkness ; (paivea, I show, I shine, generally

in the classics used transitively, here intransitively. KaTe-

AajSec. The student will recognise /COT as a shortened form of

KOTO, doivn, the o being elided before the following e : e is the

syllabic augment; take it away, and we have still Ao/3ei/ to

account for : v is the v that is placed at the end of a word
for the sake of sound ; so that removing v we have left Aa/3e.

Compare AcuSe with \nre, and it will be seen that AcuSe is a
second aorist ; it is, indeed, the third person singular of the

second aorist indicative active of the verb Ka^avoi (e-Aa/3-o^), J
take. Compounded with KOTO, the verb signifies I take hold of,

I apprehend, I am aware of.

6. Aire<rTaAjuej/os is a participle of the middle voice ; cut off

the participial termination yuei/os, and we have aweoTaA. Air is

the preposition airo, from. What, then, is oTaA ? The form is

the tense-stem of the perfect passive or middle of the verb

crTfAAoi, I send, which is the root of the term airoffTo\os, an

apostle. Aireo-ToAyue>os therefore signifies sent.

. 7. H\0fv, came, is the second aorist, third person singub:-.

indicative active, of the irregular verb epxoncu, I come. Mop-

Tvpta, -as, rj, a testimony, from /uoprup, -vpos, o, a witness (hence
our martyr) ; and /jiapTvp is the root of the verb fj.apTvptea, I

6ear witness. The form in the text, namely /xoprupijcrj?, is the

third person singular, first aorist, subjunctive ;
viffTevtreacn (root

7rto"TiS, -teas, fj, faith), the third person plural, first aorist, sub-

junctive, from TTiffTfvcu, I believe.

9. 4>o>Ti^6t (root (pus, -caTos, TO, light), the third person singu-

lar, indicative mood, present tense, of the transitive verb epeaTtfa,

I throw light on, I enlighten. Epxaptvov will be recognised as

the participle present of the verb epxo/j.ai, explained in verse 7.

10. Eyvw is much like our English word know. The e is the

syllabic augment, yva> is the root of the verb, and 67^0; is the

third person singular of the second aorist indicative active, lie

knew " the world knew him not."

FORMATION OF TENSES OF VERBS IN CO.

Verbs in o> are divided into two classes, according to their cha-

racteristics, that is, the nature of the letter immediately pre-

ceding the a of the first person singular. These classes are

1. Pure Verbs, whose characteristic is a vowel. Pure verbs arc

divided into two divisions :

(a) The TJncontracted, whose characteristic is any vowel

except o, e, o : as \v-ta, I loose ; @ov\ev-u>, I advise.

(b) The Contracted, whose characteristic is either a or e or

again o : as Ti/j.a-ca, I honour ; <pi\e-ca, I love ; fj.io-0o-a.

I let for hire.

2. Impure Verbs, whose characteristic is a consonant. Impure
Verbs are divided into two divisions :

(a) Mute Verbs, namely, TT, K, T, , y, S, ep, %, 6, whose cha-

racteristic is one of the nine mutes : as Aet7r-w, I leave;
ir\fK-w, I weave ; TreiQ-ta, I persuade.

(b) Liquid Verbs, whose characteristic is one of the liquids,

namely, A, p, v, p : as ayyf\\-co, I announce ; ve^a-ea, I
divide; tpaiv-ta, I show ; <p9eip-ca, I corrupt.

FORMATION OF THE TENSES OF THE VERBS PURE.
In pure verbs, the contracted as well as the uncontracted,

the tense-ending in general connects itself with the unchanged
characteristics ; as Ai/-, Au-cro;, AeAu-/ca. Pure verbs form no
second, but only first tenses ; the perfect they form with /c (:a),
the future and the aorist with cr and 9 (crea, era, 9rjv, 9ri<ro/j,ai).
The pure verbs, however, are subject to this regular change :

The short vowel of the present and the imperfect, in uncon-
tracted as well as contracted verbs, is lengthened in the other
tenses. We speak first of

THE UNCONTRACTED.
t into i, (j-yri-ca, I am vexed with ; f. fj.j]vl-ffca, a. e-^Tji/i-cra.

v into 0, /ccoAC-w, I hinder; f. /ccoAO-crco, p. /cf-/cAO-/ca.

THE TENSES OF Kca\vea, I hinder.

Active.

Present /ccoAC-co, impf. -/ccoAv-oy, 0.

Future /ccoAO-crco, aor. 1 e-KcoAD-cra, inf. /caiAC-crat, 0.

Perfect /c6-/cAi>-/ca, plup. e-/ce-/ca>Awceti/, v.

Middle.
Present Kca\v-ofj.ai, impf. e-Kca\v-ofj.riv, u.

Future /ccoAu-cro/xat, aor. -/co>Au-cra
lu77i>, y.

Perfect /ce-KcoAu-jUat, perf. fut. /ce-fccoAu-cro/xoi, plup. e-/ce-

*~

.issive.

Aorist e-Kca\v-9r]i', fut. /ccoAu-G^cro/tat, 0.

Contrary to the rule, several pure verbs retain the short cha-
racteristic vowel either in all the tenses or in some of them.
These verbs take a cr in the perfect and pluperfect middle or

passive, as well as in the first aorist and future passive, also in
their verbal adjectives. This peculiarity is observed by several
other verbs, which either have a long vowel in the root, or

lengthen in the tenses a short vowel in the root ; as, anovca, I
hear ; (vavea, I set on fire ; 9pavco, I break in pieces ; /cpouco, J
dash; tyavea, I touch ; o-eiea, I shake ; /ceAeuco, I command ; Aeuco,
I stone ; K\tiw, I shut ; TTTULOJ, I knock against ; XPIW >

I smear.
This fact is indicated thus pass, with cr :

Xpico, I sting, fut. xp' cra') aor. e^plcra, inf. xp<0"o'; pass, with cr;

but,

, I rub, anoint, fut. xpiffca
> aor. expicro, inf. xpt<rat, aor. mid.

]f ; perf. pass. KXP' >tai > ^- /cexpZcrflat ; aor. 1

, verb. adj. X/HCTTOS.

Avvca, I complete, fut. avvo-ca, aor. t\v\iaa., inf. arvcrot
; pass, with cr.

Apvea, I draw, fut. apvcrca, aor. rjpvcra, Tipvffafj.rii' ; pass, with cr.

Muai, J close (e.g. the eyes), fut. /j.vo~<a, aor. efjivaa, perf. ^te,uOa, I
am closed, I am silent.

IlTCco, J spit, fut. TrrCcra', aor. eTTTvcrct, pass, with cr.

The following dissyllable verbs in vo? lengthen the charac-

teristic vowel in the future active and middle, the third future,
and the aorist active and middle

;
and 8vo> also in the perfect

and pluperfect active ; but in the perfect and pluperfect active

(except Svca) and middle, or passive, and in the aorist and
future passive resume the short vowel ; thus

Fut. Aor. Perf. Aor. Pass.

Avco, I enter, Svcrca, eSvcra, SeSO^a, SeSO^at, eSvdriv.

uci), I sacrifice, OOfrea, e6vo~a, TfdvKa, TfQv^ai, eTv9r/v.

A.VW, I loose, AOcrai, eAOcra, AeAO/ca, AeAC^iat, f\ii6r)v.

Tlavca, I cause to cease, has the perfect middle or passive

TreTraujUat, but aorist passive eTtava-Qrjv.

KeAeuw, I order, command PERFECT MIDDLE OR PASSIVE.

Indicative. Imperative.

Sing. 1. Ke-/ceAeu-rr-/iat.

2. Ke-/ceAeu-crat, tce-Kt\ev-ov.

3. Ke-/c6Aeu-cr-TOt, Ke-K(\ev-o~9ei>.

Dual. 1. Kf-Kf\tv-o--(j.t6ov*

2. K.-Kf\ev-cr9oi>, Ke-Kf\ev-a9ov.

Plur. 1. K.e-Kf\ev-ff-fj.e8a,

2. Ke-/ceAet/-o-0e, Kf-Kt\fv-cr9t.

3. Ke-/feAei;-cr-yUvot, -fieri. Kf-K\ev-o~Qei>cra.v,
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nsarnnoi.
al.

-. V.-K(-Kf \IV-ffO, t-Kt-Kt\tV-(T-(jOoV, <-K<-Kf A<l/-<r0.

t-K(-Kt\fU-ff-tT0rlV, 1-Kt-Kt \tU-ff-fJHVu.

. t:>\tv-<T-di)r. FUT. PASS. KAt/-o--07j<ro/ia<.

EXEKCISK 95. GREEK-ENOLISH.

1. Ol ffrparturat irpoj TOUS iroAffitoi/r irop*u<?0a( KcAi/o'0ii<rcu'.

2. 2irapT7j ITOT into o-a>tou Stivtas <rei(T0jj. 3. 'H TW;- Tltpffttv

5vva/.us iro TWC 'E\Ar)fa' rfOpaverrcu. 4. OJ iroAt/utot tii TTJV

a/cpov KaT)tAc<orflij<ra'. 5. 'Or ol /3ap)3apoi TUI> affiriSwv irpoj ra

Sopara viro riav 'E\\rji>uv KfKpovfffifvtav riffdavovro, 8poft.tp t<f>fvyov.

6. 'O iroA/ioj KO.rtiraviTd'i). 7. EAinfa/up warra *u ewOcrf iv. 8.

E<0 iravra KaAais avOtrai/ut. 9. 'H avi>9i\Ki\ faro r<av

AcAOroi.

EXERCISE 96. ENGLISH-GREEK.

1. The soldiers liavo been commanded to go against the

enemy. 2. Our city has been broken by an earthquake. 3.

That city will bo broken by an earthquake. 4. The city IB

shaken (pres.) by an earthquake. 5. Thv, ^ower of the Persians

waa broken by the Greeks. 6. The enemy (plur.) has been

shut up in the citadel. 7. The shields were struck against the

spears by the enemy. 8. The war has been made to cease

ated). 9. The war will have been terminated. 10. May
we complete all things well ! (opt. aor.) 11. To command (aor.)

is easier than to complete (aor.). 12. The treaty will be broken

by the enemy.

ETYMOLOGICAL VOCABULARY.

The word irrpaTiurr)! is connected with a numerous list of

terms, of which we give a list below. The root is arpar, which

is found in its simplest form in the noun vrpana, an army, and

the root en-par (compare the Latin strai in stratum from sterno)

is connected in origin and import with <r-r(><i>vi/vtt.i, I spread out, I

cover, as a camp occupies a field, so that ffrparos is properly a

camp or an organised army, and arpana an embattled troop.

LESSONS IN ENGLISH LITERATURE. VIII
THE ELIZABETHAN AGE SPENSEE.

EDMUND SPENSER was born in London, probably in the year
1553. His descent was noble, but his family seem to have
been in straitened circumstances. Ot his early youth little

or nothing is known ; but in 1569 we find that he entered
Pembroke Hall, Cambridge. That he there pursued his studies

with diligence, and laid the foundation of a very unusual
amount of learning and an immense knowledge of literature,
no one who reads his poems can doubt ; for few poets have
drawn their materials irom more varied sources, or used those

,

Ar0aco/iai (with
or aoo.), lam

aware of,

[shield.

A0-Tj, -I5oj, T|, a
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bittered the short remainder of his life, and perhaps hastened

his end. Rebellion again broke out in Ireland ; the confiscated

lands were overrun ; Spenser and his family fled in haste from
Kilcolman ; the Irish seized and burnt the castle ; and one cf

Spenser's children, who had, we know not how, been left

behind, perished in the flames. Spenser returned to London,
and the next year died, it has been said with what truth we
cannot tell in great distress and poverty.
The first important contribution of Spenser to literature,

during his residence in Ireland, was the publication of the first

three books of the "Faery Queen
"

in 1590. In an age of such

intellectual activity, in which the popular avidity for poetry
was so keen, and the patronage of the court towards literary
men so liberal, it is easy to conceive the enthusiasm which the

work excited. It was the first really great poem which had
been produced in England since the "

Canterbury Tales ;" and
the time was especially favourable for its reception, so that its

merits were appreciated at once. The success of this work led

to an eager demand for anything which Spenser could supply.
The following year a collection of shorter pieces was published
under the name of

"
Complaints." It included the " Ruins of

Time," a poem mainly commemorative of the death of Sir Philip

Sidney, and dedicated to his famous sister, the Countess of Pem-
broke ;

" The Tears of the Muses,"
"
Virgil's Gnat,"

" Mother
Hubbard's Tale," a social and political satire ;

"
Muiopotmos,

or the Tale of the Butterfly;" "The Ruins of Rome" and
the "Visions of Bellay," translated from the French poet

Bellay; "Visions of the World's Vanity," and "Visions of

Petrach." In rapid succession followed "Daphnaida," an elegy
on the death of a lady of the Howard family;

" Colin Clout's

come Home Again," a poem in which he returned to the pas-
toral form used by him in earlier life, which is dedicated to Sir

Walter Raleigh, and contains many allusions to contemporary
poets ;

"
Astrophel," an elegy, likewise pastoral in form, on the

death of Sir Philip Sidney ;

"
Amoretti, or Sonnets," probably

written during, and with reference to, his courtship ; and "
Epi-

thalamium," a bridal hymn upon his own marriage. In 1596
were published three more books of the "Faery Queen,"
making, with the previous three, the whole of that poem which
was ever published in a complete form. In the short interval

between this period and his death, he published
" Prothala-

mium," a marriage song on the marriage of the daughters of the

Earl of Worcester ; four hymns in honour of Love, Beauty,

Heavenly Love, and Heavenly Beauty ; and a few shorter and
less important poems. After his death were published some

fragments of later and unfinished books of the "Faery Queen."
He also left behind him a remarkable prose work, a " View of

the State of Ireland," which was not printed till long after his

death.

Our space does not allow us to enter upon any detailed

examination of Spenser's minor poems ; and this is the less

important, because the "
Faery Queen

"
is so much the most

characteristic of Spenser's genius among his works, as well the

poem of far the greatest intrinsic merit, that an acquaintance
with the "Faery Queen" will give a sufficient comprehension
of Spenser's qualities as a poet.

The "
Faery Queen," even in its unfinished state, is a poem

of great length ; and the six books completed are only half of

the poem as projected. The unfinished state of the poem,
moreover, leaves it in a disjointed condition, the several books

being connected with one another only by the slenderest thread.

The general plan of the whole was intended to have been

developed in a later portion. But, fortunately, we have a letter

of the author addressed to Sir Walter Raleigh, and prefixed
to the first three books of the "

Faery Queen," in which he
set forth his plan with great clearness, and from which we
give a few extracts rather than tell the story in any other than

Spenser's own words. He says that " the general end of all

the book is to fashion a gentleman or noble person in virtuous
and gentle discipline ; which for that I conceived should be
most plausible and pleasing, being coloured with an historical

fiction, the which the most part of men delight to read, rather
for variety of matter than for profit of the ensample, I chose
the history of King Arthur, as most fit for the excellency of
his person, being made famous for many men's former works,
and also furthest from the danger of envy and suspicion of

present time. ... So have I laboured to do in the person of

Arthur ; whom I conceive, after his long education by Timon,

to whom he was by Merlin delivered to be brought up so soon
as he was born of the Lady Igrayne, to have seen in a dream
or vision the Faery Queen, with whose excellent beauty ravished,

he, awaking, resolved to seek her out ; and so, being by Merlin

armed, and by Timon thoroughly instructed, he went to seek
her forth in Faery land. In that Faery Queen I mean Glory in

my general intention, but in my particular, I conceive the most
excellent ar. .1 glorious person of our Sovereign the Queen, and her

kingdom in Faery land. And yet in some places I do otherwise
shadow her ; for, considering she beareth two persons, the one
of a most royal queen or empress, the other of a moat virtuous
and beautiful lady, this latter part in some places I do express
in Belphoebe. So in the person of King Arthur I do set forth

Magnificence in particular : which virtue, for that (according to

Aristotle and the rest) it is the perfection of all the rest, and
containeth in it them all, therefore, in the whole course of it, I

mention the deeds of Arthur appliable to that virtue which I

write of in that book. But of the twelve other virtues I make
twelve other knights the patrons, for the more variety of the

history." He then explains that the first book contains the
adventures of the Red Cross Knight, who stands for Holiness;
the second, of Guyon, or Temperance; the third, of Britomartis,
a lady knight, representing Chastity. The three books subse-

quently published contain the legends of Cambell and Triamond,
the patrons of Friendship; Artegall, or Justice; and Calidore,
or Courtesy. Spenser further informs us that " the beginning
of my history, if it were to be told by an historiographer, should
be the twelfth book, which is the last ; where I devise that the

Fairy Queen kept her annual feast twelve days, upon which
twelve several days the occasions of the twelve several ad-

ventures happened, ..hich being undertaken by twelve several

knights, are in these twelve books severally handled and
discoursed."

To a poet of Spenser's peculiar genius this plan afforded

special advantages. Spenser's genius was in no degree dra-

matic. He has nowhere shown any power of conceiving or

portraying character, or of giving human interest to his story
by arousing our sympathies with the joys and griefs, the

struggles and triumphs of his heroes. There is nothing in his

mere narrative to excite interest or curiosity. The charm of

his poetry is of a very different kind indeed, it might almost
be said, of an opposite kind. The very remoteness of all he
describes from real life is one of its sources of pleasure. His

unequalled fertility of imagination in producing images of

beauty and purity, his power of invention as well as of de-

scription, and not less the singularly sweet though somewhat
monotonous melody of his versification, find their most suitable

field in visions of fairy land and vague allegories, the wander-

ings and adventures of elfin knights and fairy ladies.

But, in addition to the sources of pleasure in the "
Faery

Queen," which are intrinsic and permanent, and no less appre-
ciable by us than by the Elizabethan reader, Spenser's judgment
in the selection of his subject was shown by the opportunity
which it gave him of introducing a thousand allusions to things
and people of his own day allusions which probably had, r,nd

were intended to have, the effect of removing for contemporary
readers the tone of monotony and sameness which it unquestion-

ably has for modern readers. Thus the Fairy Queen herself is,

as we have seen, Elizabeth. The evil witch Duessa was pro-

bably not only the representative of Falsehood, but stood for

her rival, Mary Queen of Scots, as well. Artegall, the patron
of Justice, is Lord Grey de Wilton, the lord-deputy of Ireland,
under whom Spenser served. References to the Spanish wars
and the various incidents in the ecclesiastical history of the

reign are numerous ; and there are, doubtless, many covert

meanings of the same kind, which we now miss, but which were

plain enough to Spenser's contemporaries.
The earlier books of the "Faery Queen" are, by universal

consent, of greater merit than the later ; and probably we
cannot in any way better assist the student in acquiring a

knowledge of the general character of the poem than by a

somewhat close examination of the first book. And the ex-

tracts which we give will enable every one to appreciate the

metre in which it is written a metre which, it must be remem-

bered, was of Spenser's own formation, though to some extent

founded upon an Italian model.

The first book contains the adventures of the Red Cross

Knight, or Holiness. Like each of the other books, it ia
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divided into twelve cantos ; and there is little doubt thmt

uu'l.-r tho guise of the Red CTOM Knight, the poet intended
to describe the various fortune* of the Church of England.

i>urco and beginning of the adventures of thU book are

described by Spenser in the letter from which we have already
quoted. The twelve-day festival of the Fairy Queen was being
held.

" In the beginning of the feast there presented himself

a tall, clownish young man, who, falling before the Queen of

Faeries, desired a boon (as the manner then was), which daring
that feast she might not refuse ; which was that he might have
tho achievement of any adventure which during that feast

should happen. That being granted, he rested him on the

floor, unfit through his rusticity for a better place. Soon after

entered a fair lady in mourning weeds, riding on a white an*,

with a dwarf behind her leading a warlike steed, that bore the
arms of a knight, and his spear in the dwarf's hand. She,

falling before the Queen of Faeries, complained that her father
and mother, an ancient king and queen, had been by an huge
dragon many years shut up in a brazen castle, who thence
suffered them not to issue ; and therefore besought the Faery
Queen to assign her some one of her knights to take on him
that exploit. Presently that clownish person, upstarting, de-

sired that adventure ; whereat the queen much wondering, and
the lady much gainsaying, yet he earnestly importuned his

desire. In the end, tho lady told him that unless that armour
which she brought would serve him (that is, the armour of a
Christian man specified by St. Paul, Ephes. v.), that he could
not succeed in that enterprise ; which being forthwith put upon
him, with due furnitures thereunto, he seemed the goodliest
man in all the company, and was well liked of the lady. And
eftsoons taking on him knighthood, and mounting on that

strange courser, he went forth with her on that adventure ;

where beginneth the first book." The once clownish young
man has become the Red Cross Knight, or St. George ; the lady
is Una, who represents true religion. They are thus introduced
to us:

" A gentle knight was pricking on the plain,
Y-clad in mighty arms and silver shield,

Wherein old dints of deep wounds did remain,
The cruel marks of many a bloody flnld ;

Yet arms till that time never did he wield ;

His angry steed did chide his foaming bit,

As much disdaining to the curb to yield ;

Full jolly knight he seemed, and fair did sit,

As one for knightly jousts and fierce encounters fit.

" And on his breast a bloody cross he bore,
The dear remembrance of his dying lord,
For whose sweet sake that glorious badge he wore,
And dead, as living ever, him adored ;

Upon his shield the like was also scored,
For sovereign hope, which in his help ho had.

Bight, faithful, true, he was in deed and word ;

But of his cheer did seem too solemn sad ;

Yet did he nothing fear, but ever was y-drad.**
tt A lovely lady rode him fair beside,

Upon a lowly ass more white than snow ;

Yet she much whiter ; but the same did hide

Under a vail, that wimpled was full low ;

And over all a block stole she did throw,
As one that inly mourned ; she was so sad,
And heavy sat upon her palfry slow,
Semed in heart some heavy care she had ;

And by her in a line a milk-white lamb she lad.

" So pure and innocent, as that same lamb,
She was in life, and every virtuous lore ;

And by descent from royal lineage camo
Of ancient kings and queens, that had of yore
Their sceptres stretched from east to western shore,
And all the world in their subjection held ;

Till that infernal fiend with foul uproar
Forwosted all their land, and them expelled ;

Whom to avenge, she had this knight from far compelled."

We find them first taking refuge from a storm in a wood,
which proves to be the Wandering Wood, in which is the den
of Error, a horrible monster, half woman, half snake, whom,
after a terrible combat, the knight at last slays. They next
moot an old man, seemingly a hermit, who leads them to his

cell for the night.

A liliW lowly honoiUc* it WM.
Down In a dale, bard by a (oral* ride,

> *r (TOTS resort of people, who did pess
IB Uv) to sad fro."

The hermit torn* out to be the great <

who throughout the "
Fafey Queen

"
is the

tative of all that is false and evil. Here be stands for heresy
anddeoeit By bis deoeptioos the knight is led to believe that

the lady is false and unchaste, and leaving her behind, start*

by himself from the hermitage. He has not gone fa*, when he
meets and slays

" a faithless sarawn "
Sansfoy, one of the

three sons of Archimago. With Sansfoy was a lady calling

herself Fidesaa, bat really the witch Doeasa, daughter of

Archimago, the representative of falsehood, in opposition to

Una, or truth. Doessa represents herself as having been

held in unwilling captivity by Sansfoy, and the Bad Crow
Knight travels onward in her company. In the meantime
Una sets out in search of her lost knight. For some time

she travels alone ; bat one day she descends from her ass to

rest in the wood.
" It fortuned ont 01 the thickest wood

A ramping lion rushed suddenly,

Hunting full greedy after savage blood.

Boon as the royal virgin he did spy.
With gaping mouth at her ran greedily,
To have at once devoured her tender corse ;

But to the prey when as be drew more ni*h.
His bloody rage assuaged with remorse,

And with the sight amazed forgot his furious force.

" Instead thereof, he kissed her weary feet,

And licked her lily hand with fawning tongue,
As he her wronged innocence did wet.
Oh, how can beauty master the most strong.
And simple truth subdue avenging wrong I

Whose yielded pride and proud submission,
Still dreading death, when she had marked long,
Her heart gan melt in great compassion.

And drizzling tears did shed for pure affection."

The lion becomes her protector, and with him she reaches the

inhospitable cabin of Corceca, her daughter Abessa, and their

confederate, Kirk-rapine, who represent the superstitions and
corruptions of monasticism. Kirk-rapine is slain by the lion,

and Una goes upon her way ; this whole incident being mani-

festly an allusion to the suppression of the monasteries under

Henry Yin. Una soon afterwards, partly by the guiles of

Archimago, falls into the hands of Sansloy, another son of the

enchanter, who carries her away.
The Red Cross Knight has been led by Duessa to the House

of Pride, and the fourth canto contains an elaborate and very

poetical allegorical description of the Court of Lucifera, or

Pride, with the deadly sins as her attendants. Sansjoy, the
third brother, comes likewise to the Court of Pride while the

Red Cross Knight is there ; they fight, and Sansjoy is over-

thrown. Duessa, to save him, visits the realms of darkness,
the description of which is most powerful, and retains with,

the cure she sought. But she finds the Red Cross Knight
departed.
We next return to Una, who is rescued from the power of

Sansloy by a troop of fauns and satyrs, and a good Knight
Satyrane, whose history is told us; bat while Satyrane and
the sarazin are fighting, the lady takes to flight in terror.

In the meantime the Red Cross Knight has been rejoined by
Duessa, and having drunk of an enchanted fountain, falls into

the hands of the giant Orgoglio, by whom he is oast into a
horrible dungeon. The dwarf, after his master's fall, goes to
seek relief, and soon meets Una. They fall in with Prince

Arthur, and Prince Arthur slays the giant, rescues the knight,
and strips Duessa, who had become the mistress of the giant,

exposing her foulness and deformity.
Prince Arthur then relates his own story and his wandering*

in March of the Fairy Queen, and leaves the Red Cross Knight
and Una. After he has parted with them, they meet Sir

Trevisa flying from Despair, and return with him to the Cave of

Despair, the description of which and of Despair himself, and
his arguments urging to desperation and suicide, as given in the

ninth canto, are among the most remarkable passages in the

whole of the "
Faery Queen." The following lines are a part

of the plea for suicide :
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"What frantic fit, quoth he, has thus distraught

Thee, foolish mail, so rash a doom to give ?

What justice ever other judgment taught,
But he should die who merits not to live ?

None else to death this man despairing drive

But his own guilty mind, deserving death.

Is then unjust to each his due to give ?

Or let him die that loatheth living breath ?

Or let him die at ease that liveth here uneath ?

" Who travels by the weary, wandering way,
To come unto his wished home in haste,
And meets a flood that doth his passage stay ;

Is not great grace to help him over past,
Or free bis feet that in the mire stick fast ?

Most envious man, that grieves at neighbours' good,
And fond that joyest in the woe thou hast,

Why wilt not let him pass, that long hath stood

TJpon the bank ? why wilt thyself not pass the flood ?

*' He there does now enjoy eternal rest,

And happy ease, which thou dost want and crave,
And further from it daily wanderest ;

What if some little pain tho passage have,
That makes frail flesh to fear the bitter wave ;

Is not short pain well borne that brings long ease ?

And lays the soul to sleep in quiet grave ?

Sleep after toil, port after stormy seas,

Ease after war, death after life, does greatly please."

The Red Cross Knight is next led by Una to the House of

Holiness, which is described in an elaborate and beautiful

allegory, in which the contrast with the House of Pride is

forcibly brought out. Here the knight receives purification and
instruction. Thus fitted for his task, he encounters the great

dragon he had come to meet, and after a three days' combat

slays him. The book closes with the rejoicings over the

slaughter of the dragon and the release of his victims, and
with the marriage of the knight to Una.
The outline which we have given of this book will enable the

student to form some idea of the character of Spenser's alle-

gory ; the detailed beauties of the poetry can be learned only
from the poem itself.

EXERCISES IN EUCLID. VI.

PROPOSITION XXXVII. If the diagonals of a four-sided

figure bisect each other, it is a parallelogram.
Let AC, BD (Fig. 37), the diagonals of the four-sided

figure A B c D, intersect in o ; then if A o= o c, and B o = o D,
A D the figure is a parallelogram. For

since A o= o c, and B o= o D, also

the opposite angles A o B, COD, are

equal (Euc. I. 15) ; therefore the tri-

angles are equal in every respect
(Euc. I. 4), and the angles are equal
which are opposite to the equal sides

in each i.e., the angle A B o is equal
to the angle o D c

; therefore, by
Euc. I. 27, A B is parallel to c D. By

Fig. 37.

an exactly similar course of reasoning, A r> may be proved parallel
to B c, that is, the figure A B c D is a parallelogram. Q. E. D.

Corollary 1. If the diagonals be equal, as well as bisecting
each other, the figure is rectangular. For because the two tri-

angles ABC, DEC (Fig. 38) have two sides, A B, A c, equal to

DC, DB, each to each, and likewise A n
their base B c common, therefore the

triangles are equal in every respect ;

therefore the angle ABC equals angle
B c D. But when a straight line falls

upon two parallel straight lines it makes
the two interior angles upon the same
side equal to two right angles (Euc. I.

29) ; therefore ABC, BCD are equal to
two right angles ; and therefore, since they are equal, each is a

right angle, and the figure is rectangular.
Corollary 2. Hence, obviously, as is proved otherwise in

Euc. III. 31, the angle in a semicircle is a right angle.
PROPOSITION XXXVIII. If the diagonals of a four-sided

figure bisect each other at right angles, the figure is a rhombus.
Let A c, B D (Fig. 39) the diagonals of a four-sided figure

& B c D, intersect at right angles in o, then if A o= o c, und

B O = o D, the figure is a rhombus. As in the last proposition,
the figure is a parallelogram ; and therefore, the opposite sides,
A B, c D, and AD, B C, are equal ; and because A o equals o C,
and o B is common and at right angles, therefore base A B equals
base B c ; hence all the sides are equal, and the figure is a
rhombus. Q. E. D.

Corollary. If the diagonals be also equal, it is a square;
for, as in Corollary 1 of the last propo- A D
sition, the figure is rectangular, and a
rectangular rhombus is a square.
PROPOSITION XXXIX. If a four-

sided figure have its opposite sides equal,
it is a parallelogram.

Let the four-sided figure A B c D (Fig.

39) have its opposite sides equal, that

is, A B = c D, and A D = B c, then it

is a parallelogram. Join A c ; then

B
Fig. 39.

since A B = c D, and B c= A D, also base A c is common to
the two triangles ABC, ADC, therefore, by Euc. I. 8, the tri-

angles are equal; hence the angle A c B equals angle CAD, there-

fore A D is parallel to B c (Euc. I. 27). But AD= BO by
construction ; therefore, by Euc. I. 33, C D is parallel to A B,
and A B c D is a parallelogram. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XL. If A B, B c, c D, D A (Fig. 40), be the sides

of a parallelogram taken in
'

order, and points E, F, G, H
be taken in them, such that

AE=CG, and BF = DH,
the figure E F G H shall be

a parallelogram. For since

the opposite sides of a

parallelogram are equal

(Euc. I. 34), A B = c D.

But by construction A E=Fig. 40.

F

Fig. 41.

CG, therefore remainder BE = DG (Axiom 3), and by con-

struction, B F= D H ; therefore in the two triangles, B E F,

D G H, the sides BE, B F in the one are equal to the sides

D G, G H in the other, and the included angles F B E, G D H are

equal, being opposite angles of a parallelogram ; therefore the

triangles are equal (Euc. I. 4), and base F E equals base G H. By
a similar course of reasoning G F= E H ; hence the four-sided

figure E F G H has its opposite sides equal, and is therefore a

parallelogram by the last proposition. A

Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XLI. If ABC (Fig. 41)

be any triangle, and D E the line joining
the middle points of A B, A c, then shall

D E be parallel to B c, and B c shall be
double D E.

Join BE, DC, and bisecting B c in F,

join D F, E F ; then, since the triangles
A D E, B D E are upon equal bases A D,

BD, and have a common vertex E, they are equal. Again,
because the triangles A D E, DEC are upon equal bases A E,
E c, and have a common vertex D, they are equal, hence A D B
is equal to both the triangles DEB and DEC;, ,hence, by
Axiom 1, triangle DEB equals triangle DEC, and they are

upon the same base D E ; hence they are between the same

parallels by proposition, therefore D E is parallel to B c. By
an exactly similar proof it may be shown that D F, E F are

parallel to A c, A B ; hence D F c E and E F B D are parallelo-

grams ; therefore, by Euc. I. 34, D E= F c, and D E= B F ;

hence D E equals half B c. Q. E. D.

Corollary 1. It is obvious that the angles of the triangle
D F E are equal to the angles of the triangle BAG, for, by Euc.

I. 34, the angle F D E equals angle F c E, and angle FED equals

angle FED; therefore also, by Euc. I. 32, the third angle D F B
is equal to the third angle DAE.

Corollary 2. It is obvious also that the sides of the triangle
D F E are each equal to half the corresponding sides of the

triangle B A c, and the area being equal to each of the triangles
B D F, F E c, A D E is equal to one-fourth of the whole triangle.

Hence, if with three straight lines, each of which is one-half the

corresponding side of a given triangle, another triangle be

formed, the area of the small triangle is one-fourth the area of

the given triangle.
PROPOSITION XLII. If o (Fig. 42) be any point within a tri-

angle ABC, and D, E, the middle points of A B, A c, and F, G, the
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points of OB, o c, be joined, then will D B o r be a

parallelogram. For by the last proportion, since E, o are the
at. 'Ml.- points of AO, oo, the side* of the triangle AGO, BO U
parallel to A o ; and since D, r are the middlo i><>int of the Bides

A B, B o of the triangle ABO, there-

fore D r is parallel to A o ; bat B o
is parallel to A o, hence, by Eno. L
80, a ia parallel to D r. Again,
because D, are the middle points
of B A, A o, the sides of the triangle

BAC, therefore D E is parall'-l t .

BC ; and because r,o arc the middle

points of the sides B o, o c of the

triangle B o c, therefore K o is pa-
rallel to B c, and D B is parallel to

B c. Therefore, by Eno. I. 30, D B
is parallel to r a ; hence, since the

opposite sides of the four-sided figure D x o v have been proved
parallel, it is a parallelogram. Q. E. D.
PROPOSITION XLIII. If in the last proposition H, K (Fig. 42)

be the middle points of o A, B c respectively, the six-sided figure
D F K o B H shall be equal to one-half the triangle ABC. For,

by Proposition XLI., since F, o, K are the middle points of the
sides of the triangle o B c, the triangles o F o, F o K are each

equal to one-fourth of the triangle o B c. Therefore the whole

parallelogram o F K o is equal to one-half the triangle O B c ;

similarly, the parallelogram o o E H is equal to one-half the

triangle OCA, and the parallelogram o H D F is equal to one-

half the triangle o A B ; hence by addition the whole hexagon
D F K a E H is half the triangle
ABC. Q. E. D.

PROPOSITION XLIV. If D
(Fig. 43) be the middle point of

B c, the side of a triangle ABC,
and A D be joined, then, if D A
be equal to D B or D c, the angle
at A is a right angle. For since

D A= D B, therefore, by Euc. 1. 5,

angle DAB equals angle DBA;
again, since D A = D c, angle D A c equals angle D c A, therefore,

by addition, angles DAB and D A c are together equal to angles
DBA and D c A. But angles DAB and D A c make up whole angle
BAC; hence angle BAG is equal to the two angles ABC and
A c B. But the three angles together are equal to the right

angles (Euc. I. 32), hence BAC, the half of the whole, is equal
to one right angle. Q. E. D.
With this proposition we conclude our "Exorcises in Euclid."

RECREATIVE NATURAL HISTORY.
THE COCOA-NUT PALM.

IT would be difficult to find amongst the legion of priceless gifts

with which Nature has enriched the human race, one more mar-

vellous in its range of usefulness than the cocoa-nut palm (Coco*

nucifera). Not only are its numerous products capable of being
utilised in an almost endless number of ways, but the tree itself

may be viewed in the light of a pioneer amongst vegetable pro-

ductions, by whoso aid the first links of the great chain of plant-
life amongst the newly-formed islands of the southern and

eastern seas are established. In order to see how this great
work is accomplished, we must first direct our attention to

one of the so-called reef-ponds of the South Seas. The irregular

ring of coral reef that encircles the central mirror-like pool in

all but one narrow space which affords access to the interior, has

been formed by the coral insect, which is always at work, rear-

ing his structures directly upwards until the surface is gained.

But the action of the waves often breaks down part of his work,

and the broken fragments of tide and tempest help to fill up the

cavities between the surrounding rocks, and bring the general
mass nearer the true sea-level. Shingle, sand, dead and empty
shells, and sea-weed all help in filling up the deep rock pools,

and form lurking-places for crustaceans who feed on the dead

and stranded fish, whose bones, with the cast-off carapaces of

the crabs, and the thorn-covered crust of echini, gradually but

certainly tend to fill up and make the rugged surface level.

Sea-fowl, wearied by their long and devious flights, now take

their rest on the newly-formed deposits, and add recent guano,

feathers, and dead birds to the increasing store. At length

the ouooa-nnt, driven before the fate fr

-. :comes floating along in its dense, tough, boat like

m the breaker* dash in on the newly.formed fttrand, it is ou4
high and dry amongst the very elements best sotted to tu
development and growth. Warmed by a tropical son, the germ
rapidly shoots forth. The fibre* of to* old bonk b*lp to alter

the new rootlets, until the yuoag palm, in it* pride of life and
vigour, shoots boldly op heavenwards, bean its crops of rich

and massive treasures, which, falling oa virgin Hid fertile sofl,

in their torn shoot up, fructify, and in torn die, to famish
vegetable elements to the earth by their decay. As the seasons

pass on, and tropical storms sweep across islands aad con-

tinents, land birds, driven from their homes by sfases of weather,
take refuge in our cocoa-nut grove, and bring with them ia

their crops the undigested seeds of the trees and plants indi-

genous to the hind they have strayed from. These, falling to

earth, grow, blossom, seed, and pass away, to be replaced by a
crowd of descendant*. Other visitors, bird and insect, follow

in due course, until man, dincovering the new land, claims it as

his own, rears his hut amungut the cocoa groves, and avails

himself of the results of Nature's unerring handiwork.
Thus without labour, or the aid of the appliances of semi-

civilised life, savage man can find the means of subsistence

prepared to his hand. The cocoa-nut palm, however, like most
other valuable vegetable productions, has had a great deal of

attention paid to its cultivation and management. Few trees

of this description thrive well at a greater height above the sea

than 600 feet. The range of the cocoa palm is very extensive, as
it is found in Africa, the East and West Indies, South America,
and throughout the counties 1

; clusters of islands which dot the

southern seas. Little or nothing U known in this country of
the different varieties of nuts produced in different regions;
but by the native cocoa-nut growers they are as well understood

as distinctive differences between apples and pears grown in oar

own gardens. In the inland of Tahiti (in the Society group), the
natives describe six kinds of cocoa-nuts, all of which are known
by some particular name. In the island of Ceylon four descrip-
tions of nuts are found, each kind possessing some peculiar and
well-marked quality. The tembili, for example, is an extremely
attractive, rich-looking nut ; it is of oval form, and of a
warm orange tint. Great numbers of tembili trees are usually
cultivated by Buddhist priests in the vicinity of their temples,
in. order that a number of acceptable offerings to place at

the disposal of the charitably disposed traveller may be always
at hand when wanted. There are several sub-varieties of the

tembili. Then there is the edible-skinned cocoa-nut, or wanton;
this is of brighter colour than that just described, and is re-

markable for the peculiar character of its husk. When tho

outer skin is removed, the inner rind quickly changes to a light-

red colour, when it is eaten without further preparation. This

nut is slightly heart-shaped. Another description is remarkable

for its smallness and round form ; whilst the most common is

the ordinary commercial cocoa-nut.

Most of our readers who are in tho habit of visiting museums
or collections of curiosities, will not have failed to observe

specimens of a large, dark-coloured and double-shelled cocoa-

nut ; the two cavities or bodies being held together by a sort

of band, much as the Siamese Twins are united, only that in the

case of the nuts the union consists merely of shell, instead of

vital tissues. The origin of those double or sea coeoa-wvto, as

they have been called, long remained enveloped in a cloud of

dense obscurity, and all that was known of them was, that

after the prevalence of certain winds, they were to be found

stranded on the coast* of the Maldive Islands, and that fortu-

nate mariners sometimes discovered them floating on the waves

far at sea. Such nuts as reached the shore were considered the

sacred property of royalty, and any attempt at concealment

on the part of the discoverer was punished by immediate death.

Extraordinary virtues were in early days attributed to these

double nuts. Their contents were considered unfailing antidotes

to the most virulent poisons, whilst the fast-waning powers of

the aged were supposed to be completely restored by a medicine

prepared from the sea-nut. The value attached in past times

to this production appears in these enlightened days perfectly

fabulous. We are informed that the Emperor Rudolph IL,

when in treaty for one of these much-coveted rarities, caused

4,000 florins to be offered, but that sum being considered by the

vendors insufficient, it was refused. We find
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in which .400 was vainly offered for a specimen; and a third,

where negotiations arrived at a more satisfactory termination by
a merchant ship, "freighted and stored complete," being offered.

Ignorance and superstition walking hand in hand, as they are

always found to do, legends of the wildest character were not

wanting to add weird mystery to the history of the potent
double nut. A wide-spread belief long prevailed that far down
in the valleys of the deep sea's bottom, grew green groves of en-

chanted palms, which faded away from the vision of any diver

hardy enough to attempt to reach them ;
and that amongst

these thickets hideous griffins lurked by day, but congregated

by night to visit the land, where they made victims of such

elephants and tigers as fell in their way. To these submarine

griffins was also attributed the power of luring ill-fated barks

within the range of their influence, when the hapless mariners

navigating the doomed ships were instantly devoured. Backed

up by these fell asseverations and royal prerogative, it is not

shoots upwards and the head increases in altitude. This con-
dition of matters is taken advantage of by the cocoa-nut growers,
as we shall see as we proceed, and it is not these alone who
avail themselves of the uneven, rasp-like nature of the palm
trunk as a means by which the treasure of the crown may be
reached.

If the reader will accompany us on a ramble through a wild
cocoa-nut grove situated on one of the coral islands we have
endeavoured to describe, we will show him piles of riven cocoa-
nut husks, broken shells, tufts of tangled coir or cocoa fibre,

and numerous deep subterranean burrows beneath the roots of
the trees. The fragments of husk, shell, and fibre we have
seen are the results of the depredations of the ou ou, or great
cocoa-nut crab, the Birgus latro of naturalists, and the holes in

the earth are its dwelling-places. The annexed illustration re-

presents one of these robber crabs. We are not of opinion that,
as some observers have stated, the crab possesses the power

to be wondered at

that savage majesty
made a rich harvest
of the treasures cast

upon the strand.

The kernel of the
nut was supposed to

possess all the me-
dical virtues, and it

was directed to be
associated with a
number of ingre-
dients just as use-

less and inefficient

as the nut - itself.

We read that " sea-

nut kernel, the ant-

lers of deer, pounded
and mixed with
ebony filings, red
coral dust, and some
other inert trash,
was capable of re-

storing decrepit age
to the full power of

youth." The shell is

held in high repute

by the religious
mendicants of the
East as an alms-

box, as a notion still

prevails that there
is a powerful at-

tractive influence

residing within it,

which seldom fails

to extract the coin

from the pockets
of even the most
reluctant. Did a germ of truth lie hidden in this Old World I nse of his large nippers as a hammer, and when the shell gives

way, inserts his narrow-pointed or extracting nippers, and pro-

ceeds to feast on the dainty, won by cunning and strength of

claw. Such cocoa fibre as may be formed during the process of

nut opening, the Birgus latro carries carefully away to his den,

cards it up, and lays it aside, to be used as a shelter or nest

when the period of shell-shifting and seclusion arrives ; and it is

most curious that as this period approaches a natural reservoir

placed beneath the tail gradually fills with clear, limpid oil, to

the extent of a quart or more in large specimens. This oil

serves by absorption to supply the waste of the tissues during
a species of hybernation which takes place during the formation

of the new shell, just as the fatty deposits laid up in the

tissues of the bear during his autumn feastings on ripe fruits

and honey, enable him, like a lamp slowly burning, to support
the feeble flame of life until spring and plenty come again to

earth and him. The cocoa-nut crab, although a denizen of the

grove, pays occasional visits to the sea, near which his infant

progeny are brought to light. He performs some rather odd

freaks on these sea-side excursions, but a consideration of them,

together with a further history of the cocoa-nut and cocoa-nut

consumers, must be reserved for our next paper.

THE COCOA-NUT CRAB (Birgus latro).

of ascending trees

but slightly out of

the perpendicular ;

we rather incline to
the belief that the
fruit of trees grow-
ing at a consider-

able angle, and that

naturally falling to

the earth, constitute

the principal food

supply of the crab.

The immensely
powerful and heavy
nippers possessed
by this creature en-

able him to rend
asunder the tough
envelope of the en-

cased nut with the

greatest ease. The
husk being torn and
slit open, the nut is

laid bare; this the
crab attacks by per-

forating one of the
three round marks
found on the end of

every nut. These
are devoid of shell,

and are easily
broken through and
converted into one
orifice by a series

of heavy and well-

directed blows
which are dex-

trously delivered by
the crab, who makes

superstition, sea cocoa-nut shells would be still at a premium.
Research has entirely cleared away the mist which so long

hung over the origin of this interesting production, which is

found growing in the Seychelle Islands, is now known to na-
turalists as Ladoicea Seychellarum, and has been on minute
investigation found to contain no virtues whatever to recom-
mend it beyond those possessed by any other member of the
cocoa-nut family. To return, then, to the common cocoa-nut of

commerce, we find it, when growing in favourable localities, and
within the influence of the sea breeze, reaching an altitude of
from sixty to eighty feet ; but it is rare to find a stem measuring
much over two feet in diameter at the base of the tree.

Artists are fond of representing palms of this description
growing upright, but it is rare indeed that one can be found
which does not deviate considerably from the perpendicular.
In fact, almost every imaginable angle of inclination may be
studied in a grove of cocoa-nut palms ; trade and other pre-
vailing winds often influencing their line of droop or direction.

The rough, scale-like, and pitted nature of the bark, which pre-
vails throughout the length of the trunk, depends on the pro-

gressive casting off of the old and matured fronds, as the tree
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.IV. VIII.
WCBMION OF THK :KH NUTATION SOI.

's '"i.i ITVDI AM, tO
MUTH INSTRUMENT PBOBLKM8 WITH IIIK OLOBKH.

Ir we look to the celestial globe wo shall find that, though tho
mark r signifying tho commencoment of the mgn Ariel is placed
nt tli.' intersection of the equinoctial and tho ecliptic, yet the
portion of the zodiac commencing at that nign i* m reality
occupied l,y tho con.sU'llation I'tsfra The tara forming Aries
are im>\i-.l 'M to tho east, occupying tho place assigned to
Taurus, and, in tho same way, Taurus ami all

the other zodiacal constellations are moved
_'ll to tin-

The reason of this is the precession of tho
equinoxes which has already been referred to
as having boon discovered by Hippurchns.
The points of intersection of tho equator and
ecliptic, or, as they are frequently termed,

do not rcniiiin constantly in tins

same place, lint uro slowly moving towards
the west, that is, in a retrograde direction.

This was first observed by noticing that
tho right ascension of all stars was slowly
and uniformly increasing : this could only
be accounted for in one of two ways either

they must all be slowly moving for-

wards, or tho point from which we
niea-om} their right ascensions must
be moving backwards. The latter of

these explanations, being by far the
most simple, has been adopted. The
rate of this motion is but slow, so
that its effect on the position of the
stars from year to year can only bo
ascertained by the most careful and
delicate observations. When, however,
we compare the position of a star with
that assigned to it by observers a few
centuries ago, we soon become con-
scious of the change. The most care-

ful observations fix the annual amount
of this motion at 50'2", so that the
time occupied by the nodes in making
a complete circuit of the heavens
would bo a little more than 25,800
years. By reckoning back it is found
that the constellations and the signs
of the zodiac corresponded with one
another about the year 370 B.C.

The explanation of this phenomenon re-

quires a higher degree of mathematics than
could be introduced into these lessons. We
may, however, state generally that it arises

from the accumulation of matter at the earth's

equator. On account of this the sun and
moon exert a more powerful attraction on
that part of tho earth than on the poles, and
thus the position of the axis is slightly
altered and tho changes spoken of are pro-
duced.

In addition to this motion of the pole,
there is another of much smaller amount,
which is known as nut at inn, or the nod-

ding of the pole. It arises from the fact that the earth's dis-

tance from the sun varies at different times of the year, and
thus the amount of precession varies slightly from day to day.
The effect of this variation is to cause the pole to describe in

the course of about eighteen and a half years a very small

ellipse, the longer axis being about 18V
1 and the shorter nearly

14". This motion, combined with the other, produces a slightly

wavy or undulating movement of tho pole ; it is only, however,
in very accurate observations that this has to be considered.

One important effect of the precession of the equinoxes is to

change the position of the pole-star. That at present known by
this name is distant about 1

.}
from the true pole ; its distance

is, however, gradually diminishing, so that in tho coarse of

years it will bo within half a degree, and it will then commence
_

104 N.E.

toreet'l In about 12,000 yean tit* brilliant

in the constellation of the Lyra, will be very do*e to U* i-,U,
and serve M pole-Ur.
A utrauge circuinnUnce has been discovered in connection

with tiiis change in the portion of tb pole-ster. Nearly 4,000
yearn ago the sU; he third in magnitude in the con-

HtolUtion Draco, WM very near the pole. About this period
many of the pyramid* of Egypt were built, and it U bond that
several of these have openings on their north sides inclined at
an angle of about 20 to the horizon, Tbe*e paaiegee are all

directed toward* the meridian, and their inclination is each that
an observer standing at tho bottom of any
one of them would have been able to set the

pole-star at the time of its crossing the meri-

dian below the pole. Thin corroborates the
calculations of astronomers, and at the samo
time confirms the idea that the ancients were
attentive observers of the motions of the
stars.

Fig. 11 represents the position of the globe
to an observer in the latitude of London, the

angle at which the axis N is inclined to the
horizon H H' being ju*t 51 J ; z is the zenith,

and N' the nadir. The great circle A o B i

represents the equator, and to or, inclined

to it at an angle of 234, the ecliptic, o and
I being the nodes ; o is sometimes
called the ascending node, as at this

point the sun passes north of the

equator, and I is the descending node.

There are also two other points K
and D in the ecliptic specially distin-

guished, and known as the toltlilial

points. These are situated midway
between the nodes, and are at the

commencement of the signs of Cancer
and Capriconras. The term toUlitial

is derived from sol, the sun, and ttzrc,

to stand, and is applied to these points
because when tho sun reaches them it

has attained its greatest north or

south declination, and appears to stand
still for a few days before commenc-
ing to retrace its steps. Two great
circles are drawn on the celestial glob*

passing through the poles, the one,
N a s I, passing likewise through the

equinoctial points, and tho other,
N e s D, through the solstitial points,
and these are known as the equinoc-

tial and solstitial colurcs. They divide the

ecliptic into four equal portions, and mark
the divisions of the seasons of the year. On
most globes there is on the wooden horizon a
circle in which the days of the month are

marked, so that by it the sun's actual place
in the ecliptic can be found for any day of

tho year, and by reference to this we shall

find that the days on which the sun is at the

solstices are the 21st of June and the 21st of

December, and these are respectively the

longest and shortest days.
Two small circles, c D and s r, parallel to

tho equinoctial, and passing through the sol-

stitial points, are known as the Tropic*, that to the north being
distinguished as tho Tropic of Cancer, while tho southern one is

called the Tropic of Capricorn. These are, hcwevcr, of more

importance in the use of the terrestrial globe than in that of

the celestial. There are also two circles, K L and M o, situated

at a similar distance from the poles, which mark the limits of

the polar regions, from which the sun U sometimes hidden for

more than a complete day. These are known as the Arctic and
Antarctic circles. The shading in Fig. 12 represents tho extent

of the earth's surface which is illuminated when the sun has
attained its greatest south declination, at which time, an will be

seen, the Antarctic circle U completely illuminated, while the

sun is altogether hidden from tho Arctic.

The most usual way of describing the position of any star in
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the heavens is by giving its declination and right ascension, as
described in our last lesson, the distances being reckoned from
the equinoctial. Sometimes, however, these distances are mea-
sured from the ecliptic, and are then called the latitude and

longitude. Parallels of latitude are frequently drawn on the
celestial globe to enable the latitude to be found without diffi-

culty ; the pole of the ecliptic is, of course, the centre of these
circles. Longitude, like right ascension, is reckoned from the

point Aries, and, like it, is reckoned only in one direction, from
to .960. Terrestrial longitude, on the other hand, is reckoned

from to 180, east or west.

In Fig. 13, if I represents the place of any heavenly body,
and o be the point T in the ecliptic, then the number of degrees
in the arc i R will give its latitude, and the number in o B will

give its longitude.
Another way in which the position of a star may be described

is by giving its altitude and azimuth ; as, however, these vary
greatly from hour to hour, the exact time must be given like-

wise, and then they afford an ensy way of ascertaining its posi-
tion in the heavens, without reference to a globe or to any other
stars. It is also easier for the amateur to note these measure-
ments than to describe the position in either of the other ways
mentioned.

To determine the altitude, a great circlo of the heavens is

supposed to pass through the star and also through the zenith,
or part of the sky vertically over head, and the nadir, which is

diametrically opposite to the zenith, and is the part of the
heavens directly under our feet. We then measure the arc of

this circle contained between the horizon and the star, and this

is its elevation above the horizon, or, as it is called, its altitude.

It is, in fact, the angle contained between lines drawn from the
observer to the star, and to the point of the horizon directly
under it.

Having measured this, we must then ascertain the distance
of the point where this circle cuts the horizon from the north
or south points, and this distance is called its azimuth. As
will easily be understood, to an observer at the poles the
altitude of a star will exactly correspond with its declination,
and remain unaltered, while the azimuth will be continually
changing, as it is reckoned from a point of the earth, and not
from a fixed point in the sky. At the equator, the azimuth
remains the same, but at all other places both vary constantly.
A telescope may easily be mounted so as to indicate at onca

the altitude and azimuth of any star, and an instrument of this
kind will be found very useful. In actual practice a great
many modifications and additions are made, but the form of

mounting sketched in Fig. 1-1 will servo well to explain the con-

struction, and guide the student should he resolve on making
such an instrument for himself. The base consists of a flat

circle of wood, and is fitted with levels and levelling screws, so
that it may be placed perfectly horizontal. This circle is accu-

rately divided into degrees, reckoning each way from the north
and south points, and in use must be adjusted so that these

points are due north and south.

The telescope and stand is fixed to another circle, which
turns on the lower one, and has marked on it a line exactly
corresponding with the direction of the tube. A microscope, A,

placed at the extremity of this, serves to read off the azimuth.
A similarly graduated circle is attached to the tube of the

telescope, so as to turn vertically with it. The divisions' on this

are so placed that, when the tube is perfectly horizontal, a
second microscope placed at B shall read 0, and thus when the
cube is pointed to any star, and clamped in that position, its

altitude and azimuth can at once be ascertained. A telescope
thus mounted is called an alt-azimuth instrument.
As the sky appears to be in constant rotation, it will easily

be seen that these measures are continually altering; by
noticing, however, the exact time of observation, we shall be
able to assign the place of the star on the globe.
To do this we must first bring the globe into such a position

as exactly to represent the appearance of the sky at that par-
ticular time. This is a problem of very easy solution, but
attention should be paid to it, as it will very frequently prove a

great help to the student to place the globe in this position
when he is endeavouring to become familiar with the constella-

tions. If the globe is correctly adjusted, and placed so that
its brass meridian points exactly north and south, any desired

star can easily be found. The only difficulty is that we look at

the globe from the outside, while we gaze on the vault of

heaven from a point within it, and thus the relative positions
of the stars are -reversed. If, however, we take an ordinary
pencil with a flat end, and place it on the star's place on the

globe, so that its head may be directed backwards to the centre
of the globe, the pencil will point to the star, and thus it may,
after a little practice, be found without difficulty.
Now we have already learnt that at the equator the pole-star

appears to be in the horizon, and as we recede from it this star

increases in altitude ; the first thing, then, which we have to

do is to elevate the pole above the horizon as many degrees as
are equal to the latitude of the place at which we are. We will

suppose that London is the place of observation, and, as its

latitude is 51^, we will_elevate the pole this amount above the
north point of the horizon. We next find the position of the
sun in the ecliptic on the day by referring to the wooden
horizon of the globe. Let us suppose the time of observation
is eleven o'clock in the evening of the 3rd of June. We first

find June 3rd on the horizon, and opposite to it we shall find

the 13th degree in Gemini. Now refer to the ecliptic, and,
having found this place on it, bring it to the brass meridian,
and adjust the brass circle round the pole, called the hour

circle, so tt at XII. on that shall be under the meridian. The
globe then represents the position of the heavens at noon on
the day, but it is constantly turning towards the west, and we
must, therefore, turn it westward till the hour circle shows that

eleven hours have been passed over, and the hour XI. comes
under the meridian. Fixing the globe in this position we now
place it in the open air, so that the north pole points to the

north or to the pole-star, and we have it then accurately

representing the visible sky.
When the globe has been set thus, we fix the quadrant of

altitude to the brass meridian, exactly in the zenith. As one
side of the brass meridian is graduated towards the pole, and
the other from it, this is easily done by fixing it at the degree
which marks the latitude, that is, at 51 .|, and by bringing the

graduated edge of it to any star we can at once read off the

altitude ; the point, too, where it cuts the horizon will show its

azimuth. Thus, with the globe in this position, we will find the

altitude and azimuth of the bright star Regulus in the constel-

lation Leo. On bringing the quadrant of altitude against its

centre, we find its elevation above the horizon to be about 12 L.

This, therefore, is its altitude at the hour named, a trifling

allowance being made for refraction, the extent of which for

each degree of elevation is shown in refraction tables. On
referring now to the inner circle of the wooden horizon, we
shall find that the degree of it indicated by the quadrant is 84

west of the north point ; this, then, is its azimuth and its place
is fully known when we say that at eleven o'clock in the

evening of the 3rd of June its altitude is 12-J- , and its azimuth
i wcrft of north.

We will give one more problem of the same kind. On the

15th of November, at half-past seven in the evening, a bright
star is observed at London, whoso altitude is about 17, and
its azimuth is 85 east of north ; find the star. On referring,

as before, to the globe, we shall learn that the star is Aldebaran,
situated in the head of Taurus, or the Bull, and in close

proximity to the V-shaped cluster of the Hyades. This the

student should verify for himself by reference to the globe.

Occasionally, the polar distance of a star is given, that is,

the arc contained between it and the pole. A moment's thought,

however, shows that this is merely the complement of the

declination, or the amount required to make it up to 90. In a

similar way, the amplitude of any object is the complement of

its azimuth, or its distance from the east and west points of the

horizon. It is only applied to the sun or a star when rising or

setting, and signifies the arc of the horizon included between

their position at that time and the east or west points. At the

period of the equinoxes the sun rises due east and sets due

west ; in the winter months, however, he rises some distance to

the south of the east point, and sets a similar distance to the

south of the west ; while in the summer, when he has north

declination, he rises and sets to the north of these points. The

ixact position of its rising and setting on any given day can

very easily be found. We have only to elevate the pole of the

globe to the latitude of the place, and then, having found the

sun's place in the ecliptic, turn the globe slowly round, and

note where this point cuts the eastern horizon in rising and the
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-otting. Thus, for example, it in roquinxl to And at

. Jiinti.iry. UJ^IW above
tho hnri/.i.n ttli.it !>'-.:i^ ti. .,f Madras), we I.

"i tin-
; UH, and,

linii^mi,' tliis p...-. .

,'ly to each tide of the horizon, we
iin.1 it riaea 24 south of tho east, and sets a similar distance
smith t .u aro chiefly employed

nig the accuracy of the compass.
inujfiiotiu noodlo, though commonly said to point duo

north, dors nut in reality do so, aa may be easily seen by com-

paring tli. din-.-tion as shown by it with that of tho pole-star.
This deviation of the compass from it* true bearing in called

the variation of the compass, and is found to vary from year to

year ; it in likewise different in different parts of the world at

the same time.

About tho year 1C60 the variation was zero, the needle then

pointing duo north ; previous to this it had pointed east of the

north, but since that time it has pointed west of it

variation then gradually increased till in 1818 it had attained a
maximum of 24.}; since then it has been diminishing, and at

sent time it points about 21 west of the north point.
A lino is usually drawn on a compass-card at the right angle for

the year in which it is made, and when the needle is parallel
with this tho compass-card indicates the correct bearings.
Wo append a few problems for the student to solve by the

aid of tho globe.

1. Find the declination and right ascension of the stars Vega in

Lyra, and Arcturus in Bootes.

2. Give the latitude aud longitude of Aldebarim in Taurus, wul Siriiu

in Cuiiis Major.
3. What star has 32 N. decl. and 111 E. A. ?

4. Find the altitude and azimuth of the star Regulus in Leo, as Men
at Paris at 8 P.M. on the 3rd of February.

5. In a place situated in 45 N. latitude, a star is observed at 9.30

P.M. on the 25th of October; its altitude is found to be about 34? N.,
and its azimuth 56 E. of N. Find the star.

G. What is the sun's amplitude in London on the 21th of June ?

LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XIX.
THE PREPOSITION CON.

WHEN the preposition with denotes company, society, union,

community, connection, or when it denotes the instrument or

means by which something is effected, it coincides with the nse

of con in Italian. In the former case, the words together with,

besides, to, or similar ones, and in tho latter, the words by
means of, by agency of, by dint of, by, tivrough, are frequently

equivalents of with, and are translated by con. For example :

An-dd-re col /ra-M-lo, to go with the brother.

Si as-so-cio con tin mer-cdii-t, he entered into partnership with a

merchant.

s-se-re, std-re con li-no, to be with one, to belong to one ; t.., to

one's family, company, etc.

Con chi stti-te coi ? with whom ore you ? (t.., \n whose service are

you ? or, with whom are you on a visit ? or, with whom do you

stay aud take dinner ? etc. )

VSn-go con ooi, I come with you.
Com-bdt-t-re col ne-mi-co, to fight with the enemy.

Con-giu-gn-r un sog-git-to col <ii-o prc-di-c<i-to, to join a subject to

its predicate.
Con-cer-td-re il-na crf-sa con ii-no, to concert a thing with one.

Pa-ra-go-n<i-re ti-na co-$a con un' dl-fra, to compare one thing with

another.

Con qvj-ste md-ni, with these hands.

Con gran /a-t-ca, with great pains.

Con fr6-de ed in-gdn-no, with fraud and deceit.

Con un col-ttl-lo, with a knife.

Con un scii-do jua-da-gndr-n* ire, with one crown or dollar to gain

three.

La-vo-rd-re c6i-la Uma, col pn-nfl-lo, col tcar-pfl-lo, to work with the

file, with the pencil, with the chisel.

Fd-re ti-na c6-a con pia-ci-rt, con do-l5-r, con fa-ci-li-ld, con d/-jl-

col-td, con de-ttr&-*a, con bu<Jn gdr-lx), to do a thing with

pleasure, with grief, with ease, with diftlculty, with skill, with

good grace.

The adverb in-sii-me, together, very frequently has the pre-

position con after it, and exactly coincides with the English

together with For example :

* M, toctbr with him.

<lt-tn, tov^bmr with a otter.

l'-o tn-tU-iM em mi-o p^n, I toffthr witiH tuj UtU*r.

It in obvious that it u not allowed to traaabt* wUk by con

whenever this preponition doM not rprMnt any of UM MOV*-
stated meanings t for example, I am satisfied with bin, t6*mt

I am delighted or greatly pleaded with you,
mi rui-W-j/ro di voi. In these oases;, to traaalate with by eo

w. ,u 1.1 completely alter the sens*. 86-no con.U*-to con lati, and
mi ral-U-gru eon, lui (di qudl-cke c6-ta), woold attin. I am
satisfied aioi, u* well ae he), and I am delighted
or greatly pleased alung with you (i.e., ae well a* you =* I oe>

jratulnt' you, on tomcthing).
Con, with a noun following, frequently supplies the place of

adverbial expressions. For example: Otm j/ru-*k'n-ia, with

prudence ; con ci-riMd, with politoneu ; eon ioJirie~iat with

sobriety ; cou *u-p4r4*'a, with haughtine, etc. : for yru-dc*-U-

prudently ; ci-vil-mtn-U, politely ; *o-ina-wr-,
soberly ; m-per-ba-inen-tt, haughtily, etc.

Con, before an infinitive, which in this oaee occupies the phvee
of a real noun, is quite an idiom, and will be beet translated by
the prepositions by, through, by tho conjunctions wAi/c, tchfn

t

as, and particularly and, or by the yretent participle of the

English verb. For example :

Coll' an-dd-r a spdt-so non i puo ar-ric-chl-rt, by Uking walk* (>'..,

by idling) one cainot get rich.

ij-2li si icu-cd con di-re ... be excused himself by saying, saying,
and said, while ho said.

iv-yii ft-ct (i--(a-i.'u lo con Jdr-mi e-rt-de di dU-to it u-, he made
his will, aud constituted (or constituting) me heir of all hi*

proj
VOGABUUaBT.

Andar, to go, going,
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lan-ter-na. 6. E'-gli lo pre-se se-co (con se). 7. Coll' an-dar

del tem-po. 8. Fu uc-ci-so con un cdl-po di pi-sto-la. 9. Con
sem-bian-te tur-ba-to mi dis-se. 10. Con i-siu-dio. 11. Con

i-stu-pd-re. 12. Que-sti bot-td-ni non s' ac-cor-da-no col co-lo-

re. 13. Vi-a di qu& con que-sta co-sa. 14. Con bel gar-bo (or

con Mi-la grd-zia). 15. Con p6-co gar-bo. 16. Con su-a buo-

na gra-zia. 17. Con 6-gni ma-gni-fi-cen-za. 18. Con d-gni for-

za. 19. Con ri-spet-to par-lan-do (or sdl-va ve-nia).

A-dol-fo, Adolphus.
Atn-ma-ld-io, distem-

pered, diseased, out

of health, sick, ill.

An-eo-ra, yet, still,

also, even, again.

An-io-nio, Anthony.
Ar-ri-vd-to, arrived.

Car-K-na, Caroline.
"

di, belongs to (i.e.,

is of).

En-ri-co, Henry.
Fer-di-ndn-do, Ferdi-

nand.

Fran-ce-sco, Francis.

Gfid-ua-ne, young.
Cru-gli-el-mo, William.

H giar-di-nie-re, to.,

the gardener.
Jl gio-va-ne, the young

man, youth,

VOCABULARY.
II ser-vo, m., the

servant.

11 sol-dd-to, m., the

soldier.

II iri-ci-no, m., la wi-ci-

na, f., the neigh-
bour.

L' dl-bero, m., the

tree.

L" a-m{-co, m., the

friend ; I' a-mi-ca, f.,

the female friend.

L* no-ino, m., the male

person, human be-

ing, man, husband.
La don-no, f., the

woman, wife, lady,
mistress.

La giar-di-nie-ra, I.,

the female gardener,
the gardener's wife.

Lon-dra, London.
Lo sco-ld-re, m., the

pupil, learner,
scholar.

Lo scul-io-re, m., the

sculptor, statuary.

Lu-i-gi, Lewis.

Lu-i-gia, Louisa.

Pa-ri-gi, Paris.

Par-ti-to per, departed
for.

P6-ve-ro, poor, needy,
wanting.

Rlc-co, rich, wealthy,

opulent.

Ri-d6l-fo, Rodolph,
Ralph.

Si chid-ma, is called.

Ste-fa-no, Stephen.

Ve-ne-zia, Venice.

Vi-en-na, Vienna.

EXERCISE 22 (COLLOQUIAL).

1. Ho ve-du-to 1' om-brel-la di vo-stro pa-dre. 2. L' a-mi-co

di mi-o zi-o e ric-co. 3. Quest' n6-mo e 1' a-mi-co di mi-o pa-
dre. 4. II fan-ciul-lo di quest' uo-mo & am-ma-la-to. 5. Que-
sto fan-ciul-lo e an-cd-ra gid-va-ne. 6. A-ve-te voi ve-du-to 1'

al-be-ro che mi-o pa-dre ha com-pra-to ? 7. L' u6-mo, che a-ve-

te ve-du-to, e rodl-to po-ve-ro. 8. Su-o fi-glio e am-ma-la-to.

9. Ho da-to la pen-na a que-sto p6-ve-ro fan-ciul-lo. 10. A-ve-

te voi ve-du-to, 1' o-ro-16-gio che mi-o zi-o ha ri-ce-vu-to ? 11.

E'-gli ha ven-du-to que-sto o-ro-16-gio a mi-o pa-dre. 12. La zi-a

di que-sto gid-va-ne e an-cd-ra am-ma-la-ta. 13. Que-sto p6-
ve-ro fan-ciul-lo ha per-du-to su-a ma-dre. 14. II mi-o a-mi-co

e un uo-mo mdl-to ric-co. 15. Quest' ud-moe il no-stro giar-di-

nie-re. 16. Que-sta d6n-na e la no-stra giar-di-nie-ra. 17. II

no-stro vi-ci-no e ric-chis-si-mo. 18. La v6-stra vi-ci-na e u-na
buo-na don-na. 19. II fan-ciiil-lo di que-sto scul-td-re si chia-

ma Gu-gli-el-mo. 20. La zi-a di Fer-di-nan-do e ar-ri-va-ta ; ma
su-o pa-dre e par-ti-to per L6n-dra. 21. La so-rel-la di Lu-i-gi
e gran-dis-si-ma. 22. Pen-so ad En-ri-co ed a Ste-fa-no. 23.

La zi-a di Lu-i-gia ha scrit-to u-na gran-do let-te-ra ad A-dol-fo.

2.4. Fran-ce-sco ha ri-ce-vu-to que-sta pen-na da un gid-va-ne,
che si chia-ma Ri-dol-fo. 25. II cu-gi-no di Gio-van-ni e par-ti-

to per Pa-ri-gi. 26. II no-stro ser-vo e ar-ri-va-to da Lon-dra.

27. Mi-a so-rel-la pen-sa a Car-li-na. 28. Ste-fa-no ha per-du-
to il tem-pe-ri-no ch' e-gli ha ri-ce-vu-to da A-dol-fo. 29. Lu-i-

gia e la so-rel-la di Car-li-na, ed An-td-nio e il fra-tel-lo di Gio-

van-ni.

EXERCISE 23 (COLLOQUIAL).
1. My book is 011 the form. 2. I have given my hat to this

poor child. 3. The book which I have received from a friend is

lost. 4. Louisa has lost her bonnet. 5. Have you (sing.) found
Charles's ring ? 6. Henry's father (i.e., the father of Henry) is

very rich. 7. John's garden is very small. 8. William's friend

has departed. 9. My cousin has (i.e., is) arrived. 10. We have
received a letter from Louis ; he is at Milan. 11. Have yon
Been Francis and Ferdinand ? 12. Rodolph has departed for

Venice. 13. We have written a letter to Stephen in Paris.

14. Have you fang.) seen the watch of Louis ? 15. Has (i.e.,

is) your (sing.) uncle departed for Paris r 16. Caroline's aunt
is in London. 17. Our (male) neighbour has a sou, who is

tailed Adolphus, and a daughter who is called Louisa.

And we always have
to do, e si )m da ftar

sSm-pre.
Came here, ar-ri-vb qui.

Coach, car-r6z-za, I.

Country, cam-pd-yr.a., t.

VOCABULARY.

Courier, cor-rie-re, m.

Cousin, cu-gi-no, m.

Dead, mdr-to, m.

Express order, <5r-dt-

n cs-prcs-so, m.

For, per.

First part, pri-ma
pdr-te, I.

General, ge-ne-rd-le, m.
Has gone to dine, on-

dd-to a pran-zd-rt.
I Himself, se tl

His life, la su-a m-ta.

Horse, ca-udl-lo, m.
Is filled with, e pie-

no di.

Last, lU-ti-mo, m., itt-

ti-ma, f.

Living, vi-vo, m.

Nephew, ni-p6-te, m.

News, nud-wa, f.

Next, ren-tii-ro, m.,

wn-tii-ra, f.

Ought to spend, dt-ve

pas-sd-re.

Park, par-co, m.

Peace, pd-ce, f. (i.e.,

news of the peace).

Second, se-cdn-do, m.,

se-cdn-da, f.

(There) has arrived,
e gtiin-to.

They will go, o-glio-

no an-dd-re.

Together (aU), tiil-t

in-sitj-me.

To buy, di com-prd-re.

Ungrateful (person),

in-grd-to, m.
We live, si vi-ve.

We work, si. la-vd-ra.

Week, set-ti-md-na, f.

World, mdn-do, m.

EXERCISE 24.

1. The nephew has gone with the general's son and daughter
into the park to dine there. 2. Next week they will go together
into the country. 3. A courier has arrived with the news of the

conclusion of peace. 4. The cousin came here with the express
order to buy a horse and a coach. 5. Man ought to spend the

first part of his life with the dead, the second with the living,

and the third with himself. 6. The world is filled with un-

grateful persons : we live with the ungrateful, we work for tho

ungrateful, and we always have to do with the ungrateful.

KEY TO EXERCISES IN LESSONS IN ITALIAN. XVIII.

EXERCISE 18.

1. She is in the next room. 2. I am almost in port. 3. He is in

Austria, in Italy, in the country, spending the summer season. 4. Ha
goes into the garden, into that room, to France, to the country, to

Scotland, to Turkey. 5. Both died in one day, and in one hour. G.

Thou wast in church. 7. Is there nobody at home ? 8. He is in the

yard, in the kitchen, in the cellar. 9. He has gone to church, to town,
to the square, to the tavern, to the theatre. 10. He lived in that

house. 11. I found him in bed. 12. Anthony is angry with me. 13.

It is spoken of in the whole city. 14. He departed in haste. 15. He
went there in a carriage. 16. To-morrow we shall be able to go in a

sledge. 17. They have gone out at this moment. 18. You are now in my
hands. 19. I came before him on tiptoe, and here I wait till he comes.

20. I rely OP. my brother's ability. 21. Some copies will be printed on

parchment. 22. You are in the bloom of youth, the prime of life. 23.

You have had fine weather for your journey.

EXERCISE 19.

1. II giardino di mio zio e grandissimo. 2. Abbiamo veduto la

tavola ed il letto di tuo padre. 3. Arete voi trovato 1'ombrella di tuo

padre ? 4. Ho ricevuto questo mantello da mia zia. 5. Avete voi

ricevuto un libro da questo fanciullo ? 6. Abbiamo prestato il nostro

ombrello a vostro fratello. 7. Avete voi trovato questa penna nella

vostra scuola? 8. Abbiamo scritto una lettera a nostro zio ed a

nostra zia. 9. Vostra madre ha dato una cufHa a mia sorella. 10.

Avete voi veduto un piccol fanciullo nel nostro giardino 9

EXERCISE 20.

1. Gl' infelici trovano cousolazione iu isperanza. 2. In lib.-i si

trovauo i mezzi per devenir dotto. 3. Vostra sorella non e nella

camera, ella sara andata o nella cucina o nella cantina. 4. Vogliamo
audare e far colazioue nel casinetto ? 5. In un' aggradevole campagnia
il tempo passa assai presto. 6. C' e nissuno nel castello ? 7. No, il

castaldo 6 uscito in questo punto. 8. Voi avete avuto bel tempo iiel

vostro viaggio. 9. Voi avrete (ella avra) in questo biglietto 1'indirizzo

del conte. 10. Egli nascose la chiave in quell' armadio.

COMPARATIVE ANATOMY. XXII.
MAMMALIA CLASSIFICATION (conclusion).

To trace the history of the various classifications to which

naturalists have subjected the animals comprising the mam-
malian division of the Vertebrata, would in itself form an

interesting subject of inquiry. We must, however, only briefly

review it, and confine ourselves more exclusively to the classifi-

cation now adopted.

Constituting the highest group in the animal kingdom, being

gifted with the most complex organisation and highest intel-

ligence, possessing strongly marked differences with the

exception of those transitions by which Nature gradually

passes from one to another form and the facilities which they
afford for the observation of their habits, and the examination

of their organs and tissues, have rendered mammals the chief

objects of attention to naturalists, even from the earliest times.

Numerous passages in Holy Writ, and the language spoken by
ancient monuments long prior to the time of the Greeks and

Romans, clearly and conclusively confirm the fact that know-

ledge of the habits and distinctions of these animals must have
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very early date. The name of that desoendsn-

race, and < I > I 'lato, Aristotle (born 384 B.C.),

most in tin- riuik of zoologists M the author of a
MO much of animal* M of the organ*

mills. Thin may be accounted for by the tale which

I'liny t.fiN us,
' that Alexander the Great being mitten with

f knowing the natures of animal*, ordered several

ud persona over the whole of Ania and Greece, who lived

bird-catching, and fishing, or who had the care of

i, rivers, stews, and aviaries, to furnish Aristotle

uiitoriala for a work on animals." Many ancient writer*

1 in the wake of Aristotle; but it is only within the

iroo hundred years more especially the hist hundred
1 advance ban been made towards that dosir-

alil.- i-iid. an accurate classification of this very important

>.">! Conrad Gesnor, an eminent naturalist, adopted, in

y of Quadrupeds," the simple method of classifying

illy.

Th iir r stop towards a scientific classification was made by
ur own countrymen, John Bay, justly called the precursor

of Limueus. He divided the Mammalia into two great classes :

tlu ungulatod, or hoofed animals ; and the ungniculated, or

with nails or claws. Both Linnaeus and Bnffon bor-

rowed largely from tho works of Ray. The former adopted the

same divisions as Ray, each of which he further divided into

five families, and at a later period added several new genera.
In 1780 Storr published his "

Prodromns," in which ho divided

this class into throe phalanxes : the first consisting of those

mammals which have feet proper for walking ; the second, of

those whoso feet ore fin-shaped, but with distinct toes ; and the

third, of those which have true fins, without any apparent toes.

Five years later Boddaert divided them into two great groups :

the terrestrial and the aquatic mammals. In 1798 Cuvier pub-
lished tho "

Elementary Table of Animals," which afterwards

he developed into his "
Comparative Anatomy and Animal King-

dom." He separates mammals into fourteen orders, and those

again into families.

Desmarest, taking Cnvier and Storr for his guides, makes
throe sections : the unguiculated, the hoofed, and tho finned

Mammalia. Tho most recent classification is that by Professor

Huxley, founded upon the ingenious one of the celebrated

French anatomist, M. Blainville, who divided them into three

primary groups, according to the characters of their repro-
ductive organs, especially the reproductive organs of tho

female; viz., the Ornithodelphia, Didelphia, and the Mono-

delphia.
1. Tho Ornitltadclphia (upvts, a bird; 8fA<f>u9, a viorrib) com-

prises those two remarkable genera of mammals, the Ornitho-

rhynchua and Echidna, which constitute tho order Monotro-
mata.*

2. Tho Didelphia (81, two; 8eA<J>vs, ioomJ>) contains only a

single order, tho Marsupials.
3. Tho Monodelphia (juui'os, single ; 3*>.<pvy, toomb) comprses

all the orders of Mammalia with a single uterus, or womb, in

which tho young are developed and nourished by moans of a

placenta, which, closely attached to tho uterine walls, enables

the maternal blood to pass to the offspring; and the waste pro-

ducts, which result from the rapidly developing tissues, to be

removed away from it. Certain orders have a discoidal deci-

placenta. Those are :

1. The Primates, containing three eub-orders. (a) Anthro-

poidae, man. (6) Kimiada?, apes and monkeys. (c) Le-

ilcB.

2. Tho Insectivora. The so-called flying lemurs (galeo-

pithecus). Tho hedgehogs, shrews, and the moles belong to this

order.

3. Clwiroptera. Bats.
4. i;<x!i ntia. Rats, hares, squirrels, etc.

Three orders possess a zonary dcciduato placenta :

1. Tho Carnivora. This order contains all the cats, hysonaa,
civets, dogs, bears, weasels, racoons, and seals.

2. The Probosridea. The elephants, mastodons, and dino-

theria constitute this order.

3. Hii,-nrni'li'n. Containing tho single genus hyrax.

''

MoKot, single; rp'nua from TiTptuW, to pieref having only

opening for the urinary, genital, and intestinal carat*.

one

The following order* have a
I Tho U*9ulat*

:
Tbu order U divisible into two

orders, which puw into one another. () The Peiias odaeijia
(hones, rhinoceros**, tapir*, palsaotherk, macraneheniss). with
the third digit of each foot ymmethoal in it*elf . t--

The Artiodactyla (hippopotamuses, pigs* anoplothm, rnmi-

nante).
toot*. In this older the whalebone whales, the dol-

phin*, and the extinct leoglodonU, are comprised.
Two order* of monodelpbotu Mammalia remain the Sireoir.

and the Edentata. The pl*oenttsoti of the first U unknown,
and of the saooad, variable.

The existing Sirenia are the entuarin*. or littoral, dngonge
and manatee*. Tho loth*, the extinct megatherium, and it*

allies tho ant-oaters, tho pangolin*, and the armsdilloe* bekwf
to the order Edentata (Hnxloy).

If we deny Divine agency, there i* something otteriy incom-

prehensible in the whole of Nature'* work*. Through a pro-

gressive series of year* we find plant and animal alike faithful

to their individual kind, propagating being* limilar to them-
selves with undeviating regularity ; and, except under ceitsJa

abnormal or artificial condition*, never departing from their

peculiar type. Each species, and the individual familie* which
it comprise*, a* well a* animal*, have their history traceable

back to the time of the light-giving gene*i* mentioned in the

first page of sacred history. Through the long period of time
which lias elapsed since then while nation* hare ri*en from a
barbaric to a powerful and wealthy condition ; while eitiee have .

been raised up in all the lofty grandeur and magnificence which

characterise wealth and power ; and while nation* and eitiee

alike have passed away, either suddenly by the disasters of

war, or by tho gradual process of decline and decay, till they
have become mere historic affairs the world of plant* and
animals have preserved, in all tho pristine excellence of their

original conditions, every essential feature of their primitive

type.

Every living being can, in a greater or less degree, contribute

towards the reproduction of beings like itself.

This power of reproduction of kind, possessed alike by plant*
and animals, constitute* one of the most important and interact*

ing subjects which the naturalist ha* to deal with. From the

simple method of subdivision, or that of budding, in the lowest

forms of living being*, to that more complex process by which

reproduction is effected in the higher forma of animal life, we
can trace a similar agency. As Dr. Watt* ha* beautifully

remarked,
" Ever since tho week of creative wonder* God

has ordered all these creatures to fill the world with inhabit-

ants of their own kind. And they have obeyed him in a

long succession of almost six thousand year*. He ha*

granted a divine patent to each creature for the aole pro-
duction of its own likeness, with an utter prohibition to all

the rest."

In the lowest scale of animal life the law "increase and

multiply" is more energetically and abundantly carried out

than in the higher forms. With complexity of times, increased

number of independent organs, and increased intelligence, a

longer time is required for the maturation of tho embryonic

young. To this end, the higher animals are provided with a

distinct set of organs, devoted exclusively to reproduction.

There are two distinct modes of development in plant* and

animals the non-sexual and the sexual. Tho non-sexual mode
of reproduction occurs only in the lower forma of animal life,

and consists of fission, or simple cleavage ; or of gemmation,
or budding. By fission is meant a constriction occurring in

the soft body of an animal, ultimately cutting off a part, which

is a complete and independent individual in every respect, as

the parent from which it ha* been severed (Marshall). The con-

striction may occur at one or several parts. Infusorial animal-

cultB, and the segments of some of the intestinal Termiform

ontozoa, are developed after this manner. Some of the

annelida (worms) when cut across develop a new head to the

lower half and a new tail to the upper portion of the divided

body. .

By gemmation offshoots or buds spring from the body of

the parent animal, in some instances adhering to the parent

stem, and in others, becoming detached, more away and develop

.Ivee as independent organisms.
In the sexual or oviparous mode of reproduction, an ovum
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or germ cell, and a sperm or fertilising cell, are always neces-

sary. Sometimes both products are developed in the same
individual, which is then said to be monoecious or hermaphrodite,
as the Ccelenterata, certain Scolecidse, trenmtode Entozoa,
Medusae, etc. In snails and other pulmogasteropods, there is

an interchange of office. In the remaining animals, which are

termed dioecious, the reproductive elements are found in separate
individuals belonging to opposite sexes. In fishes and am-

phibia the ova are fertilised without the body, as already
described ; in reptiles, birds, and mammals, within the body of

the ovigerous or female parent. From this fertilised ovum the

embryo is developed. For a brief review of this process we
cannot do better than quote the following words of Carpenter :

" The earliest part in the history of embryonic development is

nearly the same in all animals ; for it consists in the multipli-
cation of the simple cell of which the original germ is com-

posed, untfl a cluster is formed, all the cells of which appear to

be in every respect similar to one another. Each of these cells

either takes into itself, or draws around it, a portion of the

vitellus or yolk, which is the nutrient substance of the ovum ;

and thus either the whole or a portion of this vitellus is sub-

divided into a number of minute spherules, altogether consti-

tuting what is known as the mulberry mass. Among the

Invertebrata generally, the embryo comes forth from the egg in

a very simple condition, a large part of its structure having
undergone but little change from the state of the '

mulberry
mass,' and in these the whole yolk undergoes subdivision.

The same is the case, too, in the batrachian reptiles, which
issue from the egg in a form very different from that into which

they are to be subsequently developed. And it is the case even
with Mammalia, but for a very different reason, their embryonic
structure, first formed at the expense of the yolk, being destined

to acquire additional material for its full development from a
source altogether different. In the highest mollusks, however,
as also in fishes, ordinary reptiles, and birds, the portion of the

yolk which undergoes subdivision is comparatively small ; and
the great mass of the vitellus is destined to be subsequently
absorbed into the substance of the germ. When the whole of

the yolk is taken into the mulberry mass, the formation of the

embryo is usually the result of the progressive metamorphosis
of its parts, the cells of its surface being converted into integu-
ment, and those of its inner part into the internal organs.
This is the case, for example, in the intestinal worm. The
embryonic condition of many of the organs is frequently re-

tained at the time when the young animal comes forth from the

egg, those parts only being completed which are necessary to

enable it to obtain its nutriment. Other organs are subse-

quently evolved at the expense of the food thus introduced ;

and thus a complete change or metamorphosis may take place,
in regard alike to external form and to internal structure,
between the larval and the adult states. Of this phenomenon
wo have characteristic examples in the groups of Insects and
Batrachia. The change is sometimes gradual, as in the pro-

gressive advance of the tadpole into the condition of the frog.
But it is sometimes apparently sudden, as when the chrysalis
skin is thrown off, and the perfect insect comes forth. In the
latter case, however, the change is just as gradual as in the

former, since the organs characteristic of the perfect insect are

undergoing development during the whole of the chrysalis
period."

In animals supplied with a food-yolk the embryo is nourished
until it has nearly acquired its adult condition, although far
from having attained its adult size (Carpenter).

In the lowest forms of the Invertebrata the ova are developed
in loose filamentous tissue, or in membranous folds, or upon
stalks, or processes in the interior of the body, as in the Ccelen-

terata, or are actually embedded in its substance, as in the
Protozoa. In the higher forms the ovaries consist of sacs,
caeca, or tubuli, which may be simple or ramified, and which
have an attached duct, named the oviduct. In fishes the ovaries
are double and symmetrical, as previously described. They are
double in the Amphibia, and the ova are brought to maturity
simultaneously, not in succession, as in reptiles, birds, and
mammals

; being received into the oviducts, they are conveyed
to the cloaca, and then deposited into the water, either singly
or in masses, and there undergo development. In reptiles, as
in birds, the ovary is usually simple. In the latter the Dorking
fowl is an exception to this rule. In the embryonic condition

of birds both ovaries are present ; the right one, however, dis-

appears. The ovary consists of a number of small spherical
bodies named ova (Fig. VI., 1, page 265), invested by delicate
membranes called ovisacs (2). To the lower part of the ovary
is attached the infundibulum (5), or wide funnel-shaped opening
of a single tortuous tube called the oviduct (6, 6) ; this termi-
nates below in the cloaca (12), which, as before mentioned,
constitutes the common outlet of the alimentary, urinary, and
reproductive organs.
For the successful incubation of birds' eggs a steady and

continuous temperature of about 100 Fahr. is requisite. The
period of incubation varies, in different birds, from ten to fifty
or sixty days. In mammals the ovaries are double, one on each
side of the uterus, to which they are connected by means of a
duct called the Fallopian tube, which corresponds to the oviduct
of birds, and through which the ovum passes into the uterus,
where it remains until it is sufficiently developed.
We have described the most important features in the animal

kingdom, step by step, from those organisms which constitute
the simplest forms of life, to those more complex beings which
constitute the highest. The student will have observed already
that the different members are marvellously connected. In
fact, we might exclaim with Faust, in the sublime language of
Goethe

" How all things In a whole here weave and blend,
One in the other working, moving, living."

Or with Huxley, that "
Every animal has a something in com-

mon with its fellow
; much with many of them ; more with a

few ; and usually so much with several that it differs but little

from them." As the same talented writer has further asserted,*" The powers or faculties of all kinds of living matter, diverse
as they may be in degree, are substantially similar in kind."

Again,
" A threefold unity pervades the whole living world

namely, a unity of power, or faculty, a unity of form, and a

unity of substantial composition."
The bodies of animals are seemingly made up of a variety of

tissues, which differ from each other
; and, so far as the unaided

eye can judge, such is the case. But microscopic analysis
clearly and indisputably demonstrates the wonderful fact, that
the relationship which these tissues bear to each other, in

their early condition, is not so far removed as we should
otherwise imagine. All are alike made up of a number of

cells, constituting protoplasm, or what has been termed the

physical basis of life. It is by the combination and super-
addition of these cells that tissues are formed and animals
built up. How or why that power which we term life

originates, and by what laws it so admirably and persistently
arranges its materials, so as to constitute a living being, is

beyond man's power of understanding to conceive. It is this

life manifested to our senses under such an immense variety of

conditions which, while it interests, yet astounds us. Hum-
boldt truly remarks :

" When the active spirit of man is

directed to the investigation of nature, or when, in imagination,
he scans the vast fields of organic creation, among the varied
emotions excited in his mind there is none more profound or
vivid than that awakened by the universal profusion of life."

The whole globe is a swarming and teeming world of living

things, amid which man himself, also a living being, conducts
those operations which justly earn for him the reputation of the

most intellectual and intelligent of all animals. It matters not
whether we turn to the extensive regions comprised under the

name of Siberia, characterised by its three degrees of cold and
its Arctic tracts doomed to everlasting snow, or to tho tropical
verdure and fertility of the plains of the Indus and the Ganges,
and the large sandy or gravelly deserts situated between these

plains, doomed to utter barrenness, or to lands favoured with
the blessings of a temperate clime in each and every situation

we find life existing, adapted by structure and general confi-

guration for that sphere in which it may be found. But if

land is thus tenanted, what shall we say of the vast expanse
of waters which enter so largely into the composition of the

globe ? The Arctic and Antarctic, the Indian and Atlantic,

and the mighty Pacific Oceans, have each their countless mil-

lions of living beings. Even the microscopic medusa? exist in

such vast numbers that Scoresby intimates that it would require

Foriniglitty Review.
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80,000 persona, working unceasingly from the creation of m*n
t<> the present day, to count the number (if minute being! oon-
tainod only in the space of two miles <>f ti,,- turlud ocean water.
And <>f tin- myriads of othor creatures whi.-h Imi there imagi-

m.iy disport itself without limit, and min.l lose itself in
it hornless abyss of figures.

No science affords to us more conclusive evidence of design
than that of Comparative Anatomy. Kxmn. oly the

organisation of any being how admirably is its outward form
adapted for the sphere from which you removed it ; what won-
ilrrful genius is displayed in the arrangement of its individual

tissues ; and how perfectly each perform their reHp.-.-t i > fun.--

tions. This evidence of design is not confined to a few isolated

organisms, hut pervades the whole animal world, from the

Himplicity of the Grogarinidaa to that crowning effort of Qod's

work, the human being. At the very threshold of life tho

plant ami animal worlds claim kindred. Both commence their

basis as cellular structures, with difficulty distinguishable, and
both proceed through an infinity of grades, till Nature exhausts

herself in tho production of animals which, by their upright
forms, their expressive and intellectual features, their power
of communication by language, and tho arrangement of their

limbs constructed to serve the purposes of progression, pre-

hension, and labour, far outstrip all other animals in point
of superiority and usefulness ; and of plants whoso size is

simply gigantic, and whose ago we can only conjecture; but it

is not incompatible with fact to suppose that some may have
been silent witnesses to the disasters of the terrible Noochian

Deluge.
Nutrition is necessary for the purpose of supporting life,

and we find it common to all animals without exception. In

the lowest organisms this function is effected by the simple

process of imbibition. But tho majority of animals are pro-
vided with organs of locomotion by which they are enabled to

seek and obtain their food, and are further provided with a
canal in which the food is lodged until sufficiently prepared for

utilisation. In the lowest orders the digestive canal is nothing
more than a simple continuous tube. As, however, we proceed
through the successive links in the great chain of organised
creation, wo have seen that this tube becomes more complex in

character. The orifice is guarded with lips and movable jaws
armed with teeth for the purpose of breaking down hard sub-

stances and rendering them fit for swallowing ; and a part of

the tube becomes dilated into one or more chambers, for the

purpose of lodging the food while it undergoes both physical
and chemical change. The succeeding part of the tube, or

intestines, is variously lengthened, according to the habits of

the animals. In the digestive apparatus of the insect tribe,

both carnivorous and herbivorous, we meet with a multitude of

new and peculiar formations. Some of these animals undergo
transformation or metamorphosis. In the larval condition the

stomach is of proportionate size to the amount of food required.
It has been computed that caterpillars sometimes devour and

digest three times their own weight of aliment in twenty-four
hours. The perfect condition having boon attained, the diges-
tive tract is altered to meet the new conditions which the

change and smaller quantity of tho food demand. Those
insects which live on hard animal substances are provided with

firm horny jaws sometimes having tooth-like edges large in

proportion to the size of the animal. In bees, wasps, ants, etc.,

the organs of mastication have a suction apparatus appended,
which is further developed in gnats and flies. The latter are

also provided with minute lancet-like darts for tho purpose
of penetrating the integuments of other animals.

In tho vertebrate kingdom the evidences of design are not

more wonderful, though more evidently manifested. The out-

ward form of fishes, diverse to an extraordinary degree, and
the general structure embracing the fins, by which rapid
movement is effected ; the digestive tract, short and wide, for

the simple reason that the food on which these animals live is,

as a rule, so nearly allied to their own tissues, that it requires
but little preparation ; the respiratory gills, whose delicacy of

mechanism is so beautiful as to be beyond expression ; and, in

fact, the whole system is so wonderfully contrived, that we
are lost in silent admiration at the adapting power of the

Almighty Creator.

In the Batrachia connesting links between the aquatic and
terrestrial scales though but onen removed from the fish

tribe, a huff* stride i* evident toward* thai perfection of
tore found in aome of the hifflMr lorn* of life. There i*

similarity, a* mentioned in the leeaoa on the** aoiiBal*. fa the
moth and fro* rtaaorp

.. i ):.- i.. ...

imperfect to the perfect condition u. indeed. a wonderful pro-
OOM for effecting the completion of MI r^'tfj

In bird- oar attention U again powerfully attracted by the
same evidence of deeign, bnt displayed in being* whose iplme
i* to move in air. Here we find the bone* iigbt and pn ia<i*ieil

with air, the epidermis developed into featben, and the general
structure of the body that beet adapted for flying ; while in

some we find webbed feet, to enable them to move on the
surface of water. The bills are to diepoeed M to serve the end
which habit* and food require ; and M regards the digestive
tract, tho stomach presenU every gradation in structure, from
the membranous sac of the carnivorous tribe* to the trne
muscular gizzard of graminivorous bird* varying according
a* the food consists of animal or vegetable materials. It u the

covering of birds which adds, probably more than any other

part, to the wonderful evidence of design. As Paley say*," This cannot escape the meet vulgar observation. Iu light-

ness, its smoothness, its warmth, the disposition of the finthati
all inclined backwards, the down about their stem, the over-

lapping of their tips, their different configuration in different

parts, not to mention tho variety of their colours, constitute a
vestment for the body so beautiful, and so appropriate to the
life which tho animal is to lead, as that I think we should hare
no conception of anything equally perfect if we had never seen

it, or can now imagine anything more to."

In mammals the most complex organisation prevails. In
each one a set of organs is devoted to the performance of
functions requisite for maintenance, reproduction, etc. The
digestive apparatus in man and the higher apee is simple ; bat
in some lower in the order it is more complicated, especially
in tho herbivorous mammals. The respiratory, nervous, mus-

cular, and glandular systems are alike admirably arranged, and
work so harmoniously, that under natural conditions the system
maintains a healthy balance. There i* yet one system, the

absorbent, bnt too often ignored, yet perhaps the most delicate

of all. It is that by which the lymph and chyle, from various

parts of the system and intestines, are carried into the blood,
tho former to be again utilised, the latter a* new material.

This process is effected by a chain of glands and a delicate net-

work of vessels, which are distributed over various parts of the

body. These are found in all the Yertebrata, bnt are most
numerous in mammals. Many of the different order* of

mammals possess a great diversity in their outward appear'
ances, habits, and sphere of action. Thus, the mole, with iU

short, powerful, and well-developed fore-limbs, and its glossy

fur, so arranged that the hairs composing it will lie smooth in

any direction, is admirably adapted to live and move in it*

underground tenements. The bat tribe, varying in cue and

situation, from the little English bat to the Ptenput Javowicu*

are mammals modified to lead the life of birds.

Tho well-known and so oft-described caraivora, the oetaeea,

or whale tribe, in which the adaptation of tho mammiferom
structure to the life of a fish is remarkably displayed, the

lemurs, the monkeys of the Old and New Worlds, etc., poae*i
remarkable differences from each other in outward form.

But the theme is inexhaustible, whether we examine the

jelly-like rhizopods, the Radiolaria, with their nlioified skele-

tons, contributors to the earth's strata; the Spongide, once

supposed vegetables ; the innumerable Infusoria, Hydrosoa,
Actinozoa, Polyxoa ; the double-necked jar-like AscmHraida, or

those fabricators of the bivalve shells, the UtnnlHhranohiata i

the host of star-fishes, sea-urchins and cucumbers, ohmifted a*

Echinodermata ; the wheel animalcules and their repulsive allies ;

the almost indescribable Crustacea, with every other order de-

monstrate beyond the power of refutation the unity of design
and identity of operation. Man, at the head of both division*

of the animal kingdom, while humbling hinumlf with the

thought that he is merely a mammal, must yei glory in the fact

that the all-wise Creator has endowed hid with attribute*

pOMOetod by no other animal* ; while consideration of the pecu-
liar structure of the organs of hi* frame will afford proof* of

their being constructed with reference to faculties of a higher
and more extensive range than those of any. even the

favoured species, of the brute creation.
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RECREATIVE SCIENCE. IX.

AJffTTSING OPTICAL INSTRUMENTS ILLUSTRATING THE LAWS
OP REFLECTION AND REFRACTION THE CAMERA OB-

SCUEA (continued).

THE rise and progress of any special art demanding the aid of

science is always an instructive theme for the youthful student

the beginning and the end seem to be so utterly different and

widely separated. When the artist constructed with elaborate

care his travelling camera obscura, and sketched upon the little

table the picture painted by the aid of his optical apparatus, he
little thought that the time would come when the same light
that caused the picture to

appear upon the ground
glass or sheet of paper
would leave its own silent

impress on the medium

carefully prepared by che-

mical means, and that light

might save the would-be

limner the trouble and time

reqniredfor art-studies, and
do for him more than the

most delicate hand, skilled

in elaborate tracings, could

possibly perform. One of

the foundations of thcbeau-

tiful art of photography
was the " camera obscura."

The desire to fix the

pretty, and at that time

evanescent, picture must
from an early period have

engaged the attention of

thoughtful minds. And
here the construction of a

complete travelling camera
obscura and dark box, in-

vented by Gravesande and
described by Jean fitienno

Montucla, is interesting,
because we have its parallel
in the dark tent and more

portable travelling equi-

page of the photographer.
In his essay on "

Perspec-

tive," Gravesande thus de-

scribes his camera obscura:

"This machine is shaped
almost like a ' sedan chair ;

'

the top of it is rounded off

towards the back part, and
before it swells out into

an arch at about the mid-

dle of its height."
1. The board A in the

inside (Fig. 1) serves as a
table ; it turns on two iron

hinges fastened to the fore

part of the machine, and
is supported by two small chains, so that it may be raised to :

allow the operator to enter the machine by the door R.
2. On the outside of the back of the machine are fixed four

j

small staples, c, c, c, c, in which slide two pieces of wood, D E, j

b E, three inches in breadth, and through these pass two other
j

pieces, serving to keep fast a small board F, which by their
j

means can be moved backwards and forwards.
3. At the top of the machine is a slit o Q, nine or ten inches !

in length, and four in breadth, to the edges of which are affixed
j

two rules in the form of a dovetail
; between these slides a

;

board of the same length having a round hole, of about three I

inches in diameter, in the middle, furnished with a nut, that
!

serves to raise and lower a tube, G, about four inches in height, <

which has a screw corresponding to the nut. This tube is ,

intended for a convex glass lens.

4. The movable board, above described, supports a square i

box x, about seven and a-half inches in breadth and ten in
;

hsight, the fore part of which can be opened by a small door, B-

and in the back part of the box, towards the bottom, is a square
aperture N, of about four inches in breadth, which may be shut

at pleasure by a sliding board, i.

5. Facing this square aperture, N, is a slit which occupies
the whole breadth of the box. It serves for fixing on the box
a plain mirror, H, which slides between two rules, so that the

angle it makes with the horizon towards the door is 112

degrees, or four-fifths of a right angle.
6. The same mirror, when necessary, may be placed in a

direction perpendicular to the horizon, as represented at H,

by means of a small iron plate adapted to one of its sides,
and which may be screwed fast by means of a nut.

7. Within the box x is

another small mirror, L,

fixed a little above the slit

o G, and which, being
drawn up or pushed down
by the small rod s, may be
inclined to the horizon at

any angle whatever.

8. That the machine may
be supplied with air, a tube
of tin plate or other metal,
bent at both ends, maj be
fitted into one of the sidss,
and this will give access to

the air without admitting
light. But if this should
not be sufficient, a small

pair of bellows to be
moved by the foot may be

placed below the scat, and
in this mariner the air may
be continually renewed.

The different uses to

which this camera may
be applied are thus de-

scribed :

(1.) To represent objects
ifi, their -natural situation.

When objects are to be

represented in this machine,
extend a sheet of papei
on the table, or, rather,
stretched on a frame ; or

you may employ a piece of

strong card, and fix it in

such a manner as to be-

come immovable. In the

tube G (Fig. 1) place a
convex lens, the focus of

which is nearly equal to

the height of the machine
above the table ; open the

back of the box x, and,

having removed the mirror

H, as well as the board F,

and the rods D E, D E, in-

cline the movable mirror
L till it makes with the

horizon an angle of nearly 45, if you intend to represent

objects at a considerable distance, and which form a perpen-
dicular landscape. When this is done, all those objects which

transmit rays to the mirror L, so as to be reflected on the

convex glass, will appear painted on the paper on the table A;
the point where the images are most distinct may be found,

if the tube which contains the lens be lowered or raised, by
screwing it up or down.

By these means any landscape, view of a city, etc., may be

exhibited with the greatest precision.

(2.) To represent objects in such a, manner as to make that

which is on the right appear on the left, or vice versa. The
box x being in the situation represented in Fig. 1, open the

door B, and having placed the mirror H in the slit, and in the

situation already mentioned at No. 5, raise the mirror L till it

makes with the horizon an angle of 22^ degrees ;
if the fore part

of the machine be then turned towards the objects to be

represented, which we have supposed to be at a considerable

1.
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.., t!n-y will be seen painted on the paper, In.'

ilit to left.

It may be sometime* useful to make u drawing when the

objects are transposed in thin manner : for example, in the oane
where it is inttnuled to be engraved, for as the imprtH*i< i

plate will transpose the figures from right to left, they will then

appear in their natural potation.
('t.i / succession

all th<- objects in the neighbourhood
mZ quite round the machine.

Place the mirror H in a vertical

position, as seen in Fig. 1, and
incline the mirror i. at an angle of

45 degrees ; if the former bo then
turned round vertically, the lateral

'

! will be soon painted in

succession on the paper, in a very

pleasant manner.
It must hero be observed, that

it will be necessary to cover the

mirror H with a kind of box mode
of pasteboard, open towards the

objects, and also towards the aper-
ture N of the box x ; for if the
mirror H wore left entirely exposed
it would reflect on tho mirror L a great many lateral rays,
which would considerably weaken the effect.

In tho arrangement of tho photographic camera every care

is taken to exclude lateral rays, so as to allow only those to

enter tho camera which come direct from the object intended

to be delineated ; so also in obtaining a sharply-defined picture,
the whole aperture of the lens

is not left open, but carefully
closed by stops of various sizes.

All these niceties, which might
be thought to belong only to

the modern practice of photo-

graphy, were perfectly under-
stood and made use of by Grave-

sande, who describes them in

the following paragraph :

(4.) To represent
'

tlic image
of paintings or prints. Affix

tin 1 painting or print to the side

of the board F which is opposite
to the mirror L, in such a manner
that it may bo illuminated by
the sun. But as the object in

this case must be at a very
email distance, the tube should
be furnished with a glass, having
its focal distance nearly equal
to half the height of the machine
above the paper ; if the distance

of the painting from the glass
be then equal to that of tho

gloss from the paper, the figure
of the painting will bo repre-
sented on the paper exactly of

the same size. Some attention

is necessary in regard to the

aperture of the convex gloss.
In the first place, it may have
the same opening as that of a

telescope of the same length.

Secondly, the opening must be
diminished when the objects are

very much illuminated, and vice

versa. It will, therefore, be

proper to have different circles of copper or of blackened

pasteboard, to be employed for altering the size of the aperture

according to circumstances.

Hod Qravesonde been born in more modern times, he would
no doubt have made his name celebrated by constructing a
camera for photographic purposes quite as ingenious and

complete as the one he devised only for those who used no

chemicals, but worked laboriously with pencil and paint-brush.
The camera lucida is another optical contrivance by which

the Image of any object U projected on to a nheet of paper to at
to enable an artist to make an accurate traeifg f

instrument was invented, in the year 1607, by the Can"
Wolhwton, and owes its ruefulness to the internal reflection of

light ; it comujtU of a four-sided prism mounted OB a bra**

BHM.
In Fig. 2 the quadrangular- uapod prism is shown at Am DC;

the angle most be W, D 671,
and o 136 : if an object o o be

placed opposite the face B u the

rays of light proceeding from O O
will, after falling on DC, be re-

fleeted inside the glass to c A, and
thence to the eye at . There is

no image actually formed on the

sheet of paper placed below the

prism at P P, like that on the

ground-glass screen of the camera
obscura ; bat, as all objects appear
to come in a straight line from
the point whence they are seen,
the imago will appear as far below
the instrument as the object is

before it, and it will, therefore,
seem to be delineated on the paper

p P. The prism is covered at the top with a metallic eye-piece,
the hole of which lies half over tho edge of the prism, ""* by
this simple arrangement both the image and the paper become
visible to the draughtsman, who would not otherwise be able to
see his pencil and make tho outline of the object depicted on PP.

Amici, an Italian philosopher, invented two other and more
ingenious modifications of the

original camera lucida. The
first (Fig. 3) consist* of a paral-
lel piece of plate-glass, A B,

joined to a metallic reflecting

speculum, c, which is inclined to
the surface of the glass A B at
an angle of 135. The rays
from the object at D are reflected

by the speculum to the glass at

E, and this "ghost-like" re-

flection passes to the eye.
In Fig. 4 the rays pass

through the plate-glass before

they fall upon the metallic reflec-

tor. The ray from the object A
passes in a straight line through
the glass, and being reflected at o
from the speculum B, it is again
reflected in true "ghost fashion"
from the surface of the plate-

glass at c to tho eye at s.

Amici' s arrangement is most
convenient to the artist, who
will always be able to see the

image, the paper, and his pencil,
whereas with Wollaston's origi-
nal instrument considerable pa-
tience and practice is required
before the draughtsman can use
it properly.
A very comprehensive work

on "transparent mirrors" has
been written by M. Lucas, an

engineer of permanent ways and

bridges in France, and he de-

tails some modifications of the
"
ghost illusion

" combined with

the effects of persistence of vision, by which singular optical
illusions are produced. A clever abbreviated translation iu

the Building Nevus describes what takes place.
Divide a circle into two n sectors, of which n has a central

angle a, and n has a central angle b, the sectors a and 6

succeeding alternately. Cut out the sectors 6 so as to form

spaces. A sort of star will remain, formed by the n sectors a,
on which either silvered glass or, what is preferable, metallic

plates, silvered over and polished, are to be placed. This
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apparatus being fixed vertically in front of an observer, he can

perceive by the reflection produced by the silvered sectors his

own image and generally those of other objects and persons
situated in front of the star. He can also see through the open

spaces persons and other objects placed behind. No optical

illusion can result from this super-position of two visual

phenomena, because the observer distinguishes the apparatus
and becomes acquainted with its action. But supposing that

this star takes, round an horizontal central axis, a very rapid
movement of rotation, the reflecting sectors are no longer dis-

tinguishable from the vacant spaces. The observer will think

that he sees only a plate of glass, almost invisible, like window-

glass, and he will behold, not without astonishment, the images
of the anterior objects superposed more or less confusedly on
the objects behind ; strange illusions must be the result.

Similar phenomena are produced by means of an unsilvered

sheet of glass, when the images before the reflecting surface are

strongly illuminated by the oxy-hydrogen light, whilst the real

figures behind the glass are more moderately lighted by gas jets.

The spectral figures seen behind the unsilvered glass are of a

peculiar paleness, and yet their resemblance to the real figures
is so great that many spectators cannot tell which is the ghost
or which the real figure walking on the stage.
The transparent mirror described above will serve the same

purposes as unsilvered glass, without requiring the same mode
of lighting. M. Lucas constructed a small apparatus in which
this arrangement was successfully carried out. There are four

radiating sectors, and the means by which they are fixed and
traversed by a geared shaft are hidden under tho table. A slit

parallel to the foremost edge gives passage for tho metallic

blades. By simple gearing the operator can obtain, by turning
a handle, a rotation sufficiently rapid to produce the effect of an
unsilvered vertical or semi-circular sheet of glass. The edge of

this silvered glass apparatus is concealed by a wooden frame.
A person being placed behind tho rotating mirror at a

distance of six and a half feet from tho vertical plane passing
through the axis of rotation, another is placed in front of the
mirror at the same distance of six and a half feet from the
other side of the vertical plane, when the latter sees two persona
side by side, one being tho spectral reflection produced by the

revolving radiating sector of silvered glass, and the other the
real person. Tho mirror can be made of metal silvered and

polished on both sides ; the effect obtained is reciprocal, and
tho illusion is the same for the two persons.

Another effect was obtained by M. Lucas by placing a
common mirror vertically at the distance of two and a half feet

behind an unsilvered mirror. The reflected image is repeated a
number of times at greater and greater distances, as is the
case with an object placed between two mirrors. Yet while in

the latter case the successive images are in reversed positions,
those in the apparatus are face to face.

Fig. 5 represents the beautiful effect produced in any room
by placing two looking-glasses opposite to each other one
over the chimney-piece, the other on the wall facing it ; thus a
chandelier in the centre is reflected over and over again, whilst
the room being also multiplied gives the spectator the idea of

endless apartments, all leading one into the other. At one of

the theatres, where the manager was anxious to represent a
magnificent room hung with mirrors, real ones were used, and
it was only by the laughter of the audience that he discovered
he had not taken sufficient precaution to exclude the reflection

of the carpenters and scene-shifters, who were all shown up in

the elegant apartment with tho grandly-dressed
"
prima

donna." Thus, upon the stage, a painted scene representing a
mirror is more convenient than the real silvered glass, although,
when laid at a slight angle on the stage, looking-glass has
been used with remarkable success for the purpose of imitating
the still water of a beautiful lake.

LESSONS IN ALGEBRA. XXV.
EXERCISE 41. ALGEBRAICAL PROBLEMS (continued).

33. A, B, and C possess certain sums of money, such that,
if A receive, in addition, half what B and C have, he will possess
a ; if B receive, in addition, a third of what A and C have, he

will possess .6 ; and if G receive, in addition, a fourth of what
A and B have, he will possess c. What sum has each ?

34. All that is known respecting the co-efficients a, b, and
the quantity c, in the trinomial expression ax- + bx -f- c, is, that
when 4 is put for x, the value of the expression is 42 ; that when
3 is put for x, its value is 22

;
and that when 2 is put for x, its

value is 8. What are the values of the co-efficients a, b, and
the number c ?

35. Five persons engage in play on the condition that he who
loses shall give to each of the others as much as he already has.
All lose in their turn, and yet at the end of the fifth game they
all have the same sum, namely, ,32. How much did each

begin with ?

36. Solve the general simultaneous equations to two unknown
quantities, denoting the co- efficients of x and y in the first

equation by a and 6, and the absolute term by c and the co-

efficients of x and y in the second equation by d and c, and the
absolute term by /; and let all the terms in both equations bo

positive.
37. A number consists of three digits, of which the difference

between the first and second is the 'same as the difference

between the second and third. If the number be divided by tho
sums of the digits, tho quotient will bo 26 ; but if 198 be added
to it, the digits will be inverted. Eequired the number.

38. A person distributes a shillings among n persons, men
and women : to the men ho gives p pence each ; to the women
q pence each. Eequired the number of men and the number of

women.
39. If from a vessel of wine containing a gallons, b gallons be

drawn off, and the vessel then filled up with water, and this

operation be repeated n times successively, find the quantity
of wine remaining after these n operations are finished.

40. In a garrison of 2,744 men, there are two cavalry soldiers

to twenty-five infantry, and half as many artillery as cavalry.
Find the numbers of each.

41. A person dies worth ,13,000 ; some of this he leaves to
a charity, and twelve times as much to his eldest eon, whose
share is half as much again as that of each of his two brothers,
and two-thirds as much again as that of each of his five sisters.

Find the amount of tho bequest to charity.
42. A farm of 270 acres is divided among A, B, and C .- A has

7 acres to 11 acres of B, and C has half as much again as A and
B together. Find the shares.

43. The length of a floor exceeds the breadth by 4 feet; if each
had been increased by a foot, the area of the room would have
been increased by 27 square feet. Find its original dimensions.

44. A sum of money was left for the poor widows of a parish,
and it was found that if each received 4s. 6d. there would be Is.

over; whereas, if each received 5s., there would be 10s. short,

liow many widows were there, and what was the sum left ?

45. There is a number consisting of two digits whoso differ-

ence ia two ; and if it be diminished by half as much again as

the sum of the digits, the digits will be inverted. Find it.

4G. A person has travelled altogether 3,036 miles, of which
he has gone seven miles by water to four miles on foot, and five
miles by water to two on horseback. How many did he travel

each way ?

47. A cistern can be filled in 15 minutes by two pipes, A and
B, running together : after A has been running by itself for 5

minutes, B is also turned on, and the cistern is filled in 13
minutes more. In what time would it be filled by each pipe

separately ?

48. A mass of copper and tin weighs 80 pounds, and for

every 7 pounds of copper there are 3 pounds of tin. How much
copper must be added to the mass that for every 11 pounds of

copper there may be 4 pounds of tin ?

49. A does
jj
of a piece of work in 10 days, when B comes to

help him, and they take 3 days more to finish it. In what timo
would they have done the whole, eauh separately, or both to-

gether ?

50. Divide .149 among A, B, C, and D, so that A may have
half as much again as B, and a third as much again as B and
C together ; and D a fourth as much again as A and C to-

gether.
51. There are two silver cups, and one cover for both. The

first weighs 12 ounces, and, with the cover, weighs twice as much
as the other cup without it; but the second with the cover

weighs a third as much again as the first without it. Find the

weight of the cover.

52. A man could reap a field by himself in 20 hours, but with
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.'* help for hour* ha oould do it w loiitf

in reaping tin- Ill-Ill by him
tea at6*. Oil. j..-r ]MIII<|, und u

i.tnin.N :.-. u:i f coffee at 2*. <; 1. Ho sold
I tho coffco :md HO piinod 5 guinea*

bargain. I i da of oach did bo buy t

i aid a number composed of , :
-,, each greater by

him that which follows it, HIJ t!' . H abovo one-
. !' thn number fi.iinud by inverting tlio digits shall bo 30

im of the digits.

55. A ami U have each a sum of money given them, which
will sir families for 10 and 12 days respective!

iipjMirt li's fumily for 15 days, and B'H monoy
ft A's family for 7 days, with '2 i. >' \. over. What

::ii.S !"

in beini,' asked how many diiokn and I:<H>MO he had
in hi* yard, said, "If I had 8 moro of oach, I lOuwld have 8

1 XQGSQ ; and if I had 8 loss of each, I Hh.i.iM have- 7

for 6 geese." How many had ho of each P

57. A man, woman, and child could reap a field in 30 hours,
i D tluini,' half as much again as tho woman, and tho woman

two-tin :i a^'ain as tho child. How many houra would
oach tako to do it separately ?

58. A merchant who allows 160 for his annual expenditure,
-

t.s his property every year by a fourth part, and at tho

end of two years is ^6900 richer thau at first. What property
had ho at first ?

59. A sold a certain number of tickets at a guinea each, and

gavo one-third of tho produce to B ; one-fourth of the remainder

to C ; and one-fifth of the last remainder to D ; after which he
had J2210 remaining. How many did ho sell ?

LESSONS IN ENGLISH. XLIIL
GENDER (continued).

MANY words give no indication as to sex, and may be used indif-

ferently, as the sex requires, of either males or females. Such
nouns have been called of the common gender ; tho appellation

may pass, provided the reader bears in mind that, strictly speak-

ing, there are in English only two genders, the masculine and

NOUNS EITHER MASCULINE OR FE3IININE.

Enemy. Friend. Fainter. Slave.

Favourite. Neighbour Parent. Sovereign.
Flatterer. Novice. Sage. Thief.

Foul. Orphan. Servant. Writer.

Artist.

Child.

Cousin.

Dancer.

With these nouns, tho sex is made known by some accom-

panying word. For example :

He is my cousin.

She is my cousin.
My female cousins are dead.

My male cousins have married.

Child, or infant, is generally used in the neuter gender

(except when you wish to mark the sex emphatically), until the

person you speak of has grown to some degree of intelligence ;

thus, we say of a babe

What a pretty child, and it is so good 1

but we do not say
What a bad child ! it tells stories ; or
It is a good boy, it has mastered its Latin lessons.

There are some feminine nouns of which masculine counter-

parts do not exist. For example :

A blonde. A dressmaker. A shrew. A termagant.
A brunette. A luautuuuwkor. A syren. A scold.

A dowager. A milliner. A vixen. A virago.

Some titles are double feminincs tJie Queen Doioager, that is,

ihe King's Widow ; the Dowager Countess of Derby, that is, the

Earl of Derby's Widow.
Sex is sometimes attributed to inanimate objects. This

attribution is very common in Latin and other languages in
which the ending of nouns is one moans of determining the sex ;

thus, gladius, a sword, is of the masculine gender, because it

ends in its. Sometimes sex may be ascribed to things without

life, from a regard to tho nature of the functions which such

objects perform. Those which exert active functions may thus
be spoken of as masculine ; those which receive influences may
thus be spoken of as feminine. In general, active and quioken-

lag energy U viewed M male, passive and pmdnainc power is

viewed M female. But the role U not of universal appUoatioB.
U, .....:,-, t:. : .. .

; ...-'..-. . i i

the nm in tmueuMiM, bat in German the MA a feminine.
us, too, agreeably to the rule, the moon U /mi4iu>; but with

onaiu, contrary to th rule, the moon U mcuoi/<<i.

more in this case can be don* than to study and follow

usage. As an aid, I subjoin instances of what, M the latitud*

is chiefly token by po*U, may b* called the poelie gender t

POCTIO OCXDCB. KAWMrLIVC.
Lovo. Time. Tbe Elephant. The Leopard.

Tbe Ocean. The Horse.
Tbe Bun. Tyranny. The Dog. Hi '

. :

Terror War. Tbe Lion. TIMS
Thunder. Winter. Tbe Tisjsx. Itlvwi

Danger.
Dsafh.
Fear.

Laughter.

Affection.

Ambition.
Art.

Astronomy.
Autumn.
Avarice.

Beauty.
Benevolence.

Charity.

Chastity.
Church.
Commerce.

Compassion.
Conscience.

Contemplation.
Darkness.

Freedom.

POETIC GENDER.

Devotion. Fortune.

Discord.

I..-.,.

Echo.

England.
Envy.
Eternity.
Etna.

Experience.
France.
Faith.

Fame.

Fancy.
Fate.

Flattery.

Folly.

Happiness.
Heaven.
II .

Hour.

Hurjility.
Justice.

Law.
Liberty.
Life.

London.

Melancholy.
Memory.
Mind.

Misfortune.
The Moon.
Morning.
MUM.
Music.
Mature.

Necessity.

Night.
'.' .-. .

Patience.
:

Pleasure.

Plenty.

Poesy.
Pride.

Prose.

<..;.... -.

. .

.-

Spring.
.

'J

; . .
. .:..

Truth.

Vanity.
Vice.

\v. ; B.

Ship is of the feminine gender ; yet a ship intended for

like purposes is called a man-of-war ; nevertheless, a man-of-
war is spoken of as feminine.

The gender of Greek and Latin proper names, and the pottie

gender of other classical nouns, must be learnt from classical

authorities ; thus Venus, the goddess of beauty, is feminine,
and Oceunus, the god of the sea, is masculine.

This poetic gender baa its basis in what is called prosopopeia,
or personification. These two words represent the same thing,

the former indicating a direct address to an inanimate object as

if it were animate, and the latter indicating the ascription to

an inanimate object of personal qualities. Prosopopeia, called

also apostrophe", does not, however, always convert the neuter

into the Masculine or feminine ; in the ensuing fine instance of

apostrophe, sword retains its natural gender :

" O thou sword of the Lord, how long will it be en thou art quietr*

put thyself up into thy scabbard, rest, and be still! How can it be

quiet, seeing the Lord hath given it a charge against Aahkelon, acd

against the sea-shore ?
"

Jer. xlvii. 6.

Personification is a figure of larger comprehension than apos-

trophe, for, in general, it is to be recognised wherever things
are spoken of, or spoken to, as if they were persons or animals.

In English, the employment of personification is easy, inasmuch

as you have only to use a masculine or feminine pronoun instead

of a pronoun in the neuter gender ; as,

" Haste ! haste 1 Death lies in wait ; *' at the door."

Being easy, this figure is apt to become common, and should

be frugally, not to say sparingly, employed. Personification is

the peril of young writers and young speakers, especially those

who have aught of tho poetic temperament.

NUMBER.

Regard to number causes nouns to undergo a change. A'timior

relates to the question whether a noun indicates one object, or

more objects than one. If a noun indicates one object, it is

said to bo in the sin-jular number ; if a noon indicates wore

objects than one, it is said to be in the plural number. The
word singular comes from the Latin singularis, one only, and
has its representative in our term single ; as, o single star, a

single city, a single act. For example :

" No single man is born with a right of controlling the opinions of

all the rest."

Tho word plural comes from the Latin plus, more, that :>,

more than one. The Greek, and some other languages, have

what is called a dual number a form, that is, which specifiiauiy
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Tho plural is formed by either a change in the noun, or by an
addition to the noun.

1. Plural formed by a Change in the Noun. For example,
man, men; woman, women (pronounced wimmen). The chang-
ing

1 of a in man into e in men, and the changing of o in wo into

i in wi, are agreeable to the usages of the German idiom, which

changes a, o, u, in the singular, into a. (ae), o (oe, e, i), u (ue),
in the plural ; as, man, a man ; manner, men.
Words compounded with man, if of English origin, take men

in the plural. For instance :

E final was formerly not as now silent, but pronounced with
a soft sound as a distinct syllable, as in these lines from
Chaucer :

" So pray I to God that none mis-writt! thee."
" The RcvJ was a slender cholerlike man."

In some words the e is in the plural still pronounced. We
say cage in one syllable, but cages is a dissyllable :

WORDS MONOSYLLABIC IN THE SINGULAR, DISSYLLABIC IN
THE PLURAL.
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lOd.

I/-

Cassell fy Company's Classified Price List.

" Slojd." By Emily Lord.
Shakespeare Plays for School Use. Cloth. Each.
Hi chard III. Henrv V. Hamlet. Julius Csesar. Coriolanus.

Euclid, Cassell's First Four Books of. Paper, 6d. (Chth, gd.)

Drawing Books for Young Artists, 6d. each :

How to Draw lementary
Forms, Models, &o.How to Draw Floral and
Ornamental Frrn8.

Arithmetics, The Modern

How to Draw Landscapes,
Trees, Ships, &c.

How to Draw Animals, Birds,
and Does.

School. By George Ricks, B.Sc.

In 7 Books. Stands. I. to I V., paper covers, sd. each ; cloth,
Books for Stands. V. to. VII., paper covers, sd. each ; cloth, 4d. eac

;

Answers, 6d.
A School Bank Manual. By Agnes Lambert. O sd.)

Cassell's National Library. Vols.. in cloth. \r,yr Listoj yols..

MISCELLANEOUS.
Pros and Cons of Leasehold Enfranchisement.
Poor Relief in Foreign Countries, &c.
How to Solve the Irish Land Question. By H. O.

By Mercy Grogan.
s.)

1,1.1'.

How Women may Earn a Living." I Must." By Sophia M. Nugent, (^eealst
Cobden Club'Pamphlets. (List on afptteation.)
Local and Centralised Government in Ireland. By

W. H. Bai ey,
Imperial Federation. Report of the Conference.
Appreciation of Gold. Bv William l-ouler. 1. 1. .11.

Exceptional Distress. A Record of the Mans. Ho. Charity Fund.

THE "CHIMES" SERIES.
A Series of Miniature Volumes, each containing '.4 pages, with Illustrations

e, bound in limp cloth.

Bible Chimes.
Daily Chimes.

Holy Chimes.
Old World Chimes.

CASSELL'S PICTURE STORV BOOKS.
Each containing Sixt) Pages of Pictures, Ston.

Little Talks. Daisy's Story Book. Auntie's Stories.
Bright Stars. Dot's Story Book. Birdie's Story Book
Nursery Joys. A Nest of Stories. Li' tie Chimes.
Pet's Posy. Good-Night Stories. A Sheaf of Tales.
Tiny Tales. ChatsforSmallCoatterers. Dewdrop Stories.

SIXPENNV STORV BOOKS.
The Smugeler'3 Uave. Little Lizzie. Little Bird. Luke

Barnicott. Little Pickles. Tlie Elehester College Boys.
The Delft Jus. My First Cruise. The Little Peace-

maker. The Boat Club.

Arithmetical Test Cards, The Modern School. By
(I. Ricks, B.Sc. Lond. Eor all the Standards. Seven Sets of 40 Cards,
each set. (See also is.)

Cassell's Historical Readers, specially prepared to meet the

Requirements of the New Code.
Stories for Children from English History. Standard ), rod.
The Simple Outline of English History. Standard 4, is.

The History of England for Elementary Schools. Standards
5,6,7,25. (See also is. and 2S. For UPl'F.R S I'ANIMRDS.)

Part I. Prom the Earliest Times to Elizabeth, is.

Part II. From Elizabeth to Midern Times, is.

N
THE WORLD'S WORKERS.

. and Original Volumes by Popular Authors. With Portraits. Each.
The Earl of Shaftesbury.
Sarah Robinson, Agnes
Weston, & Mrs. Meredith.

Mary Carpenter and Mrs.
Somerville.

Thomas A. Edison & Samuel
F. B. Morse. By Dr. Densiow
and J. Marsh Parker.

General Gordon.
Charles Dickens. (Moore.
Sir Titus Salt and George
Florence Nightingale, Ca-
therine Marsh, Frances
Ridley Havergal, Mrs.
Ranyard ("L.N.R.").

HELPS TO BELIEF.
Edited by the Rev. T. Teignmouth Shore, M.A.

Creation. By the Lord Bishop of Carlisle.

Prayer. By the Rev. T. Telgnmouth Shore, M.A.
The Divinity of Our Lord. By the Lord Bishop of De
Miracles. By the Rev. Brownlow Maitland, M.A.

Dr. Guthrie, Father Mathew,
Elihu Burritt, Joseph
Livesey.

Abraham Lincoln.
Sir Henry Haveloek and
Colin Campbell, Lord
Clyde.

David Livingstone.
George Miiller and Andrew
Reed.

Richard Cobden.
Handel.
Turner the Artist. [son.
George ami Robert Stephen-
Benjamin Franklin.

ry.

The Atonement. By the Lord Bishop of Peterborough.
The Morality of the Old Testament. By the Re\. Newman

Smyth, !).!>.

SHILLING STORY BOOKS. All Illustrated, cloth gilt. Each.
Bunty and the Boys.
Tne Heir ofElmdale.
The Myste;y at Shoncliff
School.

Claimed at Last, and Roy's
Reward.

Thorns and Tangles.
The Cuckoo in the Robin's
Nest.

John's Mistake.
The History of Five Little

Pitchers who had very
Large Ei.rs.

Diamonds in the Saau..
Surly Bob.
The Giant's Cradle.
Shag and Doll, and other stor
Aunt Lucia's Locket.
Among the Redskins.
The Ferryman of BrJl.
Harry Maxwell.
Magic Mirror, The.
The Cost of Revenge.
Clever Frank.
A Banished Monarch.
Seventeen Cats.

'LITTLE FOLKS" PAINTING BOOKS.
Each containing; Outline l!lustrati<

A Book of Fruits and Blos-
soms for ' Little Folks " to
Paint.

Pictures to Paint.

s for Painting on nearly every page.
"Little Folks" Illuminating
Book.

The " Little Folks " Proverb
Painting Book, (.-lisa at 25.}

Contaii

TJ

BOOKS FOR THE LITTLE ONES.
'ith Full-page Illustrations. In

Pictu Each.
hands

nand
Down the Garden.

Sorts of Adventures.
Indoors and Out.
Some Farm Friends.
Those Golden Sands.
Our Pretty Pets.

Our Sunday Stories.
Our Holiday Hours.
Little Mothers uud their
Children.

Our Schoolday Hours.
C. eatures Tame.

Creatures 'Wild.

THE LIBRARY OF WONDERS.
Illu trated Gill Books for Boys. Crown 8vo, cloth. (See also is. 6d.)

Wonderful Adventures.
Won ers cf Animal In-

stinc .

'Wonderful Escapes.

Wonderful Balloon Ascen s.

Wonder ^ of Bodily Strengtu
and Skill.

CASSELL'S CHILDREN'S TREASURIES.
With Fnll-pagi Pictures and accompanying St.ries, or Poetry.

Pretty Poems for Young
People.

Pretty Pictures and Pleasant
Stories.

Our Picture Book.
Tales lor the Little One-8.

My Sunday Book of Pictures.
Sunday Garland of Pictures
and Stories.

Sunday Readings for Little
Folks.

Cock Robin, and other Nur-
sery Rhymes

The Queen of Hearts.

Old Mother Hubbard.
Tuneful Lays for Merry
Days.

Cheerful Songs for Young
Folks.

The Children's Joy.
EDUCATIONAL. >-

Cassell s "Modern School" Test Cards. Forty Cards
lor each Standard. Incase. Each set.

Cassell's "Combination" Test Cards. Six Sets. Each.

Flowers, Studies in. In Thirteen Packets, each containing Six
Flowers. Each Packet.

Complete Tot Book for all Public Examinations.
By W. S. Thomson. M.A.

History, The Simple Outlines of, Illustrated.
Spelling, Mo: ell's Complete Manual of.
English Spelling and Reading Book. Illustrated.

Euclid, Cassell's. First Six Hooks, with the nth ami iath of Euclid.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School. 1-irst Grade

Music, An Elementary Manual of. By Henry Leslie.

Shakspere Reading Book. In < Books. Each. (See also 3*. 6d.)
German Reading, First Lessons in. By A. I

i
:

.1.

New Code of Regulations, Handbook of. By John F.

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School Freehand.

Cassell's Historical Course for Schools.
1. Stories trom English .riistory, is.

2. The Simple Outline of English History, is. 3d.

3. The Class Histiry ot Eiieland. ss. 6d.

Cassell's Miniature Library of the Poets. Monthly
Edition. (See also is. 6d.)

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. Illustrated. Complete
in K Vols. Each. (See a/so I2s. <rn'2is.)

CASSELL'S POPULAR LIBRARY. In cloth. Each.

History of the Free Trade
Movement in England.

Boawell and Johnson.
Rev. Rowland Hill.

Domestic Folk-lpre.
Stor.yofthe English Jacobins.
John Wesley.
Russian Empire, The.

Our Colonial Empire.
English Journalism, and th >

Men who have Made it.

Religious Revolution in the
Sixteenth Century.

Young Man in the Battle of
Life, ThP. ( S> also is. 6d.)

CASSELL'S RED LIBRARY.
vers. Each.

Ingoldsby Legend;.
Tower of London.
'ihe Pioneer?.
Charles O'Malley.
Barnaby Rudge.
Cakes and Ale.
The King's Own.
People I have Met.
The Pathfinder.
Evelina.
Scott's Poems.
Last of the Barons.
Adventures 01 Mr. Ledbury.
Ivauhoe.
Oliver Twist.
Selections from Thomas
Hood's Works.

Longfellow's Prose Works.
Sense and Sensibility.
Lord Lytton's Plays.
Bret Harte Tales, Poems, and
Sketches.

Martin Chuzzlewit. (2 Vols.)
The Prince of the House of
Sheridan's Plays. IDavid.
Uncle's Tom's Cabin.
.Eugene Aram. [man.
Jack Hintou, the Guards-

Rome and the Early Chris-
tians.

Thackeray's Yellowplush
Papers.

Deerslayer. JBook.
Washington Irvine's Sketch
Last Days ot Palmyra.
Tales ot the Borders.
Pride and Prejudice.
Last of the Mohicans.
The Old Curiosity Shop.
Rienzi.
The Talisman.
Tne Heart of Midlothian.
The Last Days ot Pompeii.
Sketches by Boz.
American Humour.
Macaulay's Lays and Se-
lected Essays.

Harry Lorrequer.
The Pickwick Papers (2 Vols.)

Scarlet Letter.
Handv Andy.
The Hour and the Man.
Old Mortality.
Edgar Allan Poe. (Prose and

try, Sele

Margaret Lyndsay.
MISCELLANEOUS.

Summer Tide: "Little Folks" Holiday Number.
Yule Tide ; Cassell's Christmas Annual.
Pre-Raphaelites, The Italian, in the National

Gallery. By Cosmo Monkhouse. Illustrated.

Souvenir of Macbeth produced at the Lyceum Theatre, by
Henry Irving. I.lusiraled by Charles Catterniole R.I., and J.

Bernard Partridge.
Local Government in England and Germany. By the

Rt. Hon. Sir Robert Morier, G.C.B., cVc.

HOW tO Avoid Law. By A. J. V\ illi.nns.

Town Holdings. Vols I. and II. Each.
The Post Office of Fifty Years Ago.
Practical Kennel Guide. By Dr.GordonStables. (Seealso <.s.6A.)

Cookery, Cassell's Shilling.
Choice Dishes at Small Cost. By A. G. Payne.
Cassell's National Library. First Sixty-four Vols. Roxburgh.

Each. (Far List, >ee y\.\
Irish Parliament,

'

The. What it Was, and What it Did.

Female Employment in Government Office? .Guide to.
Colonies and India, Our. How we Got Them, ami Why we

Keep '1 hem. By Prof. Cyril Ransome. M.A. Oxon.
Crown Colonies. ("Cobden Club" Pamphlet.)
Distribution Reform. By Thomas Illingworth.
Dante Alighieri. By the Very Rev. Dean '. hmiptre. D.D.

Etiquette of Good Society. < Cloth, i,. .,1.

Five Pound Note, The, and other Stories.
Co-operators, Working Men : 'What they have Done,

and What they are Doing.
Photography for Amateurs. By T. C. Hepworth. WtM

Illustrations. (See a/so \* 6d. i

"My Diary." With Coloured Plates and -sfA Woodcuts.
The Old Fairy Tales. Illustrated. Boards, (see a/so is. 6d.)

ILLUSTRATED OFFICIAL RAILWAY GUIDES.
In Paper. {See also 25..)

South Eastern Railway Guide
London, Brighton, and South Coast Railway Guide.
London and South Western Bailway Guide.
Great Northern Railway Guide.
Midland Railway Guide.
London and North Western Railway Gnid.
Great Western Railway Guide. Kew and Revised haititi:.

II-

confd.

Ca sell it- Company, Limited, Lmlgate Hill, London; Pat is, New York and Melbourne.
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"HEART CHORDS.
My Work fc.-

My Aiplratl ms.
My molloual Life.
My Body.
My Growth in Divine Life.

RELIOIOUH.
." U ,.'.!.. I . !..

aft*r.

vine LI

My Bible.
My s

"I Must." all' d)
Sant Back by the Angela, and other Ballads. I'.v '!>

.1. \

Shortened Church Services and Hymns. Compiled by

Shall we Know One Another ?
M \

Voice ol Time, The liv )otoStrood.

School Registers, Cassell's.

Twilight of Life, The. W
fort for the Agnd.

German of To-day, lu I"
Citizen Reader, lull > >

Laws of Every-Day Life.

of Counsel and Com-

Marlborough Arithmetic Rules.
Little Folks' History of England.

French, Key to Cassell's Lessons In.
Khiva, Burnaby's Ride to.
Photography for Amateurs. L'loth

Experimental Geometry, First Elements of.

Principles of Perspective as Applied to Model
Drawing and Sketching from Nature, The.

IThe Making of the Home.
Energy and Motion i A Text Book of Elementary

Mechanics. H\ '. Haicc, M. \

Etiquette of Good Society. < 1..th. (In .tiff <if
Handbook of Nursing, i v <

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR CHILDREN.
..urn.- Author,, .mil llluslmtr.l thr....

Good Times.
Jollv Little Stories.
Our Little Friends.

Playful Hours.
Joyful Da' s.

Fleasuve for All.

<aisy Del '8 Stories.

SUNDAY SCHOOL REWARD BOOKS.
By Popul.ir .\ntli T,. Witn Hour IUu* rations in each. Clothgilt. Ea

SeckiiiK a City. H>
Synangtoa,

Rhoda's Reward ; or " If
Wishes were Horses."

Frank's Life-Battle; or. The
Three Friends.

Tack Marston's Anchor.
Fritters : or," It's a LoneLane
that has no Turning."

Major Monk's Motto; or,
" Look before you Leap."

Ursula's Stumbling Block;
or,

" Pride comes before a
Fall."

Ruth's Life Work : or,
" No

Pains, no Gains."

EIOHTEENPENNY
All lllu-.tr. il, -.I through..!!)

Wee Willie Wi.ikie.
Ups and Downs of a Don-
key's Lite.

Three Wee Ulster Lassies.
Up the Ladder.
Faith's Father.
By Land and Sea.
The Young Berringtons.Tom Morris's Error
Worth More than Gold.
Jeff and LeflT.

| Fire.
Through Flood Through
The Library i

Crown gvn. dot)

Rags and Rainbows : a Story
of Thanksgiving.

Uncle William's Charge ; or,
The Broken Trust.

Pretty Pink's Purpose : or,
The Little Street Mer-
chants.

Trixy; or, "Those who Live
in Glass Houses shouldn't
Throw Stones."

The Two Hardoostles; or,
" A Friend in Need is

Friend Indeed."
Tim Thomson's Trial ; or,
" All i not Uold that
Glitters."

STORY BOOKS.
.in.l |j..umlincl..:

Girl with the Golden Looks.
Tne Chip Boy ; and other
Stories.

Roses from Thorns.
Raggles. Baggies, and the
Emperor.

Stories of the Olden Time.
Dick's Hero ; and other
Stories.

Th Old Fairy Tles. With
1 Illustrations. Cloth.

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. -i/e 45 i".

x 35 in. i Siv

Higher Class Readers, Cassell's. ; ..-li. (SV<-

Geometrical Drawing for Army Candidates. !'. H. I

l.ill.-y. M.A.
Practical Solid Geometry, A Manual of. l:> W'illuin

Applied Mechanics, 'fly sir K. StaweO Hii!. LL.D.
Linear Drawing, i;. I \ i>

Drawing Copies, Cassell's Modern School. Second
i.l.- .

Orthographic and Isometrical Projection.
Building Construction, The Elements of.
Systematic Drawring and Shading, i

1

.-.

Handbook of New Code Regulations, 1887.
-.'

Jones's Book-keeping.
.1.-.1 II.... k-. M,

History of England for Elementary Schools. lllu<-

Reading Sheets, Modern.
Drawing Copies, Freehand, CasseM's Modern School.

Metropolitan Year Biok. The. '

How Dante Climbed the Mountain.

The Republic of the Future. !.
'

Nursing fcr the Home and for the Hospital, A
Handbook of.

Health, The Influence of Clothing on. i

Police Code, and Manual of the Criminal Law. Hy

Skin and Hair, The Management of the. II

O. MANVILLE fCNN H NOVEL*.

Dutch tr> Direr i or. * Man'. My P*U*nta Beta
M . <*-

To* Parson o' Dnmford. POT,
-

CA SHELL'S RAILWAY LIBRARV
iM*r Race lly w. . M . i*,ad MSA'S Koek

:r.f*lgar HyWwial An Anwrtean Fetunan. h)

By W.

_

City.

The Tok of the T horah. By

Wno i John Momsaf By
-ckrtt.

The Tragedy of Brinkwa'er
i I, Muodey,

The Red Library of En

. nx KAbbsrjr.-
Jut.

Illustrated Official Railway Guides,

Paris, Illuatratnd GUI.:" Little Folks " Proverb Painting Book. < n.)

THE "GOLDEN MOTTOES" SERIES.
i ! . i .,,...

-

,
I

Nil Despcr

1 Bear and Forbear." By

lly

- Honour is my Guide.'
J.-..n-. Hrrmk

. |M. A

the Sure nd.- By
Easy*

Reconquers who Xndurss.
tCt L

Foremost If I Can."

NEW ILLUSTRATED BOOKS for CHILDREN.
In Iliniamsi lUnnuasted BarmK

Happv r*o 1. i aiy Bl-e Fyea.
TWO-SHILLING STORY BOO

Sto

The Top of the Ladder : How
to Reach it.

Stories of the Tower.
A Moonbeam Tangle.
Mr. Burkes Niece*.
May Cunningham s Trial.
Peggy, and other Tals.
The Msgio Flower Pot.
" Little Folks" Sunday Book.
The Children ol the Court.

und ia cloth gft.
Vousg Faopl*.

Milton -

Wordsworth
Longfellow
Scott -

Hood .

MINIATURE
POETS.

Marion's Two Homes.
Little Flotsam.
Msdge and her Friends.
Through Peril to Fortune.
Aunt Tabitha's Watfa.
In Mlscnicf Agxm.
Two Fourpenuy Bits.
Poor Nelly.
Tom Herlot.
Maid Marjory.
School *!).

OF
Burn* - - tVok.
Byron - > a Vosv.
B..er dan and t

26

..er dan an t ., .

Ooldamlth/ Voh-

a Vote.
> Vote.
3 Vote.
2 Vote.

N.B. Any two o' may be \IM\ >

in cli.r

Shakespeare's Plays. The Seven HUjr* produced at Ike

THE DESERTED VILLAGE SERIES.

Author*.
Song* from Shakespeare.
Goldsmith's Deserted Village.
Milton's L'Allegro and II Penaeroso. 'Abbey.
Wordsworth's Ode on Immortality, and Line* on Tintern

THE "CROSS AND CROWN
With Four Illustrations in each Book. pru.-

In Letters of Flame : A Story
of the Waldense*.

Through Trial to Triumph.

Strong to Suffer: A Story of
the Jews.

By Fire and Sword : A Story
of the Huguenot*.

Adam Hepburn's Vow : A
Tale of Kirk and Covenant.

No. XIII.: or. the Story of
the Lost Vestal.

Heroes of the Indian Em-
pire: or. Stories of Valour
and Victory.

THE "BOY PIONEER'
Ned in the Wood*. A Tale of I Ned on the Blver. A Tale of

In. Inn Kitrr Warfare.
N...1 in the Block House. A Story of ftanrrt Ufe u> Kentucky.

THE "LOO CABIN" SERIES.

The Lost Trail.
| Camp-Fire and Wigwam.

Foot-prints in the Forest.
THE " GREAT RIVER " SERIES.

Down the Mississippi. Lost in the Wilds.
Up the Tapajos; or Adventures in Brazil

THE WORLD IN PICTURES.
.i-ly IIIuxir.it.il, aixl elrgantly l-.uixt

A Ramble Round Frauoe. i ne i^ano 01 the Pyramids
All the Russiaa. (Bgyptl
Chats about Germany. Glimpses of South Amarie*.
The Eastern Wonderland Round Africa.

Peeps Into China ; or. The The Land of Tempi**,
Missionary's nhijnr.n .

' The Islx of toe Paot>*.
PICTURE TEACHING SERIES.

Woodlana Rosaanos*.
Stories of Girlhood.

Through Picture Land.
Picture Teaching for Young

and Old.
Scraps of Knowledge for
the Little Ones.

Great Lessons from Little
Things.

HALF-CROWN
Pen's Perplexities.
Margaret's Bnemy.
Golden Days.
Notable Shipwrecks.
Wonders of Common Things,
The.

Little Hinges.

Frisk snd his Flock.
Puasr Tip-toes' Family.
The Boy Joiner and Model
Maker. (ture.

.iJren of Holy Sorip-
GIFT BOOKS.
MoMlsj and Patriot.

- of School Life snd
Boyhood [of Life.

The Young Man in th Battle
The True Glory of Woman.
The Wise Woman.
Truth will Out

Cassell ( Company, //'"/'
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Company's Classified Price List.

POPULAR VOLUMES FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Cheap Editions. Crmvn 8vo size.

Decisive Events in History. liv Thomas Archer. Illustrated.
The True Robinson rusoes. Cloth -ilt.

Peeps Abroad for Folks at Home. Illustrated.
Early Explorers. By Thomas IT .-i. lllustried.
G. Manyille Fenn's Novels.^ u:/7/vr List at 25.; also The

Vicar's i-cople ,;/:.* Sweet Mace.

Nu

EDUCATIONAL.
, s

s Readers, Cassell's. Illustrated. Each. (.See

merical Examples in Practical Mechanics andMachine Design. By R. G. Blame, M.E. With Digrams.
t ' 1 '

Ici'OW II ;ivo
Latin Primer (The New). Hv Prof. j. p. Poataate. i a pages!
Chemistry, The Public School. Bv [. II. And, -rs ,.n. M.A.

S'L \lnilne ' A Manual of. By the Hon. John Collier. Cloth.
1

S Co,ir
R

|

eader' Cassell 's Public School. By Guillaume

French Grammar, Marlborough. Arranged and Compiled
' " "-' '

, Manual o.
Cloth. lomplttt,n. 6cl.i

. By Galbraith and Haughto

.

'ht ' M ' A ' ' -V'v " " "'>" 5s - <*!)
f. By Uilbraith and Haughton. Part I.

. arat an augton.Euclid. Books I.. II., HI. By Galbraith .

ii__~_^ooks ' v" v-" VI - % Galhraith and Haughton.
*v~

ne
.
T eonometry. By Galbraith and H,m-hton. Cloth.* rench, Cassell's Lessons in. Parts I. ami II. Cloth, each.

ICOH//'/,:',; ;

Natural History Wall Sheets (Cassell's). Ten Subjects.
Separate She. I'linimnted as eich

u"umid
HiS* ry' CULOL'K1;" Wall' Sheets, Cassell's.

Matr v MISCELLANEOUS.
Metropolitan Vear Book, The. cloth. (See also 25.1H
i?jrt

e
c?f Every-Day Life. By Laura Lane. illustrated. Cloth.Short Studies from Nature. Illustrated. C.ktaf l-dit on.

\Tth?,r*mn
An Introduction *> the Study of. By

Stromata.!"
J

'.SI, : Essayi on Crucial New Testament PUMTO,

Behind Xime. liy ( .-orire P
Childr

"

1* +*.At th
*te,l. Clutli.

M?* ail0rS f rormer Times. By Clements Markha

hind Xime. liy ( .7-orire Par < >ns I itl
ildren of the Cold." By Ueut Schwatka.

+*J. trn\6lee
's Curse. T.y Julian Hawthorne.the South Pole. By W. H. G. Kingston. .\ew Kditwn. Illus-

Phrase Book. Desk and Pocket

, ^, o - J y.
KSfli 2* Smb*r Roon . The. By Selina Gaye. Illustrated.
Twilight Fancies. Fulfof Pictures.

=nHlepA A Treasury for the Little Ones. ( svSandford and Morton. In \v,,als of One -Syllable. km Edition.The Pilgrim's Progress.

Dog -The
Commentary on Numbers! (See alia . and
commentary on Deuteronomy. . 6d I

Commentary on Romans, rNew Testament, An Introduction to the.

*"f*d B t'
The OSpel Of tne ' Sermons prea.lu-d at

Precious Promises, The. By Cunnin-ham Geikie, D.D.
ixiorios of the Man of Sorrows, The. Serin. m* by the Rev_H. C,. B.,navia Hunt. Mus.n., F.R.S. Edin

TECHNICAL MANUALS (Illustrated).The Elements of
Perspective.

Model Drawing.
Drawing for Stonemasons

_- wing tor Cabinetmakers.
Drawing for Bricklayers.
Drawina: for Metal - Plate
Workers.

Gothic Stonework.

Elementary Flower Painting. With Eight Coloured Plates

Sepia Painting, A Course of. I"wo Veto. Each. (5a/wss)
Marlborough Arithmetic Examples.
Book-keeping for the Million. Cl..th. (Sreakazs.)
Book-keeping for Schools. By T. Jones, (Stea/sazs.)Tides and Tidal Currents. By Galbraith and Haughton.
SCHOOL COMMENTARIES. Editeil by Bishop Ellicott.

Genesis. (?s. 6d.)
Exodus. (35.)

Leviticus. (35.)
Numbers. (25. 6d.

Deuteronomy, (-' fid.)

St. Matthew. Us. 6d.)
St. Mark. (35.)
St. Luke. (3>. 6d.)
St. John. (3-. 6d.)
The Acts of the Apostle

(3S. 6d.)

British Empire, The. By Sir George Campbell.
Bible 'Work at Home and Abroad. Y<-,-u-Iv \'..lum,

Romans, (as. 6d.)
Corinthians I. aud II. (35.)

Galatians, Ephesiaus, and
PhiJippians. (35.)

Colossiaiis, Thessalonians,
and Timothy. (35.)

Titus, Philemon, Hebrews,
and James. (3$.)

Peter, Jude, and John. (35.)
The Revelation. (35.)An Introduction to the New
Testament. (25. 6d.)

EDUCATIONAL.
ichnology, Manuals of. Edited bv Prof. Ayrton, F.R.S., and
Richard Wormell, D.Sc., M.A. Illustrated throughout with origina
>d practical illustrations.

nviuNC. OF TEXTILE FABRICS. .

PRACTICAL MECHANICS. By ProfT Perry, M.E.
CUTTING TOOLS WORKED HV HAND AND MACHINE. By Prof Smith
DESIGN IN TEXTILE FABRICS. 4s. 6d.
STEEL AND IRON. 55.
SPINNING WOOLLEN AND WORSTED. 45. 6d.
WATCH AND CLOCK MAKING. 4s. ed.

Laws of Every-Day Life. By II. O. Arnold Forster. Presenta-
t,on Edition. Half Persian calf, cilt top. (.s<v also is. 6d. I

Miniature Cyclopaedia, Cassell's.Containintf -yi.ua Subjects.
(Sfe (tA 4s. 6d. )

Colour. By Prof. A. H. Church. .\'tm ami Eiila ryed }-.,itian.

English Literature, The Story of. By Anna Buck-land.
Guide to Employment in the Civil Service. Cloth.

Shakspere Reading Book. The. By H. Courthope Boweu.
M.A. Illustrated. (See also K.)German Grammar, The Marlborough. Compiled and
Arranged by the Rev. ]. F. Bright. M.A. Clt.ih.

French Exercises, Marlborough. By the Rev. G. W De
Lisle, M.A., French Master in M.ir!!.,irou^h College.

Handrailing and Staii casing. By Frank O. Ciesswell.

Hydrostatics. By Galbraith and Haugiiton. Cloth.
Steam Engine. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.
Mathematical Tables. By Galbraith and Haughton.
Mechanics. By Galbraith and Haughton. Cloth.
Linear Drawing and Projection. Two VnU in one.

French-English and English-French Dictionary. Kt-
TiM.f l:

.d,t,,>,,, itli 3,000 new . irds. (Sec also 4S. 6d. I

Latin-English and English-Latin Dictionary. New
Edition.

Drawing for Carpenters and Joiners. By l \-

Davidson. With 253 Engravings.
Natural Philosophy. By Prof. Hau-ht.m.
Alphabet, Cassell's Pictorial, and Object Lesson

Sheet for Infant Schools.

THE FIGUIER SERIES.
Cheap Editions. Illustrated throughout.

The Human Race.
Mammalia.
The World before tno
Deluge.

Germany, William of.
German Emperor and King of P

The Insect World.
The Ocean World.
Reptiles and Birds.
Vegetable World.

succinct Biography of William I.,

By Archibald Forbes.

Illustr.

6d.J

Shakspere, The Leopold. With abot
Cloth. (See also 6s. and 7s. 6d.)

Imperial White Books. FourVo's. Each. tStiatsoio
Alter London ; or, Wild England. By Richard Jeflei
The Eye, Ear, and Throat. By II. Power, F.R.C.S. ;

G. P.

Field ; and J. S. Bristowe. F.K.s.
Entering on Life. By Cunningham (u-ikie, D.D.
Vicar of Wakeneld, The, and other Works by Goldsmith.

Illustrated.

Gladstone, Life of. By G Barnett Smith. Cheap l-dition. Cloth.

Culmshire Folk. n> tin- Author of "
1 0:1,1 Orlebat,

'

>Vc.

Civil Service, Guide to Employment in the. With an
Introduction by J. I). M,,n-ll, I.I I).

Steam Engine, The Theory and Action of the. FOR
PRACTICAL MEN. By W. II. Northcott, C.E.

Land Question. By Thomas I. Elliot. M R.A.C.
On the Equator. By II. De W. Illustrated.

A Year's Cookery. By I'hy'li-. Browne.
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of. By Rev. E. C. Brewer.

LL. I). Twentieth Edition, llnhin-e.t. i See also 4s. 6d. >

Sports and Pastimes, Cassell's Complete Book of.

Clieafl-dition. With over 900 llhistiati..ns'. Cloth.

In-door Amusements, Card Games, and Fireside
Fun, Cassell's Book Of. Illustrated.

Poultry-Keeper, The Practical. By Lewis Wright. With

Eight New Colouir.l Plali-s and oilier Illustrations.

Pigeon Keeper, The Practical. Bv Lewis Wright.
Rabbit Keeper, The Practical. By Cunicnlus.

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress, Cassell's. With ico

Original Illustrations. 410. (Also cloth gilt, &.\
Gospel of Grace, The. By a i.inde.^ie. Cloth.

AMERICAN LIBRARY OF FICTION.
The Yoke of the Thorah. Bv Sidney Liiska.

Who is John NomanP By < harles Henry Beckett.
The Tragedy of Brink-water. By Martha L. Mo
All American Penman. By Julian Hawthorne.
Section 558; or, The Fata) Letter. By Julian Hawthorne.
Another's Crime. By Julian Hawthorne.
The Veiled Beyond. By -S. B. Alexander.
Orion, the Gold Beater.' By Sylvamii Cobb, jur.r.
"89." By Edgar Henry.
Karmel the Scout. By Sylvanus Cobb, Iimr.
The Q-unmaker ol Moscow. By S> Ivanus Cobb, Junr.

THREE-AND-SIXPENNY SERIES OF STANDARD
TALES FOR FAMILY READING.

All Illustrated and bom;

Jane Austen and her Works.
Mission Life in Greece and
Palestine.

The Romance of Trade.
The Three Homes.
Deepdale Vicarage.
In Duty Bound.

Tales.

d in cloth gilt. Crown 8vo.

The Half Sisters.

Peggy Oglivie's Inheritance.
The Family Honour.
Esther West.
Working to Win.
Krilof and his Fables. By
W. R. S. Ralston, M.A.

By Prof. Morley.
: can also be obtained bound i TOCCO,. The first two of th<

cloth sides, full gilt, 6s. each.

BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
JEsop's Fables. Cheap Haitian. Ckth. (See also ss.)

The Cost of a Mistake. By Sarah Pitt. Illus;

Rhymes for the Young Folk. By William Allingham. With
Beautiful Pictures in Colour. Illuminated' board:,.

A World of Girls: A Story of a. School. By L. T. Meade.

Lost among White Africans. A Boy's Adventures
on the Upper Congo. By David Ker.

Perils Afloat and Brigands Ashore. By Alfred Elves.

Freedom's Sword : A Story of the Days of 'Wallace
and Bruce. By Annie S. Swan.

On Board the " Esmeralda. ;
" or Martin Leigh's Log.

By John C. Hutdieson. With Full-p igc Tinted Illustrations.

Queen and King. For; or, the Loyal 'Frantice. By-

Henry Frith. With Full-page Tinted Illustrations.

In Quest Of Gold. By Alfred St. Johnson. Illustrated.

The New Children's Album.
My Own Album of Animals.
Album for Home, School, and Play. Containing Four

Stories by popular Authors.

Bo-Peep. A Treasury for the Little Ones. With

Original Stories and Verses by the best Authors. Illustrated through-
out. Cloth gilt. (See niio as. 6d.)

Little Folks' Holiday Album. Illustrated.

Little People's Album, The. with illustrations.

Robinson Crusoe, Cassell's. Profusely Illustrated.

Swiss Family Robinson, Cassell's. Illustrated.

Favorite Album of Fun and Fancy, The. Illustrated.

3/6
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Littlo Folkx

"Llttlo Folks" Album of Mualc, The.
Chunrful Clatttir.
Homo Chat Horius, Thu.

POPULAR BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.

. .-It

The Palace Beautiful.
For Fortune and Olory. \ A ..r li>

"Follow my Leader;"

Catherine Owon'a Ntiw Cook Book.

Watch and Clock Making.
Design in Textile Fabrics.

Spinning Woollen and Worsted. \ IT. I n. M
Phrase and Fable, Dictionary of.

French - English and English French Dictionary.

French, Cassell's Lessons in. /./,/,..;.-.

Drawing for Machinists and Engineers. By Ellb
A. Davitl . n. \\Y

Miniature Cyclopaedia. Roxburgh.

ADVENTURE BOOKS.
Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable. PafnUr l-ditio,i.

\,\ Fi ink !

The Secret of the Lamas. n 8vo.
The Astonishing History of Troy Town.

Mi ..I:."

raoaoro tPHBKi
.eerRacn. Bj v\ \\estall.
1 Man's Rock.
ain Trafalgar. By westaB and Laurie. Illustrated. (

itom City, The. By w. v,

att

The Black Arrow. A Tab of th* t'v , R.JSI-S. By R. L. s
Commodore Junk. ;:. i.. M imille l-cnn.

AQuoerRacn. Bj
v\ \\estall.

Dead Man's Rock. B
Captain Trafal
Phantom City,
King Solomon's Mines. By II. Rider II iraard. Ill

Kidnapped. :;. i:

Treasure Island, liy R. I.. Stevenson, liiuv

ILLUSTRATED BOOKS FOR YOUNG PEOPLE.
Flora's Feast. A Masque liy Waller Crane. With

Legends for Lionel. Walter I'r.me's New Picture Book. With
i.olouml Illu

Bible Talks about Bible Pictures, i

'

l)ore.ui(l,,ti n
Ships, Sailors, and the Sea. By R. J. Conn-w.iii-j.>ii.v..

Illustrate,!.

JEsop's Fables. Illustrated tlir)iih,.ut l>y 1 rnest Griset. Cheap
',t!t!ll.

(I .((.)

The Tales of the Sixty Mandarins. By r. v. K.im.isw.mn-

Rajn.
Under Bayard's Banner. By Henry Frith. Illustrate,!.

The King's Command. A Story for Girls. Illustrated.

The Romance of Invention. nley.
Champion of Odin. The ; or, Viking Life in the Days

of Old. By I. Frederick II

Bound by a Spell ; or, The Hunted Witch of the
Forest, r.y the H

The History Scrap Book. With nearly 1,000 Eayr.u inys.

The Merry-go-Round. Poems for O
The Sunday Scrap Book, i'.ein^ Si ripture Stories in Pictures.

With
Myself and my Friends. By Olive Patch. Illustrated.

A Parcel of Children. I);
' Li. e Patch. Illustrated.

Modern Explorers, r.y I Frost, lii

Living Pages from Many Ages. Illustrated.

Happy Little People. Illustrated.

Little Folks Out and About Book, The.
Ch,"

Wild Adventures in Wild Places: I I> .k for Boys. By

Little Doings of some Little Folks, The.
;hout

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War.

Gulliver's Travels.

Little Folks' Picture Album. Omnium:; 108 Lar^e Hcturcs.
with a

Fairy Tales Told Again. lllustra:-

Sunny Spain. Bj
Little Folks. flair-Year),

)*, 6d. )

Little Folks' Picture Gallery.A Dozen and One ; or, The Boys and Girls of Polly's
Ring. By Miry I'

"HOME CHAT" SERIES.
Illusti . ;.it, Kilt edges.

Homo Chat with Our Youug
Polks.

Peeps Abroad for Folks at
Homo.

Around and About Old Eng-
land.

Paws and Claws.
Stories about Birds.
Jungle, Peak, and Plain.

The lirst four of the above books

price js. 6d. eacl

EDUCATIONAL.
Historical Cartoons, Cassell's Coloured. -

.. Mounted

Dyeing of Textile Fabrics, The. !:> Prof. Hummel.
Steel and Iron. r.. ProC w. n -

Tiiiv Houses and their
Builders. [Foes.

Field Friends and Fonst
Odd Fo ks at Home.
Tun Trumble's " LittleM ither."

n of all Nations.
Humbles Bound London
Town.

also be hud iu boards.

Marine Painting.

Animal Painting In Water Colours. ". i ...
..--.

r-Colour..

By K. P. 1-nul, W lia

Tree Painting in

Water-Colour Painting Book.
1(0*.

Sepia Painting, A Coursoof. With TeMy-wr PbMi frosi

Neutral Tint. A Course of Painting In. -A .:)
China Painting.

Flowers, and How to Paint them. By Mii*l XaAdL Wlih

Technical Educator, Cassell's. I .ur Vela. Each. (SttmJtf

Flower Painting in Water Colours.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW. w uh ketiied Tt.

Popular Educator, Ca isell's. Complete m Six VoR Each.

Geometry, Cassell's Course of Practical. Comtofag of

Astronomy, Manual of. ;:. . i.braiih and Haughtoa
Reading Sheets, The Modern. In Thra* Serie*. Mounted

Si.)

THE FINE ART LIBRARY. 1 lited by John Sparkes.

The Education of the Artist.
,neau.

Tapestry, A Snort History
of. By Eugene Muntz.

Engraving, Its Origin, Pro-
oessrs, and History. By
Le Vicomte Henri Di .

Artistic Anatomy.
RELIGIOUS.

St. George for England i

Life of the World to Come, The, and other Subjects.
By t'

Family Prayor-Book, The. hdited by Rer. Canon Gilbert,
M.A.. iftt)

English Reformation, The. i:,
' .:.': ' * -. D.D.

Bible, The Pew. h morocco, red
'*. ; French n. Peniaa calf. ..

. . edges. 8s. 6d.

Reconciliation, r.y a I .

Greek Archssolog.v. A sTa'.-

ual of. By Masime Collumon.
The English School of Paint-
ing. Hy 1 mot Chcineau.

tion by Prof. Rntkin.
The Flemish School of Paint-

TheDutchSchool ofPaiuiing

.- :

Oliver Cromwell : The Man and his Mis- ion. By

American Authors at Home.
Modern Shot Gun: . r.ited.

Gum Boughs and Wattle Bloom. . D. Macdonald.

Sonnets and Quatorzains. :

English Writers. I'.y : i f. H. Morley. Vois. I.. II.. III., and IV.

Free Trade versus Fair Trade. By sir T. H I irrer, Bt
Cannibals and Convicts. By Julian Tnouu* ."The Vaga-

Vaccination Vindicated, ly John C. McVail. M.O., D.P.H.

Year Book of Commerce, The. '. -i- B. Murray.
Year-Book of Treatment, The. A L rincal K. . en for Prac-

Medical and Clinical Manuals, r Practitioners and Stu-
dents ,-te on afptuatiftt.

<!.. as. oil.. ,i</ os.)

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. Illustrated. Complete la
; .

Technical Educator, Cassell's. Complete in Four Vob.

Forging of the Anchor, The. By Sir Samuel Ferguson. LL.D.
Wiih Twenty ini^i:i.il i;i,:>:

Russia.
Local Government and Taxation in the United

Kingdom. . .ite,l by J. w. r

Field Naturalist's Handbook, The. By the Rer. J. a
With Chromo Plates.

I 1 !,

Brahma Fowl, The.

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. : -. Iks Va Arcadeac<
vv alu TS. 6.1..

los. c.:

Early Days of Christianity. The. liy the \ en. Archdeacon
. I'D. l.K..- . .th. (Set alt* js. odL.

los. 6d..

Life of Christ, The. By the Ven. Archdeacon Fur
',. iws. 6U.. 15. .

Hours with thu Bible. Vols. Each.
Old Testament Characters. I'.y 1 .

Hand and Eye Training . . It.Sc. Two V..I*.. witti
,ch Vol. Cro*U4to. Each.

Bible Educator, The. I ditcd ! ,y the Very Rer. Dean Phimptre.
.- Vols. Cloth, each.

Moses and Geology; or. The Harmony of the Bible
with Science. Bj .. , K,-.. Sanual tBSX, Ph.D
With n

Marriage Ring, The. A Gift Ilook for the Nely M.irrilandfor
larriage. By Wilkam Landek U.U. White

leatherette, i h'nnch Mfroav, 8s. 6d.)

Ameiican Yachts and Yachting.
(. loth ifili.

Casselt iL- Company, Limited, Litdgatc Hill, London; Parts, Ae;c York and Melbourne.
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Casscll Company's Classified Price List.

Shakspere, The Leopold. Cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See also

3>. 6d. rt</7S. 6<1.)

Cassell's Pocket Guide to Europe. (Size $\ by 3; inches.)
Leather.

Choice Poems by H. W. Longfellow. Illustrated frnm

Paintings by his Son, Ernest W. Longfellow.

Dog Stories and DOB Lore. By Col. Thomas W. Knox.

Technical Educator. Cassell's. Complete in Four Vols.

Each. (See also 55., 245., and ais. 6d.)

Cobden, Richard, The Political Writings of.

Co-operation in Land Tillage. By M. A.

Ostrich Fanning in South Africa.
Ladies' Physician, The. By a London Physician.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List post free on appli-
cation. (See also y,., 7*. 6d., 8s. 6d., and 95. 1

EDUCATIONAL.
Medical and Clinical Manuals. A List fastfree on appli-

cation. (See also 5s., 6s., 8s. 6d., and 95.)

Practical Electricity. By Prof. W. E. Ayrton. Illustrated.

Electricity. The Age Of. From Amber Soul to Telephone. By
Park Benjamin, Ph.D.

German-English and English-German Pronouncing
Dictionary. AV?c and Enlarged Edition.

Shorter English Poems. By Prof. Henry Morley. Papular
Edition. (See also us. 6(1. and 125. 6d.)

Figure Painting in Water-Colours. With Sixteen Coloured
Plates. With Instructions by the Artists.

English Literature, A First Sketch of. By Prof. Henry
Morley. Revised and Enlarged Edition.

Algebra, Manual Of. By Calbraith and Haughton.

English Literature, Library of. By Professor Henry
Morley. With Illustrations taken from Original MSS. Popular
Edition. Vol. I.: SHORTER ENGLISH PoKMS. Vol. 2.: ILLUS-
TRATIONS OF ENGLISH RELIGION. Vol. III.: ENGLISH PLAYS.
Vol. IV. : SHORTER WORKS ON ENGLISH PROSE. VoL V. :

SKETCHES OF LONGER WORKS IN ENGLISH VERSE AND
PROSE. Each. (See also us. 6d. and I2S. 6d.l

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of, K.G., The Life
and Work of. By Edwin Hodder. In One Volume, cloth. With
8 Illustrations. (Sec aha -&>.)

Fresh-water Fishes of Europe, The. By Prof. H. G.

Seeley. F.K.S. With 214 Illustration,,.

France as It Is. liy Andre Lebun and Paul IVlet. With Three
Maps. C.own Hvo, cloth.

Health at School. By Clement Dukes. M.D., B.S.

The Chess Problem : Text-Book with Illustrations. Containing
400 Positions selected from the Works of C. Planck and others.

Christmas in the Olden Time. By Sir Walter Scott, with
Illu

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of. with Coloured Plates
and numerous Engravings. Containing about 9,000 Recipes. (See
also los. 6d.)

Domestic Dictionary, Cassell's. Illustrated. "1,280 pages.
Royal Hvo, cloth. (See also los. 6d. I

Subjects Of Social Welfare. By the Rt. Hon. Sir Lyon Play-
fair, M.P., K.C.B., I.L.D., I-.R.S. Crown 8vo.

Christopher Columbus, The Life and Voyages of.

By Washington Irving. Three Volumes. The set.

Sunlight and Shade. With Exquisite Engravings.

Changing Year, The. Being Poems and Pictures of Life and
Nature. With numerous Illustrations.

Ballads, Illustrated British. With Original Illustrations.

Two Vols. Each. (See also iy..}

Nimrod in the North ; or Hunting and Fishing Ad- I

ventures in the Arctic Regions. By F. Schwatka.

"Sunday:" Its Origin, History, and Present Obli-
gation (Hampton Luc.-ures, 1860). By the Veil. Archdeacon
Hessey, D.C.L. fifth Edition.

Child's Life Of Christ, The. Wilh about 200 original Illus-
trations. Lloth. (Sit atso las. M. met ais.)

Child's Bible. Cheap Edition. Illustrated. Cloth. ( \ee also Jos. 6d.)

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress. Illustrated.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. .-/ List post fr,
cation, (see alia 55., 6s., 75. 6d., and 95.)

afpli.

Queen Victoria, The Life and Times of. Complete in

Our Earth and its Story. By Dr. Robert Brown, F.L.S.
Vols. Land 11. With Coloured Plates and numerous Wood Engravings.

Gleanings from Popular Authors. Complete in Two Vols.
With Original Illustrations by the best artists. Each.

Natural History, Cassell's New. Edited by Prof. P.
Martin Duncan. M.D., F.R.S. Complete in Six Vols. Illustrated

throughout. Extra crown 410. Each.
Universal History, Cassell's Illustrated. Vol. I.. Early

and Greek History. Vol. II., The Roman Period. Vol. III., The
Middle Ages. Vol. IV., Modern History. With Illustrations. Each.

England, Cassell's Illustrated History of. With about
2,000 Illustrations. Complete in Ten Vols. Aew and Xwised Edition.
Vols. I. and II. Each.

Protestantism, The History of. By the Rev. J. A. Wylie.
LI..D. Three Vols. With 600 Illustrations. Each.

United States, History of the (Cassell's). Complete in
Three Vols. About 600 Illustrations. Each.

Family Magazine Volume, Cassell's. Wiih upwards of
250 Original Contribution::, and about ,*jo Illustrations.

British Battles on Land and Sea. Three Vols. With
about 600 Engravings. Each. (See also 30$. I

Battles, Recent British, illustrated. (See also K<^
Franco-German War, Cassell's History of the. Com-

plete in Two Vols. Containing 500 Illustrations. Each.

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of. With about
500 Illustrations. Two Vols. Each.

(See also I 5s. )

London, Old and New. Complete in Six Vols. Each containing
about 200 illusirations. Each. (*ee also $,}

Edinburgh, Cassell's Old and New. Complete in Three
Yoiv With 600 Original Illustrations. Each.

London, Greater. Complete in Two Vols. By Edward Walford.
With about 400 Original Illustrations. Each.

Science for All. AY^W l-dii,on. Complete in Five Vols. Each
containing about 350 Illustrations and Diagrams. Each.

Medical and Clinical Manuals. -/ List postfree en appli-
cation. (See also js., 6s., 75. 6d., and 8s. 6d.)

School Registers. 1 1- or description see is. 4d. I

Battles, Recent British. Library Edition. (See t

Illu.
Saturday Journal, Cassell's. Yearly Volume.

Cities Of the World. Illustrated throughout with fine Illustrations

and Portraits. Complete in Three Vols. Each.

Peoples Of the World, The. By Dr. Robert Brown. Illus-

trated. Six Vols. Each.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert Brown, M.A., Ph.D.,
F.L.S. F.R.G.S. Complete in Six Yols.. with 750 Illustrations.

Each. (See also 3JS. 6d.) x

Horse Keeper, Practical. Bv George fleming, LL.D.,
F.R.C.V.S.

Sunday Scrap Book. Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 55.)

History Scrap Book. Cloth gilt. (See also 55.1

Daisy Dimple's Scrap Book. Cloth gilt.

Our Own Country. Complete in Six Vols. With 200 Original
Illustrations in each Vol. Each.

Great Industries of Great Britain. Complete in Three
Vols. Each. (See also 155.)

English Literature, Dictionary of. By w. Davenport
Adams. Cloth. (See also IDS. 6d.)

Shakspere, The Leopold. Roxburgh. (See also 3s. 6d. and 6s.)

Sea, The : Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,
and Heroism. ByF.Whymper. Four Vols., with 400 Original
Illustrations. 75. 6d. each. (See a/so ?&.)

World of Wonders, The. Two Vols. Illustrated. Each.

World Of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions. (See also IDS. 6d. )

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval

Wright, M. A. Illustrated. (Roxburgh, IDS. 6d.)

Insect Variety. By A. H. Swinton. Cheap Edition.

RELIGIOUS.
Quiver Volume, The. Containing upwards of 250 Original Con-

) Engi ngs.
Life and Words of Christ, The. By Cunningham Geikie, D.D.

Cheat Edition in i Vol.
Farrar'S Life Of Christ. Popular Edition. Cloth, gilt edges.

(See also 6s., los. 6d., 155., 2is., 245., and 425.)
Farrar's Early Days of Christianity.

Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., IDS. 6d., 155.. 245.,

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.
Cloth, gilt edges. (See also 6s., los. 6d., 155.. 21

Russia, Truth about. By W. T. Stead. Demy i-v<>, cloth.

Farrar's Life Of Christ. Popular Edition. Persian nmrocco.
(See also 6s.. 75. 6d., 155., 215., 24s., and 4_-s. r

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also 6s., ?s. 6d., 155., 215., 245., ait,i 425.)

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Popular Edition.
Persian morocco. (See also os., ;s. 6d., 155., 245., and j.-s.)

Child's Life Of Christ, The. With about _n. Original Illus-

trations and Six Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. (
Set also 75. 6d.

Child's"' Bible. New Edition. With 200 Illustrations and Six
Coloured Plates. Cloth, gilt edges. ( See al>a ?s. 6d. I

Domestic Dictionary. The. Roxburgh. (See also T*. 6sl.i

Cookery, Cassell's Dictionary of Illustrated throughout.
Roxburgh. (See also ?s. 6d.,

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's. Cheap Edition. One Vol.

Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d. )

Architectural Drawing. By Phene Spiers. Illustrated.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The. A New and Original Work
of Reference to all the Words in the English Language. Complete
in Fourteen Divisional Vols. Each. (Sec a/so 215. on.t 25*.)

Bismarck: an Historical Biography. By Charles Lowe, M.A. Cheap
Edition.

English Literature, Dictionary of. Roxburgh.

World of Wit and Humour, The. With about 400 Illustra-

tions. Cloth, gilt edges. (A ato 7s. 6d.)

Arabian Nights Entertainments, The. With Illustrations

by Gustave Dore", and other well-known Artists. .Vrru Edition.

Natural History, Cassell's Concise. By Prof. E. Perceval

Wright, M.A. Illustrated. Roxburgh. (See also 75. 6d.)

Poultry, The Illustrated BOOK of. By Lewis Wright. With
50 Coloured Plates. Popular Edition. With Illustrations on Wood.
(See also 315. 6d. and 2 25. )

Gun and its Development, The. With Notes on Shooting.
By W. W. Greener. With Illustrations.

Heroes of Britain in Peace and War. With 300 Illustra-

tions. Library binding, Two Vols. in One.

India: the Land and the People. By sir James Caird,
K.C.B., F.R.S. Revised Edition.

English Literature, Library of. By Prof. Henry Morley.
Vol. II. Illustrations of English Religion. Vol. III.- English Plays.
Vol. IV. Shorter Works in English Prose. Vol. V. Longer Works
in Prose and Verse. Each. (See also ?s. 6d., 125. 6d.. and $ 55.)

Bible Dictionary, Cassell's.
(See also los. 6d.)

.rly 600 Illustratic

Parliaments, A Diary of Two. By Henry W. Lucy. Two
Vols. Vol. I., The Di,rae'.i Parliament, 18741880. Vol. II., The
Gladstone Parliament, 18801885. Each.

Modern Europe, A History of. By C. A. Fyffe. M.A.
Fellow of University College, Oxford. Vol. I. and II., each.

Cassell's Miniature Shakespeare. C

In liox. (See also is. and -'is. i

7/6
confd.

8/6

10/-

10/6

11/6

12/-

CasseZl $ Company, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London ; Paris, A'e-w York ana Melbourne.



16/-

16/-

18/

20/

21/

/ /';/<<

p.
Great Painter* of Christendom, The, from Clmabuo

1) to Win.
Along Alaska's Oreat Riv.-i
Familiar Tree*.

.

Oard. , Familiar.

Wll.l mlllar.

Wild Flowers, ramlliar.

Poems, Shorter Enicllsh. i:.. r. i. .

y. With

Stock Excha -Book, The.

Representative Poems of Living Poets.
Farrar's Life of Christ, The.

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.
' 4.

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity.

Bible, The Crown.

Magazine of Art, The.

Our Homes, and How to Make them Healthy. \Viili

lllll-.tr

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia. >'

Sketching from Nature in Water Colours. Ity \ >< n

With IlliiMi..

Shakspere, The Royal.
'

: V,,K. With Steel

British Ballads. \Viili nin.rr.-

Oreat Industries of Oreat Britain. \\ itii ii-u.t 400 llhi>-

India, Cassell's History of. r-'. ii nit. With

Russo-Turkish War, Cassell's History of the. ill,,,.

Magazine of Art, The. v-ir\ \'.>l. Wniiui-t, i,

Corn and Cattle Producing Districts of France, The.

Life and 'Words of Christ. '. ' unntag

Longfellow's Poetical Works. -hrm, (Jtsa

'

'\ Volume.
hi^h-cl.!- . :tnfs.

Cassell's Concise Cyclopaedia.. Koxlxir^h. \l-\<>-

iff 1 5s. l

Picturesque Europe. I\<fnlar r.iiii.n,. c.,in|.].-t.- in :

With Thirteen ex.|ui-.it.- Stri-1 1'l.it. - ..ti^in.il W,.,l
Mn^r.u in^,. Iv'ich. (j . /Jio u^.., a.;,/ /? 6 5*. I

Bible, The Crowrn. . Wiih >-. lllu-.tr iti-n- .nul _ .

l
;
ull-|M^i- 1'l.iti--, l'<-rsi -in aiiii<|in- morocco. (5 a /.to 154.)

Family Prayer Book, The. i.Mit.-.l i.y K.-v. dn..n ('..irU-tt,

M. A., in 1 K.

Our Homes, and Hour to Make Them Healthy. Kx
tmri:h. \Sttmi

Cassell's Household Ouide. ^'ith .uiin.-r ..u- in.,

r.- in I-.mr \\.ls..

^.."i us. 6d.)

Natural History Wall Sheets. .- 1 of i .- ri.nes. I'n-

Celebrities of the Century, li.-im,- n Dii -ti.ni.iry "it:
, nf tin- Nim-tri;n:h l i-ninry. l-.ilin-.l !> i

Cloth. (Sff,:

Thackeray, Character Sketches from.
l.-n.-k IUrn.ir.1. i I'lu.t,.-

Shakespearean Scenes and Characters. r.\ '.

With EngrmTingv
Modern Printing Machinery and Letterpress

Printing. i:>- I-. i. l . H
Memorials of the Craft of Surgery in England.

[Data

Dickens. Character Sketches from, i

n In.li.i piprr. ]:i 1

Abbeys and Churches of England and Wales, The.

The Magazine of Art. . 4i l\ .. v .\i.\n. \ III.. i\.. ,,( \.
With ah. .ui joa lllu>u.i-

Encyclopaedic Dictionary, The.

Dairy Farming, i.

Tilt,-. Dnny4t.i.
Flower Garden, Paxton's. !i.]-:.-te in Three \

Thlrtj

Trinidad. I)> I. v. A. n.- v.-rti-uil. M.U.I'.

Ferns. European I thfir I --tm. ll.ihit. and Culture. By Junes
llrittrn. 1-. 1 S. Wit!, l

Health, The Book of.

Family Physician, The. A v :..-,. M nnul of Doomtte
?.)

Milton's Paradise Lost. I" :ll pa^e Dning
liy

'
.

Dante's Purgatorto and PaimdiM. "Aiti Bfyrfffm 'T--

* M * V.A.

M.

RELIOIOOS W<
Dictionary of Religion, Th.

Farrar's Life of Christ, The. eomow
k-issl TttMlralfom. tloth. gilt >%. i w / ..

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.
HSJ

Old Testament Commentai En'"-h R"d

!
i

'

I

MU. I l.i.- Vofc.

Cosv

New Testan.

Child's Llfti of Chrli

Blblu Educator, Tin

Holy Land and the Blblo. T).
InTwoVohv

Luther, Martin I His Lit . and Times. By rter Bayoe.
ll.:.

Early Days of Christianity, The. By the Vca. Archdeacon
' *i,j 6*.. 7*. .!..

Life of Christ, The. Jlv tin- \ .-a Archdeacon Farm
: 1. Cd., IJV. lt..

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul. Utrm

Bible Educator, The. > > Dean Mumptrc. Complete is

Technical Educator, Cassell's. .

(See alia 55.. i,-

iJoubie DivfafcmalEncyclopaedic Dictionary, The. Seen I)

Celebrities of the Century.
. of the Nineteenth Century. I ,'.iic<l i.y I

K,,x,

Dictionary of Religion, The. !iy the Her. Wiffiun Benham.
H.l'. K..\!M

A Course of Lessons in landscape Painting in Oils.
Reproduction* in Colour, and noSMfous

exaiiH.:-

Family Physician. The.

Sea, The i Its Stirring Story of Adventure, Peril,
and Heroism. By F. Wlrysapsr. t.il>rary >suit>if. Compiui.

Health, The Book of. -ral*viu.\

Natural History Wall Sheets. Trn Subject*. SUe s6 by
ao in -<1. i

21/- _

24/-

25/-

Protestantism, The History of. By i

i llustmioat. TtwceVok,

British Battles on Land and Se*. Three Voh. Onth.
ffK.)

United States, History of the. By the Ute E.inmnJ oWer.
'

ited States, History of the. By t

ring 6ao llastmiaa* mad
'

//

Edinburgh, Old and New. mplete in Three Vosv. {Set*;a
91. a/-

Life and Words of Christ.
I'r, l

Edinburgh, Old and Now. mplete in Three Voh., Ul-r.iry
bind

Protestantism, The History of. Library Edition. (/*
British Battles on Land and Sea. v, .lout *w Ifluxtr

-

l/MOLl
United States, History of the. the late Edmund OIBer.

l.il.nry l-..liti..n. II,-

St Cuthbert's Tower, hy ) >. Three VoK..

Lady Biddy Fane, The Admirable.
l..th.

Music, Illustrated History of.
OVOBV

Heavens, The Story of the.
I-.K.S . 1 K.A..S. i Ireland. Whli

MO, 544 PH1"-

Picturesque Europe. I\<ft,lar f.Jitit*. Two Voh. hi OM.
!>ies. (5r ats iHs.. 10 los.. >s 15*.. mJ

Prultry, The Book of. B] : Colonrad

Pigeons, The Book of.
-1 Pbte*. ^Aer mitt 4m.(

Technical Educator, Cassell's. .mpJele in To Vwfc..

Household Ouide. The. : Vuk.. haKcair.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated. I.r ,n..-r. .ith

27/-

301-

31 6

Horse, The Book of the. Samuel Sidney. Whs T.enty
--I I'lalev !>. > .'4Sv)

Butterflies and Moths, European. I " l -

Dog, Illustrated Book of the. By Vwo Shaw, a A. Cantab.
.

"

Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.

I .,, ...:...-

i.' *>

1'Ute*. and aunerou* Wood Engrarian.

36/-

<{ Company, Limited, I tiJgatt Hill, London : Paris, New York and MtlboMrnt.



36/-

37/6

42/-

45/-

50/-

60/-

Cassdl fy Company's Classified Price List.

Shaftesbury, the Seventh Earl of. K.G., The Life
and Work of. By Edwin Hoddcr. With Portraits. Three Vols.

(See also 75. 6d.i

Youth's History of the United States, The. From the

Discovery of America by the Northmen to the Present Time. By
Edward S. Ellis. With Several Hundred Illustrations. Four Vols.

Countries of the World, The. By Robert Brown, M.A.,
Ph.D., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Three Vols. Library Kindin^, (J-'or

description, see 75. 6d.)
Our Own Country. Three Vols. Library Binding. (For de-

scription, seejs. 6dj

Cathedral Churches of England and 'Wales. Edition
de Luxe. Descriptive, Historical, Pictorial. Roxburgh.

Royal River, The : The Thames from Source to Sea.
With Descriptive lext by Prof. Bonney, F.R.S., &c.. and a Scries of
beautiful Engravings from Original Designs. With Etching for

Frontispiece.

Dore Gallery, The. Popular Edition. With 250 Illustrations by
Gustave Dore. Cloth gilt, bevelled boards.

Egypt : Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
t'ufular Edition. By IV if. G. F-bers. Translated by Clara Bell.

with Notes by Samuel Birch, LL.D., D.C.L.. F.S.A. 2 Vols. With
about 800 Original Engravings. (See also 455.)

Picturesque America. Complete in Four Vols., with Forty-
eight Exquisite Steel Plates and about 800 Original Wood Engravings.

en. Archdeacon Farrar, D.D. Two
6d., jos. 6d., iss., ins., arf24S.)

The Life of Christ. By th
Vols. morocco. (See also to.,

St. Paul, The Life and Work of. By the Ven. Archdeacon
Farrar. Lirarv Edition, morncc". Illustrated l:

.ditian, morocco.
(See also 6s., ?s. 6d., los. 6d., 155., and cis.i

Farrar's Early Days of Christianity. Library Edition.
Two Vols. Morocco. (Ste also 6s., ;s. 6d., IDS. 6d., 155.. and 245.)

Poultry, The Book Of. I!y Lewis Wright. With Fifty Coloured
Portraits, half-morocco. I

Vtv also ios. 6d. and 315. 6d.)

Pigeons, The Book Of. By R. Fulton. With Twenty Coloured
Plates, half-morocco, (.SVc also ios. 6d. and 315. 6d.)

Popular Educator, The.
(See atse y>.)

Double Vols., half-calf.

.: Descriptive, Historical, and Picturesque.
Vol.1. By Prof. G. Ebers. Translated by Clara Hell, with N.itcsbv
Samuel Birch, LL.U. With the Original M.i-nin, , nt Illustrations.

Cloth >tilt. (Vol. 11., ?. IK. 6d.) Or the Two Vols. in c-.mlboard

box, 4 175. 6d. (See also 4zs. i

Horse, The Book of the. By Samuel Sidney. With Twenty-
eight Fac -simile Coloured Plates. Enlarged Edition. Half-morocco.
(Cloth. 35s.)

Canaries and Cage-Birds, The Illustrated Book of.
Half-niorocco. (Eor description see 355.)

Doe. Illustrated Book of the. By Vero Shaw. B.A. With
jight Coloured Plates. uS,r also '-^. )

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. Toned Paper Edition.

Leather, gilt edges. (See also 705. and ;5s.)

London, Old and New. ComfMe in Six Vols. With about
1,200 Illustrations. Library Edition. (See also 95.)

Longfellow's Poetical 'Works. Fine Art Edition. Magnifi-
cently Illustrated throughout with Original Engravings. Handsomely
bound in cloth gilt, gilt edges. (See a/so i6s.)

Shakespeare, Royal Quarto. Edited by Charles and Marv
Cowden Clarke, and containing about 6<>o Illustrations bv H. C.
Selous. Three Vols. , cloth gilt. (See alsc 6 6s.)

Picturesque Canada. A Delineation by Pen and Pencil of all

the Features of Interest in the Dominion of Canada, from its

Discovery to the Present Day. With about 6j Original Illustrations.

Complete in Two Volumes. Each.

Bible, Cassell's Illustrated Family. Morocco antique.
(Also sos. in leather, and 755. best morocco. >

The International Shakespeare. I'.diiion de tnrc. (See
also S 3s.)" King Henry IV." Illustrated by Herr Eduard Griitzner.

"As You Like It" Illustrated by Mons. I '.'mile Bayard.

" Othello." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee, A.R. A.
" King Henry VIII." Illustrated by Sir James Union, P.R.I.

"Twelfth Night." Illustrated by G. H. Boughton. A.R.A.

Etching : Its Technical Processes, with Remarks on
Collections and Collecting. By S. K. Koehler. With
Thirty Full-page Plates by Old and Modern Etchers, and numerous
reproductions in the Text.

New Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Three Vols. in half-morucco. \See a/so sis.)

England, Cassell's History of.
Library Edition. Ten Vols. c See also gs.

English Literature, Library of. The Set of Five Vols.,
half-morocco. (See also 75. 6d., us. 6d., and 125. 6d.)

"Romeo and Juliet." Illustrated by Frank Dicksee. A.R. A.

Forming a Volume of "The International Shakespeare." This Vol.

was originally published at 3 ios., but on account of the gmwingr
scarcity of copies was raised in price to 5 55. (See also 7os.)

Shakespeare, Cassell's Quarto. Morocco, (l-'or descrip-
tion, -v,r 3 3-s. I

Old Testament Commentary, The. Edited by Bishop
Ellicott. Five Vols. in half-morocco. (.W also 2is. )

Picturesque Europe, l.ar^e J\i/>cr l :.dition. Complete in Five
Volumes. Each containing Thirteen exquisite Ste.-l Plat.-., from
Original Drawings, and nearly 200 Original Illustrations, with

descriptive Letterpress. Royal 410, cloth gilt, .10 ios. ; half-morocco,

15 J5s. (See also i8s., 3 is. 6,1., and .*, 5s.)

British Fossil Reptiles, A History of. By Sir Rich ml
Owen, K.C.B., F.R.S., .V-c. With 268 Plates. Complete in Four
Volumes.

Holy Bible, The. Illustrated by Gustav

polished morocco. (Also in cloth, 8. )

Dore. Two Vols., best

Pictturesque Europe. Large Paper Edition......
Steel Plates, and 1,000 Original Wood Engravings. Five- V,,ls

With Sixty-five

MONTHLY SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.
Adventure, The World of. 7d.

Art, Magazine of. Is.
Biblewomen and Nurses. 2d.

Bunyan, Cassell's Illustrated. 6d.

Butterflies and Moths, European.
6d.

Cassell's Magazine. 7d.
Cathedrals and Abbeys. 7d.

Celebrities of the Century. 6d.*

Cities of the World. 7d.

Conquests of the Cross. 7d.

Crown Bible. 6d.

Dog, Book of the. Is.

Dore Bible. 3d. (And Weekly, id.)

Electricity in the Service of Man.
6d.

Encyclopaedic Dictionary. Monthly
Part, Is. Monthly Vol., cloth,

10s. 6d. ; Bi-monthly Double
Vol. , half-morocco, 21s. ; half-

russia, 25s.

England, History of. 7d.

English Literature, Library of. 6d.

Farrar's Life and Work of St. Paul.

7d.

Gardening, Cassell's Popular. 7d.

Household, Book of the. 7d.

Little Folks. 6d.
London, Old and New. 7d.

Music, History of. 7d.

National Library, Cassell's

Weekly,* 3d. and 6d.

Natural History, Cassell's. 7d.

Old Testament Commentary, The.*
Edited by BISHOP ELLICOTT. 7d.

Our Earth and Its Story. 7d.

Our Own Country. 7d.

Paradise Lost. Illustrated by DOR.
7d.

Peoples of the World. 7d.

Pictorial Scrap Book, Cassell's. 6d.

Picturesque America. 2s. 6d.

Picturesque Australasia. 7d.

Pigeons, Illustrated Book of. 6d.

Popular Educator, Cassell's NEW.
6d.

Poultry, Illustrated Book of. 6dL

Protestantism, History of. 7d.

Quiver, The. 6d.
Russo-Turkish War. 7d.

SaturdayJournal, Cassell's.
6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Sea, The. 7d.

Shakespeare, Cassell's Illustrated.

7d.

Story of the Heavens. 7d.

Technical Educator, Cassell's. 6d.

Universal History, Cassell's. 7d.

Wild Flowers, Familiar. 6d.

Woman's World. Is.
Work. 6d. (And Weekly, Id.)

Cassell's Railway Time Tables and
Through-Route Glance Guide.
Price 4d.

All are Illustrated except those indicated by an asterisk.

Letts's Diaries and other Time-Saving Publications are now published by CASSELL

& COMPANY, and particulars will be forwarded post free on application to the Publishers,

CASSELL & COMPANY, Limited, Ludgate Hill, London; Paris, New York and Melbourne.

O/-

94/6

5

5/5

6/6

7/17/6

10/10

12/12

15

26/5
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